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OBJECTS AND RULES
OF

THE ASSOCIATION.

OBJECTS.
The Association contemplates no interference witli the ground occupied

by other institutions. Its objects are :—To give a stronger impulse and
a more systematic direction to scientific inquiry,—to promote the inter-

course of those who cultivate Science in different parts of the British

Empire, with one another and with foreign philosophers,—to obtain a

more general attention to the objects of Science, and a removal of any
disadvantages of a public kind which impede its progress.

RULES.
Admieslon of Members and Associates.

All persons who have attended the first Meeting shall be entitled

to become Members of the Association, upon subscribing an obligation

to conform to its Rules.

The Fellows and Members of Chartered Literary and Philosophical

Societies publishing Transactions, in the British Empire, shall be entitled,

in like manner, to become Membei-s of the Association.

The Officers and Members of the Councils, or Managing Committees,
of Philosophical Institutions shall be entitled, in like manner, to become
Members of the Association.

All Members of a Philosophical Institution recommended by its Coun-
cil or Managing Committee shall be entitled, in like manner, to become
Members of the Association.

Persons not belonging to such Institutions shall be elected by the

General Committee or Council to become Life Members of the Asso-
ciation, Annual Subscribers, or Associates for the year, subject to the

approval of a General Meeting.

Compositions, Subscriptions, and Privileges.

Life Membeks shall pay, on admission, the sum of Ten Pounds. They
shall receive graPaitouely the Reports of the Association which may be
published after the date of such payment. They are eligible to all the
offices of the Association.

Annual Subscribers shall pay, on admission, the sum of Two Pounds,
and in each following year the sum of One Pound. They shall receive
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gratidtoushj the Reports of tlie Association for the year of their admission

and for the years in which they continue to pay without intermission their

Annual Subscription. By omitting to pay this subscription in any par-

ticular year, Members of this class (Annual Subscribers) lose for that and
all future years the privilege of receiving the volumes of the Association

gratis ; but they may resume their Membership and other privileges at any

subsequent Meeting of the Association, paying on each such occasion the

sum of One Pound. They are eligible to all the offices of the Association.

Associates for the year shall pay on admission the sum of One Pound.

They shall not receive gratuitously the Reports of the Association, nor be

eligible to serve on Committees, or to hold any office.

The Association consists of the following classes :

—

1. Life Members admitted from 1831 to 1845 inclusive, who have paid

on admission Five Pounds as a composition.

2. Life Members who in 1846, or in subsequent years, have paid on

admission Ten Pounds as a composition.

3. Annual Members admitted from 1831 to 1889 inclusive, subject to

the payment of One Pound annually. [May resume their Membership after

intermission of Annual Payment.]
4. Annual Members admitted in any year since 1839, subject to the

payment of Two Pounds for the first year, and One Pound in each

following year. [May resume their Membershijj after intermission of

Annual Payment.]

5. Associates for the year, subject to the payment of One Pound.
6. Corresponding Members nominated by the Council.

And the Members and Associates will be entitled to receive the annual
volume of Reports, gratis, or io imrchase'it at reduced (or Members')
price, according to the following specification, viz. :

—

1. Gratis.—Old Life Members who have paid Five Pounds as a compo-
sition for Annual Payments, and previous to 1845 a further

sum of Two Pounds as a Book Subscription, or, since 1845,
a further sum of Five Pounds.

New Life Members who have paid Ten Pounds as a composition.

Annual Members loho have not intermitted their Annual Sub-
scription.

2. At reduced or Members' Price, viz., two-thirds of the Publication Price.

—Old Life Members who have paid Five Pounds as a compo-
sition for Annual Payments, but no further sum as a Book
Subscription.

AnnualMembers who have intermitted theirAnnual Subscription.

Associates for the year. [Privilege confined to the volume for

that year only.]

3. Members may purchase (for the purpose of completing their sets) any
of the volumes of the Reports of the Association up to 1874,

of wliich more than 15 coines remain, at 2s. Gd. per volume.'

Application to be made at the Office of the Association.

Volumes not claimed within two years of the date of imblicatiou can
only be issued by direction of the Council.

Subscriptions shall be received by the Treasurer or Secretaries.

' A few complete sets, 1S31 to 1871, are on sale, at ;£10 the set.
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Meetiiigs.

The Association shall meet annually, for one week, or longer. Tho
place of each Meeting shall be appointed by the General Committee not

less than two years in advance ' ; and the arrangements for it shall be

entrusted to the Officers of the Association.

General Committee.

The General Committee shall sit during the week of the Meeting, or

longer, to transact the business of the Association. It shall consist of the

following persons :

—

Class A. Permanent Members.

1. Members of the Council, Presidents of the Association, and Presi-

dents of Sections for the present and preceding years, with Authors of

Reports in the Transactions of the Association.

2. Members who by the publication of Works or Papers have fur-

thered the advancement of those subjects which are taken into considera-

tion at the Sectional Meetings of the Association. With a view of sub-

mitting new claims under this Hide to the decisiori of the Council, they ni,ust he

sent to the Assistant General Secretary at least one month hefore the Meeting

of the Association. The decision of the Council on the claims of a/ny Memher
of the Association to he placed on the list of the General Committee to he fined.

Class B. Tempoeakt Members. ^

1. Delegates nominated by the Corresponding Societies under the

conditions hereinafter explained. Claims under this Ride to he sent to the

Assistant General Secretary hefore the opening of the Meeting.

2. Office-bearers for the time being, or delegates, altogether not ex-

ceeding three, from Scientific Institutions established in the place of

Meeting. Claims under this Rule to he approved by the Local Secretaries

hefore the opening of the Meeting.

3. Foreigners and other individuals whose assistance is desired, and
who are specially nominated in writing, for the Meeting of the year, by
the President and General Secretaries,

4. Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of Sections.

Organising Sectional Committees.^

The Presidents, Vice-Presidents, and Secretaries of the several Sec-
tions are nominated by the Council, and have power to exercise the func-
tions of Sectional Committees until their names are submitted to the
General Committee for election.

From the time of their nomination they constitute Organising Com-
mittees for the purpose of obtaining information upon the Memoirs and
Reports likely to be submitted to the Sections, ' and of preparing Reports

' Kevised hy tlie General Committee, Liverpool, 1896.
- Kevised, Montreal, 188i.
' Passed, Edinburgh, 187], revised, Dover, 1899.
* Notice to Contributors of Mevioirs.^Anihois. are reminded that, under an

arrangement dating from 1871, the acceptance of Memoirs, and the days on which
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thereon, and on the order in wliicli it is desirable that they eliould be

read. The Sectional Presidents of former years are ex offi.cio members
of the Organising Sectional Committees.

•

An Organising Committee may also hold such preliminary meetings as

the President of the Committee tbinks expedient, but shall, under any
circumstances, meet on the first Wednesday of the Annual Meeting, at

2 r.M., to appoint members of the Sectional Committee.^

Constitution of the Sectional Committees.'

On the first day of the Annual Meeting, the President, Vice-Presi-

dents, and Secretaries of each Section, who will be appointed by the

General Committee at 4 p.m., and those previous Presidents and Vice-

Presidents of the Section who may desire to attend, are to meet, at 2 P.M.,

in their Committee Kooms, and appoint the Sectional Committees by
selecting individuals from among the Members (not Associates) present

at the Meeting whose assistance they may particularly desire. Any
Member who has intimated the intention of attending the Meeting, and
who has already served upon a Committee of a Section, is eligible for

election as a Member of the Committee of that Section at its first

meeting.'' The Sectional Committees thus constituted shall have power
to add to their number from day to day.

The List thus formed is to be entered daily in the Sectional Minute-

Book, and a copy forwarded without delay to the Printer, who is charged
with publishing the same before 8 a.m. on the next day in the Journal of

the Sectional Proceedings.-'&'-

Business of the Sectional Committees.

Committee Meetings are to be held on the Wednesday, and on the

following Thursday, Friday, Saturday,-^ Monday, and Tuesday, for the
objects stated in the Rules of the Association. The Organising Committee
of a Section is empowered to arrange the hours of meeting of the Section
and the Sectional Committee except for Saturday.''

The business is to be conducted in the following manner :

—

1. The President shall call on the Secretary to read tbe minutes of

the previous Meeting of the Committee.

tlicy arc to be read, arc now as far as possible determined by Organising Committees
for the several Sections l/nfore the heginning of the Meeting. It has therefore become
necessary, in order to give an opportunity to tlic Committees of doing justice to the

several Communications, that each author should prepare an Abstract of his Memoir
of a length suitable for insertion in the published Transactions of the Association,

and that lie should send it, together with the original Memoir, by book-post, on or

before , addressed to the General Secretaries, at the office of

the Association. 'For Section ' If it should be inconvenient to the Author
that his paper should be read on any particular days, he is requested to send in-

formation thereof to the Secretaries in a separate note. Authors who send in their

MSS. three complete weeks before the Meeting, and whose papers are accepted,
will be furnished, before the Meeting, with printed copies of their Rejjorts and
abstracts. No Report, Paper, or Abstract can be inserted in the Annual Volume
unless it is handed either to the Recorder of the Section or to the Assistant Geheral
Secretary before the conclusion of the Meetinq.

' Sheffield, 1879. « Swansea, 1880, revised, Dover, 1899.
» Edinburgh, 1871, revised, Dover, 1899. • Glasgow, 1901.
'^ The meeting on Saturday is optional, Southport, 1883. * Nottingham, 1893.
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2. No paper shall be read until it has been formally accepted by the

Committee of the Section, and entered on the minutes accord-

ingly.

3. Papers which have been reported on unfavourably by the Organ-

ising Committees shall not be brought before the Sectional

Committees.^

At the first meeting, one of the Secretaries will read the Minutes of

last year's proceedings, as recorded in the Minute-Book, and the Synopsis

of Recommendations adopted at the last Meeting of the Association

and printed in the last volume of the Report. He will next proceed to

read the Report of the Organising Committee.^ The list of Communi-

cations to be read on Thursday shall be then arranged, andthe general

distribution of business throughout the week shall be provisionally ap-

pointed.2 At the close of the Committee Meeting the Secretaries shall

forward to the Printer a List of the Papers appointed to be read. The

Printer is charged with publishing the same before 8 A.M. on Thursday

in the Journal.

On the second day of the Annual Meeting, and the following days,

the Secretaries are to correct, on a copy of the Journal, the list of papers

which have been read on that day, to add to it a list of those appointed

to be read on the next day, and to send this copy of the Journal as early

in the day as possible to the Printer, who is charged with printing the

same before 8 a.m. next morning in the Journal. It is necessary that one

of the Secretaries of each Section (generally the Recorder) should call

at the Printing Office and revise the proof each evening.

Minutes of the proceedings of every Committee are to be entered daily

in the Minute-Book, which should be confirmed at the next meeting of

the Committee.
Lists of the Reports and Memoirs read in the Sections are to be entered

in the Minute-Book daily, which, with all Memoirs and Copies or Abstracts

of Memoirs furnished hy Authors, are to he fnrivarded, at the close of the

Sectional Meetings, to the Assistant General Secretary.

The Vice-Presidents and Secretaries of Sections become ex officio

temporary Members of the General Committee (vide p. xxxi), and will

receive, on application to the Treasurer in the Reception Room, Tickets

entitling them to attend its Meetings.

The Committees will take into consideration any suggestions which may
be offered by their Members for the advancement of Science. They are

specially requested to review the recommendations adopted at preceding

Meetings, as published in the volumes of the Association, and the com-

munications made to the Sections at this Meeting, for the purposes of

selecting definite points of research to which individual or combined

exertion may be usefully directed, and branches of knowledge on the

state and progress of which Reports are wanted ; to name individuals or

Committees for the execution of such Reports or researches ; and to state

whether, and to what degree, these objects may be usefully advanced by

the appropriation of the funds of the Association, by application to

Government, Philosophical Institutions, or Local Authorities.

In case of appointment of Committees for special objects of Science,

it is expedient that all Members of the Committee should he named, and

' Plymouth, 1877. ' Edinburgh, 1S71.

1901. b
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one of them appointed to act as Chairman, ivho shall have notified per-

sonally or in writing his loillingness to accept the office, the Chairman to have

the responsibility of receiving and disbursing the grant (if any has been made)

and securing the presentation of the Report in due time ; and, further, it is

expedient that one of the members should be appointed to act as Secretary, for

ensuring attention to business.

That it is desirable that the number of Members appointed to serve on a

Committee should be as small as is consistent with its efficient working.

That a tabular list of the Committees appointed on the recommendation

of each Section should be sent each year to the Recorders of the several Sec-

tions, to enable them to fill in the statement ichether the several Committees

appointed on the recommendation of their respective Sections had presented

their reports.

That on the proposal to recommend the appointment of a Committee for a

special object of science having been adopted by the Sectional Committee, the

number of Members of such Committee be then fixed, hit that the Members to

serve on such Committee be nominated and selected by the Sectional Com-
mittee at a subsequent meeting.^

Committees have power to add to their number persons whose assist-

ance they may require.

The recommendations adopted by the Committees of Sections are to

be registered in the Forms furnished to their Secretaries, and one Copy of

each is to be forwarded, without delay, to the Assistant General Secretary

for presentation to the Committee of Recommendations. Unless this be

done, the Recommendations cannot receive the sanction of the Association.

N.B.—Recommendations which may originate in any one of the Sections

must first be sanctioned by the Committee of that Section before they can

be referred to the Committee of Recommendations or confirmed by the

General Committee.

Notices regarding Grants of Money.

^

1

.

No Committee shall raise money in the name or under the auspices of
the British Association without special permission from the General
Committee to do so ; and no money so raised shall be expended
except in accordance with the Rules of the Association.

2. In grants of money to Committees the Association does not contem-
plate the payment of personal expenses to the Members.

3. Committees to which grants of money are entrusted by the Association

for the prosecution of pai'ticular Researches in Science are ap-
pointed tor one year only. If the work of a Committee cannot be
completed in the year, and if the Sectional Committee desire the

work to be continued, application for the reappointment of the

Committee for another year must be made at the next meeting of

the Association.

4. Each Committee is required to present a Report, whether final or in-

terim, at the next meeting of the Association after their appoint-
ment or reappointment. Interim Reports must be submitted in

writing, though not necessarily for publication.

' Revised by the General Committee, Bath, 1888.
' Kevised by the General Committee at Ipswich, 1895.
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6. In each Committee the Chairman is the only person entitled to

call on the Treasurer, Professor G. Carey Foster, F.R.S., for

such portion of the sums granted as may from time to time be

required.

6. Grants of money sanctioned at a meeting of the Association expire on

June 30 following. The Treasurer is not authorised after that

date to allow any claims on account of such grants.

7. The Chairman of a Committee must, before the meeting of the Asso-

ciation next following after the appointment or reappointment of

the Committee, forward to the Treasurer a statement of the sums
which have been received and expended, with vouchers. The
Chairman must also return the balance of the grant, if any, which

has been received and not spent ; or, if further expenditure is con-

templated, he must apply for leave to retain the balance.

8. When application is made for a Committee to be reappointed, and to

retain the balance of a former grant which is in the hands of the

Chairman, and also to receive a further grant, the amount of such

further grant is to be estimated as being additional to, and not

inclusive of, the balance proposed to be retained.

9. The Committees of the Sections shall ascertain whether a Report has

been made by every Committee appointed at the previous Meeting

to whom a sum of money has been granted, and shall report to the

Committee of Recommendations in every case where no such

report has been received.

10. Members and Committees who may be entrusted with sums of money
for collecting specimens of any description are requested to re-

serve the specimens so obtained to be dealt with by authority of

the Council.

11. Committees are requested to furnish a list of any apparatus which
may have been purchased out of a grant made by the Association,

and to state whether the apparatus will be useful for continuing

the research in question, or for other scientific purposes.

12. All Instruments, Papers, Drawings, and other property of the Asso-

ciation are to be deposited at the Office of the Association when
not employed in scientific inquiries for the Association.

Business of the Sections.

The Meeting Room of each Section is opened for conversation shortly

before the meeting commences. The Section Rooms and approaches thereto

can he used for no notices, exhibitions, or other purposes than those of the

Association.

At the time appointed the Chair will be taken, ^ and the reading of

communications, in the order previously made public, commenced.
Sections may, by the desire of the Committees, divide themselves into

Departments, as often as the number and nature of the communications

delivered in may render such divisions desirable.

' The Organising Committee of a Section is empowered to arrange the hours

of meeting of the Section and of the yectional Committee, except for Saturday.

b3
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.

A Keport presented to the Association, and read to the Section which

originally called for it, may be read in another Section, at the request of

the Officers of that Section, with the consent of the Author.

Duties of the Doorkeepers.

1. To remain constantly at the Doors of the Rooms to which they are

appointed during the whole time for which they are engaged.

2. To require of every person desirous of entering the Rooms the ex-

hibition of a Member's, Associate's, or Lady's Ticket, or Reporter's

Ticket, signed by the Treasurer, or a Special Ticket signed by the

Assistant General Secretary.

3. Persons unprovided with any of these Tickets can only be admitted

to any particular Room by order of the Secretary in that Room.

No person is exempt from these Rules, except those Officers of the

Association whose names are printed in the Official Programme, p. 1.

Duties of the Messengers.

To remain constantly at the Rooms to which they ai"C apj^oiuted dur-

ing the whole time for which they are engaged, except when employed cu

messages by one of the Officers directing these Rooms.

Committee of Recommendations.

The General Committee shall appoint at each Meeting a Committee,
which shall receive and consider the Recommendations of the Sectional

Committees, and report to the General Committee the measures which
they would advise to be adopted for the advaucemeut of Science.

The ex officio members of the Committee of Recommendations are the

President and Vice-Presidents of the Meeting, the General and Assistant-

General Secretaries, the General Treasurer, the Trustees, and the Presidents

of the Association in former years.

All Recommendations of Grants of Money, Requests for Special Re-
searches, and Reports on Scientific Subjects shall be submitted to the

Committee of Recommendations, and not taken into consideration by the

General Committee unless previously recommended by the Committee of

Recommendations

.

All proposals for establishing new Sections, or altering the titles of

Sections, or for any other change in the constitutional forms and funda-
mental rules of the Association, shall be referred to the Committee of
Recommendations for a report.^

If the President of a Section is unable to attend a meeting of the
Committee of Recommendations, the Sectional Committee shall be
authorised to appoint a Vice-President, or, failing a Vice-President,

some other member of the Committee, to attend in his place, due notice
of the appointment being sent to the Assistant General Secretary.^

' Passed by the General Committee at Birmingham, 1865.
* Passed by the General Committee at Leeds, 1880,
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Corresponding Societies.^

1. Any Society is eligible to be placed on the List of Corresponding

Societies of the Association which undertakes local scientific investiga-

tions, and publishes notices of the results.

2. Application may be made by any Society to be placed on the

List of Corresponding Societies. Applications must be addressed to the

Assistant General Secretary on or before the 1st of June preceding the

Annual Meeting at which it is intended they should be considered, and

must be accompanied by specimens of the publications of the results of

the local scientific investigations recently undertaken by the Society.
_

3. A Corresponding Societies Committee shall be annually nomi-

nated by the Council and appointed by the General Committee for the

purpose of considering these applications, as well as for that of keeping

themselves generally informed of the annual work of the Corresponding

Societies, and of superintending the preparation of a list of the papers

published by them. This Committee shall make an annual report to the

General Committee, and shall suggest such additions or changes in the

List of Corresponding Societies as they may think desirable.

4. Every Corresponding Society shall return each year, on or before the

1st of June, to the Assistant General Secretary of the Association, _

a

schedule, properly filled up, which will be issued by him, and which will

contain a request for such particulars with regard to the Society as may

be required for the information of the Corresponding Societies Committee.

5. There shall be inserted in the Annual Eeport of the Association

a list, in an abbreviated form, of the papers published by the Corre-

sponding Societies during the past twelve months which contain the

results of the local scientific work conducted by them ;
those papers only

being included which refer to subjects coming under the cognisance of

one or other of the various Sections of the Association.

6. A Corresponding Society shall have the right to nominate any

one of its members, who is also a Member of the Association, as its dele-

gate to the Annual Meeting of the Association, who shall be for the time

a Member of the General Committee.

Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies.

7. The Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies is em-

powered to send recommendations to the Committee of Recommen-

dations for their consideration, and for report to the General Committee.

8. The Delegates of the various Corresponding Societies shall con-

stitute a Conference, of which the Chairman, Vice-Chairmen, and Secre-

taries shall be annually nominated by the Council, and appointed by the

General Committee, and of which the members of the Corresponding

Societies Committee shall be ex officio members.

9. The Conference of Delegates shall be summoned by the Secretaries

to hold one or more meetings during each Annual Meeting of tho Associa-

tion, and shall be empowered to invite any Member or Associate to take

part in the meetings.

10. The Secretaries of each Section shall be instructed to transtnit to

' Passed by the General Committee, 1884.
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the Secretaries of the Conference of Delegates copies of any recommen-
dations forwarded by the Presidents of Sections to the Committee of

Recommendations bearing upon matters in which the co-operation of

Corresponding Societies is desired ; and the Secretaries of the Conference

of Delegates shall invite the authors of these recommendations to attend

the meetings of the Conference and give verbal explanations of their

objects and of the precise way in which they would desire to have them
carried into efiPect.

11. It will be the duty of the Delegates to make themselves familiar

with the purport of the several recommendations brought before the Confer-

ence, in order that they and others who take part in the meetings may be

able to bring those recommendations cleai'ly and favourably before their

respective Societies. The Conference may also discuss propositions bear-

ing on the promotion of more systematic observation and plans of opera-

tion, and of greater uniformity in the mode of publishing results.

Local Committees.

Local Committees shall be formed by the Officers of the Association

to assist in making arrangements for the Meetings.

Local Committees shall have the power of adding to their numbers
those Members of the Association whose assistance they may desire.

Officers.

A President, two or more Vice-Presidents, one or more Secretaries,

and a Treasurer shall be annually appointed by the General Committee.

Council.

In the intervals of the Meetings, the affairs of the Association shall

be managed by a Council appointed by the General Committee. The
Council may also assemble for the despatch of business during the week
of the Meeting.

(1) The Council shall consist of

'

1. The Trustees.

2. The past Presidents.

3. The President and Vice-Presidents for the time being.
4. The President and Vice-Presidents elect.

5. The past and present General Treasurers, General and
Assistant General Secretaries.

6. The Local Treasurer and Secretaries for the ensuing
Meeting.

7. Ordinary Members.

(2) The Ordinary Members shall be elected annually from the
General Committee.

' Passed by the General Committee at Belfast, 1874.
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(3) There shall be not more than twenty-five Ordinary Members, of

whom not more than twenty shall have served on the Council,

as Ordinary Members, in the previous year.

(4) In order to carry out the foregoing rule, the following Ordinary

Members of the outgoing Council shall at each annual election

be ineligible for nomination :—1st, those who have served on

the Council for the greatest number of consecutive years ; and,

2nd, those who, being resident in or near London, have

attended the fewest number of Meetings during the year

—observing (as nearly as possible) the proportion of three by
seniority to two by least attendance.

(5) The Council shall submit to the General Committee in their

Annual Report the names of the Members of the General

Committee whom they recommend for election as Members of

Council.

(6) The Election shall take place at the same time as that of the

Officers of the Association.

Papers and Communications.

The Author of any paper or communication shall be at liberty to

reserve his right of property therein.

Accounts.

The Accounts of the Association shall be audited annually, by Auditors

appointed by the General Committee.
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TEUSTEES AND GENERAL OFEICEES, 1831—] 902.

TRUSTEES.

1832-70 (Sir) R. I. MUECHISON (Bart.),

F.R.S.

1832-62 John Tayloe, Esq., F.R.S.

1832-39 C. Babbage, Esq.. F.R.S,
1839-44 F. Baily, Esq., F.R.S.

1844-5S Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

1858-82 General E. Sabine, F.R.S.

1862-81 Sir P. Egerton, Bart., F.R.S.

,1872 Sir J. Lubbock, Bart, (now Lord
Avebury), F.R.S.

1881-83 W. Spottiswoodb, Esq., Pres.

R.S.

1883 Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.

1883-98 Sir Lyon (now Lord) Playfaie,
F.R.S.

1898 Prof. A. W. RuCKEB, F.R.S.

GENERAL TREASURERS.

] 831 Jonathan Ghay, Esq.
1832-62 John Tayloe, Esq., F.R.S.

1862-74 W. Spottiswoode, Esq., F.R.S.

1874-91 Prof. A. W. "Williamson, F.R.S.
1891-98 Prof. A. W. RiJCKEE, F.R.S.

1898 Prof. G. C. Foster, F.R.S.

GENERAL SECRETARIES.

1832-

1835- 36

1836-37

Rev. W.
F.R.S.

Rev. W.
F.R.S.,

F.R.S.

Rev. W.

Veenon Harcouet,

Veenon Harcouet,
and F. Baily, Esq.,

Veenon Haecouet,
F.R.S., and R. I. Muechison,
Esc. F.R.S.

1837-39 R. I. 'Muechison, E!;q., F.R.S.,

and Rev. G. Peacock, F.R.S.

1839-45 Sir R. I. Muechison, F.R.S.,

and Major E. Sabine, F.R.S.

Lieut.-Colonel E. Sabine,F.R.S.
General E. SABINE, F.R.S., and

J. F. ROYLE, E^q., F.R.S.

J. F. RoYLE, Esq., F.R.S.

1845-

1850.

-50

-52

2-531852
1853-59 General E. Sabine, F.R.S
1859
1861
1862

-61

-62

-63

Prof. R. Walker, F.R.S.

W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S.

\V. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and
Prof. J. Phillips, F.R.S.

1863-65 W. Hopkins, Esq., F.R.S., and
F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

1865-66 F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S.

1866-68 F. Galton, Esq., F.R.S., and
Dr. T. A. HiEST. F.R.S.

1868-71 Dr. T. A. Hiest, F.R.S., and Dr.

T. Thomson, F.R.S.

1871-72 Dr.T.THOMSON,F.RS.,andCapt.
Douglas Galton, F.R.S.

1872-76 Capr. D. Galton, F R.S.. and
Dr. Michael Foster, F.R.S.

1876-81 Capt. D. Galton, F R.S., and
Dr. P. L. ScLATER, F.R.S.

1881-82 Capt. D. Galton, F.R.S., and
Prof. F. M. Balfoue, F.R.S.

1882-83 Capt. Douglas Galton, F.R.S.
1883-95 Sir Douglas Galton, F.R.S.,

and A. G.Veenon Haecouet,
Esq., F.R.S.

1895-97 A. G. Veenon Haecouet, Esq.,

F.R.S., and Prof. E. A.
Schapee. F.R.S.

1897- Prof. SCHAFER, F.R.S., and Sir

1900 W.C.Roberts-Austen,F.R.S.
1900 Sir W. C. Robeets-Austen,

F.R S., and Dr. D. H. Scott,
F.R.S.

ASSISTANT GENERAL SECRETARIES.

1831 John Phillips, Esq., Secretary.

1832 Prof. J. D. Foebes, Actin//

Secretary/.

1832-62 Prof. John Phillips, F.R.S.
1862-78 G. Geiffith, Esq., M.A.
1878-80 J. E. H. GOEDON, Esq., B.A.,

Assistant Secretary.

1881 G. Griffith, Esq., M.A., Acting
Secretary.

1881-85 Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S.,

Secretary.

1885-90 A. T. Atchison, Esq., M.A.,

Secretary.

1890 G. Geiffith, Esq., M.A. Acting
Secretary.

1890 G, Geiffith, Esq.^ M.A.
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Presidents and Secretaries of the Sections of the Association.

Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OP SCIENCES, I.—MATHEMATICS AND GENERAL PHYSICS.

1832. Oxford
1833. Cambridge
1834. Edinburgh

Davies Gilbert, D.C.L., F.E.S.

Sir D. Brewster, F.K.S

Kev. W. "WTiewell, F.R.S.

Rev. H. Coddington.
Prof. Forbes.

Prof. Forbes, Prof. Lloyd.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS.

1835. Dublin

1836. Bristol

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle

1839. Birmingham

1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth
1842. Manchester

1843. Cork
1844. York
1845. Cambridge

1846. Southamp-
ton.

1847. Oxford

1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham

1850. Edinburgh

1851. Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast

1853. Hull

1854. Liverpool...

1855. Glasgow ...

1856. Cheltenham

1857. Dublin

Kev. Dr. Eobinson

Eev. William Whewell, F.R.S.

Sir D. Brewster, F.E.S

Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart.,

Rev! Prof . Waewell, F.R.S...

.

Prof. Forbes, F.R.S

Rev. Prof. Lloyd, F.R.S
Very Rev. G. Peacock, D.D.,

F.R.S.

Prof. M'Ciilloch, M.R.I.A. ...

The Earl of Rosse, F.R.S. ...

The Very Rev. the Dean of

Ely.

Sir John F. W. Herschel,
Bart., F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Powell, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Lord Wrottesley, F.E.S
William Hopkins, F.R.S

Prof. J. D. Forbes, F.E.S.,

Sec. E.S.E.
Eev. W. Whowell, D.D.,

F.E.S.
Prof. W. Thomson, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

The Very Rev. the Dean of
Ely, F.R.S.

Prof. G. G. Stokes, M.A., Sec.

R.S.

Eev. Prof. Kelland, M.A.,
F.E.S., F.E.S.E.

Eev. R. Walker, M.A., F.E.S.

Eev. T. E. Eobinson, D.D.,
F.E.S., M.E.I.A.

Prof. Sir W. E. Hamilton, Prof.

Wheatstone.
Prof. Forbes, W. S. Harris, F. W.

Jerrard.

W. S. Harris, Rev. Prof. Powell,

Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. Prof. Chevallier, Major Sabine,

Prof. Stevelly.

J. D. Chance, W. Snow Harris, Prof.

Stevelly.

Rev. Dr. Forbes, Prof. Stevelly,

Arch. Smith.
Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. M'Culloch,Prof. Stevelly, Eev.
W. Scorcsby.

J. Nott, Prof. Stevelly.

Eev. Wm. Hey, Prof. Stevelly.

Eev. H. Goodwin, Prof. Stevellj-,

G. G. Stokes.

John Drew, Dr. Stevelly, G. G.
Stokes.

Rev. H. Price, Prof. Stevelly, G. G.

Stokes.

Dr. Stevellj', G. G. Stokes.

Prof. Stevelly, G, G. Stokes, W.
Ridout Wills.

W. J.Macquorn Rankine,Prof.Smyth,
Prof. Stevelly, Prof. G. G. Stokes.

S. Jackson, W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
Prof. Stevelly, Prof. G. G. Stokes.

Prof. Dixon, W. J. Macquorn Ran-
I kine, Prof. Stevelly, J. Tyndall.

B. Blaydes Haworth, J. D. SoUitt,

Prof. Stevelly, J. Welsh.
J. Hartnup, H. G. Puckle. Prof.

Stevellv, J. Tyndall, J. Welsh.
Eev. Dr. Forbes, Prof. D. Gray, Prof.

Tyndall.

C. Brooke, Eev. T. A. Southwood,
Prof. Stevelly, Eev. J. C. Turnbull,

Prof. Curtis, Prof. Hennessy, P. A.
Ninnis, W. J. Macquorn Eankine,
Prof. Stevelly.



PEESIDBNTS AND SECEETARIES OF THE SECTIONS. Iv

Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

1858. Leeds

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

186.?.

186i.

1865.

1866.

1867.

1868.

1869,

1870,

Aberdeen...

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge

Newcastle

Bath

Birmingham

Nottingham

Dundee ...

Norwich ...

Exeter

Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1883.

1883.

1884.

Brighton

.

Bradford

.

Belfast....

Bristol....

Glasgow .

Plymouth.

Dublin.. ,

Sheffield .

Swansea .

York

Southamp-
ton.

Southport

Montreal .

Kev. W. Whewell, D.D.,

V.P.E.S.

The Earl of Eosse, M.A., K.P.,

F.R.S.

Eev. B. Price, M.A., F.E.S....

G. B. Airy, M.A., D.C.L.,
Tfl T> Q

Prof. G. G. Stokes, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
C.E., F.E.S.

Prof. Cayley, M.A., F.E.S.,

F.R.A.S.

W. Spottiswoode,M.A.,F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S.

Prof. Wheatstone, D.C.L.,

F.E.S.
Prof. Sir W. Thomson, D.C.L.,

F.E.S.

Prof. J. Tyndall, LL.D.,
F.E.S.

Prof. J. J. Sylvester, LL.D.,
F.R.S.

J. Clerk Maxwell, M.A.,

LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. P. G. Tait, F.E.S.E. .

W. De La Eue, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. H. J. S. Smith, F.R.S,

Rev. Prof. J. H. Jellett, M.A.,

M.R.I.A.

Prof. Balfour Stewart, M.A.,

LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,

D.C.L., F.E.S.

Prof. G. C. Foster, B.A., F.R.S.,

Pres. Physical Soc.

Eev. Prof. Salmon, D.D.,

D.C.L., F.R.S.

George Johnstone Stoney,
"\I ^A F R S

Prof. W. Grylls Adams, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

Et. Hon. Prof. Lord Rayleigh,

M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. 0. Henrici, Ph.D., F.E.S.

jProf. Sir W. Thomson, M.A.,

I Lli.D., D.C.L., F.E.S.

Eev. S. Earnshaw, J. P. Hennessy,
Prof. Stevelly, H. J. S. Smith, Prof.

Tyndall.

J. P. Hennessy, rrof. Maxwell, H.
J. S. Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Eev. G. C. Bell, Rev. T. Rennison,
Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. R. B. Clifton, Prof. H. J. S.

Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Prof. E. B. Clifton, Prof. H. J. S.

Smith, Prof. Stevelly.

Re V.N.Ferrers,Prof . Fuller, F.Jenkiu

,

Prof. Stevelly, Rev. C. T. Wliitley.

Prof. Fuller, F. Jenkin, Rev. G.
Buckle, Prof. Stevelly.

Rev. T. N. Hutchinson, F. Jenkin, G.

S. Mathews, Prof. H. J. S. Smith,

J. M. Wilson.
Fleeming Jenkin,Prof.H. J. S. Smith,

Eev. S. N. Swann.
Rev. G. Buckle, Prof. G. C. Foster,

Prof. Fuller, Prof. Swan.
Prof. G. C. Foster, Eev. R. Harley,

E. B. Hayward.
Prof. G. C. Foster, E. B. Hayward,
W. K. ClifEord.

Prof. W. G. Adams, W. K. Cliflord,

Prof. G. C. Foster, Rev. W. Allen

Whitworth.
Prof. W. G. Adams, J. T. Bottomley,

Prof. W. K. Clifford, Prof. J. D.
Everett, Eev. R. Harley.

Prof. W. K. ClifEord, J. W. L. Glaisher,

Prof. A. S. Herschel, G. F. Rodwell.

Prof. W. K. ClifEord, Prof. Forbes, J.

W.L. Glaisher, Prof. A. S. Herschel.

J.W.L.Glaisher,Prof.Herschel, Ran-
dal Nixon, J. Perry, G. F. Rodwell.

Prof. W. F. Barrett, J.W.L. Glaisher,

C. T. Hudson, G. F. Rodwell.
Prof. W. F. Barrett, J. T. Bottomley.

Prof. G. Forbes, J. W.L. Glaisher,

T. Muir.
Prof. W. F. Barrett, J. T. Bottomley,

J. W. L. Glaisher, F. G. Landon.
Prof. J. Casey, G. F. Fitzgerald, J.

W. L. Glaisher, Dr. O. J. Lodge.
A. H. Allen, J. W. L. Glaisher, Dr.

0. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.

W. E. Ayrton, J. W. L. Glaisher,

Dr. 0. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.

Prof. W. E. Ayi-ton. Dr. O. J. Lodge,
D. MacAlister, Rev. W. Routh.

W. M. Hicks, Dr. O. J. Lodge, D.
MacAlister, Rev. G. Richardson.

W. M. Hicks, Prof. O. J. Lodge,
D. MacAlister, Prof. E. C. Rowe.

C. Carpmael, W. M. Hicks, A. John-

son, O. J. Lodge, D. MacAlister.
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Date and Place Presidents

1885.

1886.

18S7.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1893.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

Aberdeen. .

.

Birmingham

Manchester

Bath

Newcastle-
upon-Tyne
Leeds

CardiflE

Edinburgh

Nottingham

Oxford

Ipswich . .

.

Liverpool...

Toronto . .

.

Bristol

Dover

Bradford . .

.

1901. Glasgow

Prof. Cf. Chrystal, M.A.,

Prof. G. H. Darwin, M.A.,

LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. Sir R. «. Ball, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. G. F. Fitzgerald, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Capt. W. de W. Abney, C.B.,

R.B., F.R.S.

J. W. L. Glaisher, Sc.D.,

F.R.S., V.P.R.A.S.
Prof. 0. J. Lodge, D.Sc,

LL.D., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Schuster, Ph.D.,

F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

R. T. Glazebrook, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof.A.W.Riicker, M.A.,F.R.S.

Prof. W. M. Hicks, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof. J. J. Thomson, M.A.,
D.Sc, F.R.S.

Prof. A. R. Forsyth, M.A.,
F.R.S.

Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. ...

Prof. J. H. Poyntuig, F.R.S.

Dr. J. Larmor, F.R.S

Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S.

Secretaries

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.

W. M. Hicks, Prof. W. Ingram. .

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.

J. H. Poynting, W. N. Shaw.
R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, Prof.

H. Lamb, W. N. Shaw.
R. E. Baj'nes, R. T. Glazebrook, A.
Lodge, \V. N. Shaw.

R. E. Baynes, R. T. Glazebrook, A.
Lodge, W. N. Shaw, H. Stroud.

R. T. Glazebrook, Prof. A. Lodge,
W. N. Shaw, Prof. W. Stroud.

R. E. Baynes, J. Larmor, Prof. A.
Lodge, Prof. A. L. Selby.

R. E. Baynes, J. Larmor, Prof. A.
Lodge, Dr. W. Peddle.

W. T. A. Emtage, J. Larmor, Prof.

A. Lodge, Dr. W. Peddle.
Prof. W. H. Heaton, Prof. A. Lodge.

J. Walker.
Prof. W. H. Heaton, Prof. A. Lodge,

G. T. Walker, W. Watson.
Prof. W. H. Heaton, J. L. Howard,

Prof. A. Lodge, G. T. Walker, W.
Watson.

Prof. W. H. Heaton, J. C. Glashan, J.

L. Howard, Prof. J. C. McLennan.
A. P. Chattock, J. L. Howard, C. H.

Lees, W. Watson, E. T. Whittaker.

J. L. Howard, C. H. Lees, W. Wat-
son, E. T. Whittaker.

P. H. Cowell, A. Fowler, C. H. Lees,

C. J. L. Wagstaffe, W. Watson,
E. T. Whittaker.

H. S. Carslaw, C H. Lees, W. Stewart,
Prof. L. R. Wilberforce.

1832.

1833.

183i.

1835.

18.36.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1845,

CHEMICAL SCIENCE.
COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, II.—CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY.

Oxford
Cambridge
Edinburgh

•lohn Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.
John Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.
Dr. Hope

Dublin

.

Bristol

.

Liverpool...

Newcastle

Birmingham
Glasgow ...

Plymouth...
Manchester
Cork
York
Cambridge

James F. W. Johnston.
Prof. Miller.

Mr. Johnston, Dr. Christison.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.
Dr. T. Thomson, F.R.S

,

Dr. Apjohn, Prof. Johnstor.
Rev. Prof. Gumming Dr. Apjohn, Dr. C. Henry, W, Hera-

path.
Michael Faraday, F.R.S .Prof. Johnston, Prof. Miller, Dr.

!
Reynolds.

Rev.William Whewell,F.R.S.
;
Prof. Miller, H. L. Pattinson, Thomas

Richardson.
Dr. Goldinar Bird, Dr. J. B. Melson.
Dr. R. D. "Thomson, Dr. T. Clark,

Dr. L. Playfair.

J. Prideaux, R. Hunt, W. M. Tweedy.
Dr. L. Plaj'fair, R. Hunt, J. Graham,
R. Hmit, Dr. Sweeny.
Dr. L. Playfair, E. Solly, T. H. Barker.

Prof. Gumming 'R. Hunt, J. P. Joule, Prof. Miller,
I E. S0II7.

Prof. T. Graham, F.R.S
Dr. Thomas Thomson, F.R.S.

Dr. Daubeny, F.R.S
Jolm Dalton, D.C.L., F.R.S.
Prof. Apjohn, M.R.I.A
Prof. T. Graham, F.R.S.
E.3 " '
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Date and Place

1846. Southamp-
ton.

1847. Oxford

1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh
18.51. Ipswich ...

1853. Belfast

1853. Hull

1854. Liverpool

1855. Glasgow ...

1856. Cheltenham

1857. Dublin

1858. Leeds

1859. Aberdeen...

1860. Oxford

1861. Manchester
1863. Cambridge

1863. Newcastle

18G4. Bath

1865. Birmingham

1866. Nottingham

1867. Dundee ...

1868. Norwich ...

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1873. Brighton...

1873. Bradford...

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. Plymouth...

1878. Dublin

Presidents

Michael Faraday, D.C.L.,

F.E.S.

Rev. W. V. Harcourt, M.A.,

F.E.S.
Richard Phillips, F.R.S
John Percy, M.D., E'.R.S

Dr. Christison, V.P.R.S.E. ...

Prof. Thomas Graham, F.R.S.

Thomas Andrews,M.D.,F.E.S.

Prof. J. F. W. Johnston, M.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof.W. A.Miller, M.D.,F.R.S.

Dr. LyonPlayfair,C.B.,F.R.S.
Prof. B. C. Brodie, F.R.S. ...

Prof. Apjohn, M.D., F.R.S.,

M.R.LA.
Sir J. F. W. Herschel, Bart.,

D.C.L.
Dr. LyonPlayfair,C.B., F.R.S.

Prof.B. C. Brodie, F.R.S

Prof. W.A.Miller, M.D.,F.R.S.
Prof . W.H.Miller, M.A.,F.R.S.

Dr. Alex. W. Williamson,

W. bdli'ng, M.B., F.R.S

Prof. W. A. Miller, M.D.,
V.P.E.S.

H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. T. Anderson, M.D.,
F.R.S.E.

Prof. E. Frankland, F.R.S.

Dr. H. Debus, F.R.S

Prof. H. E. Roscoe, B.A.,

F.R.S.

Prof. T. Andrews, M.D.,F.R.S.

Dr. J. H, Gladstone, F.R.S,...

Prof. W. J. Russell, F.R.S....

Prof. A. Crum Brown, M.D.,
F.R.S.E.

A. G. Vernon Harcourt, M.A.,

W. KP'erkin, F.R.S

F. A. Abel, F.R.S ..

Prof. Maxwell Simpson, M.D.,
F.R.S,

Secretaries

Dr. Miller, R. Hunt, W. Randall.

B. C. Brodie, R. Hunt, Prof. Solly.

T. H. Henry. R. Hunt, T. Williams.
K. Hunt, G. Shaw.
Dr. Anderson, R. Plunt, Dr. Wilson.
T. J. Pearsall, W. S. Ward.
Dr. Gladstone, Prof. Hodges, Prof.

Ronalds.

H. S. Blundell, Prof. R. Hunt, T. J.

Pearsall.

Dr. Edwards, Dr. Gladstone, Dr.
Price.

Prof. Frankland, Dr. H. E. Roscoe.

J. Horsley, P. J. Worsley, Prof.

Voelcker.

Dr. Davy, Dr. Gladstone, Prof. Sul-

livan.

Dr. Gladstone, W. Odling, R. Rey-
nolds.

J. S. Brazier, Dr. Gladstone, G. D.
Liveing, Dr. Odling.

A. Vernon Harcourt, G. D. Liveing,
A. B. Northcote.

A. Vernon Harcourt, G. D. Liveing.

H. W. Elphinstone, W. Odling, Prof.

Roscoe.
Prof. Liveing, H. L. Pattinson, J. C.

Stevenson.

A. V. Harcourt, Prof. Liveing, R.
' Biggs.

A. V. Harcourt, H. Adkins, Prof,

AVanklyn, A. Winkler Wills.

J. H. Alherton, Prof. Liveing, W. J.

Russell, J. White.
A. Crum Brown, Prof. G. D. Liveing,
W. J. Russell.

Dr. A. Crum Brown, Dr. W. J. Rus-
sell, F. Sutton.

Prof. A. Crum Brown, Dr. W. J.

Russell, Dr. Atkinson.
Prof. A. Crum Brown. A. E. Fletcher,

Dr. W. J. Russell.

J. Y. Buchanan, W. N. Hartley, T.

E. Thorpe.
Dr. Mills, W. Chandler Roberts, Dr.
W. J. Russell, Dr. T. Wood.

Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Mills, W. Chand-
ler Roberts, Dr. Thorpe.

Dr. T. Cranstoun Charles, W. Chand-
ler Roberts, Prof. Thorpe.

Dr. H. E. Armstrong, W. Chandler
Roberts, W. A. Tilden.

W. Dittmar, W. Chandler Roberts,

J. M. Thomson, W. A. Tilden.

Dr. Oxland, W. Chandler Roberts,

J. M. Thomson.
W. Chandler Robert.?, J. M. Thom-

son, Dr. C. R. Tichborne, T. Wills.
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Date and Place Presidents

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

ISS.'^.

1886,

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

Sheffield ...iProf. Dewar, M.A., F.E.S.

Swansea ...

York
Southamp-
ton.

Southport

Montreal ...

Aberdeen . .

.

Birmingham

Manchester

Bath

Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

Leeds

Cardiff

Edinburgh

Nottingham

Oxford

1895. Ipswich

1896.

1897

1808.

1899.

1900.

1901.

Liverpool.

Toronto .

Bristol

.

Dover ,

Bradford .

Glassrow .

Joseph Henry Gilbert, Ph.D.,

F.R.S.

Prof . A. W. Williamson, F.K.S.

Prof. G. D. Liveing, M.A.,

F.E.S.

Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.E.S...

Prof. Sir H. E. Eoscoe, Ph.D.,

LL.D., F.E.S.

Prof. H. E. Armstrong, Ph.D.,

F.E.S., Sec. C.S.

W. Crookes, F.E.S., V.P.C.S.

Dr. E. Schunck, F.E.S

Prof. W. A. Tildon, D.Sc,
F.E.S., V.P.C.S.

Sir I. Lowthian Bell, Bart.,

D.C.L., F.E.S.

Prof. T. E. Thorpe, B.Sc,
Ph.D., F.R.S., Treas. C.S.

Prof. W. C. Eoberts-Austen,
C.B., F.E.S.

Prof. H. McLeod, F.E.S..

Prof. J. Emerson Reynolds,
M.D., D.Sc, F.E.S.

Prof. H. B. Dixon, M.A., F.E.S.

Secretaries

H. S. Bell, W. Chandler Eoberts,

J. M, Thomson.
P. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, W. E. E.

Hodgkinson, J. M. Thomson.
P. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, T. Gough.
P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,

J. L. Notter.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B.

Dixon, H. Forster Morley.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,

T. McFarlane, Prof. W. H. Pike.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. B. Dixon,
H.ForsterJlorley,Dr.W.J. Simpson.

P. P. Bedson, H. B. Dixon, H. F. Mor-
ley,W.W. J.Nicol, C. J.Woodward.

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, H. Forster

Morley, W. Thomson.
Prof. H. B. Dixon, H. Forster Morley,

E. E. Moyle, W. W. J. Nicol.

H. Forster Morley, D. H. Nagel, W.
W. J. Nicol, H. L. Pattinson, jun.

C. H. Bothamley, H. Forster Morley,

D. H. Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

C. H, Bothamley, H. Forster Morley,

\V. W. J. Nicol, G. S. Turpin.

J. Gibson, H. Forster Morley, D. H.
Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

J. B. Coleman, M. J. E. Dunstan,
D. H. Nagel, W. W. J. Nicol.

A. Colefax, W. W. I'isher, Arthur
Harden, H. Forster Jlorley.

SECTION B (continued).—chemistry
Prof. E. Meldola, F.E.S

Dr. Ludwig Mond, F.E.S.
Prof. W. Ramsay, F.E.S

Prof. F. E. Japp, F.E.S
Horace T. Brown, F.E.S

Prof. W. H. Perkin, F.E.S. ...

Prof. Percy F. Frankland,
F.E.S.

E. H. Fison, Arthur Harden, C. A.

Kohn, J. W. Rodger.
Artliur Harden, C. A. Kohn.
Prof. W. H. Ellis, A. Harden, C. A.

Kohn, Prof. E. F. Euttan.
C.A.Kohn,F. W. Stoddart, T. K. Eose.

A. D. Hall, C. A. Kohn, T. K. Eose,

Prof. W. P. Wynne.
W. M. Gardner, F. S. Kipping, W.

J. Pope, T. K. Rose.

W. C. Anderson, G. G. Henderson,
W. J. Pope, T. K. Rose.

GEOLOGICAL (and, until 1861, GEOGEAPHICAL) SCIENCE.
COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, III.—GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.

1832. Oxford
1833. Cambridge.
1834. Edinburgh.

R. L Murchison, F.E.S.
G. B. Greenough, F.E.S.
Prof. Jameson

John Taylor.

W. Lonsdale, John Phillips.

J. Phillips, T. J. Torrie, Rev. J.Tates.

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY.
1835. Dublifl

!
R. J. Griffith Captain Portlock, T. J. Torrie.

1836. Bristol
:

Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.E.S.—
' William Sanders, S. Stutchbury,

I

6'ew/.,E.I.Murchison,F.E.S. T. J. Torrie.
1837. Liverpool... I Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, F.E.S.— Captain Portlock, E. Hunter.- 6^eo-

I <?ao-7.,G.B.Greenough,F.E.S. ffraphtj, Ca.pt. B.. M.Denham,E.N.
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Date and Place

1838. Newcastle.,

1839. Birmingham

1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...

1842. Manchester

1843. Cork
1844. York
1845. Cambridge.

1846. Southamp-
ton.

1-847. Oxford

1848. Swansea ...

1849.Birmingham

1850. Edinburgh'

Presidents Secretaries

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861,

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1867.

1868.

Ipswich ...

Belfast

Hull
Liverpool .

.

Glasgow ...

Cheltenham

Dublin

Leeds
Aberdeen,..

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge

Newcastle

Bath

Bii-mingham

Nottingham

Dundee ...

Norwich ...

C. Lyell, F.R.S., V.P.G.S.—
Geof/raphy, Lord Prudhoe.

Rev. Dr. Buckland, F.R.S.—
<?foi7.,G .B.Greenough,F.R.S.

Charles Lyell, F.R.S.— (yeo-/.,

G. B. Greenough, F.R.S.

H. T. De la Beche, F.E.S. ...

R. L Murchison, F.E.S

Richard E. Griffith, F.R.S. ...

Henry Warburton, Pres. G. S.

Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, Jl.A.

F.R.S.

Leonard Horner, F.R.S.

Very Rev.Dr.Buckland,F.R.S.

Sir H. T. De la Beche, F.R.S.

Sir Charles Lyell, F.R.S

Sir Roderick L Murchison,
F.R.S.

SECTION C (^continued)

.

WilliamHopkins,M.A.,F.R.S.

Lieut.-Col. Portlock, R.E.,

F.R.S.
Prof. Sedgwick, F.R.S
Prof, Edward Forbes, F.R.S.

Sir E. L Murchison, F.R.S....

Prof. A. C. Ramsay, F.R.S,...

The Lord Talbot de Malahide

WilliamHopkins,M.A., F.R.S.
Sir Charles Lyell, LL.D.^

D.C.L., F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Sedgwick, F.R.S...

Sir R. L Murchison, D.C.L.,

LL.D., F.R.S.

J. Beete Jukes, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. Waringtcn W. Smyth,
F.R.S., F.G.S,

Prof. J. Phillips, LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Sir R. I. Miu-chison, Bart.,

K.C.B.
Prof. A. C. Ramsay, LL.D.,

F.R.S.
Archibald Geikie, F.E.S
R. A. C. Godwin-Austen,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

W. C, Trevelyan, Capt. Portlock.-

Geor/raj^hy, Capt. Washington.
George Lloyd, M.D., H. E. Strick-

land, Charles Darwin.
W. J. Hamilton,D. Milne, H. Murray,

H. E. Strickland, J. Secular.

W. J. Hamilton,Edward Moore, M.D.,
R. Hutton.

E. W. Binney, R. Hutton, Dr. R.

Lloyd, H. E. Strickland.

F. M. Jennings, H. E. Strickland.

Prof. Ansted, E. H. Bunbury.
Rev. J. C. Gumming, A. C. Eamsay,

Rev. W. Thorp.

Robert A. Austen, Dr. J. H. Norton,
Prof. Oldham, Dr. C. T. Beke.

Prof. Ansted, Prof. Oldham, A. C.

Ramsay, J. Ruskin.
8. Benson,Prof.Oldham, Prof.Eamsay
J. B. Jukes, Prof. Oldham, A. C.

Eamsay.
A. Keith Johnston, Hugh Miller,

Prof. Nicol.

—GEOLOGT.

C. J. F. Bunbury, G. W. Ormerod,
Searles Wood.

James Bryce, James MacAdam,
Prof. M'Coy, Prof. Nicol.

Prof. Harkness, William Lawton.
John Cunningham, Prof. Harkness,

G. W. Ormerod, J. W. Woodall.
J. Bryce, Prof. Harkness, Prof. Nicol.

Rev. P. B. Brodie, Rev. E. Hep-
worth, Edward Hull, J. Scoua:all,

T. Wright.
Prof. Harkness, G. Sanders, E. H.

Scott.

Prof. Nicol, H. C. Sorby, E. W.Shaw.
Prof. Harkness, Eev. J. Longmuir

H. C. Sorby.

Prof. Harkness, E. Hull, J. W.
Woodall.

Prof. Harkness, Edward Hull, T.

Eupert Jones, G. W. Ormerod.
Lucas Barrett, Prof. T, Rupert

Jones, H. C. Sorby.
E. F, Boyd, John Daglish, H. C.

Sorby, Thomas Sopwith.
W. B. Dawkins, J. Johnston, H. C.

Sorby, W. Pengelly.

Rev. P. B. Brodie, J. Jones, Rev. E.
Myers, H. C. Sorby, W. Peng'eHy.

E. Etheridgc, W. Pengelly, T.'wil-
scn, G. H. AVright.

E. Hull, W. Pengelly, H. Woodward.
Rev. 0. Fisher, Eev. J. Gunn, W,

Pengelly, Rev. H. H. Winwood.

Geography was constitiTted a separate Section, see page Ixv.
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Date and Place

1869. Exeter

1870. Liverpool...

1871. Edinburgh

1872. Brighton...

187.3. Bradford...

1874. Belfast

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ..

1877. Plymouth...

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield ...

1880. Swansea ...

1881. York

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal ...

1885. Aberdeen...

188G. Birmingh.im

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. Cardie

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford

1895. Ipswich ..

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

1898. Bristol

1899. Dover

1900. Bradford...

1901. Glasgow ...

Presidents

Prof. R. Harkness, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

SirPhilipde M.Grey Egertou,

Bart., M.P., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Geikie, F.R.S., F.G.S.

R. A. C. Godwin-Austen,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, F.R.S
Prof. Hull, M.A., F.R.S.,

Dr. T. Wright, F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

Prof. John Young, M.D
W. Pengelly, F.R.S., F.G.S.

John Evans, D.C.L., F.R.S.,

F.S.A., F.G.S.

Prof. P. M. Duncan, F.R.S.

H. C. Sorby, F.R.S., F.G.S....

A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

R. Etheridge, F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. W. C. Williamson,
LL.D., F.R.S.

W. T. Blanford, F.R S., Sec.

G.S.

Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S., Sec.

G.S.

Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc,
LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S.

Henry Woodward, LL.D.,
F.it.S., F.G.S.

Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins, M.A.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. J. Geikie, LL.D., D.C.L.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. A. H. Green, M.A.,
F.R.S., F.G.S.

Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S.,

F.G.S.
Prof. C. Lapworth, LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

J. J. H. Teall, M.A., F.R.S.,

F.G.S
L. Fletcher, M.A., F.R.S. ...

W. Whitaker, B.A., F.R.S. ...

J. E. Marr, M.A., F.R.S
Dr. G. M. Dawson, C.M.G.,

W. H. Hudleston, F.R.S

Sir Arch. Geikie, F.R.S

Prof. W. J. Sollas, F.R.S. ...

John Horn9, F.R.S.

Secretaries

W. Pengelly, W. Boyd Dawkins,
Rev. H. H. Winwood.

W. Pengelly, Rev. H. H. Winwood,
W. Boyd Dawkins. G. H. Morton.

R. Etheridge, J. Geikie, T. McKenny
HiTghes, L. C. Miall.

L. C. Miall, George Scott, William
Topley, Henry Woodward.

L.C.Miall,R.H.Tiddeman,W.Topley.
F. Drew, L. C. Miall, R. G. Symes,

R. H. Tiddeman.
L. C. Miall, E. B. Tawney,W. Topley.

J.Armstrong,F.W.Rudler,W.Topley.
Dr. Le Neve Foster, R. H. Tidde-
man, W. Topley.

E. T. Hardman, Prof. J. O'Reilly,

R. H. Tiddeman.
W. Topley, G. Blake Walker.
W. Topley, W. Whitaker.
J. E. Clark, W. Keeping, W. ToiDley,

W. Whitaker.
T. W. Shore, W. Topley, E. West-

lake, W. Whitaker.
R. Betley, C. E. De Ranee, W. Top-

ley, W. Whitaker.
F. Adams, Prof. E. W. Claypole, W.

Topley, W. Whitaker.
C. E. De Ranee, J. Home, J. J. H.

Teall, W. Topley.

W. J. Harrison, J. J. H. TeaU, W.
Topley, W. W. Watts.

J. E. Marr, J. J. H. Teall, W. Top-
lev, W. W. Watts.

Prof. G. A. Lebour, W. Topley, W.
W. Watts, H. B. Woodward.

Prof. G. A. Lebour, J. E. Marr, W.
W. Watts, H. B. Woodward.

J. E. Bedford, Dr. F. H. Hatch, J.

E. Marr, W. W. Watts.
W. Galloway, J. E. Marr, Clement

Reid, W. W. Watts.

H. M. Cadell, J. E. Marr, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

J. W. Carr, J. B. Marr, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

F. A. Bather, A Harker, Clement
Reid, W. W. Watts.

F. A. Bather, G. W. Lamplugh, H.
A. Miers, Clement Reid.

J. Lomas, Prof. H. A. Miers, C. Reid.

Prof. A. P. Coleman, G. W. Lamp-
lugh, Prof. H. A. Miers.

G. W. Lamplugh, Prof. H. A. Miers,

H. Pentecost.

J. W. Gregory, G. W. Lamplugh,
Capt. McDa'kin, Prof. H. A. Miers.

H. L. Bowman, Rev. AV. Lower
Carter, G. W. Lamplugh, H. W.
Monckton.

H. L. Bowman, H. W. Monckton.
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, IV.—ZOOLOGY, BOTANY, PHYSIOLOGY, ANATOMY.

1832. Oxford lEev. P. B. Duncan, F.G.S. ...iRev. Prof. J. S. Henslow.

I833! Cambridge '
1
Rev. W. L. P. Garnons, E'.L.S.'C. C. Babington, D. Don.

1834. Edinburgli.iProf. Graham W. Yarrell, Prof. Burnett.

1835. Dublin.

1836. Bristol,

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle

1839. Birmingham
1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...
1842. Manchester

1843. Cork

1844. York

Sir W. Jardine, Bart.

Prof. Owen, F.K.S.

1845. Cambridge
1846. Southamp-

ton.

1847. Oxford

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY.

Dr. AUman J. Curtis, Dr. Litton.

Kev. Prof. Henslow J. Curtis, Prof. Don, Dr. Eiley, S.

Eootsey.

W. S. MacLeay C. C. Babington, Eev. L. Jenyns, W.
Swainson.

J. E. Gray, Prof. Jones, E. Owen,
Dr. Eichardson.

E. Forbes, W. Ick, E. Patterson,

Sir W. J. Hooker, LL.D jProf. W. Couper, E. Forbes, E. Pat-

I

terson.

John Eichardson, M.D.,F.E.S. ' J. Couch,Dr. Lankester, E. Patterson,

Hon. and Very Eev, "W. Her- Dr. Lankester, E. Patterson, J. A.

bert, LL.D., F.L.S.
!

Turner.

William Thompson, F.L.S....'G. J. Allman, Dr. Lankester, E.

I
Patterson.

Very Eev. the Dean of Man- Prof. Allman, H. Goodsir, Dr. King,

Chester. ' Dr. Lankester.

Eev. Prof. Henslow, F.L.S. ...Dr. Lankester, T. V. Wollaston.

Sir J. Eichardson, M.D., Dr. Lankester, T. V. Wollaston, H.

F.E.S. !
Wooldridge.

H. E. Strickland, M.A., F.E.S. Dr. Lankester, Dr. Melville, T, V,
Wollaston,

SECTION D (^continued).—ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY, INCLUDING PHYSIOLOGY.

[For the Presidents and Secretaries of the Anatomical and Physiological Sub-

sections and the temporary Section E of Anatomy and Medicine, see p. Ixiv.]

1848, Swansea ...,L. W. Dillwyn, F.E.S
'

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh

1851. Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast

1853. Hull
1854. Liverpool...

1855. Glasgow ...

1856. Cheltenham

1857, Dublin.

William Spence, F.E.S
ProL Goodsir, F.E.S. L. & E.

Eev. Prof. Henslow, M.A.,

F.E.S.

W. Ogilby

C. C. Babington, M.A., F.E.S.

Prof. Balfour, M.D., F.E.S....

Eev. Dr. Fleeming, F.R.S.E.

Thomas Bell, F.E.S., Pres.L.S.

Prof. W. H. Harvey, M.D.,

F,E,S,

Dr. E. Wilbraham Falconer, A. Hen-^

frey, Dr. Lankester.

Dr. Lankester, Dr. Eussell.

Prof. J. H. Bennett, M.D., Dr. Lan-
kester, Dr. Douglas Maclagan.

Prof. Allman, F. W. Johnston, Dr. E.

Lankester.
Dr. Dickie, George C. Hyndman, Dr,

Edwin Lankester.
Eobert Harrison, Dr. E. Lankester,

Isaac Byerley, Dr. E. Lankester.

William Keddie, Dr. Lankester.

Dr. J. Abercrombie, Prof. Buckman,
Dr. Lankester.

Prof. J. E. Kinahan, Dr. E. Lankester,

Eobert Patterson, Dr.W, E, Steele.

' At this Meeting Physiology and Anatomy were made a separate Committee,

for Presidents and Secretaries of which see p, Isiv.
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Date and Place Presidents

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

Leeds

Aberdeen...

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge
Newcastle

Batli

ir r

ham

'

Bir miug'

C. C. Babington, M.A., F.E.S.

Sir "W. Jardine, Bart., F.E.S.E.

Rev. Prof. Henslow, F.L.S....

Prof. C. C. Babington, F.E.S.

Prof. Huxley, F.E.S
Prof. Balfour, M.D., F.E.S....

1

Dr. John E. Gray, F.E.S. ...

I

T. Thomson, M.D., F.E.S. ...

Secretaries

Henry Denny, Dr. Heaton, Dr. E.
Lankester, Dr. E. Perceval Wright.

Prof. Dickie, M.D., Dr. E. Lankester,
Dr. Ogilvy.

W. S. Church, Dr. B. Lankester, P.

L. Sclater, Dr. E. Perceval Wright.
Dr. T. Alcock, Dr. E. Lankester, Dr.

P. L. Sclater, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Alfred Newton, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Dr. E. Charlton, A. Newton, Ecv. H.

B. Tristram, Dr. E. P. Wright.
H. B. Brady, C. E. Broom, H. T.

Stainton, Dr. E. P. Wright.
Dr. J. Anthony, Eev. C. Clarke. Eev.
H. B. Tristram, Dr. E. P. Wright.

SECTION D (continued).—biology.

1866. Nottingham! Prof. Huxley, F.R.S.—De}).

of Physiul.,Yxoi. Humphry,
F.E.S.

—

DejJ.ofAnthrojwl.,

A. E. Wallace.
1867. Dundee ... Prof. Sharpey, M.D., Sec. E.S.—JJej). of Zool. and Bat.,

George Busk, M.D., F.E.S.

1868. Norwich ... Eev. M. J. Berkclej^ F.L.S.
—Dvi). of Pliijsiology, W.
H. Flower, F.E.S.

1869. Excler George Busk, F.E.S., F.L.S.
—Dcp. of £ot. and Zool.,

C. Spence Bate, F.E.S.—
Brj). ofJSt/uw., E. B. Tylor.

1870. LiveriDOol... Prof.G. Eolleston,M.A., M.D.,

F.E.S., F.Jj.a.— Drj). of

Anat. and J'%«toZ.,Prof.M.

Foster, M.D., ¥.l,.ii.—I)e2>.

of Ethno., J. Evans, F.E.S.

Prof. Allen Thomson, M.D.,
F.R.S.—i>(7A of Bot. and
ifotfZ.,Prof.AVyvilleThomson,
F.E.S.

—

Dep.of Antliro])ol.,

Prof. W. Turner, M.D.
Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.,F.E.S.—
Bep. of Anat. and Physiol.,

Dr. Burdon Sanderson,
¥.^..^.—002). ofAnthrojwl,
Col. A. Lane Fox, F.G.S.

Prof. Allman, F.E.S.—-D(;/A of
Anat.ai/dPhysiol.j'Pwt.'Ru-

therford, 5I.I).

—

Bej). ofAii-

throj)ol.. Dr. Beddoe, F.E.S.

1871. Edinburgh,

1872. Brighton

1873. Bradford

Dr. J. Beddard, W. Felkin, Eev. H,
B. Tristram, W. Turner, E. B.

Tylor, Dr. E. P. Wright.

C. Spence Bate, Dr. S. Cobbold. Dr.

M. Foster, H. T. Stainton, Eev.

H. B. Tristram, Prof. W. Turner.

Dr. T. S. Cobbold, G. W. Firth, Dr.
M. Foster, Prof. Lawson, H. T .

Stainton, Eev. Dr. H. B. Tristram,

Dr. E. P. Wricht.
Dr. T. S. Cobbold, Prof. M. Foster,

E. Eay Lankester, Prof. Lawson,
H. T. Stainton, Eev. H. B. Tris-

tram.
Dr. T. S. Cobbold, Sebastian Evans,

Prof. Lawson, Thos. J. Moore, H.
T. Stainton, Eev. H. B. Tristram,

C. Staniland Wake, E. Eay Lan-
kester.

Dr. T . !^Fraser, Dr. Arthm- Gamgce,
E. SBt Lankester, Prof. Lawson,
H. Tretaihton, C. Staniland Wake,
Dr. W. Eutherford, Dr. Kelburne
King.

Prof. Thiselton-Dyer, H. T. Stainton,

Prof. Lawson, F. W. Eudler, J. H.
Lamprey, Dr. Gamgee, E. Eay
Lankester, Dr. Pyc-Smith.

Prof. Tliisclloh-Dyer, Prof. Lawson,
E. M'Lachlan, Dr. Pye-Smith, E.

Eay Lankester, F. W. Eudler, J.

H. Lamprey.

' The title of Section D was changed to Biology.
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Date and Place

1874. Belfast.

1875. Bristol

1876. Glasgow ...

1877. Plvmouth..,

1878. Dublin

1879. Sheffield ...

1880. Swansea ...

1881. York.

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport'

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

Montreal ...

Aberdeen . .

.

Birmingham

Manchester

Presidents Secretaries

Prof. Redfern, M.D.—Dci}. of
Zool. and Bat., Dr. Hooker,
C.B.,Pres.R.S.—i>^iA ofAn-
throp., Sir W.R.Wilde, M.D.

P. L. Sclater, ¥.U.^.—Dep.of
Anat. and Phi/siol., Prof.

Cleland, F.n.S.—Bep. of

.4»!;7t.,Prof.Rolleston,F.R.S.

A, Russel Wallace, F.L.S.—
Jfej). of Zool. and But.,

Prof. A. Newton, F.R.S.—
Bep. of Anat. and Physiol.,

Dr. J. G. McKendrick.
J. GwjTi Jeffreys, F.R.S.—

Bep. of Anat. and Physiol.,

Prof. Macalister.

—

Bep. of
Anthropol^Y.Galton,^.^.^^.

Prof. W. H. Flower, F.R.S.—
Be2}, of Authropol., Prof.

Huxley, Sec. R.S.

—

Bep.

of Anat. and Phijsiol., E.
McDonnell, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. St. George Mivart,

F.R.S.

—

Bep.ofAnthropol.,
E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S.—Bep. of Anat. and Phy-
siol., Dr. Pye-Hmith.

A.C.L.Giinther.F.R.S.—Z»<;/;.

of Anat. .f Physiol., F. M.
Balfour, ¥.B..ii.—Bep. of
AntkropoL, F. W. Rudler.'

R. Owen, F.ll.S.-Bep. ofAn-
thropol., Prof. W.H. Flower,
F.R.S.

—

Bep. of Anat. and
Physiol., Prof. J. S. Burdon
Sanderson, F.R.S.

Prof. A. Gamgec. M.D., F.R.S.
— Bep. of Zool. and Bot.,

Prof. M. A. Lawson, F.L.S.—Bep>. of Anthropol., Prof.

W. Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S.

Prof. E. Ray Lankester, M.A.,

F.R.^.—Bcp. of Anthrojwl.,

W. Pengelly, F.R.S.

W. T. Thiselton- Dyer, R. O. Cunning-
ham, Dr. J. J. Charles, Dr. P. H.
Pye- Smith, J. J. Murphy, F. W.
Rudler.

E. R. Alston, Dr. McKendrick, Prof.

W. R. M'Nab, Dr. Martyn, F. W.
Rudler, Dr. P. H. Pye-Smith, Dr.
W. Spencer.

E. R. Alston, Hyde Clarke, Dr.
Knox, Prof. W. R. M'Nab, Dr.
Muirhead, Prof. Morri.son Wat-
son.

E. R. Alston, F. Brent, Dr. D. J.

Cunningham, Dr. C. A. Kingston,
Prof. W. R. M'Nab, J. B. Rowe,
F. W. Rudler.

Dr. R. J. Harvey, Dr. T. Hayden,
Prof. W. R. M'Nab, Prof. J. M.
Pui-ser, J. B. Rowe, F. W. Rudler.

Arthur Jackson, Prof. W. R. M'Nab,
J. B. Rowe, F. W. Rudler, Prof.

Schiifer.

G. W. Bloxam, John Priestley,

Howard Saunders, Adam Sedg-
wick.

G. W. Bloxam, W. A. Forbes, Rev.
W. C. Hey, Prof. W. R. M'Nab,
W. North, John Priestley, Howard
Saunders, H. E. Spencer.

G. W. Bloxam, W. Heape, J. B.
Nias, Howard Saunders, A. Sedg-
wick, T. W. Shore, jun.

Prof. H. N. Moseley, M.A.,

I

F.R.S.

Prof. W. G. M'Intosh, M.D.,

j

LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

W. Carruthcrs, Pres. L.S.,

i

F.R.S., F.G.S.

I

Prof. A. Newton, M.A., F.R.S.,

I F.L.S., V.P.Z.S.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. G. J. Haslam,
W. Heape, W. Hurst, Prof. A. M.
Marshall, Howard Saunders, Dr.
G. A. Woods.

Prof. W. Osier, Howard Saunders, A.

!
Sedgwick, Prof. R. R. Wright.

W. Heape, J. McGregor-Robertson,
J. Duncan Matthews, Howard
Saunders, H. Marshall Ward.

Prof. T. W. Bridge, W. Heape, Prof.
W. Hillhouse. W. L. Sclater, Prof.
H. Marshall Ward.

C. Bailey, F. E. Beddard, S. F. Har-
mer, W. Heape, W. L. Sclater,

Prof. H. Marshall Ward.

' Anthropology was made a separate Section, see p. Ixxi.
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Date and Place

1888. Bath..

1889. Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

1890. Leeds

1891. Cardiff

1892. Edinbumli

1891. Oxford 2

Presidents Secretaries

W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, C.M.G.,

F.R.S., F.L.S.

F. E. Beddard, S. F. Harmer, Prof.

H. Marshall Ward, W. Gardiner,
Prof. W. D. Halliburton.

Prof. J. S. Burdon Sanderson, C. Bailey, F. E. Beddard, S. F. Har-
M.A., M.D., F.E.S.

1

mer, Prof. T. Oliver, Prof. H. Mar-

j

shall Ward.
Prof. A. Milnes Marshall, ' S. F. Harmer, Prof. W. A. Herdman,

M.A., M.D, D.Sc, F.R.S. S. J. Hickson, F. W. Oliver, PI.

i

Wager, H. Marshall Ward.
Francis Darwin, M.A., M.B.,|F. E. Beddard, Prof. W. A. Herdman,

F.R.S., F.L.S. Dr. S. J. Hickson, G. Murray, Prof.

;

^V. N. Parker, H. AVager.

Prof. W. Rutherford, M.D.,|G. Brook, Prof . W. A. Herdman, G.

F.R.S., F.R.S.E.
I

Murray, W. Stirling. H. Wager.
1893. Nottingham' Rev. Canon H. B. Tristram, :G. C. Bourne, J. B. Farmer, Prof.

I

M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. i W. A. Herdman, S. J. Hickson,
! W. B. Ransom, W. L. Sclater.

Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, M.A.,| W. W. Benham, Prof. J. B. Farmer,
F.R.S. Prof. W. A. Plerdman, Prof. S. J.

I Hickson , G. Murray, W. L. Sclater.

SECTION D (coniinued).—zoology.

. Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.
I

G. C. Bourne, H. Brown, W. E.
1

I Hoyle, W. L. Sclater.

. I Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S HO. Forbes, W. Garstang, W. E.

I Hoyle.

. Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S W. Garstang, W. E. Hoyle, Prof.

E. E. Prince.

1895. Ipswich

1896. Liverpool

1897. Toronto

1898. Bristol. ,

1899. Dover ...

1900. Bradford

, Prof. W. F. R. Weldon, F.R.S.

.
i Adam Sedgwick, F.R.S

. iDr. R. H. Traquair, F.R.S. ...

Prof. R. Bo3-ce, W. Garstang, Dr.

A. J. Harrison, W. E. Hoyle.

W. Garstang, J. Graham Kerr.

W. Garstang, .1. G. Kerr, T. H.
Taylor, Swale Vincent.

J. G. Kerr, J. Rankin, J. Y. Simpson.1901. Glasgow ...[Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, F.R.S.

ANATOMICAL AND PHYSIOLOGICAL SCIENCES.
COMMITTEE OF SCIENCES, V.—ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

1833. Cambridge iDr. J. Haviland B....|Dr. H. J. H. Bond, Mr. G. E. Paget.
1834. Edinburgh |Dr. Abercrombie |Dr. Eoget, Dr. William Thomson.

SECTION E (until 1847).—ANATOMY AND MEDICINE.
1835. Dublin
1836. Bristol

1837. Liverpool...

1838. Newcastle
1839. Birmingham
1840. Glasgow ...

Dr. J. C. Pritchard
Dr. P. M. Roget, F.R.S. ...

Prof. W. Clark, M.D

T. E. Headlam, IM.D
John Yelloly, M.D., F.R.S.
James Watson, M.D

Dr. Harrison, Dr. Hart.

Dr. S3Tnonds.

Dr. J. Carson, jun., James Long,
Dr. J. R. W. Vose.

T. M. Greenhow, Dr. J. R. W. Vose.

Dr. G. 0. Rees, F. Ryland.
Dr.J.Brown, Prof . Couper,Proff Rcid.

SECTION E.—PHYSIOLOGY.
1841. Plymouth... IP. M. Roget, M.D., Sec. R.S.
1842. Manchester 'Edward Holme, M.D., F.L.S.
1843. Cork ,Sir James Pitcairn, M.D. ...

1844. York J. C. Pritchard, M.D
1845. Cambridge Prof. J. Haviland, M.D

J. Butter, J. Fuge, R. S. Sargent.

Dr. Chaytor, Dr. E. S. Sargent.

Dr. John Popham, Dr. R. S. Sargent.

I. Erichsen, Dr. E. S. Sargent.

Dr. R. S. Sargent, Dr. Webster.

' Physiology was made a separate Section, see p. IasIi.

" The title of Sectioa D was changed to Zoology.
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Date and Place Presidents

1846. Southamp- Prof. Owen, M.D., F.R.S.
ton.

1847. Oxford' ... Prof. Ogle, M.D., F.R.S. .

Secretaries

C. P. Keele, Dr. Laycock, Dr. Sar-
gent.

T. K. Chambers, W. P. Ormerod.

PHYSIOLOGICAL SUBSECTIONS OP SECTION D,

1850.

1855.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

Edinburgh
Glasa;ow ...

Dublin
Leeds
Aberdeen...
Oxford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle
Bath
Birming-
ham -

Prof. Bennett, M.D.,F.R.S.E.
Prof. Allen Thomson, F.R.S.
Prof. R. Harrison, M.D
Sir B. Brodie, Bart., F.R.S.
Prof. Sliarpey, M.D., Sec.R.S.

Prof.G.Rol]eston,M.D.,F.L.S.
Dr. John Davy, F.R.S. L.& E.

G. E. Paget, M.D
Prof. Rolleston, M.D., F.R.S.
Dr. Edward Smith, F.R.S.
Prof. Acland, M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S.

Prof. J. H. Corbett, Dr. J. Struthers.
Dr. R. D. Lyons, Prof. Redfern.
C. G. Wheelhouse.
Prof. Bennett, Prof. Redfern.
Dr. R. M'Donnell, Dr. Edward Smitii.

Dr. AV. Roberts, Dr. Edward Smitli.

G. F. Helm, Dr. Edward Smith.
Dr. D. Embleton, Dr. W. Turner.
J. S. Bartrum, Dr. W. Turner.
Dr. A. Fleming, Dr. P. Heslop.

Oliver Pembleton, Dr. W. Turner.

GEOGRAPHICAL AND ETHNOLOGICAL SCIENCES.

[For Presidents and Secretaries for Geography previous to 1851, see Section C,
p. Iviii.]

ETHNOLOGICAL SUBSECTIONS OF SECTION D.

1846.Southampton
1847. Oxford
1848. Swansea ...

1849. Birmingham
1850. Edinburgh

Dr. J. C. Pritchard
Prof. H. H. Wilson, M.A.

Vice-Admiral Sir A. Malcolm

Dr. King.
Prof. Buckley.
G. Grant Francis.

Dr. R. G. Latham.
Daniel Wilson.

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY AND ETHNOLOGY.

1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

Ipswich ...

Belfast

Hull

Liverpool...

Glasgow ...

Cheltenham

Dublin

Leeds

Sir R. L Murchison, F.R.S.,

Pres. R.G.S.
Col. Chcsney, R.A., D.C.L.,

F.R.S.
R. G. Latham, M.D., F.R.S.

Sir R. I. Murchison, D.C.L.,
F.R.S.

Sir J. Richardson, M.D.,
F.R.S.

Col. Sir H. C. Rawlinson,
K.C.B.

Rev. Dr. J. Henthorn Todd,
Pres. R.LA.

Sir R.L Murchison, G.C.St.S.,

F.R.S.

R. Cull, Rev. J. W. Donaldson, Dr.
Norton Shaw.

R. Cull, R. MacAdam, Dr. Norton
Shaw.

R. Cull, Rev. H. W. Kemp, Dr.
Norton Shaw.

Richard Cull, Rev. H. Higgins, Dr.
lime. Dr. Norton Shaw.

Dr. W. G. Blackie, R. Cull, Dr.
Norton Shaw.

R. Cull, F. D. Hartland, W. H.
Rumsey, Dr. Norton Shaw.

R. Cull, S. Ferguson, Dr. R. R.
Madden, Dr. Norton Shaw.

R. Cull, F. Galton, P. O'Callaghan,
Dr. Norton Shaw, T. Wright.

> Sections D and E were incorporated under the name of ' Section D—Zoology
and Botany, including Physiology ' (see p. Ixi.). Section E, being then vacant,
was assigned in 1851 to Geography.

* Vide note on page Ixii,

1901.
<J
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Date and Place Presidents

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866,

1867.

1868.

Aberdeen...

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge

Newcastle

Bath

Birmingham

Nottingham

Dundee ...

Norwich ...

Rear - Admiral Sir James
Clerk Ross, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Sir R. I. Murchisoii, D.C.L..

F.R.S.

Jolm Crawfurd, F.R.S

Francis Galton, F.R.S

Sir R. I. Murchison, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.

Sir R. I. Miu-chison, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.
Major-General Sir H. Raw-

linson, M.P., K.C.B., F.R.S.

Sir Charles Nicliolson, Bart.,

LL.D.

Sir Samuel Baker, F.R.G.S.

Capt. G. H. Richards, R.N.,

F.R.S.

Secretaries

Richard Cull, Prof.Geddes, Dr. Nor-
ton Sliaw.

Capt. Burrows, Dr. J. Hunt, Dr. C.

Lemprifere, Dr. Norton Shaw.
Dr. J. Hunt, J. Kingsley, Dr. Nor-

ton Shaw, W. Spottiswoode.
J.W.Clarke, Rev. J. Glover, Dr. Hunt,

Dr. Norton Shaw, T. AVright.

C. Carter Blake, Hume Greenfield,

C. R. Markham, R. S. Watson.
H. W. Bates, C. R. Markham, Capt.

R. M. Murchison, T. Wright.
H. W. Bates, S. Evans, G. Jabet,

C. R. Markham, Thomas Wrie'ht.

H. W. Bates, Rev. E. T. Cusins, R.

H. Major, Clements R. Markham,
D. W. Nash, T. Wright.

H. W. Bates, Cyril Graham, C. R.

Markham, S. J. Mackie, R. Sturrock.

T. Baiues, H. W. Bates, Clements R.
Markham, T. Wright.

SECTION E [continued').—geography.

1869.
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Date and Place Presidents

1888. Bath |Col. Sir C. W. Wilson, R.E,
1 K.C.B., F.R.S., F.R.G.S.

1889. Newcastle- iCol. Sir F. de Winton,
upon-Tyne, K.C.M.G., C.B., F.R.G.S.

1890. Leeds Lieut.-Col. Sir E. Lambert
Playfair, K.C.M.G., F.R.G.S.

1891. Cardiff E. G. Ravensteiu, F.E.G.S.,

Prof. J. Geikie, D.C.L.,F.R.S.,

V.P.R.Scot.G.S.

H. Seebohm, Sec. R.S., F.L.S.,

F.Z.S.

Secretaries

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford...

1895. Ipswich

189B. Liverpool

1897. Toronto

1898. Bristol...

1899. Dover ...

1900. Bradford

1901. Glasgow

J. S. Keltic, H. J. Mackinder, E. G.
Eavenstein.

J. S. Keltie, H. J. Mackinder, E.
Sulivan, A. Silva ^Vhite.

A. Barker, John Coles, J. S. Keltie,
A. Silva White.

John Cole.s, J. S. Keltie, H. J. Mac-
kinder, A. Silva White, Dr. Yeats.

J. G. Bartholomew, John Coles, J. S.

Keltie, A. Silva White.
Col F. Bailey, John Coles, H. O.

Forbes, Dr.'H. E. Mill.
.. Capt. W.J. L.Wharton, R.N., John Coles, W. S. Dalgleish, H. N.

F.R.S. Dickson, Dr. H. E. Mill.

..'H. J. Mackinder, M.A., John Coles, li. N. Dickson, Dr. H.
F.R.G.S.

,
E. Mill, W. A. Taylor.

.. Major L. Darwin, Sec. E.G.S. Col. F. Bailey. H. N. Dickson, Dr.
H. R. Mill,E. C. DuB. Phillips.

Col. F. Bailey, Capt. Deville, Dr.
H. E. Mill, J. B. Tyrrell.

H. N. Dickson, Dr. H. E. Mill, H. C.
Trapnell.

H. N. Dickson, Dr. H. O. Forbes,
Dr. H. E. Mill.

H. N. Dickson, E. Heawood, E. E.
Wethey.

H. N. Dickson, E. Heawood, G.
Saudeman, A. C. Turner.

J. Scott-Keltie, LL.D.

Col. G. Earl Clrarch, F.E.G.S.

Sir John Murray, F.E.S.

Sir George S. Eobertson,
K.C.S.L

Dr. H. E. Mill. F.E.G.S.

STATISTICAL SCIENCE.
COMMITTEE OP SCIENCES, TI.—STATISTICS.

1833. Cambridge! Prof. Babbage, F.E.S i J. E. Drinkwater.
1834. Edinburgh

|
Sir Charles Lemon, Bart

1 Dr. Cleland, C. Hope Maclean.

SECTION F. STATISTICS.

1835. Dublin Charles Babbage, F.E.S W. Greg, Prof. Longfield.
Rev. J. E. Bromby, C. B. Fripp,
James Heywood.

1836. Bristol....

1837. Liverpool.

1838. Newcastle
1839. Birmingham

1840. Glasgow ...

1841. Plymouth...

1842. Manchester

Sir Chas. Lemon, Bart., F.E.S.

Et. Hon. Lord Sandon

Colonel Sykes, F.R.S
Henry Hallam, F.R.S

Lord Sandon, M.P., F.R.S.

Lieut.-Col. Sykes, F.R.S

G. W. Wood, M.P., F.L.S. .

1843. Cork
j

Sir C. Lemon, Bart., M.P. ...

1844. York iLieut.-Col. Sykes, F.E.S.,
F.L.S.

1845. Cambridge
1846. Southamp-

ton.

1847. Oxford

1848. Swansea ...

1849 Birmingham

Et. Hon. tlie Earl Fitzwilliam
G. E. Porter, F.E.S

Travels Twiss, D.C.L., F.E.S.

J. H. Vivian, M.P., F.R.S. ...

Et. Hon. Lord Lyttelton

W. R. Greg, W. Langton, Dr. W. C.
Tayler.

W. Cargill, J. Heywood, W.R.Wood.
F. Clarke, R. W. Rawson, Dr. W. C.

Tayler.

C. R. Baird, Prof. Ramsay, E. W.
Eawson.

Eev. Dr. Bjrrth, Eev. E. Luney, E,
W. Eawson.

Eev. E. Luney, G. W. Ormerod, Dr.
W. C. Tayler.

Dr. D. BuUen, Dr. W. Cooke Tayler.

J. Fletcher, J. Heywood, Dr. Lay-
cock.

J. Fletcher, Dr. W. Cooke Tayler.

J. Fletcher, F. G. P. Nelson, Dr. W.
C. Tayler, Rev. T. L. Shapcott.

Rev. W. H. Cox, J. J. Danson, F. G.
P. Nelson.

J. Fletcher, Capt. E. Shortrede.
Dr. Finch, Prof. Hancock, F. P, G.

Neison.

d2
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Date and Place

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Montreal ...

Aberdeen...

Birmingham

Manchester

Presidents

Sir Richard Temple, Bart.,

G.C.S.I., C.I.E., F.R.G.S.

Prof. H. Sidgwick, LL.D.,
Litt.D.

J. B. Martin, M.A., F.S.S.

Robert Giffen, LL.D.,V.P.S.S.

Secretaries

Bath Rt. Hon. Lord Bramwell,

i

LL.D., F.R.S.

Newcastle- Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth, M.A.,

upon-Tyne F.S.S.

Leeds Prof . A. MarsbaU, M.A.,F.S.S.

1891. Cardiff.

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

Prof. W. Cunningham, D.D..

D.Sc, F.S.S.

I

Hon. Sir C. W. Fremantle.

I
K.C.B.

Prof. J. S. Nicholson, D.Sc,
F.S.S.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

Prof. C. F. Bastable, M.A.,

F.S.S.

L. L. Price, M.A

Oxford

Ipswich ...

Liverpool... Rt. Hon. L. Courtney, M.P...

Toronto ... [Prof. E. C. K. Gonner, M.A.
Bristol jj. Bonar, M.A., LL.D.

Dover H. Higgs, LL.B

Bradford... Major P. G. Craigie, V.P.S.S.

Glasgow ... Sir R. Giffen, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Prof. H. S. Foswell, J. S. McLennan, '

Prof. J. Watson.
Rev. W. Cunningham, Prof. H. S.

Foxwell, C. McCombie, J. F. Moss.
F. F. Barham, Rev. W. Cunningham,

Prof. H. S. Foxwell, J. F. Moss.
Rev. W. Cunningham, F. Y. Edge-

worth, T. H. EUiott, C. Hughes,
J. E. C. Munro. G. H. Sargant.

Prof. F. Y. Edgeworth, T. H. Elliott.

H. S. Foxwell, L. L. F. R, Price.

Rev. Dr. Cunningham, T. H. Elliott,

F. B. Jevons, L. L. F. R. Price.

W. A. Brigs', Rev. Dr. Cunningham,
T. H. Elliott, Prof. J. E. C. Munro,
L. L. F. R. Price.

Prof. J. Brough, E. Cannan, Prof.

E. C. K. Gonner, H. LI. Smith,
Prof. W. R. Sorley.

Prof. J. Brough, J. R. Findlay, Prof.

E. C. K. Gonner, H. Higgs,
L. L. F. R. Price.

Prof. E C. K. Gonner, H. de B.
Gibbios, J. A. H. Green, H. Higgs,
L. L. F. R. Price.

E. Cannan, Prof. E. C. K. Gonner
W. A. S. Hewins, H. Higgs.

E. Cannan, Prof. E. C. K. Goimer,
H. Higgs.

E. Cannan, Prof. E. C. K. Gonner,
W. A. S. Hewins, H. Higgs.

E. Cannan, H. Higgs, Prof. A. Shortt.

E. Cannan, Prof. A. W. Flux, H.
Higgs, W. E. Tanner.

A. L. Bowley, E. Cannan, Prof. A.
VV. Flux, Rev. G. Sarson.

A. L. Bowley, E. Cannan, S. J.

Ch-^pman, F. Hooper.
W. W. Blackie, A. L. Bowley, E.
Cannan, S. J. Chapman.

SECTION G.—MECHANICAL SCIENCE.
1836.

1837.

1838.

1839.

1840.

1841.

1842.

1843.

1844.

1845.

1846.

1847.

1848.

1849.

1850.

Bristol ' Davies Gilbert, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Liverpool...
j

Rev. Dr. Robinson
Newcastle ' Charles Babbage, F.R.S
Birmingham Prof. "Willis, F.R.S., and Robt.

1 Stephenson.
Glasgow ....Sir .John Robinson

Plymouth
Manchester

Cork
York
Cambridge
South'mpt'n
Oxford
Swansea ...

Birmingham
Edinburgh

John Taylor, F.R.S
Rev. Prof. Willis, F.R.S

Prof. J. Macneill, M.E.LA....
John Taylor, F.R.S
George Rennie, F.R.S
Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

Rev. Prof.Walker, M.A.,F.R.S.
Rev. Prof.Walker, M.A.,F.R.S.

Robt. Stephenson, M.P.,F.E.S.
Rev. R. Robinson ..,...,,,,,....

T. G. Bunt, G. T. Clark, W. West.
Charles Vignoles, Thomas Webster,
R. Hawthorn, C.Vignoles, T.Webster.
W. Carpmael, William Hawkes, T.
Webster.

J. Scott Russell, J. Thomson, J. Tod,
C. Vignoles.

Henry Chatfield, Thomas Webster.
J. F. Bateman, J. Scott Russell, J.
Thomson, Charles Vignoles.

James Thomson, Robert Mallet.

'

Charles Vignoles, Thomas Webster.
Rev. W. T. Kingsley.
William Betts, jun., Charles Manby.
J. Glynn, R. A. Le Mesurier.
R. A. Le Mesurier, W. P. Struve.

Charles Manby, W. P. Marshall.
Dr. Lees, David Stephenson.
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1851.

1852.

1853.

1854.

1855.

1856.

1857.

1858.

1859.

1860.

1861.

1862.

1863.

1864.

1865.

1866.

1867,

1868,

1869.

1870.

1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

Ipswich ...

Belfast

Hull
Liverpool...

Glasgow ...

Cheltenharn
Dublin

Leeds
Aberdeen...

Oxford

Manchester

Cambridge

.

Newcastle .

Bath
Birmingham

Nottingham

Dundee

Norwich . .

.

Exeter
Liverpool...

Edinburgh
Brighton ...

Bradford ...

Presidents

William Cubitt,F.R.S
John Walker, C.E., LL.D.,

F.R.S.

William Fairbairn, F.E.S.

John Scott Eussell, F.E.S. ...

W. J. M. Eankine, F.R.S. ...

George Remiie, F.E.S
Rt. Hon. the Earl of Rosse,

F.R.S.

William Fairbairn, F.R.S. ...

Rev. Prof . AVillis, M.A., F.R.S.

Prof .W. J. JIacquorn Rankine,
LL.D., F.R.S.

J. F. Bateman, C.E., F.R.S....

William Fairbairn, F.R.S.

Rev. Prof. Willis, M.A., F.R.S.

J. Hawkshaw, F.R.S
Sir W. G. Armstrong, LL.D.,

F.R.S.

Thomas Hawksley, V.P. Inst.

C.E., F.G.S.

Prof.W. J. Macquorn Rankine,
LL.D., F.R.S.

G. P. Bidder, C.E., F.R.G.S.

C. W. Siemens, F.R.S
Chas. B. Vignoles, C.E., F.R.S.

Prof. Fleeming Jenkin, F.R.S.
F. J. Bramwell, G.E

W. H. Barlow, F.R.S

Secretaries

Belfast ! Prof. .Tames Thomson, LL.D.,
C.E., F.R.S.E.

W. Froude, C.E., M.A., F.E.S.Bristol

Glasgow . .

.

Pl3Tnouth...

Dublin

Sheffield ...

Swansea ...

York

. Southamp-
ton.

Southport .

Montreal ..,

C. W. Merrifield, F.E.S

Edward Woods, C.E

Edward Easton, C.E

J.Robinson, Pres.Inst. Mech.
Bng.

J.Abernethy, F.R.S.E
Sir W. G. Armstrong, C.B.,

LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.
John Fowler, C.E., F.G.S. ...

J. Brunlees, Pres.Inst.C.E.

Su: F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S.,

! V.P.Inst.C.E.
Aberdeen...

I

B. Baker, M.Inst.C.E

Birmingham Sir J. N. Douglass, M.Inst.
I C.E.

John Head, Charles Manby.
John F. Bateman, C. B. Hancock,

Charles Manby, James Thomson.
J. Oldham, J. Thomson, W. S. Ward.
J. Grantham, J. Oldham, J.Thomson.
L. Hill, W. Ramsay, J. Thomson.
C. Atherton, B. Jones, H. M. Jeflery.

Prof. Downing, W.T. DojTie, A. Tate,

James Thomson, Henry Wright.

J. C. Dennis, J. Dixon, H. Wright.
E. Abernethy, P. Le Neve Foster, H.
Wright.

P. Le Neve Foster, Eev. F. Harrison,

Henry Wright.
P. Le Neve Foster, John Robinson,
H. Wright.

W. M. Fawcett, P. Le Neve Foster.

P. Le Neve Foster, P. Westmacott,
J. F. Spencer.

P. Le Neve Foster, Robert Pitt.

P. Le Neve Foster, Henry Lea,

W. P. Marshall, Walter May.
P. Le Neve Foster, J. F. Iselin, M,

O. Tarbotton.

P. Le Neve Foster, John P. Smith,
W. W. Urqidiart.

P. Le Neve Foster, J. F. Iselin, C.

Manby, W. Smith.
P. Le Neve Foster, H. Bauerman.

! H. Bauerman, P. Le Neve Foster, T.

I

King, J. N. Shoolbred.

H. Bauerman, A. Leslie, J. P. Smith.
H. M. Brunei, P. Le Neve Foster,

J. G. Gamble, J. N. Shoolbred.
C.Bavlow,H.Bauerman. B.H.Carbutt,

J. C. Hawkshaw. J. N. Shoolbred.
A. T. Atcliison, J. N. Shoolbred, John

Sm3'th, juu.

W. R. Browne, H. M. Brunei, J. G.
1 Gamble, J. N. Shoolbred.

|W. Bottomley, jun., W. o. Millar,

J. N. Shoolbred, J. P. Smith.
A. T. Atchison, Dr. Merrifield, J. N.

Shoolbred.

I

A. T. Atchison, R. G. Symes, H. T.

Wood.
A. T. Atchison, Emerson Bainbridge,

H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, J. F. Stephenson,
H. T. Wood.

A. T. Atchison, F Churton, H. T.

Wood.
A. T. Atchison, E. Rigg, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, W. B. Dawson, J.

Kennedy, H. T. Wood.
A. T. Atchison, F. G. Ogilvie, E.

Rigg, J. N. Shoolbred.
C. W. Cooke, J. Kenward, W. B.

Marshall, B. Rigg.
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Date and Place

1887. Manchester

Presidents Secretaries

Prof. Osborne Eeynolds,M.A., I C. F, Budenberg, W. B. Marshall,

LL.D., F.R.S. 1
E. Rigg.

1888. Bath ]W. H. Preece, F.RS.,'C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, E.

M.Inst.C.E. Rigg, P. K. Stothert.

1889. Newcastle- ' W. Anderson, M.Inst.C.E. ...IC. W. Cooke, W. B. Mar.shall, Hon.

upon-Tyne
|

C. A. Parsons, E. Rigg.

1890. Leeds

1891. CardifiE

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford...

1895. Ipswich

1896. Liverpool

1897. Toronto

1898. Bristol...

1899. Dover ...

1900. Bradford

1901. Glasgow

Capt. A. Noble, C.B., F.R.S.,'E. K. Clark, C. W. Cooke, W. B.

Marshall, E. Rigg.

C. VV. Cooke, Prof. A. C. Elliott,

W. B. Marshall, E. Rigg.

C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, W. C.

Popplewell, E. Rigg.

C. W. Cooke, W. B. Marshall, E.

Rigg, H. Talbot.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,

W. B. Marshall, Rev. F. J. Smith.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,

W. B. Marshall, P. G. M. Stoney.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, C. W. Cooke,

S. Dunkerley, W. B. Marshall.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare, Prof. Callen-

dar, W. A. Price.

Prof. T. H. Beare, Prof. J. Munro,

H. W. Pearson, W. A. Price.

Prof. T. H. Beare, W. A. Price, H.

E. Stilgoe.

Prof. T. H. Beare, C. F. Charnock,

Prof. S. Dunkerley, W. A. Price.

F.R.A.S.

T. Forster Brown, M.Inst.C.E.

Prof. W. C. Unwin, F.R.S.,

M.Inst.C.E.

Jeremiah Head, M.Inst.C.E.,

F.C.S.

Prof. A. B. W. Kennedy,
F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

Prof. L. F. Vernon-Harcourt,
M.A., M.Inst.C.E.

Sir Douglas Pox, V.P.Inst.C.E.

. G. F. Deacon, M.Inst.C.E.

Sir J. Wolfe-Barry, K.C.B.,

Sir ivi'white, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Sir Ales. R. Binnie, M.Inst.

C.B.

R. E. Crompton, M.Inst.C.E. I H.Bamford.W.E.Dalby, W.A.Price,

SECTION H.—ANTHROPOLOGY.
1881. Montreal
1885. Aberdeen

E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., F.R.S. ...

Francis Galton, M.A., F.R.S.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, J.

Harris Stone.

G. W. Bloxam, W. Hurst.

G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, W.
Hurst, Dr. A. Macgregor.

1886. Birmingham Sir G. Campbell, K.C.S.L.iG. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, W.
M.P., D.C.L., F.R.G.S.

{

Hurst, Dr. R. Saundby.

1887. Manchester Prof. A. H. Sayce, M.A G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr.

A. M. Paterson.

1888. Bath
i
Lieut.-General Pitt-Rivers,

D.C.L., F.R.S.

1889. Newcastle- Prof. Sir W. Turner, M.B., G. W. Bloxam, Dr. J. G. Garson, Dr.

upon-Tyne LL.D., F.R.S. I R. Morison, Dr. R. Howden.
1890. Leeds Dr. J. Evans, Treas. R.S.,'g. W. Bloxam, Dr. C. M. Chadwick,

F.S.A., F.L.S., F.G.S. Dr. J. G. Garson.

1891. Cardiff Prof. F. Max MiiUer, M.A. ... G. W. Bloxam, Prof. R. Howden, H.
I Ling Roth, E. Seward.

1892. Edinburgh i Prof. A. Macalister, M.A.,|G.W. Bloxam, Dr. D. Hepburn, Prof.

' M.D., F.R.S.
\

R. Howden, H. Ling Roth.

1893. Nottingham
; Dr. R. Munro, M.A., F.R.S.E. G. W. Bloxam, Rev. T. W. Davies,

j

Prof. R. Howden, F. B. Jevons,

I

J. L. Myres.
1894. Oxford .Sir W. H. Flower, E.C.B., H. Balfour, Dr. J. G. Garson, H. Ling

• F.R.S. Roth.
1895. Ipswich ... Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie, J. L. Myres, Rev. J. J. Raven, H.

D.C.L. ' Ling Roth.
1896. Liverpool... Arthur J. Evans, F.S.A IProf. A. C. Haddon, J. L. MjTes,

;

< Prof. A. M. Paterson.

1897. Toronto .... 'Sir W. Turner, F.R.S 'a. F. Chamberlain, H. O. Forbes,

Prof. A. C. Haddon. J. L. Myres.i
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Date and Place Presidents Secretaries

1898. Bristol E. \V. Brabrook, C.B
1899. Dover C. H. Read, F.S.A.

1900. Bradford Prof. John Rhys, M.A.,

1901. Glasgow ... Prof. D. J. Cunningham,
F.R.S.

H. Balfour, .J. L. l\Ivres, G. Parker.

H. Balfour, W. H. East, Prof. A. C.

Haddon, J. L. Myres.
Rev. E. Armitage, H. Balfour, W.
Crooke, J. L. Myres.

W. Crooke, Prof. A. F. Dixon, J. F.

Gemmill, J. L. Myres.

SECTION I.—PHYSIOLOGY (including Experimental

Pathology and Experi.mental Psychology).

1894. Oxford.

1896. Livci-pool.

1897. Toronto .

1899. Dover ....

1901. Glasgow .,

Prof. E. A. Schafer, F.R.S., Prof. F. Gotch, Dr. J. S. Hr.ldane,

M.R.C.S. M. S. Pembrey.
Dr. W. H. Gaskell, F.R.S. Prof. R.Boyce, Prof. C.S.Sherrington.
Prof. Michael Foster, F.R.S. ' Prof. R. Boyce, Prof. C. S. Sherring-

j

ton. Dr. L. E. Shore.

J. N. Langley, F.R.S.
j

Dr. Howden, Dr. L. E. Shore, Dr. E.
H. Starling.

Prof. J. G. McKendrick ,W. B. Brodie, W. A. Osborne, Prof.

1 W. H. Thompson.

SECTION K.—BOTANY.
1895. Ipswich .

1896. Liverpool.

1897. Toronto .

1898. BristoL...

1899. Dover ....

1900. Bradford,
1901. Glasgow .

W. T. Thiselton-Dyer, F.R.S,
Dr. D. H. Scott, F.R.S

Prof. Marshall Ward, F.R.S.

Prof. F. 0. Bower, F.R.S. ...

Sir George King, F.R.S
Prof. S. H. Vines, F.R.S
Prof. I. B. Balfour, F.R.S. ...

A. C. Seward, Prof. F. E. Weiss.
Prof. Harvey Gibson, A. C. Seward,

Prof. F. E. Weiss.
Prof. J. B. Farmer, E. C. Jeffrey,

A. C. Seward, Prof. F. E. Weiss.
A. C. Seward, H. Wager, J. W. White.
G. Dowker, A. C. Seward, H. Wager,
A. C. Seward, H. Wager, W. West.
G. F. Scott Elliot, D. T. Gwynne-
Vaughan, A. C.Seward, H. Wager.

SECTION L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.
1901. Glasgow ... Sir John E. Gorst, F.R.S. R. A. Gregory, W. M. Heller, R. Y.

Howie, C. W. Kimmins, Prof.

H. L. Withers.

LIST OF EVENING DISCOUESES.

Date and Place
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Bate and Place

1845.

1846.

Cambridge
Southamp-
ton.

1847. Oxford.

1848.

1849.

1850.

Swansea ...

Birmingham

Edinburgh

1851. Ipswich ...

1852. Belfast.

1853. Hull,

1854.

1855.

1856.

Liverpool...

Glasgow ...

Cheltenham

1857.
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Date and Place

1863. Newcastle

1864.

1865.

1866,

1867.

1868.

1869.

1870.

1871.

1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1870.

1877.

Bath

Birmingham

Nottingham

Dundee

Norwich ..

Exeter

Liverpool .

.

Edinburgh

Brighton ..

Bradford ...

Belfast ,

Lecturer

Prof. Williamson, F.E.S.,

James Glaisher, F.E.S...

Prof. Roscoe, F.E.S
Dr. Living.stone, F.E.S.

J. Beete Jukes, F.E.S. ...

William Huggins,F.E.S

Dr. J. D. Hooker, F.E.S.......

Archibald Geikie, F.E.S

Alexander Herschel,F.E.A.S.

J. Fergusson, F.E.S

Dr. W. Odling, F.E.S
Prof. J. Phillips, LL.D.,F.E.S.

J. Norman Lockyer, F.E.S. ..

Prof. J. Tyndall.LL.D., F.E.S.

Prof .W. J. jMacquorn Eankine,
LL.D., F.E.S.

F. A. Abel, F.E.S

B. B. Tylor, F.E.S.

Prof. P. Martin Duncan, M.B,.,

Prof". W.' K. Clifford ...

Subject of Discourse

Bristol ....

Glasgow .

Plymouth

.

1878. Dublin

1879.

1880.

1881,

Sheffield

Swansea

York

Prof. W. C.Williamson, F.E.S.
Prof. Clerk Maxwell, F.E.S.
Sir John Lubbock,Bart..M.P.,

F.E.S.
Prof. Huxley, F.E.S

W.Spottiswoode,LL.D.,F.E.S.
F. J. Bramwell, F.E.S
Prof. Tait, F.E.S.E
Sir Wyville Thomson, F.R.S.

W. Warington Smyth, M.A.,

j

F.R.S.

Prof. Odling, F.E.S
, G. J. Eomanes, F.L.S

I

Prof. Dewar, F.E.S

W. Crookes, F.R.S

i

Prof. E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S.

i

Prof.W.Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S.

I

Francis Galton, F.E.S
.

!
Prof. Huxley, Sec. E.S

j

W. Spottiswoode, Pres. E.S....

The Chemistry of the Galvanic Bat-

tery considered in relation to

Dynamics.
The Balloon Ascents made for the

British Association.

The Chemical Action of Light.

Recent Travels in Africa.

Probabilities as to the position and
extent of the Coal-measures be-

neath the red rocks of the Mid-
land Counties.

The results of Spectrum Analysis

applied to Heavenly Bodies.

Insular Floras.

The Geological Origin of the present

Scenery of Scotland.

The present state of Knowledge re-

garding Meteors and Meteorites.

Archaeology of the early Buddliist

Monuments.
Reverse Chemical Actions.

Vesuvius.

The Phj'sical Constitution of the

Stars and Nebulas.

The Scientific Use of the Imagina-

tion.

Stream-lines and Waves, in connec-

tion with Naval Architecture.

Some Recent Investigations andAp-
plications of ExxDlosive Agents.

The Relation of Primitive to Modern
Civilisation.

Insect Metamorphosis.

The Aims and Instruments of Scien-

tific Thought.
Coal and Coal Plants.

Molecules.

Commoji Wild Flowers considered

in relation to Insects.

The Hy|3othesis that Animals are

Automata, and its History.

The Colours of Polarised Light.

Railway Safety Appliances.

Force.

The ' Challenger ' Expedition.

Physical Phenomena connected with
the Mines of Cornwall and Devon.

The New Element, Gallium.
Animal Intelligence.

i

Dissociation, or Modern Ideas of

j

Chemical Action.

I
Eadiant flatter,

i
Degeneration.
Primeval Man.

! Mental Imagery.
The Eise and Progress of Palreon-

tologj-.

I
The Electric Discharge, its Forms

' and its Functions.
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Date and Place

1882. Southamp-
ton.

1883. Southport

1884. Montreal...

1885. Aberdeen...

1886. Birmingham

1887. Manchester

1888. Bath

Lecturer

1889. Newcastle-
upou-Tyne

1890. Leeds ..

1891. Cardiff..

1892. Edinburgh

1893. Nottingham

1894. Oxford.

1899. Dover

Prof. SirWm. Thomson, F.E.S.

Prof. H. N. Moselev, F.K.S.

Prof. K. S. Ball, F.K.S

Prof. J. G. McKendriok
Prof. 0. J. Lodge, D.Sc
Rev. W. H. DaUinger, F.E.S.

Prof. W. G. Adams, F.E.S. ..

John Mun-ay, F.R.S.E
A. W. Riicker, M.A., F.E.S.

Prof. W. Rutherford, M.D. ..

Prof. H. B. Dixon, F.E.S. ..

Col. Sir F. de Winton
Prof. W. E. Ayrton, F.R.S. ..

Subject of Discourse

Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc,
F.R.S.

Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,

F.E.S.

Walter Gardiner, M.A

1895. Ipswich ...

1896. Liverpool...

1897. Toronto ...

1898. Bristol

E. B. Poulton, M.A., F.R.S....

Prof. C. Vernon Boys, F.R.S.

Prof.L. C. Miall,F.L.S.,F.G.S.

Prof. A.W. Riicker, M.A.,F.R.S
Prof. A. M Marshall, F.R.S.

Prof. J. A.E\vini?,M.A., F.R.S
Prof. A. Smithells. B.Sc.

Prof. Victor Horsley, F.R.S.

J. W. Gregory, D.Sc, F.G.S.

Prof. J.Shield Nicholson, M.A.

Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.

Prof. Percy F. Frankland,
F.R.S.

Dr. F. Elgar, F.R.S
Prof. Flinders Petrie, D.C.L.
Prof. Roberts Austen, F.R.S.

J. Milne, F.R.S
Prof. W. J. Sollas, F.R.S. ..

Herbert Jackson
Prof. Charles Richet
Prof. J. Fleming, F.R.S

1900. Bradford... Prof. F. Gotch, F.R.S. ...

Prof. W. Stroud. .,

1901. Glasgow ... j
Prof. W. Ramsay, F.R.S.

If. Darwin, F.R.S

Tides.

Pelagic Life.

Recent Researches on the Distance

of the Sun.
Galvanic and Animal Electricity.

Dust.

The Modern Microscope in Re-
searches on the Least and Lowest
Forms of Life.

The Electric Light and xVtmosi^heric

Absorption.

The Great Ocean Basins.

Soap Bubbles.

The Sense of Hearing.

The Rate of Explosions in Gases.

Explorations in Central Africa.

The Electrical Transmission of

Power.
The Foundation Stones of the Earth's

Crnst.

The Hardening and Tempering of

Steel.

How Plants maintain themselves in

the Struggle for Existence.

Mimicry.
Quartz Fibres and their Applications.

Some Diijrculties in the Life of

Aquatic Insects.

Electrical Stress.

Pedigrees.

Magnetic Induction.
' Flame.
' The Discovery of the Physiology of

i

the Nervous System..

j

Experiences and Prospects of

African Exploration.
! Historical Progress and Ideal So-

cialism.

I

Magnetism in Rotation.

The Work of Pasteur and its various

j

Developments.
Safety in Ships.

Man before Writing.
I Canada's Metals.

Earthquakes and Volcanoes.
Funafuti : the Study of a Coral

' Island.

I Phosphorescence.
La vibration nerveuse.
The Centenary of the Electric

,
Current.

Animal Electricity.

Range Finders.

The Inert Constituents of the
Atmosphere.

I The Movements of Plants.
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LECTURES TO THE OPERATIVE CLASSES.

Date and Place

1867.

1868.

1869,

1870.

1873.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1S76.

1877.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1885.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1900.

1901.

Dundee..
Norwich
Exeter ..

Liverpool . .

.

Brigliton ...

Bradford ..,

Belfast

Bristol

Glasgow ...

Plymouth..,
Sheffield ...

Swansea ...

York

Southamp-
ton.

Southp ir

Montreal ...

Aberdeen ...

Birmingham

Manchester
Bath
Newcastle-
upon-Tyne

Leeds
CardifE

Edinburgh
Nottingham
Oxford
Ipswich . .

.

Liverpool...

Toronto ...

Bristol

Bradford ...

Glasgow ...

Lecturer

Prof. J. Tyndall, LL.D.,F.R.S.
Prof. Huxley. LL.D., P.R.S.

Prof. Miller," M.D., F.R.S. ...

SirJolinLubbock,Bart.,F.R.S.

W.Spottiswoode.LL.D., F.R.S.
C. W. Siemens, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Prof. Odling, F.R.S
Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S.
Commander Cameron, C.B....

W. H. Preece
W. E. AyrtoQ
H. Seebohm, F.Z.S
Prof. Osborne Reynolds,

F.R.S.

John Evans, D.C,L.,Treas. R.S.

Sir F. J. Bramwell, F.R.S. ...

Prof. R.S. Ball, F.R.S.,

H. B. Dixon, M.A
Prof. W. C. Roberts-Austen,

F.R.S.

Prof. G. Forbes, F.E,.S

SirJohn Lubbock,Bart.,F.R.S.
B. Baker, M.Inst.C.B

Prof. J. Perry, D.Sc, F.R.S.
Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.
Prof. C. Vernon Boys, F.R.S.
Prof. Vivian B. Lewes
Prof. W. J. Sollas, F.R.S. ...

Dr. A. H. Fison
Prof. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S....

Dr. H. 0. Forbes
Prof. E. B. Poulton, F.R.S.

Prof. S. P. Thompson, F.R.S.
H. J. Mackinder, M.A

Subject of Discourse

Matter and Force.
A Piece of Chalk.
The modes of detecting the Com-

position of the Sun and other
Heavenly Bodies by the Spectrum.

Savages.
Sunshine, Sea, and Sky.
Fuel.

The Discovery of Oxygen.
A Piece of Limestone.
A Journey through Africa.

Telegraphy and the Telephone.
Electricity as a Motive Power.
The North-East Passage.
Raindrops, Hailstones, and Snow-

flakes.

Unwritten History, and how to

read it.

Talking by Electricity—Telephones.
Comets.
The Nature of Explosions.
The Colours of Metals and their

Alloys.

Electric Lighting.

The Customs of Savage Races.
The Forth Bridge.

Spinning Tops.
Electricity in Mining.
Electric Spark Photographs.
Spontaneous Combustion.
Geologies and Deluges.
Colour.

The Earth a Great Magnet.
New Guinea.
The ways in which Animals Warn

their enemies and Signal to their
friends.

Electricity in the Industries.
The Movements of Men by Land
and Sea.
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OFFICERS OF SECTIONAL COMMITTEES PRESENT AT
THE GLASGOW MEETING.

SECTION A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE.

President.—Major P. A. MacMahon, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Froi. A. Gray, LL.D., F.R.S. ; Prof. A. G. Greenhill,

F.R.S. ; E. H. Griffiths, M.A., F.R.S. ; Prof. W. Jack, LL.D.
;

Lord Kelvin, F.R.S. ; Joseph Larmor, D.Sc, F.R.S. ; Prof. G.
Mittag-Leffler, For. Mem. R.S. ; Prof. G. Quincke, For. Mem. R.S.

;

Prof. H. H. Turner, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—H. S. Carslaw, M.A., D.Sc. ; C. H. Lees, D.Sc. {Recorder)

;

W. Stewart, M.A., D.Sc. ; Prof. L. R. Wilberforce, M.A.

SECTION B.—CHEMISTRY.

President.—Vvoi. Percy F, Frankland, F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Dr. E. Divers, F.R.S. ; Prof. J. Fei'gusson, LL.D.,
F.R.S.E. / Prof. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S. ; Prof. James Walker, F.R.S.

;

Dr. T. E. Thorpe, F.R.S. ; Dr. AV. A. Tilden, F.R.S. ; Prof. A.
Michael ; Prof. E. W. Morley.

Secretaries.—Dr. W. C. Anderson, M.A. ; Dr. G. G. Henderson, M.A.
;

Prof. AV. J. Pope ; Dr. T. K. Rose {Recorder).

SECTION C.—GEOLOGY.

President.—:iohii Home, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Prof. Lapworth, F.R.S. ; Prof. A. F. Renard, LL.D.
;

B. N. Peach, F.R.S. ; Prof. W. J. Sollas, M.A., F.R.S. ; Prof. John
Young, M.D.

Secretaries.—Herbert L. Bowman, M.A, ; H. W. Monckton {Recorder),

SECTION D.—ZOOLOGY.

President.—Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, M.D., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Vrot T. W. Bridge ; Prof. W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.
;

Prof. G. B. Howes, F.R.S. ; Prof. W. C. M'Intosh, F.R.S. ; Prof.

M. Laurie, D.Sc. ; Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S. ; R. H. Traquair,

LL.D., F.R.S. ; Canon Tristram, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—J. Graham Kerr, M.A. {Recorder) ; James Rankin, M.B.,

B.Sc. ; J. Y. Simpson, D.Sc.

SECTION E.—GEOGRAPHY.

President.—T)v. H. R. Mill, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S.

Vice-Presidents.—3 . Scott Keltie, LL.D. ; H. J. Mackinder, M.A. ; E. G.

Ravenstein ; Rev. Prof. George Adam Smith, D.D.

Secretaries.—IL. N. Dickson, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. {Recorder)
;

Edward Heawood, M.A., F.R.G.S.; G. Sandeman ; A. Crosby
Turner.
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SECTION F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

President.—^ir Robert Gifien, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Vice-Preddents.S . Bonar, LL.D. ; Rev. W. Cimningham, D.D., LL.D.
;

Major P. G. Craigie, V.P.S.S. ; L. L. Price, M.A. ;
Prof. AV. Smart,

LL.D.

Secretaries.—W. W. Blackie, B.Sc. ; A. L. Bowley, M.A. ; E. Cannan,

LL.D. {Recorder) ; Prof. S. J. Chapman, M.A.

SECTION G.—ENGINEERING.

President.—Co\onB\ R. E. Crompton, M.Inst.C.E.

Vice-Presidents.—Vroi. Archibald Barr, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. ; Prof. T.

Hudson Beare, E.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. ; Sir Alexander R. Binnie,

M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. : Robert Caird, LL.D. ; H. Graham Harris,

M.Inst.C.E.

Secretaries.—'Ks.vvY Bamford, M.Sc. ; Prof. W. E. Dalby, M.A. ; W. A.

Price, M.A. {Recorder).

SECTION II.—ANTHROPOLOGY.

President.—Vroi. D. J. Cunningham, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—n. Balfour, M.A. ; Prof. J. Cleland, M.D., F.R.S.

Secretaries.—W. Crooke ; J. F. Gemmill, M.A., M.D. ; Prof. A. F.

Dixon, Sc.D. ; J. L. Myres, M.A., F.S.A. {Recorder).

SECTION I.—PHYSIOLOGY.

President.—Pvoi. J. G. M'Kendrick, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Prof. A. E. Schafer, F.R.S. ; Prof. C. S. Sherrington,

M.D.", F.R.S.; Sir M. Foster, K.C.B., M.P., Sec.R.S. ; Sir J.

Burdon Sanderson, Bart., F.R.S. ; Prof. F. Gotch, F.R.S.

; Secretaries.—\N . B. Brodie, M.B. ; W. A. Osborne, D.Sc. ; Prof. W. H.
Thompson, M.D. [Recorder).

SECTION K.^BOTANY.

President.—Prof. I. Bayley Balfour, F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Vvot Y. O. Bower, F.R.S.; F. Darwin, F.R.S.; Dr.

D. H. Scott, F.R.S. ; Prof. J. W. H. Trail, F.R.S. ; Prof. Marshall

Ward, F.R.S.

Secretaries.—A. C. Seward, F.R.S. (Recorder) ; Prof. G. F. Scott Elliot
;

D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan ; Harold Wager.

SECTION L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

President.—T\\Q Right Hon. Sir John E. Gorst, K.C., M.P., F.R.S.

Vice-Presidents.—Pvoi. H. E. Armstrong, F.R.S. ; Dr. J. H. Gladstone,
F.R.S. ; Prof. L. C. Miall, F.R.S. ; Prof. John Perry, F.R.S.

;

The Very Rev. Principal Story, D.D. ; Sir John Neilson Cuthbertson,
LL.D., D.L. ; Sir Philip Magnus.

Secretaries.—Prof. R. A. Gregory ; W. M. Heller, B.Sc. ; Robert Y.
Howie, M.A. ; Dr. C. W. Kimmins ; Prof. H. L. Withers, M.A.
{Recorder).



COMMITTEE OF RECOMMENDATIONS. Ixxix

COMMITTEE OF RECOMMENDATIONS.

The President ; the Vice-Presidents of the Meeting ;
the Presidents of

former years ; the Trustees ; the General and Assista,nt General

Secretaries ; the General Treasurer.

The Presidents of the Sections.

Prof. A. R. Forsyth ; Prof. Schuster ; Prof. H. H. Turner; Dr. Thorpe ;

Prof. Harold Dixon ; W. Whitaker ; G. W. Lamplugh ;
Prof. Miall

;

W E Hoyle ; Dr. J. Scott Keltie ; E. W. Brabrook : E. Cannan
;

Sir W. H. Preece ; Prof. T. H. Beare ; H. Balfour ; J. L. Myres
;

Prof. F. Gotch ; Prof. Waymouth Reid ; Prof. F. O. Bower
;
Prof.

Marshall Ward ; Prof. H. E. Armstrong ; Dr. C. W. Kimmins
;

F. W. Rudler.
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Dr. THE GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT,
1900-1901. EECEIPTS.

Balance brought forward 713 G 5
Life Compositions (including Transfers) 267
New Annual Members' Subscriptions 110
Annual Subscriptions 557
Sale of Associates'Tickets 794
Sale of Ladies' Tickets 481
Sale of Publications 147 2 5
Sale of Consols 999 8 6

Dividend on Consols 190 3 2
Dividend on India 3 per Cents 102 12

Interest on Deposit at Bradford District r.ank 37 6 11

Unexpended Balance of Grant returned by Coiumittee on
Electrolytic Quantitative Analysis ..., ,.... 3 8 4

£920 17 9

Investment/i.
£ s. cl.

Consols 6501 10 5

India 3 per Cents 3600

£10,101 10 5

G. Gakey Foster, General Treasurer.
'



GENERAL TREASURER'S ACCOUNT. Ixxxi

from July 2, 1900, to June 29, 1901. Cr.

1900-1901. EXPENDITURE.
Z s. (/.

Expenses of Bradford Meeting, including Printing, Adver-
tising, Payment of Clerks, &c, &c 131 1 4

Rent and OiBce Expenses nc 7 8

Salaries 515

Printing, Binding, &c 109G 7

Payment of Grants made at Bradford

:

& s. d.

Electrical Staudards 45 d
Seismological Obsei-vatious 75
Wave-length Tables 4 11
Isomorphous Sulphoulc Derivatives of Benzene 35
Life-zones in British Carhoniferoiis Rocks 20 (I il

TJndergronnd Water of North-west Yorkshire fli) U u

Exploration of Irish Caves 15 U
Table at the Zoological Station, Naples 100
Table at the Biological Laboratory, Plymouth 20
Index Generum et Speoierum Animalium 75
^Migration of Birds 10
Terrestrial Surface Waves 5

Changes of Land-level in the Phlegra;an Fields 50
Legislation regulating Women's Labour 15
Small Screw Gauge 45
Resistance of Road Vehicles to Traction 75
Silchester Excavation 10
Ethnological Sm-vey of Canada 30
Anthropological Teaching 5

Exploration in Crete 1(5
Physiological Effects of Peptone 30 C
Chemistry of Boue Man-ow 5 15 11
Suprarenal Capsules in the Rabbit 5

Fertilisation in Pha;ophycefe 15
^lorphology, Ecology, and Taxonomy of Podostemaceie 20 o o
Corresponding Societies Committee 15

920 9 11

In hands of General Treasurer :

At Bank of England, Western Branch £.^57 5 8
Zcfs Cheques not presented 211 11 4

145 14 4
On Deposit at Bradford District Bank 1532 3 1

Cash G 13 8

1GS4 11

:e4403 17 9

I have examined the above Account with the books and vouchers of the Associa-
tion, and certify the same to be correct. I have also verified the b.alance at the
Bankers', and have ascertained that the Investments are registered in the names
of the Trustees.

Approved

—

W. B. Keen, ChaTtered Accountant,
E. W. Brabeook, ] . ,. 3 Church Court, Old Jewrj', E.C
Horace T. Brown,

J"
^ «'*»^''»"«-

j^iy 26, 1901.

1901, e
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Table shoioiiig the Attendance and Eeceipts

Date of Meeting

1831, Sept. 27...

1832, June 19...

1833, June 25...

1834, Sept. 8 ...

1835, Aug. 10...

1836, Aug. 22...

1837, Sept. 11...

1838, Aug. 10.,

,

1839, Aug. 26...

1810, Sept. 17...

1841, July 20 ...

1842, June 23 ..

1843, Aug. 17...

1844, Sept. 26 ..

1845, June 19..

1846, Sept. 10

1847, June 23..

1848, Aug. 9 ...

1849, Sejit. 12..

1850, July 21 ..

1851, .luly 2

1852, Sep"t. 1 ..

1853, Sept. 3 ..

1854, Sept. 20..

1855, Sept. 12..

1856, Aug. 6 ..

1857, Aug. 26 ..

1858, Sept. 22..

1859, Sept. 14..

1860, June 27..

1861, Sept. 4 ..

1862, Oct. 1 ..

1863, Aug. 26 ..

1864, Sept. 13..

1865, Sept. 6 ..

1866, Aug. 22..

1867, Sept. 4 ..

1868, Aug. 19..

1869, Aug. 18 ..

1870, Sept. 14..

1871, Aug. 2 ..

1872, Aug. 14..

1873, Sept. 17..

1874, Aug. 19 ..

1875, Aug. 25 ..

1876, Sept. G ..

1877, Aug. 15..

1878, Aug. 14..

1879, Aug. 20..

1880, Aug. 25 ..

1881, Aug. 31 ..

1882, Aug. 23..

1883, Sept. 19 ..

1884, lug. 27..

1885, Sept. 9 ..

188U, Sept. 1 ..

18S7, Aug. 31 ..

1888, Sept. 5 .,

1889, Seijt. 11..

1890, Sept. 3 ..

1891, Aug. 19 ..

1892, Aug. 3 .

1893, Sept. 13

,

1894, Aug. 8 .

18£i5, Sept. 11

.

1896, Sept. 16.
1897, Aug. 18.

1898, Sept. 7 .

1899, Sept. 13.

1900, Sept. 5 .

1901, Sept. 11.,

Where held Pre-sidents

York The Earl Fitzwilliam, D.C.L.. F.R.S.

O.xford ' The Rev. W. Buckland, F.R.S

Cambridge .' The Bev. A. Sedgwick, F.R.S

Edinburgh i

Sir T. M. Brisbane, D.C.L., F.R.S. ...

DubUu '..[

I

TheRev.Provo,st Lloyd,LL.D., F.R.S.

Bristol I

The Marquis of Lausdowne, F.R.S...

.

Liverpool '"..!
1
The Earl of Burlin.gton, F.R.S

Newcastle-on-Tyue. .
. The Duke of Northumberland, F.R.S.

Birmingham TheRev.W. VerunuHarcourt, F.R.S.

Glasgow ' Tlie Marquis of Breadalbane, F.R.S.

Old Life
Members

Plymouth

.

Manchester
Cork
York
Cambridge
Southampton
Oxford
Swansea
Birmingham
Edinburgh
IpsAvich

Belfast

Hull
Liverpool
Glasgow
Cheltenham
Dublin
Leeds
Aberdeen
Oxford
Manchester
Cambridge
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

.

Bath
Birmingham
Nottingh.am
Dundee
Norwich
Exeter
Liverpool
Edinburgh
Brighton
Bradford
Belfast
Bristol

Glasgow
PljTuouth
DiibUn
Sheftield

Swansea
York
Southampton
Sonthport
Montreal
Aberdeen
Birmingham
Manchester
Bath
Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Leeds
Cardiff
Edinburgh
Nottingham
Oxford
Ipswich
Liverpool
Toronto
Bristol

Dover
Bradford
Glasgow

The Rev. W. Whewell, F.R.S.

The Lord Francis Egerton, F.G.S ... I

The Earl of Rosse, F.R.S
The Rev. G. Peacock, D.D., F.R.S. ...

Sir John F. W. Herschel, Bart., F.R.S.

Sir Roderick I.Murchison,Bart.,F.R.S.
Sir Robert H. Inglis, Bart., F.R.S. ...

TheSIarquis ofNorthampton, Pres.R.S.
The Rev. T. R. Robinson, D.D.. F.R.S.

Sir David Brewster, K.H., F.R.S
(;. B. Air}', Astronomer Royal, F.R.S.
Lieut.-General Sabine, F.R.S
William Hopkin,s, F,R,S.

The Earl of Harrowby, F.R.S
The Duke of Argyll, F.R.S
Prof. C. G. B. Daubeny, M.D., F.R.S.. ,

,

The Rev, H. Lloyd, D.D.. F.R.S
Richard Owen, M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S....

H.R.H. Tlie Prince Consort
The Lord Wrottesley, M.A., F.R.S. ...

William Fairbairn, LL.D., F.R.S
The Rev. Professor Willis,M.A.,F.R.S.

SirWilliam G. Armstrong.C.B., F.R.S.

Sir Charles Lyell, Bart., M.A., F.R.S.

Prof. J. Phillips, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.

WUli.am B,. Grove, Q.C., F.R.S
The Duke of Buccleuch, K.C.B.,F.R.S.

Dr. Joseph D. Hooker. F.R.S
Prof. G.G. Stokes, D.C.L., F.R.S
Prof. T. H. Huxley, LL.D., F.R.S. ...

Prof. Sir W. Tliomson, LL.D., F.R.S.

Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S
Prof. A. W. Williamson, F.R.S
Prof. J. Tyndall. LL.D., F.R.S
Sir John Hawkshaw, F.R.S
Prof. T. Andrews, M.D., F.R.S.

Prof. A. Thomson, M.D., F.R.S
W. Spottiswoode, M.A., F.R.S
Prof. G. J. AUman, M.D.. F.R.S
A. C. Ramsay, LL.D., F.R.S
Sir .Jolm Lubbock, Bart., F.R.S
Dr. 0. W. Siemens F.R.S
Prof. A. Cavlcy, D.C.L., F.R.S
Prof. Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S
Sir Lyon Playfair. K.O.B., F.R.S
Sir J. W. Dawson, C.M.G., F.R.S
Sir H. E. Roscoe, D.C.L., F.R.S
Sir F. J. Br.amwell, F.R.S.

Prof. W. H. Flower, C.B., F.R.S
Sir F. A. Abel, C.B., F.R.S
Dr. W. Huggins, F.R.S
Sir A. G eikie, LL.D., F.R.S
Prof. J. S. Bunion Sanderson, F.R.S.

The Marquis of Salisbuvv.K.G.,F.R.S.

Sir Douglas Galton, K.C.B., F.R.S. ...

Sir Joseph Lister, Bart., Pros. R.S. ...

Sir John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.S
Sir W. Crookes, F.R.S
Sir Michael Foster, K.C.B.. Sec.E.S....

Sir William Turner, D.C.L., F.R.S. ...

Prof. A. W. Rucker, D.Sc, SecR.S. ...

-
I

169
303
109
226
313
241
314
149
227
235
172
164
141
238
194
182
236
222
184
286
321
239
203
287
292
207
167
196
204
314
246
245
212
162
239
221
173
201
184
144
272
178
203
235
225
314
428
266
277
259
189
280
201
327
214
330
120
281
296
267
310

* Ladies were not admitted by purchased tickets until 1843. + Tickets of Admission to Sections only
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at Annual Meetings of the Association.

Okl
Annual
Members

4G
75

71

45
04
65

197
54
93

l28

01

63
56

121
142
104
15B

111
125
177
184
150
154
182
215
218
193
226
229
303
311
280
237
232
307
331
238
290
239
171
313
253
330
317
332
428
510
399
412
3GS
341
413
328
435
290
383
286
327
324
297
374

New
Annual
Members

Asso-
ciates

Ladies

317
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lieport of the Councilfvr the Year 1900-1901, presented to the General
Committee at Glasgoiv on Wednesday, September 11, 1901.

In presenting their Annual Report the Council have, in the first place,

to inform the General Committee that they resolved that an Address
should be presented to the King on his accession to the Throne, and that

the following Address was presented by the President on behalf of the

Council :

—

To THE King's Most Excellent Majesty.

May it please Your Majesty,

We, the President and Council of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, most respectfully desire to be permitted to

express to Your Majesty our deepest sympathy in the great loss which
Your Majesty and the Empire have sustained by the death of Her
Gracious Majesty Qvieen Victoria.

The British Association will always bear in grateful remembrance
the fact that your illustrious Father, His Boyal Highness the Prince

Consort, to whose scientific knowledge and guidance the Nation owes so

much, was pleased to accept the office of President for the Meeting held

at Aberdeen in 1859. His Royal Highness then, as in so many other

ways, revealed his appreciation of the importance of the advancement of

science wliich has exerted so beneficial an influence throughout Her
Majesty's glorious reign.

We confidently and fervently hope that the progress of science will

continue during the reign of Your Majesty to promote the prosperity of

your people throughout the Empire.
We beg leave to be permitted to offer to Your Majesty the humble

expression of our sincere congratulation and loyal homage and devotion
on your succession to the throne of your Ancestors.

Signed on behalf of the Council,

W"m. Turner, President.

To this Address the following gracious reply has been received :

—

Home Office, WhiteLiall,

March 11, 1901.

Sir,—I am commanded by the King to convey to you His thanks
for the Loyal expressions of sympathy and devotion which have been
addressed to him by the President and Council of the British Associa-

tion.

His Majesty is further deeply gratified by the tribute paid to the

memory and the influence of His Royal Highness the Prince Consort

;
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and he fully shares in the hope that the advancement of science, which

has been so great a glory of Her INIajesty's reign, may be continued

throughout His own.
I am, 8ir, your obedient Servant,

Chas. T. Ritchie.

The President of the British Association for the Advancement
of Science, Burlington House, W.

The Council have heard with much regret of the death of Dr. Andrew
Stewart, one of th":^ Vice-Presidents-elect for the Glasgow meeting, and
the founder of the Adam Smith Chair in the University.

The following reply from the India Office regarding the suggestion

made by the Council, that opportunity should be taken to collect Ethno-

graphical information by means of the Indian Census of 1901, has been

received :

—

India Office, Whitehall, London, S.W.,
December 1900.

Sir,—With reference to your letter of December 1899 and my reply No. E. and S.

3539, of the 16th Januar}^ 1900, I am directed to inform you that the Secretary of

State for India in Council has now received the remarks of the Government of

India on the suggestion of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

that opportunity should be taken to collect ethnographical information by means of

the Indian Census of 1001.

2. The Government of India entirely agree with the Secretary of State's recogni-

tion of the importance of the investii^ations which the Association suggested, but

find themselves constrained to say that it is impossible (except to the limited extent

indicated in paragraph 4 of this letter) to make these investigations by means of, or

in connection with, the Census. They consider that the addition to the Census
Schedule of Columns relating to even a small number of ethnographic facts would
expand it to unwieldy dimensions ; the enumerating agency is wholly unfitted to

conduct such an inquiry, and the facts recorded by it would he worthless ; and they
apprehend that there would be grave risk, not only that the accuracy of the entries

in the essential columns would be impaired b}' the additional burden imposed on
the enumerators, but also that the unusual nature of the questions asked would give

rise to rumours and excite apprehensions which would seriously interfere with the

ordinary operations of the Census.

3. The Government of India also deem it impracticable to carry out the sug-

gestion that photographers should be placed at the disposal of the Census officers,

as this, besides being very expensive, would hinder the officers' proper duties, and
would delay the submission of the reports, which it is desired to complete as soon
as possible.

4. With the view, however, of taking action, as far as may be practicable, in the
direction of collecting ethnographical information, the Census Commissioner has
instructed the Census Superintendents to endeavour, in the districts which they visit,

to obtain, from the mosD trustworthy sources, particulars under uniform headings
regarding the history, structure, traditions, and religious and social usages of the
various tribes and castes. The Commissioner considers that nothing beyond this

can be undertaken in connection with the Census operations, and the Government of

India accept his opinion ; but they have considered the question how far it is pos-

sible and advisable apart from the Census to encourage and assist ethnographic in-

vestigations in India, and have submitted a scheme by which it is hoped that in the
course of a few years a fairly complete account of the ethnography of the larger
provinces may be obtained.

This scheme has received Lord George Hamilton's approval.

I am. Sir, your obedient Servant,

(Signed) A. Goni/ET.

Sir Michael Foster, K.C.B., F.E.S., Burlington House, Piccadilly, W.
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The Council have nominated Professor John Cleland, F.R.S., Vice-

President for the Meeting at Glasgow.

The Council have elected the following men of science, who have

attended Meetings of the Association, to be Corresponding Members :^

Professor Philipp Lenarcl, Kiel,

Professor A. Penck, Vienna.

Gen.-Mpjor Rykatchew, St. Petersburg.

Professor T. C. Cliamberlin, Chicago.

Dr. Yves Delage, Paris.

Professor W. G. Farlow, Harvard.

Professor A. P. N. Franchimont, Leiden.

The Council, having received an invitation to appoint Delegates to

attend the Ninth Jubilee Celebrations of the University of Glasgow on

June 12, 13, and 14, i-equested the President and the General Secretaries

to represent the Association at the Celebrations, and to present the

following Address to the University :

—

We, the President and Council of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, offer our cordial congratulations to the Univer-

sity of Glasgow on the occasion of the celebration of the four hundred

and fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the University.

The British Association has since its birth in 1831 been brought from

time to time into close relations with the University of Glasgow. It has

on three occasions held highly successful meetings within your City, and

is looking forward with pleasurable anticipation to a fourth meeting in

the autumn of the present year. The success of these gatherings has

been largely due to the earnest co-operation of the able men of science

who have filled and adorned the Chairs in the Uni^'ersity, three of whom
at meetings in other Cities have occupied the Presidential Chair of the

Association itself.

In presenting our congratulations we would at the same time express

the hope that the University may continue to prosper and to extend in

influence and usefulness. The efforts which you are making to add to

the Professoriate, to obtain new buildings and appliances for the continued

development of your teaching and for the encouragement of research,

show that you mean to retain a foremost place amidst the Universities of

the United Kingdom.
Signed on behalf of the Council,

William Turner, President.

The Council were invited to appoint Delegates to attend the British

Congress on Tuberculosis, which was held on July 22-26, in London.

The Council requested Lord Lister and Sir Michael Foster to represent

the Association at the Congress.

The following resolutions referred to the Council by the General

Committee have been considered and acted upon :

—

(1) That in connection with the Resolution relating to the admission of women
to Committees, as well as on general grounds, the Council is requested to reconsider

the present mode of electing members of Sectional Committees,

The Council appointed a Committee, consisting of Sir F. J. Bramwell,

Professor H. E. Armstrong, Mr. E. H. Griffiths, Mr. A. V. Harcourt
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Mr. G. W. Lamplugh, Professor W. A. Tilden, and the General Officers,

to report on this Resolution.

In accordance with the recommendation of the Committee, the. Council

recommend that the present practice of electing members of Sectional

Committees be continued subject to the following modification :

—

' That any Member of the Association who has intimated the inten-

tion of attending a particular Meeting of the Association, and who has

already served upon a Committee of a Section, shall be eligible for

election as a Member of the Committee of that Section at its first

meeting.'

(2) That the Council be requested to consider the appointment of a separate

Section for education.

The Council considered this proposal, and resolved that a Section of

Educational Science be established, to be entitled Section L, but that the

Section shall not necessarily meet each year.

The following resolution, which waa passed at the Conference of

Delegates at Bradford, and accidentally not forwarded to the Committee
of Recommendations, was brought before the Council antl considered :

—

That the proposed Copyright Bill, so far as it affects the copyright of Scientific

Societies in their transactions, and the publication of abstracts of Scientific papers,

be referred to the General Committee ; and that they be requested to take such
action as will protect Scientific Societies.

The Council authorised the General Officers to co-operate with other
Societies in regard to the question of copyright if a Bill is again brought
before Parliament.

The Report of the Corresponding Societies Committee for the past
year, consisting of the list of the Corresponding Societies and the titles

of the more important papers, and especially those referring to Local
Scientific Investigations, published by those Societies during the year
ending June 1, 1901, has been received.

The Corresponding Societies Committee, consisting of Mr. Francis
Galton, Mr. W. Whitaker {Chair77ian), Dr. J. G. Garson, Sir J. Evans, Mr.
J. Hopkinson, Professor R. Meldola, Professor T. G. Bonney, Mr. T. V.
Holmes, Mr. Horace T. Brown, Rev. J. O. Bevan, Professor W. W.
Watts, Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, Mr. C. H. Read, and Mr. F. W. Rudler,
is hereby nominated for reappointment by the General Committee.

The Council nominate Mr. F. W. Rudler, Chairman, Mr. W. Whitaker,
F.R.S., Vice-Chairman, and Dr. J. G. Garson and Mi". Alexander Somer-
ville. Secretaries, to the Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies
to be held during the Meeting at Glasgow.

The Council have received Reports from the General Treasurer during
the past year, and his accounts from July 1, 1900, to June 30, 1901,
which have been audited, are presented to the General Committee.

In accordance with the regulations the retiring Members of the
Council will be :

—

Mr. Francis Darwin. I Professor E. B. Poulton.
Dr. W. H. Uaskell. Professor J. M. Thomson.
Professor L. F. Vernon Harcourt. I
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The Council recommend the re-election of the other ordinary Members
of the Council, with the addition of the gentlemen Avhose names are dis-

tinguished by an asterisk in the following list :

—

Armstrong, Professor H. E., F.R.S.

Bonar, J., Esq., LL.D.
Bower, Professor F. 0., F.R.S.

Oallendar, Professor H. L., F.R.S.

Creak, Captain E. W., R.N., F.R.S.

Darwin, Major L., Sec. K.G.S.

Fremantle, The Hon. Sir C. W., K.C.B.
*Gotcb, Professor F., F.R.S.

Halliburton, Profe.ssor W. D., F.R.S.

Keltie, J. Scott, Esq., LL.D.
Lankester, Professor E, Ray, F.R.S.

Lockyer, Sir J. Norman, K.C.B.,

F.R.S.

Lodge, Professor Oliver, F.R.S.

*Macalister, Professor A., F.R.S.

MacMahon, Major P. A., F.R.S.

Marr, J. B., Esq., F.R.S.

*Perkin, Professor W. H.. F.R.S.
* Perry, Professor John, F.R.S.

Preece, Sir W. H., K.C.B., F.R.S.

Price, L. L., Esq., M.A.
*Seward, A. C, Esq., F.R.S.

SoUas, Professor W. J., F.R.S.

Tilden, Professor W. A., F.R.S.

Tylor, Professor E. B., F.R.S.

Wolfe-Barry, Sir John, K.C.B., F.R.S.
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Committees appointed by the GeneRxVL Committee at the

Glasgow Meeting in September 1901.

1. Receiving Grants of Money.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

Making ExiDcriments for improv-
ing the Construction of Practical

Standards for use in Electrical

Measurements.
[And balance in hand.]

Seismological Observations.

To co-operate with the Royal
Meteorological Society in ini-

tiating an Investigation of the
Upper Atmosphere by means
of Kites.

To co-operate with the Committee
of the Falmouth Observatory
in their M agnetic Observations.

Members of the Committee

Cliairma n.—Lord Rayleigh.
Secretary.—Mr. R. T. Glazebrook.

Lord Kelvin, Professors W. E.

Ayrron, J. Perry, W. G. Adams,
Oliver J. Lodge, and G.
Carey Foster, Dr. A. Bluirhead,

Sir W. H. Preece, Profe.s-

sors J. D. Everett and A.
Schuster, Dr. J. A. Fleming,
Professor J. J. Thomson, Mr.
W. N. Shaw, Dr. J. T. Bot-
tomley. Rev. T. C. Fitzpatrick,

Dr. G. Johnstone Stoney, Pro-

fessor S. P. Thompson, Mr. J.

Rennie, Mr. E. H. Griffiths,

Professors A. W. Riicker, H. L.

Callendar, and Sir W. C.

Roberts-Austen, and Mr. G.
Matthey.

ClLairman.—Prof. J. W. Judd.
Secretary.—Professor J. Milne.

Lord Kelvin, Professor T. G.
Bouney, Mr. C. V. Boys, Pro-

fessor G. H. Darwin, Mr.
Horace Darwin, Blajor L. Dar-
win, Professor J. A. Ewing,
Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Professor

C. G. Knott, Professor R.

Meldola, Mr. R. D. Oldham,
Professor J. Perry, Mr. W. E.

Plummer, Professor J. H.
Poynting, Mr. Clement Reid,
Mr. Nelson Richardson, and
Professor H. H. Turner.

Cliairman.—Mr. W. N. Shaw.
Secretary.—Mr. W. K. Dines.

Mr. D. Archibald, Mr. C. Ver-
non Bi>ys, Dr. A. Buchan, and
Dr. H. R. Mill.

Chairman.— Sir W. H. Preece.

Secretary.— Dr. R. T. Glazebrook.

Professor W. G. Adams, Captain
Creak, Mr. W. Fox, Professor

A. Schuster, and Principal

Riicker.

Grants

£ s. d.

40

'5

75

80
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1. Receiving Grants of Moneij—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

The relation between the Absorp-

tion Spectra and Chemical Con-

stitution of Organic Substances.

Preparing a new Series of Wave-
length Tables of the Spectra

of the Elements.

The action of Gases dissolved in

Metals and Alloys on their

Properties.

The Collection, Preservation, and
Systematic Registration of

Photographs of Geological In-

terest.

To study Life-zones in the British

Carboniferous Rocks.

The movements of Underground
Waters of North-west York-
shire.

[Balance in hand.]

Members of the Committee

Chairman and Secretary.—Pro-

fessor W. Noel Hartley.

Professor F. R. Japp, Professor J. J.

Dobbie, and Mr. Alexander

Lauder.

Chairman.—Sir H. E. Roscoe.

Secretary.—Dr. Jlarshall Watts.

Sir J. N. Lockyer, Professors J.

Dewar, G. D. Livein g, A. Schus-

ter, W. N, Hartley, and Wol-
cott Gibbs, and Sir W. de W.
Abney.

C/(«M7«fl?(.—Sir Wm. C. Roberts-

Austen.
Secretary.—Dr. T. K. Rose.

Mr. AV. Carrick-Andersou, Pro-

fessor H. B. Dison, Mr. C. T. I

Heycock, Mr. F. H. Neville, !

and Professor W. Ramsay.

Chairman.—Professor J. Geikie.

/SepT-eter?/.—ProfessorW.W.Watts.
Professor T. G. Bonney, Dr. T. An-

derson, Professor E. J. Gar-

wood, and Blessrs. A. S. Reid,
!

W. Gra)', H. B. Woodward, R. i

Kidston, J. J. H. Teall, J. G.

Goodchild, H. Coates, C. V. '

Crook, G. Bingley, and R.Welch, i

Chairman.—llx. J. E. Marr.

Secretary.—Dr. Wheelton Hind.

Mr. F. A. Bather, Mr. G. C. Crick,

Mr, A. H. Foord, Mr. H. Fox,

Professor E. J. Garwood, Dr.

G. J. Hinde, Professor Percy F.

Kendall, Mr. Robert Kid-

ston, Mr. G. W. Lamplugh,
Professor G. A. Lebour, Mr.

B. N. Peach, Mr. A. Strahan,

and Dr. H. Woodward.

Chairman.—ProfessorW.W.Watts.
Secretary.—Captain A. R. Dwerry-

house.

Professor A. Smithells, Rev. E.

Jones, Mr. Walter Morrison,

Mr. G. Bray, Mr. W. Lower
Carter, Mr. W. Fairley, Pro-

fessor P. V. Kendall, and Mr.

J. E. Man-.

Grants

20
s. d.

40

5

10
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1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To explore Irish Caves.

[Collections to be placed in the

Science and Art Museum, Dub-
lin.]

To consider the best Methods for

the Registration of all Type
Specimens of Fossils in the
British Isles, and to report on
the same.

[Balance in hand.]

To enable Mr. R. Gurney to work
at Excretion in Crustacea, Mr.
Wallace to investigate Vivi-

parous Fishes, and to aid other
competent investigator, to carry

on definite pieces of work at the
Zoological Station at Naples.

To enable Mr. R. C. Punnctt to

continue his inrestigations on
the pelvic plexus of Elasmo-
branch fishes, and to enable
other competent naturalists to

perform definite pieces of work
at the Marine Laboratory,
Plymouth.

[Balance, 8^. 5*., in hand.]

CoKpilation of an Index Generum
et Specierum Animalium.

To work out the details of the
Observations on the Migration
of Birds at Lighthouses and
Lightships, 1880-87.

To investigate the structure, for-

mation, and growth of the Coral
Reefs of the Indian Region,
with special observations on the
inter-relationship of the reef
organisms, the depths at which
they grow, the food of corals,

effects of currents and character
of the ocean bottom, &c. The
land flora and fauna will be
collected, and it is intended
that observations shall be made
on the manners, k.c., of the
natives in the different parts
of the Maldive group.

Chairman.—Dr. R. F. Scharff.

Secretary.—Mr. R. Lloyd Praeger.

Mr. G. Coffey, Professor Grenville

Cole, Dr. Cunningham, Mr. G.

W. Lamplugh, Mr. A. McHenry,
and Mr R. J. Ussher.

Chairman.—Dr. H. Woodward.
Secretary.—Mr. A. Smith Wood-

ward.
Rev.G. F. Whidborne, Mr. R. Kid-

ston, Professor H. G. Seeley, IMr.

H. Woods, and Rev. J. F. Blake.

W. A.Chairman.—Professor
Herdman.

Secretary.—ProfessorG.B. Howes.
Professor E. Ray Lankester, Pro-

fessor W. F. R. Weldon, Pro-

fessor S. J. Hickson, Mr. A.
Sedgwick, and Professor W. C.

Mcintosh.

Chairman.— Sir. W. Garstang.
Secretary.—Mr. W. Garstang.
Professor E. Ray Lankester,

Professor Sydney H. Vines, Mr.

A. Sedgwick, and Professor W.
F. K. Weldon.

Chairman.—Dr. H. Woodward.
Secretari/.—Mr. F. A. Bather.

Dr. P. L. Sclater, Rev. T. R. R.

Stebbing, Mr. R. McLachlan,
and Mr. W. E. Hoyle.

Chairman.—Professor A. Newton.
Secretary.— Rev. E. P. Knubley.
Mr. John A. Harvie- Brown, JMr.

R. M. Barrington, Mr. A. H.
Evans, and Dr. H. 0. Forbes.

Chairman.—Mr. A. Sedgwick.
Secretary.—J. Graham Kerr.

Professor J. W. Judd, Mr. J. J.

Lister, Mr. Francis Darwin. Dr.

S. F. Harmer, Professors A.

Macalister, W. A. Herdman, and
S. J. Hickson.

Grants

£ f. (/.

45

100

100

15

50



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE. ?:cui

1. Reeeiring Grants of Moneij—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To enable Mr. James Rankin to in-

vestigate Compound Ascidians

of tlie Clyde area, and to en-

able other competent natural-

ists to perform definite re-

searches in the Laboratory of

the Marine Biological Asso-

ciation of the West of Scotland

at Millport.

Terrestrial Surface-waves and
Wave-lilie Surfaces.

The Economic Effect of Legisla-

tion regulating Women's Labour.

To consider means by which better

practical effect can be given to

the Introduction of the Screw
Gauge proposed by the Associa-

tion m 1884.

To investigate the resistance of

Road Vehicles to Traction.

To co-operate with the Silchester

Excavation Fund Committee in

their explorations.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.— Sir John Murray.
Secretary.—Dr. J. F. Gemmill.
Professor V. O. Bower, Professor

Cossar Ewart, Professor W. A.

Herdman, Professor M. Laurie,
Mr. Alex. SomerviHe, and Mr.
J. A. Todd.

Chairman.—Dr. Scott Keltic.

Seoretarij.—Colonel F. Bailey.

Mr. Vaughan Cornish, Mr. A. E.

Hunt, and Mr. W. H. Wheeler.

Chairman.—Mr. E. W. Brabrook.
Secretary.—Mr. A. L. Bowley.
Miss A.M. Anderson, Mr. C. Booth,

Mr. S. J. Chapman, Miss C.

E. Collet, Professor Edgeworth,
Professor Flux, Mrs. J. R. Mac-
Donald, Mr. L. L. Price, Pro-
fessor Smart, and Mrs. H. J.

Tennant.

Chairman.—Sir W. H. Preece.

Secretary.—Mr. W. A. Price.

Lord Kelvin, Sir F. J. Bramwcll,
Sir H. Trueman Wood, Maj.-

Gen. Webber, Mr. E. E. Cromp-
ton, Mr. A. Stroh, Mr. A. Le
Neve Foster, Mr. C. J. Hewitt,
Mr. G. K. B. Elphinstone, Col.

Watkin, Mr. E. Rigg, Mr. Vernon
Boys, Mr. J. Marshall Gorham,
Mr. O. P. Clements, Mr. AV.

Taylor, and Dr. K. T. Glaze-

brook.

Chairman.— Sir Alexander Binnie.
Secretary.—Professor H. S. Hele

Shaw.
Mr. Aitken, Mr. T. C. Aveling,

Professor T. Hudson Beare,

Mr. VV. W. Beaumont, Mr. J.

Brown, Col. R. E. CromptoD,Mr.
A. Mallock,SirD. Salomans,Mr.
A. Sennett,Mr. Shrapnell Smith,
and Mr. J. I. Thornycroft.

Chairman.—Mr. A. J. Evans.

Secretary.—Mr. John L. Myres.

Mr. E. W. Brabrook.

Grants

£ s. d.

15

30

20

50
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1. Receiving CIrants of Money—contvaw^A.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

To organise an Ethnological Sur-

vey of Canada.

\ To conduct Explorations with the

object of ascertaining the age of

Stone Circles.

The Collection, Preservation, and
Systematic Registration of Pho-
tographs of Anthropological
Interest.

[Balance in hand.]

The Present State of Anthropo-
logical Teaching in the United
Kingdom and Elsewhere.

To conduct Explorations at
Knossos in Crete.

To conduct Anthropometric In-
vestigations among the Native
Troops of the Egyptian Army.

To co-operate with the Cardiff
Naturalists' Society in its Ex-
cavations on the Roman Site
at Gelligaer.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Professor D. P. PeU'

hallow.

Secretary.—Ilx. C. Hill-Tout.

Mr. E. W. Brabrook, Professor

A. C. Haddon, Mr. E. S. Hart-

land, Sir J. G. Bourinot, Mr. B.

Suite, Mr. David Boyle, Mr.

C. N. Bell, Professor E. B.

Tylor, Professor J. Mavor, Mr.
C. F. Hunter, and Dr. W. F.

Ganono'.

Chairman.—Dr. J. G. Garson.
Secretary.—Mr. H. Balfour.

Sir Johii Evans, Mr. C. H. Read.
Professor Meldola, Mr. A. J.

Evans, Dr. R. Munro, Pro-
fessor Boyd-Dawkins, and Mr.
A. L. Lewis.

Chairman.—Mr. C. H. Read.
Secretary.—Mr. J. L. Myres.
Dr. J. G.Garson, Mr. H. Lin? Roth,
Mr. H. Balfour, Mr. E. S. Hart-
land, and Professor Flinders
Petrie.

Chairman.—Professor E. B. T-ylor.

Secretary.—Mr. H. Ling Rotli.

Professor A. Macalister, Professor
A. C. Haddon, Mr. C. H. Read,
Mr. H. Balfour, Mr. F. W.
Rudler, Dr. R. Munro, and Pro-
fessor Flinders Petrie.

Chairinan.— Sir John Evans.
Secretary.—Mr. J. L. Myres.
Mr. A. j. Evans, Mr. D. G. Ho-

garth, Professor A. Macalister,
and Professor W. Ridgeway.

Chairman.—Professor A. IMac-
alister.

Secretary.—Mr. C. S. Myers.
Sir John Evans and Professor

D. J. Cunningham.

Chairman.—Professor .J. Rhys.
Secretary.—Mr. J. L. Jlvres.

Mr. A. J. Evans and Mr. E. W.
Brabrook.

30

100

1.5



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE.

1. Receiving Grants of Money—continued.

XCV

Subject for Investigation or Purpose
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2. Not receiving Gh'ants of Money.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

Kadiation from a Source of Light in a

Magnetic Field.

To establisla a Meteorological Ob-

servatory on Mount Koval, Montreal.

Co-operating with the Scottish Meteoro-

logical Society in making Meteoro-

logical Observations on Ben Nevis.

Comparing and Reducing Magnetic Ob-

servations.

The Rate of Increase of Underground
Temperature downwards in various

Localities of Dry Land and under

Water.

Considering the best Methods of Re-

cording the Direct Intensity of Solar

Radiation,

That Miss Hardcastle be requested to

draw lip a Report on the present

state of the Theory of Point-Groups.

The Nature of Alloys.

Members of the Committee.

Chairman.—Professor A. Schuster.

Secretary.—Mr. W. E. Thrift.

Professor O. J. Lodge, Professor S. P.

Thompson, Dr. Gerald Molloy, Dr.

W. E. Adeney, and Mr. E. P. Calver-

well.

Chairman.— Professor H. L. Callendar.

Secretary.—Professor C. H. McLeod.
Professor F. Adams and Mr. E. F.

Stupart.

Chairman.—Lord McLaren.
Secretary.—Professor Crum Brown.
Sir John Murray, Dr. A. Buchau, and

Professor R. Copeland.

Chairman.—Professor W. G. Adams.
Secretary.—Dr. C. Chree.

Lord Kelvin, Professor G. H. Darwin,
Professor G. Chrystal, Professor A.
Schuster, Captain E. W. Creak, the
Astronomer Royal, Mr. William Ellis,

and Professor A. W. Riicker.

CJutirman.—Professor .J. D. Everett.

Secretary.—Professor J. D. Everett.

Lord Kelvin, Sir Archibald Geikie, Mr.
James Glaisher, Professor Edward
Hull, Dr. C. Le Neve Foster, Professor

A. S. Herschel, Professor G. A. Lebour,
Mr. A. B. Wynne, Mr. W. Galloway,

Mr. Joseph Dickinson, Mr. G. F.

Deacon, Mr. E. Wethered, Mr. A.

Strahan, Professor Michie Smith, Pro
fessor H. L. Callendar, and Mr. B. 11.

Brough.

Chairman.— Tix. G, Johnstone Stoney.

Secretary.—Professor H. McLeod.
Sir G. G. Stokes, Professor A. Schuster,

Sir H. E. Roscoe, Captain Sir W. de

W. Abney, Dr. C. Chree, Professor

H. L. Callendar, Mr. W. E. Wilson,

and Professor A. A. Rambaut.

Chairman and Secretary. — Mr. F. H.

Neville.

Mr. C. T. Heycock and Mr. E. H.

Griffiths.



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE. XCVll

2. Not receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Investigation or Purpose

Isomeric Naplithalene Derivatives.

Members of the Committee

Chairman.—Professor W. A. Tilden.

Secretary.—Professor H. E. Armstrong.

The Study of Isomorphous Sulphonic
j

Chairman.—Professor H. A. Miers.

Derivatives of Benzene. I
Secretary.—Professor H. E. Armstrong.

j

Dr. W. P. Wynne and Mr. W. J. Pope.

To collect Statistics concerning the
\

Chairvian.—Professor "\V. H. Perkin.

trained chemists employed in Eng-
j

Secretary.—Dr. G. G. Henderson,
lish Chemical Industries.

j

Professor H. E. Armstrong and Mr. G. T.

i

Beilby.

To approach the Inland Revenue Com-
missioners to urge the desirability

of securing the use of pure alcohol

duty free for the purposes of scien-

tific research.

To investigate the Erratic Blocks of the
British Isles, and to take measures
for their preservation.

To report upon the Present State of

our Knowledge of the Structure of

Crystals.

The Periodic Investigation of the
Plankton and Physic.'il Conditions of

the English Channel.

To continue the investigation of tlie

Zoology of the Sandwich Islands,

with power to co-operate with the
Committee appointed for the purpose
by the Royal Society, and to avail

themselves of such assistance in their

investigations as may be offered by
the Hawaiian Government or the
Trustees of the Museum at Honolulu.
The Committee to have power to dis-

pose of specimens where advisable.

To promote the Systematic Collection
of Photographic and other Kecords
of Pedigree Stock.

Chairman.—Sir H. E. Roscoe.
Secretary.—Professor H. B. Dixon.
Sir Micliael Foster, Principal Riicker,

Dr. T. E. Thorpe, Professor W. H.
Perkin, and Professor W. D. Halli-

burton.

Chairman.—Mr. J. E. Marr.

Secreto/rii.—Prof, P. F. Kendall.

Professor T. G. Bonney, Mr C. E. De
Ranee, Professor W. J. Sollas, Mr. R. H.
Tiddeman, Rev. S. N. Harrison, Mr.
John Home, Mr. F. M. Burton, Mr.
J. Lomas, Mr. A. R. Dwerryhouse,
Mr. J. W. Stather, Mr. E. D. Tucker,
and Mr. F. W. Harmer.

Chairman.—Professor N. Story Maske-
lyne.

Secretary.—Professor H. A. Miers.

Mr. L. Fletcher, Professor W. J. Sollas,

Mr. W. Barlow, Mr. G. F. H. Smith,
and the Earl of Berkeley.

Chairman.—Professor E. Ray Lanke.ster.

Secretary.—Mr. Walter Garstang.
Professor W. A. Herdman and Mr. H. N.

Dickson.

Chairman.—Professor A. Newton.
Secretary.—Dr. David Sharp.
Dr. VV.

'

T. Blanford, Professor S. J.

Hickson, Dr. P. L. Sclater, Mr. F.
Du Cane Godman, and BIr. Edgar
A. Smith.

Chairman.—Mr. Francis Gallon.
Secretary.—Professor W. F. R. Weldon.
Professor J. C. Ewart, Professor J. A.
Thomson, and Professor E. WalJacc.

1901.
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2. Kot receiving Grants of Money—continued.

Subject for Iiiyestigation or Purpose. Members of the Committee

Tlie Lake Village at Glastonbury.

To organise a Pigmentation Survey of

the school children of Scotland.

The Physiological Effects of Peptone

and its Precursors when introduced

into the circulation.

The Micro-chemistiy of Cells.

To examine the Natural History and Cfiairman.—Mr. C. H. Eead.

Ethnography of the Malay Peninsula. Seeretanj.—Mi. W. Crooke,
Professor A. Macalister, Professor W.
Eidgeway, and Dr. H. O. Forbes.

Chairman.—Dr. R. Munro.
Secretary.—Mr. A. Bulleid. "*

Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, bir John
Evans, Mr. Arthur J. Evans, and Mr.
C. H. Read.

Chairman,—Mr. E. W. Eraybrook. >

Secretary.—Mr. J. Gray.
Dr. A. C, Haddon, Professor A. Macalister,

Professor D. J. Cunninnham, Mr. J. F.

Tocher, and Dr. W. H.^R. Rivers.

Chairman.—Professor E. A. Schafer.
Secretary.—Professor W. H. Thompson.
Professor R. Boyce and Professor C. S.

Sherrington.

Chairman —Professor E. A. Schiifer.

Secretary — Professor A. 1!. Macallum.
Professor S. Ray Lankester, Professor
W. D. Halliburton, Mr. G. C. Bourne,
and Professor J. J. Mackenzie.

Chairman.—Professor J. B. Farmer.
Secretary.—Professor R. W. Phillips.

Professor F. O. Bov?er and Professor
Harvey Gibson.

Fertilisation in Phceophyceae.

To consider and report upon a scheme
for the registration of negatives of

Botanical Photographs.

The Teaching of Natural Science in

Elementary Schools.

To report upon improvements that

might be effected in the teaching of

Matbematics, in the first instance in

the teaching of Elementary Mathe-
matics, and upon such means as they

think likely to effect such improve-

ments.

Chairman.—Professor L. C. Miall.

Secretary.— Professor F. E. Weiss.
Mr. Francis Darwin and Professor

Scott Elliot.

G. F.

Chairman.—Dr. J. H. Gladstone.
Secretary.—Professor H. E. Armstrong.
Lord Avebury, Mr. George Gladstone,

Professor \V. R. Dunstan, Sir Philip

Magnus, Sir H. E. Roscoe, Dr. Sil-

vanus P. Thompson, and Professor A.
Smithells.

Chairman.— Professor A. R. Forsyth.
Secretary.—Professor J. Perry.

Principal A. W. Riicker, Principal O. J.

Lodge, Major P. MacMahon, Professor

W. H. H. Hudson, Dr. J. Larmor, Pro-
fessor S. P Thompson, Professors G.
Chrystal, O. Henrici, A. Lodge, A. G.
Greenhill, G. M. Minchin, Mr. W. D.
Eggar, Mr. H. W, Eve, Dr.. Glad-
stone, Professor G. Gibson, Professor
Robert Russell, and Mr. K. A. Gregory.



COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE GENERAL COMMITTEE. XCiX

Resolution relating to Committee on Ti-mction of Vehicles.

That in accordance with the Rules of the Association the Committee on the
Eesistance of Eoacl Vehicles to Traction be authorised to obtain further subscriptions

in aid of its work.

Communications ordered to be 2)rinted in extenso.

The Clearing of Turbid Solutions, by Professor Georg Quincke.
The Polarisation of Electric Waves, by Professor Georg Quincke.
Note sur I'unite de pression, par M. C. E. Guillaume.
Note on the Variation of the Specific Heat of Water, by Professor H. L.

Callendar, F.R.S.

On the Behaviour of young Gulls artificially and naturally hatched, by Professor
J. Arthur Thomson.

£2
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Syjiopsis of Grants of Money app'oirriated to Scientific Purposes hy the

General Committee at the Glasgoiu Meeting, September, 1901. The

Names of the Members entitled to call on the General Treasurer

for the respective Gra7its are prefixed.

Mathematics and Physics.

£ s. d.

*RayIeigh, Lord—Electrical Standards 40

*Judd, Professor J. W.—Seismological Observations 35

Shaw, Mr. W. X.—Investigation of the Ui^per Atmosphere
by means of Kites 75

Preece, Sir W. H.—Magnetic Observations at Falmouth ... 80

Chemistry.

*Hartley, Professor W. N.—Relation bet\yeen Absorption

Spectra and Constitution of Organic Substances 20

*Eo£coe, Sir H. E.—Wave-length Tables 5

Roberts-Austen, Sir Wm. C.—Properties of Metals and
Alloys affected by dissolved Gases 40

Geology.

*Geikie, Professor J.—Photographs of Geological Interest ... 5

*Marr, Mr. J. E.—Life-zones in British Carljoniferous Rocks 10

*Watts, Professor W. W.—Underground Water of North-
west Yorkshire (Balance in hand) —

*Scharff, Dr.— Exploration of Irish Caves 15

*Woodward, Dr. H.—Type Specimens (Balance in hand) —
Zoology.

*Herdman, Professor W. A.—Table at the Zoological Station,

Naples 100
•'Garstang, Mr. W.—Table at the Biological Laboratory,

Plymouth (Balance £8 bs. Od. in hand) —
^Woodward, Dr. H.—Index Generum et Specierum Ani-

malium 100
^ Newton, Professor A.—Migration of Birds 15

*Sedgwick, Mr. A.—Structure of Coral Reefs of Indian Pv-egion 50
Murray, Sir John—Compound Ascidians of the Clyde Area l'5

Geogra2jhy.

*Keltie, Dr. J. Scott—Terrestrial Surface Waves 15

Economic Science and Statistics.

*Brabrook, E. AV.—Legislation regulating Women's Labour 30

Engineering.

*Preece, Sir W. H.—Small Screw Gauge 20
*Binnie, Sir A.—Resistance of Road Vehicles to Traction ... 50

Carried forward £760

* Reappointed.



SYNOPSIS OF GRANTS OF MONE\'. ci

£ s. d.

Brought forward TGO

Anth7'02}oIogy.

*Evans, Mr. A. J.—Silchester Excavation 5

*Peiihallow, Professor D. P.—Ethnological Survey of Canada IH

*GarsoD, Dr. J. G.—Age of Stone Circles 30
*Reacl, Mr. C. H.—Photographs of Anthropological Interest

(Balance in hand) —
*Tylor, Professor E. B.—Anthropological Teaching .T

*Evans, Sir John—Exploration in Crete 100
Macalister, Professor A.—Anthropometric Investigations on

Native Egyptian Soldiers IT)

Rhys, Professor J.—Excavations on the Roman Site at

Gelligaer .5

Physiology.

McKendrick, Professor J. G.—Work of Mammalian Heart
under influence of Drugs 15

McKendrick, Professor J. G.—Changes in Haemoglobin 20

,
Botany.

Farmer, Professor J. B.—Investigations of the Cyanophyceaa 10
Marshall Ward, Professor—The Respiration of Plants 1-5

Educational Science.

Armstrong, Dr. H. E.—Reciprocal Influence of Universities

and Schools .5

Sherrington, Professor 0. S.t—Conditions of Health essen-

tial to carrying on work in Schools 2

Corresponding Sozieties.

*W hitaker, Mr. W.—Preparation of Report 15

il,'015~0^
* Reappointed. f Appointed by the Council.

*

The Annual Meeting in 1902.

The Annual Meeting of the Association in 1902 will be held at

Belfast, commencing on September 10.

Tlie Annual Meeting in 1903.

The Annual Meeting of the Association in 1903 v/ill lie held at

Southport.
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General Statement of Sums which have been "paid on account of
Grants for Scientific Purposes

1834.

Tide Discussions

£ s. (I.

20

1838.

Tide Discussions 29
British Fossil Fishes 100
Meteorological Observations
and Anemometer (construc-
tion) 100

Cast Iron (Strength of) 60
Animal and Vegetable Sub-

stances (Preservation of) ... 19
Railway Constants 41
Bristol Tides 50
Growth of Plants 75
Mud in Rivers 3

Education Committee 50
Heart Experiments 5
Land and Sea Level 267
Steam-vessels 100
Meteorological Comrnittee ... 31

£932

1

12

6

3

8

9

1835.

Tide Discussions 62

British Fossil Ichthyology . . .
105

±167 U

1836.

Tide Discussions 163

British Fossil Ichthyology ... 105

Thermometric Observations,

&c 50

Experiments on Long-con-
tinued Heat 17

Rain-ganges 9

Refraction Experiments 15

Lunar Nutation 60

Thermometers 15

£435"



GENERAL STATEMENT. cm

1841.

£ s. d.

Observations on Waves 30
Meteorology and Si^bterra-

nean Temperature S 8

Actinometers 10

Earthquake Shocks 17 7

Acrid Poisons 6

Veins and Absorbents 3

:\rud in Rivers 5

Marine Zoology Ifi 12 8

Skeleton Maps 20
Mountain Barometers G 18 6

Stars (Histoire Celeste) 185

Stars (Lacaille) 79 5

Stars (Nomenclature of) 17 19 G

Stars (Catalogne of) 40
Water on Iron 50
Meteorological Observations

at Inverness 20
Meteorological Observations

(reduction of) 25

Fossil Reptiles 50
Foreign Memoirs 62 6

Railway Sections ;18 1

Forms of Vessels 193 12

Meteorological Observations

at Plymouth 55
Magnetical Observations 61 18 8

Fishes of the Old Red Sand-
stone 100

Tides at Leith 50
Anemometer at Edinburgh ... 69 110
Tabulating Observations 9 6 3

Races of Men 5

Radiate Animals . 2

£1285 10 11

1842.

Dynamometric Instruments . . 113
Anoplura Britannia 52

Tides at Bristol 59

Gases on Light 30
Chronometers 26
Marine Zoology 1

British Fossil Mammalia 100
Statistics of Education 20
Marine Steam-vessels' En-

gines 28
Stars (Histoire Celeste) 59

Stars (Brit. Assoc. Cat. of) ... 110
Rail-way Sections 161

British Belemnitcs 50
Fossil Reptiles (publication

of Report) 210
Forms of Vessels ISO
Galvanic Experiments on

Rocks 5

Meteorological Experiments
at Plymouth 68

Constant Indicator and Dyna-
mometric Instruments 90

11
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£ s. (1.

Additioual Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 70

Additional Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 100

Reduction of Experiments on
the Forms of Vessels 100

Morin's Instrument and Con-

stant Indicator r,n 14 10

Experiments on the Stren2:th

of Materials .'; . . ._60_0__0
£1665 10 2

1844.

Meteorological Observations

at Kingussie and Inverness 12

Completing Observations at

Plymouth 35

Magnetic and Meteorological

Co-operation 25 8 4

Publication of the British

Association Catalogue of

Stars 35
Observations on Tides on the

East Coast of Scotland ...100
Revision of the Nomenclature

of Stars 1842 2 9 6

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observa-
tory 117 17 3

Instruments for Kew Obser-
vatory ..., 56 7 3

Influence of Light on Plants 10
Subterraneous Temperature

in Ireland 5

Coloured Drawings of Rail-

way Sections 15 17 6
Investigation of Fossil Fishes

oftheLowerTertiaryStrata 100
Registering the Shocks of

Earthquakes 1842 23 11 10
Structure of Fossil Shells ... 20
Radiata and Mollusca of the
^gean and Red Seas 1842 100

Geographical Distributions of

Marine Zoology 1842 10
Blarine Zoology of Devon and

Cornwall 10
Marine Zoology of Corfu 10
Experiments on the Vitality

of Seeds 9
Experiments on the Vitality

of Seeds 1842 8 7 3

Exotic Anoplura 15
Strength of Materials 100
Compjleting Experiments on

the Forms of Shii3s 100
Inquiries into Asphyxia 10
Investigations on the Internal

Constitution of Metals 50
Constant Indicator and Mo-

rin's Instrument 1842 10

£981 12 8

1845.

£ s. d.

Publication of the British As-
sociation Catalogue of Stars 351 14 6

Meteorological Observations
at Inverness 30 18 11

Magnetic and Meteorological
Co-operation 16 16 8

Meteorological Instruments
at Edinbtirgh IS 11 9

Reduction of Anemometrical
Obsers'ations at Plymouth 25

Electrical Experiments at

Kew Observatory 43 17 8

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 149 15

For Kreil's Barometrograph 25
Gases from Iron Fiu'naces... 50
The Actinograph 15

Microscopic Structm-e of

Shells 20
Exotic Anoplura 1843 10
Vitality of Seeds 1843 2 7

Vitality of Seeds 1844 7

Marine Zoology of Cornwall . 10
Physiological Action of Medi-

cines 20
Statistics of Sickness and

Mortality in York 20
Earthquake Shocks 1843 15 14 8

£831 9 9

1846.

British Association Catalogue
of Stars 1844 211 15

Fossil Fishes of the London
Clay 100

Computation of the Gaussian
Constants for 1829 50

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 146 16 7
Strength of Materials 60
Researches in Asphyxia 6 16 2
Examination of Fossil Shells 10
A^itality of Seeds 1844 2 15 10
Vitality of Seeds 1845 7 12 3
Marine Zoology of Cornwall 10
Marine Zoology of Britain ... 10
Exotic Anoplui-a 1844 25
Expenses attending Anemo-
meters 11 7 6

Anemometers' Repairs 2 3 6
Atmospheric Waves 3 3 3

Captive Balloons 1844 8 19 8
Varieties of the Human Race

1844 7 6 3
Statistics of Sickness and

Mortality in York 12

£685 16



GENERAL STATEMENT. CV

1847.
£

Computation of the Gaussian

Constants for 1829 50

Habits of Marine Animals ... 10

Physiological Action of Medi-
cines 20

Marine Zoology of Cornwall 10

Atmospheric Waves (>

Vitality of Seeds 4

Maintaining- the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 1 07

i?2U8~

d.

1848.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 171 15 n
Atmospheric Waves ii 10 9

Vitality of Seeds 9 15

Completion of Catalogue of

Stars 70
On Colouring Matters 5

On Growth of Plants 15

£275 1 8

1849.

Electrical Observations at

Kew Observatory 50
Maintaining the Establish-

ment at ditto 76 2 5

Vitality of Seeds 5 8 1

On Growth of Plants 5

Registration of Periodical

Phenomena 10
Bill on Account of Anemo-

metrical Observations 1.3 9

£159 19~~6

1850.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 255 18
Transit of Earthquake Waves 50
Periodical Phenomena 15
Meteorological Instruments,
Azores 25

£345l8~0

1851.

Maintaining the Establish-
ment at Kew Observatory
(includes part of grant in

1849) 309 2 2
Theory of Heat 20 1 I

Periodical Phenomena of Ani-
mals and Plants 5

Vitality of Seeds 5 G 4
Influence of Solar Radiation .30

Ethnological Inquiries 12
Researches on Annelida 10

£391~9~7

1852.
£ s. (l.

Maintaining tlie Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory
(including balance of grant

for 1850) 233 17 8

Experiments on the Condiic-

tion of Heat 5 2 9

Influence of Solar Radiations 20

Geological MajD of Ireland ... 15 ()

Researches on the British An-
nelida 10

Vitality of Seeds 10 6 2

Strength of Boiler Plates 10

£304 (i 7

1853.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 165

Experiments on the Influence

of Solar Radiation 15

Researches on the British

Annelida 10
Dredging on the East Coast

of Scotland 10

Ethnological Queries 5

£205

1854.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory
(including balance of

former grant) 330 15 4

Investigations on Flax 11

Effects of Temperature on
Wroirghtlron 10

Registration of Periodical

Phenomena 10
British Annelida 10
Vitality of Seeds 5 2 3

Conduction of Heat 4 2

£380~19 7

1855.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 425
Earthquake Movements 10
Physical Aspect of the Moon 11 8 5
Vitality of Seeds 10 7 11
Map of the World 15
Ethnological Queries 5

Dredging near Belfast 4

£4S0^6~'4

1856,

Maintaining the Establish-
ment at Kew Observa-
tory :—

1854 £ 75 0\ .„. . ,,

1855 £500 or'"' "
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£ s. d.

Strickland's Ornithological
Synonyms 100

Dredging and Dredging
Forms 9

Chemical Action of Light ... 20
Strength of Iron Plates 10
Registration of Periodical

Phenomena 10

Propagation of Salmon 10

£734 13 9

13
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1862.

£ s. (1.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory 500
Patent Laws 21 fi

Mollusca of N.-W. of America 10

Natural Historyby Mercantile
Marine 5

Tidal Observations 25
Photoheliometer at Kew 40
Photographic Pictures of the

Sun 150
Rocks of Donegal 25
Dredging Durham and North-
umberland Coasts 25

Connection of Storms 20
Dredging North-east Coast

of Scotland G 9 fi

Ravages of Teredo 3 11

Standards of Electrical Re-
sistance 50

Railway Accidents 10

Balloon Committee 200
Dredging Dublin Bay 10
Dredging the Mersey 5

Prison Diet 20
Gauging of Water 12 10
Steamships' Performance 150
Thermo-electric Currents ... 5

£1293 16 6

1863.

Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatory... 600
Balloon Committee deficiency 70
Balloon Ascents (other ex-

penses) 25
Entozoa 25
Coal Fossils 20
Herrings 20
Granites of Donegal 5

Prison Diet 20
Vertical Atmospheric Move-
ments 13

Dredging Shetland 50
Dredging North-east Coast of

Scotland 25
Dredging Northumberland
and Durham 17

Dredging Committee superin-
tendence 10

Steamship Performance 100
Balloon Committee 200
Carbon underpressure 10
Volcanic Temperature 100
Bromide of Ammonium 8
Electrical Standards 100
Electrical Construction and

Distribution 40
Luminous Meteors 17
Kew Additional Buildings for

Photoheliograph 100
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1866.

£
Maintaining the Establish-

ment at Kew Observatoiy. . 600

Lunar Committee 64

Balloon Committee 50

Metrical Committee 50

British Rainfall 50

Kilkennj' Coal Fields 16

Alum Bay Fossil Leaf-bed ... 15

Luminous Meteors 50

Lingula Flags Excavation ... 20

Chemical Constitution of

Cast Iron 50

Amyl Compounds 25

Electrical Standards 100

Malta Caves Exioloration 30

Kent's Hole Exploration 200

Marine Fauna, &c., Devon
and Cornwall 25

Dredging Aberdeenshire Coast 25

Dredging Hebrides Coast ... 50

Dredging the Mersey 5

Resistance of Floating Bodies

in Water 50

Polycyanidesof Organic Radi-

cals 20

Rigor Mortis 10

Irish Annelida 15

Catalogue of Crania 50

Didine Birds of Mascarene
Islands CO

Tj^jDical Crania Researches ... 30

Palestine Exploration Fund... 100

£l750
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£ s.

Chemical Constitution and
Physiological Action Rela-

tions 15

Moimtain Limestone Fossils 25

Utilisation of Sewage 10

Products of Digestion 10

£1622

£
Fossil Coral Sections, for

Photographing 20

Bagshot Leaf-beds 20

Moab Explorations 100

Gaussian Constants 40
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1874.

£ s.

Zoological Kecord 100
Chemistry Record 100
Mathematical Tables 100
Elliptic Functions 100
Lightning Conductors 10
Thermal Conductivity of

Rocks 10
Anthropological Instructions 50
Kent's Cavern Exploration... 150
Luminous Bleteors 30

Intestinal Secretions 15

British Rainfall 100
Essential Oils 10

Sub-Wealden Explorations ... 25
Settle Cave Exploration 50
Mauritius Meteorology 100
Magnetisation of Iron 20
Marine Organisms 30
Fossils, North-West of Scot-

land 2 10
Physiological Action of Light 20
Trades Unions 25
Mountain Limestone-corals 25

Erratic Blocks 10

Dredging, Durham and York-
shire Coasts 28 5

High Temperature of Bodies 30
Siemens 's PjTometer 3 6

Labyrinthodonts of Coal-

measures 7 15

£116J^16

1875.
"

Elliptic Functions 100
Magnetisation of Iron 20
British Rainfall 120
'Luminous Meteors 30
Chemistry Record 100
Specific Volume of Liquids.,. 25
Estimation of Potash and

Phosphoric Acid 10
Isometric Cresols 20
Sub-Wealden Explorations... 100
Kenfs Cavern Exploration... 100
Settle Cave Exploration 50
Earthquakes in Scotland 15
Underground Waters -10

Development of Myxinoid
Fishes 20

Zoological Record 100
Instructions for Travellers ... 20
Intestinal Secretions 20
Palestine Exploration 100

£960 0~

1876.
——

—

Printing Mathematical Tables 150 i
British Rainfall 100
Ohm's Law 9 15
Tide Carlculating Machine . .

.

200
Specific Volume of Liquids... 25

£
Isomeric Cresols iO

Action of Ethyl Bromobuty-
rate on Ethyl Sodaceto-

acetate 5

Estimation of Potash and
Phosphoric Acid 13

Exploration of Victoria Cave 100

Geological Record 100

Kent's Cavern Exploration... 100

Thermal Conductivities of

Rocks 10

Underground Waters 10

Earthquakes in Scotland 1

Zoological Record 100
Close Time 5

Physiological Action of

Sound 25

Naples Zoological Station ... 75
Intestinal Secretions 15

Physical Characters of Inha-

bitants of British Isles 13

Measuring Speed of Ships ... 10

Effect of Propeller on turning
of Steam-vessels 6

£1092

s. d.
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1878.

£ s. d.

Exploration of Settle Caves 100
Geological Record 100
Investigation of Pulse Pheno-
mena by means of Siphon
Eecorder 10

Zoological Station at Naples 75

Investigation of Underground
AVaters 15

Transmission of Electrical

Impulses through Nerve
Structure 30

Calculation of Factor Table
for 4th Million 100

Anthropometric Committee... 66
Composition and Structure of

less-known Alkaloids 25

Exploration of Kent's Cavern 50

Zoological Record 100
Fermanagh Caves Explora-

tion 15

Thermal Conductivity of

Rocks 4 16 6

Luminous Meteors 10

Ancient Earthworks 25

£725 16 6

1879.

Table at the Zoological
Station, Naples 75

Miocene Flora of the Basalt
of the North of Ireland ... 20

Illustrations for a Jlonograph
on the Mammoth 17

Record of Zoological Litera-

ture 100
Composition and Structure of

less-known Alkaloids 25
Exploration of Caves in

Borneo 50
Kent's Cavern Exploration .. . 100
Record of the Progress of
Geology 100

Fermanagh Caves Exploration 5

Electrolysis of Metallic Solu-
tions and Solutions of
Compound Salts 25

Anthropometric Committee... 50
Natural History of Socotra ... 100
Calculation of Factor Tables

for 5th and 6th Millions ... 150
Underground Waters 10
Steering of Screw Steamers... 10
Improvements in Astrono-

mical Clocks 30
Marine Zoology of South
Devon 20

Determination of Mechanical
. Equivalent of Heat 12
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1881.

£ s. d.

Lunar Disturbance of Gravity 30

Undergi-ound Temperature ... 20

Electrical Standards 2.5

High Insulation Key ^>

Tidal Observations 10

Specific Refractions 7 .3 1

Fossil Polyzoa 10

Underground Waters 10

Earthquakes in Japan 25

Tertiary Flora 20

Scottish Zoological Station ... 50

Naples Zoological Station ... 7.5

Natural History of Socotra ... 50

Anthropological Notes and
Queries 9

Zoological Record 100

Weights and Heights of

Human Beings 30

£17(J 3 1

1882.

Exploration of Central Africa 100

Fundamental Invariants of

Algebraical Forms 70

Standards for Electrical

Measurements 100

Calibration of Mercurial Ther-

mometers 20
VV^ave-leugth Tables of Spec-

tra of Elements 50

Photographing Ultra-violet

Spark Spectra 25

Geological Record 100

Earthquake Phenomena of

Japan 25
Conversion of Sedimentary

Materials into Metamorphic
Rocks 10

Fossil Plants of Halifax 15

Geological Map of Europe ... 25

Circulation of Underground
Waters ... 15

Tertiary Flora of North of

Ireland 20
British Polyzoa 10

Exploration of Caves of South
of Ireland 10

Exploration of Raygill Fissure 20

Naples Zoological Station ... 80

Albuminoid Substances of

Serum 10

Elimination of Nitrogen by
Bodily Exercise 50

Migration of Birds 15

Natural History of Socotra... 100

Natural History of Timor-la\it 100

Record of Zoological Litera-

ture 100

Anthropometric Committee... 50

£11 2r.
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1885.

£
Synoptic Chart of Indian
Ocean 50

Reduction of Tidal Observa-
tions 10

Calculating Tables in Theory
of Numbers 100

Meteorological Observations
on Ben Nevis 50

Meteoric Dust 70
Vapour Pressures, &;c., of Salt

Solutions 25
Physical Constants of Solu-

tions 20
Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-

vius 25
Kaygill Fissure 15
Earthquake Phenomena of

Japan 70
Fossil Phyllopoda of Paljeozoic

Rocks 25
Fossil Plants of British Ter-

tiary and Secondary Beds... 50
Geological Record 50
Circulation of Underground
Waters 10

Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Zoological Literature Record. 100
Migration of Birds 30
Exploration of Mount Kilima-

njaro 25
Recent Polyzoa 10
Granton Biological Station ... 100
Biological Stations on Coasts

of United Kingdom 150
Exploration of New Guinea... 200
Exploration of Mount Roraima 100

£1385~
1

s.
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1888.

£
Ben Nevis Observatory 150

Electrical Standards 2

Magnetic Observations 15

Standards of Light 79

Electrolysis 30

Uaiform Nomenclature in

Mechanics 10

Silent Discharge of Elec-

tricity 9

Properties of Solutions 25

Influence of Silicon on Steel 20

Methods of Teaching Chemis-

try ..; 10

Isomeric Naphthalene Deriva-

tives 25

Action of Light on H3'dracids 20

Sea Beach near Bridlington... 20

Geological Record 50

Manure Gravels of Wexford... 10

Erosion of Sea Coasts 10

Underground Waters 5

Palseontographical Society ... 50

Pliocene Fauna of St. Erth... 50

Carboniferous Flora of Lan-

cashire and West Yorkshire 25

Volcanic Phenomena of Vesu-
vius 20

Zoology and Botany of West
Indies 100

Flora of Bahamas 100

Development of Fishes— St.

Andrews 50

Marine Laboratory, Plymouth 100

Migration of Birds 30

Flora of China 75

Naples Zoological Station ... 100

Lymphatic System 25

Biological Station at Granton 50

Peradenij^a Botanical Station 50

Development of Teleostei ... 15

Depth of Frozen Soil in Polar

Regions 5

Precious Metals in Circulation 20

Value of Monetary Standard 10

Effect of Occupations on Phy-
sical Development 25

North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100

Prehistoric Race in Greek
Islands 20

£1511

s. d.

6 4

2 3

11
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£ s.

Exploration of Irish Sea 30
Physiological Action of

Oxygen in Asphyxia 20
Index of Genera and Species

ofAnimals 20
Exploration of Karakoram
Mountains 50

Scottish Place-names 7

Climatology and Hydro-
graphy of Tropical Africa 50

Economic Training 3 7

Anthropometric Laboratory 5

Exploration in Abyssinia 25
North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Corresponding Societies 30

£907 15

d.

1S91.

Electrical Standards 25
Photographs of Meteorological

Plienomena 10
Tables of Mathematical Func-

tions 15
Intensitj' of Solar Radiation 5 5 6
Wave-length Tables 10
Action of Light upon Dyed

Colours 5
Erratic Blocks 15
Fossil Phyllopoda 5
Shell - bearing Deposits at

Clava, itc 20
Eurypterids of the Pentland

Hills 5

New Sections of Stoneslield
Slate 14

Observations on Eartli-tre-

mors 50
Exploration of Calf - Hole
Cave 5

Naples Zoological Station ... 100
Marine Biological Association 5
Zoology of the Sandwich

Islands 100
Zoology of the Irish Sea 40
Structure and Function of the
Mammalian Heart 10

Exploration in Aby.ssinia ... 30
Economic Trahiing 9 10
Anthropometric Laboratory

Statistics 5
Ethnograpliical Survey 10
The Lake Village at Glaston-
bury 40

Anthropometrical ]\Ieasure-

ments in Schools 5
Mental and Physical Condi-

tion of Children 20
Corresponding Societies 25

£583 15 6

1895.

£ g. d.

Electrical Standards 25
Photographs of Meteorological

Phenomena 10

Earth Tremors 75

Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Reduction of Magnetic Obser-

vations made at Falmouth
Observatory 50

Comparison of Magnetic Stan-

dards 25
Meteorological Observations

on Ben Nevis 50
Wave-length Tables of the

Spectra of the Elements ... 10
Action of Light upon Dyed

Colours 4 G 1

Formation of Haloids from
Pure Materials 20

Isomeric Naphthalene Deri-

vatives 30
Electrolytic Quantitative An-

alysis 30
Erratic Blocks 10
Palseozoic Phyllopoda 5

Photographs of Geological In-

terest 10
Shell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, &c 10
Eurypterids of the Pentland

Hills 3

New Sections of Stonesfield

Slate 50
Exploration of Calf Hole Cave 10

Nature and Probable Age of

High-level Fhnt-drifts 10

Table at the Zoological Station
at Naples 100

Table at the Biological Labo-
ratory, Plymouth 15

Zoology, Botany, and Geology
of the Irish Sea 35 9 4

Zoology and Botany of the
West India Islands 50

Index of Genera and Species
ofAnimals 50

Climatologyof Tropical Africa 5
Exploration of Hadramut ... 50
Calibration and Comparison of

Measuring Instruments ... 25
Anthropometric Measure-
ments in Schools 5

Lake Village at Glastonbury 30
Exploration of a Kitchen-
midden at Hastings 10

Ethnographical Survey 10
Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 25
Corresponding Societies 30

£^n 15 5
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1896.

£ s. d.

Photographs of Meteorologi-

cal Phenomena Ifl

Seismological Observations... 80
Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Calculation of Certain Inte-

grals 10
Uniformity of Size of Pages of

Transactions, &c 5

Wave-length Tables of the

Spectra of the Elements ... 10

Action of Light upon Dyed
Colours 2 1

Electrolytic Quantitative Ana-
lysis 10

The Carbohydrates of Barley

Straw 50
Reprinting Discussion on the

Kelation of Agriculture to

Science 5

Erratic Blocks 10

Palieozoic Phyllopoda 6

Shell-bearing Deposits at

Clava, &c 10
Eurypterids of the Pentland
HiUs 2

Investigation of a Coral Eeef
by Boring and Sounding ... 10

Examination of Localitywhere
the Cetiosaurus in the Ox-
ford Museum was found ... 25

Palseolithic Deposits at Hoxne 25
Fauna of Singapore Caves ... 40
Age and Relation of Rocks

near Moreseat, Aberdeen . 10

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion at Naples 100
Table at the Biological Labo-

ratory, Plymouth 15

Zoologj', Botany, and Geology
of the Irish Sea 50

Zoology of the Sandwich Is-

lands 100
African Lake Fauna 100
Oysters under Normal and
Abnormal Environment ... 40

Climatology of Tropical Africa 10
Calibration and Comparison of

Measuring Instruments 20
Small Screw Gauge 10
North-Western Tribes of

Canada 100
Lake Village at Glastonbury . 30
Ethnographical Survey 40
Mental and Physical Condi-

tion of Children 10
Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 25
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 30

£1404 6 1

1897.

£ s. d.

Mathematical Tables 25
Seismological Observations... 100
Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Calculation of Certain In-

tegials 10
Electrolysis and Electro-

chemistry 50
Electrolytic QuantitativeAna-

lysis 10
Isomeric Naphthalene Deri-

vatives 50
Erratic Blocks 10

Photographs of Geological

Interest 15

Remains of the Irish Elk in

the Isle of Man 15

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Table at the Biological La-

boratory, Plj'mouth 9 10 8

Zoological Bibliography and
Publication 5

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100

Zoology and Botanj' of the
West India Islands 40

The Details of Observa-
tions on the Migration of

Birds 40
Climatoloarj' of Tropical

Africa.': 20
Ethnographical Sun'ey 40

Mental and Physical Condi-

tion of Children 10

Silchester Excavation 20
Investigation of Changes as-

sociated with the Func-
tional Activity of Nerve
Cells and their Peripheral

Extensions 180
Oysters and Typhoid 30
Physiological Applications of

the Phonograph 15

Physiological Effects of Pep-
tone and its Precursors 20

Fertilisation in Ph^ophycese 20
Corresponding Societies Com-

mittee 25

£1,059 10 8

1898.

Electrical Standards 75
Seismological Observations ..

.

75
Abstracts of Physical Papers 100
Calculation of Certain In-

tegrals 10
Electrolysisand Electro-chem-

istry 35

Meteorological Observatory at

Montreal 50
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£
Wave-length Tables of the

Spectra of the Elements ... 20

Action of Light upon Djed
Colours 8

Erratic Blocks 5

Investigation of a Coral Reef 40

Photographs of Geological

Interest 10

Life-zones in British Carbon-

iferous Rocks 15

Pleistocene Fauna and Flora

in Canada 20

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100

Table at the Biological La-

boratory, Plymouth 14

Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 100

Healthy and Unhealthy Oys-

ters 30
Climatology of Tropical Africa 10

State Monopolies in other

Countries 15

Small Screw Gauge 20

North -Western Tribes of

Canada 75

Lake Village at Glastonbury 37

Silchester Excavation 7

EthnologicalSurvey of Canada 75

Anthropology and Natural

History of Torres Straits .. . 125

Investigation of Changes asso-

ciated with the Functional

Activity of Nerve Cells and
their Peripheral Extensions 100

Fertilisation in Phseophycefe 15

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 25

£1,212

s. d.

10
10

1899.

Electrical Standards 225
Seismological Observations ... 65

Science Abstracts 100
Heat of Combination of Metals

in Alloys 20
Radiation in a Magnetic Field 50
Calculation of Certain In-

tegrals 10
Action of Light upon Dyed

Colours 4

Relation between Absorption
Spectra and Constitution of

Organic Substances 50
Erratic Blocks 15
Photographs of Geological

Interest 10
Remains of Irish Elk in the

Isle of Man 15
Pleistocene Flora and Fauna

in Canada 30
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£ s. d.

Isomorpbous Sulpbonic Deri-

vatives of Benzene 20
The Nature of Alloys 30
rhotographs of Geological

Interest 10

Kemains of Elk in the Isle of

Man 5

Pleistocene Fauna and Flora
in Canada 10

Movements of Underground
Waters of Craven 40

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Table at the Biological La-

boratory, Plymouth 20
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 50

Migration of Birds 15

Plankton and Physical Con-
ditions of the English
Channel 40

Zoology of the Sandwich
Islands 100

Coral Reefs of the Indian
Region 30

Physical and Chemical Con-
stants of Sea-Water 100

Future Dealings in Raw
Produce 2 10

Silchester Excavation 10
Ethnological Survey of
Canada 50

New Edition of 'Anthropo-
logical Notes and Queries ' 40

Photographs of Anthropo-
logical Interest 10

Mental and Physical Condi-
tion of Children in Schools 5

Ethnography of the Malay
Peninsula 25

Physiological Effects of Pep-
tone 20

Comparative Histology of

Suprarenal Capsules 20
Comparative Histology of

Cerebral Cortex. 5
Electrical Changes in Mam-

malian Nerves 20
Vascular Supplv of Secreting

Glands '.

10

£ t. d.

Fertilisation in Phasophycese 20
Corresp. Societies Committee 20

£1,072 10

1901.

Electrical Standards 45
Seismological Observations... 75

Wave-length Tables 4 14
Isomorpbous Sulpbonic Deri-

vatives of Benzene 35
Life-zones in British Carbo-

niferous Rocks 20
Underground Water of North-
west Yoi'kshire 50

Exploration of Irish Caves... 15

Table at the Zoological Sta-

tion, Naples 100
Table at the Biological La-

boratory, Plymouth 20
Index Generum et Specierum
Animalium 75

Migration of Birds 10
Terrestrial Surface Waves ... 5

Changes of Land-level in the
Phlegrajan Fields 50

Legislation regulating Wo-
men's Labour 15

Small Screw Gauge 45
Resistance of Road Vehicles

to Traction 75
Silchester Excavation 10
Ethnological Survey of

Canada 30
Anthropological Teaching ... 5

Exploration in Crete 145
Physiological Effects of Pep-

tone 30
Chemistry of Bone Marrow... 5 15 11
Suprarenal Capsules in the

Rabbit 5

Fertilisation in PhseoiJliycere 15
Morphology, Ecology, and
Taxonomy of Podoste-
maceae 20

Corresponding Societies Com-
mittee 15

£920 9 11
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General Meetings.

On Wednesday, t^eptember 11, at 8.30 p.m., in St. Andrew's Hall,

Glasgow, Sir AVilliam Turner, K.C.B., F.R.S., resigned the office of

President to Professor A. W. Rucker, D.Sc, Sec. R.S., F.R.S., who took

the Chair, and delivered an Address, for which see page 3.

On Thursday, September 12, at 8.30 p.m., a Soiree took place in the

<Jity Chambers.
On Friday, September 13, at 8.30 p.m., in St. Andrew's Hall, Pro-

fessor W. Ramsay, F.R.'S., delivered a Discourse on 'The Inert Con-
stituents of the Atmosphere.'

On Monday, September 16, at 8.30 p.m., in St. Andrew's Hall,

IVIr. Francis Darwin, F.R.S., delivered a Discourse on ' The Movements of

Plants.'

On Tuesday, September 17, at 8.30 p.m., a Soiree took place in

the Exhibition Buildings.

On Wednesday, September 18, at 2.30 p.m., in the University, the con-

cluding General Meeting took place, when the Proceedings of the General
Committee and the Grants of Money for Scientific Purposes were explained

to the Members.
The Meeting was then adjourned to Belfast. [The Meeting is

appointed to commence on Wednesday, September 10, 1902.]
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ADDEESS
BY

Professor ARTHUR W. RUCKER, M.A, LL.I),

D.Sc, Sec.R.S.

PRESIDENT.

The first thought in the minds of all of us to-night is that since we met

last year the great Queen, in whose reign nearly all the meetings of the

British Association have been held, has passed to her i est.

To Sovereigns most honours and dignities come as of right ;
but for

some of them is reserved the supreme honour of an old age softened by

the love and benedictions of millions ; of a path to the grave, not only

magnificent, but watered by the tears both of their nearest and dearest,

and of those who, at the most, have only seen them from afar.

This honour Queen Victoria won. All the world knows by what

great abilities, by what patient labour, by what infinite tact and kindli-

ness, the late Queen gained both the respect of the rulers of nations and

the affection of her own subjects.

Her reit'n, florious in many respects, was remarkable, uutside these

islands, for the growth of the Empire ; within and without them, for

the drawing nearer of the Crown and the people in mutual trust ; while,

durin" her lifetime, the developments of science and of scientific industry

have altered the habits and the thoughts of the whole civilised world.

The representatives of science have already expressed in more formal

ways their sorrow at the death of Queen Victoria, and the loyalty and

confident hope for the future with which they welcome the accession of

King Edward. But none the less, I feel sure that at this, the first

meeting of the Britis^h Association held in his reign, I am only expressing

the universal opinion of all our members when I say that no group of the

King's subjects trusts more implicitly than we do in the ability, skill,

and judgment which His Majesty has already shown in the exercise of

the powers and duties of his august otBce ; that none sympathise more

deeply with the sorrows which two great nations have shared with their

Sovereigns ; and that none cry with more fervour, ' Long live the King !

'

But this Meeting of the British Association is not only remarkable

as being the first in a new reign. It is also the first in a new century.

B 2
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It is held in Glasgow at a time when your International Exhibition has

in a special sense attracted the attention of the world to your city, and

when the recent celebration of the ninth jubilee of your University has

shown how deeply the prosperity of the present is rooted in the past.

What wonder, then, if I take the Chair to which you have called me with

some misgivings 1 Born and bred in the South, I am to preside over a

Meeting held in the largest city of Scotland. As your chosen mouth-

piece I am to speak to you of science when we stand at the parting of

the centuries, and when the achievements of the past and present, and

the promise of the future, demand an interpreter with gifts of knowledge

and divination to which I cannot pretend. Lastly, I am President of the

British Association as a disciple in the home of the master, as a physicist

in a city which a physicist has made for ever famous. Whatever the

future may have in store for Glasgow, whether your enterprise is still to

add wharf to wharf, factory to factory, and street to street, or whether

some unforeseen ' tide in the affairs of men ' is to sweep energy and

success elsewhere, fifty-three years in the history of your city will never

be forsfotten while civilisation lasts.

More than half a century ago, a mere lad was the first to compel the

British Association to listen to the teaching of Joule, and to accept the

law of the conservation of energy. Now, alike in the most difficult

mathematics and in the conception of the most ingenious apparatus, in

the daring of his speculations and in the soundness of his engineering,

William Thomson, Lord Kelvin, is regarded as a leader by the science

and industry of the whole world.

It is the less necessary to dwell at length upon all that he has done,

for Lord Kelvin has not been without honour in his own country. Many
of us, who meet here to night, met last in Glasgow when the University

and City had invited representatives of all nations to celebrate the Jubilee

of his professorship. For those two or three days learning was sur-

rounded with a pomp seldom to be seen outside a palace. The strange

middle-age costumes of all the chief Universities of the world were

jostling here, the outward signs that those who were themselves distin-

guished in the study of Nature had gathered to do honour to one of the

most distinguished of them all.

Lord Kelvin's achievements were then described in addresses in every

tongue, and therefore I will only remind you that we, assembled here

to-night, owe him a heavy debt of gratitude ; for the fact that the British

Association enters on the twentieth century conscious of a work to do

and of the vigour to do it is largely due to his constant presence at its

Meetings and to the support he has so ungrudgingly given. We have

learned to know not only the work of our great leader, but the man
himself ; and I count myself happy because in his life-long home, under

the walls of the University he served so v/ell, and at a Meeting of the

Association which his genius has so often illuminated, I -am allowed, as

your President, to assure him in your name of the admiration, respect,

nay, of the affection, in which we all hold him.
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I have already mentioned a number of circumstances which make our

Meeting this year noteworthy ; to these I must add that for the first time

we have a Section for Education, and the importance of this new de-

parture, due largely to the energy of Professor Armstrong, is emphasised

by the fact that the Chair of that Section will be occupied by the

Vice-President of the Board of Education—Sir John Gorst. I will not

attempt to forecast the proceedings of the new Section. Education is

passing through a transitional stage. The recent debates in Parliament
;

the great gifts of Mr. Carnegie ; the discussion as to University organisa-

tion in the North of England ; the reconstitution of the University of

London ; the increasing importance attached to the application of know-

ledge both to the investigation of Nature and to the purposes of industry,

are all evidence of the growing conviction tliat without advance in educa-

tion we cannot retain our position among the nations of the world. If

the British Association can provide a platform on which these matters

may be discussed in a scientific but practical spirit, free from the mis-

representations of the hustings and the exaggerations of the partisan, it

will contribute in no slight measure to the national welfare.

But amid the old and new activities of our meeting the undertone

of sadness, which is never absent from such gatherings, will be painfully

apparent to many of us at Glasgow. Our sympathy goes out to the sister

nation across the sea, which is watching by the sick-bed on which the

President of the United States has been stretched by a coward hand.

You will, I am sure, be glad to hear that the General Committee has

already telegraphed, in the name of the Association, to President McKinley

assuring him of their earnest hopes for his speedy and complete recovery.

Nearer home the life-work of Professor Tait has ended amid the gloom of

the war-cloud. A bullet, fired thousands of miles away, struck him to

the heart, so that in their deaths the father and the brave son, whom he

loved so well, were not long divided. Within the last year, too, America

has lost Rowland ; Viriamu Jones, who did yeoman's service for educa-

tion and for science, has succumbed to a long and painful illness ; and one

who last year at Bradford seconded the proposal that I should be your

President at Glasgow, and who would unquestionably have occupied this

Chair before long had he been spared to do so, has unexpectedly been called

away. A few months ago we had no reason to doubt that George

Francis FitzGerald had many years of health and work before him. He
had gained in a remarkable way not only the admiration of the scientific

world, but the affection of his friends, and we shall miss sadly one whom

we all cared for, and who, we hoped, might yet add largely to the

achievements which had made him famous.

The Science of the Nineteenth Century.

Turning from these sad thoughts to the retrospect of the centujy

which has so lately ended, I have found it to be impossible to free myself
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from the influence of the moment and to avoid, even if it were desirable to

avoid, the inclination to look backward from the standpoint of to-day.

Two years ago Sir Michael Foster dealt with the work of the century

as a whole. Last year Sir William Turner discussed in greater detail

the "Towth of a single branch of science. A third and humbler task

remains, viz.. to fix our attention on some of the hypotheses and assump-

tions on which the fabric of modern theoretical science has been built, and

to inquire whether the foundations have been so ' well and truly ' laid

that they may be trusted to sustain the mighty superstructure which is

being raised upon them.

The moment is opportune. The three chief conceptions which for many
years have dominated physical as distinct from biological science have

been the theories of the existence of atoms, of the mechanical nature of

heat, and of the existence of the ether.

Dalton's atomic theory was first given to the world by a Glasgow pro-

fessor—Thomas Thomson— in the year 1807, Dalton having rommunicated

it to liini in 1804. Rumford's and Davy's experiments on the nature

of heat were published in 1798 and 1799 respectively; and the cele-

brated Bakerian Lecture, in which Thomas Young established the

undulatory theory by explaining the interference of light, appeared in

the 'Philosophical Transactions ' in 1801. The keynotes of the physical

science of the nineteenth century were thus struck, as the century began,

by four of our fellow-countrymen, one of whom—Sir Benjamin Thompson,

Count Ilumford—preferred exile from the land of his birth to the loss of

his birthright as a British citizen.*&'

Douhts as to Scientific Theories.

It is well known that of late doubts have arisen as to whether the

atomic theory, with which the mechanical theory of heat is closely bound
up, and the theory of the existence of an ether have not served their

purpose, and whether the time has not come to reconsider them.

The facts that Professor Poincare, addressini; a congress of physicists

n Paris, and Professor Poynting, addressing the Physical Section of the

Association, have recently discussed the true meaning of our scientific

methods of interpretation ; that Dr. James Ward has lately delixered an
attack of great power on many positions which eminent scientific men
have occupied ; and that the approaching end of the nineteenth century

led Professor Hseckel to define in a more popular manner his own very

definite views as to the solution of the ' Riddle of the Universe,' are

perhaps a sufficient justification of an attempt to lay before you the diffi-

culties which surround some of these questions.

To keep the discussion within reasonable limits I shall illustrate the

principles under review by means of the atomic theory, with compara-
tively little reference to the ether, and we may also at first confine our
a,ttention to inanima,te objects.
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Tlie Coii></riicfioii of a Model of Kaluvc.

A natural philosopher, to use the old phrase, even if only possessed of

the most superficial knowledge, would attempt to bring some order into

the results of his observation of Nature by grouping together statements

with regard to phenomena which are obviously related. The aim of

modern science goes far beyond this. It not only shows that many

phenomena are related which at first sight have little or nothing in

common, but, in so doing, also attempts to explain the relationship.

Without spending time on a discussion of the meaning of the word
' explanation,' it is sufficient to .say that our efforts to establish relation-

ships between phenomena often take the form of attempting to prove

that, if a limited number of assumptions are granted as to the constitu-

tion of matter, or as to tlie existence of quasi-material entities, such as

caloric, electricity, and the ether, a wide range of observed facts falls into

order as a necessary consequence of the assumptions. The question at

issue is whether the hypotheses which are at the base of the scientific

theories now most generally accepted are to be regarded as accurate

descriptions of the constitution of the univei'se around us, or merely as

convenient fictions.

Convenient fictions be it observed, for even if they are fictions they

are not useless. From the practical point of view it is a matter of

secondary importance whether our theories and assumptions are correct,

if only they guide us to results which are in accord with facts. The

whole fabric of scientific theory may be regarded merely as a gigantic

' aid to memory
'

; as a means for producing apparent order out of dis-

order by codifying the observed facts and laws in accordance with an

artificial system, and thus arranging our knowledge under a comparatively

small number of heads. The simplification introduced by a scheme which,

however imperfect it may be, enables us to argue from a few first principles,

makes theories of practical use. By means of them we can foresee the

results of combinations of causes which would otherwise elude us. We
can predict future events, and can even attempt to argue back from the

present to the unknown past.

But it is possible that these advantages might be attained by means

of axioms, assumptions, and theories based on very false ideas. A
person who thought that a river was really a streak of blue paint

might learn as much about its direction from a map as one who knew
it as it is. It is thus conceivable that we might be able, not indeed

to construct, but to imagine, something more than a mere map or

diagram, something which might even be called a working model of

inanimate objects, which was nevertheless very unlike the realities of

nature. Of coui'se, the agreement between the action of the model and

the behaviour of the things it was designed to represent would probably

be imperfect, unless the one were a facsimile of the other ; but it is con-

ceivable that the correlation of natural phenomena could be imitated.
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with a large measure of success, by means of an imaginary machine,

which shared with a map or diagram the characteristic that it was in

many ways unlike the things it represented, but might be compared to a

model in that the behaviour of the things represented could be predicted

from that of the corresponding parts of the machine.

We might even go a step further. If the laws of the working of the

model could be expressed by abstractions, as, for example, by mathe-

matical formulae, then, when the formulae were obtained, the model

might be discarded, as probably unlike that which it was made to imitate,

as a mere aid in the construction of equations, to be thi'own aside when

the perfect structure of mathematical symbols was erected.

If this course were adopted we sliould have given up the attempt to

know more of the nature of the objects which surround us than can be

gained by direct observation, but might nevertheless have learned how
these objects would behave under given circumstances.

We should have abandoned the hope of a physical explanation of the

properties of inanimate Nature, but should have secured a mathematical

description of her operations.

There is no doubt that this is the easiest path to follow. Criticism is

avoided if we admit from the first that we cannot go below the surface
;

cannot know anything about the constitution of material bodies ; but

must be content with formulating a description of their behaviour by

means of laws of Nature expressed by equations.

But if this is to be the end of the study of Nature, it is evident that

the construction of the model is not an essential part of the process.

The model is used merely as an aid to thinking ; and if the relation of

phenomena can be investigated without it, so much the better. The

highest form of theory—it may be said—the widest kind of generalisa-

tion, is that which has given up the attempt to form clear mental pic-

tures of the constitution of matter, which expresses the facts and the

laws by language and symbols which lead to i-esults that are true, what-

ever be our view as to the real nature of the objects with which we deal.

From this point of view the atomic theory becomes not so much false as

unnecessary ; it may be regarded as an attempt to give an unnatural

precision to ideas which are and must be vague.

Thus, when Rumford found that the mere friction of metals produced

heat in unlimited quantity, and argued that heat was therefore a mode of

motion, he formed a clear mental picture of what he believed to be occur-

ring. But his experiments may be quoted as proving only that energy

can be supplied to a body in indefinite quantity, and that when .supplied

by doing work against friction it appears in tlie form of heat.

By using this phraseology we exchange a vivid conception of moving
atoms for a colourless statement as to heat energy, the real nature of

which we do not attempt to define ; and methods which thus evade the

problem of the nature of the things which the symbols in our equations

represent have been prosecuted with striking success, at all events
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within the range of a limited class of phenomena. A great school of

chemists, building upon the thermodynamics of Willard Gibbs and the

intuition of Van 't Hoff, have shown with wonderful skill that, if a

sufficient number of the data of experiment are assumed, it is possible,

by the aid of thermodynamics, to trace the form of the relations between

many physical and chemical phenomena without the help of the atomic

theory.

But this method deals only with matter as our coarse senses know it
;

it does not pretend to penetrate beneath the surface.

It is therefore with the greatest respect for its authors, and with a

full recognition of the enormous power of the weapons employed, that I

venture to assert that the exposition of such a system of tactics cannot be

regarded as the last word of science in the struggle for the truth.

Whether we grapple with them, or whether we shirk them ; however

much or however little we can accomplish without answering them, the

questions still force themselves upon us : Is matter what it seems to be ?

Is interplanetary space full or empty ? Can we argue back from the

direct impressions of our senses to things which we cannot directly per-

ceive ; from the phenomena displayed by matter to the constitution of

matter itself ?

It is these questions which we are discussing to-night, and we may
therefore, as far as the present address is concerned, put aside, once for

all, methods of scientific exposition in which an attempt to form a mental

picture of the constitution of matter is practically abandoned, and devote

ourselves to the inquiries whether the effort to form such a picture is

legitimate, and whether we have any reason to believe that the sketch

which science has already drawn is to some extent a copy, and not a mere

diagram, of the truth.

Successive Stej^s in the Analysis of Hatter.

In dealing, then, with the question of the constitution of matter and
the possibility of representing it accurately, we may grant at once that

the ultimate nature of things is, and must remain, unknown ; but it does

not follow that immediately below the complexities of the superficial

phenomena which affect our senses there may not be a simpler machinery

of the existence of which we can obtain evidence, indirect indeed but

conclusive.

The fact that the appai^ent unity which we call the atmosphere can be

resolved into a number of different gases is admitted ; though the ultimate

nature of oxygen, nitrogen, argon, carbonic acid, and water vapour is as

unintelligible as that of air as a whole, so that the analysis of air, taken

by itself, may be said to have substituted many incomprehensibles for one.

Nobody, however, looks at the question from this point of view. It

is recognised that an investigation into the proximate constitution of

things may be useful and successful, even if their i;ltimate nature is

beyond our ken,
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, Nor need the analysis stop at tlio first step. Water vapour and car-

bonic acid, themselves constituents of the atmosphere, are in turn resolved

into their elements hydrogen, oxygen, and carbon, which, without a

formal discussion of the criteria of reality, we may safely say are as real

as air itself.

Now, at what point must this analy.sis stop if we are to avoid crossing

the boundary between fact and fiction ? Is there any fundamental differ-

ence between resohing air into a mixture of gases and resolving an

elementary gas into a mixture of atoms and ether 1

There are those who cry halt ! at the point at which wo divide a gas

into molecules, and their first objection seems to be that molecules and

atoms cannot be directly perceived, cannot l^e seen or handled, and are

mere conceptions, which have their uses, but cannot be regarded as

realities.

It is easiest to reply to this objection by an illustration.

The rings of Saturn appear to be continuous masses separated by

circular rifts. This is the phenomenon which is observed through a tele-

scope. By no known means can we ever approach or handle the rings
;

yet everybody who understands the evidence now believes that they are

not what they appear to be, but consist of minute moonlets, closely packed

indeed, but separate the one from the other.

In the first plaoe Maxwell proved mathematically that if a Saturnian

ring were a continuous solid or fluid mass it would be unstable and would

necessarily break into fragments. In the next place, if it were possible for

the ring to revolve like a solid body, the inmost parts woidd move slowest,

while a satellite moves faster the nearer it is to a planet. Now spectro-

scopic observation, based on the beautiful method of Sir W. Huggins,

shows not only that the inner portions of the ring move the more

rapidly, but that the actual velocities of the outer and inner edges are

in close accord with the theoi'etical velocities of satellites at like distances

from the planet.

This and a hundred similar cases prove that it is possible to obtain

convincing evidence of the constitution of bodies between whose separate

parts we cannot directly distinguish, and I take it that a physicist who

believes in the reality of atoms thinks that he has as good reason for

dividing an apparently continuous gas into molecules as he has for dividing

the apparently continuous Saturnian rings into satellites. If he is wrong

it is not the fact that molecules and satellites alike cannot be handled

and cannot be seen as individuals, that constitutes the difference between

the two cases.

It may, however, be urged that atoms and the ether are alleged to have

properties different from those of matter in bulk, of which alone our senses

take direct cognisance, and that therefore it is impossible to prove their

existence by evidence of the same cogency as that which may prove the

existence of a newly discovered variety of matter or of a portion of matter

too small or too distant to be seen.
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This point is so important tliat it requires full discussion, l).ut in

dealing with it, it is necessary to distinguish carefully between the validity

of the arguments which support the earlier and more fundamental pro-

positions of the theory, and the evidence brought forward to justify mere

speculative applications of its doctrines which might be abandoned

without discarding the theory itself. The proof of the theory must be

carried out step by step.

The fii-st step is concerned wholly with some of the most general

properties of matter, and consists in the proof that those properties are

either absolutely unintelligible, or that, in the case of matter of all kinds,

we are subject to an illusion similar to that the results of which we

admit in the case of Saturn's rings, clouds, smoke, and a number of

similar instances. The believer in the atomic theory asserts that matter

exists in a particular state , that it consists of parts which are separate

and distinct the one from the other, and as such are capable of indepen-

dent movements.

Up to this point no question arises as to whether the separate parts

are, like grains of sand, mere fragments of matter ; or whether, though

they are the bricks of which matter is built, they have, as individuals,

properties difiPerent from those of masses of matter large enough to be

directly perceived. If they are mere fragments of ordinary matter, they

cannot be used as aids in explaining those qualities of matter which they

themselves share.

We cannot explain things by the things themselves. If it be true

that the properties of matter are the product of an underlying machinery,

that machinery cannot itself have the properties which it produces, and

must, to that extent at all events, differ from matter in bulk as it is

directly presented to the senses.

If, however, we can succeed in showing that if the separate parts have

a limited number of properties (different, it may be, from those of matter

in bulk), the many and complicated properties of matter can be explained,

to a considerable extent, as consequences of the constitution of these

separate parts ; we shall have succeeded in establishing, with regard to

quantitative properties, a simplification similar to that which the chemist

has established with regard to varieties of matter. The many will have

been reduced to the few.

The proofs of the physical reality of the entities discovered by means

of the two analyses must necessarily be different. The chemist can

actually produce the elementary constituents into which he has resolved

a compound mass. No physicist or chemist can produce a single atom

separated from all its fellows, and show that it possesses the elementary

qualities he assigns to it. The cogency of the evidence for any

suggested constitution of atoms must vary with the number of facts

which the hypothesis that they possess that constitution explains.

Let us take, then, two steps in their proper order, and inquire, firat,
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whether there is valid ground for believinof that all matter is made up of

discrete parts ; and secondly, whether we can have any knowledge of the

constitution or properties which those parts possess.

The Coarse-grainedness of Matter.

Matter in bulk appears to be continuous. Such substances as water

or air appear to the ordinary observer to be perfectly uniform in all their

properties and qualities, in all their parts.

The hasty conclusion that these bodies are really uniform is, never-

theless, unthinkable.

In the first place the phenomena of diffusion afford conclusive proof

that matter when apparently quiescent is in fact in a state of internal

commotion. I need not recapitulate the familiar evidence to prove that

gases and many liquids when placed in communication interpenetrate or

diffuse into each other ; or that air, in contact with a surface of water,

gradually becomes laden with water vapour, while the atmospheric gases

in turn mingle with the water. Such phenomena are not exhibited by

liquids and gases alone, nor by solids at high temperatures only. Sir W.
Roberts Austen has placed pieces of gold and lead in contact at a tem-

perature of 18° C. After four years the gold had travelled into the lead

to such an extent that not only were the two metals united, but, on

analysis, appreciable quantities of the gold were detected even at a dis-

tance of more than 5 millimetres from the common surface, while within a

distance of three-quarters of a millimetre from the surface gold had

penetrated into the lead to the extent of 1 oz. 6 dwts. per ton, an amount
which could have been pi'ofitably extracted.

Whether it is or is not possible to devise any other intelligible account

of the cause of such phenomena, it is certain that a simple and adequate

explanation is found in the hypothesis that matter consists of discrete

parts in a state of motion, which can penetrate into the spaces between

the corresponding parts of surrounding bodies.

The hypothesis thus framed is also the only one which affords a rational

explanation of other simple and well known facts. If matter is regarded

as a continuous medium the phenomena of expansion are unintelligible.

There is, apparently, no limit to the expansion of matter, or, to fix our

attention on one kind of matter, let us say to the expansion of a gas ; but

it is inconceivable that a continuous material which fills or is present in

every part of a given space could also be present in every part of a space

a million times as great. Such a statement might be made of a mathe-

matical abstraction ; it cannot be true of any real substance or thing.

If, however, matter consists of discrete particles, separated from each

other either by empty space or by something different from themselves,

we can at once understand that expansion and contraction may be nothing

more than the mutual separation or approach of these particles.

Again, no clear mental picture can be formed of the phenomena of
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heat unless we suppose that heat is a mode of motion. In the words of

Rumford, it is ' extremely dilhcult, if not quite impossible, to form any

distinct idea of anythuig capable of being excited and connnunicated in

the manner the heat was excited and communicated in [his] experiment

[on friction] except it be motion.' ^ And if heat be motion there can be

no doubt that it is tlie fundamental particles of matter which are moving.

For the motion is not visible, is not motion of the body as a whole, wliilc

diffusion, which is a movement of matter, goes on more quickly as the

temperature rises, thereby proving that the internal motions have become

more rapid, which is exactly the result which would follow if these were

the movements which constitute sensible heat.

Combining, then, the phenomena of diffusion, expansion, and beat, it is

not too much to say that no hypotheses which make them intelligible have

ever been framed other than those which are at the basis of the atomic

theory.

Other considerations also point to the same conclusion. Many years

ago Lord Kelvin gave independent arguments, based on the proper-

ties of gases, on the constitution of the surfaces of liquids, and on the

electric properties of metals, all of which indicate that matter is, to use

his own phrase, coarse-grained—that it is not identical in constitution

throughout, but that adjacent minute parts are distinguishable from each

other by being either of different natures or in different states.

And here it is necessary to insist that all these fundamental proofs

are independent of the nature of the particles or granules into which

matter must be divided.

The particles, for instance, need not be different in kind from the

medium which surrounds and separates them. It would suffice if they

were what may be called singular parts of the medium itself, differing

from the rest only in some peculiar state of internal motion or of distor-

tion, or by being in some other way earmarked as distinct individuals.

The view that the constitution of matter is atomic may and does receive

support from theories in which definite assumptions are made as to the

constitution of the atoms ; but when, as is often the case, these assump-

tions introduce new and more recondite difficulties, it must be remem-

bered that the fundamental hypothesis—that matter consists of discrete

parts, capable of independent motions—is forced upon us by facts and

arguments which are altogether independent of what the nature and

properties of these separate parts may be.

As a matter of history the two theories, which are not by any means

mutually exclusive, that atoms are particles which can be treated as dis-

tinct in kind from the medium which surrounds them, and that they are

parts of that medium existing in a special state, have both played a largo

part in the theoretical development of the atomic hypothesis. The atoms

of Waterston, Clausius, and Maxwell were particles. The vortex-atoms

' Phil. Trans., 17DS, p. 99.
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of Lord Kelvin, and the strain-atoms (if I may call them so) suggested

by Mr. Larmor, are states of a primary medium which constitutes a

physical connection between them, and through which their mutual

actions arise and are transmitted.

Properties of tho Basin of Matter.

It is easy to show that, whichever alternative be adopted, we are

dealing with something, whether we consider it under the guise of sepa-

rate particles or of differentiated portions of the medium, which has

properties different from those of matter in bulk.

For if the basis of matter had the same constitution as matter, the

irregular heat movements could hardly be maintained either against the

viscosity of the medium or the frittering away of energy of motion which

would occur during the collisions between the particles. Thus, even in

the case in which a hot body is prevented from losing heat to surrounding

oV)jects, its sensible heat should spontaneously decay by a process of self-

cooling. No such phenomenon is known, and though on this, as on all other

points, the limits of our knowledge are fixed by the uncertainty of experi-

ment, we are compelled to admit that, to all appearance, the fundamental

medium, if it exists, is unlike a material medium, in that it is non- viscous
;

and that the particles, if they exist, are so constituted that energy is not

frittered away when they collide. In either case, we are dealing with

something different from matter itself in the sense that, though it is the

basis of matter, it is not identical in all its properties with matter.

The idea, therefore, that entities exist possessing properties different

from those of matter in bulk is not introduced at the end of a long and

rec(mdite investigation to explain facts with which none but experts are

acquainted. It is forced upon us at the very threshold of our study of

Nature. Either the properties of matter in bulk cannot be referred to

any simpler structure, or that simpler structure must have properties

different from those of matter in bulk as we directly knew it— properties

which can only be inferred from the results which they produce.

No a priori argument against the possibility of our discovering the

existence of quasi-material substances, which are nevertheless different

from matter, can prove the negative proposition that such substances

cannot exist. It is not a self-evident truth that no substance other than

ordinary matter can have an existence as real as that of matter itself.

It is not axiomatic that matter cannot be composed of parts whose pro-

perties are different from those of the whole. To assert that even if

such substances and such parts exist no evidence however cogent could

convince us of their existence is to beg the whole question at issue ; to

decide the cause before it has been heard.

We must therefore adhere to the standpoint adopted by most scientific

men, viz., that the question of the existence of ultra-physical entities,

such as atoms and the ether, is to be settled by the evidence, arid must not

be ruled out as inadmissible on a priori grounds.
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On the other hand, it is impossible to deny that, if the mere entry on

the search for the concealed causes of physical phenomena is not a tres-

pass on ground we have no right to explore, it is at all events the

beginning of a dangerous journey.

The wraiths of phlogiston, caloi'ic, luminiferous corpuscles, and a

crowd of other phantoms haunt the investigator, and as the grim host

vanishes into nothingness he cannot but wonder if his own conceptions of

atoms and of the ether

' shall dissolve,

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,

Leave not a wrack behind.'

But though science, like Bunyan's hero, has sometimes had to pass

through the 'Valley of Humiliation,' the spectres which meet it there

are not formidable if they are boldly faced. The facts that mistakes

have been made, that theories have been propounded, and for a time

accepted, which later investigations have disproved, do not necessarily

discredit the method adopted. In scientific theories, as in the world

around us, there is a survival of the fittest, and Dr. James Ward's

unsympathetic account of the blundei's of those whose work has shed

glory on the nineteenth century, might mutatis mutandis stand for a

description of the history of the advance of civilisation. ' The story of

the progress so far,' he tells us, ' is briefly this : Divergence between

theory and fact one part of the way, the wreckage of abandoned fictions

for the rest, with an unattainable goal of phenomenal nihilism and ultra-

physical mechanism beyond.'

'

' The path of progress,' says Professor Karl Pearson, ' is strewn with

the wreck of nations. Traces are everywhere to be seen of the hecatombs

of inferior races, and of victims who found not the narrow way to the

greater perfection. Yet these dead peoples are, in very truth, the step-

ping-stones on which mankind has arisen to the higher intellectual and

deeper emotional life of to-day.' -

It is only necessai-y to add that the progress of society is directed

towards an unattainable goal of universal contentment, to make the

parallel complete.

And so, in the one case as in the other, we may leave ' the dead to

bury their dead.' The question before us is not whether we too may not

be trusting to false ideas, erroneous experiments, evanescent theories.

No doubt we are ; but, without making an insolent claim to be better

than our fathers, we may fairly contend that, amid much that is uncertain

and temporary, some of the fundamental conceptions, some of the root-

ideas of sciencej are so grounded on reason and fact that we cannot

but regai'd them as an aspect of the very truth.

Enough has, perhaps, now been said on this point for my immediate

> James Ward, Ilatiwalism atid Agnosticism, vol. i. p. 153.

2 Karl Pearson National Lifefrom the Standpoint of Science, p. 62.
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purpose. The argument as to the constitution of matter could be de-

veloped further in the manner I have hitherto adopted, viz., by a series of

propositions, the proof of each of which is based upon a few crucial

phenomena. In particular, if matter is divided into moving granules or

particles, the phenomenon of cohesion proves that there must be mutual

actions between them analogous to those which take place between large

masses of matter, and which we ascribe to force, thereby indicating the

regular, unvarying operation of active machinery which we have not yet

the means of adequately understanding. For the moment, I do not wish

to extend the line of reasoning that has been folloAved. My main object

is to show that the notion of the existence of ultra-physical entities

and the leading outlines of the atomic theory are forced upon us at the

beginning of our study of Nature, not only by a priori considerations,

but in the attempt to comprehend the results of even the simplest

observation. These outlines cannot be effaced by the difficulties

which undoubtedly arise in filling up the picture. The cogency of

the proof that matter is coarse-grained is in no way affected by the

fact that we may have grave doubts as to the nature of the granules.

Nay, it is of the first importance to recognise that, though the funda-

mental assumptions of the atomic theory receive overwhelming support

from a number of more detailed arguments, they are themselves almost of

the nature of axioms, in that the simplest phenomena are unintelligible if

they are abandoned.

The Range of the Atomic Theory.

It would be most unfair, however, to the atomic theory to represent

it as depending on one line of reasoning only, or to treat its evidence

as bounded by the very general propositions I have discussed.

It is true that as the range of the theory is extended the fundamental

conception that matter is granular must be expanded and filled in by
supplementary hypotheses as to the constitution of the granules. It may
also be admitted that no complete or wholly satisfactory description of

that constitution can as yet be given ; that perfection has not yet been

attained here or in any other branch of science ; but the number of facts

which can be accounted for by the theory is very large compared with the

number of additional hypotheses which are introduced ; and the cumula-

tive weight of the additional evidence obtained by the study of details

is such as to add greatly to the strength of the conviction that, in its

leading outlines, the theory is true.

It was originally suggested by the facts of chemistry, and though, as

we have seen, a school of chemists now thrusts it into the background, it

is none the less true, in the words of Dr. Thorpe, that ' every great

advance in chemical knowledge during the last ninety years finds its

interpretation in [Dalton's] theory. '
^

The principal mechanical and thermal properties of gases have been

' Thorpe, Essays on Historical Chemistry, 1894, p. 368.
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explained, and in large part discovered, by the aid of the atomic theory
;

and, though there are outstanding difficulties, they are, for the most part,

related to the nature of the atoms and molecules, and do not affect the

question as to whether they exist.

The fact that different kinds of light all travel at the same speed in

interplanetary space, while they move at different rates in matter, is

explained if matter is coarse-grained. But to attempt to sum up all

this evidence would be to recite a text-book on physics. It must suffice

to say that it is enormous in extent and varied in character, and that the

atomic theory imparts a unity to all the physical sciences which has been
attained in no other way.

I must, however, give a couple of instances of the wonderful success

which has been achieved in the explanation of physical phenomena by the

theory we are considering, and I select them because they are in harmony
with the line of argument I have been pursuing.

When a piece of iron is magnetised its behaviour is different according

as the magnetic force applied to it is weak, moderate, or strong. When
a certain limit is passed the iron behaves as a non-magnetic substance to

all further additions of magnetic force. With strong forces it does and
with very weak forces it does not remain magnetised when the force

ceases to act. Professor Ewing has imitated all the minute details of

these complicated properties by an arrangement of small isolated compass
needles to represent the molecules. It may fairly be said that as far as

this particular set of phenomena is concerned a most instructive working
model based on the molecular theory has not only been imagined but
constructed.

The next illustration is no less striking. We may liken a crowd of

molecules to a fog ; but while the fog is admitted by everybody to be
made up of separate globules of water, the critics of scientific method are

sometimes apt to regard the molecules as mere fictions of the imagination.

If, however, we could throw the molecules of a highly rarefied gas into

such a state that vapour condensed on them, so that each became the

centre of a water-drop, till the host of invisible molecules was, as it

were, magnified by accretion into a visible mist, surely no stronger proof

of their reality could be desired. Yet there is every reason to believe

that something very like this has been accomplished by Mr. C. T. R.
Wilson and Professor J. J. Thomson.

It is known that it is comparatively difficult to produce a fog in damp
air if the mixture consists of air and water-vapour alone. The presence
of particles of very fine dust facilitates the process. It is evident that the
vapour condenses on the dust particles and that a nucleus of some kind is

necessary on which each drop may form. But electriBed particles also

act as nuclei ; for if a highly charged body from which electricity is

escaping be placed near a steam jet, the steam condenses ; and a cloud is

also formed in dust free air more easily than would otherwise be the case
if electricity is discharged into it.

1901. c
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Again, according to accepted theory, when a current of electricity

flows through a gas some of the atoms are divided into parts which

carry positive and negative charges as they move in opposite directions,

and unless this breaking-up occurs a gas does not conduct electricity.

But a gas can be made a conductor merely by allowing the Rontgen rays

or the radiation given ofi" by uranium to fall upon it. A careful study of

the facts shows that it is probable that some of the atoms have been

broken up by the radiation, and that their oppositely electrified parts are

scattered among their unaltered fellows. Such a gas is said to be

ionised.

Thus by these two distinct lines of argument we come to the conclu-

sions :— 1st, that the presence of electrified particles promotes the forma-

tion of mist, and 2nd, that in an ionised gas such electrified particles are

provided by the breaking-up of atoms.

The two conclusions will mutually support each other if it can be

shown that a mist is easily formed in ionised air. This was tested by
Mr. Wilson, who showed that in such air mist is formed as though nuclei

were present, and thus in the cloud we have visible evidence of the

presence of the divided atoms. If then we cannot handle the indi-

vidual molecules we have at least some reason to believe that a method

is known of seizing individuals, or parts of individuals, which are in a

special state, and of wrapping other matter round them till each one is

the centre of a discrete particle of a visible fog.

I have purposely chosen this illustration, because the explanation is

based on a theory—that of ionisation— which is at present subjected to

hostile criticism. It assumes that an electrical current is nothing more
than the movement of charges of electricity. But magnets placed near

to an electric current tend to set themselves at right angles to its direc-

tion ; a fact on which the construction of telegraphic instruments is based.

Hence if the theoi'y be true, a similar effect ought to be produced by a

moving charge of electricity. This experiment was tried many years ago

in the laboratory of Helmholtz by Rowland, who caused a charged disc

to spin rapidly near a magnet. The result was in accord with the theory
;

the magnet moved as though acted upon by an electric current. Of late,

however, M. Cremieu has investigated the matter afresh, and has obtained

results which, according to his interpretation, were inconsistent with that

of Rowland.

M. Cremieu's results are already the subject of controversy,' and are,

I believe, likely to be discussed in the Section of Physics. This is not the

occasion to enter upon a critical discussion of the question at issue, and I

refer to it only to point out that though, if M. Cremieu's result were

upheld, our views as to electricity would have to be modified, the founda-

tions of the atomic theory would not be shaken.

' See Phil. Mat/., July 1901, p. Hi; and Joh>is Hopkins University Circulars,

XX. No. 162, May-June 1901, p. 78.
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It is, however, from the theory of ions that the most far-reaching

speculations of science have recently received unexpected support. The

dream that matter of all kinds will some day be proved to be funda-

mentally the same has survived many shocks. The opinion is consistent

with the great generalisation that the properties of elements are a

periodic function of their atomic weights. Sir Norman Lockyer has

long been a prominent exponent of the view that the spectra of the

stars indicate the reduction of our so-called elements to simpler forms,

and now Professor J. J. Thomson believes that we can break off from an

atom a part, the mass of which is not more than one thousandth of the

whole, and that these corpuscles, as he has named them, are the carriers

of the negative charge in an electric current. If atoms are thus

complex, not only is the a priori probability increased that the different

structures which we call elements may all be built of similar bricks, but

the discovery by Lenard that the ease with which the corpuscles

penetrate different bodies depends only on the density of the obstacles,

and not on their chemical constitution, is held by Professor Thomson to

be ' a strong confirmation of the view that the atoms of the elementary

substances are made up of simpler parts, all of which are alike.' ' On
the present occasion, however, we are occupied rather with the foundations

than with these ultimate ramifications of the atomic theory ; and having

shown how wide its range is, I must, to a certain extent, retrace my steps

and return to the main line of my argument.

Tlie Properties of Atoms and Molecules.

For if it be granted that the evidence that matter is coarse-grained

and is formed of separate atoms and molecules is too strong to be resisted,

it may still be contended that we can know little or nothing of the sizes

and properties of the molecules.

It must be admitted that though the fundamental postulates are

always the same, different aspects of the theory, which have not in all

cases been successfully combined, have to be developed when it is applied

to different problems ; but in spite of this there is little doubt that we
have some fairly accurate knowledge of molecular motions and magni-

tudes.

If a liquid is stretched into a very thin film, such as a soap bubble,

we should expect indications of a change in its properties when the

thickness of the film is not a very large multiple of the average distance

between two neighbouring molecules. In 1890 Sohncke - detected evi-

dence of such a change in films of the average thickness of 106 millionths

' For the most recent account of this subject see an article on ' Bodies smaller

than Atoms,' by Professor J. J. Thomson in the Popular Scirnir Montldij (Tlie

Science Press), August 1901.

• Wied. Ann., 189U, xl. pp. 345-355.
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of a millimetre (/xju), and quite recently Rudolph Weber found it in an

oil-film when the thickness was 115 ^i/j.*

Taking the mean of these numbers and combining the results of

different variants of the theory we may conclude that a film should

become unstable and tend to rupture spontaneously somewhere between

the thicknesses of 110 and 55 fifi, and Professor Reinold and I found

by experiment that this instability is actually exhibited between the

thicknesses of 96 and 45 ^^..^ There can therefore be little doubt that

the first approach to molecular magnitudes is signalled when the thick-

ness of a film is somewhat less than 100 /.i/.!, or 4 millionths of an inch.

Thirteen years ago I had the honour of laying before the Chemical

Society a resum^ of what was then known on these subjects,^ and I must

refer to that lecture or to the most recent edition of 0. E. Meyer's work

on the kinetic theory of gases "* for the evidence that various independent

lines of argument enable vis to estimate quantities very much less than

4 millionths of an inch, which is perhaps from 500 to 1,000 times greater

than the magnitude which, in the present state of our knowledge, we can

best desci'ibe as the diameter of a molecule.

Confining our attention, however, to the larger quantities, I will

give one example to show how strong is the cumulative force of the

evidence as to our knowledge of the magnitudes of molecular quantities.

We have every reason to believe that though the molecules in a gas

frequently collide with each other, yet in the case of the more perfect

gases the time occupied in collisions is small compared with that in which

each molecule travels undisturbed by its fellows. The average distance

travelled between two successive encounters is called the mean free path,

and, for the reason just given, the question of the magnitude of this

distance can be attacked without any precise knowledge of what a mole-

cule is, or of what happens during an encounter.

Thus the mean free path can be determined, by the aid of the theory,

either from the viscosity of the gas or from the thermal conductivity.

Using figures given in the latest work on the subject,'^ and dealing with

one gas only, as a fair sample of the rest, the lengths of the mean free

path of hydrogen as determined by these two independent methods differ

only by about 3 per cent. Further, the mean of the values which I

gave in the lecture already referred to diflfered only by about 6 per

cent, from the best modern result, so that no great change has been intro-

duced during the last thirteen years.

It may, however, be argued that these concordant values are all

obtained by means of the same theory, and that a common error may
affect them all. In particular, some critics have of late been inclined to

' Annalen der Physili, 1901, iv. pp. "06-721.

- Phil. Trans., 189.3, 184, pp. 505-529.

* Cliem. Soc. Travis., liii., March 1888, pp. 222-2G2.
* Kinetic Theory of Gases, O. E. Meyer, 1899. Translated by R. E. Baynes.

5 Meyer's Kinetic Theori/ of Gases (see above).
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discredit the atomic theory by pointing out that the strong statements

which have sometimes been made as to the equality, among themselves,

of atoms or molecules of the same kind may not be justified, as the

equality may be that of averages only, and be consistent with a consider-

able variation in the sizes of individuals.

Allowing this argument more weight than it perhaps deserves, it is

easy to show that it cannot affect seriously our knowledge of the length

of the mean free path.

Professor George Darwin ^ has handled the problem of a mixture of

unequal spherical bodies in the particular case in which the sizes are

distributed according to the law of errors, which would involve far

greater inequalities than can occur among atoms. Without discussing

the precise details of his problem it is suificient to say that in the case

considered by him the length of the mean free path is -^^ of what it

would be if the particles were equal. Hence were the inequalities of

atoms as great as in this extreme case, the reduction of the mean free

path in hydrogen could only be from 185 to 119 /j/x ; but they must be

far less, and therefore the error, if any, due to this cause could not

approach this amount. It is probably inappreciable.

Such examples might be multiplied, but the one I have selected is

perhaps sufficient to illustrate my point, viz., that considerable and fairly

accurate knowledge can be obtained as to molecular quantities by the aid

of theories the details of which are provisional, and are admittedly

capable of improvement.

Is the Model Unique ?

But the argument that a correct result may sometimes be obtained by

reasoning on imperfect hypotheses raises the question as to whether

another danger may not be imminent. To be satisfactory our model

of Nature must be unique, and it must be impossible to imagine any other

which agrees equally well with the facts of experiment. If a large

number of hypotheses could be framed with equal claims to validity, that

fact would alone raise grave doubts as to whether it were possible to

distinguish between the true and the false. Thus Professor Poincare has

shown that an infinite number of dynamical explanations can be found

for any phenomenon which satisfies certain conditions. But though this

consideration warns us against the too ready acceptance of explanations

of isolated phenomena, it has no weight against a theory which embraces

so vast a number of facts as those included by the atomic theory. It does

not follow that, because a number of solutions are all formally dynamical,

they are therefore all equally admissible. The pressure of a gas may be

explained as the result of a shower of blows delivered by molecules, or by

a repulsion between the various parts of a continuous medium. Both

solutions are expressed in dynamical language ; but one is, and the other

' Phil. Trans., 180.
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is not, compatible with the observed phenomena of expansion. The

atomic theory must hold the field until another can be found which is not

inferior as an explanation of the fundamental difficulties as to the consti-

tution of matter, and is, at the same time, not less comprehensive.

On the whole, then, the question as to whether we are attempting to

solve a problem which has an infinite number of solutions may be put

aside until one solution has been found which is satisfactory in all its

details. We are in a sufficient difficulty about that to make the rivalry

of a second of the same type very improbable.

The Phenomena of Life.

But it may be asked— nay, it has been asked^—may not the type of

our theories be radically changed ? If this question does not merely imply

a certain distrust in our own powers of reasoning, it should be supported

by some indication of the kind of change which is conceivable.

Perhaps the chief objection which can be brought against physical

theories is that they deal only with the inanimate side of Nature, and

largely ignore the phenomena of life. It is therefore in this direction, if

in any, that a change of type may be expected. I do not propose to enter

at length upon so difficult a question, but, however we may explain or

explain away the iliaracteristics of life, the argument for the truth of the

atomic theory would only be aflfected if it could be shown that living

matter does not possess the thermal and mechanical properties, to account

for which the atomic theory has been framed. This is so notoriously not

the case that there is the gravest doubt whether life can in any way inter-

fere with the action within the organism of the laws of matter in bulk

belonging to the domain of mechanics, physics, and chemistry.

Probably the most cautious opinion that could now be expressed on

this question is that, in spite of some outstanding difficulties which have

recently given rise to what is called Neovitalism, there is no conclusive

evidence that living matter can suspend or modify any of the natural laws

which would affect it if it were to cease to live. It is possible that though

subject to these laws the organism while living may be able to employ, or

even to direct, their action within itself for its own benefit, just as it un-

questionably does make use of the [irocesses of external nature for its

own purposes ; but if this be so, the seat of the controlling influence is so

withdrawn from view that on the one hand its very existence may be

denied, while, on the other hand. Professor Hseckel, following Vogt, has

recently asserted that ' matter and ether are not dead, and only moved by
extrinsic force ; but they are endowed with sensation and will ; they

experience an inclination for condensation, a dislike for strain ; they

strive after the one and struggle against the other.'

'

But neither unproved assertions of this kind nor the more refined

attempts that have been made by others to bring the phenomena of life

' Riddle of tlw Universe (English translation), 1900, p. 380.
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and of dead matter under a common formula touch the evidence for the

atomic theory. The question as to whether matter consists of elements

capable of independent motion is prior to and independent of the

further questions as to what these elements are, and whether they are

alive or dead.

The physicist, if he keeps to his business, asserts, as the bases of

the atomic theory, nothing more than that he who declines to admit

that matter consists of separate moving parts must regard many of the

simplest phenomena as irreconcilable and unintelligible, in spite of the

fact that means of reconciling them are known to everybody, in spite

of the fact that the reconciling theoiy gives a general correlation of an

enormous number of phenomena in every branch of science, and that the

outstanding difficulties are connected, not so much with the fundamental

hypotheses that matter is composed of distinguishable entities which are

capable of separate motions as with the much more difficult problem of

what these entities are.

On these grounds the physicist may believe that, though he cannot

handle or see them, the atoms and molecules are as real as the ice

crystals in a cirrus cloud which he cannot reach ; as real as the unseen

members of a meteoric swarm whose death-glow is lost in the sunshine, or

which sweep past us, unentangled, in the night.

If the confidence that his methods are weapons with which he can

light his way to the truth were taken from the scientific explorer, the

paralysis which overcomes those who believe that they are engaged in a

hopeless task would fall upon him.

Physiology has specially flourished since physiologists have believed

that it is possible to master the physics and chemistry of the framework

of living things, and since they have abandoned the attitude of those who
placed in the foreground the doctrine of the vital force. To supporters of

that doctrine the principle of life was not a hidden directing power which

could perhaps whisper an order that the flood-gates of reservoirs of energy

should now be opened and now closed, and could, at the most, work only

under immutable conditions to which the living and the dead must alike

submit. On the contrary, their vital force pervaded the organism in all

its parts. It was an active and energetic opponent of the laws of physics

and chemistry. It maintained its own existence not by obeying but by
defying them ; and though destined to be finally overcome in the separate

campaigns of which each individual living creature is the scene, yet like

some guerilla chieftain it was defeated here only to reappear there with

unabated confidence and apparently undiminished force.

This attitude of mind checked the advance of knowledge. Difficulty

could be evaded by a verbal formula of explanation which in fact ex-

plained nothing. If the mechanical, or physical, or chemical causes of a

phenomenon did not lie obviously upon the surface, the investigator was
tempted to forego the toil of searching for them below ; it was easier to

say that the vital force was the cause of the discrepancy, and that it was
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hopeless to attempt to account for the action of a principle which was

incomprehensible in its nature.

For the physicist the danger is no less serious though it lies in a some-

what different direction. At present he is checked in his theories by the

necessity of making them agree with a comparatively small number of

fundamental hypotheses. If this check were removed his fancy might run

riot in the wildest speculations, which would be held to be legitimate if

only they led to formulae in harmony with facts. But the very habit of

regarding the end as everything, and the means by which it was attained

as unimportant, would prevent the discovery of those fragments of truth

which can only be uncovered by the painful process of trying to make

inconsistent theories agree, and using all facts, however remote, as the

tests of our central generalisation.

' Science,' said Helmholtz, ' Science, whose very object it is to compre-

hend Nature, must start with the assumption that Nature is comprehen-

sible.' And again :
' The first principle of the investigator of Natui^e is to

assume that Nature is intelligible to us, since otherwise it would be foolish

to attempt the investigation at all.' These axioms do not assume that all

the secrets of the universe will ultimately be laid bare, but that a search

for them is hopeless if we undertake the quest with the conviction that it

will be in vain. As applied to life they do not deny that in living matter

something may be hidden which neither physics nor chemistry can explain,

but they assert that the action of physical and chemical forces in living bodies

can never be understood, if at every difficulty and at every check in our

investigations we desist from further attempts in the belief that the laws

of physics and chemistry have been interfered with by an incomprehensible

vital force. As applied to physics and chemistry they do not mean that

all the phenomena of life and death will ultimately be included in some

simple and self-sufficing mechanical theory ; they do mean that we are not

to sit down contented with paradoxes such as that the same thing can

fill both a large space and a little one ; that matter can act where it is

not, and the like, if by some reasonable hypothesis, capable of being

tested by experiment, we can avoid the acceptance of these absurdities.

Something will have been gained if the more obvious difficulties are

removed, even if we have to admit that in the background there is much
that we cannot grasp.

The Limits of Physical Theories.

And this brings me to my last point. It is a mistake to treat physical

theories in general, and the atomic theory in particular, as though they

were parts of a scheme which has failed if it leaves anything unexplained,

which must be carried on indefinitely on exactly the same principles,

whether the ultimate results are, or are not, repugnant to common sense.

Physical theories begin at the surface with phenomena which directly
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aflfect our senses. When they are used in the attempt to penetrate deeper

into the secrets of Nature it is more than probable that they will meet
with insuperable barriers, but this fact does not demonstrate that the

fundamental assumptions are false, and the question as to whether any
particular obstacle will be for ever insupei'able can rarely be answered

with certainty.

Those who belittle the ideas which have of late governed the advance

of scientific theory too often assume that there is no alternative between
the opposing assertions that atoms and the ether are mere figments of the

scientific imagination, or that, on the other hand, a mechanical theory of

the atoms and of the ether, which is now confessedly imperfect, would, if

it could be perfected, give us a full and adequate representation of the

underlying realities.

For my own part I believe that there is a via media.

A man peering into a darkened room, and describing what he thinks

he sees, may be right as to the general outline of the objects he discerns,

wrong as to their nature and their precise forms. In his description fact

and fancy may be blended, and it may be difficult to say where the one
ends and the other begins ; but even the fancies will not be worthless if

they are based on a fragment of truth, which will prevent the explorer

from walking into a looking-glass or stumbling over the furniture. He
who saw ' men as trees walking ' had at least a perception of the funda-

mental fact that something was in motion around him.

And so, at the beginning of the twentieth century, we are neither

forced to abandon the claim to have penetrated below the surface of

Nature, nor have we, with all our searching, torn the veil of mystery
from the world around us.

The range of our speculations is limited both in space and time : in

space, for we have no right to claim, as is sometimes done, a knowledge
of the ' infinite universe ' ; in time, for the cumulative efiiects of actions

which might pass undetected in the short span of years of which we have
knowledge, may, if continued long enough, modify our most profound
generalisations. If some such theory as the vortex-atom theory were
true, the faintest trace of viscosity in the primordial medium would ulti-

mately destroy matter of every kind. It is thus a duty to state what
we believe we know in the most cautious terms, but it is equally a duty
not to yield to mere vague doubts as to whether we can know anything.

If no other conception of matter is possible than that it consists

of distinct physical units—and no other conception has been formu-
lated which does not blur what are otherwise clear and definite out-

lines —if it is certain, as it is, that vibrations which cannot be propagated
by ordinary matter travel through space, the two foundations of physical

theory are well and truly laid. It may be granted that we have not yet

framed a consistent image either of the nature of the atoms or of the

ether in which they exist ; but I have tried to show that in spite of the
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tentative nature of some of our theories, in spite of many outstanding

difficulties, the atomic theory unifies so many facts, simplifies so much

that is complicated, that we have a right to insist—at all events till an

equally intelligible rival hypothesis is produced—that the main structure

of our theory is true ; that atoms are not merely helps to puzzled mathe-

maticians, but physical realities.
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The Determination of the Components of Magnetic Force on Board
Ship.—Repoi't of the Committee, consisting of Professor A. W.
RiJCKER (Chairman), Dr. C. H. Lees (Secretary), Lord Kelvin,
Professor A. Schuster, Captain E. W. Creak, Professor W.
Stroud, Mr. C. Vernon Boys, and Mr. W. Watson.

The two instruments constructed a year ago, according to Captain
Creak's design, and described below were tested at Kew and found
satisfactory. They are now on board the ' Discovery.' A third instru-

ment was ordered for use on board the German Antarctic ship ' Gauss,' and
a fourth has since been constructed and was exhibited at the Glasgow
Meeting of the Association.

On a New Form of Instrument for observing the Magnetic Dip and
Intensity on Board Ship at Sea. By Captain E. W. Creak, CB.,
R.N., F.R.S.

One of the principal objects of the Antarctic expedition which sailed

last month in the 'Discovery' is to make as complete a magnetic survey
of the regions south of the fortieth parallel of south latitude as possible.

As the greater portion of that region is open sea, it is obvious that,

with few chances of landing, the major portion of the survey must be
conducted on board ship.

Previous experience in H.M.S. ships 'Erebus' and 'Terror' in 1839-43
(both wooden sailing ships) showed the serious effects of the iron in

those ships in disturbing the magnetic instruments established on board.

In the case of the ' Discovery,' with engines, boilers, and numerous other
iron bodies on board, magnetic observations would have been almost
impossible but for the precautions of first choosing a place for the
magnetic observatory in the ship and then ensuring that no iron of any
kind should be allowed to be placed within a 30-foot radius from that
position.

The ship having thus been prepared, the important question of a
reliable instrument for observing the magnetic dip and total force on
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board of her arose. The only instrument hitherto used for this purpose

has been Mr. R. W. Fox's dip and intensity apparatus invented in 1835,

and little or no advance made in its construction since then. It certainly

did valuable work in the Antarctic Magnetic Survey carried out in the
' Erebus ' and ' Terror ' under Sir James Ross, and also in the ' Challenger

'

expedition of 1872-76. An examination of the work done in the

' Challenger ' under most favourable circumstances disclosed certain

defects of a character which are quite inconsistent with the precision now
required.

For example the needles could not be reversed, and hence there was
constant necessity for frequent comparisons with an absolute instrument

on land to obtain index errors. The magnetic moments of the needles

were liable to change with no accurate means of knowing when the

change took place, thus vitiating the sea observations of total force

made by the method of a constant deflecting weight. Again the deflect-

ing magnets used for a second method of obtaining the total force were

liable to changes with no means for ascertaining the period of such

change at sea. The Fox instrument was therefore not suited for the

purposes in view.

Previous experience having shown me the excellent values of the

absolute horizontal force to be obtained with the Barrow's Dip Circle

fitted with Lloyd's needles, especially in high latitudes, I arranged for a

series of experiments to ascertain the best methods of applying the

principles of Lloyd's method to an instrument which could be used on a

gimbal table on board ship. The use of needles with cylindrical axles

resting on agate planes, either for dip or force, was impossible, and trials

with various forms of needles and jewels resulted in my adopting the

forms for both in the instrument exhibited. All the needles have axles

terminating in a cone with the sharp point rounded off and highly

polished. The jewels are highly polished sapphires fixed to the cross

bars of the circle in which conical cavities, slightly larger than the axles

of the needles, have been drilled and polished. The upper half of the

jewel is removed, thus leaving a cup into which the axles of the needle

can be lowered by the lifter provided. By this arrangement the needles

can be retained in place even when the gimbal table, upon which the

instrument is placed, is subject to irregular motions, due to those of the

ship.

With the circle thus fitted the absolute dip and total force can be
observed agreeably with the usual methods described in the Admiralty
Manual of Scientific Enquiry.

As there might be a slight oscillation of the needle at times when the

ship is unsteady in a seaway, I have arranged that the ends of the

needles shall come so near the graduated arc that the readings may be
made directly by the microscopes without the use of verniers, as in the
land instruments.

To obviate friction between the axles of the needles and the jewels I

have fitted a knob on the top of the circle, which should be gently rubbed
with a circular motion of the ivory rubber provided.

The readings of the circle may be accurately made at night by placing

a candle at the back of the circle when the light will be reflected by the
ivory faces of the microscopes to the graduated arc.

The zero of the graduations on the base plate is so placed tliat when-
ever the magnetic direction' of the ship's head is known by a compass
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adjacent the plane of the circle can be immediately placed in the
magnetic meridian without the trouble of finding the meridian by the
usual method with the circle.

Two instruments of the kind described are now in use in the Antarctic
ship ' Discovery,' and the German expedition in the Antai'ctic ship ' Gauss '

have also one with two sets of needles.

Experiments for improving the Construction of Practical Standards for
Electrical Measuremeyits.—Report of the Committee, consisting

o/Lord Rayleigh (Ghcdrman),'M.r. R. T. Glazebrook (Secretary),

Lord Kelvin, Professors W. E. Ayrton, G. Carey Foster,
J. Perry, W. G. Adams, and Oliver J. Lodge, Dr. J. A.
Muirhead, Sir W. H. Preece, Professors J. D. Everett, A.
Schuster, J. A. Fleming, and J. J. Thomson, Mr. W N. Shaw,
Dr. J. T. Bottomley, Rev. T. C. Fitzpatrick, Dr. G. Johnstone
Stoney, Professor S. P. Thompson, Mr. J. Rennie, Mr. E. H.
Griffiths, Professors A. W. Rucker, H. L. Callendar, and
Sir Wm. C. Roberts Austen, and Mr. George Matthey.

Appendix.—Note on a Comparison of the Silver deposited in Voltameters
containing drferent Solvents, By S. Skinner page 32

During the year a number of comparisons have been made at the Kew
Observatory among the standard coils of the Association. The temperature
conditions, however, in the temporary laboratory are not sufficiently

satisfactory to make it desirable to report fully on the results ; it is perhaps
sufficient to say that no evidence of any very marked change in the
relative values has shown itself. It is hoped that the coils and other
apparatus will be moved to Bushey during the autumn.

In the room which has been planned for their reception an'ano-ements
will be at hand for controlling the temperature, and the work of inter-

comparison and control of the standards can go on as in former years at
Cambridge.

Meanwhile some progress has been made in the preparations for the
construction of mercury standards. A number of tubes of ' verre dur

'

have been examined, and some of these have been calibrated ; when the
apparatus is set up at Bushey his work will go forward rapidly. There
has also been during the year some demand for the issue of standards of
capacity : this it has not been possible to comply with, but the air con-
densers will be set up again as soon as possible, and then capacity tests
can be made.

With regard to platinum thermometry, Mr. Matthey supplied the
Committee with a further specimen of wire, for which he had made a
large stock. This was tested carefully, both at Kew and under Mr. Griffiths'

directions, by Mr. Green at Cambridge, and the values found for the
constants were as under :

Riqq/Ro:^ 1*3892

8=l-495±005

The wire has proved in every way satisfactory, and the money voted
to this Committee last year (45?.) has been spent in purchasing it.
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Mr. Matthey, however, is retaining for the present, for the use of the

Committee, some more of the wire, and it is, in their opinion, desirable

that they should purchase it also. It is essential for the success of the

scheme approved by the Committee at their last meeting that they should

have a sufficient stock of the wire for a very long period, and they are

anxious not to lose the present opportunity of acquiring such a stock.

Expense will also be incurred in the preparation of the mercury

standards.

The illness and death dux-ing the year of Professor Viriamu Jones

have prevented any great progress being made with the ampere balance.

Some part of the apparatus, however, has been constructed, and is in

Professor Ayrton's hands, and the Committee have good hopes that

further progress may be reported shortly.

The Committee desire to put on record their sense of the loss which

Physical Science has suffered by the deaths of Professors J. V. Jones and

G. F. FitzGerald, who for many years had been members of the Committee,

and had contributed in a marked degree to its work ; and by that of

Professor Rowland, whose redetermination of the absolute value of the

B.A. unit was practically the starting-point of the work of the present

Committee. Professor Rowland had on more than one occasion been a

valued visitor at meetings of the Committee.

A paper by Mr. Skinner on a pyridine voltameter is printed as an

appendix. Professor Callendar's paper on the variation of the specific

heat of water is closely coiinected with the work of the Committee.

In conclusion, the Committee recommend that they be reappointed,

with a grant of 501. ; that Lord Rayleigh be Chairman, and Mr. R. T. Glaze-

brook Secretary.

APPENDIX.

I^ote on a Comparison of the Silver deposited in Voltameters containing

different Solvents. By S. Skinner, M.A., D>^.monstrator of Experi-

mental Physics, Cambridge.

In 1892 Schuster and Crossley ' showed that when the same current

is passed through two silver voltameters containing silver nitrate in

aqueous solution, one voltameter in a vacuum and the other in air, about

0*1 per cent, more silver was deposited in the vacuum than in air.

This result was confirmed by Myers.^ These results clearly prove that

there is an uncertainty in the action of the silver voltameter depending

on the presence of air or oxygen, and consequently on the freshness of

the solution. Werner ^ found that a silver nitrate solution in pyridine

gives by the rise in the boiling-point of the solvent a nearly normal mole-

cular weight for the salt ; and Kahlenberg"* found that the solution was

an electrolyte, and could be used in the silver voltameter ; but that,

contrary to what follows, more silver was deposited from aqueous solution

than from pyridine solution by the same current. In the following

experiments a comparison has been made of the deposits produced by the

> Prno. R.S., 50, p. 344. = Annalen, 55, p. 288.

» Zeits. Anorg. Chevi., 1897, 15, p. 23. • Jo%irn. Phyaioal Chem., 1900, p. 349.
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same current in silver voltameters containing aqueous and pyridine solu-

tions of silver nitrate.

The platinum bowls used are those numbered I. and V. in the paper
on the Measurement of the Electromotive Force of the Clark Cell ' by
Mr. Glazebrook and myself. The anode for bowl I. was a silver disc,

5 cm. in diameter, hung by a silver rod, and a silver cylinder was used
for bowl V. The dimensions of the bowls are given in the paper men-
tioned above. 100 c.c. of solution was used in each case, and the pyridine

solution contained 10 per cent, of silver nitrate, whilst the aqueous
solution contained, as usual, 15 per cent, of the salt.

The areas of the exposed surfaces were approximately as follows :
—

Bowl I. Bowl V.
Cathode surface . . 75 sq. cm. G7 sq. cm.
Anode surface . . 19-6 sq. cm. 18 sq. cm.

The conditions of current density in the two bowls may be regarded
as practically identical.

The deposit of silver from the aqueous solution was crystalline, and
the character of the crystals appeared to vary with the current density.

The deposit was washed by standing in distilled water for several hours
and dried over an alcohol flame. The deposit from the pyridine solution

is continuous, and forms a hard coating : it is washed with water in which
both pyridine and -silver nitrate are soluble. It is sometimes slightly

coloured, but on drying becomes white. On further heating over the alcohol

flame it develops a pearly lustre, and in this condition it has been weighed.
A Western ampere meter was included in the same circuit, and

served to indicate the constancy of the current. The reading of the
ampere meter is given in the second column of the table. The variations

of the current were very small. In the table the result of every experi-

ment which I have made is given.
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from the pyridine solutions weigh more than those from the aqueous
solutions.

In the measurements of the E.M.F. of the Clark cell by Mr. Glaze-

brook and myself the same current was sent through two systems of

silver voltameters in series, and 15-5123 grammes were deposited in the

bowls which received the greater deposits, as against 15".505.5 grammes in

those which gained the smaller deposits. This gives a mean percentage

difference of "044, which may be compared with the mean percentage

difference of '24 in the present experiments. It is obvious that this

difference is of a much higher order, but this difference is a mean of

experiments which differ much more between themselves. On that

account I think it is better to discuss the experiments in groups. The
experiments divide themselves roughly into two groups. There is, first,

a group consisting of those in which the current was about "07 ampere and
from "5 to 1 ampere. This contains the extremes as regards current, and
in it the mean percentage difference would be just over •! per cent. So
that for these values of current the deposit from pyridine would weigh
almost the same as Schuster and Orossley found for a vacuum, which, it

will be remembei'tid, was •! per cent, higher than in air.

The second group consists of those experiments in which the current

value lies between -13 and "41 ampere, and here the mean percentage

difference is much larger, i.e., '3S. Over this range one of the deposits

seems to be uncertain, and I think these experiments may be considered

to indicate that between these values of current in the given bowls one
of the two voltameters is irregular in its action. The character of the

silver crystals appeared to be variable, whilst the hard film of silver from
the pyridine solution had always the same texture. The aqueous volta-

meter seemed to work best with the large currents '5 to 1 ampere when
the crystals were small, hard, and closely packed. At the lower values of

current the silver crystals were thin, long, and friable. At the lowest

value they were again small and hard. One explanation of the variation

may be that particles of silver are more easily lost during the washing,
when the crystals are of the second character.

Conclusions :

—

(1) That Faraday's law holds to within "24 per cent, in the mean for

silver nitrate when dissolved in two different solvents.

(2) That for current values of "07 and "5 to 1 ampere in the given
bowls the amount of silver deposited from a pyridine solution of silver

nitrate is neai'ly the same as that deposited from an aqueous solution in a
vacuum.

(3) That for current values between •! and "5 ampfere more silver ia

obtained in the pyridine voltameter than in the aqueous voltameter.

Note on the Variation of tJie Specific Heat of Water,

By Professor H. L. Callendar, F.B.S.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.1

The method adopted for determining the variation of the specific heat of

water was described and the apparatus exhibited at the Toronto Meeting
of the British Association,^ and the results up to a temperature of 60° C.

' B.A. Eej}., 1897,
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were given in a preliminary note communicated to Section A at the

Dover Meeting. 1 The final results were communicated to the Royal

Society in June 1900,^ and are now in course of publication in the ' Phil.

Trans.' The object of the following note is to discuss one or two minor

corrections and reductions which have been suggested.

Values below 20°. ,

At the Dover Meeting of the British Association it was stated that

the observations agreed very perfectly on the average with Rowland's

from 5° to 35°, but indicated a slightly more rapid change near the

freezing-point. This change required further verification, and was not

included in the formultB then suggested. Subsequent observations have

confirmed this effect, which may be represented within the limits of

probable error by the addition of another term to the formula below

20° C. The formula given in 1899 for the specific heat s at any tempera-

ture t between 0° and 60° was as follows :

—

s=-9982 + -0000045 («-40)2 . . . (1)

Below 20° the formula should read :

s=-9982 + -0000045 (<-40)'-- -0000005 (f- 20)3 . (2)

This formula agrees with the curve and with the correction to the total

heat h of the liquid given in the note in the ' British Association Report,'

1899. Values calculated by these formulae are given in Table II. in the

column headed B.A. 1899.

The quantity actually observed by Rowland was the total heat of

the liquid from the starting-point of each experiment. The following

table shows the close agreement of his results with this formula :

—

Table I.— Values of Total Heat of Water, 5°-35°.

Temperature.
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five or six results at points between 66° and 92°, -NV'liich ar6 represented
within one part in 10,000 by the linear formula

s=l + -00014 (<- 60) . . . . (4)

This formula gives a value nearly 1 in 1,000 lower than (3) at 90°,

but it cannot be reconciled with Regnault's observations between 110°

and 190° C, and it would therefore probably be better to retain (3),
since it is likely that the specific heat would increase more rapidly at

high temperatures.

Although the actual observations at these higher jjoints agree with
formula (4) much more closely than 1 in 1,000 it is conceivable that they
might contain a constant error of this order at 90^.

More complicated formulse are given by Dr. Barnes,^ but since the
whole variation of the specific heat is so small it does not seem worth
while to change the simpler formulje already published in the ' British

Association Beport,' 1899, which represent the observations equally well.

Comparison tvith Liidin.
» 5 »

The results of the observations of Liidin by the method of mixtures
are given in Table II. for comparison. They agree very well below 20°, but
show a minimum at 25° C. Above this point they increase rapidly to a
maximum at 8.5° C, which is 1 per cent, greater than the value found by
Barnes when expressed in terms of the same unit. This rapid increase
may possibly be explained by radiation error from the hot-water supply.
The subsequent diminution between 85° and 100° may be due to
evaporation of the boiling water on its way to the calorimeter. These
errors ai-e peculiar to the method of mixtures, and are completely
eliminated in the electrical method. Moreover, the quantity measured
in the method of mixtures is not the actual specific heat at the higher
limit t, but the mean specific heat between t and the temperature of the
calorimeter. Tlie values of the actual specific heat at t, which depend on
difierentiating the curve of mean specific heat, are thus rendered
extremely uncertain near the extremities of the range. The electrical
method avoids this uncertainty, since it directly measures the rise of
temperature produced by the same quantity of energy at difierent points
of the scale.

Correctionfor Variation of Temperature Gradient in the Flow-tube.

If E is the difference of electric potential in volts between the ends
of the conductor

;

C, the current in amperes through it
;

J, the number of joules required to raise 1 gramme of water 1° C.
at the mean temperature of the experiment

\

Q, the water-flow in grammes per second
;

/ 6, the rise of temperature
;

/t9, the loss of heat by radiation, tfec, in joules per second,

we have the simple equation

EC==JQ9-H/i^ .... (5)

If we assume that the heat-loss hQ is the same for two difierent flows,
provided that the electrical current is regulated so as to secure the same

' Froc. R S, 1900.
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final rise of temperature 0, we can easily eliminate h and Unci J. When
the flow is large, the heat loss 7irf is a small fraction, 1 or 2 per cent., of

the whole. The gradient of temperature in the flow-tube is then nearly

constant, but diminishes slightly as tlie temperature rises, owing to

increased rate of loss of heat. With smaller flows this efl"ect increases,

as the magnitude of the loss hQ becomes greater in proportion to the

whole. There is therefore a small systematic variation in the tempera-
ture distribution when the flow is changed, which may be calculated from
the differential equation representing the conditions of heat-loss and
supply. The efiect can be represented by adding to equation (5) a term
ll/i'-y/25 JQ, in which the numerical factor 11/25 depends on the relative

dimensions of the tubes of the calorimeter employed. At a temperature

of 30° C. h is 2 per cent, of JQ for the larger flows, and the correction

amounts to only 2 or 3 parts in 10,000. Dr. Barnes observed that the

results deduced from the smaller flows diff'ered systematically from those

given by the larger flows, but the differences were so small that he
thought they might be due to accidental errors of observation or some
defect of the method. I find, however, that these small systematic differ-

ences are almost exactly accounted for by the correction in question. This

is an excellent verification of the accuracy of the work. The importance
of the correction arises from the fact that the heat-loss increases nearly

as the fourth power of the absolute temperature, and the correction itself

increases as the square of the heat-loss. Although practically negligible

at ordinary temperatures, it reaches one part in 1,000 at the higher

points. The results published in the ' Proc. R.S.,' 1900, must be corrected

for this source of error. The corrected values are given in column (1) of

Table II.

Reduction to the Hydrogen Scale.

The observations were all taken directly with standard platinum ther-

mometers, and the temperatures were reduced by means of the difference

-

formula
t-pt=\-5Qt{t-\Q0) 1 10,000 ... (6)

This gives a perfectly definite scale of temperature, which agrees very
closel)"-, according to the observations of Callendar and Griffiths,' with
that of the constant-pressure air-thei'mometer. It is really preferable

and express the results in terms of this scale, which has the advantage
that it can be reproduced with much greater accuracy than is attainable

in gas-thermometry. If, however, we assume that it coincides with the
scale of the air-thermometer, it would be desirable to reduce the results

to the hydrogen scale, as being a closer approach to the absolute thermo-
dynamic scale.

In making this reduction it would be most natural to assume the well-

known formula for the diff"erence between the nitrogen and hydi'ogen
scales given by Chappuis, and quoted by Guillaume and other authorities :

«„-i,=<(<-100)(-)-6-318 + 0-00889<-0-001323<2)xl0-« . . (7)

This has been done by Griffiths,'^ who gives a table of our results so

reduced. There are, however, one or two objections to be considered.

(1) The formula of Chappuis makes the differences t^— t,^ negative be-
tween 80° and 100°, so that the correction to the specific heat changes
from -2 in 10,000 at 80° to -|-6 in 10,000 at 100°. Chappuis himself

' Phil, 1rans.,\%^<d, " Thervtal Measurement of Merffi/, Cambxidge, 1901.
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considers this impossible, and has recently ^ proposed an emended curve,

which would alter the correction by nearly one part in 1,000 at 100°.

(2) The experiments of Chappuis refer to the constant-volume nitrogen-

thermometer at one metre of mercury initial pressure, whereas the

difference-formula is assumed to refer to the constant-pressure air-ther-

mometer at 76 cm. pressure. The correction in the latter case is quite

different, so that we should not assume Chappuis' results for the reduction.

On the whole we shall probably be nearest the truth if we calculate the

correction for the scale of the constant-pressure air-thermometer from

the observations of Joule and Thomson ^ by the method which I have

explained in ' Proc. Phys. Soc.,' March 1901. It happens that the

correction to the results, when calculated in this manner, is very nearly

equal and opposite to that already given for the variation of the

temperature-gradient in the flow-tube, so that if both corrections are

applied the results are practically unchanged. It must be remembered,

however, that one of these corrections is certain and obligatory, whereas

the other is to a great extent a matter of taste. It would really be

more scientific to omit the uncertain reduction to the hydrogen scale.

The value of the difference coefficient 1-50 in formulaj 6 is calculated,

assuming the boiling-point of sulphur to be 444°-.'), on the scale of the con-

stant-pressure air-thermometer. If we took the boiling-point of sulphur

to be 445° -2 (as determined by Harker and Chappuis with a constant-

volume nitrogen-thermometer at 560 mm. initial pressure), we should

find c?=l-54. This would make a difference of 4 in 10,000 in the values

of the specific heat at 0° and 100°. But the correction from the constant-

volume nitrogen scale would be much smaller, so that, by a curious

coincidence, the final results reduced to the hydrogen scale would be

almost identical with those already given.

Table II.— Variation of Sjjecijic Heat of Water in terms of a Unit at 20° C.

Tempera-
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Badiation in a Magnetic Field.—Report of the Committee, consisting of

the late Professor G. F. FitzGerald (Chairman), Professor W. E.

Thrift (Secretary), Professor A. Schuster, Principal 0. J.

Lodge, Professor S. P. Thompson, Dr. Gerald Molloy, and Dr.

"W. E. Adeney.

The Committee have to refer with feelings of the deepest regret to the

death of their Chairman, Professor G. F. FitzGerald, and acknowledge

that their work has been much impaired by the loss they have sustained.

That work seemed twofold : in the first place, to obtain specimen

prints and enlargements of the negatives left by Preston, in order to

consider the advisability of publishing them ; in the second place, to

study the negatives and measure the separations of the various lines.

Nineteen of these negatives are interesting, viz., ten of iron, five of

cadmium and zinc, two of magnesium, one of strontium, and one of nickel,

but their value is much lessened because no information is obtainable

concerning the corresponding strength of the magnetic field. However,

from their examination of the specimen prints and enlargements which

they have obtained, the Committee conclude that it would be desirable

to publish prints of some, at least, of the negatives. They are interesting

on account of their priority as photographic records of the effect of a

magnetic field upon the spectral lines, and on account of the clearness with

whfch they exhibit the effect, both in its normal and in many anomalous

forms ; and the information derivable from them would thus become

a.vailable to all. The Committee, therefore, recommend their publication,

and ask for reappointment, with a grant of 15^., in order to carry this

recommendation into effect.

The work of measuring the negatives has been confined to preliminary

investigations on the degree of accuracy attainable, and to some observa-

tions on the iron spectrum. With the instrument used by Sir Robert

Ball and Dr. Rambaut for measuring star photographs it was possible by

special arrangements to measure, in general, to 0'006 tenth metre. This
\ 2

would imply that the resulting values of -—, for example, 25-8 X 10^ are

accurate to 0-2 or 0-3. But the calculated values of ~— for the lines,
A\

observed so far, show such variety that the verification for iron of the

law demonstrated by Preston for cadmium, zinc, and magnesium seems

most improbable at present.

Several anomalous lines have been observed, particularly the quintet

at 3743-51.

No unaffected lines have been met with ; those which are not split

up into separate components are much broadened.

Interference ami Polarisation of 'Electric Waves.

By Professor Dr. G. Quincke.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso.']

In the Physical Laboratory of the University of Heidelberg Dr. August

Becker has measured the wave-lengths of electric vibrations in inter-

ference-tubes with two bi-anches or in T-shaped tubes of the form which

Professor Quincke used for acoustical researches.

The maxima and minima of the waves have been observed by means
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of a coherer in air, and in different fluid or solid dielectrics. Thi'ough
interference-tubes with two branches only those vibrations are transmitted
which are parallel to the plane of the branches, and of a wave-length
equal to 1'6 the diameter of the tube. Such an interference-tube repre-
sents for electric waves a Nicol prism or a coloured glass plate for optical
waves. Wave-length or velocity inside the interference-tubes is about

-J
of the wave-length or velocity outside in the free air. The ratio of the

wave-length in air and in fluids gives \/k, k being the specific inductive
capacity of the fluid.

Seismological Investir/aUons.—Sixth Report of the Gommittee, consistinr/

of Professor J. W. Judd {Chairman), Mr. J. MiLNE (Secretary),

Lord Kelvin, Professor T. G. Bonney, Mr. C. V. Boys, Professor

G. H. Darwin, Mr. Horace Darwin, Major L. Darwin, Professor

J. A. EwiNG, Professor C. G. Knott, Professor R. Meldola, Mr.
R. D. Oldham, Professor J. Perry, Mr. W. E. Plummer, Pro-
fessor J. H. Poynting, Mr. Clement Reid, Mr. Nelson Richard-
son, and Professor H. H. Turner.
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I. On Seismological Stations abroad and in Great Britain.

Seismographs of the type recommended by the Seismological Investiga-
tion Committee of the British Association have been constructed for and
in most instances are already established at the following stations :

—

*I.
*2

Africa.

Australia
4.

.•5.

*6.

*7.

Canada

8.
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The last instrument constructed is in charge of Mr. L. Bernacchi, of

the ss. ' Discovery.' If possible it is to be used in the Antarctic Regions.
Continuous records have been received from stations marked with an
asterisk, whilst Mexico, New Zealand, Trinidad, Philadelphia, and Balti-

more have sent occasional records.

The last registers issued by the British Association Committee are
Circulars Nos. 2 and 3. These refer to Shide, Kew, Toronto, Victoria, B.C.,

San Fernando, Cairo, Cape Town, Mauritius, Calcutta, Bombay, Kodai-
kanal, Batavia, and Cordova. These are complete up to the end of

December 1900, excepting for Cordova (Circular No. 2), the entries for
which end on June 21, 1900.

The instruments now in use at the Shide station are :

—

1. A photographic recording horizontal pendulum oriented North and
South, This is the type of instrument similar to those at other stations.

2. A pair of pendulums similar to the above oriented North-South
and East-West. This instrument was kindly presented to your Secretary
by Mr. A. F. Yarrow.

3. A pair of horizontal pendulums writing On smoked paper. These
have arms 14 inches in length, and each carries a 10 lb. weight.

4. A pair of horizontal pendulums also writing on smoked paper
The arms are 9 feet in length, and each weighs about 100 lb. This and
instrument No. 3 give open diagrams.

5. A simple spiral spring seismograph for vertical motion. Record
photographic.

6. A large balance arranged to show tilting.

Analyses of Recordsfor 1900.

An analysis of the earthquakes recorded during the year 1900, similar
in character to that given in the Fifth Report issued by your Committee
for the records of the previous year, is in progress. Its length precludes
it from appearing in these reports.

On the Approximate Frequency of EarthquaUes at different Stations.

In the following table the large numerals to the right of or beneath
the name of a given station indicate the actual number of disturbances
recorded at that station during given intervals of time. For all stations,
excepting three, these intervals are the years 1899 and 1900. The three
exceptions are Cairo, for which the interval is the year 1900 ; Calcutta,
from July to December 1900 ; and Cordova, from January to June 1900.
Inasmuch as at all stations, for a variety of reasons, there have been
interruptions in the continuity of observations, these time intervals must
only be regarded as approximations. As it is difficult in the case of
certain minute disturbances to determine whether these have a seismic
origin or are due to some other cause, the large numerals are only approxi-
mations.

The small numerals to the right or left of a large numeral give
the percentage of the earthquakes recorded at the station to which it refers,
which are common to the registers of the other stations. For example, out
of 210 records at Shide, 58 per cent, of them were also noted at Kew, and
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40 per cent, at one or more stations in Europe.^ These latter refer to

Strassburg, Hamburg, Laibach, Trieste, or observatories in Italy.
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which do not reach distant stations. Although a list might be made of

earthquakes recorded at the European stations here considered, but not

at the thirteen widely separated stations indicated in the above table,

an inspection of this table shows the converse to be equally true, there

having been many earthquakes recorded in the south of South America,

on the east and west of North America, in South Spain, and in Great
Britain which have apparently escaped record in Central Europe.

In connection with this subject attention may be drawn to the list of

earthquakes on pp. 44-46. As this list has been drawn up with great care,

it may be taken for granted that all entries which refer to approximately
the same times represent seismic disturbances. The larger of these will

have been recorded at distant stations. To determine whether this is

true for the smaller records observers are asked to make a close inspection

of their photographic traces.

Experiments upon Piers.—At the end of March Professor H. H. Turner,

F.R.S., visited Shide, where, in conjunction with your Secretary, he
measured the stiflfness of various piers employed to carry seismographs.

To make a measure of this desci'iption a rope was tied round the column
to be tested about 2 inches from its top. A spi'ing balance was attached

to this, and a pull of from 5 to 30 lb. was exerted, with the result that the

column was deflected. These deflections were measured by an astro-

nomical level standing on the column, and in certain instances also by
the deflection of the boom of horizontal pendulums. The stifFest column
tested was a 12-inch earthenware drain pipe, 3 feet in length. The appa-
rent deflection was 0''-09 per one-pound pull. A brick column 6 feet in

height, and in ci'oss-section 3 feet by 1 foot 6 inches, had per lb. pull a
deflection angle in directions parallel to its sides of 0"*192 and 0''-05, the
latter referring to its greatest width.

II. On Earthquake Records obtained at Stations on different Geological

Formations.—The records referred to in this note were obtained at Kew,
Shide, Bidston, and Edinburgh. The instruments used were Milne
horizontal pendulums with photographic recording apparatus. They were
similarly installed, and, so far as it has been practical, were kept with
similar adjustments. The geological formations at these four stations may
be briefly described as follows :

—

Kew.—Thick alluvial deposits of the Thames Valley, which in their

upper parts at least are saturated with water.

Shide. —Here the pier carrying the instrument rests upon the dis-

integrated outcrop of bedr. of chalk which form the east and west backbone
of the Isle of Wight. These beds plunge at a steep angle, to rise again a8
a series of chalk downs to the north of the Solent beyond Portsmouth.

Bidston.—The Observatory at Bidston is situated on New Red sand-
stone.

Edinburgh.—'Rla.ckiovd. Hill, on which the Royal Observatory is

situated, is a great sheet of ' felstone ' or porphyrite of Paljeozoic age.

The records obtained from these stations are as follows :

—
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Earthquake Frequency.—As it is possible that an entry which only
refers to one station and does not appear to have been noticed in Europe
may not have had a seismic origin, in the summation of the above lists

such entries have been omitted. Adopting this precaution, the number
of earthquake records obtained at the different stations are as follows :

—

Bidston, 33 or 36 ; Shide, 31 or 33 ; Kew, 26 ; Edinburgh, 21.'

Earthquake Duration.—In summing up the total number of minutes
during wlaich the pendulums have been moved, only the fourteen earth-

quakes are considered which were recorded or might have been recorded

at the four stations. The results in minutes are as follows :—Bidston, 919
;

Shide, 887 ; Edinburgh, 825 ; Kew, 761.

Accuracy in the Observation of Times of Commencements.—The greatest

possible difference in time we should consider likely to exist between the

commencement of movement for a given eai'thquake fit two stations would
be for disturbances travelling in a northerly or southerly direction between
Shide or Kew and Edinburgh, and this could not be expected to exceed

five minutes. Between Shide and Kew there might be a difference of

one minute, whilst between Bidston and the remaining stations the

differences should not exceed two and a half minutes. In the columns
relating to these differences the zero indicates the station at which motion
was first recorded. The minutes which elapsed before the same dis-

turbance was noted at the remaining stations are iiidicated by numerals
to the right or left of the zero.

A minus sign following one of these numerals indicates that the time
interval exceeds the expected interval, whilst a plus sign indicates that

the numeral is a possible quantity. For the second entry the four minus
signs indicate that there are not even two entries which are comparable.

In the third entry for February 15, Edinburgh and Bidston, like

Edinburgh and Kew, are possible figures, and therefore these three

stations are credited with a plus.

Date
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Proceeding in this manner, we find that out of the eleven earthquakes
considered, the number of commencements which may approximate to

correctness are as follows :—Kew, 8 ; Edinburgh, 8 ; Shide, 6 ; Bidston, 4.

In considering these results it must be remembered that the earth-
quakes considered are for the most part small, and the difficulty of accu-
rately analysing a small seismogram is greater than when analysing one
tiiat is large.

Amplitudes.—For seven earthquakes the sum of the amplitudes of
motion reckoned in millimetres at the four stations are as follows :

—

Shide, 17-3 ; Bidston, 14'7
; Edinburgh, 12-8; Kew, 12-1. Assuming

that these displacements represent tiltings, which is improbable, the
results are as follows :—Kew, 9"'8

; Shide, S"-0 ; Edinburgh, 5"-7
;

Bidston, 5"-l.

The following four figures are sketches made from seismograms
obtained on the specified dates at Kew, Shide, Bidston, and Edinburgh.
The figures following the letter S indicate the number of millimetres
equivalent to one hour :

—

4>35?

Fig. 1. January 18, 1901.

A

g[^'au-w;B> iii( ij>j ^

Shide. S=58-5.
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A— ...—H9<»'.'iii|«aji!j!i5j4iiiv^w>,t^
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Eiastou S =58-25.

4.57.2
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Ediubui-gb. S=59.
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Frc. 2. March 5, 1901.
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Fig. 3. March 16, 1001.
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HI. On the Jiecords /ro7n two similar Seismographs at Kew.
From the National FJtysical Laboratory. By Charles Ciiree.

A Milne seismograph, No. 31, intended for Coimbra, was set up for

examination at the National Physical Laboratory on October 30, 1900,
its pendulum being at the same level and having the same orientation as

that of the seismograph No. 9 belonging to the Laboratory. The points

of suspension of the two pendulums were about 1 1 feet apart. At first

the supports of No. 31 rested simply on the stone floor, while those of

No. 9 passed through the floor down to a cement bed. After a month's
trial, however, the seismographs were interchanged, with a view to elimi-

nating the difference, if any, between the supports. The instruments
were adjusted to nearly the same sensitiveness (assuming identity of gauge)

;

they had very approximately the same period and the same rate of

subsidence of artificially produced vibrations.

Seven considerable earth tremors were recorded by both instruments.
In the four largest the times of commencement of the ' preliminary
tremors' shown by the two traces were in excellent agreement, no difier-

ence exceeding 0'2 minute. In the other three cases the apparent times
differed by from 1-7 to 4-6 minutes, the diflPerence being greatest for the
smallest tremors. The times of commencement of the large movements
agreed better than those of the preliminary tremors.

As will be seen by a comparison of figs. .5 and 6, there were conspicuous
differences in details in the records from the two instruments. This,
presumably, is mainly due to the supports. The instrument standing on the
floor had, as a rule, a lessened amplitude of vibration, the reduction ave-
raging some 30 per cent. There were, however, not infrequent exceptions

Fig. 5. December 25, 1900.

'

/ 5.27.4 5.55.1
5.16.4

, ^

^0^^^=^-^==^^

Seismo. No. 31 ou Kew table.

5.16.6

5.'-".5
5.55.1

-^^--''=-<^<>—^^i:':^^ .*" 'I IlillllU'ifHllli HI
—

Seismo. No. 9 ou Coimbra table.

Fig. 6. January 7, 1901.

0.38.3

^^

Seism. No. 9 ou Coimbra table.

Seismo. No. 31 ou Kew table.

E 2
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to the general rule. After allowing for the supports, a small difference still

remained between the instruments, the mean apparent amplitude of dis-

turbed mo%'ements being some 10 per cent, greater for No. 31 than for No. 9.

During the comparison the observer, Mr. Constable, noticed that on

certain days of high wind the trace from the seismograph standing on the

floor showed numerous small movements, many possessing distinct

asymmetry. Further investigation showed that these undoubtedly arose

from vibrations set up in the building by tlie gusts of wind. Minuter

examination showed that the phenomenon also occurred, though to a

much smader extent, in the traces from the seismograph on the cement

bed. Wind is thus clearly a cause of not infrequent tiny movements,

whose source had hitherto escaped detection.

IV. Movements ofHorizontal Pendulums in relation to Barometric Pressure.

For many years it has been recognised that there is a relationship

between the movements of horizontal pendulums and fluctuations in

barometric pressure.^

An important and apparently practical addition to our knowledge on

this subject has recently been made by Mr. F. Napier Denison, of

Victoria, B.C., in a contribution to the Royal Meteorological Society,

entitled 'The Seismograph as a Sensitive Barometer.' The instrument

referred to is the one adopted by the British Association. Briefly stated,

Mr. Denison's conclusion is that the pendulum swings towards the area

of greatest barometric pressure. For example, it has been found that

when a storm area is approaching from the westward the boom of the

pendulum moves steadily to the eastward, and this often occurs eighteen

to twenty-four hours before the local barometer begins to fall. On the

contrary, should there be an important high area to the West, the

pendulum will swing in that direction before it is possible to ascertain

the position of such an area on the current weather charts.

As partial confirmation of Mr. Denison's observation, it may be men-
tioned that a gradual but decided movement of the Shide pendulum
towards the West precedes stormy weather, whilst in the Report for 1895
referred to above there are tables showing a close relationship between
displacements of pendulums in Tokio and the barometric gradients at that

place.

V. An Attempt to Detect and Measure any Relative Movement of tlie

Ujnvay, that may noio be taking place at the Ridgeway Fault, near
Strata Dorsetshire. Second Report by Horace Darwin, June 1901.

Many of the early readings have been found to be of no value, because
water had got into the vessels containing the oil and had blocked its free

passage through the pipe ; this difficulty has, we hope, been overcome by
making the covei's of the vessels more completely watertight.

' See Reports on ' Earthquake and Volcanic Phenomena,' issued by the British
Associarion in 1883, 1885, 1887, 1888, 1892, 1893, 1895, 1896.

For a theoretical discussion of this subject see ' Applications o£ Physics and
Mathematics to Seismology,' by Dr. C. Chree, Phil. Mag., March 1897, p. 185.
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No slip of the Fault has been detected at present ; but we should

hardly expect a definite result during the short time in whicli the appa-

ratus has been in working order.

The results obtaiued so far have been of use in pointing out the

difficulties to be overcome and the various defects of the instrument.

The movement of the ground caused by slight earthquakes and earth-

tilts is one of these difficulties, and our experiment on April 24 brought

this to light in a very striking manner. The instrument was placed at

the station SS. at the south end of the pipe/ and readings were taken

every few minutes from 1 to 3 P.M. These readings give the relative

movement of a tixed point in the strata and the surface of the oil. The

movement was most irregular, and during that time the maximum
displacement was about 0-3 mm. This can only mean that a line passing

through tixed points in the rock was constantly changing its angle with

the horizon ; and that the oil was always flowing backwards and for-

wards in its attempt to remain level. At about 1.40 p.m. the value of

the readings reached a minimum, and then began to increase, showing

that the angular movement of the strata changed its direction at this

time. If we assume that the oil was level when the two readings were

taken which differed by about 0-3 mm., it shows that the rock tilted through

an angle of about six and a half seconds.

No doubt there vvas an exceptionally large movement due to slight

earthquakes and earth-tilts during the time that these observations were

being taken, as Mr. J. Milne tells me that his large pendulum at Shide,

Isle of Wight, was swinging regularly, and that this is supposed to be

due to earth pulsations.

A telegram from Rome appeared in the daily papers reporting a slight

earthquake on April 24 at 3.30 p.m. at Lisbon, and a severe shock at

4.30 p.m. in Algarve, near Lisbon. (4.30 p.m. at Lisbon is 5.7 Greenwich

time.)

A note appeared in ' Nature 'of July 18, 1901, saying that an account

of the earthquake of April 24 in the neighbourhood of Palombara Sabina

is given by Dr. Luigi Palazzo in the ' Atti dei Lincei,' x. 9. He thinks it

probable that the epicentre was at a sulphur spring about a kilometre

distant from Cretone, and that the origin of the shock was in the strata

from which the spring arises, at a comparatively small depth. Consider-

able damage was done at Cretone. The shock was registered at the

Central Meteorological Office at about 15h. 20m. 25s. Italian time : this is

2h. 20m. 25s. p.m. Greenwich time.

Mr. Rollo Russell noticed an unusual agitation of the sea at

Bournemouth on April 24 at 7.50 a.m., and between 12 and 1 p.m. There

was also an exceptionally large wave soon after 3 o'clock.^

Mr. C. Davison ' thinks that the disturbances may have been due to

the tiring of heavy guns. The disturbances were noticed in South Devon

and Guernsey as well as at Bournemouth,
The movement of the earth on April 24 was no doubt exceptionally

large, but observations at other times lead me to think that such move-

ments, due to slight earthquakes and earth tilts, take place very frequently,

' A lead pipe connects four vessels which contain oil ; they are in a straight line

at right angles to the Fault ; two of them are on each side of it at four and a half

and nine metres from it.

See Aature, May 2, 1901. » Nature, June 6, 1901.
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and these are sufficiently large to make the last two figures in the delicate

micrometer measurements almost useless.

I hope to reduce this motion of the oil by making the holes through

which it enters and leaves the vessels sufficiently small to damp the oscil-

latory movement without preventing the oil finding its own level.

A similar instrument fixed to the rock at a place where there is no

Fault would give a delicate and accurate method of measuring these slow

earth-tilts.

Tables of Certain Mathematical Functions.—Report of tite Committee,

consisting of Lord Kelvin (Chairman), Lieutenant-Colonel

Allan Cunningham, R.E. (Secretary), Dr. J. W. L. Glaisher,

Professor A. G. Greenhill, Professor W. M. Hicks, Professor A.

Lodge, and Major P. A. MacMahon, B.A., appointedfor calculating

Tables of Certain Mathematical Functions, and, if necessary , for

taking steps to carry out the calculations, and to publish the results in

an accessible form.

The printing of the ' Binary Canon ' was finished at end of last year.

The work, as printed ofl', has been read again with the MS. ; a list of the

few misprints discovered has been issued with the volume. The edition

is 250 copies, of which 100 have been bound. Arrangements have been

made with Messrs. Taylor & Francis, of Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, for

publication on the usual terms : the sale price will be 15s. About thirty-

six presentation copies have been given away to various public bodies, to

reviewers, and to those concerned in the work itself. The whole of the

grants received (751. from the British Association and 601. from the

Royal Society of London), total 135^., has been expended.

The Committee wish now to recommend that a large set of new tables

of Quadratic Partitions, prepared by Colonel A. Cunningham (for the

checking of which a grant of 30/. has already been made by the Royal
Society of London), should be published by the British Association, and
hereby apply for a grant of 80Z. for the same.

Meteorological Observations on Ben Nevis.— tieport tf the Committee,

consisting of Lord M'Laren, Professor A. Crum Brown (Secretary),

Sir John Murray, Professor R, Copeland, and Dr. Alexander
BuCHAN. (Brawn vp by Dr. Buchan.)

The Committee are appointed for the purpose of co-operating with the

Scottish Meteorological Society in making meteoi'ological observations at

the two Ben Nevis Observatories.

The hourly eye observations, made by night as well as by day, have
been T-egularly made by Mr. Angus Rankin, the superintendent and his

assistants.

The health of the observers has continued good since last report, with
the exception of Mr. Rankin, who has not yet quite recovered from the

two severe attacks of influenza he has had. The directors desire to ex-

press their cordial thanks to Messrs. W. Gentle, R. C. Marshall, and
T. Affleck for the invaluable services they rendered last summer as volun-

teer observers, thus rendering it possible to give the members of the staff

the rest they need from their arduous work.
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The principal results of the observations made at the two observa-

tories during 1900 are detailed in Table I.

Table I.

1900 Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Year

Mean Pressure in Inches.

Ben Nevis Ob-
servatory

Fort William
Differences .

Ben Nevis Ob-
servatory

Fort William
Differences .

Ben Nevis Ob-
servatory

Fort William
Differences

Ben Nevis Ob-
servatory

Fort William
Differences

26-160

29-765
4-606

24-918

29-545

4-627

25-417

30-087
4-670

25-268

29-843
4-675

25-349

29-907
4-658

25-386

29-859
4-473

26-450

29925
4-475

25-460

29-948

4-488

25-4751 25-2471 25-123

30-004

4-529

29-816

4-569]

29-685

4-562

25-041

29-592
4-551

Mean Temperatures.

2h
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and pressure ; the amounts of rainfall, the number of days of rainfall, and
days on which it equalled or exceeded one inch ; the hours of sunshine ;

the mean percentage of cloud ; the mean rainband ; and the mean velocity
in miles per hour of the wind at the top of the mountain. The mean
barometric pressures at Fort William are reduced to 32° and sea level, but
those at Ben Nevis Observatory to 32° only.

At Fort William the mean atmospheric pressure was 29-831 inches,
or 0-026 inch under the average. The mean at the top was 25-275 inches,
or 0031 under the average. The mean difference for the two observa-
tories was 4-556 inches. At the top the absolutely highest pressure for
the year was 25-974 inches in March, this being the highest hitherto
recorded in March, and the lowest 23 972 inches in December ; and at
Fort William the highest was 30-687 inches, and the lowest 28-411 inches
in the same months, the differences being respectively 2002 inches and
2-276 inches.

The deviations of the mean temperatures of the months from their
respective averages are shown in Table II. :

—
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Of these relative humidities the lowest, 16, occurred on March 4 with

a dew-point of — 12°'9. The lowest dew point, — 19°-7, occurred on
February 11, the dry bulb being 12°'9 and the wet bulb 9°'2. A marked
feature of the table is the singularly high minimum humidities in April,

May, June, July, and December.
The rainfall for the year at the top was 210-34 inches, being

52-61 inches, or 33 per cent., above the average. This large rainfall has

been exceeded only by that of 1898, which amounted to 240-05 inches.

The December amount, 48-34 inches, is the largest monthly fall yet

recorded at the Ben Nevis Observatory. The following are the four

wettest months of the yeai- :

—

Inches

December 4834
January . . . . . . . 35 32
October 20 93

AprU 20-22

Total . . 124-81 in four months.

Taking Scotland as a whole, the year 1900 was one of the wettest yet
recorded, and has been only exceeded by the rainfall of 1872. Excep-
tionally heavy daily rainfalls were of frequent occurrence, the two
heaviest being 6 81 inches on January 22, and 5-41 inches on December 8.

At Fort William the annual rainfall was 8219 inches, being 5-28 inches,

or 7 per cent., above the average. The largest monthly amount was
2085 inches in December, accompanying the extraordinary prevalence of

south-westerly winds during the month.
At the top of Ben Nevis the number of rainy days was 276, and at

Fort William 246. At the top the maximum monthly was 30 days in

January and December, and at Fort William 31 days in December and
28 days in January. In March there were only 15 rainy days at the top

and 10 days at Fort William. During the year the number of days on
which 1 inch of rain or more fell at the top was 69, whereas at Fort
William the number of days was only 15.

The sunshine recorder on Ben Nevis showed 718 hours out of a
possible of 4,470 hours, or 16 per cent, of the possible sunshine. The
average of the past 17 years being 747 hours, the sunshine of 1900 was
29 hours under the average. The two maximum months are June, 139
hours, and March, 103 hours, and the two minimum months January and
December, with 4 hours each. At Fort William the number of hours
was 1,040. This is lower than any recorded since these observations

began to be made, except in 1896, when the number was 1,036 hours.

The maximum, 182, was recorded in June, and the minimum, 1 hour
only, in December. This is the lowest minimum yet recorded, but the
same low minimum, 1 hour, was also recorded at the top for December
1883. In the three summer months, June, July, and August, of 1899
the hours of sunshine at the top were 425, and at Fort William 488 ; but
in the same months of 1900 these were respectively only 279 and 418.

At the Ben Nevis Observatory the mean percentage of cloud was 84,

and at Fort William 73, both being very nearly the average. At the top
the high mean percentages of 97 in December and 96 in January were
observed ; and at Fort William 88 per cent, in July and 86 in December.

Auroras were observed only once, viz., March 2. This is in accord-
ance with the number of sunspots being near the minimum at this time.
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St. Elmo's Fire was seen on January 19, 20 ; February 18 ; June 30
;

and July 24.

Zodiacal Light :—Not observed during the year.

Thunder and Lightning :—June 11, 12, 13, 20, 21.

Lightning only :—December 13.

Solar Halos :—March 23 ; April 1 ; June 21 ; September 26.

Lunar Halos :—February 7, 9 ; March 17, 18, 19 ; July 13 ; October

3, 30 ; November 8 ; December 3, 4.

During the past year much of Dr. Buchan's time has been occupied in

a larger investigation than has hitherto been attempted of the fogs and
of the storms of winds round the Scottish coasts. These two distinct

inquiries are based on the observations made at the sixty-five Scottish

lighthouses night and day down to December 1900.

As regards the fogs, the results show the mean monthly and annual

number which have occurred at each of the sixty-five lighthouses from

1880 to 1900, the number of hours fog has prevailed during these

twenty years, and the mean number of hours the fog on its occurrence

lasts at each place. As regards storms of wind, similar results have been

worked out for the twenty years ending 1900.

Now as regards weather forecasting, fogs are among the more pro-

minent of the phenomena attending on the anticyclone ; and storms of

wind, rain, and snow are the most prominent features of the weather

phenomena attending the cyclone. Diagrams giving these results show
that, as regards storms, the number which occur in each month strictly

follow the sun, the maximum number being in December and the

minimum in June. This is the relation observed for the storms occurring

in Scotland taken as a whole.

On the other hand fogs also follow the sun in the number of the

monthly occurrences, but in a reverse order, the maximum number
occurring in June and the minimum in December. It is to be observed

that the maximum pei'iod includes the two months June and July, and
the minimum the three months November, December, and January.

These elaborate papers on storms and fogs are merely introductory to

the wider discussion of weather phenomena which has been undertaken
touching the relations of the Ben Nevis observations to storms of winds,

widespread clouded skies, severe storms of rain and snow, and fogs to

the changing positions day by day of the cyclones and anticyclones of

North-western Europe. This research involves an analysis of the daily

weather maps for Scotland, showing for each day from July 17, 1890, to

this date the geographical distribution of storms of wind, the rainfall,

thunderstorm, aurora, and other weather phenomena appended as sup-

plements to the bi- daily weather maps issued by the Meteorological

Council. It will be at once evident that this research necessitates heavy
labour, stretching over a long period—from two to three years at least.

Mr. Omond's time during the past year has been largely directed to

the utilisation of the observations made at the High Level observatories

of Europe viewed in connection with the Ben Nevis observations and
their bearings on weather changes. In connection with this work the
observations at the following High Level observatories are being utilised :

In France—Barcelonette, 3,714 feet ; Servance, 3,990 feet ; Gavarnie,
4,452 feet; Puy-de-Dome, 4,813 feet; Aigoual, 5,099 feet; Mont
Ventoux, 6,234 feet ; and Pic de Midi, 9,380 feet. In Germany—
Brocken, 3,766 feet ; and Schneekoppe, 5,259 feet. In Austria—
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Semmering, 3,297 feet ;
Crkvice, 3,599 feet ; St. Anton, 4,285 feet

;

Marienberg, 4,341 feet ; Schneeberg, 4,810 feet ;
Schafberg, 5,827 feet

;

Rathhausberg, 6,283 feet ; Schnittenhoe, 6,349 feet ; Obirgipfel, 6,706 feet

;

and Sonnblick, 10,154 feet. In Italy—Monte Cave, 3,166 feet; and

Monteversine, 4,518 feet. /« Switzerland—Chaumont, 3,701 feet ; Rigi

Kulm, 5,873 feet ; Santis, 8,094 feet ; and Great St. Bernard, 8,130 feet.

In Algeria—T:eniet-e\-B.a.a\, 3,738 feet ; and Aflou, 4,679 feet.

Along -with these twenty seven stations several Low Level stations

are utilised in determining the vertical gradients of pressure, tempera-

ture, and moisture. Particular attention is given to the difierent direc-

tions of the winds at different heights, differences which so often point

clearly to very different distributions of barometric pressure at the higher

levels of the atmosphere than what prevails at sea-levels at the same

time. It is just these different distributions of pressure in the higher

layers of the atmosphere from what prevails at sea- level at the same

time which is most likely to aid the forecaster of weather in seeing the

most probable distribution of the sea level pressure one day, two days, or

even three days in advance.

Now it was pointed out in our report for last jear that if the

forecaster can guess what the distribution of the barometric pressure will

be at some future time, he can state what the weather will be at that

time. Hence the whole problem of forecasting resolves it!>elf foreseeing

the arrangement of barometric pressure in the future. The distribution

of pressure does not shift arbitrarily, but the areas of high and low

pressures existing on any one day change into those of the next day by

movement over the earth and by increase or diminution in intensity, in

accordance with physical laws.

The scientific study of the causes of the movements of these areas of

high and low pressures, called respectively anticyclones and cyclones, can

only be said to be just beginning ; and until this great inquiry has made
some substantial progress we cannot have a science of forecasting, as we
have now a science of climatological meteorology.

This is the inquiry which Mr. Omond, aided by the staff of the

Scottish Meteorological Society, has entered on, and like the inquiry

previously referred to will take from two to three years for the prepara-

tion of a report showing the general relations of the observations made
at the two Ben Nevis Observatories to the coming changes in the imme-

diate future in the distribution of the sea-level pressures, which rule the

weather one day, two days, or three days in advance.

It is evident that in carrying on this large work Dr. Buchan and

Mr. Omond require the help of well qualified assistants, and your

Committee have much pleasure in intimating that this has been provided.

As intimated in our last report a generous donor in July 1 900 sent a

handsome donation of 300?. to the Directors of the observatories for this

purpose, and as the result Mr. Andrew Watt, M.A., has been on the

staff during the past year. We have the further pleasure of intimating

that another genfleman, who desires to be unknown, has fowarded a

cheque for 500^. to provide additional help in carrying on these large and

expensive inquiries. There is thus every reason to hope that the examina-

tion and discussion of the work of the two observatories will be thorough,

and will have scientific utility in the general study of the phenomena of

weather, and a practical utility in its bearing on weather forecasting.

It was intimated last year that provision had been made for the
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luaintenauce of the observatories to the end of 1901. AVe have the

further pleasure of adding that Mr. Bernard has most generously given

a fourth donation of 500^., in addition to the 1,-500/. previously given by
him ; and the Meteorological Council have agreed to continue their grant

of 250/. to the Low Level Observatory for another year. Provision is

thus made for the maintenance of the two observatories to the clo.se

of 1902.

In the meantime the printing of the observations made at the two
observatories since 1888 proceeds, and already the first of the three

quarto volumes has been printed, and will be issued in the course of

next winter. In addition to the observations, this volume will also con-

tain several papers and discussion, many of which have been laid before

the British Association in our reports from year to year. The publi-

cation of these volumes has been undertaken by the Roy.-?! Societies

of London and Edinburgh, and the cost is estimated at 1,000/.

The Clearing of Turbid Solutions, a-iul the Movement of Small Sus-

pended Particles hy the Influence of Light. By Professor G.

Quincke, of Heidelberg.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extenso-l

By ' turbid solutions ' or ' suspensions ' (triibe Losungen, Triibungen) I

mean water in which many small solid or fluid particles are suspended for

a long time. The small particles are visible with the microscope.

Colloidal solutions with doubtful character will be discussed later.

Sedimentation, or the formation of flocks, flocking, is observed if small

quantities of acid or salt solutions are brought into contact or are mixed
with the turbid solution.

For instance, the sandbank at the mouth of a river is the efiect of the

clearing power of the sea water on the particles of clay suspended in the

fresh water of the river.

Turbid solutions of clay, kaoline, silica, gum mastic, are flocked by
quantities of acid or salt so small that the increase of weight by the

clearing substance cannot explain the augmented velocity, or the flocking

of the falling particles, or the sedimentation of the turbid solution.

Franz Schulze ' and Schloesing '^ found xj)W(So *o itfoWo of calcium or

magnesium salts sufficient to clear suspensions of clay. Bodlander ^ has
measured the clearing or coagulating power of different salts for suspen-

sions of kaoline ; Hardy * for suspension of gum mastic ; Spring ^ for sus-

pensions of gum mastic, kaoline, silica. Bodlander found suspensions of

kaoline flocked if the quantity of the added salt is greater than a distinct,

.very small quantity, the ' Schwellenwerth ' of the clearing substance.

Electrolytes promote, insulators retard, the clearing of the suspensions,

(Barus,^ Bodlander). The clearing power of a salt depends on the valance

of the salt and the kation of the electrolyte (Hardy, Spring).

According to Hardy, the particles of gum mastic, or heat-modified

' Franz Schulze, Poggendorff's Annalen, 1866, vol. csxix. p. .366.

2 Ch Schloesing, Coinpt. Itend., 1870, vol. Isx. p. 1345.
' O. Bodlander, Gott. Nachr., 1893, p. 267.
* W. B. Hardy, Proc. Rcry. Soc, 1900, vol. Ixvi. pp. 111-119.
* W. Spring, Rec. Trar. CJiim. des Pays-Bas, 1900, vol. x. (2 ser. 4), no. 3, pp.

222, 294.
« C. Earns, Pliys. Beihl, 1888, vol. xii. p. 563.
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proteid move in a contrary direction to an electric current. In presence

of a minute amount of barium chloride or free acid the particles of

gum mastic, or heat-modified proteid, move with the electric current. At
the isoelectric point, for a distinct small quantity of barium chloride or

acid, the electric movement vanishes and coagulation or precipitation

occurs. An explanation of the clearing power of the acids or salts is not
given.

In the coagulated solutions I found flocks adhering to the walls of the

glass vessels and many air bubbles distributed among the flocks. Both
phenomena prove that on the surface of the flocks at least, a short time
after formation of the flocks, an oily viscous fluid exists. At the surface

of separation of this oily fluid and the surrounding aqueous fluid, a
surface tension acts and air bubbles are separated, as at the limit of two
heterogeneous fluids. Probably changes of the surface tension of the
boundary of oily and aqueous fluid and the periodical spreading of hetero-

geneous liquid will excite vortices and unite the small suspended particles

and form the flocks. The surface forces are the same as the forces which
form foam-cells by the contact of alkaline oleates with water, which I

demonstrated at the meeting of the British Association at Oxford, 1894.

The flocking influence of quantities of clearing matter so very small is

now intelligible.

I shall prove that this explanation is the right one.

Alcoholic solution of gum mastic gives in a large mass of water many
unseen threads and foam- walls, in which are distributed a great many
small visible spheres. If copper sulphate is added to the water with the
mastic foam the foam-walls move against the copper sulphate, become
clearer, and are dissolved. The spheres and the foam-walls prove tlie

formation of an oily viscous fluid by the action of water and gum mastic,

which I will call mastic hydrate, and which possesses a surface tension at

the surface of separation from water. The copper sulphate is soluble in

water and in mastic hydrate, has the surface tension zero at the boundary
with water, and in the boundary with mastic hydrate, and must be spread
out on the common surface of mastic hydi-ate and surrounding water.
The spreading excites vortices and draws the surrounding matter towards
the spreading centre ; the surrounding fluid is stirred up, a new portion
of copper sulphate is brought into contact with the mastic surface, spreads
out, and so, in short periods, the spreading of the added salt and the
formation of vortices are repeated, and the mastic particles are attracted
by the copper solution.

The solution of copper sulphate, which is placed by means of a long
thin funnel under a turbid solution of mastic in a test tube, will difi'use

in the mastic solution, spread out on the surface of the suspended par-

ticles, excite vortices, and draw the mastic particles together or against
the walls of the test tube, where they will adhere. The connected viscous
matter will flow together and form drops, bubbles, or coherent foam-
cells, flocks. On the surface of the mastic hydrate, as in all newly formed
boundaries of two hetei'ogeneous fluids, the absorbed air is separated in
small bubbles. One part of the flocks will rise with the adhering air, the
other part with the larger flocks will sink to the surface of the salt

solution.

The spreading or vortices of sufficient energy and the connection or
flocking of the suspended particles demand a certain concentration of the
copper sulphate, corresponding to the ' Schwellenwerth ' of Bodlander.

Solutions of NaCl, HCl, K2Cr207, FeCl^, spread out on the surface of
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mastic hydrate, as CuSo^, and have the surface tension zero. The coagula-

tion, or clearing of mastic solution by this salt solution, is explained in the

same way as with CuSOj.
Turbid solutions of kaoline in glass cylinders of 100 X 10 cm. form a

series of horizontal layers separated by equal intervals. After two

months a great many flocks adhere on the shaded side of the glass. Under

the microscope the flocks show threads or tubes of a downward flowing

liquid, with spheroidal enlargements or contractions (Anschwellungen und

Eiuschniirungen). The sediment at the bottom of the glass cylinder has

the appearan.te of solidified liquid, containing deformed bubbles and

coherent foam-cells, smooth spheres of diameter 0-002 to 0-0004 mm., with

greater refraction than the surrounding substance.

The particles of kaoline are covered by the action of the water with

an oily viscous fluid, probably silica hydrate, on the surface of which

another fluid is spread out. The periodical spreading combines the sus-

pended kaoline particles in larger flocks, which slowly sink to the ground

or are drawn by the vortices against the glass walls, where the particles

covered with oily fluid adhere. The oily silica hydrate forms spheres,

bubbles, or coherent foam-cells, and afterwards becomes solidified.

Turbid solutions of tottit kaoline in test-tube solutions over CUSO4,

FeCl;,, CaCl.,, or Ca(H0)2 give foam flocks with thin walls in which

many little grains are distributed, or with thick foam-walls in which,

again, small chambers or cells with thin walls are enclosed. The flocks

of kaoline formed in the beginning by the viscous fluid adhere to the

glass wall.

Also over solutions of sugar, solutions of kaoline form two thick

flock-layers.

Turbid solutions of potash soap have shown flocks over chloroform,

sulphide of carbon, aqueous solution of sugar, CuSO^, HCl.
Turbid solution of oleic acid has been flocked by solutions of HCl,

CUSO4, chloroform, sulphide of carbon, and sugar ; turbid solution of

China ink by solution of OUSO4 and HCl.
The order of the flocking solution, determined by the velocity of the

clearing, changes with the concentration of the suspended particles.

Electrolytes and insulators may be clearing substances.

The flocks of mastic and kaoline, formed by artificial clearing by means
of the light, adhere to the shaded side of the glass-wall.

The views of Barus, Hardy, and Spring on the clearing power of

diflFerent liquids, especially of the electrolytes, are not confirmed by my
experiments. It is not proved that the kation of the clearing electrolyte

is the clearing substance.

The flocks of gum mastic in the turbid solution are formed by a thin

layer of mastic salt solution (mastixhaltiger Salzlosung), which is con-

nected to the surface of the mastic particles by molecular force. This

thin layer of mastic salt solution will develop no sensible electromotive

foi'ce in contact with the pure salt solution outside, and no movement of

the suspended particles with the thin layer by an electric current will be
possible. My theory explains the formation of the flocks and of the iso-

electric flocks of Hardy, which are not moved by the electric current.

The process of clearing is the same in all turbid solutions. All flocked

particles, or suspended particles united in flocks, are covered with a thin

. layer of solution, nearly isoelectric with the surrounding pure salt solu-

tion, and cannot be moved by electric forces.
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If by the influence of light more spreading fluid is formed on the

light side than on the shaded side of the suspended particles the sus-

pended particles will go towards the light. I call this phenomenon posi-

tive photodromy.
If the influence of light stops the formation of the spreading solution

or the spreading fllm, the flocks would go to the shaded side, or will show
negative photodromy.
A retarding influence of the light is not probable, but many physicists

suppose with E. Becquerel a retarding or stopping influence of red light

in the case of the fluorescence of Sidot-Blende. I think that the negative

photodromy may also be explained by the heating efiect of the light and
the formation of air bubbles on the light side of the suspended particles.

The air bubbles will hinder the spreading of the newly formed solution on

the surface of the suspended particles, and the vortices of suflicient

energy will only exist on the shaded side, and the flocks will go away from

the light or show negative photodromy.
Turbid solutions of gum mastic, silica, sodium or potassium silicate,

kaoline, gummi gutti, shellac, soap, proteid, can remain apparently

unchanged for months or years, but after some weeks or months we can

always And flocks at the bottom of the solution. Moreover horizontal

layers are formed with more or less suspended particles.

What is the reason of the stability of the turbid solution 1 Hardy ' and
J. J. Thomson see the reason for the stability in the electromotive force

at the boundary of the suspended particles and the surrounding fluid,

which hinders the movement of the solid particles, while, according to

Dorn,^ electric work is done by the displacement of the particles. The
action is the same as if the viscosity of the fluid had been increased.

That electric work is done by the displacement of suspended particles,

or by the displacement of fluids over the solid walls of porous bodies, and
that electromotive force exists at this boundary was known before the

researches of Dorn, and is a consequence of my old researches on capillary

electric currents.^ If the explanation of Hardy and J. J. Thomson should

be right, the turbid solutions must have the greatest stability if the sus-

pended particles show the greatest electromotive force in contact with the

surrounding fluid

—

i.e., sulphur, silica, shellac, suspended in water. But
shellac gives turbid solutions of little stability. It may be that the

electromotive force at the boundary of liquid and suspended particles may
increase the stability of the suspension, but the principal reason of the

stability may be that the velocity of the falling particles is not constant,

but variable or periodic. The impulses of the periodic velocity are

propagated with the velocity of sound, and will be reflected inside or at

the bottom of the turbid solution. The direct impulse will interfere with
the reflected impulses, and the particles will be collected in horizontal

layers at distances of half a wave length.

The air also separated at the common surface of the suspended
particles and the surrounding liquid has in many cases an important
influence, and will be attached to it or will cover it. The diameter of the
air bubbles or thickness of the thin air cover may be so small that it is

not possible to see it with the best microscope, but it forms the condensa-
tion nuclei for masses of absorbed air previously separated.

' Hardy, Proc. Roy. Soc, 1900, vol. Ixvi. p. 123.
* Dorn, Wiedemann's Anrialen, 1880, vol. x. p. 70.

' G. Quincke, Poggevdorff's Annalen, 1860, vol. ex. p. 56; 1861, vol. cxiii. p. 546.
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In turbid solutions of gum mastic, soap, or oleic acid one may see

these air bubbles. In turbid solutions of kaoline or silica they act as a
Cartesian diver ; the suspended particles and the layers of particles rise

if they are lighted up by sunshine and sink again in shadow by a change
of density or volume of the air.

Vndergrotmd Temperature.—Tiventif-second Report of the Committee,

consisting of Professor J. D. EvERETT (Chairmmi and Secretary),

Lord Kelvin, Sir Archibald Geikie, Mr. James Glaisher, Pro-

fessor Edward Hull, Dr. 0. Le Neve Foster, Professor A. S.

Herschel, Professor G. A. Lebour, Mr. A. B. Wynne, Mr. W.
Galloway, Mr. Joseph Dickinson, Mr. G. F. Deacon, Mr. E.

Wethered, Mr. A. Strahan, Professor Michie Smith, and
Professor H. L. Callendar, appointed for the purpose of investi-

gating the Rate of Increase of Underground Temperature downivards

in various Localities of Brij Land and Under Water. (JDrau-n ^ip

Inj Professor Everett, Secretarg.)

Attention having been called to the copper-mining region on the south
coast of Lake Superior as exhibiting an exceedingly slow increase of

temperature downwards, the Secretary has availed himself of the kind
offices of Professor William Hallock, of Columbia University, to obtain
authentic information on the subject. Previous reports contain valuable

material furnished by Professor Hallock respecting a deep well at Wheeling,
in Virginia.

The region in question is the most northerly portion of the State of

Michigan, and includes a tongue of land jutting out some sixty miles into

the middle of the lake, terminating in Keweenaw Point, which is marked
on all maps. The mine of the Calumet and Hecla Co^jpany, which is very
extensive, and has upwards of twelve shafts, is nearly in the middle of

this tongue ; and immediately adjoining it to the west is the Tamarack
mine, with live shafts. These two mines are about four miles from the
nearest coast (which is the north-west side of the tongue) and about eleven
miles from the south-east coast, the tongue being about fifteen miles wide
in this part. The ground is high, being 650 feet above the lake, which is

itself 600 feet above sea-level. The mineral veins dip to the north-west
under the lake, the dip ranging from 22° at the end of the tongue to 56°

at its root. The beds consist of a series of compact granular and amygda-
loidal traps, sandstones, and conglomerates.

The latitude is 47°, and the mean annual temperature, according to

isothermal charts, is 39° or 40° F. The average depth of the lake is about
900 feet, and all the water below the depth of 240 feet was found, by
surveys conducted in the months of August and September, to be at about
39° F. As this is the temperature at which water has its maximum
density, it probably remains unchanged all the year round. The ground
beneath the lake is accordingly at a permanent temperature, practically

identical with the mean annual temperature of the air above, and the
boundai-y conditions for regulating underground temperature are practi-

cally the same as if all the water of the lake were removed and the air had
free access to the bottom. The slope of the bottom in the neighbourhood
of the mines in question is about 1 in 54 until a depth of 300 feet has
bhcn attained, and becomes gradually less steep to the depth of 700 feet.
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which begins at nineteen miles from the shore and continues for fifteen

miles further. The slope of the land from the mines down to the shore is

about 1 in 40. The contour of the ground and the surface conditions in

the neighbourhood may therefore be regarded as normal.

The leading authority on temperature gradient in this part of the

United States is Mr. Alfred C. Lane, the Michigan State Geologist. He
writes in 'Mineral Industry' (vol. iv. 1895, p. 767) :

—

' It is certain that, in the Lake Superior region, the rate of increase of

rock temperature is not far from 1° in 100 feet from a surface temperature
near 40°. For example, at 4,450 feet, the bottom of the North Tamerack
shaft, the rock is at 84° F.'

Alluding to the preliminary announcement by Professor Alexander
Agassiz, president of the Calumet and Hecla Mining Company; of the

temperatures 59° F. at 105 feet, 79° F. at 4,580 feet, he says :—

' Since at 105 feet the rock temperature should be near the mean
annual temperature of the locality, and since the mean annual temperature
of Calumet is, according to all isothermal maps, near 39°, and a mean
annual temperature of 59° is found somewhere near Tennessee, I do not

think we can safely assume a gradient very much less than 1° in 100 feet

after all.'

President Agassiz's announcement appeared in the ' American Journal

of Science' for December 1895, p. 503, in the form of a preliminary

communication to the editors, with the statement :

—

' We propose when we reach our final depth, 4,900 feet, to take an
additional rock temperature, and then publish the full details of our

observations.'

This depth was reached not long afterwards, the fact being recorded

in the ' Mining Journal ' for September 1896; but the promised details

have never been given to the public ; and a letter addressed by the

Secretary to Professor Agassiz in 1896 elicited the infoimation that the

rate of increase had turned out to be different from what it was believed

to be when the preliminary announcement was made.

The evidence tendered in favour of the abnormally slow increase of

20° F. in 4,475 feet, or 1° in 224 feet, has thus been practically withdrawn.

Professor Hallock, writing in January last, says :

—

' The observation of temperature in the Calumet and Hecla mine, to

which you refer, is thoroughly discredited in this country.'

With the view of probing the matter to the bottom. Professor Hallock

(on the suggestion of the Secretary) made arrangements for personally

exploring, in the spring and early summer, the temperature conditions of

the mines ; but in June he wrote :

—

' The Mining Company [the Tamarack Company], after having

promised me permission to make temperature observations, withdrew the

permission, and declined to permit me to enter the shaft.'

The proposed trip was accordingly abandoned. Professor Hallock

has, however, sent large-scale maps and sections, and Mr. Lane has, at his

request, furnished information respecting underground temperature in

1901. F
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various parts of Michigan. It includes temperatures of deep wells

spouting above ground and of shallow springs. Mr. Lane's general result

is that

—

' in the flat, undisturbed sedimentaries of the Lower Peninsula [between

Lake Michigan and the lower lakes] the geothermal gradient is not far

from 1° in 67 feet ; while in the Upper Peninsula, near Lake Superior,

tlie gradient is perhaps a little lower than 1° in 100 feet. This difference

may be ascribed to the difierence in conductivity, to which the geothermal

gradient should be inversely proportional. The Upper Peninsula rocks

are probably more conductive (trap -007) when dry, and certainly are

less porous and contain less water than those of the Lower Peninsula

(limestone "005, sandstone '002. There has been no volcanic or very

extensive orogenic disturbance since early Cambrian times, and but little

Palseozoic faulting and folding. You will notice that the temperatures

of shallow flows are higher than the mean annual temperatures as derived

from the Weather Service ; which is not surprising when we consider

that in the winter the surface of the ground is often blanketed with snow

and not freezing, when the air temperatures are very low.'

Mr. Lane estimates the ' mean annual temperature ' for the Calumet

district at 38°"6, and the ' mean temperature at the depth of no variation
'

at 40°. If we take this latter as the temperature at 50 feet, and compare

it with the temperature 84° at 4,450 feet in the Tamarack mine, we have

an increase of 44° F. in 4,400 feet, or 1° in 100 feet. Mr. Lane's

estimate for the Calumet district is 1° F. in 107 feet. He states that

numerous corroborative data indicate a gradient lying between 1° in

lOOfeet and l-- in 115 feet.

No authorities are cited for the conductivities which Mr. Lane assigns

to the rocks, and fuller information on this point is desirable ; but, in

view of the fact that the President of Section C last year characterised

the variation in the British Isles ' from 1° in 34 feet to 1° in 92 feet' as
' a surprising divergence of extremes from the mean,' it is well to

emphasise the connection between gradient and conductivity. If there is

anything like uniformity in the annual escape of he<at from the earth at

different places, there must necessarily be large differences in geothermic
gradients, since the rate of escape is jointly proportional to the gradient

and the conductivity.

The investigation of underground temperature is being energetically

taken up by the United States Geological Survey. Mr. N. H. Darton
has for some years been engaged in collecting data with a view to the

preparation of an isogeothermal map of the United States.

Brief allusions have appeared to observations taken in 1893 in a bore
at Paruschowitz, near Rybnik, in Upper Silesia, reputed to be the deepest
in the world. The details, strange to say, have never yet been published,

but they have been kindly furnished for the purposes of this report by
the Prussian mining authorities.

The bore is one out of a large number (400 or more) which have been
sunk by the Prussian Government for the purpose of exploring the mineral
resources of the country. A full account of the mode of sinking it and
the difliculties which were encountered was given by Bergrath Kobrich
at the ninth ' Wanderversammlung ' of boring engineers, and is printed
in the mining journal ' Gliickauf ' for 1895, pp. 1273-1277.

The boring was begun in January 1892, and finally discontinued in
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August 1893. In May 1893 the operations were suspended for the

purpose of making changes in the machinery ; and it was during this

interruption, which lasted three months, that the observations were
taken. The bore had attained a depth of 2,002 meti-es, exceeding by
255 metres that of the Schladebach bore, which was previously the

deepest in the world. When boring was resumed after the interruption,

and had added about a meti'e to the depth above mentioned, the boring

tool broke, owing to caving in, which proved to be of so serious a character

as to render further progress hopeless. The total depth attained is given

as 2,003-34 metres.

The first 200 metres bored through consisted mainly of a greenish

grey clay or marl (Tegel), which was liable to swell and crumble after a

time if exposed to water. It also held the tubing with a grip which was
inconveniently tight. At about 250 metres a seam of coal was passed

through ; and in all eighty-three coal seams were found, with a total

thickness of about 90 metres. No mention is made of any springs being
tapped, but 14 metres of quicksand were passed through at the depth of

200 metres, immediately above the Coal-measures. The seams of coal

alternated with beds of sandstone and shale.

The lower half of the bore, from 1,014 metres downwards, was not

tubed, but the upper half contained eight different sizes of tubing. The
first and largest extended from the top to 70 metres. Inside of this was
the second, reaching from the top to 107 metres. Within this was the

third, reaching from the top to 189 metres, and it was during the sinking

of the third that the diamond borer was substituted for the percussive

drill. The fourth size extended from the top to 260 metres ; the fifth

from the top to 319 metres ; the sixth from the top to 571 metres; the
seventh from the top to 1,014 metres ; and the eighth from 540 metres
to 1,014 metres, the necessity for this eighth tube having arisen from
accidental injury to the seventh. An accident which subsequently
occurred broke away a large portion of the eighth tube also, and as

repair was found to be impossible, a considerable length of the bore (from
the depth 571 metres to the depth 754 metres) was left without tubing,

constituting a standing source of danger and trouble.

In place of the solid rods employed for supporting and working the
old percussive drills, hollow rods are employed in diamond boring, and
water forced down the interior of the hollow rods washes up the debris

through the surrounding space. The hollow rods are usually of wrought
iron, and this was the case at Paruschowitz till the depth of 1,450 metres
was reached, when, in order to diminish the enormous weight, it was
decided to replace the wrought iron by Mannesmann steel tubes ; a change
which was attended with great advantage during the remainder of the
boring.

As regards the diameter of the bore, the tubing which lined the first 450
metres had an internal diameter of 92 millimetres. From this depth to 571
metres the diameter was 72 millimetres. Then occurred an untubed interval

of 183 meti'es of considerably larger diameter, the tubing of 72 millimetres
diameter commencing again at 754 metres, and continuing to 1,014 metres,
from which depth to the bottom at 2,002 metres thei-e was an untubed
portion of uniform diameter which had been bored with a diamond crown
of 69 millimetres.

The method of plugging to prevent convection currents, which
was employed at Sperenberg and Schladebach, was not repeated at

p2
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Paruschowitz, possibly on account of the danger of caving in ; but in

order to fulfil the same purpose as completely as the circumstances

permitted, mud was pumped into the bore, and left undisturbed for

some time, that it might acquire the permanent temperature of the

strata. When observations were commenced, the last 40 metres of mud
were found to have become so consolidated that the hollow rod employed

for lowering the thermometers could not be forced into it, and the lowest

observation that could be obtained was at 1,9.59 metres, about 200 metres

deeper than the deepest obtained at Schladebach. The following is the

record of the observations :

—

Reference
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and hauling it up again disturbs the contents of the bore at all parts

above this point, the general rule is to take the shallowest observation

first and work downwards. On the other hand, when there is danger

of caving in, it may be desirable to begin Vjy securing the most valuable

observation—that is, the deepest—and to work upwards This latter

was the order of observation adopted at Paruschowitz, the points of

observation being at the uniform distance of 31 metres, the lowest at

1,959 metres, and the highest at 6 metres. This makes sixty-four determi-

nations, each being the mean of six readings.

Though the observations were taken under less favourable conditions

than those at Schladebach, they are of very unusual interest, and the

withholding of them from publication till the present time is a notable

instance of excessive modesty. When they are plotted the curve obtained

exhibits a sarisfactnry amount of regularity, and does not depart very far

from a straight line joining its two ends. Of the two most conspicuous

irregularities one extends over the portion where 183 metres of tubing

were broken away the temperature here being a degree or two higher

than one would have expected—and the other at the point where the

change was made from wrought-iron rods to Mannesmann steel, the in-

terval between the two consecutive temperatures on opposite sides of this

point being about three times the average interval. Several other points

can be selected which show an excess or defect of temperature amounting

to 1°, but this is only what was to be expected from the alternations of

different rocks. In some condensed reports of Bergrath Kobrich's com-

munication (but not in the full paper as given in ' Gliickauf ') the irregu-

larities are attributed to chemical action in the coal seams, causing in

some cases a heating and in others a cooling ; but in the absence of more
direct evidence this explanation seems rather forced.

The curve for the shallower portion from 6 metres to 533 metres is

approximately a straight line of gradient 1° C. in 39 '6 metres ; while the

curve for the deepest portion—1,680 metres to 1,959 metres—shows an

average gradient of 1° C. in 31 "0 metres. The intermediate portion

—

533 metres to 1,680 metres (which is rather more wavy)—has an average

gradient of 1° C. in 32-9 metres.

Comparing the shallowest observation, 12°'l at 6 metres, with the

deepest, 69°-3 at 1,959 metres, we have an increase of 57°'2 in 1,953 metres,

which is at the rate of 1° C. in 34-1 metres, or 1° F. in 62-2 feet. This

general average is the only result that has hitherto been published.

No doubt seems possible as to the correctness of the determination
69°-3 at 1,959 metres. The firmness of the clay, being sufficient to pre-

vent a hollow rod weighing several tons from going deeper, must have

been sufficient to prevent convection.

As regards the determination 12°'l C. at 6 metres, one naturally

compares it with the temperature found at precisely the same depth in

the Schladebach bore, which was 8°-3 R., or 10°*4 C. Paruschowitz is a

degree or degree and a half further south than Schladebach, but is 152

metres higher, which about compensates the difference of latitude, so that

one would expect their temperatures to be the same. Further light is

thrown upon the question of the temperature of Paruschowitz by com-
parison with the known temperatures of places lying around it.

The following particulars respecting neighbouring places and their

mean annual temperatures are taken from Hann's ' Klimatologie

'

(Stutgart, 1897), vol. iii. p. 147 :—
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taken at both Schladebach and Paruschowitz for the purpose of removing
all doubt.

Since the presentation of their last report in 1895 the Committee have

to deplore the loss of two valuable members, Professor Prestwich, who
compiled the most complete account of underground temperature observa-

tions yet published, and Mr. G. J. Symons, who, ever since the formation

of the Committee in 1867, has been one of its most active )uembers.

They have pleasure in announcing that Mr. Benitett H. Brough,
Secretary of the Iron and Steel Institute, who has rendered large

assistance in obtaining the material for the present report, has consented

to serve on the Committee.

Note siir V Unite de Pression. Par le Dr. C. E. GrUiLLAUME.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in eietenso.']

L'utilite de I'emploi d'une unite de pression derivee du systeme CCS.
n'est pas contestable. De plus, une experience d6ja longue et souvent
r^petee nous a enseigne qu'une unite n'est vraiment admise en pratique

que lorsque sa valeur normale en fonction d'un etalon a et^ fixee, de
mani^re a ce que la realisation precise de cette unite ainsi que sa

representation materielle soit parfaitement assuree. L'adoption d'une

valeur normale de I'unite de pression, ou, si Ton veut, d'un etalon de
pression derive du systeme C.G.S., constituerait done une utile addition

au systeme generalement employe dans toutes les branches de la science.

Les seules questions se rappoi'tant h I'unite de pression au sujet

desquelles il soit n^cessaire de discuter encore avant l'adoption definitive

d'un etalon sont les suivantes :

—

Quel sera le multiple de I'unite C.G.S. qui sera considere comme unite

de pression pour la pratique 1

Quelle sera sa repre'sentation ? Eventuellement sera-t-il avantageux
de se I'allier a un etalon definissable par un nombre simple, et quel sera ce

nombre 1

Quels sont les domaines auxquels I'unite de pression devra etre

appliqiiee 1 En particulier conviendra-t-il d'abandonner la pression

normale definie par Laplace, et adoptee par les meteorologistes et les

physiciens 1

Multiple.—Le choix du multiple est indique par l'utilite qu'il peut y
avoir a se rapprocher, pour la nouvelle unite, des grandeurs des unites les

plus usuelles. Ces dernieres sont I'atmosphcro ot le kilogramme par centi-

metre carre, qui enserrent, a moins de 2 pour 100 pres, et par un heureux
hasard le produit par 10^ de I'unite C.G.S.

On pourrait faire a ce multiple une seule objection, c'est de se trouver

en dehors du systeme coherent auquel le watt et \e joule ont ete rattaches,

de telle sorte que le produit de la nouvelle unite de pression par le

centimetre cube serait egale au dixieme de I'unitd pratique d'^nergie, et

non a I'unite pratique elle-meme. Cependant il ne semble pas que ce

d^faut soit assez grave pour faire renoncer a I'avantage de se trouver si

pres des deux principales unites usuelles que, pour beaucoup d'applications,

le changement serait insensible.

Kepresentation et Valeur.—L'etalon de pression serait convenablement
represente par une colonne de mercure, ainsi qu'il a 6te fait jusqu'ici pour
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la plupart des unites de pression employees. L'atmosphere metrique et

I'atmosphere britannique sont dans ce cas, et ne different que par la

temperature a laquelle le mercure est consid^re, la hauteur de la colonne

et le lieu de son exposition a I'attraction de la terre. En physique les

pressions qui ne sont pas exprimees dans le systeme C.G.S. sont rapportt^es

a l'atmosphere, et par la meme a une colonne de mercure, ou sont directe-

ment exprimees en fonction du millimetre de mercure. L'adoption generale

de la reduction a 0°, meme par les meteorologistes qui, suivant le systeme

britannique, ramenent la longueur inesuree sur I'echelle en pouces a
62° F., ne laisse aucun doute sur la temperature de la colonue mercurielle,

qui devra etre celle de la glace fondante.

Le dernier element qui reste a fixer, en dehors de la hauteur elle-meme

de la colonne mercurielle, qui sera donnee par le calcul, est la valeur de

I'acceleration de la pesanteur, a laquelle la pression sera due. Aussi

longtemps que les geodesiens ont pu croire a I'existence d'une valeur

normale de I'acceleration, d^finissable par une latitude et une altitude,

par exemple par la latitude de 45° et le niveau de la mer, il ne

semblait pas possible d'admettre une autre valeur de I'acceleration que

cette derniere. Mais les recherches de ces dernieres annees ont fait

decouvrir les anomalies locales qui rendent un peu incertaine et variable

la valeur de I'acceleration que Ton avait consideree comme normale.

La valeur do I'acceleration donnee par la reduction des stations du
littoral mediterraneen est de 980,714, en leger exces sur la valeur de

Greenwich et sur la plupart des stations coutinentales ; ce n'est pas

cependanfc unf valeur exceptionnelle, et la reduction de certaines stations

donne des nombres encore sensiblement plus eleves.

La masse specifique du mercure, c'est-a-dire le quotient de la masse
d'une certaine quantite de mercure par son volume a 0°, est, dans le

systeme C.G.S., egale a 13,5950 a .3 ou 4 unites pres du quatrieme chiffre

decimal. En combinant les deux nombres qui precedent, on trouve, pour
la pression exercee par une colonne de mercure de 1 metre, a 0°, et dans
les conditions susdites de la pesanteur :

1,33328 megadyne par centimetre carre.

La pression qui devrait etre adoptee comme unite pratique serait done
representee par une colonne de mercure de 75,003 cm. a 0' et dans les

conditions indiquees ci-dessus.

Les incertitudes de ce nombre portent encore :

1° Sur la masse du decimetre cube d'eau
;

2° Sur la densite relative du mercu e et de I'eau
;

3° Sur la valeur normale de la pesanteur.

Les deux premieres sont encore de I'ordre de deux unites du troisifeme

chiffre decimal, et diminueront avec le temps ; la troisieme fait intervenir

un doute plus grand, si Ton considere I'ensemble du Globe, et ce doute ne
fera probablement que s'accentuer a mesure que les anomalies seront mieux
etudiees.

On peut conclure de ce qui precede que I'unite pratique de pression
pourrait etre representee par une colonne de mercure de 75,000 cm. de
hauteur a 0° sans que Ton sorte des incertitudes resultant encore des
mesures, et yurtout de celles qui sont inh^rentes au problome lui-meme
et a la constitution de notre globe.

On pourrait, pour diminuer cette incertitude, renverser le problome.
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et, apres avoir serre de plus pres la valeur de la masse sp^cifique du mercure,

adopter une valeur normale de I'acc^l^ratioii de la pesanteur telle que

Vunite de pression soil representee rigoureusement par une colonne mer-

curielle de 75 cm. de hauteur. Cette adoption n'aurait rien d'absurde

puisque les g^odesiens sont des maintenant impuissants a definir une

intensite normale de la pesanteur sans s'engager dans une voie arbitraire,

et puisque, par surcroit, la valeur resultant de la definition ci-dessus

serait comprise entre les valeurs parmi lesquelles les geod^siens pourraient

choisir.

Mais on pent se demander si une telle definit'on est devenue ne^cessaire

pour les besoins de l'unit(5 de pression. II faut distinguer, en effet, deux

cas de I'emploi de cette unite. Toutes les fois qu'une precision de I'ordre

de 1/25 000 ne devra pas etre depassee, c'est-a-dire dans I'immense majo-

rity des applications, la difference entre la valeur actuellement la plus

probable de I'unite de pression et la valeur ronde fournie par une colonne

de mercure de 75 cm. est entierement negligeable. Dans les cas, en petit

nombre, ou une haute precision est exigee, les reductions a des conditions

normales ne pourront pas etre faites sans que I'on connaisse, au lieu meme
de I'observation, la valeur de I'acceleration ; celle-ci devra, dans ce cas,

etre ddterminee par des experiences directes et tres precises.

Le probl^me actuel est tres analogue a tous ceux, en nombre bien plus

grand, dans lesquels intervient la masse specifique des corps, deduite de

leur densite, et de la masse specifique de I'eau. Dans toutes les applica-

tions ordinaires, cette derniere est admise comme ^tant egale a I'unite,

tandis que, dans les calculs tres precis, il est necessaire, en principe, de

tenir compte de la tres petite erreur commise dans la construction du
kilogramme.

Extension.—II reste a fixer les domaines dans lesquels il sera utile

d'employer I'unite rationnelle de pression, et c'est la un point assez ddlicat.

On peut s'attendre, d'ailleurs, a ce que cette unitd n'arrive pas, des le debut,

a toute I'extension dont elle est susceptible, et qu'elle ne gagne que de proche

en proche les domaines auxquels elle devra s'appliquer ; c'est pourquoi,

tout en recommandant son adoption aussi universelle que possible, il

faudra s'attendre a ne la voir penetrer que peu a peu dans I'usage.

Les cas bien indiques de son application sont tous ceux ou n'inter-

viennent que des considerations d'elasticite, dans les solides, les liquides

et les gaz. Par une extension naturelle on y comprendra les phenomenes
osmotiques, et ceux qui en derivent. Mais on peut se demander legitime-

ment s'il serait praticable d'adopter I'unite rationnelle comme pression

normale en mete'orologie, et dans la determination de la temperature nor-

male d'ebullition de I'eau pour la fixation du point superieur de I'echelle

thermometrique.

Sur ce point les avis peuvent etre tres partages. D'une part on peut

craindre a juste titre le changement dans toutes les constantes thermiques

que I'adoption de la nouvelle unite, comme pression normale, entrainerait

avec elle. D'autre part, on peut se demander s'il existe un lien logique

entre les deux unites.

Le voisinage de I'atmosphere normale et de I'unite pratique C.G.S.

aurait rendu, il y a un certain nombre d'annees, le changement facile, et

meme on peut dire que, si le systeme C.G.S. avait ete developpe des

les debuts de I'extension du systeme mefcrique, la megadyne par centi-

metre carre aurait eu bien des chances d'etre adoptee comme pression

normale. Mais la definition du point 100 des thermometres repose sur
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des considerations pratiques, et sur une convention tout a fait ai'bitraire.

Si la nouvelle unite de pression etait tres eloignee de I'atmosphere,

la question ne se posevait meme pas, et on consid^rerait comme absurde

de definir comme temperature normale d'ebullition de I'eau celle qui

correspond, par exemple, a une demi-atmosphere ou a deux atmospheres.

Done, bien que par des raisons de simple unification, ou des raisons

d'elegance scientilique, on ne puisse nier qu'il doive etre plus satisfaisant

de ne posseder qu'une seule unite de pression, il ne faut pas perdre de vue

le fait que. aussi longtenips qu'il s'agit simplement de la thermometrie, et

des mcsures qui en derivent immediatement, il n'y a aucune raisou

logique qui oblige a partir d'uae unite de pression reliee au systeme C.G.S.

et aucune necessite a rattacher le point de depart de la thermometrie a

des considerations dependant de I'elasticte.

On peut, cependant, envisager le probleme par un autre c6td particu-

lier, qui militerait en faveur d'une seule unite pour les deux domaines.

Nous admettons comme evident que les constantes elastiques des liquides

et des gaz doivent etre exprimees en fonction de I'unite rationnelle de

pression. Les diverses constantes definissant I'etat d'un liquide et de sa

vapeur en fonction de la temperature et de la pression devrout done

dependre de I'unit^ employee pour mesurer cette derni^re. Ainsi, la

temperature normale d'ebullition devra logiquement etre doiinee sous la

pression que nous considerons comme normale ; et, si nous rapportons les

temperatures a celles que Ton obtient en ddsignant par 100 celle qui

resulte de I'ebuUition de I'eau sous cette meme pression, la loi des etats

correspondants se presente sous une forme numeriquement simple, tandis

que, en conservant la definition ordinaire du point 100 de la thermo-

metrie, cette loi se presente sous une forme compliquee.

II resterait seulement a examiner si la simplification resultant de

I'adoption de la meme unite dans les deux cas, adoption qui certainement

serait logique, compense la pei'turbation qui resulterait d'un changement
de toutes les donnees thermiques accuniul^es depuis un si^cle.

II n'est pas inutile de rappeler en effet que le changement de 76 a 75

cm. de mercure moditierait I'intervalle fondamental de 0,4 degre environ,

et les temperatures met^orologiques ordinaires d'une quantite de Tordre

du dixieme de degre. II est vrai que ce changement serait pen sensible,

puisque la reduction au thermometre a hydrogene, encore tres incomplete-

ment faite en meteorologie, entraine deja une modification du meme ordre.

D'autre part les donnees I'elatives a la dilatation, aux chaleurs spdcifiques,

aux chaleurs de combustion et de combinaison, les points de fusion, etc.,

seraient deplaces ou modifies de 4/1000 environ. Seules, les temperatures
d'ebullition seraient modifiees dans une moindre proportion, puisque la

nouvelle pression leur serait appliquee.

La question est, comme on le voit, extremement complexe. EUe peut
se resumer en ces termes :

II est utile et meme urgent d'adopter une unite de pression basee sur

le systeme C.G.S. Cette unite doit etre egale a 1 million de fois I'unite

fondamentale. Pour tous les besoins de la pratique courante, et meme
des mesures scientifiques, a I'exception des mesures de haute precision,

cette unite peut etre representee par une colonne de mercui'e de 75 cm.
de hauteur a 0° et dans les conditions de la pesanteur encore envisagees

comme normales par les physicieus. Pour les mesures tres precises, il est

necessaire de connaitre I'intensite de la pesanteur au lieu de I'observation,

afln de pouvoir exprimer reellement la pression en unites C.G.S.
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La nouvelle unite doit s'appliquer a tous les cas de I'elasticite. II

convient de ne prendre aucune decision pour la thermometi'ie avant d'avoir

approfondi d'une part les simplifications qui r^sulteraient pour la pbys-ique

des fluides et notamment la loi des ^tats correspondants de I'emploi d'une

seule unite, et, d'autre part, la perturbation qu'introduirait dans la

thermometrie et les sciences derivees un changement des bases de I'echelle

des temperatures.

Alloys.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Mr. F. H. Neville
{Chairman and Secretary), Mr. C. T. Heycock. and Mr. E. H.
Griffiths, appointed to investigate the Nature of Alloys.

The Committee on alloys beg leave to report that Messrs. Heycock and
Neville have been continuing their study of the copper-tin alloys.

A preliminary statement of the results obtained has been published

in the ' Proceedings of the Royal Society,' vol. Ixviii. 1901, pp. 171-178.

A fuller account will be presented to the Royal Society shortly ; in the

meantime the following summarises their conclusions.

The work has been directed towards a verification of Roozeboom's
theory of solid solutions in its application to the copper-tin alloys.

Pyrometric observations have shown that when one of these alloys cools

from a high temperature at which it is completely liquid there is often

an evolution of heat, not only at the freezing point, but also at one or

more temperatures far below that of solidification. This is well seen in

the cooling curves published by Sir William Roberts-Austen and Dr.

Stansfield some years ago in their reports on alloys. We have found it

convenient to repeat some of these cooling curves, which show very well

the remarkable nature of these lower halts and the large amount of heat
evolved at them. Roberts-Austen and Stansfield have shown in their

fourth report on alloys, and more recently in their paper on alloys pub-
lished in the ' Proceedings of the Congr^s International de Physique,' that

if a continuous line in the concentration temperature diagram be drawn
through these lower halts a curve is obtained very similar to a freezing-

point curve. We have reproduced this curve so far as our cooling curves
enable us to do so, and in the figure the line C'XD'YE' is a copy of this

curve. Our cooling curves and the C'E' curve have a certain value as

confirming the original ones of Roberts-Austen and Stansfield, but we are

not prepared to say that they contain anything new ; in fact our C'E'

curve is incomplete. We traced these curves because they were needed
for our later work.

In our figure the upper curve ABCDE is the freezing-point curve—the
' liquidus ' curve, as Roozeboom calls it. The dotted line Ablcde is a
rough drawing of the ' solid us ' curve of Roozeboom so far as our experi-

ments determine it. This curve is defined by the statement that when
the temperature of an alloy falls below the ' solidus ' it sets to a solid

mass ; the ' solidus ' might in fact be called the melting point curve. The
dotted line IC is a continuation of Roberts-Austen and Stansfield's curve.

The numbers at the base of the figure give the atomic percentages of tin

contained in the alloys, so that Dl3' on the 20 line corresponds to Cu4Sn,
and EE' to CusSn. As will be seen, the figure does not deal with alloys

much richer in tin than the latter formula.
As a microscopic study of the alloys, made in conjunction with a study

of the freezing-point curve, has proved that in many cases the structure
of the alloys could not possibly have arisen during solidification, but
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must have had its origin at lower temperatures, we have attempted to

obtain a permanent record of the structure of the alloys atditf^rent stages

of temperature by cooling them slowly from a molten state to selected

temperatures, and then chilling them. When an alloy had solidified

before the moment of chilling, the subsequent changes in structure are

generally very minute, often sub-microscopic, even if they take place at

all. It may be doubted whether the chilling does absolutely prevent the

later changes, but it enables us to distinguish the large scale structures

already existing before the chill from the necessarily much more minute

structure formed during and after the chilling. We are thus by chilling,

polishing, and etching able to form very trustworthy conclusions as to

the structure of an alloy immediately before it was chilled.

Numerous experiments of this kind show that an alloy chilled in the

region of temperature between the solidus and liquidus contains large

primary combs which, from their size, must have been formed before the

chilling ] and that between them one often sees a crop of minute

primaries similar to the large ones, but formed during the chilling.

When the polished surface of a section of alloy is heated in the air the

combs oxidise more rapidly than the mother substance in which they are

imbedded. They are also softer than the ground, for by prolonged

polishing they are eaten out into a pattern. These peculiarities, as well
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as the behaviour of the alloys to etching reagents, make it certain that

the combs are richer in copper than the average of each alloy or than the

mother substance round them. The alloys chilled between the liquidus

and the solidus were partially liquid at the moment of chilling, and as

the chill was effected by dropping the alloy into water, the result was
often to granulate the alloy ; one always finds in these chills more or

less of a tin- rich mother substance. Alloys which had been cooled below

the solidus before chilling are never granulated, and never show the

second crop of primaries ; they must have been solid before the chill.

Moreover, in the case of the AB alloys, when chilled below the solidus,

the primaries fill the alloy ; a sure proof, as it seems to us, that an alloy

becomes solid when its temperature falls below the solidus. This is still

more marked in the case of the LCDE alloys, for if these are chilled below

the solidus, but above Roberts-Austen and Stansfield's curve, they

appear to be homogeneous, though sometimes lines can be seen dividing

the area of the etched surfaces into irregular polygons. Below the

solidus the primaries are lost, not because they cease to exist, but

because they have completely filled the alloy and assimilated the mother
substance in which they grew. It appears, therefore, that each of these

alloys is an approximately uniform mixed crystal phase when its tem-

perature lies between the solidus and Roberts-Austen and Stansfield's

curve. On the other hand, alloys whose percentages lie between B and L
do not solidify homogeneously. If chilled below the bIC line they are solid,

but they contain copper-rich primary combs imbedded in tin-rich mother
substance ; near B the combs preponderate, but with more tin the

mother substance grows until at the percentage of L it forms the bulk,

and in certain chills the whole of the alloy. Moreover, if chilled above

C the mother substance appears uniform, while below C it breaks up
into a minute eutectic of two bodies. Successive chills of one of these

alloys at a series of temperatures from blC to C show a remarkable
growth of the primaries. For example, in the chills of Snjg taken close

to blC the combs of copper-rich primary are scanty and the lobes are

rounded, but as the chilling temperature is lowered the combs grow and
become more angular and fantastic. Alloys between L and C show
copper-rich primaries if chilled above Ic, but these vanish in the chills

between Ic and IC, while when the temperature falls below the curve

IC a new copper-rich crystallisation appears. Photographs of the alloy

Cu8B.5Sn,3.5 are enclosed which illusti'ate these features.

In the same way, the CD alloys which show copper-rich primaries if

chilled above cd, and are uniform solid solutions between cd and CD',
are found to contain a tin-rich crystallisation of bands and rosettes if

chilled below the latter curve. The photographs 4, 5, and 6 of the paper
published in the ' Royal Society Proceedings,' plate 3, vol. Ixviii., reproduce
these facts. The alloys of the branch DE, and beyond, present very

similar phenomena. They solidify in the narrow range of temperature
between DE and de, but the solid solutions of the region below de are

very unstable, and the habit of crystallisation of the solid phase that

separates out along D'E' differs from that of the branch XD', a minor
change showing itself near Y.

Thus we see that Roberts-Austen and Stansfield's curve, in its relation

to the physical or chemical changes it indicates, closely resembles a freezing-

point curve, except that above it there is an unsaturated solid solution,

instead of the region of unsaturated liquids that lies above a freezing-point

curve. The points on the curve correspond to saturated solids, while
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below the curve the saturation has broken down, and the solid solution

has separated into two solid phases. Just as would be the case with a

freezing-point curve, the phase which first crystallises on the descending

branch IC' is copper-rich, while that of the ascending branch X E' is tin-

rich. Moreover, when the temperature falls to the eutectic angle C or X,
the residual matter breaks up into the solid eutectic, apparently common
to all the alloys from B to D.

The solid at D' is practically homogeneous even after the transforma-

tion of the lower curve has taken place ; that is, the slowly cooled alloy

here contains one phase : this may be the compound Cu4Sn. The slow

cooled alloy at E is also homogeneous, although when barely solid it is far

from being so. There can be hardly any doubt that this alloy when
slowly cooled or chilled below E' is the pure compound CujSn ; but be-

tween the temperatures E' and e this body may possibly not exist, and
above e it certainly does not. This decomposition of the CujSn at or

even before melting explains why the freezing-point curve has no summit
corresponding to a body which almost certainly exists in the slowly

cooled alloys. It would be worth while to examine the changes in the

electrical resistance of these alloys when chilled.

Alloys containing somewhat more tin than CugSn go through similar

changes as they cool. They solidify completely at temperatures that are

not more than 30 or 40 degrees below their freezing point, the first

matter solidifying being richer in copper than the alloy as a whole. When
just solid the alloys appear to be uniform, and they remain so until their

temperature falls to Roberts-Austen and Stansfield's curve, at which point

a solid, that may be Cu3Sn, crystallises out of the solid solution in long bars.

These bars do not entirely fill the alloy, but are surrounded by mother
substance which grows in bulk with increasing percentage of tin.

The structure of the chilled alloys shows many other interesting

features which the authors hope to discuss at a future time.

Isomorplious Derivatives of Benzene.—Second Reiwrt of the Committee,

consisting o/ Professor H. A, Miers (Chairman), Dr. W. P. Wynne,
and Dr. H. E. Armstrong (Secretary). (Drawn up by the Secre-

tary.)

The investigation of the 1:3:5 series of sulphonic chlorides and bromides
derived from 1 : 3 dichloro-, dibromo- and chlorobromo-benzene has been
continued during the past year and is almost completed. The results

confirm and extend those previously arrived at, but also show that it will

be necessary to study very carefully the dependence of the crystalline

form on temperature and solvent. Progress has been made in preparing
material for the examination of the 1:2:3 series, the third set to which
the 1 : 3 di-derivatives can give rise ; and the sulphonic derivatives of the
1 : 2 dichloro-, dibromo- and bromochloro-benzenes are also under inves-
tigation.

The crystallographical relationship of corresponding methyl-, ethyl-,

propyl- and butyl-benzene sulphonic derivatives is also being made the
subject of study, with a view to determine the alteration in crystalline
form produced on introducing homologous hydrocarbon radicles into
benzenesulphonic acid. The results thus far obtained show that a very
thorough examination of the series will be required to bring to light the
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real character of the relationship, which is appareutly of a less simple

character than that met with in the case of corresponding halogen deri-

vatives.

On Wave-length Tables of the Sj^ectra of the Elements and Compounds.
—Report of the Committee^ consisting o/Sir H. E. ROSCOE (Chair-

man), Dr. 'Marshall Watts (Secretary), Sir J. N. Lockyer, Pro-

fessor J. Dewar, Professor G. D. Liveing, Professor A. Schuster,

Professor W. N. Hartley, Professor Wolcott Gibbs, and Captaiu

Sir W. DE W. Abney.

Gold, Spark Spectrum, p, 79.

Manganese, Arc Spectrum, p. 89.

Silicon, Spark Spectrum, p. 96.

Argon, Vacuum-tube Spectrum, p. 97.

Vanadium, Arc Spectrum, p. 100.

Gold.

Ultra-violet Spark Spectrum.

Eder and Valenta, ' Denkschr. kaiserl. Akad. Wissensch. Wien,' Ixviii. 1899.

Bxner and Haschek, ' Sitzber, kaiserl. Akad. Wissensch. Wien,' evil. 1898.

* Observed in the Arc-spectrum by Kayser and Range.

t Wave-lengths enclosed within brackets are from Eder and Valenta's previous

list of 1896.
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Gold—continued.

Wave-length
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Gold—cont'm ued.

Wave-length
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Gold—continued.

Wave-length

Eder and Valenta

3654-22)

53-93) \
53-66);

49-25)

42-66)

37-57)

35-21)

33-40)

32-81)

3102)

23-73)

22-93)

14-17)

07-59)

04-94)

01-17)
3598-28")

94-20)

91-90)

86-66)

55-58)

53-72)

49-26)

48-26)

28-25)

23-42)

3492-99)

87-34)

70-47)

52-27)

(3383-05)

82-26)

58-61)

55-35)

08-36)

Exner and Haschek

(32S0'72)

3654-4

53-70

Intensity
and

Character

In

50-95
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Gold—continued.
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Gold—cmitinved.

Wave-lengtli
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Gold—continued.

Wave-length
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G OLD

—

contimifid.

Wave-
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Gold—continued.
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Manganese (Arc Spectrum).

Hasselberg :
' Kongl. Svenska Vetenskaps-Akadem. Handl.,' Bd. ssx., No. 2. 1897.

* Coincident with Fraunhofer lines.

J These lines seem not to occur in Exner and Haschek's list of manganese spark

lines, Kitzber, ' Kais. Akad. Wissensch. Wien.' civ. (1895), cv. (1896). This list in-

cludes 1,550 lines, extending from 4824 to 2112. Within these limits all the lines

of the arc spectrum not marked J seem to occur.
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MANGfANESE (ABC SPECTRUM)

—

continued.
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Manganese (Arc Spectrum)—confhived.

Wave-length
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Manganese (Arc Spectrum)—continued.
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Manganese (Akc SvEcvBVM)—no>i,ti}iucd.
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Manganese (Aec Spectrum)—continued.
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Silicon (Spark Spectrum).

Eder and Valouta, ' Sitzber. kais. Akad. Wissensch. Wien,' cvii. (2), 1898.

Exner and Haschek, ihid., cviii. (2), 1899.

Lockyer, ' Proc. Eoyal Soc.,' Ixv. p. 449. 1900.

t Observed also by Count de Gramont, who gives also lines at 6969'7, 6342'2,

5978-9, 5960-3, 5948-0 ?, 50600, 5045-5.
* Observed also by Rowland, whose values are 4103-101, 3905-666, 2987-766,

2881-695, 2631-392, 2528-599, 2524-206, 2519-297, 2516-210, 2514-417, 2506-994,
2443-460, 2438-864, 2435-247, 2216-760, 2211-759, 2210-939, 2208060. Rowland gives
also lines at 5948-761, 5771-360, 5708-620, 5645-835, and 2218-146.

t 3807 Lunt, 'Astroph. J.' si. p. 269 (1900).

Eder and Valenta
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Silicon (Spakk Spectrum)—continued.

Eder and Valenta
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Aegon (Vacuum-tube)—co»<in?/e^.

t These lines belong only to the ' blue spectrum.*

Wave-length
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Argon (YACVVU-TVhE.)—con(imied.

Wave-length
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ARGON (Vacuum-tube)—continved.

Wave-length
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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VAiJATtiVii—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—cmitinued.

Are Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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VASABivu—continued.

" Signifies that the line is double; b^ that the line is sharply defined on the
violet side and nebulous towards the red ; and b' means that it is sharp on the less
refracted side and nebulous towards the violet.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.
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"Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

I

Arc Spectrum
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yXTSATilVMi—oontimied.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium —continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vjjs'ADIUM—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—eontimied.
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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VanADiUM

—

continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Ai-rt Qti
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vakadium—continued.

Arr> PtT^'^nf«*itw>
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yA^AViVii—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium —oontinued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continved.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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VanADiUM

—

continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

I

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium —continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continved.
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—continued.

Arc Spectrum
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Vanadium—eontimied.
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Vanadium—(?oTO<i«w«<?.
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Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Professor W. A. Tilden (Chairman) and Dr. H. E. ARM-
STRONG {Secretary). (Brawn up by the Secretary

.)

The investigation of the bromo derivatives of )8-naphthol, referred to in
several previouB reports, has been continued during the year with the
assistance of Mr. W. A. Davis, and practically completed. The results

are embodied in the following tables :

—
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I

Bromo-derlvative
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Isomeric Bromo-^-Naphthols—continued.

Bromo-derivative

^'o. i.

Br(?)

Ex tetrabromo-/3-naph -

thol No. 2 and boil-

l. iug iodbydric acid.

No. 1.

Br

Br

Ex /3-napbtliol in

glacial acetic acid

and excess of Br^ in

presence of iron.

No. 2.

Br(?)Br

Brl^/I^Br(?)

By excess of Br^ on
dry ^-naphtbol at
100° in presence of

iron.

No.Z.

Formed along with 1

and 2 in small quan-
tity.

No.\.

By action of bromine
in excess on dry /3-

naphthol in pre-

sence of Al or Fe ;

also by bromine ou
tetrabromo, No. 2.

iVo. 2.

Ex tetrabromo-^-naph-
thol, No. 1, by
dropping into bro-

\ mine coutainiug Al.

Properties

From acetic acid in flat,

ejfiorescent needles

(with 1 mol. C.H.O,)

;

melts at 135-136°.

Acetate, small leaflets

ex ethyl acetate, m.p.
147°.

From acetic acid in
small balls of
needles {efflorescent),

m.p. 172°.

Acetate, from ethylic

acetate in long, lus-

treless prisms, or
small six-sidtd plates,

m.p. 192-193°.

From acetic acid or
chloroform in long
slender needles {non-
efflorescent), m.p.
184°.

Acetate, from ethylic

acetate or acetone in

small dumbbell-like
aggregates of needles,

m.p. 155°.

Small, colourless
needles from acetic

acid, m.p. 191°.

Acetate, from acetic

acid (very sparingly
soluble) in felted

mass of needles, m.p.
210°.

Tiny colourless needles
from nitrobenzene,

m.p. 241°.

Acetate, ex ethylic ace-

tate, small needles,

m.p. 209°.

Acetate, m.p. 203°,

white granules.

Convertible by HNO3
into

(1) 1 - Nitro -3:4:6-
tribromo-j3-naphthol,
dark yellow needles,

m.p. between 135-
143°, depending on
rate of heating.

(2) 3 : 4 : 6-tribromo-
1:2- naphthaqui-
none, from ethylic

acetate in large, deep-
red nearly black
rhombs, m.p. 190°.

(1) Nitro - tribromo - (3-

naphthol, yellow tufts
from alcohol, m.p.
156° (decomposes).

(2) Tribromo-jS-naph-
thaquinone from
etliylic acetate in

large red prisms,

m.p. 183°.

Does not yield a keto-
compound initially

with HNO,, but gives
immediately a tetra-

bromo -
fi

• naphtha -

quinone, m.p. 241°

(small red needles).

A tetrabromo-jS-naph-
thaquinone, m.p.l64°.

Bemarks

Does not etherify.

Note close resemblance
of naphthols 3 and 4
and acetates S, 3,

and 4.

Oxidation by dilute

HNOj converts the
naphthol and the
derived quinone into
4-bromophthalic acid;

anhydride, m.p. 106°.

Oxidation of either
naphthol or quinone
gives a new dibromo-
phthalio acid, m.p.
195-196°

; anhydride,
m.p. 147-5°.

Attempts at oxidation
hitherto unsuccessful.

On oxidation yields

a tribromopbthalio
BCld.'

' Flessa, Ber., 17, 1479.
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Bibliography of Spectroscopy.—Report of the Committee, consisting of
Professor H. McLeod {Chairman), Sir W. C. Roberts-Austen
{Secretary), Mr. H. G. Madan, and Mr. D, H. Nagel.

The Committee beg to present herewith the last instalment of the list of

spectroscopic papers, continued until the end of the year 1900 ; it is

unnecessary to continue it farther, as the work will now come into the

hands of the compilers of the International Catalogue of Scientific Papers.

In the first report, presented in 1881, will be found a list of periodicals

from which titles have been taken, but as in recent years the work has been
entirely in the hands of only two members of the Committee, it was found
impossible to look through all the periodicals mentioned in that list. The
serials that have been recently examined are the following :

—
' Philo-

sophical Transactions,' ' Proceedings of the Royal Society,' ' Journal of

the Chemical Society,' ' Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft,'
' Chemisches Centralblatt,' ' Proceedings of the Physical Society,' ' Science

Abstracts,' ' Beiblatter,' ' Nature,' and ' Chemical News.' The abstracts

and notices contained in these periodicals have been verified by reference

to the original papers, and it is hoped that all the most important con-

tributions to the knowledge of spectroscopy have been included in the
list.

PAPERS ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH SPECTROSCOPY.

The previous instalments of this catalogue will be found in the Reports of the
Association for 1881, pp. 328-422 ; 1884, pp. 295-350 ; 1889, pp. 344-422 j 1894, pp.
161-236 ; 1898, pp. 439-519.

[In cases where it has not been found possible to verify a reference, the latter is

placed in brackets, in the same column as the title of the paper. A list of the
chief abbreviations used will be found at the end of the catalogue.]

I.

INSTRUMENTAL,

J. Melander

\

M. Hamy .

J, Melander .

H. Kriiss

1897.

Sur un prisme k angle variable.

(Read Dec. 13.)

Sur un appareil permettant de
separer des radiations simples
tris voisines. (Read Dec. 20.)

Ein Spectrometer zur directen
Unterscheidung der tellurischen

Linien im Sonnenspectrum (' Fin-
ska Vet. Soc. Forh.' xxxis. 247-
255).

1898.

Spectro-photometer mit Lummer-
Brodhun'schen Prismenpaar.(Jan.)

' Oefvers. af Finska Vet,
Soc. Forhandl.' xl. 33-
35 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxii,

555 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxv, 1092-1094.

' Beibliitter,' xxiii. 178-179
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde,' xviii.12-18 ;

' Bei-

blatter,' xxii. 839 (Abs.)
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C. Fabry and A,

Perot.

L. M. Dennis

,

H. C. Vogel .

A. A. Michelson

W. Hemmelmann

C. Zeiss .

C. Pulfrich .

A. Jobin

A. A. Michelson

C. Zeiss .

F. Pfahl

C. R. Mann .

H. Olsen

\V. A. Adeney and
J. Carson.

Instrumental, 1898.

Sur un spectroscope interf^ren-

tiel. (Read Jan. 24.)

Eine nene Form des Entladers fiir

Funkenspectren in Losungen.
(Jan.)

Einige Bemerkungen iiber den
Kirchhoff'schen Spectralai^parat.

(Read Feb. 17.)

A Spectroscope without Prisms or

Gratings. (March.)

VerbessertesAbsorptionsfliischchen

fiir Spectralanalyse. (April.)

Neue Construction des symmetri-

schen Doppelspaltes nach v. Vier-

ordt. (April.)

Ueber einige Neueinrichtangen an
dem Doppleprisma des Abbe'schen
Refractometers, und iiber die von
der Firma Zeiss hergestellten

Refractometer dieser Art. (April.)

Spectroscope interferentiel de MM.
A. Perot et Ch. Fabry. (Read
May 20.)

The 'Echelon' Spectroscope. (June.)

Spectralapparat nach E. A. Wiilfing

zur Beleuchtung mit Licht ver-

schiedener Wellenlange. (July.)

Eiu einfacher Apparat zur Demon-
stration des BrechuDggesetzes der
Lichtstrahlen. (July.)

The Echelon Spectroscope. (Aug.)

Ueber einen Gitterspectralapparat.

(Sept.)

On the Mounting of the large Row-
land Spectrometer in the Royal
University of Ireland. (Sept.)

'C. R.' cxxvi. 331-333;
' Nature,' Ivii. 325
(Abs.); 'Science Abstr.'

i. 247; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxvii. 82-83 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . anorg. Chem.'
xvi. 19-21 ;

' Beiblatter,'

xxii. 218 (Abs.); 'Chem.
Centr.' 1898, I. 428
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxiv. II. 185 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1898,141-147; 'Nature,"

Iviii. 19-20 (Abs.)

' Amer. J. Sci.' [4], v. 215-

217; 'Beiblatter,' xxiii.

555-557 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' i. 386; 'Nature,"

Ivii. 500 (Abs.)

' Chem. Zeitung,' xxii.

297-298 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1H'J8. I. 1063 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. Instrumenten-
kunde,' xviii. 116-117.

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde.' xviii. 107-116

;

' Beibliitter,' xxii. 661

(Abs.) ;
' Science Abstr.' i.

536.

' Seances de la Soc. Fran(;.

de Phys.' 1898, 46*-49'*.

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 37-

47; 'Nature,' Iviii. 280
(Abs.) ;

• Science Abstr.'

1. 589-592.

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde,' xviii. 209-213.

' Zeitschr. f . phys. u. chem.
Unterr.'xi., 159-161.

' Science,' viii. 208-210.

' Zeitschr. f. Instrumenten-
kunde,' xviii. 280-283;
' Beibliitter,' xxiii. 557
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc. Dublin

'

[N.S.], viii. 711-716

;

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xlvi.

223-227 :
' Science Abstr.'

ii. 98 (Abs.)
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W. W. Campbell

R. Straubel .

C. Zeiss .

»0, Pulfrich .

C. Zeiss .

V. Schumann.

E. A. Wulfing

J.H.White .

Sir J. N. Lockyer

C Zeiss .

H. Starke

C. P. Butler .

C. S. Hasticars

Instrumental, 1898, 1899.

The Mills Spectrograph of the Lick

Observatory. (Oct.)

Ein BeleuchtuDgs apparat fiir mo-
nochromatisches Licht mit festen

Spalten. (Oct.)

Ueber Quarzspectrographen und
neuere spectrographische Hiilfs-

apparate. (Nov.)

Ueber ein Vergleichspectroscop fur

Laboratoriumszwecke. (Dec.)

Totalrefractometer (Krystalrefrac-

tometer) nach E. Abbe.

Verbindung eines Dichroscopes mit

einem Spectroscop.

Von den brechbarsten Strahlen

und ihrer photographischen Auf-
nahme.

Ueber einen Spectralapparat zur

Herstellung von intensivem mono-
chromatischem Licht.

1899.

Simplified Apparatus for Spectro-

scopic Photography. (Jan.)

A simple Spectroscope and its

Teachings. (Lecture, Feb. 16.)

Neues Refractometer mit Erhltz-

ungseinrichtung nach Eykman.
(March.)

Ein Refractometer zurBestimmung
des Brechungsexponenten von
Fliissigkeit en mit dem Microscop.
(Read April 7.)

On the Use of Photographic Films
in Astronomical Photography.
(April.)

The Michelson Echelon Spectro-

scope. (April.)

A new Type of Telescopic Objective
specially adapted for Spectro-

scopic Use. (April.)

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 123-
158 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

91 (Abs.)

' Ann.' Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.]. Ixvi. .350-352

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 97
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde,' xviii. 325-331

;

'Beiblatter' xxiii. 249
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.

ii. 316.

' Zeitschr. f . Instrnmenten-
kunde,' xviii. 381-383

;

'Beiblatter,' xxiii. 2i9-
250 (Abs.)

' Neues Jahrb. f. Min.
Geol. u. Paliiont.' 1898,
IL 6.5-67.

'Neues Jahrb. f. Min.
Geol. u. Paliiont.' 1898,
II. 68-69.

'Jahrb. f. Photog.' xii.

20-22 ;
• Beiblatter,' xxii.

841 (Abs.)

' Neues Jahrb f . Mineral.'

Beilage-Band xii. 343-
404 ;

' Beiblatter ' xxiii.

355-356 (Abs.)

' Scientific American,' lixx.

43 ;
' Science Abstr.' ii.

739.

' Nature,' lix. 371-373,
391-393 ;

' Zeitschr. f

,

phys. u. chem. Unterr.'

xii. 157-158; 'Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 554-555 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. lustrumenten"!
kunde,' xix. 65-74 ; ' Bei-

bliitter,' xxiii. 767 (Abs.)]

' Verb. Deutsch. phys.
Gesellsch,' i. 117-122;
' Science Abstr.' ii. 596

;

'Beiblatter,' xxiv. 27-29
(Abs.)

'Nature,' lix. 614.

' Nature,' lis. 607-609.

'Amer. J. Sci.' vii. [4],
267-270; 'Nature,' lix.

621 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. 660.
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A. A. Miclielson

A. cle Gramont

S. A. Mitchell

Ph. Pellin and A.

Broca.

A. A, Michelson

D. P. Brace .

G. E. Hale .

C. Pulfrich .

F. F. Martens

W. H. Perkin

.

E. Beokmann

L. Levy . .

A. A. Michelson

F. Wallerant

.

D. P. Brace .

Instrumental, 1899, 1900.

On the Echelon Spectroscope. (Read
June 5.)

Sur un spectroscope de laboratoire

^ dispersion et k echelle reglables.

(Read June 26.)

The direct Concave Grating Spec-

troscope. (June.)

Spectroscope ^ d6viation fixe.

(June.)

The Echelon Spectroscope. (Oct.)

On a new Spectrophotometer and
an Optical Method of Calibration.

(Nov.)

Some new Forms of Spectrohelio-

graphs. (Nov.)

Ueber ein neues Refractometer
mit veriinderlichen brechenden
Winkel. (Nov.)

Ueber eine NeuconstructioO des

Konig'schea Spectralphotometer.
(Read Dec. 15.)

An improved Spectrometer Scale

Reader. (Read Dec. 21.)

Ueber die Erzeugung leuchtonder
Flammen zu speotroscopischen

Zwecken mit Hilfe der Electro-

lyse. (Zeitschr. f. Electrochem.

V. 327.)

Das Interferenispectrometer Von
Ch. Fabry und A. Perot ('Der
Mechaniker,' vii. 111-113.)

Sur le spectroscope k echelons.

Perfectlonnement an r&hactomHre
pour les cristaux microsccipjque»,

1900.

On a new System for Spectral

Photometric Work. (Jai.)

'Trans. Phil. Soc. Cam-
bridge,' xviii. 316-323.

'C.R.'cxxviii. 15G4-1568;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 178
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

ii. 739.

'Astrophys. J.' x. 29-39
j

' Nature,' Ix. 302 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' ii. 824.

'J. dePhys.'[31,viii.314-

319; 'Astrophys. J.' x.

337-342 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 462 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. 663.

' Proc. Amer. Acad.' xxxv,
111-119; 'J. de Phys.'

[3], viii. 305-314; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxiv. 457-458
(Abs.) '

' Phil. Mag.' [5] xl viii. 420-
430 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

458-459 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' iii. 14-15.

' Astrophys. J." x. 288-290,

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde,' xix. 335-339.

' Verhandl. Deutsch. Phys.
Gesellsch.' i. 280-284;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv, 466
(Abs.)

•J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvii.

267-294 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 929-930 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' sxiii. 778
(Abs.) .

' Beiblatter,' sxiii. 773
(Abs.)

' J. de Phys.' [3], viii. 305-
314 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

740.

' Bull. Soc. Min. de Paris,'

xxii. 67-69.

•Astrophys. J.' xi, 0-24

;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv, 779-
780 (Abs.)
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E. V. Capps

F. F. Martens

C. Fabry and A.

Perot

J. Hartmann .

C. J, Abbot and
F. E. Fowle

W. S, Adams

W.W.Campbell .

G. B. Rizzo .

E. Beckmann

H. C. Vogel

C. Fabry and A.
Perot

J. Hartmann

,

H. Lehmann

INSTEUMENTAL, 1900.

Calibration of the Slit in Spectral

Photometric Measurements. (Jan.)

Ein Colorimeter als Zusetzapparat

ftir Spectroscope mit Wellen-

langescala. (Jan.)

Nouvelle source de lumifere pour la

spectrometrie de precision , (Read
Feb. 12.)

Bemerkungen iiber den Bau und
die Justirung von Spectrographen.

(Feb.)

A Prism of Universal Dispersion,

(March.)

The Curvature of the Spectral Lines

in the Spectroheliograph. (May.)

The Temperature Control of the

Mills Spectrograph. (May.)

Una vantaggiosa disposizione speri-

mentale per lo studio degli spettri

di diffrazione dei reticoli concavi.

(Read June 18.)

Ueber Spectrallampen, I. (June.)

Description of the Spectrographs

for the great Refractor at Pots-

dam, (June.)

Sur les sources de lumi^re mono-
chromatique. (July.)

Remarks on the Construction and
Adjustment of Spectrographs. II.

(July.)

Ceber Spectralapparate mIt dreh-

barem Gitter. (July,)

' Astrophys. J.' xi. 25-35
;

' Science Abstr.' iii. 302 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 777
(Abs.)

.

'Phys. Zeitschr,' i. 182-

183 ; ' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

465 (Abs); 'Science

Abstr.' iii. 627.

' C.R.' cxxx. 406-409

;

' Beiblatter.' xxiv. 256
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

iii. 376.

' Zeitschr. f.Instrumenten-

kunde.'xx. 17-27, 47-58
;

'Beibliitter,' xxiv. 459-
461 (Abs.) ;

' Astrophys.

J.' xi. 400-413.

' Astrophys. J.' xi. 135-
139; 'Nature,' Ixi. 597
(Abs.); 'Beiblatter,' xxiv.

993 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 309-

311 ;
' Science Abstr.' iii.

688.

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 259-

261 ; ' Nature,' Ixii. 137
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

iii. 6S7.

•Atti R. Accad. Torino,

xxiv. 794-7'J9 ;
' Mem.

See. Spettr. Ital.' xxviii.

241-244 ; ' Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 462-463 (Abs.);
' Nature,' Ixi. 561-562
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . physikal.

Chem.' xxxiv. 593-611;
'Uhem. Centr.' 1900. 11.

801 (Abs.); 'Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 1282 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxviii. IL
701-702 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 393-

399 ;
' Nature,' Ixii. 459

(Abs.)

' J. de Phys.' [3], ix. 369-
382; 'Nature,' Ixii. 350
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' xii. 30-47

' Zeitschr. f.InstrumenteL-
kunde,' xx. 193-204

;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 1115-
1116 (Abs.)
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F. Pasohen .

C. Fiitsch .

C. Fulfrich .

E. Beckmann

W. H. Wright

'E, Beckmann

0. Lummer .

M. \V. Travers

O. Lohse • •

W. N. Hartley

F. Exner and E.
Haschek,

G. B. Rizzo .

Lecoq de BoisLau*
dran.

P. Exner and E.
Haschek.

Ein Geisslersche Rohre mlt Queck-
Bilber Electroden zum Studium
des Zeemaneffectes. (Aug.)

Eine neue Spaltvorrichtung an
Spectralapparaten. (Sept.)

Vergleichsspectroscope
bentechniker. (Oct.)

fiir Far-

Ueber Spectrallampen. II. (Not.)

The Auxiliary Apparatus of the
Mills Spectrograph for Photo-
graphing the Comparison Spec-
trum. (Nov.)

Ueber Spectrallampen. III. (Dec.)

Ueber neuere Interferenzrefrac-
tometer. (' Der Mechaniker,' viii.

25-28, 37-40.)

II.

EMISSION SPECTRA.

1897.

Helium.Some Experiments
(Read Feb. 4.)

on

Untersuchnng des violetten Thelles
einiger linienreicher Metallspec-
tren. (Read March 4.)

Experiments on the Flame Spec-
trum of Carbonic Oxide. (Read
Mar. 18.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. VIII.
(Read May 13.)

Ricerche spettroscopiche
argon. (Read May 23.)

suir

Examen de quelques
(Read June 8 and 21.)

spectres.

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. IX.
(Read July 8.)

' Phys.

480.

Zeitschr.' i. 478-

'Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 543-
544; 'Beibliitter,' xxiv.
1117-1118 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' iv. 26.

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde,' xx. 299-301

;

' Beibliitter, • xxiv. 1277
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . physikal.
Chem.' XXXV. 443-458;
' Chem. Centr.' 1901, I.

1 (Abs.); 'Beibliitter,'

XXV. 37 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' xii. 274-
278 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxv.
39-40 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . physikal.
Chem.' XXXV. G52-H60

;

'Beibliitter,' xxv. 129-
130 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxx. II. 81 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. [371
(title).

' Proc. Roy. Soc' be. 449-
453 ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxiv. II. 375-376 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1897, 179-197.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' 1x1. 217-
219 ;

' J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxiv. II. 361-362 (Abs.)

Sitzung.sb. Akad. Wien,'
cvi. II.a, 337-356;
' Science Abstr.' i. 195.

'Atti R. Accad. Torino,'

xxxii. 570-579 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxii. 666 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxiv. 1288-1290,
1419-1421

;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxvi. 46-47
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cvi. II.a, 494-520;
' Science Abstr.' i. 248,
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A. de Gramont .

H. L. Callendar and
N. N. Evans.

A. L. Foley .

H. Konen

B. Hasselberg

J. K. Eydberg

S. Forsling .

F. Exner and E.

Haschek.

H. Wilde

E. Rancken .

Emission Spectea, 1897, 1898.

Sur le spectre du carbone. (Eead
July 19.)

Sur le spectre des lignes du car-

bone dans les sels fondus. (Read
July 26.)

The Behaviour of Argon in X-ray
Tubes. (Aug.)

Arc Spectra. (Sept.)

Ueber die Speotren des Jod. (Bonn
Dissertation, Oct. 1897.)

Untersuchungcn iiber die Spectra
der Metalle im electrischen Flam-
menbogen. IV. Spectrum des
Mangans. (Eead Nov. 10.)

The New Series in the Eed Spec-
trum of Hydrogen. (Nov.)

OmPraseodidymens spectra. (Read
Dec. 8.)

Ueber die ultravioletfen Funken-
spectra der Elemente. X. (Read
Dec. 16.)

On New Spectral Lines of Oxygen.
(Dec.)

Untersuchung iiber das Linien-
spectrum des Schwefels. (Dis-
sert. Helsingfors, 52 pp,)

C. E.' cxsv. 172-175.

' C. R.' cxxv. 238-240.

' Nature,' Ivi, G24-625

;

' Brit. Assoc, Eep.' 1897,

553 (Abs.)

'Phys. Eeview,' v. 129-
151 ;

' Science Abstr.'

i. 55.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixv. 257-286; 'J.

Chem. See' Ixxiv. II.

493 (Ab*); 'Nature,'

Iviii. 335 (Abs.)

'Handl. k. Svensk, Vet.

Akad.' XXX. 20 pp.

'Astrophys. J.' vi. 233-
238; 'Nature,' Ivii. 157
(Abs.)

' Bihang till K. Vet. Akad.
Handl.' xxiii. Afd. i.

No. b, 20 pp. ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxiii. 484 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cvi. Il.a, 1127-1152.

' Chem. News,' Ixxvi, 288.

' Zeitschr. f. anorg, Chem.'
xviii. 86 (Abs.) ;

' Chem.
Centr.' 1898, II. 1004
(Abs.)

;
' Beibliitter,'

xxiii, 96-97 (Abs.)

J. M. Eder and
E. Valenta.

Birkeland

M. Hamy

1901.

1898.

Das Linien-speotrum des Siliclum,
(Eead Jan. 13.)

Sur le spectre des rayons catho-
diques. (Read Jan. 17.)

Sur le spectre du cadmium dans
un tube a, vide. (Read Jan. 17.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cvii. Il.a, 41-43; 'Bei-
bliitter,' xxii. 774 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. Centr.' 1898, I.

1095 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxvii. 206.

'C. R.' cxxvi. 228-231;
' Beiblatter,' xxii. 174-
175 (Abs.)

'C- R.' cxxvi. 231-234;
' Beiblatter,' xxii. 153
(Ab.s.) ;

' Chem. News.'
Ixxvii. 71 (Abs.; ;

' J.

Chem. See' Ixxiv. II,

321 (Abs.)

M
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A. Perot and C.

Fabry.

F. Exner and E.

Haschek.

A. Schuster .

H. Kayser

H. Rubens and E.

Aschkinasa.

B. Deiiiar9ay

G. C. Schmidt

H. A. Rowland and
C. N. Harrison.

» >»

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

H. Moissan and
H. Deslandres,

C). Fabry and A.
Perot.

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

T. N. Thiele

Emission Spectra, 1898,

Etude de quelques radiations par
la spectroscopie interferentielle.

(Read Jan. 31.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. XI., XII.,

XIIL.XIV.Mitth. (Read Feb. 10,

July 7, Dec. 15.)

Profs. C. Runge and F. Paschen's
Researches on the Spectra of
Oxygen, Sulphur, and Selenium.
(Feb.)

On the Arc Spectra of the Plati-

num Group. I., II. (Feb.)

Beobachtungen iiber Absorption
Tind Emission von WasserstofE
und Kohlensiiure im ultraroten
Spectrum. (March.)

Sur le spectre et la nature du
ngodyme. (Read April 4.)

Sur les radiations 6mises
thorium et ses composes.
April 23.)

par le

(Read

The Arc-spectrum of Vanadium.
(April.)

Arc-spectra of Zirconium and Lan-
thanum. (May.)

On a new Constituent of Atmo-
spheric Air. (Read June 9,)

Recherches spectrales sur I'air

atmospherique. (Sealed packet
deposited May 11, 1896; opened
and read June 13, 1898.)

Sur I'etude des radiations du
mercure, ct la mcsurc de lours
longueurs d'onde. ( Read June 13.)

On the Companions of Argon
(Read June 16.)

Resolution into Series of the Third
Band of the Carbon Band Spec-
tram.

'C. R.' cxxvi. 407-410
' Nature,' Ivii. 359 (Abs.)
' Science Abstr.' i. 247
' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 29-30
(Abs.)

'Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cvii. 102-206, 792-812,

813-837, 1335-1380;
'Wien. Anz.' 1898, 182
(Abs.)

' Nature,' Ivii. 320-321.

'Astrophys. J.' vii. 93-
113, 173-197.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.] Ixiv. 584-601.

C. R.' cxxvi. 1039-1041
j

'Chem. Centr.' 1898, I.

101 (Abs.)

C. R.' cxxvi. 1264.

'Astrophys. J.' vii. 273-
294 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxii.

841-842 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vii.

389.

373-

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

405-408 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixxvii. 287 ;
' Nature,'

Iviii. 127-128.

' C, R.' cxxvi. 1689-1691

;

'Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

82 (Abs.) ; ' Chem. News,'
Ixxvii. 288.

' C. R.' cxxvi. 1706-1708 ;

' Science Abstr.' i. 640
;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 781
(Abs.)

" Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii. 437,

440 ; * Chem. News,'
Ixxviii. 1-2; 'Nature,'

Iviii. 182-183.

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 1-27

;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 357
(Abs.)
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L. E. Jewell

J. M. Eder
E. Yalenta.

A. Schuster .

W. Ramsay, M. W.
Travers, and E.

C. C. Baly.

K. Nasini, F. Ander-
lini, and K. Sal-

vador!.

A. Kalahne .

J. Dewar

R. S. Hutton

H. Erdmann .

E. C. C. Baly

Sir W. Crookes

J. M. Eder and
E. Valenta.

»i n

G. D. Liveing

W. Ramsay

Emission Spectra, 1808.

The structure of the shading of

the H and K and some other lines

in the spectrum of the sun and
arc.

and
I

Spectralanalyse der Leuchtgas-
tlamme. (Head July 7.)

Ueber das Funkenspectrum des
Calciums und des Lithiums, und
seine Verbreiterungs und Um-
kehrungserscheinungen. (Read
July 7.)

The Spectrum of Metargon. (July.)

The Spectrum of Metargon. (July.)

Terrestrial Coronium. (July.)

Ueber die Spectra einiger Elemeute
bei der stetigen Glimment-
ladung in Geissler'schen Rohren,
und die Abhangigkeit der Licht-

strahlung von Stromstiirke und
Druck. (July.)

Metargon. (Aug.)

The Compound Line Spectrum of

Hydrogen. (Sept.)

Ueber die farbige Abbildung der
Emissionsspectra. (Sept.)

Helium in the Atmosphere. (Sept.)

Helium in the Atmosphere. (Oct.)

Ueber das rothe Spectrum des
Argons. (Read Oct. 24.)

Vorliiufige Mittheilung iiber das
Spectrum des Chlors. (Read
Nov. 17.)

On the Flame-spectrum of Mercury,
and its bearing on the Distribu-

tion of Energy in Gasea. (Read
Nov. 28.)

The Spectrum of Krypt

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ.'xvii. 62-63; 'Astro-
phys. J.' viii. 51-53

;

' Beibliltter,' xxiii. 359-
360 (Abs.) ;

' Nature,'
Iviii. 280 (Abs.)

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ixvii. 12pp. ; 'Beibliltter,'

xxiii. 251-252 (Abs.)

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ixvii. 11 pp. ;

' Chem.
Centr.' 1898, II. 1118
(Abs.); ' Beibliitter,' xxiii.

250-251 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Iviii. 199, 269-
270; 'Beibliltter,' xxii.

513-514, 772-773 (Abs.)

'Nature,' Iviii. 245-246;
' Beibliltter,' xxii. 772-773
(Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxviii. 43
(from the ' Times ' of
July 20); 'Beibliltter,'

xxii. 842 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixv. 815-848

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

549 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. ] 4.

' Nature,' Iviii. 319.

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xlvi. 338-
343; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. II. 3 (Abs.);
'Chem. Centr.' 1899, I

12 (Abs.)

' Naturw. Rundschau,' siii.

465-467.

' Nature,' Iviii. 545.

' Nature, Iviii. 570

;

'CheiD. News,' Ixxviii.

198-199.

' Monatsh. f. Chem.' xvi.

893-895; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxiv. II. 2-4 (Abs.)

'Wien. Anz.' 1898, 252-
255.

'Proc. Phil. Soc Cam-
bridge,' X. 38-48; 'Bei-
bliltter,' xxiii. 781 (Abs.)

;

' Nature,' lix. 142 (Abs.)

Nature,' lix. 53.

M 2
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J. Trowbridge

E. Demar^ay .

P. Curie, Mme.
Curie, and G.

BSmont

E. S. Ferry

J. M. Eder
E. Valenta.

and
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Emission Spectra, 1898, 1899.

Some Eesults obtained with a

Storage Battery of Twenty Thou-

sand Cells. (Address at a meeting

of the Amer. Acad. Dec. 14.)

Sur le spectre d'une substance radio-

active. (Read Dec. 2G.)

Sur une nouvelle substance forte-

ment radio-active contenue dans

la pechblende. (Read Dec. 2G.)

A Photometric Study of the Spectra

of Mixtures of Gases at Low Pres-

sures. (Dec.)

Die Spectren des Schwefels.

(' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,' Ixvii.

97-151.)

' Proc. Phys. See' xvii.

6.51-663 ;
' Nature,' Ixii.

325-327.

'C. R.' cx.xvii. 1218;
' Chem. Centr.' 1900, I. 4

(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc."

Ixxviii. II. 83 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Ixxix. 13.

' C. R.' cxxvii. 1215-1217
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxix. 1-2
;

' Nature,' lix. 232 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' ii. 280.

' Phys. Review,' vii. 296-

306; ' Beiblatter,' xxiii.

251 (Abs.)

' Beiblatter,'xxii 773(Abs.)

Mme. S. Curie

A. Schuster and G.

Hemsalech.

J. W. Richards

Les rayons
Polonium.

J. M. Eder
E. Valenta.

L. E. Jewell .

and

C. Fabry and A.

Perot.

A. Perot and C.

Fabry.

C. Runge

W. W. Campbell .

1899.

de Becquerel
(Jan.)

et le 'Rev. gen. des Sciences,

X. 11-50; 'Chem. News
Ixxix. 77-78 (Abs.)

The Constitution of the Electric

Spark. (Read Feb. 2.)

Note on the Spectra of Hydrogen.
(Feb.)

Das Spectrum des Chlors. (Read
April 13.)

Notes on the Papers of Hartley and
Ramage concerning the Spectrum
of Gallium and the Spectra of

Meteorites. (April.)

Sur une source intense de lumi&re

monochromatique. (Read May 8.)

Sur Talimentation des tubes de

M. Michelson par diverses sources

electriques. (Read May 15.)

On the Red End of the Red Argon
Spectrum. (May.)

A Comparison of the Visual Hydro-
gen Spectra of the Orion Nebula
and of a Geissler Tube. (May.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixii

331-336; 'Nature,' lix

350-352 ; ' Chem. News,
Ixxix. 62-64.

' Amer. Cliem. J.' xxi.

172-174 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1899, I. 65?» t,Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

266 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxix. 159-lCO.

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'

Ixviii. 437-447.

'Astrophys. J.' ix. 229-

230; ' Beibliitter,' xxiii.

789 (Abs )

'C. R.' cxxviii. 115G-
1158; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. II. 2(51 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' ii. 659.

'C. R.' cxxviii. 1221-

1223 ;
' Science Abstr.'

ii. 508.

'Astrophys. J.' ix. 281-
283 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

823; ''Beibliitter,' xxiii.

780 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' ix. 312-
316; 'Beibliitter,' xxiii.

793-794 (Abs.)
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Exner and E.

Haschek.

J. M. Eder and E.

Valenta.

G. A. Hemsalech

C. Eunge

E. P. Lewis .

B. Nasini, F. An-
derlini and K.

Salvador!.

Sir J. N. Lockyer

A. Wiillner

B. Hasselberg

U, Lehmann .

Emission Spectra, 1899.

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. XV. (Read
June 15.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. XVI.
XVII. (Read June 15.)

Das Spectrum des Broms. (Read
July G.)

Sur les spectres des d^charges
oscillantes. (Read July 31.)

The Spectra of Krypton. (Aug.) .

The Spectral Sensitiveness of Mer-
cury in an Atmosphere of Hydro-
gen, and its influence on the
spectrum of the latter. (Sept.)

Ueber den Einfluss kleiner Beimen-
gungen zu einem Gase auf dessen
Spectrum. (Oct.)

Sopra alcune righe non mai osser-

vate nella regione ultrarossa dello

spettro deir argo. (Read Nov. 19.)

Note on the Spectrum of Silicium.

(Read Nov. 23.)

Ueber die Spectra der Canalstrahlen
und der Cathodenstrahlen. (Dec.)

Untersuchungen iiber die Spectra
der Metalle im electrischen Flam-
menbogen. V. Spectrum des
Vanads. (' Handl. Svensk. Vet.

Akad.' sxxii. No. 2, 32 pp.)

Die ultraroten Spectren der
Alkalien. (' Arch. f. Wiss.

Photogr.' ii. 210^222.)

'Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien.'

cviii. Il.a, 825-859
;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 109-
110 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,
cviii. Il.a, 1071-1121,
1123-1151, 1252-1266;
' Science Abstr.' ii. 782-
783.

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien,'
Ixviii. 623-530 ;

' Bei-

bljitter,' xxiv. 260-262
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxviii. II. 330 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxix. 285-288;
'J. de Phys.' [3], viii.

652-660 ; ' Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 1050-1051 (Abs.)
' Nature,' Ix. 360 (Abs.)
' Science Abstr.' ii. 853.

' Astrophys. J.' x. 73-79
;

' Beiblatter,'xxiv.l 08-10!)

(Abs.) ;
' Science Abstr.'

iii. 20.

'Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1899,

660-661.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N. F.], Ixix. 398-425;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 1-2 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

Ixi. 93 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad.d.Lincei'

[5], viii. II. 269-271;
' Gazz. chim. Ital.' xxx. I.

189-191; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxviii. II. 181 (Abs.);
' Beiblatter,'xxiv.259-260

(Abs.)

•Proc. Roy. Soc.'lxv. 449-
461 ;

' Nature,' 1x1. 262-
263 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

262 (Abs.)

'Phys. Zeit'scbr.' i. 132-
134 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

531.

'Beibliitter,' xxiii. 684
(Abs.) ;

' Astrophys. J.' x.

343-361 ;
' ScienceAbstr,'

iii. 308.

Beibliitter,'

(Abs.)
XXV -28
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L. Rummel

Emission Spectra, 1899, 1900.

The Spectra of Oxj'gen, Sulphur, ' Beiblatter,'

and Selenium. (' Trans. Koy. Soc. (Abs.)

Victoria [2], xii. 14^17.)

XXIV. 180

K. Pribram .

F. Exner and E.

Haschek,

C. Fabry and A.
Perot.

A. Ladenberg and
C. Kriigel.

R. Hasselberg

E. Goldstein

V. Schumann

W. Muthmaun and
E. Bauer.

C. C. Schenk

W. B. Huff

G. A. Hemsalech .

1000.

Deber das Austrium. (Read Jan. 4.)

Ueber die ultravioletten Funken-
spectra der Elemente. XVIII.
Mittheilung.[Skandium,Samarium,
und Gadolinium.] (Read Feb. 1.)

Sur la constitution des raies jaunes
du sodium. (Read March 5.)

Ueber das Krypton. (Read
March 22.)

Note .'iur les spectres des d6charges
oscillantes. (March.)

Ueber Spectra von Gasgemengen
und von Entladungshiilleu. (Read
May 11.)

A second Spectrum of Hydrogen
beyond A = 185 yU;u. (May.)

Einige Beobachtungen iiber Lumin-
escenzspectren. (Read June 5.)

Some Properties of the Electric
Spark and its Sp)ectrum. (June.)

The Spectra of Mercury. (June.)

Deber das Bandenspectrum des
Aluminiums. June.)

' SitzuDgsb. Akad. Wlen,'

c i s. 1 1, a, 16-23;
' Monatsh.' f. Chem. xxi.

148-155 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1900, I. 346 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' ixsviii. II.

347-348 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien,'
cix. Il.a, 103-169.

'C. R.' cxxx. 653-655;
' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 674
(Abs.) ; ' Nature,' Ixi. 483
(Ab.<.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

iii. 376. .

' Sitzungsb. Akad, Berlin.*

1900, 212-217; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1900, I. 945-946
(Abs.); 'Chem. News,'
Ixxxi. 205-207.

' J. de Phys.' [3], ix. 153
155 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

472 (Abs.)

' Verb. Deutsch. Phys,

Gesellsch.' ii. 110-112.

' Astrophys. J.' xi. 312-
313 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

910 (Abs.)

' Ber.' xxxiii. 1748-1763
;

' Chem. Centr.' 1900, II.

233-234 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxiv. 1126-1127
(Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins
Circ' xix. 63-64.

Univ.

' Johns Hopkins Univ.

Circ' xix. 62 ;
' Astro-

phys. J.' xii. 103-119;
'Beibliitter,' xxiv. 1293
(Abs.) ; ' Science Abstr.'

iii. 950-951.

' Ann. der Phys.' [4], ii.

331-334; 'Science Abstr.'

iii. 690; 'Nature,' Ixii.

335 (Abs.); 'Chem.Centr.'

1900, II. 86 (Abs.)
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E. Demargay

,

F. Exner and E.
Haschek.

E. Deraar9ay

.

C. J. Eollefson

C. Kunge

J. Trowbridge

H. Crew

H. Kayser

Sir J. N. Lockyer

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

E. Demar^ay

.

G. D. Liveing and
J. Dewar.

G. Berndt

Emission Spectra, 1900.

Sur le spectre du radium. (Read
July 23.)

Sur le gadolinium. (Read July 30.)

Note on the Spectrum of Silicon.

(.July.)

Sur quelques nouveaux spectres

des terres rares. (Read Aug. 6.)

Spectra of Mixtures. (Aug.)

Ueber das Spectrum des Radiums.

The Spectrum of Hydrogen and
the Spectrum of Aqueous Vajiour.

(Sept.)

On the Arc Spectra of some Metals
as influenced by an Atmosphere of

Hydrogen. (Oct.)

Normalen aus dem Bogenspectrum
des Eisens. (Oct.)

Note on the Spectrum of Silicium.

(Read Nov. 2.)

Argon and its Companions. (Read
Nov. 15.)

Sur les spectres du samarium et

du gadolinium. (Read Dec. 10.)

On the Spectrum of the more Vola-
tile Gases of Atmospheric Air,

which are not condensed at the
Temperature of Liquid Hydrogen.
PreliminaryNotice, (Read Dec. 13.)

Ueber die S^Dectra von
und Polonium. (Dec.)

Radium

' 0. R.' cxxxi. 258-259
;

' BeibUitter,' xxiv. 1121
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc.
Ixxviii. II. 586 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 34.'^_345;
' Chem. Centr.' 1900, II.

557 (Abs.); 'Chem. News,*
Ixxxii. 97-98.

' Astrophys. J.' xii. 48-49;
' Science Abstr.' iii. 950,

•C. R.' cxxxi. 387-389;
'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii,

II. 656 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' iii. 854; 'Chem,
News,' Ixxxii. 127.

'Phys. Review,' xi. 101-
104.

'Ann. der Phys.' [4], iii.

742-745 ;
' Nature,' Ixii.

568 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' iii. 853-854.

' Amer. J. Sci.' [4], x. 222-
230 ;

' Nature,' Ixii. 568
(Abs.) ;

' Phil. Mag.' [5],

1. 338-347; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxviii. II. 701
(Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], 1. 497-
505 ;

' Astrophys. J.' xii.

167-175 ;
' Nature,' Ixiii.

114 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' iv. 24.

'Ann. der Phys.' [4], ii,

195-203.

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvii.

402-409 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1901, L 436 (Abs.)

' Proc. Eoy. Soc' Ixvii.

329-333 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 995-998;
' Beiblatter,' xxv.193-194
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. News,'
Ixxxiii. 11 (Abs.)

'Prcc. Roy. Soc' Ixvii.

467-4 r4; ' Chem. News,'
1-2, 13-15 ;

Ixiii. 189-190
Ixxxiii
' Nature,'

(Abs.)

' Physikal.

180-181
;

Zeitschr.' ii.

' BeibUitter,'

XXV. 38-39 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxxiii. 77-78

;

' Science Abstr.' iv. 225.
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W. N. Hartley

H. Lehmann .

Emission Spectra, 1900—Absorption Spectra, 1898

Spectrum of Cyanogen.

G. Kriiss and E.
Thiele.

Die ultraroten Spectren. (Frei-

burg i. B. Univ. Buchdr. Chr.

Lebmann Nachf,, 13 pp.)

III.

ABSORPTION SPECTRA.

1894.

Ueber die Losungzustand des Jod,
und die wahrscheinliche Ursache
der Farbenunterschiede seiner

Losungen. (Jan.)

' Proc. Roy. See. Dublin,'
ix. 289-297.

' Beiblatter,' sxiv, 1119-
1120 (notice.)

' Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem,'
vii. 52-81 ;

' J. Chem.
See' Ixvi. II. 445-416
(Abs.)

G-. Dimmer

D. F. Harris

W. N. Hartley and
J, J. Dobbie

G, Urbain

0. Boudouard

C. A. Schunoli

H. Rubens and E.
Aschkinass

V. Arnold

1897.

Ueber die Absorptionsspectren
von Didymsulfat und Neodym-
ammonnitrat. (Read Dec. 16.)

1898.

Some Contributions to the Spectro-
scopy of Hfemoglobin and its

Derivatives. (Read Feb. 7.)

The Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra
of some Closed-chain Carbon Com-
pounds. (Read Feb. 17.)

Notes on the Absorption Bands in

the Spectrum of Benzene. (Read
Feb. 17.)

Sur une nouvelle m^thode de frac-

tionnement des terres yttriques.

(Read Mar. 14.)

Sur le ndodyme. (Read Mar. 21.)

A Photographic Investigation of

the Absorption Spectra of Chloro-

phyll and its Derivatives in the

Violet and Ultra-violet Region of

the Spectrum. (Read Mar. 24.)

Beobachtungen iiber Absorption

und Emission von Wasserdampf
iind Kohlensiiure im ultrarothen

Spectrum. (March.)

Ueber die Heller'sche Probe zum
Nachweis des BlutfarbstofEes im
Ham. (March.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien.'
cvi. Il.a, 1087-1102,

'Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin.'
xxii. 187-208,

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiii. I.,

G98-fi06 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixxvii. 10.3 (Abs.) ;
' Na-

ture,' Ivii. 430 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiii. I,

695-697
;

' Chem. Centr.'

1899,1. 198-199; 'Chem.
News,' Ixxvii. 103 (Abs.)

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 739.

'C. R.' cxxvi. 835-838;
'Cliem. Centr.' 1898, I.

879 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxvii. 147-148
(Abs.)

' C R.' cxxvi. 900-901
;

'Chem. Centr.' 1898,1.
983 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxvii. 193.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

389-396; '.T. Chem.
Soc.'lxxvi. II. .540(Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.
[N.F.], Ixiv. 584-601;
' Nature,' Iviii. 93 (Abs.)

'Berl. Klin. Wochensch.
XXXV. 283-285; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1898, I. 1002.
(Abs.)
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Absoeption Spectra, 1898, 1899.

E, Demar^ay

,

E. Zsigmondy

K. Angstrom

,

A. Etard and
Bouilhac .

R. von Zeynek

G, D. Liveing

E. Deussen .

S. Forsling .

K. Ibsen

G. J. Katz ,

C. von Scheele

H. Kreusler

P. Baccei

Sur le spectre et la nature du
neodyme. (Read April 4.)

Ueber wasserige Losungen metal-
lischen Goldes, (April.)

Om absorptions fermogen hos en
sotad yta. (Read May 11.)

Presence des chlorophylles dans un
Nostoc cultiv6 d, I'abri de la
lumiere. (Read Jaly 11.)

Ueber das Hiimochromogen. (July.)

On the Variation of Intensity of
the Absorption- Bands of different
Didymium Salts dissolved in water,
and its bearing on the lonisation
Theory of the Colour of Solutions
of Salts. (Read Nov. 28.)

Ueber die Absorption des Uranyl-
salze. (Dec.)

Om praseodidyms spectra.

Ein Beitrag zum Blutnachweis.
(Vierteljahrschrift fiir gericht.
Med. 1898, 111.)

Verschiebung der Absorptions-
streifen in verschiedenen Losungs-
mitteln. (lua/Ug. Diss. Erlangen,
33 pp.)

Ueber Praseodidym und dessen
wichtigste Verbindungen.

1899.

Eine einfache Methode fur die
Umkehrung des Natriumspectrum.
(Jan.)

Sullo spettro di assorbimento dei
gas. (Jan.)

'C. R.' csxvi. 1037-lOil;
' Reibliitter,' xxiii. 401
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxiv. II. 518-519 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Ixxvii,

219-220.

'Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.'
ccci. 29-54; 'J. Chem.
Soc' ksxiv. II. 522-523
(Abs.)

'Oefvers. af K. Vet.
Akad. Forh.' Iv. 283-
295; ' Beibliitter,' xxiii.

97-98 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxvii. 119-121;
'Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

493-494 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . physiol.
Chem.' XXV. 492-506

;

' Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

122-123 (Abs.) ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. I.

720 (Abs.)

'Proc. Phil. Soc. Camb.'
X. 40-44 ; ' Science
Abstr.'ii. 379-380 (Abs.);
' Nature,' lix. 142 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixvi. 1128-1148;
' Nature,' lix. 347 (Abs.)

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 78.

'Bihang till K. Vet.
Svensk. Akad. Handl.'
xxii. I. No. 5, 20 pp.

'Chem. Centr.' 1898, I.

417-418 (Abs.)

' Beiblatter,' xxii. 774-775
(Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. anorg.
Chem.' xvii. 310-326

;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv.
II. 519-520 (Abs.)

' Chem. Zeitung,' xxiii.

37; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. II. 717 (Abs.)

' U Nuovo Cimento ' [4],
ix. 177-191; 'Beiblatter,'
xxiii. 635-636 (Abs.)

;

'Science Abstr.'ii. 603.
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A. Dastre and N.
rioresco

W. N. Hartley and
J. J. Dobbie

W. N. Hartley

A. Etard

C. A. Schunck

G. D. Liveing

A. Wynter Blyth.

W. N. Hartley,

F. R. Japp, and
J. J. Dobbie.

W. Muthmann and
L. Stutzel.

L. Puccianti

G. D. Liveing

Absorption Spectra, 1890.

Contributions lY Fetude des cbloro-

phylles animales. Chlorophylle

du foie des invertebres. (Read
Feb. 13.)

A Study of the Absorption Spectrum
of Isatin, Carbostyril, and their

Alkyl Derivatives, in relation to

Tavitomerism. (Read Feb. ] 6.)

On the Absorption Spectrum and
Constitution attributed to Cyan-
uric Acid. (Read Feb. 16.)

Les chlorophylles. (April.)

Yellow Colouring Matters accom-
panying Chlorophyll, and their

Sjjectroscopic Relations. (Read
May ] 8.)

On the Influence of Dilution, Tem-
perature, and other circumstances,

on the Absorption Spectra of

Didymium and Erbium Salts.

(Read June 5.) (' Trans. Phil. Soc.

Cambridge,' xviii. 298-315.)

The Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra

of Albuminoids in relation to that

of Tyrosin. (Read June 15.)

Report on the Relation between
the Absorption Spectra and
Chemical Constitution of Organic
Substances. (Interim Report.)

(Sept.)

Beitriige zur Spectralanalyse von
Neodvm und Praseodym. (Read
Oct. 4.)

Ueber die Absorptionsspectren der

Kohlenstofi'verbindungen im
Ultrarot. (Vorlaufige Mitthei-

lung.) (Oct.)

On the Influence of Temperature
and of Various Solvents on the

Absorption Spectra of Didymium
and Erbium Salts. (Read Nov.

27.)

C. R.' cxxviii. 398-400

;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvi.

II. 374 (Abs.)

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxv. I.

640-661; ' Proc Chem.
Soc' XV. 47-48 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Ixxix.

101. (Abs.); 'Chem.
Centr.' 1899, I. 788-
789 (Abs.)

' Proc. Chem. Soc' xv.

46-47 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxix. 101 (Abs.)
;

'Chem. Centr.' 1899, I.

784 (Abs.)

' Ann. Chim. et Phys.' [7],
xiii. 556-574.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixv. 177-

186; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixsxviii. II. 36-37 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 517 (Abs.)

J. Chem. Soc' Ixxv.

1162-1166; 'Proc Chem.
Soc' XV. 175-176 (Abs.);
' Chem. Centr.' 1899, II.

257 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxx. 32 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc.

1899, 316-358.
Eeport,'

'Ber.' xxxii. 2653-2677;
' Chem. Centr.' 1899, II.

931-933 (Abs.) ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxviii. II.

18-19 (Abs.) ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xxiv. 478 (Abs.)

' Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 49-52 ;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 585 (Abs.)

' Proc. Phil. Soc. Cam-
bridge,' X. 213-214

;

' Science Abstr.' iii. 530-
531 :

' Nature,' 1x1. 214-
215 (Abs.)
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Absorption Spectra, 1899, 1900.

S. Forsling

G. Bode

.

P. Baccei

V, Arnold

Cm Absorptionsspectra hos Erbium,
Holmium och Thulium.

Uebcr Phylloxanthin. (' Bot.
Centralbl.' xx. 227-239.)

Sullo spetfcro di assorbimento delle
mescolanze gassose.

Ein Beitrag zur Spectroscopie des
Blutes. ('Centr. med. Wiss.'
xxxvii. 465-168.)

' Bihang till K. Vet. Akad.
Handl.' xxiv. I. No. 7,
35 pp. ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.
477-478 (Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1899, II.

529 (Abs.)

' II Nuovo Cimento '

[4],
ix. 241-253; ' Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 636-637 (Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1899, II.

344 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxviij. 1. 127 (Abs.)

V. Arnold

W. N. Hartley and
J. J. Debbie.

E. Marchlewski

W. N. Hartley

W N. Hartley and
J. J. Dobbie.

M. Radais

B. Glatzel

L. Puccianti

W. N. Hartley and
J. J. Dobbie.

1900.

Ueber das neutrale Hiimatin-
spectrum. ('Centrabl. f. med.
Wiss.' xxxvii. 833-836, 849-851.)

The Absorption Spectra of Am-
monia, Methylamine, Hydroxyl-
amine, Aldoxime, and Acetoxime.
(Read Feb. 1.)

Phvllorubin, ein neues Derivat des
Chlorophylls. (Read Feb. 5.)

The Action of Heat on the Absorp-
tion Spectra and Chemical Con-
stitution of Saline Solutions
(Read Feb. 21.)

Spectrographic Studies in Tauto-
merism. The Absorption Curves
of the Ethyl Esters of Dibenzoyl-
succinic Acid. (Read March 1.)

Sur la culture pure d'une algue
verte ; formation de chlorophylle
tt I'obscurite. (Read March 19.)

Bestimmung von Absorptions-
coeificienten im ultravioletten
Spectralgebiete. (May.)

Spettri di assorbimento di liquidi
neir ultrarosso. (May.)

The Ultra-violet Absorption Spectra
of some Closed-chain Carbon
Compounds. II. Dimethylpyra-
zine, Hexamethylene, and Tetra-
hydrobenzene. (Read June 7.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1900, I,

209 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Lxxvii. I.

318-327; ' Prcc. Chem.
Soc' xvi. 14-15 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Ixxxi. 81
(Abs.); 'Chem. Centr.'

1900, I. 581 (Abs.)

' Bull. Akad. Cracow,'
1900, 63-64; 'Nature,'
Ixiii. G6 (Abs.)

' Trans. Roy. Soc. Dublin

'

[2], vii. 25.3-312; 'Na-
ture.' Ixiii. 313 (Abs.)

;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxx. II.

53 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' lxxvii. I,

498-509; ' Proc Chem.
Soc' xvi. 57-58; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1900, 1. 750 (Abs.)

C. E.' cxxx. 793-796;
'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 362 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

Ixi. 532 (Abs.)

'Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 285-
287; 'Beiblatter,' xxiv.

476-477 (Abs.) ; 'Science
Abstr.' iii. 688.

' II Nuovo Cimento '
[4],

xi. 241-278 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 1122-1123 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' iii. 783.

'J. Chem. Soc' lxxvii. I.

846-850; 'Proc. Chem.
Soc' xvi. 129-130 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. News,' Ixxxi.

307 (Abs.)
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W. N. Hartley, J.

J. Dobbie, and
P. G. Palliatseas.

L. Marchlewski and
C. A. Schunck.

J. Form^nek ,

P. Lemoult

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

A. Miethe

C. Camichel .

J. Formdnek

,

B. Glatzel

R. Robert

H. J. Mollcr

Absoeption Spectea, 1900.

A Study of the Absorption Spectra

of o-Oxycarbonil and its Alkyl-

derivatives, in Relation to Tauto-

merism. (Read June 7.)

Notes on the Chemistry of Chloro-

phyll. (Read June 21.)

Der Farbstoff der roten Eeihe und
sein Absorptionsspectrum. (Oct.)

Relation entre la constitution

chimique des colorants du tri-

ph6nylmethane et les spectres

d'absorption de leurs solutions

aqueuses. (Read Nov. 19.)

Further Note on the Spectrum of

Silicium. (Read Nov. 22.)

Photographische Platten zur Auf-

nahme von Absorptionsspectrum.

(Nov.)

Remarques sur le Note de ]\I.

Lemoult intitulee : Relation entre

la constitution chimique des

colorants du triphenylmethane et

les spectres d'absorption de leurs

solutions aqueuses. (Read Dec. 10.)

Nachweis der Metallsalze mittels

der Absorptionsspectralanalyse

unter Verwendung von Alkanna.

I., II.

Quantitative Untersuchungen iiber

Absorption und Reflexion im
Ultraviolett.

Beitrixge zur Kenntniss des Metha-
moglobine.

Ueber gefitrbte Glaser. II. Die
spectralanalytische Untersuch-

ung der Glaser (' Ber. Deutsch.

pharm. Gesellsch.' x. 234-264.)

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvii. I.

8.S9-845; ' Proc. Chem.
Soc' xvi. 130-131 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Ixxxi. 307
(Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvii.

1080-1094 ;
' Proc. Chem.

Soc' xvi. J48-149 (Abs.)

' J. prakt. Chem.' [2] Ixii.

310-314; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxx. 35 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 839-842;
' Beiblatter,' xxv. 36
(Abs.); 'Chem. News,'
Ixxxii. 290-291; 'Nature,'

Ixiii. 124 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvii.

403-409.

' Zeitschr. f . angew. Chem.'
1900, 1199-2000; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1901, I. 12-13
(Abs.)

' C. R: cxxxi. 1001-1002
;

' Chem. News,' Ixxxiij.

11 (Abs.); 'Beiblatter,'

xxv. 36 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. anal. Chem.'
xxxix. 409-434, 673-693

;

' Chem. Centr.' 1900, II.

741 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxviii. II. 687
(Abs), Ixxx. II. 128-

129 (Abs.)

'Phys. Zeitschr.' ii. 173-

178 ;
' Beiblatter,' xxv.

35 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' iv. 223-224.

' Arch. f. d. gesammte
Physiol.' ' Ixxxii. 603-

630; 'Chem. Centr.' 1901,

I. 51-52 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' ixxx. I. 242-
243 (Abs.)

Chem. Centr.' 1900,

1286-1287 (Abs.)

II.
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H, Th. Simon

IV.

PHYSICAL EELATIONS.

1896.

Ueber ein neues photographisclies

Photometrirverfahren, und seine

Anwendung auf die Pliotometrie

des ultravioletten Spectralge-

bietes.

'Ann. Phys. u. Cliem.'

[N.F.], lix. 90-115; 'As-
tropliys. J.' V. 69-70
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

i. 55.

J. Widmark .

A. Konig

D. Dijken

W. Konig

H. Becqiierel

.

T. Preston .

H. Becquerel.

P, Carnazzi .

T. W. Engelmann

1897.

Cm gransen for det synliga spec-

trum. (Read iVIay 12.)

Die Abhangigkeit der Farben- und
Helligkeitsgiiihungen von der ab-

soluten Intensitiit. (Read July

29.)

Die Molecularrefraction und Dis-

persion iiusserst verdiinnter Salz-

losungen unter Beriicksiclitigung

der Dissociation.

Einfaclie Demonstration des Zee-

man"schen Pliiinomens.

Sur une interpretation applicable

au phenomiine de Faraday et au
phenomena de Zeeman. (Read
Nov. 5.)

Radiation Phenomena in a strong

Magnetic Field. I. (Read Dec. 22.)

The Zeeman Effect photographed.

(Dec.)

Explication de quelques experi-

ences de M. G. le Bon.

Influenzadella pressione sull'indice

di rifrazione dei gas.

Tafeln und Tabellen zur Darstel-

lung der Ergebnisse spectroscop-

ischen u. spectrophotometrischen
Beobachtungen. (Book, Leipzig.)

' Oefvers. af K. Vet. Akad.
Forh.' liv. 287-307

;

' Beibliitter,' xxii. 573
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1S97, 871-882 ;
' Bei-

bljltter,' xxii. 575-576
(Abs.)

'Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.'xxiv. 81-113; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II. 1

(Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiii. 268-272;
' Science Abstr.' i. 131.

' C. R.' cxxv, 679-685 ; ' J.

de Phys.' [3], vi. 681-
688 ;

' Science Abstr.' i.

56-58 ;
' Nature,' Ivii. 72

(Abs.)

'Trans. Roy. Soc. Dubl.'

[2] vi. 38.5-392; 'Nature,'

Ivii. 239 (Abs.); 'Science'
Abstr.' i. 538.

' Nature,' Ivii. 173.

'J. dePhys.' [3], vi. 525-
528; 'Nature,' Ivi. 619
(Abs.)

' II Nuovo Cimento '

[4],

vi. 386-400; 'Beibliitter,'

xxii. 661 (Abs.); 'Science

Abstr.' i. 883-384.

' Beiblatter,' xxii.

(notice).

62-63

A Perot and C.

Fabry.

1898.

Sur une nouvelle methode de spec-

troscopic interferentiellc. (Read
Jan. 3.)

C. E.' cxxvi. 34-36 ; ' Na-
ture,' Ivii. 263 (Abs.)

;

' Beibliitter,' xxii. 567
(Abs.)
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A. Cornu

T. Preston ,

A. Cornu

P. Daude

G. J. Burch

H. A. Lorentz

P. Zeeman

G. Abati

J. Stscheglayew .

A. Cotton .

A. A. Michelson .

E. Carvallo .

R. A. Lelifeldt

W. N. Hartley and
H. Ramage.

Physical Relations, 1898.

Sur quelques resultats nouveaux
relatifs au phenomene decouvert
par M. le Dr. Zeeman. (Read
Jan. 17.)

On the Modifications of the Spectra
of Iron and other Substances
radiating in a Magnetic Field.

(Read Jan. 20.)

Additions a ma note lorecedente

sur le phenomfene de Zeeman.
(Read Jan. 24.)

Die optisclie Constanten des Na-
triums. (Jan.)

On Artificial Temporary Colour-
blindness, with an Examination of

the Colour Sensations of 109 Per-

sons. (Read Feb. 17.)

Optische Verschijnselen die met de
Lading en de Massa der lonen in

Verband stand. (Read Feb. 26.)

Measurements concerning Radia-
tion Phenomena in a Magnetic
Field. (Feb.)

Ueber des Refractions- und Disper-
sionsvermogen des Siliciums in

seinen Verbindungen. (Feb.)

Ueber das Brechungsvermogen des
mit Fliissigkeiten getrankten Hy-
drophans. (Feb.)

Sur les experiences d'Egoroff et

Georgiewsky, et I'esplication de
Lorenz. (Feb.)

Radiation
(Feb.)

in a Magnetic Field.

Recherches de precision sur la dis-

persion infra-rouge du quartz.

(Read March 7.)

On the Properties of Liquid Mix-
tures. Part II. (Read March 11.)

A Determination of the Wave-
lengths of the Principal Lines in

the Spectrum of Gallium, showing
their Identity with two Lines in

the Solar Spectrum. (Read March
IG.)

' C. R.' csxvi. 181-186
;

' Nature,' lvii.310(Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' i. 59.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii. 26-
.31 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii.

299-300 (Abs.) ; ' Science

Abstr.' i. 386.

'C. R.' cxxvi. 300-301;
' Nature, Ivii. 335 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiv. 159-162

;

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

273-274 (Abs.) ; 'Science

Abstr.' i. 382.

' Phil. Trans.' cxci. 1-34
;

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

35-38 (Abs.)

' Zittingsversl. d. K. Vet,

Akad. Amsterdam,' vi.

506-529, 555-565; 'Bei-

blatter,' xxiii. 51-53
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' Mii. 48
(Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xlv. 197-

201; 'Science Abstr.' i.

250.

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' XXV. 353-364

;

' Beiblatter,' xxii. 397-
398 (Abs.) ; < Chem.
News,' Ixxvii. 271 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiv. 325-332;
' Science Abstr.' i. 382.

' L'E'clairage 61ectrique,'

xiv. 299-300; 'Science

Abstr.' i. 390.

' Astrophys. J.' vii. 131-

138; 'Phil. Mag.' [5],

xlv. 348-356; • Science
Abstr.' i. 537-538.

' C. R.' cxxvi. 728-731
;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 31-

32; (Abs.); 'Nature,'

Mi. 472 (Abs.)

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xvi.

83-102.

' Trans. Roy. Soc. Dublin '

[2], vii. 1-6 ; 'Astrophys.

J.' ix. 214-220 ;
' Beibliit-

ter,'xxiv.l07, 108 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' ii. 81G-
817.
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A. Cotton

H. Becquerel and
H. Deslandres

E. S. Ferry .

H. G. Madan

H. Dufet

T. Preston ,

T. C. Porter .

D. Edser and C. P.

Butler.

C. Klein

P. Zeeman ,

P

H. A. Lorentz

C. E. Mcndenhall
and F. A. Saun-
ders.

A. Trowbridge

Physical Relations, 1898.

Radiations dans un champ mag-
netique. II. Renversement des
raie.? de sodium, et application.

(March.)

Contribution il I'etude du pheno-
mena de Zeeman. (Read April 4.)

Ueber das VerhiiUniss der Span-
nung des electrischen Stromes
und der Starke der Strahlung der
Spectra reiner Gase in Vakuum-
rohren. (Read April 13.)

On some Organic Substances of
High Refractivity, available for
Mounting Specimens for Exami-
nation under the Microscope.
(Read April 20.)

Sur les propriet^s optiques
calomel (protochlorure de n
cure). (Read April 21.)

du

Radiation Plienomena in the Mag-
netic Field. (April.)

Contributions to the Study of
Flicker. (Read May 2G.)

A Simple Method of Reducing Pris-

matic Spectra. (Read May 27.)

Die Anwendung der Methode der
Total-reflexion in derPetrograj)hie.
(Read May 26.)

Over eene Asymmetric in de
Verandering der Spectraallijnen
van Ijsen bij Straliug in een mag-
netisch Veld. (Read June 25.)

Beschoningen over dem Invloed
van een magnetisch Veld op de
Uitstraling van Licht. (Read
June 25.)

The Energy Spectrum of an abso-
lutely Black Body. (June.)

Ueber die Dispersion des Sylvius,

uiid das Reflexionsvermiigcn der
Metalle. (June.)

' L'Eclairage electrique,'

xiv. 540-547; 'Beibliittei,'

xxii. 890-891 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxvi. 997-1001;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv.

II. 49,3-494 (Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 12.

' Oefvers. af K. Vet. Akad.
Forh.' Iv. 189-198 ;

' Bei-
bliitter,' xxii. 900-901
(Abs.)

J. Roy. Micro. Soc' 1898,
273-281, 380-38G; ' Bei-
blatter,' xxii. 7G9-770
(Abs.)

'Bull. Soc. Fran?. Min.'
xxi. 90-94 ;

' Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 32-33 (Abs.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5]. xlv. 325-
339; ' Beibliitter,' xxii.

888-889 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

347-356 ; ' ScienceAbstr.'
i. 691-692; 'Beibliitter,'

xxii. 855-856 (Abs.)

;

' Nature,' Iviii. 188 (Ats.)

' Proc. Phys. Soc.'xvi.207-
218 ;

' Phil Mag.' [5] xlvi.

207-216 ;
' Nature,' Iviii.

119(Abs.); 'Chem News,'
Ixxvii. 260 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1898, 317-331.

' Zittingsversl. d. K. Vet.
Akad. Amsterdam,' vii.

122-124 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxii. 890 (Abs.)

'Zittingsversl. d. K. Vet.
Akad. Amsterdam,' vii.

113-122; 'Beibliitter,'

xxiii. 49-61 (Abs.)

'Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ ' xvii. 55 ;

' Katurw.
Rund.schau,' xiii. 457

;

' Beibliltter,'xxii. 770-771
(Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixy. 595-620;
' Science Abstr.' i. 690.
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C. L. Poor & S. A.

Mitchell.

L. E. Jewell

J. S. Ames, K. F.

Carhart, and
H. M. Reese.

O. M. Coibino

H. Becquerel and
H. Deslandres.

E. Aschkinass

A. Konig

A. Eighi

E. S. Ferry .

J. A. Reed

J. Stscheglayew .

F. F. Martens

Physical Relations, 1898.

The Concave Grating for Stellar

Photography. (June.)

The Structure of the Shading of

the H- and K- and some other

Lines in the Spectrum of the Sun
and Arc. (June.)

Some Notes on the Zeeman Effect.

(June.)

A propos de I'interpr^tation du
phenomene de Zeeman donnee
par M. Cornu. (June.)

Observations nouvelles sur le phe-

nomene de Zeeman. (Read July 4.)

Ueber die Emission des Quarzea in

dem Spectralbereiche .seiner metal-

lischen Absorption. (Read July 8.)

Ueber ' Blaublindheit.' (Read
July 8.)

Di un nuovo metodo sperimentale

per lo studio dell' assorbimento

della luce nel campo magnetico.

I. (Read July 17.)

Sur I'absorption de la lumifere pro-

duite par un corps place dans un
champ magnetique. (Read July

25.)

On the Relation between Pressure,

Current, and Luminosity of the

Spectra of Pure Gases in Vacuum
Tubes. (July.)

Ueber den Einfluss derTemperatur
auf die Brechung und Dispersion

einiger Krystalle und Glaser.

(July.)

Nachtrag zu der Abhandlung
' Ueber das Brechungsvermogen
des mit Fliissigkeiten getriinkten

Hydrophans.' (July.)

Streifen gleicher Helligkeit beim
Durchgang des Lichtes durch

zwei grob getheilte Gitter. (Aug.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' cxxxv. 61-62

;

'Astrophys. J.' vii. 157-
162; 'Nature,' Ivii. 520
(Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins
Circ' xvii. G2.

Univ.

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 43-50

;

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ.'xvii.53; 'Beibliitter,'

xxii. 892 (Abs.)

' L'Eclairage 61ectrique,'

XV. 548-550; 'Beiblatter,'

xxii. 891 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxvii. 18-24

;

' Beiblatter,'xxii. 891-892
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' Iviii.

264 (Ab?.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. 12-13.

' Yerh. phys. Ges. Berlin,'

xvii.l01-105;'Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 3.^7-858 (Abs.)

' SitzuDgsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1898, 718-731; 'Bei-
blatter,' xxii. 575 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d.

Lincei' [5], vii. IL 41-
46 ; 'II Nuovo Cimento,'

[4], viii. 102-109 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xxiii. 300-302
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

ii. 661.

'C. R.' cxxvii. 216-219;
' Sitzungsb.Akad. Berlin,'

xxviii. 600-604 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' xxiii. 300-302
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' lix. 263
(Abs.)

' Phys. Review,' vii. 1-9
;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 15
;

'Nature,' Iviii. 463 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixv. 707-744

;

' Science Abstr.' i. 690.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixv. 745.

' Zeitschr. f. Instrumenten-
kunde ' (' Beiblatter'),

1898, 121; 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 168-164,
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T. E. Doubt .

D. Macaluso and
O. M. Corbino.

S, P. Thompson

D. Macaluso and
0. M. Corbino .

W. Voigt

H. Becquerel

.

B. W. Wood .

C. Pulfrich

J. Hartmann .

W. Voigt

A. Cotton

H. Becquerel

.

1901.

Physical Relations, 1898.

Colour Measurement. (Aug.)

Sopra una nuova azione che la luce

subisce attraversando alcuni vapori
metallici in un campo magnetico.
(Read Sept. 22.)

On the Discovery by Righi of the
Absorption of Light in a Magnetic
Field. (Sept.)

Sur une nouvelle action subie par
la lumiere traversant certaines

vapeurs metalliques dans un
champ magnetique. (Read Oct.

30.)

Ueber d. Zusammenhang zwischen
dem Zeeman'schen und dem
Faraday'schen Phanomen. (Read
Oct. 29.)

Eemarques sur la polari sation ro
tatoire magnetique et la disper-

sion anomale :\ roccasion d'une
experience nouvelle de MM.
Macaluso et 0. M. Corbino. (Read
Oct. 3L)

On the anomalous Dispersion of
Cyanin. (Oct.)

Ueber die Anwendbarkeit der
Methode der Totalrellexion auf
kleine und mangelhafte Krystal-
fliichen. (Oct.)

Ueber die Scale des Kirchhoff-
'schen Sonnenspectrum. (Read
Nov. 17.)

Doppelbrechung von im Magnet-
felde befindlichem Natrium-
dampf in der Richtung normal zu
den Kraftlinien. (Read Nov. 26.)

Absorption dans un champ mag-
netique. (Read Dec. 5.)

Sur la dispersion anomale et le

pouvoir rotatoire magnetique de
certaines vapeurs incandescentes.
(Read Dec. 5.)

Phil. Mag.' [5], xlvi. 216-
222 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

93-94.

' Rend.R.Accad.d.Lincei,'

[6], vii. II. 292-301 ; viii.

I. 38-41 ;
' II Nuovo Ci-

mento' [4], viii. 257-
259; ' Beiblatter,' xsiii.

672-673 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc.
789-790.

Kep.' 1898,

'C. R.' cxxvii. 548-551
;

'Beiblatter,' xxiii. 298-
299 (Abs ) ;

' Science
Abstr.' ii. 167-169; 'Na-
ture,' Iviii. 635 (Abs.)

'Gott. Nachr.' 1898, iv.

329-344: ' Science Abstr.'

ii. 601-602.

' C. R.' cxxvii. 647-651.
' Nature,' lix. 47 (Abs.)

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xlvi. 380-
386 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

279 (Abs.) ;
' Beiblatter,'

xsiii. 983 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . Krystallogr.'
xsx. 568-586; 'Bei-
blatter,' xxiii. 354-355
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1898,742-7.56; 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 347.

'Gott. Nachr.' 1898, iv.

356-360; ' Science Abstr.'

ii. 602.

'C. R.' cxxvii. 953-955;
' Science Abstr.' ii. 164-
165.

' C. R.' cxxvii. 899-904
;

' Beiblattpr,' sxiii. 509
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' lix. 167
(Abs.); 'Science Abstr.'
ii. 169.

N
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J. Dewar

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers .

E. Hagen and H.

Rubens

A. Riglii

E. S. Ferry .

E. van Aubel

.

E. Dongier .

I. Kanonnikoff

E. S. King .

E. Blatthiessen

A. E.Schiota

E. S. Shepherd]

E. E. Simdwik

Physical Relations, 1898.

Application of Liquid Hydrogen to

the Production of High Vacua,
together with their Spectroscopic

Examination. (Read Dec. 15.)

The Preparation and some of the

Properties of Pure Argon. (Read
Dec. 15.)

Ueber das Reflexionsvermogen von
Metallen. (Read Dec. 16.)

Di un nuovo metodo sperimentale

per lo studio dell' assorbimento
della luce nel campo magnetico.

II. (Read Dec. 18.)

A Photometric Study of the Spectra

of Mixtures of Gases at Low
Pressures. (Dec.)

Action de magn^tisme sur les spec-

tres des gaz.

M^thode de controle de I'orientation

des faces polies d'un quartz 6pai3

normal ^ I'axe.

Ueber Liclitbrechungsvermogen der
Korper in fliissigem und gasformi-

gem Zustande.

Conversion of Prismatic into Normal
Spectra. (Harvard Astronomical
Conference.)

Ueber den Einfluss des Prozent-

gehaltes und der Temperatur auf
das Brechungsvermogen von eini-

gen Zuckerlosungen. (Inaug. Diss.

Rostock, 1898, 34 pp.)

Ueber das Spectrum der Kathoden-
strahlen (' Christiania Vidensk.

Selsk. Forh.' 1898, C pp.)

Photographic plates and the spec-

trum. (' Journ. Camera Club,' xii.

No. 1.50.)

Ueber die Refraction von Losungen
und eine einfache Methode den
Gehalt der Losungen vermittelst

der Refraction zu Bestimmen.
(Chem. Centr. Halle, xxxix. 681-
685.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiv.

231-238 ; 'Science Abstr."
ii. 247 (Abs.) ;

' Nature,'
lix. 280-281 ;

' Chem.
News,' Ixxix. 73-75

;

'Chem. Centr.' 1899, I.

819-820 (Abs.); 'J.
Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

741-742 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiv.

183-192; 'Nature,' lix.

308-309 (Abs.) ; ' Chem.
News,' Ixxix. 37-39. 49-
50; 'Chem. Centralbl.'

1899, I. 469-470 (Abs.)

' Verh. Deutsch. phys.
Gesellsch.' xvii. 143-147

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 439-
440.

' Rend.R. Accad. d.Lincei

'

[.5], vii. II. 333-338 ;
' II

Nuovo Cimento ' [4], is.

295-302 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 670-671 (Abs.)

' Phys. Review,' vii. 296-
306.

' J. de Phys.' [3] vii. 408-
409; 'Chem. Centr.' 1898,
II. 1160 (Abs.); 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 170.

' J. de Phys.' [3], vii. 643-
648 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

277.

' J. Russ. phys.-chem.Ges.'

XXX. 965-975; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1899, 1. 581 (Abs.)

' Nature,' lix. 330 (Abs.)

'Beibliitter,' xxii. 557-558
(Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxiii. [9],

(title).

' Nature,' lix. 83-84 (Abs.)

Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

M7 (Abs.)
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Physical Relatio.xs, 1898, 1899.

E. Thalen

P. Zeeman

Ueber der absolute Bestimmung
der Wellenlangen einiger Strahlea

des Sonneuspectrums. (' Roy. Soc.

Upsala ' [3] (1898.)

Sur les doublets et les triplets pro-

duits dans le spectre par des forces

magnetiques exterieures.

' Beiblatter.'xxiv. 472-473
(Abs.)

' Arch, neerland." [2], i,

383-392.

A. Righi

D. Macaluso and
O. M. Corbiuo .

H. Becquerel

T. Preston

Sir J. Conroy

H. A. Lorentz

A. Cotton

G. Johnstone
Stoney.

T. Preston .

C. E. Guillaume

C. Fabry
Perot.

and A.

A. Schuster and G.
Hemsalecb.

1899.

Sur I'absorption de la lumifere par
un corps place dans un champ
magn^tique. (Read Jan. 2.)

Sulle modificazioni che la luce
subisce attraversando alcuni va-

pori metallici in un campo mag-
netico. (Read Jan. 8.)

Sur la dispersion anomale de la

vapeur de sodium incandescente,
et sur quelques consequences de ce

phenomene. (Read Jan. 16.)

Radiating Phenomena in a Strong
Magnetic Field. Part II. Magnetic
Perturbations of the Spectral Lines.

(Read Jan. 18.)

On the Refractive Indices and
Densities of Normal Solutions and
Semi-normal Aqueous Solutions

of Hydrogen Chloride and the
Chlorides of the Alkalis. (Read
Jan. 19.)

Trillingen van electrisch geladen
Stelsels in een magnetisch Veld.
(Read Jan. 26.)

Birefringence produite parle champ
magnetique, li^e au phenomene
de Zeeman, (Read Jan. 30.)

Illusorj' Resolution of the Lines of

a Spectrum. (Jan.)

Radiation Phenomena in the Mag-
netic Field. (Jan.)

L'6chello du spectre. (Jan.)

Theorie et applications d'une nou-
velle mithode de spectroscopic

interferentielle. (Jan.)

On the Constitution of the Electric

Spark. (Read Feb. 2.)

'C. R.' cxxviii. 47-48;
' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 510
(Abs.); 'Science Abstr.'

ii. 167.

' Rend. R.Accad. d. Lincei'

[5] viii.I.38-41;' Science
Abstr.' ii. 346.

' C. R.' cxxviii. 14.5-151

;

'Beiblatter,' xxiii. 352-
353 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Lxxvi. II. 266
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

ii. 442-443; 'Nature,'
lix. 311 (Abs.)

'Trans. Roy. Soc. Dublin'

[2], vii. 7-22; 'Nature,'
Ivii. 431 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc.'lxiv. 308-
318 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

505-506 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Lxxvi. II. 717 (Abs.)

' Zittingsversl. d. K. Vet.
Akad. Amsterdam,' vii.

320-340.

' C. R.' cxxviii. 294-297
;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 509-
510 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

li.x. 359 (Abs.); 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 220-221,

' Nature,' lix. 294-295,

' Nature,' lix. 224-229,

' Rev. g6n6rale des
Sciences,' x. 5-8 ;

' Bei-
bliltter,' xxiv. 259 (Abs.)

'Ann. Chim. et Phys.' [7],
xvi. 115-144.

' Phil. Trans.' cxciii. A,
189-213; 'Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 552-554 (Abs.)

n2
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0. Lummer and E.
PriDgsheim.

D. Macaluso and
0. M. Corbino.

0. M. Corbino

T. Preston

0. M Corbino

Lord Kayleigh

D. A. Goldhammer

T. Preston

A. A. Michelson .

A. Righi ,

F. Paschen .

Lord Kayleigh

H. C. Lord .

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

HYSICAL Eelations, 1899.

Die Vertheiluug der Energie im
Spectrum der schwarzen Korper.
(Read Feb. 3.)

Sulla relazione tra il fenomeno di

Zeeman e la rotazione magnetica
anomala del piano di polariza-

zione della luce. (Read Feb. 5.)

Sui battimenti luminosi e sull'

impossibility di produrli ricor-

rendo al fenomeno di Zeeman.
(Read Feb. 19.)

Magnetic Perturbations of the

SpectralLines. Further Resolution

of the Quartet. (Feb.)

Radiation Phenomena in the Mag-
netic Field. Magnetic Perturba-

tions of the SpectralLines. (Feb.)

Sulla dipendenza tra il fenomeno
di Zeeman e le altre modifica-

zioni che la luce subisce dai

vapori metallici in un campo
magnetico. (Read March 5.)

Transsparency and Opacity. (Read
March 24.)

Das Zeeman'sche Phiinomen, die

magnetische Circularpolarisation,

und die magnetische Doppelbre-
chung. (March.)

Radiation in a Magnetic Field.

(March.)

Radiation in

(March.)
Magnetic Field.

Intorno alia questione della pro-

duzione di un campo magnetico,

per opera di un raggio luminoso
polarizzato circolamente. (Read
April 9.)

Ueber die Vertheilung der Energie

im Spectium des schwarzen
Korpers bei niederen Tempera-
turen. (Read April 27.)

The Interferometer. (April.)

On a Graphic Method of Comparing
the Relative EflSciencies of Differ-

ent Spectroscopes (April.)

A Chapter in the History of Spec-

trum Analysis. (April.)

'Verb. Deutsch. phys-

Gesellsch.' i. 23-41 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 664.

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], viii. I. 116-121; 'II

Nuovo Cimento ' [4], ix.

384-389 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 673-674 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], viii. I. 171-175
j

' Science Abstr.' ii. 346.

' Nature,' lix. 367.

' Phil. Mag.' [5] xlvii. 16.5-

178; 'Science Abstr.' ii,

443-444.

' Rend R. Accad. d. Lincei'

[6], viii. I. 250-255,

' Proc. Roy. Inst.' xvi. 116-
119; 'Nature,' Ix. 64-65
(Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixvii. 696-701

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 278-
279.

' Nature,' lix. 485 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xxiv. 835 (Abs.)

' Nature,' lix. 440-441
;

< Beiblatter,' xxiv. 835

(Abs.)

' Atti R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[.5], viii. I. 825-326;
' Science Abstr.' ii. 601,

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1899, 405-420; ' Bei-

bliltter,' xxiv. 31-32

(Abs.) ;
' Science Abstr.'

ii. 604.

'Nature,' lix. 533; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxiv. 835 (Abs.)

' Astropbys. J.' ix. 191-

202 ; ' Science Abstr.' ii.

824 ;
' Beiblatter,' xxiii.

776-777 (Abs.)

' Nature,' lis. 535-539.
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Lord Kayleigh

R. W. Wood .

L. E. Jewell .

A. Cotton

J. W. Briihl .

Sir J. N. Lockyer

T. Preston ,

A. Righi

H. Wanner .

M. Hamy

A. Haller and P. T.

Miiller.

W. de W. Abney

C. Bender

W. W. Campbell

Physical Relations, 1899.

Transmission of Light through an
Atmosphere containing Small
Particles in Suspension. (April.)

An Application of the Diffraction

Grating to Colour Photography.
(April.)

The Wave-length of H«, and the
Appearance of the Solar Spectrum
near the Hydrogen Lines. (April.)

The Present Status of Kirchhoff's

Law. (April.)

Physikalische Eigenschaften einiger

Campherarten und verwandter
Korper.

On Spectrum Series. (Lecture to

Working Men. May 1.)

Magnetic Perturbations of the
Spectral Lines. (Read May 12.)

Sail' as.eorbimento della luce per
parte Hi un gaz posto nel campo
magnetico. (Read May 28.)

Notiz iiber die Verbreiterung der
D Linien. (May.)

Sur la determination de points de
repfere dans le spectre. (Read
June 5.)

Sur les refractions mol6culaires, la

dispersion moleculaire, et le pou-
voir specifique des combinaisons
du camphre avec quelques alde-

hydes aromatiques. (Read June 5.

)

The Colour Sensations in Terms of

Luminosity. (Read June 15.)

Brechungsexponenten reinen Was-
sers und normalen Salzlosungen.
(June.)

The Influence of the Purkinje
Phenomenon on Observations of

Faint Spectra. (June.)

' Phil. Mag.' [5] xlvii. 375-
384 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

731.

'Phil. Mag.'[5]xlvii.3G8-
372.

' Astrophys. J.' ix. 211-
213; 'Science Abstr.' ii.

823 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxiii.

780 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ix. 237-
268.

'Ber.' xxxii. 1222-1236;
' Chem. Centr.' 1899, I.

1265-1267 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Ix. 368-370, 392 -

396.

' Proc. Roy. Inst.' xvi. 151-
163; 'Nature,' Ix. 175-
180 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

662-663.

'II Nuovo Cimento' [4],

X. 20-42 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxiii. 666-670 (Abs.);

'Nature,' Ix. 276 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixviii. 143-144

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 603-
604.

'C.R.'cxxviii. 1380-1.382;
' Science Abstr.' ii. 727
(Abs.): 'Beibliitter,' xxiii.

777-778 (Abs.)

'C.R.'cxxviii. 1370-1 373;
' Chem. Centr.' 1899, II.

116-117 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxx. 11 (Abs.);

'Nature,' Ix. 167 (Abs.);
' J. Cliem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

622 (Abs.)

' Phil. Trans.' cxciii. 259-
287; 'Proc. Roy. Soc'
282-283 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

Ix. 237-238 ;
' Science

Abstr.' iii. 303.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.
[N.F.] Ixviji. 343-349;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

621 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. 659.

' Astrophys. J.'

' Beiblatter,'

(Abs.)

X. 22-24
;

xxiii. 776
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H. M. Reese

F. A. Saunders

J. M. Eder and
E. Valenta.

J. Wilsing ,

J. C. Shedd .

\V. Sedgwick.

W. W. EandaU .

W. Konig ,

J. W. Gifford

.

G. J. Burch .

T. Preston .

Fiirst B. Galitzin

and J. Wilip.

0. N. Rood .

E. B. Frost
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Physical Relations, 1899,

Notes on the Zeeman Effect. (June.)

Notes on the Energy Spectrum of a
Black Body, and on the Absorp-
tion of Ice in the Ultra-red.

(June.)

Normalspectren einiger Elemente
zur Wellenlangebestimmung im
aussersten Ultraviolett. (Read
July 13.)

Ueber den Einfluss des Drucks auf
die Wellenlangen der Linien des

Wasserstoffsspectrums. (Read
July 27.)

An Interferometer Study of Radia-
tion in a Magnetic Field. I., II.

(July.)

Spectrum Series. (Aug.)

On the Permeation of Hot Plati-

num by Gases. (Aug.)

Dispersionsmessungen am Gyps.
(Sept.)

Temperature and the Dispersion in

Quartz and Calcite. (Sept.)

On the Spectroscopical Examina-
tion of Contrast Phenomena.
(Sept.)

Preliminary Report of the Com-
mittee on Radiation from a Source
of Light in a Magnetic Field.

(Sept.)

Untersuchungen uber das Bre-
chungsverhaltniss des Aethyl-
iithers in der Nahe des kritischen

Punktes. (Read Oct. 6.)

Colour Vision and the Flicker

Photometer. (Oct.)

On Titanium for a Comparison
Spectrum. (Oct.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xviii. 59; 'Phil.

Mag.' [5] slviii. 317-319;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 130-
131 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xviii. 58-59.

' Denkschr. Akad. Wien '

Ixviii. 531-554 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xxiv. 474-475
(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1899, 750-752; ' Astro-

phys. J.' X. 269-271
;

' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 475
(Abs.)

'Phys. Review,' ix. 1-19,
86-115.

' Nature,' Ix. 412.

' Amer. Chem. J.' xix. 682-
691 ; 'Chem. News,' Ixxvi.

168-170.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixix. 1 - 11

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 819-
820 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1899,
661-662 ; ' Beiblatter,'

xxiv. 791 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1899,

624 ;
' Electrician,' xliii.

811-812; 'Nature,' Ix.

585 ;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv.

272 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1899,
63-64 ;

' Nature,' Ix. 586
(Abs.)

' Bull. Akad. St. Petersb.'

[5], xi. 117-196; 'Bei-

blatter,' xxiv. 448-450
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxviii. II. 461-462 (Abs.)

'Amer. J. Sci.' [4], viii.

254-260; 'Nature,' Ix.

611 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' x. 207-
208 ;

' Science Abstr.' iii.

20-21.
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0. Lummer and
E. Pringsheim.

F. Gand •

A. Chilesotti

Sir J. N. Lockyer

C. Bender ,

E. B. Frost .

T. Preston

F. Paschen ,

A. Haller and P. T.

Muller.

A. Eighi

VV. H. Perkin

P. Zeeman

A. Wiillner .

Physical Eelations, 1899.

I. Die Vertheilung der Energie im
Spectrum des schwarzen Korpers
und des blanken Platins. II.

Temperaturbestimmung fester

gliihender Korper. (Read Nov. 3.)

Sur la spectrophotometrie des

lumieres electriques. (Read Nov.

13.)

Sul potere rifrangente di alcuni

idrocarburi a nuclei benzolici con-

densati. (Read Nov. 19.)

Preliminary Table of Wave-lengths
ofEnhanced Lines. (Read Nov. 23.)

Brechungsexponenten reinen Was-
sers und normaler Salzlosungen.

II. Abth. (Nov.)

Corrections to Determinations of

absolute Wave-length. (Nov.)

Some Remarks on Radiation Phe-
nomena in a Magnetic Field.

(Nov.)

Ueber die Vertheilung der Energie
im Spectrum des schwarzen
Korpers bei hoheren Tempera-
turen. (Read Dec. 7.)

Sur les refractions mol6culaires,

la dispersion moleculaire, et le

pouvoir rotatoire specifique de
quelques alcoylcamphres. (Read
Dec. n.)

Sul fenomeno di Zeeman nel caso
generale d'un raggio luminoso
comunque inclinato sulla dire-

zione della forza magnetica.
(Read Dec. 17.) (Mem. Accad.
Bologna [5], viii. 263-294.)

The Refractive and Magnetic Rotary
Power of some Benzenoid Hydro-
carbons. The Refractive Power of

Mixtures. An Improved Spectro-
meter Scale-reader. (ReadDec.21.)

Waaruemingen over eene asym-
metrische verandering van ijzer-

lijnen bij straling in een magnet-
isch veld. (Read Dec. 30.)

Ueber die Spectra der Canalstrahlen
und Cathodenstrahlen. (Dec.)

'Verb. Deutsch. pbys
Gesellsch.' [2], 215-235.

'C. R.' cxxix. 759-760;
' Nature,' Ixi, 95 - 96
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

iii. 15.

' Gazz. chim. Ital.' xsx. I.

149-169; 'II Nuovo Ci-

mento' [4], sii. 290-293
(Abs.) ; ' Beiblatter,' xxv.

283 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' L^v. 452-

461 ;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv.

262-263 (Abs.); 'Nature,'

Ixi. 263 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.] , Ixix. 676-679

;

' Science Abslr.' iii. 13

(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' x. 283-
285 ;

' Science Abstr.' iii.

176.

'Nature,' Ixi. 11-13.

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1899, 959-976.

' C. R.' cxxix. 1005-1008

;

'Chem. Centr.' 1900, I.

297 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

Ixi. 192 (Abs.)

'II Nuovo Cimento,' xi.

177-200 ;
' Beiblattei,'

xxiv. 541-544 (Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.' iii. 689.

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvii.

267-294 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxiv. 929-930 (Abs.)
;

'Chem. Centr.' 1900, I.

797-798 (Abs.)

• Zittingsversl. R. Akad.
Amsterdam,' 1899-1900,
Deel viii. 828-331 ;

' Bei-

blatter,' xxiv. 835 (Abs.);
'Nature,' Ixi. 408 (Abs.)

'Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 132-
134 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

314-315 (Abs.)
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Sir W. de W. Abney

E. van Aubel

.

W. Hallwachs

G. A. Hemsalech

Physical Relations, 1899, 1900.

Ueber die Zerlegung des Spectrums
des electrischen Licbtes in Leucht-

kraftmengen von drei Farben.

(Jabrb. f. Pbotogr. 1899, 338-350.)

Ueber die Brechungsexponenten
der Metalle.

Refractive Indices of Solutions.

(Sitzungsb. Isis.)

Sur le spectre des decbarges oscil-

lantes.

' Zeitechr. f. physikal.

Cbem.' XXX. 565-5G7
;

'Cbem. Centr.' 1900, I.

161 (Abs.) ;
' J. Chem.

Soc' Ixxviii. II. 125
(Abs.)

'Nature,'Ix.328-329(Abs.)

' J. de Phys.' [3], viii. 652-

660; 'Nature,' M. 258-
259 (Abs.)

J. J. Manley .

H. Rubens

D. P. Brace .

E. Aschkinass

S. Young and E.

Fortey.

C. Fabry and
Perot.

A. Perot and
Fabry.

M. Hamy

W. Voi»t

E. Hagen and
Rubens.

C. Viola

1900.

An Optical Metbod of determining
tbe Density of Sea-water. (Read
Jan. 8.)

Rechercbcs sur le spectre infra-

rouge. La resonance electrique

des rayons de chaleur. (Jan.)

On a New System
Photometric Work.

for Spectral

(Jan.)

Ueber anomale Dispersion im ultra-

roten Spectralgebietc. (Jan.)

C. Note on the Refraction and Mag-
netic Rotation of Hexamethylene,
Chlorohexamethylene, and Dichlo-

rohexamethylene. (Read Feb. 13.)

A.I Nouvelle source de la lumiere

pour le spectrometrie de pre-

cision. (Read Feb. 12.)

Determination de nouveaux points

de repere dans le spectre. (Read
Feb. 19.)

Sur la determination de points de
repere dans le spectre. (Read
Feb. 19, March 12.)

Ueber eine Dissymmetrie der Zee-

man'schen normalen Triplets.

(Feb.)

H. Das Reflexionsvermogen von Me-
tallen und belegten Glasspiegeln.

(Feb.)

Ueber die Minima der Lichtablen-

kung durch Prismen anisotroper

MecUen. (March.)

'Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb.
xxiii. 35-43 ;

' Nature,'

Ixi. 286 (Abs.)

' Rev. g^nerale des
Sciences,' xi. 7-13.

' Astrophys. J.' xi. 6-24
;

' Nature,' Ixi. 521 (Abs.)

'Ann. der Phys.' [4], i.

42-68; 'Phys. Zeitschr.'

i. 53-54; ' Science Abstr.'

iii. 237-238.

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvii.

372-374 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxiv. 928-929 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxx. 406-409;
'Nature,' Ixi. 407 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxx. 492-495

;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 473-
474 (Abs.); ' Nature,' Ixi.

435 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxx. 489-492, 700-
701 ;

' Nature,' Ixi. 435
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

iii. 377, 464; 'Beibliit-

ter,' xxiv. 472 (Abs.)

'Ann. der Phys.' [4], i.

376-388.

' Ann. der Phys.' [4], i.

353-375 ;
' Nature,' Ixi.

555 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u.

Min.' xxxii. 545-550
;

'Beibliitter,' xxiv. 1292-
1293 (Abs.)
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E. H. J Cunseus

Lord Blythswood
and E. W. Mar-
chant.

L. E. Jewell

D. W. Murphy

T. Preston

A. Eighi

E. Goldstein .

W. S. Adams

.

C. Bender

A. Laur

.

G. J. Burch .

A. Partheil and J.

von Velsen.

A. Schmaus .

V. Schumann

G. Pelliui and A.
Menin.

Physical Relations, 1900.

Die Bestimmung des Brechungs-
vermogen als Methode fiir die

Untersuchung der Zusammen-
setzungder coexistirenden Phasen
bei Mischungen von Aceton und
Aether. (April.)

The Echelon Spectroscope and its

Application to investigate the Be-
haviour of the Chief Lines of the
Mercury Spectrum under the Influ-

ence of a Magnetic Field. (April.)

The Use of the Lines of Titanium
for Comparison Spectra and their

Prominence in the Chromosphere.
(April.)

A Method of Determining the
Luminosity Curve of the Solar

Spectrum. (April.)

The Interferometer. (April)

TJeber das Zeeman'sche Phanomen
in dem allgemeinen Falle eines

beliebig gegen die Richtung der
magnetischen Kraft geneigten
Lichtstrahles. (April.)

Ueber Spectra von Gasgemengen
und vonEntladungshiillen. (Read
May 11.)

The Curvature of the Spectral Lines
in the SpectroheUograph. (May.)

Brechungsexponenten normaler
Salzlosungen. III. (May.)

Ueber den normalen refractome-
trischen Werth von Butter. (May.)

On the Spectroscopic Examination
of Colour produced by Simultane-
ous Contrast. (Read June 21.)

Die Grundlagen der refractome-
trischen Butteruntersucliung.
(June.)

Ueber anomale electromagnetische
Rotationsdispersion. (June.)

The Transparency of Thin Films of

Glycerin. (June.)

Sul potere rifrangente del tellurio

in alcuni suoi compositi. (Read
July .30.)

' Phys.

317;
730.

Zeitschr.' i. 316-
' Science Abstr.' iii.

' Phil. Mag.' [5], xlix. 384-
403 ;

' Science Abstr.' iii.

375-37G.

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 243-
244 ;

' Science Abstr.' iii.

691.

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 220-
225; ' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

910-911 (Abs.); 'Science
Abstr.' iii. G91.

•Nature,' lix. 605; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxiv. 835-836
(Abs.)

'Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 329-
334.

' Verb. Deutsch. phys.

Gesellsch.' [2], ii. 110-
112; ' Beiblatter,' xxiv.

1191-1193 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 309-
311; 'Beibliitter,' xxiv.

908 (Abs.)

' Ann. der. Phys.' [4], ii.

186-196; 'J. Chem.Soc'
Ixxviii. IL 461 (Abs.)

' Chem. Zeitun?,' xxiv.

394-395; ' J.Cliem. Soc'
Ixxviii. II. 034 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvii.

224-228 ;

"' Nature,' Ixii.

615-616 (Abs.); 'Science
Abstr.' iii. 181.

'Arch. Pharm.' ccxxxviii.

261 -'279; 'Chem. Centr.'

1900, II. 215-216 (Abs.)

'Ann. d. Phys.' [4], ii.

280-294 ;
' Nature,' Ixii.

335 (Abs.)

' Chem. News,' Ixxxi. 267-
268.

'Gazz. chim. Ital.' xxx.
II. 465-475 ;

' J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxx. II. 94 (Abs.)
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G. A. Hemsalech .

E. Hoppe

C. Runge and F.

Paschen.

E. Carvallo .

W. Marshall Watts

N. E. Dorsey

.

S. P. Langley

H. M. Reese .

C. Riviere

A. Perot and C.

Fabry.

J. Meyer

O. Lummer and E.

Jahnke.

S. P. Langley

H. B. Dixon .

R. W. Wood .

Physical Relations, 1900.

Sur les spectres des decharges
oscillantes. (Aug.)

Spectroscopische Beobachtungen
am Wehneltunterbrecher. (Aug.;

Studium des Zeemaneffectes im
Queoksilberspectrum. (Aug.)

Sur la dispersion exceptionnelle du
spath d'Islande.

On Wave-length Tables of the
Spectra of the Elements and Com-
pounds [containing Index toTables
in the Reports from 1884 to 1900.]

Prism and Grating Spectroscopes.
(Sept.)

On the Infra-red of the Solar' Spec-
trum. (Sept.)

An Investigation of the Zeeman
Effect with Reference to Zinc, Cad-
mium, Magnesium, Iron, Nickel,

Titanium, Carbon, Calcium, Alu-
minium, Silicon, Mercury, &c.
(Sept.)

Indies de refraction et dispersion
du brome. (Read Oct. 22.)

Methode interf6rentielle pour la

mesure des longueurs d'onde dans
le spectre solaire. (Read Oct. 29.)

Die Photographic der ultraroten

Strahlen. (Oct.)

Ueber die Spectralgleichung des
schwarzen Korpers und des
blanken Platins. I. (Oct.)

Sur les derniers resultats obtenus
dans I'etude de la partie infra-

rouge du spectre solaire. (Read
Nov. 5.)

Reversal of Lines of the Spectrum
of an Explosion Wave. (Read
Nov. 13.)

The Anomalous Dispersion of Car-
bon. (Read Nov. 23.)

' J. de Phys.' ix. 437-444
;

' Beibliitter,' sxiv. 1283-
1284 (Abs.)

' Eltctrotechn. Zeitschr.

xxi. 507-508; 'Beiblatter,

xxlv. 1026-1027 (Abs.)

'Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 480-
481 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxiv.
1329-1330 (Abs.)

;

' Science Abstr.' iii. 949-
950.

'J. de Phys.' [3], 465-
479; 'Science Abstr.' iv.

17-18.

' Brit.Assoc. Report,' 1900,
193-297.

'Astrophys. J.' xii. 164-
165 ;

' Science Abstr.' iv.

25-26.

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1900,
659 (title only); 'Nature,'

Ixii. 562 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xii. 120-
135; 'Beiblatter,' xxiv.

1329 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 671-672;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 1275
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxx. II. 1 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 700-702
' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 1291-
1292 (Abs.)

'Phys. Zeitschr.' ii. 67
' Science Abstr.' iv. 24.

' Ann. der Phys.' [4], ii.

283-297.

'C. R.' cxxxi. 734-736;
' Nature,' Ixiii. 75 (Abs.)

;

• Science Abstr.' iv. 24-
25.

' Mem. and Proc. Man-
chester Phil. Soc' 1900-
1901, 4-5.

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xvii,

651-663 ;
' Nature,' Ixiii.

122 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxxii. 267 (Abs.)
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G. J. VV. Bremer

C. E. McCIung

C. E. Magnnsson .

E. A. Partridge .

W. Eamsay ,

H. M. Beese .

F. Eiegler

J. E. Eydberg

K. Stockl

R. W. Wood and
C. E. Magnusson

P. Zeeman

Indices de refraction de solutions

du chlorure du calcium.

Physical Relations, 1900.

—

Fluoeescence, 1899, 1900.

Arch, n^erland.' [2], v.

202-213; ' J. Cbem. fSoc'

Ixxx. II. 141 (Abs.)

Chem. News,' Isxxii. 88
(Abs.)

Refractive Index and Alcohol-sol-

vent Pov^ers of a Number of Clear-

ing and Mounting Media. ('Kansas
Univ. Quarterly,' vii. No. 4.)

TheAbnormal Dispersion of Cyanin.
('Bull. Univ. Wisconsin,' ii. 247-
296.)

Series in Spectra (' J. Franklin
Inst.' cxlix. 193-206.)

Notes on the Refractivities of the
Inactive Gases.

The Zeeman Phenomenon. (' Elec-
trical World and Engineer,' xxxvi.

248-249.)

The Refractometry of Mineral
Waters. ('Buletinul Societatiide
le Sciinte d. Bucuresci, Romania,'
ix. 251.)

Distribution of Spectrum Lines.
(' Eeport of the International
Physical Congress at Paris,' ii.

141-174.)

Messungen iiber die Dispersion und
Absorption von Losungen anomal
brechender Substanzen bis zu
grossen Verdtinnungen. (' Inaug.
Dissert. Munchen,' 1900, 34 pp.)

The Anomalous Dispersion of

Cyanin.

Weiteres zur unsymmetrischen
Aenderung der Spectrallinien in

einem Magnetfelde.

' Beibliitter,' xxv. 36
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' Ixiii.

210 (Abs.)

' Science Abstr.' iii. 465.

' Arch, neerland.' [2], v.

356-359 ;
' J. Chem. Soc.'

Ixxx. II. 141 (Abs.)

' Science Abstr.' iii. 853.

' Chem. News,' Ixxxii. 78.

Beibliitter,' xxiv. 1276.

(Abs.)

' Proc. Phys. Soc' xvii.

542-552.

'Arch, neerland.' [2], v.

237-241.

Sir W. Crookes

F. E. Kester

,

P. Lewis .

V.

FLUORESCENCE.

1899.

Photographic Researches on Phos-
phorescent Spectra. OnVictorium,
a New Element Associated with
Yttrium. (Read May 4.)

A Method for the Study of Phos-
phorescenc Sulphides.

1900.

Ueber Fluorescenz nnd Nachleucht-
en bei der clectrischen Entladung
in Stickstoff. (July.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixv. 237-
243; 'Nature,' Ix. 317-
319; 'Chem. News,' Jxxx.

49-51; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. IL 751 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' ii. 767.

'Phys. Rev.' ix. 164-175;
' Beibliitter,' sxiii. 988-
989 (Abs.)

'Ann. der Phys.' [4], i.

4,59-468; 'Nature,' Ixii.

381 (Abs.)
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VI.

ASTRONOMICAL APPLICATIONS.

1882.

S. J. Perry . . I The Solar Eclipse, 1882, May IG. i

' Monthly Not. E. A. S.

I (June.)
I

xlii. 408-410.

1885.

„ .
I

The chromosphere In 1884 (Feb.) |

' Observatory,' viii. 53.

S J. Perry and
A. L. Cortie

A, L. Cortie .

J. N. Lockyer

W. Sidgreaves

A. L. Cortie .

W. Sidgreaves

A. L. Cortie .

W. Sidgreaves

A. L. Cortie

1889.

Comparison of the Spectrum, be-

tween C and D, of a Sun-spot

observed 1884, May 27, with

another of 1889, May 7. (June.)

1890.

Observation of the Spectra of Sun-

spots, in the region B-D, made at

Ston3diurst College Observatory,

1882-1889. (Read Dec. 12.)

1891.

On the Causes which produce the

Phenomena of New Stars. (Read
April IG.)

1892.

The bright Solar Prominence of

1891, Sept. 10. (Jan.)

The large Sun-spot Group of Aug.
28-Oct. 4, 1891. (Feb.)

The Spectrum of Nova Auriga?.

(Read May 13.)

Some Recent Studies in the Solar

Spectrum. (May.)

Notes on the Spectra of Sun-spots.

(Aug.)

Nova AurigEe (Aug.)

Report of the Solar Spectroscopic

Section of the British Astronomi-
cal Association. (Read Oct. 26.)

The Nova of 1892. (Oct.)

189.3.

Errata to ' Note on the Revival of

Nova AurigEe' in 'Astron. and
Astrophys.' xi. 883 (note). (July.)

The Temporary Star in Auriga.

(June.)

'Monthly Not. E. A. S.'

slis. 410-418.

'Monthly Not. R. A. S.

li. 76-78.

Phil. Trans.' clxxxii. A.
397-448 ;

' Beiblatter,'

xvii. 1067-1068 (Abs.)

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 66-67.

' Observatory,' xiv. 363-
36G ;

' Astron. and Astro-

phys.' xi. 130-133.

' Mem. R. Astr. Soc.

29-43.

' Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 393-407.

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xi. 587-593.

' Astron, and Astrophys.'

xi. 604-607.

'Jour. Brit. Astron. Assoc'
iii. 31-35.

' Jour. Brit. Astron.

Assoc' iii. 22-24; 'Obser-

vatory,' XV. 361-365.

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 560.

'Astron. and Astrophys.'

xii. 521-539.
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ASTBONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1893, 1894, 1896, 1897, 1898.

W. Sidgreaves

F. McClean .

W. Sidgreaves

A. Belopolsky

C. G. Abbott .

H. Deslandres

A. C. Maury .

A. J. Cannon .

E. C. Pickering

F. McClean .

The Variable Spectrum of fi Lyrpe

in the region F—h. (Dec.)

The Physical Constitution of the

Sun. (Nov.)

1894.

Notes on Solar Observations at

Stonyhurst College Observatory.

(Nov.)

1896.

Stellar Spectrum Photography at 1
' Jour. Brit. Astr. Assoc'

Stonyhurst. (Lecture Jan. 15.) vi. 196-197 (Abs.)

'Month. Not. R.A, S.' liv.

94-99.

'Astron. and Astrophys.'
xii. 826-834.

' Month. Not. R. A. S.' Iv,

6-12.

H. Deslandres

1897.

Comparative Photograpliic Spectra

of Stars to the 3^ Magnitude.

(Read April 8.)

The Spectrum of $ Lyrsd as observed

at Stonyhurst College Observatory

in 1895. (May.)

New Researches into the Spectra

of /3 Lyrfe and v Aquilsi (in Rus-

sian). (Nov.)

Report of the Work of the Astro-

physical Observatory for the year

ending June 30, 1897.

Observation de I'eclipse du soleil

du 16 Avril, 1893.

Spectra of Bright Stars.

1898.

A Variable Bright Hydrogen Line.

(Jan.)

A New Spectroscopic Binary. (Jan.)

Comparison of Oxygen with the

Extra Lines in the Spectra of the

Helium Stars Crucis, &c. Also

Summary of the Spectra of South-

ern Stars to the 3^ Magnitude, and
their Distribution. (Read Feb. 3.)

The Total Eclipse of the Sun.

Nouvelle serie de photographies de

la chromosphere entiere du soleil.

(TRead March 21.)

' Phil. Trans.'cxci. A. 127-
138 ;

' Science Abstr.' ii.

435-436 (Abs.)

' Month. Not. R. A. S.' Ivii.

515-531.

'Bull. Acad. St. Peters-

burg ' [5], vii. 355-374

;

' Nature,' Ixii. 70 (Abs.)

' Smithsonian Inst. Rep.'

1897, 66-68.

' Ann. du Bureau des
Longitudes,' 1897, c. 1-
74.

'Annals of Harvard Coll.

Obs.' 1897, xxviii. L
;

'Nature,' Ivi. '?06-208

;

' Naturw. Rundschau,
xii. 581-583.

'Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'
No. 21; 'Nature,' Ivii.

284 (Abs.)

' Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'
No. 21; 'Nature,' Ivii,

284 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixii. 417-
423 ;

' Astrophys. J.' vii.

367-372; 'Nature,' Ivii,

405 (Abs); 'Science
Abstr.' i. 635-636.

' Nature,' Ivii. 265-267.

•C. R.' cxxvi. 879-882;
' Science Abstr.' i. 470-
471.
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ASTEONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1898.

Sir J. N. Lockyer

J. Scheiner .

"W. Sidgreaves

A. L. Cortie .

E. Copeland .

E. H. Hills and H.
F. Newall

A. L. Cortie .

W. H. S. Monck

E. C. Pickering

C. Eunge

C. L. Poor and S.

A. Mitcliell

A. J. Cannon.

L. E. Jewell .

J. R. Rydbcrg

A. Belopolsky

J. E. Keeler .

Total Eclipse of the Sun, January
22, 1898. Preliminary Account
of the Observations made by the

Eclipse Expedition and the

Officers and Men of H.M.S.
' Melpomene,' at Viziadrug. (Read
March 28.)

On the Spectrum of Hydrogen in the

Nebulce. (April.)

The Spectrum
graphed at

Observatory.

of o Ceti as photo-

Stonyhurst College

(April.)

On the Level of Sun-spots and the

Cause of their Darkness. (April.)

Total Solar Eclipse of January 22,

1898. Preliminary Report on
Observations made at Glioglee,

Central Provinces. (Read May
10.)

Total Solar Eclipse of 1898, Jan-

uary 22. Preliminary Report on
the Observations made at Pulgaon,

India, (Read May 25.)

Vanadium in the Spectrum (C—D)
of Sun-spots. (May.)

The Spectra and Proper Motions of

Stars. (June.)

Stars having
(June.)

Peculiar Spectra.

On the Relative Intensities of the

Lines in the Spectrum of tlie

Orion Nebula. (June.)

The Concave Grating for Stellar

Photography. (June.)

Additional Hydrogen Lines in Stars

resembling ( Puppis. (June.)

The Concave Grating for Stellar

Photography. (June.)

Metargon and the Interplanetary

Medium. (July.)

Ueber ein Versuch die Geschwin-
digheit im Visionsradius der Com-
ponenten von y Virginis und
7 Leonis zu bestimmen. (Aug.)

The Hydrogen Atmosphere sur-

rounding the Wolf-Rayet Star

D.M. + 30°3639. (Aug.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Isiv. 27-
42.

' Astrophys. J.' vii. 231-
238; ' Beiblatter,' sxii.

841 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' i. 583 ;
' Nature,'

Iviii. 41 (Abs.)

'Month. Not. E. A. S.'

Iviii. 344-353.

' Astrophys.

248.

J.' vii. 239-

Proc.

26.

Roy. Soc' Ixiv. 21-

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiv. 43-
61.

'Month. Not. R. A. S.'

Iviii. 370-373.

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 28-31.

' Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'
No. 32; 'Nature,' Iviii.

258 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 32-

36 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxiii.

362-363 (Abs.)

' Astrophj's. J.' viii. 157-
162 ;

' Science Abstr.' i.

316.

' Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ*
No. 32; 'Nature,' Iviii.

258 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.
Circ' xvii. 61-62.

'Nature,' Iviii. 319; 'Bei-

bliitter,' xxiii. 395 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nach.' cl. (No. 3510),
90-94 ;

' Nature,* Iviii.

400-401 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' viii. 113-
114; 'Nature,' Iviii. 463
(Abs.)
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H. C. Lord .

K. D. Nargamvala

H. Deslandres

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

W. W. Campbell .

A. C. Maury .

H. C. Vogel .

Sir J. N. Lockyer

Mrs. Fleming

G. E. Hale .

W. W. Campbell .

H. Deslandres

Astronomical Applications, 1898,

Some Observations on Stellar Mo-
tions in the Line of Sight made at

the Emerson McMillin Observa-
tory. (Aug.)

Photograph of the Spectrum of the
' Flash' at the Eclipse of Jan. 21,

1898. (Aug.)

The Nebula of Andromeda. (Sept.)

Photographic de la vitesse radiale

des etoiles. (Sept.)

The Chemistry of the Stars. (In-

augural Address, Birmingham
and Midland Institute. Oct. 26.)

Some Stars with Great Velocities in

the Line of Sight. The Variable
Velocity of ij Pegasi in the Line of
Sight. (Oct.)

The K-lines of /3 Aurigfe. (Oct.)

W. W. Campbell

Ueber das Spectrum von a Aquilre,

und liber die Bewegung des
Sternes im Visionsradius. (Read
Nov. 17.)

Preliminary Note on the Spectrum
of the Corona. (Read Nov. 24.)

Stars of the Vth Type in the
Magellanic Clouds. (Nov.)

Classification of Spectra of Variable
Stars of Long Period. (Nov.)

On the Spectra of Stars of Secchi's
Fourth Type. (Nov.)

The Variable Velocities of o Leonis
and of X Draconis in the Line of
Sight. (Dec.)

Remarques sur les methodes em-
ployees dans la recherche des
vitesses radiales des astres. (Dec.)

SauerstofE auf der Sonne. Zu-
sammenfassung der Resultate
von Runge und Paschen, Janssen,
Duner, Schuster, und Jewell.
(' Himmel und Erde,' x. 425.)

1899.

The Variable Radial Velocity of

C Geminorum in the Line of Sight.
(Jan.)

1899.

' Astrophys. J.' viii, 65-69
;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii. 180
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' viii. 120-
121; 'Nature,' Iviii. 526
(Abs.)

' Nature,' Iviii. 515.

' Bull. Soc. Astron. de
France,' xii. 387-390

;

' Nature,' Iviii. 490 (Abs.)

' Nature,' lix. 32-36

;

' Chem News,' Ixxviii,

233-235 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 157-
160 ;

' Beibliltter,' xxxiii.

180 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,' lix.

43 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' viii. 173-
175 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiii.

181 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin.'

1898, 721-734 ;
' Bei-

blatter,' xxiii. 181 (Abs.);
' Astrophys. J.' ix. 1-15

;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 43^.-

437.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiv. 168-
170; 'Nature,' lix. 279-
280; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. II. 717-718 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 232
;

' Nature,' lix. 330 (Abs.)

' .4strophys. J.' viii. 233
;

' Nature,' lix. 330 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' viii. 237-
238; 'Nature,' lix. 330
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' viii. 291-
292 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxiii.

362 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxlviii. 23-

28 ;
' Astrophys. J.' i 3

167-172; 'Science Abstr.
ii. 728.

' Beiblatter,' xxii. 561-562
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ix. SC

;

' Nature,' Ix. 114 (Abs.)
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Astronomical Applications, 1899.

J. E. Keeler

Sir J. N. Lockyer

A.. Mulle

A. Cornu

H. C. Duner .

a. E. Hale .

Mrs. Fleming

Sir J. N. Lockyer

»> >>

i» >>

D. Gill .

G. E. Hale .

G. E. Hale

J. VVilsing

Variation of Spectrum of Orion
Nebula. (Jan.)

Note on the Enhanced Lines in the

Spectrum of a Cygni. (Read
Feb. 2.)

On tlie Order of Appearance of

Ciiemical Substances at Different

Stellar Temperatures. (Read Feb.

23.)

Les trois types spectrales des
6toiles. (Feb.)

La photographic des spectres

d'etoiles. (Read Marcli 1.)

Spectra of Stars of Class III. b,

(March.)

The Spectrum of Saturn's Rings.

(March.

)

A New Star in

(March.)
Sagittarius.

The Cliemistry of the Stars in Re-
lation to Temperature. (March.)

On the Distribution of the various
Chemical Groups of Stars. (Lec-
ture to Working Slen. April 10.)

On some Recent Advances in

Spectrum Analysis relating to

Inorganic and Organic Evolution.

(Lecture to Working Men. April

21.)

On the Presence of Osj'gen in the
Atmospheres of certain Fixed
Stars. (Read April 27.)

Comparison of Stellar Spoctraof the
Third and Fourth Types. (April.)

Photographs of the New Star in

Sagittarius. (April.)

Spectra of Stars of Secchi's Fourth
Type. (April.)

Ueber die Deutung des typischen
Spectrams der neuen Sterne.

(Read May 4.)

' Astr. Nachr.' cxlviii. (No.
3541)207; 'Nature,' lix.

379 (Abs.)

• Proc. Roy. Soc.'lxiv. 320-
322; ' Beiblatter.' xxiii.

361 (Abs.); 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 435.

' Proc. Roy. Soc.' Ixiv. 396-
401 ; 'Chem,News,'lxxix.
145 - 147 ;

' Beiblatter,'

xxiii. 792 (Abs.)

' Rev. Scientifique,' xi.

238-242.

' Bull. Soc. Astron. de
France,' Sept. 1899, 379-
382.

'Astrophys. J.' ix. 119-

132; 'Nature,' Ix. IS

(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ix. 185-
186; 'Nature,' lix. 595
(Abs.)

' Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'

No. 42; 'Nature,' lix. 561
(Abs.)

' Nature,' lix. 463-466.

' Nature,' Is. 617-620, Ixi.

8-11.

' Nature,' Ix. 103-108.

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixv. 196-

206; 'Nature,' Ix. 190
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. IL 718 (Abs.);
' Science Abstr.' ii. 729
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' x. 273-274.

'Astrophvs. J.' ix. 269;
' Nature",' Ix. 88 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' ix. 271-
272; 'Nature,' Ix. 186-
187 (Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1899, 426-436 ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. 728-729
;

'Astrt)phys. J.' x. 113-
125.
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Sir J. N. Lockj'er

A. Belopolsky

G. E. Hale and
F. Ellerman.

W. W. Campbell

J, Scheiner .

W. W. Campbell

W. H. Wright

E. B. Frost .

W. W. Campbell

ASTEONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1899.

On the Chemical Classification of ' Proc. Roy. Soc.'lsv. 186-
the Stars. (Read May 4.)

A. Belopolsky

G. E. Hale .

Sir J. N. Lockyer

J. Lunt

A. Belopolsky

J. Fecyi

1901.

Ueber die Bewegung von f Gemi-
norum in den Gesichtslinie.

(May.)

The Spectra of Stars of Secchi's
Fourth Type. (July.)

New Spectroscopic Multiple Star
(Polaris). (Sept.)

Ueber die photographisch-photo-
metrischen Untersuchungen des
Herrn Keeler am Orionnebel.
(Oct.) (Reply of J. Keeler, ' Astr.

Nachr.' cli. (No. 3601) 3-4.)

The Variable Velocities in the Line
of Sight of € Librse, \ Draconis,
\ Andromedfe, € Ursee Minoris, S

Ursae Minoris, and e» Draconis.
(Oct.)

Observations of Comet Spectra.
(Oct.)

The Variable Velocity of Polaris.

(Oct.)

The Spectroscopic Binary Capella.
(Oct.)

The Wave-length of the Green
Coronal Line, and other Data re-

sulting from an Attempt to Deter-
mine the Law of Rotation of the
Solar Corona. (Oct.)

Ueber das Spectrum von P Cygni.
(Nov.)

Carbon in the Chromosphere. (Nov.)

The Piscian Stars. (Read Dec. 14.)

On the Origin of certain Unknown
Lines in the Spectra of Stars of
the Crucis Type, and on the
Spectrum of Silicon. (Read
Dec. 14.)

Notes on the Spectrum of P Cygni.
(Dec.)

The Great Sun-spot, September
1898. (Dec.)

191.

' Astr. Nachr.' cxlix. (No.
3565) 239 ;

' Nature,' Ix.

114 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' x. 87-112
;

' Reibliltter,' xxiv. 110-
111 (Abs.); ' Nature," Ix.

429 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Ix. 513 (Abs.)

•Astr. Nachr.' cl. (No.
3593) 299-302 ;

' Astro-

phys. J.' X. 164-168.

' Astrophys. J.' x. 175-
183; 'Nature,' Ixi. 114
(Abs.)

' Astrophys J.' s. 173-176;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 481-
482 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' x. 184-185

;

' Nature,' Ixi. 114 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' x. 177;
'Nature; Ixi. 114 (Abs.);
' Beiblittter,' xxiv. 482
(Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' x. 186-
192, 306-307; ' Bei-

bliltter,' xxiv. 183 (Abs.)
;

' Science Abstr.' iii. 176.

' Astr. Nachr.' cli. (No.
3603) 37-40; 'Nature,'

Ixi. 137 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.'x. 287-288.

'Proc.Roy.Soc.'lxvi. ]26_
140; ' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

789_790(Abs.); 'Nature,'

Ixi. 213 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvi. 44-
50; ' Astropbj-s. J.' xi.

262-269 ;
' Beibliitter,'

xxiv. 912-913 (Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' x. 319-321.

'Astrophys. J." x. 333-
336 ;

' Science Abstr.' iii.

300.

O
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C. A, Young .

W. Sidgreaves

H. C. Vogel and
J. Wilsing .

C. A. Schultz-Sfcein-

heil.

A. Elvins

C. Dufour

C. G. Abbot
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Astronomical Applications, 1899,

The Wave-length of the Corona
Line. (Dec.)

Notes on the Spectra of 7 Cassio-

peiie and Ceti,

Untersuchungen iibcr die Spectra

von 528 Sternen. (' Publ. d.

Astrophys. Observat. zu Potsdam,'

xii. I. 73 pp.)

The Rotation of the Sun. (Lund
Observatory.)

Sun-spot of September and October,

1898. (Proc. Canadian Instit. ii.

35-38.)

C'omparaison entre la lumiere du
soleil et celle de quelques 6toiles.

Report of the Work of the Astro-

pliysical Observatory for the year

ending June 30, 1899.

1900.

'Astrophys. J.' x. 306-
307 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

480 (Abs.) ;
• Science

Abstr.' iii. 299-300.

' Month. Not. R. A. S.' lix.

502-512.

' Nature,' Ix. 577 (Abs.)

' Science Abstr.' iii. 176-

177.

'Arch, de Geneve,' viii.

209-217.

' Smithson. Inst. Report,'

1899; 'Nature,' Ixi. 546
(Abs.)

Sir J. N. Lockyer
and A. Fowler.

A. Bclopolsky

H. Deslandres

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

II. C. Vogel .

W. H. Wright

K. Schwartzchild .

W. W. Campbell .

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

1900.

The Spectrum of a Aquilaa.

Feb. 8.)

(Read

Ueber eino Methode zur Verstiirk-

ung schwacher Linier in Stern-

spectrogrammen (in Russian.)

(Read Feb. 9.)

Variations rapides de la vitessc

radiale de I'etoile 8 Orionis.

(Read Feb. 12.)

Preliminary Note on the Spectrum
of the Corona. (Read Feb. 22.)

Ueber die im letzten Decennium in

der Bestimmung der Sternbewe-
gung in der Gesichtshnie erreich-

tenFortschritte. (Read March 29.)

The Orbit of the Spectroscopic

Binary x Draconis. (March.)

Ein Verfahren der Bahnbestim-
mung der spectroscopischen Dop-
pelsternen (March.)

The Variable Velocity of /3 Herculis

in the Line of Sight. (March.)

A Short Account of the Physical
Problems now being investigated

at the Solar Physics Observatory
and their Astronomical Applica-
tions. (Pbys. Soc. April 27.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvi. 232-
238 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

995 (Ahs.)

' Bull. Acad. St. Pctersb.'

[5], xii. 20.5-210 ;
' Bei-

bliitter,' XXV. 131-132

(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxx. 379-382
;

' Nature,' Ixi. 407 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvi. 189-

192; ' Science Abstr.' iii.

524-525.

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1900, 373-390.

' Astrophys. J.' xi. 131-

134 ;
' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

990 (Abs.)

' Astr. Nachr.' clii. (No.

3620) 66-74; 'Nature,'

Ixi. 521-522 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 140;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 790

(Abs.)

' Nature,' Ixii. 23 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. News,' Ixxxi. 214

(Abs.)
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L. E. Jewell .

W. W, Campbell .

A. Belopolsky

H. Deslandres

W. H. M. Christie

and F. M. Dyson.

J. Evershed

ASTKONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1900.

Spectroscopic Determinations of

Motion in the Line of Sight, &c.

(ApriL)

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

H. H. Turner and
H. F. NewaU.

G. Meslin

H. Deslandres

W. II. Julius

r. de lleen

Some Spectrographic Results ob-

tained at the Indian Eclipse by
the Lick Observatory Crocker
Expedition. (April.)

EinVersuch die Rotationsgeschwin-
digkeit des VenusiBquator auf
spectrographischem Wege zu be-

stimmen. (May.)

Observations de I'Sclipse totale du
soleil le 28 Mai 1 900 d, Argamasilla
(Espagne). (Read June 18.)

Total Eclipse of the Sun, 1900,

May 28. Preliminary Account of

the Observations made at Ovar,

Portugal. (Read June 28.)

Solar Eclipse of May 28, 1900.

Preliminary Report of the Expe-
dition to the South Limit of

Totality to obtain Photographs of

the Flash Spectrum in High Solar

Latitudes. (Read June 28.)

Total Eclipse of the Sun, May 28,

1900. Preliminary Account of the

Observations made by the Solar

Physics Observatory Eclipse Expe-
dition and the officers and men of

H.M.S. ' Theseus' at Santa Pola.

(Read June 28.)

Total Solar Eclipse of 1900, May 28.

Preliminary Report on the Obser-

vations made at Bouzareah (in the
grounds of the Algiers Observa-

tory). (Read June 28.)

Sur les images spectrales de la

chromosphere et des protube-

rances, obtenues ;\ I'aide de
la chambre prismatique. (Read
July 30.)

Premier.^ resultats des recherches

faites sur la reconnaissance de la

couronue solaire avec I'aide des

rayons calorifiques. (Read Oct. 15.)

Solar Phenomena and Anomalous
Dispersion. (Oct.)

Constatation de quelques faits re-

latifsanx stratilications des tubes

;\ vide et au spectre qu'ils pre-

sentent. Conjecture sur lo me-
chanisme de ce phenomene. (Read
Nov. 3.)

' Astrophys. J.'xi.234_240

;

' Science Abstr.' iii. 691.

' Astrophys. J.' xi. 226-

233.

' Astr. Nachr.' clii. (No.

3641)263-276; 'Nature,'

Ixii. 160-161 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxx. 1691-1695;
' Nature,' Ixii. 233 (Abs.)

;

'Astrophys. J.' xii. 287-
290 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxv.

40. (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy, Soc' Ixvii.

392-402.

Proc. Roy. Soc' Isvii.

370-385.

Proc. Roy Soc' Ixvii.

337-346.

• Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvi

346-369.

'C. R.' exxxi. 328-330;
' Beibliltter,' xxiv. 1124-
1125 (Abs.)

• C. R.' cxxxi. 658-661
;

' Nature,' Lxiii. 67 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xii. 185-
200; ' Science Abstr.' iv.

14.

'Bull. Acad. Belg.' 1900,
803-811; 'Beibliltter 'xsv.

154 (Abs.)
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ASTEONOMICAL APPLICATIONS, 1900.—METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS, 1898, 1899.

Sir J. N. Lockyer

W. W. Campbell

E. B. Frost

W. J. Knight

J. F. Mohler
F. C. Daniel.

J. Wilsing

A. Berberich .

J. Hartmann

.

and

On Solar Changes of Temperature
and Variations in Rainfall in tlie

Regions surrounding the Indian
Ocean. (Read Nov. 22.)

The Visible Spectrum of Nova
Aquilffi. (Nov.)

Spectroscopic Results obtained at

the Solar Eclipse of May 28, 1900.

(Dec.)

Can Spectroscopic Analysis furnish

us witli precise Information as to

the Petrographv of the Moon ?

(Dec.)

The Reversing Layer photographed
with a Concave Rowland Grating.

(Dec.)

Untersuchungen iiber das Spec-

trum des Nova Auriga;. ('Publ.

d. Astrophys. Observat. zu Pots-

dam,' xii. 77-102.)

Die Sonnencorona. (' Naturw.
Rundschau,' xv. 29-30.)

Anwendung der Photographie zur

spectralphotometrischen Messnng
der Helligkeit von Himmelskcir-

pern. ('Jahrb. f. Photogr.' 1900,

240-244.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvii. 409-
431.

' Astrophys. J.' xii. 258

;

' Beibliitter,' xxv. 41
(Abs.) ;

' Nature,' Ixiii.

260 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' xii. SOT-
SSI ;

' Beiblatter,' xxv.
267-268 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Ixiii. 180.

'Astrophys. J.' xii. 361-
S65 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxv.

268-269 (Abs.)

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 995-996
(Abs.)

• Beibliitter,' xxiv. 480
(Abs.)

E. C. Pickering

A. Schuster ,

Sir W. Crookes

T. W. Backhouse

C. Runge

A. de la Baume
Pluvinel.

VII.

METEOROLOGICAL APPLICATIONS.

1898.

Harvard Coll. Obs. Circ'The Photographic Spectrum of the

Aurora, (May.) No. 28 ;
' Astrophys. J.'

vii. 392; 'Beibliitter,' xxii.

843 (Abs.) ;
' Nature,'

Ivii. 591 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Iviii. 151.The Origin of the Aurora Spectrum.
(June.)

Helium in the Atmosphere. (Oct.) ' Chem. News,' Ixxviii. 98

;

j

' Beibliitter,' xxiii. 317

{

(Abs.)

The Origin of the Aurora Spectrum.
]

' Nature,' lix. 127.

(Nov.)
I

The Origin of the Aurora Spectrum. ' Nature,' lix. 29.

(Nov.) '

1899.

Observation du groupe des raies B
du spectre solaire faite au sommet
du Mont Blanc. (Read Jan. 30.)

'C. R.' cxxviii. 269-272;
' Beibliitter,' xxiii. 359
(Abs.) ;

' Science Abstr.'

ii. 437-438 ;
' Nature,'

lix. 859 (Abs.)
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Meteorological Applications, 1899.—Chemical Relations, 1896, 1897.

B. Hasselberg

Paulsen

B. Hasselberg

A. Wroblewski

B. Hasselberg

G. Abati

B. Hasselberg

A. de Gramont

Note sur la diffusion cosmique de
vanadium.

Sur le spectre des aurores polaires.

(Read March 5.)

VIII.

CHEMICAL RELATIONS.

1896.

Ueber das Vorkommen des Vanads
in den Scandinavischen Rutilarten.

(Read Dec. 9.)

W. N. Hartley and
H. Ramage,

1897.

Anwendungdes Glan'schen Spektro-

photometers auf die Thierchemie.

I. Quantitative Bestimmung des
GxyhEemoglobin im Blute. II.

Quantitative Bestimmung der

Rhodansaize im Speichel.

Zur chemischen Constitution des

Rutils, (Read March 10.)

Sul potere rifrangente e dispersive

del silicio nei suoi composti.
(Read June 12.)

Note on the Chemical Composition
of the Mineral Rutile. (June.)

Observations sur les spectres des

composes. (Read July 23.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus. Metaux alcalins, sodium,

lithium, potassium. (Read July

23.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus ; m6talloides,chlore,brome,

iode. (July.)

The Spectrographic Analysis of

Minerals and Meteorites. (Aug.)

' Mem. Soc. Spettr. Ital.'

xxviii. 113 -119; 'Nature,'

Ix. 487 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cx.xx. 655-656;
' Boibliittex; x^iv. 479-

480 (Abs.); ' Nature,' Ixi.

621 (Abs.)

• Bihang till K. Vet. Akad.
Handl.' xxii. Afd. i. No.
7, 7 pp. ;

' Zeitschr. f.

anorg. Chem.' xviii. 85
(Abs.) ;

' Chem. Centr.'

1898, II, 1068 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,'Ixxvi. 112-

113.

'C. R. de I'Acad. des

Sci. de Cracovie,' 1896,

386-390 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1897, II. 532 (Abs.) ;
' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

415 (Abs.)

' Bihang till K. Vet. Akad.
Handl.' xxiii. Afd. i. No.

3, 8 pp. ;
' Zeitschr. f

.

anorg. Chem.' xviii. 85
(Abs.); 'Chem. Centr.'

1898, IL 1068 (Abs.)

'Gazz. chim. Ital.' xxvii

II. 437-455 ; ' Beiblatter,'

xxii. 557 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II. 274
(Abs.)

' Astrophys. J.' vi. 22-26
;

' Chem. News,'Ixxvi. 102-
104.

' Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3] xvii.

774-778; 'Chem. News,'

lx.xvi. 277 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

197-198 (Abs.)

'Bull. Soc Chim.' [3] xvii.

778-782; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxvi. 244-240 ; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxvi. II. 198 (Abs.)

' Bull. Soc Chim.' [3] xvii.

897-901; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxviii. 28-29 ;

' Science
Abstr.' i. 247-248.

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1897

610 (Abs ); 'Chem. News,
Ixxvi. 231 (Abs.)
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C. Runge and
Paschen.

F. Kehrmann

A. de Gramont

H. Kayser

A. de Gramont

F.

Chemical Relations, 1897, 1898

Ueber die Serienspectra der Ele-

mente, Sauerstoff, Schwefel und
Selen. (Aug.)

Ueber die Constitution der Oxazin-

Farbstoflfe und den viervverthigen

Sauerstoff. (Read Oct. 9,)

Dissociation Spectra of some Fused
Salts. (Oct.)

Ueber die Spectren der Elemente
der Platingruppe. (Read Dec. 2.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus ; soufre, phosphore, com-
poses phosphoreux solides. (Read
Dec. 24.)

Ann. Plijs. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixi. 641-686

;

' Brit. Assoc. Rep.' 1897,

555; 'Chem. News,' Ixxvi.

255-256.

Ber.'xxxii. 2601-26]!.

' Chem. News,' Isxvi. 201-
204.

' Abhandl. Akad. Berl.'

1897,44pp.;'Beiblatter,'

xxii. 667 (Abs.)

' Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3], xix.

54-59 ;
' J. Chem. Soc'

Ixxvi. II. 345 (Abs.)

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

J. Werder

J. J. Dobbie and
F. Marsden.

P. Schutzenberger
and 0. Boudouard.

J. Thomsen ,

B. Brauner .

A. Boudouard

G. Urbain

1898.

The Companions of Argon.
Jan. 29.)

(Read

The Homogeneity
(Read Jan. 29.)

of Helium.

Das Refractometer in der Wachs-
untersuchung. (Jan.)

Preparation and Properties of

Orthochlorobromobenzene. (Read
Feb. 17.)

Sur les terres yttriques contenues
dans les sables monazites. (Read
Feb. 25.)

Deber Abtrennung von Helium aus
einer natiirlichen Verbindung
unter starkes Licht und Wiirm-
entwickelung. (Feb.)

On Praseodidymium and Neodidy-
mium. (Read March 17.)

Sur la neodyme. (Read March 21.)

Sur la nature du didyme qui ac-

compagne I'yttria provenant des
sables monazites. (Read March
25.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

437-440; 'Science Abstr.'

i.7]8(Abs.);'Beiblatter,'

xxii. 513-514 (Abs.)

;

' Zeitschr. f . phj'sikal.

Chem.' xxvi. 564-567
(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixii.

316-324 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixxvii. 61-64 ;
' Chem.

Centr.' 1898, I. 707
(Abs.)

'Chem. Zeitung,' xxii, 38,

59 ;
' Chem. Centr.' 1898,

I. 477, 531-532 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiii.

254-255; ' Chem. Centr.'

1898, 1. 1103 (Abs.)

'Bull. Soc Chim.' [3],

xix. 227-244.

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' XXV. 112-114

;

'Chem. Centr.' 1898, I.

656-657.

' Proc. Chem. Soc' xiv.

70-72 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1898,1. 919-920.

'C. R.' cxxvi. 900-901;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixsiv. II.

518 (Abs.>

'Bull. Soc Chim.' [3],

xix. 381-382 ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxviii. 74 ; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

424-425 (Abs.)
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A. de Gramont

J. W. Bruhl .

A. de Gramont

J. W. Briihl

F. Kriiger

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

A. Boudouard

Sir \V. Crookes

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

A. de Gramont

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

Chemical Relations, 1898.

Analyse spectrale des composes
non conducteurs par les sels

fondus. (Read April 18.)

Spectrochemie des Stickstoffs.

VI. (Read May 12.)

Analyse spectrale de quelques
min6raux non conducteurs par
les sels fondus et reactions des
elements. (Read May 23.)

Spectrochemie des Stickstoffs

;

VII. Sauerstoffverbindungen des
Stickstoffs im gelostem Zustande.
(Read May 23.)

Die Bestimmung des Hamoglobin
im Katzenblute. (May.)

Sur un nouvel element, consti-

tuant de I'air atmospherique.
(Read June 6.)

Sur les terres yttriques contenues
dans les sables monazit^s. (Read
June 6.)

On the Position of Helium, Argon,
and Krypton in the System of

Elements. (Read June 9.)

On a Nevsr Constituent of Atmo-
spheric Air. [Krypton.] (Read
June 9.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus ; metalloides, carbone.

(Read June 10.)

Spectres de dissociation des sels

fondus ; metalloTides, silicium.

(Read June 10.)

Nouveaux gaz de I'air atmo-
spherique. [Neon.] (Read June
20.)

'C. R.'cxxvi. 1155-lie7;
' Nature,' Ivii. 624 (Abs.);
' Chem. News,' Isxvii.

118-119.

' Zettschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' XXV. 577-650

;

'Ber.' xxxi. 1350-1370;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

362-363 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxix. 202 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxvi. 1618-1515;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

635-636 (Abs.) ; 'Chem.
News,' Isxviii. 2-3.

' Zeitschr. f. physikal.

Chem.' xxvi. 47-76;
'Ber.' xxxi. 1465-1477;
' Beiblatter,' xxii. 661-
662 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxiv. II. 417-418
(Abs.); 'Chem. News,'
Ixxix. 215 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . physiol,

Chem.' XXV. 256-257

;

' Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

494 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxvi. ] 610-1613
;

' Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

81 (Abs.); ' Chem. News,'
Ixxvii. 270 (Abs.) ;

' Na-
ture,' Iviii. 167 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxvi. 1648-1651;
'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxiv. II.

687(Abs.); 'Chem.News,'
Ixxviii. 28.

'Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

408-411 ;
' Zeitschr. f

anorg. Chem.'xviii. 72-76.

* Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii.

405-408 ;
' C. R.' cxxvi.

1610-1613 ;
' J. de Phys.'

[3], vii. 393-396; 'Bei-

blatter,' xxii. 513-514
(Abs.)

• Bull. Soc Chim.' [3] xix.

548-550 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixxviii. 270-271.

' Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3], xix.

551 ;
' Chem. News,'

Ixxviii. 258 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxvi. 1762-1768
;

' Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

81 (Abs.); 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxiv. II. 574 (Abs.)
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G. Urbain

A. die Gramont

R. Nasini, F. Ari-

el erlini, and R.

Salvador!.

J. Dewar ,

0. Neovius .

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers.

A. de Gramont

H. R. Procter

.

W. Ramsr.y and M.
W. Travers.

W. Ramsay

E. Riegler

A. J. Swaving

Chemical Relations, 1898.

Sur les terras yttriques provenant
des sables monazitSs. (Read
July 11.)

Analyse spectrale des corps non-
conducteurs par les sels fondus.
(Read July 22.)

Sulla probabile presenza del

coronio e di nuovi element!
nei gas della Solfatara di Pos-
suoli e del Vesuvio. (Read
Aug. 7.)

Metargon, (Aug.)

Ueber das vermuthliclie "Vorkom-
men eines bis jetzt unbekannten
Stoffes in der Atmosphare.
(Sept.)

On the Extraction from Air of the
Companions of Argon, and on
Neon. (Sept.)

Observations sur quelques spectres;

aluminium, tellure, selenium.
(Read Nov. 28.)

The Refractive Constant in Oil and
fat analysis. (Nov.)

The Preparation and some of the
Properties of Pure Argon. (Read
Dec. 15.)

Ueber die neuerdings entdeckten
Gase und der Beziehung zum
periodischen Gesetz. (Read Dec.

19.)

Eine neue Methode zur Bestim-
mung der Phospborsixure auf re-

fractometrischem Wege. (' Bule-
tinul Soc. Sci. Bucarest,' vii. 172-
171.)

Ueber die practische Verwendiing
des Refractometers fiir die Buttet-

untersuchung. (' Landw. Ver.

Stat.' xlix.341-347.)

•C. R.' cxxvii. 107-108;
' Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

408 (Abs.) ;
' Chem.

News,' Ixxviii. 61.

' Bull. Soc. Chim.' [3], xix.

742-746 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1898, II. 788 (Abs.)

' Atti R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], vii. 73-74 ;
' Chem.

Centr.' 1898, II. 617
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxvi. II. 482-483 (Abs.)

'Nature,' Iviii. 319; 'Bei-
bltitter,' xxiii. 395 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixvi. 162-169;
'Chem. Centr.' 1898, II.

252 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' ii. 52; 'Nature,'

lix. 46 (Abs.)

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1898,
828-830; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxvii. 154-155 ;

' Chem.
Centr.' 1898, II. 852-853
(Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxvii. 866-868
'Chem. Centr.' 1899, I

14(Abs.);' J.Chem. Soc.

Ixxvi. II. 199 (Abs.):
' Chem. News,' Ixxix. 35
(Abs.)

'J. Soc. Chem. Ind.' xvii.

1021-1025; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxvi. II. 258 (Abs.)

;

'Chem. Centr.' 1899, I.

233-234 (Abs.)

' Proc Roy. Soc' Ixiv.

183-192; 'Chem. News,'
Ixxix. 49-50; ' Zeitschr.

f. physikal. Chem.' 241-
250.

'Ber.' xxxi. 3111-3121;
'Chem. Centr.' 1899, I.

323-324 (Abs.) ; ' J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

211-212 (Abs.); 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 370-371.

'Chem. Centr.' 1898,
313-314 (Abs.)

II.

Chem. Centr.

352 (Abs.)
1898, I.
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H. Zikes

Chemical Relations, 1898, 1899.

Refractometrische Bieranalyse 'Chem. Centr.'
nach Herkules Tornoe. ('Oesterr. 1311 (Abs.)
Chem. Zeitung,' i. 7-9.) I

1898, I

Sir J. Conroy

A. Nabl

.

r>. Hasselberg

M. AVager

W. N. Hartley and
H. Ramage.

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

W. Hallwachs

R. T. Gunther and
J. J. Man ley.

M. Berthelot .

P. Lewis

C. Benedicks

J. B. Frankforter
and E. P. Hard-
ing.

A Chilesotti .

Sir J. N. Lockyer .

1899.

On the Refractive Indices and
Densities of Normal and Semi-
normal Solutions of Hydrogen
Chloride and the Chlorides of the
Alkalis. (Read Jan. 19.)

Ueber farbende Bestandtheile des
Amethysten, Citrins, undgebrann-
ten Amethysten. (Read Feb. 3.)

Note sur la diffusion cosmique de
vanadium. (Read March 8.)

Gel- und Firnisanalyse mittels Re-
fractometers. (March.)

A Spectrographic Analysis of Iron
Meteorites, Siderolites, and Me-
teoric Stones. (April.)

The Present Standpoint in Spec-
trum Analysis. (April.)

Ueber ein Doppelrefractometer
und Untersuchungen mit dem-
selben an Losungen von Brom-
cadmium, Zucker, Di- und Tri-

chloressigsiiure, sowie deren
Kaliumsalze. (May.)

On the Waters of the Salt Lake of
Urmi. (Read June 15.)

Nouvelles recherches sur I'argon et
ses combinaisons. (Read July 10.)

Ueberden Einfluss kleiner Beimen-
gungen zu einem Gase auf dessen
Spectrum, (July.)

Beitriige zur Kenntnis des Gado-
liniums. (Sept.)

A Chemical Study of Wheat. (Sept.)

Sul potere rifrangente di alcuni
idrocarburi a nuclei benzolici con-
densati. (Read Nov. 14.)

The Methods of Inorganic Evolu-
tion. (Nov.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc.'lxiv. SOS-
SIS.

'Monatsh. f. Chem.' xx.

272-281; ' J. Chem. Soc.'

Ixxvi. 11. 661 (Abs.)

' Oefvers. K. Svenska Vet.
Akad. FGrhandl.' Ivi. 131-
140; 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixxx. II. 251. (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f. angew.Chem.'
1899, 297-300 ;

' Chem.
Centr.' 1899, I. 1004-
1005 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' ix. 221-
228.

' Nature,' lix. 585-588.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Lxviii. 1-4 ; 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxvi. II.

461-462 (Abs.) ; 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 597.

'Proc Eoy. Soc' Ixv.

312-318: 'Nature,' Ix.

359-360 (Abe.)

'C. R.' cxxix. 71-84;
' Nature,' Ix. 288 (Abs.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixix. 398-425

;

' Astrophys. J.' x. 137-
163 ;

' Science Abstr.' iii.

181.

' Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem.'
xxii. 393-421; 'Chem.
News,' Ixxxi. 51-53, 62-
63, 77-78.

' J. Amer. Chem. Soc'
xxi. 758-769 ;

• J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxviii. II. 37 (Abs.)

' Gazz. claim. Ital.' xxx. I.

149-169 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1900, I. 797 (Abs.)

' Nature,' Ixi. 129-131.
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A. Haller and P. M.
Miiller.

F. Stolle

J. Formiinek

V. Arnold

Chemical Relations, 1899, 1900.

Sur les refractions moleculaires, la

dispersion moleculaire, et le pou-
voir rotatoire de quelques alcoyi-

camphres. (Read Dec. 11.)

Untersuchungen iiber Karamel-
korper. II. Quantitative Bestim-
mung des Karamels in wasserigen
Losungen mittels des Spectro-

scops.

Ueber den spectroscopischen Nach-
weis der organischien FarbstofEe
(' Z. Unters. Nahr.-Genus.' ii. 260-

273.)

Ein Beitrag zur Spectroscopie des
Blutes (' Centralbl. f. med. Wiss.'

xsxvii. 465-468.)

C. R.' cxxix. 1005-lOOS
;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 448
(Abs.); 'J. Chem. Soc'
Ixsviii. I. 182 (Abs.)

Zeitschr. ver. Riiben-

zucker-Industr.' xlix.

839-842 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1899, II. 1099 (Abs.);
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 249-250 (Abs.)

' Chem. Centr.'

947 (Abs.)

1899, I.

' Chem. Centr.'

344 (Abs.)
1899, II.

S. Young and
Emily C. Fortey.

W. N. Hartley and
J. J. Dobbie.

A, Ladenberg and
C. Kriigel.

E. Demar^ay.

J. Formanek .

Sir J. N. Lockyer

E. Demarcay

.

G. V. Georgievics

and E. Valenta .

E. Demar9ay

.

1900.

Note on the Refraction and Mag-
netic Rotation of Hexamethylene.
(Read Feb. 15.)

Spectrographic Studies in Tauto-
merism. The Absorption Curves
of the Ethyl Esters of Dibenzoyl-
succinic Acid. (Read March 1.)

Ueber das Krypton. (March.)

Sur le Samarium. (Read April 30.)

Ueber Acetophenon Azobilirubin.

(April.)

On the Chemical Classification of

the Stars. (Read May 4.)

Sur les terres inconnues contenues

dans la samarine brute. (Read
May 28.)

Ueber die Azofarbstoffe aus ;8-

naphtol und den Monosulfosiiuren

des o - naphtylamins. (Read
June 15.)

Sur le gadolinium, (Read July 30.)

'J. Chem. Soc' IxxviL

372-374; ' Proc. Chem.
Soc' xvi. 44 (Abs.)

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxvii.

498-512; 'Proc Chem.
Soc' xvi. 57-58 (Abs.)

;

' Chem. News,' Ixxxi. 141

(Abs.)

' Sitzungsb. Akad. Berlin,'

1900,212-217; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxviii. II. 540
(Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxx. 1185-1186
;

'Chem. Centr.' 1900, I.

]199-1200(Abs.);'Chem.
News,' Ixxxi. 251 (Abs.)

;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 459 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr.f.physiol.Chem.'

xxix. 411-415; 'Chem.
Centr.' 1900, II. 129

(Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixv. 186-

191; ' Nature,' Ix. 52-54
;

'J. Chem. Soc' Ixsvi. II.

718 (Abs.)

' C. R.' cxxx. 1469-1472 :

' Chem. Centr.' 1900, II.

19-20 (Abs.); 'Chem,
News,' Ixxxi. 311 (Abs.)

'Monatsh. f. Chem.' xxi.

831-844 ;
' Chem. Centr.'

1901, 1. 222 (Abs.); 'Bei-

bliitter,' XXV. 194 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 343-345;
' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxviii.

II. 597-598 (Abs.)
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Chemical Relations, 1900.

—

Theoeetical Papers, 1897, 1898.

P. Lewis

C. Riviere

W. Ramsay and
M. W. Travers ,

W. N. Hartley and
H. Ramage

.

W. Muthmann and
L. Stiitzel .

P. Emich

K. Ibsen .

G. Hiifner ,

J. A. Grober ,

Ueber den Einfluss kleiner Bei-

raengungen zu einem Gase auf
dessen Spectrum. II. Abth. (July).

Indice de refraction et dispersion

du brome. (Read Oct. 22.)

Argon and its Companions. (Read
Nov. 15.)

On a Simplified Method for the
Spectrographic Analysis of Mine-
rals. (Read Nov. 15.)

Beitriige zu Spectralanalyse von
Praseodym. (Nov.)

Zur Empfindlichkeit der Spectral-

reactionen.('Wien.Anz.' 1900,78.)

Ein weiterer Beitrag zum spec-

tralen Blutnachweis. (' Viertel-

jahrb. f . ges. Med.' xix. 1-9.)

Ueber die gleichseitige Bestira-

mung zweier Farbstolfe im Blute
mit Hiilfe des Spectrophotometer.
(•Arch. f. Physiol.' 1900, 39-48.)

Quantitativen Zuckerbestimmun-
gen mit dem Eintauschrefracto-
meter. (' Centralbl. f. inn. Med.'
xsi. 201-247.)

' Ann. der Phys.'[4] i. 447-

458 ;
' Nature,' Ixii. 381

(Abs.) ;
' Astrophys. J.'

xii. 16-28; 'J. Chem.
Soc' Ixxviii. I. 701 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxxi. 671-672;
' Nature,' Ixiii. 24 (Abs.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixvii.

329-333 ; ' Nature,' Ixiii.

165; 'Chem. News,'

Ixxxii. 257-^58.

' J. Chem. Soc' Ixxix. 61-

71; 'Proc Chem. Soc'

xvi. 191 (Abs.); 'Chem.
News,' Ixxxii. 277 (Abs.)

'Ber.' xxxii. 2653-2674;
' Chem. News,' Ixxxii.

282 (Abs.)

« Beiblatter,' xxiv. 471
(Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1900, i.

688-689.

'Chem. Centr,' 1900, i.

512-513 (Abs.); 'J.

Chem. Soc' Ixxviii. II.

459 (Abs.)

'Chem. Centr.' 1900, i.

626-627 (Abs.)

G. r. FitzGerald

A. Cornu

H. A. Lorentz

IX.

THEORETICAL PAPERS.

1897.

Zeeman's Phenomenon. (Sept.)

Sur I'observation et I'interprctation

cin6matique des ph6nomenes de-

couvertes par M, le Dr. Zeeman.
(Read Nov. 5.)

Ueber den Einfluss magnetischer
Krafte auf die Emission des
Lichtes. (Dec.)

' Nature,' Ivi. 468.

' Seances de la Soc. Frang.

de Phys.' 1897, 138-143.

Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiii. 278-284;
'Science Abstr.' i. 387-
388

r. Drude

A. Schuster .

1898.

Die optische Constanten des
triums. (Feb.)

Na-

Prof. C. Runge and F. Paschen's

Researches on the Spectra of Oxy-
gen, Sulphur,and Selenium. (Feb.)

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixiv. 159-162;
'Nature,' Ivii. 500 (Abs.)

'Nature,' Ivii. 320-321;'
' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixi. 641 ; 'Bei-

blatter ' xxii. 400 (Abs.)
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G. F. FitzGerald

A. Pfliia'er

i» •

J. G. Leathern

J. Wilsinar

A. Righi

H. A. Lorentz

S. A Mitchell

Lord Kelvin .

C. A. Mebius

.

W. Voigt

A. Bovida

Theoretical Papers, 1898.

Note on the Connection between
the Faraday Rotation of Plane of

Polarisation and the Zeeman
Change of Frequency of Light Vi-

brations in a Magnetic Field.

(Read March 10.)

Priifung der Ketteler-Helmholtz-
'schen Dispersionsformeln an den
optischen Constanten anomal-
dispergirender fester Farbstoile.

(April.)

Nachtrag zu der Abhandlung
' Priifung der Ketteler-Helm-
holtz"schen Dispersionsformeln
an den optischen Constanten
anomal - dispergirender fester

Farbstoffe.' (April.)

Priifung der Cauchy'schen Formeln
der Metal Ireflexion und den opti-

schen Constanten des fasten Cya-
nins. (April.)

On the Possibility of Deducing
Magneto-optic Phenomena from a
Direct Modification of an Electro-

dynamic Energy Function. (Read
May 16.)

Theoretical Considerations respect-

ing the Dependence of Wave-
length on Pressure which Messrs.
Humphreys and Mohler have
observed in the Arc Spectra of

certain Elements. (May.)

Sulla interpretazione cinematica
del fenomeno di Zeeman. (Read
June 11.)

Beschouwingen over den Invloed
van een magnetisch Veld op de
Uitstraling van Licht. (Read
June 2.5.)

Notes oa the
(June.)

Concave Grating.

TheDynamical Theory of Refraction
and Anomalous Dispersion, (Sept.)

Om B. Galitzin's teorie for spectral-

liniernas utbredning. (Read Oct.

12.)

Zur Theorie der von den Herren
Macaluso und Corbino entdeckten
Erscheinungen. (Read Nov. 26.)

La luce monocromatica come
vibrazione ammortita. (Nov.)

' Proc. Roy. Soc' Ixiii. 3U
35 ;

' Science Abstr.' i.

.386-387 ;
' Beiblatter,'

xxii. 869-870 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. n. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixv. 173-213

;

'Science Abstr.' i. 637-
638.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixv. 225-228.

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.]. Ixv. 214-224;
' Science Abstr.' i. 639
(Abs.)

'Trans. Phil. Soc. Camb.'
xvii. 16-40 ;,

' Proc. PhiL
Soc. Camb.' ix. 530-531
(Abs.) ;

' Beibliitter,'

xxiii. 257-258 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' vii. 317-
329 ;

' Beiblatter,' xxii.

558-559 (Abs.) ;
' Science

Abstr.' i. 639-640.

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Li cei'

[5], vii. I. 295-301
;

' Science Abstr.' ii. 165-
167.

' Zittingsversl. R. Akad.
Amsterdam,' 1898-9,

Dee], vii. 113-122
;

' Nature,' Iviii. 360 (Abs.)

' Johns Hopkins Univ.

Circ.'xvii. 50-58 ;
' Astro-

phys. J." viii. 102-112.

' Brit. Assoc. Report,' 1898,

782-783.

' Oefvers.af. K. Vet. Acad.
Forh.' Iv. 485-495 ;

' Bei-

blatter,' sxiii. 419-420
(Abs.)

'Gott. Nachr.' 1898, IV.
849-354.

' Rivista scientitica,' xxx.
225-230; ' Science Abstr.'

ii. 599-600.
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R, V. Kovesligethy

J. Hartmann .

Ch. Fabry and A.

Perot.
"

D. Macaluso and
O. M. Corbino.

A. Cotton

Lord Kelvin .

O. M. Corbino

J. Larmor

F. Schlesinger

H. Poincare .

H. Veillon .

W. Voigt

Lord Rayleigh

W. Voigt

Theoretical Papeks, 1898.

Der beiden Parametergleicliungen

der Spectralanalyse.

Ueber ein einfache Interpolations-

formel fiir das prismatische Spec-
trum. (' Publ. d. Astrophys.
Observat. zu Potsdam,' xii. 25 pp.)

Theorie et applications d'une
nouvelle m6thode de spectroscopie

interferentielle. (Jan.)

Sulla relazione tra il fenomeno di

Zeeman e la rotazione magnetica
anomala del piano de polarizza-

zione della luce. (Read Feb. 5.)

L'aspect actuel de la loi de Kirch-
hotf. (Feb.)

Application of Sellmeier's Dynami-
cal Theory to the Dark Lines, D,,

D„, produced by Sodium Vapour.
(Feb.)

Sulla dipendenzatra il fenomeno di

Zeeman e le altri modificazioni

che la luce subisce dai vapori
metallici in un campo magnetico.
(Read March 5.)

On the Origin of Magneto-optic
Rotation. (Read March 6.)

Reduction to the Sun of Observa-
tions for Motion in the Line of

Sight. (Feb.)

La theorie de Lorentz et le pheno-
m&ne de Zeeman. (April.)

Elementarc geometrische Behand-
lungdes Minimumsder Ablenkung
beim Prisma. (May.)

Weiteres zur Theorie des Zeeman-
effectes. (June.)

Zur Erklarung der unter gewissen
Umstiindeu eintretenden Yer-
breiterung und Umkehrung der
Spcctrallinien. (Jul}'.)

The Theory of Anomalous Disper-
sion, (-luly.)

Bemerkung iiber die bei dem
Zeeman'schcn Phanomen statt-

findenden Intensitatsverhalt-

nisse. (Sept.)

' Math. u. naturwiss. Ber.

aus Ungarn,' xvi. 1-50
;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 1280-
1281 (Abs.)

' Astronhys. J.' viii. 218-
222.

'Ann. Chim. etPhys.' [7],
xvi. 115-144; 'Beibliitter,'

xxiv. 178-180 (Abs.)

' Rend. R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], viii. I.. 116-121; 'II

Nuovo Cimento ' [4], ix.

384-389.

' Rev. gen. des Sciences,

'

X. 102-115.

'Phil.Mag.'[5],xlvii.302-

308 ;
' Science Abstr.' ii.

638 ; 'Astrophys. J.' ix.

231-236.

' Atti R. Accad. d. Lincei

'

[5], viii. I. 250-254;
'Science Abstr.' ii. 661-
662.

'Proc. Phil, Soc. Gamb.'
5.181-182; ' Nature,' lix.

527 (Abs.)

'Astrophys. J.' ix. 159-

161;' Science Abstr.' ii.

728.

' L'6clairage electrique,'

xix. 5-16 ; 'Science
Abstr.' ii. 737.

' Zeitschr. f. phys. u.

chem. Unterr.' xii. 150-
152; 'Beibliitter,' xxii.

552 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixviii. 352-364;
' Science Abstr.' ii. 662.

'Ann. Phys. u. Chem.'
[n.F.], Ixviii. 604-606;
Science Abstr.' ii. 737 -

738.

'Phil. Mag.' [5], xlviii.

151-152; 'Beibliitter,'

xxiii. 983 (Abs.)

' Ann. Phvs. u. Chem.'
[N.F.], Ixix. 290-296;
'Science Abstr.' ii. 822
(Abs.)
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Theoretical Papees, 1898, 1900.

H. A. Lorentz

W. A. Micliclson

A. de Gramont

E. Riecke

W. W. CampbeU

H. Lehmann .

E. V. Capps .

M. Planck

»» •

G. J. W. Bremer

C. Viola

Zur Theorie ties Zeemaneffectes.

(Oct.)

Zur Frage ilber die richtig c An-
wendung des Doppler'schen Prin-

zips. (In Russian.)

1900.

Sur quelques consequences des
formulas du prisme. (Read Feb.
12.)

Zur kinetik der Serienschwingungen
eines Linienspectrums. (Feb.)

The Determination of the Moon's
Theoretical Spectrographic Velo-
city. (March.)

Ueber Spectralapparate mit dreh-

barem Gitter. (July.)

Bestimmung des Spaltwerthes fiir

spectrophotometrischeMessungen.
(Sept.)

Ueber eine Verbesserung derWien '-

schen Spectralgleichung. (Read
Oct. 19.)

Zur Theorie des Gesetzes der
Energievertheilung im Normal-
spectrum. (Read Dec. 14.)

Indices de refraction des solutions

du chlorure de calcium.

Le deviazioni minime della luce

mediante prismi di sostanze

anisotrope.

' Phys. Zeitschr.' i. 39-41 ;

' Beibliitter,' xxiv. 930-
931 (Abs.)

'J. Russ. Phys. Chem.
Soc' xxxi. 119-125

;

' Beiblatter,' xxiv. iiSl-

253 (Abs.)

'C. R.' cxxx. 403-406;
' Beiblatter,' xxiv. 450
(Abs.)

' Ann. der Phys.' [4] i. 399-

413 ;
' Science Abstr.'

iii. 308 ;
' Physikal.

Zeitschr.' ii. 107-108.

'Astrophys. J.' xi. 141-
142; ' Beibliitter,' xxiv.

784, 785 (Abs.)

' Zeitschr. f . Instrumenten-
kunde,' xx. 193-204.

'Physikal. Zeitschr.' i.

558-560.

' Verh. Deutsch. phys.
Gesellsch.' [2], ii. 202-
204.

' Verh. Deutscb. phys.
Gesellsch.' [2], ii. 237-
245 ; ' Science Abstr.' iv.

230.

' Arch, n^erland.' [2], v.

208-213; 'Science Abstr.'

iv. 363.

' Rend. R. Accad.d. Lincei

'

[5], Lx. I. 196-204.

List of the Chief Abbreviations tised in the above Catalogue.

Abbreviated Title.

Amer. J. Sci.

Ann. Agron.
Ann. Chem. u. Pharm.
Ann. Chim. et Phys.

Ann. de Chim. .

Ann. Obs. Bruxelles

Ann. Phys. u. Chem. [N.F.]

Arch, de Genlve
Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol.

Arch. f. d.

Physiol.

gesammte

Full Title.

American Journal of Science (Silliman's).

Annales Agronomiques.
Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie (Liebig).

Annales de Chimie et de Physique.
Annales de Chimie.
Annuaire de I'Observatoire de Bruxelles.

Annalen der Physik und Chemie [Neue Folge]

(Wiedemann).
Archives des Sciences Physiques et Naturelles (Geneve).

Archiv fiir pathologische Anatomie und Physiologie

und fiir klinische Medicin (Virchow).

Archiv fiir die gesammte Physiologie (Pfliiger).
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Abbreviated Title.

Arch. f. exper. Pathol, u.

Pharmakol.
Arch, neerland . . .

Astr. Nacbr.
Astrophys. J. .

Atti d. R. Accad. d. Lincei

Beibliitter....
Ber
Bied. Centr.

Bot. Zeitung
Bull. Astron.

Bull. Soc. Chim.
Bull. Soc. Min. de France

Bull. Acad. Belg.

Chem. Centr.

C. R
Denkschr. Akad. Wien.

Dingl. J
Gazz. chim. ital.

Gott. Nachr.

Handl. Svensk. Vet. Aiad.

Jahrb. f . Photogr.

J. Chem. Soc.

J. de Phys.

J. Physiol. .

J. prakt. Chem. .

J. Euss. Phys.-Chem. Soc.

J. Soc. Chem. Ind.

J. Soc. franQ. de Phys.

Math. u. naturvviss. Ber.

aus Ungarn.
Mem. spettr. ital.

Monatsb. Akad. Berl.

Monatsh. f. Chem.
Month. Not. K.A.S. .

Oefvers. af K. Vet. Akad.
Forh.

Phil. Mag
Phil. Trans.

Phot. Mittheil. .

Phys. Review
Phys. Revue
Proc. Phys. Soc.

.

Proc. Roy. Inst. .

Proc. Roy. Soc. .

Eec. des trav. chim. des

Pays-Bas.
Rend. E. Accad. d. Lincei
Eev. gen. des Sci.

Eiv. sci. industr. . .

Full Title.

Archiv fiir experimentelle Pathologie und Pharmako-
logie.

Archives neerlandaises des Sciences exactes et natu-

relles (Haarlem).
Astronomische Nacbrichten.

The Astrophysical Journal (Chicago).

Atti della Reale Accadomia del Lincei.

Beibliitter zu den Annalen der Physik und Chemie
(Wiedemann).

Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft.

Biedermann's Centralblatt fiir Agriculturchemie.

Botanische Zeitung.

Bulletin Astronomique (Observatoire de Paris).

Bulletin de la Society Cbimique de Paris.

Bulletin de la Soci6te Mineralogique de France.

Bulletin de I'Academie royale des Sciences, des Lettres

et des Beaux-Arts de Belgique.

Chemisehes Centralblatt.

Comfites Rendus de I'Academie des Sciences (Paris).

Denkschriften der Akademie der Wissenschaften in

Wien (Mathematisch - naturwissenschaftliche

Classe).

Dingler's polytechnisches Journal.

Gazzetta chimicaitaliana.

Nachrichten von der Georg-August-TJniversitiit und der
konigl. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften (Gottingen).

Handlingar K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademiens (Stock-

holm).
Jahrbuch fiir Photographie (Eder).

Journal of the Chemical Society of London.
Journal de Physique.

Journal of Physiology.

Journal fiir praktische Chemie.
Journal of the Russian Physico-Chemical Society (in

Russian).

Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry.

Journal de la Societe frangaise de Physique.

Mathematische und naturwissenschaftliche Berichte
aus Ungarn.

Memorie della Society, degli Spettroscopisti italiani.

Monatsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Berlin.

Monatshefte fiir Chemie (Wien).

Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society of

London.
Oefversigt af K. Svenska Vetenskaps Akademiens For-

handlingar.

London, Edinburgh, and Dublin Philosophical Magazine.
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Societj' of

London.
Photographische Mittheilungen (Vogel).

Physical Review.
Physikalisclie Revue.

Proceedings of the Physical Society of London.
Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain.

Proceedings of the Royal Society of London.
Recueil des travaux chimiques des Pays-Bas.

Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei.

Revue generalo des Scienc'es pures et appliquees
(Paris).

Rivista scientifico-iadustriale.
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Abbreviated Title. Full Title.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Berl. . Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Berlin.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Miincheu Sitzungsberichte der koniglich baierischcn Akademie
zu Miinchen.

Sitzungsb. Akad. Wien. . Sitzungsberichte der Akademie der Wissenschaften zu
Wien.

Sitzungsb. phys.-med. Soc. Sitzungsberichte der phys.-medicinischen Societat zu

Erlangen. Erlangen.

Skand. Arch. f. Physiol. . Skandinavisches Archiv fiir Physiologie (Leipzig).

Yerh. phys. Gesellsch. Verhandlungen der physikalischen Gesellschaft zu
Berlin. Berlin.

Versl. d. K. Akad. Wet. Verslagen van de Koninklijke Akademie van Weten-
Amsterdam. schappen te Amsterdam.

Wien. Anz. . . . Anzeiger der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Wien.
Zeitschr. f. anal. Chem. . Zeitschrift fiir analytische Chemie.
Zeitschr. f. anorg. Chem. . Zeitschrift fiir anorganische Chemie.
Zeitschr. f. Kryst. u. Min. . Zeitschrift fiir Krystallographie und Mineralogie.
Zeitschr. f . phyi-ikal. Chem. Zeitschrift fiir physikalische Chemie.
Zeitschr. f. phys. u. chem. Zeitschrift fiir physikalischen und chemischen Unter-

Unterr. richt.

Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chem. Zeitschrift fiir physiologische Chemie.
Zeitschr. f. wiss. Micro- Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Microscopie.

scopie.

Absorption Spectra mid Chemical Constitution of Organic Substances.—
Third Interim Repjort of the Committee, consisting of Professor W.
Noel Hartley (Chairman and Secretary'), Professor P. R. Japp,

Professor J. J. Dobbie, and Mr. Alexander Lauder, appointed

to investigate the Relation between the Absorption Spectra and
Chemical Constitution of Organic Substances.

Appendix.—List of Ahsorption Spectra investigated page 225

The Committee decided to report this year upon the examination of

i.someric cyanogen compounds. The preparation of some of these sub-
stances in a state of purity had proved to be an exceedingly tedious piece

of work, but the labour bestowed has been fully justified by the results

obtained.

A further contribution to studies in tautomerism has been completed
by an examination of the absorption spectra of dibenzoylmethane and
c(-oxybenzalacetophenone (a-hydroxybenzylidene acetophenone).

Some work on the subject of dyes and the examination of phloro-
glucinol and its derivatives has also occupied much -attention ; this work
is, however, not yet quite so complete as to admit of it being embodied
in this report. The Committee desire to be reappointed for the purpose
of completing the work now in progress.

The Absorption Spectra of Cyanogen Compounds. By Walter Noel
Hartley, F.R.S., James J. Dobbie, D.Sc, M.A.,'and Alexander
Lauder, £.Sc.^

The following investigation was undertaken with the view of ascer-
t£iining whether by an examination of the absorption spectra of the
cyanogen compounds it might be possible to throw some light upon the

' Trans. Chem. Soc., 1901, 79, p. 848.
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vexed question of the constitution of these substances. Some of the
substances of a simple constitution belonging to this group had been
previously examined.

W. A. Miller and also L. Soret proved the transparency of hydrocyanic
acid and the cyanides,^ and Hartley, independently, found that hydrocyanic
acid is a remarkably diactinic substance which exhibits no trace of

selective absorption.'-^ Cyanuric acid, owing to difficulties in its exami-
nation, arising out of its sparing solubility and the necessity for examining
warm solutions, at first appeared to give evidence of selective absorption.

It was subsequently proved, however, that there was no absorption band
even in layers of liquid 200 mm. thick, but that the rays between wave-
lengths 3330 and 2572—that is, to where the spectrum was sharply cut
off—were only feebly transmitted.^

In the present research some derivatives of cyanic acid have been
included, but attention has been directed chiefly to cyanuric acid, melam-
ine, and their respective alkyl derivatives.

The derivatives of cyanic acid which were examined are highly
diactinic and show only general absorption.

Cyanuric acid is commonly represented as a closed chain compound
in which the chain is formed of alternate atoms of carbon and nitrogen
united by alternate double and single bonds (Formula I. ), and a similar

structure is assigned to the methyl ester (methyl cyanurate ; m.p. 135°),

which is obtained from cyanuric chloride by the action of sodium
methylate. The methyl ester (methyl iso-cyanurate, methyl tricarbimide

;

m.p. 175°), on the other hand, which is prepared by the distillation of

potassium cyanate with potassium methyl sulphate, is represented as a
derivative of iso-cyanuric acid (Formula II.), which contains three keto-
groups and has the carbon and nitrogen atoms united by single bonds
only. In this ester the alkyl radicals are directly united to the nitrogen
atoms.

Formula I. Formula IT.

HO.C : N.C.OH OC.NH.CO
I

II 11
N : C.N HN.CO.NH

I

OH
Cyanuric acid. Iso-cyanurio acid or

tricarbimide.

Pyridine and dimethylpyrazine, in which there are carbon and nitrogen
atoms united by alternate double and single bonds, exhibit strong and
persistent absorption bands, the selective absorption being more pro-
nounced in dimethylpyrazine,^ which contains two nitrogen atoms, than
in pyridine, which contains only one. It was therefore to be expected
that substances possessing the constitution assigned to normal cyanuric
acid and its esters would likewise exhibit marked selective absorption,

and that even to a greater extent than dimethylpyrazine.

On the other hand it was to be anticipated that the alkyl derivatives

' Pkil. Tram., 1862, pp. 861-887 ; J. Chcm. Soc, vol. ii. p. 68 ; Arcli. des Sciences
Fhys., Geneva, 61, 1878.

.
^ Trans. Chem. Soc, 1882, 41, p. 45. = Proc. Clem. Soc, 1899, 15, p. 46.

* Trans. Chzm. Soc, 1900, 77, 846.

1901, P
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of iso-cyanuric acid (Formula II.) would behave like piperidine and other

bodies composed of a closed chain of singly linked carbon atoms or of

carbon and nitrogen, where one or more carbons are replaced by nitrogen

atoms, and which exhibit general absorption only. All the cyanuric

compounds, however, which we have examined show only general absorp-

tion, and give no indication of the presence of absorption bands.

This result is what was anticipated in the case of derivatives of iso-

cyanuric acid ; but so tar as cyanuric acid and its esters are concerned it

is remarkable—especially when considered in connection with the fact

that no strict experimental evidence has yet been advanced in support of

the commonly received structural formula for cyanuric acid. Methyl cyan-

urate (ra.p. 135°) yields on saponification with alkalies cyanuric acid and

methyl alcohol. It is therefore regarded as the ester of normal cyanuric acid

(Formula I.), a conclusion which is supported by its method of formation

from sodium methylate and cyanuric chloride. Trimethylcarbimide

(m.p. 175°), on the other hand, yields methylamine on treatment with

alkalies, and is therefore regarded as a derivative of iso-cyanuric acid

(Formula II.). It is generally admitted, however, that chemical evidence

of this kind and in such cases is frequently unreliable. ^

In this instance the spectrographic examination confirms tlie result

arrived at on purely chemical grounds. The spectra of methyl cyanurate

(m.p. ISS'^^) bear a close resemblance to those of cyanuric acid, the

absorption being somewhat greater owing to the replacement of three

hydrogen atoms by three methyl groups. On the other hand the spectra

of trimethylcarbimide (m.p. 175°), notwithstanding a similar replacement

of hydrogen by methyl groups, show considerably less absorption of the

more refrangible rays.

Melamine and its esters show only general absorption, the amount
being somewhat greater than in the case of cyanuric acid. Melamine is

regarded as the triamide of normal cyanuric acid (Formula I.).

NHa NH
I

II

N.C : N HN.C.NH
II I II

H2N.C.N : C.NHa HN=C.N.C=NH

H
Melamine or Iso-melamine or

cyanurtriamide. Iso-cyanurtriimide.

The triethyl ester (m.p. 74°), which is obtained by the action of

ethylamine on cyanuric chloride, is, from its method of formation, con-

sidered to be a derivative of melamine ; the ethyl derivative (m.p. 92°), on

the other hand, which is prepared by the desulphurisation of thiourea, is

regarded as a derivative of iso-melamine. Here again the results of the

spectrographic investigation are in accord with the conclusions arrived at

on chemical evidence. The spectra of melamine and the triethyl ester

(m.p. 74°) are almost identical, while the general absorption exhibited

bv the spectra of the isomeric ester is considerably less.

The general result of the examination of these bodies is in complete

» Goldschmidt and Meissler, Ber., 1«90, 23, 253 ; A. Michael, J. j;r. Chem. [ii.],

1S85, 3?, 513 ; Hartley and Dobbie, Trails. Chem. Soc, 1899, 75, 640.
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agreement with the views now generally held as to their relationship with

one another. But, as already observed, the absence of selective absorp-

tion is not in harmony with the constitution of cyanuric acid when it is

represented by a formula so closely analogous to that of pyridine and
still more closely to that of dimethylpyrazine. On this account it may
fairly be considered as very doubtful whether the constitution of cyanuric

acid is rightly understood.

The Absorption S-pectraqf Dihenzoyl Methane and a-Oxyhenzalacetophenone.

These two substances are related to each other in the same manner
as Knorr's dibenzoyl succinicesters examined by Hartley and Dobbie.'

Their constitution is represented by the following formulae :

—

CeH^.CO CeHj.CO

I I

CHo CH

CgHj.CO CgHg.COH
Dibenzoylmethane a-Oxybenzalacetophenone

m.p. 77-78° m.p. 77-78°

(o-Hydroxybec zylidene acetophenone)

The enolic form is, in this case, the more stable of the two, the keto

form in solution passing rapidly into the enolic form on the addition of an
acid. It is the reverse with the dibenzoylsuccinic esters ; the enolic ester

passes into the keto form spontaneously.

As the study of cases of this kind is of particular interest, and but

few liave been examined, Miss Alice E. Smith, B.Sc, of the University

College of North Wales, Bangor, kindly undertook, at the request of the

committee, to investigate the absorption spectra of these substances.

Mr. R. D. Abell, B.Sc, 1851 Exhibition Scholar of the University

College of North Wales, Bangor, was good enough to supply pure

specimens of these substances for examination.

Dibenzoylmethane (CuH5.CO.CH2.CO.CgHg). — The preparation of

dibenzoylmethane may be divided into the following stages :

—

(1) The preparation of benzalacetophenone from benzaldehyde and
acetophenone.^

(2) Preparation of dibrombenzalacetophenone from benzalaceto-

phenone.^

(3) Preparation of monobrombenzalacetophenone from dibrombenzal-

acetophenone."*

(4) Preparation of dibenzoylmethane from monobrombenzalaceto-
phenone.

a-oxyhenzalacelophenone (C^Hg.CO.CH :C(0H).CgH5) (or a-Hydroxy-
benzylidene acetophenone).—This substance was prepared by Baeyer and
Perkin by heating dibenzoylacetic ester with water.^ The method of

acting with sodium ethoxide or metallic sodium on a mixture of ethyl

benzoate and acetophenone employed in the present case has been de-

scribed by Claisen.^

' Trans. Chem. Soc, 1900, 77, 498^
* Ber., 20, GG5 ; 14, 2iC4: ; 29, 1492. =^mw., 308, ,^23.

' Ann., 308, 22(j. ^ Ber., 16, 2134 ; Chem. Soc. Trans., 47, 250.
" Ber., 20, 655 ; Ann., 291, 52.

p2
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The method employed in photographing the spectra has already been

described.^

It will be seen from the accompanying curves that the relation

existing between the two bodies is similar to that which exists between

Knorr's a- and /3-dibenzoylsuccinic esters. Both the substances show

ScaZe^ of Osa'McUiorh- freq^
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CeHa.CO

Diben^oyl Methane CH,
I

The Ketonic Form CgHj.CO

218

Thickness
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C«H,.CO

a- Oxyhenzalacetophenone CH
{a-Hydroxyhenzylidene aceiojjhenone)

\\

The Enolic Form CeH5.C(0II^

Thickness
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The nature of the substitutions in the three benzene nuclei is explained
by the author. Observed in thickness of 6 mm. some of the substances
show simply a band of transmitted rays in the red, others are also in the
violet of much larger extent. The red band is much more persistent,

and appareatly is characteristic of the triphenylmethane group of sub-
stances and not of the individual members of this group. The band in

the red belonging to the greens and blues, Nos. 1 to 1 1 , is narrower than
in the remaining colours, which are violet—namely, Nos. 12 to 17.

Note.—The formulfe given by Nietzki for some of the dye-stuffs

examined are the following :

—

1. Malachite green,

CoH5C=[C6H4N(CH3).,],

OH

2. Urilliant green,

CeH,C=[CeH,N(C,H,),]2

I

OH

9. Victoria blue B,

(CH3)2N-C,H, /CoHc-NHCcHa

(CH3),N-CoH/ \ 1 CI

11. Methyl green.

/C6H,N(CH3)2CH3C1
(CH3),N-C,H,-C/

\C6H,N(CH3)

l\ci

12. Hexamethylated violet,

I

^/•''

[(0H,),N.C5H.],=C-C.HjN(0H,),

13, Hexethylated violet,

A similar formula with C2H5 substituted for CH3.

The author's summary is as follows :—The colours derived from tri-

phenylmethane, which have in general at least two atoms of tertiary
nitrogen in the ^jwrci-position relative to the central carbon atom, yield
aqueous solutions in which the absorption spectrum transmits a band of
rays in the red. The middle of this band is always situated at approxi-
mately the wave-length 686 in those compounds which have no more
than two tertiary nitrogen groups. The position is invariable, but
different for those which include a third tertiary nitrogen group, and lies

about wave-length 666.
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Sur I'absorpiion de la lumiire par les indophenols By P. Bayrac and
C. Camichel.^

The indophenols with tertiary nitrogen, prepared by one of the
authors, were studied, and it was found that when dissolved in the
same solvent, as, for instance, alcohol, they presented an analogous
spectrum in every case. They are characterised by a band in the red.

Lemoult studied a series of indophenols obtained by the oxidation of
mixtures of ^j- phenylenediamine and phenol or o-cresol, which have in

the joarrt-position the nitrogen atom which unites the two benzene nuclei.

The nitrogen in this case is primary and not tertiary. The substances
are said to have a band in the red which is shifted from the position
characteristic of indophenols containing tertiary nitrogen. The authors
state that there may be displacement of the band, but it has no definite

direction ; and the experiments of Lemoult do not show that it has. The
method of measuring adopted by Lemoult is to take the mean of the
micrometer readings between either edge of the band. It is remarked
that the extreme reading at the extremity of least refrangible rays is not
the end of the band, but merely the limit of visible rays, and that this is

variable according to the brilliancy of the spectrum. They give reasons
for this statement which are capable of verification, and also for the
explanation that there ap^jears to be a displacement, but the band really
terminates in the infra-red.

Sur les spectres d'absorption des indophenols et des colorants du
triph^nyhne'thane. By C. Camichel and P. Bayrac. ^

The indophenols with the tertiary nitrogen are much more absorbent
than those with the primary nitrogen when the two are compared in
solutions containing molecular proportions ; but the fact is that as the
less refrangible end. of the band visible in the red lies in the infra-red
there can be no increased width visible in this direction, and the rays on
the other side being more freely transmitted it appears as if the band
had been shifted towards the more refrangible rays. This having been
demonstrated with the two kinds of indophenols, it was thought desirable
to study the triphenylmethane derivatives—malachite green, sulpho-
green J, hexamethylene violet crystals, and methyl green. The result
was just the same; only one extremity of the band of red rays lies within
the region of visibility. The conclusion is that the law of auxochromes
has not been demonstrated in the case of triphenylmethane dei'ivatives

nor of indophenols. The number of tertiary nitrogens in the molecule
is the factor which increases the absorbent power of the substance, just
as the substitution of (0113)3 for H3 in indophenols, or vice versa, renders
the substance more or less powerfully absorbent. The authors state that
they have studied the influence of concentration upon alcoholic solutions
of indophenols and on aqueous solutions of those colouring matters derived
from triphenylmethane. They have found that the coefficient of absorp-
tion is proportional to the concentration of the solution

.

Note.—The nature of the indophenols is indicated by the following
formulae and reactions, the notes being taken from Bernthsen's ' Organic
Chemistry ' and Witt's original papers.^

' Comptes Eendus, vol. cxxxii. 1901, p. 338. * lUd., cxxxii. 1901, p. 485.
^ Berichte, 16, 2843, and 18, 2912.
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Indophenols. By Otto Witt.

Phenol blue (indo-aniline)

—

/C6H,.N(CH3)2

is produced by the oxidation of amidodimethylaniline with phenol.

Its analogue, o-naphthol blue,

/C6H4.N(CH8)2

\CioHigO

is prepared by means of naphthol. Such compounds exchange N(CH3)2
for OH when boiled with a solution of NaOH ; thus, from phenol blue

there results indophenol (quinonephenolimide)

/CeH^.OH

a phenolic dye which dissolves in alcohol to a red and in alkali to a blue

solution.

It may be obtained also by the action of phenol upon quinone chlori-

mide.

/O /O

^NCl \N-0,H,OH
/CgH,.OH

_N/ +HC1
^ ^CH^.O

It may be obtained also by the oxidation of ;)-amidopheno] with

phenol. Its leuco-compound is^j-dihydroxydiphenylamine, NH(C|;Hi.0H)2,

a substance which unites in itself the properties of diphenylamine and

a diatomic phenol.

Sur la hi des auxochromes. By M, P. Lemoult.^

In a recent note MM. Camichel and Bayrac having expressed the

opinion that the law of auxochromes has no further application to the

compounds of triphenylmethanethantothe indophenols, the author believes

that this statement is not sufficiently justified, having regard to hia

observations on four different colouring matters, namely :

—

First group (with 2 "I No. 1. Oxalate of tetramethyldiamidotriphenyl carbinol.

tertiary nitrogens) J No. 2. Sulphate of tetrethyldiamidotriphenyl carbiaol.

„ , /- -fi Q 1 No. 3. Chlorhydrate of hexethyltriamidotriphenyl carbinol.
becona group (.witiid

\-^q^^^ Dimethyldiethyldibenzyltriamidotriphenyl carbinol
tertiary nitrogens;

J sodium disulphonate.

• Comptes Rendus, cxxxii. p. 784, March 25, 1901.
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Solutions were made of such a strength that 1 gramme-molecule was
contained in 1,000 litres of water. Photographs of the transmitted rays

were taken through a constant thickness with a constant exposure and
exactly the same development. The photographs reproduced in the paper
are explained in the text. They exhibit a luminous band in the red

which in respect to substances 1 and 2 is the same in intensity and posi-

tion. In substances 3 and 4 it is more luminous and slightly broader,

and the luminous band of No. 3 lies rather more towards the less re-

frangible rays than No. 4. Wave-length measurements are not given,

but numbers on an arbitrary scale are recorded. On diluting these

solutions, the change in the spectrum is seen to be a decrease of the

intensity of the absorption bands more on the side of the rays of greater

refrangibility than on the other. The author proposes to enunciate
definitely the law of auxochromes in a future paper.

Note.—That there is apparently a decrease in the intensity of the

absorption bands more in the direction of the rays of shorter wave-length
is due undoubtedly in the first instance to the property of the prism, there

being greater dispersion of the more refrangible rays.

Nouvelle methode permettant de cliaracteriser les matieres colorantes,

By MM. Camichel and Bayrac.'^

The absorption of light by solutions of indophenols in alcohol, ether

carbon disulphide, and chloroform has been studied by taking as abscissje

the wave-lengths and as ordinates the coefficients of transmission.

Curves have been obtained of parabolic form, of which the convexity is

turned from the side of the axis of the abscissse. That portion of the
curve corresponding to the transmitted red rays ascends much more
rapidly than that which corresponds to the green or the blue. The
minimum position of the ordinate lies between the wave-lengths 610 and
535 according to the nature of the indophenol and its solvent. In order
to characterise each of the substances studied, the lowest point of the
curve was determined—that is to say, its minimum of transmission or of

greatest absorption. This is determined with precision by cutting the
curve with a series of lines or chords lying parallel to the axis of the
abscissfe. The conjugate diameter of these chords, obtained by joining

points at the middle of each line, is rectilinear in a sufficiently large

interval lying between wave-lengths 670 and 510 ; in such a case, for

example, as that of an alcoholic solution of indophenol and of orthocresol

with two tertiary nitrogens. The minimum of transparency (maximum
of absorption) is independent of the concentration of the solution for all

substances of which the absorption coefficient is proportional to the degree
of concentration, according to the law of Beer. It varies with the solvent
according to a law which is not that indicated by Kundt.

Two series of indophenols have been studied ; those of Series A have
two tertiary nitrogens, the simplest of which is indophenol of ordinary
phenol.

0=/ \=N-CeH,-N(CH3),,.

The others (Series B) have the second tertiary nitrogen replaced by

' Covij)tes Rendus, cxsxii. p. 882, April 9, 1901.
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a primary nitrogen, the simplest of which is the indophenol of ordinary
phenol.

0=/ \=N-C,H,-NHo.

Table of the indophenols studied.
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A similar series of experiments was made on substitution in the ineta-

position, the results being as follows :

—

1. 120 3. 122
2, 136 4. 131

displacement + 2
- 2

substitution of CH3
CH,

Conclusions.— a. When a tertiary nitrogen is replaced by a primary
nitrogen, the minimum of transparency (maximum of absorption) is dis-

placed towards the more refrangible end of the spectrum, whatever the
solvent may be—alcohol, ether, carbon disulpliide, or chloroform.

It is remarked that this law differs entirely from that indicated by
M. Lemoult, who studied the apparent displacement of the band of red
rays transmitted by indophenols.

b. Substitution in the or</io-position in the phenol from which the
indophenol is derived causes a considerable displacement of the minimum
of transparency (maximum of absorption), whatever the solvent may be.

This displacement may even exceed the foregoing in degree. The im-
portance of substitution is thus evident ; the auxochromic groups are not
the only ones to modify the nature of the dye.

c. A substitution in the meto-position in the phenol from which the
indophenol is derived causes a -yery slight displacement of the minimum
of transparency towards the red or towards the blue ; the shifting is

often so slight as not to exceed experimental errors in measurement.
The preceding two laws, the authors remark, enable the formula of a

phenol to be determined ; it is converted into the indophenol with a
primary or a tertiary nitrogen, and the alcoholic solution is then examined.
Only an extremely small quantity of the substance is required.

Note.—Hartley has shown ^ the relationship of the absorption spectra
of benzene and triphenylmethane to the colouring matters derived there-
from by means of curves of molecular vibrations.

No matter what their colour may be, a band of red rays is transmitted
with greater persistency than the rays in any other part of the spectrum,
and that these red rays are materially modified by the introduction of
alkyl radicals into the NH.2 groups of the rosaniline molecule, as in
methyl-violet^ and they are more modified by the presence of iodine, as in
iodine green.

To illustrate this the following measurements of the transmitted red
rays in solutions at different dilutions and of different thicknesses are
stated both in wave-lengths and oscillation frequencies. The fiducial

lines in the solar spectrum are also given as useful for reference.
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Hosaniline Base,
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Methyl Violet.

Thick-
ness
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Aurine.

Thick-
ness

Bays transmitted

A

Mean

MM.
60
30
15
10

5

4
3
2

1

5

4
3

2

1

0'29 ffT. or 1 Milligramme-molecxde in 100 c.c. of Water.

139 to 153
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The remark of Bayrac and Camichel that indophenols with tertiary

nitrogen groups are much more absorbent than those with primary
nitrogen is only what might be predicted from what we know of the
ultra-violet spectra. The homologues of benzene, such as toluene, ethyl-

benzene, and the xylenes, are more powerfully absorbent than benzene
itself. The tertiary monamines trimethylamine and triethylamine are

more absorbent than the corresponding primary bases. Moreover, it was
proved in the case of dyes that in the triphenylmethane derivatives the
replacement of 3H by (0113)3 rendered the substance much more power-
fully absorbent, methyl violet and rosaniline hydrochloride being a case

in point. This is best shown by the curves which illustrate the original

paper ; but it also appears from the measurements which have already been
quoted, if we consider that the red rays are freely transmitted by the
rosanile salt when even stronger solutions than those containing a milli-

gramme-molecule of substance in 100 c.c. The methyl derivative

barely transmits any light through 25 mm. of such a solution. Then,
again, the width of the band transmitted by the methyl violet is narrower.
The same observation applies to iodine green.

The mere position of a band of transmitted red rays cannot be
considered as indicative of a constitution similar to that of the triphenyl
methane derivatives or of the indophenols because many of the diazo-

colours show such a band. The difference between them lies in the effect

of dilution ; in fact it is the absorption curves which are of importance,
or, better still, the curves of molecular vibrations. There is a particular

curve for each class of derivatives, the particular members of each class

showing variations of the curve characteristic of the class. This is more
marked in the case of the azobenzene and azonaphthalene derivatives

than it is even in the derivatives of triphenylmethane, because a larger

number of individual substances belonging to the former class have been
examined than of the latter. It is quite evident that the nitrogen groups
are chiefly concerned in the development of the colours, and the hydro-
carbon radicals appear to be of comparatively small importance provided
they are of a benzenoid character.

APPENDIX.
List of Substances the Absorption Spectra of tvhich have been studied in

connection ivith the Chemical Constitution of Organic Compounds.
Note.—The method of indexing adopted by the Chemical Society has been followed.

j

Substance ' Foi-mula

1
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Appendix—cont.

Substance

Acetaldoxime

Acetoxime .

Acetylene .

Acid Brown—So-

dium salt of

Aconitine (from
Aconitum na-

pellus)

Aconitine (Jap-

aconitine)

Aconitine (pseud-)

(from Aconitum
ferox)

Aconitine (foreign)

Alanine

Aldehyde Green
(A rosaniline

derivative)

Alizarin

Alizarin

ester

AUantoin

ethyl

Alloxan

Allylic Alcohol .

Amido - azo - ben-
zene

Amido - azo - a -

naphthalene
Ammonium Hy-

droxide

Amylene (B.P.) .

Amylic Acetate .

Formula

CH,.CH:N.OH

(CH3)2C:N.OH
C2H2 .

HSOs.CioHs.NiN.CioHeOH

C33H49NO10
" °

.

C'66H88'N202l

C36H43NO,2 . .

CH3.CH(NH2)COOH

C6H4(CO)2C6H2(OH).,

C6H4(CO)2C6H2(OC,H5)2

C4H6N403 . . .

CO

C3H5OH ....
See under Azo Compounds.

See under Azo.

NH4.OH ....

Cs , . . .

CH3COO.C5H10 .

Amylic Alcohol .

Amylic Butyrate CsHjCOOCsHir, .

Amylic Formate .
|

HCOO.CjHjo .

Amylic Propion-
;

C2H5.COO.C5H,,,
ate

Nature of

Absorption

Continuous

One band

Selective

Beferenoe

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. 80c. Trans.
77 (1900), 318.

))

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 39 (1881), 153.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Tram. 51 (1887), 153.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Continuous

Selective

Continuous

Continuous

J7

J. L. Soret, Archives
des sciences phy-
siques et naturelles,

1893 (3rd Series), 429.

Vogel, Ber. 11 (1878),

1363.

Vogel, Ber. 11 (1878),

1363 ; Liebermann,
Ber. 19 (1886), 2827

;

21 (1887), 2527.

Liebermann, Ber. 21

(18871,2527.
J. L. Soret, Archives

des sciences phy-
siques et naturelles,

1893 (Srd Series),

429.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.

Trans. 39 (1881), 153.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257 ; Hartley
and Dobbie, Chem.
Soc. Trans. 77 (1900),

318; Schonn, Wied.
Ann. 6 (1879), 267.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.

Trans. 39 (1881), 153
Hartley and Hunting-

ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Schonn, Wied. Ann. 6

(New Series) (1879),

267.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.
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Substance

Aniline

Aniline Blue

Anthracene

Apomorphine Hy-
drochloride

Atropine
Anthraflavic Acid

(2 : 6)— Dioxy-
anthraquinone

Anthraflavic Acid

MO - Anthraflavic
Acid (2:7) —
D i o X y anthra-
quinone

Anthragallol

Aurin .

Anthrarufin

Azo Compounds :

Amido - azo - ben-
zene

Amido - azo - o -

naphthalene

Azo-benzene

Azo-benzene di-

amido toluene
o-Azo-toluene- di-

amido-benzene
o-Azo-toluene- di-

amido-toluene

p-Azo-toluene-di-
amido-benzene

p-Azo-toluene-di-
amido-toluene

Benzene - azo - ^ -

naphthol sul-

phonicacid (So-
dium Salt)

Di - amido - azo -

benzene (Chrys-
oidin)

Di - amido - azo -

benzene sul-

phonic acid

Formula

C6H5NH2 . . .

C,oH,6(C6H5)3N3.HCl

Ci7Hi7N02.HCl .

CnHosNOj. . ..

0H.C6H5(C0)3.C6H3.0H

C6H50H(CO)2C6H5(OH)

OH.C6H3(CO)2.C6H3.0H

^«^*<Co)C-^^^OH^' [1:2:3]

CigHuOs

C6H4(C0)2C6H2(0H)o [1.5]

^4$;H.NH„
CioH7N:N.CioH6NH2.

C6H5N:NCsH5

N, (CsHj
n,C6H2.CH3(NH,,

N. fCe:

ic^:

H4.CH3
H3(NH2)o

^VC6H2.CH3(NHj)2 •

P
No I

C6H4.CH3
^nC6H3(NH2)2 •

p
No J

CJ6H4.CH3
''MC6H2.CH3(NH2)o
C6H5N:N.CioH4(HS03)20H

/3

N2fS«S5(^^2)2
IC6H3

N,
fC6H3(NH2)2

-IC6H4SO3H

Nature of

Absorption

Selective

Fourbands

Selective

Continuous i

Selective

Reference

One band

Selective

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans, I.

(1879), 257; Pauer,
Wied.Ann.der Phys.
61 (1897), 363.

Melde, Pogg. Ann. 126
(1865), 264.

Hartley, Chein. Sac.
Trans. 39 (1881),
153.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Libermann and Kos-
tanecki, Ber. 19

(1886), 2327; Lieber-
mann, Ber. 21 (1887),
2527.

Hartley, Chem. Sac.
Trails. 51 (1887),

153.

Libermann and Kos-
tanecki, Ber. 19

(1886), 2327.

Landauer, Ber. 14

(1881), 391.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 51 (1887),

153 ; Landauer, Ber.
14 (1881), 391.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 51(1887),15S.

Landauer, Ber. 14

(1881), 391.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.

Trans. 51 (1887),

153.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 51 (1887),

153 ; Landauer, Ber.
14 (1881), 391.

Landauer, Ber. 14

(1881), 391.

Q 2
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Substance

iSO-Butylic Ace-
tate

sso-Butylic Buty-
rate

Jso-Butylic For-
mate

iso-Butylic Vale-
ranate

Butyric Acid
Butyric Acid

—

Barium salt of

Butyric Acid

—

Sodium salt of

Jso-Butyric acid

Caffeine

Camphor

Camphoric Acid .

Carbohydrates :

Cane Sugar

Glucose

o-Oxy-carbanil .

Carbon disul-

phide
Carbon disul-

phide vapour

Carbon disnl-

phide solution

Carbostyril .

Methyl Carbo-
styril

Methyl pseudo-
Carbostyril

Cevadine (Mark's
Veratrin)

Chlor-benzene .

Chrysazin .

Chrysoidine (Di-

omido-azo-beu-
Eone)

Cinchonine sul-

phate
Chinconidine sul-

phate

Formula

CH3COO.C4H9 .

C5H7.COO.C4H,,

.

HCOO.C4H9

CjHgOo.C^Hg

CHj.CHa.CHi.COOH
(C5H7COO)2Ba .

CjH^COO.Na .

(CH3)o;CH.C00H

C.HjoN^Oo

CioHifiO

CaHi4(C00H)., .

CgHioO^i

See under O.
CSo

CaHjNO ....
CioHgNO ....
C10H9NO ....
C55H49N09(?J . ...

C^HjCl ....
CuH7(CO).,C6H.,(OH),

See Aso Compounds.

(CigHaoNoOJa.HjSOi + 2HoO

(Ci,jHo„N20)3H„S04-t- 6H.,0

Nature of
Absorption

Continuous

General

Highly
diactinic

General

Highly
diactinio

General

Selective

One band

General

Selective

Eefercnce

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. II.

(1879), 257.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Hartley, Chem. 80c.
Trans. 89 (1881), 153

J. L. Soret, Archives
des sciences phy-
siques et naturelles,
1898 {8rd Series),

429.

Hartley, Trans. Chem.
80c. 51 (1887), 58.

J. L. Soret, Archives
des sciences phy-
siques et naturelles,

1898 (3rd Series),

429. Also Hartley.

Paner, Wied. Ann. der
Phys. 61 (1897), 863.

Pauer, Wied. Ann. der
Phys., 61 (1897),
868.

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Soc. Trails.

75 (1899), 640.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Pauer, Wied. Ann. der
Phys. 61 (1897), 863.

Libermann and Kosta-
necki,J3er.l9(1886),
2827.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.
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Substance Formula

Flavo-puijiurin

Fluorescein

.

Fluorescein—De-
ri ratives of

Formic Acid

C,H3(0H) <gg>CoH2(OH)o

[1:2:6]

C,oH,50, ....

Formic Acifl —
Barium Salt of

Fuchsin

p-Fuclisiu .

Furfuraldeliyde

Furfuramide

Furfuran

Glucose

H.COOH .

(HCOOJaBa

\
C.,oHic,N3.HCl + 4HoO

i C|3H5C= (C,H4NHo), .

i

CI

I
C4H5O.COH

(c,n.ji.cn^)--is.,.

CH:CH^

CH:CH

G

Helianthine (Tro-
pceoline O)

Heptane

Hexane
Hexamethjlene

Hexam e t hylated
Violet (Crys-
tal Violet)

Hippuric Acid

Hofmann's Violet

Hydrocyanic Acid

Hydroquinone
m-Hydroxyben-

zoic Acid .

See under Carhohijdi-ates.

HS03.C6H4.N:N.C6H4N(CH3).,
(1) (4) (1)

CtHir

C,;H,.,

CoH,;.H^| ....
CI

I I I

(MeoNCoH4), = C.CoHi.N.Me,

C^HoNOs ....

CooHi6(CH3)5N.2HCl .

HCN ....
See imder Quinone
C^H4(0H)C00H,

Kature of
Absorption

Selective

Continuous

Selective

Continuous

Reference

Libermann and Kos-
tanecki, Bei: 19
(1886), 2327 ; Lieber-
mann, Ber. 21 (1887),
2527.

Kriiss, Ber. 18 (1885),

2586 ; E. Vogel,
Wied. Ann. 43, New-
Series (1891), 449.

Kriiss; E. Vogel, loc.

cit.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Melde, Fogg. Ann. 126
(1865), 264; Vogel,
Ber. 11 (1878), 1863.

Kruss, Ber. 15 (1882),
1243.

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Soc. Trans.
(1898), 599.

Selective

Continuous

Selective

Continuous

Three bands

Continuous

Selective

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 51 (1887),
153.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, PJdl. Trans.
I. (1879), 257.

)}

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Soc. Trans.
77 (1900), 846.

Lemoult, Compt. Bend,
131 (1900), 839.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans.
I. (1879), 257 ; J. L.
Soret, Archives des
scieiicesphysiqu es et
naturelles, 1893 (8rd
Series), 429.

Hartley, Trans. 51
(1887), 153.

Hartley, Trails. 41
(1882), 45.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans.5?, {1888),Gil.
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iso Melamine —
Tri-ethyl ester

of

Mesitylene .

Methylamme33%

Methylamine hy-
drochloride

Methylic Alcohol

Methyl Carbo-
styril

Methyl pseudo-
Carbostyril

Methyl Green

Methyl Isatin

Methyl paeudo-
Isatin

Methyl Pyridine .

MethyUc Acetate

Methylic Alcohol

Methylic Buty-
rate

Methylic Cyanu-
rate(M.P.135°)

Methylic Formate

Methylic Isocy-

anate

Methyl Iso-cyanu-

rate (M.P. 175°)

Methylic Pro-
pionate

Methylic Salicy-

late

Methyhc Vale-
rate

Methyl Violet
[Penta - methyl
Violet ?]

Morphine

apo-Morphine
Methyl Morphine
Morphine - tetra-

cetyl

Murexide .

Formula

See under Tri-ethyl-iso-melamine.

See Tri-methyl Benzene.
NH,(CH3) . . .

CH3.NH2.HCI .

CHvOH .

See under C.

CeH^.N.Meo.MeCl
/

Mej.N.CgH^.C—CgH^.N.Mej .

I
^^\

CI

See under I.

11 1}

See Picolhie.
CH-.COO.CH3

CH3.OH .

C3H7.COO.CH3

CsNslOCHsls

H.COO.CH3

CON.CH3 .

C303N3(CH3)3

C.,H5.COO.CH5

C6H4(OH).COO.CH3

C5H9O2.CH3

C,9HioN3(CH3)5HCl

CnH,9N03 . .

See under A.
See Codeine.

CnHislCoHjOkNOs

CgH.NHj.NjO,
-hHaO

Nature of

Absorption

Continuous

Highly di-

actinic

Selective

Continuous

Highly di-

actinic

Continuous

Selective

Continuous

Selective

Reference

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Soc. Trans.
77 (1900), 318.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans.
(1879); Schonn,
Wied.Ann.6,{1879},
267.

Three bands

Lemoult, Compt.Rend.
131 (1900), 839.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Hartley, Dobbie, and
Lauder, Chem. Soc.
Trans. (1901).

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Hartley, Dobbie, and
Lauder, Chem. Soc.
Trans. (1901).

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Vogel, Ser. 11 (1878),
1363.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.

Trails. 51 (1887),

153.
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SnbBtauce Fonnnla

Naphthalene

Naphthalene Red
(Magdala Red)

Naph thalene
Red?

Naphth al ene
amido-azo-a-

Narceine

Narcotine .

oxy-Narcotine
Nicotine

m-Nitraniline

p-Nitraniline
Nitro-benzene

(vapour)
Nitro-benzene

(solution)

o-Nitrophenol

p-Nitrophenol
Nitroso - diethyl

aniline

Nitroso- dimethyl
aniline

Nitroso-ethyl ani-

line

Nitroso-iso-but y 1

aniline

Nitroso - methyl
aniline

Nitroso - prophyl-
aniline

Ni t r o s o - d i

-

phenylamine
Nitroso - di - me-

thyl m-chlor-
aniUne

Nitroso - di - me-
thyl - m - brom-
aniUne

Nitroso - di - me-
thyl-m-iod- ani-

line

Nitroso -ethyl -o-
naphthylamine

Nitroso - ethyl - o -

toluidine

Nitroso-methyl-o-
toluidine

N

C50H21N3.HCl.HoO .

C50H20N4 .

See under Azo Componvds

C23H.,7N08 .

C20X125N07 .

See under O.

CioHhN., .

C6H4(N02).NH2

C6H4(NO,)NH„
CfiHsNO./ .

C6H4(OH)NOo .

CeH4(OH).N02 .

C6H4(N0)N(C,H5)2 .

CeH4(NO)N(CH3)2 .

C6H5N(NO)C2H5 .

C6H5N(NO)C4H9

C6H5N(NO)CH5

.

.

C6H5N(NO)C3H,

(C6H5)2N.NO . .

CeH3Cl(NO)N{CH3)j .

C,H5Br(NO)N(CH3)2.

CoH3l(NO)N(CH3)2 .

C,oH7N(NO)C2H5 .

C6H4.CH5.N(NO)C2H5

C6H4.CH3N(NO)CH3

.

Nature of

Absorption

Four bands

Selective

Continuous

Selective

Continuous

Selective

I)

Continuous

Selective

Beference

Hartley, Chem. Soc.

Trans. 39 (1881),

153 ; 47 (1885), 685.

Vogel, Ber. 11 (1878),

622.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

J)

Pauer, Wied. Ann. der
Phtjs. 61 (1897), 363.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1897), 257.

Kock, Wied. Ann. 82

(1887), 167.
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Substance

Picrotoxine

Piperidine .

Piperine

Potassium Cyan-
ate

Propionic Acid

Propionic Acid

—

Barium salt of

Propionic Acid—

•

Sodium salt of

Propylic Alcohol
Propylic Foi-mate
Propylic Propio-
nate

Propylic Valera-
nate

Purpurin

Purpuro-xanthin

Pyrazine - di

methyl
Pyridine

Pyridine hydro-
chloride

Pyridine 2.5 di-

carboxylic acid
{iso - cinchome-
ronic acid)

Pyrocatechol

Pyrogallol .

Fonnula

C50H34O,; ....
C,HhN ....
CnH„NO... . . .

KCNO ....

C.,H:,COOH

(C2H5COO).jBa, .

CoHjCOONa .

C5H7OH ....
HCOO.C3H7
CoH^COO.CjH- .

C5HC1O2.C5H7

C«H4<^gg)CoH(OH)3 + H2O

[(0H)3 1:2:4]

CuH4(CO).XcH.,(OH)2 [1 : 3]

See under D.

C.,H,N ....

C-,H-N.HC1

C,H,N(COOH).,, .

C,H.,(0H).2 . .

CeHjfOH)^ .

Pyromucic Acid . C.H-O.COOH .

Pyrrole (Pyrro-
\
CH:CH.

line)
I

>NH
' CH:CH

Nature of
Absorption

Continuous

I)

Selective

Continuous

Selective

One band

Selective

Continuous

Reference

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Hartley, Chem. Soe.
Trans. 47 (1885),
685.

Hartley, Phil. Tram.
II. (1885), 471.

J. L. Soret, Archives
des sciences et natu-
relles, 3rd Series

(1893), 429; Hartley,
Dobbie and Lauder,
Chem. Soc. Trans.
(1901).

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Vogel, £er. 11 (1878),
1363 ; Libermann
and Kostanecki, Ber.
19 (1886), 2327.

Libermann and Kosta-
necki, Ber. 19 (1886),
2827.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
rmm. 47 (1885), 685;
Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Soc. Trans.
77(1900),318;Pauer,
Wied. Ann. der
Phys. 63 (1897), 363.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 47 (1885),
C85.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 41 (1882), 45.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans. 53 (1888),
041.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Soc. Trans.
(1898), 599.
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Substance

Solanine

Strychnine .

Tetracetyl mor
phine

Tetrahydrobenzene

ThebaVne

Thiophene

Thymol

Toluene

o-Toluidine Hy-
drochloride

p-Toluidine

.

Tri - amido - azo-

benzene
Tri-ethylamine .

Formula
Nature of

Absorption

CsjHgsNOigl?)

C21H22N2O2

See under Morphine.

C6H5H4

CgH^iNOg

CH:CH

CHiCH/

C6Hs(CH5)(C5H:)OH14 3

CeHjCHs

C7H7.NH2.HCI

C7H7.NH2 .

See Azo Compounds.

NCCjHs);

Tri-ethylmelamine C3N6H5(C2H5)3
(M.P. 74°)

Tri - ethyl - iso - C3N6H5(C2H5)3
melamine (M.P.
92°)

Tri-methylamine .
j

N(CH3)5

Tri-methyl ben-
j
CflHjCCHsJs

zene (1:3:5) I

(Mesitylene)
!

Trimethyl-rosanil-
' See Iodine Green.

ine di-methyl-
di-iodide i

Triphenylmethane! CH(C6H5)3 .

Tropceoline O .
! See Relianthine.

Tropoeoline 000

Tyrosine

No. 1. OH.CioH6.N:N.C6H4.S03Na

No. 2. OH.Ci8H6.N:N.C6H4.S03Na

CgHuNOj

Continuous

Selective

Continuous

Selective

Strong
continuous

Selective

Reference

Continuous

Selective

One band

Selective

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
n. (1885), 471.

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chem. Sac. Trans.
77 (1900), 846.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 471.

Hartley and Dobbie,
Chein. Soc. Trans.
(1898), 599; Pauer,
Wied. Ann. der
Phys. 61 (1897), 363.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans.
(1879), I. 257.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans.
(1879), 1. 257; Pauer,
Wied. Ann. der
Phys. 61 (1897), 363.

Hartley, Chein. Soc.
Trans. 47 (1885),
685.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Hartley, Dobbie, and
Lauder, Chem. Soc.
Trans. (1901).

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Hartley, Chem. Soc
Trans. 51 (1887), 153.

Hartley and Hunting-
ton, Phil. Trans.
I. (1879), 257 ; J. L.
Soret, Archives des
sciences physiques
et naturelles, 3rd
Series (1893), 429. |
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Urea

Uric Acid

Veratrin

Victoria Blue

CO(NH.,)., .

C5H,N,03 .

CjoH^aNOu .

Formula

u

V

Nature of

Absorption
Reference

Me,-N-CoH4 CioHe-NH.Ph
\/ /\

/ CI
/\„/

Meo-N-C^Hi

Continuous

Selective

Selective

J. L. Soret, Archives
des sciences phy-
siques et naturelles,

3rd Series (1893),

429; Hartley, loc. cit.

J. L. Soret, loc. cit.
;

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans' 51 (1887),
153.

Hartley, Phil. Trans.
II. (1885), 47

Lemoult, Gompt. Eencl.

131 (1900), 839.

w
Distilled "Water . HoO Highly

[

Hartley and Hunting-
diactinic ton, Phil. Trans. I.

(1879), 257.

Xanthine hydro-
chloride

p-Xylene

m-Xjlene .

o-Xylene

C5H4N402.HC1

CoHj(CH3)3

CoH,(CH3).,
CuH4(CH5).,

Selective

Two bands

One band

J. L. Soret, Archives
des sciences phy-
siques et naturelles,
3rd Series (1893),

429.

Hartley, Chem. Soc.
Trans.il {1885),685;
Pauer, Wied. Ann.
der Phys. 61 (1897),

363.

The Methods/or the Determination of Hydrolytic Dissociation of Salt'

Solutions. By R. C. Farmer, Ph.D., M.Sc.

[Ordered by the Council to be printed in extenso.']

It is a matter of common experience that many salts, although containing

equivalent quantities of acid and base, react acid or alkaline towards
indicators in aqueous solution. If we take, for instance, a salt such as

potassium cyanide and dissolve it in water, we find that, although it con-

tains the amount of hydrocyanic acid theoretically necessary to neutralise

the potassium hydrate, it reacts strongly alkaline, thus showing the pre-

sence of free potassium hydrate in the solution.

A very superficial observation shows that the solution also contains

free hydrocyanic acid. Its presence is indeed rendered obvious by its

characteristic smell. It is therefore evident that the potassium cyanide
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has undergone a decomposition into free potassium hydrate and free
hydrocyanic acid

KCN +HOH=KOH+ HCN.
Similarly we find that other salts, as, for instance, ferric chloride, react
acid in aqueous solution.

Even Rose,' who was probably the first to notice these phenomena,
recognised that this was the result of a secondary reaction, which was
brought about by the water. An analogy was sought in the decomposition
of acid chlorides and the breaking up of organic complexes such as saccha-
rose, in which the elements of water are taken up, and for this reason
the name ' hydrolysis ' was, rather unfortunately, applied indiscriminately
to the two phenomena.

The nature of the decomposition formed the subject of considerable
discussion, but it was not until Arrhenius brought the theory of electro-
lytic dissociation to bear on it that a satisfactory explanation was found.
As this theory is almost universally accepted at the present time, it is not
necessary to make more than a passing reference to a theory which at
one time ofiered some opposition to that of Arrhenius. This was an
assumption that the salts in question formed hydrates in aqueous solution,
and that these hydrates possessed acid or basic properties.

Thus Werner - attempted to explain the acid reaction of copper
chloride in aqueous solution on the assumption that it formed a hydrate of

Cl\ /H O
the formula

qj y Cu
s' jj^q which was acid in character. In this way, of

course, it would be possible to account for the acid or alkaline reaction of
all hydrolysed salts. Potassium cyanide would form a hydrate of a basic
nature and so on.

It is an unsatisfactory feature of this theory that it makes the
assumption of innumerable hydrates whose existence in aqueous solution
is still to be proved ; but apart from this it is shown that the acid or basic
reaction is the result of a dissociation and not of a formation of hydrates
by the fact that the acid and basic components can be easily separated.
This separation can be sometimes etiected by mere warming, as in the
case of iron or aluminium acetate, in many other cases by dialysis.

In the case of diphenylamine hydrochloride repeated washing suffices
to completely remove the hydrochloric acid, and in the case of many
organic salts, as, for instance, sodium phenolate, one of the components
can be partially removed by extraction with ether.

In 1890 Arrhenius^ brought forward a simple explanation of the
hydrolysis of salts on the basis of the theory of electrolytic dissociation.
AH that was necessary in order to bring the phenomenon of hydrolysis
into complete harmony with the ionic theory was to consider water as an
electrolyte, to suppose that it is to a slight extent dissociated into
hydrogen and hydroxyl ions. Later investigations have completely justified
this assumption. Compared with the weakest of acids, the ionisation of
water is almost infinitesimal, but it has been determined with a consider-
able amount of accuracy. "Water consists, then, of a solution of hydrogen
aaid hydroxyl ions of such a strength that ten million litres of water
contain approximately one gram equivalent of free ions. This means that
water can act at the same time as a weak acid and a base.

1901.

' JaK^c'ilcr., 1852, 310. - Zeitschr.fUr anorg. Chem.i 9, 408.
^ ^ ZeiiscJir. fur phy's. Chem., 5, 16 (1S90).
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Thus, when an acid and a base are brought together, the neutralisation

never takes place quite completely. There always remain as many free

hydrogen and hydroxyl ions over as are usually present in pure water.

The quantity of ionised water is, of course, so small as to be practically

nefflisible in most cases, but its effect becomes very marked when the acid

or base of a dissolved salt is very weak.

If we take, for instance, a salt like potassium cyanide, its acid, hydro-

cyanic acid, is very weak, and is still further enormously weakened by the

presence of its neutral salt, or, to put it in ionic language, by the presence

of excess of cyanogen ions. The water is therefore by virtue of its slight

acid properties capable of setting free a considerable quantity of the acid

from its salt.

It might appear at first sight as if the solution should still react

neutral, since the acid and base are set free in equivalent quantities. The
theory of electrolytic dissociation shows us, however, that this is not the

case. If we consider the equilibrium ;

KCN +HOH^KCn +HCN

the potassium hydrate exists practically completely in the ionised state,

whereas the hydrocyanic acid is almost entirely unionised. Thus we have

a large excess of hydroxyl ions in the solution, and it is these that give

rise to the alkaline reaction. Expressed ionically the equilibrium will

read

CN' +HOH^^HCN+ OH'.

This theory of Arrhenius has now met with almost universal accept-

ance, and has amply justified its adoption as a working basis for all

quantitative problems dealing with hydrolysis.

The conditions for the dissociation of a salt into free acid and base are

therefore—

1. That the acid or base of the salt, or both, be very weak.

2. That the solvent itself be somewhat ionised.

Hitherto the phenomenon appears only to have been studied in aqueous

solution. If the slight conductivities found for pure alcohol are really

due to an ionisation into hydrogen- and ethoxy-ions, then we should

expect salts such as sodium phenolate to be also split up to some extent in

alcoholic solution.

For the qualitative detection of hydrolysis, indicators afford the most

reliable test. From the results of Ley,^ litmus appears to bo the most

sensitive of these.

Still, the method of simply testing the solution with an indicator

might at times give misleading results owing to the presence of traces of

acid or alkali in the salt. Ley recommends a more satisfactory method.

This is to titrate the solution. If the salt of a weak base, for instance, is

really hydrolysed, it will not only react acid in the pure state, but will

also continue to react acid even on addition of a considerable quantity of

alkali. Thus, whei-eas the least trace of sodium hydrate sufficed to render

a solution of magnesium sulphate or barium chloride alkaline, solutions of

lead chloride and copper chloride continued to react acid until almost the

whole of the hydrochloric acid had been removed by the sodium hydrate.

As other qualitative methods any proc'e'sses may be used which bring

> ZnUch: fiir phys. Ctiiim., 30, 203 (1899).
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about a separation of the components. Thus, the hydrocyanic acid may
bo partially removed from a solution of sodium cyanide by a current of

pure air, the phenol may be partially extracted from a solution of sodium
phenolate by ether, and so on.

Quantitative Jlethods.—When we attack the problem of ascertaining
quantitatively to what extent this hydrolytic dissociation of salts occurs,
it is at once evident that the hydrolysis cannot be determined by any
direct measurement of the free acid or alkali in the system. If we attempt
to titrate the solution of a salt like potassium cyanide, the equilibrium
is at once disturbed, and as we neutralise the free potassium hydrate in
the system by the addition of acid, more potassium hydrate is supplied
from the potassium cyanide to take its place. As we have seen, the
neutral point is in many cases only reached when enough acid has been
added to completely split up the salt. We must therefore resort to some
indirect means of estimating the free acid or alkali in the system without
disturbing the equilibrium.

We will pass over such methods as the determination of the heat of

neutralisation, as these have led to very incorrect ideas as to the extent of
the hydrolysis. For instance, determinations of the heat of neutralisa-
tion of hydrocyanic acid led to the belief that a solution of sodium
cyanide was split up to the extent of 80 per cent, into free hydrocyanic
acid and sodium hydrate, whereas in reality its hydrolysis only amounts
to about 1 per cent, in i\f normal solution.

In fact, the hydrolysis proves in most cases to be much smaller than
was formerly imagined. Even salts like sodium phenolate, which react
strongly alkaline, are only hydrolysed to the extent of 2 or 3 per cent, in
about

,'iy
normal solution.

The quantitative methods which have hitherto been used are mostly
based on the measurement of the velocity of reactions, brought about by
the free alkali or acid in the solution. Of these reactions the chief have
been the saponification of esters and the inversion of cane sugar.

S'aponijication of Esters.—If we take an ester such as ethyl acetate
and dissolve it in pure water, it will remain for \ve(?ks practically
unaffected. If, however, we add acid or alkali, saponification sets in, and
proceeds with a velocity depending on the amount of acid or alkali added.
The A-elocity can be measured by means of titrations.

If we treat the ester with a hydrolysed salt, saponification will like-

wise take place by virtue of the free acid or alkali which the solution
contains. We must distinguish between the case in which the saponification
is brought about by free acid and that in which it is brought about by
alkali. The action of acids in saponifying esters is purely catalytic ; the
amount of acid remains unchanged throughout the reaction ; this is, there-
fore, the simplest case, and we will consider it first.

For the measurement of the velocity, known quantities of ester and
acid are brought together in aqueous solution and kept at constant
temperature. At measured intervals of time a part of the solution is

removed by means of a pipette and quickly titrated. This tells us how
much of the ester has been converted to acetic acid and alcohol in a given
time. From the results of these titrations the whole course of the i-eaction
can be followed.

By the law of mass action, the velocity of the reaction at any moment
is proportional to the product of the concentrations of the reacting sub-
stanc'es (ilie ester and acid). Tha velocity diminishes, therefore, as the
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ester is used up. If Cj and Cg be the two concentrations, and t be the
time,

dC
Velocity=— , =KCiC2, where K is a constant.

If we always take the same amount of ester, the velocity of the
reaction is proportional to the amount of acid added. The general
method is therefore to determine by a preliminary experiment the velocity

(.'i saponification brought about by a known amount of pure acid, and
afterwards to determine its velocity as brought about by the acid in the
hydrolysed salt. If we have found the velocity of saponification brought
about by a known quantity of acid, then we can conversely calculate

from the velocity of saponification which the hydrolysed salt brings
about, how much free acid it contains, that is, the extent of its hydrolysis,

remembering always that the velocity of the reaction is proportional to

the amount of free acid present.

It should be mentioned that this proportionality does not hold quite

strictly in the catalysis of esters by means of acids. There are deviations

from it which are not fully understood. It differs in strong and weak
solutions of acids, apart from the difference which one would expect from
incomplete ionisation. The presence of neutral salts also has a consider-

able influence on the velocity. Consequently the results obtained by this

method are not to be taken as very accurate.

Since the velocity varies throughout the whole course of the reaction,

we cannot take a direct measurement of the initial velocity of saponi-

fication, as the velocity changes so quickly that no trustworthy results

cfiuld be obtained in this way. The calculation is carried out by means of

the well known equation

which holds for monomolecular reactions.

A. is the initial concentration of the ester, x is the amount saponified

in time t, and K is a constant. The titrations taken during the whole
course of the reaction are used to determine K. By comparing the
constant K obtained for the hydrolysed chloride of a weak base with that
obtained for pure hydrochloric acid, the amount of free hydrochloric acid

iu the solution of the salt can be easily calculated, and liencetlic degree of

hydrolysis.

The first exiicriments in this direction were carried out by AValker in

1889.' He determined the velocities of saponification of methyl acetate by
tlu' hydrochlorides of very weak bases, such as tliiazol, and thus deter-

mined the degrees of hydrolysis.

A similar method was worked out for the salts of very weak acids by
Sliields, in 189.3.'- He determined th^. hydrolysis of the alkali sails of

phenol, carbonic acid, boric acid, &c. Iu this case it is not fref acid that

we have to determine, but free alkali, and the matter is complicated by
the fact that the free alkali is removed from the system as the reaction

proceeds, so that the equilibrium of the hydrolysis, as, for instance,

KCN + HOH -t KOH -f- HON, is continually changing. It would lead

us too far to go into the details of how this is taken into account. It is

1 ZeiUclir.Juriihys. Cum., 4, 319 (ISSD). Ibid., 12, 167 (1883).
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sufficient to say that a formula can be deduced for the reaction, and thai

Shields found it contirmed by experiment.

In spite of the complicated nature of the reaction, very good results

can be obtained by this method. The saponification proceeds very much
more quickly under the influence of hydroxyl ions than of hydrogen ions,

and so the measurement of even very small degrees of hydrolysis can be

carried out at the ordinary temperature, which is not the case in the

method mentioned previously. Shields was able to measure even such a

small degree of hydrolysis as that of sodium acetate— rather less than
0*01 per cent, in ^\, normal solution. This is a degree of precision which
greatly surpasses that of any determinations of free acid by the catalysis

of esters or of cane sugar.

Shields showed that the velocity of saponification was not disturbed

by the presence of ester and alcohol. He further showed by this method
that trisodium phosphate, Na^PO.,, is quantitatively split up in aqueous
solution into NagHPO^ and NaOH.

According to Ley,^ the saponification of esters sometimes takes place

even under the influence of neutral salts, such at KCl at 100°. It is

doubtful whether this points to a slight hydrolysis of the salts at this

temperature, which seems very improbable, or whether in certain cases

otiier ions besides hydrogen and hydroxyl can act as catalysers in

saponifying esters. In any case the velocity of the reaction is very small

as compared with that brought about by salts which are ki^own to be

hydrolysed.

The following tables give the percentage of hydrolysis of a number of

salts of weak acids and bases as determined by this method by Walker
and others. For the sake of comparison the values have all been recal-

culated, so that the figures give the hydrolysis in jiy normal solution.

-Hydrolysis of the hydrochlorides of weak bases as measured by the

catalysis of esters.

Temperature = 25°.

Name of base.

Thiazol
Glycocoll
Asparagine .

ThiohydantoiQ
Asparaginic Acid

Percentage hydro-
lysis of Hydrochloride

solution.
10

17
19
25
30
31

Name of base.

Acetoxime .

Urea
Acetamide .

Propionitrile

Thiourea

Percentage hydro-
lysis of Hydrochloride

in— solution.
10

. 30

. 90
. 98

. 99

. 99

II.

—

Hydrolysis of the alkali salts of weak acids as measured by the

saponification of esters.

Temperature = 2-5°.
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Inversion of Cane Sugar.—It is well known that the inversion of cane

sugar is brought about by the addition of acid to its aqueous solution, and

that the reaction can be followed by means of the polarimeter. The
velocity of the inversion is proportional to the amount of acid added, and

it is evident that this is a method which can be applied to the estimation

of the acid which is hydrolytically set free from the salts of weak bases.

The first application of this method appeal's to have been made by

Bruner in 1893. He measured the hydrolysis of a number of inorganic

chlorides, nitrates, and sulphates at 40°. His work was, however, very

much overlooked, through having been only published in a Polish journal.

In 1900 he republished it in the ' Zeitschrift fiir phys. Chem.' (32, 133).

Meanwhile Walker and Aston > had determined the hydrolysis of a

number of hydrochlorides of weak organic bases, and a few inorganic

nitrates by the same method at 60°. Ley extended this work on

inorganic salts at 100°.''^ It is impossible to directly compare these

results with one another, as they were all obtained at different tem-

peratures. The temperature has been shown to have a very great in-

fluence on the hydi-olysis, as the dissociation constant of pure water rises

aonormally rapidly with rise of temperature.

The inversion is a monomolecular reaction, and the calculations are

vei'y similar to those of the catalysis of esters. Ley points out that this

method is somewhat limited in its applicability. Some salts which react

acid to litmus act as neutral tov/ards cane sugar, and conversely some

neutral salts bring about inversion of the sugar. Even potassium

chloride brought about inversion of the sugar at 100°, but gave very

irregular results. A disadvantage of working at such a high temperature

is that the results may be vitiated by impurities dissolved from the glass,

and it is probable that something of this sort occurred in the determina-

tions on potassium chloride, &c., for Ley found similar irregularities on

making experiments with extremely dilute solutions of hydrochloric acid.

The inversion seems also to be considerably influenced by dissolved salts.

Ley considered the limit of accuracy to be about 0-5 per cent, in y-J-^

normal solution.

The following tables contain a number of results obtained by the

abovcmentioned observers for the hydi'olysis of organic and inorganic

chlorides :

—

III.

—

Hydrolysis of the hydrochlorides of organic bases as determined

by the inversion of cane sugar.

Ternj)erature = 60°.
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From this we get

Fhci-/'i

From this the degree of hydrolysis can be calculated.

The conductivity of the hydrolysed salt M can be directly measured
with a certain amount of 'accuracy. The experimental error will amount
to perhaps O'O per cent, under favourable circumstances, rising to 1 per

cent, or more at tlie highest dilutions (about i^/fnr normal).

Similarly //hoi can be ascertained by direct measurement.
The problem is, therefore, to ascertain what the molecular conductivity

would be if the salt were not hydrolysed, that is, //,. There are several

ways of arriving at this, but none permitting of any great accuracy.

Walker was the first to attempt to measure hydrolytic dissociation in this

way.^ He determined the electric conductivities of the chlorides and
sulphates of a number of very weak organic bases, including salts which
were hydrolysed to the extent of nearly 100 per cent.

He arrived at the approximate conductivity which the salts would
have in the unhydrolysed state by analogy with similar salts which were
known not to be much hydrolysed, and assumed that the molecular
conductivities would be equal at the same dilution. As the degrees of

hydrolysis were in all cases very large, this served his purpose tolerably

well. For instance, for thiazolhydrochloride in --}^ normal solution he
found M= ISO'S. He assumed the real value yu, to be 90. /(hci was known
to be 375.

189-8-90 „ „^Hence x= r,^-—n7T~=0'3o,

i.e., the salt is hydrolysed to the extent of 35 per cent. From the

catalysis of methylacetate he found 34-6 per cent. The values that he
found in this way corresponded pretty closeJy with those obtained by
catalytic methods.

This method of analogy gives, however, only a very rough approxi-

mation of the conductivity of the unsplit salt. It was probably several

units out in most cases, and for this reason tlie method is not adapted to

the determination of small degrees of hydrolysis. Errors of several per

cent, are unavoidable. In the case of the less hydrolysed salts no results

could be obtained at all. Indeed, in the case of aniline hydrochloride he
found the conductivity to be considerably smafler than that calculated

from the velocities of migration of the ions which it contains. It is there-

fore evident that some more satisfactory method is necessary for the
determination of the true conductivity (m,) of the salt in absence of

hydrolysi-s, if small percentages of hydrolysis are to be measured.
Bredig ^ extended Walker's work in this direction. He determined

the true conductivities of such salts as aniline hydrochloride by a very
simple device. He added aniline to the solution, and in this way drove
back the hydrolysis to such an extent that he could arrive at the true

conductivity of the salt. In this way he determined the hydrolysis of

aniline hydrochloride and a number of its derivatives.

The converse method of reducing the hydrolysis to a minimum by

' Zeitschr.fiirphijs. Cliem.,^, 333 (1889).
* Jbid. 13,321 (1894).
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excess of acid has deen tried, but, so far, without much success. The
method is probably capable of much better development.

The commonest method for the determination of this value /.t^ is a
somewhat indirect one. It is a well-known fact that almost all salts

are fairly completely ionised in aqueous solution. Thus the molecular

conductivity is not very far removed from its limiting value, even at

moderately high concentrations, and hence does not rise very much when
we increase the dilution. It has been found empirically that the amount
by which the molecular conductivity of binary electrolytes increases

between any two given dilutions is nearly constant. The conductivity is

generally measured at dilutions ranging from 32 litres to 1024 litres. It

has been found that in the case of binary electrolytes which are not
hydrolysed the molecular 'conductivity at these two dilutions differs by
approximately 10 units at .25°.

Thus the sodium salts of the fatty acids, being scarcely at all

hydrolysed, gi\e ditferences which all approximate to 10 units. The
sodium salts of dibasic acids give a difference of about 20 units and so on.
In general, the difference. A, is given by

^^=^^'1024— A'32= 10"l'i2-

where ?*, and n.2 are the valencies of the two ions. With hydrolysed
salts we get a very different state of affairs. Here we find the differences
to be abnormally large, for the following reason. At the highest con-
centrations the hydrolysis will not come into play very much, and the
values found will approximate more or less to the true values. As we
increase the dilution, however, the hydrolysis inci-eases more and more,
and at the highest dilution a considerable part of the conductivity found
will be due to free acid or base, and this will, therefore, as we have seen,
be greater than the true conductivity of the salt. Hence the difference A
will be greater than 10 units.

If, therefore, we find that the difference A is abnormally great, the
excess may be attributed to hydrolysis, and the extent of the hydrolysis
may be calculated by making use of the equation mentioned above :

M=(l— .T)/Ji-fX/iHCl.

The method cannot be said to be very satisfactory unless the extent of
the hydrolysis is very large. First, the measurement of the electric

conductivi';y at a dilution of 1021 litres does not permit of an accuracy
of within about 1 per cent. ; and secondly, this value A is by no means so
constant even for salts which are not hydrolysed as might be desired. It
frequently shows deviations of 2 or 3 units, and so a hydrolysis of even
1 per cent, or so might pass unnoticed. We saw that the hydrolysis of
sodium acetate could be fairly accui-ately measured by the velocity of
saponification of ethyl acetate. In jL normal solution it amounts to 0-008
per cent. If we calculate what difference this would make to the conduc-
tivity, we find that the abnormality of the A value should be about 0-15
unit. It will be at once seen that anything approaching this accuracy is

out of the question by the electric method. Indeed, if we compare the
values actually found for sodium acetate bv two such eminent
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investigators as Ostwald and Bredig, we find that Ostwald gives

A'1024— A'32=10'lj whereas Bredig gives /ni(,24— ^'32=1^'9-

When the hydrolysis is greater, however, an approximate idea of it

can be gained in this way from the conductivity.

V.

—

Hydrolysis of the hydrochlorides of organic bases as determinedfrom
their electric conductivity.

Temperaiure=:25°.
Hydrolysis of Hydrocbloricle

x\ame of base. -^^
N

^^^^^.^^^^

Aniline 1'5

o-Toluidine 1-8

wi-Toluidine 1"3

7;-Toluidine 9

Beta'in 32'5

VI.

—

Hydrolysis of inorganic salts (conductivity method).

Tem2)erature=25°.
Hydrolysis

^^^^'
in

Yo
solution.

AICI3 0-5

BeSO^ 0-5

PbClo 0-4

UO.,(NO,) 0-G

Hg(C10|), 6-3

Much more might be added on the subject of electric conductivity as

applied to the determination of hydrolysis. Salts in which both the acid

and base are weak present quite a different aspect, but a discussion as to

their behaviour would lead us too far.

To return to the other methods of estimation, a recent method should

be mentioned which differs from those depending on catalysis. We
have seen that when a salt such as aniline hydrochloride undergoes
hydrolysis two products result, the hydrochloric acid, strongly ionised and
.active, and the aniline, practically unionised and inactive. All the methods
that have been mentioned so far have depended on the measurement of

the strongly ionised component, either by its conductivity or by some
catalytic action which it brings about.

Under some conditions these determinations become difficult to

carry out owing to the decomposition or precipitation of one of the

reaction products or from other causes. In these cases it is better to

measure the indifferent component. The method that suggests itself most
readily is that of extraction with some solvent which is insoluble in

water. The laws of distribution of a substance between two solvents are

well known, and by making use of these the hydrolysis can be easily

calculated from the amount of substance which is extracted. The
method was tested recently by Farmer ' in the following way. The salt is

dissolved in a known quantity of water and a known quantity of benzene
added. The whole is brought to constant temperature and shaken. The
amount of substance extracted by the benzene is then estimated, preferably

' J.C.S.,19, 86 3(1901).
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volumetrically, and from this the hydrolysis can be easily calculated if

the distribution coefficient for the substance in question has been

previously determined.

The values found at different dilutions agreed very closely with those

required by Arrhenius' ' dilution formula.' So far the method has not

been applied much, but it seems to offer advantages over previous methods

in several respects. Particularly for solutions which decompose on stand-

ing, it seeuis almost the only available method. It remains to be seen

whether this method is capable of the same sensitiveness as that of Shields.

If so, it would have the advantage of greater simplicity and rapidity.

The foregoing are, then, the chief methods which have been used up to

the present for the determination of hydrolysis.

It will be evident from the abovementioned theory of hydrolytic

dissociation that the extent of the hydrolysis depends on the strength of

the weak acid or base present in the salts. The relation between the

strength of the acid or base and the hydrolysis of its salts can be

expressed by a simple mathematical formula.

The dissociation constant is, of course, determined by the elestric

conductivity. It is only recently, however, that the electric conductivity

of such weak acids has been determined with sufficient accuracy to confirm

the validity of this formula This was the work of Walker and Cormack.^

The hydrolysis of the alkali salts calculated from the dissociation constants

which they found for phenol and other weak acids agreed very closely

with that experimentally found by the saponification method. This forms

perhaps the most convincing proof of the soundness of Arrhenius' views

as opposed to such theories as the one mentioned earlier, in which the

acidity was attributed to the formation of hydrates.

In this way, therefore, it would be possible to calculate the strengths

of acids and bases whose electric conductivity is immeasurably small by
determining the hydrolysis of their salts.

This, of course, rests on the assumption that no intramolecular

rearrangement takes place when salts are formed, which is not always the

case. In the case of various dye stuffs, for instance, where the salt forma-

tion is accompaniea by a change of constitution, we should find that the

relation between the strength of the acid and the hydrolysis of its salts

did not hold. If the measurements are experimentally possible, such

intramolecular rearrangements may be detected in this way. This is a

method which has been applied by Hantzsch to prove differences of consti-

tution between certain acids and the salts that they form.

In several cases he found that although the acids were very weak
indeed, and should therefore give strongly hydrolysed sodium salts, yet

the sodium salts showed only a slight hydrolysis. In the case of

dinitroethane, for instance, he found that both the free dinitroethane and its

sodium salt reacted neutral, and from this he concluded that the salt forma-

tion was accompanied by a change of constitution from CH,.CH(N(^.>).) to

/NO, /NO.,
CHg . C{ forming the salt CH, . C<

^NOOH ^NOONa
Fields of research like this offer inducements for the more accurate

determination of hydrolysis on the one hand and of the affinity constants

of very weak acids on the other.

> J.C.S., 11, 5 (1900).
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It has been long recognised that the study of hydrolysis affords the
best means of estimating the strengths of very weak acids and bases.

(Since the affinity constant of pure water is now known with considerable
certainty, exact measurements can be made in this way, even when the
free acids or bases are difficultly soluble in water. It would, for instance,

be possible to make exact determinations of the effect of substituents on
the strength of phenol and aniline. The influence of constitution on the
affinity constants of these very weak electrolytes would form an interesting

held for research.

Tlie Relative Progress of the Goal-tar Industry in England and Ger-

many dvrlnq the past Fifteen Years. Bij ARTHUR G. GreeN,
F.I.'C., F.G.'S.

[Ordered by the Council to be printed i>i extenso.']

The coal-tar colour manufacture has well been called the flower of

the chemical industries. Although in absolute money value of its pro-

ducts not equalling some other branches of industrial chemistry, it repre-

sents the highest development of applied chemical research and chemical
engineering, and may well be taken as the pulse of the whole chemical
trade. Indeed a country which allows the most scientific branch of

chemical industry to languish cannot expect to maintain pre-eminence
for long in any simpler branch of chemical manufacture ; since the skill

trained for attacking the difficult problems of organic chemistry is certain

sooner or later to be brought to bear on the simpler questions presented
in the manufacture of so-called ' heavy ' chemicals (acids, alkalies, bleach,

salts, Ac), and processes hitherto often left to the supervision of foremen
will be taken in hand by educated chemists, with consequent improvement
in methods of manufacture, better yields, purer products, and cheaper
production. The importance of the coal-tar industry cannot therefore

be estimated alone by the value of its products, for it exerts a wide-
spread effect upon all other branches of chemical manufacture, from
many of which it draws its supplies of raAv material. As a pregnant
example of this influence, especially noticeable during the last decade,

I may mention the revolution which is taking place in the manufacture
of sulphuric acid, that most important product of the ' heavj' ' chemical
ti'ade. A strong demand had arisen in the colour industry for a large

and cheap supply of sulphuric anhydride, chiefly in connection with the
manufacture of alizarine colours and of artiflcial indigo. With the object

of satisfying their own requirements in this respect, the Badische Aniline
and Soda Works of Ludwigshafen devoted much time and research to the

problem of improving the catalytic process usually known by the name
of Winckler, a modification of which process had been worked in this

country by Squire Chapman and Messel since 1876. This endeavour was
attended with such success that by means of the process and plant which
they finally evolved they were enabled to produce sulphuric anhydride
so cheaply that not only could it be used as such for a large variety of

purposes, but by combination with water afforded a profitable source of

sulphuric acid. This new method of manufacturing sulphuric acid is, for

concentrated acid at least, cheaper than the chamber process ; and since

the product is absolutely free from arsenic, and can be produced at any
desired concentration, it seems likely to supplant eventually the time-

honoured method of manufacture.
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Besides exerting this influence upon the inorganic chemical manufac-
tures, the coal-tar industry has given birth during recent years to several

important daughter industries. The manufacture of synthetic medicinal
agents, artificial perfumes, sweetening materials, antitoxines, nutritives,

and photographic developers are all outgrowths of the coal-tar industry,

and in great part still remain attached to the colour works where they
originated. Of these subsidiary industries the most important is the
manufacture of synthetic medicinal preparations, wliich has already
attained to large proportions, and bids fair to revolutionise medical
science. The requirements of the coal-tar industry have further led to

great advances in the design and production of chemical plant, such as

tilter-presses, autoclaves, fractionating columns, vacuum pumps and
stills, suction filters, enamelled iron, aluminium, and stoneware vessels, ikc,

for the supply of which extensive works have become necessary.

It is a frequently quoted remark of the late Lord Beaconsfield that
the chemical trade of a country is a barometer of its prosperity, and the
chemical trade of this country has always been regarded as a most important
branch of our manufactures. Even those who might be inclined to regard
our declining position in the colour industry with more or less indifference

would consider the loss of a material portion of our general chemical trade
as nothing less than a national calamity. As already pointed out, how-
ever, the two are indissolubly connected, the coal-tar industry being an
essential and inseparable part of the chemical industry as a whole. It is

with the object of ascertaining our present and future prospects in the
chemical trade of the woi'ld that I propose to compare the relative

development of the colour industry in England and Germany during the
past fifteen years. It was at the commencement of this period, that is

to say in the year 1886, that Professor Meldola, in a paper read befoi-e

the Society of Arts, gave such a masterly account of the position of the
industry of this country at that date, and sounded a warning note to our
manufacturers and business men regarding its future progress.

If an excuse is required for my venturing to refer again to a subject
jpon which so much has been said and written already, it is supplied by
the fact that the warnings I'epeatedly given by those who saw the future
clearly (notably by Professor Meldola and Professor Armstrong) have
remained largely unheeded by our business men. The conclusions which
arc forced upon us arc unfortuiiately not of a reassuring nature for our
national trade, but it is well to remember tliat nothing is gained by
burying our heads in the sand, and that the cure of a disease can only be
effected after an accurate diagnosis of its cause.

The period which we have to consider ha; been one of extraordinary
activity and remarkable development in the coal-tar industry, and Ijefore

I pass to the economic aspect of the question I shall ask you to consider
very superficially some of the main points in this advance. In no other
industry than this have such exti-aordinarily rapid changes and gigantic
developments taken place in so short a period, developments in which the
scientific elucidation of abstract problems has gone hand in hand with
inventive capacity, manufacturing skill, and commercial enterprise. In
no other industry has the close and intimate interrelation of science and
practice been more clearly demonstrated.

Born in 1858 the colour industry had already attained to a consider-
able state of development by the year i886. The period prior to this
might well be called the 'rosaniline period,' since it is chiefly marked by
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the discovery and development of colouring matters of the rosaniline or

triphenylmethane group, such as Magenta, Aniline Blue, Hofmann
Violet, Methyl Violet, Acid Magenta, Acid Violets, Phosjahine, Victoria

Blues, Auraniiue, Malachite Green, and Acid Greens. Individual

members of other groups had already been discovered, but the latter had
not yet attained to the importance which they were destined later to

occupy. This is especially the case with the class of colouring matters

containing the double nitrogen radical known as ' azo ' colours. This

group of compounds has, during the fifteen years which we have to con-

sider, attained to such enormous dimensions and importance that this

interval may fairly be termed the ' azo period.' The number of individual

compounds belonging to this class, which have either been prepared or are

at present preparable, runs into many millions and far exceeds the

members of all other groups of colouring matters put together. In com-
mercial importance also they occupy a position at present far in advance

of any other group, the employment of some of them (e.y., the ' azo ' blacks)

amounting to many thousands of tons annually. A great stimulus to the

investigation of the azo compounds was given by the discovery by
Bottiger in 1884: of the first colour possessing a direct affinity for cotton

(Congo Red), which was followed within a few years by a rapidly

increasing series of colours of all shades having similar dyeing properties.

The azo colours knowii prior to this time were either basic colours

(Aniline Yellow, Chrysoidine, Bismarck Brown, &c.) or acid wool colours

(Xylidine Scarlet, Crocoine Scarlet, etc.). The great simplification of

cotton dyeing brought about by the introduction of the new group of azo

colours— ' Benzo ' or 'Diamine' coloui's as they were called—led to a

rapid increase of their number, and compounds containing two, three,

four, or more double-nitrogen groups, linking together the residues of

various paradiamines (benzidine, tolidine, dianisidine, azoxytoluidine,

paraphenylenediamine, naphthylenediamine, Arc.) to various naphthol-,

amidonajihtliol-, and naphthylamine sulphonic acids made their appear-

ance in quick succession. Simultaneously therewith proceeded the dis-

covery and investigation of the various isomeric derivatives of naphthalene

required as raw products for the pi'eparation of these colours, an investiga-

tion which was largely aided by the classical research on the isomerism

of naphthalene compounds carried out in this country by Armstrong and
Wynne.

Another mctliod of applying azo colours to cotton, by which much faster

shades ore obtained, was introduced by Messrs. Read Plolliday, of

Huddersfield, in 1880, and consisted in producing unsulphonated azo

compounds on the fibre by direct combination. Owing to the technical

difficulties which were at first encountered in applying this process it has

only reached its full development during the last few years and at other

hands than those of its discoverers. The most important colour produced
by this method is Paranitraniline Red, for which over two hundred tons

of chemically pure paranitraniline are manufactured annually.

The search for direct cotton colours led the author in 1887 to the

discovery of Primuline. This compound, having a direct affinity for

cotton and containing at the same time a diazotisable amido group, could

be used for the synthesis of various azo colours on the fibre which were
remarkable for great fastness to washing. It has had a large employment
for the production of fast reds, and the n'&w pi"inciple of dyeing which it

intr'o'duc'ed has been cbusiderably extended in other so-called ' diaz'o

'

J
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colours. The closer investigation of the thiazol group, to which primuline

belongs, further led to the discovery of many other cotton colours

belonging to this family, amongst the most important of which are the

brilliant greenish-yellow called ' Turmerine ' or ' Clayton Yellow,' the

light-fast ' Chlorophenine ' or ' Chloramine Yellow,' the pure greenish

basic yellow ' ThioHavine,' and the fast cotton pink ' Erica.'

Passing over the stilbene azo colours and the basic azo ammonium or
' Janus ' colours there remains a class of azo compounds to which I must
shortly refer, namely, the mordant azo colours, which with the growing
demand for faster shades have recently come into much prominence. In
these compounds the presence of an ortho hydroxyl or carboxyl group

gives to the colour the property (following Liebermann and v. Kosta-

necki's rule) of combining with metallic mordants, especially chromium
oxide, and producing therewith insoluble and fast lakes on the wool or

cotton fibre.

We now come to the consideration of three analogously constituted

groups of colouring matters, namely, the azines, oxazines, and thiazines.

The laborious scientific investigations of Fischer and Hepp, Bernthsen,

Kehrmann, and others on the constitution of these groups of compounds,

the tirst members of which (Methylene Blue, Saffranine, and Meldola's

Blue) were discovered in a very early stage of the industry when little

or nothing was known of their structure, combined with the theoretical

views on the quinonoid structure of such colouring matters promulgated

by Armstrong and adopted by Nietzki, led to the discovery of many
valuable new members of these classes. Amongst the latter may be
specially mentioned the Rosindulines, Indoine Blue, Induline Scarlet,

Rhodulines, &c.

Passing to the pyrone and acridine groups in which much investiga-

tion has also been conducted, the most notable advances have been the

discovery of the ' Rhodamines,' a class of pure basic reds, and of the basic

yellows and oranges allied to Phosphine, namely Acridine Yellow, Benzo-

flavine, and Acridine Orange.

It is in the alizarine group next to the azo group that the greatest

progress must be recorded. The demand for fast colours for calico

printing and for dyeing chrome-mordanted wool to withstand severe
' milling ' operations has led to a long series of investigations and patents

for producing new derivatives of anthraquinone. These new products,

known in commerce as ' Alizarine Bordeaux,' ' Alizarine Cyanines,'
' Anthracene Blues,' ' Alizarine Viridine,' ' Alizarine Saphirol,' &c., are

polyoxy- or amidooxy-anthraquinones, for the preparation of which
either alizarine or nitroanthraquinones are the i;sual starting points.

Passing over some smaller groups, we now come to a very peculiar

class of dyestuffs containing sulphur, which, although discovered by
Croissant and Brettoniere in 1873, remained confined to a single repre-

sentative— ' Cachou de Laval '—until Raymond Vidal in 1893 obtained a

very fast black colouring matter, which dyed unmordanted cotton, by
heating paraamidophenol with sulphur and sodium sulphide. The
possibility of replacing Aniline Black in cotton dyeing by a direct

colouring matter, and possibly also of obtaining other shades which, though
dyed in a single bath, would resist subsequent ' cross dyeing ' of the

wool in "mixed fabrics, lent an immense impulse to the study of this class

oiE colouring matters ; and although their molecular structure still remains
wrapped in obscurity, many new repre'sentiative's have followed ea'ch
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other in rapid succession, ranging in shade from blacks of various hues to

browns, olives, greens, and blues. As the most important of these I

may mention Vidal Black, Tmmedial Black, Katechine Black, Immedial

Blues, Pyrogene Blues, Katechine Brown, Katechine Green, &c.

It may fairly be claimed, however, that the greatest triumph of the

coal-tar industry for the past fifteen yeai's has been the successful

production of artificial indigo on a large manufacturing scale.

Returning from the scientific to the economic aspect of the subject,

I shall ask you now to consider what share we have obtained in the

great expansion of trade resulting from all these new discoveries, many
of which have originated in this country. The development of the

industry in Germany is well illustrated by the following figures :

—

Exportsfrom Germany to the World.

1885. 1895.

Aniline Oil and Salt

Coal-tar Colours (excl. alizarine)

Alizarine Colours .

Tons.

1,713

4,646

4,284

Tons.

7,13.5

15,789

8,927

1899.

Tons.

17,639

Again, if we take values, we find that total exports of coal-tar

colours from Germany amounted in 1894 to 2,600,000/., and in 1898 to

3, .300,000/., an increase of nearly a million in four years. The latter

figure is practically the same as that given by Perkin as an estimate of

the ivorld's iotaX 'production in 1885, showing how great the increase has

been since this date.

The value of Germany's entire production is somewhat difficult to

arrive at. Witt, in his report on the German chemical exhibit at the

Paris Exhibition, gives as the value of the total chemical industry of

Germany for the year 1897 the enormous sum of 4Gf; million pounds

sterlin"'. Of this sum Lefevre estimates that at least one tenth may be

put down to colouring matters, and another tenth to raw, intermediate,

and synthetic products from coal tar other than colours, and he thus

assif^ns for the total annual value of the coal- tar industry of Grermany the

sum of nine to ten million pounds sterling. With the increase in the

production of synthetic indigo, it may be taken to-day to considerably

exceed this figure.

One may well wonder what becomes of this enormous quantity of

coal-tar products. According to the United States consular reports the

?>\ million pounds' worth of coal-tar colours exported by Germany in

1898 were consumed as follows :

—

The TTnited States took

The United Kingdom took

Austria and Hungary ., .

Italy ,, .

China ,, .

7.5O,00nZ. worth.

730,000?. „

350.000?. „

225,000?. „

270,000?. „

whilst the rest of the world took the remainder.

The great increase in production in Germany is further shown by the

"towth in the capital and number of workpeople employed. Thus

according to a report of the Badiscbe Works, recently issued, the capital
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of this company, which was increased in 1889 from 900,000^. to 1,050,000Z.,

will be further augmented this year by the issue of 750,000?. of

debentures. The number of workpeople employed by this company in

1900 was 6,485, as against 4,800 in 1896, an increase of over 33 per cent,

in four years. The firm of Leopold Cassella & Co., of Mainkur, near

Frankfurt, have increased the number of their workpeople from 545 in

1890 to 1,800 in 1900.

Passing now to England we iind that the imports of coal-tar colours

into the country are steadily rising, as is shown by the following figures

taken from the Board of Trade returns :

—

Imports of Coal-tar Dye-stuffs into England during the last Fifteen Years
(excluding Indigo).

188G .
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They employ together about 500 chemists, 350 engineers and othei'

technologists, 1,360 business managers, clerks, travellers, &c., and over
18,000 workpeople. Compared with such figures as these the English
colour manufacture assumes insignificant proportions. The total capital
invested in the coal-tar colour trade in England pi'obably does not exceed
500,000/., the total number of chemists employed cannot be more than
thirty or forty, and the number of workmen engaged in the manufacture
does not amount to over a thousand.

Position of the Six Largest Colour
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dyewoods has greatly decreased, whilst at the present moment logwood
and indigo are seriously threatened. Regarding the indigo question so

much has been written that I do not propose to occupy space in its further

discussion, but will only point out that tiie complete capture of the indigo

market by the synthetic product, which would mean a loss to our Indian
dependencies of 3,000,000^. a year, is regarded by the Badische Company as

so absolutely certain that, having already invested nearly a million pounds
in the enterprise, they are at present issuing 750,000/. of new debenture
capital to provide funds to extend their plant for this purpose ! In the
last annual report of the company they say :

' As regards plant indigo,

the directors are prepared and determined to meet this competition in all

its possible variations in value. Much strange matter has been published
in India as to improvements in tlie cultivation and preparation of natural

indigo, but the illusions of the planters and indigo dealers are destined to

be dispelled before facts, which, although they are not known to them,
will make themselves more felt the larger the production of artificial

indigo becomes.'

Besides the loss of material wealth which the neglect of the coal-tar

trade has involved to the country, there is yet another aspect of the ques-

tion which is even of more importance than the commercial one. There
can be no question that the growth in Germany of a highly scientific

industry of large and far-reaching proportions has had an enormous effect

in encouraging and stimulating scientific culture and scientific research in

all branches of knowledge. It has reacted with beneficial effect upon the
universities, and has tended to promote scientific thought throughout the
land. By its demonstration of the practical importance of purely theo-

retical conceptions it has had a far-reaching effect on the intellectual life of

the nation. How much such a scientific revival is wanted in our country
the social and economic history of the past ten years abundantly testifies.

The position with which we are confronted is in truth a lamentable
one, and the way out is not so easy to find. In 1886 it could perhaps
still be maintained that we held the key to the situation if we chose to

make use of it, inasmuch as the principal raw products of the colour

manufacture (tar oils, naphthalene, anthracene, soda, ammonia, iron, tkc.)

were in great measure imported from England. In a speech to the
Academy of Sciences of Munich in 1878 Professor von Baeyer had said :

' Germany, which in comparison with England and France possesses such
great disadvantages in reference to natural i-esources, has succeeded by
means of her intellectual activity in wresting from both countries a source
of national wealth. Germany has no longer to pay any tribute to foreign

nations, but is now receiving such tribute from them, and the primary
source from which this wealth originates has its home, not in Germany,
but in England. It is one of the most singular phenomena in the domain
of industrial chemistry that the chief industrial nation and the most
practical people in the world has been beaten in the endeavour to turn to

profitable account the coal tar which it possesses. We must not, how-
ever, rest upon our oars, for we may be sure that England, v/hich at pre-

sent looks on quietly while we purchase her tar and convert it into colours,

selling them to foreign nations at high prices, will unhesitatingly cut off

the source of supply as soon as all technical difficulties have been sur-

mounted by the exertions of German manufacturers.' ' Professor von

' Quoted by Mr. Levinstein, Jour. S^o. Chem. Tnd.. 1886, p. 350.

S2
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Baeyer could not believe that the English manufacturer and capitalist

would stand calmly by and see an important industry which had had its

origin and early development in his own country taken from beneath his

nose without an effort to retain it. Yet the initial advantages which our

natural resources afforded us have been neglected, and now in 1901 the

conditions are completely changed. The adaptation of condensing plant to

the Westphalian coke ovens has rendered Germany, though still a large

buyer from England, no longer dependent on English tar and ammonia ; by
the development of the ammonia-soda process she lao longer requires English

alkali ; whilst all other raw products of the colour industry can now be

purchased in the commercial centres of Germany at least as cheaply as in

England, and some even at lower prices. Through the shortsightedness,

ignorance, and want of enterprise of those with whom the care of the

colour industry in this country has rested the opportunity has been

allowed to pass for ever. The English capitalist has passed over as not

sufficiently profitable for his consideration an industry which at present

amounts to nine or ten million sterling annually, and from which his

German confrere reaps a dividend of nearly 20 per cent. The English

manufacturer has considered that a knowledge of the benzol market

was of greater importance than a knowledge of the benzol theory, and

after the early but brilliant days in the infancy of the industry

when guided by such eminent workers as Hofmann, Perkin, and

Nicholson, commercial pi'ogress and scientific investigation went

hand in hand, but little encouragement has been given here to

chemical investigators and discoverers. The control of the in-

dustry unfortunately soon passed into the hands of men who had no

knowledge and absolutely no appreciation of the science upon which

their business rested, and, concerned only with getting the ultimate

amount of present profit, discouraged all scientific investigations as waste

of time and money. The chemist who devoted himself to the elucidation

of the chemical constitution of a colouring matter was regarded by them

as an unpractical theorist of no value to a manfacturing business. Even
when he discovered new colouring matters of commercial value they were

so blind to their own interests, and so incapable of believing that any

practical good could come out of such theoretical work, that in many cases

they refused to patent or in any way take advantage of the discoveries

made by him. Dui'ing recent years this attitude has certainly undergone

considerable modification, and some attempt has been made to call in the

aid of the science so long neglected. Certain firms indeed must be given

the credit of endeavouring to pursue a more enlightened policy, but these

attempts have been of a more or less sporadic nature and always directed

too much in the expectation of realising immediate financial results. The

difficulties which must be encountered in the attempt to regain the lost

round are of necessity very great, and are quite unappreciated by our

business men. It seems in fact to have been the opinion of the public

and the average financial man that this industry ought to be easily won
back by us by the establishment of a few technical schools, the engage-

ment of a dozen chemists, and the investment of a few thousand pounds

in new plant, forgetting that the supremacy of our German competitors

has been gained by years of patient toil, by the work of hundreds of

trained chemists, and by the outlay of millions of capital. Who can be

surprised therefore if such expectations have not been realised, and if in

spite of some notable successes the general position of the colour trade

to
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in England at the present day, at a time when even the German trade is

suffering from the general depression, looks worse than at any previous

period ? During years of stagnation in this country the German manu-
facturers have been realising large profits, which they have employed in

consolidating their businesses, writing off the value of their buildings and

plant, and accumulating enormous reserves (the reserve of the Badische

Company is over a million pounds) : they have gathered round them

perfectly working organisations, comprising enormous staffs of scientifically

and practically trained research chemists, factory chemists with highly

specialised knowledge, chemical engineers, dyers, and others ; their

travellers and agents are in every part of the globe ; by long manufactur-

ing experience and unremitting endeavour to improve their processes and

plant they have brought the yields and quality o? their products to such

a state of perfection that even when the manufacture of these products

is no longer covered by patents they are able to produce them at a cost

price which is impossible to anyone commencing their manufacture
;

they have hedged themselves about with a perfect stockade of many
hundreds of patents, have accumulated in their laboratories thousands

of intermediate products ready at any time to be subjected to any new
treatment or combination which research or theory may suggest as

likely to yield new results. By the complete range of colours which

they are able to offer in each group of dyestuffs, whether basic colours,

acid colours for wool, fast colours dyeing on metallic mordants, diazotis-

able colours, or direct colours for cotton, and by the invaluable aid and
assistance which they can give the dyer in his daily work, they are

enabled to retain his custom even if it sometimes happens that a better

and a cheaper article is offered him by the home producer.

Where, then, are we to look for an improvement ? Some would find

a remedy in the imposition of heavy protective tariffs ; but such tariffs in

France have not availed to prevent a similar state of things there, and
protection in colouring matters might have a very detrimental effect upon
the textile industries of the country. Others expect salvation from the

extension of technical schools ; but laudable as is the aim of these institu-

tions, I cannot see how they can effect much vmtil their raw material is of

a very different character from what it is at present, and until the public

can be completely disabused of the fallacy that a year or two of technical

training pumped into an ignorant schoolboy will produce a better works
chemist than a university course of scientific study laid upon the founda-

tion of a good general education. Mr. Levinstein again bases his hopes

for the future upon a reform of the patent laws, and seeks to compel all

patented processes to be worked in this country. Although I am inclined

to believe that a portion of our present troubles have been brought about

by a bad patent law, framed mainly from an engineering and not from a

chemical point of view, which seems specially designed to foster foreign

trade at our own expense, yet I cannot attribute to this cause a too

preponderating influence, and am doubtful whether its removal now
would materially improve the position. The remedy for the present state

of affairs must of necessity be a slow one, and in my opinion can only be

found in a better appreciation of the value of science thi-oughout the

length and breadth of the land. Until our Government and public men
can be brought to realise the importance of fostei'ing the study of science

and of encouraging all scientific industries, until our schools and universi-

ties appreciate the importance of a scientific education, until the rewards
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for public services in science are made equal to those in other branches
of the public service, so long will science continue to be held in insuf-

ficient esteem in our country, and the best and most promising of our
rising young men will be deterred from adopting chemistry as a profes-

sion. It is not so much the education of our chemists which is at fault

as the scientific education of the public as a whole.

The ApiMcation of the Equilibrium Laiv to the SeiJaration of Crystals

from Complex Solutions and to the Formation of Oceanic Salt

Deposits. By Dr. E. Frankland Armstrong.

[Ordered by the Council to be printed in cxtenso.l

The celebrated deposits of Stassfurt consist, it is well known, of an
immense thickness of Rock salt, interspersed at fairly regular intervals

with narrow bands of anhydrous Calcium sulphate capped with beds rich

in Magnesium and Potassium salts. That such salt deposits are of marine
origin is obvious ; but as their amount is much greater than could have
been derived from the evaporation of the body of water present on the

area over which they are distributed, even supposing its depth to have
been that of the very deepest oceans yet known, a constant flowing in of

water containing salts during the period of evaporation must be assumed
to have taken place. As will be obvious later on, the presence of alternate

bands of Anhydrite and Rock salt throughout the deposits afibrds further

proof that such an inflow must regularly have taken place.

Roughly, the deposits may be divided into the following four regions :

1. Anhydrite (CaS04).

2. Polyhalite (2CaSO^.MgS04.K2SOj.2HoO), about 60 metres thick.

3. Kieserite (MgS04.HoO), about 30 metres.

4. Carnallite (MgCl2.KCl.6H2O), about 23 metres.

The presence in these deposits of salts such as Anhydrite and Kieserite,

which are not those normally deposited from simple aqueous solutions, is

in itself proof that the character of the separation is affected by the con-

ditions

—

i.e. the presence of other salts. The problem has been to deter-

mine the exact conditions which would give rise to such deposits. But
the consideration of the separation of the salts from sea-water is merely a

special and somewhat complex case of the more general problem involved

in the study of the separation of crystalline deposits from solution,

Avhether in the ordinary solvents familiar to the chemist or in solvents

such as are fused metals and silicates.

The work hitherto done in this field has been conducted entirely by
van't Hoff" and his pupils, and has already been carried so far that it is

possible almost completely to interpret the geological phenomena afforded

by the Stassfurt deposits.

The results fall under what is commonly termed the Phase rule of

Willard Gibbs. No difficulty can arise in understanding them when
graphic methods are used.

It is before all things essential to bear in mind, in the first place, that

a solution can only be spoken of as saturated with a given substance when
the substance is present in the solid state in contact with the solution.

Thus, for equilibrium to exist in the case of Sodium sulphate it is necessary

to have the salt in solution together with the undissolved substance. The
phase rule is but an expression of the fact that, in the case of solutions in
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volatile solvents, equilibrium— i.e. saturation—is attained at a particular

pressure at a particular temperature, and vice versd, when n substances

are present in n+ \ states or phases separable as such, each such state

being termed technically a phase.^ It is necessary to make this distinc-

tion °in order to guard against the application of the term ' phase
'
to the

radicles of salts. The whole investigation may therefore be considered

independently of the modern hypothesis of solution, solely on the basis of

I8.cts

The real difficulty that occurs in practice is to know what are the

possible phases—in other words, to determine the nature of the double

salts or distinct hydrates that may be formed. In the case of saturated

solutions of non-volatile solids in a volatile solvent, as vapour of the

solvent IS always present, the solvent occurs in two phases, and therefore

the condition under which equilibrium—i.e. saturation—is determined is

that «— 1 solids exist in contact with the liquid. As the presence of

these solids determines the equilibrium, they may very properly be spoken

of as equilibrators, and this term may be used as the equivalent of the

somewhat inexpressive German phrase ' Bodenkorper.'

The cases to be considered are the following :

—

Case I.

—

Solutions saturated with a single salt.

In these two constituents (salt and water) are present in three phases—

the gaseous phase, one liquid phase, and one solid phase—and as a rule

only one solid equilibrator can act at a time ; but as not only the anhydrous

substance, but also its various hydrates, may equally serve as equilibrators

when hydrates are formed, two equilibrators— either the anhydrous sub-

stance and its hydrate, or two of its hydrates if there be more than one

possible—may act simultaneously at some particular pressure and tem-

perature, usually called the transition jmnt. Obviously this complication

arises from a variation in the behaviour of the substance relatively to the

solvent as the external conditions are modified. As hydrates only diifer

in the number of solvent molecules they contain, they are to be regarded

as but one substance, the molecules of the solvent attached to them being

left out of account. In any case, the presence in the solid state as equi-

librator of the particular compound or compounds with which the solution

is to be saturated is always the essential factor.

To give an example : in the case of Sodium sulphate, the monohydrate

and decahydrate coexist in equilibrium with the solution at 32°-65 under

the corresponding vapour pressure ; but it follows from the above that at

any other temperature only one at a time of the hydrates can be in

equilibrium with the solution, inasmuch as a single substance cannot, a-s

a rule, give rise to a solution saturated with reference to two such equili-

brators, the existence of two such compounds, except at the transition

point, being only possible in presence of a second salt : this serving, in fact,

to condition the change in hydration.

Case II.

—

Solutions saturated with tivo salts which iMSSess similar basic

or acid radicles, e.g., NaCl, KCl.

' It must, however, be noted that if there be either n or fewer pliases present,

equilibrium is possible under every set of conditions compatible with the existence

of the phases considered. For example, in the case of an unsaturated solution of

Sodium chloride in presence of its vapour, no solid phase being present, the vapour

pressure of the solution at each temperature is different at different concentrations :

and therefore a solution and its vapour may be in equilibrium at any pressure withio

the possible limits at each particular temperature,
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In these three constituents are present in four phases, and two solid

equilibrators are necessary, e.g., NaCl and KCl. But it must be carefully

borne in mind that when a double salt can be formed there are two
possible cases of equilibrium—^viz., that in which the double salt and one of

the single salts and that in which the double salt and the other single

salt are in contact with the liquid.

Similai'ly, when one of the salts gives rise to two or more hydrates,

there are several possible cases of equilibrium, though in this case also the

presence of but two equilibrators at a time is possible, as a rule. More-
over, two hydrates of the same substance may act simultaneously as

equilibrators, even under conditions other than those obtaining at the

transition points, as another substance is present. A case of this kind is

afforded by the formation of solutions saturated with the two hydrates of

Magnesium sulphate in presence of Magnesium chloride.

Case III.

—

Solutions saturated loith two salts, whose basic and acidic

radicles are different and which therefore can interact.

Magnesium sulphate and Potassium chloride may be quoted in illus-

tration of this case. In solution these interact in the manner expressed

by the equation

KaClj + MgSO^ Z K^SO. + MgClo,

one or other couple being stable, according to the conditions ; such pairs

of salts are therefore conveniently spoken of as reciprocal salt pairs.

A solution of two such salts may be supposed to consist of four sub •

stances—the solvent and three of the four possible salts—in five phases

and not of five substances in six phases as the rule would seem to require.

The fourth salt being always obtainable from the other three, from the

standpoint of the phase rule the four salts are derivable from only three

substances : thus the stable pair at a cei'tain temperature being, let us

say, K2Cl2 + MgS04, these will exist together with e?iAer K0SO4 or MgClg,
but not with both, as the two cannot be together without interacting to

form the stable pair.

Although in the case of a reciprocal salt pair only three equilibrators

are essential to secure saturation, and this is the maximum number that

can act simultaneously, except at a transition point, the number of com-
binations of three which are possible may be considerable. In the case of

KCl and MgS04, which can give rise not only to K2SO4 and MgClg, but
also to various double salts and hydrates, experience indicates that (at

temperatures about 25°) in all seven substances may be formed—viz.,

KCl, K0SO4, MgCU.eHjO, MgS04.7H20, MgS04.6HoO, Schonite

(K2SO4.MgSO4.6H2O) and Carnallite (MgCl2.KCl.6H2O). As each of

these should serve as an equilibrator, and there are mathematically thirty-

five ways of combining three out of seven substances, the problem at first

seems very complicated. In practice, however, it is found that, for example,

K2SO4 and MgS04 cannot exist together, but always form the double salt

Schonite ; and that in a similar manner MgCl2 and KCl give rise to

Carnallite, so that finally the number of possible sets of three equilibrators

is reduced by experiment to five. In the case of a mixture of KNO3,
NaNOg, KCl, and NaCI, as neither double salts nor hydrates are formed,

the conditions are simplified, and only four sets of three equilibrators can
be chosen. In practice the determination of the number of forms stable

under the conditions of experiment often gives rise to considerable diffi-

culty ; and it must not be forgotten that the problem can only be solved
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experimentally, the phase rule itself giving no assistance in this part of

the inquiry : in fact, the only purpose it serves is to limit the number
of the equilibrators.

Case IV.—All cases in which other salts are added to a reciprocal

Bait pair resolve themselves into the general case of x substances occur-

ring in X+ 1 phases, and therefore requiring x— \ equilibrators. The
number of substances which can act as equilibrators may be very large,

and of course can only be ascertained by experiment : when their

number is determined the various ways of associating them, taken x— 1

at a time, are readily deduced. Experiment is then again required to

eliminate those which are incompatible. In special cases a simplifica-

tion may be introduced by taking one or more salts as always present

among the equilibrators. Thus, in the case of sea water. Sodium
chloride and Calcium sulphate are always taken as two of the equilibrators.

Experimental Methods.

The data required in drawing diagrams to represent the composition

of saturated solutions and the order in which salts are deposited from
them are arrived at by means of determinations of solubility. As a
knowledge of the character of the substances which can exist sepai'ately

is essential, a preliminary investigation must often be carried out to

determine the conditions under which given double salts or hydrates are

stable, or the synthesis of such compounds may have to be effected for

the first time. A variety of methods are made use of in this part of the

inquiry, the determination of volume-change by means of the dilatometer,

and of vapour-pressure by means of the tensimeter, being of special

importance in establishing transition points.

The precautions to be observed in determining solubilities are often

insufficiently appreciated. The exact method followed in van't Hoff's

laboratory may therefore be described.

The determinations have hitherto been made at 25°, this temperature
being both easy to reach in the laboratory and to maintain constant,

whilst probably not so very far removed from that which may have
prevailed at the time the Stassfurt deposits were laid down.
A large water-bath is used as thermo-regulator, its temperature being

kept constant by means of a modified Ostwald Calcium chloride regulator,

whilst for smaller baths a regulator on the same principle tilled with
toluene is used. It is essential to use weighed quantities of everything,

so that the approximate composition of the solution may be ascertained
by calculation at any moment.

The determinations are made in a large test tube, about .3 cm.
broad and 30 cm. long, immersed as deeply as possible in the bath.
The contents are kept in violent agitation by means of a screw-shaped
glass stirrer passing though a piece of glass tubing inserted in the
tightly fitting stopper of the test tube : this stirrer is actuated by a small
motor. If the tube be selected so that the rod of tlie stirrer just fits ib,

and a little grease be inserted, no loss of water by evaporation is to be
feared.

The solubility determinations are carried out by stirring weighed
quantities of the substances with a known quantity of water, an excess of
solid being always used. When approximately saturated, the solution is

cbaracterisediin some way, e.g., by ascertaining its density. In determining
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the solubility of mixtures, each of the equilibrators is then added

and the liquid stirred during twenty-four hours, when the density is again

determined. To ascertain whether the necessary equilibrators are all

present some of the solid is microscopically examined ; and to leave no

room for doubt a few c.c. of the solution are left in contact with a clear

crystal of each equilibrator ia a test tube at 25° during twenty -four hours

to see if this remain unaltered. The solution having been analysed is

then again stirred during a further period, more of each equilibrator being

added, and the tests and analyses are repeated ; if the results agree, the

solution is regarded as saturated. For minor details, often of consider-

able importance, the original publications must be consulted. The best

test of saturation is to maintain the solution in contact with a sharply

defined crystal of an equilibrator : should this remain unaltered, the

solution is in equilibrium with it. It may seem that the precautions

described are exaggerated, but experience shows that this is not the case,

a curious lag in the formation of a compound being often met with which

prevents the attainment of equilibrium—indeed, this is one of the chief

difficulties in such inquiries.

The Graj)hic Exjjression of the Results.

Case I.—As a typical simple case, a solution containing the chlorides

of Sodium and Potassium may be taken ; these salts neither give rise to

double salts, nor are they capable of existing in various hydrate forms.

On evaporating at a constant temperature a solution containing, say,

equal molecular quantities of the two chlorides, the solution will first

become saturated with the less soluble—viz., KCl—and this will separate

as the solution becomes concentrated. Subsequently the solution

becomes saturated with Sodium chloride as well as with Potassium

chloride ; from this point onwards, two solid equilibrators being present,

further concentration will cause the separation of both salts in constant

proportions and the solution will gradually evaporate without altering in

composition. To construct the diagram, therefore, three determinations

are necessary— viz., the composition of the solutions saturated with

(a) NaCl, (6) KCl, (c) both NaCl and KCl.

It is convenient to express the solubility as the proportion which the

number of molecules of dissolved salt bears to 1000 molecules of water.

If the solubilities of the pure substances are plotted on rectangular

co-ordinates, that of the one as influenced by the other will be represented

by a point inside the rectangle. In the following diagram the line AC

represents the change in the amount of Sodium chloride in the saturated

solution as the amount of Potassium chloride increases, whilst BC gives

the change in the amount of Potassium chloride in the saturated solution

as the amount of Sodium chloride increases. This diagram therefore

expresses the composition of all possible solutions containing both Sodium

and Potassium chlorides at 25°
; obviously :

(1) All solutions falling on the line acb are saturated with the one

or the other salt, and with both at the point c, whilst (2) unsaturated

solutions are represented by the region inside the figure oacb and

(3) supersaturated solutions by the region outside acb.

It is important to bear in mind that, as the diagram shows, on pro-

ceeding from the origin o towards any point on the line acb, the

solution rejnains upst^turatpd until thfit line iis reached. At points
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between b and c Potassium chloride alone separates ; at points between
A and c Sodium chloride alone. The point c is that at which alone the
two salts mutually saturate the solution, and at which, on further evapo-
ration, they separate together in constant proportions.

Case II.—Whereas in the above case the two salts were considered

to be incapable of acting on each other, in general the formation of a

double salt is possible. It is to be borne in mind, however, that the
double salt is not to be regarded as a distinct substance, and an addi-

tional equilibrator is therefore not required. As an example, KCl and
MgCl.>.6II.,0 may be taken, which give rise to Carnallite, a double salt of

great importance in natural deposits. In such a case a stable system is

formed when only the one or the other of the two simple salts coexists with
the double salt, except at the transition point ; at all other points, when
either is present in excess, it acts on the other, forming a fresh quantity

Fig. 1.

CO

CO

I

Solution saturated
with
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Solutiou saturated witli
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Carnallite are present in the region ODC. The difference between the
regions OBC and odc consists in the fact that ih the former Carnallite,

and in the latter Magnesium chloridej predominates, one or other of these

salts, as the case may be, separating when the solution is concentrated. In
both cases the composition of the solution tends towards that represented
by the point c. When this point is reached Magnesium chloride and
Carnallite are deposited together in constant proportions, the solution

evaporating to dryness without further change of composition. It will

hence be obvious that the point c is one of critical importance, as defining

the conditions under which the final crystallisation takes place. It is

termed by German workers the ' Krystallisations Endpmikt

'

—the ter-

minus of crystallisation. The determination of such points is the object

in view in discussing a problem such as that afforded by the Stassfurt

deposits.

It is, however, necessary to make one more stipulation in order to

render the previous statements universally true—viz., that the regular
sequence of crystallisation may not be followed unless the product which
separates is periodically removed from contact with the solution. If this

be not done, secondary action may take place, and the product at first

formed may be eaten up again by the solution. For example, if after
reaching the point b the deposited Potassium chloride be not removed,
on further concentration, as two equilibrators are present, the solution will

evaporate without changing its composition ; but as a large excess of
Magnesium chloride is present, and this gradually comes into operation
as water is removed. Potassium chloride will be continually re-dissolved
(42-5 mols. K2CI2 per 100 mols. Carnallite deposited). As soon as all

solid Potassium chloride is removed, the deposition of Carnallite causes
the composition of the solution to change until the ' end-point ' c is

reached. In interpreting such diagrams, therefore, it is to be assumed
that the products deposited are removed from solution at the proper
moment. It may be supposed that this often takes place in nature through
the deposition of a protecting layer of mud.

Case III.

—

Eeciprocal salt jxiirs. As an example may be taken the
reciprocal salt pair which is of greatest importance in the investigation of
sea water

—

i.e., that represented by the equation

MgCl^ + K^SO^ ;t K.Cl^+ MgSO^.

These salts give rise to two double salts, and at least two hydrates of
MgSO., have to be considered ; therefore it is necessary to determine the
composition of the saturated solutions of the stable combinations of seven
substances, taken

(a) Singly,

(6) In pairs,

(c) Three at a time.

The table on page 270 shows the composition of the various solu-
tions fulfilling the conditions of equilibrium.

Considering the table in detail, in the case of solutions saturated
with a single salt it is only necessary to point out that the Potassium
chloride is expressed in double molecules, as a system of equivalent nota-
tion must be used. The meaning of the figures appended to the solutions
saturated with two salts is in most cases at once apparent, but tlie solution
H requires a few words of explanation, as the equilibrators in this case
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are not the only necessary constituents. The simultaneous existence of

the two hydrates of Magnesium sulphate, as already pointed out, is only

possible when the solution contains, in addition, a certain proportion of

Magnesium chloride—viz., 73 molecules, the determination of which is the

outcome of tentative trials.
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in presence of KCl and K^SOj is plotted 42 units along the KoClj

axis (to the right) and 1-5 unit along the KoSO, axis (downwards).

Turning to the point M (1000H,O + 25K,Cl,+ llMgSO, + 21MgCL),

and similar points representing solutions saturated in presence of three

equilibrators, and bearing in mind the fact that the composition of the

Fig. 3.
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which the solutions are saturated with a given substailce. By joining the

points in the horizontal plane, areas are obtained which represent in

plan the surfaces in space just referred to.

To plot the horizontal plan some thought is necessary, as there are

three salts to be represented on two axes and therefore one of the salts

must be eliminated. In the case under consideration, in which Magnesium
chloride and Potassium sulphate are the reciprocal salts on the one axis, to

plot Magnesium chloride, Potassium sulphate must be eliminated. This

is already done in the case in question in calculating out the results given in

the table on p. 270 ; therefore it suffices to measure off twenty-one MgCl^
units upwards from the origin. As Potassium chloride and Magnesium
sulphate are the reciprocal salts represented on the second axis, to plot

Potassium chloride, ]\Iagnesium sulphate must be eliminated, or vice versd.

To do this, it is only necessary to bear in mind that

25KoCl.,+ llMgS04+ 21MgCL
= 25K,+ (ll + 21)Mg+ llSOi+ (25 + 21)Cl,,

which, assuming the SO^ to be present wholly as KoSO^, in order to elimi-

nate MgSO^, gives

11K,SO,+ 1 4K,CL+ 32MgCl,.

Therefore fourteen units of Potassium chloride are measured off on the

K.jCla axis from the origin. In practice the straightforward geometric

method needs only to be followed, and the number of molecules of the

one salt, less the number of molecules of its reciprocal, may be measured

off on the one axis, the value deduced from the corresponding pair being

measured off on the other. The five points M, n, p, q, and r, when so

plotted, fall inside the framework, and to complete the diagram are joined

to one another, or to the appropriate points on the framework

—

i.e., to those

representing solutions saturated in presence of two of the three equilibra-

tors present at the particular point inside the diagram. Thus the point

M, representing a solution saturated in presence of KCl, K0SO4, and
Schonite, is joined to the points E, representing a solution saturated in

presence of KCl and K.jSOj, and f, representing a solution saturated in

presence of KoSO^ and Schonite, but not to either G or l, as these represent

solutions saturated in presence of only one of the three equilibrators. The
lines divide the diagram into areas or fields, each field representing a

solution saturated with but one salt in presence of varying quantities of

other salts.

To complete the graphic representation, ordinates are erected at each

point of equilibrium representing the total number of molecules in solu-

tion. The surfaces touching the extremities of these ordinates represent

the various saturated fields.

To complete the model it is necessary to join the origin, o, by triangular

surfaces to each of the marginal points, A— l ; the hollow surface so

formed is the true base of the model. Fig. 4 is reproduced from a photo-

graph of a rough cardboard model so constructed. The model is supported

in its true position on the plane diagram by caixlboard sheets which

represent the vertical co-ordinates at all points on the outer edges of the

diagram.

In interpreting the model it is to be noted that points within the

solid represent the compositions of all possible solutions. Points within

the fields on the upper surfaces represent solutions satui'ated with one,
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whilst points lying on edges other than those at the margin represent
solutions saturated with two, and the angular points solutions saturated
with three equilibrators. On account, however, of the number of marginal
points to each field—in no case fewer than four—the upper surfaces

Fig. 4.

Jlodel of Solutions derived from the liecipiocal Sf.lt Pair ilgCl ,+ R .so.,.

cannot be represented by single planes, and the information at present
available is not sufficient to determine their character ; they are therefore
not introduced into the model.'

' To construct the model, the lengths of the edges terminating at are calcu
lated from^he co-ordinates of the marginal angular points—each length being
'^x' + y^ + z^, where x, ?/, and z are the co-ordinates of the points considered—whilst
the lengths of the other edges are best found by graphical construction. The
triangles forming the hollow base are then drawn and cut out in one piece from
a sheet of stiff cardboard which is then bent round and fastened in position by a
strip of tough paper gummed along the edge. The edges of the upper surfaces are

1901,
•J
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In working backwards it must be borne in mind that a diagram such

as fig. 3 is not alone sufficient to give complete information about a

reciprocal salt pair. Only two of the three values required can be deduced

from it ; to obtain the third, either the model must be used, or a table

showing the composition of the various saturated solutions, such as that

on page 270, must be referred to.

Thus, assuming the composition of a solution to be that represented at

M in diagram, fig. 3, it is obvious that the 'plane' co-ordinate values are

21MgCl2 + 1 4K2CI2. On reference to the model or table it is seen, however,

that solution M contains, when saturated, 57 molecules of dissolved

salt ; therefore the number of other molecules present is 57— (21 + 14)=22.

But it is to be remembered that these consist of two reciprocal salts, and

that in constructing the diagram one member of the pair was equated

against the other, so that only half the 22 molecules in solution are to be

regarded as present as sulphate—in this case MgS04—and the remaining

11 molecules are considered to be molecules of KoClj, and are added to

the number of molecules read off from the diagram. The constitution of

the solution at m is therefore :

21MgCl2 + (14 + ll)K2Cl2 + llMgS04.

Before passing to the consideration of the diagram thus constructed, it

is necessary to realise that the points of equilibrium situated on the

margin are not all of the same order of stability. In cases in which

double salts are formed, the deposition of the double salt necessarily

follows, but never attends, that of the less soluble constituent. That this

should be the case is obvious when it is borne in mind that, as water is

removed, the more soluble constituent—the action of which is more or less

impeded by the water—is able to combine with the less soluble to form a

further quantity of double salt. The same argument applies to hydrates :

as water is removed from the solution the other salts present gradually

assert a dehydrating effect.

The points F, H, l on the diagram are cases of this kind, and therefore

they are united by dotted instead of by full lines to the appropriate points

within the diagram. In indicating the direction in which crystallisation

proceeds arrows are therefore drawn through, and not towards, these points.

To illustrate the way in which the diagram is read several cases may
be taken.

At B the solution contains only Potassium sulphate. At a point on

B E a little to the right of b there is a small amount of chloride present ; on

evaporating such a solution change proceeds along the line B E, Potassium

sulphate alone separating until the point E is reached, when Potassium

chloride will also be deposited. The solution will then dry up without

changing its composition.

Similarly, starting from a point x a little to the right of B, but a little

above b e and within the Potassium sulphate field, the track followed will

be along a line b s produced, until e m is reached, which then becomes

the track.

It may not be superfluous to add that the track followed from any

point X within the diagram is always along a line drawn through x from

the point at which the field is saturated with its characteristic salt.

represented by narrow strips of cardboard of Ibe required length ; and the vertical

-^rdinates of the angular points M to R are represented by strips of cardboard fixed

the base of the model
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On the other hand—and the case is somewhat more complicated—at a
point on B F, a little to the left of B, the solution contains a small amount
of Magnesium sulphate, the reciprocal of the Potassium chloride con-

sidered in the previous case. On evaporating such a solution, change
proceeds along the line b f, KgSO., separating as before until the point F
is reached. The character of the subsequent change will be determined
by the presence or absence of Potassium sulphate : if it be removed,
crystallisation proceeds along f g ; but if it be left in contact with the

sokition Schonite is continually deposited, the composition of the liquid

remaining unchanged until the whole of the Potassium sulphate originally

deposited is redissolved by the excess of the Magnesium sulphate in the
solution. Only then will crystallisation proceed along f g, and when g is

reached the liquid will dry up without further change in composition.

Starting within the diagram, again in the K2SO4 field—say from a
point Y, a little to the left of b and a little above B F—the track followed
will be along the line b y produced until f m is reached at a point /jvz. If

the Potassium sulphate be then removed, the Schonite field is entered.

To determine the course followed aci'oss this, it is to be noted that the

point at which Schonite alone is present in a saturated solution must be
taken as the origin. To deduce this we have to bear in mind that the
line GF represents the manner in which the solubility of Schonite varies

as the proportions of Magnesium and Potassium sulphates vary ; there-

fore the theoretical solubility of Schonite alone

—

i.e., when there is no
excess of either of the single salts present—is at a point f' on f produced
equidistant from the two axes on which the separate salts are plotted

—

i.e., on the line bisecting the angle b c.

The track followed across the Schonite field will therefore be in the
direction p'/m produced. When M N is reached Potassium chloride will

separate. It will be obvious that to reach the MgS04.7H20 field it would
be necessary to have but little chloride present.

Beyond N Schonite gives way to Magnesium sulphate heptahydrate,
which is deposited together with Potassium chloride until p is reached.

Trom p, after removal of the heptahydrate, change would proceed through
Q to R. It is obvious that it would not occur along P H, as continued
concentration would involve the conversion of the heptahydrate into

hexahydrate, and would therefore merely condition a lag in the crystal-

lisation, supposing the heptahydrate were not removed. In like manner
change would not proceed along Q L, as concentration would involve a
gradual conversion of unremoved Potassium chloride into Carnallite. At
R the solution would dry up unchanged in composition.

As a proof of the correctness of this method of interpreting the
diagram, the results may be quoted which were obtained by van't HofF on
concentrating a solution of equal molecular quantities of Potassium
sulphate and Magnesium chloride, i.e., 174-3 gm. K2SO4-I- 223-4 gm MgClj
6H2O. The use of such a solution is equivalent to starting in the plane
diagram from the origin, as the geometric convention followed involves one
of the salts being represented as a negative quantity of its reciprocal.

As the origin lies within the K^SO, field, the diagram shows that K2SO4
will be the first salt to separate, and that concentration will proceed along
the Magnesium chloride axis until the Schonite boundary is reached ; the
separation of Schonite will then set in. Provided the Potassium sulphate
be not removed, the course of change will now be along f m to Ai ; when
this is reached the deposition of Potassium chloride begins.

•c 2
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In the actual experiment the solution was slowly evapoi-ated at l^o"*.

The deposit was frequently examined with the microscope. At first only

Potassium sulphate crystallised out, but subsequently this was mixed with

Schonite. As soon as the separation of Potassium chloride was observed

to take place the deposited salts were removed and analysed. The
amounts found were :

—

25 gms. K2SO4
120 gms. K2Mg(S04)2.6H20.

The amount of the two salts that should be deposited from such a solu-

tion may be calculated as follows :

—

At the origin the solution has the composition

K2S04 + MgCl2 + aH20,
from which is deposited

a;KoS04 +2/.K2Mg(S04)2.6H20,

whilst 10 parts of solution of the composition represented at M remain—i.e,,

M)(1000HoO+ 25K2CI2 + 21MgCl2 + llMgSO^).
Thus

K2S04 + MgCl2 +aHoO=xK,S04+2/K Mg(S04).,.6H20

+ «'(1000H2O + 25K2Cl2 + 21MgCl2 + llMgSO4).

Collecting and equating the coefficients of the various radicles, the

values of x, y, and w are determined.

Thus

CI2 1=(25 + 21)«;
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of complexes (MgSOJ,, than is the case at g where the solution is

saturated with both Magnesium sulphate and Schonite, the discrepancy

disappears ; and, if the necessary correction could be made and the

vertical ordinate at c lowered accordingly, the model would afford a more
uniform indication of the direction of change.

Obviously the conditions in solution are complex, especially when several

salts are present ; and the only phase in which the alteration is of the

same character throughout is that which has hitherto been left unnoticed—

•

viz., the vapour phase. As concentration proceeds, and the dissolved salt

more and more asserts a mastery over the water molecules, the vapour
pressure necessarily diminishes—saturation with each salt corresponding

to a particular vapour pressure. From this point of view as the vapour
pressure at B (22"2 mm.) and that at c (20-9 mm.) exceeds that at

ci (20'4: mm.), there is clear evidence that the proportion of dissolved

molecules at g exceeds that at c, and that the separation takes place

towards G from both b and c. A model may be constructed which
affords a clear representation of the order in which the separations occur
if the differences between the vapour pressures of the A-arious saturated

solutions in presence of their equilibrators and the vapour pressure of

water (2.3'52 mm.^ be taken as vertical ordinates. The model thus con-

structed brings into prominence the fact that the separation of salts from
solution always occurs along slopes tending in one direction, and may be
regarded as a corrected form of the model previously considered.

The character of this correction is shown in ^g. 4 by a thick line

drawn round the model at the required height. The highest point in the

corrected model is of course the end-point R, and the new vertical scale

has therefore been fixed by taking the ordinate of R to represent the

maximum vapour pressure difference. The
necessary data :

—

following table gives the

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
P
Q
K

Solution saturated with

KCl .

MgS0,.7H,0
MgCL.6H„0
KCl, kjSO^
K,SO^. K.,Mg(SO^).,.6H..O .

K,.Mg(S0^)„.6H„0, MgSO^.TILO
MgSO^.TH/O, MgSO,.fiH.,0

.

MgSO^.eHjO, MaCl„6H,b .

MgClj.SHoO, MgKC]3.6H..O
MgKCl3.6H,0, KCl .

'
.

KCl, K„SO„"KoMg(S04;,.6H20
KCl, K',Mg(Sd4)...GH.,0, MgS0j.7H.,0
KCl, MgSO,.7H„6, MgS0^.6H.,0
KCl, MgSO^.GHlO, MgKCl3.6H.,0
MgS0,.6H„0, MgKClj.GHjO, MgCL, 6 U..0

Vapour
Pressure

23-52 -Vapour
Pressure

19-2

22-2

20-9

7-7

19
21-6

20-4

12
7-5

7-6

12-7

18
13-7

12
11-9

7-3

4-3

1-3

2-6

15-8

4-5

1-9

31
11-5

160
15-9

10-8

5-5

9-8

11-5

11-6

16-2

Case IV. —- A reciprocal salt pair + Sodium chloride. It is

desirable to take this case into account as bearing on the problem
of the crystallisation of salts from sea water. In sea water Sodium
chloride is present in large excess in comparison with the other

sajts, and therefore is always in solution with the other salts at every
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stage in the process of concentration so long as its presence is compatible
with that of the other salts ; moreover, it continually separates, and in

the natural deposits always accompanies the other salts.

In representing the behaviour of solutions containing, in addition to

Sodium chloride, Magnesium sulphate and Potassium chloride—the salts

present in the case previously considered—to construct a diagram, as the

Fig. 5.

s \m]/'of)l

composition of such a solution cannot be expressed in terms of fewer than
four salts, a fourth dimension would need to be introduced were it not
that, as Sodium chloride is always present, it may be represented in the
form of a sheet of varying thickness spread over the upper surface of the
model representing the composition of the various solutions in terms of

the other salts present ; to construct this sheet the number of molecules
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of Na.2Cl.> are measured off above this surface on the axis drawn from the

origin at right angles to the plane of the paper. The shaded area in

fig. 5 gives a picture of the thickness of the salt sheet above the various

fields in relation to the number of molecules of other salts present in the

solutions.

The data required for the construction of a diagram and model repre-

senting the behaviour of the solutions under consideration are obtained

by determining the composition of solutions saturated (a) with Sodium
chloride and one other salt

; (6) with Sodium chloride and two other

salts ; and (c) with Sodium chloride and three other salts. To ensure

uniformity, as the results only express the constitution of the solutions in

terms of the salt radicles, the convention followed consists in expressing

the whole of the Sodium as chloride, and if there be not sufficient

Chlorine for this purpose the excess is reckoned as sulphate ; the Kj,

Mg, Clo, SO4 are expressed as K._;Cl2, MgClj, and MgSOj. The expei-i-

mental data which have been accumulated are given in the following table,

which includes the vapour pressures of the various saturated solutions.
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The order in which separation occurs is at once given by reference to
a vapour pressure diagram constructed, e.g., by inserting the 'vapour-
pressure difference ' at each of the various transition points.

The Evaporation of Sea Wate?-.

On concentrating sea water— disregarding Calcium sulphate on account
of the small quantity present—the first salt to crystallise out is Sodium
chloride. When deposition of this salt sets in, the solution has the com-
position :

l.OOOHsO 47Na2Cl2 l-OSK^Cla 7-36MgCl2 S-STMgSO^,

Following the rules previously given, it is obvious that the position in
space of the point n, which represents a solution of this composition, will
be 3-57— 1-03 = 2-54 units on the ox axis to the left of the origin, 7-36

units above the origin on the OY axis, and l-03 + 7-36 + 3-57= ll-96
units above the plane.

As long as only Sodium chloride is deposited, the relative proportions
of the Potassium and Magnesium salts remain unchanged, and only the
amount of these salts present relatively to the water increases. Such a
change is expressed in a model constructed in the manner previously
described by motion along a line joining the origin to a, away from o. To
ascertain what salt will separate next, the point at which this line ulti-

mately cuts the upper surface of the model must be determined. When
this is established with the aid of the model, it is found to lie in the
Magnesium sulphate (MgS0.,.7H. O) field. Hence it follows that further
concentration ultimately causes the separation of Magnesium sulphate
together with Sodium chloride, and the course followed on evaporation
will be across the Magnesium sulphate field, away from the hypothetical
point representing the solution saturated only with Magnesium sulphate
and Sodium chloride. This point must be on the Magnesium sulphate
axis as well as on the line kj (representing the change in composition of
a solution saturated with Magnesium sulphate and Sodium chloride as the
amount of Magnesium chloride varies), and will obviously fall at their
point of intersection, J^ Supposing the Magne.sium sulphate field to
have been cut at a point /S, the path followed on concentrating the solu-
tion will be along j'/3 produced, until the next field is entered. In a
similar manner, the subsequent course is traceable until the point w is

reached. As a matter of fact, some uncertainty exists as to the exact
course of crystallisation, as the investigation of Leonite, Kainite, and
Kiaserite is not yet complete.

The order in which the salts are deposited is probably as follows :

—

(1) NaCl; (2) NaCl and MgS04.7H20
; (3) NaCl and Leonite;

(4) NaCl, Leonite, and KCl, or NaCl and Kainite
; (-5) NaCl, Kieserite,

and Carnallite
; (6) NaCl, Kieserite, Carnallite, MgCL.6H.,0, the solution

then drying up without further change.

Not only does the succession thus indicated agree with that actually
found experimentally on evaporating sea water at 25°, but also very fairly
with the geological succession as observed at Stassfurt. Thus the lowest
deposits of rock salt represent stage 1, the overlying Kieserite and
Kainite beds stages 2, 3, and 4, and the uppermost Carnallite region
stages 5 and 6.

But although it is clear fropa the general agreement of the results
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obtained in the laboratoiy with the observation made at Stassfurt that

the temperature at which the beds were deposited was not far removed
from 25°, it was possibly somewhat higher, as the proportion of Kainite,

and especially of Kieserite, obtained in the laboratory is somewhat lower

than that met with in nature. Moreover, whereas at Stassfurt Calcium
sulpliate occurs in the anhydrous form, in the laboratory it has not been
obtained in this form below 32°.

The foregoing account has been compiled from a series of twenty-three

papers by van't HofFand his pupils, published since the year 1897 in the
* Proceedings of the Berlin Academy of Sciences.' Apart from these and
the information given by van't Hoff in his text-books, there are only two
other papers bearing on the subject—one by van der Heide (' Zeit. Phys.

Chem.' 12, 416), the other by L5wenherz {ibid., 13, 4.")9).

Keish Caves, co. Sligo.—Interim Meiwrt of the Committee, consisting oj

Dr. K. F. ScHARFF (Chairman), Mr. R. Ll. Praeger (Secretary),

Mr. G. Coffey, Professor A. G. Cole, Professor D. J. Cunning-

ham, Mr. A. McHenry, a^iul Mr. R. J. Ussher, appointed tu Explore

Irish Caves.

The Committee selected for the first operations a series of caves on the

slopes of Keishcorran Mountain in the county of Sligo. Owing to the

unsettled state of the weather, the excavation of the caves could not be

commenced until the middle of May 1901, though a preliminary survey

was made early in April by Dr. Scharff and Mr. Praeger.

After careful measurements were taken a deep trench was dug across

the mouth of one of the caves, so as to expose a section of the various

deposits, which were as follows from above downwards :—

1. Black earth, containing bones of domestic animals, charcoal, and
human implements (similar to those found in Crannoges), with a depth of

from G inches to 1 foot.

2. Breccia, consibting of limestone blocks fallen from the roof in a

tufaceous deposit. This appeared as a natural arch in the section varying

from 1 foot in the centre to 3 feet at the sides, and contained numerous
remains of land shells and bones of small mammals.

3. Broivn day, containing large blocks of limestone and numerous

bones of small and a few of large mammals. At a depth of 6 feet from

the surface a much waterworn block of limestone was found, indicating

proximity to the floor of the cave.

As the excavation in this cave was carried to the interior it became
unpromising and unsatisfactory owing to the difficulty of removing the

large masses of limestone. It was therefore decided to abandon it.

Datum levels having been carefully marked on the sides of the cave, it

will be possible to resume work and complete the excavation should the

results obtained in the other caves render it desirable.

A second cave was then opened in a similar manner, proceeding from

the mouth inward, with very satisfactory results so far. Dr. ScharfF,

Mr. Coffey, and Professor Cole having had to return to town, Mr. CJssher

was left in charge of the work, and reports that the upper stratum of this

cave conta,ined much charcoal and bones of domestic animals—broken for
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the marrow—and a red deer's antler. With these were associated a stone

celt, bronze pins, and portion of an iron saw of ancient pattern. Beneatli

the above another stratum, consisting of cave-earth, was found, in which

were various remains of bear and deer, besides human teeth and charcoal.

The Committee therefore feel justified in continuing the excavations,

and ask for reappointment. The collections have been deposited in the

Dublin Museum, and are at present being worked out by the staff.

Erratic Blocks of the British Isles.—Re^jort of the Committee, consistincj

of Mr. J. E. Make (GhairwMn), Mr. P. F. Kendall (Secre-

tary), Professor T. G. Bonney, Mr. C. E. De Kance, Professor

W. J. SoLLAS, Mr. R. H. TiDDEMAN, Eev. S. N. Harrison,

Mr. J. HoRNE, Mr. P. M. Burton, Mr. J. Lomas, Mr. A. R.

DwERRYHOusE, Mr. J. W. Stather, and Mr. W. T. Tucker,

appointed to investigate the Erratic BlocJcs of the British Isles, and

to taJce measures for their preservation. {Bratvn up hy the Secre-

tary.)

The major proportion of the records for inclusion in this report relates to

Yorkshire, where an active organisation exists with working members in

all parts of the county, but especially in the East Riding, where the

members of the Hull Geological Society are doing admirable systematic

work. In furtherance of the objects of the Yorkshire Boulder Committee
an excursion to the Lake District was arranged by the Yorkshire Geo-

logical and Polytechnic Society. The area chosen for study was the country

round Keswick, which is so rich in rocks of pronounced petrological

characters which might be expected to have travelled over into Yorkshire.

The influence of this excursion is at once to be seen in the records of

erratics which have already been recognised. The peculiar rocks of

Eycott Hill and Carrock Fell have been found at Dimlington, and a well

characterised volcanic breccia occurring as boulders on Dunraail Raise has

been found at Hornsea, along with a specimen of the well known Ai-m-

both Dyke.
A striated surface discovered on the southern slope of Skiddaw

has been reported to the Committee as the only convenient method of

recording an isolated but valuable observation.

The reports from the coast tract of Yorkshire continue to yield new
stations for the very characteristic Norwegian Rhomb-porphyries and
Elseolite-syenites. The visit paid by the geologists of Yorkshire to the

Cheviots and some of its results were commented upon in the last report

of this Committee. Two facts stand out in the present series of records,

in the light of a more intimate acquaintance with the Cheviot rocks. While
we find that many observers note the great preponderance of Cheviot por-

phyrites over every other type of far-travelled stones, no example of the

Cheviot granite has ever been identified in Yorkshire. The Secretary

has long been impressed with the singularity of this absence of evi-

dence, and after examining the rock in situ has made careful search for

it at Filey, Bridlington, Whitby, and other places, where the porphyrites

abound. No clearly identifiable specimen could be found. A collection

was made of granitic pebbles from the shore at Whitby in order to get a

sufiicient series to base an opinion upon. Se\'enty of these stones have

been sliced, and the results of a preliminary examination are not
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encouraging to the hope that any positive identification of the Cheviot

granite can be made. The results of a fuller examination will be presented

in the next report of the Committee. Meantime it may be remarked
that the striking disproportion which must exist between the boulders of

the Cheviot granite and those of the porphyrites will perhaps find an
explanation in the conditions which prevailed in the Cheviots themselves

during the time when the distribution of the erratics was in progress.

Mr. Stather's numerous records of greywackes of a similar type in

various parts of Yorkshire and on the lower slopes of the Cheviots sug-

gests the probability of their derivation from the basin of the Tweed.
Two very I'emarkable discoveries are reported by Mr. Fearnside. The
cravels of the Yorkshire Calder have long been noted for remarkable
uniformity in the character of the included stones ; besides local rocks

there had been found nothing but well defined types of Lake Dis-

trict rocks, andesites, agglomerates, and the granitic rocks of the

Buttermere and Eskdale types, all such as might have come by way of

Lancashire from the western side of the Lake District, and perhaps one

or two examples of the Galloway granites. Mr. Fearnside now adds the

Norwegian Rhomb-porphyry, Brockram, brown flints, and Shap granite,

discordant elements difficult to reconcile with the very consistent series

previously known. Mr. H. H. Corbett, of Doncaster, points out a singular

fact : the three boulders of Shap granite found respectively at Royston,

Adwick, and Balby have a vein of felspar running through each of them.

The boulders recorded by Mr. Lomas from New Mills, Derbyshire,

are of the type usual on that side of the Pennine Chain, but the occur-

rence of Triassic pebbles is of great interest, as the altitude, 930 feet, is

several hundreds of feet above that of any Triassic rock t?t sifit in the

region.

The boulders of nodular dolerite recorded from the Ayrshire coast

precisely resemble those which are found in considerable numbers in

Western Lancashire and Cheshire, especially in the Wirral. A single

example has been found from the north of Ireland. These rocks have
long been regarded as of Scottish derivation, and their great abundance
on the coast of Ayrshire seems to favour the supposition. It is to be
hoped that some geologist may be found in Glasgow who can identify the

rock and state its source.

The Secretary has provided the Lincolnshire Boulder Committee with
a series of rock specimens from Norway and the Cheviots to serve as

types for the determination of the source of erratics, and he has still

remaining a large number of duplicate specimens of noteworthy Nor-
wegian rock (Rhomb-porphyries, Elieolite- syenites, ifec), rocks from the

Cheviots, the south of Scotland, and from the Lake District, which he
is prepared to distribute to local museums or to individuals willing to aid

in the work of this Committee.

Cumberland.

Reported by Mr. JoHX Carlton {Hull Geological Society)

j}er Yorkshire Boulder Committee.

Skiddaiv.—On left of pathway to top of Skiddaw, about 30 yards

above second hut, 1,450 feet above Keswick, glacial strise were observed

on solid slate from which the turf bad beei> recently remove^i. DireCr

tionW.S.W,
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Derbyshire.

Ueportedhy 3. Lomas, Et^q., A.R.C.S., F.G.S., Broadhurst Edge, near
Jordan Arms, Neio Mills. 930/eet O.D.

Andesitic ash, 14 inches in diameter.
Many striated fragments of fine micaceous grit.

Ehyolite (from Upper Barrowdale Series).

Buttermere granophyre (common).
Coarse millstone grit, 2 feet diameter.
Porphyritic felsite.

Triassic quartzite pebbles.

Lancashire.

Reported hy J. Lomas, Esq., A.R.C.S., F.G.S.

Liverpool.—At Sandon Graving Dock. In boulder clay 17 feet
thick.

Diorite, 3 ft. by 2 ft. 6 ih. by 1 ft. 6 in. Axis nearly N. and S. Well scratched
and exhibiting a well developed sole. It lies in situ. 5 feet below Old
Dock Sill.

Diorite, 2 ft. 10 in. by 2 ft. by 1 ft. 8 in. Axis N. 5° E.
Andesitic agglomerate, 1 ft. by 1 ft. by 9 in. ; IG feet below O.D.S.
Limestone, 1 ft. in diameter.
Keuper marl. Various small pieces.

Gypsum abundant.

Lincolnshire.

Reported by Rev. E. Adrian Woodruffe Peacock.

Cadeney 3fanor House.—Boulders found in sinking a well.

Coarse augen gneiss in dark boulder clay at 18 feet.

Grey limestone with brown ferruginous oolitic grains and shell of a Lima
;

not L. ffit/a/Uea or L. lasviascula, though belonging to the same group.
? Neocomian or Lias.

Dolerite; Limestone probably L. Lias; grey felspathic sandstone; dark
grey shale ; red chalk.

Repioried by Messrs. Paul Davis and J. W. Stather, F.G.S. (Hull
Geological Society), per Yorkshire Boulder Committee.

Cleethorpes.—Three large clay pits near the railway station show
Boulder Clay 30 to 40 feet thick. The boulders, many hundreds of which
are visible, are of the usual East Yorkshire types, but of smaller average
size. Among those noted were rhomb-porphyry ; eheolite-syenite

;

Cheviot porphyrites
;

greywacke sandstone ; hypersthene-dolerite of
Eycott Hill

;
grey, black, pink, and green-coated flints.

Yorkshire.

Reported hy the Yorkshire Boulder Committee (J. H. HoWARTH,
F.G.S., Secretary).

By G. A. AuDEN, Esq.

Dringhouses, York.—
Carboniferous sandstone, two larga boulders, one weighing 3-4 tons, obscurely

striated. ^
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By E. Hawkesworth, Esq.

Brompton, near Northallerton.—
The turnpike road from Northallerton to Stockton cuts through a rklge of

drift just before reaching the village. It yielded 1 rhj'olite: 1 dolerite
;

1 gabbro (?) ; 2 Carboniferous Limestones (black) and Carbonifeious

sandstones.

By W. Gregson, Esq., F.G.S.

Kirklington, 6 miles N.E. of Riimn, at Coldstone House Farm.—
1 galliard or ganister, 4 ft. by 2| ft. by 2 ft. subangular ; top smoothed and

grooved ; strioe N. and S.

ByW. G. Fearnside.

Horbury, near Wakefield.—In an excavation for the south pier of a

bridge over the river Calder.

3 Shap granite.

1 Brockram.
1 Khomb-porphyry.
1 Brown flint.

The boulders were taken up in the scoop of a dredger along with a

portion of basal clay when excavating for the concreting of the founda-

tions of the bridge pier.

By P. F. Kendall, F.G.S.

Settringion, Vale of Pickering.—In fields about half a mile S.W, of

railway station a thin scattering of foreign pebbles occurs among the

fragments of the subjacent Oolite. Twenty were collected : they

include :

—

1 Vein quartz pebble, (?) Trias.

6 Saccharoid quarzites, one liver-coloured, (?) Trias.

2 Carboniferous sandstone, one felspathic.

1 Red jasper.

4 Flints.

1 Fine-grained gneiss (?).

1 Basalt.

1 Sandstone | ^j local")
1 Limestone I

^
^'

By E. Hawkesworth, Esq.

WighilU near Tadcaster.—Taken from material excavated in making

a drain.

2 Dolerites ; 1 chert.

Keltleness, near Whitby.—On beach just south of Kettleness.

1 Cheviot porphyrite ; 1 eleeolite syenite.

1 Gneiss.
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Wykeham, Vale of Pickering.—From gravel-pit.

1 Dolerite ; 1 Cheviot porphyrite.

1 Cheviot andesite ; 2 grey Hints.

1 Elseolite-syenite, (?) a small pebble.

Communicated by the Boulder Committee of the Htdl Geological Society.

Ayton, near Scarboro'.—
1 Rhomb-porphyry.

Hutton Bushell, Vale of Pickering—In gravel-pit at east end of

village.

1 Rhomb-porphyry.

Wykeham, Vale of Pickering.—In sand-pit behind the Dovpne Arms
Hotel.

Cheviot porphyrite ; Lias.

Seamer.—In glacial gravel in pit contiguous to railway station.

Rhomb-porphyry; Cheviot porphyrite ; basalt; red granite, magnesian lime-

stone (Roker type) ; Carboniferous limestone ; black flint Lias ; and
much sandstone from local sources.

Etton, near Beverley.—In strong Boulder Clay at east end of the

village.

Cheviot porphyrite (several varieties).

Greywacke sandstone ; Lias, &c.

Gardham, near Beverley.—A shallow pit in chalky gravel west of the

village contained a few foreign pebbles, among which Cheviot porphyrites

were predominant. Basalt-Carboniferous limestone was also noted.

By Thomas Sheppard, Esq., F.G.S.

Meaux, near Beverley.—
Rhomb-porphyry ; Cheviot porphyrite ; Carboniferous limestone and sand-

stone ; Lias.

By J. W. Stather, Esq., F.G.S.

Leconfield, near Beverley.—Iw old gravel-pit east of Pump Bridge,

Gravel consisting of chalk with a few foreign pebbles, chiefly Cheviot

porphyrites and greywacke sandstone.

Cherry Burton, near Beverley.—Chalk capped with 8 feet of Boulder
Clay half-mile east of station. Among the pebbles of non-local rocks in

the clay Cheviot porphyrites greatly preponderate. Basalts are also

plentiful. Greywacke sandstone and Lias were also noted.

Bartindale Farm, near North Burton.—Fifty yards east of house.

Basalt, 4 ft. by 3 ft. by 3 ft.

Grindale-on-the-Wolds.—Many boulder.s occur in this neighbourhood,
and a pavement has been made of them at Field Spring. Basalts are the

most common.
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Bimlington.—
1 Doleritc, Eycott Hill.

1 Gabbro, Carrock Fell.

Ferriby Common, near Hull.—Chalky gravel in a small pit on the
Humber side contains a small percentage of foreign rocks, including
rhomb-porphyiy ; basalt ; Carboniferous limestone.

Thornton Dale, Vale of Pickering.—In the cutting east of the station,

through beds mapped as glacial, no trace of foreign rocks seen ; all local

Oolite.

By F. F. Walton, F.G.S.

Hornsea.—
1 Volcanic breccia, 4 in. by 3 in. by 3 in., identical with boulders found in

stream at Dunmail Raise, Cumberland.
1 Quartz porphyry (Armboth Dyke), 4 in. by 3 in. by 3 in.

SCOTLAND.

Ayrshire.

Reimrted by P. F. Kendall, F.G.S.

A nodular dolerite closely resembling boulders found in Western
Lancashire and Cheshire forms many boulders on the shore at Shalloch,

one mile south of Girvan. The boulders appear rather less numerous
at Girvan, and at West Kilbride only one has been found.

Boulders of the Ailsa Craig Riebeckite-eurite are very abundant
ilong the coast from Girvan to Ballantrae, but I have not found it at
West Kilbride.

Life-zones in the British Garhoniferous EocJcs.—Report of the Com-
inittee, consisting of Mr. J. E. Marr (Chairman), Dr. Wheelton
Hind (Secretary), Mr. F. A, Bather, Mr. G. C. Crick, Dr.
A. H. FooRD, Mr. H. Fox, Professor E. J. Garwood, Dr. G. J.

HiXDE, Professor P. F. Kexdall, Mr. J. W. Kirkbv, Mr. R.
KiDSTON, Mv. G. W. Lamplugh, Professor G. A. Lebour, Mr.
B. N. Peach, Mr. A. Strahan, and Dr. H. Woodward. (Draivv,

up hy the Secretary.)

The suggestions of the Secretary, published in the last report of the Com -

mittee, that the faunas of (a) the beds which occur between the Millstomi
Grits and the Massif of Limestone in the South Pennine area, and (b)

the faunas which occur in the shales between the Millstone Grits and the
upper beds of Limestone in the North Pennine area should be examined,
was carried out by placing a collector in the Pendle district and one also at
Hawes. The Committee have been most fortunate in obtaining the skilled

services of Messrs. Rhodes and Tait, collectors on the Stalf of the Geo-
logical Survey, while on vacation, and Mr. Rhodes has collected, in the
beds between the Underset Limestone and the Millstone Grits around
Hawes, and Mr. Tait has collected in the beds between the Clitheroe and
Chipping, inliers of Massif Limestone and the Millstone Grits.
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Mr. Rhodes has sent several sections shown by the streams examined by
him, which are appended, and the fossils he has collected are shown in

tabular form. The results of Mr. Tait's collecting are also shown in tabular

form, and a comparison of the two sets of fossils is most instructive ; for

while Mr. Rhodes' specimens are all members of the fauna of the
Carboniferous Limestone, in the Pendleside fauna only a few Brachio-
pods are common to it and the Carboniferous Limestone.

The work done by these collectors largely confirms the results ex-

pressed in the paper read before the Geological Society last February by
the Secretary to this Committee and Mr. J. A. Howe, which has just

appeared in the ' Quarterly Journal ' of the Society. Mr. Tait has traced

the Pendleside fauna over a wider extent of country locally. Lately the
writer has obtained this fauna, at the same horizon, in North Stafford-

shire and Derbyshire. It is an interesting fact that he has this year
obtained Chcenocardiola (Ltinulacardium) Footii and Posidonomya rnem-
hranacea in these beds, hitherto only known from the Upper Limestone
shales of Ireland.

The great point of interest in Mr. Rhodes' collection is the finding in

Edendale of many species, hitherto only found in the shales of the Car-
boniferous Limestone series of Scotland : Parallelodon semicostatum,
Nucula luciniformis, N. oblonga, Nuculana Icevistriata, Protoschizodics

impressus, Cypricardella annce, C. rectangtdai-is, Sanguinolites plicatus.

S. variabilis, Sedgwickia scofica, Entoliutn Soiuerbyi, Eumnpliahhs carbon-
ariuK, Ilyalostelia j)arallela, and Serpulites membranacea.

This fact is important as an aid to correlation of the Limestone series

of Scotland with portions of the Carboniferous series of England.
Tne Cephalopoda have been submitted to Dr. Foord and Mr. Crick, the

Sponges to Dr. G. J. Hinde, the Crustacea to Dr. H. Woodward. The
Secretary has determined the Lamellibranchiata and Bi-achiopoda.

Dr. A. H. Foord reports about the Cephalopoda sent from Mr. Rhodes'
series :

' They clearly represent an horizon high up in the Carboniferous,
i.e., that of the Upper Limestone gi-oup of the Scottish Carboniferous
Limestone series. The species I particularly refer to are Orthoceras
sidcatum (Flem.), Cyrtoceras (Meloceras) mgosum (Flem.).' The Lamelli-
branchiata and small Gasteropoda strongly confirm this view. At the same
time the absence of the Pendleside fauna both in Scotland and the North
of England is important. The typical Cephalopoda and Lamellibranchiata
of this group have not yet been found as a fauna where the Scotch type
of fauna occurs. The Pendleside fauna has been obtained in beds of the
same series at .several places in S.W. Yorkshire, N. Staffordshire, Cheshire,
Derbyshire, and Co. Dublin, and the characteristic zone-forms appear to
be : Glyphioceras reticidatuni, G. bilingue, G. spirals, DiinorpjJioceras

Gilbertsoni, G. Loonyi, Gastrioceras carbonarius, G. Listen, Orthoceras
Steinhaurei, Avicidopecten papyraceus, Posidonomya Becheri, P. mem-
branacea, P. corrugata, Posidoniella Icevis and P. minor, Nuculana stilla,

Schizodus antiqious, Chcenocardiola Footii, Leiopteria longirostris, Macro-
cheiliria Gibsoni, J/, reticulata, M. elegans.

It is interesting to note that Mr. Rhodes found Productus giganteus
and P. latissimus as high as the Main Limestone in the Hawes district,

and that he obtained P. giganteus and Chcffetes septosus with Lithostro-
tion plentifully 33 feet over the Hardraw Scar Limestone at Mill Oill,
Asgrigg, and I have lately obtained all three in the Main Limestone of
Weardale.

190L T7
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List of Sections from which Mr. Rhodes collected.

iTo^es on Section A. Far Cote Gill 1 -in. Survey, Sheet iO. 6-i7i. Sheet3&.

Westmorland. Beds seen from base of Underset Liinestone to Croiv

Limestone.

Ganister

U. Limestone. ? Thickness, say ... .

40-98 . . . Hard dark calcareous shale on impure Limestone top of

U.L
Blue shale with Ironstone nodules ....
Rotted sandy shale, about

Sandstone false- hedded, with sandy shale, about .

Main Limestone disturbed. 1 Thickness

Top of above not seen

Fossils from upper T

foot (10-fathom Impure grey flaggy Limestone ....
Grit), 1-39. J

Dark unfossiliferous sandy shales and sandstones .

LiTTLK Limestone, grey crystalline Limestone, traces

of encrinites........
Grey chert streaked with black, sponge spicules

Thin nodular bed. ? Phosphatic ....
99-113 . . . Blue shale with Ironstone nodules and pyrites

Ft.
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Fossils from
foot.

top"

Fossils

Hard grey silicious shale on Limestone .

Soft shale covered in little waterfall

• Hard silicious flaggy shale ....
Grey crystalline Limestone ....
Grey and darker chert bed, with sponge spicules

Limestone bluish grey
Dark chert spicules .

Black chert spicules .

Hard blue silicious Limestone .

About 10 feet of beds covered .

Calcareous shales at base of second waterfall at gorge

Dark sandy shale (micaceous) with lenticles of sandstone
False-bedded sandstone ,

Productus gigan-

1

limesxoni
tens. Very rare. J

Little Lime-
ETONE scries.

at

Fossils

,

Fossils ?

Calcareous shales, thin band rotted

Marked shale, probably
f Dark calcareous shale (flaggy).

Impure Limestone, with silicious bands and encrinite

[ ossicles

Hard grey Limestone, with encrinite ossicles .

Shale black and micaceous
False-bedded sandstone ......
Dark sandy shale, with pyrites

Sandy shale, false-bedded sandstone ripple-marked
top

Calcareous sandstone, marine band....
Rotted sandy shale

Croiv Limestone, grey crystalline L., traces of encrinite

ossicles

Hard silicious flaggy shale with Cauda Galli .

Blue shale, over above not seen injunction, but higher

up stream 4 feet seen, and yielding Ironstone nodule:

Above this sandy micaceous shales, probably with occa
sional Ironstone nodules

Ft.
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Shale black and micaceous
Sandstone false-bedded

Dark sandy shales with pyrites ....
Hard grit on sandstone bed
Sandy micaceous shales with lenticles of sandstone in

upper part

Sandstone more or less false-bedded and ripple-marked

in upper part .......
Calcareous grit (?) fossiliferous ....
Rotted shale

r Blue-grey silicious Limestone .....
Little Lime-<{ Hard silicious flaggy Limestone ....

BTONE. [_ Hard silicious shale with Cauda Galli

Shales with Ironstone nodules rotted. ? About
About 14 feet of shales covered. ? Same as above .

Dark micaceous sandy shales (iron nodules) .

Dark and more sandy shales with one or two flaggy

bands in upper x^art and irregular calcareous sandstone

masses
Irregular flaggy sandstone ripple-marked, and with

annelid tracks .......
Massive grit with ganister-hke top, rootlets in top beds

Shale-rotted

Impure nodular Limestone band with cyprids

Blue rotted shales with some Ironstone nodules

Grey ganister (rootlets), about ....
Coal seam, silicified (?), 6 in. to 1 ft.

Hard silicious flaggy beds with fossils

? Base of Millstone Grit

Ft. In.

1 6
2
4 6

2 6

8

! 30
1
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E
Cartmere Gill, E. BaugU Fell^ Orisedale. 1 in. Sheet 40. G-in. Sheet 49.

Yorkshire.

Ft. In.

. 2 6

. 3

Little Lime-JL. Limestone. Blue Limestone .

STONE.
(_ Black and grey silicious beds .

Dark shales .....
Crow Limestone (encrinital Limestone)

Hound Ing Gill, Grisedale, Sheet 40, 1-in. Sheet 49^ 6-inch

Map. Yorkshire.

Main Limestone ....
Calcareous shale ....
Blue shale .....
Hard flago:y silicious Limestone beds
Dark sandy shale ....
Sandstone......
Little Limestone not seen.

The thick sandy shale banks not in good position for

working.

Ft. lu,

3
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Mr, Rhodes' collecting in the Hawes Area.— Table A,

A—Farcote Gill.

B—Smith's Gill.

C—Goodham Gill.

D—Lund's Gill.

E—Cartmere Gill "j

F—Round Ing Gill iGrisedale,

G—Fluot Gill j

H—Nine Standards Fell, Faraday Gill.

The Cephalopeda have been determined by Dr. A. H. Foord
;
Sponges by Dr. G. J.

Hinde ; the other specimens by Dr. W. Hind.
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Mr. HMdei collecting in the Ha
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Pendle Hill Area, Mr. Tail's collecting.— Table B.
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TJte Structure of Crystals.—Report of the Committee, coiisistmrj of
Professor N. Story Maskelyne {Chairman), Professor H. A.
MiERS (Secretary), Mr. L. Fletcher, Professor W. J. Sollas,
Mr. W. Barlow, Mr. G. F. Herbert Smith, and the Earl of

Berkeley, apiminted to report on the Present State of our Knoic-
ledye concerning the Structure of Crystals. (Draicn vp hy Mr.
Barlow and Professor Miers, assisted by Mr. Herbert Smith.)

Part I.

Report on the Development of the Geometrical Theories of
Crystal Structure, 1666-1901.

The problem of the structure of a crystal presents itself under two aspects
;

it involves the consideration (1) of the material which constitutes the
crystal, and (2) of the manner in which this material is put together. To
the first part of the inquiry belong all speculations and observations which
relate to the nature of the crystal unit : as to whether it be a chemical
molecule or an aggregation of chemical molecules ; what may be its

dimensions and regularity or irregularity ; and what forces co-operate to
fix its position and orientation.

It miglit reasonably be supposed that this part of the inquiry should
precede that which relates to the arrangement of the material. In reality,

however, very little is known about the actual nature of the ultimate
particles of matter in the solid state, and much more is known about the
manner in which it must be arranged. For, as the study of crystals has
progressed' it has been found that their morphological and physical
regularity results from the fact that they are homogeneous ; both the law
of rational indices, which regulates the disposition of the faces of a
crystal, and the seolotropism, which regulates its physical characters, are
in harmony with the geometrical properties of a homogeneous structure.

Now the distribution of the material in a homogeneous structure may
be studied as a geometrical problem quite independently of the nature of
the material, for it may be treated as the problem of the homogeneous
partitioning of space (see below, p. 310).

The present portion of the report, therefore, deals exclusively with
the geometrical theory of the homogeneous partitioning of space, or (what
comes to the same thing) the homogeneous repetition of identical parts in
a uniform structure ; a side of the subject which seems to have reached
something like finality.

A second part will be concerned with the nature of the ultimate par-
ticles and with the possible arrangements corresponding to actual
substances, a side of the subject which presents considerable difficulty and
may be said to be still in its infancy.

In order to put before the reader a clearer and more satisfactory idea
of the present state of our knowledge, the historical development of the
subject is sketched below, and the more important contributions to this
development are discussed in detail. It will thus be perceived that con-
tinual progress hasbeen made towards a clearer comprehension of the possible
ways in which the homogeneous repetition of parts may take place, each
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advance being suggested or confirmed by the knowledge obtained from the

invesrigatiou of the morphological and physical characters of crystals.

Since the means at our disposal do not admit of the proof of the existence

of similarly repeated parts in ciystals by direct observation, any such

proof jnust necessarily be indirect, and, to be conclusive, the properties of

homogeneous structures mathematically deducible must be shown to be

in complete harmony with those actually observed in crystals.

Early Views.

Many of the physical properties of matter may be explained without

any idea of structure or grain, and some physicists have so defined homo-
geneity ;

^ but such definitions merely ignore and do not preclude the

conception of a homogeneous repetition of definite parts. ^ Indeed,

the call for such a conception seems imperative. Without structure it

would be difficult, for example, to explain the striking polarity displayed

by such a mineral as tourmaline. From considerations based upon known
facts in physics and chemistry, it has been shown that the dimensions

of the atoms, or, perhaps, the distances between their centres, though

extremely small, must lie within definite limits.^

That by the packing together of similar bodies artificial systems may
be obtained whose symmetry of form closely resembles that of certain

crystals was perceived nearly two- and-a-half centuries ago by Robert

Hooke from a study of the forms presented by alum. Thus he says

:

' I think, had I time and opportunity, I would make probable, that all

these regular Figures, that are so consj^icuously various and curious . . .

arise only from two or three positions or postures of Globular particles,

and those the most plain, obvious and necessary conjunctions of such

figur'd particles that are possible. . , . And this I have ad oculum demon-

strated with a company of bullets and some few other very .simple bodies
;

so that there was not any regular Figure, which I have hitherto met
withal, of any of those bodies that I have above named, that I could not

with the composition of bullets or globules and one or two other bodies,

imitate, even almost by shaking them together.' *

Just after Hooke had put forward his idea, evidence of the regularity

of crystal structure was supplied by the observation of Nicolaus Steno,^

' Cf. the definitions given by Biot in ' Mcmoire sur la Polarisation lamellaire,'

Mem,. Acad. Sci., 1842, xviii. p. 633, and by Thomson and Tait in Natural Philo-

soj/hy, § 675.
- The following definition of a crystal, based exclusiyely on physical behaviour,

was first enunciated by Groth :
' A crystal is a homogeneous solid body whose elasti-

city differs in different directions within it' {Ber. d. Berliner Ah, 1875, p. 549). As
Schonflies remarks, it is now generally admitted that the constancy of the crystal

substance is revealed by its physical properties rather than by its external form, the

latter being indeed more or less fortuitous and dependent on the conditions of growth
(see Schonflies Krystallsr/iteme und Krystallstructvr, p. 5).

' Lord Kelvin (Sir W. Thomson), Nature, 1870, vol. i. pp. 551-553, reprinted

Appendix F, ' Natural Philosophy,' by Thomson and Tait. It is interesting to note

that certain of Jordan's groups of movements, in which some of the minimum dis-

tances separating similarly repeated ultimate parts are infinitesimally small as

compared with the others, are incompatible with the symmetry of actual crystal

forms, i.e., forms obeying the law of rational indices (see below, p. 312).
* MicrograpMa, London, 1665, p. 85.
5 Be solido intra solidnmnaturaliter contento dissertationis prodromus, Florentiffi,

1669 (English translation, London, 1671).
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that the mutual inchnations of corresponding faces of rock-crystal are

the same in different specimens.

It was seen that the property of cleavage also points to the uniform
repetition throughout a crystal of a definite structure of some kind, and
various suggestions as to the forms of ultimate particles were based upon
the cleavage. Thus Guglielmini,' who also studied the forms of alum,

argued the existence of plane faces for these particles, and attributed

crystal forms to them. This observer, relying on the uniformity of

internal structure, was the first to affirm that crystals of the same sub-

stance must always cleave in the same directions. Westfeld ^ suggested
that calc-spar is composed of rhombohedral particles. The latter idea

was adopted and extended by Gahn and Bergmann,-* who thus anticipated

the general theory of crystal structure put forth by the Abbe Haiiy,

to which reference will be made immediately.

Shortly prior to Haiiy we have the important discovery made by
Rome de I'Isle * that the various shapes of crystals of the same natural or
artificial product are all intimately related to each other, and can be
derived from a certain fundamental figure called the 2)ri7nitive forin, the
shape and angles of which are proper to the substance. The variety of

form is due to the variety of the secondary faces. De ITsle himself
seems to have supposed that the secondary faces have absolutely arbitrary

positions, except so far as they are fixed by symmetry of mere extei'nal

form. His work, by directing attention to the invariable nature of the
crystal substance, and to the striking contrast between this invariability

and the variety of external form which may be exhibited by the same
body, supplemented the evidence in the same direction afforded by
optical and physical properties.^

Haiiy.

It is now rather more than a century since Rene Just Haiiy sug-
gested an intimate relation between the forms of crystals and the arrange-

ment of their ultimate parts, and thus placed the study of crystal structure

on a sure foundation. The stimulus given to research by his labours has
been enormous ; multitudes of facts supporting his principal conclusions

have been accumulating ever since his day ; and it is not too much to say
that nearly all the subsequent work on the subject has been but an expan-
sion or modification of the work done by him.

Haiiy bases his conclusions as to the nature of the crystal unit, or

molecule, entirely on the phenomena of cleavage. In any given crystal

which displays this property he determines the shape of the similar poly-

hedra which would be obtained by separating the mass along cleavage
planes into a number of similar fragments, each set of parallel planes of

cleavage being equally spaced throughout. For example, cleavage
parallel to the faces of a cube leads to cubic fragments ; that parallel to

the faces of a hexagonal prism to fragments which are triangular prisms

' Riflessioni filosofiche dedntte dalle figure de sali, Bonon. 1688, and De salibus
dissertatio epistolaris, Venet. 1705,

- Mineralogisvhe AMandhingen, Stiick I. Gottingen u. Gotha, 1767.
' ' Varia3 crystallorum formaj a Spato ortte ' in A^ov. Acta Meg. Soc. So. TTpsaL,

1773, i., and ' De formis crystallorum ' in Opusc. Upsala, 1780, ii.

* Essai de CrisfallograjiJiie, Paris, 1772. Cristallographie, ou description des
former proprei a tous les corps du regne mineral, Paris, 1783.

* SchiJnflies, Krystallsystevie u. Krystallstructur, p. 5.
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(fig. 1). The units thus obtained, which he calls moUcules xntegrdnies}

belong, he finds, to one of three simple kinds : they are in some cases

tetrahedra, in others triangular prisms, in the remaining cases parallele-

pipeda,^ and their form is found by observation to be invariable for a
given kind of mineral.^ He considers that if the process in question does
not furnish the precise shapes of the actual crystal molecules, it at least

pictures to us a representative analysis of crystal structure which is

worthy to stand for the actual facts, and enables us to correlate them.''

A further partitioning of the molecules inUgrantes is, indeed, suggested,

which would assign a definite relative position in space to the elements

forming a chemical compound,'' but the chemical atoms {molecules dlemen-

iaires) of various kinds thus supposed to have distinct places in the crystal

substance, and to be of definite and constant form, are not made the
subject of investigation. The molecules integrantes are supposed to result

from the regular combination of the latter to form a single kind of unit
or molecule, and these alone foi'm the basis of Haiiy's theory of crystal

structure.

Adopting the idea put forward by Rome de I'lsle of the existence in

every crystal of a primitive form,'' or nucleus, Haiiy supposes that this

nucleus consists of a considerable number of niole'cules inte'grantes,'' and
that the primary facea of a crystal are the outcome of regular accretion

upon the faces of the nucleus. Secondary crystal faces are those not
parallel to the cleavages, and these are explained by supposing that the
successive layers deposited on each face of the primary nucleus do not
overlap preceding layers sufficiently to yield merely an enlarged figure of

the same shape as the nucleus, but, falling short of this in a regular

manner, form by their boundaries planes which truncate the edges or
corners of the enlarged figure referred to.* He points out, however, that
since microscopic crystals have as complete a complement of faces as those
of larger growth, the modification by which the structure acquires new facea

must be an initial one, which takes place once for all, subsequent growth
being the result of accretion upon secondary and primary faces alike.°

In cases where the molecules integrantes are parallelepipeda this

mapping out of secondary face directions by the edges bordering suc-

cessive layers where the boundaries of added layers fall short at edges or
corners in a regular manner, is easy to follow. In order to explain in a
similar manner the production of new faces, where the m.olecules in-

tegrantes are tetrahedra or triangular prisms, Haiiy regards these mole-
cules as aggregated to form parallelepipedal groups, which he calls

molecules soustractives.^^ This is, of course, merely a geometrical con-
ception, intended to elucidate the growth of secondary faces by regular
decrease in extent of succeeding layers, and does not refer to any physical

association of the molecules integrantes to form molecules soustractives

;

' Traitc de 3Iiniralogie, Paris, 1801, i. pp. siv and 6. "^ Tb'ul., p. 30.
3 Ibid., pp. xiv and 20, 29, and 32. ^ Ihid., pp. 7 and 31. ^ Ihul., p. 6.

^ Traite de Mincralogie, i. pp. 20 and 28, also p. 481. Haiiy says in another place

:

• La forme primitive parolt etre le r6sultat de la crystallisation la plus parfaite dont
un mineral soit susceptible ; mais ce n'est pas toujours celle qui se rencontre le plus
ordinairement ' {Fssai d'vne Thiorie sur la Structure des Crijstauw, Paris, 1784,

p. 50).
' Traitc de Miniralo(]ie, i. p. 29. Thus he considers that the primitive form of

tourmaline is a rhombohedron, but that the molecule intt'fjraTite is a tetrahedron,
which is the sixth part of such a rhombohedron (see ibid., p. 30).

* Ihld., p. 34 et serj., also p. 285. » Ibid., p. 08. '» Ibid., p. 97.
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for the purpose of explaining the production of secondary faces, it enables

all the structures formed by the mole'ctdes inte'grantes to be regarded as

composed of parallelepipedal units/ although these may be only geome-
trical fictions.

The hexagonal structure of figs. 1 and 2 may be regarded either as

built up of the molecules inte'grantes ABC, which are triangular prisms,

or of the molecules soustractives ABDC, which are rhombic prisms of

120° and 60°.

The crystal may then be regarded as consisting of molecules sous-

tractives, which are parallelepiped a packed together in parallel positions

so as to fill space (hg. 4, p. 305).

The growth of the secondary faces by decrements consisting of whole
numbers of the molecules soiistractives leads directly to the great and
fundamental Law of the Rationality of Intercepts.^ (This Law will be

referred to below under its more familiar name, the Law of Rational

Indices.) The truth of this law Haliy himself established by the

measurement of a vast number of crystals, and it seemed to carry with

it the justification of his apparently arbitrary theory of their structure.

Fig. 1. Fig. '2.

/
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that they will most readily separate along zigzai? surfaces whose mean
transverse direction is that of normals to prism faces, e.g., AA' in fig. 3 ;

and, neglecting the corrugation of these cleavage surfaces, we have three

cleavage directions AA', BB', CC, making angles of 60° with each other.

Thus the hexagonal cleavage would result from a structure consisting of

hexagonal prisms just as well as from one consisting of triangular prisms.

The fact that most of the units which Haiiy obtains, whether molecules

integrantes or molecules soustractives, display holohedral symmetry

shows that there is room for some wider conception as to the ultimate

nature of the cleavage surfaces.

2. Some of the figures to which cleavage leads are neither parallele-

pipeda which can be packed together as molecules soustractives, nor other

figures -^'hich can be packed together as molecules integrantes. The
octahedral cleavage of fluor spar, for example, leads either to octahedra

or tetrahedra not fitting closely together, but with spaces between them.

This incompatibility of the results of the partitioning with the conception

of uniform divisibility into identical plane-faced molecules indicates that

Fig. 3.

«>

the molecules integrantes as well as the molecules soustractives are mere
geometrical abstractions ; indeed, such probably was the view of Haiiy

himself.

3. Haiiy s method is not of universal application, since in some crystals

no cleavage planes are discoverable. In such cases supplementary hypo-

theses become requisite.^

Cleavage is, then, an uncertain guide to the determination of the form
of the ultimate particles of crystals. Nevertheless, cleavage led to the

discovery of the law of rational indices, and the conception of parallele-

pipedal units built up into a crystalline structure furnishes at any rate

an explanation of this law, and is in accordance with most of the properties

of crystals, whether it be derived from cleavage or not. Haiiy's moZecw/es

integrantes are even more suggestive, in the light of subsequent research,

than his molecules soustractives, since they reduce the problem of crystal

structure to a problem of partitioning space into similar polyhedra which
are not necessarily parallel. For example, the arrangement of triangular

prisms of fig. 1, which is suggested by cleavage parallel to the faces of an

' Haiiy, Traite de Miniralogie, I. p. 27.
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hexagonal prism, contains two sets of prisms differently orientated. This

case will be alluded to again (see p. 327).

The Sjmce-lattice.

We next come upon investigations based on Haiiy's conclusions de-

rived from cleavage, but widely differing in essential character from them,

in which this property is found to take quite a subordinate place, and

is treated merely as evidence of internal symmetry, the question of the shape

of the ultimate units having sunk into insignificance. We find, indeed,

that while Haiiy's discovery of the law of rational indices proved to be

an epoch-making one, his suggestions as to the nature of the ultimate

particles, based on cleavage, came very soon to be treated as merely

diagrammatic, and as expressing more than is justified by the experimental

facts.

Without following Haiiy in his speculations and arguments, or striking

out any new path of deduction for themselves, Weiss • and Mohs ^ by

their well known method placed in a far clearer light the ascertained

facts, not only those respecting outward form, but also the optical facts

relating to double refraction. By this time the occurrence of many new
varieties of symmetry had been recognised both on morphological and on

physical evidence ; in particular the existence of the monosymmetric

system had been established, and attempts were being made to classify the

varieties of crystal forms according to their symmetry.

To this period belongs the remarkable work of Hessel,^ an investigation

which, though published in 1830, remained overlooked until the year

1891, when it was unearthed by Sohncke.''

Hessel considered the general question of the possible symmetry of

solid plane-faced figures, and then, by imposing the limitation that these

figures should obey Haiiy's law of rational indices, deduced the result

that only thirty-two types of symmetry are possible for crystals. This

achievement is all the more surprising since, at the time when Hessel

wrote, comparatively few of these thirty-two types had been discovered

in nature. The same important result was independently rediscovered by
Gadolin (1867), to whose methods reference will presently be made.''

In the previous year (186G) Viktor von Lang, in his treatise on
crystallography,'' had very clearly laid down the principles of crystal

' 'De indagando foiraarum crystallinarum cliaractoro geometrico principal!

dissertatio.' LipsiiB, 1809. ' Uebersichtliche Darstellung der verschiedenen natiir-

lichen Abtheilungen der Krystallisationssysteme ' (^Ahhandl. d.Berl.Ak.d.Wissen-

schaft, Phys. Klasse, 1S14-15, pp. 289-336).
- ' Tiie cliaracters of the classes, orders, genera, and species ; or, the character-

istics of the Natural History System of Mineralogy,' Edinburgh, 1820. Treatise on
Mineralogy ; or the Natural History of the Mineral Kingdom (translated from the

German), Edinburgh, 1825.

.,
3 Article ' Krystall' in Gehler's PliysUtal. Worfcrbuch, 1830, v. 1023-1340. Also

' Krystallometrie oder Krystallonomie und Krystallographie.' Leipzig, 1831, and
reprinted in 2 vols, in Ostwaid's Klass. d. exaJit. \Viss., 1897, Nos. 88 and 89.

* 'Die Entdeckung des Eintheihingsprincips der Krystalledurch J.F. C. Hessel,'

Zeits.filr Kryst. J/i?t., 1890, xviii. 486. Gomp Groth's translation of Gadolin's work
on the same subject, Ostwaid's Klass. d. exalden TFms., No. 75, p. 8G.

* See below, p. 309.
^ Lelirhuoh der ErystallograpJde, Wien, 1866. Thirty years later he shows that

theSe classes may be obtained on the principles established in this work. Sitzung^l>.

Ak. Wien, 1896, cv., II a, p. 362, and Ann. Phys. Chem., 1896, Iviii.pp. 716-7^i.
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symmetry, and supplied a method by which the thirty-two classes might

have been deduced.

About the time of Hessel's discovery an important change of method
was introduced by Seeber,' who did not, like Haiiy, consider the form of

the constituent particles, but confined his attention to the relative situa-

tions of the centres of these particles. According to him the molecules,

which he supposes always to be arranged to form a parallelepipedal net-

work, are separated from each other by intervening spaces. Much the

same ideas were shortly afterwards put forward by Delafosse,^ who, like

Seeber, regarded crystals as consisting of molecules regularly arranged in

this manner, but not in contact. The following quotation shows that

the latter uses the property of cleavage merely as an evidence of the

existence of uniform internal symmetry :

—

' Indeed, from the possibility of a cleavage in one particular plane

direction, we can only conclude that the molecules of the crystal, con-

sidered as material points, are distributed on a series of parallel pianos
;

if there are two more cleavages in two new directions we deduce, as a

probable consequence, that the molecules must be situated in a uniform

and symmetrical manner, having their centres of gravity at the points of

intersection of these series of parallel planes, and thus present . . . the

picture of a lattice with parallel figured meshes. The molecules make up,

indifferent directions, rectilinear and parallel threads, in each of which their

centres of gravity are equidistant. Those threads on the same plane are

at equal distances from one another. . . . What Haiiy considers as the

dimensions of this hypothetical molecule are nothing more than the inter-

vals which separate the real molecules in the directions of the edges or

axes of the primitive foi'm.' ^

Wollaston * while, like Hooke, suggesting the presence of spherical

molecules, had already remarked that, in place of the sphei-es, mathe-

matical points endowed with forces of attraction and repulsion can be

postulated ; Brewster,^ Dana,'' and Forster " employed very similar

conceptions.

We see, then, that while speculations as to the forms of the ultimate

particles are soon lost sight of, the geometrical idea which survives and is

held in common by various investigators is that crystal structure consists

in the similar repetition throughout space of identical units tvithout regard

to their shape or constitution. The question of the form of the ultimate

units of crystals, however interesting, has no essential place in a general

investigation which seeks to discover the various ways in which ultimate

parts may be uniformly repeated, i.e., an inquiry into the various types of

homogeneous structure. The purely geometrical investigation is one

which takes no account of the nature of the physical and chemical

characters of crystals, but nevertheless it is one of the greatest impoi't-

ance even from the physical and chemical point of view, as will be seen

subsequently.

' 'Versuch einer Erklarun^f des innern Baues der festen Korper ' in Gilbert's

Anndleit der Physik, 1824, Ixxvi. pp. 229-2iS.
2 ' Eecherches sur la cristallisation consideree sous le* rapports physiques et

mathematiques,' J/t'w. ^rc'.<ewi!£V.s par divers savants a VAcadim. Koy. do Stienc.de
VInst. de France., 1843, viii. pp. 641-690.

3 Ibid., p G49.
* Phil. Trans., 1813, pp. 51-63. * lUd., 1830, pp. 87-95.
6 Sillimau's Amerlcnn Journal, 1836, Series 1, ssx. pp. 275, 296.

' PUl. Mag., 1855, Series 4, s. pp. 108-115.
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The general problem of the symmetrical space arrangements available

for crystals was at first supposed to be a comparatively simple one.

Sohncke remarks ' that all the various extensions of Haiiy's theory put
forward by the writers above referred to led to the same conclusion, viz.,

that the arrangement of the middle points of the crystal elements is that

of a parallellepipedal network or 'space-lattice' (Raumgitter),- such as

that shown in fig. 4.

In this simple guise the problem was dealt with exhaustively by
M. L. Frankenheim, who investigated the difierent kinds of parallelepi-

pedal networks of points (Raumgitter) possible in order to ascertain

whether these correspond to the various types of symmetry presented by
crystals."' He did not, however, at first furnish any rigid proof, and his

classification of the various kinds of symmetry presented is not perfectly

satisfactory : he described fifteen forms as distinct from each other, whereas
in fact there are but fourteen, as was afterwards shown by Bravais. He
states explicitly that the inquiry is founded solely on the symmetrical
arrangement in space of the ultimate particles, and is not based on con-

siderations of the magnitude or the shape of these particle.s, be they

Fig. 4.

plane-faced like small crystals or rounded ; solid spheres or hollow com-
pressible shells ; or, indeed, mere centres of force. For the purpose of

comparison with the fifteen geometrical systems of points which he has
discriminated he classifies crystals into fifteen systems by taking note of

differences in cleavage direction as well as of diflferences of crystal form.
The obvious objection to Frankenheim's treatment of the subject is

that unless some appropriate configuration be attributed to the particles

—

and this he expressly disclaims—no hemihedral or hemimorphous forms
are accounted for ; and yet, as pointed out by Delafosse, there is no more
justification for regarding these forms as subsidiary than for so regarding
the holohedral forms.

But none the less the solution of the problem of the possible varieties

of space lattices, and the establishment of the fact that in their symmetry
they correspond to the systems of crystals, marks a very important advance
in the theory of crystal structure.

' Sohncke, Bntivielwluvg einer Theoric der KrystalhtruJduf, p. 17.
- Sec above, p. 304.
' Die Lelire run- dcr Colil'iRion, Breslau, 18.'!5 ; also ' System der Crystalle ' ia

Kora Acta Acad. Cas. Leopoldino- CaroUncc Nat, Ciir., 1842, xlx, (2), pp. 471-6G0.
1901 X
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Bravai's,

A few years later, Frankenheim's geometrical investigation was sup-
plied with rigid proofs the elegance and clearness of which have excited

much admiration. These proofs were the work of Auguste Bravais/ who,
moreover, enlarged the scope of the inquiry, and, not confining himself to

ascertaining the possible varieties of parallelepipedal arrangement of the
centres of the ultimate units, proceeded to determine the further varieties

of symmetry which can be discriminated by taking into account the
individual symmetry of these units, i.e., of the hypothetical atomic group-
ings to which attention had previously been directed by Delafosse. His
work constitutes the first attempt to make a rigid exhaustive investigation

of all the different types or varieties of symmetry obtainable by arranging
similar bodies or units in space, in a perfectly uniform manner in every
possible way.

Basing his arguments on the homologous nature of parallel lines in a
crystal, and the consequent possibility of distinguishing in it space-units

which are all alike and all similarly situated, and similarly orientated,'^

Bravais, like Haiiy, regards every crystal as made up of similar poly-

hedral units or molecules ^ thus placed, and puts forward what purports
to be a perfectly general treatment of the subject, independent of any hypo-
thesis as to the actual nature of the polyhedral units. He makes, however,
the necessary assumption that these units have a sufficiently symmetrical
shape or configuration to be compatible with the general symmetry of the
system which they constitute. For example, tetrahedral particles placed
to form a cubical space-lattice and appropriately orientated will present
a type of symmetry belonging to the regular system, but particles whose
figure is a hexagonal prism cannot be thus arranged to belong to this

system. As a secondary matter, adopting the suggestion of Delafosse, he
regards each polyhedron as an actual crystal molecule made up of con-
stituent atoms. It may be noted that this supposition implies a more
intimate relation between the homologous parts of the same unit (po/v/-

edre) than subsists between the homologous parts of contiguous units,

whereas Hauy's theory only really requires that the mass shall be
f/eometricalli/ divisible into similar and similarly orientated units (mole-

cides soustractives) which may or may not be physical molecules. In
fig. 2, for example, the cell ABCD may represent a molecule, or the
molecules may be supposed to be situated at the points A, B, C, D.

Bravais then discriminates between the symmetry due to the arrange-
ment of the centres in a set of similar bodies, or crystal molecules, having
a uniform disposition and orientation, and the individual symmetry of the
bodies or molecules, and traces the influence of the latter on the symmetry
of the assemblage. Thus he discusses separately :

—

1. The variety of types of homogeneous 'assemblages' possible, an
assemblage consisting of mathematical points each of which is surrounded
identically by the assemblage as a whole supposed infinitely extended,
and this identity extending to the relative orientation.''

' Bravais' first step was to consider the regular disposition of similar points on a
plane, an inquiry to which he was led by observing the regular arrangement of
similar parts in plants {Compt. Rend., 1848, xsvii. pp. 601-604).

^ ' Memoirs sur les systemes formes par des points distribues r6giilierement sur
un plan ou dans I'espace,' Jo^mi. dc VEcnle Pulijtech., Paris, 1850, six. p. 127 ; also
• (^:tudesCristallographiques,' Journ. de VEooU Polytech., Paris, 1831, Xx. pp. 102 and
97. ' Corresponding to the moIcauJcs souatractkes of Haiiy. ••

Cf. p. 310.
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The assemblage of Bravaia ia therefore clearly identical with the
parallelepipedal network of points already referred to, which had been
investigated by Frankenheim. •

2. The modifications of these types of symmetry which are introduced
by employing, in place of the points, symmetrical figures {polyedres)
possessing a symmetry less than that of the parallelepipedal network,^
though compatible with it

—

e.g., by forming a cubic network of tetrahedral
particles similarly and appropriately oi'ientated.

Thus in following Bravais' arguments with regard to assemblages we
note that, as a rule, he ignores for the moment any modifying or destruc-
tive effect exerted by the shape of the units {polyedres) on the elements
of symmetry."* He first treats a system as consisting only of the centres
of the units, and after the elements of symmetry of the system thus re-

garded have been established, he considers the effect of the shajie of the
units ;

^ this comes out in his definition of ' faces de meme espece.' He
says :

' We will distinguish by the term, faces of the same kind, as we
have done in the theory of assemblages, those which can be brought into
coincidence, row on row, by a suitable rotation or translation, the coin-
cidence of the faces including with it that of the assemblages. If, more-
over, the coincidence includes also that of the molecular polyhedra
which may be supposed to lie on the planes of those faces and to par-
ticipate in their movements, we may say that the faces are of the same
kind, and, moreover, identical.' '' The bodies employed as units have
in every case uniform orientation and one which is as symmetrical as
possible.

As to the number of kinds of symmetrical arrangement possible
included under the first head, he says :

' The degree of symmetry of
an assemblage is characterised by the number of the axes of symmetry
which it possesses, the order of the symmetry of these axes and their
relative situation.' ^ As stated above, he distinguishes fourteen forms,
and assigns these to seven classes or systems, according to the number
and nature of the axes of symmetry which pass through a given node
(noeud) or point of the space-lattice.'' The anorthic space-lattice of
fig. 4 possesses only centro-symmetry ; if its angles were all right
angles it would possess the symmetry of the ortho-rhombic system

;

if, in addition, its edges were equal it would be a cubic lattice. The
similar bodies are called by Bravais in his later work polyhedra
(polyedres) ; in his earlier work on point-systems he speaks of them as
summits {sommeis), and suggests that for convenience of thought they be
regarded as having some small dimensions. Their size and shape are,

however, in this work generally kept in abeyance, although, before
concluding, he refers to the important effects of their shape or composite
structure in producing hemihedral and other partial forms. ^ Indeed,
according to Bravais' view, the symmetry of the assemblage is actually
determined by that of the molecule or unit.^

' Etudes CrlstaUograjiIdques, p. 103. ' Ibid., p. 194. ' Hid., p. 103.
* This method has been pushed to its extreme by WulfiE and Blasius. Comp.

Schonflies, Krystallsystcme u. Krystallstructur, p. 320.
' Etudes Cristallugraphiqves, p. lOG. " Ibid., p. 104.
' Compt. Rend., 1849, xxix p. 135.
» Ibid., 1848, xxvii. p. 603. Oomp. Journ. dc I'^cole Pohjteohniiiue, 1850, six. p.

127 ; and Etudes CristullograpMqucs, p. 103.
' £titdcs Cristallugraplnques, p. 202.

X2
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The definite character of the arrangement of the pal-ts in the individual

unit he expresses thus :
' The geometrical arrangement of the constituent

atoms is the same round the centre of gravity of each molecule.' He
adds : 'This last hypothesis is necessary for the explanation of the

phenomena of isomerism.' * As a result of the rigidity, or fixed relation-

ship, which Bravais attributes to the parts of his molecule, the arranging
process of crystallisation is regarded by him as partly consisting in the
rotation of the molecules in such a way as to bring about their uniform
orientation.

-

In his .study of homogeneous assemblages of points Bravais used the
mathematical conception of a coincidence movement (the Deckheicegung
of German authors), which is now so universally employed in studying
the symmetry of a system of points. He supposes each point of a
plane of points to consist of two which coincide, and then regards one
set of points as movable, the other set as fixed. A movement of the
former set which brings it to coincidence with the latter, point by point,

but which shifts the position of some or all of the movable points, is a
coincidence movement.'' His method practically consists of a study of the
possible varieties of axes of symmetry and the possible ways in which they
can exist in a .system whose various parts can be derived from each other
by movements of translation.

The parallelepiped al nature of the assemblage results from tlie fact

that it possesses movements of translation as one sort of coincidence
movements ; the classification of assemblages according to their symmetry
is eflfected by considering the various ways in which their parts may be
derived from each other by a second sort of coincidence movement

—

rotation about axes of two-, three-, four-, or six-fold symmetry, which
alone are possible in such an assemblage.

The most general form of coincidence movement is a screw spiral,*

but such a movement is not employed by Bravais, and, indeed, had not
been introduced at this period.

Bravais,'' like Haiiy, Delafosse, and Frankenheim, attempts to make
cleavage thro\v light on the nature of the internal symmetry prevailing

in certain crystals," and thus to assign particular crystals to a precise type
of internal symmetry. Having proved that in the space-lattice some
planes of points are more densely packed with points than others, and are
at the same time more widely separated from the adjacent parallel planes,

Bravais shows how the relative deiisity of the planes may be calculated.

He then suggests that there is a connection between the relative density
of aggregation of the centres in the diflTerent planes drawn in various
directions, and tho predisposition manifested in crystals to select certain
plane directions for their boundaries.

A purely mathematical investigation in taking accouLt of all possible

types of internal symmetry naturally does not indicate why one type
should be more prevalent than another. To determine this point is

difticult ; indeed, it will probably be impossible till the types of internal

' Etudes CrutalloffrapJdques, -p. 101. For a suggestion that the poles of force to
which polarity is due a'e the constituent atoms delinitely placed with resi^ect to one
another see ibid., p. 19i. - Ibid., p. 197.

^ Juurn. de l'£coli'. Pohjtecluiique. 1850, xis. pp. 3, 2(5, 32, 57, 98. Cf. Snhncke's
detiuitioii of ' Deckung' in Enticicheliuig einer Thcorie der Krystallstructur, p. 28.

" See below, p. 311.

" Etudes CTistallograj)Mqucs, p. 202. " Ihld,, p. 1G7,
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symmetry to which particular crystals belong can be ascertained with
more certainty tlian at present. Some generalisations on the subject were,

however, put forward by Bravais,^ which, though evidently not intended

to form part of his rigid argument, being indeed little more than specula-

tion, are interesting and suggestive. Thus he says :
' We can imagine

from what precedes how the structure of the molecular polyhedron reacts

on that of the crystal and determines the choice of the system . . . we
may conclude that the molecular polyhedron is symmetrical, and that its

elements of symmetry, tending to pass to the corresponding assemblage,
determine the structure of it.'

-

With Bravais' exhaustive study of the properties of the space-lattice

a very important chapter in the history of the theories of crystal structure

is closed. Those who hold that the reolotropic homogeneity and symmetry
of a crystal are only to be accounted for by a uniform distribution of

sameway-orientated molecules or molecular groups must always take
their stand upon the work of Bravais. Further, the knowledge of the
properties of the space- lattice first provides a single principle capable of

explaining at the same time the law of rational indices, the homogeneity
of a crystal and the main features of crystalline symmetry ; for not only
are the fourteen lattices all homogeneous, and their planes a system of

crystalline planes, but each of them presents the symmetry characteristic

of one of the crystal systems.

It must, however, be remarked that systems of symmetrical repetition

exist which obey the law of rational indices, and are therefore possible

for crystals, but to whose elucidation the method of Bravais does not
apply. One of these systems is described later (p. 314, fig. 5), and, as

will be seen, some of his conclusions are inapplicable to types of this

nature.

The name of Axel Gadolin ^ is pre-eminently associated with the very
important work of deducing the existence of thirty-two types of crystal

symmetry from the law of rational indices alone, although, as already
remarked, the discovery of these types had been achieved by Hessel many
years before.^ The arguments used by Gadolin, and, indeed, those of

Hessel also, purport to deal only with the external form, and thus their

bearing on crystal structure is not direct. Nevertheless the great import-
ance of the work in question as corroborative evidence of the existence of

a molecular structure will be perceived when it is seen, as will be shown
presently, that, whatever view be held with regard to the structure of a
crystal, the space-lattice, and therefore also the rationality of indices,

must form the basis of the structure ; indeed, the discovery of the latter

was the immediate outcome of Haiiy's concept of a uniformly repeated
molecular structure in crystals. Gadolin himself points out that his proof
fails to be quite general on account of a certain peculiar case of pseudo-
trigonal symmetry,' which has subsequently been the subject of much dis-

cussion.'^ It has been held that for this i-eason we are driven to base the

' Etvdes CristaUograpldques, p. 203. - Hid., pp. 203, 204.
^ ' Memoire sur la deduction d"un seul principe de tousles >^ystemes cristallo.

graphiques avec leur subdivisions,' Acta Sue. Scicitt. Fenniccc, 1867, vol. ix. pp. 1-71,
and separately, Helsingfors, 1871, translated by Groth in Ostwald's Klassikcr dev
exuliten Wissensclia/fen, No. 75.

* See above, p. 303. ^ < Memoire sur la deduction,' &c.. p. 50.
•^ Hecht. Kaclir. d. K. Ges. d. TI';.««. Gottingim, 18;)2, pp. 239-247; Nntes Jahrh.,

1895 (2), pp. 248-252 j Fpdorow, ^eits. Kryst.'Mn., 1895, vol. xxiv.pp. 244 and 607
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deduction of the thirty-two classes directly on the existence of a homogeneous
molecular structure and not upon morphological considei-ations alone.

Yet it must be confessed that the various possible types of crystal sym-
metry were clearly and completely laid down by the morphologists without
any further speculation regarding structure than is necessitated by Haiiy's

law, and that every successive advance in the structure theories has been
guided or corrected by the knowledge so obtained.

The Prmc'iple of Syimneirical BejJelition in Space.

Shortly after the publication by Bravais of his elaborate and elegant
work, a new departure was made in the elucidation of homogeneity of

structure, the importance of which can scarcely be overrated.

The first step was taken by Chr. Wiener,^ who laid down the principle

that regularity in the arrangement of identical atoms is presented when
every atom has the remaining atoms arranged about it in the same
manner ;

^ thus making homogeneity depend primarily on the continual
repetition throughout space of the same relation between an element and
the entire structure, regarded as unlimited, instead of laying stress on
sameway orientation.^ The principle adopted by Wiener, when employed
in all its generality, leads to an adequate classification, according to their

symmetry, of all cases of identical repetition throughout space whatever.'*

The possibility of partitioning a homogeneous structure into similar

sameway-orientated parts whose centres form a parallelepipedal lattice
''

must always be the important property which enables us to trace to its

source Haiiy's great law of the rationality of indices ; but this possibility

is only a collateral fact when Wiener's principle is discussed ; indeed, the
carrying out of such a partitioning, while always possible,*" often compli-
cates instead of simplifying matters so far as the symmetry is concerned.^
The problem to be solved, presented in its most general form, is not even
to find under what conditions the separation of the structure into similar

composite units of any sort can take place, but simply the analysis of the
nature of the repetition in space of the similar parts.

Jo7'dan.

Although Wiener made some interesting applications of his principle

and described several kinds of symmetrical repetition in space which are
examples of it, he did not deal with the subject exhaustively ; the solution

of the general problem was effected by Camille Jordan in a memoir the
title of which contains no reference to homogeneity or to crystals.*^ This
mathematician has furnished a perfectly general method of defining the
regular repetition in space of identical parts, and has shown that the typical

cases of such repetition are limited in number. He points out that, when

Viola, ibid ,1S9G, vol. xxvi. p. 128, and IS'.iT, xxvii. pp. 399-40.5 ; De Souza-Rrandao,
Zeits. Kryst. 3Un., 1894, vol. sxiii. pp. 249-258, and 1897, vol. xxvii. pp. .545-555

;

Barlow, Phil. Mari., 1901, series 6, vol. i. p. 3.

' Die Grundziif/e der IVelturdnvng, Leipzig and Heidelberg, 1869.
- ' Die Regelmas^igkeit lindet dann statt, wenn jedes Atom die anderen Atome in

iibereinstimmender Weise um sich gestellt hat,' ibid., p. 82.
=• Cf. Mi7i. Mafl., 1896, vol. xi. p. 119 * See below, p. 321.
^ Sohncke's Entwickelung einer Tlieorie der Krystallstruldvr, p. 207.
^ KrystallsySterne und Krystallstrnctur, p. 360. Comp. Phil. Mag., 1901, series 6,

vol. i. p. 19. ' Comp. Mill. Mag., 1896, vol. xi. p. 125.
^ ' Memoire sur les Groupes de Mouvements.' Annali di matetnatica jjura ed

a^pUcdta, Milapo, 1869, series 2, vol. ii. pp. 167 215, 322-345,
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identical repetition of its parts is exhibited by any mechanical or geo-

metrical rigid system, this system being, in some of the cases, supposed
infinitely extended in every direction, a certain definite series or group of

correlated movements may be employed, each term of which is a movement
of such a nature that, while the system is actually shifted by it, the appear-

ance after the movement has taken place is absolutely unchanged, every
point moved being caused to travel to the place previously occupied by
some homologous point. ^ The fundamental condition that such a group
of movements may exist is that homologous parts everywhere bear an
identical relation to the system as a whole ; the members of the group
are so related that every individual movement may be regarded as the
resultant of some two or more movements also belonging to the group."

While it is always found possible to partition any system of this kind,

in which the repetitions are continually repeated in every direction, in

such a way that the units obtained are all alike and sameivay-orientatp.d,

as in Bravais' systems,^ the latter property is, as has been said, but a
secondary one, and not of the nature of a definition, the condition stated

above constituting a definition complete in itself. A homogeneous struc-

ture can thus be classed according to the type of the infinite group of

coincidence movements which connect all its homologous parts.

The obvious advantage of this method of dealing with homogeneity is

its complete generality—that it requires no further limitation of the

nature of the homogeneous structure than that which prescribes the kind
of repetition presented by its homologous parts.* Thus if molecules of a
certain individual symmetry with a relative space-lattice arrangement of

some kind are postulated, after the manner of Bravais and others, Jordan's
method, unlike Bravais', deals in one process both with the symmetry of

the individual, so far as this afiects the general symmetry, and also with,

the symmetry of arrangement. All possible molecular theories of crystals

can alike be subjected to Jordan's method, and it is independent of

them all.

The following is the course of Jordan's argument :—After reminding
his readers that every movement of a solid body in space can be regarded
as a screw-spiral movement, he remarks that such a movement is fully

known when we are given

—

1. The situation in space of the axis of rotation A, which has also the
direction of translation.

2. The angle T, through which the solid is turned about the axis.

3. The longitudinal displacement t, to which the body is subjected in

the direction of the axis.

He then observes that the displacement produced by two or more
such movements made successively can also be produced by a single screw-
spiral movement of some kind ; and the resultant of a number of move-
ments successively made can be definitely expressed in the terms just laid

down if the expi'essions for the component movements are known.
Jordan next proceeds to point out that, a few movements being given,

it is possible to arrive at all the various movements or displacements

' For a definition of a coincidence movement see Sohncke's Entivicliehmg elnei
Theoric der Krystallstruktnr, p. 28, or 3Iin. Mag., 1896, vol. xi. p. 125, note 3. Comp.
Schonflies, Krystallsydeme imd Krystalhtrudur, p. 54.

- Schonflies, Krystallsysteme und Krijstalhtruciur, pp. 256 and 359.
* See above, p. 306.
* Cf. Schonflies, Krystalhysteme vnd Krystallstnictur, p. 44, par. 2.
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obtainable by combining these given movements executed successively any
number of times in any order wliatever. Of groiqys of movements arrived

at in this way, some are of a finite character, and some contain movements
infinitely small ; the remaining kind—those which consist of movements
whose loci extend infinitely throughout space in every direction, and
which are none of them infinitely small as compared with the others

—

comprise, as was subsequently perceived,' all those that are available for

the production or definition of homogeneous structures which display the

symmetry of cr3'stals.^

The movements belonging to an infinite group of movements, like any
individual movement, can be completely defined by reference to certain

axes of rotation and directions of translation ; but for the sake of per-

spicuity it is desirable to place a number of similar particles or bodies in

all the positions, throughout some considerable space, to which one of

them would be moved by the various movements constituting the group.

When this is done the kind of symmetry presented by the system formed
of the group of movements can be readily perceived,^ and at the same
time the nature of the parts repeated can be left an open question.

If it be desired by the crystallographer to find in a given homogeneous
system a complete set of identical planes by means of the group of move-
ments proper to the system, the following course may be adopted.

Take three points—A, B, C—whose identical relation to the system

is such that the aspect of the unlimited structure is the same and jweseids

the same orientation viewed from each of them, and let their distances

apart be not great as compared with the minimum distances separating

homologous parts of the structure. The repeated carrying out of the

three translations—AB, BC, CA in both directions—will locate an infini-

tude of points lying in the plane of the three points, and all having

precisely the same relation to the structure as that presented for the latter.

This plane may therefore be designated a homogeneous 2}^ane,'^ and since

the translations of the structure are not infinitesimal, it is easy to prove

that a plane so situated will obey the law of the rationality of indices

when referred to axes which pass through strings of identical points.*

When such a plane is subjected to the various coincidence-movements

constituting the group characteristic of the structure, an infinite set of

planes is found, which all have an identical relation to the structure.

The number of different orientations presented by the planes is limited.

SoJincke.

The treatment of homogeneity of structure by Jordan's method leads

to a classification which discriminates the various types of identical

' See below, p. 315. Cf. Erijstallsystevic it. Krystallstructur, pp. 360 and G3G
;

also see above, note 3, p. 298.
- It is interesting to notice that Jordan does not appear to have regarded his

work as throwing any fresh light on crystal structure, but treats Bravais' work as

complete in this direction. He says: 'M. Bravais has studied this question; the
particular cases which he has discussed, and of which he has made a remarkable
application to crystallography, are the most important. Nevertheless I believe

there is at the present time some interest in treating the problem quite generally.'

(^Memoire sur les Grovpes de JMovrementK, p. 168.)
= See Mm. Mag., 1896, xi. p. 113, and see below, p. 333.

* See Phil. Mag., 1901, series G, i. p. 19.
* The hypothesis wjth regard to crystals is that their faces lie in homogeneons

planes. See Bravais, Etudes Crystallogra^higues, p. 103,
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repetition of posnible parts, each type having its own characteristic group

of coincidence-movements. Jordan, however, left his work incomplete

and omitted many of the types, which were subsequently discovered by

ISohncke, to whom reference must next be made.

The important bearing of Jordan's work on crystal structure seems to

have been entirely overlooked until the publication of the widely influential

Avorks of Leonhard Sohncke.^ This writer, employing Wiener's principle -

and using Jordan's method to discover what variety of types of symmetry
can exist in systems produced by the identical repetition of finite parts or

atoms ' throughout space, obtains what he calls a ' regular point-system,'

which he thus defines :
' A regular pcint-system is one in which the

pencils of lines drawn from each point of the system to all the remainder

are congruent with each other.' ^ These systems, if classified according

to the position and nature of their axes of symmetry (whether screw-axes

or axes of rotation), are sixty-five ' in number. They may conveniently be
designated ' Sohncke systems.'

A Sohncke system then consists of a homogeneous assemblage of

points symmetrically and identically arranged about axes of symmetry,
and these may be screw- axes such that the points surround them in a

spiral arrangement. It might at first sight appear that the latter are

inconsistent with the law of rational indices. Since, however, among
the coincidence-movements of the system the translations and rotations

proper to some space-lattice are always present, it may be proved that

a Sohncke- system consists in general of two or more congruent space-

lattices which interpenetrate. The translation movements of the Sohncke-

system are those which are common to the constituent space -lattices.

' ' Gruppirung der Molekiile in den KrjstalleTi : eine tlieoretische Ableitung der
Krystallsysteme,' i-'w/;/. J.w%., lS()7, csxxii. 75; ' Die unbegr. regelm. Punk*"-s_ysteme

als Grundl. e. Theorie der Krystallstructur,' Verh. naturw. Vvr. KarlsniJw, 1870 (7);
' Zuriicliweis. e. Einwurfs geg. d. neue Theor. d. Krystallstruct.,' ^\k'd. Ann., 1879,

vi. 545 ;
' Ableitnng d. Grundges. d. Kryst.allsys. a. d. Theor. d. Krystallstructur,'

ih., 1882, xvi. 489, and Verh. oiaturw. Vcr. KarUrulie, 1882 (9); ' Elementares
Nachweis einer Eigensch. parallelep. I'unktsysteme,' Zciis. Kryst. Min., 1888, xiii.

209 ;
' Entwickelung einer Theorie der Krystallstruktur,' Leipzig, 1879 ;

' Ube-
Spaltungsflilchen und nat.iirliche Krystallflilchen,' Zeits. Kryst. Min., 1888, xiii.

214-235; ' Erweiterung der Theorie "der Krystalle,' ih., 1888, xiv. 426-446; ' Di-

Entdeckung des Einlheilungsprincips der Krystalle durch J. E, C. Hessel,' ih., 1890,

xviii. 486-498; 'Die Structur der optisch drehenden Krystalle,' ib., 1891, xix.

529-559 ; ' Die Structur der hemimorph-hemiedrischen, bezw. tetartoedrischen

drehenden Krystalle,' ih., 1896, xxv. 529-530.
- Solmcke, speaking of his own principal treatise, says :

' Man findet liier die

ganze Mannigfaltigkeit der iiberhaupt moglichen Krystalistrukturformen aus einem
einzigen Princip, niimlich aus dem selbstverstilndlichen Grundsatze von der regel-

miissigen Anordnung, auf streng mathematischem Wege abgeleitet ' (Untwickelunff
einer Thecrie der Krystalhtrulifvr, Vorwort, p. iii).

' //-I. p. iii ; also p. 26: 'Mit. Benutzung des Grundgedankens der Jordan'schen
Methode, aber mit Weglasssunsr alles dessen, was nicht direkten Bezug zur Krystall-

struktur hat, sind nun im Folgenden alle iiberhaupt moglichen regelmiissigen

Punktsysteme von unbegrenzter Ausdehnung abgeleitet und somit alle denkbaren
Strukturformen krystallisirter Korper ermittelt.' And later, p. 29 :

'
. . . die

verschiedenen Arten von Deckbewegungen als Eintheilungsgrund fiir die regel-

miissigen Punktsysteme dienen.' He employs some well known kinematic proposi-

tions relating to rigid systems to aid him in arriving at his results.

* Ih., p. 28.
^ In his principal work, Bie Entmiclielung, &c., Sohncke describes sixty-six

types, but subsequently concludes that there are but sixty-five, Nos. 9 and 13 of hig

systems being the same type. Zclts, Kryst. Min., 1888, vol. xiy. p. 433.
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Hence the points of the Sohncke-systera may always be grouped together
in sets such that the centres of gravity of the sets constitute some space-

lattice. The law of rational indices is, therefore, applicable to a Sohncke-
system as well as to the space-lattice.

Fig. 5, for example, represents a Sohncke-system of points possessing
screw-axes of hexagonal symmetry at B, C, D (No. 46 of Sohncke's
treatise). A point is brought into coincidence with a neighbouring
point by giving the system a rotation of 60° about one of these axes,

accompanied by a transla.tion along the axis.

If every set of six points, such as c,, c.,, C3, c/, c./, c^', be regarded as

grouped about a single point at their centre of gravity, y, the Sohncke-
system of fig. 5 can be treated as composed of groups of six points whose
centres form the space-lattice of fig. 6, in which the points all lie at equal
intervals on .straight lines.' (The lattice of fig. 6, like that of fig. 2,

possesses trigonal axes.) The Sohncke-system may therefore be regarded

Fig. 5.

as consisting of six similar lattices constructed from c,, c.2, C3, c/, c.^', c^'
;

the planes whose directions are given by any such points as /3, y, c form
a crystalline system of planes which obey the law of rational indices.

They may, therefore, be taken to represent the faces of the crystal.

In such systems, and in others to be described below, it must be
remembered that the points of the figure may represent merely homologous
points in the material of which the crystal consists, whatever may be
the nature of that material ; it is not necessary to regard them as repre-

senting atoms or molecules, or as presupposing anything relating to

atoms or molecules.

' A lattice formed of points verticallj'' midway between the points of the one
figure applies equally well, since the points of the Sohncke-system can just as
symmetrically be allotted to form groups having these other points as centres.
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Further, it must be noted that the system of coincidence-movements
of fig. 5 does not necessarily possess any planes of symmetry. The mere
Sohncke-system of points or a system of spheres placed at the points of

tig. 5 would possess planes of symmetry, but a parallel system of un-
symmetrical pear-shaped bodies would not.

The application of Bravais' method to a system of this kind is incon-

venient because it is impossible to partition it into identical same-way
orientated units of any kind uithouf lon-ering the symmetry by tJie act of
partitioning. Thus in the case in question an hexagonal axis is impos-
sible for the unit because the hexagonal axes present in the system are

none of them mere axes of rotation, and, therefore, the movements about
them are incapable of bringing any conceivable unit to coincidence with
itself. This renders some important conclusions of Bravais inapplicable

to such a system. Thus he argues that in all holohedral crystals the
molecular polyhedra possess the same axes and planes of symmetry as

the assemblage. Now the system of hexagonal symmetry just described

becomes holohedral if it consists of points or spheres lying on planes

Fig. G.

drawn through the nearest hexagonal axes, and yet, as just remarked, no
kind of partitioning can produce in it units having hexagonal axes.

Regarded as an investigation of the total number of ways in which
identical repetition can take place, and, therefore, as an investigation of

the number of types of homogeneous structure so obtainable, Sohncke's
work is exhaustive and complete. He begins without any assumption
involving knowledge of previous views or methods, and rigidly deduces
the total number of types just mentioned. ^ His method, however, is not
free from objection, since, in order to account for the thirty-two different

classes, he is, like Bravais, driven to make the symmetry of a system
depend partly on the arrangement of the ultimate parts or atoms and
partly on the configuration of these atoms. He ti'eats the parts repeated

' See ib., p. iv. :
'

. . . ich die ganze Untersnchnng, soweit sie auf Krystallographie
Bezug hat, selbststiindig von vorn anfing, natiirlich mit Benutzung des bewiihrten
Grundgedankens der Jordan'schen Metbode.'
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as points or particles of perfectly regular (spherical) form, or at least

ignores their polarity if they have any, and, as a consequence of this

supposed regularity of the atoms, he attributes to some of Jordan's
systems an additional element of symmetry not necessarily involved by
their coincidence movements. Thus he regards some of the sixty-five

types as necessarily possessing planes of symmetry.' When, however, he
comes to speak of hemimorphous crystals, i.e., those which are differently

terminated at opposite ends of an axis of symmetry, he follows the
e.tample of Bravais—at least in his earlier writings—and resorts to the
supplementary hypothesis that the molecules possess polarity.^

The problem which 8ohncke sets himself to solve is, then, the con-

struction of all kinds of regular

—

i.e , homogeneously arranged *—assem-
blages composed of sets of identical particles, the shape of the particles

being ignored, or, in other words, treated as quite regular, i.e., spherical.'*

If he had succeeded in forming on these lines simple assemblages among
lohich were represented all the thirty-two classes of crystal symmetry, his

work would have been consistent with the supposition that crystals

consist in every case of a single kind of molecide whose shape and
constitution are destitute of polarity, the symmetry of the structure being
entirely determined by the relative situations of the molecules. He did
not, apparently, at any time hope to completely achieve this, for he
sdmitted the necessity of a supplementary hypothesis to account for

hemimorphism ; but, save for the few cases of this property, he appears, in

the first instance, to have hoped to reach an adequate theory based solely

on the relative jiosition of the molecules, without taking account of their

shape.

The insufficiency of Sohncke's earlier theory that the molecules

are perfectly regular and all of one kind, and identically related to the

structure as a tvliole, was presently pointed out by several writers, among
whom may be mentioned Wulff'^ and Haag,'' the former in particular

having called attention to the existence of certain known crystal forms,

namely, those possessing the symmetry of the mineral dioptase, which
are not found represented among the sixty-five systems.

Sohncke himself subsequently confessed the inadequacy of the theory

in question,' and was led to enlarge his method. Thus, after reviewing

some examples of more generalised point-systems devised by Wollaston,
Barlow, and Haag, he suggested the following modified theory :

—

Instead of regarding the spherical particles or points composing a

homogeneous assemblage as all of one kind, let a limited number of kinds

Zeits. Kryst. Min., 1892, vol. xx. p. 448.
^ Entmiclielung einer Theorie, etc., p. 200.
' See Wiener's definition of homogeneity in Grundzilge der Weltordnnng, p. 82

et seq. Cf. Min. Ma//., 1896, vol. si. p. 120.
* Comp. Ki-ystallsysteme und Krygtalhtructur, pp. Sg.'J, .'596, and p. G12. Sohncke

says {Zcitg. Kryst. Min., 18!)2, vol. xx. p. 452) :
' I have always considered the elemen-

tary particles to possess only .«o much symmetry that ihey donot disturb tlie .<-ymmetry

of the point-system.' The effect of this is that, so f.nr as the general symmetry is

concerned, they behave as though they were spherical.
* 'Ueber die regelmiissigen Punktsysteme,' Zciis. Kryst. Min., 1888, vol. xiii.

pp. 503-5G6.
' Die regularen ErystallMrjJer, Rothweil, 1887 (see reference in Zeits. Kryst.

Mill., 1888, vol. xvi. p. 501).
' ' Bemerkungen zu Herrn Wulff's Theorie der Krystallstructur,' Zeits. Kryst. Mill.,

vol. xiv. 417. See also ' Erweiterung der Theorie der Krystallstructur,' ii., p. 426,
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(1, 2, 3, 01' 7i) be present, the component assemblage formed by each

kind, taken by itself, being homogeneously arranged, and all the difi'erent

kinds possessing identical systems of axes and having the same set of

translations common to them.'

Sohncke's aim is, as has been said, to produce the requisite varieties

of symmetry by arranging regular or spherical particles homogeneously;
This he succeeds in doing by his enlarged method, and is now able to

cover the cases of hemimorphism.^ Instead, however, of merely stipulating

that the component point-systems shall have the same translations common
to them, and possess identical systems of axes, he ought to have stipulated

that they shall have all their coincidence-movements in common.'^

For all the coincidence-movements which characterise the combined
system as a whole must obviously be obeyed by every particle within it,

and it is only these movements which really belong to the component-
systems as found in the structure. In other words, if there are other

coincidence-movements in addition to these, which a set of points would
have if taken alone, such movements must for the combined systein be
regarded as non-existent, and onhj those j^oints of such a set will have
identical positions in the entire system ivhich can be brought to coincidence

by the surviving movements, i.e., by those which characterise the structure

as a whole. After making this distinction it will usually be possible to

detect two or more different kinds of points forming two or more different

subsidiary point-systems, which must be counted separately, as many
systems being discriminated as there are varieties of position of the
points. When this is done the various different point-systems present
will have all their coincidence-movements in common, these movements
being those characteristic of the combined system as a whole.

Reference to an example may make this clearer to those who are

familiar with Sohncke's treatise. Let two point-systems (a and b) be
taken, each of which, when regarded apart from the other, presents the
same instance of type No. 2 of Sohncke, and which have their systems of

axes and their translations identical ; let them be combined in such a
way that they are sameway- orientated and have the two sets of points
lying in the same planes, but with the axes distinct. See fig. 7, in which,
to distinguish the two systems, one (b) is represented in dotted lines.

Either system consists of a series of equidistant parallel planes, each
beset with particles in the same way ; and the diagram is one such plane

;

the points in the succeeding planes lie vertically below those in the
diagram. Then the combination thus formed must be regarded as con-
sisting of four separate point-systems, not of two only, for the positions in

the composite structure occupied by the points are ot four different kinds.

Each of the four sets is destitute of axes ; the composite system has
merely the symmetry which it would have had if constructed of four
distinct point- systems, each possessing the translations common to the
two initial systems, and consisting of points lying in the same planes.

In Sohncke's work rigid geometrical results are closely interwoven

' Zcits. Kryst. Mm., 1888, vol. xiv. p. 433. Comp. nh., 1892, vol. xx. p. 450.
- For further applications of his method see 'Zwei Tbeorien der Krj'stallstruclur,'

Zclts. Kryst. Min., 1892, vol. sx. p. 455.
^ Sohncke was disposed at first to make this stipulation, but did not perceive its

necessity; he afterwards definitely adopted the less precise one to which objection
is here taken. Comp. Zcits. KryU. i)/ut., 1888, vol. xiv. p. 441. and 1892, vol. sx.
p. 45G.
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with theoretical considerations relating to systems of regular particles,

and the very title of his principal treatise, ' Entwickelung einer Theorie

der Krystallstruktur,' shows that he addresses himself rather to establish-

ing a physical theory than to the demonstration of a set of purely

geometrical propositions. From the geometrical point of view, his

investigation constitutes, as has been said, a completion of Camille

Jordan's work, already referred to : he has traced the symmetrical features

of the various infinite groups of movements described by the latter, and
has discovered a number of additional groups which Jordan had over-

looked ;
^ so far his work is indisjDutably a mathematical demonstration,

not a plausible theory. Jordan's groups of movements constitute purely

geometrical configurations, and their symmetrical features are perfectly

definite and traceable tvithout postulathig the nature of the stmcture which

repeats itself throughout space ; it is not essential to the geometrical

reasoning that this structure shall consist of a Sohnckian assemblage of

Fig. 7.

CfQ
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partition a homogeneous structure geometrically into identical units that
the symmetry of the system shall be determined solely by the arrangement
of the units, and not at all by their shape,' and therefore, as applied to
such units, Sohncke's fundamental proposition would be universally true,

not, as he puts it, a limitation {DeschranktiHg).-

Sohncke states the aim of his investigation in these words :
' I

might rather regard this aim to be the evolution from the simplest and
most evident axioms by logical methods such conceptions as to the build-
ing up of crystals from their molecules as are in strict agreement with
observed facts, and may, therefore, be regarded as natural.' ^

He adds the remaik that the non-acceptance of his fundamental
proposition and his conclusions is justifiable if they are held to be
improbable. This is not language which would be appropriate to pure
geometry.

Mirroi'-Imaffe Repetition.

We now come to a very important departure in the investigation of
crystal structure. Jordan's conception of infinite groups of movements
leads, as we have seen, to identical repetition of parts extending through-
out space. It has been pointed out that it is possible to draw in each of
these groups, or in the systems formed by their means, sets of planes
identically related to the group or system regarded as an infinite whole

;

hereby is provided a purely geometrical method of defining homogeneity
of structure in a perfectly general manner, which would be of interest to
mathematicians if no such body as a crystal existed ; but, further, the laws
of symmetry which govern the relative arrangement of the identically
corresponding plane-directions present in a homogeneous structure are
also established. Crystals, however, display not only identity of parts,

' See Phil. Mag., series G, 1901, vol. i. p. 7.

Zcits. Knjst. Min., 1892, vol. xx. p. 418 ; cf. 3/iii. Mag., 189G, vol. xi. p. 125;
also Schonfiies, Krystalhyftcme unci Krystallstrvctur, p. 616,

That Sohncke regards the crystal elements whose centres furnish the points of
his point-systems, as either chemical molecules or aggregations of such molecules,
and not as mere geometrical units, which ruaj- be but fractions cf molecules, is

proved by the words no employs in introducing his hypothesis as to the nature of a
crystal. Thus he says (p. 27 of his Entmicleluny eincr Theorie, See.) : ' Es ist

naturgemilss, einen Krystall in regelmiissiger Weise aus lauter kongruenten Grundge-
bilden oder Krystallelmenteu aufgebaut zu denken, von denen es allerdincs unent-
schieden bleiben muss, ob sie die aus Atomen zusammengesetzten chemischen
Molekehi selbst oder Aggregate von solcheu siiid . . . von jedem Krystallelemente
wird nur der Schwerpunkt in Betracht gczogen. . . . Fiir die folgende geometrischft
Untersuchung ist also der Krystall durch ein System diskreterMassenpunkte ersetzt,
in welchem es somit stets einen kleinsten Punktabstand giebt.'

If Sohncke had meant to allow the employment of merely geometrical units as
crystal elements, he would doubtless have used some such description of them as
that which he has given of Haiiy's ' molecule soustractive,' of which he says (p. 12) :

'Dieselbehat niimlich zwar eine bestimmte geometrische, aber keine konstquent
festgehaltene phj'sische Bedeutung ; bald ist sie die wirkliche physische, bald nur
eine zu Konstruktionen bequeme geometri.sche Einheit.

'

That he perceived the pos.sibility of employing merely geometrical units is,

however, in evidence, for he says (p. 14): 'Bedenktman . . . dass Delafosse und
Seeber nichts anderes gethan haben, als die parallelepipedisch gestaltete substraktive
Molekel Haiij's durch ihren Mittelpunkt, resp. durch eine kleine ihn umo-ebende
Kugel zu ersetzen, so muss man anerkennen, dass die Haiiys'clie Theorie hierdurch
ganz im Geisle ihres Begriinders fortgebildet worden ist und dabei wesentlich an
Konsequenz und ELnfachheit gewonnen hat.'

' Zcit). A^ri/st. Mill., 1892, vol.xx. p. 455.
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but also, in the majority of cases, enantiomorphous similarity ; foi", wliik

in some few crystals the similar faces always bear an identical relation

to the whole, in most there are faces that occur in pairs (like a

right and left hand), the two individuals of which are enantiomorphously
not identically related to the crystal form. Unless this additional factor

of enantiomorphous similarity of parts be in some way introduced,^

Jordan's method gives only the systems of repetition which belong to

one or other of the classes of crystal symmetry in which the similarity

is all identity, i.fi., only such as are enantiomorphs. This significant

fact is revealed in the work of the two inquirers, von Fedorow and
Schonflies, who established independently and simultaneously that a

definition of the symmetrical repetition of parts which includes enantio-

morphous similarity as well as identity of parts leads to types belonging

to all of the thirty-two classes of crystal symmetry.^
Pierre Curie '' shares with the two writers mentioned above the credit

of having established the general principles of repetition by which the

symmetry, whether of iinite figures, or of systems of figures, or of struc-

tures, may be completely investigated. He set himself to consider more
general arrangements of points than those dealt with by Bravais. These
points may be endowed with qualities independent of direction, such as

density, temperature, or with qualities requiring the most varied ideas of

direction and orientation, such as velocity, force, intensity of an electric

or magnetic field, intensity of power of rotation.^ (The homogeneous
arrangements thus obtained are not all ciystallographically possible, e.c/.,

a sphere filled with a rotating liquid.'') There are two kinds of repe-

tition- one whicli leaves everything identically the same as before

{deplacements ind)jferents) and another in which the units of one part of

the system are the mirror-images of those of the other {sysihnes syme-

triques Vun de I'autre *>). Curie was the first to emphasise the necessity of

considering, in addition to ordinary axes and planes of symmetiy, axes

and planes of alternating symmetry {plans de symi'tric alterne, plans de

synietrie translatoire alterne '). Although the 2.30 classes of crystal struc-

ture obtained by Schonflies and Fedorow may be deduced from the prin-

ciples established in his papers, Curie limits himself to deriving the

thirty-two varieties of external form which are crystallographically pos-

sible.**

Another writer of this date of whom mention should be here made is

B. Minnigerode, who arrived at the thirty-two classes of crystal systems

by means of the theory of groups and substitutions.'*

' TLls is very clcaily brought out by Story-Mas-keiyne in his 3fDrj)JioIcf/i/ nf
Crystals, Oxford, 1895, p. 09, where the terms. ' metastrophic ' and ' antistiophic ' are

employed to distinguish the two sorts of relations.

- The discovery of these thirty-two classes by the morphological crystallo'

graphers had in fact been due to the use of planes of symmetry ard centre of

symmetry as the basis of their reasoning; and these elements, of course, contain the

conception of enantiomorphous relationship
^ 'Sur les questions d'ordre : Eepetilions,' Bull. Soc. jL'in., 18S4, vii. pp. 80-111

;

'Sur la t^ymetrie,' ib., pp. 418-457.
* Jh.,Tp. 89 * 7Z<.,p. 443.
« Jb., p. 90. ' /*., p. 452. _

« lb., p. 454.
' ' Untersuchungen iiber die Symmetiieverhjiltnisse und die Elasticitiit der Ivrys-

talle,' KacJir. d. It. Ges. d. M'iss., Gottingen, 1884, pp. 195-226, 374-384, 488-492
;

' Untersuchungen iiber die SymmetrieverLultnisiie der Krystalle,' Kcves Jahrb,, 1887 ;

Beilago., Bd. v. pp. 145-166.
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Schdnflies.

Though Arthur Schonflies was not ' actually the first to establish the
existence of the 230 classes of crystal structure, his writings have been
the means of making this final development of the subject generally
known to the scientific world. ^ His work, which vv-as but little later than
that of Fedorow, and is quite independent, culminates in the book ' Krys-
tallsysteme und Krystallstructur,' in which he establishes v/ith the lucidity

and rigidity of the skilled mathematician the thirty-two classes of crystal
symmetry and the 230 classes of crystal structure, and discusses at length
tlie question of the partitioning of space. Tt will be convenient to con-
sider the work of Schonflies in some detail in order to treat that of the
remaining authors briefly, since many of their results are the same
as his.

He adopts Wiener's definition of regularity of structure with this
difference : instead of saying that every molecule of an assemblage has
the remaining molecules arranged about it in the same manner, he says
that every molecule is surrounded by the rest collectively in like manner,
where ' likeness ' of the grouping can either amount to identity or be
mirror-image resemblance.- The following is an example of the distinc-
tion between these two kinds of resemblance : the two points ;;, q, occupy
situations with respect to the cube (fig. 8), which are merely alike, whereas

Fig. 8.

P- !

;) and jV are Identically placed ; the cube presents exactly the same
appearance when viewed from either of the latter, whereas in the case
of p and q the two aspects bear the kind of relation that a right hand
bears to a left, or an object to its image as viewed in a mirror. The
aspects of the figure from the points ^j and q may be called enantiomor-
phous with respect to each other, and any operation which involves such
a relationship may be called a mirror-image operation. Schonflies'
method is to add to the movements employed by Jordan such processes
of inversion and reflection as can be applied to his groups of movements
without increasing the number or modifying the character of the actual

> ' Beitrag zur Thecrie der Krystallstructur,' Nachr. d. h. Ges. d. Wiss., Gottingeu,
lS88^pp. 483-501

;
' Uberdas gegenseitigeVerbaltniss der Theorien iiber die Structur

der Krystalle,' ih., 1890, pp. 239-250
; KrystaUsydeme V7ul Krydallstructur, Leipzig,

1891
;

' Bemerkungen iiber die Theorie der Krystallstructur,' Zeits. pliys. Uicm., 1892,
ix. pp. 156-170

;
' Antwort auf den Artikel des Herrn Solincke ; Zwei Theorieen der

Krystallstructur,' ib., 1892, x. pp. 517-525 :
' Bemerkungen zudem Artikel des Herrn

E. von Fedorow, die Zusammenstellung seiner krystallographisclien Kesultate und der
meiuigen betretfend,' ZAts. Kri/st. Min., 1892, xx. pp. 259-262 ;

' Gruppentheorie und
Krystallographie,' Congress Mathematical Papers, Cldcaqo Exhibition, 1893.

* Schonflies, Krystallsysteme und Krystallstructur, p. 239,
1901.

J 'i-

^
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movements. He thus constructs composite groups &£ operations which
act throughout space, but comprise, in addition to Jordan's groups, cer-

tain mirror-image operations with respect to series of parallel planes or to

systems of centres of inversion.' He calls the groups of operations,

whether those of Jordan or those added by himself, ' space-groups ' (Eauin-

gruj}pen).^

As in the case of Jordan's groups of movements, the symmetry of

any given group is rendered easier to trace if a number of similar par-

ticles or bodies are placed in all the positions, throughout some consider-

able space, in which they would be located by applying all the operations

of the group to some particular body. In order to accomplish this, in

the groups which contain mirror-image operations similar right-handed

and left-handed bodies will have to be employed in equal numbers.^

It may be maintained that the likeness of parts thus defined by
Schonflies, involving as it does two distinct sorts of resemblance

—

identity and enantiomorphous (or mirror-image) similarity—should

scarcely be called, when taken collectively, homogeneity of structure
;

it would be well, perhaps, if it could be expressed by some new word of

wider significance.

Generation of the Various Groups of Operations (Raumgruppen).

Schonflies employs a symbolic method in order to deduce the various

types of possible groups of operations.

The following propositions indicate briefly the method pursued by

him, without introducing his symbols :

—

1. Only such of Jordan's groups of movements as contain a group of

translations which all bear finite (and not infinitesimal) relations to one

another, and are, therefore, capable of producing a space-lattice {Rmim-

qitter), can obey the law of rational indices ; and are, therefore, available

for the crystallographer.* It is only to these groups that Schonflies

applies mirror-image operations.'^

2. The complete set of translations thus forming part of a Schonflies

cfroup of operations must be brought to coincidence with itself {Deckuny)

by every other operation of the group.''

3. In addition to planes of symmetry, simple axes of symmetry, and

the screw-axes of Sohncke, Schonflies (like Curie) introduces ' planes of

^fliding symmetry ' (Gleifebeneny as another possible mode of repeti-

tion that can be employed in a group of space-operations. A plane of

gliding symmetry is the result of combining reflection over a plane

with a translation parallel to that plane.

4. If a given translation, T, be transposed by the operation of a screw

axis into another translation, T', T is also thus transposed by the opera-

tion of a simp)le axis of symmetry having the same situation and angle of

rotation.

' Schonflies, Krystallsystcme und Krystallstructur, pp. 334 and 55G,
" lb., p. 359. ^ See 3Im. Mag., 1896, vol. xi. p. 119, and see below, p. .333-

" Krystalhystcmc iind Krystallstructur, pp. 360, G36. '- lb , pp, 3()0, 3G1.
" lb., p. 362. Schonflies calls sub-groups of operations which have thia property

ausyezeicJmete Utitergruppeii.

' lb., p. 367. Schonflies calls that one of the various possible movements about

a particular axis which has the smallest angle of rotation and the smallest positive

translation the ' reduced movement ' (rcducirte Bewegung),
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5. Similarly, if T be transposed into T' by the operation of a plane of

gliding symmetry, T is also so transposed by the operation of a simple

plane of reflection having the same situation.

6. Hence, corresponding to any given group of operations containing

screw axes or planes of gliding symmetry, there exists another group of

operations which effect the same changes of direction, but whose elements
of symmetry are axes of rotation or planes of reflection, and these are

such as belong to a space-lattice.

7. From this it follows that in the groups of space-operations the
only axes found are those of the orders characteristic of space-lattices,

i.e., digonal, trigonal, tetragonal, and hexagonal axes.

The relations between groups of space-operations {Raumgru2Jpen) of

different types can be traced by means of the similar relations subsisting

between allied (' isomorphous ') types of symmetrical operations effected

solely about a single point or ' centre ' (Punktgruppen) ;
^ the latter,

since the kinds of axes admissible are limited as above, are those which
characterise the centred forms of the thirty-two types of crystal sym-
metry.

Two operations are termed by Schonflies ' isomorphous ' when their

planes and axes of repetition have the same directions and the angles of

rotation of the latter are the same.
A group of space-operations and a group of centred operations are

termed isomorphous when every operation of the former is isomorphous
with an operation of the latter.

By this method of comparison it is shown that every one of the groups
of ' space-operations ' involves the general symmetry which governs the
symmetry of repetition of like directions in one or other of the thirty-two
classes of crystal symmetry.

The mirror-image of a screw movement is a similar movement of the
opposite hand. Among the groups of operations corresponding to
Sohncke's sixty-five systems which contain screw movements, only
such as possess sci-ew-axes of two opposite hands can be utilised for
the purpose of deriving groups of space-operations containing mirror-
image repetition : such are (1) those which contain screw-axes whose
translation component is equal to a half-translation ;

- (2) those which
contain for each screw-motion in one direction an equal screw-motion in

the opposite direction.

By applying the above principles Schonflies is able to show that the
sixty-five systems of Sohncke are increased to 230 groups of operations,
all of which, from what has been said, must belong to one or other of the
thirty-two types of crystal symmetry.
A complete set of similar plane-directions may be drawn in a

Schonflies group of operations, in a way similar to that already indicated
for finding identical planes in one of Jordan's infinite groups of move-
ments.^ Thus :

—

^
KryHaltsijsteme und KrystalUtfitduf, pp. 330* 301, 374, 378, 8S3.

_

- This case is illustrated by fig. 5, in which the translation component of the
axis C (necessary to derive e/ from c,) is one half of the translation ^, o," belonging
to the system. Successive points may be regarded as lying either on a right-handed
spiral (as e„ c„' c,") or on a left-handed spiral|(a3 c^ c^ c").

^ See above, p. 312.

y2
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In the given group of operations draw a Jiomogeneous plane in the

manner defined above ;
^ this plane will, since the translations of the

group are not infinitesiraal,^ and develop space-networks, obey the law of

rational indices.

Apply to the plane thus drawn the operations of the group ; the

result is the generation of a system of planes symmetrically distributed

through space, all of which are similarly related to the structure regarded

as without limits. If mirror-image repetition be not found among the

operations of the group, this similarity will amount to identity ; if, on the

other hand, enantiomorphous operations are present, the planes will form
two equally numerous sets, the relation of the one set to the whole being

enantiomorphously similar to that of the other set."'

Since all the components of the operations of the group which are

mere translations are without effect on orientation, the number of

different orientations presented by the planes will be strictly determined

by the remaining components, and therefore limited.'* As the component
operations of the given group which affect orientation are those charac-

teristic of some one of the thirty-two classes of crystal symmetry,' the

number of orientations presented in the given case will be the same as in

such class ;
•* i.e., there will be as many infinite sets of parallel planes as

there are different orientations. The planes of each set, since they have
to obey the translations found in the group, will be equidistant. Among
the 230 different types, there are many in which it is possible to select

from the set of planes one of each orientation in such a way that the

planes selected enclose a space, but in some only of the types thus charac-

terised can the planes be so chosen as to outline a symmetrical polyhedron
whose axes are axes of the system ; for the remainder centred enclosures

of this symmetrical character are impossible.^

With the aid of the above conception of a system of similar planes it

is not difficult to verify the following propositions :

—

1. The application of an additional movement or enantiomorphous
operation to a group, provided the system of axes, planes of symmetry,
and other features essential to the group are brought to coincidence

{Decku7ig) by this new operation, will lead, when the latter is completely

combined in every possible way with those previously present, to the

evolution of a derived Schonflies group of operations.* This derived

' See above, p. 312. The direction of the plane is not. to be a specialised one,

except so far as premised by tbe definition : this will ensure that every operation of
the group shall effect a change of position of the plane.

- See Krystallsystcmc unci KrTjstallstructur, pp. 3G0 and G3G, and Proposition (1)
above.

^ Cf. Krydallsyitteme mid Krystalhtruetur, pp. 361, 362.
• Ih., p.'3G3. Cf. Prop. (6) above.
= Cf . Ih., pp. 3G3-3G4, 599, and 637.
" Cf. Prop. (7) above and Pliil. Mag.^ 1901, series G, i. p. 21. As is the case in

some of the latter, planes inclined at 180° will be distinguished from one another,
the two sides of a plane being discriminated

' Cf. p. 31. As all the existing evidence as to the ultimate relative situa-
tion of crystal faces concerns tlwir direction only, the question whether iu a given
system of similar planes regular polyhedral cells are present or not does not;

as yet affect the crystallographer.
" Krystallsysteme vnd Krystallstructur, p. 383. Schonflies sums up his method

in the following fundamental proposition : ' Liisst sich die Punktgriippe G durch
Multiplication einer Gruppe G, mit einer Operation 2' erzeugen welchc das Axen-
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group, as compared witli the group from which it was obtained, will in

different cases present

—

a. A greater number of orientations of the planes belonging to the

derived system.

b. The same number. In this case the change will consist solely in the

increased closeness of the planes of a set, and the type among the 230,

which is exhibited, will sometimes be diff'erent, sometimes the same.

The converse proposition is—

-

2. The withdrawal of some operations from a group, entailing the

symmetrical omission of some of the sets of parallel planes, or of some of

the planes in each set, leads to the derivation of a distinct group of

operations. There will in different cases be

—

o. Fewer directions of orientation for the planes in the derived group.

/3. The same number of directions, associated in some cases with the

preservation of the same type, in some cases with the development of a
different type among the 230.

As a simple example of the application of the principles established

above consider the hemimorphous class of the monoclinic system. ^ It

possesses an axis of two-fold symmetry, which in the space-group may
appear as an axis of rotation or as a screw-axis. Now, in the monoclinic

system there are two lattices : one rhomboidal and the other composed of

rhomboidal prisms with centred faces. We obtain two groups from the
former by combining it with an axis of rotation, and with a screw axis

;

from the latter we obtain only one group, since in this case the same
group is derived by the addition of either set of axes.

Like Jordan's groups, those traced by Schonflies are really mei'e

groups of geometrical processes, independent of the nature of the material

system concerned ; but it is convenient to regard the processes as applied

to something more tangible. Schonflies himself supplies this want by
introducing the conception of atomic structure, and of its definite par-

titioning. Here the reader must beware lest the nature or configuration

of the atoms or particles themselves be confounded with the nature and
distribution of the structure considered with respect to them, and lest the
possibilities of mere geometrical partitioning be confounded with those of

a partitioning into conceivable physical units.^

Schonflies treats his work of discriminating 230 types of groups of

operations (Raumgruppen) as preliminary to a direct application of his

results to a molecular theory of matter, which he sets before himself from
the outset ; the reader might, therefore, suppose that the existence of

molecules with void spaces between them is essential in order that the
geometrical derivation of the 230 types may be applicable to crystals.-*

Thus Schonflies says :
' By a regular assemblage of molecules of unlimited

extent is understood a molecular assemblage infinitely extended in all

directions, which consists entirely of similar molecules, and possesses the
property that around every molecule the disposition of the infinite system
formed by the other molecules is similar.' ^ And a little later he lays

system von G, in sich uberflilirt, so kann jede zu G isomorphe Raumgruppe durch
Multiplication einer zu G, isomorphen Groppe r, mit einer zu C isomorphen Opera-
tion £ erzeugb warden, vorausgesetzt, dass 2 eine Deckoperation fiir die Axen von r, ist.'

' KryitalUystenie und Krystallstr^tctur, p. 406.
= Cf. Min. Mag., 1896, vol. xi. p. 129.
' Krystalhysteme vnd KrystaUstrvctur, p. 237- * Jhid., p. 239.
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down the fundamental hypothesis that ' a homogeneous crystal displays
the property that around every point in its interior the structure is that
of a regular assemblage of molecules of unlimited extent.' ^

This way of stating his case imparts to Schonflies' extension of the
methods of Jordan and Sohncke a somewhat hypothetical aspect, and,
perhaps, obscures the fact that the characteristic symmetry presented by
crystals is traceable in the groups of movements and mirror-image
operations without specifying the kind of structure employed, and merely
postulating the nature of its homogeneity

—

i.e., the type which it presents.
In reality his work is not based on an assumption as to the

nature of the regular repetition in space of hypothetical elements in a
crystal,- but its application to crystals rests on the assumption that the
parallelism between the properties of his regular configurations and the
crystal properties is due to a common cause ; in other words, that the
arrangement or symmetrical repetition of the ultimate parts in crystals is

that characteristic of these configurations. Schonflies endeavours, in
fact, to ascertain what special suppositions as to the form and quality of

the molecule lie at the root of all theories of the constitution of crystals,

and to determine what further consequences are implicitly bound up
with these suppositions.^

The atoms and molecules of Schonflies are, properly speaking, mere
cells or geometrical space-elements, into which a homogeneous structure
is divided by some sort of symmetrical partitioning, the symmetry or
want of symmetry attributed to the former being in reality a feature of
these cells. Schonflies speaks of placing molecules in cells previously
obtained by some symmetrical partitioning of space, but it will be found
that their individual properties are those of the cells, and are not neces-
sarily adequately descriptive of the symmetry of bodies contained in the
cells considered irrespective of the latter. The statement that the
characteristic symmetry of the molecule is identical with the symmetry of

the cell allotted to it by the symmetrical partitioning would not be true
of a highly symmetrical physical molecule put into a cell having little or
no symmetry.

Schonflies attaches considerable importance to the idea of an
elementary cell (Fundamentalbereich),^ which he introduces in chapter xiii.

of the second part of his work, and it will not be out of place to give a
word or two of explanation.-^ He shows that any system possessing a group
of operations as above defined may be divided into an infinite number of

contiguous polyhedra, which are all similar to one another, and, in
general, of two kinds, the polyhedra of one kind being identical with
those of the same kind, and the mirror-images of those of the other kind.
Each of these polyhedra encloses one and only one point of a given kind
in the partitional system, round which point matter is distributed in a
given manner.*^ The form of the cell is, in genera], indeterminate, but it

is subject to certain conditions ; it cannot be cut by an element of
symmetry of the crystallised body ; if it possesses a plane of symmetry,
this plane must coincide with a face of the cell, and, further, centres and
axes of symmetry must lie on the surface of the cell.'^ From any one of

' Krystallsysteme mul Krystalhtructiir, p. 230. 2 jj;,;., p. 247.
•< lUd., pp. 248, 614. ' Ibid., p. 559.
* The following discussion of the subject is borrowed from an interesting paper

on ' Thdorie des anomalies optiques, de I'isomorphisme et du polymorphisme,' by
Fred. Wallerant, Bull. Soo. Min., 1898, vol. xxi. p. 197 et seq.

^ Krystallsysteme und Krystallstructiir, p. 572. ' Ibid., p. 573.
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these cells the remainder can be found by means of the group of opera-

tions. Most of the 230 types can be partitioned into space units which

individually possess the symmetry of the system as a whole. When this

is the case, a finite group of contiguous elementary cells will form such a

unit and can be found by applying to one of them certain of the elements

of symmetry which lie on its surface ; a symmetrical space unit of this

kind may be called a complex cell.'^ Other complex cells possessed of less

symmetry can, of course, be formed. Some of the 230 types, while

capable of being partitioned into such less symmetrical complex cells

cannot be partitioned into complex cells which have as high a symmetry
as that of the type. For example, the type represented by the Sohncke

system described above (fig. 5, p. 314) can be partitioned into cells pos-

sessing trigonal axes with or without centres of symmetry or planes

of symmetry, or with both, but its cells cannot individually possess an
hexagonal axis.

As an example, take the case of the hexagonal space-lattice of

Fig. 9.

£g. 2, where the axes are axes of rotation and the planes of symmetry
are planes of reflexion. The shape of the bodies placed at the points is

ignored, or in other words they are supposed to have a symmetry which
does not modify that of the system of arrangement. The points H in

fig. 9 constitute such a space lattice. In this figure H2H4H6HJ;, corre-

spond respectively to a, y, h, fy of fig. 6. H,H2 is an hexagonal axis of rota-

tion. Take H; as the origin of this Bravais-system, which we know is

a perpendicular prism with a rhomb of 60° as base. All the rows of

the system parallel to H,H.2 are also hexagonal axes of rotation. By
combining these rotations with the translations of the system we see at

once that straight lines such as TjTa, T3T4, which are parallel to the
hexagonal axes and pass through the centres of gravity of the equi-

lateral triangles forming the bases of the lattice, are trigonal axes of

rotation; and, again, straight lines such as D1D2, D3D4, D-jI^r,) D7DS,
DgDiQ, which pass through the middle points of the rows of the base, are

digonal axes of rotation.

J KrystalhySterne und Krystallstructitr, p. 576.
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Six planes of reflexion pass through the hexagonal axis, H1H2, making
angles of 30° with one another (such are the planes HoH^Hj, H,2Hf;H5,
and HoHgHj), and, parallel to these planes, there must be throughout
the structure a series of equidistant planes of reflexion.

Further, there is a centre of symmetry on the hexagonal axis ; we may
suppose it to coincide with H,, since this was arbitrarily chosen. All

the nodes of the Bravais-system are such centres of symmetry, and
in addition all the middle points of the ro\sfS, i.e., all, the points H, D,
and O.

Further, the presence of this centre combined with the hexagonal axis

necessitates the existence of planes of reflexion perpendicular to the axis

and passing through the centres, and, consequently, separated from one
another by 0|H|, half the parameter, HqH,, of the axis. Also, perpen-

dicular to each of the planes passing through the hexagonal axis there are

a series of diagonal axes of rotation passing through the centres of

symmetry lying on these planes.

Such, then, are, in the case in question, the elements of crystalline

symmetry which fill space.

The elementary cell is easily determined, since the elements of

symmetry must lie on its surface ; it is the right jDrism with triangular

base 0,0.2TH|D|T|, which has its bases in two principal planes ; its

edges are a hexagonal axis H,0,, a trigonal axis T,T._„ and a digonal axis

D,02 ; its side faces are three planes of symmetry ; the four corners

H,, D|, O2, Oi, are centres of symmetry, but the corners TT,, situated on
the trigonal axes, are not centres.

To obtain the complex cell we must apply to the fundamental cell the

appropriate elements of symmetry

—

i.e., in this case the hexagonal axis

and two planes of symmetry, 0|OoH,D, and HiD|T|—whence we obtain

a right prism with hexagonal base whose edges are the trigonal axes, i.e.,

the cell of fig. 3.

(By taking another set of the primary elements of symmetry anotlicr

complex cell will be obtained.)

A corresponding crystalline structure will be obtained by furnishing

each elementary cell in a similar manner with contents of any nature.

Feclorotc.

As has been said above, the 230 types of crystal structure were inde-

pendently established and investigated by E. von Fedorow.
The researches of this author which relate to the subject of crystal

structure begin in the year 1885 with a. general treatise on the 'Theory
of Figures,' published (in Russian) with copious illustrations in the ' Trans-

actions of the Russian Mineralogical Society,' xxi. pp. 1-279 : this was
followed in 1888 by a memoir on the ' Symmetry of Finite Figures,' pub-
lished (in Russian) in the same journal, xxv. pp. 1-52, and by one on the
' Symmetry of Regular Systems of Figures,' published (in Russian) in

1890.

The above are not only among the earliest treatises on these subjects,

but they contain also almost all that is essential in the author's later

development of it, and some results that have been independently pub-
lished by other investigators to whom his Russian papers were not known.
An abstract of some of the early papers was given by Wulfi' ^ and by
Fedorow himself.-

' ^eits. Kryst- M%n., 1899, vol x?ii. p. 610, ^ 76., 1893, vol. xxi, p, 679,
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Fedorow first established the principle tliat in a symmetrical figure

the symmetry must be one or more of the following sorts : axis of sym-
metry, plane of symmetry and a combination of the two, or composite
symmetry (i.e., Curie's alternating symmetry) ; in a regular system of

figures, on the other hand, supposed infinitely extended, two more general

elements of symmetry are also jDOSsible—namely, a screw axis and a
glide-plane of symmetry ; repetition about a screw axis consists of a
rotation combined with a translation along the axis ; repetition about
a glide-plane consists of reflexion combined with a translation parallel to

the plane. The elements of symmetry in a finite figure are simply special

cases of the latter in which the translations are zero.

Like Hessel, Fedorow investigated first the symmetry of finite solid

figures in general and then, by limiting the problem by a condition

equivalent to the law of rational indices, deduced the thirty -two kinds of

symmetry possible for crystals. His method consists practically in com-
bining any two of the possible elements and ascertaining to what other

elements they give rise : e.g., two axes of digonal symmetry inclined at
45° give rise to the axes of a trapezohedral tetragonal crystal ; the total

group constitutes a ' Symmetrie art ' or ' class.'

Two classes are different when in one of them an axis (or, in general,

a symmetry element) is present which is absent from the other, or occu-

pies a position which it does not occupy in the other. Such a class,

therefore, corresponds to a ' group of operations * in the language of

Schonfiies.

A special feature of Fedorow's researches is his analytical expression
of the symmetry ; this is described in the second of the above-mentioned
memoirs. In this method a point is denoted by an indefinite number of

coordinates (although three are suflScierit)—namely, the intercepts made
upon all the axes, derived by the symmetrical repetition of one coordi-

nate axis, by planes drawn perpendicular to them through the given
point.

Thus, if an axis of p-iold symmetry be taken as one coordinate axis y,
and a line perpendicular to it as a second coordinate axis

^/f,,
then repeti-

tion of 2/0 about 2/ gives ^j— 1 other coordinate axes, ?/], y2> '^'^- -^ point
whose coordinates are 2/=b, 't/f^=bn, y^=ba then gives rise to a sym-
metrical set of points y^=h, yfji=b,, y^=zbs^i, whei-e s may have the
different values 0, 1, 2 . . . ^;— 1. By means of equations of this nature,

containing also appropriate symbols for repetition about the planes of

symmetry, the various sorts of symmetry of figures or of regular systems
of figures are deduced and expressed. The method by which they are

deduced consists practically in seeking all the possible combinations of

the elements of symmetry which are not incompatible with each other.

In the first memoir, which deals only with the symmetry of finite

figures, after establishing all the possible varieties of regular polyhedra
and classifying them as isogons (which have similar or symmetrical edges),

and isohedra (which have similar or symmetrical faces), and having shown
that there are eighteen sorts of typical isohedra,^ Fedorow investigates

their symmetry according to the principle that each class (Symmetrie art)

corresponds to certain typical isohedra, and, conversely, that when all

the typical isohedra are known the various classes of symmetry can be
deduced from them. Crystal polyhedra are treated as special cases.

' A typical isohedron is the figure derived from a polyhedron by moving its faces
parallel to themselves until they all touch one and the same sphere.
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The second part of the memoir considers the regular partitioning of a
plane, and of space, and the nature of zonohedra, or figures whose faces

intersect in parallel edges, and shows that there are six kinds of zono-

hedra. [Here also the author lays down the principles of simple elonga-

tion {Zug) and Shear
(
Verschiebung), and shows that any parallelepiped

may be transformed into any other by these two processes. These
principles are chiefly of importance in Fedorow's development of his own
theory of crystal structure, and of his methods of calculation.]

With regard to the partitioning of space, it is shown that space may
be filled either by equal figures ranged parallel to one another ; these are

called ' parallelohedra ' ; or by polyhedra, which, while equal or symmetri-
cally similar, are not necessarily parallel ; these are called ' stereohedra.'

The plane-faced j^arallelohedra are bounded by pairs of parallel faces

(i.e., they possess centro-symmetry), and their arrangement is necessarily

that of a space lattice. There are four sorts of such parallelohedra,

namely, those with three, four, six, or seven pairs of parallel faces ; and
the filling of space with these corresponds to the close packing of spheres

which are in contact with six, eight, twelve, or eight neighbouring spheres
respectively. Fedorow's most general sort of parallelohedron, the fourth

of those mentioned above, the ' heptaparallelohedron,' is identical with
the ' tetrakaidekahedron ' subsequently and independently established by
Lord Kelvin as the most general parallel-faced cell into which space can
be regularly partitioned ;

^ its superficial area is, as was shown by both
authors, a minimum for a given volume.

When space is partitioned into differently orientated identically

similar plane-faced stereohedra, these may always be grouped together into

sets, such that each set is a parallelohedron ; further, the analogous points

of the stereohedra constitute a regular point-system, just as the analogous
points of the parallelohedra constitute a space-lattice. Here, then,

we have a statement of the fact that the points of a regular point-

system can always be grouped into clusters whose arrangement is a space-

lattice.

As will be seen hereafter, this conception of parallelohedra, as opposed
to stereohedra, forms the basis of Fedorow's own theory of crystal

structure.

The last section of the memoir is occupied with the consideration of

polyliedra with concave faces, or ' koilohedra.'

In his second treatise, that dealing with regular systems of figures,^

the problem of crystal structure is more directly approached. A regular

system of figures is defined as consisting of an infinite assemblage of finite

figures, such that when any two of them are made to coincide by one of

the processes of symmetrical repetition (including herein the mirror-image
repetition to be mentioned presently) the whole system coincides with
itself again. This is, of course, practically the same as the definition of

Schonflies, and must lead to the same results.

If any point in one of the figures be chosen, and the homologous
jioints in all the figures of the system be sought, the whole complex con-
stitutes a regular point-system.

Those point-systems in which only repetition about axes (screw or

other) or simple translation is involved correspond to Sohncke's systems,

1 Proc. Roy. Soc, 1894, Iv. p. 1. See also PJdl. Map., 1887, xsiv. p. 503.
" See for a short account ^eits. Kryst. Min,, 1802, vol. sx. pp. 39-62.
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and are called ' simple '
; the remainder may be regarded as consisting of

two ' analogous ' systems, the one the mirror image of the other, and are

called ' double systems.'

The systems, as a whole, are divided into three groups : (1) Symmor-
phous, whose elementary figures possess the same class of symmetry as the

system itself
; (2) hemisymmorphous, consisting of two analogous

symmorphous simjDle systems, which together make up a ' double system,'

the latter itself not being symmorphous
; (3) asymmorphous. In the first

class all the elements of symmetry meet in a point within each figure ; in

the second class only the symmetry axes meet in a point ; in the third class

none of the elements of symmetry meet in a point ; here, consequently,

adjacent figures are differently orientated.

Fedorow first proves that the classes of symmetry of the regular sys-

tems of figures are only special cases of the classes of symmetry of the
finite figures, and that it is possible to have several regular systems
belonging to the same class of symmetry.

The classes of symmetry are, of course, thirty-two in number ; they
are limited by virtue of the fact that the axes, whether symmetry axes,

screw axes, or axes of composite (alternating) symmetry, can only be two-
fold, three-fold, four-fold, or six-fold.

The definition of the regular partitioning of space given by Schonflies ^

is practically identical with that given by Fedorow in his ' Elements of

Figures' in 1885 : 'A division of space into absolutely similar cells in

which each cell is surrounded in the same way by the remainder.' If in

a regular system of figures all the figures dilate uniformly until they
come into contact, the system is converted into one of cells regularly

partitioning space. A noteworthy property of the ' elementary ' or

minimum cells is that the axes and planes of symmetry of the system
cannot pass through them,''^ but must lie in their surfaces ; in other
respects unless bounded on all sides by planes of symmetry their actual
form is quite arbitrary.

Here, again, Fedorow introduces the classification mentioned above :

(1) Symmorphous systems have the same symmetry as their cells ; here
the cells are parallelohedra,^ and therefore arranged in parallel positions

;

e.g., an arrangement of parallel cubes
; (2) hemisymmorphous systems,

which only have the elements of simple translation and rotation in
common with the constituent cells ; e.g., the triangular prisms of fig. 1

;

here the parallelohedron (rhombic prism of 60°) is composed of two
' analogous ' stei'eohedra (two triangular prisms)

; (3) asymmorphous
systems in which the parallelohedra are indeterminate and not neces-
sarily closed polyhedra.

Now a parallelohedron possesses a centre of symmetry (centre of
inversion), and if it is a convex figure this centre lies within it ; if, on
the other hand, it is concave, the centx'e lies without it. Further, in
every convex parallelohedron the faces are only parallel and equal in
pairs ; and there are only four sorts of parallelohedra, namely, those

' Kachr. d. It. Ges. d. Wiss., Gottingen, 1888, ix. p. 223. = See above, p. 326.
' Like Haiiy's molecules sonstraotives Fedorow's parallelohedra are mere geo-

metrical entities, and in many cases the grouping of the stereohedra which produces
them has to be very arbitrary. The same stereohedra can in all cases be grouped
to form parallelohedra in an infinite number of ways. The parallelohedra will often
have re-entrant angles even if the angles of the stereohedra of which they are com-
posed are all salient.
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mentioned above, which possess respectively three, four, six, and seven such
pairs of faces.

The following example illustrates the principles described above, and
is of special interest as representing a tj'pe consistent with the symmetry
of the mineral dioptase which first led to an extension of Sohncke's
theory. This mineral possesses an axis of trigonal combined with a
centre of symmetry, its faces always occurring in sets of six, which are
all alike, and consist of thi-ee pairs of parallel faces. (The symmetry
may equally well be described as due to the operation of an hexagonal
axis of alternating symmeti'y.)

Fig. 10 represents a system of stereohedra arranged in accordance
with this symmetry: the stereohedra are of two sorts (R and L), one sort

being the mirror-image of the other ; the structure is symmorphous.
A series of points similarly situated, one within each stereohedron
R, would constitute a Sohncke-system : a ' double system ' of points is

obtained by adding a series similarly situated, one within each stereo-

hedron L. The figure also shows the manner in which the stereohedra

Fig. 10.'

can be grouped in sets of six to form parallelohedra, which in this case

are rhombohedra. Consequently a rhombohedral partitioning of space is

consistent with the given type of symmetry.
From the principles laid down in the memoirs mentioned above,

Fedorow is able to deduce all the possible types of symmetry which
characterise either homogeneous systems of figures, or homogeneous
systems of points, or the homogeneous partitioning of space.

They are 230 in number, and are identical with those established

independently, as stated above, by Schonfiies.

Fedorow's theory of crj'stal structure, which is based upon his

parallelohedra, will be considered later.

Barlow.

The result attained by Fedorow and Schonfiies, that homogeneous sti'uc-

tures, if classified by their symmetry, can be distinguished not only into

thirty-two classes but into 230 kinds which belong to these thirty-two

' The stereohedra are shown in the figure slightly drawn apart to make the
arrangement clearer, but iu £30*; they fill space without interstices,
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classes, was arrived at by William Barlow- ^ by a somewhat different

reasoning.

The sixty-five i^oint-systems of Sohncke are of two sorts : some of them
are identical with their own mirror-images and some are not. Further, there

are some very simple homogeneous structures which are not fuJJy repre-

sented among Sohncke's systems. An example will be given directly.

Barlow designates the identical symmetrical repetition of parts through-

out space, as investigated by Jordan and Sohncke; by the title ' homo-
geneous structure,' and his definition of such a structure is very similar to

that given by Fedorow of a regular system of figures. He shows that the

point-systems obtained by taking all the homologous points in such a

structure are Sohncke's point-systems, and that every such structure is

capable of the coincidence-movements of some one of Sohncke's sixty-five

systems and of no other.

Suppose, for example, a number of equal cubes to be stacked together

in the most regular manner, and let any geometrical point be taken within

one of the cubes. There are within this cube twenty-threeother points, at

the same distance from its centre as the first, which have identically - the

same relation to the whole stack, so that the latter presents the same
aspect when viewed from any one of the twenty-four points.

These twenty-four points constitute a Sohnckian 24-punktner, and when
corresponding points are taken in all the cubes Sohncke's system 59 is

obtained.

By a method of developing structures of higher symmetry from those

of lower symmetry, Barlow obtains all Sohncke's sixty-five sets of coin-

cidence-movements, and points out that corresponding to each of these

sixty-five systems is a class of homogeneous structure which is not identical

loith its own tnirror-iriiage. He then remarks that the additional

property of identity with mirror image can be displayed by homogeneous
structures in a definite number of different ways, and that this enables

us to distinguish other types of symmetry besides the sixty -five types

established without this property.

For example, let a line be drawn from each point of one of the
24-point groups above described through the nearest cube-centre, and
prolonged to an equal distance on the opposite side. The twenty-four
points thus obtained, together with all similar points, constitute a second
Sohncke-system which is the mirror image of the first ; from each of them
the aspect of the structure as a whole is the mirror-image of its aspect
from any one of the first set. The two together represent fully the true

symmetry of the stack of cubes, which is thus shown to possess a higher
symmetry than the simple Sohncke-system derived from it.

If, now, space is to be filled with similar unsymmetrical cells, instead

of cubic cells, one such cell must enclose each of the first system of pointr-,

and another which is its mirror-image must similarly enclose each of the
second system of points. In the original paper the diagrams of symme-
trical partitioning which are introduced make this conclusion easier to

follow. The cells clearly correspond to the Fundmnentalbereiclie of

' ' Ueber die geometrischen Eigenschaftenhottiogener starrer Structuren nnd ihre
Anwendung auf Kryst&WQ,' Zi-its. Kryst. Min., 1834, vol. sxiii. pp. 1_63 ; and 1895,
XXV. p. 86.

- Points having a mirror-image relation to the point selected are not here taken
Into consideration.
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Schonflies, and must, as stated above, contain on their walls all the

elements of symmetry of the structure.

The double system just obtained might have been constructed in another

way. Thus, draw a line from each point of the 24-punktner perpendi-

cular to a plane of symmetry of the structure, and produce it to an equal

distance on the opposite side ; the system so obtained is identical with

that previously obtained by the employment of centres of symmetry.

A homogeneous structure consisting of material of any sort or shape

which contains points of two kinds like the above is identical with its

mirror-image.

All the possible types of homogeneous structures are constructed in

the following way. Take a Sohncke point-system and, where possible,

insert into it the mirror-image of itself {i.e., the enantiomorphous Sohncke-

system) in such a way that the coincidence-movements of the two coincide

(e.g., the Sohncke-system obtained from E, of fig. 10, combined with that

obtained from L).

The two constituent systems are then related to each other in one or

more of three modes, either (1) across a centre or centres of symmetry so

that they are oppositely orientated in every direction, or (2) across a plane

or planes of either ordinary or gliding symmetry, or (3) they are opposed

to each other with reference to one direction and are at the same time

orientated at right angles to each other.

His third mode is in reality the method of repetition, used by
Fedorow, Schonflies, and Curie, which has an axis of alternating

symmetry ; Barlow employs it only in the case of the tetartohedral

symmetry of the tetragonal system because the other types which possess

symmetry of this nature possess also the symmetry of one of the other two
modes, and have therefore been already found.

By applying these three modes of duplication to Sohncke's sixty-five

systems. Barlow deduced the same 230 types of symmetry which were
distinguished by Fedorow and Schonflies.

The table of the 16.5 additional systems given by Barlow has this advan-

tage, that it distinguishes clearly the enantiomorphous systems from those

which possess mirror-image symmetry, and shows the mutual relations

of the two enantiomorphous systems of which a double system consists,

and further indicates the exact position of some of the centres and
planes of symmetry in the structure.

Points of the structure which lie at these centres or upon axes or

planes of symmetry (' singular points ' of Barlow) are clearly less numerous
than any other sets of homologous points in the structure. In the stack

of cubes, for example, the centres of the cubes are less numerous than the

most general sorts of homologous points within the cubes. As explained

above, there are two sets of twenty-four points each surrounding each

centre ; it is evident, therefore, that the least symmetrically situated

points are no less than forty-eight time? as numerous as the centres.

Barlow's theory of crystal structure, which is based upon the principle

of close-packing, will be considered later.

Any account of the geometrical theories of crystal structure which
omitted reference to the important work of Lord Kelvin would be very

incomplete. This author has investigated the problem of the homo-
geneous partitioning of space, and, as was mentioned above, established

independently the tetrakaidekahedron (Fedorow'a heptaparallelohedron)
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as the most general form of cell belonging to such partitioning. The
fourteen walls of this cell are not necessarily plane.'

Most of his papers cited below relate to the equilibrium of molecular
systems, and will therefore be more properly considered later in con-

nection with that branch of the subject. A discussion of the relation-

ship between the three aspects of the problem of crystal structure—
namely, homogeneous assemblages of points, partitioning of space, and
close packing of similar bodies—forms, however, an important part of

the 'Boyle Lecture' published in 1894.2

The assemblages of points considered by Bravais and Sohncke may be
replaced by solid bodies in contact with each other, or by close-fitting

cells ; so also, in the more general case, the Fitndamentalhereiclie of

Schonflies may be occupied by points, by solid bodies, or by portions of

solid bodies. Lord Kelvin considers these problems on the basis of the
Bravais assemblage, and treats very fully of the partitioning of space
into identical sameway-orientated cells. His definition of homogeneity is

therefore more limited than that of the writers subsequent to Bravais.
Thus he says :

' The homogeneous division of any volume of space means
the dividing of it into equal and similar parts, or cells, all sameways-
oriented. If we take any point iu the interior of one cell and corre-

sponding points of all the other cells, these points form a homogeneous
assemblage of single points, according to Bravais' admirable and import-
ant definition. The general problem of the homogeneous partition of

space may be stated thus : Given a homogeneous assemblage of single

points, it is required to find every possible form of cell enclosing each of

them subject to the condition that it is of the same shape and sameways-
oriented for all.'^

The manner in which the physical and morphological properties of a
substance may be represented by a geometrical cell-partitioning is

illustrated by Lord Kelvin's elegant model of quartz described in the
Boyle Lecture.'*

Among the systems studied by Lord Kelvin are those of atoms endued
with inertia and held in equilibrium by Boscovichian attractions and
repulsions. •' As a possil^le structure for an ice crystal, for example, com-
posed of Boscovichian atoms, according to this principle, a system is

proposed consisting of two interpenetrating space-lattices of rhombohedral
symmetry.''

William Barlow, again, in a paper entitled ' A Mechanical Cause of
Homogeneity of Structure and Symmetry geometrically investigated,'

''

has given numerous examples of the manner in which stacks of close-

' ' On Hoitioo:eneous Division of Space,' Ptoc. Roy. Soc, 1894, Iv. pp. 1_16 ;
' On

the Division of Space with Minimum Partitional Area,' Phil. Mag., 1887, ser. 5, xxiv.

pp. 503-514 ;
' The Molecular Constitution of Matter,' Proc. Boy. Soc. £din., 1889,

xvi. pp. 693-724.
« ' The Molecular Tactics of a Crystal,' The Second Boyle Lecture, 1894, Oxford.
» Proc. Roy. Son., 1894, Iv. p. 1.

* P. 52. Cf. also ' Piezo-elcctric Property of Quartz,' PJiil. Mag., 1893, ser. 5,
Xxxvi. pp. 331-340.

* 'The Elasticity of a Crystal according to Boscovich,' Phil. Mag., 1893, ser. 5,
xxxvi. pp. 414-430, and Proc. Roy. Soc, 1894, liv. pp. 69-75.

* ' On the Molecular Dynamics of Hydrogen Gas, Oxygen Gas, Ozone, Peroxide of
Hydrogen, Vapour of Water, Liquid Water, Ice, and Quartz Crystal,' Report Brit.
Assoc, 1896, pp. 721-724.

' Proc. Boy. Bub. Soc, 1897, viii. pp. 527-690.
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packed spheres, either equal or of two or three different sizes (reprs^

senting the atoms), may be constructed so as to possess the symmetry of

many holohedral, hemilaedral, or tetartohedral crystals, and to be in

harmony with their physical properties.

'

Among recent writers mention should be made of C. Viola. He has

employed the method of quarternions to derive the thirty-two classes of

crystal symmetry ^ and has also given an elementary exposition of these

classes based upon the planes of symmetry.^ In a recent paper ^ he
questions the ultimate validity of the law of rational indices.

It is sufficient liere to point out that all the systems devised by Kelvin,

Barlow, Turner, Sollas and others, being homogeneous arrangements,
must correspond geometrically to one or other of the 230 types of

iSchonflies and Fedorow, and must all, as to their symmetry, be ultimately

reducible to a certain number of interpenetrating space-lattices. As they

go beyond the geometry of the subject their consideration is postponed
for the present.

Summary.

With the establishment of the 230 tjpes of structure the purely

geometrical study of the problem seems to have attained something like

hnality. The history of its development, as sketched above, is the history

of an attempt to express geometrically the physical properties of crystals,

and at each stage of the progress an appeal to their known morphological

properties has driven the geometrician to widen the scope of his inquiry

and to enlarge his detinition of homogeneity in order that it may include

types of symmetry which did not fall within the more restricted defini-

tion. The necessity of explaining liemihedrism led to the system of

Sohncke ; the necessity of accounting for the known symmetry of dioptase

led to the further extension of Sohncke's principles.

The two most satisfactory features of the tinal geometrical solution of

the problem are the following : (1) A single jDrinciple—namely homo-
geneity according to the wider definition—is sufficient to account for the
two leading characteristics of crystals, their a?o!otropism, and the law of

rational indices. (2) The lines are now laid down within which specula-

tion concerning the actual structure of any crystallised substance can
range.

There are three problems to be solved in explaining the structure of

crystals: (1) What are the parts of which a crystal consists? (2) How
are they arranged ? (3) Why are they arranged in this particular

way ?

We have now good reason to believe that a partial answer has been
found to the second question, and that whatever may be the parts of

which a crystal consists they must be arranged according to one or other

of the 230 types of symmetry ; Sohncke systems and Bravais space-

lattices are, of course, special cases of these.

' Compare also A. Turner, Das Prohlem der Kryatallisation, Leipzig, 1897, and
W. J. Sollas ' On the Intimate Structure of Crystals,' Proc. Boy. Sue, 1898, Ixiii.

pp. 270-BOO; I'JOl, Ixvii. pp. 493-496.
- Ueber die Symreetrie der Krystalle und Anwendung der Quaternionrechnung,

Kenes Jalirb., 1896, B-ilage Bd. s. pp. 49.5-532.
^ Elementare Dar^tellung der 32 Krystallklafse, Zeits. A'ri/sf. Min., 1897, xxvii,

pp. 1-40.
* Zur Begiiindung der Krystallsymmetrjen, 'lid., 1901, sxxiv, pp. B53-388,
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It is true that by placing suitable bodies (molecules endowed with
certain symmetry) at the nodes of a space-lattice all the properties of a
crystal may be accounted for, but there seems no sufficient reason for

limiting the problem in this manner. The material occupying the
Fundamentalbereiche of Schonflies, or represented by a generalised point-
system, may always be supposed grouped about the nodes of the underlying
space-lattice if required, so that what were at first regarded as so many
units come to be the parts of a single composite unit ; but in some cases

the latter, like some of Haiiy's molecules sonstracfives, must be a mere
geometrical fiction.

Until we know more about tlie units of which the crystal really con-
sists, there will necessarily be speculation as to whether the units are
situated at the most general sorts of homologous points in a given type,

or whether they are symmetrical bodies situated at the singular points
;

whether they are all of the same soi't or of more than one sort.

It is proposed to consider in a subsequent report some of the mechanical
and physical conceptions which have been employed in discussing the
possible structure of crystals, and the definite structures recently ascribed
to certain substances.'

The Movements of Underground Waters of North-ivest YorJcshire.—

Second Report of the Committee, consisting of Professor W. W.
Watts (Chairman), Mr. A. R. Dwerryhouse {Secretary), Pro-
fessor A. Smithells, Rev. E. Jones, Mr. Walter Morrison,
Mr. G. Bray, Rev. W. Lower Carter, Mr. W. Fairley, Mr.
P. F. Kendall, and Mr. J. E. Marr.

The Committee are carrying out the investigation in conjunction with a
committee of the Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic Society.

The work of investigating the flow of underground water in Ingln-
boro', described in the report presented to the Association at the
Bradford meeting, was resumed \\y the Committee on November 10,

1900, when it was determined to study the underground course of a small
stream known as Hard Gill.

This stream rises, on the south side of Ingleboro', in a spring at
1,600 feet above the sea, and flows for a distance of about half a mile
over boulder clay.

It then reaches the bare limestone and commences to sink near the
eastern corner of the croft at Crina Bottom.

In wet weather the stream is not entirely absorbed at this point, but
flows on past the house at Crina Bottom, and enters the rock at Rowan
Tree Hole (Rantree Hole on 6-in. map).

At the time of the experiments the water of Hard Gill was entirely
absorbed between the point where the 1,200 feet contour crosses the
stream and the eastern corner of the croft, and consequently the investi-
gation of Rowan Tree Hole, the primary object of the excursion, had to
be abandoned.

It was found, however, that the bulk of the water was absorbed at
the point where the 1,200 feet line crosses the stream, and consequently

' This relates to work published by Mallard, Liveing, Fedorow, Kelvin, Wulff,
Barlow, Muthmann, Tutton, Sollas, Goldschmidt, Viola, and others.

1901. Z
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it was determined to introduce one pound of Fluorescein into the open

ioint down which the water was flowing.

This was done at 2 p.m. on November 11, and before 7 a.m. on the

12th the water of the large spring at the reservoir in the Greta Valley

was strongly coloured.

After introducing the Fluorescein a general survey was made of the

direction of the joints in the limestone in the neighbourhood of the sink

and on the clints above Crina Bottom, with the following results :

—

Joint at ' sink ' N. 55° W.
On ' clints ' near sink .... N. 55° W.
On ' clints ' above and to the west of . . (main) N. 50° W.
Crina Bottom (secondary) S. 25° W.

The spring at the reservoir is thrown out close to the line of

junction of the Carboniferous Limestone with the underlying Silurian

rocks, and the line from the sink where the Fluorescein was introduced

to the spring runs N. 55° "W.—that is, in the direction of the master
joints in the limestone.

Thus, again, it has been demonstrated that the direction of under-

ground flow is determined by that of the master joints in the limestone.

After a considerable though unavoidable delay the work was resumed
on June 21, 1901, wlien Alum Pot, on the Ribblesdale side of Ingleboro',

was the scene of operations.

The joints in the neighbourhood of Alum Pot are more complicated

than in the parts of the district previously investigated, there being three

sets of joints, all more or less irregular in places.

Close to Alum Pot there are two sets running S. 5° W. and N. 80° E,

respectively.

Thirty yards higher up Alum Pot Beck they run due N, and S. and
N. 80° E., the north and south joints being the stronger and more con-

tinuous.

On the ' clints ' 100 yards above the Pot there are three seta of joints,

as follows, viz.

—

Master . . . . N. 10° E.

Seconda:^. . . .

{N.35°E.

One pound of Fluorescein was put into the stream flowing into Alum
Pot on Friday, June 21, at 7 p.m.

There was not much water flowing at the time, and a few days after-

wards several important springs in the neighbourhood ran dry, including
that at Turn Dub, on the opposite bank of the Ribble, which is the
reputed outlet of the Alum Pot stream.

The springs commenced to flow again a few days later ; but although
they were carefully watched, as was also the river itself, no trace of colour
was seen.

It was therefore concluded that either the Fluorescein had passed
into one of the other river basins or had become so diluted as to be
invisible.

This experiment having proved inconclusive, a further one was com-
menced on Thursday, September 5, the results of which are not yet
known.

Owing to the long delay caused by the drought and other circum-
stances beyond their control, the Committee have been unable to
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complete the work during the present year, and therefore ask to be

reappointed and to be allowed to retain the unexpended balance of the

grant made at the Bradford meeting.

Fhotographs of Geological Interest in the United Kingdom.—Twelfth

I\.epori of the Committee, consisting of Professor James Geikie

(Chairman)^ Dr. T. G. Bonney, Professor E. J. Garwood,
Dr. Tempest Anderson, Mr. Godfrey Bingley, Mr. H. Coates,

Mr. C. V. Crook, Mr. J. G. Goodchild, Mr. William Gray, Mr.
Robert Kidston, Mr. A. S. Reid, Mr. J. J. H. Teall,

Mr. R. Welch, Mr. H. B. Woodward, Mr. P. Woolnough,
mul Professor W. W. Watts (Secretary). (Drawn up hy the

Secretary.)

The Committee have the honour to report that during the year 241 new
photographs have been received, bringing up the total number in the col-

lection to 2,896.

In addition to this 3 prints and 3 slides have been given to the

duplicate collection, making a total of 247 photographs received during

the year.

A scheme showing the geographical distribution of the photographs is.

appended. There are no new counties on the list, but the following

counties are now much better represented than hitherto :—Cumberland,
Derby, Durham, Lincoln, Norfolk, Northumberland, Wiltshire, and Pem-
broke. Cambridgeshire continues to share with Rutland and Hunting-
don the distinction of being unrepresented in the collection. There are

three Welsh counties unrepresented, eleven in Scotland, and fourteen in

Ireland. As Brecknock, Dumbarton, Ross-shire, Wicklow, Kilkenny,
and Waterford are amongst these counties it is evident that the work of

the Committee cannot yet be considered complete.

To this year's collection the most noteworthy accession is Dr. G.
Abbott's set of photographs of sections and specimens illustrating his

study of the remarkable concretionary structures exhibited by the Mag-
nesian Limestone of Durham.

Another important contribution is a beautiful series of views illus-

trating problems on Physical Geography and Geology in the Cheviots,

taken by Mr. G. Bingley and Mr. Hastings. The former also sends
photographs from Yorkshire.

Mr. Coomara-Swamy has taken photographs in Lakeland and Wilt-
shire, and Mr. Monckton in Dorset, Surrey, and Berkshire.

Mr. A. T. Metcalfe contributes an interesting series of glacial photo-
graphs from the Norfolk coast, and a set illustrating the volcanic vents
of Derbyshire recently described by Sir Archibald Geikie.

The Hull Geological Society and the Croydon Microscopical and
Natural History Club send some local photographs, and the members of

the North Staffordshire Field Club also continue their contributions.

Mr. Jerome Harrison sends some exceptionally beautiful and interest-

ing pictures of drift deposits and of striated boulders, of glacial pheno-
mena about Snowdonia, and of surface creep. He also sends illustrations

of Palreozoic and pre-PaUvozoic rocks in the Midlands, while the Uriconian
rocks of Slii'opshire have been photograplied by Mr. Buddicom as well.
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lent, with a descriptive account of the slides. The carriage and the
making good of any damage to slides or prints are expenses borne by the
borrowing society,

TWELFTH LIST OF GEOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHS.
(To September 3, 1901.)

This list contains the geological photographs which have been
received by the Secretary of the Committee since the publication of the
last report. Photographers are asked to aiFix the registered numbers,
as given below, to their negatives for convenience of future reference.

Their own numbers ai-e added in order to enable them to do so.

Copies of photographs desired can, in most instances, be obtained
from the photographer direct, or from the officers of the Local Society
under whose auspices the views were taken.

The price at which copies may be obtained depends on the size of the
print and on local circumstances over which the Committee ha-\e no control.

The Committee do not assume the copyright of any j^hotographs
included in this list, inquiries respecting photographs, and applications
for permission to reproduce them, should be addressed to the photographers
direct.

The very best photographs lose half their utility, and all their value
as documentary evidence, unless accurately described ; and the Secretary
would be grateful if, whenever possible, such explanatory details as can
be given were written on the forms supplied for the purpose, and not on
the back of the photograph or eJseichere. Much labour and error of tran-
scription would tliereby be saved. A local number by which the print
and negative can be recognised should be written on the back of the
photograph and on the top right-hand corner of the form.

Copies of photographs should be sent unmounted to W. W. Watts,
The University, Birmingham, and forms may be obtained from him.

The size of photographs is indicated as follows :

—

L = Ijantern size.

1 /-i = Quarter-plate.

1/2 = Half-plate.

E signifies Enlargements.

1/1= Whole plate.

10/8 = 10 inches by 8.

12/10 = 12 inches by 10, &c.

* Indicates that photographs and slides may be purchased from the donors, or
obtained through the address given with the series.

LIST I.

ACCESSIONS IN 1900-1901.

ENGLAND.

'B¥MK&m-RY,.—Photogra2yhed hy H. W. Monckton, F.G.S., 3 Harcourt
Buildings, Temple, E.G. 1/1 E.

Regd.
No.

2728 (929) Gravel Pit, S.W. of Cesar's Well-stratified, High Plateau Gravel. 1897.
Camp, Basthampstead.

2729 C832")
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Cumberland.—Photographed hy A. K. Coomara-Swamy, ^.^c, F.G.S.,

Worjilesdon, Ginldford, 1/4.
Begd
No.

2730 ( ) Noar Pooley Bridge, Ulls- Stratified Old Red Sandstone con-

water, glomerate. 1900.

2T31 ( ) » II )> >> I) i>

2732 ( ) Nortii side of Dunraail Medial Moraine, transverse to valley. 1000.

Raise.

2733 ( ) >! >. 11 >> " "

2734 ( ) Quayfoot, Borrowdale . Jlochc moutomu'e, Borrowdale Series. 1900.

2735 ( ^

2736 ( ) Grange, Borrowdale .
',', Skiddaw Slates. 1900.

2737
( ) „ „ „ n showingstriation. 1900.

2738 ( ) North of Rosthwaite , Boulder-clay on glaciated rock. 1900.

2739 ( ) Valley leading to Wast- V-shaped valley. 1900,

water from top of Sty Head
Pass.

Derbyshire.—Photographed by A. T. Metcalfe, F.G.S., Soiothivell, Notts.

112 and 1 1 i.

2661 (G 42) Grange Mill, 5 m. V/. of Two Volcanic Vents in Carboniferous

Matlock Bath. Limestone, 1900.

2662 (G43) „
2663 (G 40) „ „ „ Valley between two Vents. 1900.

2664 (G41) „ „ „ South or larger Vent. 1900.

2665 (G 30) „ „ „ Carboniferous Limestone dipping from
the South Vent 1900.

2666 (G 87) „ „ „ Ejected block in South Vent. 1900.

2667 (G 39) „ „ „ North Vent. 1900.

2668 (Gl) „ „ „ „ 1899.

2669 (G 28) „ „ „ Carboniferous Limestone within a few
feet of the edge of the North Vent. 1900.

2670 (G .S) „ „ „ North end of North Vent. 1899.

2671 (G 25) „ „ „ Spring at junction of Limestone with
Bedded Tutf. 1900.

Devonshire.—Photographed hy Professor W. Hillhouse, M.A.^

Duchess Road, Edghaston, Birmingham. 1/4.

2740 ( ) Near Wildersmouth Beach, Anticline. 1895.

Ilfracombe.

2741 ( ) Ilfracombe . . . Marine Pothole. 1895.

Photographed hy Professor E. J. Garwood, M.A., F.G.S., University

College, London. 1/2.

2742 ( ) Ilfracombe . . . Contorted and faulted ' pothooks and
hangers ' in quartz vein in Devonian
slate. 1887.

Photographed hy A. K. Coomara-Swamy, P.Sc, F.G.S.,

Worplesdon, Guildford. 1/4.

2743 ( ) View from the Hound Tor Scenery of Granite Moorland. 1900.

Ridge.

Photographed by J. Parkinson, F.G.S., 251 Camden Road, N. 5/4.

2744 ( ) North of Bolt Tail . Devonian Slates, much veined and cleaved-

1901.
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Eegd.
No.
2745 ( ) Thurlestone Sands, W. of Outlier of New Red Sandstone resting'

Kingsbridge. unconformably on Slates of the Torcross

Group. 1901.

2746 ( ) Thurlestone Sands, W. of Outlier of New Red Sandstone. 1901.

Kingsbridge.
2747 ( ) Thurlestone Sands, W. of „ „ „

Kingsbridge.

8748 ( ) Thurlestone Sands, W. of „ „ „
Kingsbridge.

Dorset.—Photographed hy H. W. Monckton, F.G.S., 3 Harcourt
Buildings, Temple, E.G. 1/1 E.

2672 (1896) Durlstone Bay, Swanage Middle Purbeck Stone Beds. 1900.

2673 (1897)
2674 (UIO) NearGrand Hotel, Swan- Wealden Beds. 1900.

age Bay.
2675 (1420) Punfield Cove, Swanage Shell-bed of Pecten asper zone of Dpper

Greensand. 1900.

2676 (1421) „ „ „ Shell-bed of Pecten aspcr zone of Upper
Greensand. 1900.

2677 (1439) Tilly Whim 'Caves,' Block of Portland Oyster Bed. 1900.

Swanage.
2678 (1426) West Hill and St. Alban's Portland Stone, Sand, and Kimeridge

Head, above Chapman's Pool. Clay. 1900.

2679 (1427) Cliff, E. of St. Alban's Portland Stone and Sand, over Kimeridge
Head. Clay. 1900.

2680 (1449) The Agglestone, near Concretionary Sand-rock weathered out of

Studland. Bagshot Beds. 1900.

See also DURHAM.

Durham.—Thotografhed hy Dr. G. Abbott, 33 Upper Grosvenor Road,
Tunhridqe Welh. Three by Messrs. Johnson and Bird, Tunbridge

Wells. 1/2 and 1/4.

2749 (14) Fulwell Quarry, near Sun-
derland.

2750 (15) Hendon Shore .

2751 (16) Hendon Shore (some in

British Museum).
2752 (17) Fulwell . . . .

2753 (18) Building Hill, Sunderland.
2754 (19) Building Hill, Sunderland.
2755 (1078) (In British Museum) .

2756 (1072)
2757 (1147)
2758 (1084)
2759 (988) Fulwell . . . .

2760 (989) „ . . . .

2761 (990) „ . . . .

2762 (987)
2763 (20) Hendon Shore .

2764 (21) Fulwell Quarry .

2765 (22) Hendon Shore .

2766 (23) Building Hill, Sunderland.
2767 (24) Fulwell Quarry .

2768 (25) „ „ . . .

2769 (26) „ „ . . .

2770 (-27) „ „ . . .

2771 (28) „ „ . . ,

Section of Magnesian Limestone, showing
concretionary structure. 1900.

Deposition partings in concretions. 1900.

Finger-hke rods. 1900.

Rods and some honej'combs. 1900.

Rod structure. 1900.

Large spherical concretion. 1901.

Rods coated wiih crj'stals „
Rod structure. „
Rods on each side of band. „

Rods, short and thick. .,

Rods grown -downwards. 1900.

Rods grown upwards. ,,

Rods grown horizontal])' from cleavage
clefts. 1900.

Nodes on rods.

'Honeycomb.' 1900.

1899.

1900.

Honeycomb. 1901.

1900.
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Regd.
No.
2772 (29) Fulwell Quarry .

2773 (11 & 12) Hendon .

2774 (2) Fulwell ....
2775 (30) (Hancock Museum, New-

castle)

2776 (992) Fulwell (British Museum)
2777 (1003) „
2778 (991)
2779 (1027) „
2780 (1091) Fulwell .

2781 (1128)
2782 (1088)
2783 (1046)
2784 (1131)
2785 (1130)
2786 (1097) Fulwell (British Museum)
2787 (1099) „
2788 (10.50) „
2789 (1051)
2790 (1136)
2791 (993) Fulwell ....
2792 (1029) Fulwell (British Museum)
2793 (998) Fulwell ....
2794 (999) Fulwell (British Museum)
2795 (1032) „
2796 (1035) „
2797 (31) Fulwell.

2798 (1) Fulwell (British Museum) ,

2799 (32) Fulwell ....
2800 (3)
2801 (1048) Fulwell (British Museum)
2802 (1004) „
2803 (1083) „
2804 (1082) „
2805 (1052) „ „ „
2806 (996) Fulwell ....
2807 (1098) FuIwell(BritishMuseum)
2808 (1045) „

2809 (1149) Fulwell ....
2810 (1101) ,

2811 (1123) „ ....
2812 (1144)
2813 (1100) Fulwell (British Museum)
2814 (1077) „ „
2815 (1102) Fulwell ....
2816 (1092) Fulwell(British Museum)
2817 (1135) Fulwell ....
2818 (1140)

2819 (1142) „ . . . .

2820 (994) Fulwell (British Museum)

2821 (995) Weymouth, Dorset (Two
in British Museum).

2822 (100) Wall of Bamburgh Castle,

Northumberland.
2823 (33) Fulwell ....
2824 (34)
2825 (35) Parson's Rock, Eoker
?826 (36) (British Museum) .

Honeycomb, cut and uncut surface. 1901.

HoneyQomb,.showing conical nodes. 1900.

Honeycomb and ' cauliflower ' concretion,

1900.

Honeycomb. 1901.

„ see 2767. 1900.

Coralloid. „

,, Ripple-marked. „

see 2803.

Coralloid, segregation bands. 1901.

Coralloid, see 2799. „

Honeycomb, to show cleavage across rods.

1901.

Primary bands and rods. 1900.

Banding of honeycomb and primary band-
ing. 1900.

Segregation bands in mortar. 1899.

Pseudo-organic structure, 1900.

Cannon-ball bed. 1899.

Egg and balls, single and comnQund.
1899.
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1901.

No.

2827 (37) Fulwell .

2828 (38)

2829 (39)
2830 (40) liendon Shore

Botryoidal masses, some with ' undercoat
banding.' 1900.

Botryoidal masses, some with ' undercoat
banding.' 1900.

Mass of balls. 1900.

Balls and bands in alternate layers. 1900

Kent.—Photogrtvphed hy J. H. Baldock, Overdale, St. Leonard's Road,
Croydon. Sent through the Croydon Microscopical and Ilatural

History Club. 1/2.

2681 (3) Gravel pit north of railway, Oldhaven Pebble Beds, 1899,
Shortlands.

2682 (4) Gravel pit north of railway, „ „ „ „
Shortlands.

LlNCOLNsniKE.

—

Photographed hy "W. S. Paerish, 2 Waltham Street,

Hull. Sent through the Hull Geological Society. 1/1 E,

2877 (18) J m. from Frodirgham Lower Lias, Fiodingham Ironstone, with
Railway Station. overl3'ing bods of peat and gravel. 1898.

2878 (19) f m. from Frodingham Lower Lias, Frodingham Ironstone, with
Railway Station. overlying beds of peat and gravel. 1898.

2683

2684

2685

2686

2687

Norfolk.—Photographed hy A. T. Metcalfe, F.G.S., Southwell,

kotts, 1/4,

(G 15) Cliff between West Run- Contorted Drift. 1900.

ton k. Slierringham.

(G 1(1) Cliff between West Run-
tnn and Sherringliam.

(G 17) Cliff between West Run-
ton and Sherringham.

(G 18) Cliff just E. of Sherring-
ham.

(G 21) Norwich

Contorted Drift and Glacial Sands. 1900.

Contortions in Glacial Sands and Gravels.

1900.

Contorted Drift. 1900.

House occupied by Professor Sedgwick
when Canon of Norwich. 1900.

2688

2689

2690

2691

2692

2693

2694

2695

2696

NoBTHUMBERLAND.

—

Photographed hy G. Bingley, Thorniehurst,

Headingley, Leeds. 1/2.

1900.(5275) Shining Pool, Harthope Lateral Moraine
Burn, near Wooler.

(5276) Below Shining Pool

(5277) From Shining Pool

(5280) Cheviot from Langlee
ford.

(5282) Housey Crag, Langlee-

ford.

Andesite Hills, with Hedghoppe in back-
ground. 1900.

Moraine material, containing blocks from
the Tweed Valley. 1900.

Junction of Granite and Porphyrite. 1900,

Fresh Andesite, resting on Porphyrite.

1900.

(5290) South Bank of Harthope Junction of Granite and metamorphosed
Burn, Langlee. Porphyrites. 1900.

(5291) I m. west of Calder Overflow valley of glacial lake of the

Farm. Breamish. 1900.

(5292) Near confiuenceof Green- Porphyrites. 1900.

side Burn and R. Breamish,
near Ingram.

(5293) Near confluence of Green- Porphyrites with talus slopes ('glitters'),

side Burn and R. Breamish, 1900,

near Ingram.
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Regd.
No.

2697 (5295) Kiver Till, near Wooler , Foreground of Lower Carboniferous Rocks
ami Andesite Hills of Cheviot in dis-

tance. l'.)00.

26B8 (5207) near Akeld Burn, S. of Overflow valley into Akeld Burn. 1900.

White Law.
2699 (5299) Munday Cleugh, near Overflow valley of a glacial lake. 1900.

Wooler.

2700 (5.?00) Humbleton Hill, near Dry gorge, the overflow of a glacial lake.

Wooler. 1900.

Fhotographed hy G. Hastings, 15 Oak Lane, Bradford. 1/^

2831 (171) Cheviots from Tom Tol-

ton's Crag, near Wooler.

2832 (17:^) View across Wooler Burn.

2833 (168) Wooler Burn, S. of Black
Law.

2834 (172) Golf T-inks. near Wooler .

2835 (169) Near Wooler .

2836 (167) Yeavericg Bell, near
Wooler.

2837 (163) Eoddam Dene, near
Wooler.

2838 (162) West side of Akeld Burn,
above Gleadscleugh, near
Wooler.

2839 (161) From Humbleton Hill, near
Wooler.

2840 (158) Shining Pool, near Wooler.
2841 (157)
2842 (16-1) Linhope Burn .

2843 (156) Harthope Burn, above
Langleeford.

28*4 (152) Housey Crag, Langleeford.

2845 (151) Junction of Harthope Burn
and Carey Burn.

General View. 1900.

Dry valley behind Humbleton. 1900.

1900.

Two streamless rock-gorges. 1900.

Dry valley. 1900.

Dry watercourse. 1900.

Post-Glacial gorge in Carboniferous con-

glomerate. 1900.

Deep channel. 1900.

System of dry gorges. 1900.

Eidges and dry valleys. 1900.

Dry valley above pool. 1900.

.Jointed Augite-granite. 1900.

Granite, veined with tourmaline, 1900.

Fresh Andesite. 1900.

Cheviot Porphyrites. 1900.

Nottingham.—Photographed hy E. A. Busn, Engineer'a Department,
Guildhall, Wottingham, and contributed by J. Shipman, F.G.S.

2879 ( ) Hemlock Stone Stack of New Red Sandstone cemented by
Barytes. 1899.

Shropshire.—Photographed by R. A. Buddicom, M.A., F.G.S.

,

The Museum, Plymouth. 1/2.

2639 ( ) Caer Caradoc, from east General view of folding. 1899.

slope of Helmeth.

) Caer Caradoc . . . Synclinal fold in Uriconian Kocks. 1899,2640 (

2641 (

2642 (

2643 (

2644 (

2645 (

2646 (

)

.) ,1 • • • ») »» 1)

) Caer Caradoc and part of Uriconian Eocks. 1899.

Hope Bowdler Hill.

) Caradoc, &c., from the Bur- The Uriconian Chain. 1899.

way on the Longmynd.
) View from halfway between Clee Hills, W^enlock Edge, &c. 1900.

Wall's Bank and Hope
Bowdler.

) Near Dorrington Station, Two Boulders of grey (? Eskdale) Granite.

near Shrewsbury, 1900,
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Photographed hy W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S., 52 Claremont Road^
Handsiuorth, Birmingham, 1/2,

Regd.
No.
2658 ( ) Near top of Caer Carndoc . Brecciated Rhyolite. 1897.

2659 ( ) The Lawley, from Comley Uriconian Rocks. 1897.

Quarry.

Photographed by 3 . A. Cossins, Forster Boad, Moseley,

Birmingham. 5/4.

2896 ( ) Barrow, near Broseley . Fossil tree in Coal-measures. 1901.

Staffordshire.—Photographed hy W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.y

52 Claremont Road. Handsworth, Birmingham. 1/2.

2647 ( ) Railway cutting, Aldridge . Coral mass in Weulock Shale. 1900.

2648 ( ) „ „ Fossiliferous Wenlock Shale. 1900.

2649 ( )

2650 ( ) „ „ „

Photographed hy Rev. C. F. L. Barnwell, Stramshall Vicarage, Uttoxcter,

Sent through the North Staffordshire Field Cluh. 1 /2.

2847 (9) The Common Plot, Stone . Artificial Caves in Keuper Sandstone. 1901,

2848 (10)

2849(12) „ „ Ripple-marking on roof of ' caves.' ]901.

2850 (11)

Photographed hy H. J. Steele, Barton House, Burslem. Sent through

the North Staffordshire Field Cluh. 5/4.

2851 (8) Beggar's Well Quarry, near Faulted Triassic Sandstone. 1899.

Alton.

Surrey.—Photographed hy H. W. Monckton, F.G.S., 3 Harcourt
Buildings, Temple, E.G. 1/1 E.

2701 (985) Tadworth Railway Cutting Drift resting irregularly on Thanet Sands.
1898.

2702 (987) „ „ Thanet Sand on Chalk. 1898.

2703 (U72) Godstone.W. of mainroad Folkestone Beds in Lower Groensand. 1900.

in village.

2704 (147.3) Godstone,W. of main road „ ,, ,

in village.

Photographed hy F. W. Roearts, 23 Olioer Grove, South Norivood, S.E.

Sent through the Croydon Microscopical and Natural History Cluh.

1/1 E.

2705 (1) Addiscombe Road, Croydon . Blackheath and Oldhaven Beds overlying

Ostrea Bed. 1898.

Photographed hy W. B. Bannerman, F.G.S., Sydenham Road, Croydon.

Sent through the Croydon Microscopical and Natural History Cluh.

1/1 E.

2706 (2) Seneca Road and Bensham Sandstone Boulders at bottom of gravel
Lane, I'hornton Heath. pit, resting on London Clay. 1899.
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Photographed hy J. H. Baldock, Overdale, St. Leonard's Road, Croydon.

Sent through the Croydon Microscopipal and Natural History Club.

1/1 E.

Regd.
No.
2707 (5) Whyteleafe Chalk Pit . , Lower part of Upper Chalk and Middle

Chalk. 1899 ?

Photographed hy Miss Mary S. Johnston, Ha::ehvood, Wwihledon Hill,

Surrey, 1/4.

2852 (10) Quarry north of Godstone . Lower bed of sand in Folkestone Beds.
1900.

Sussex.—Photographed for W. W. Watts, Birmingham University,

1/1 and \ 1 2.

2853 ( ) East of Seaford . . . Valley in Chalk-Downs, illustrating sub-

aerial topography. ISOS.

2854 ( ) Near mouth of E. Cuckmere Chalk Cliffs; destruction of subaerial

topography by the sea. 1898.

Warwickshire.—Photographed hy W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.,

52 Claremont Boad, Handsworth, Birmingham. 1/2.

2651 ( ) Blackroot Pool, Sutton Park Fault in Trias. 1900.

2657 ( ) Temple Grafton, N.W. of Scarp of Rhretic Rocks. 1900.

Stratford-on-Avon.

Westmoreland.—Photographed hy A. K. Cogmara-Savamy, B.Sc, F.G.S.,

Worplesdon, Gtcildjord. 1/4.

2865 ( ) South side of Dunmail Raise Moraine mounds. 1900.

Wiltshire.—Photographed by A. K. Coomara-Swamy, B.Sc, F.G.S.,

Worjylesdon, Guild/ord. 1/4.

2856 ( ) Fields, i m. N.E. of Place Scenery in the Vale of Wardour. 1900.
Farm, Tisbury.

2857 ( ) Ladydown, near Tisbury , ]\Iiddle Purbeck Roclcs. 1900.

2858 ( ) Chilmark Ravine, west side Upper Portland ' Lower building Stones.'

1900.

2859 ( ) „ „ east side Upper Portland, ' Chalky Series.' 1900.

Worcester.—Photographed byW. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S., 52 Clare
mont Road, Handsworth, Birmingham. 1/2.

2652 ( ) Wren's Nest, Dudley . . General view of Silurian inlier. 1900.
2653 ( ) ,, „ Curved s-trike of Wenlock Shales. 1900.
2654 ( ) The Lickey Hills, seen from Cambrian Quart zite, flanked by Llandovery

Rubery. Sandstone. 1900.

2655 ( ) Rednall Gap and Bilberry Cambrian Quartzite. 1900.
Hill, The Lickejs.

2656 ( ) Bilberry Hill . . . Overfoldcd Cambrian Quartzite. 1900.

Yorkshire.—Photographed hy Godfrey Bingley, Thorniehurst,
lieadingley, Leeds. 1/1 E.

2860 (5.^40) Garforth .... Lower Magnesiau Limestone. 1900-
2861 (.-<347) „ . . . „ „
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Eegd.
No.
2862 (5348) MickleGeld
2863 (5349) „ . . .

2864 (53.50) „ . . .

2865 (5352^ Meanwood Valley, Leeds.
2866 (5354)

Magnesian Limestone. 1900.

Piped surface ofMagnesian Limestone. 1900.
Folded Gannister beds. 1900.
Stigmaria in Gannister Sandstone. 1900.

2867 (533S) Draughton Quarry, near Folded, brecciated, and overthrust Car-
Skipton. boniferous Limestone. 1900.

2868 (5340) Draughton Quarry . . Folded, brecciated, and overthrust Car-
boniferous Limestone. 1900.

Photographed hy J. W. Stather, 224 Spring Bank, Hull. Sent through
the Hull Geological Society. 1/1 E.

2876 (20) Cliffs near Skipsea Chalk embedded in Boulder-clay, crushed
by glacial action. 1900.

2708

2709

2710
2711
2712
2713
2714

2715

2716
2717
2718
2719
2720

2721

2722

2723

2724

2725

Car^J'arvo!^.—Photographed by W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.,
52 Claremont Road, Handsworth, Birmwigham. 1/2.

) Conway Mountain and Pen- Intrusive felaites and diorites. 1900.
maenmawr, from Diganwy.

) Great Orme's Head, from Boulder-clay and Carboniferous Limestone.
Diganwy. 1900.

) Diganwy Shore . . . Clitf of Black Boulder-clay. 190O.
Cliff of Boulder-clay. 1900.

Cliff of Black Boulder-clay. 1900.

11 »» n 1,

Striated Boulder in situ in Boulder-clay.
1900.

Cliff of Boulder-clay and boulders washed
out of it. 1 900.

Large Scratched Boulder. 1900.)

/ 1' 11 11 11 1)

) Snowdon, from Bwlch Main Bala volcanic ash. 1900.

) Bwlch Main, Snowdon . Bala slaty rocks. 1900.

) Cwm Glas, from the Pass Moraine and Perched Blocks. 1900,
of Llanberis.

) Cwm Glas, from the Pass Moraine. 1900.
of Llanberis.

) Cwm Glas, from the Pass „ „
of Llanberis.

) Cwm Glas, from the Pass Moraine, near view. 1900.
of Llanberis.

) Pass of Llanberis, looking llockes moutonnhs, ' Lee-seite,' 1900.
up, near Pont-y-Gromlech.

) Pass of Llanberis, looking Crags and Screes of Esgair Felen. 1900.
down near Pont-y-Gromlech.

Pembrokeshire.—Photographed by W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S.,
52 Claremont Eoad, Handsworth, Birmingham. 1/1.

2660 ( ) South of Whitesand Bay Terminal curvature in Cambrian Slates,

1897.

Photographed by C. J. Watson, Botville Road, Acock's Green,
Birminglmm. 1/2.

2726 (94G) Stack Rocks, Tenby. . Marine erosion in Carboniferous Limestone-
1899.

2727 (9G9) Old Quarry face, Tenby , Prorhictus in Carboniferous Limestone.
.1899,
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SCOTLAND.

Inverness.—Photographed hy A. K. Coomara-Swamy, B.Sc, F.G.S.,

Worj)lesdon, Guildford. 1/4.
Regd.
No.
2869 ( ) Near Sgar-a-Marbhaid . Block of contorted Lewisian Gneiss. 1899.

IRELAND.

Donegal.—Photographed by Miss M. K. Andrews,
12 College Gardens, Belfast. 12/10 E.

2870 (70) Mullaghderg, InishfreeBay Spheroidal Granite. 1900.

ROCK STEUCTDRES, &c.

Photographed by A. K. CoomIra-SwAmy, B.Sc, F.G.S., Worjylesdon,

Guildford. 1/4.

2871 ( ) Glenderaterra.Gumberland ; Specimena of Chiastolite-slate. 1900.
and Briitany.

Photographed by W. W. Midgley, The MusPAim, Bolton. 1/4.

2872 (56) Artliur's Seat, Edinburgh . Olivine-basalt. x 20.

2873 (.55) Sudbury, Ontario . , Olivine-diabase. x 18.

2874 (52) Bertoon, BanflE . . . Pegmatite, x 20.

2875 (11) Armboth Fell, Cumberland Quartz-porpbjry. x 30.

See also under Durham.

LIST II.

THE DUPLICATE (LOAN) COLLECTION.

The llUtobers placed after the description of the photograph refer to

the list of photographers, whose names and addresses are given at the end.

Full localities and descriptions are given in List I. under the numbers.
This collection is arranged geologically, and from time to time the less

perfect and less typical photographs will be removed and better ones sub-
stituted as they are given. Those laid aside can always be seen, sent, or
returned by request.

* Indicates that prints and slides may be bought from the photographer.
P. indicates prints. S. indicates slides.

Rock Structures.

Fossils in Rocks,

'2846 Fosll Tree in Coal-measures . Barrow, Brcseley, Shropshire. Gl P.

Evidences of Earth-movement,

Folding.

2740 Anticline . ... Near Wildcrsmouth Beach, Ilfracombc,
Devon. CO P.S.
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Surface Agencies : Denudation and Deposit.

Marine Action : Denudation.

2741 Marine Polliole . , . . Ilfracombe, Devon. 60 P.S.

Char-acteristic Rocks and Landscapes.

Mesozoic.

2857 Middle Purbeck Rocks . . Ladydown, near Tisbury. 40 S.

Names and Addresses oj Donors and Photographers.

40. A. K. Coom;ira-Swiimy, Walden, Worplesdon, 'luildford.

00. Profe.ssor W. Hillhouse, The University, Birmingham.
01. J. A. Cossins, Forster Road, Moseley, Birmingham.

Ossiferous Caves at TJphill.—Report of the Committee^ consisting of

Professor C. Lloyd Morgan (Chairman), Mr. H. Bolton
(Secretary), Professor W. Boyd Dawkins, Mr. W. R. Barker,
Mr. S. H. Reynolds, and Mr. E. T. Newton, appointed for the

purpose of excavating the Ossiferous Caves at Uphill, near Weston-

super-Mare.

The Committee have to report that no further progress has been made
since last September. Quarrymen in the ordinary course of their duties

have continued to cut back the rock face for road material. The fissure

caves first excavated are now in large part destroyed, but little of interest

was found. Visits have been paid by the local members of the Committee

on several occasions in the hope of locating a new deposit, but none CQuld

be found to justify working.

The chief find of interest during the year has been that of a badger

skull, in good condition. The badger is native to the country, the last

specimen in the Uphill district having been killed about twelve years ago.

The present skull seems, however, to have been contemporaneous with

the cave animals.

A well developed tooth of Elephas and two portions of a fine tusk

were picked up by the quarrymen.
Professor Reynolds has continued his examination of the cave material,

and will publish his observations later.

The Committee, finding no site was promising enough to work, did not

draw the grant of 5^. made last year. The Committee do not ask for

reappointment.

The Zoology of the Sandwich Islands.—Eleventh Report of the Committee,

consisting of Professor Newton {Chairman), Dr. W. T. Blan-

FORD, Professor S. J. Hickson, Mr. F. Du Cane Godman, Dr.

P. L. ScLATER, Mr. B. A. Smith, and Mr. D. Sharp {Secretary).

Since the last report Mr. R. C. L. Perkins has been maintained by the

Committee at his work in the islands, and it is intended that he shall

remain there for a few months longer, after which the funds of the Com-
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mittee available for this purpose will be exhausted. He has been working
almost solely on the island of Oahu, where zoological devastation is taking

place both extensively and rapidly.

Seven parts of the ' Fauna Hawaiiensis ' have now been published,

and two more are in the press. The part published since the last

report is devoted to Coleoptera, and was prepared by Mr. Perkins while

in this country, and by the Secretary of the Committee.

It is hoped that Mr. Perkins' services may be secured after his return

to this country with the object of completing the ' Fauna Hawaiiensis.'

The Committee asks for reappointment with the same powers as

before and a grant of 50/.

PlanJclon and Physical Conditions of the English Channel, 1899-1900.

—

Interim Beporl of the Committee, consisting of Professor E. Ray
Lankester {Chairman), Mr. W. Garstang (Secretary), Professor

W. A. Herdman, and Mr. H. N. Dickson. {Brawn %ip hy the

Secretary.)

Thk analysis of the numerous collections of Plankton made during the

periodic cruises in 1899-1900 is now approaching completion.

Owing to the many disadvantages of the counting method introduced

by Hensen an attempt has been made to utilise the method of graded
tiltration in the quantitative analysis of the vertical hauls, the mass of

each ' grade ' being determined volur^trically. Five grades have been
selected, which correspond in general with the following dominant types

of the plankton :— (1) Medusoids, (2) Calanus, (3) small Copepods,

(4) Larvae, (5) Diatoms and Cilioflagellates. The largest grade is that

determined by a square mesh whose side is 1'5 mm. long ; the next by a
mesh I mm. square. These dimensions are approximately realised in

bolting silk ('miller's gauze') having sixteen and twenty-six threads to

the inch respectively. The following table gives the complete aeries of

standard filters adopted :

—

Grade
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Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station at Naples.—Beport of

the Comynitfee, consisting 0/ Professor W. A. Herdman (^Chairman),

Professor E. Ray Lankester, Professor W. F. R. Weldon,
Professor S. J. HiCKSON, Mr. A. Sedgwick, Professor W. C.

McIntosh, and Professor G. B. Howes (Secretamj).
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The work of the year has been of the steadily progressive order which
marks progress. Mr. H. H. Stewart, for whom appeal was made, was at

the last moment prevented by college duties from fulfilling his desire.

Capable investigators were, however, forthcoming in Dr. Reginald Duller,

of Munich, and Dr. Hamlyn- Harris, also at present working on the

continent. These gentlemen, in availing themselves of the opportunity of

study which the Association afforded, have accumulated material sufficient

for long-continued research.

In a letter received by your Committee from Dr. Anton Dohrn special

acknowledgment is given, on behalf of himself and the associated members
of his .staff, of the terms in which, in the Association's Report for 1900,

their work has been described. He desires that the best thanks of all be

conveyed through your Committee to the officers and members of the

Association for their confidence and support, with the assurance that it

has done much to encourage them in their conviction that the requirements

of marine biological study are as great as those of the terrestrial order,

and that both should be equally maintained and equipped.

Under this resolve, efforts are now being made at Naples to develop

the experimental and more strictly physiological side of the work in hand.

It is needless to insist on the advantages which must accrue from the

study of the rich fauna of the Neapolitan marine area to the largely open

field of comparative physiology. Work of the experimental type is now
revolutionising certain branches of biological inquiry, and in deciding to

keep pace with this, those in charge of the Naples establishment are to be

commended.
To the resolve of Dr. Dohrn and his associates your Committee

acquiesce, and they, with increased assurance, recommend the claim of the

Naples Station for continued support to your consideration. It has been

in the direction for which encouragement is now sought that both occupants

of the Association's table have during the past year been engaged—Dr.

BuUer's work having been more especially of a most advanced order

—

and it is accordingly with the greater satisfaction that your Committee,

in applying for a renewal ofthe graiit, do so to enable Mr. R. Gurney, of
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Oxford, a tried investigator, to study the origin of the excretory organs

and other points in the development of the Crustacea, and more particu-

larly the fertilisation process in the Decapods, and also to enable Mr.
W. Wallace, B.Sc, Barry Scholar of the University of St. Andrews, to

study viviparous fishes.

APPENDIX I.

Report on the Occupation of the Tahle of the British Association in the

Zoological Station at, Naples during the months of Fehruary, March,

Apnl, and Mat/, 1901.

The Statocysts of Cephalopoda. By E. Hamltn-Harris, F.H.M.S., F.Z.S.

Thanks to the kindness of the Committee of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science, I was permitted to occupy their table

from February 22 until June 3.

A great part of this time was occupied in the examination and study
of the fauna of the Gulf of Naples.

My special object, however, in visiting Naples was to institute a

thorough research into the organs for the maintenance of equilibrium

(Gleichgewichtsorgane) in the Cephalopoda.
Of the Cephalopod species occurring in the Gulf of Naples the following

were placed at my disposal and made use of by myself :
—

Fam.

—

Ommastrephid^.

Todaroj^sis Veranyi

Fam.

—

Onchii.

Veranya sicula

Fam.

—

Sepiolini.

Sepiola rondihtii

Rossia 7,iacrosoma

Fam.

—

Sepiarii.

Sepia officinalis

Sepia Orhignyana
Sepia elegans

Fam.—LoLiGENii.

Loligo vulgaris

Loligo marmorce

Fam.

—

Argonautid^.

Ocythoe tuherculata

Fam.—OcTOPiD^.

Octopus vulgaris

Octopus macropus
Octopus difilipii

Eledone moschata
Eledone Aldronanti

Young specimens as well as embryos of certain of the above species

were also fixed and preserved.

Two of them, viz., Ocythoe tuberculata and Veranya sicula, are pelagic

and comparatively rare. I was therefore able only to obtain a few
specimens of these.

The only existing work on the so-called auditory organ of the
Cephalopoda is that of Owsjannikow and Kowalevsky, published in 1867
in ' Memoires de I'Academie imperiale des Sciences de St-Petersbourg,' 7°

serie, tom. xi.. No. 3.

This valuable memoir, containing as it does the result of extensive

microscopical research, is, however, thirty-three years old, and science and
microscopical methods have during that period made wonderful strides.

It will therefore be readily seen that after so many years a more detailed

histological examination of the same subject should yield important results.

A A2
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In the majority of cases it was my practice to make use only of such

parts of the head as I needed, and it was interesting to note that in every

instance, among the Decapoda, at least, the statoliths were visible through

the cartilage in specimens just killed, but that the transparency, as would
be expected, disappears after fixing.

The cartilage of the Octopidfe seems to be less transparent, as it was
only with difficulty that I could discern the statolith without opening the

cyst.

The statolith, which dissolves in acetic acid, giving off a gas, when
tested according to a well-known method proves to consist of carbonate of

lime, and by this treatment a membrane enveloping the whole of the

calcareous concremer.t is all that is left.

The statocysts of the Cephalopoda, show the highest state of organisa-

tion among tlie invertebrata, occurring for the first time as stationary

calcareous organs, held in place by an outer membrane, and situated on the

Macula acustica.

The endolymph contained in the vesicle consists of a clear alkaline

fluid, which is shown by the xanthoproteic reaction to contain albumen.
Time must necessarily elapse before my studies in this direction are

completed, when I hope to publish the result of my labours.

I am continuing my studies at the Zoological Institute of Tiibingen

University.

I should like to take this opportunity to express my warm appreciation

of the way in which the Zoological Station is managed, and my sincere

thanks to the various members of the staff, especially Professor Eisig,

Professor Paul Mayer, and Dr. Lo Bianco, for the many courtesies which
they showed me, and the valuable advice and assistance which they were
ever ready to give.

To the Committee of the British Association for the use of their table

my especial thanks are due.

h. Beport on the Occupation of a Table at the Stazione Zoologica, N'aples,

during March and April ItOl.

TJie Fertilisation Process in Echinoidea

.

By A. H. Reginald Bullee, B.Sc, Ph.D.

I occupied the table of the British Association from March 20 until

April 25.

The research work undertaken was a completion of a study of the causes

leading to the union of the eggs and spermatozoa of the Echinoidea.

Further observations and experiments were made, supporting the

conclusion, already reported, that chemotaxis plays no role in bringing the

sex-cells into contact, and that the spermatozoa are probably incapable of

responding to chemotactic stimuli.

Special attention was paid to the movement of the .<?permatozoa upon
surfaces, and to ';he manner in which they penetrate the thick zona
pellucida surrounding the eggs.

The following rule was found to hold good :—Whenever the spermato-
zoa come in contact with a surface Ijounding the medium in which they
are moving, they cling to it, and they either become fixed to it almost
at once or, moi'e usually, rotate upon it. In the latter case, if the
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SUt-face be regarded fx'Om the point of view of the spermatozoa, the rotation,

with rare individual exceptions, is always in the counter-clockwise

direction.

The rotation phenomenon may be well seen when a drop containing not

too many spermatozoa is placed upon an object-glass and examined under

the microscope with a magnification of about 300 diameters. If the upper

surface of the drop bounded by air be then carefully focussed, the

spermatozoa clinging to it appear to the observer to revolve in the clock-

wise direction, but when the lower surface bounded by the glass is

examined they are seen to move in a counter-clockwise direction.

The rotation rule was verified for five species of Echinoidea, and for

representatives of all the other classes of Echinoderniata. The species

examined were the following :

—

ECHINODERMATA,

Class 1.—HOLOTHUROIDEA.

Holothuria Stellati, D. Ch.

Class 2.—EcniNoiDEA.

Echinus microtuherculatiis, Blv.

Sphan-echinus granularis, Ag.
Arbacia pustulosa, Gray.
Stnmgocenirotus lividus, Brdt. Class S.—Crinoidea.

1
Antedon rosacea, Norman

Class 3.—ASTEUOiDEA.

Asterias glacialis, O. F. M.
Echinaster sepositus, Miill. Tr.

Class 4.

—

Ophiueoidea.

Ophioderma lonc/icauda, Miill. Tr.

Ophioylypha lacertosa, Lyman.

It is a somewhat remarkable fact that rotation upon surfaces in a
counter-clockwise direction was also observed by Dewitz ' for the sperma-
tozoa of certain insects. He believed that the spermatozoa were thus
specially adapted for the purpose of finding their way into the micropyles

of the eggs. Such an explanation could not, however, apply in the case

of the Echinodermata, for no micropyles are present, and the gelatinous

zona pellucida is everywhere penetrable.

The spermatozoa of the Echinoidea easily become attached to glass

and other surfaces by the points of their conical heads upon which they
often continue to revolve.

After becoming attached to the zona pellucida the spermatozoa make
their way through it in a more or less radial direction. The penetration

from the outer to the inner surface of the zona pellucida does not depend
upon a chemotactic stimulus, for it was found tliat the phenomenon was
equally well seen upon (1) ripe eggs, (2) eggs of full size which had not
undergone maturation, and (3) eggs which had been killed with osmic
acid and then washed. Penetration of the spermatozoa into the gelatin-

ising outer wall of the oosporangium of Cystocyra harhata (one of the
Fucacpa>) took place in a striking manner, the jelly becoming densely
crowded. The spermatozoa likewise collected in great numbers in the
jelly from the cell-walls of seeds of Limnn usatissimum, and also in the
zona pellucida of Eihinus eggs after long separation by shaking.

The entrance of the spermatozoa into gelatinous substances, and also

their attachment by the head to living eggs, is connected with their power
of clinging and becoming attached to surfaces in general. The more or

' Dewitz, P/lUgcr's ArcMv, Bd. 38, 1886, p. 358.
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less radial penetration of the zona pellucida is possibly due to stereotaxis,

but a purely mechanical explanation is not excluded.

Several writers, for instance Wilson,^ and especially Verworn,- have
supposed that chemotaxis is a constant factor in the fertilisation of animal

eggs. This generalisation, which has been made by arguing from the

attraction of spermatozoa to the eggs of certain plants, is as yet entirely

without experimental justification as regai'ds animals. From my own
results, which agree with those obtained by Massart ^ in the case of the

frog, and with the work of Dewitz ^ upon certain insects, I have been led

to suppose that whereas contact phenomena are of great importance,

chemotaxis, at any rate for a great number of animal species, plays no
role whatever in bringing the spermatozoa and eggs into contact.

Before the close of the year I hope to publish a full account of my
work.

It gives me much pleasure to acknowledge my indebtedness to the

Committee of the British Association for the use of the table, and also to

the staff at the Stazione Zoologica for their kindness and courtesy.

APPENDIX II.

A List of Naturalists who have worked at tlie Zoological Station from
the end of June 1900 to the end of June 1901.

Num-
ber on
List
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A List of Naturalists—continued.

359

Num-
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APPENDIX III.

A List of Papers which tvere published in the year 1900 hy the Naturalists

who have occujned Tables in the Zoological Station.

D. Carazzi

»» •

H. Herbst

H. M. Vernon

II

A. Komano

S. Garten

E. C. Punnett

H. Winkler .

B. Schroder .

V. Fanssek

G. Duncker

W. Lindemann

)i

A. Rnsso

E. Gennano .

F. Bottazzi and B,

qnez
H. Przibram .

C. K. Schneider

Rina Monti

E. S. Goodrich

Enri-

L'Embriologia dell' Aphj'sia limacina L. Anatomischcr
Anzeiger, 17 Bd. 1900.

Ricerche sul Plankton del lago Fusaro in rapporto con la

Ostricoltura. Boll. not. agr. Minist. Agric. Anno 22,

__
1900.

tjber das Auseinandergehen von Furchungs- und Gewebe-
zellen in kalkfreiem Medium. Archiv f. Entw. Mech.
Roux 9 Bd. 1900.

Cross-fertilisation among Echinoids. Archiv f. Entw.
Mech. Roux 9 Bd. 1900.

Certain Laws of Variation. I. The Reaction of Developing
Organisms to Environment. Prcc. Royal Society, vol. 67,

1900.

Intorno alia natura ed alle ragioni del colorito giallo del

centri nervosi elettrici. Anatomischer Anzeiger, 17 Bd.
1900.

Die Veranderungen in den Ganglienzelleu des elektrischen

Lappens der Zitterrochen nach Durchschneidung der
aus ilim entspringenden Nerven. Archiv f. Anat. u.

Physiol. Anat. Abth. 1900.

On the formation of the Pelvic Plexus, with special

reference to the nervus collector in the genus Mustelus.
Phil. Trans. Royal Society, Loudon, vol. 192, 1900.

Ijber die Furchung unbefruchteter Eier unter der Einwir-
kung von Extrativstoffen aus dem Sperma. Nachr. k.

Ges. Wi.'s. Gottingen, 1900.

Das Phytoplankton des Golfes von Neapel, nebst ver-

gleichenden Ausblicken auf das des atlantischen Oceans.
Jlitth. Z. Station, vol. 14, 1900.

Untersuchungen iiber die Entwickelung der Cephalopoden
Mitth. Z. Station, vol. U, 1900.

Biologische Beobachtungen an Lophohranchiern. Abli.

aus d. Geb. der Naturw. Verein Hamburg, 16 Bd.
1900.

Uber die Wirkung des Phosphors und des Pulegons auf
die Cephalopoden. Beitriige path. Anat. u. Pathol.

Ziegler, 27 Bd. 1900.

Urilmie bei Cephalopoden. Ihid. 1900.

Suir aggruppamento dei primi elementi sessuali nelle

larve di Antedon rosacea. Rend. Accad. Lincei, vol. 9,

1900.

Sulla funzione renalc dell' organo genitale delle Olotune
(sunto). Rendic. 1 Assemblea Unione Zoologica Ital.

Bologna, 1900.

La Tuberculo.'si sperimentale nei Pesci. Arte medica,
Anno II. 1900.

Sulleproprietil osmotiche delle glandole salivari posteriori

dell' Octopus macropus. Milano, 1900.

Experimentelle Studien iiber Regeneration. Biblog.

Centralblatt, 20 Bd. 1900.

Mittheilungen iiber Siphonophoren Nesselzellen. Arb.
Z. Inst. Wien, 12 Bd. 1900.

La Rigenerazione nelle Planarie marine. Memorie Istituto

Lombardo Scienze e Lettere, vol. 19, III. 1900.

On the Nephridia of the Polvchajta. Part III. Quart.

Journ. Micr. Sc, vol. 43, 1900.

Observations on Syllis vivipara Krohn. Journal Linnean
Society, vol. 28, 1900.
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O. Carlgren .

D. M. Mottier.

T. H. Morgan and P. A.

Hazen.
Florence Peebles

H. Jordan

F. B. Sumner

.

F. RafFaele .

R. Hesse

S. Metalnikoffi

R. S. Bers^h

E. Cristafulli

0. V. Fiirth

T. V. Uskiill

F. S. Monticelli and S.

Lo Bianco

E. Weinland .

A. Borgfert

Tiber die Einwirkung des constanten galvanischen Stromes
auf niedere Organismen. Archiv f. Anat. und Phys.,

Phys. Ablh., 1900.

Zur Kenntniss der stichodactylinen Actinarien. Ofv.
Kong. Vetensk. Akad. Forh., 1900.

Nucljar and Cell Division in Dictyota dichotoma. Ar.nals

of Botany, vol. 14, 1900.

The Gastrulation of Amphiosus {partlm). Journal of
Morphology, vol. IC, 1900.

Experiments in regeneration and in grafting of Hydrozoa.
Archiv f. Entw. Mechanik Koux, 10 Bd. 1900 {purtiw).

tlber die Anwendung v. Cello'idin in Mischung mit
Ccdernholzol. Zeitschr. f. wiss. Mikros. 17 Bd. 1900.

Kupfer's Vesicle and its Relation to Gastrulation and
Concrescence (partim). Mem. N. Y. Acad, of Sc,
vol. 2, 1900.

Per la Genesi dei Nervi da Catene cellulari (partim).
Anat. Anzeiger, 18 Bd. 1900.

Untersuchungen fiber die Organe der Lichtempfindung
bei niederen Tieren. IV. Die Augen einiger Mollusken.
Zeitschr. w. Zool. 48 Bd. 1900.

Sipunculus nudus. Zeit. wiss. Zool. 48 Bd. 1900.

Beitriige zur vergleichenden Histologic. II. tJber den
Bau der Gefiisse bei den Anneliden, 2. Mittheilung
Anatom. Hefte Merkel, 15 Bd. 1900.

Ricerche sperimentali sulla Fisio-patologia del Cervelletto.
Riforma medica, Anno 16, 1900.

Sulle Alterazioni secondarie del Citoplasma nervoso. Giorn.

_^ Assoc. Napol. Med. Nat. Anno X. 1900.

tlber den Stofl-wechsel der Cephalopoden. Zeitschr. f.

phys. Chemie. 31 Bd. 1900.

liber die Eiweisskorper der Kaltbliitermuskeln und ihre
Beziehnng zur Wilrmestarre. IMd. 31 Bd. 1900.

Die Wirkung von Licht und Schatten auf die Seeigel.

Zeitschr. f. Biologic, 40 Bd. 1900.

Sullo sviluppo dei Peneidi del Golfo di Napoli (note
riassuntive). Rendic. 1 Assemblea Unione Zool. Ital.

_
Bologna, 1900.

IJber das Auftreten zweier verschiedenen Verdnuungs-
secrete im Magen der Rochen. Sitz. Ber. Ges. Morph.
a. Phys. Munchen. 10 Bd. 1900.

Untersuchungen iiber die Fortpflanzung der tripyleen
Radiolarieu, speciell von Aulacantha scolymanlha.
Zool. Jahrb. Abth. Anat. und Ontog. 14 Ed. 1900.

APPENDIX IV.

A List of the Publications of the Zoological Station during the year
ending June 30, 1901.

1. ' Fauna und Flora des Golfes von Neapel.' P. Falkenberg, Rhodomelaeeen,
77G pp., with 24 plates

2. ' Mittheilungen aus der zoologi.schen Station za Neapel.' Vol. xiv. parts 3 and 4,

with 8 plates.

3. ' Zoologischer Jahresbericht ' for 1899.

4. ' Guide to the Aquarium.' A new English edition is being prepared,
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Index Animalium.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Dr. Henry
Woodward (Chairman), Mr. W. E. Hoyle, Mr. R. McLachlan,
Dr. P. L. ScLATER, Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, and Dr. F. A. Bather
(Secretary).

The Committee has the honour to report that during the last year the
whole of the entries covering the period from 1758-1800 have been
arranged, sorted, the duplicate entries eliminated, and the remainder

—

about 62,000—got ready for press. Of these perhaps some 6,000 are

duplicates, but owing to the loose methods of authors the compiler
cannot decide, and it has been thought better to include them, leaving it

to the specialist to reject such duplicates rather than to run the risk of

omitting a possibly important entry. Negotiations entered into with the
Cambridge University Press have ended in a satisfactory manner, and
the work of printing this first part of the Index was begun at the end of

May 1901. The work will take about twenty months to go through the
press, will comprise some 1,000 pages, and will be provided with an index
to the trivial names under genera, the same slips as are used for the main
work being re-sorted under genera as fast as they come off the press. This
method has been adopted for several reasons, e.g., the great expenditure
of time if a copy of all the slips were made, and the fact that those who
desire to know what trivial names are included under a genus can as

easily refer to the end as to the body of the book.

A complete list of works consulted has been prepared, and will be
printed : this will be annotated througiiout with bibliographic notes as to

dates and contents, and should prove of considerable value to librarians

and others as regards the rarer literature. It is gratifying to be able to

report that very few publications have eluded the search of the compiler,

but these Mr. C. Davies Sherborn does not regard as likely to be of

importance. They may possibly contain a few specific names, but it is

hardly probable.

The indexing of 1801-1900 continues, and will proceed more rapidly
now the eai-ly M8. is out of hand. It is hoped that the finished work,
when it appears, will fully justify both the time spent upon it and the

generous support received from the British Association, the Royal Society,

and the Zoological Society, and that the Committee will have placed at

its disposal an oven more liberal support in the future. It must be
remembered that up to the present every entry, and every portion of the

purely mechanical part of the work, has been done by Mr. Sherborn, and
that many months of his time could have been saved for the more
important labour of recording had the Committee been able to pay for

the assistance of even a boy to do the sorting, alphabetical arrangement,
and numbering of the slips. However, as it is, we have now the results

of the labours of one man, and the Committee regards this as showing in

a most satisfactory manner the definite plan of the proposer and compiler
of this colossal undertaking.

The Committee earnestly requests its reappointment, with a grant
of 100^.
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Coral Reefs of the Indian Regions.—Second Report of the Committee,

consisting of Mr. A. Sedgwick (Chairman), Mr. J. Graham Kerr
(Secretary), Professor J. W. Judd, Mr. J. J. Lister, and Dr. S. F.

Harmer, appointed to investigate the Structure, Formation, and

Groivth of the Coral Reefs of the Indian Region.

The Committee have received the following report from Mr. J. Stanley

Gardiner :

—

During the greater part of the year I have been engaged single-

handed in sorting and properly labelling the marine collections from the

Lacoadive and Maldive Archipelagoes. This is now completed, and

they are divided into groups, each with our notes as to localities,

depths, ifec.

For more than thirty of the groups I have been promised the services

of various zoologists in this country. About half of these have already

received their collections, and I hope to forward the remainder shortly.

I have, up to the present, received reports from Mr. P. Cameron
(Hymenoptera, 25 species, 16 new), Mr. R. C. Punnett (Nemerteans,

12 species, 9 new), Mr. Ed. Meyrick (Lepidoptera, 66 species, 4 new),

Mr. F. F. Laidlaw (Reptilia), and Mr. Oldlield Thomas (Mammalia). In

addition, Mr. Borradaile has sent me a complete memoir on the Land
Crustaceans, and I have prepared a great part of my report on the struc-

ture, formation, and growth of the reefs. The land flora of the group

has now been worked out, and a complete report on it will shortly be

published by Mr. J. C. Willis and myself in the ' Journal ' of the Pere-

deniya Gardens, Ceylon.

The collections so far seem to justify the conclusions, drawn in my
last report, as to their completeness. Dr. David Sharp, who has taken

charge of the insect collections, has expressed considerable satisfaction

both as to their exhaustiveness and state of preservation, and Professor

Hickson writes as follows :
' There is quite enough to show the general

character of the shallow water fauna (Alcyonaria, 0-50 fathoms), and it

is not probable that many new species will be found in this region after

the collection has been worked out.'

Publication, in view of the large number of new species, is an extremely

diflicult matter, especially as it seems very desirable that the reports

should be kept together. I may draw attention to the general opinion

expressed at the International Congress of Zoology (1898) as to the

desirability of properly illustrating new species wherever possible. The
University Press (Cambridge) have undertaken the publication in a

series of eight quarto parts, each of about 120 pages, on the condition

that they are not called upon to expend more than 200^. on illustrating

the work. It is calculated that at least seventy plates and 150 text-figures

would be required to adequately illustrate the fauna and geography.

These cannot be prepared in a suitable manner for less than 450/., and I

would ask your assistance towards the additional 250/. i-equired.

The Committee seek reappointment.
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Bird Migration in Great Britain and Ireland.—Fourth Interim Beport

of ike Committee, consisting of Professor Newton (Chairman),
Rev. E. P. Knubley {Secretary), Mr. John A. Harvie-Brown,
Mr. R. M. Barrington, and Mr. A. H. Evans, appointed to tvork

Old the details of the Observations of Migration of Birds at Light-

houses and Lightships, 1880-87.

Your Committee has again great pleasure in reporting that Mr. William
Eagle Clarke has been continuing his invaluable services, and the sub-
joined statement received from him, together with a Summary of Observa-
tions in reference to the Migrations of the Skylark (Alauda arvensis) and
the Swallow {Iliricndo rustica)—the former being of an extremely com-
plicated nature—shows the i-esults of an enormous amount of labour,

wrought out with proportionate skill, of which your Committee desires

to express its most grateful admiration.

A serious deficiency of data in regard to the migrations of some other
species oq the south coast of England has become apparent, and, at the
suggestion of Mr. Clarke, application was made to the authorities of the
Trinity House to permit a renewal of observations at the Lighthouses and
Lightships along that coast. The consent of the Elder Brethren having
been most courteously given, and the cost defrayed from private souioes,

the necessary schedules have been forwarded to the several stations.

Your Committee is aware that in thus acting it may have exceeded its

duties according to the strict terms of its appointment, but trusts that, in

the circumstances, the transgression (if it be so regarded) will be pardoned,
eeing that its object was to supply a void left through inadvertence by
the older Migration of Birds Committee ; that it introduced no new
principle ; and, moreover, that otherwise a whole year would have been
lost.

On two previous occasions your Committee has referred to the private
labours of one of its members (Mr. Barrington) in i-egard to observations
at the Irish Lights. These have now been published in extenso, forming
a volume ' which is perhaps the most monumental contribution to the
literature of Bii-d Migration ever issued ; while its appendix, giving the
precise wing-measurements of so many specimens, is, apart from the subject
it especially illustrates, a matter of importance for the student of varia-

tion. Thanks, too, to that gentleman's exertions, the work has the
additional merit of containing the results of ten years more than the
period covered by the inquiry carried on by the Association's fo^-mer

Committee ; a fact v/hich enormously enhances the value of the Irish
records.

Without pledging itself to a positive assurance in the matter, your
Committee hopes that, if reappointed, as it desires to be, it will, in the
course of two years more, bring to a conclusion the work with which it

has been charged, so far as being able to give a summary of the movements

' The Migration of Birds as observed at Irish Lighthouses and Lightships, includ-
ing the original Reports from 1888-97, now published for the first time, and an
analysis of them and of the previously published Reports from 1881-87, together with
an appendix giving the measurements of about 1,600 wings. By Richard M. Barring-
ton, M.A., LL.B., F.L.S. London and Dublin : [1890] (pp. ssvi + 285 + 667).
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of the most representative species of migrants. The Song-Thrush,
White Wagtail, Skylark, and Swallow being now done, it is proposed to
invite Mr. Clarke's attention to a like treatment of the Starling, Eook,
Lapwing, and some others, which will presumably present no little

divergence in the character of their migrations.

Thus your Committee respectfully repeats its request for reappoint-
ment, and, if possible, with an increased grant of money.

Statement made to the Committee.

By Wm. Eagle Clarke.

During the past year I have devoted much time to the study of the
seasonal movements of a number of our birds, and I present herewith, for

the consideration of the Committee, histories of the various migrations
performed annually within the British area by the Skylark and the
Swallow.

The preparation of these complete and particular accounts has proved
to be a laborious and difficult undertaking, since a number of the
movements to be treated of are so intricately interwoven with or so
insensibly merge into each other, or are performed under such obscure
conditions, as to render their discrimination and intci'pretation matters
demanding most careful consideration.

The following accounts of the migrations of the Skylai'k and the
Swallow are in the main based upon the data obtained at the Light-
stations and elsewhere during the years 1880-87 ; but other sources of

information have been consulted, including the Scottish Migration
Reports for 1892-1900 of Messrs. Hinxman and Laidlaw, and the
Irish Reports for 1888-97 of Mr. Barrington.

It is my pleasing duty to acknowledge the assistance I have received
from Professor Collett, of Christiania, who has most obligingly furnished
me with useful notes relating to the movements of birds in Southern
Norway ; and from Herr Knud Andersen, of Copenhagen, who has given
me much valuable information on the migratory birds observed in the
Fseroe Islands.

The Migrations of the Skylark {Alauda arvensis).

In the British Islands the Skylark is not only one of the best- known
species, but also one which can be almost always met with, so that com-
paratively few people suspect the extent to which it is migratory, and
fewer still are awai-e of the complexity of its migrations, which present
problems more difficult to solve than those of any other British bird •

yet this is undoubtedly the case.

As a migrant, no species makes so great a show in the returns of the
several Light-stations, and the account which follows is based upon
upwards of four thousand individual records. Yet within the British
area the Skylark is for the most part Resident as a species, though
shifting its quarters when affected by frost or snow, as is obvious to
almost any observer. The degree to which our native Skylarks are migra-
tory depends on the varying conditions of climate and food. In the
lowlands of Great Britain, especially in the south-west of England and
throughout Ireland generally, the migratory habit is less exercised, pre-
sumably because it is less necessary there than elsewhere. On the other
hand there are considerable tracts which, from their elevated, exposed, or
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northerly situation, are not suited for winter residence, and to those

the Skylark is merely a Summer Visitor, as it is to nearly the whole of

Northern and a great part of Central Europe, departing after the

breeding season to its accustomed winter quarters. During its journeyings

to the south and west in the fall of the year, and again on its return in

spring, the Skylark appears in vast numbers on our coasts as a Bird of

Passage, while, owing to their intermediate geographical position and
their milder climate, the British Islands are much resorted to by the

Continental Skylark as a Winter Visitant.^

The various migrations of the species may be conveniently separated

and arranged as follows, beginning with the autumnal movements ; and
when it is considered that several of these movements are often simul-

taneously in progress, some idea of their complexity and the extreme

difficulty of their interpretation may be realised :
—

1. Autumn Emigration of Summer Visitants, with their offspring,

i.e., home-breeding and home-bred birds.

2. Autumn Immigration of Winter Visitants from Central Europe.

3. Autumn Immigration of Winter Visitants from Northern Europe.

4. Autumn Passage from Central to Southern Europe along the British

coast.

5. Autumn Passage from Northern to Southern Europe along the

British coast.

6. Winter Emigration from, and Partial Migration within, the

British Islands.

7. Spring Immigration of Summer Visitants, and return of Winter
Emigrants.

8. Spring Emigration to Central Europe from the British Isles.

9. Spring Emigration to Northern Europe from the British Isles.

10. Spring Passage from Southern to Central and Northern Europe
along the British coast.

-"o

But even this is not all, for the movements which take place between
Great Britain and Ireland, as well as between Great Britain and the

Hebrides and Northern Islands, have also to be considered.

1. Autumn Emigration of IIom,e-bred Birds.—Towards the close of

the nesting season an increased number of Skylarks is observable in the

lowlands, pai'ticularly near the coast ; a fact due, no doubt, to migra-

tion from the higher grounds, to which the species is only a summer
visitor. So early as July in some years there are a few records from the

Light-stations showing that departure has already commenced, but these

early Sittings must be regarded as exceptional.''^ During August there

are usually a few signs of emigration, and towards the end of that month
there is evidence that it has fully set in. These late August movements

' No unfailing- distinction between British and foreign Skj'larkshas hitherto been
recognised by ornithologists generally. In attempting to draw one here, the writer

has chiefly relied upon what can, with more or less probability, be presumed as to

the origin of the particular flocks from connecting the different observations of them
whereby their course may be traced.

- The most remarkable instance of this kind occurred on the night of July 25,

1881, when a ereat number of Skylarks appeared at the Leman and Ower Lightship,

ofE the Norfolk coast, and sixti/ were killed by striking the lantern, and at the same
time Jifty were killed at the Dudgeon, a neighboiiring Lightship. The weather waa
wet, changeable, and cold for the time of year.
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include departures from the Hebrides and other western isles, as witnessed

by birds observed at or killed against the lanterns of Skerryvore and
Dhuheartach, but there is no appearance of any emigration from Ireland

in this month, which is a rather remai'kable and significant fact.

Throughout September the emigration is much more evident on both
eastern and western coasts, the Hebrides contributing largely to the

latter. In some seasons a marked migration is recorded from Shet-

land,' where the species is chiefly a summer visitant. In Ireland, too,

there is evidence from the south-eastern stations that the exodus has
begun. Towards the end of the month the movement is more marked,
especially in unsettled weather, when Skylarks are recorded as emigrating

by night in company with Thrushes, Blackbirds, Ring-ousels, Wheatears.
ChifFchaffs, Whitethroats, Wagtails, and other birds. As the season

advances emigration is naturally quickened until the early days of

November, when this movement ceases to be observed. In some years a
foretaste of winter, in others periods of exceptionally unsettled weather
cause pronounced ' rushes ' southward.-

During the autumn Skylarks gradually draw towards the coast, on
reaching which they pass southwards in straggling parties. On some
days a succession of bands may be seen following each other throughout
the whole day, and in September and October, if the weather be fine with
light winds, such bands may be observed for days together without a
break. This coasting movement is chiefly, if not entirely, performed by
day ; but it is otherwise when a considerable expanse of sea is to be
crossed, as from Shetland, the Hebrides, or Ireland, and then their

migration as a rule is undertaken by night. The journey is continued
along both coasts of Great Britain until the southern and particularly

the south-western counties are reached, many of the east-coast migrants
passing along the south coast westward. Probably, only a portion of the
Skylarks, which move during the early autumn, quit our shores, many
no doubt tarrying on the south or south-western coast. Others, how-
ever, certainly depart for the Continent, crossing the Channel chiefly

at night together with birds of many other species ; but I myself in passing

between Newhaven and Dieppe in September have observed small parties

of Skylarks in mid-channel making for the French coast during the day-
time.

2. A utumn Immigrationfrom Central Europe.^—This movement is the
most interesting and remai'kable performance of the Skylark, or perhaps
of any other British species, as it aff"ords a striking instance of the phe-
nomenon of birds proceeding westward, and possibly northward, from
their breeding grounds to reach their winter quarters, and this in vast

numbers for several successive weeks, with scarcely a break. In some
seasons this Immigration—which may be called especially the Skylarks'
route, since they not only greatly outnumber the birds of any other

' The date of the first movement from Shetland varies according to the nature
of the season. In 1882 it was observed as earlj' as September 15, and in 188(5 ou
September 25. The autumn emigration thence does not usually begin until October.

- There can be little doubt that during October and November the emigration of
our home-bred Skylarks merges to some extent with the Passage movement from
Northern to Southern Europe then in progress along our coasts.

^ Evidence accumulated since the presentation of the 'Digest of Observations'
(Hep. Brit. Assoc, 1896, p. 456) confirms the reasons thirein stated for considernig
Western Central Europe one of the areas whence Skylarks and certain other birds
emigrate to the British Islands.
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species using it, but probably the whole aggregate—sets in as early as the

middle of September, but more commonly about the fourth week of that

month. On reaching our coast the majority of the immigrants move
along it southward, and then westerly to the Land's End, some crossing

the Channel at various points to the French coast, while others seem to

continue westward or northward to Ireland, appearing on the coast of

Wexford at dates varying from the middle to the end of the month, but

having relation to those of their arrival on the east coast of England. A
considerable number of the Immigrants, however, on their arrival in

England proceed inland, and disperse over the eastern, southern, and mid-

land counties. It is in October, however, that this stream of immigra-

tion becomes phenomenal. It then has the coast of Suffolk for its centre,

with its right wing extending to the Humber, or even to or beyond the

Tees ; while the left, to some e.Ktent reinforced by birds of British origin,

sweeps along the south coast to Devon and Cornwall, and, as in September,

to Ireland. The winter visitants among these October immigrants pass

inland by several routes ; a good many proceed up the Thames and
Humber estuaries. Some idea of the magnitude of this influx may be
gathered from this table, showing the number of days during October

on which it was observed in each of the years :

1880.
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the north are recorded for November, carrying the extreme limit of the

period covered by this movement of the Skylark down to the 15th of that

month. Thus the autumnal immigration from the north, vast as it is, is

compressed, as it were, into the period of little more than four weeks.

The majority of these northern skylarks seem to disperse themselves over

our islands, some of them reaching the Hebrides, and replace the home-
bred birds which have already quitted their summer haunts. A great

many seek Ireland, either by direct passage from the south-west of Scot-

land or by way of the Isle of Man, while some may pass from the Welsh
coast to the shores of Dublin and Wicklow.

4 and 5. Autumn Passage from Central and Northern Europe to

Southern Europe along the Britisli Coast.—These movements are much
involved with the immigratory movements from the north and east, and,

to a lesser degree, with the British emigratory movements already treated

of. The transient visitors whicli eftect it arrive on our northern islands

and along our north-eastern coast, together with those which winter with
us, in October, or in some years early in November, and after a short

rest proceed along the coast, chiefly by night, southward and westward,
crossing the Channel at various points. Though they are mainly confined

to our eastern and southern seaboards, yet a considerable number make
an overland journey across Great Britain, travelling down the west coast,

while others possibly cross to Ireland, and continue their southerly journey
along its eastern shores. The Passage movements from the east need no
further notice now, since they have been treated already under Section 2.

General Remarks on. Autumn Emigration and Immigration.—Having
treated of the autumn movements, both of emigration and immigration, it

may be desirable before proceeding further to consider their effects on
the Skylark population of Britain, and its position at the end of that
season. Though a considerable number of home-bred birds have at that
time quitted our shores, their departure has not materially affected the
great abundance of the species, partly owing to the fact that the Skylark
is double-brooded,' and hence its annual increase is enormous, while

prodigious numbers have poured into England from Central Europe during
part of September and throughout October, to say nothing of the immense
number of immigrants from North-western Europe which have arrived

during the latter month. The result is that from November to the

setting in of cold weather the Skylark population of the British Isles is

at its maximum, and vastly in excess of what it is at any other period of

the year.

G. Winter Emigrationfrom, and Partial Migration ivithin, the British

Islands.—These movements depend wholly on the state of the weather,

and vary in degree according to its severity. The Skylark obtaining the

whole of its food on the ground is at once driven to change its quarters

"when that is covered with snow, and only somewhat less quickly when
it is merely frost-bound without snow. Should the late autumn and
winter be uniformly mild, the Skylarks sojourning with us remain practi-

cally stationary. Few, if any, winters are, however, entirely free from
snow or frost, and with the first outbreak of cold the birds must remove
themselves from its untoward influence. Sometimes suitable lodging may
be found not far off, and then the movement is but local or partial in

character. When this occurs, and the stress is but short, the birds soon

' Tn many parts of England moat pairs of Skylarks have three nests in the year.

1901. BB
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return to their former haunts ; but if the adverse conditions continue

and become general, the movement also becomes widespread and more
or less universal. This effect is especially produced by great snowstorms,
when the number of fugitives is so vast that people wonder where such
prodigious multitudes can come from, as they throng towards the coast

and particularly the milder south-west coast of England—Devon, Corn-
wall, and the Scilly Isles—though many undoubtedly cross the Channel,

and others proceed to Ireland. On the other hand, a few—and these are,

perhaps, of our native stock—attempt to brave the unfavourable condi-

tions, partly by resorting to unwonted places of shelter, especially the

sea-shore, but many, if not most, of them succumb to famine. In
Ireland, too, there are many winter movements, due to the pressure

of climatic conditions, and Cork and Kerry are especially resorted to

during hard weather ; but winter emigration must be regarded as ex-

ceptional in Ireland, for one portion or anotiier of its shores generally

affords an asylum in the severest seasons, tliough many birds perish, even
in its most favourable areas, during an abnormally pi'otracted winter. It

has already been stated that Ireland ordinarily receives numbers of

Skylarks in autumn, and being again sought by multitudes of refugees

from the snows and frosts of Great Britain, it follows that the Skylark
population of Ireland is at its maximum at a period when that of Great
Britain is at its lowest.

During some severe winters in Central Europe there is a renewal of

the immigration of Skylai'ks (together with Stai-lings and Lapwings)
across the North Sea to the south-east coast.

During these cold-weather movements many of the emigrants perish

at the lanterns of the Light-stations. Thus, on December 2, 1882, the
Bell Rock Lighthouse was visited by what is described as being the

greatest multitude of Skylarks ever known. It was impossible to estimate
the number, but they were ' striking hard for a couple of hours like a
shower of hail.'

If the statement that the winter emigration depends wholly on the
state of the weather need any confirmation, it may be furnished by the
fact that in the mild seasons of 1881-82 and 1885-86 very little was
recorded. There are, however, usually spasmodic and partial movements
in November ; but it is not until cold weather sets in that any general
exodus takes place. If there has been much snow in December, as iix

1879 and 1882, there is little or no movement later in the season, because
the birds have already departed. On the other hand, after the un-
eventful December of 1880, there were pi'onounced emigrations in January
1881. In February there are, as a rule, movements more or less local,

and due to snow, and in that month of 1886, which was cold and snowy,
movement followed movement throughout its course. The March migra-
tions are not of much account, but in unusually inclement seasons, like

1883 and 1887, there were ' rushes ' to the coast as late as the 20th of

that month. ^ In other years there is little or nothing recorded for it.

7. >Sprin[/ Immigration of Sununer Visitants and Return of Winter
Emigrants.—The return of the Skylarks which have left us during the
autumn and winter is observed on the southern coasts of both Great
Britain and Ireland early in the year, their arrival taking place as a rule

' At the Nash Lighthouse, on the Glamorgan coast, on March 15, 1887, Skylarks,
Starlings, Snipes, Woodcocks, Lapwings, Golden Plovers, and Wild Ducks were seen
flying before heavy snow from 8 30 A.M. to o r.M.
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during the latter half of February, and occasionally as early as the second
week (in 1886 on the 11th), the immigration continuing throughout
March. The precise time seems to be influenced by the condition of
the weather in the birds' southern retreats. If the early spring there be
mild and genial, they begin their return early, but if the contrary their
departure is delayed. On arrival on the south coast of England many
pass northward along the east and west coasts, the latter being the
route chiefly followed by the earlier immigrants. The return to Ireland
corresponds closely with the arrival in Southern England, the earliest
observation for the period 1882-87 being on Fel)ruary 10, 1886, and from
that time the movements occur at intervals. The other species of birds
which reappear along with the Skylarks are mostly those which have before
been mentioned in association with them—Thrushes, Blackbirds, Titlarks,
Lapwings, and so forth. During April the movements of the immigrants
become merged into those of the strictly called Birds of Passage. In Ireland,
during the first half of the month and occasionally to the third week'
Skylarks continue to arrive in company with Wheatears and other early
summer birds. The return movement to the Hebrides corresponds with
that to the mainland, but, as in Ireland, the immigration is prolonged into
April. In Shetland the spring arrival of the native birds begins in the
early days of March. The immigrants reach the south coast of England,
sometimes in vast numbers, during the earliest hours of the morning, but
in the south-east of Ireland, the chief point of arrival in that country,
they are usually observed later in the day, but in the Hebrides at
night.

8. Sjn-ing Emigration to Central Europe from the British Isles. The
return (west to east) movement from South-eastern England across the
North Sea comes very little under observation compared with the in-
flowing streams of the preceding autumn, and that this should be so is
easily to be explained. In the first place, the numbers of travellers, owino-
to the waste of winter, have been much thinned ; and secondly, because"
like all other important emigratory movements, this one takes place chiefly
at night, and so for the most part escapes notice, for it is reasonable
to suppose that the first hour of flight takes the birds beyond the limit
of observation at the Light-stations along our eastern coast. Some return
emigration is nevertheless observed by day on the Lightships, the direc-
tion of the birds being eastward from the mouth of the^Thames, and south-
eastward from the more northerly stations. There are also enough observa-
tions to show that the movement begins in February (in the mild season
of 1882 on the 6th, but usually not till the middle of the month), and is
continued until the end of March, the 28th being the latest day recorded.
As with the reverse movement in autumn, this is chiefly noticed on the
Lightships between the Thames and the Humber. The other species of
birds accompanying the Skylarks are Starlings, ' Crows,' and Lapwino-g.

9. Spring Migration to Northern Europe from the British Isles —lu
mild seasons during the third week of February tliere are indications at
our north-eastern stations that the Skylarks which have wintered with
us are beginning to depart for their northern homes, and throughout
Marcii, especially after the middle of the montli, there is usually much
evidence to the same effect, the concomitant species beino' Blackbirds.
Uoldcrests, Starlings, Woodcocks, and ' Wild Geese ' ; but here, a"ain as
in the last case, much escapes notice, and for the same reasons.

The spring emigration from Ireland deserves separate consideration.

B B 2
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Beginning about the middle of February, it becomes more pronounced irt

March, and ceases with the close of that month. The birds return by
tlie routes taken in autumn and winter, chief of which is that between
the south-eastern counties, with Wexford as a centre, and the southern

provinces of Wales and shores of the Bristol Channel ; while during March
there are return flights cross the Irish Sea to North Wales and South-

western Scotland. Generally the birds set out after dark, but Skylarks are

occasionally recorded as migrating during the day, those from the southern

portion of Ireland jnaking for the south-east, while those from the

Wicklow coast proceed due east. The night movements are often per-

formed in company with Thrushes, Blackbirds, and Starlings. The winter

visitants to the Hebrides leave for the mainland of Scotland about the

same time, and call for no special remark.

10. Sprinff Passage from SoiUhern to Northern and Central Enrope
along the British Coast.—These movements take place during March and
early April, and are not easily distinguished from some others that are in

progress at the same time. It is probable, however, that the bulk of the

Skylarks arriving at this time on the southern coast of England are en

route for North-western Europe. After reaching this island they move
northwai'd along the coast, and finally quit the country in company with

those which have been wintering in Great Britain and Ireland, as well as

with other emigrants and transient visitors.

The Migrations ov the Swallow {Hirundo rustica).

The familiar Swallow may be taken as a typical example of a Summer
Visitant to the British Islands, whose breeding range reaches a high

latitude in Europe, though not e::tending to the extreme north of the

Continent, nor to Iceland, In our islands it is to be regarded, however,

not merely as a summer visitant, but also as a Bird of Passage, traversing

our shores in spring and autumn on its way to or from its summer quarters

in Western Europe. Its winter quarters are known to be in Africa,

chiefly to the south of the Great Desert. In preparing the following

compendium of its emigrations I have not limited myself to the records

furnished by the various Light-stations, since the majority of observa-

tions there made do not discriminate between the Swallow and the two
species of Martin also visiting our islands ; but I have availed myself as

well of the voluminous records chronicled in serial literature, often by
expert ornithologists.

Sjyring Immigration of Shimmer Visitants.—On this subject the

records are so numerous and complete as to enable me to speak with

authority as to the date of the Swallow's successive arrivals on our shores,

and also to trace with some degree of accuracy its gradual spreading over

the country, which has hitherto been a desideratum. During March a

few solitary birds annually appear, sometimes very early in the month,

and though these may be regai-ded as somewhat erratic visitors, no year

of the inquiry (1880-87) is wanting in authentic records of their

appearance. In all there are twenty-one records of March Swallows, of

which ten were observed on the south-west coast of England, four in

Ireland, three in the south-east of England, and two each in South-eastern

and South-western Scotland. It is not till April that the vanguard of

the host reaches our shores, and a careful analysis of dates shows that

the average time of its appearance in different parts of our islands is as

follows : Eor South-western England the beginning of the first week ; for
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Ireland the end of that week ; for South-eastern England early in the

second week ; for South-western Scotland the end of the same ; for South-

eastern Scotland the middle of the third week ; for Northern Scotland the

fourth week ; and lastly it is not till the second week of May that the few

Swallows which resort to Orkney reach their destination. These early

immigrants are either single birds or pairs. Some ten or twelve days

later than the arrival in each case of this advanced guard takes place the

appearance of Swallows in some numbers, and they become gradually

abundant throughout the kingdom. These initial hosts are followed by

others, and so the influx proceeds during the rest of April and the first

half of May, and beyond that date in the case of birds of passage. In

backward seasons, such as that of 1887, when cold and unsettled weather

with snow and sleet prevailed, the vanguard may be delayed for about a

week, but on that occasion its appearance was immediately followed by a

' rush,' and the birds became numerous and general only a little in arrear

of their accustomed time. In the Hebrides and North-western Scotland

the Swallow is uncommon, and mostly observed on passage in small

numbers, while though appearing almost annually in Shetland, chiefly

after the middle of May or early in June, it is little more than a straggler.

In Ireland the immigrants arrive in considerable numbers until about

the middle of May, and in some seasons (1883, 1884, and 1886) so late as

the third week of that month, but it is possible that some of these later

birds are on passage to tlie Hebrides and north of Scotland.

It is evident from the statistics consulted that the arrival of Swallows

on the western seaboard is well in advance of their appearance further to

the east. Not only is this so in the south of England, but even in Scot-

land the districts of ' Solway ' and ' Clyde ' almost invariably receive their

Swallows several days (some seasons ten or eleven) before the ' Tweed ' and
' Forth.'

Swallows are described as arriving on our southern shores during the

daytime, chiefly in pairs, but sometimes as many as six or seven together,

and flying low over the sea, the immigration lasting most of the day ; but

they are also noted as coming in small parties, flock after flock, for several

hours in succession, and unaccompanied by any other kinds of birds. A
remarkable exception to this was, however, observed at the Eddystone in

1887, when from midnight to 3 a.m. on May 3 and 4 hundreds of birds.

Swallows and Wheatears, together with (as testified by the wings of the

victims) Reed-Warblers, Whitethroats, Wood- and Willow-Warblers,

and Redstarts were killed at the lighthouse. Generally, however, few

Swallows meet with disaster during their spring journeys, a very small

number striking the lanterns, while fewer still seem to suffer from exhaus-

tion.

Sjyring Passagefrom the South to Northern Europe.—This movement
of Swallows which pass along our coast-line on their way to their homes in

the north of Europe does not set in till the last days of April, reaches its

maximum about the middle of May, and may be prolonged till nearly the

middle of June. Many of the earlier of these transient migrants reach

our south coast in couipany with the Swallows that come to summer with

us, but those which pour in during the latter part of May or in June are

mostly passengers on their way to Scandinavia. '^ The stream is almost

' According to the information of Professor Collett, the Swallow is seldom

observed in Norway in April. In the first week of May examples appear singly,

about the middle of that month more arrive, and between the 20th and 25th all,

perhaps, are coine,
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wholly confined to our eastern coast, and the North Sea is crossed ere

the northern limit of the mainland is reached, for these travellers do not

seem to take Orkney or Shetland on their route. A small number of

Swallows yearly visit the Hebrides during the first three weeks of May,
and it is possibly these birds, or some of them, that find their way to the

Fseroes,^ and even as stragglers to Iceland, while others may, perhaps,

finally reach Northern Europe by this far western route, which may
originate, so far as the British Isles are concerned, on the east coast of

Ireland and west coast of England. A few are also observed about the

same time on the north-west coast of Scotland.

Autttnvn Emigration of British Summer Visitors.—During the latter

half of July parties of Swallows are recorded as visiting the island

stations and lightships ofi' the east coast of Great Britain and the south-

east of Ireland, but it may be doubted if such appeai'ances are of much
significance, though it may be otherwise with some recorded in 1880, when
during the spell of cold weather six flocks of from fifty to sixty each
were observed passing to the south on July 27 at the Tees Buoy Light-

ship, and two days later numbers passed the Leman and Ower Lightvessel,

off the Norfolk coast—some alighting, while one struck. But even if

these were cases of real migration, it may have been but partial, and the

birds merely seeking better quarters within our area. It is not until the last

week of August that Swallows ordinarily begin to leave Scotland and the

north of England. Then there is a decided movement southward, and,

along with Redstarts and Willow-warblers, they are observed at various

stations both on the coast and inland. There is no evidence that these

birds actually quit the country, and m.ost, if not all, probably tarry for

some time in the south of England before crossing the Channel. The Irish

movements in August are less pronounced, but the returns show a decided

increase of visitors to the coast stations, and indicate the setting in of the

ebb. In Sej^tember the southern movement becomes general throughout
the whole country, and reaches its maximum between the middle and
end of the month. During its early days there is the first evidence of

actual departure from our shores, and the cross-channel emigration then

commencing proceeds throughout the autumn. The beginning of October
shows a decided falling off in the numbei's departing from the northern

districts, especially in the west ; but the southward movement is well

maintained during the first half of the month from the east and south-

west of England and the south-east of Ireland. By the middle of the

month the emigration from Scotland and the north of England is over,

and Swallows ol)served after that time on the east coast of Britain seem
to be the later emigrants from Scandinavia, which since September have
been passing along that coast, mingling with our own birds, so that in

many cases the two movements are indistinguishable. After the middle
of October a considerable diminution is observable, except on the coast of

the Channel, where the efflux is maintained throughout the month.
During the first half of November stragglers are still to be seen on the

east coast of Great Britain and the south-east of Ireland, but there are

no I'ecords of observations in the west of Scotland, and very few from
the north-west of England. From the south of England many departures

occur annually till the middle of the month, while stragglers are to be

' Herr Knud Andersen informs me that the Swallow appears not uncommonly
in the Fseroes in May,
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seen later, especially in the south-west. December Swallows are rarce

aves, and were only observed in one year of the inquiry. The autumn of

1880 was remarkable for the protracted stay of the llirundinidce, and
a few belated Swallows were recorded on the south coast of England in

the last week of November, while in December one was observed at

Bournemouth on the 7th, and two at Eastbourne, and one at Woolmer on
the 11th, the weather until that time having been mild.^

Aittumn Passage along tlie British Coast from Northern Europe.—The
return of the Swallows which have summered in Scandinavia (accom-
panied by their young), and their passage along our coast, usually takes
place from the middle of September ^ onwards, the 9th of that month
(in 1884) being the earliest day on which their movement is recorded.

The passage is well maintained during the rest of the month, and is

prolonged by a few birds to the first or even second week of October.
Some of these travellers from the north are perhaps induced by our
milder climate to tarry, and it is possibly such laggards that occur on or
near our east coast in November, and thus account for the lateness of

migration there observable when compared with the west coast. It has
been already remarked that, after their arrival on our shoi'es. Swallows on
autumn passage mix with our native birds then emigrating, and it is no
longer possible to trace the former, though they doubtless form the bulk
of the rear-guard movements of the autumn. In Shetland and Orkney
there is no appearance of these returning Swallows of passage, and but
feeble evidence of their taking the Hebrides on their way, though the
records indicate such a transit during September and the first day of

October. There are passage movements on the part of Irish birds dis-

cernible in the the south-west of England to the third week of October,
with occasional stragglers to the middle of November. In September
of some years Swallows are recorded at the lightships off the mouth of
the Thames and the Kentish coast as coming from the south-east, and
occasionally in considerable numbers.

Further Observations on the Autumn Movements. —At the best stations

for observing emigration it usually takes the form of the continuous
passage of small parties, not exceeding a score, and as this may last for

hours vast numbers thus depart. They have, however, been observed on
the south coast to assemble in thousands aod fly away en masse, but this

is only occasionally recorded. Swallows are frequently seen to emigrate
in company with House Martins and occasionally with Sand Martins.
The earliest troops to cross the channel are observed to be composed of old
and young birds. It has, however, been noticed that the large congrega-
tions at various points on the south coast, whether preparing to emigrate
or in actual movement, consist in many cases chiefly or entirely of young
birds, but in others wholly of adults. More frequently, however, the
number of old birds is in normal proportion to that of the young. The
time of the day at which emigration takes place seems equally varied.

On the south coast some of the great movements are recorded as in

' Mr. Joseph Agnew, light-keeper, states that a Swallow was caxight on the
Monach Isles (with the exception of 8t. Kilda, the outermost of the Hebrides) in
January 1887, but he unfortunately furnished no farther particulars of the
occurrence.

^ Professor Collett states that Swallows begin to leave Southern Norway the first

week of September, and that he has known individuals to remain there so late as the
middle of October.
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progress from early morning to noon, others as going on until night sets in.^

During the autumn and spring migration (though concerning the latter

we lack definite information) the English Channel is probably crossed by
many routes, but there are certain much-used points of departure to reach

which the birds shape their course. Beginning in the west, we find among
them the Land's End, the Lizard, the Eddystone, and Start-Point. It ia

otherwise, however, on the Dorset and Hampshire coasts, along which
Swallows are recorded as proceeding to the eastward, and it is not until

the Nab Lightvessel is reached that the flight becomes southerly towards
the French coast. In Sussex, too, the flight is easterly towards Beechy
Head, just before arriving at which many birds cross the Channel.^

Others still pursue their easterly flight, and finally cross the Straits of

Dover. There may be other routes taken, but the points of departure

just named are those which result from the present inquiry. There are,

however, some records of Swallows occasionally moving westward along

the south coast. If this should be more than accidental, a cross-movement
of departing birds occurs then. The shore line is closely followed by
many of the Swallows moving south, especially by those which are on
passage.

Investigations made at the Marine Biological Lahoratory, Plymouth.—
Rejwrt of the Committee, consisting of Mr. G. C. Bourne (Chair-

man), Mr. W. Garstang ((Secreia?-!!/), Professor E. Ray Lankester,

Professor Sydney H. Vines, Mr. A. Sedgwick, and Professor

W. F. R. Weldon. (Drawn up hy the Secretanj.)

The British Association's table has been occupied during the past year

by the following naturalists, who devoted themselves to investigations or

to the collection and preparation of material for research on the subjects

mentioned :
—

Mr. E. C. Punnetc, August-September 1900 (two months) : On the

Pelvic Plexus of Elasmobranchs, and on the Anatomy of Nemertines.

Mr. S. D. Scott, August 1900 (one week) : On the Excretory Pro-

cesses of Ascidians.

Dr. F. W. Gamble, April 1901 (one week) : On the Histology and
Physiology of Mysis.

Mr. W. B. Randies, July-August 1901 (one month) : On the Anatomy
of Trochus.

Mr. AV. M. Aders, August 1901 (two weeks) : On the Spermatogenesis
of Coelenterata,

Dr. Gamble's work was unfortunately cut short unexpectedly by private

causes, and another gentleman, to whom the table had been allotted

—

' At the Nab Lightship, October 1, 188G, Swallows are recorded as passing south
at intervals, twenty at a time, from dawn to dark. The returns from Hanois Light-
house, on the west coast of Guernsey, show that Swallows pass southward from 6 A.M.
to 8 P.M. At the Casqaets, west of Alderney, on October 1, 1880, Swallows, with
other birds, Song-Thrushes, Ring-Ousel, Land- and Water-Rails, and a Woodcock,
occurred from II p.m. to 3 A.M. : 200 Swallows struck the lantern. The movements
at this station, however, may possibly have nothing to do with migration on the
British coasts.

- When crossing between Newhaven and Dieppe in September I have seen
Swallows passings in a sov^th-eagterljy direction tQwavds the ifrench coast,
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Mr. Chubb, of University College, London—was also prevented eventually

from making use of it.

In spite of these circumstances, which prevented the utilisation of the

table to the full extent, researches of a substantia] character have been
carried out. Part of Mr. Punnett's work, 'On Two New British Nemer-
tines,' which has been published recently,^ and Mr. Aders' researches on

Spermatogenesis, on last year's matei'ial, have been submitted and
accepted by the faculty of the University of Marburg as a thesis for

graduation. Mr. Randies' report is given below.

The Committee respectfully request re-election ; but in view of a
balance of 8^. 5s. remaining unexpended, they apply only for a grant

of 10^., in addition to the balance in hand.

On the Anatomy of Trochus. By W. B. Randles.

I occupied the British Association table from July 17 until August 17,

1901, during which time I was engaged in collecting and preserving
material for a research on the anatomy and histology of Trochus.

Several species of Trochus are to be found either at or in the vicinity

of Plymouth, and are representatives of three sub-genera, viz.

—

Trochus (Gibbula) cinerarius.

„ „ umbilicatus.

,, „ tumidus.

„ (Calliostoma) zizyphinus.

„ „ striatus.

„ „ granulatus.

„ (Trochocochlea) lineatus.

An examination of the internal structure of Trochus shows the close

relationship which evidently exists between this genus and Pleurotomaria,
the anatomy of which has recently been described by Woodward.'^

Especially is this noticeable in T. (Calliostoma) zizyphinus, where,
save for the presence of only one gill, the internal structure is almost
identical with that of Pleurotomaria. The nervous system is, however,
more highly differentiated, there being a nearer approach to concentra-
tion of nerve cells into ganglionic masses than obtains in Pleurotomaria.

T have compared the various species of Ti-ochus anatomically with a

view to testing the validity of the division into sub-genera.
Though the number of species obtainable here is not very large, yet I

find that, as regards the sub-genera Gibbula and Calliostoma, definite

anatomical differences do occur, which justify the separation of these
forms into sub-genera.

Trochus (Trochocochlea) lineatus, liowever, presents no apparent
anatomical differences from the various species of Gibbula ; and though
the examination of a single species of this sub-genus is scarcely sufficient

to enable one to judge of its validity or not, yet a very close relationship
evidently exists Isetween Gibbula and Trochocochlea. I hope shortly to
publish the results of my investigation on this genus.

In conclusion I beg to thank the Britisli Association for the use of
their table and to express ray indebtedness to Dr. Allen for his many
suggestions and ever-ready help.

' Quart. Journ. M. Science, vol. xli. part 4, pp. 547-5G-t, Two plates.
» g.J.M.S,, March 1901, pp. 215-263.
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Some Notes on the Behaviour of Young Gulls artificially hatched.

By Professor J. Arthur Thomson, M.A.

[Ordered by the General Committee to be printed in extensoJ]

The biological and psychological interest of the observations made by
Professor C. Lloyd Morgan and others on the behaviour of artificially

hatched young birds (especially chicks) led me this summer to utilise an
opportunity which presented itself of incubating some eggs of Larus
ridibvAidus and of observing the behaviour of tlie young. I had also

wished to obtain material for testing the influence of different kinds of

diet on the texture of the stomach, but this j^roblem was not followed

up. Although my observations are not in any way surprising, they raise

a number of interesting questions ; and it is, of course, well that we should

contrast the ways of a thoroughly wild bird with those of the chick, which
has probably been to some extent changed by domestication.

Some of the gulls which I hatched in my laboratory were given to

Dr. Lewis Maclntyre, lecturer on comparative psychology in the

University of Aberdeen, and I am indebted to him for confirmation and
extension of certain facts which I noticed. But, as he has not seen this

communication, he is not in any way responsible for errors of inference

which may have crejst in. I should also notice that four newly hatched
birds from different nests were used for comparison with those that were
artificially incubated.

Among observations made on repeated occasions at the guUery the

following may be noted, though they may be familiar to many.
Although the thousands of birds are extraordinarily quick to take

alarm—generally, to human perception, quite needlessly—they acquiesce

in two or three minutes to the presence of an intruder in a boat, if he sit

still under a covering of sacking. The birds will then come within
arm's length and settle down, though the shape of the observer who is

peering through holes cut in the sacking forms the most conspicuous

object in the immediate environment. By this method it was possible

to make sure of the fact that the same bird comes back to the same nest.

As there may be hundreds of nests within a small radius—at least half-a-

dozen on the area of an ordinary household dining table—and as the very

uniform bank of mud, tussocks, and bog-bean stems presents to our eyes

few distinctive marks, and as there is continuous rising, squabbling, and
resettling, it seemed well to take some pains to fix attention on birds

with some slight peculiarity of plumage, and to prove that they came
back to their proper nest. The extraordinary variability of the colora-

tion of the eggs—from unspotted pale blue to very dark brown with
darker spots—may facilitate the recognition of the nest during the day.

On one occasion I observed that a very young nestling of the first or second

day which had tumbled out of its own nest and crawled to the next one
was accepted without demur. Older youngsters, able to run about, are

pecked at very viciously when they come near a brooding bird.

First Day.—Observations in regard to behaviour immediately after

artificial hatching were greatly hindered by the fact that the young birds

are so imperfectly warm-blooded. Something of the nature of a hothouse
would be useful. When the young creatures were taken from the incubator
or from a warmed box they were in a few minutes oppressed with cold,

and uttered their cry of discomfort almost continuously. As observations

under conditions of discomfort did not seem of value, the birds were at

first studied only for a few minutes at a time.
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Hatched with open eyes, which did not wink on the approach of a
finger, the young birds showed no sign of any fear. A notable fact is

their extraordinary self-possession throughout, though suspiciousness

gradually grows on them.' They pecked within a few hours after

hatching both at finger and spoon, with or without food, but with a lack
of precision. They also pecked at the cotton-wool of their beds. Many
of the first day's peckings missed, but the learning was very rapid. It

was observed that in precision of early pecking the young gulls were far

ahead of young coots. Even on the first day some fed I'epeatedly and
heartily, but this varied with the individual.

Some preening was observed on the first day, and the general
vertebrate action of raising the hind foot to scratch the head—seen in

frog, lizard, chick, kitten, &c.—was frequently noticed. Almost from
the first, too, there was a slight use of the wings in balancing.

On the first day one turned its head towards the cheep of another in
a separate compartment of the incubator and cheeped as if in response

;

a third, still within the egg (chipped), often uttered a note, twice repeated,
when the others did. Little or no attention was paid to noises, except
to a prolonged low whistle, which was followed by cowering, even on
the first day.

Second Day.—On the second day the pecking was vigorous and precise :

the birds followed bright objects by moving the head and neck, and pecked
at them in motion. They attended to sleeve-links, ring, silver spoon,
•fee. ; they looked up or cheeped when I tapped at the window of the
incubator, but they took no heed of snapping fingers, ring of spoon on a
glass beaker, rubbing of cork on glass, and many other striking noises.

They shrank a little from a sharp hand-clap close to them, but did not
cower. A prolonged low whistle again made them crouch in silence, but
after a number of trials on the same day (second) one of them entirely
ceased to attend to it. It would be interesting to discover if there is in
the normal environment some alarming sound corresponding to the
prolonged low whistle, but I cannot make any plausible suggestion which
would apply to the gullery observed. Later on there was obvious associa-

tion of certain sounds with the advent or discovery of food.

The sensitiveness to cold—which repeatedly led to a reduction in the
number of young birds—was still very marked on the second day. Even
on a rug before the fire one would creep into my hands or crawl up my
sleeve, apparently for warmth. At the pond many young birds seemed in
a state comparable to cold-coma, and it may be suggested that this will

tend to prevent premature excui'sions, which would in many cases
inevitably land the young birds in the water. A gentle pecking under
shelter, e.g., of trouser-leg, suggested pecking at the mother's coverts.

As is well known, the adults are very combative, and it was interesting
to observe a fight early on the second day of life. Beth pecked at Aleph's
bill, Aleph responded, and there was a combat so forcible that separation
seemed advisable. It was interesting in connection with these youthful
combats to notice the interlocking of the bills just as may be observed in
adults. As has been pointed out, these bill-wrestlings are of biological

' I may note here that in early days the presence oE cat or dog does not seem to
excite any attention ; later on there is alerr attention, but no apparent fear : a
gull two to three weeks old will run at a fox-terrier and peck its nose ; but later
on, before they fly off, when about a month old, the bjrds utter the alarm cry
and retreat on the sudden appearance of a cat or dog.
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interest in connection with the regeneration of injured beaks in birds.

I cannot suppose that this second-day combat was other than an early

expression of the combative instinct ; it could hardly be due to hunger,

for I have noted in regard to Aleph and Beth, between their first and second

days, that they were fed at 3.30 a.m., at 6 a.m., at 9.30 a.m., and so on till

6 p.m. They would only take a little at a time, but that greedily enough.

I suppose the mother must give them mouthfuls with great rapidity, for I

entirely failed to see a single case of feeding at the gullery, and others

have been equally unsuccessful. Between 7 and 8.30 p.m. on May 24,

between 3.30 and 7.30 a.m. on the 25th, along with a careful observer to

whom I am much indebted, I watched the nests in the hope of detecting

the feeding process, but quite in vain.

Third Day.—On the third day one of them had a bath, and showed

the completeness of the cleaning instinct. The head was ducked sideways,

shaken about, and reducked precisely in adult fashion, and this on first

experience of water, afid of course without any example. After some clean-

ing the bird drank in the usual chick fashion.

Another, Omega, on its third day was put into a deep bath : it

screamed for a few seconds, then settled down to paddling in a thoroughly

efiicient fashion, but with a tendency to swim backwards. It washed its

head thoroughly, cleaned its bill with its foot, turning round and round in

the water like a top, and after the bath it preened itself. Repeated ex-

periments with different birds showed perfectness of swimming powers

without experience or imitative stimulus ; also perfect preening after the

bath.

In several cases the bath was followed by extreme weakness, by con-

vulsive fits, by inability to stand upright— also observed in fatigue (the

whole tarso-metatarsus being horizontal)— and by a physiologically inter-

esting tendency to run I'apidly backwards and then collapse. After

N'arious treatments—warm milk, a little oil, massage, and drying before

the fire—there was rapid restoration to normal vigour. I should, of

course, like to know what the backward movements really mean. They
are not to be confused with the normal backward run of 6-9 inches before

defecation, which is doubtless in part an instinctive adaptation to avoid

filing the nest, though perhaps also with some internal functional import.

Omega in its third day was fighting with X of two days, cowered

down into a corner when I hissed vigorously : it was far more frightened

than any other I observed. Again, one would like to know what the hiss

corresponds to in the normal environment. The same bird Omega fought

on the same day with Y (a day younger) with the bills gripped in the adult

fashion.

My observations made at odd times in a busy summer session cannot

be taken so seriously as the careful studies by Lloyd Morgan and others,

but they left me with the general impression that the wild bird is in some

respects more endowed at birth than the cleverest chick.

For instance, while we know that Lloyd Morgan's chicks would gorge

themselves with useless or hurtful things, such as worms made of red

worsted, the young gulls were from the first judicious in their eating.

During the first two days they got some of the cotton-wool of their

bed into their mouths, but this was inevitable ; they often pecked at little

pieces of dry excrement, just as they pecked at any conspicuous spot, such

as a letter on a piece of paper, and so persistently at spots on the saucer

that it seemed advisable to give some of the youngest an unspotted saucer.
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Once or twice I saw one peck at a flame, but as far as I could see they

never swallowed anything injurious or useless. They would test particles

of tobacco, for instance, with an exceedingly rapid touch, but they never

went beyond testing. The same was true of young coots. I tried X re-

peatedly with a little twisted roll of paper : he pecked at it three times

after much provocation, but he threw it away each time, and beside this

we have to place the fact that they ate worms in the garden and small

insects without any hesitation the very first time. A heavy meal of a

particular sort seemed to b3 followed by repugnance to the same food

next day ; they showed that repentance which is ' the weight of undigested

meals ate yesterday.' Thus I note that ' Alpha and Beta ate too much
tish yesterday, won't touch it to-day, but take liver freely,' and similarly

Nvith many other food-stuffs. Noteworthy achievements were catching

a Hying insect and breaking an earthworm into three pieces.

As to quickness of learning, I observed that of two nestlings who
were having their first experience of food in a saucer, the elder after some
food had been given to it pecked of itself, while the younger pecked at

first only at the bill of its senior, but within five minutes pecked also out

of the saucer.

As to sounds, it seemed possible to distinguish (a) the peep-peep

uttered before birth and long afterwards when they were not completely

comfortable. The saoDe is heard at the gullery when the mother has been

off the nest for some time ; sometimes in my specimens it would not be
once heard for fifteen minutes or more. It means cold, hunger, or some
discomfort, (b) Secondly, there is a deeper, more adult-like dissyllabic

quack uttered in excitement before food, (c) Thirdly, a sharp surprise

cry uttered when they were lifted quickly into bright light, or disturbed.

(d) Fourthly, there is a very plaintive, but contented, almost sigh-like

cheep, often when very comfortable.

One thing the young gulls seemed to have to learn in their artificial

environment was to recognise water to drink, but this was probably

because it was presented to them not quite normally—in saucers, glass

vessels, and shallow bath. Although thirsty, they would walk round, or

even at first through, a saucer without using their opportunity. As with

Lloyd Morgan's chicks they drank if they got their bills wet by pecking
while standing in the water, and they also drank when thrown into

water. Only after ten days' education did one of them go at once to a
dish of water placed on the floor and drink. I conclude that an artificial

association was established between a shining surface and drink, for I

have seen my gulls of three weeks or so trying to drink from the glass lid

of a pasteboard specimen box placed on the floor.

Another general impression I got was that the kin-instinct is strong.

There seems to be even from within the egg a responsive piping to those

outside. On the first day Beth tried to make towards Aleph in a separate

compartment of the incubator ; an older bird showed the greatest com-
placence towards its younger companion who followed it about and often

tried to snuggle under its imperfect wing ; when one, before having its

first bath, tumbled from the floating cork raft into the water, and was for a
moment confused and screamed, his companion, who had experience of

two previous baths, jumped after the first, swam to him, and touched him
;

where two strangers were brought together for convenience of warmth,
there was in one case amity after a few bill-peckings ; in another case

they were not seen nestling together till the third day ; in two cases
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when the older gull had taken flight into freedom leaving a younger Com-
panion in the garden, the first to fly returned repeatedly to visit the
younger until it also flew ; adults of the species flew about overhead
when the young in the garden were approaching their time for flight. On
the other hand, a winged herring gull (shot by some careless person)
which lived in the garden displayed not the remotest interest in its small
congeners. Nor were young coots interested in young gulls.

The widespread following- instinct was very marked between younger
and older ; indeed, to find one in a large room in the summer twilight the
quickest way was to set loose another, and it should also be noticed, in
confirmation of some remarks by Thorndike, that one of the young gulls
used to follow a little boy's bare feet persistently over the lawn, nestling
beside them when he stood still.

Finally, it may be noticed that while there was for three to four weeks
great tameness and familiarity on the part of the young gulls, the wild shy-
ness and suspicion grew quickly after they were able to rise from the ground.
The species is of course migratory, and there seemed to be a growing
restlessness towards the end of July, but this may have been prompted
by adults who frequently flew round and round overhead. It was note-
worthy, however, that there was a return of tameness on the part of a
younger bird after the flight of the older. It was even seen to thread its

way through a group of children seated on the lawn, and coolly ap-
propriate a strawberry from one of the plates.

Changes of the Laoid Level of the Phlegncan Fields.— Beport of a
Committee consisting of Dr. H. R. Mill {Chairman), Mr. H. N.
Dickson (Secretary), Dr. Scott Keltie, and Mr. R. T. Guntheh.
(Drawn up hi/ Mr. R. T, Gunther.)

Work was commenced soon after my arrival in Naples at the end of
June 1901, and is still in progress.

I am very glad to be able to report that the material for investigation
is even more abundant than I anticipated when the research was pro-
posed as a desirable one a year ago. Many of the so-called rocks and
shoals along the coast of Posilipo have proved to be really artificial con-
structions, Roman breakwaters and foundations, and walls of houses.

So far as I am aware, these constructions, now submerged to varying
depths, have never been mapped ; nor indeed is there a good large scale
map of the coast upon which the submarine antiquities could be plotted.
I have therefore had to devote a good deal of time to the preparation of
a new survey of the coast line before beginning to map the adjacent
portions of the sea bottom.

The sites to which I have devoted most attention are :

1. A triangular area inside the Pietra Salata, south of the Capo di
Posilipo. Here the remains of a large house or houses have been dis-
covered.

2. The ancient harbour of Marechiano, famed as the traditional site

of Pollio's fish tanks.

3. The Gaiola region and Trentaremi Bay, To the north-east of the
Gaiola is a Roman harbour, which seems to have altogether escaped the
notice of modern archsologists. It is sheltered on the south by a series

of piers (now entirly submerged) very like those of the Roman harbours
of Nisida, Pozzuoli, and Misenum.
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It is unfortunate that this material, being submerged, will take a long

time to work out completely ; were it above water a clear idea of its

significance would be sooner obtained.

So far as the work has gone at present, it tends to show that the

land level in Roman times was about 15 feet higher than at present
;

that there was a road all along the coast of Posilipo underneath the cliffs
;

and that this road was lined by numerous houses, most of which have
been washed away. These points and others will be shown on a map
which is in preparation.

Tlie CUmatoloijn of Africa.—Tenth and Final Report of a Committee
consistiiKj of Mr. E. G. Ravensteix {Chairman), Dr. H. R. Mill,
and'^h:. H. N. Dickson (Secretary). (Brciivn vp by the Chairman.)

Meteoeological returns have been received by your Committee in the
course of last year from twenty-one stations in Africa, including Asiut and
Omdurman ; Old Calabar ; Blantyre, Lauderdale, Fort Johnston, and
Nkata Bay in Nyasaland ; Kisimayu, Malindi, Lamu, Takaunga, Mombasa,
and Shimoni on the coast of British East Africa ; Machako's, Kitui,
Nairobi, and Kikuyu in the interior of that Protectorate ; and from the
four lake stations in Buganda. We are, moreover, enabled to give the
results of seven years' observation on the rainfall at Mengo (Buganda),
taken from the unpublished journal of the late Mr. A. M. Mackay. A
table giving the rainfall since 1890 at a number of stations has been added.

Since the appointment of your Committee in 1891 meteorological
reports from as many as seventy- one African stations have been pub-
lished through its agency, and it may safely be asserted that many of
the more valuable of these observations would never have been made or
become generally available had it not Ijeen thi'ough our action. Amongst
these stations, however, there are only fifty- six the records of which
embrace a full year, and eleven from which we have received full returns
for at least five years. These latter are Lauderdale, Dunraven {rainfall

only), Kisimayu, Malindi, Lamu, Takaunga (rainfall only), Mombasa,
Chuyu (or Shimoni in Wanga), Machako's, Fort Smith (in Kikuyu), and
Mengo (Namirembo and Natete). Among stations having a less extended
record, but distinguished for the care with which the obserA'ations were
taken and the interest attaching to the results, are Bolobo in the Conwo
State (3| years) ; Zomba (i years) and Fort Johnston (28 months) in
jSTyasaland ; Kibwezi(18 months) in British East Africa and Old Calabar.
We should also refer here to the high value attaching to the observations
on the lake le\el of Victoria Nyanza.
A summary of Dr. Livingstone's meteorological work during his last

journey (1866-71) will be found in our report for 1894.

In Ef/ifpt Major Lyons, Director General of the Survey Department,
is gradually pushing meteorological stations into the Sudan.

In J^yasaland the scientific department has been organised by Sir H.
Johnston and placed in charge of Mr. McClounie, an able and zealous officer,
who during a recent visit to Europe has availed himself of opportunities
offered to gain a competent knowledge of the working of a thoroughly
equipped meteorological observatory. Zomba, the headquarters of°tho
Protectorate, will soon take its place among stations of tho first order, for
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it is now furnished with A thermograph, a barograph (specially designed

for a considerable altitude), an anemometer, and a Whipple-Caselle sun-

shine recorder. Fort Johnston ranks as a station of the second order,

and it is proposed to establish similar stations at Chinde and at one of

the lake ports. In addition to Lauderdale, where the representatives of

Mr. J. W. Moir continue his work, Zomba, and Fort Johnston, there are

ten climatological stations, and rain-gauges have been set up in many

places. Quite recently ten hygrometers have been ordered, for, as Mr.

McClounie writes, 'cacao is to be experimented with, and to think of

o-rowinfT such a product anywhere we must have some idea of humidity

and saturation.' The registers are kept in conformity with our ' Hints.'

Tiie results are published monthly in full as a supplement to the ' British

Central Africa Gazette ' and freely distributed.

In British East Africa instruments were supplied in 1891 by the late

luiperial British East Africa Company, and it does not appear that fresh

grants have been made since or breakages made good. The earlier

records appear to have been lost, but a summary of all that could be

saved up to 1893 has been published by the Chairman of your Com-

mittee.' All that has been done since will be found in the ' Beports '
of

your Committee, the original ' Registers ' having been kindly communi-

cated by the Foreign Office.

In July 1895 Dr. A. D. Mackinnon proposed to H.M. Commissioner

for Buganda the establishment of at least three fully equipped meteoro-

logical stations, there existing at that time throughout the Protectorate

only two rain-gauges, in addition to a few instruments in the hands of

the missionaries. These sets, including mercurial barometers and anemo-

meters, were granted by the Foreign Office in May 1896, and supple-

mentary grants have been made since. When Sir H. H. Johnston

arrived at' the close of 1899 he found Mr. Alexander Whyte at the liead

of a scientific department, and he induced the Foreign Office to appoint

an assistant (Mr. J. Mahon), who should attend more particularly to the

collections and the tabulation of meteorological information. Meteoro-

logical stations have now been established at Naivasha, Baringo, Eldoma

Bavine, Kisumu, Mumias, Jinja, Fort Thruston, Kampala, Ntebe, Fort

Stanley (Sese Islands), Masaka (Buddu), Fort Portal (Toro), Mbarara

(Ankole), Holma (Unyoro), AVadelai, and Gondokoro.

Such of the instruments originally issued by us which have not

become unserviceable, been lost, or been otherwise disposed of have been

left in the hands of trustworthy observers, with a reversionary claim

upon them by the British authorities within v/hose territory the stations

are situated.

Your Committee have likewise published ' Hints to Meteorological

Observers in Tropical Africa,' which, they are happy to say, have been

made widely known and freely accepted by observers. Copies may lie

obtained on application to the Secretary of the Royal Meteorological

fciocielv. 1-11
The rer^isters received by your Committee, and not claimed by the

observers, have been handed over either to tlie Meteorological Council or

> 'Report on Meteorological Observations in Brilish Ea-t Africa foi- 1893.'

London: G. Thilip & Son, 1891. Persons interested can Iia'e copies grr^tis on

application.
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to the Secretary of the Royal Meteorological Society, and may be freely
consulted by persons interested.

Your Committee are under no illusion as to the merely conditional
value of many observations published by them. The index errors of the
instruments were unknown in many instances ; the hours for making
observations were injudicially chosen ; the observei's, owing to illness or
official duties, were frequently unable to fill up the registers, and there
was no one to take their place ; or, worse still, they had absolutely no
knowledge of the manner in which the instruments enti'usted to them
should be handled, and placed readings on record which, on the face of
them, are utterly absurd,^ and must unhesitatingly be rejected.

Your Committee, on bringing their ten years' service to a close,

desire to direct the attention of the authorities called upon to organise the
meteorological service in British Protectorates or Crown Colonies to the
following points :

—

1. The instruments supplied should not only be verified before they
leave England, but should also be inspected periodically by a competent
official, who would pay particular attention to their exposure, inquire
into the competency of the persons charged with filling in the registers,

and eventually teach them how to observe.

2. Inasmuch as all officials may occasionally be called upon to fill up
the registers, they should be instructed, before they leave England, in
handling and reading the usual meteorological instruments. An hour
spent at the office of the Meteorological Council, or with the Secretary of
the Royal Meteorological Society, would suffice for that purpose.

3. It is of far greater importance to have a limited number of stations

well equipped, and the registers from which can be thoroughly trusted,

than a multiplicity of stations provided with defective instruments, care-

lessly or intermittingly attended to.

4. Care should be taken that there should be no interruption in the
records kept at the principal stations owing to the illness or temporary
absence of the observer. Duly qualified rative assistants could be
obtained from the Meteorological Department of India.

5. It is most desirable that the hours of observation recommended in
our ' Hints ' should be strictly adhered to, not for the sake of uniformity
only, but mainly because they yield a true mean of barometric pressure,

temperature, and humidity without making undue or unreasonable demands
upon the time of the observers.

6. Unless local provision is made for the adequate publication of the
observations, the registers should be forwarded (through the Foreign or
the Colonial Office) to the Meteorological Council, or to the Secretary of
the Royal Meteorological Society, in order that abstracts may be prepared
and made generally accessible to meteorologists and others interested.

Still better would it be if an annual volume containing all these observa-
tions were to be published separately.

' Not infrequently, as pointed out by us in publishing these observations, the
wet bulb and maximum thermometers give higher readings than the dry bulb and
minimum thermometers. Nay, some of these observers seem to be ignorant of the
decimal notation, for they enter 17'8 or 30"68 when there is no doubt that 17'08 and
30068 ought to have been entered.

1901. C C
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Old Calabar.
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Tahaungu. Lot. 3° 41' 6'.,

Long. 39° 52' E. Oh-

servers: C. F. Braganza
and G. H. L. Murray.

Xisimayu. Lat. 0° 22' S.,Lo7ig.i^° 33'^.

Observers : Ji. G. Farrant, Wallace

Blake, and B. W. Humplirey.

E,ain

Month

190U
January .

February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October .

November
December

1900
1899
189S
1897
189G
1895

Meau, 1890-1900 43-49

a

In.
0-74

1-83

5-23

3-05

2ti-15

2-05

3-79

1-12

2-30

C-40
3-72

1-11

a< — ^
'>~ 2

I

No.
2
5

4
7

22
9

22
13
14
13

10

In.
0-47

0-43

4-16

2-45

5-43

0-68

0-48

0-27

0-60

2-72

0-79

0-40

Months

5S-09 124
33-15 116
24-00 ' 71
54-40 ,104

47-80 79

35-71 68

5-43

2-08

1-75

5-13

3-27

3-30

1900
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November,
December

Year 1900

„ 1899

., 1898

g 0) »

9 A.M.

In.
29-920

•876

•992

30-338
-135

29-957
-914

•959

•997

-936

•810

•808

29-972
•925

29-885

3 ^

9 A.M.

83-3

83-5

84-9

85-6

84-1

80-1

79-0

79-4

80-0

80-1

82-7

Jll;8_
^^82-0

81-1

80-8

Rain

In.

0-48

•03

3-G7
3-17

1-81

0-10

•04

•00

1-75

1-82

12^87

12-40

10-91

1
<1'.2

!

No. In.

0-48
-03

1-83

1-50

0-61

0-08

•04

1-10

0-92

1-83

4-12

3-44

99 3-51

—The readings have been corrected for instru-

ment.il error. , i, i j
The barometrical readings have been reduced

to standard temperature of 32^ and standard

gravity in lat. 45°, but not to sea-level.

NairoU. Lat. 1°2'&,36° 57'

E., 5,450 ft. Ohserrers :

W. D. Sjricrs, F. Gilld-

son, Louis S... [illegible].

Month

Rain

-^

^InT
4-62

2-30

2-34

0-00

0-17

0-47

G-48

5'2G

TO IN

2<o.

5

10
4

1

8
15
13

In.
3-46

0-75

1-5C

0-17

•18

•73

1^79

Mallndi. Lat. 3° 13' S., Long. 40° 7' E.

Observer: James Weaver.

Kitul. Lat. 1° 50' S., Long. 38°i4'.

•er : S. L. Hinde.
Ob-

Temperature Rain

Month
Mean
Ma.x.

Month

1900
January .

February
March
April
May.
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Year 1900

„ 1899

„ 1898

„ 1897

„ 1896

Mean Temp.
9 A.M.

Humidity, 9 A.M. Rain

Dry i
Wet I

Dew
Point C to

84-4

85-2

85-5

84-7

82-4

79-7

78-4

79-3

79-7

80-9

80-3

81-5

78-3

80-6

80-3

80-3

79-2

76-5

74-4

74^7

75-2

75-9

77-4

77-7

76-1

79-1

78-6

7S-8
78-1

75-4

72-8

72-9

73-9

74-0

76-3

76-4

81-8

81-4

81-7

81-1

Mean 189G-1900 81-5

77-5

75-9

77-1

76-0

73-8

75-4

78-0 76-9

7-1 75-5

In.
899
-992

•975

•987

-960

•876

•805

•808

•834

•838

•906

•907

•898

•833

929

P.e.

82
86

84
86
90
90
87

85

91

a

In.
0-87

-33

•56

1-96

17-08

1-84

2-77

1-72

1^48

2-30

3^68

2^47

87 37-05

78 13338

81 14-44
— 158-00'

87 '53-60

No.
6

2
4
G

14
4
6

5

5

7

8

7

74
102
53
91

89

« .-H

'go

In.
0-35

-18

•30

•51

5^25

0^73

•66

•38

•67

•60

1^32

P43

5-25

5-30

1-65

4-85

4-36

1900
July .

September
October .

November.
December.

71-3

76-7

74-6

80-5

75-6

Mean
Miu.

571
60-0

62-3

62-0

63-3

E
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Maclialto's, Lav. 1" 31' S., Lnvg. 37° 18' E., 5,400 /«ef. Observer : W. Maclellan Wilson.
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Victoria, Nyanza Lake Lei-eU and Rainfall, in Decadea.

Ohscrrcrs : F. Pordage, F. A. Xnowles, H. Gait, S. Spire, U'. Jt. Walker,

and others.

Xtebe,
1899

Decades

JIaioh,

Januarv, I.

„ " n.
III.

l-eliniary, I.

II.

III.

I.

II.

III.

I.

n.
III.

I.

11.

III.

I.

II.

in.
• lulV, 1.

II.

III.

August, I.

ir.

III.

September, I.

IT.

April,

Hay,

Jiiue,

• tuber,
in.

I.

II.

III.

Xiivcmber, I.

H.
III.

1 'ecembcr, I.

II.

HI.

Lake
Level

In.

+ 3-00

2-62

2-G7
3-67

3-17

2-66

3Ut
2-72

2-47

1-72

1-82

3-97

3-64

4-54

4-22

4-89

4-42

4-65

4-97

4-95

3-61

2-17

+ 0-32

-2-30
-3-55
-4-68
-G-58
-G-33
-7-13
-7-76
-8-30
-8-88
-9-73
-9-53
-8-93
-6-48

Fort
Tbrustou,

189'J

Lake
Level

111.

-0-7f)

-1-U3
-1-31
-2-81
-2-56
-1-.S5

-2-3«
-2-98
-3-5.'>

-3-73
-3-ti8
-2-48
-2-48

+ ir32

+ 3-22

+ 2-17

-U-2S
-1-13
-3MI8
-2-73
-2-93
-8-23
-12-48
-13-49
-lti-38
-17-08
-18-98
-19-93
-21-78
-22-43

Xtebe (F. Alice), 19u0

Lake
Level

In.

-6-C8
-G-38
-G-12
-5-88
-5-38
— 5-U3
-5-33
-5-03
-4-53
-5-63
— 5-53

-5-53
-4-28
-5-03
-4-58
-4-28
— 3-63

-3-43
-3-03
-2-53
-2-15
-2-78
-3-23
-4-12
-5-83
-7-53
-10-23
-13-33
-15-93
-17-21
-18-08
-18-73
-19-53
-18-98
-18-08
— 16-53
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Victoria Nyanza Lake Levels and Rainfall, in Decades—cont.

In order to elucidate the interesting problems connected with the physical geography of the Victoria Nyanza, it

would be necessary to instal rain-gauges throughout its drainage basin, and to establish at least foiir gauges tor

measuring the level of tlie lal^e, and to connect tliese gauges by lines of spirit level : a consummation most de^'oucly
to be wislieil, though not likely to be realised for a considerable time to come. The observations should, as a matier
of course, embrace all atiuospherio phenomena, and more especially atmospheric pressure.

Victoria Nyanza.—Lahe Levels and Rainfall, Monthly Means.

Month

1899
January
February
March .

April .

May .

June .

July .

August
September
October
November
December

Year

1900
January
February
March .

April .

May
June ,

July .

August
September
October
November
December

Year

Ntebc (P. Alice)

Mean
Level

In.
2-76

3-20

2-64

2-50

4-14

4-65

3-83

0-02

4-94

7-09

8-9S
8-61

- 0-51

- 6-38

- 5-4B
- 4-95

- 5-53

- 4-95

- 3-78

- 2-GG
- 2-37
- 7-86

-15-63
-lS-75
-17-82

8-13

Extremes

Highest Lowest

In.

+ 3-97

+ 6-47

+ 3-97

+ 5-47

+ fi-47

+ 5-97

+ 5-97

+ 2-97

- 3-03

- G-03
- 8-03

- 7-03

+ G-47

I

- G-03
- 5-03

- 4-53

- 5-53

- 4-53

- 3-03

- 2-03

- 2-53

- 5-03

-12-53
-17-53
-15-53

In.

+ 2-47

+ 1-47

-t- 0-72

+ 0-97

+ 2-97

+ 3-47

+ 1-47

- 3-03

- 8-03

- 8-03

-1003
- 9-53

-10-03

- 7-03

- B-03
- 3-53

- 5-53

- 5-53

- 4-53

- 3-03

- 4-53

-11-53
-17-53
-19-53
-19-53

2-03 -19-53

Fort Thruston (Lubwas)

Mean
Level

In.
- 1-04

- 2-42

- 2-95

- 3-30

+ 0-10

+ 0-7S
- 2-92

-IMG
-16-48
-21-42

-21-5

-21-5

-21-5

-20-5

-19-5

-18-90

-li-S4
-18-87

-21-GG
-26-10
-30-31
-26-27

Extremes

Highest Lowest

In.
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TJie Survey of British rrotedorates.—Report of the Committee, co-w-

sisting of Sir T. H. HoLDlCH (Chairman), Col. G. E. Church,
Mr. E. G. Ravenstein, and Mr. H. N. Dickson (Secretary),

appointed to draw tip a Scheme fur the Survey of British
Protectorates.

Your Committee are of opinion that a representation should be suljmitted
to His Majesty's Government in support of an organised scheme for sur-
veying British Protectorates in Africa, and that it would be advantageous
to secure the co-operation of the Royal Geographical Society, and of other
bodies unconnected with Government who may be specially interested in
the matter, in bringing forward their proposals. At present, various sur-
veys have been commenced in different parts of Africa under local
administrations, which are unconnected with each other and have appa-
rently no common basis of technical system or scale, from which it will be
difficult eventually to compile a satisfactory and homogeneous first map
of our African possessions. A large amount of geographical work,
carried on more or less under the auspices of the Royal Geographical
Society, is gradually accumulating, all of which might be usefully turned
to account in a general survey scheme, if uniformity of method and scale
were adopted. A comprehensive scheme of geographical survey (apart
from special surveys for local requirements), to be carried out jointly with
other nationalities in the continent of Africa, will undoubtedly prove a
necessity in the near future for purposes of boundary demarcation and
administration

; but such a scheme must emanate from those responsible
advisers of Government who are best acquainted with the opportunities
for combined action and the means for carrying it out.

But, pending the adoption of such a scheme, and with due apprecia-
tion of the value of the disjointed efforts which are now being made to
secure partial surveys for administrative purposes in various parts of the
country, your Committee are of opinion that the following considerations,
none of which involve immediate financial outlay, should be especially
brought to the notice of His Majesty's Government ; inasmuch as
'Immediate attention to them would undoubtedly tend to hasten the
attainment of the end primarily in view—viz., the construction of a
homogeneous and consistent geographical map of that part of Africa
which affects Imperial interests.

(1) The advantage of a common scale should be impressed on local

administrations who have already commenced surveys within the pro-
tectorates under their administration, and every effort should be made in
the first instance to secure a general map on the smallest geographical
.scale which can be made practically useful for purposes of either adminis-
tration or strategy. This scale should not be less than one in
five hundred thousand.

(2) Inasmuch as all future surveys, on whatsoever scale, must ulti-

mately depend on the accuracy of the initial base measurements if they
are to fit together into one homogeneous map, it is most desirable to draw
the attention of local administrators to this point ; and, wherever local

surveys have already been commenced, to test the accuracy of their linear
measurements by the adoption of a geodetic base. Such a base need not
be measured by the cumbersome processes which have made the measure-
ment of geodetic bases so laborious and expensive in the past. New
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methods and impi-oved means have lately been introduced which greatly

simplify the work, but there is no method which does not require scientific

dii-ection. It would therefore be advisable that the same instruments,

under the same personal supervision, should be used in every case. Unity
of scale and of linear measurement is absolutely essential to final com-
pilation in such vast areas as Africa presents, and much good work now
in progress may be rendered valueless for general map-making purposes-

if'such unity is not secured ah initio.

(3) It is the earnest desire of the lloyal Geographical Society that

those travellers and explorers who use their instruments and accept their

assistance financially should add to the practical outcome of mapping
material in Africa. For this purpose the Society has established training

classes in practical geography, and keeps a record of the names of those

who are qualified to work as geographical surveyors. But in order to
utilise their work to the fullest extent it is essential that the geographical

data determined by such professional surveyors as from time to time are

sent to Africa under the direction of the Intelligence Department should
become generally available ; and it is thei'efore most desirable that all

such material (indispensable for the proper location of field surveys and
for check on final positions) as may Ije collated at the Intelligence Office

may be placed at the disposal of the E.oyal Geographical Society.

Attention should very specially be drawn to the great amount of geo-

graphical mapping (at present disconnected and wanting in topographical

detail) which is annually turned out by irresponsible travellers. The value
of this might be largely increased if it were based on exact data.

(4) One of the most important factors in dealing with the vast area,

of our African possessions in the matter of geographical (or first) surveys
is the absolute necessity of resorting to native agency for its topography.
Effective topography can never be secured without the assistance of
surveyors and draughtsmen specially trained to this particular branch of
map-making. European agency (except for purposes of supervision) is

out of the question on account of the expense. Indian native agency is

equally impossible for more than comparatively restricted areas. The
vast mass of African mapping must be secured through the agency of
natives of Africa, just as Asia has largely been mapped by Asiatics.

There is apparently no reason why natives of Africa, trained in mission
and other schools, should not be as effective in the field of survey as
Africans generally have proved in the field of arms.

It is suggested that in the earlier stages of the formation of such an
agency scientific societies might be willing to take the initiative. It is

to the interest of the Royal Geographical Society, for instance, to secure
the assistance of native topographers for explorers. AVhat is immediately
wanted is the initiation of a training school ; and it seems probable that,

if one or two promising pupils were selected from each protectorate for
training, an invaluable school would in a few years be established, which
would rapidly extend of itself. The Commissioners and Administrators
of our African Protectorates might be requested to assist in the experi-
ment by ascertaining whether volunteers from the native schools can be
found for the purpose. Every assistance to such a scheme may be
confidently anticipated from the Indian Government, who have lonf^ had
practical experience of the enormous advantages of native labour in the
field of surveying.
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Terrestrial Surface Waves.—First Beport of the Committee, consisting

of Br. J. Scott Keltie (Chairman), Lieut.-Col. Bailey, late R.E.,

i)r. Vaughan Coknish, Mr. A. Eoope Hunt, F.G.S., Mr. W. H.

Wheeler, M.lnst.C.E., and Mr. E. A. FLoyER. (Drawn up by

Dr. Vaughan Cornish.)

The following papers have been published by Dr. Vaughan Cornish since

the Bradford Meeting, viz.—On the Formation of Wave Surfaces in

Sand, ' Scottish Geographical Journal,' January 1901 ; On Sand-waves in

Tidal Currents, 'Geographical Journal,' August 1901.

On December 4, 1900, Dr. Cornish left for Canada to study the surface

forms of snow, returning to England March 16. During the voyage out,

Liverpool to Boston, much heavy weather was encountered, and observa-

tions, with some measurements and photogiaphs, were obtained of deep-

sea storm-waves. On the return voyage, New York to Southampton,

some good observations were obtained of the conditions obtaining in a

heavy swell. A paper on ocean waves, embodying results obtained by

Dr. Cornish during several years, is in preparation.

Canada was snow-covered during the whole of the expedition. The
country was traversed from Monti'eal to Vancouver and back by the

Canadian Pacific Railway. Special facilities were most kindly accorded

by this railway company in the interest of pure science. The principal

places of observation were Montreal, Winnipeg (Manitoba), and Glacier

House (British Columbia), which afforded good opportunities for the study

of the three principal kinds of snow surface which were encountered.

The observations appear to divide themselves naturally under two heads :

(1) snow-waves and ripples
; (2) snow-drifts and snow-caps ; and the

results of the expedition are now being worked up under these heads.

The most striking point with reference to the trains of moving waves

of cold, dry, drifting snow is that the place most favourable to their

formation is an extensive level surface free from inequalities or obstruc-

tions, such as a frozen lake. Here most readily occur those local S2tr-

charges of snow which originate the long trains of waves. At first these

travel freely, but their march and growth do not continue so long as is

the case v/ith the homologous waves of sand, because the snow readily

sets into a coherent, though friable, mass. The height of tliese waves was

"•enerally not more than six inches. They are flatter than the homologous

jeolian sand-waves, the wave-lengths being often forty or fifty times as

great as the amplitude.

Ripples, perfectly homologous with the ieolian sand-ripples, are pro-

duced in the granular snow-stuff formed by erosion of consolidated snow.

Their wave-lengths are similar to those of the sand-ripples, but their

amplitude is less. There are also regularly undulating surfaces carved by

the wind in more coherent snow, particularly when it is well stratified.

The ridges retreat before the Avind, keeping their steeper slope on the

weather side. The material has an internal arrangement not imposed by
the wave motion, and, so long as it is a part of the waved structure, is itself

stationary. It is therefore fitting that these surfaces, which are frequent

and regular, should have a distinguishing name, and it is proposed to call

them undulates. The ratio of height to length in the undulates is greater

than in the normal waves and normal ripples.
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The most interesting drifts were those on the prairies, where the cold

is great and the snow is dry. The normal snow-drift round a house on
the open prairie in Manitoba consists mainly of a snow-bank in the form
of a U, the house being situated in tlie bend, near the bottom of the letter,

with a few yards ncai'ly free from snow between it and the snow-bank.

Between the two limbs of the U, which are much longer, reaching further

to leeward, than the shape of the printing type permits to be here indi-

cated, the ground is kept almost clear of snow by the operation of the

wind as modified by the presence of the building, and this clearance is

sometimes noticeable beyond the distance to which the two arms of the

drift extend as a noticeable snow-bank. Close to the house, centrally

situated on the lee side, is a I'elatively small accumulation of snow, which
is, however, conspicuous from its form and position. Beyond the limbs

of the U-shaped snow bank to right and left the depth of the snow on
the prairie is not notably affected by the neighbourhood of the building.

The height of the U-shaped snow-bank is commonly four to si.x feet when
there are three or four inches of snow on the open prairie.

In the calm upper valleys of the Selkirk Mountains, where the snow-
fall is very heavy, the flakes usually large, and the temperature during

precipitation usually near the melting point, the notable forms in which
the material accumulates are not those of drift but deposition, not snow-
banks but snow-caps. On tree stumps these frequently take the form of

gigantic mushrooms, nine to twelve feet wide and four to four and a half

feet thick, which project from three to four feet all round beyond their

supporting pedestal. These strange growths are not unstable, as are the

small globular masses of snow upon a slender support, but, on the con-

trary, possess a remarkable degree of permanence. The depth of snow in

them is sutficient to express most of the air, and to weld the lower parts

into a tenacious mass.

Much attention was given to overcoming the difficulties of the o-eal

photography of snow, i.e., the rendering of the detail of the snow surface,

instead of photographing objects silhouetted against snow, as is done in

the ordinary ' snow-scene ' photograph. After some initial failures suc-

cess was achieved, and a large collection of good quarter- and half-plate

negatives has been brought back which is of very considerable scientific

value.

The whole of the grant has been expended, and the Committee apply
for a grant towards the expenses of continuing the investigations.

Women s Labour.—First Report of the Committee^ consisting of Mr.
E. W. Brabrook {Chairman), Mr. A. L. Bowley (Secretary), Miss
A. M. Anderson, Mr. C. Booth, Professor S. J. Chapman, Miss
C. E. Collet, Professor P. Y. Edgeworth, Professor A. W. Flux,
Mrs. J. R. MacDonald, Mr. L. L. Price, Professor W. Smart,
and Mrs. H. J. Tennant, appointed to investigate the Economic

Effect of Legislation regidating Women s Labour.

The Committee, as appointed at the Bradford meeting, sought the
assistance of Mrs. H. J. Tennant, late H. M. Principal Lady Inspector of

Factories, Miss A. M. Anderson, her successor in office. Miss C. E. Collet,

of the Board of Trade, and Mi'. Charles Booth, to all of whom the
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members of that Committee return their thanks for accepting the invita-

tion to join them.

The Committee, as thus enlarged, resolved that it would adopt the

classification of industries made by the Labour Commission, and would
request some of its own members and some other competent observers

to enter upon a local investigation of the question, as far as practicable,

in every locality in which such industries were pursued by women.
It proceeded to prepare, for the use of the members and others thus

commissioned by it, the following scheme of investigation :

—

Scheme of Investigationfor Commissioners.

Commissioners should be supplied with

—

(1) Abstracts of legislation.

(2) Information already obtained by parliamentary or other inquiries.

Commissioners should then visit the industry and make themselves

acquainted with the nature of the A\'ork, and especially with any changes

which have taken place since the legislation for women began.

Commissioners should observe the following points in their investiga-

tions :

—

I. The effects of the legislation generally.

(1) Has it necessitated or induced any alteration of custom, or merely

enforced what was customary before, in the case of the women themselves,

in the industry in question, or in others related thereto ?

(2) Has it necessitated any alteration in the case of other workers

(men, young persons, or children) in the industry in question, or in other

industries related thereto 1

II. The effects of the legislation specially on the position of women,
whether (a) prejudicially :

—

(1) Has it lowered the wages of women relatively, either temporarily

or permanently ?

(2) Has it caused any displacement of women 1

(3) Has it initiated any important changes in the use of machinery

or the division of labour ?

Or (6) beneficially :

—

(1) Has it increased the efficiency of the women themselves as indus-

trial agents ; and is this efficiency due to all, or only to some, of the legal

restrictions ?

(2) Has it increased their economic efficiency as members of society

{e.g., with relation to home life, the health of the children, the morality

of the race), and are these effects due to all, or only to some, of the

restrictions ?

(N.B.-—The legislation may affect the demand for women's labour

(1) directly, in the industry in question by adding to difficulties of

management, or by diminishing the output of the women themselves, or

of others engaged in the work
; (2) indirectly, by effects on other

industries related to the industry in question ; or it may increase the

supply of women and their substitution for men by rendering the work
healthier or easier.)
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Commissioners should endeavour to discriminate between changes
aflPecting the employment of women which are due to the legislation and
those which result from other causes.

The Committee awaits the reports of the several Commissioners, and
would be glad to receive offers of assistance from any other persons who
are able to procure and furnish the information sought with respect to any
particular field in which women's labour has been regulated by legislation.

The Committee begs to thank the Secretary of State for the Home
Department for having given permission to the Inspectors of Factories to

furnish the information required with respect to their several districts.

The Committee received an offer of information from the Freedom of

Labour Defence, of which it would be glad to avail itself.

As the reference to the Committee is general in its terms, and includes

the economic efifect of legislation in every country regulating women's
labour, the Committee addressed the following circular to the heads of

the statistical bureaux of various countries and to other persons of

authority, not only in Europe, but also in the United States and the
British Colonies.

Circular to Foreign and Colonial Authorities.

' The above-named Committee, having been appointed by the British

Association to enquire into the economic effect of legislation I'egulating

Women's Labour, are desirous of obtaining information relating to that
subject in industrial centres outside of the United Kingdom, and have
directed us to ask the favour of your assistance.

' They will be greatly obliged to you for any information you are able

to furnish them in answer to the subjoined questions with regard to your
own country.

' 1. Did any enquiry precede the enactment of the statutes regulating
women's labour ? Kindly give full reference to any record of such
enquiry.

' 2. Has any enquiry been made into the results of such legislation

since its enactment 1 Kindly give I'cference to records.
' 3. What are the particular industries in which women's labour is

regulated ? And what proportion do women and girls employed in such
industries bear to tlie whole industi'ial female population o£ the country 1

' 4. Are any statistics available with regard to the industries affected

by such legislation of

—

(a) The number of women employed \ (A) At or shortly before the date
(b) The wages paid to them of the enactment ?

((') The number of men employed
(d) The wages paid to them
(e) Other economic data

-(B) At or shortly before the
present time ?

(C) At any intermediate period ?

Kindly give full references to records.
' 5. Can you favour the Committee with any observations of your own

on the matter ?

'

The Committee has received from its foreign correspondents a great
quantity of valuable information, for which it has returned its thanks.

The Committee has thus taken the necessary preliminary steps towards
the investigation of the subject referred to it. The subject is a large one,

190L D D
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and the investigation will no doubt occupy some time. The results of the

census recently made in the United Kingdom will have a direct bearing

upon it. The Committee does not think it would be advantageous to

publish in the present preliminary report any of the particulars as yet

obtained, either with relation to the United Kingdom or to foreign

countries.

The Committee therefore asks to be reapppointed in order that it

may pursue the investigation.

The Resistance of Road Vehicles to Traction.—Report of the Committee,

consisting 0/ Sir Alexander Binnie {Chairman)., Professor Hele-
Shaw {Secretary), Mr. Aitken, Mr. T. C. Aveling, Mr. J. Brown,
Professr Hudson Beare, Mr. W. W. Beaumont, Colonel

Crompton, Mr. A. Mallock, Sir David Salomons, Mr. A. E.

Sennett, Mr. E. Shrapnell Smith, Mr. J. I. Thornycroft.

(Draiun up by the Secretary.)

At the first meeting of the Committee it was decided

—

1. That an experimental car and dynamometer were necessary for

performing the experiments on road traction.

2. That members of the Committee should be invited to state their

views in writing concerning the mode in which the experiments should

be carried out.

3. That ultimately, with a view of obtaining results on different

types of roads, trials should be conducted at three centres where facilities

could be obtained—namely, Aldershot, Cupar in Fifeshire, and Liver-

pool.

4. That a summary of all work hitherto done in the investigation of

road resistance should be prepared by the Secretary.

At the same meeting Mr. J. Brown, of Belfast, offered to alter the

viagraph, which is the self-recording instrument of his own invention, in

order to make it specially suitable for carrying out the experiments, and

to place it at the disposal of the Committee. Other members of the Com-
mittee, amongst them Mr. Aitken and Colonel Crompton, undertook to

carry out experiments with the special facilities at their command.
At a subsequent meeting the suggestions contributed by various

members of the Committee were fully discussed, and it was decided that

in order to undertake experimental researches in a thorough and complete

manner it would be necessary to raise a sum of about 1,000/. The
Committee felt that, in view of the great development of mechanical

traction upon roads, the scope of the report should not merely be limited

to experiments on tractive resistance, but should deal with the effects of

vehicles upon road surface of various kinds, and should involve experi-

ments, not only with two different kinds of tyres, but with varying loads

and speeds and with different types of vehicles.

An investigation would be undertaken concerning the relative effect

upon the I'oads of various forms of mechanical traction and the best types

of road for this purpose. They might therefore look with confidence to

substantial pecuniary support from makers and users of traction engines

and manufacturers of motor vehicles. The Committee might also reason-

ably expect substantial pecuniary support from various County Councils
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and Local Boards. A circular was drawn up with this end in view ; but

pending the consent of the General Committee an application for funds in

the above directions has not been pressed.

The step has been taken, however, of appointing Mr. T. C. Aveling,

a member of the Committee, who is conversant with the traction-engine

world, as Hon. Treasurer.

Meanwhile, an offer having been received from Sir David Salomons to

lend to the Committee for an indefinite period, to alter as they pleased, a

motor-car, it was determined in accepting this kind offer to proceed at once

with a series of preliminary experiments, which would pave the way for

futui'e and more complete investigations. During the past few months
work has been steadily proceeding upon the motor-car, the cost of new
engines for which is being defrayed by Sir D. Salomons. Although great

delays have been experieiiced with the engines, it is hoped that very

shortly a preliminaiy series of the experiments may be commenced.
These it is proposed to make in the first place with single wheels, with

different kinds of tyres. The track for this purpose in the first place

would be artificial, consisting of different kinds of materials laid in a

trough or trench, about eighteen inches or two feet in width, so that the

dynamometer itself can be thoroughly tested when the car is running

upon a road of level surface.

In this way the autographic records obtained for materials, such as

sand wet and dry, loose stones, artificial projections of cross pieces of

wood of different sizes and differently pitched, can be thoroughly under-

stood and constants of the dynamometer obtained, so as to enable the

actual road trials to be made without unnecessary delays.

This the Committee consider to be very important matter, since the

difficulties involved in securing permission to make, and in actually making,
trials upon the roads themselves should be reduced to a minimum. The
new viagraph of Mr. Brown has been received and is awaiting these trials.

It has been altered by the important addition of a device for attaching

different curved surfaces, representing segments of wheels of different

diameters. The rise and fall of this curved piece is autographically

recorded, and from experiments which have already been made by Mr.
Aitken it is clear that the actual contour of the road or surface being
experimented upon can be clearly indicated at the same time that the

actual resistance is being recorded by the dynamometer. The Committee
have not thought it advisable in the present report to publish a detailed

description of the dynamometer, since the instrument may possibly

undergo considerable modification in the course of the experiments.

Further, they consider that in view of the fact that the work of different

experimenters on road resistance (an abstract of which has, in accord-

ance with their instructions, been prepared) consists in many cases

in the enunciation of laws and formulae, it will be better, instead of

publishing at the present juncture this abstract, to wait until their own
experiments can be compared with those of previous workers, particularly

as, for the first time, it will be possible to make observations at any
required speed from the highest to the lowest velocities of practical

interest.

The grant of money already given will not be sufiicient to cover expendi-
ture already incurred ; therefore they make application for a further sum
of equal amount (viz., 161.), with permission to I'aise the additional sum
they require, and for the reappointment of the Committee.

D D 2
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Mr. Aitken :

—

APPENDIX.

Abstract of Suggestions.

(a) The dynamometrical apparatus for recording the different con-

ditions in the resistance of road vehicles to traction would require to be

self-contained ; that is, a separate machine on wheels or an apparatus

attached to the loaded vehicle. For slow-travelling traffic all the diffei'ent

items which go to make the net result might, with the exception of

vibration, be accommodated on an apparatus with wheels, placed between

the prime mover and the vehicle hauled. For fast-travelling traffic such

an apparatus could not, he imagines, be used with safety, so that the

appliance would require to be fixed to the motor or loaded vehicle. At a

high velocity the viagraph would not be available, but records could be

made previous to carrying out the experiments with the road vehicles.

The connecting appliance would require to be short-coupled in order to

reduce oscillation.

(b) The scheme of experiments would cover all descriptions of pavements

and macadamised roads. In the experiments the viagraph must play a

conspicuous part ; and if the speed, pull, and vibration could be auto-

graphically recorded to correspond with the ' viagram ' the different

conditions could be seen at a glance, while a scale of measurements would

give definite results.

For experiments at high speeds a viagraph section would require to

be made first, a record taken one way corresponding with the exact

position which would be occupied by the vehicle, and another back and

corresponding with the width between the wheels of the vehicle, so as to

arrive at a mean value of the irregularities of the road surface. A
distinctive mark made by the viagraph in previously passing along the

road would guide the driver of the experimental vehicle in following the

proper course.

The pull, ikc, on the best laid asphalte pavement might be taken as

the standard to work from, and which in all probability would give about

5 feet per mile of unevennoss.

Each road surface from that point and for each succeeding 5 or 10 feet

per mile up to 100 feet of irregularity could be tested on level stretches

and on gradients at different speeds to ascertain the pull required and the

amount of vibration.

The extent of the unevenness recorded by the small wheel of the

viagraph, and that of wheels of varying diameter, could be ascertained

experimentally, from which, no doubt, some kind of formula could be

deduced.

Mr. Aveling :- —

The Sub-Committee might be divided for the purpose of making trials

into

—

(a) In heavy or road locomotive class
;

(b) In medium or steam lorry class
;

(r) In automobile or light class
;

so that the experiences of each of the sub-Committees in their own par-

ticular line should be more directly available.
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Mr. W. Worby Beaumont :

—

A. Resistance to be obtained by a, say, 8-horse power Daimler car

hauling :

(a) A light two-wheeled vehicle with iron tyres and

1. Running light.

2. With 3 cwt. load.

3. With 6 cwt. load.

(b) A light four-wheeled vehicle with iron tyres. Tests same as above

for two- wheeled trap.

(c) A heavier type of two- wheeled vehicle with iron tyres and 10 cwt.

and 1 ton loads.

(d) A heavier four-wheeled vehicle, same load.

B. Hauling vehicles same or similar to («), (6), (c), (d), but with

(a) Solid rubber tyres.

(6) Pneumatic tyres.

C. Iron- hoop tyres to be shrunk on vehicles in (a), (b), (c), (d), of double

width makers ordinarily put on same, and same tests again made.

D. Trials of two-wheeled vehicles to be made with two different sizes

of wheels, say 33 inches and 48 inches.

E. Angle of draught to be at least two, say (1) horizontal, i.e., level

with axle
; (2) upward inclination of, say, 20 degrees. Trials made with

skeleton vehicles, all tests to be made (1) on level, smooth asphalte
;

(2) on all sorts and conditions of other level roads
; (3) on all sorts of

roads of different grades.

Speeds to be the four speeds of the hauling car.

Mr. J. Brown :
—

The surface of the roads upon which the experiments are to be made
should be tested in two particulars :

—
(a) The smoothness.

(6) The hardness.

The smoothness of the roads should be tested by means of his viagraph,

to which he suggests the addition of a skate with the curved outline

corresponding to a wheel.

For the hardness an apparatus in which the weighted stamper is raised

and lowered at intervals might be used, the amount of yield in the road

being autographically recorded.

Mr. A. Mallock presented a design for a dynamometer using a single

wheel. The arguments for such were as follows :

—

(a) This requires at most only half the number of experimental
wheels.

{b) Changes from one form of wheel to another can be made more
rapidly.

(c) The tractive force can be more regularly measured.
(d) The effective load carried by the wheel can be known with

certainty.

Mr. Mallock's designs for the single-wheel dynamometer may be
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roughly said to consist of a castor frame in which the single wheel is

held, the wheel being capable of being loaded to any required amount.
The castor frame is attached to the tractor, the pull on the wheel or

tractive force being taken through a bell crank frame on to a small ram,

so that by fluid pressure the tractive force can be continuously recorded.

The following are Mr. Mallock's general suggestions :—

-

1

.

Variable radius of wheel, load, and speed. Begin with five wooden
wheels, with iron tyres 2 inches wide ; diameter of wheels, 5 feet, 4 feet,

3 feet, 2 feet, 1 foot. These to be tried each with increasing loads, beginning,

say, at 500 lb., and at two, four, six, eight, and ten miles per hour.

In the first few sets of experiments small increments would be made
of the lo.ids, as it is probable that for each kind and state of road thera

may be one or more critical pressures. Experience will show how large

the increments may be without loss of accuracy in the resistance-in-

terms-of-load curve. If suitable apparatus is used it might be expected

that a complete series of experiments, both for variations of radius and
load, could be completed in a day.

2. The experiments should be repeated with the roads in various

conditions of wetness. After the variations of resistance in terms of

radius and load have been well worked out, one or two diameters might
be selected with which to try variations in the width of the tyre. The
widths should range from 1 inch to 10 inches.

3. Trials might then be made of various classes of tyres, such as solid

rubber, pneumatic tyres, &c.

4. Some method should be devised to classify and describe the con-

dition of the roads.

5. Every series of experiments should begin and end with a trial of

some particular wheel for the sake of reference.

Sir David Salomons :

—

All vehicles to be loaded to 1 ton, 1^ or 2 tons, as the case may be, to

avoid calculations.

Gradients to be taken by percentages, say 2, 2^, 5, 7h, 10, 12^, and
15 per cent.

Nature of surface classified, such as asphalte dry, wet, and greasy
;

wood dry, wet, and greasy ; macadam dry, wet, muddy, freshly laid,

worn, very worn.

Experiments to be made on roads laid with syenite, granite, Maidstone
stone, Sevenoaks gi'avel, flint.

Also when rough laid before rolling and after rolling.

Also cinder, sand, beach, and other roads.

Traction measured when from standstill at two, five, ten, twelve,

fifteen, eighteen, twenty, twenty-five, and thirty miles per hour.

Wind and air resistance to be calculated from actual registering

apparatus to give net results and air resistance.

Air experiments might further be made thus :

—

Flat front of vehicle and same at back built of light board.
Front conical to cut air and back flat.

Front and back both conical.

Wheels might be steel, solid rubber, pneumatic tyres, flat, and rounded.
Various diameters of wheels, those generally adopted, and a few trials
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with wheels of greatly larger diameter, say 6-foot front and back wheels

equal, and of different diameters, first larger in front, then larger behind.

Small Screio Gauge.—Report of the Committee, consisting of Sir

W. H. Preece {Chairman), Lord Kelvin, Sir F. J. Bramwell,

Sir H. Trueman Wood, Major-Gen. Webber, Col. Watkin, Lieut.-

Col. Crompton, a. Stroh, A. Le Neve Foster, C. J. Hewitt,

G. K. B. Elphinstone, E. Eigg, C. V. Boys, J. Marshall
GoRHAM, 0. P. Clements, W. Taylor, Dr. E. T. Glazebrook,

and W. A. Price (Secretary), appointed to consider means by which

Practical Effect can he given to the introduction of the Screw Gauge

proposed hij tlte Association in 1884.

The Committee report that the present condition of the matter sub-

mitted to them is as follows :

—

In the report presented at the meeting of the Association which was
held at Bradford in 1900 it was recommended that the shape of the

thread of the British Association screw gauge for the use of instrument

makers should be altered in the following particulars for all screws from
No. to No. 1 1 inclusive.

For screws.—That the designating numbers, pitches, outside diameters,

and the common angle of 47^'"' remain unchanged ; but that the top and
bottom of the thread shall be cylindrical, showing flats in section, and that

the depth of the thread shall be increased by one-tenth of the pitch, the

diameter of the solid core being in consequence diminished by one-fifth of

the pitch.

For nuts.—That the designating numbers, the pitches, the diameters

of the clear holes, and the common angle of 47^° remain unchanged ; but

that the top and bottom of the thread shall be cylindrical, showing flats

in section, and that the depth of the thread shall be increased by one-tenth

of the pitch.

The effect of these alterations is as follows :

—

The threads of the screws and taps are of a very simple form, being

cut with a single point tool or grinding wheel, with straight sides and a
flat top, and the top of the thread is part of a cylinder. Though the

form of the bottom of the thread depends on the correct grinding of the

end of the tool, great accuracy is unimportant, as the screws and nuts do
not come into contact there.

The threads of the nuts and ring gauges will be accurate in proportion

as are the taps used to cut them, the edge of the thread forming the
through hole being part of a cylinder.

The actual differences between the screws and nuts of the old form
and that recommended are so small that it is believed the old stocks will

in practice be interchangeable with the new screws, so that the amount of

inconvenience caused by the change will be exceedingly small.

The British Association screw gauge has been in use in England for

seventeen years. Many firms in England have originated the threads
and constructed gauges for sale or for their own use, but the difficulty of

producing them is great, and the market obtainable may have been
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insuflQcient to induce tbem to perfect the processes necessary for making
them accurately interchangeable. In short, the British Association screw-

gauge of 1884 was of too complicated a form to allow of its accurate
realisation except at a cost which has proved prohibitive.

That very accurate gauges with rounded threads can be produced is

not disputed, but the diiEculty of doing so for small screws is very great.
The names of three firms in America and of one in Germany have been
proposed to the Committee as being competent, and probably willing, to
undertake <he production of gauges and tools of the rounded thread. The
Birmingham Small Arms Company, who produce interchangeable work on
a very large scale, and to a high degree of perfection, use only round-
topped screws, fitting all over, for bicycle work ; and Mr. Clements
exhibited gauges used by that firm illustrating his paper read before the
Section at Bradford. This firm does not produce these gauges for sale.

The American firm of Pratt & Whitney have manufactured a large
number of sets of gauges and screwing tools for the English Government,
but declined to submit these to the Committee on the ground that they
were not sufficiently accurate to satisfy us. After long delay they
submitted to us three specimens, which were reported upon by this

Committee at the Dover meeting. Though the best we had seen, they
were distinctly infei-ior to the screws used in the ordinary micrometers
purchasable in tool shops, which have threads of the character which
this Committee has recommended for adoption.

While the round thread is only produced satisfactorily by a very few
firms, who have made a special study of this class of work, the Committee
believe that the form of thread they have proposed can be made in
any fairly equipped tool room ; and that this facility in producing or
obtaining the necessary appliances must very greatly encourage the
maintenance of an accurate standard in small screws, to promote which
has been the object in the view of the Committee. If, on the other hand,
these tools and gauges are very special, and perhaps costly, appliances,
obtained only by the refined processes of certain factories, their use
in workshops will extend slowly. The Committee aim at putting the
matter on such a footing that the common everyday appliances in the
hands of workmen shall be of a good order of accuracy, and this is

only possible if they are produced easily and cheaply.
It is not suggested by the Committee that the form of thread

recommended is the best for all purposes and for all sizes of screws, and
they have expressly excluded sizes of screws below No. 1 1 British Associa-
tion gauge, which are produced by pressure and not by cutting. Their
recommendation applies only to the screws used in instrument making
and similar trades for assembling parts, of which screws a large
proportion—perhaps 95 per cent.—are of brass. Considerations affecting
the use of screws for other purposes ha\e been put before the Committee,
especially by Mr. Clements in the case of bicycle and gun screws, and by
Mr. Taylor in the case of lens screws. These have thrown suggestive
light on the question before the Committee, and will be closely considered
by them if reappointed.

Since tlie last report the Committee's proposals have attracted much
attention, but no sets of gauges or tools of the new thread have been
submitted to them, and so far their recommendation has had no practical
result. They are informed, however, that one firm of manufacturers in
England is occupied in producing tools and gauges for their own use, and
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if they succeed in producing them of satisfactory accuracy will submit
them to the Committee.

Mr. O. P. Clements, the author of a paper on screw threads used in

bicycles, read before the Section at Bradford, has been elected to the

Committee.
Mr. W. Taylor, who has taken a leading part in the standardisation of

the screws of photographic lenses, and has been in communication with
the Committee, has also been elected a member.

Dr. R. T. Glazebrook has been elected a member of the Committee.
Correspondence has passed between the Committee and Dr. R. T. Glaze-

brook, the Director of the National Physical Laboratory, respecting the
examination of screw gauges, and the following arrangements have been
made :—

The National Physical Laboratory will undertake to examine and to

report upon gauges of the British Association submitted to them.
The Committee have applied the grant of 45^. made to them at Bradford

to the purchase of apparatus for the examination of gauges by the National
Physical Laboratory, and have appointed Mr. C. Y. Boys, Lieut.-Colonel

Crompton, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, Mr. W. A. Price, and Colonel Watkin
to be a sub-Committee for the expenditure of the grant. The Committee
are of opinion that the previous grant of 45/., made in 1900, will be
insufficient to purchase the necessary apparatus, and recommend their

reappointment, with a grant of 45/.

EtJmological SurveAj of Canada.—Report of the Committee^ consistimj

of Professor D. P. Penhallow (Chairman), the late Br. George
M. Dawson (Secretary), Mr. E. W. Brabrook, Professor A. C.

Haddon. Mr. E. S. Hartland, Sir J. G. Bourinot, Mr. B.
Sulte, Mr. 0. Hill-Tout, Mr. David Boyle, Mr. C. N. Bell,
Professor E. B. Tylor, Professor J. Mayor, Mr. C. F. Hunter,
and Dr. W. F. Ganong.

In recording the work of the past year we are called upon to notice the
very sudden decease of Dr. G. M. Dawson, which occurred at Ottawa on
Mai-ch 2, I'JOl, as the result of bronchitis. Dr. Dawson had been
identified with the work of this Committee from the time of its organisa-
tion, and he served at first as its Chairman, and later as its Secretary,
which position he held at the time of his death. His well known ethno-
logical studies in connection with the Indians of the Pacific coast and the
keen practical interest which he constantly manifested in the prosecution
of such work gave special weight to his connection with this Committee
the object of which commanded his warmest sympathy and his deepest
interest ; and we are keenly sensible of the great loss we have sustained
in the removal of one whose broad interest in the progress of scientific

research, and whose intelligent appreciation of the many difficult problems
connected with the prosecution of ethnological work in a country where
the conditions are changing so rapidly, gave him exceptional qualifications

for the guidance of our work and imparted to those especially engaged in
collecting data a never-failing stimulus and enthusiasm.

Renewed negotiations with certain of the provincial Governments
have been opened during the year with a view to having the work of this
Committee placed upon a more permanent basis, and it is hoped that
favoui-able results may appear before our next annual report is made.
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Dr. Ganong has undertaken the organisation of systematic work in

New Brunswick, with special reference to the remnants of Indian tribes

in that section of the country, and a somewhat definite statement of

progress in this direction may be anticipated for the next report.

The anthropometric work of the Committee has been in progress for

the last three years, and material is steadily accumulating which will

ultimately be placed in competent hands for final analysis.

Mr. Leon G(5rin, whose very acceptable work upon the Indians of

Lorette was reported upon last year, has continued his studies with

reference to the Iroquois of Caughnawaga ; but the material is not

sufficiently advanced to make it available for the purposes of the present

report.

Mr. A. F. Hunter has shown continuous activity in the ethnology of

Ontario. He has published in the ' Archaeological Report of Ontario ' for

1900 his third contribution to the bibliography of Ontario archaeology.

In volume iii. of the ' Ontario Historical Society ' he has also published

an article on ' The Ethnographical Elements of Ontario.' This paper was
prepared in the line of the investigations of this Committee, and, as in the

case of the contributions by Mr. Suite, it will serve as an important basis

for further investigations. Its importance and the fact that the place of

first publication would secure only a limited circulation made it desirable

that a certain number of extra copies should be secured by the Committee
for use in its special work. These are now available, and a copy is

transmitted herewith.

Mr. Hill-Tout has continued his studies of the Salish tribes of British

Columbia. His report for this year deals chiefly with the Halkome'lem
tribes of the Lower Eraser. The evidence, both from his archaeological

investigations and from his linguistic studies, leads him to conclude that

these tribes are comparatively late comers in their present territory, and
that the original undivided home of the Salish stock was not on the shores

and bays or tidal rivers of this coast, each tribe or division having
separate and distinct names for the various kinds of fish and other marine
products, which could not conceivably have been the case had they lived

together here, since fish formed the principal portion of their food from
time immemorial, as their midden-heaps testify. Their stories and myths
accounting for the origin or presence of the salmon and other forms of

marine life in these waters are also widely dissimilar, plainly showing
that they have been independently evolved since the separation of the

tribe into its present divisions.

Another important result has been reached by a comparative study of

the philosophy and social customs of the Salish tribes. It has been found
that their beliefs and customs furnish us with the steps by which the

peculiar totemism of the northern tribes of this coast is reached. It is

seen to be the natural outgrowth and development of an earlier fetishism,

the different cultural planes of the Salish presenting very clearly the

intermediate steps by which the former gave rise to the latter.

The linguistic part of the report, to whicli the author has devoted
much time and study, forms a valuable addition to our knowledge of the
Salish tongue. It presents a comprehensive exposition of the grammatical
structure of two important dialects of this family, to which are added
examples of native text and extensive glossaries of Kwa'nthen and
Teil'qeuk terms.

The Committee desire to be reappointed, with a grant of 30^., in

addition to the balance of ^46.15 in hand. The Committee recommend
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that Mr. C. Hill-Tout, of Abbotsford, British Columbia, be appointed

Secretary, and the Rev. John Campbell, of Monti-eal, a member of the

Committee.

Natural History and EthnograpJty of the Malay Peninsula.—Second

B.e])ort of the Committee, consisting of Mr, C. H. Read (Chair-

man), Mr. W. Crooke (Secretary), Professor A. Macalister, and

Professor W. Eidgeway.

The Committee have received the following report from Mr. W. W.
Skeat, the leader of the expedition in continuation of the report presented

last year :

—

Second Report on Cambridge Exploring Expedition to the Malay Provinces

0/ Lower Siam. Drawn up by W. W. Skeat.

In continuation of my report of last year (in which the route taken by the

Malay States Expedition was described) I have the honour to forward a

report descriptive of the ethnographical material collected in so far as it

is possible for me to do so under existing conditions.

I propose also, for convenience' sake, to preface the ethnographical

part of the report with a few general remarks on the collections made in

the other departments of science which were represented on the staff of

the expedition.

Notes on Zoology,

Zoology.—An extensive collection of Vertebrates was made, but this

group has been, comparatively speaking, so well worked that the interest

of the collection is more likely to consist in extending the range of

species already known than in the making of new or startling additions

to our existing information about the Peninsula. About three or four

new species have, however, already been reported.

A few of the most interesting points about the entire collection, from
a zoological point of view, are :

—

1. The discovery of the first two species of Peripatus found in the
Malay Peninsula.

About thirteen specimens of Peripatus (comprising two species) were
collected by members of the expedition.

The first species was fii'st collected on Bukit Besar (3,000 ft.), in Patani,

by Mr. R. Evans, and the second some time later by Mr. F. F. Laidlaw
at Kuala Aring, in Kelantan, both localities being in the East Coast States.

A third species was collected some months afterwards (and independently
of the expedition) by Mr. Butler in the West Coast State of Selangor.

All three species are included by Mr. Evans in a new genus which he has
called ' Eoperipatus.' '

A point of great interest (Mr. Evans tells me) is that in the earlier

stages of development {e.g., in the size and structure of ovum) they
resemble the Australian forms, but at a later period {e.g., in the size of

embryo at birth), they more nearly approximate to the American forms,
to which anatomically they also bear so strong a resemblance that they
have been included in the same sub-family (of Peripatidre). Mr. Evans

' Quart. J. Micr. Sc, vol. sliv., Pt. IV. n.s.
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concludes that the Peripatidfe must once have had a common centre of

distribution either in Africa or in some lost continental tract which

formerly afforded a means of land communication between Africa, the

Malay region, and South America.

2. The collection of Spiders and other Arachnids, of which more than

one third have been determined as new by M. E. Simon (Paris), the great

authority on this group.

3. The collection of Insects.

4. The collection of Oligochseta (the majority of which ai'e new).

5. A good piece of work is Mr. Evans's account of the formation of

the gemmule in Efliydatia.

The information about the rest of the collection is not yet fully avail-

able. I append, however, for convenience' sake, a table showing the groups

to which the specimens collected belong, together with a list of the

authorities who have kindly consented to work them out.

Freshwater Sponges
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Ijamellibranchiata and
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Geology.

With regard to the progress made in dealing with the geological

specimens, Professor T. McKenny Hughes kindly sends me the following

notes :

—

The occurrence of fossils on some of the images of Buddha sug-

gested a search for the quarry from which the rock was obtained out

of which the images were carved, and it was at length found on the

western flank of the great central axis of the Peninsula. The finer rock

is in places highly fossiliferous ; the coarser has so far yielded only traces

and suggestions of organisms. The collectors very wisely brought back

large lumps of the portions which appeared to be fossiliferous, and by
breaking these up with greater care than could have been used in the

field, we have obtained a sufficiently large number of well preserved

species to enable us to determine the geological horizon of the deposit.

There is a trilobite (Proetus), encrinite stems and arms ; several species

of lamellibranchs and of brachiopods, among which last there is at least

one species of Chonetes. There is a well preserved and highly ornamented
Pleurotomaria and a Cephalopod, which, by its horseshoe lobes, confirms

what is suggested by the general facies, namely, that the deposit belongs

to the highest beds of the Carboniferous, or rather, perhaps, to beds inter-

mediate between the Carboniferous and the overlying system to which
the compromise name of Permo-Carboniferous has been applied.

The rocks brought home fall into two divisions : (1) a grit of varying

coarseness, consisting almost entirely of siliceous grains with occasionally

larger included fragments of quartz and some foreign material ; and

(2) a very fine rock in which, however, the constituents appear to be the

same as those in the coarser rock, only more finely divided. Both rocks

are jointed, and the joints are often picked out by bright coloured oxides,

and in the case of the coarser rock by thin mineral veins in which limonite

is conspicuous. The microscopic examination of both finer and coarser

rocks confirms the views suggested by the macroscopic examination of the

coarser specimens. The chemical analysis shows that the rock is almost

entirely composed of silica, but it is evident that it has undergone much
mechanical and chemical alteration. There are evidences of strain

throughout ; the fossils are distorted, and some of the larger pebbles are

broken and the parts displaced by movements in the rock. It is clear

also from the character and condition of the fossils that there must have

been originally much carbonate of lime in the rock furnished by large

lamellibranchs and thick-shelled brachiopods. The cavity where the

shell was is sometimes found lined with silicates, whereas no trace of the

carbonate of lime remains in it. The absence of carbonate of lime was
suggested by the sharp and undecomposed appearance of the carved work
which, though it had evidently been exposed to the weather and the action

of A^egetation, nowhere showed the fretted surface of a calcareous rock.

Anthropology.
Notes on

I. A nthropomctry.

There was so much heavy work to be done in other departments that

but little time could be devoted to this branch of science.

Such statistics, however, as it was possible to compile should be of
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especial interest, since it appears to be the first time that any systematic

observations have been made on the Malays of the east coast of the

Malay Peninsula.

As far as I have ascertained at present, about forty-four natives in

all were measured. Of these about thirty were East Coast Malays, and
the remainder (with the exception of one wavy-haired Sakai woman) were
aboriginal jungle-dwellers, with the dark skin and frizzly hair of the
Negrito type.

Upwards of twenty measurements were taken in the case of each
individual, and a number of observations were made with reference to

the colour and condition of skin, hair, and eyes, as well as various par-

ticulars bearing on the life of the individual measured.

The full measurements have not yet been thoroughly worked out, but
the records of height appear to be thoroughly consistent in indicating the
presence of two quite different standards of racial stature : («) a high one,

(b) a low one.

(a) From 159-166 C. ;
(b) from 151-156 C.

This largely confirms what has been written about the people of the

East Coast States by Mr. Hugh Clifford and others ; indeed, the differ-

ence of type is so marked that it could hardly fail to strike the ordinary

observer.

The men belonging to the first type

—

(a) Are tall, fleshy, raw-boned, and bulkily made men, somewhat
resembling the Maori in general build.

Those belonging to the second type

—

(6) Are short, with spare frame and comparatively slender lower
limbs—as different as a polo pony from a plough-horse.

The taller type largely predominates in the East Coast States of

Patani, Kelantan, and Trengganu, the centre of its racial focus lying in

the most central of the three States referred, i.e., in the State of

Kelantan.

Notes on

II. Ethnography.
,

An examination of the ethnographical specimens has served to

emphasise the importance of the area traversed, as one of the most vital

of the connecting links between Asiatic civilisation and savagery. An
interesting point is that this offshoot of the Mongolian race has adopted
a culture which appears to be almost fundamentally Indian.

Another point to which perhaps justice has hardly been done consists

in the immense value to Great Britain of her Malayan dependencies, the
volume of whose trade (not including Borneo and Sarawak) amounted in

the year 1900 to 51,900,000^.,^ a figure which only falls short by a few
millions of the great import and export trade of Canada, which in the
same year amounted to 64,000,000/.^ Most of this trade is certainly

made by the Chinese ; but even apart from the commercial question, and
on merely general grounds, I think it is now being recognised that the
work of understanding our native fellow-subjects possesses a high
practical value, not only for science, but for government and trade, a

' Reckoning the dollar at 2^'. ^ Reckoning the dollar at 4.<!.
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notable instance of which was to be seen in the labours of the late

Miss Kingsley.

With the additional material collected during the expedition it will

now, I think, be possible to lay the foundations of a reasonably exhaustive
ethnographical work dealing with the Malays of the Peninsula, their habits
and customs, their religion and their industries. For this work I have
already commenced to arrange the material. It would give me much
encouragement to feel that I had the approval of the Association in this

lal)orious task, which I have taken upon myself solely because work of

this particular description is unfortunately so unremunerative under
present conditions that nobody else could be found to undertake it at all.

As regards the method adopted for dealing with the material, my
object is to have all special points which lend themselves to such treat-

ment worked up by specialists in each particular branch of knowledge,
a method which, I trust, will give an increased value to the ultimate
result. Among those specialists who have most kindly undertaken to
work up special sections I may mention Dr. R. J. Lloyd, of Liverpool ; Mr.
W. L. H. Duckworth, Professor Wm. Ridgewav, Mr. H. Warington
Smyth, Mr. W. Rosenhain, Mr. H. Ling Roth, and others.

I shall proceed to a description of the material collected, though it is,

I fear, impossible to give a really adequate description of the collection

within the limits of the present paper.

Dreas.

The working dress of the jungle Malays in Kelantan and Patani was
of the scantiest description, a mere waist- cloth being at times the only
garment used. As we worked further south, however, towards the
Trengganu and Pahang frontiers, this free exposure of the person
diminished continually, until in Trengganu town we found the sarong
frequently worn as low as to the ankles, exactly as in most of the States
under British protection.

The specimens of dress collected consisted chiefly of sarongs, the most
valuable specimens of which (presented to the expedition by the Raja
Muda of Patani and the Sultan and Raja Muda of Kelantan) %vei-e

unfortunately stolen after they had been handed over to the expedition's

agent in Penang. In this way some unique specinjens were lost. On the
other hand, a fairly complete set of named sarong patterns, showing the
arrangement of the threads in producing a great many varieties of the
Malay check patterns, were obtained, this point being an especially

interesting one, as it exhibits in the Malay Peninsula an exact parallel

to the existing Scotch (and former Irish) tartans. Among the miscel-

laneous articles of attire collected may bo mentioned a .series of head-
dresses, shoes, sandals, Ac, and some curious sets of toilet requisites

carried on the person (including silver tweezers, c;ane tooth-brush, silver

eat" -pick, and silver tongue-scraper), and a set of exceedingly ingenious
and primitive folding palm-leaf umbrellas, which are constructed on an
entirely different principle from those of Europe.

Ornamentation.

Among the IMalays of the East Coast and Kedah, as among those of
the British possessions, the adornment of personal belongings and house
furniture is seldom rich, and is the exception rather than the rule. In
certain departments, however, with which Moslem tradition has not
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interfered, the Malay artificer shows no marked inferiority to his fellow-

worker of China or Hindustan. The work of Malay gold and silver smiths

in the Peninsula may in fact generally be distinguished from that of their

Chinese and Indian confreres in the same region by its being less florid

and in juster taste than the latter, and finer in execution than that of

the former.

This question of ornamentation is of especial interest on the East

Coast, where Mohammedanism may be seen struggling for the mastery,

and not always getting the better of the spirit of the people. Most
important in this connection are the rare traces of anthropomorphic and
zoomorphic decoration, e.g., in some of the axe-helves brought back by the

expedition, which bear an astonishing likeness to certain Polynesian

designs, as well as in the ornithomorphic ornaments, which, like the

frigate bird to which Dr. Haddon has drawn attention in neighbouring

islands, play so large a part in the East Coast rites of marriage and
circumcision. In the case of the latter ceremony the anomaly is especially

remarkable, the candidates for circumcision being usually first paraded
in a chariot representing some animal or bird, a thing which I have never

seen among the West Coast Malays, who are in closer touch with
civilisation.

East Coast designs (more especially those of animals) may conveniently

be studied in the extensive series of Malay ' fancy ' cake-moulds collected

from the various districts through which we passed. I regard this series

as an important one, the designs being very fairly representative of this

branch of Malay decorative work. The objects represented include the

lion, elephant, bull, goat, and several kinds of tortoise and fish ; the rose

and other flowers ; the axe and various forms of the Malay dagger, or

kris. For the same purpose I obtained some fine specimens of mat-work,

basket-work, needlework, weaving, photographs of decorative house-

walls, pottery stamps, and three beautiful specimens of Kedah water-

chatties, one of which is decorated with a floral design, and the other two
with representations of fish, which are depicted as swimming round the

waist of the chatty.

Weapons.

Among the Malayan daggers the most interesting was perhaps what
Professor Louis calls the 'kingfisher' variety of the Malay kris, the

hilt of which represents a sitting figure with an abnormally long nose,

which in some cases reaches a length of several inches, the body of the

figure itself being only about 3 inches high. This particular dagger has a

very long seabliard, and is frequently if not usually inserted in the belt

in the middle of the wearer's back. To draw it the wearer gives a back-

ward kick, which, just touching the bottom of the scabbard, drives the

hilt upwards between the shoulders, where it can be seized by the hand
(over the shoulder) and drawn for action.

Hunting and Fishing, ^c.

As regards the series of traps, snares, and nets used by J ungle Malays,
of which a large collection was made, the greatest ingenuity, as well as a

considerable knowledge of the life-history of the animal, is often exhibited

in their construction. Magic as a rule plays a large part in the

processes employed, and I hope in due course to be able to work out this

piost interesting side of Malay ethnography.
1901. EE
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An ingenious method was investigated of catching male elephants
(instead of corralling them) by means of a snare set under a tree to which
a decoy (female) elephant was tethered. This method of elephant-catching
requires, of course, a cord of immense thickness and strength.

Fire-makinc] and Coohinrj Imjilements.

Some interesting specimens of the cocoanut scraper, two representing

animals, and one a man prostrating himself in prayer, were obtained at

Singora. But perhaps the most interesting objects collected under the

above heading from an ethnological point of view were a set of the fire

syringes (generally manufactured from bone or horn) which are still used

in some up-country villages for the production of fire.

The collection of Malay cake-moulds has already been referred to.

Notes were also taken in detail of the methods of making many
kinds of Malay ' fancy ' cakes and sweetmeats, as well as a number
of other dishes. The working out of my collection of notes upon
Malay cooking processes has been very kindly undertaken by Miss
Duckworth.

Coins,. Weights and Measures.

The collection of coins (native ' cash '), weights and measures is

representative of all the important local States in which Siamese or Straits

money has not yet usurped the place of the native currency, as well as of

several in which the native currency has now long become completely

obsolete. The collection of coins includes two interesting gold dinars

from Jambu, in Patani, which are stamped with the figure of a bull, and
are probably of local coinage. They have some resemblance to a small

gold coin, formerly current in Achin (Sumatra), but ai'e apparently
unrepresented in any British collection. This, indeed, appeal's also to be
the case with a large number of the specimens of tin cash. They ai-e cast

in the form of trees, which are called cash ti'ees, the three specimens of

which, obtained by the expedition, are, I believe, unique in this country.

The general type is that of the round cash, with a circular hole in the

centre, though one kind, the half-cash of Trengganu, is a solid round coin

(without the hole). In some of the designs Javanese afiinities may be
traced. Mr. H. Grueber and Mr. W. J. Rapson, of the British Museum^
have both seen these coins, and Mr. Rapson has most kindly measured
and weighed them. They have now, together with the weights and
measures, been handed to Professor Ridgeway, who has already done a
good deal towards working them out.

Sets of weights and measures were also obtained whenever possible in

each of the East Coast States. Some of these are stamped with the

stamp of the Raja, a charge for affixing which is made in several of the

States. The Malay ' gantang ' roughly corresponds to our own gallon

measure. The ' chupak ' represents the half cocoanut shell (of which it

usually consists), and this again is further subdivided.
Another valuable set from an ethnological point of view is that of the

primitive weighing machines in the shape of ungraduated steel-yards

which are used for weighing out fixed quantities of certain recognised

substances, e.g., salt, ' blachan ' (Che v/ell-known strong-smelling Malay
' prawn paste '), cotton, and tobacco. For weighing rice a much larger

variety is used, which may be made adjustable under certain circum-

stances.
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Trade.

A great many statistics were obtained, in passing, about trade, the

figures of imports and exports being obtained for five out of the seven
States which go to make up the old Malay country of Patani. In some
cases these figures were those for the first year in which the statistics

had been properly kept, a Siamese clerk having been appointed to do
the work on the previous fii'st of April (the New Year's Day of the
Siamese). These statistics, therefore, may be taken as fairly I'eliable,

and as showing the character of the trade and the stage of development
of the people.

Agricidture.

A quantity of notes were collected about agriculture. Swamp-rice
(on the embankment system) and hill-rice were both grown as in the West
Coast States, the latter especially in 'jungly ' places.

In most parts of the Peninsula the Malays do not habitually use the
sickle, but those who do use it generally prefer to have it furnished
with teeth. Specimens of this instrument were obtained, as well as of an
ingenious variety which has a long wooden crook springing from the base
of the handle for drawing together the heads of rice before they are cut
with the blade. The habitual Malay (Peninsula) reaping knife consists

of a blade set in a horizontal piece of wood which is afiixed transversely

to a short bamboo stick. The rice is often roughly threshed by striking

the heads of grain against the rungs of a short ladder of about three feet

in length, which is made to lean against the inside edge of a large tub,

but occasionally it is laid upon mats and trodden out by bufialoes, or in

smaller quantities by foot. I may add that buffaloes are similarly used
for breaking up the surface of the ground before the rice is planted.

Metal-work— General.

As regards Malay metal-work, Mr. W. Rosenhain (late of thij

Engineering Department of Cambridge University) last year read a
paper before the Association, and more recently before the Institute, in

which he touched upon various points of Malay metallurgy in which
his experience was likely to prove useful. His investigations covered
a portion of my notes upon Malay kris-making, copper founding, chain
making, and goldsmith's work.

Ironvor'k.

A series of specimens illustrating the Malay method of manufacturing
a waved and damascened ' kris ' were collected at Trengganu, together with
detailed notes of the operation extending over three days, and photographs
of the blacksmiths at work in the forge. To produce the damask a ' pile

'

is made consisting of layers of iron : this is welded into a rod, and heated
and twisted into the shape requii'ed for the design of the damask (usually

some kind of a scroll). The scroll is laid between other layers and welded
until the edges of the welds of the scroll appear thi-ough the later layers.

The ' waves ' are produced by heating the entire blade and then cooling it

with water throughout except at the point where a ' wave ' is required.
This portion being still red-hot gives way on being hammered, and a
repetition of the process with the blade reversed makes a single complete
' wave.' The Malay smith uses tool-iron, and seldom if ever smelts him-
self ; but in one place I was shown what I believe to have been
telluric iron cropping out above the surface of the ground, and which I

E e2
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was assured was formerly manufactured into kitchen utensils, though un-

fortunately the smith had long left the neighbourhood, and I could get no

further information about it. The Malay smith makes all sorts of

weapons (chietiy daggers and knives) as well as agricultural implements

(axes and hoes).

Copper-^oork.

The manufacture of copper vessels which I witnessed in Kelantan and
other places is effected by the cire-joerdue process, of which my notes con-

tain full details. Photographs were taken at various stages of the

operation, and the specimens include copper vessels in all stages, from the

making of the mould to the finished article, as well as specimens of tools

used by the operator. An alloy of tin, which is called by the Malays
' white copper '

' (for which it may be merely an inferior trade substitute,

in which case the name may be a mere tradition of tutaneg, or 'tooth-

and-egg ' metal, as it is sometimes called in the trade), is cast by an almost

identical (cire-perdue) process.

Tin-worJc.

The trade of the tinsmith (which consists largely in the making of tin

oil lamps) is almost exclusively in Chinese hands, but certain branches of

it form special industries. Thus the casting of chains to serve as

weights for casting nets is a Malay industry, and is effected by means
of a very ingenious mould, which after casting a first series of links

can be taken to pieces and reversed so as to enable a second row to be

cast through the first, the combined series thus forming a chain. ^ Another
very important allied industry consists of the manufacture of the tin

coins or ' cash,' of which every petty State on the East Coast once had
its own type, but which are fast becoming obsolete in most localities. A
very interesting and important point (referred to above) about the manu-
facture of these ' cash ' is that they are cast in the shape of trees, which
are called 'cash trees,' three specimens of which I was fortunate in obtain-

ing ; a fact which may possibly give fresh meaning to the ' shaking of the

pagoda-tree,' which was formerly so familiar a phrase with Englishmen.

Gold and Silver Smith.

A set of goldsmith's tools, goldsmith's balance and weights, goldsmith's

crucible, and other articles used in his work were obtained for the expedi-

tion, making a very interesting series. An excellent photograph of the

goldsmith at work, showing his small portable furnace and bellows, was
also taken, and details of the methods ascertained which in this case at

all events are clearly of Indian origin. The most interesting process (of

which full notes were taken) was perhaps that of reddening the gold,

which is effected by artificial means, and gives it a greatly enhanced value

in the eyes of Malay buyers.

Carpentry {Houses and Boats).

Photographs and notes were taken of the building of houses and of

boats. The information collected under this latter head is being incor-

porated in a monograph upon the boats of the Malay Peninsula by IMr. H.
Warington Smyth, the material being based upon my notes and the large

collection of Malay boats and boat-building models now in the Cambridge
University Museum.

' White metal. - Used, to weight casting nets.
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Shectth-making (Cabinet-U'orJi).

The making of sheaths and hilts (for knives and daggers) is a separate

industry about which full details were obtained, together with a complete

set of sheathmaker's tools, including some very ingenious gauges for

measuring the depth of the hollow in a sheath.

Pofferi/.

I saw in several places the making of the unburnt article. A portion

of clay is separated from the heap, moistened, and kneaded partly by foot

and partly by hand. When sufficiently worked up it is ' thrown ' on the

wheel, i.e., it is placed upon the centre of the potter's wheel, which is a

species of small turn-table resting on a finely polished hard-wood
pedestal or block upon which it revolves, the lump of clay in the centre

being moulded by hand as it revolves with the wheel. With considerable

difficulty, owing to its being thought an unlucky object to sell, I succeeded

in buying one of these wheels as a specimen, together with the half-formed

vessel then standing upon it. When the shaping process is complete the

pots are decorated (the design being partly printed by means of the

stamps and partly traced according to requirements with a small spatula

or pointed stick), after which they are fired and piled in stacks in the open
until the time comes for their removal. Glaze is not used, but I have
seen pots being painted with a species of dark-red stain or ' paint,' as

the Malays call it (made by grinding a kind of laterite and mixing it

with water, when it is applied to the vessel 'by way of ornament,' as

the Malays say.

Hojje and String Mciking.

A great deal of rope and string was being made at Trengganu, much
more than in any other place visited by the expedition. Exhaustive lists

of the substances of which the raw material was composed were made in

more than one locality, the processes investigated, and several kinds of

apparatus used for the twisting of the strands, one of them a species of

box with pins revolving in opposite directions, were purchased.

Mat and Basket Worl;.

A large number of mats and baskets were obtained by the expedition,

but it has not yet been possible to do anything towards working them out,

though Mr. H. Ling Roth has kindly offered to undertake the former.
The mats which were made by the women were usually composed of

woven strips of mengkuang (screw-palm) or pandanus leaf, the latter pro-

ducing the finer article, but various other vegetable substances were used.

For the mat-work wall-screens of a house flattened stems of bamboo were
combined to form many striking patterns, whilst for the wab screens of a
rice barn the flattened stem of a creeper was u.sed. Mat-work was also

largely used for sails. When the strands, which are made by slitting up
the leaves into strips with a toothed instrument, are dry enough, the
operator, sitting on the floor of her house, presses down the even strands
with her foot or a ruler- like implement constructed for the purpose, at
the same time lifting up the odd strands under which she proceeds to push
the even ones with a species of wooden bodkin. Many of the sleeping
mats we saw {e.g., those on the Aring River) were of beautiful workman-
ship, and found a ready market in the East Coast States. Baskets are
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made of bamboo, cane, and many other vegetable substances, and though
they are as a rule made plain are not unfrequently (especially when
used for holding rice) decorated with tasteful patterns.

Sinnninff and Weaving,

The set of apparatus used for spinning and weaving forms one of the
most valuable sei'ies brought back by the expedition. The spinning
industry is already as nearly as possible obsolete, being only practised by
the poorest of the poor in out-of-the-way jungle districts, and the
implements when seen had to be purchased at sight for whatever their

owners would accept in payment, as there was but small chance of meeting
with them again. The cotton is first passed through a small hand-mill or
gin (of which two specimens were obtained) for the removal of the hji.rd

black seeds. It is then scutched by means of a small bow (one specimen
purchased), the string of which was twanged with a short piece of bamboo
(also purchased), flattened, and rolled a little on a special board with a
specially made rolling-pin (both purchased), spun off on the point of a
spinning-wheel of the Indian (Behar) type, and wound off on to a winder
(purchased), stretched on a rack (purchased), dipped and brushed with
the fruit of the nipah-palm (brushes purchased), dyed and transferred to

the spools which were hung on a spool-carrier (also purchased). So far

as the spinning goes there does not seem to have been any important
divergence from Indian methods. The warp-laying, however, appears to

be done on a system for which I have as yet failed to find any parallel.

In India (Dacca) two parallel rows or rods about four feet apart are
planted in the ground, and the warp-layer, holding a small wheel of warp
yarn in each hand, passes the latter over one of the parts, and then walks
along the rows laying down the threads and crossing them. In parts of

Sumatra this method may, I believe, be seen, but the Malay warp-layer of

the Peninsula, on the other hand, arranges the spools in an elongated frame,
which may be compared to a ladder, of which the spools form the steps or
rungs. This frame or spool-ladder is suspended horizontally from the
roof-timbers of the house, and on the floor beneath it is deposited a second
frame, which consists of a number of long pegs (probably corresponding to

the rods used by the Indian method), which are fitted firmly into a couple
of boards, the distance between which may be varied by shifting a central
board which runs between them. Round the pegs just referred to the
warp-threads are laid, the threads being drawn down as required from the
spools lying in the frame above the warp-layer's head. It will be
interesting to discover a parallel to this process, which is, I believe, widely
known among Malayan tribes.

The Malay shuttle again presents a marked divergence from the
Indian type, though the methods of pattern making (by tying and dyeing
the threads, Ac.) appear to be similar to Indian methods, and are identical

with those followed in other parts of the Malay region, e.g., in Borneo and
Sumatra. Throughout the Siamese-Malay States I collected specimens
illustrating the various stages in the process of dyeing, to show the
arrangement of the threads in the formation of the favourite Malay
check-patterns. In order to complete the series I purchased a Malay
loom, with the cloth in process of making, which is now with the rest

of the ethnographical specimens brought back by the expedition. The
specimens also include embroidery and needlework frames.
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Miscellaneous Industries.

Other interesting industrial specimens which were obtained were (1)

the grooved hard-wood block on which waxed cloths are polished by means
of a cowry shell, the pressure being applied by a springy rod, the upper
end of which is made fast to one of the I'oof timbers (cowry shell, rod, and
cloth also purchased, and photograph taken of operator), to which may be
added (2) an oil-pi-ess for manufacture of cocoanut oil. (3) Model of a

sugar-cane press, worked on an ingenious elaboration of the cog-

principle. (4) A tobacco-cutting machine. The tobacco leaf is pushed
along a species of shallow trough till it reaches a hole (at the end of the

trough), and is then sliced off with a sharp knife as it is pushed through
the hole.

Of non-industrial specimens I may specially mention the sets of Malay
fighting-cock spurs and the series of Malay instruments of music,

including Malay fiddles, flutes, and the primitive instruments made of

bamboo which are found everywhere among Jungle Malays. I may here,

too, mention tlie phonographic records (so kindly undertaken by Dr. Lloyd),

most of which were I'ecords of the songs of the aborigines, though a few
were those of Jungle Malays.

Prisons and Instruments of Torture,

The system of confining prisoners in small cages or kennels about
6 feet by 2 feet by 6 feet is rapidly becoming obsolete, but still lingers

on in a few localities. We brought away with us most of the typical

furniture of a Malay lock-up, including the huge bamboo yoke, or ' cangue,'

which the prisoner wears round his neck on his way to jail, and which
consists of a couple of big bamboos about 10 feet in length fastened

together with pins. In addition to the cangue were obtained (1) a small

beam which served as the local ' stocks '
; (2) apparatus for compressing

(crushing) the thumb or great toe
; (3) apparatus for compressing

(crushing) the temples, a species of big nutcrackers the application of

which to the victim's skull is said to have been frequently fatal
; (4)

apparatus for strangling condemned criminals. (5) Photographs were
also taken of two men who had their hands and feet lopped off for theft,

as well as of a number of prisoners who were confined in the kennels above
referred to.

Ceremonial Rites and Games.

A number of objects obtained by the expedition were connected with
ceremonial rites, especially marriage and circumcision, about both of

which ceremonies a large body of information was obtained.

Games were also carefully studied, full descriptions of many of them
being taken do\yn as they wei'e performed.

Popular Relif/ion and Folklore.

A large number of the specimens and notes collected fall under this

heading, and these it is my intention to compare with the contents of my
book on Malay magic as soon as the opportunity offers. The notes taken
may be classified as follows :

—

(1) Folk-tales and fables.

(2) Specimens and notes relating to popular religion and magic.

(3) General mythology and superstitions.
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Of the foregoing (1) a small selection of the best fables atid folk-taleS

has been made, and will now shortly appear, under the auspices of the

University Press. It is entitled ' Fables and Folk-tales from an Eastern
Forest.' (2) The notes on religious ceremonies include detailed descrip-

tions of the rites connected with marriage, adolescence, and death ; annual
ceremonies for the expulsion of evil spirits from the villages by means of

spirit-boats ; iiivocations of the elephant-spirit, &c. ; hunting, fishing,

and trapping charms, and ceremonies performed by the medicine-man both
for purposes of divination and for the expulsion of evil spirits from sick

persons by means of good ones, as well as various spiritualistic perform-

ances such as the fish-trap dance, which was witnessed in several places.

Other of my notes describe the expulsion of evil spirits from inanimate
objects, e.g., fruit trees and crops, as well as various methods of working
upon nature by means of 'make-believe,' e.g., by the ceremony of taking

the rice- soul, by ceremonies for the production and prevention of wind
and rain, &.;.

This latter class includes a great many notes on superstitions about
natural phenomena, birds, beasts, &c., which will be valuable for pur-

poses of comparison with the beliefs held by the West Coast Malays.

Aborii/ines.

In order to deal with my notes upon the wild aborigines, I have
planned the outlines of a book, which I hope to publish at no very distant

date, in which they will be incorporated together with much of the

information previously collected by myself on the same subject as well as

that obtained from other writers. The information collected during the
expedition consisted of notes on physical characteristics, dress, ornaments,
weapons, hunting and fishing, food and cooking, agriculture and arts,

music, songs and dances, wedding and funeral ceremonies, medicinal and
other notes, mythology and superstitions, magic and religion, vocabularies

and language, and a variety of similar subjects.

A chapter on the measurements taken and the physical characteristics

of the aborigines is being worked up by Messrs. \V. L. H. Duckworth
and Laidlaw. The phonographic records of their songs have been sent to

Dr. R. J. Lloyd, of Liverpool, the well-known phonetician, who has
already commenced work upon them. The vocabularies and gi-ammatical
notes (the former consisting, I believe, of several thousand words) have
been sent to Mr. C. O. Blagden, who has kindly undertaken to write the
chapter on the language.

Phrams.

As regards the Book of the Phrams, referred to in my last report, I
regret to say that I am not yet able to report )nuch progress. The only
evidence as yet forthcoming has been of a negative character, though it is

nevertheless by no means without importance. The Phram-book has been
examined by Dr. Grierson, of the Linguistic Survey of India, who has
pronounced it not to be composed in any Indian dialect. What appears
to be required for its decipherment is a combined knowledge of Siamese
and Sanskrit, or Pali, a combination which has hitherto proved not very
easy to encounter.
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Silchester Excavation.—Report of the Committee, consisthu/ of Mr.

Arthur J. Evans (Chairman), Mr. J. L. Myres (Secrefarii),

and Mr. E. W. Brabrook, ajjjjointed to co-oi^erate with the iSil-

chester Excavation Fund Committee in their Excavations.

The Committee have to report that the excavations at Silchester in 1900

were begun eai'ly in May, and continued, with the usual break during

the harvest, until December 4.

The excavations were confined to the large area, containing in all

8 acres, situated between Insula XIJ (excavated in 1894) and Insula

XXII (excavated in 1899), and extending up to the ziorth gate and town
wall. The area in question contains four insttlce, which have been

numbered XXIII to XXVI.
Insula XXIII formed the northernmost of a series of unusually

large squares occupying the central portion of the town. A fair-sized

house at the south-west corner was uncovered by the late Rev. J. G.

Joyce in 1865 ; the recent excavations have revealed an additional series

of chambers on the north-east. Another house of large size with several

mosaic pavements was also uncovered on the east side of the insula, and
in the mouth of its courtyard was a small square building which may
have been devoted to sacred purposes. This had been built up round a

small and earlier structure of the same character. The other traces of

buildings in this insula, despite its size, were singularly scanty, but the

rubbish pits and wells were unusually productive in objects of interest.

In pottery these yielded upwards of a hundred whole vessels of all kinds

and sizes, and from one of the v/ells was recovered another great hoard

of iron tools, mostly a smith's, similar to that found in 1890 in Insula I,

but considerably larger numerically.

Insula XXIV forms a long and narrow triangular strip, bounded on

the north by the town wall and its bank. Such strips have hitherto

proved more or less empty of buildings, but in this case it contained two
houses, one of which was of large size and of exceptional interest from
the peculiarity of its plan and the number of mosaic floors in it.

Insula XXV, a small triangular area next the north ga.te, contained

only two small structures, apparently connected -with dyeworks.
Insula XXVI, though of some size, had in it at least two houses :

a small one on the west, and another in the south-east quarter which
was partially uncovered by Mr. Joyce in 1866. Its complete plan has

now been revealed. There are also traces of a ruined house near the

south-west angle. Besides the houses. Insula XXVI contained traces

of at least three other structures. One of them was represented by a

solid circular platform with a cement floor 27 feet in diameter, enclosed

apparently by woodwork or half-timbering. The pit and wells in this

insula were few in number, and yielded few objects of interest.

Taken as a whole, the results of the season's work were fully up to

the average, both in the character of the buildings uncovered and the
vai'iety and number of objects found in and about them. The quantity
of pottery and the hoard of smith's tools are also quite exceptional.

The objects in bronze, bone, &c. also include many interesting things.

The coins found were as numerous as usual, but not very important.

A detailed account of all the discoveries was laid before the Society of

Antiquaries on May 23, 1901, and will be published in ' Archseologia.'
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A special exhibition of the antiquities, etc., found was held, as in
former years, at Burlington House by kind permission of the Society of
Antiquaries.

ture

The statement of accounts for the year 1900 shows a total expendi
3 of 557^. 3s. 7fZ.

It is proposed, during the current year, to excavate a strip of ground
east of InsulcH XXI and XXII, and, if possible, to begin the systematic
exploration of the grass field in the centre of the town. The Committee
therefore ask to be reappointed, with a further grant.

AntlbTojjolocjical Pltotographs.—Interim Report of the Committee, con-

dsting of Mr. 0. H. Read {Chairman), Mr. J. L. Myres
(Secretary), Mr. H. Balfour, Professor Flinders Petrie, Dr.
J. G. Garson, Mr. E. S. Hartland, and Mr. H. Ling Roth,
appointed for tlie Collection, Preservation, and Systematic Registra-

tion of Photographs of Anthropological Interest.

The Committee report that further progress has been made in the
collection and registration of photographs of anthropological interest, and
that a first list of photographs is in course of preparation. The Com-
mittee ask to be reappointed, with the balance in hand from the former
grant of 10^.
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The Age of Stone Circles.—Eeport of the Committee, consisting of

Dr. J. G. Garson (Chairman), Mr. H. Balfour (Secretary), Sir

John Evans, Mr. C. H. Eead, Professor R. Meldola, Mr. A. J.

Evans, Dr. R. Munro, Professor Boyd Dawkins, and Mr. A. L.

Lewis, appointed to conduct JExplorations with the object of Ascer-

taining the Age of Stone Circles. (Drawn up) by the Chairman.)

The Committee have to report that after careful consideration of the

various stone circles in different parts of the country that of Arbor Low
in Derbyshire was fixed upon as the most convenient and suitable for the

exploration which the grant at their disposal would permit of being

undertaken, a well marked ditch and rampart surrounding it, while the

circle itself is fairly complete as regards the stones forming it, although
none of these are now standing. The consent of the ground landlord,

the Duke of Rutland, was freely given for the exploration, as was also that

of the First Commissioner of Works, under whose care the circle is placed

as an ancient monument under the Act of Parliament. The tenant of

the farm, Mr. Warrilow, likewise readily acquiesced in the project. The
Committee were fortunate enough with the consent of the chairman and
committee of the Taunton Museum to secure the services of Mr. H. St.

George Gray, the curator of that museum, who has had much experience,

acquired under the late General Pitt-Rivers, to direct the exploration.

Finally, through the kindness of Mr. A. Pitt- Rivers, the excellent

apparatus used by his father in his excavations was placed at their dis-

posal. To one and all of these gentlemen the best thanks of the

Committee are due for the part they have taken in facilitating the exami-
nation of this important and interesting monument of antiquity.

The following is the report submitted to the Committee by Mr. Gray
which gives an account of the work conducted by him, after which follow

reports by Mr. H. Balfour on the stone implements found, and by Dr.

Garson on the human remains.

On the Excavations at Arbor Loiv, August 190L
By H. St. George Gray.

Arbor Low is situated in one of the most sparsely inhabited districts

of Derbyshire, in the parish of Bakewell, from which town it is 4| miles

distant in a south-westerly direction as the crow ilies. The nearest

railway station is Parsley Hay, one mile to the west, on the new Buxton
and Ashbourne Railway. Hartington is 2| miles to the S.W. of Arbor
Low, Middleton 2;^ miles to the east, and Monyash 2 miles to the north.

The monument, which is situated on a long ridge of hill nearly 1,200
feet above the sea-level, commands a mo.st extensive view towards Buxton
and Bakewell, in a northerly and easterly direction.

Preliminary arrangements having been made and the workmen having
been directed to remove turf in various places, the first thing to do was
to begin a complete survey of the monument. A square (98 metres = 320
feet on each side) was formed round the vallum, enclosing an area of

about 2^ acres, and the plan of the stones was commenced at a scale of
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240 to 1 (=20 feet to an inch). The exact position of each stone was
taken by means of bearings and triangulation from fixed points, checked
by cross-measurements. The plateau on which the megahths lie is

encompassed by a fosse, and averages about 49 metres in diameter. The
figure formed by the circle of stones is pear-shaped, the top of the pear
to the south-east, the point to the north-west. It consists of rough
unhewn stone slabs of mountain limestone, of which many of the largest
average 3 metres in length by lm-40 in breadth : they are of variable
thickness, extremely irregular in form, and some are fractured ; they all,

with one exception, lie upon the ground, many in a somewhat oblique
position, all more or less recumbent. The weathering of their surfaces,
the cleavage, the ' pot-holes ' in them, are intensely interesting, especially
to the geologist. In giving numbers to the stones (Nos. I. to XLVl.,
in the plan) there is no pretension made to count the original number of
the stones as put into position by the constructors of the monument

;

they are simply numbered to facilitate reference and to distinguish
one from another in describing them. Some of the very small stones
and stumps have been numbered separately (Nos. 1 to 13). The
position and slope of the stones individually are extremely varied :

the majority lie in shallow depressions, although some are quite on a
level with the general turf line ; others, again, are surrounded by slight
mounds, the turf in many cases growing round and over the sides of the
stones. The longest stone is in the centre of the circle (No. II.), which
measures 4™-57 in length, whilst the widest is also in the centre (No. I.),

2™-44 in width. The largest stone in the circle is No. X., the length
of which is 3'"-96, and the width l™-83. There is one exception to the
stones being recumbent, and that is No. XVI., on the west side, which
leans towards the north-east at about 35° or 40° with the surface of the
surrounding turf : it stands at its highest part l'"-06 from the ground.
It would be desirable to excavate round some of the stones of the circle
to endeavour to find holes in which these monoliths may have originally
stood. This kind of thing has been done in the exploration of circles
on Dartmoor. Dr. Pegge mentions an old man who saw some of the
stones standing,' and Mr. Bateman another.'- Glover, in his 'History
of the County of Derby,3 mentions a third, and tersely adds that 'this
secondary kind of evidence does not seem entitled to much credit.'

The published plans of Arbor Low are for the most part far from
correct. Sir J. G. Wilkinson's plan being the only exception.^ In this
small plan the position of the circle of stones is fairly correct, although
there are several discrepancies in the proportional sizes of the stones, and
the central group should be a few feet further north-west and west.

The area, or plateau, enclosed by the fosse presents a very uneven
surface, but the contours across this part of the plan have been delineated
to follow the general slope of the gi-ound, and not to mark every little

depression or slight elevation as it occurred. The contours, of 5 foot

(15 cm.) vertical height, show the shape of the monument and its

immediate surroundings within the ' square.' The highest contour comes
on the top of the tumulus on the south- east rampart (opened by Bate-
man), the lowest, at the northern corner of the survey, showing a fall of
7111.47 jjj ^.jjg ground from top to lowest part. It is not unusual to take

' Archaologia, vol. vii. pp. 131-148.
' Journ. Brit. Arch. Assoc, vol. xvi. p. 116.
' Published in 1829, vol. 1. p. 275. * Journ. Brit. Arch. Assoc, vol. xvi. pi. 9,
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levels on fixed lines giving contours of 1 or 2 feet (30'5 or 61 cm.) vertical

height, and to fill in intermediate 15-2 cm. (6-inch) contours by the eye;
but to ensure absolute precision, to show the little knolls and depressions

on the vallum at the south-west, north, and east, to mark the irregu-

larities made by Bateman on the summit of the tumulus, to indicate the

little dyke running in a southerly direction from the vallum—it was
desirable that all the 6-inch contours should be surveyed severally, which
entailed the necessity of taking some eighteen hundred levels !

The periphery of the crest of the vallum constitutes almost a true

circle, with a diameter of exactly 76™'25, as shown by the outer circle

described on the plan. The centre of this circle comes near the middle of

the south-western side of stone, No. III. of the central group. The crest

of the vallum deviates very slightly in any part from the true circle

excepting on the north-west, where it bulges out. The bottom of the
fosse, as seen on the surface of the silting, declines from the line of the
true circle far more than the rampart, as shown by the inner circle

described on the pJan, with a diameter of 58 metres ; the only segment of

this circle that can be said to be true is on the south, south-west, and
west. The ditch is thrown out far more than the rampart to the north
and north-west ; but it would not be expected to find that the fosse silted

up regularly and symmetrically all round, whereas the crest of the ram-
part, of course, is much about in the same position as it was at the age of

construction.

The ditch was marked by a depression from the original surface all

round averaging 1™'37, and it is surprising that in the course of all

these ages it should not have silted up to a greater extent ; had the monu-
ment been situated in a chalk district, the ditch would probably have
been indicated by a much shallower depression on the surface.

The average height of the vallum above the general surrounding turf-

level is 1^-83 (6 feet)—Dr. Brushfield states 16 feet, i.e., i-^-SS.' Judging
from those jDortions of the ditch already excavated, the material obtained
from the fosse when it was first excavated was not enough to form the
vallum, but the construction of the latter will be mentioned later on
when dealing with the excavations. The confines of the rampart are
bounded at various points by ten small Governmental stones. The fosse

and vallum are interrupted on the north-west and south-east by the
entrance causeways, which are not in line with the central group of

stones. The causeways are on the same general level as the area occupied
by the megaliths and the surrounding land. The circumference of the
rampart, including the entrances, is about 246 metres.

Txhe vallum is joined on the south-west by a slightly raised bank

—

about 30 cm. in height—and an almost imperceptible ditch, which runs
for some distance in a southerly direction. It would be desirable to cut
a section or two across this so-called ' serpent,' to ascertain if it is of the
same date of construction as Arbor Low itself, or more recent.

On the south-east, adjoining the external face of the vallum and partly
resting on it, a tumulus stands, the summit some 2™*13 above the sur-
rounding tui-f level. 'Between 1770 and 1824 three unsuccessful
attempts had been'^made to discover an interment, but a fourth, made by
Mr. T. Bateman on May 23, 1845, resulted in its discovery. About
46;cm. above the natural soil a large slab, l'"-52 broad by 91-5 cm. wide,/

' Journ, Brit. Arch. Assoc, 1900, p. 129.
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was found to be the cover to a six-sided cist, constructed of ten pieces of

limestone of different sizes placed on end, and having a floor formed of

three other pieces, these, like the rest, being untooled. No soil had pene-

trated the cist, and its original contents had been undisturbed. These
consisted of two small urns (one 114 cm. and the other 12 cm. high),

calcined human bones, a bone pin, a small flint weapon, and a piece of

iron pyrites.' ' Mr. Bateman never took the trouble to All in his excava-

tion properly, the result being that five little knolls exist round the top of

the tumulus bounding a rather deep depression in the centre. In addition

to this he threw some of his rubbish into the ditch, as indicated by the

contours on the plain. The formation of this tumulus, which is probably

of somewhat later date than the vallum, has caused a gap to occur in the

vallum on either side of the mound. There is also another irregularity

in the form of the rampart to the north of the tumulus, caused by a kind

of spur which extends half-way across the fosse.

The photographs of the diggings on the whole are not quite satis-

factory, although some of them could not well have been better under the

circumstances, unfavourable weather prevailing at least for one-third of

the time. The photographs of some of the 'finds,' the skeleton, and skull

portray the originals excellently.

Excavations.—The excavations were commenced on August 8, 1901,

by making a cutting through the ditch, 3'"-66 wide, close up to the

south-eastern causeway (called Section 1). Roman remains were looked

for under the turf, but without success. The silting was re-excavated

30 cm. at a time as far as practicable. Strewn on the limestone floor of

the ditch thirteen teeth of ox were found, and on the bottom in the

north-west corner of the cutting, at a depth of l^'GS from the surface

(2 on plan and section), pieces of red deer's antler—one piece 38 cm.

long—were found resting on a solid vein of clay (running between the

limestone), which traversed the bottom of the ditch obliquely and con-

tinued both ways in south-easterly and north-westerly directions. It

appears probable that this may have been used as a kind of pick for

loosening the previously fractured limestone at the time the ditch was
first excavated, in the same manner as the antlers of the Stone Age
described by Canon Greenwell in Gi'imes Graves.'^ Fifteen fragments of

antlers of red deer were found by General Pitt-Rivei's at the bottom of

the ditch of Wor Barrow, Handley Down, Dorset, amongst Stone Age
relics.'^ Nothing else was found in Section 1, which was the deepest part

of the fosse re excavated
;
greatest depth l'""G5. The filling consisted of

turf and turf mould, 15 cm. ; mould mixed with small pieces of chert,

4G cm. followed by a stiff clayey mould to the bottom. The nature of

this latter is well shown by the pick-marks in the photograph. The
hard stone sides of the ditch and causeway were exposed.

Sections 2 and 3 were next commenced. Section 3 was a cutting,

S'^'Oa wide, made across the ditch, midway between Section 1 and the

north-west causeway. The silting was very soon removed in this case,

the uneven limestone floor being found at a maximum depth of 55 cm.

and a minimum depth of 33 cm. from the surface of the silting. The
vallum at this point was particularly high. Three stone implements were

' From Dr. Brushfield's paper, Juur/h. Brit. Arcli. Aesoc, vol, vj., new series,

1300, p 134.
- Jourii. EthnologicaJ Society, vol. ii. p. 420.

2 Excavations in Cranhorne Chase, vjl. iv. p. 133.
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found in this cutting. At ' 3 ' on plan and section, at .•> depth of 36 cm.
a rudely chipped pointed stone implement (?.spear-head), having a plano-
convex cross-section, length 61 mm., greatest width 44 mm. • at ' 6 ' a
worked flake of black flint with flne secondary chipping at a depth of
15 cm ; and at ' 7,' at the same depth, a chipped end-scraper of greyish
flint : this implement is of the long narrow variety, with a notch on
both sides. At Section 2, about 4™-88 to the west of the north-western
causeway, another cutting, 3™-05 wide, was made through the ditch and
the rampart. The vallum svas chosen at this point, as it presented an even
surface, and being comparatively low and narrow it would not entail so
much labour in removing. No relics were found in this cuttin"-, except
a small doubtfully artificial stone scraper picked up on the ' old surface
line ' (4 on plan and section). The absence of relics in this section was
very disappointing. ' The cutting, however, was of value in showino' the
material out of which the vallum was constructed and has been plotted in
section, on the scale, of 60 to 1. Measuring from the crest of the ramparb
downwards, the soils, A:c., occurred as follows :— (1) Turf and turf mould
15 cm.

; (2) rough pieces of thin-bedded limestone mixed with a little
mould, 98 cm.

; (3) band of small pieces of chert with a little mould
9 cm.

; (4) yellowish-brown clayey mould, 15 cm
; (5) 'old surface line'

of dark brown mould, 9 cm.
; (6) light-yellowish brown sand. The

greatest depth of the ditch in this section was 76 cm., and it was
filled to the bottom, below the tui-f mould, with mould mixed with
small pieces of chert. This part of the ditch having been laid bare the
I'e-excavalion of the ditch was continued from this point in the direction
of the north-west causeway, the hard stone sides of which were found
As stone relics were more numerous here, and the bottom of the ditch
was far more irregular than in Sections 1 and 3, surveys were made in
various directions, and have been plotted to a scale of 60 to 1. The
average depth of the ditch here was 91-5 cm. from the surface and the
nature of the filling was the same as in Section 1. The followinw is a list
of the finds in this part, called 'Ditch Extension, Section 2.' The
numbers tally with those on the plan and in sections.

5. Small flint flake, with fine secondary chipping
; depth 21 cm

8. Stone scraper, with bevelled edq;e, 36 mm. in width • denth
36 cm. ' ^

10. Outside flake of flint, with secondary chipping in two places •

depth 24 cm.
'

11. Flint, chipped along the edge ; depth 24 cm.
12. Two pieces of chert, with secondary chipping (?) ; depth 43 cm
13. Flint flake, with serrated edge ; depth 46 cm.
14. Small narrow scraper of flint, worked all i-ound edcjes • depth

43 cm.

15. Large flint scraper, of pale bluish-grey colour, with chipped
bevelled semicircular edge and pointed end

;
plano-convex cross-.«cction •

depth 70 cm., near the bottom of the ditch.
'

17. Six flakes of white flint, mostly of exceptionally large size found
together, in the ditch at a depth of 82 cm. from the surface, on a led^^e

' General Pitt- Rivers once cut four sections, 10 feet wide, through the rampart
and ditch of a Bronze Age encampment without finding a relic wonh mentionino- •

but he did not despair, and forthwith commenced to dig away the rampart and
ditch all round, being rewarded by finding bronze implements and much pottery
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on solid side of causeway in the north-east corner of the ditch extension,

Section 2. These flakes must have been placed on the ledge and for-

gotten, eventually becoming buried in the silting.

Just to the west of this ledge a small oval-shaped hole in the lime-

stone floor of the ditch was found, filled with a stiff clayey mould, but

no relics were found in it. Other doubtfully artificial pieces of flint

and chert were found in this excavation, some of which need to be

examined by the geologist as well as the archajologist : they have been

preserved. The only animal remain found here was a tooth of sheep
;

depth at 21 cm.

The excavations made in the fosse revealed nothing but early

Neolithic chipped stone implements, the majority of which were found

below the 30 cm. level from the surface. It would be, however, some-

what rash to state on these grounds alone that the ditch was undoubtedly

of Stone Age construction, although the evidence certainly points in that

direction, for only a comparatively small portion of the whole fosse at

Arbor Low has been explored ; in fact, only one-twelfth part. It would

be safe to assign the construction of Arbor Low to a definite age, if,

say, one-fourth part of the fosse were re-excavated ; and the somewhat
inconclusive nature of the evidence at present seems to point to the

desirability of further excavations being made in the most systematic

and skilled manner possible.

Before leaving the ditch it should be stated that its average width at

the parts already excavated is 6™ "40, and the average depth of re-

excavated ditch beneath surface of silting, l™-98.

The remainder of the time and funds were expended in trenching

down to the undisturbed rock in the centre of the circle, between the two
large stones, Nos. I. and II., and further in an easterly direction. The
area excavated, which covered a very irregular surface, measured 10™-67 by
2™-12, and is marked on the contoured plan. To the west a stump (No. 13)

was found under the turf standing in a leaning position towards the north-

east. At ' 19,' the only fragment of pottery was found at a depth of 15 cm.,

just under the turf : it consisted of a fragment of rim of Romano-British

pottery, grey on the outside and brick-red on the inside. Close to and
between Stones I. and II. (20 on plan), a small chipped flint implement

—

length 33 mm., width 28 mm.—approaching a leaf-shaped arrowhead in

form, was found at a depth of 27 cm. : it has a bi-convex cross-section.

The primary idea in making this excavation was to see whether holes

could be found in which Stones I. and II. originally stood ; but no holes

wei-e found between these stones ; in fact, the undisturbed ground in this

part was struck at about 52 cm. from the surface. To the east of

Stones III. and IV. there were signs on the surface of this part having

been excavated before (in somewhat recent times). The rock was

reached here at very variable depths, and at the extreme east an excava-

tion 2"^-40 deep was made before the undisturbed ground was struck.

The hole was filled with rich mould mixed with a little chert. No relics

were found, except a fragment of human ulna (9 on plan) at a depth of

15 cm. It is possible that a skeleton or skeletons may have been removed

from here, and that this ulna was lost in the filling in. If this part had

been excavated before there were no signs of the ground having been

disturbed to the west of the small stone. No. IV. Here, close to

Stone III., a human skeleton was discovered ; the middle of his body (a

fully adult male) was situated l'"-83 to the south-east of the centre of the
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circle. It was discovered on August 16, but as Mr. Henry Balfour was
expected to visit the diggings next morning/ the men were directed to

cover it up. Next morning the skeleton was uncovered and cleared in

order that it might be photographed in situ. It was an extended inter-

ment, the skull loeing at a depth of only 36 cm. from the surface. The
skull, which was much crushed and weathered, was found on removal to

be in forty to fifty pieces ; some of the facial portions and sides had

unfortunately decayed, so that its restoration could not be made quite

complete ; the lower jaw was not present. Other parts of the skeleton

were missing, including the condyles of the femora, the tibiae and fibulfe,

one patella, the feet, and hands. The end of the left femur came close

to the south-east corner of Stone No. III. The skeleton, which was
buried in pure mould, lay on the back, with the face turned slightly t(t

north east, and was surrounded by large blocks of stone built up on the

south, west, and north sides to within a few centimetres of the surface ; the

ends of all the long bones were much decayed, the head was to the south-

south-east ; the bearing along vertebral column was 164^° S. ; the length

from the top of skull to the lower end of femora was 1™-19.

The approximate length of the left femur is about 453 mm., which

gives a stature (by Rollet's method) of l™-66. This is above the average

of a Stone Age man, and below that of a Bronze Age man.^ The skull

has been restored as far as possible, and turns out to be mesati-

cephalic, or medium-headed, with a cephalic index of about 78'0
;

so that this interment appears to be of later date than the construction

of Arbor Low, but how much later it is difficult to say, no relics having

been found vnth the skeleton. Dr. Garson will no doubt make a report

on the skull ; and as the meatus auditorius is present on both sides, and
the basion also, the majority of the usual measurements can be taken.

At 77"^'80 to the east south-east of the centre of the monument is

a small tumulus which appears to have been reduced in height owing to

agriculture. As this may probably be connected with Arbor Low it has

been surveyed to a scale of 120 to 1, with contours of 6 cm. vertical

height. A cutting was commenced on the north ; but as mould was
found to extend down to a depth of l'"-68 in places, and it promised to

be rather a large undertaking when funds were nearly exhausted, the

work had to be relinquished, at any rate for the present. One flake was
found near the surface.

Dr. Brushfield's opinion, expressed two years ago, as regards the

probable age of Arbor Low was that the monument belonged to the

Early Neolithic Age. Judging from the nature of the relics already

discovered and their positions, there is some reason for referring it to at

least some part of the Neolithic period ; but the evidence deduced can

scarcely be regarded as conclusive, and we can hardly consider the

problem as to the date of constructioii decisively solved as yet. Neither

has the original position of the central group of stones been determined.

One thing, however, is certain, that Arbor Low has been used as a place

of sepulture.

' Mr. A. L. Lewis visited the excavations on August 9, and Dr. Garson on
August 22.

'' The secondary interments, Romano-British, in Wor Barrow (Stone Age),
Handley Down, Dorset, averaged l^GSl in stature.

1901. FF
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ARBOR LOW. [August 1901.]

Short Descriptions of Stones as numbered on the Plan. Note.—-The

length and breadth of the Stones can be ascertained from the Plan.

Stone I.— In centre, nearly flat, broken in two at N.W. end. Slopes a little to W.
At E. point it stands I5 foot from turf. It also stands 1|- foot from turf on W. side,

but there is a trench along this side of the stone. Surface fairly smooth. There is

a small flat stone to E. (not numbered), which is only about an inch above turf.

Stoyie II.—Near No. I., nearly flat, but sloping a little towards W. to turf line.

It is about 10" above turf on E. side. The slab is rather thicker at the N. end
than at S. end.

Stone III.—To the S.E. of No. XL, flat, sloping very slightly to E. Pitted sur-

face. The human skeleton was found close to S E. of this stone; in fact, the left

femur almost touched the stone.

Stone IV.—A small stone to N.E. of No. III. Slopes rather considerably towards

S. ; only about 2" above tmf all round.

Stones v., VI., and VII.—Photographed together from S. In a group, the
nearest stones of the circle to the S. causeway. A considerable depression in turf to

S. of No. V. At S. end this stone stands about 2 feet above average turf level, and
it slopes gradually to tuif on N. The under-surface of stone at S. has been much
polished by the rubbing of sheep, &c. No. VII. slopes towards N., and is fractured

in two places. It is somewhat thicker at N. end than at S., where it is about 1 foot

from turf. No. VI. is a fractured stone about 9" thick, which stands on end
between Nos. V. and VII., leaning slightly to W.'

Stone VIII.—Lies in a slight depression at about 9" above level of turf, in

depression all round ; slightly higher in the middle. Pitted and rough, but ' pits
'

are not very frequent, large but not deep.

Stump 1.—Between Stones IX. and X. Stands about 1 foot from turf level, and
leans a little towards centre.

Stone IX.—Flat, sloping, slightly towards ditch on S.W. Stands 1| foot from
turf on S.W., and 1 foot on N.E. Much pitted surface, small, frequent, and deep.

Stone X.—Photographed from S.E. Marked depression in turf at W. end of

stone, which end is squared, or, rather, of oblong form, 2 feet in thickness. This
depression sinks to about 6" below the surrounding turf level. The stone slopes

towards the N.E,, the stone only showing about 10" above turf on E. side. The
upper surface is fairly flat, and is characterised by a broad crack along middle, and
what maybe called a 'pot-hole' near N. corner. Turf grows between stone on
N.W. Much sheep-rubbed underneath to S,W.

Stones XL, XII., and XIII.—Small stones in a little group between Nos. X.
and XIV. In a slight depression, partly in continuation of deep depression at the
W. end of Stone X. No. XI. slopes towards centre, and has a smooth flat surface.

Height 1 foot from turf at S.AV., 4" at other end. No. XII. has turf growiag up all

round the sides
;
greatest height at N.W. is only 4" from turf. No. XIII. slopes

towards S.W. and S.E. to turf ; on other sides only 4" from turf.

Stone XIV.—Lies in slight depression at ditch- end ; flat stone, pitted in places
by weathering, with cracks in which turf has grown. Height about 10" from turf

all round.

Sto)ie XV.—Very smooth surface, sloping to turf on E. ; at W. end, which is

square, its height is 1'3 foot from turf.

Stone XVI.—Upper side fairly flat ; leans at about .3.5° or 40° with general turf

level towards the N.E. In a well marked depression all round, from which it stands
at highest part 3} feet. Thickness of stone about 1|- foot at S. and aoout 1^ foot at
N. The only stone in the circle that can be said to be standing at the present time.

Stone X F/7.—Lies in slight depression ; nearly flat, but sloping slightly towards

' Mr. Lewis, who measured the circle in May 1871 (see his plan, &c., in

AntJiropoIof/ia), says that Stone VI. was not then in its present position, but has
been placed there since. On going over the ground in 1901 to revise his plan, he
thought he saw signs of a certain amount of surface digging during the previous
thirty years, but no material alteration in the circle generally.
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the W. ditch, where its height is only G" above depression in turf, rising at N. to
about 1 foot ; very rough surface and sides, a little overgrown with turf.

Stump 2.—Cleaved in two ^j^ and partly overgrown with turf ; about 10'

above surrounding turf. oB
Stotie XVTIT.—Slopes oS rather considerably to the W. ditch ; at E. its height

is about 9" above turf ; at W. about 1^ foot from turf. Flat surface, but much
pitted, and turf-covered in one or two places.

Stuvij) 3.—Stands at two highest points 1 foot from turf, with a depression, 4"
from turf, across middle.

Stmie XIX.—Lies on a slight mound. Height at S. 0-7 foot from surrounding
turf, rising shghtly higher (ridge N.E. and S.W. line), and then gradually sloping otf

to turf level at N. and N.W.
Stone XX.—Slopes all round to turf level from a central point about 1 foot high.

It does )iot, however, slope off at AV. point.

Slone -VAT.— Lies in slight depression, sloping slightly towards ditch. Flat
surface and somewhat pitted in places. Height about 12 foot from turf all round.
Kagged along N.E. edge.

Stone XXII.—Flat ; slopes rather much towards the ditch ; height about 1'3

foot from turf all round. Half-oval weathered hole through side of stone on S.W.
Stone XXTII.—Lies in very slight depression, more particularly marked on the

ditch side. Stone has very uneven side towards W. Kough surface, pitted some-
what to S.E., S., and S.W., and highest at these points. Flat surface to N. and
N.W., where it stands nearly 1 foot from turf. At other points it averages 1-2 foot
in height.

Stone XXIV.—Slopes towards N. ; slopes off to turf level at N.W. and N., but
not at N.E. Depression in turf at S. end, extending under stone to N. half-way
across stone. At S.E. corner its height from turf in depression is 1-3 foot ; at S.W.
2 feet from same, gradually sloping along W. face to turf on N.W. Flat surface
with very small but numerous ' pittings.'

Stone XXV.—At S. there is a marked depression in turf, but not at the N.
Height of stone above depression at S. 2f feet. The stone slopes towards the N.,
where it reaches the turf level. Eough surface, with fracture at N., running N.W.
to S.E. Turf rises in depression under the stone at S., to support it. The stone is

tilted up at S., at an angle of about 20° with surrounding turf level. Much rubbed
underneath at S. by sheep.

StoJie XX VI.—In slight depression to N. , more marked to S. Slopes towards
N., almost to turf level. At S. its height is about 2 feet from depression in the turf,
and the stone itself is about 1^ foot thick at this end. Large ' pittings,' but not
very numerous. Two oval holes, through stone to turf. The larger hole measures
18" X 10" in the line of stone, a little to N. of middle.

StximjJ 4.—Very narrow and sharp, about 8" above surrounding turf.

Stone XXVII.—Very rough, standing at middle about IS foot from surrounding
turf. At N. there is an angle only 3" from turf, from which angle the stone rises
abruptly to top.

Stone XXVIII.—Height only 2" above surrounding turf ; almost entirely over-
grown except a small portion to N. Flat.

Stone XXIX.—Pointed at both ends. Slopes somewhat considerably towards N.
Smooth flat surface. A depression in turf at N. only, where it stands about 1 foot
from turf in depression. Smooth sides all round. The thickness of stone appears
to be only 6" at N.E. point, whilst on the S.W. side its thickness is 2 feet, to which
it gradually rises from N. to N.E. Tlie stone is thicker at S. than at N.N.W.

Stones A'XA'. and A'A'AT.—Slight depression in turf between and to the E. of
these stones. Both flat and fairly smooth ; height only about 1" or 2" from turf.
No XXX. slopes very slightly to N. ; No. XXXI. slopes somewhat considerablv to
N. and B.

Stone XXXII.—Of the nature of a stump, but rather larger than those that have
been counted as stumps. Slight depression to S.W., and surrounded by a mound of
turf to N.E., E., and S.E., where the stone only rises 2" above turf. On S.W. the
top of the stone is 1 foot from turf in depression. Turf grows in places on top of
stone, which is rather flat. Kough at sides, sloping abruptly from top at S,
and N.W.

Stone ATA'AT//.—Lies in slight depression, sloping slightly towards ditch.

F F 2
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Fairly flat surface. Height about 1 foot from turf all round. Point to N.E., only

3" above turf in depression.
c ,. , „,,

Stone .YA'A'J r.—Lies in a marked depression on inner bank of ditch. The

depression particularly marked at N. and at E. Stone somewhat heart-shaped and

flat and fairly smooth. About 6" in height above turf in depression all round, with

tutf growing up sides everywhere, except at W. and S.W.

Stone A'A'AF.—Flat smooth surface. Slopes slightly towards centre of circle.

On W. slopes off to turf. On E. 9" in height above turf.

Stone A'A'A'F/.—Smooth but uneven surface. Slopes slightly to E., and partly

overgrown with turf, especially over centre and to S. and S.S.W. At N.^ and

N.N.W. it stands 3" above turf, but turf runs up to level of stone on all other sides.

Stune A'A'A'F/J.—Lies in slight depression all round, which, however, deepens

considerably to E. and S.E. Slopes slightly towards ditch and N., with fairly

smooth flat surface. At W. point it is 2 feet above turf in depression, and at E.

about 2-3 feet. This stone is cleaving lengthwise, or, rather, horizontally into three

slabs. This is particularly well seen on all sides but the N. At N. its height is

only 10" from turf in depression. Upright sides all round.

Stone A'A'A' FJ//.—Small flat s-tone, level with the turf, which is growing over

it. Plan shows only that part of stone which appears at surface. Slopes to N.

and E. .„-,.,
Stone A'A'A'JA'.—On slight elevation. Broken into three pieces, all of which

are becoming overgrown with turf. The N. piece is nearly level with turf. The

middle has somewhat rounded surface, and rises in middle to about 6" above turf.

The piece to S. slopes from N. end to S., where it reaches the turt ; the N. end of

this piece is about 7" or 8" above surrounding turf.

Stunijp 1.—Much overgrown with turf. A piece of stone only 9" x 6" shows at

present, which does not rise above turf level. Plan shows the probable outline

when turf is removed.

Stones XL., XLI., and A'i 7"/.—Together in a mass in slight depression all

round. See photograph. No. XL. slopes to S. and S.S.W. At highest point at N.

it is U foot above turf in depression. The S.E. and N.W. points are about 10" from

turf. "At S, and S.S.W. it meets the turf. No. XLI. slopes from the S.E., meeting

the turf level under No. XLIII. ; rather rough, uneven surface, standing at N.E.

about l-o foot from turf in depression, at S.E. about 1-3 foot, and at S.S.AV. about

1 foot. No. XLII. overlaps No. XLI. to S.E , and slightly over No. XL. to N.E.
;
thick-

ness of stone about 1 foot at S.E. ; stone slopes to centre, where it is only 4" from

turf. At S.E. end the highest point is about 1§ foot from turf in depression.

Stone XLIII.—Slopes very slightly towards centre of circle. Flat and smooth

surface. Runs to turf on N.AV., S.E., S., and S.W. ; in fact, pretty well all round. At

S.E. the stone is about 4" above turf level.

Stump 8.—Very narrow, just appearing above turf.

Stone A'i/F.— Flat, sloping but slightly towards ditch. Height about 7" from

turf level at N.W. S. S.E. corner overgrown with turf, NE. corner al'^o ; in fact, a

very little of the stone at S.E. shows above the surface. Uneven, weathered

surface.

Sloiw XLV.—Flat, with very uneven weathered surface and fractured. More

than half the stone is overgrown with turf, fairly regularly distributed.

Stone XLVI.—Nearly flat, sloping slightly towards centre of circle. Fairly

smooth surface. ' Shoulder ' across middle, height 7" above turf, rising again to 6"

above turf at S. Turf growing across depression below ' shoulder.' Stone almost

entirely overgrown, dotted on phin, to S.S.W. of XLYI.
Stumps 9 and 10.—Small stones (not really 'stumps'), just appearing above

surface.

Stumps 11 anil 12.—Ragged stones, broken off, just appearing above surface.

Stump 13.—This stump, leaning towards E., was only revealed by excavation.

Siones outside S. Causcn-ai/.—Vair\y large, long and narrow stone, height at E.

1-3 foot from surface, sloping oif at centre westwards, and rising again near W. end

to about 9" from turf. Stump close to two rounded stones a little above turf

level, on side of S. rampart.

Ttvo St'^nrs in Ditch.—Two stones in ditch on S.W. One long and narrow, about

8" in height from turf ; the other, an uneven boulder, rising 1 foot above surface.

There are other small stones here and there at Arbor Low, which seem to be

hardly worth mentioning, although they might prove to be somewhat larger if

exposed by excavation.
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The Stone Im^olements excavated at Arbor Lou; 1901.

£1/ Henry Balfour.

Detailed references to the positions in which the various stone imple-

ments were found during the excavations are given in Mr. Gray's reports,

and tlie exact position of each is marked upon the plan prepai-ed from his

elaborate and veiy careful survey, which it is hoped may be published later

on. The depth at which each implement was found is also noted in the
report.

As regards the implements collectively but little need be said, as they
are unfortunately few in number, and, while all are of forms well known
in the finds of the Neolithic period, with which such forms are usually

associated, they are not of a sufficiently typical and distinctive kind to

render it absolutely certain that they belong to Neolithic times. That
they should be referred to that period seems to me extremely probable,

particularly when the facts regarding the nature of the implements are
considered in I'elation to other evidence, viz., the total absence of any
objects of bronze amongst the finds, and the fact of what is stated to have
been an early Bronze Age tumulus having been constructed out of the
material which formed part of the original structure of the monument,
which must therefore have antedated the tumulus, and, presumably, by
a period long enough for the original function and probable sanctity of

the circle to have been forgotten. At the same time it must be admitted,
in regard to the stone implements hitherto unearthed, that any or all of

them might have been made and used during the Bronze Age. Simple
flakes, flakes with secondary chipping, and ' scrapers ' of flint belong
practically to all periods. Their manufacture persisted during the metal
ages so long as their efficiency as tools and the rapidity with which they
could be made rendered them desirable.

Perhaps the most striking implement of those found, and the one
which might claim with most justification to be assigned definitely to the
Neolithic period, is that numbered 20 in Mr. Gray's report, found near
the centre of the circle at a depth of 27 cm. This is a small blade of flint

.

of very broad, leaf-shaped outline, flaked on both sides and rather clumsily
shaped, being thicker towards one edge than the other. It resembles a
leaf- shaped arrow-head, but may have been hafted and used perhaps as a
knife, as the point is extremely obtuse and not very carefully shaped for

penetration.

With one or two exceptions, the remaining implements showing any
considerable working along the edges may be classed as varieties of the
' scraper' or 'side-tool,' and in this category I should class that numbered
3 by Mr. Gray, who suggests that ib may have been a spear-head. It
could at most be regarded only as a spear-head in process of manufacture,
rejected before completion. It is worked on one face only, and, rough
though it is, would serve very well as a scraping tool ; the point at one
end, if intentional, could have served for cutting grooves. Three well-

defined 'scrapers' (Nos. 7, 14, 15) were found in the ditch varying from
a very broad, semicircular-edged foi'm to a very narrow ' duck-bill ' shape :

they are familiar forms. An 'outside flake' (No. 10) shows secondary
chipping along two edges, and was probably a scraper : it is evidently
but a fragment of a fair-sized flake, broken, perhaps, in use. No. 5 is

also a fragment showing some flaking at the bulb end of a small-size flake^
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One broken flake (No. 1 3) shows a very delicate serration along one edge,
forming a finely toothed saw. The serration evidently extended along
the portion of the flake broken away. This saw must have been intended
for delicate work only.

In addition to the implements already referred to, there are several
flint flakes showing well marked bulbs of percussion, a few with secondary
chipping at the edge ; also some which are doubtfully worked ; and a
certain number of flints were picked up and kept, which prove on inspec-
tion to exhibit natural fractures only, and these I have rejected. Mr. Gray
very rightly submitted these rather than run any risk of overlooking
examples which might possibly betray human agency, however slight.

The finding of six large flakes (No. 17) together is interesting, It is

evident that these could not have come by accident into the position in
which they were found, and it is virtually certain that they were placed
by hand uj^on the small ledge in the side of the northern causeway. The
flakes are of considerable size and weight, and of fine quality black flint

which has been weathered white to a considerable depth. It is difficult

to determine the use for which they were intended. They are irregular
in outline and surface, though their edges are still sharp and undamaged.
It is possible that such heavy flakes may have been intended to be used
as digging tools, for which purpose they would be not badly adapted

;

but no used examples are as yet forthcoming from the site, and the
suggestion is merely conjectural. They may have been purposely covered
over at the time for concealment, and forgotten, or they may have been
accidentally covered by loose earth falling from the causeway on to the
ledge. In either case they have remained as originally placed.

It is greatly to be hoped, if further excavations are undertaken, that
the yield of implements may be greater, and that the examples may
present more definite features, so that the negative evidence afl^orded by
the absence of metal, if it continues to hold good, may be backed by
positive evidence of Neolithic date from the nature of the implements
discovered. For the negative evidence to be completely convincing, moie
extensive exploration is necessary, and the very suggestive nature of the
positive results so far obtained by Mr. Gray renders it highly probable
that further examination may yield results of great importance.

One point to which I may perhaps be allowed to refer here arises out
of the excavation of the ditch to its full depth. The bed-rock bottom
presents a very rough and uneven surface, and there does not appear to
have been any definite attempts to create a level surface along the ditch
bottom by filling in the hollows and levelling in other ways. It is of
importance to note this, as it precludes the idea that the fosse itself may
have been used for processional or other like purposes. The steepness of

the causeway sides forming the ends of the fosse also points towards the
same conclusion as regards this matter.

'^O"

Report on the Human Skeletonfound in the Stone Circle of Arbor Low
in 1901. By J. G. Gap.son, M.D.

The skeleton found by Mr. Gray near the centre of the Stone Circle of
Arbor Low in August 1901 is that of an adult male. The bones are not
in a good condition as regards preservation ; hence it has not been pos-
sible to ascertain from them the probable stature of the individual more
nearly than has already been done by Mr. Gray in bis report. The upper
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part of the braiu-case, or calvaria, and part of the face, though much
broken and very imperfect, especially the latter, have been pieced together

by Mr. Gray in a most creditable manner, so that it is possible to ascertain

and determine the most important points in the morphology of the former
fairly well. The muscular ridges are well developed, the glabella and
brow ridges are well marked and continuous with each other, the most
prominent part of the latter being over the inner third of each orbit. The
tubera of the parietal bones are prominent, the curved lines on the
occipital bone and the surface between them for the insertion of the
muscles of the head and neck are well marked ; but the mastoid pro-

cesses of the temporal bones are of very moderate size, or may even be
regarded as small. As viewed from the front, the malar bone, which is re-

tained on the left side, shows that the axis of the orbit slants markedly
downwards as well as outwards ; the orbital processes are of moderate size,

and the interorbital width appears to have been of medium size. As viewed
from behind, the lateral walls are seen to be nearly vertical but slightly

converging, as they rise upwards, and finally curve over to form the
vault with a flat or low arch. When viewed from above the outline of

the calvaria is unsymmetrical in the occipital and posterior parietal

regions, and converges slightly from the tubera of the parietals towards
the orbital processes of the frontal with straight sides. On viewing the
cranium laterally the profile outline of the mid-parietal region is elevated

and bulged upwards : this fulness extends from one tuber to the other,

while the frontal region above the glabella follows a graceful curve back-
wards and upwards to the bregma, and the occipital region is slightly

bulged backwards and rounded.

To reduce these general characters to actual figures as far as possible

the following are the chief dimensions which the state of the cranium
permitted me to determine :—Maximum length, 189 mm. ; maximum
breadth, 148 mm. These figures give a cephalic index of 78"2, which
places it, as regards general form, above the middle of the mesaticephalic

group (75-79 '9) and shows that the individual when alive had a head
slightly rounder than that of the average male of the present population
of Great Britain, more brachycephalic than in some parts of the country,

but more dolichocephalic than in others. The ophryo-occipital length is

18.5 mm., the point of greatest length on the occiput being the same as for

the maximum length ; the projection of the glabella is, therefore, 4 mm.
The minimum frontal breadth is 106 mm., and the maximum frontal

breadth is 125 mm. ; the relative properties of these two measurements to

the maximum breadth (the latter being taken as 100) is 71'6 and 84-5

respectively. The biauricular diameter is 130 mm., while the auriculo-

bregmatic arc is 316 mm. The horizontal circumference is 530 mm. ; the
longitudinal arc, from the nasion, over the bregma, lambda, and the
occiput to the opisthion, is 377 mm. ; the base of the cranium being
absent it is impossible to obtain the length of the foramen magnum and
basio-nasial length to complete the longitudmal circumference. The
length of the frontal portion of this longitudinal arc is 130 mm., that of

the parietal 130 mm., and of the occipital 117 mm. ; while the chords of

these arcs are : frontal, 113 mm.
;
parietal, 117 mm. ; occipital, 97 mm.

The relation which the arc bears to the chord may be expressed as an
index to indicate the curve of the bone ; the chord being taken as 100,
the frontal index is IIS'O, the parietal index 11 1-1, and the occipital

index 120"6. These indices show that while the curvature of the frontal
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and occipital are about normal, that of the parietal is greater than usual.

Little can be said about the characters of the facial portion of the cranium,

as it is so imperfect. The palate is parabolic in form. The teeth are

moderately worn down, especially the molars, and there is a slight deposit

of tartar upon most of them.

The osteological characters show that the individual was not of the

type found in interments of the Neolitliic period, neither do they point to

his being of the Bronze Age type, though he was more nearly allied to it

than to the former. On the other hand, there are no characters about the

specimen which would preclude its being much more recent—even that of

a person interred only about a hundred years ago. The extended position

in which the body had been laid decidedly supports the view of the inter-

ment being of more recent date than the Bronze period, to which I con-

sider the weight of the evidence afforded by the osteological cliaracters

also points.

The Committee have special satisfaction in submitting the very
careful and exact survey of the circle which Mr. Gray has prepared, and
the sectional diagrams of the excavations made under his direction. The
former is undoubtedly the most complete survey of the circle ever made,
and will constitute a lasting work of reference for future investigations

;

indeed, it has been prepared with so much care that there will be no
difficulty in constructing from it accurate models of the circle and its

surroundings. The Committee recommend that the specimens found be
eventually placed in the national collection in the British Museum.

Mr. Gray has informed the Committee that about two to three weeks'
further excavations of the circle on the lines hitherto pursued will be
sufficient to complete the examination of the ditch and rampart. The
excavations made during the present year have been confined to the west
side of the circle ; the eastern half of the ditch and rampart have not been
touched, nor have any of the external approaches which it is also desirable

to excavate been explored. From personal observations (the circle

having been visited during the explorations by the Chairman, the Secre-

tar}^ and Mr. Lewis) the Committee can confirm Mr. Gray's statements

to them, and are convinced of the desirability of the work being resumed
at the earliest possible opportunity.

The whole of the money granted by the Association has been
expended, and the amount slightly exceeded in the work which has been
done.

The Committee apply to be reappointed, and ask that a grant of 401.

be placed at their disposal to carry on the investigations which have
proved to be so successful and hopeful in their results towards solving the
somewhat disputed age of stone circles as regards Arbor Low.

Explorations in Crete.—Report of tJie Committee, consisting of Sir

John Evans, K.C.B., F.R.8. (Chairman), Mr. J. L. Myres
(Secretari/), Mr. A. J. Evans, Mr. D. G. Hogarth, Professor A.
Macalister, and Professor W. Ridgeway.

In order to present the results of the season of 1901 in their proper
bearings the Committee introduces its Report with a retrospect of British

exploration in Crete,
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The Cretan E.vj^loration Fund was formed in 1899 with the object of

assisting British explorers and the British School at Athens to investigate

the early remains of the island, which from indications already apparent
seemed likely to supply the solution of many interesting questions regard-

ing the beginnings of civilisation in Greece. To the furtherance of this

work, begun in the spring of 1900, the grant of 145/. was made last

autumn by the British Association.

Already in 1894 Mr. Arthur Evans had secured a part-ownership
(completed last year) in the site of Kephala at Knossos, which evidently

contained the remains of a prehistoric building. Excavations, to which
the fund has largely contributed, begun by him in 1900 on this site and
continued during the present year, have brought to light an ancient palace

of vast extent, which there is every reason to identify with the traditional

House of Minos, and at the same time with the legendary ' Labyrinth.'

The result of the excavations of 1900 was to unearth a considerable

part of the western side of this great building, including two large courts,

the porticoes and entrance corridors, a vast system of magazines, some of

them replete with huge store jars, and a richly adorned room, where
between lower benches rose a curiously carved gypsum throne, on which
King Minos himself may have sat in council. The second season's work
has uncovered a further series of magazines, the whole northern end of

the palace including a bath-chamber and an extensive eastern quarter.

It was only towards the close of this year's excavations that what
appear to have been the principal state rooms first came into view. A
triple flight of stone stairs, one flight beneath another, here leads down
from an upper corridor to a suite of halls, showing remains of colonnades
and galleries. It was at this interesting point that, owing to the
advanced season, Mr. Evans was obliged to bring this year's excavations
to a close.

Apai't from the architectural results already gained, the finds within
the walls of the palace have been of such a nature as to throw an entirely

new light on the art and culture of prehistoric Greece. Partly still cling-

ing to the walls, partly on the floors of the chambers, were found the
remains of a whole series of fresco paintings. Among these the full-length

figure of the cup-bearer supply the first real portrayal of a man of the
Mycenjean age, while the miniature groups representing court ladies show
a liveliness and expression far beyond any work of the kind in contem-
porary Egypt. Allied to this branch of art are the painted reliefs in gesso

dtiro, showing a force and naturalism for which no parallel can be found
till the great days of Greek sculpture some ten centuries later. To the
remarkable bull's head discovered last year the more recent excavations
have added parts of human figures, in which the muscles and even the
veins are reproduced with a singular mastery of execution.

The marble mouth of a fountain in the shape of a lioness's headand a
triton shell of alabaster, together with many other beautiful stone vessels
and architectural ornaments, also evidence the high level already attained
in the sculptor's art. Among the minor arts represented is that of minia-
ture painting on the back of crystal and intarsia work of ivory, rock-
crystal, enamel, and precious metals, of which a splendid example has
been found this season in the remains of a royal draught-board. Other
finds illustrate the connections with ancient Egypt and the East. Part of
a small diorite statue from last year's excavations bears a hieroglyphic
inscription fixing its date about the beginning of the second millennium
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B.C., while a more recently discovered alabaster lid bears the cartouche of

the Hyksos King, Khyau. A fine cylinder of lapis lazuli, mounted with
gold and engraved with mythological subjects, bears witness to the early

connections with Babylonia.

But of all the discoveries made within the palace of Knossos the most
interesting is the accumulated evidence here for the first time afforded that
there existed on the soil of prehistoric Hellas a highly developed system
of writing some eight centuries earlier than the first written Greek monu-
ments, and going back six or seven centuries, even before the first dated
record of the Phoenician script. A whole series of deposits of clay tablets

has come to light, many of the most important of them during last season's

excavations, engraved with a linear script, often accompanied by a decimal
system of numeration.

That these documents largely relate to the royal stores and arsenals is

seen by the pictorial illustrations with which the inscriptions are often

accompanied. Others, in which signs representing men and women fre-

quently recur, probably contain lists of slaves or officials. Others again
of a different class may, perhaps, ultimately reveal to us fragments of con-

temporary records or the actual formulas of Minoan laws.

Besides these linear tablets there was discovered a separate deposit of

clay bars and labels containing inscriptions of a more hieroglyphic class.

Although contemporary with the linear tablets, the script on these is

apparently of quite distinct evolution, and in all probability in a different

language. The characters answer in fact to the sign-groups already
observed in certain seal-stones mostly found in the east of Crete. The
hieroglyphs themselves present many parallels to the presumed pictorial

prototypes of Phoenician letters.

Beneath the palace itself and the adjoining houses, and underlying
the whole top of the hill, was also a very extensive Neolithic settlement.

A detailed account of the exploration of this Neolithic settlement, the
first of the kind uncovered in Greece, will be communicated by Mr. Evans
to Section H. The relics found, such as the small human figures of clay

and marble, supply the antecedent stages, hitherto wanting, to the Early
Metal Age Culture of the ^gean Islands.

In addition to the assistance given toMr. Evans in his work at Knossos,
the Cretan Exploration Fund has contributed towards various works of

exploration in the island undertaken under the auspices of the British

School at Athens. In 1899 the late Director of the School, Mr. D. G.
Hogarth, excavated a series of prehistoric houses in the lower town of

Knossos. He found in these many remarkable painted vases, showing that

a highly developed ceramic art flourished here already before the days of

the civilisation known as Mycena?an. A large number of similar houses
await exploration. ; in fact, the whole plan of the early town could prob-

ably be recovered. Mr. Hogarth further successfully explored the great

cave of Zeus on Mount Dicta, discovering remains of a jjrehistoric sanc-

tuary and large deposits of votive bronze figures and other objects, among
which the double axe, the symbol of the Cretan and Carian Zeus, was
specially conspicuous.

During the present year Mr. R. C. Bosanquet, the new Director of the
British School, has carried out an exploitation of the site of Praesos, in

the easternmost region of Crete, in historic times the chief civic centre of

the original Eteocretan element of the island. The remains on the actual

site of Praesos proved to belong to the geometrical and later periods. A
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remarkable inscription was found, however, the second of its class, written

in Greek characters of the fifth century B.C., but composed in the old

Eteocretan language. Two sanctuaries with votive deposits also came to

light, and the remains of a large public building of Hellenistic date, which
may have been an ' Andreion ' of the kind in which the Cretan citizens

met for common meals.

This season Mr. Hogarth has also been enabled by a grant from the

fund to explore an ancient site at Zakro in the extreme east of the island.

He has there uncovered a small Mycenaean town with well preserved re-

mains of the lower part of the houses and magazines, and a pit containing

fine examples of early pottery. But the most important discovery was a
deposit of clay impressions of Myceneean gems and signets containing 150
types, some of them throwing a new light on the early cult of Crete.

Among other subjects represented was the Minotaur, which also occurs on
a seal impression recently discovered in the palace at Knossos. Further-

more, some interesting cist-graves were found in caves about Zakro. These
yielded incised and painted pottery of the pre-Mycentean age, including

types novel in Crete but familiar in Cyprus and Egypt. The general

result has important bearing on the origin and history of Mycensean
civilisation in Crete.

Other interesting sites, already previously secured for British excava-

tion, remain to be explored. The Executive Committee of the Cretan
Exploration Fund, however, are of opinion that, before devoting any sums
towards breaking new ground, a sufficient amount shall be raised to enable
Mr. Evans to complete his excavation of the palace of Knossos, a con-

siderable part of the cost of which has already fallen on the explorer's

shoulders. The large scale of the work, on which throughout the whole
of last season 200 workmen were constantly employed, makes it necessarily

costly, and in this case, in addition to many other incidental items of

expenditure, a great deal has to be done towards the conservation, and in

some cases even the roofing-in, of the chambers discovered. It is estimated
that a sum of between one and two thousand pounds will be necessary for

the adequate completion of this important work. The unique character of

the results already obtained is, however, so widely recognised that the
Committee confidently trust that no financial obstacles will stand in the

way of this consummation.

Report on Excavations at Praesos, in Eastern Crete.

Praesos, the ancient capital of the aboriginal Eteocretans, lies high
on the central plateau of Eastern Crete. The excavations at Praesos,

conducted in the spring of 1901 by Mr. R. C. Bosanquet, the Director of

the British School at Athens, with the aid of Mr. J. H. Marshall and Mr.
R. D. Wells, architect, did not bear out the expectation that the
Eteocretan capital would prove to have been a centre of Mycenean cul-

ture. It is true that the Acropolis yielded a product of pure Mycenean
art under singular circumstances. A large lentoid gem, with a represen-
tation of a hunter and a bull, was found embedded in the mud-mortar of

a late Greek house : it must have been plastered in unseen along with
the earth from an adjacent rock-cut tomb, which had evidently been
emptied by the Hellenistic builders.

But no other vestige of Mycenean occupation was found upon the site

of the later city. The waterless ridge, encircled by deep ravines, offered
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nothing to pi'imitive settlers. The earliest remains lie a mile away in a

lateral valley near a spring. Here are several groups of megalithic walls,

the chief of which was shown by excavation to be a sub-Mycenean home-
stead. Its strictly rectangular plan, its massive thresholds, the spiral

ornamentation of large jars in its cellars, show that, whatever fate had

overtaken the cities on the coast, a certain standard of good workman-
ship had been their legacy to the people of the hills. Nearer the city two
tombs of the same period were discovered : the one, a square chamber
with adromos, yielded parts of two painted /'«r«a^es, thoroughly Mycenean
in design, a gold ring, a crystal sphere, parts of a silver vase, and a

quantity of iron swords. The other was a well built bee-hive tomb,

differing from the usual type in being entered through a vestibule : it

contained an enormous mass of geometric pottery, an openwork gold ring,

a bronze fibula, and other objects in gold, ivory, and Egyptian porcelain.

In the same neighbourhood a number of later tombs were opened, ranging

from the geometric period to the fourth century. Among the numerous
geometric vases there are several new types, in particular a vessel in the

form of a bird, and a slender jug painted with delicate white patterns on

a black ground. The later graves yielded jewellery in gold, silver, and
crystal.

Prominent among the considerations which caused Praesos to be put

upon the programme of the Cretan Fund was the fact that an inscription

in an unknown tongue, presumably the Eteocretan, had come to light

there, and the hope that others might be found. It was dug up at the

foot of the Altar Hill, a limestone crag precipitous on three sides which

dominates the south end of the site, and had probably fallen from the

level summit, long known to the peasants as a hunting-ground for

'antikas.' More fortunate than Professor Hal bherr, who made a small

excavation here with the same object before the Cretan revolution, we
obtained a second and longer inscription of seventeen lines, and apparently

in the same non-Hellenic language, close to the entrance steps of a

tfmenos on the hill top. It must have been a frequented place of sacri-

fice, for the rock was covered several feet deep with a deposit of ashes,

burnt bones, and votive offerings of bronze and terra-cotta. The terra-

cottas, ranging from the sixth to the fourth century, are impoi'tant as

giving a glimpse of a local school of artists working in clay (for Crete has

no marble of her own, and Praesos, at any rate, imported none) and

possessed of an independent and vigorous style. The great prize is the

upper part of an archaic statue of a young god, half the size of life : the

head and shoulders are intact ; the remainder lias disappeared. An
equally well preserved head, with fragmentary body, of a couchant lion

is a further revelation of early Cretan sculpture. The bulky fragments

of another lion, life-sized, later and feebler in style, prove the persistence

of the local method. Among the bronzes there is a noteworthy series of

votive models of armour, helmet, cuirasses, and shields. The pottery

shows that the Altar-hill was frequented from the eighth century onwards.

I5y this time Praesos had prolsably become the religious and political

centre of the district, a primacy for which it is admirably fitted by its

position at a meeting place of valleys midway between the two seas. The
Acropolis was fortified, the water of the distant spring brought to its

foot in earthenware pipes, and a small temple built on its summit. The
upper slopes of the Acropolis, though much denuded, yielded two archaic

bronzes. Trial-pits in the deeper terraces below revealed only Hellenic

&
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tilings, plainly built houses of limestone, roadways and cisterns, and a
rubbisli pit full of terra-cottas. A building larger and more massive tlian

the rest was completely excavated : it contains eight rooms and has a

front seventy-five feet long. Outside the town two minor sanctuaries

were investigated : one adjoining the spring already mentioned contained

large terra-cotta figures of a goddess of quite new type. A survey of the

whole site was made by Mr. Wells, and a systematic exploration of the

surrounding country by Mr. Marshall.

Although Praesos was barren of Mycenean remains, they are evident

enough at Petras, on the modern harbour of Sitia, seven miles to the north.

I made some trials here in June. Nine-tenths of the site has been ruth-

lessly terraced by its Moslem owner, and would not repay a large exca-

vation. The remaining tenth is occupied by cottages, and here under the
roadway it was possible to uncover one side of a large building containing
pithoi and kamerais vases. On the hill-top there remain a few foun-
dations of a large mansion, and outside the walls—for Petras is unique
among early Cretan sites in possessing remains of fortifications—was
found a rubbish heap of the now familiar type, yielding whole cups and
lamps and shreds of earthenware and steatite. Ten miles east of Petras,

across the Itanos peninsula, is another early site, Palaiokastro, which has
been sadly mauled of late years by clandestine excavation. In the course
of one of his exploring journeys Mr. Marshall made a remarkable dis-

covery here. Heavy rains—the same that flooded Mr. Hogarth out of his

quarters on the beach at Zakro—had exposed the corner of a very fine

larnax. The native diggers had not noticed it, and he lost no time in

securing it, and some fine vases for the Candia museum. One of its four
picture-panels represents a double axe planted upright upon a column, an
important illustration of the axe and pillar cults discussed by Mr. Evans
in the 'Journal of Hellenic Studies,'

The Micro-cltemisirji of Colin.—Beport of the CommHtee, considinq of
Professor E. A. Schafer (07iairma?i), Professor E. Ray Lankestek,
Professor W. D. Halliburton, Mr. G. C. Bourne, Professor

J. J. Mackenzie, and Professor A. B. Macallum (Secretary).

(Drawn up hij the Secretary.)

The research of the previous year on the distribution of phosphoius in

animal and vegetable cells was continued with the view of making the
field of investigation as large as possible. The results of these observa-
tions cover a large number of details, but these, while corroborating the
conclusions advanced in the last report on the subject, have not furnislied

any additional generalisation which merits special mention here. The
paper embodying all the results will, it is hoped, be ready for publication
in a few weeks.

Micro-chemical Localisation of Oxidases.—The work of the previous
year on oxidases was continued, and efl^orts were made to localise them
micro-chemically. After a considerable amount of experimenting with
different leuco-compounds it was found that the reagent mixture recom-
mended by Rohmann and Spitzer ' for the detection of oxidising enzymes

' 'Ueber Oxydations-Witkungcn thierischer Gewebe,' Ber. d. d. Chcm. Ge-.clL,
1S95, vol. xxviii. p. 5G7
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in extracts o£ animal tissues was of considerable service if used in dilute

solutions on the protophytan cell. It consists of a mixture of a-naphtol,

paraphenylendiamin, and soda in the proportions by weight of 12, 9,

and 10, and when freshly made should have only a slight yellow-red
tint ; but on exposure to the air for some hours it gradually becomes violet

and then blue, due to the formation of indo-phenol. The reactions which
occur thus and in the cell may be indicated as follows :—

-

(«) C6H4(NH2)o + C,oH,OH +0=NH +H,0

^-C,3H4NHo CoH.NH,
(b) NH +0 =]sr ^-__ " +H2O

"When the reagent is poured on the fresh protophytan threads and allowed
to act on them for 20-30 minutes, or even for 2-3 hours, the fluids in

the cell spaces {Sinrogyra, Ordogonium, »fec.) are often coloured violet

blue, and contain small sheaves of the blue crystals of indo-phenol.
This indicates the occurrence of oxidising enzymes in the fluids of the
cell spaces or cavities, but no coloration was found in the protoplasm
itself or in the nucleus, and the chromatophor itself gave only a very
faint reaction in a few cases, except in the immediate neighbourhood of

the pyrenoids, when frequently a deeper reaction was observed. That
the blue reaction was not due to the diffusion of the colouring material
from other points is indicated by the fact that indo-phenol, to which the
blue colour is due, is almost insoluble. It is to be noted that in the
report of last year the conclusion that the chromatophor contains no
oxidising enzymes was based on the fact that that organ did not appear
to be atfected when extracts of the enzymes were made by hydraulic
pressure from the cells. This conclusion, in view of the fact given above,
must now be considered untenable. Tlie reagent was also employed on
the Cyanophycesc to determine the presence of oxidases in these non-
nucleated forms, and it was found that one is present in the peripheral
coloured zone and its granules in these cells, but the ' central body,'
which is considered by some to be the homologue of the nucleus of the
higher forms, is absolutely unaflected, as are also its granules, by the
reagent. The peripheral zone would appear to correspond to the cell

fluids and chromatophor of higher Protophyta, while the ' central body,'
so far as absence of an oxidase is concerned, corresponds to the nucleus
and cell protoplasm of Spirogyra.

The reagent cannot be used to detect the peroxidases, so that the
micro-chemical localisation of these enzymes could not be determined.
The difficulties in the employment of solutions of guaiacum for this pur-
pose on fresh cells, or even on alcoholic preparations of them, were found
to be insuperable.

The main point to be noted in all these observations is that the oxi-
dases are not components of the living framework of the cells, but are
dissolved in the fluids which bathe that framework and circulate in the
cell spaces and cavities. In consideration of the relations which these
fluids bear to the surrounding media it would seem proper to regard these
oxidases, not as enzymes, but as oxygen-carriers, playing the part in the
cell mechanism that htemoglobiu does in the animal body.
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On the Nature of Hcemosiderin.—Dr, E. N. Coutts, under Professor

Mackenzie's direction, investigated the composition of hfemosiderin from
a micro-chemical point of view and ascertained a number of interesting

facts. He found that hemosiderin of liver cells is different from that of

the alveolar cells of indurated lung in regard to the way in which the iron

is held, as well as in the chemical reactions of the basic material of the

granules themselves. The iron of the hepatic htemosiderin is in an
inorganic form easily extractable with very dilute acids, and to a certain

extent also by prolonged action of distilled water. The iron in hepatic

hsemosiderin is also readily demonstrated by acid ferro-cyanide solutions,

or by ammonium sulphide almost immediately after their application,

this indicating that the iron is not firmly bound in the substance of the

granules. That it is inorganic is shown also by its reactions with pure

dilute hematoxylin solutions. In the pulmonary lifemosideriii granules

the iron seems to be combined differently, yet in an inorganic form, prob-

ably with a proteid body, for on digestion with artificial gastric juice the

granules diminish in size and lose their iron. In both pulmonary and
hepatic hremosiderin granules the iron may be extracted, with the result

that the colour, shape, aiidsize of the granules may be unchanged, but the

residual matrix in pulmonaiy hemosiderin is much more readily affected

by stronger acids than is the case with hepatic hemosiderin. The residue

in neither seems to show any chemical affinities with hematoidin (biliru-

bin) or with hematoporphyrin.
The conclusion from these observations is that hemosiderin is not a

chemical compound, that it is not uniform in composition, and that it is

for the most part a mixture of an inorganic iron compound with a brown-
yellow iron-free substance.

The Committee ask to be reappointed.

The Chemisirij of Bone Marrow.—Inierim Eejwrt of the Comrnittee,

consisting 0/ Professor E. A. SchAFEr {Chairman), Dr. R. Hutchi-
son (Secretary), Dr. Leonard Hill, amd Professor F. Gotch.

The work of the Committee has been considerably retarded by the diffi-

culty of obtaining a sufficiency of material for examination and analysis.

A certain amount of progress has, however, been made in the estimation
of the nucleins and nuclein bases in red marrow, and the investigation of
the protoids has been begun. So far (1) a histon and (2) a nucleo-proteid
have been isolated, and the further investigation of these bodies is now
being proceeded with. Hereafter it is hoped that the estimation of the
iron compounds in marrow will be undertaken.

The Morphology, Tocology, and Taxonomy of the Podostemacece.—

•

Jieport of the Committee, consisting of Professor Marshall
Ward (Chairman), Professor J. B. Farmer (Secretary), and
Professor F. 0. BoWER.

The Committee report that the grant of 20^. made at the Bradford
meeting of the British Association has been expended by Mr. J. C. Willis
in the prosecution of tlie research above named.
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Several districts of the Indian Peninsula liflVe been travelled over,

and Mr. Willis' investigations have thro"ttn much light on the habits,

development, and affinities of the plants composing the Order.

The hrst instalment of his memoir, dealing especially with the classi-

fication of the Indian forms, is nearly ready, and will shortly be followed

by a second paper on the morphology and natural history of the species.

As the object of the grant has now been fulfilled, the Committee do
not ask for reappointment.

Fertilisation in the 'Phoeophycece.—Report of the Committee, consisting

0/ Professor J. B. Farmer (Chairman), Professor R. W. Phillips

(Secretary), Professor F. 0. Bower, and Professor Harvey
Gibson.

The Committee report that the grant of 15/. made at the Bradford meeting

has been expended by Mr. J. LI. Williams in connection with the above

research.

Mr. Williams* results are now practically complete, and will shortly

be embodied in the form of a memoir.

The Influence of tlte Universities on ScJiool Uducaiion.

By the Rt. Rev. John Percival, D.D., Lord Bishop of Hereford.

The subject before us this morning, as I am given to understand, is not

the general influence of universities on national life and character,—

a

subject of the highest interest and importance, and nowhere better illus-

trated than in Scotland,—but simply the consideration of some practical

questions suggested by the relationship in which our ancient English

universities stand to the education given in our secondary schools.

And, although we are met on Scottish soil, and may very well hope to

obtain some help and guidance from Scottish example, as I have no

direct personal experience of the Scotch University system, though I

possess a highly prized degree conferred by your most ancient university,

I must be content to base my observations and suggestions exclusively on

my English experience.

I even leave out of my purview the newer English foundations, such

as the University of London, the Victoria University, the various

university colleges of our great provincial cities, and that latest birth of

time, the University of Birmingham.

It is from no lack of appreciation that I do this, but partly because,

as yet, these modern institutions do not exercise the same influence as

the older universities on our general system of secondary education, and

partly because, having so lately grown up under the pi-essure of actual

local or national needs, they are not open to the same criticisms.

Our great English universities have till quite recently, as regards their

direct action and influence, been to a large extent, we might almost say in

the main, the universities of the privileged and the professional classes.

Within my own memory they were indeed virtually monopolised by those

members of the Established Church who belonged to these classes or were
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seeking to enter them. To the mass of the people they were something
vague and far off.

Sixty years ago a distinguished German, in his description of tliem,

said that their aim was to produce gentlemen, especially Tory gentlemen
;

and I am not sure that any of us could prove him to have been altogether

mistaken.

But for half a century the process of nationalisation has been going
steadily if not rapidly forward. It has been and is the earnest desire of

the men who inspire and direct our university life to make them national

institutions in the best and truest and broadest sense of the term ; and
they are, I feel sure, ready to give sympathetic and favourable considera-

tion to any criticism or suggestion which is likely to help towards this

end.

Thus I venture to think they will welcome the discussion by so weighty
a body as the British Association of these very practical questions :

—

How do our ancient universities act with special or directing or deter-

mining influence on English school education ? And in connection with
this influence are tliere any reforms which would be clearly beneficial ?

The answer to such inquiries has to be mainly sought through obser-

vation of the examinations they conduct or require, the use they make
of their endowments, and the type of teachers they train and send forth.

Through its examinations the university largely determines the
curriculum or relative amount of attention bestowed on different subjects

of study in the schools that prepare for it.

Through its endowments and prizes it fixes the bent of study to be
pursued by the most promising and ambitious students ; and finally, by
the stamp it puts on the teachers sent out, their attainments, their

tastes, their aims, opinions, and ideals, it sets the tone and tendency of

both life and work in the wide field of school education.

I. As regards examinations we have to look chiefly at

—

(1) Examination of schools or of boys and girls still at school.

(2) Entrance examinations to colleges or to the university.

(3) Examination of students during the university course.

By their school examinations, such as the local examinations, the
examinations of the Oxford and Cambridge Joint Board, and examinations
for commercial and other certificates, experience shows that the univer-
sities have done a xevj good and useful work, and they have done it in a
liberal and progressive spirit.

The committees charged with this work have been allowed a tolerably
free hand ; they have sought the best practical advice, and they have
aimed at consulting the needs of diflerent types of school, whilst careful
to maintain a reasonable standard of proficiency as a qualification for
their various certificates.

If there are defects in any of these examinations the authorities of
.schools and public opinion are to a great extent responsible for their
continuance.

But when we turn from these outside examinations to the conditions
of entrance to tlie university itself it must be admitted that we meet with
.some survivals that seem altogether out of date, and some obvious defi-

ciencies that call for attention and reform.
Taking the case of Oxford, with which I am more familiar, it is to be

noted that the examination known as Responsions or its eciuivalent is

1901. GG
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practically the wicket gate through which every student must enter the

University. The various colleges are free to admit students on their own
terms with or without examination, but as a matter of practice it is

usual for a college to require the passing of Kesponsions either before

commencement of residence or iii the course of the first term, so that for

actual influence on the ordinary curriculum of secondary schools we may
disregard all qualifying entrance examinations except this one.

What, then, does the University in this examination require of a boy

fresh from school 1

Turning to the examination statutes we find that every candidate

desiring to pass Responsions or its equivalent examination has to reach

the requisite standard of attainment in the following stated subjects, and

in these only :—Latin, Greek, Elementary Mathematics.

So much for the subjects required. But a glance at the papers set will

show that as regards the literary portion of the examination the study

encouraged is almost exclusively grammatical and of a very rudimentary

type.

The writing of elementary Latin prose, the translation of passages

from one or two prepared books in each language, and the answering of

questions on elementary grammar form the staple of the examination.

No knowledge is required of the art, or literature, or history, or general

life of Athens or Rome, and little or no inquiry seems to be made even

as to the authors or contents of the books specially prepared.

The mathematical part of the examination is also open to criticism,

though perhaps in a less degree.

But the really surprising thing is that natural science still meets with

no recognition, modern languages are ignored, and no questions are

asked even as to the candidate's knowledge or ignorance of our own
language and literature. Here, then, it must be admitted, is some room

for expansion. We are even tempted to pause and inquire whether we
have not stepped back into some earlier century ; and I venture to think

that it would be difficult to point to any single educational reform which

is more urgently needed or would be likely to produce a more wholesome

efifect on the teaching in our secondary schools than a reform of this

examination.

In the first place if it were made permissible to offer certain equivalents

in place of Greek, this single modification would bring our universities

into touch with that large and increasing group of modern schools or

modern departments in schools which are now suffering from lack of this

connection.

The existing requirement of Greek from every candidate, together with

the accompanying exclusion of modern languages and natural science from

this examination, practically dissociates this whole class of modern schools

or departments in schools from direct university influence, and the efl'ect

is found to be specially unfortunate in the modern departments of the

larger secondary schools.

"whatever may be a boy's ultimate aim or profession or business in life,

if his intention is to pass through the university these conditions amount

to a warning that he had better avoid a modern school or modern depart-

ment.
Consequently such schools or departments are very liable to become

the refuo-e of the dull or the idle or those who are preparing for nothing

in particular, so that standards of effort and attainment are inevitably
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lowered. In drawing attention to the consequences of these antiquated
university arrangements I desire to say that I am not raising theoretical

or hypothetical objections to them, but simply speaking of what I have
seen and known in one school and another ; indeed, I would claim that
throughout this paper I have been careful to bear in mind the old
Newtonian example which is, I imagine, sometimes disregarded even at

the British Association, ' Hypotheses non fingo.'

Thus, as the result of my personal experience, the first reform I

would advocate is that Responsions without Greek should be made an
avenue to a university degree for all candidates who can reach a good
standard of attainment in certain equivalent subjects of study.

So much for our first change in the direction of liberty of choice.

We may now go on to consider whether or how far any other changes
would effect some improvement in the kind and quality of ordinary school
education.

So far as the school curriculum is influenced by this examination, with
its rigid exclusion of everything but elementary mathematics and the
grammatical study of two dead languages, it must be obvious that it would
be improved by an infusion of subjects and methods, the greatest of all

needs in our English education being scientific methods, that would help
to develop such qualities as observation, taste, thought, and interest in
the world around us.

With this view I venture to put the question whether the following
scheme of requirements on entering Oxford or Cambridge would not
constitute a reasonable substitute for the present Responsions or
Little Go :

—

1 . Latin.—The examination to include the translation into English of

easy unprepared passages, and also some questions on a selected period
of Roman history and literature.

2. Elementary mathematics.—More attention to be given to scientific

arithmetic and to easy original work in geometry.
3 . The elements of natural science and scientific method.
4. An elementary knowledge of either French or German or Italian.

5. English.—The examination to include

—

(a) English composition.

(b) Questions on some period of English history and literature.

6. Greek.—The examination to include translation into English of
easy unprepared passages and also some questions on a selected period of
Greek history and literature ; or

6a. French, or German, or some branch of natural science.—The
standard required to be such as to show that the candidate is fitted to
enter on an Honour Course of university study.

It would be reasonable that any student who had passed in three of
the six subjects here required should be allowed to commence his residence
in the university on condition that he pass in the remaining three before
admission to any other examination in the university course. As univer-
sity study tends to become more specialised it is all the more necessary
thus to secure at the outset a good preliminary liberal training.

Such a scheme as is here indicated would do this, and it would exer-
cise a most wholesome influence on school education generallj^ On the

G G 2
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one hand it would compel all schools preparing students for the univer-

sities to give a fair share of attention to modern and scientific studies,

and more attention than is generally given to our own language and

literature ; whilst it would at the same time interpose a check on the

mischievous tendency to premature specialisation of study whilst a boy is

still at school.

To these suggestions I have to add one more.

This examination, like some others at the university, is a purely
' pass ' examination, in which no opportunity is offered to the candidate

of winning any honours, and no mark of distinction can be gained by

work of unusual merit.

In my judgment the continuance of any such pass education is

educationally a grave mistake, and I desire to see it made a rule that

the university will give marks of distinction for work of superior merit

in every examination which it conducts.

The reasons in favour of such a change are sufficiently obvious, the

surprising thing being that the pass examination, with its corresponding

type of university student known as the ' passman,' should have been left

to survive into the twentieth century.

A standai'd which every student is required to reach as a preliminary

to further instruction or as the qualification for a degree which is under-

stood to be within reach of any person of ordinary intelligence is, of

necessity, a comparatively low standard.

It represents the minimum of attainment qualifying for a certificate, or

diploma, or degree. Not to win it is to be a failure.

The natural result is that a large proportion of the students who offer

themselves for examination, and are, in fact, capable of reaching a con-

siderably high level of attainment, are content to aim at a minimum
instead of a maximum standard. This in many cases means the loss of

intellectual interest at the very time when it ought to be cherished and
stimulated, a loss which degenerates in not a few instances into down-
right idleness and waste.

The pity of it is that many of those to whom the preparation for a

pass examination, in which failure is discreditable and success no honour,

is irksome drudgery would become keenly interested in the very study

which is now a weariness if their ambition were roused by the hope of

some distinction to be won in connection with it.

So, then, I plead for such changes as I have here suggested in the

belief that the effect would be to send a fresh stream of intellectual

activity through many of our schools, to give a fair field to modern and
scientific studies, and to draw out the undeveloped capacities, the dormant
faculties and gifts of many of our boys and young men, Avhilst doing no
harm to the traditional classical culture of either fcchool or university.

It may possibly be alleged in some quarters that my proposed require-

ments would lay too heavy a burden on many candidates for admission.

The argument will no doubt be used that by requiring an acquaintance

with so many subjects we should overweight the learner or i-educe the

knowledge of each subject to a superficial smattering. It is better, we
shall be told, to concentrate and make the standard to be reached in any
subject studied a fairly high one, and thus give some real mental
discipline. To this familiar line of argument a sufficient answer is not

far to seek. In the first place the candidates, as a rule, are at least
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eighteen years of age, so that they have had a considerable period for

preparation ; and it is open to question whether the present standard of

knowledge attained is in all cases a very high one, or one that guarantees

any great amount of valuable intellectual training. Even within the

narrow field of the present examinatioii a large proportion of the

candidates would, I fear, be sorely puzzled by very simple riders on the

first Book of Euclid, or by any straightforward piece of narrative in

Thucydides, or Herodotus, or Livy, or Tacitus, which they had not seen

before, to say nothing of Horace or Virgil, Sophocles, Homer, or Plato.

The fact is that no experienced person looks upon these university

requirements as in any sense representing what candidates of eighteen

years of age about to enter on a university course ought to have studied.

Neither does any experienced school teacher doubt the capacity of the

ordinary boy or girl, if properly trained in habits of industry and atten-

tion, to sufficiently master my schedule of subjects. To the plea that, the

present limited range of subjects being so indifferently mastered, it

would be folly to widen the range, the real answer is that the English

schoolboy is, as a rule, a very practical person. He has no great

enthusiasm about learning for learning's sake ; he has come somehow to

understand that a certain minimum will serve his purpose when he
presents himself at a college in Oxford, and so his mind is quiescent in

front of his Xenophon, or Euripides, or Virgil, or Euclid, or it is occupied

with other things.

He is commonly described as an idle boy, but this, I venture to think,

is a misnomer.
Give him a practical motive for learning, extend the range of his

practical interest in subjects to be studied, stir his practical instincts,

rouse his personal ambition by making it clear to him that he may win
some distinction in such and such subjects for which he has shown some
aptitude or ability, and he sets his mind to work and learns what is

required of him with an amount of success which is not seldom a surprise

both to himself and to his teacher. So experience shows us to what an
extent our antiquated educational arrangements leave capacity un-

developed and let young lives run to waste.

My concluding observation on this subject of examinations is that I

should prefer to see the examination of secondary schools retained, as far

as possible, within the circle of university influence.

Even in the presence of the right honourable gentleman who presides

over us this morning I must pluck up courage to say that I should regret

to see it established exclusively at Whitehall. My hope is that whatever
reforms are instituted the headquarters of this work may somehow be
maintained in connection witli our universities, so as to secure that the

men who examine may be familiar with the current work of both school

and university, and, as a rule, men who either ara or have been them-
selves engaged as teachers.

II. I now turn to the influence exercised through university or college

endowments. This part of the subject is of such importance that it

might advantageously be considered by a fresh university commission at

no very distant date, experience having shown that the reforms of pi'evious

commissions stand in need of some further revision.

The system of election by merit or unrestricted open competition,
ridding us, as it has so largely done, of a system of patronage and privi-

lege and arbitrary preferences has brought great benefits to English life
;
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but in regard to educational endowments, both at school and university,
it is now seen to have been made in some resj^ects too universal and
absolute.

One result of our present system is that prizes go too exclusively to
the well-to-do.

A considerable proportion of the endowments both at school and
college, given as scholarships or exhibitions, is enjoyed by those who do
not need such pecuniary assistance. There is consequently a certain
amount of waste which might be avoided.

But a much stronger objection to this unrestricted competition is that
the endowments in many cases thus become the rewards, not of the most
promising ability, but of the most elaborate and expensive preparation :

' To him that hath shall be given.'

These considerations suggest that, whilst the principle of open election
by merit should he scrupulously maintained, the value of open scholar-
ships and exhibitions, both at school and university, should be consider-
ably reduced, and the amount thus saved should form a supplementary
exhibition fund out of which the authorities might increase the emolu-
ments of every meritorious scholar so elected who applied and gave proof
that his pecuniary circumstances were such as to call for this addition.
They suggest, further, that there should be some modified return to the
allocation of endowments to districts (the poorer country districts, which
are sometimes the birth-places of boys and girls of talent, having specially
suffered by the reforms of the last half-century), care being taken so to
arrange the allocation as to encourage and cultivate ability and to give
that further and general intellectual stimulus wliich is given by arousing
local interest and enlisting in the cause of educational development the
spirit of local patriotism, thus stirring a good deal of intellectual ambition
which now lies dormant.

The ancient country grammar schools, owing to their connection with
some college at Oxford or Cambridge, undoubtedly exercised in their day
a stimulative intellectual influence which has been to some extent lost in
some rural districts of late years.

Looking, then, to the needs of our rural districts I venture to put it

forward as a suggestion which deserves favourable consideration that not
less than 5 per cent, of the funds now awarded at Oxford and Cambridge
in scholarships and exhibitions might be formed into a ' county scholar-
ship fund,' and offered in due proportions to the various counties on
condition, in every case, that the county educational authorities provide
an equivalent sum for the same purpose.

These scholarships to be confined, in the first instance, to candidates
born and educated in the county, and to be tenable in any college of
either university.

Now that the Honour Schools of the university are thrown open to
women, a fair proportion of these scholarships should be made available
for girls.

I commend this suggestion to the universities as a reasonable and
prudent mode of casting their bread upon the waters. The result could
hardly fail to be a wide extension of their influence, tending to make
them more truly national, whilst it would give a considerable stimulus to
intellectual interest, culture, and progress in every district thus aided.

My other criticism on the present use of endowments has reference to
the premature specialisation encouraged and fostered by the offering of
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scholarships for special subjects. The scholar elected for proficiency in

classics and mathematics combined, and prepared to read for double

honours, is said to be almost extinct at Oxford, whilst the literary critic

complains that in some cases scholarships in mathematics and natural

science are awarded to candidates who are almost entirely destitute of

the elements of a liberal training.

It may, I fear, also be said that history scholarships are at times

awarded to boys who have been diverted to exclusive reading of history

at a time when they would have been better employed on the general

curriculum of school Avork.

And it might even be urged that in many schools the classical training

is little more than a sort of old-fashioned specialisation on the learning

of two languages, with very little of that training of thought, or taste, or

faculty which would be given by an adequate amount of attention to a

wider range of subjects, and, what deserves to be specially noted, with no

training at all in scientific method.
Whatever force there may be in these various allegations, it must be

obvious that, in so far as premature specialisation is thus encouraged by
the universities, their influence on our schools is being exercised to the

detriment rather than the encouragement of a truly liberal and well

balanced educational system.

On this theme I desire, in conclusion, to support what I have been

saying by calling into the witness-box a very distinguished living authority

who can speak to you from a direct personal experience of both school

and university education extending over half a century—Dr. Butler, the

Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, and formerly Headmaster of

Harrow.
In an address published about a year ago he says :

' A new creed

seems to have reached us from some unaccredited educational Mecca that

man lives by literature or science alone, and that schools live by scholar-

ships.

' There has arisen in our schools a modern Polyphemus, one-eyed, mis-

shapen. Under his new name of specialisation pupils and teachers bow
down before him, cultivating exclusively just one part of the mind and
one only, and that sometimes the least social and the least human, as if the

boy were made for the subject of study and the emoluments attached to

it, and not the subject and its emoluments for the boy.
' It is, for instance, one of my privileges,' he tells us, ' in the college of

Newton, and Bacon, and Tennyson to have a share in conducting entrance

scholarship examinations.
* In connection with one of these examinations I take up the English

essay paper or the paper of general questions which by a recent and
refined barbarity, sanctioned as yet by only a few colleges, all the candi-

dates at Trinity are now obliged to attempt, and the English work shown
up by a considerable proportion of the candidates is simply appalling.'

Such is the description given of candidates for the prizes oft'ered by the

greatest of Cambridge colleges, and we may fairly ask. If this is the green

tree, what of the dry ?

' I know,' he adds, 'from happy experience the excellent English which
many schoolboys are able to write. But in the essays I have in my
thoughts you can detect, after the kindliest search, no mind, no arrange-

ment, no substance. It would seem as though no topic had an interest

for the writers, and that they had, so far in their lives, found almost
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nothing to think, to feel, to say. And who, as as a rule, are these un-
fortunates ? They are the boys who have been specialised in that
modern phrontisterion which prepares them to win scholarshijss in special

subjects.' And these subjects, it must be confessed even here, are generally

mathematics and natural science. If time permitted I might extend
my quotations from Dr. Butler's criticism, a criticism which cuts in

various directions, like a two-edged sword ; but I must be content to

note his practical conclusion :
' It seems to me tolerably certain,' he says,

* that we must ere long reconsider our methods, and, if the phrase may
be permitted, redistribute our bribes.'

My observations on the topics already dealt with have run to such
length that I must not tax your patience farther. I therefore limit what
I have to suggest on the influence exercised by our universities through
the training of teachers to a few brief concluding words.

As a rule the authorities of secondary schools prefer to employ univer-

sity graduates in all brandies of school education, and it is most desirable

that this preference should be encouraged and assisted by every possible

means ; for there is no better service which the universities can do to the
nation than that of training and sending out highly qualified teachers.

And yet till quite recently no attention has been given to this aspect
of their work apart from the general courses of study which are provided
equally for men who are looking forward to other professions or to no
profession at all.

It may possibly be argued that it is not the busines.« of the university

to give predagogic any more than medical, or legal, or industrial, or com-
mercial, or any other form of technological training.

This, however, is only pai^tially true, seeing that in the first place a
university cannot properly fulfil its function as a teacher of its own
students so long as it continues to give no training in the art of teaching,
and in the next place the relationship in which the universities stand to

school education is entirely different from their relationship to the various
professions and occupations of later years.

Thus we may fairly argue that it is high time for our ancient univer-
sities to give more special attention to educational methods, and more
encouragement than has hitherto been given to the selection of such
courses of study and such combinations of subjects as will form the best
equipment for that large body of students who year by year go out direct
from the universities to the work of teachers in secondary schools.

I plead for these various reforms on the ground that, whilst pouring
a stream of fresh life and interest into many of our secondary schools,

they would involve no interference with any of the higher functions of

our universities, no undue dissipation of energy, no lessening or lowering
of their work as homes of learning and research. Such changes would,
on the other hand, bring an extension and deepening of their influence in

the general life of the people, making them more truly and more fully the
universities of the nation, instinct with larger and more vigorous
activities, and bringing them nearer than ever before in our day to the
realisation of that ideal which a great English writer saw in his dreams
when he said :

' A university is a place of concourse to which a thousand schools
make contributions. She draws the world to her like ancient Athens,
and sends out her literature, her preachers, her missionaries into the
world.
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' A university is a place which wins the admiration of the young by its

celebrity, kindles the affection of the middle-aged by its beauty, and
rivets tlie fidelity of the old by its associations. It is a seat of wisdom,

a light of the world, a minister of the faith, an alvia mater of the rising

generation.'

So, with much more to the same effect, wrote John Henry Newman
;

and it is just because I desire to see our universities maintain and extend
their marvellously fascinating and attractive influence as the nursing

mothers of all that is best and most illuminating and most powerful in

our national life that I press for the reforms I have ventured to advocate
in this paper.

For convenience and clearness it may be well that I should briefly

summarise the chief suggestions I have ventured to make.

A. Examinations.— 1. The external examinations conducted by the

universities would in many cases be better and more valuable if made
more concrete and practical.

2. In the entrance examination to the university (Responsions or

Little Go),

(ct) Candidates should be free to offer some suitable equivalent in

place of Greek.

(?>) Some other much needed improvements should be introduced, e.g.—
(i.) An elementary knowledge of natural science and of one modern

language should be made obligatory on all candidates.

(ii.) Ability to write English should be tested, and a knowledge of

some period of English history and literature should be required.

(iii.) The examination in Latin or any other language should include

questions on some period of history and literature, and on the subject

matter of any prepared books, together with the translation of easy
passages from authors that have not been pi'epared.

(iv.) Candidates should not be excluded from residence before passing
this examination, nor should they be required to pass all subjects at the

same time, but the passing in all the parts of this examination should be
a necessary preliminary to entry for any other examination required for

a degree.

(v.) It might reasonably be made a rule that no scholar should enjoy
the emoluments of his scholarship until he had passed this examination

.

(vi.) Marks of distinction should be given for work of superior merit in

this and every other examination conducted by the university.

B. Endowments.— 1. The value of open scholarships and exhibitions

should be considerably reduced.

2. The money thus saved, or part of it, should be given in augmenta-
tion of scholarships held by poor students.

3. A fair proportion of scholarships should be awarded for excellence
in a combination of subjects.

4. As a rule, no scholar should be allowed to receive any emolument
till he had passed Responsions.

5. A percentage of the endowments now awarded as entrance scholar-
ships (say 5 per cent, or more) should be distributed over the country as
county scholarships on condition that the county raised an equivaleat
sum in each case ; and a due share of these should be allotted to girls.
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C. Training of Teachers.— 1. There should be established in each
university an Honour School or Tripos specially suited for those who
are to take up the profession of teaching, and qualifying for the degree
of B.A.

2. The establishment of such a school would carry with it the pro-
vision of adequate professorial and other instruction in the subjects
required.

The Teaching of Science in Elementary Schools.—Report of the Com-
mittee, consisting of Dr. J. H. Gladstone (Chairman), Professor
H. E. Armstrong (Secretar}/), Lord Avebury, Professor W. R.
DuNSTAN, Mr. George Gladstone, Sir Philip Magnus, Sir
H. E. RoscoE, Professor A. Smithells, a^id Professor S. P.
Thompson.

Appendix.—Irish National Scliools : Object Lessons and Elementar]/ Science p. 461

For a number of years past your Committee have given a tabular state-
ment showing the increased attention which has been devoted to instruc-
tion in natural and experimental science from year to yeai-. Up to 1890
the Government Code of regulations for day schools was so framed as
practically to exclude such teaching. Schools were at that time limited
to two so-called ' class subjects,' which were specifically defined as
' English, Geography, History, and Elementary Science,' and of which
' English ' must be one. Of the other three ' Geography ' has always been
the most popular, and ' Elementary Science ' was the least so. Hence,
in the year 1889-90, the number of school departments in which English
was taken amounted to no less than 20,304, while Elementary Science
was taught in only 32. At that period the instruction in English was
almost exclusively confined to grammatical exercises, and that in
Geography to topographical details. Nowadays both terms are to be
underst(jod in a much broader and more scientific sense. At the period
above named a free choice among these subjects was given, and the pre-
ponderance of English grammar began to decline, and has continued to
do so ever since. In 1890-91 the figures for English and Elementary
Science were 19,825 and 173 respectively ; in 1891-92 they were 18,175
and 788 ; the table given below will show the comparative figures each
succeeding year to 1899-1900. Object lessons were made an obligatory
subject of instruction in the three lower Standards from September 1,

1896, and hence the rapid rise in the two succeeding years ; they then
became merged into the general term of Elementary Science, and, follow-
ing the terminology of the Code, may sometimes be included under the
head of Geography, which may account for the reduced numbers for
Elementary Science in the last two years of the table :—

-

Class Subjects—De-
partments

English .

Geography .

Elementary Science
Object Lessons

1892-931 1893-94

17,394

14,256

1,073

17,032
15,250
1,215

1891-95

16,280
15,702

1,712

1895-96

16,327

16,171

2,237

1,079

1896-97

14,286

16,646

2,617

8,321

1897-98

l.S,456

17,049

2,143

21,882

1898-991
1899-
1900

13,194; 12,993

17,872; 18,632

')21,301

f

19,998
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A still greater change in these figures will probably become apparent

next year, as the terms ' class subjects ' and ' Elementary Science ' are

removed from the Code, and this branch of instruction is covered by the

term of ' lessons, including object lessons, on Geography, History, and
Common Things.' The number of departments in ' schools for older

scholars' for the year 1899-1900 was 23,214, so that English Grammar,
which ten years previously was taken almost universally, is now taken

in little more than one-half of these ; Elementary Science, mainly in the

form of object lessons, being taken instead.

In last year's Report your Committee gave the number of scholars

qualified for grants in specific subjects as compai'ed with the number of

scholars presented for examination in these several subjects in former

years. It seemed to indicate that the abolition of the system of indivi-

dual examination had been received with great favour by school managers
and teachers, and that the work of the upper Standards had been more
largely devoted to this branch of instruction. The returns for the year

1899-1900 appear to show that the spurt caused by the change in the

plan of assessing the grant has not been fully maintained, every subject

showing a falling-otf as compared with the previous year, either abso-

lutely, or relatively to the number of scholars in the upper Standards.
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instruction in the rudiments of Science suited to their age and capacity,

which can be illustrated by simple experiments in their ordinary class-

room even better than in an expensive and highly organised laboratory.

Much difficulty is experienced by the School Board for London in

obtaining teachers of experience. On this matter Lord Reay made the

following remarks in his last annual address :
' The subject^ of the

training"'of teachers is so important that I should not be justified if I did

not allude to it. This Board has taken great care in providing better

opportunities for training ex-pupil teachers and pupil teachers, and I

trust that the increased facilities we asked for training our ex-pupil

teachers for the Certificate Examination will be granted by the Board of

Education. The Board had reason to believe that in too many cases the

view of the teacher in giving a Science lesson was too exclusively confined

to simply imparting isolated facts of Science to the scholars. It accord-

ingly arranged courses of Pedagogical Lectures, confined to teachers

capable of profiting by them, for the purpose of improving the methods of

instruction in the practical teaching of Elementary Science. T believe

that these lectures have already resulted in materially increasing the

efliciency of the instruction, and that with the help of suggestions contained

in the reports received from Dr. Kimmins, of the Technical Education

Board, these lectures will be of increased value in still further improving

the methods of Science instruction in schools of the Board.' The Board

of Education at South Kensington have also arranged that ' a limited

number of teachers and of students in Science classes under the Board

who intend to become Science teachers are admitted free for a term or a

session to the Sessional Courses of Instruction in the Royal College of

Science.' The London School Board allow leave of absence to any of

their teachers accepted for this course of instruction.

A Departmental Committee has been appointed to consider and report

upon Training College Courses of Instruction. The principal term of the

Reference was 'To draw up specimen Two-year Courses of Instruction for

students in Training Colleges, with a view to ensuring that every student

who leaves College shall have been through some course which shall pre-

pare him in the best manner for some one or other of the various types of

Elementary Schools.' The specimen schemes of instruction are still under

the consideration of the Committee ; but the Memorandum which has

been already issued sets forth the general principles recommended by the

Committee. The principal features are the liberty given to the Colleges

to frame their own courses ; the inclusion for the first time of Elementary

Science and Manual Training ; the minimising of examinations ; and the

association of the teachers with the examiners.

The Scotch Education Department has this year issued a Code of Regu-

lations for Continuation Classes providing further instruction for those

who have left school. This is to replace the former Evening Continuation

School Code and the Science and Art Directory in so far as that related to

eveninw classes. The chief novelty of this Code consists in the fact that

the classes may be held at any time of the day. It is also interesting

to note that there is no superior restriction of age. The work is arranged

in four divisions. The first is apparently intended for the benefit of

those whose early education has been somewhat neglected, and does not

include any higher subjects than would be taken in an ordinary school

—

' the Principles of Ai-ithmetic with such practical applications as may be

approved of in any particular case. Geography and iSTature Knowledge.'

In Division II. the work begins to be specialised under different heads

—
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' (E.) Mathematics : Elementary Geometry, Algebra, Mensuration, Dy-
namics. (F.) Science : the Elementary Study, Theoretical or Practical,

of Physical or Natural Science, or any branch thereof. (G.) Applied

Mathematics and Science : (a) General : Practical Mathematics, including

technical arithmetic and the use of mathematical instruments and tables
;

mechanical drawing
;

(h) Special : the application of Mathematics and
Science to specific industries, Machine Construction, Building Con-
struction, Naval Architecture, Electrical Industries, Mining, Navigation,

Agriculture, Horticulture, or any other industry the scientific principles

underlying which admit of systematic exposition. Where the nature of

the subject requires it, previous or concurrent study of (G. a), or of the

related branch of (E.) or of (F.) will be made a condition of taking any
subject under (G. 6). . . . By practical instruction is meant instruction

under heads (F.) and (G.), which proceeds mainly by means of actual

experimental work on the part of the pupils themselves in properly

equipped laboratories or workshops, supplemented by the necessary

explanations and demonstrations. Supplementary theoretical instruction

may be reckoned as part of the practical course, but to an extent not

exceeding one-half of the time occupied by the pupils in practical work.'

In Division III. the work is of a more advanced character, and ' may
either provide for graduated instruction in a single subject or for

systematic instruction in a group of subjects, arranged with a A'iew to

fitting students for the intelligent practice of some particular industry or

occupation.' A higher grant above that for the Commercial Courses is

allowed for the Industrial Courses, subject to the condition ' that

provision shall be made in properly equipped laboratories or workshops for

such amount of practical work on the part of the students (being work
illustrative of the principles taught, and not merely the practice of trade

processes) as the Department may deem requisite in the particular circum-

stances.' Division IV. is concerned with auxiliary classes which do not

come within the purview of this Committee.

The new Programme of Instruction for the National Schools of Ire-

land, which was issued in September 1900, abolished payment by results :

the compulsory svibjects of instruction were considerably changed, and
the Commissioners of National Education indicated the methods of in-

struction they expected the teachers to adopt. It gave greater latitude

to the teachers, both in the organisation of their schools and in the

methods and amount of instruction given in them.

The following quotation from the Revised Regulations indicate the

prominent position that has been accorded to Science Teaching in Irish

Schools :

—

' Elementary Science and Object Lessons are compulsory in schools in

which there are teachers holding certificates of competency to give in-

struction in them, and these branches must be introduced into all schools

as soon as possible.'

In view of the fact that little or no insti-uction in Science has been

given for some years past in the schools, the Commissioners have appointed a

Head Organiser for Science Instruction, whose duties are («) to advise the

Commissioners on matters relating to the introduction and development

of Science Instruction, (b) to supervise the instruction of King's Scholars

in the Training Colleges, (c) to arrange for the instruction in methods of

Science Teaching of the teachers at present at work in the schools.

The extract from the ' Notes and Observations of the Commissioners,'

which will be found in the Appendix, explains the purposes for which the
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subject is introduced, and indicates the character of the teaching that is

deemed desirable.

The problem of giving some training in the methods of Science
Teaching to the 12,.500 teachers in the National Schools is a very difficult

one. It is further complicated by the fact that there are over three
hundred large and well equipped convent schools conducted by nuns of

various religious orders, who would naturally adopt the new subjects of

instruction if they were properly trained ; but in the majority of cases
the nuns cannot leave the convents to attend the central classes for teachers.

Training centres have already been established and laboratories

equipped in Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Londonderry, Waterford, and Limerick,
and some five hundred male and female teachers have been taken through
courses of training during the past year. These courses are of two kinds :

—

(a) Day courses, at which the teacher attends every week-day for six
weeks, spending about five hours per day in the laboratory.

(6) Evening courses, at which the teacher attends one or two evenings
a week for a period of three hours each evening.

Travelling expenses and a small maintenance allowance are paid to
teachers attending these courses. In addition to the laboratory woi'k,

each teacher is expected to produce a satisfactory written record of the
practical work performed in the laboratory, ahd the certificate of com-
petency to teach is not granted until a satisfactory notebook of the
teacher's individual practical work is produced.

The course of work undertaken in these classes is based on the sugges-
tions of the Committee of the British Association, and is similar in
character to the old Course Hof the English Code. Through this instruction
endeavour is made to impress upon the teachers the importance of the
method of scientific inquiry and of habits of accurate work, observation,
reasoning, and expression ; in the later stages of the work for Girls'

Schools the science underlying domestic economy and hygiene is treated.
Of the six Training Colleges two give instruction to both men and

women, two to women only, and two to men only ; all have during the
year provided themselves with laboratories for instruction in Experimental
Science, and a most praiseworthy start has been made ; thus nearly nine
hundred students in training have received careful laboratory instruction.

The average size of these Training College classes is thirty students. A
new Training College for women, to be opened next session in Limerick, is

also provided with an excellent laboratory.

The Commissioners have recently decided that the entire Inspection
Staff is to undergo a course of training under the Head Organiser, in order
to familiarise theiu with the methods the teachers are expected to pursue.
A number of Inspectors are already attending these classes.

In order to facilitate the introduction of subjects of practical and
manual instruction into schools in the poorer districts, the Treasury has
sanctioned small grants of apparatus to these schools, on the condition
that one of the teachers of the school has been through a satisfactory
course of training.

The untimely death of the greatly esteemed Professor G. F. FitzGerald
and the retirement from the Board of Commissioners of his Grace the
Catholic Archbishop of Dublin (Dr. Walsh) are irrepai-able losses to the
cause of true education in Ireland. To the efforts of these two dis-
tinguished educationists, both as members of the Commission on Manual
and Practical Instruction and as Commissioners of National Education
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the sweeping and far-reaching reforms in the Irish system of National

Education are mainly due. It is impossible to overestimate the debt the

country owes them.

Your Committee have not felt called upon to express an opinion on

the important questions involved in the decision of the Court of King's

Bench in the case of Rex v. Cockerton ; but, whatever may be the tinal

outcome of the present controversy, they trust that the interests of

Science Teaching will not suffer, whatever the authority be to which it

may be entrusted.

APPENDIX.

Irish National Schools.

' Object Lessons and Ele'mentary Science.

' The Programme provides for alternative courses in Object Lessons and
Elementary Science ; but in most of the rural National Schools it would
be desirable that the courses embracing the principles underlying Agri-

culture and Horticulture should be adopted. In this connection the

Commissioners desire to direct the attention of Managers and Teachers to

the French Scheme for teaching Agi'iculture, of which a translation is pub-
lished in the Appendix to the Report of the Commission on Manual and
Practical Instruction. At the same time the Commissioners leave

Managers and Teachers free to select, with the concurrence of the Inspec-

tor, any of the courses that may seem most suited to the special circum-

stances of the schools. Managers may also submit for the approval of

the Commissioners other courses than those provided, if they consider

none of the Programme courses suitable.

' As regai'ds Course I. of Elementary Experimental Science, it is

intended that, as far as possible, all experiments should be performed by
some, at any rate, of the scholars. The teaching should be directed, in

the first place, to produce accurate habits of experiment, observation, and
thought. The experiment should be undertaken with the object of

solving a definite problem, and the explanation or discussion of results

should not take place until the experiment has been repeated by indi-

vidual members of the class a number of times. An accurate Balance is

essential to such a course, and it should not be attempted without such
n.n instrument. The greatest possible importance should be attached to

the composition and style of the accounts of the experiment : these notes

should represent the scholar's own version of the experiment. The
primary purpose of such a course is to produce accurate habits of thought
and work, and the mere giving of information should be subordinate to

this purpose.
' In giving instruction in Object Lessons teachers should make a dis-

tinction between observation of the Object itself and giving information
about the Object. The pupils in the first instance should be asked closely

to oberve the Object, and to describe everything they can see or discover
about it, before the teacher gives any instruction on the Object. In
connection with Object Lessons and Elementary Science Lessons, as in con-

nection with Manual and Practical Instruction, the Heuristic method
.should be continuously employed. The pupils should cultivate the habit

of obtaining knowledge directly and at first hand, finding out for them-
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selves, and thus developing the faculty of observation. Children should
also be encouraged to make collections of Natural Objects to be found in
the vicinity of the schools, and each school should have a Museum formed
as far as possible from the cdlleotions of the pupils. Shells, stones,
flowers, &c., would form most appropriate objects for a School Museum.

' A most useful combination of Drawing and Clay Modelling can be
introduced as a help to the pupils in Object Lessons. Children should be
encouraged to make simple drawings or models in clay of the simpler
Objects. As with Drawing, the teacher should make frequent use of the
blackboard in connection with Object Lessons.

' Where the circumstances are suitable, school excursions, to see Objects
in their habitats, could be beneficially undertaken. Thus, a visit to the
Zoological Gardens would enable the children to compare types of domestic
animals with which they are familiar with wild animals of the same
general order. In the same way periodical visits to a good kitchen
garden would form an excellent series of Object Lessons of a real and
useful character. While Object Lessons make the school lives of the
children more happy, they also fulfil three principal and uiost important
uses : they teach the children to observe, compare, and contrast ; they
impart information

; and they form the basis for instruction in Drawing, ckc.

' The courses in Elementary Science detailed in Section V. of Pro-
gramme are not too difficult for the ordinary National School pupil. And
here, again, the Commissioners think it necessary to remark that by the
courses in Elementary Science they do not wish to train electricians, agri-
culturists, ifec, but they wish to give all pupils useful instruction, and
the possible future electrician or agriculturist such a knowledge of the
great natural principles underlying his profession as will enable him to
pursue it with success in after life.

' The great end teachers should endeavour to secure in connection with
Elementary Science is to produce the scientific habit of research, and to
impress the leading scientifiic principles upon the nascent intelligence by
observation and simple experiment on the part of the pupils, and by plain
expository and practical illustration on the part of the teacher.

' As a help to instruction in Course II., every school should, whenever
possible, have a small plot of ground as a garden. If this is not feasible,
garden boxes should be placed in the windows, and be planted with the
simpler flowers, which could be used for illustrating the lessons. The
gardens and boxes would, moreover, make the schools more cheerful and
attractive to the children, and would aid largely in the development of
artistic taste and a love of Nature.'

Corresponding Societies Committee.—Report of the Committee, consisting

of Mr. W. Whitaker (Chairman), Mr. T. V. Holmes (Secretary
j,

Professor R. Meldola, Mr. Francis Galton, Sir John Evans,
Dr. J. G-. Garson, Mr. J. Hopkinson, Professor T. G. Bonney,
tJie late Sir Cuthbert Peek, Dr. Horace T. Brown, Rev. J. 0.
Bevan, Professor W. W. Watts, Rev. T. R. R. Steering, Mr.
C. H. Read, ami Mr. F. W. Rudler.

The Corresponding Societies Committee have to report that in conformity
with their resolution mentioned in the Report of last year notice was
sent in March last to the Corresponding Societies inviting them to consider

1901.
jj jj
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what subjects they wish to have discussed at the Conference of Delegates

at Glasgow. To this request only one Society, namely, the Hertfordshire

Natural History and Field Club, responded, suggesting for the considera-

tion by the Delegates ' The desirability of County Photograpliic Surveys.'

As, however, the Delegate nominated by that Society afterwards found

that he was unable to be present at Glasgow there was a subsequent

request that the consideration of the subject be postponed. The Rev.

J. O. Sevan's offer to bring before the Delegates the proposition ' That the

Committees of the Corresponding Societies be invited to lay before their

members the necessity of carrying on a systematic survey of their

counties in respect to ethnology, ethnography, botany, meteorology,

ornitliology, archteology, folklore, Ac.,' and Mr. C. H. Read's request to

have an opportunity of introducing ' A plea for an Ordnance Map Index

of Prehistoi'ic Remains ' were accepted as subjects for discussion at the

Conference of Delegates at Glasgow, and notice of the same was sent by
the Assistant General Secretary to the Delegates on receipt of their

names from the Secretaries of their respective Societies. The question

of copyright, which was a topic of discussion at the Conference of Dele-

gates at Bradford last year, having been taken up by the Council of the

Association, and they having authorised the General Officers of the

Association to co-operate with other Societies in regard to the question

if a Bill be again brought before Parliament, the Committee have taken

no further action in the matter.

The Marine Biological Association of the West of Scotland and the

Haslemere Microscope and Natural History Society were added to the

list of Corresponding Societies. The Mining Association and Institute

of Cornwall was removed from the list, it having ceased to publish.

Report of the Conference of Delegates of Corresponding Societies

held at Glasgow, September 1901.

Mr. F. W. Rudler, F.G.S., Chairman, Mr. W. Whitaker, F.R.S.,

Vice-Chairman, and Dr. J. G. Garson and Mr. Alexander Somerville,

Secretaries.

The Conferences were held on Thui-sday, September 12, and Tuesday,

September 17, at 3 o'clock p.m., in the Medical Jurisprudence Class Room
of the University, which was also open to Delegates to meet in at any time

of the day during the meeting of the Association. Professor Glaister,

moreover, was good enough to place his retiring room adjoining the class

room at the disposal of the officers for meetings of Committee. For this

indulgence the best thanks of the Committee are due to Professor

Glaister. The following Corresponding Societies nominated Delegates to

represent them at the Conferences. The attendance of Delegates at the

Conferences is indicated by the figures 1 and 2 placed in the margin

opposite each Society, the former figure referring to the first Conference,

the latter to the second Conference. Where no figure is shown the

Society will understand that its Delegate did not attend either of the

Conferences, and that it was therefore not repiesented.

List of Societies sending Delegates.

Andersonian Naturalists' Society . G. F. Scott-Elliot, M.A., B.Sc.

1 2 Belfast Naturalists' Field Club . . William Gray, M.R.I.A.

1 2 Belfast Natural History and Philoso- John Brown.
phical Society
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The Corresponding Societies Committee were represented at the Confer-

ence by the Chairman, Mr. F. W. Rudler, the Secretary, Dr. J. G. Garson,

the Kev. J. O. Bevan, and Professor W. AV. Watts. The representatives

of the Societies who attended will be seen from the list of Delegates.

The Chairman, in opening the proceedings, said :—If I may judge

from the opinions which have been expressed at some former meetings, it

will be the general desire of the Delegates, whom I have now the pleasure

to welcome, that our present Conference shall be utilised for the dis-

cussion in a brief and business-like fashion of any suggestions which

may be made for improving the work of our local Scientific Societies. No
one mistakes this Conference for a supplementary Section of the Associa-

tion • no one comes here, I hope, expecting to hear formal addresses anrl

scientific papers such as he may hear and discuss at his own Society.

But the prime object of these meetings, I take it, is to bring together

representative members of various extra-metropolitan Societies, so that

once a year at least they may have an opportunity of rubbing shoulder

to shoulder ; and, by social intercourse and a healthy exchange of ideas, may
overcome any of the disadvantages which, in the case of the smaller

pi-ovincial Societies, are likely to arise from insulation.

But although a formal address is not exacted from the Chair, yet I

understand that some brief informal remarks by way of introduction to

our work are not only usually tolerated, but have rather come to be

expected. On this occasion it might perhaps be assumed that from my
official connection with museum work I should take advantage of my
position to say something about the relation of local Scientific Societies to

local museums. That, however, is a subject which has already been dealt

with at some of these meetings, notably at the Oxford Conference of

1894, when an interesting discussion on local museums—their origin,

nio-anisation, and maintenance—was initiated by the late Sir Cuthbert

Peek. This name I cannot mention without adding an expression of

personal regret at the loss which we have unexpectedly suffered. Sir

Cuthbert was a member of the Corresponding Societies Committee, and

a frequent attendant at these meetings ; a man of very varied scientific

interests, from whom, being in the prime of life, much good work might

have been reasonably expected in the future.

In connection with museums it occurs to me that there is one

unambitious piece of work which local Scientific Societies might readily

and usefully undertake—work which no doubt has been to some extent

already accomplished, but which has rarely been carried out persistently

and systematically. I refer to the Registration of Type-specimetts.

Every working naturalist from time to time finds himself confronted

with the difficult task of tracing types and figured specimens. These are

scattered far and wide over the country, often in provincial museums,

sometimes in private collections, and occasionally coming to light in

quarters where they would be least expected. Undoubtedly the best

central treasure-house for all scientific specimens of exceptional interest

is the British Museum, and the best thing to do with a type-specimen is

to present it to that Museum. But in certain cases there will always be

more or less objection to this course, and then the next best thing is

obviously to place it in some provincial institution and let the scientific

v/orld know its whereabouts. No doubt this has already been done to a

limited extent. Thus Committees of the British Association have been

appointed to deal with particular groups of types, such as fossils ; but
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what I am anxious to urge is the importance of prosecuting the work in a
systematic manner, and extending it to all departments of natural history.

So far as concerns the types which ai-e - preserved in provincial

museums it may be said, probably, that the work should be done either

by the museum itself or by that excellent institution, the Museums
Association, an Association which has recently increased its usefulness by
the issue of a monthly joui'nal, which I may commend to the attention of

local Societies. It is true that some of the larger museums have already
published, or are now engaged in publishing, lists of their type-specimens,
or at least certain classes of types. But most museums fail to possess the
means of carrying out such work and properly publishing the results, and
therefore could hardly resent the interference of a local Society. More-
over a museum could not be expected to take cognisance of specimens in

private hands, whereas a Committee of the local Scientific Society could
make it its business to seek out ail the type- specimens within its sphere
of influence, whether in the local museum or in private collections, and
could give permanence and publicity to the information thus acquired by
printing the schedules of types in its proceedings.

The same kind of research might, in my opinion, be extended with
advantage to local antiquities, at least to those of prehistoric age. Each
Society might fitly publish lists of the antiquities which have been
discovered within its own district, and which have been described and
iigured. Where the specimens remain in private hands, it is often
difficult, and sometimes impossible, to trace them, but no one is likely to

be more successful in the search than the members of the local Society.
The advantage of knowing, when working at any particular subject,

where the original specimens are located is so obvious that I venture to
hope that the Delegates may see their way to urge the Societies which they
respectively represent to move in the direction which I have indicated.

It seems to me doubtful whether it is desirable to suggest at this

Conference many new lines of work to be taken up by our local Societies.

In most cases they already possess pi-ogrammes which are pretty heavily
weighted, some Societies perhaps undertaking even more than they cf.u

satisfactorily accomplish ; and I believe it would probably be better in

most cases to systematise and improve the existing work than to attempt
the introduction of new departments of study. The governing body in
each Society might well be charged with the duty of seeing that the vrovk
is worthy of the present position of science. The steady growth of

scientific education in this country during recent years ought to tell

most favourably upon the character of our local Societies. New members
come prepared with a groundwork of scientific training unknown to most
of the older members at the time they entered, and as a consequence the
work of the Society should be lifted to a higher level than that on which
we v/ftre formerly content to let it rest. It is satisfactory to note that iu
many cases this has been thoroughly realised, and indeed a review of the
proceedings of the various local Societies at the present day shows that ;i

high standard of excellence is often attained.

With regard to geology—the department of natural knowledge in
which I happen to be specially interested—it is a matter of congratulation
that so much good work should be accomplished by the several Societies
which are in correspondence with the British Association. Not only are
the local sections, the fossils, and the rocks receiving attention from those
members who are interested respectively in stratigraphy, in palaeontology,
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and in petrology, but attention is being directed to the physiographic
features of the district worked by the Society, or to that branch of inquiry
which is nowadays known as geomorphology. In working out the history

of the local topographic forms the geologist and the geographer join

hands, and a grand field is opened up for just that kind of Avork which
many members may take up with great advantage. On the fascinating

subject of river development, for instance, I may point to recent papers
by Mr. Buckman, read to the Cottswold Field Club, and by Mr. Paul to

the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society. Each local Society

might well work out the history of the rivers in its own province, seeking
to explain the whims of each stream, why it flows in this direction rather

than in that, how it has flowed in the past, and how it may possibly flow

in the future. Mr. Cowper Reed's recent Sedgwick Essay on the Rivers
of East Yorkshire may be taken as an e.xample of what may be done in

this respect. In the modern view of river development, largely due to

American geologists, the stream is regarded as working its way down-
wards, cutting its channel deeper and deeper, until it eventually reaches

what Major Powell has called its ' base-level.' Then ceasing to work in

this way, it meanders sluggishly over its plain, until an uplift is effected

by some earth-movement, when a period of rejuvenescence sets in, and a

new cycle of erosive activity is initiated. In a somewhat similar manner
it may happen that a local Society, which in its youth was vigorous as a
mountain stream, gradually finds its energy on the wane, and may at

length reach a base-level of existence, when it flows placidly along, like

the river in its lower reaches, very beautiful, and no doubt useful in its

way, yet decidedly sluggish. But these annual meetings ought to act as

elevatory agencies, restoring strength and revivifying the working powers.

Let us hope, at any rate, that our present Conference may represent one
of these periodical uplifts, and may be the means of starting some local

Society \ipon a fresh career of healthy activity.

I ask you to pardon me for having trespassed upon your time by these

prefatory remarks, and we shall pass now to the solid business which
Dr. Garson has to bring before us. It appears that a circular was
addressed on August 14 to the various Societies explaining that this

meeting was to be held, and that a communication would be received

from Mr. Read, the Keeper of British Antiquities in the British Museum,
respecting an Index Map of Pi'ehistoric Remains, but I fear he has not
been able to attend the meeting. Secondly, there is a communication to

be received from the Rev. J. O. Bevan, with a resolution to the effect

that the Committees of the Corresponding Societies be invited to lay

before their members the necessity of carrying on a systematic survey of

their counties or districts m respect to ethnography, ethnology, meteorology,

ornithology, &c. I am happy to say that Mr. Bevan is with us, and perhaps
he will favour us with his communication.

Dr. Vaughan Cornish : On the matter of order, before proceeding
to a fresh subject for the consideration of this Conference, I for one
should like to know what has been done with reference to the communi-
cations brought before us last year, in which we were asked to do certain

things which we were told would be of advantage to science. I should
like to hear some report of the result of our efl"orts, and if it is not too late

I should rather like to know what was the result of the communications
and work which we did in the previous year ; and I think some of us
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will be interested also, although it is a matter of ancient liistory, to know
the result of the eiforts made in the year before that. These years cover

the extent of my official connection with the Conferences, and on each of

these occasions a learned gentleman has come before us and pointed out

our shortcomings, and has urged us to fresh activities ; but we have gone

away, and what we have done or what other Delegates have done I for

one do not know, because in the succeeding year there has been such a

hurry to bring on the next proceedings that they have made no report of

the last year's proceedings.

The Chairman : Personally I am very grateful to Dr. Cornish for

bringing forward this subject, because it enables me to point out that

though the bread which we cast upon the waters here may not always

return to us, it may be carried elsewhere and feed some excellent Societies

or other bodies with scientific pabulum. Last year a special communication
was made by Professor Miall on the subject of Dew-ponds, and I took

occasion on seeing liim yesterday to inquire wliether any work had been
done following his suggestions. It was explained to me that he did not

know that any Society had yet taken up the suggestions, but that he had,

with some friends, been carrying on his investigations, and I believe that a

person who gave him very great assistance in that direction in consequence

of the subject having been brought before the last Conference was the

Rev. Mr. Cornish, brother of Dr. Cornish, so that possibly Dr. Cornish

himself could tell us what was done better than anyone else here.

Something, therefore, has been accomplished, but the results have not
been brought before the Association.

Dr. Cornish : We sometimes meet here and express doubts as to our
usefulness. My impression is that we really have done a good deal of

work in the last three years, but sufficient pains have not been taken to

indicate the results from year to year ; and I throw it out as a suggestion

that at future Conferences the record of the past year should precede the

reception of the paper in the next year.

Mr. Eli Sowerbutts : We sometimes hrn,ve matters brought before us

of no possible interest to us in the North, and it seems to be getting

the habit to have long papers read to us, whether we want them or not.

The difficulty lies in this, that there are no means of having communi-
cation between any of the Societies. We want these meetings to be of

use to the British Association, but in a secondary way there is a vast

amount of use which the Delegates' meetings may be to the various

Societies scattered all over the kingdom ; and we have great need for some
meetings by which we could come more in contact. We are working in

our little colonies here and there, and we think we are doing very well.

Some man may be doing the same thing elsewhere under great dis-

couragement, and if he could communicate with us, through the Secretary,

I think that we might be able to help one another.

Dr. Garson : In order to allow us to get on with the business to-day,

I may at once explain this matter by reminding the Delegates that at the
Second Conference they are put in communication with the Secretaries

of the various Committees appointed by the British Association each year,

and it is from them that the Delegates or the Secretaries of Societies must
receive and to whom they should give information as to what their

Societies are able to do locally to further any investigation that a Com-
mittee of the Association is engaged on. What is actually done by the
various Corresponding Societies, and the assistance which they have been
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able to give, should be stated in the reports of the various Committees
which appear in the Annual Report of the Association.

After a long discussion Captain Dubois Phillips (Liverpool) gave
notice of a motion, to be brought forward at the next meeting, requesting

that the Conference should receive each year a report on the outcome of

the work of the previous year.

The Chairman then called on the Rev. J. O. Bevan to open the subject

accepted of him by the Corresponding Societies Committee for discussion

at this Conference :
' That the Committees of the Corresponding Societies

be invited to lay before their Members the necessity of carrying on a

systematic survey of their counties in respect to ethnology, ethnography,

botany, meteorology, ornithology, archreology, folklore, &c.'

Mr. Bevan said :

—

Looking at the number of Societies Involved—at the facts that they are

at work all the year round, collecting and assorting material—that a

spirit of inquiry has been evoked as to the means by which a larger

number of Societies could be knit to the General Association and a more
complete co-ordination secured—it seems permissible to think that (with

proper care and foresight) the Conference of Delegates bids fair to become
as important an element of the British Association as any of the Sections

;

nay,more, that it may be developed so as to fulfil an independent function

and to constitute the Association a General Clearing House of Science.

For some time past the Delegates have been inquiring at the annual
meetings: ' What can we do—what can our Society do—to further the

ends of science through the Association 1

'

Undeniably, the complete solution of this question will demand more
thought and energy on the part of the Delegates, and on that of the

Corresponding Societies Committee ; but it need hardly be contended
that if a thing be worth doing It Is worth doing well, or that if a Con-
fennice of Delegates be run at all It should be run on business lines.

In all countries there is, and has long been going on, the preparation

of more or less complete researches, and even the production of mono-
graphs dealing with all forms of nature and life—of archseology and
history—of population and resources—of health and disease—and the

like ; but this has been usually without preliminary consultation and
agreement between the several bodies engaged as to details of plan or

scale. Consequently, the work is carried on without any unity as to

the result, eventuating in greatly diminished usefulness and even
intelligibility. Hence, the existence of general surveys—ordnance, geo-

logical, meteorological, botanical, anthropological, and archEeologlcal—

-

in all stages of conjecture and incompleteness ; but the interrela-

tions of things, e.g., of geology with geography—of flora and fauna
with soil and climate—of territory with race and occupation, with
national character and religious belief—have been suffered to remain
unrecognised. Thus national, and especially international, comparison Is

rendered extremely difficult ; in fact, no adequate comparison can be said

to exist. One of the conclusions at which we arrive is that even the

better monographic work of the past needs collation, rearrangement, and
revision. The solution of the problem, however, is fairly in sight, viz.,

that of uniting all surveys into a regional survey, in which, as far as

possible, all the classes of phenomena occurring In a specific region can
be observed, recorded, and correlated with each other, so as to hinge

together all the sequences of cause and effect.
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In part, from its general character, the work must be carried out
Under Government sanction and authority, as in the case of the Geological,

Ordnance, and Census Surveys. Again, the Society of Antiquaries has
elaborated a scheme for the archieological survey of England and Wales.
The work, however, progresses slowly, and does not touch Scotland or

Ireland. Here at once is opened out a wide lield of useful effort on the
part of local Societies well within the compass of individual members

—

work as interesting as useful, lending itself, as it does, to literary, photo-
graphic, and artistic illustration. In this connection, moreover, the
labours of the National Photographic Survey, under Sir J. B. Stone, may
be indicated. But it is clear that investigation under more systematic
lines is to be desiderated in respect of regional surveys throughout Great
Britain and Ireland. This need was touched upon at the International
Assembly in Paris in 1900, and circumstances at the Glasgow meeting of

the British Association seem favourable for pressing the matter home. It

is specifically alluded to in this paper, inasmuch as the subject is one in

which the Corresponding Societies, without exception, would have an
interest, and in which would be employed the energies of many members,
each in his own sphere and in the exercise of his own special gift.

It is plain that unless the work is conducted and systematised through
some central organisation, and tabulated on forms supplied or accepted
by that organisation, a great part would be rendered useless or difficult

of comijarison.

The interchange of photographs and specimens would be a branch of

the undertaking of great interest, and, besides, would contribute to an
important object, viz., intercommunication between Societies of kindred aim.

It is hereby suggested that the Conference of Delegates should select

one or more subjects of pressing interest, and undertake to bring before
the respective Societies the advisability of undertaking systematic work
(each in its own district) in these directions. These afhliated Societies,

through their Delegates, would be expected to make a return of the results

—partial or complete—at the ensuing meeting of the British Association.
In the choice of subjects three considerations (at least) present them-

selves :

—

(a) They should be of a general kind, capable of being worked up by
the local Societies in their respective districts.

(b) A preliminary arrangement should be arrived at whereby may be
determined the lines and limits of investigation, the mode of tabulation of
results, the scale of chart or map, the scheme of symbolical representation,
coloration, nomenclature, conventional arrangement of detail, the method,
form, size of publication, and the like.

(c) A special society or expert should be indicated as ready to advise
in regard to each of the particular subjects.

The ends to be gained are these : The taking stock of all facts by a
connected series of methodical surveys ; their registration before the
corroding effect of time, the amalgamation of race, or any other cause,
puts it beyond the reach of effort ; the full completion of surveys already
begun

; the setting forth of results in a manner directly susceptible of
useful comparison. A collateral advantage would be the discovery of a
considerable amount of work already elaborated, and (with necessary
revision and reduction to the common scale) its inclusion in the General
Survey.
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A beginning or an extension of past work might be made in respect

of—

Meteorological and seismological phenomena.
Life zones.

Registration of type specimens.

Photographs of sections ; records of well-borings, &c.

Phenomena of glaciation ; eiTatic blocks,

Origin of lakes ; changes of area and depth.

Coast and river erosion.

Pond, cavern, underground life.

Ethnographical, ethnological, archceological surveys.

Botanical survey to include fungi and algie.

Phenological observations.

It will be understood that this list is provisional, but it is selected by
reason of the fact that the field has been already entered upon, and that

little further organisation is needed.

The Confei'ence will make it clear that there is no intention to dictate

to the various Societies involved. The suggestions are tentatively put
forth in the interests of scientific research, and in response to the demand
frequently made by Delegates. Each Society will consider the matter,

and, in its wisdom, deal with the subject which seems the more nearly to

come within its purview.

Certain objections may be forestalled :

—

{a) ' Many Societies are composed of men possessing neither the inclina-

tion nor ability to take a share in a work of this kind, a few individuals

constituting the leading spirits.' From such associations much will not

be expected. Even in this case, however, the course suggested may act

by way of stimulation, and these Societies are the ones which need to be
waked up,

(b) ' The work is already done by our Society for its own neighbour-

hood.' Yes, but is it on the proper lines, and can it be brought forward
for publication on the accepted system 1

(c) ' A danger exists lest persons filled with enthusiasm, but otherwise

imperfectly qualified for the task, should be incited to essay the task.

This might lead to the production of results false and misleading.' But
it is proposed that persons anxious to conduct any inquiry, or to co-operate

therein, should be referred by the Committee of the Corresponding Society

to a Society or individual expert in the work who would be in a position

both to furnish direction and to check results.

I venture to move the resolution which stands in my name— ' That
the Committees of the Corresponding Societies be invited to lay before

their members the necessity of carrying on a systematic survey of their

counties or districts in respect of ethnography, ethnology, meteorology,

ornithology, &c.'

Mr. Gray : I have very great pleasure in seconding the resolution. I

think the communication which Mr. Bevan has read is one of the most
valuable that we have had as crystallising our efforts and pointing out

what we should really do. Anything in connection with the British

Association must be done in an organised way. I have been a Delegate
to this Conference from the Belfast Naturalists' Field Club for many
years, and I do think that the Conference itself has acted like the river

that the Chairman described. The Society I represent is an active

Society. Of course we are composed of Irishmen, and necessarily active,
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and we have done and desire to do good work. With the exception of

Yorkshire, whicli has a number of organised Societies joined together, no
one Society has done more than my own Society. No one has done more
for archjeology, and we have more material than any similar Society in

Great Britain. 1 myself started many years ago with a systematic
grouping of the ancient monuments of Antrim and Down, but our local

work is not made generally useful for national purposes owing to the
want of a proper systematic scheme, which should be formulated by a
central authority like the British Association. It is perfectly useless for

any local Society to start a system of its own, because that will be applied
only locally, and we must adopt some systematised method. I therefore
say that there should be an instruction to such a Society as ours as to
the lines on which we should act. I understand that to be the object of
this Conference, and I hope the suggestions will be taken so that we may
act upon the lines laid down, and do very much more useful work, as
might be done by the representatives at the Conference.

The Chairman : The resolution has been very ably moved and
seconded, and it is now open for discussion.

Mr. F. D. Longe : I should like to knov/ whether the British Asso-
ciation really means to take the initiative in suggesting to Societies what
local work they should do. If the British Association will take the lead
in that way I think that practical results will follow, but if it is left to the
diflFerent Societies to take up what they like I think there will be endless
discussion.

• Dr. Garson : Every year the Secretary of the Corresponding Societies
Committee sends a letter to the Recorder of each Section, intimating
during the first week of the Meeting that the second Conference of the
Delegates will be held on the following Tuesday, and requesting him to
bring this fact before the Section of which he is Recorder, so that a repre-
sentative from the various Committees appointed to do special work in
connection with that Section may come here and explain to the Delegates
what work they propose to do, and how the Corresponding Societies can
assist these Committees.

Prof. J. H. Merivale : Mr. Bevan made a practical suggestion, which
might be carried out, that we should have a social meeting— at least I
think he meant a social meeting—each year. We had a meeting at
Ipswich which was a great success. I think ifc would be a very excellent
thing that we should have an opportunity of seeing one another and
discussing matters in which we are mutually interested.

Mr. Gray : I am afraid that that suggestion does not come within the
scope of the Association. I think that in Ireland, in accordance with our
usual hospitality, we may take some steps to have you all together next year.

The Chairman : I should like to hear some remarks bearing directly
on the subject which Mr. Bevan has so ably brought forward— remarks
that would lead to something definite.

Captain Phillips : Although a systematic survey comes within the
work of some of our Corresponding Societies I do not think it would come
within that of all of them. For instance, my Society is a geographical
Society, and the members of it are business men, who have their time
fully taken up ; in taking a survey such as is here contemplated in
archieology you would find that my Society would be woefully in the dark.
I shall, however, lay it before my Committee, but I do not think that I
shall receive much encouragement, or that this meeting will receive much
encouragement from my Society on this subject.
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Mr. Alfred Browett : With the earlier portion of Mr. Bevan's remarks
I must say that I feel most heartily with him, and it would be a great
advantage if these remarks could be put on a leaflet and sent to the various
Societies which we are here to represent. Speaking for my own Society,
I think that we are largely in a state of ignorance as to what is expected
of Delegates to this Association. I cannot help thinking that if a small
leaflet were drawn up by the Committee of the Delegates we should
have something to guide us, and efibrts would be made to give eflfect to
the suggestions that might be brought before us.

Mr. Gray : Might I call attention to the fact that the Annual Reports
of the Association explain exactly what the relation of the various Societies
is to the British Association, and that all the work that is done at these
Conferences is brought, in the report, before the local Secretary of your
Society, and it ought to be his duty to bring before the Council what is

expected of you 1

Dr. Vaughan Cornish : Do I understand that it is not the duty of the
Delegate to bring these matters before the Society, but the duty of the
Secretary of the Society ? With whom does the function lie to bring it

before the Society ?

Dr. Garson : There is a copy of the Report of the Conferences of Dele-
gates sent to the Delegate and also to the Secretary of each Society.

Dr. Vaughan Cornish : But whose duty is it ?

Mr. Gray : It is the Secretary's duty to bring it before them when no
Delegate from the Society has been appointed, and it is the duty of the
Delegate to do so when there is one.

Mr. Sowerbutts : To make it secure that the Report of the Conferences
is brought before the Societies it was resolved that the Committee be
asked to send a report to the Secretary as well as to the Delegate.

Professor Merivale : I wish to suggest that the Societies might do what
the North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers have
done with reference to geology. We have published sections of Northum-
berland and Durham. That is rather a large order, and the majority of
the Societies, even if they should wish to do it, may not be in a position
to do it. I throw it out as a suggestion to include geology more
particularly to draw your attention to the immense amount of useful
work that would be done by the publication of geological sections. We
have six good-sized volumes, and they are invaluable to the mining
engineer, at any rate, and to others in the district.

Professor Kendall : I think the suggestion is an admirable one, and I
can see a way that the difficulty which Professor Merivale contemplates
may be met. A Society which is poor can at least send reports to others
which can be made available to all comers. It is appalling to think of
the amount of geological information of priceless value which is utterly
wasted year by year. Many well-sinkers take no trouble to record their
v.'ork, and we only get very vague results. I think that if the local

Societies would take up the matter and make persevering attempts to get
into the confidence of the well-sinkers it might easily be done.

Mr. Henry Coates : Before the motion is put to the meeting I .should

like to make a suggestion ; and it is this, that instead of coming to a
formal resolution upon an important matter like this, it would perhaps
clear the way if Mr. Bevan's paper were printed wi exienso and copies
sent to each of the Societies, and the Societies instructed to consider that
paper fully during the coming session, and Delegates be instructed to
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report upon the position taken up at our next Conference, because there

is a great deal of detail in his paper that wc have not heard to-day ; and
I think it would form very good subject-matter for the Societies to con-

sider in detail, and then we would be in a better position to come to a

resolution at our next Conference. It seems rather like taking an unfor-

tunate time of the day when we have to come to a resolution without

having considered the paper fully.

Professor "Watts : I would suggest an amendment in order that the

subject may be brought to an issue. I ought to say that I think any-

thing in the way of systematising our work would be very important

indeed ; but I do not think we can expect any good from generalities.

The Society that I represent—the Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club

—

has a little volume called ' A Record of Bare Facts.' It is a very

unambitious little work, but it nails down certain well known facts about

the district. I should like to see a small Committee appointed to take up
Mr. Bevan's paper and bring something before us at our next meeting in

a definite form. I therefore propose that a small Committee, including

Mr. Bevan, should be appointed to consider this subject and bring a

definite statement which could be sent to the local Societies that we
represent, with a suggestion to systematise work, because it is that kind
of work that we practically want.

Professor Merivale : I beg to second Professor Watts' amendment.
On the amendment being put to the meeting, after much discussion,

fifteen voted for the amendment and two against it.

The Chairman : Then the amendment is carried, and as a matter of

form I propose to put it now as a substantive motion that this Committe.''

be appointed. There is no one against it.

A Committee was then appointed, consisting of the Rev. J. 0. Bevan,
Mr. William Gray, Professor Watts, Professor Merivale, and Dr. Vaughan
Cornish ; Professor Watts to be convener.

Mr. Sowerbutts : Is there anything to report on the Conference as to

the question of copyright ? We went to a good deal of trouble and ex-

pense in gathering information to help us to see what the results of pub-
lishing the Societies' transactions when the proposals before the Com-
mittee of the House of Lords were carried out. I suppose it did go before

the Committee of the Association at least, and we are anxious to know
how it stands. We are given to understand that the Committee of the

House of Lords is to be reappointed, and we should not be found asleep.

It is of importance that the publication of a man's paper by us should not

lose him the copyright. I sent a copy of the reports and of the corre-

spondence to every Society, so that if the Delegates have not got it it is

their own fault.

The Chairman : The Council of the Association has empowered the

officers to co-operate with other scientific Societies for mutual protection

if this Bill should be brought forward again, but at present it has lapsed.

The meeting was then adjourned.

Second Conference, Sej)temher 17.

The Second Conference of Delegates of the Corresponding Societies of

the British Association for the Advancement of Science was held on Tues-
day, September 17, 1901, Mr. F. W. Eudler, F.G.S., Chairman of the
Conference, presiding.
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The Corresponding Societies Committee were represented by Mr. W.
Whitaker, Mr. F. W. Rudler, Dr. J. G. Garson, the Rev. J. O. Bevan,
and Professor W. W. Watts. The representatives of the Corresponding
Societies present will be found in the list of Delegates.

The Chairman : It will be remembered that at our last meeting Cap-
tain Dubois Phillips gave notice of a motion which he would bring forward
to-day, and I now call upon him to move it.

Captain Phillips : The resolution I have to propose is in the following

terms :
—

' That the Corresponding Societies Committee be requested in

future to bring before the Conference of Delegates some account of the
outcome of the Conference of the preceding year.' ' Good wine needs no
bush,' and I desist from making any remarks upon the resolution.

Dr. Vaughan Cornish : I rise to second the resolution moved by Cap-
tain Phillips, which was to some extent discussed at the last meeting.
Any outcome of this resolution must entirely lie within the discretion of

the Corresponding Societies Committee, and therefore I follow the ex-

ample of Captain Phillips, and simply second that resolution without
discussing its merits.

The Chairman : This motion has been moved by Captain Phillips and
seconded by Dr. Cornish and the matter is open for discussion, but we
discussed it so fully at the last meeting that I doubt whether it is reason-

able to say much more on it now. We are all agreed upon it.

Mr. Whitaker : I am not going to discuss this resolution, as I have
no doubt the Corresponding Societies Committee will fall in with it.

The resolution was then put and carried.

The Chairman : At our last meeting a small Committee of Delegates
was ajjpointed for the purpose of considering the suggestions brought
forward by the Pev. Mr. Bevan ; and Professor \\ atts, as convener of that
Committee, will kindly bring up the report.

Professor AVatts : Commendable brevity has been the keynote of this

meeting so far, and I shall try to follow on the same lines. The Com-
mittee met and, endeavouring to act in accoxTlance with the sense of the
meeting so far as they could gather it, have drawn up the following
recommendation which I shall read presently. In so doing they have
endeavoured to avoid in any way dictating to the local Societies which
have been doing good work along certain systematic lines, and we only
wish to suggest that other Societies might take some part in this work.
Some Societies may take up one branch and some another. The mere
fact that these Societies are represented here is sufficient evidence that
they are doing good work on their own account, so that no question arises

on that score. There ai'e certain subjects on which systematic work h;is

been done, but that work is of comparatively little value because of its

not being carried on all over the country. Now, although local Societies

are doing a good deal of work, there are frequently members who are

ready to take up new lines of work if these lines of work are suggested
to them. The Committee have appended such a list, but they n-gard that
list as merely provisional for this year, and they have avoided in most
cases including subjects which will be brought before this Conference by
the Delegates from the different sections. They would like to ask that

this list should stand or fall as it is for this year, till it is seen how it

works. If the matter is good, then the list can be added to or subtracted
from, and in any case the work can be capitalised in that way. This is

what the Committee recommend :

—
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The following provisional list of subjects, together with the names of

some of the Societies which have already clone work in connection there-
with, and the names of persons who would be willing to receive Cfmi-

munications thereon is recommended by the Conference of Delegates for
adoption by the Corresponding Societies Committee of the British Associa-
tion, and to be issued by them to the Corresponding Societies in the hope
that those Societies not already engaged in similar work may take part in

so much of it as conies within their scope, in order that the work may be
extended over a wide area, and be done as far as possible upon a uniform
system :

—

' Registration of Type Specimens,' Dr. A. Smith "Woodward.
' Coast Erosion,' Mr. W. Whitaker.
'Record of Bore Holes, Wells, and Sections,' North of England

Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, and Prof. J. H. Merivale.
'Tracing the Cour.se of Undergi-ound Water,' Yorkshire Geological

and Polytechnic Society, and Mr. A. R. Dwerryhouse.
'Erratic Blocks,' Yorkshire Naturalists' Union, and Professor P. F.

Kendall.
' Geological Photographs.' Belfast Naturalists' Field Club, and Pro-

fessor W. W. Watts.
' Underground Fauna,' Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing.
' Variations in the Course of Rivers and Shape of Lakes,' Dr. H. R. Mill.
' Archaeological Survey by Counties,' Woolhope Field Club, and

Rev. J. O. Bevan.
' Ethnographical Survey,' Anthropological Institute.
' Botanical Survey by Counties,' Mr. W. G. Smith.
'Photographic Record of Plants,' Mr. A. K. Coomara-Swamy.

I beg, then, to move that that report of the Committee be adopted.
Mr. Gray : I have pleasure in seconding the motion. As one who

went over the list, any objections that I had have been effectively met by
the report of the Committee.

The Chairman : This resolution has been moved by Professor Watts
and seconded by Mr. Gray, and the subject is now open for discussion

;

but I would venture to remark that as we have a great deal of work
likely to come before us this afternoon, those Delegates who favour us
with their views should do so as concisely as is consistent with clearness.
That suggestion I am bold enough to make, not for the purpose of fetter-

ing discussion, but to avoid any undue prolongation of our sitting.

Captain Phillips : Since last meeting I have taken some pains on the
subject of the suggestion brought before the meeting by the Rev.
Mr. Bevan. I have written to Liverpool, and I find that most of the
work that is spoken of, archaeological, geological, and biological, has been
taken up for years by the Societies there, and the work has been done
and is all tabulated and charted. I think something might be done by
this Conference getting into communication with the different Societies,
and getting their work done so as to make a harmonious whole foi' the
country, instead of having it only in detached groups.

On being put to the meeting the motion was unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman : I understand from Dr. Garson that we are favoured
to-day with the presence of certain members from the various sections,
and it is my duty to call upon those representatives to tell us whether
they have anything to report or not.
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Section A, Mathematical and Physical Science.

The Chairman : The work of Section A includes Meteorology, which

is a subject very largely taken up by the Corresponding Societies, and

often discussed in these Conferences. As there does not seem to be any

representative present, we pass to

Section B, Chemistry.

Professor Herbert M'Leod : I should like to say on behalf of Section B
that we have nominated a Committee to register the scientific chemists

who are at work at different manufactories. Lately a great contrast has

been drawn between the way that this country and Germany and other

countries are using trained chemists in all their works, and we are

seriously afraid that the numbers in this country are very small. The
Committee was nominated by Section B to investigate this matter at the

suwf'estion of Dr. Armstrong. It strikes me that it is not impossible that

many of the members of this Conference might be able to assist in finding

out the names of these people. It is not easy for persons living in

London to send round to the different works and make inquiries when
they may not know even of the existence of these works, and these

gentlemen may not be able to assist.

I should like to refer to another subject which rather interests

me at the present moment—I mean the tremendous number of scientific

serials that exist. I do not say that they are not of the greatest possible

value, but when I tell you that there are about 4,000 serials that

have to be indexed for the International Catalogue, you may know the

amount of time that is consumed in indexing them. I have in my hands

the continuation of the Catalogue of scientific papers of the Royal Society

from 1884 to 1900, and I cannot tell you the number of periodicals of

which we have a list, but it must not be far short of 1,000. It is possible

that these may contain papers of great value, and some must be of com-

paratively small value. We do not wish to catalogue any reprints or ab-

stracts. I think that many members of this Conference might be of great

assistance to us in telling us what would be advisable to index in their

own periodicals, and if any of you will be good enough to write to me on

the subject I shall be delighted. We begin at 1884, and we go up to 1900.

The Chairman : I understand that the representatives of the Sections

are supposed to explain to the Delegates what work the Corresponding

Societies can do to assist the various Committees that are appointed by

the Sections. Then we come to

Section C, Geology.

Mr. A. S. Reid : I was asked to represent Section C. There has been

no new Committee nominated in Section C, and there are only the old ones.

The subjects which appeal to all the Societies are geological and photo-

graphic subjects, the registi-ation of type specimens of fossils, and the

movement of underground waters. The other subjects do not appeal to

so many. The exploration of Irish caves does not naturally appeal

to any of the English or Scotch clubs, and the study of the structure of

crystals is more a matter for experts ; but wc have the subject of erratic

blocks and their area. The Geological Photographic Committee has been

doino- certain new work during this term of office, which Professor Watts

could explain.
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Professor Watts : I am glad to take this opportunity of expressin"'
how deeply grateful I am to the local Societies for the help they have
given me during the time I have been Secretary of the Geological Photo-
graphic Committee. I should think that there are twenty Societies

which have contributed photographs, often very valuable ones, and at
least twelve Societies have done something or other towards makin<^ a
photographic survey of their geological districts. If there are any gentle-
men present at this Conference belonging to the counties at present
unrepresented which I am going to mention, I hope they will see that
their counties are no longer unrepresented. Rutland, Huntingdon, and
Cambridge are the only counties in England which have not yet con-
tributed. There are thi-ee Welsh counties and eleven Scotch counties
and fourteen Irish counties. Amongst these counties are such interesting

counties as Brecknock, Dumbarton, Ross-shire, Wicklow, Kilkenny, and
Waterford, in all of which there is a lot of geological work to be done.
I think I should make some slight allusion to the Publication Committee
that has been formed in association with us. It was thought that there
were a good many Societies which might like to have copies of photo-
graphs, and there have been made sixty or eighty or possibly a hundred
.sets of prints of interesting geological phenomena. Delays have un-
fortunately occurred, but still we are pushing on, and hope to complete
the publication within the specified time. The set of photographs that
should have been issued in 1900 is still unissued, but the prints are pre-

pared, and the slides will very shortly be prepared, and I hope they will

be issued to subscribers within a month.
Mr. Whitaker : I would like to add a word on this matter, referring

not only to Section C, but to others. Unfortunately the grants were
much cut down. An application was made for a grant for the geological
photographs, and instead of obtaining 10^. it has fallen to 51. I hope
some means will be taken to make up the 5^., because I am afraid if we
do not Professor Watts will suffer in pocket, and that is not a thing that
should be allowed. It is a splendid Committee and does magnificent
work, and I have benefited very much by it, and through me others have
benefited by it, but the absence of money is very unsatisfactory, and
somehow or other we must try to get a little more funds.

The Chairman : We are greatly indebted to Professor Watts not only
for giving this interesting explanation to the Conference, but also for the
amount of labour he has spent upon this work. He is the life and spirit

of the Committee, as we all know, and it is pleasing to hear that he has
been so ably assisted by a large number of local Societies that are in
correspondence with us.

Professor Kendall : I should like to put in a word about the grant
for the erratic blocks. I had Ql. last year and spent it all and more than
all. I thought that I would make a modest demand this year, and that
if I asked for 10/. I should get 5/. I modestly asked for 5/. and got
nothing at all. That is rather a hard case. The expense of the erratic

blocks Committee is considerable. In the present year it is particularly
unfortunate. In my report I am making an offer which will inevitably
involve an expenditure of time, which we all expect, and of money, which
we do not expect. Three years ago I visited Norway to study and collect

specimens of the most characteristic rocks of Norway that we know to
occur in the British group, and I have brought back about a ton of them.
Last year I went and collected on a liberal scale the rocks on the

1901. 1 I
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Cheviots with the same end, and in the present year I have sent sets of

rocks to any local Society making application for such type rocks as are

likely to occur in their districts. I made that reservation, because I do
not see the use of supplying a South Welsh Society with Norwegian rocks,

or of sending rocks from the Lake District to the North of Scotland.

This involved me in a good deal of trouble and a good deal of expense,

but I grudged neither the trouble nor the expense while the work was
continued, but it is my experience that local Societies will just go as far

as they are pushed, and directly we leave off pushing they stop. We
have a magnificent record of erratics in the Livei'pool district, but I am
inclined to think that the local Societies there consider that they have
reached an approximate finality in this work. We have also had records

of the Pennine Chain through Lancashire and Yorkshire, but with these

exceptions we have scarcely any records coming in at the present time.

The Isle of Man was being done, also the North of Ireland under the

very energetic guidance of the Belfast Naturalist Society, who have done
very admirable work ; but these are two bright spots over a very dull-

looking map. In Scotland we have no erratics recorded at all. I sent a

circular to every one of the Corresponding Societies, and I got a small

number of responses ; one response which came from Scotland gave

me the assurance that the erratics in Scotland had been done, but I

have failed to extract any useful or any considerable amount of useful

information from the records, which relate largely to the position of

boulders and other characteristics. I had only a few records from Ireland.

The scope of this Committee has been enlarged deliberately at the request

of the Committee itself, and I do hope that the Corresponding Societies of

the British Isles will make a response, and if any locality will indicate

anything in reason in the way of assistance I can give by means of

specimens, &c., I shall be very pleased.

The Chairman : Professor Kendall has our sympathy in the unfortu-

nate position in which he finds himself. We may now pass to

Section J), Zoology.

Mr. Denny : I am supposed to represent Section D. Just at the end
of the business of the Committee I was asked to come here as a substitute,

but I am not commissioned to bring anything before the Committee.

The Chairman : We next turn to

Section E, Geography.

Dr. Yaughan Cornish : I am delegated by Section E to bring before

this Conference a new matter which has arisen at this meeting. You will

have heard that there was a joint Conference of two or three Sections on the

subject of Limnology, the study of lakes. This, of course, is a subject which

can only appeal to a limited number of Societies—those in whose areas lakes

occur—but it is hoped that these Societies which are fortunate enough to

possess lakes in their districts will give their attention to this new pro-

posal for the systematic study of the lakes of the British Isles. It is

thought that the local Societies could assist in the early stages of that

work, more particularly by collecting the bibliography or local publications

relating to lakes ; and if any of these references or publications of local

Societies are sent to Sir John Murray he will be very glad indeed to

receive them. Geography nowadays is becoming local in its character, or

perhaps I should put it that the people of the British Isles are beginning
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to turn their attention to the geography of their own country. I do not
think a meeting of the British Association ever passes but that there are
papers read which are distinctly local in their character. So far as the
Glasgow meeting is concerned, I refer particularly to the papers which
were read on Friday in Section E by Professor Scott Elliot on ' The
Effects of Vegetation on the Valley and Plains of the Clyde '

; the second
by Dr. Marion Newbigin on ' Proposed Geographical Survey of the Valley
of the Forth ' ; and the third by Professor W. G. Smith on ' A Botani-
cal Survey of Scotland.' The authors of these papers will be glad to receive
any assistance they can get from the local Societies, and I am directed
generally to draw the attention of the Delegates to the meetings in
Section E and to the discussion of local questions which occur there.

The Chairman : The subject of Limnology, which has received a great
deal of attention on the Continent, has been ably dealt with in this

country, especially by Dr. Mill ; and I believe that Sir John Murray is

to be associated with Mr. Lawrence PuUar in the survey of the British
lakes about to be undertaken. If no one else wishes to speak on this
matter, which has been fully discussed elsewhere, we will pass on to

Section F, Economic Science and Statistics.

This Section is apparently not represented, so we proceed to

Section G, Engineering.

Professor Dalby : I may state that we have two Committees at work at
present, one of which has been sitting for about twenty years endeavour-
ing to Standardise Small Screw-Threads. Standards seem to be settled
according to the caprice of the different makers ; the Committee has
consequently been endeavouring to bring into operation a universal
standard ; in fact, such a standard has been proposed and has been put
into operation, and has been practically accepted in Paris ; but as the
difficulty in making a standard arises on account of the form of the
thread, it is more a recommendation that has been made in order to
obtain a simpler form of thread than has been done before. Any informa-
tion on the point of screw-threads will be welcomed by the Committee.

The other Committee that I spoke of was only formed last year, and
refers to a subject which may be interesting—I i-efer to Road Traction.
A Committee was formed to find out how much it costs to pull a
wheeled vehicle over different kinds of roads, and the Committee will
be very glad to hear about the different kinds of roads in different dis-

tricts in order that they may be included in the experiments. Of course
the object of the experiments is not so much for horse-drawn vehicles as
for motor-cars, and the investigation is to find out how much it costs to
take these motor-cars over high roads. I hope we shall receive help on
this question.

The Chairman : We are very much indebted to Professor Dalby for
these remarks, and I hope that some Society will see its way to give
assistance in these matters. We now come to

Section H, Anthropology.

Mr. H. Balfour : I was sent as representative of this Section to put
before you some suggestions on the subject of collecting anthropological
photographs. I was asked to state that any photographs and negatives

I I S
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in the hands of the Committees of the Corresponding Societies, or indivi-

duals connected with those Societies, might be made more widely accessible

to persons who are engaged in antliropology and archaeology, if, after a

a negative is finished with for the time being, it were deposited in some

i-ecognised centre, say the Anthropological Institute, and placed at the

disposal of qualified people for use. In the case where the negatives are

retained by their owners and not deposited as suggested, these might be

registered in such a way that people may be able to find out what photo-

graphs have been taken, and whether they can be used for scientific

purposes. That is one suggestion that I have to make, and I do not think

it is necessary to enlarge on the subject. It has been already mooted in

connection with other Sections, and I think it is obvious to all that it

would be a very great convenience to those working at Anthropology.

Another suggestion that I should like to bring forward is that this

Conference should draw the attention of the Corresponding Societies to the

very great desirability of systematically collecting and recoiding instances

of the survival of primitive customs, industries, appliances, and so forth.

I am well aware that there is a great deal done in this direction, and I

do not need to mention to you the enormous value which anthropology

derives from survivals of primitive customs. Numbers of such survivals

are still existing in our surroundings and only want recording. Many of

these customs, of the very greatest interest to the student of primitive

culture, are dying out at such a rapid rate that we should endeavour at

once to record them as far as possible and photograph them if they are

interesting. I hope that all the Corresponding Societies will be willing,

on the suggestion of Section H, to bear this matter in mind. I would

only mention or bring to your recollection that much of the very large

amount of valuable work that General Pitt-Rivers did in his lifetime was

due to his study of survivals. They will fill up the gaps in the archaeo-

logical recoi-ds in a way that these cculd not be filled up otherwise. I

need say little about the importance of recording them, but I may make
one remark. No one can have a higher admiration for the very noble

institution known as the British Museum than I have, but at the same

time I have a sort of uneasy feeling that it is representative of almost

everything except British archeology and ethnology ; and one object in

raising this matter to day is to suggest that this systematic collection of

all such things as I have referred to should be made with a view to esta-

blishing some day a museum which will adequately represent the past history

of our own country, not only the prehistoric period, but also the later

mediieval and peasant life of the country which has not received sufiicient

attention so far. Every big town on the Continent, especially in the

western part of it, has its Folk Museum, but we have nothing of the

kind. Isolated attempts to deal with the matter in a somewhat simple

manner are to be found, but nothing on any adequate scale. If it were

possible to aim at the formation of a museum which would represent that

side of culture, I think that we should have done a piece of work which

will be well worth supporting.

Dr. Garson : In support of what Mr. Balfour has just said, I think

I might refer to the last year's report, where it is stated that the Com-
mittee which he is representing wants photographs of prehistoric stone

monuments, stone implements, primitive pottery, and all objects con-

nected with local superstitions and the like. Objects of this kind are

frequently to be found in local museums, and sometimes they are peculiar
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to the locality only, but their existence is unknown very often except to
a few people in the locality.

The Chairman : I can assure Mr. Balfour that we are fully sensible

of our obligations to him for his very interesting I'emarks on this subject,

which will probably give rise to discussion.

Rev. J. O. Bevan : I do not know that I have anything to say except

about the anthropological map which I hope will be concluded very soon.

As to the other subject that Mr. Balfour spoke about, the question of

survivals, it is one that commends itself to the attention of the Delegates.

Here in Scotland one ought to meet with a great many interesting

samples, and anyone who has paid a visit to the local museums hei'e will

agree that they show very valuable material still available.

Mr. Reid : Might I ask the representative of Section H what one
should do in the case of local dances 1 I know of a dance that occurs in

one of the islands in Scotland that is entirely unknown anywhere else.

It is a kind of morris-dance, with a set of words that are handed down
by father to son.

Mr. Balfour : One might obtain a surreptitious photograph of it.

No doubt photographs would be worth getting of anything of that sort.

Dr. Garson : I may say that in connection with obtaining photo-

graphs of dances, &c., there is a camera, made by Watson, in the shape
of an opera-glass, which photographs at right angles to the direction in

which you appear to be looking. Probably by that apparatus some of

those dances could be recorded.

After further remarks the Chairman passed to

Section Iv, Botany.

Mr. Harold Wager : I have been asked by the Committee of

Section K to bring to your notice two new Committees which have been
foi'med this year, in which the members of local Societies may be of great

help. One of these is the Committee nominated to investigate the struc-

ture of blue-green alga?. The determination of the structure of these

organisms is of great theoretical interest, and we shall be very glad

if the Delegates would call the attention of their botanical members to

the fact that specimens which may be obtained in various conditions will

be extremely helpful in elucidating the important point of structure.

If specimens can be sent to myself at Arnold House, Derby, we shall be
very grateful. The other Committee is one which has been appointed to

consider the desirability of collecting, preserving, and systematically

registering photographs of botanical interest. We have been in com-
munication with Professor Watts, and it is felt that botanical photo-

graphs, arranged on the same plan as the geological photographs are

arranged, would be extremely helpful to us. A collection of photo-

graphs of rare plants growing in their natural habitats would be extremely
valuable, and generally photographs would be a great help in systematic-

ally illustrating the characteristic formations of the various vegetation

areas, such as moor, soft marsh, and so forth. Again, photographs of

fungi, insects, plants as parasites and climbing plants, would be ex-

tremely interesting in a photographical botanical record. It is hoped
that there may be a cla^sitication of these arranged on the same
plan as has been found successful by the Geological Photographic
Committee, and I would ask any botanical Society, if they have any
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photographs to spare, to send them to Professor Weiss of Owens College,

Manchester, who is the Secretary of the Committee. I have also to

inform you that Professor Weiss will send out circulars to all natural

history Societies communicating the wants of this Committee, and asking

them to be good enough to help us as far as they can.

Mr. Whitaker : I am the representative here of a Society which does

a certain amount of work, and our members would be delighted to help.

I have seen many fine photographs of structure and abnormal growth, and
photographs of special fungi collected at some of our meetings, and I have
no doubt that other Societies will be in the same position. If Professor

Weiss sends a circular to our Societies he will get something from them,
and I am sure that they will endeavour to help him.

Mr. Coates : In our Perthshire Society, owing to the difficulty of pre-

serving specimens of fungi, we have commenced making a complete series

of photographs of all the fungi of the county. Our botanical members
collect them and bring them to our rooms and the photographic members
reproduce them. This might be found useful in other districts. We have
them in our museum, and it would be quite easy to have duplicates made
for other parties.

Mr. Wager : What we want is to have a botanical record.

Mr. Coates : I think many other Societies would be only too glad to

do the same.

Professor Watts : I think it might be worth while to call the atten-

tion of any local Society taking this up to the fact that they might form a
duplicate collection, each in its own locality. That has been done in some
Societies in geological matters, and in this case it would be very important
for the local Society to keep a set of prints in the locality. With regard

to any other point, I should be only too delighted to give help to Pro-
fessor Weiss in the details should this be satisfactory.

The Chairman : Botany is a department of natural knowledge that is

so universally cultivated by local Soci?ties that I hope the suggestions

that Mr. Wager has favoured us with will bear much fruit. If no one
else desires to address the Conference on Biology we shall pass to

Section L, Education.

Dr. Kimmins : I have been desired by this new Section to say that we
have formed three Committees this year, but they are not on subjects which
the Corresponding Societies could render any definite assistance. It is,

however, very probable that in future years we will form Committees that
will necessitate local investigations, and then we will appeal to you to

help us.

Mr. Whitaker : The British Association has a remarkably good col-

lection of the publications of local Societies. It is growing vastly, and as

the space at the offices of the Association is limited it is a question as to

what will be done with it in time. The great thing is to put it where it

can be useful, and any suggestions on that subject would be welcome.
The Chairman : Has any other Delegate any other subject to bring

forward ? If not, I have to thank you very heartily for having attended
on these two occasions, and we shall now adjourn until the next meeting
of the British Association a year hence.

On the motion of Dr. Yaughan Cornish a hearty vote of thanks was
given to the Chairman.
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Catalogue of the ini>re important Papers, and especialhj those referring to

Local Scientific Investigations, imhlished by the Corresponding

Societies during the year endiyig June 1, 1901.

*^* This catalogue contains only the titles of papers published in the volumes or

parts of the publications of the Corresponding Societies sent to the Secretary of

the Committee in accordance with Kule 2.

Section A.—Mathematical and Physical Science.

Bladen, W. Wells. Eeport of the Meteorological Section. ' Trans.

N. Staff. F. C XXXV. 126-129, 1901.

Blyth, Vincent J. On the Thermal Conductivity of Substances of very

Low Conductivity. ' Proc. Glasgow Phil. Soc' xxxi. 139-144, 1900.

Bkackett, Arthur W. Science at the close of the Eighteenth Century.
' South-Eastern Naturalist,' v. 39-46, 1900.

Brown, M. Walton. Barometer, Thermometer, &c., Readings for the

year 1899. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 559-568, 1900.

Campbell-Bayard, F. Meteorological Report for 1899. ' Trans. Croy-

don M. N. H. C IV. 8-16, and Appendices of Tables, 50 pp., 1900.

Chambers, G. F. Eclipses of the Sun, with especial reference to the

Eclipse of May 28, 1900. ' Trans. Eastbourne N. H. Soc.' in.

235-241, 1901.

Collins, J. R. The Phenomena of Surface Reflection of Light. ' Trans.

Toronto Astr. Soc' xi. 24-26, 1901.

Cresswell, Alfred. Records of Meteorological Observations taken at

the Observatory, Edgbaston, 1900. ' Birm. and Mid. Inst. Sci. Soc'
26 pp. 1901.

Ceossman, Major-Gen. SirWn. Meteorological Observations at Cheswick,

1899. ' History Berwicksh. Nat. Club,' xvii. 163, 1900.

Denning, W. F. The Observation of Shooting Stars. ' Trans. Toronto
Astr. Soc' XI. 36-40, 1901.

Draper, Dr. C. H. The Skin of Liquids. ' South-Eastern Naturalist,'

v. 47-55, 1900.

Eaton, H. S. Returns of Rainfall, &c., in Dorset in 1899. ' Proc.

Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxi. 111-124, 1900.

Goodman, A. E. Methods of Photo-Micography. ' Proc Chester Soc.

Nat. Sci.' 1900-1901, 22-23, 1901.

Harvey, A. Aurora Australis : its Synchronism with Aurora Borealis.
' Trans. Toronto Astr. Soc' xi. 33-34, 1901.

Heywood, H. Meteorological Observations in the Society's District,

1899. ' Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc' xxxii. 10-28, 1901.

HoPKiNSON, John. Report on the Rainfall in Hertfordshire in the Year
1899. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' x. 213-222, 1900.

Meteorological Observations taken in Hertfordshire in the Year
1899. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' x. 223-232, 1900.

Lindsay, Thomas. The Total Eclipse of the Sun, May 28, 1900.
' Trans. Toronto Astr. Soc' xi. 15-19, 1901.

Lodge, Prof. 0. J. Further Progress in Space Telegraphy [1900].
' Trans. Liverpool E. Soc' xxi. 149-152, 1901.

Modern Views of Matter. ' Proc. Liverpool Lit. Phil. Soc' liv.

91-103, 1900.
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LuMSDEN, Cteoege E. The Total Eclipse of the Sun, May 28, 1900.
' Trans. Toronto Astr. Soc' xi. 19-24, 1901.

Markham, C. a. Meteorological Reports—Observer's Notes. ' Journal
N'ton. N. H. Soc' x. 307-312, 315-323, 326-328, 832-334,338-340,
342-344, 1900, 1901.

Hailstorm of the 20th July, 1900. ' Journal N'ton. N. H. Soc' x.

328-331, 1900.

Mawley, Edward. Report on Phenological Phenomena observed in

Hertfordshire during the year 1899. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' x.

173-179, 1900.

Mitchell, Rev. J. Cairns. Results of Meteorological Observations taken

in Chester during 1899. ' Proc Chester Soc. Nat. Sci.' 1899-1900,
14-20, 1900.— The same, during 1900. ' Proc. Chester Soc. Nat. Sci.' 1900-1901,
13-19, 1901.

Moore, A. W. Has Climate Changed ? [1894.] ' Yn Lioar Manni-
nagh,' II. 237-241, 1901.

Newsholme, Arthur. Meteorological Report. ' Report Brighton N. H.
Phil. Soc. 1899-1900,' 30-31, 1900.

Paterson, John A. Art and Astronomy. ' Trans. Toronto Astr. Soc'
XI. 43-44, 1901.

Phillips, John. The Genesis of the Moon on the Theory of Vertical

Projection and Tidal Action. ' Trans. Toronto Astr. Soc' xi. 45-47,
1900.

Poynting, Prof. J. H. (S. Staff. Inst. Min. Eng.) The Nature of Electric

Current. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 89-90, 1900.

Preston, A. W. Meteorological Notes, 1899. ' Trans. Norf. Norw. Nat.
Soc' VII. 54-62, 1900.

Robertson, David. On the Equilibrium of a Column of Air and the

Atmospheric Temperature Gradient. ' Proc. Glasgow Phil. Soc' xxxi.

145-151, 1900.

Sharp, Jacob. (N. Eng. Inst.) A Flash of Lightning at the Lambton
Colliery, D. and Lady Ann Pits, on October 2, 1900. ' Trans.

Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 259-261, 1901.

Stewart, Dr. Charles. Notes of Rainfall and Temperature at West
Foulden and Rawburn during 1899, from the late Mr. Craw's Records.
' History Berwicksh. Nat. Club,' xvii. 165, 1900.

Stewart, Charles M. Cape Meteorological Report for 1898. ' Journal,

Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 227-228, 1901.

Tellet, Dr. F. S. Address of the Retiring President. (Meteorology.)

[1894]. 'YnLioarManninagh,' II. 210-216, 1901.

Thompson, G. Carslake. Effects of a Lightning Flash. ' Trans.
Cardiff Nat. Soc' xxxii. 65-66, 1901.

Wadsworth, Dr. J. J., and others. Preliminary Eclipse Papers [May
28, 1900]. ' Trans. Toronto Astr. Soc' xi. 8-12, 1901.

Whiteley, J. Meteorological Table for the Year 1900 (Halifax).

'Halifax Naturahst,' v. 122-123, 1901.

Whitton, Jas. Meteorological Notes, and Remarks upon the Weather
during the Year 1899, with its General Effects upon Vegetation.
'Trans. Glasgow N. H. Soc' vi. 141-153, 1901.
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Section B.—Chemistry.

AsHWOBTH, James. Failures of Safety Lamps whilst in use, and some of

the Disasters caused thereby. ' Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvi. 519-
549, 1900.

Bakee, T. (N. Eng. Inst.) Tlie Solvent Action of Pyridine on certain

Coals. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 159-162, 1900.

Blauvelt, William Hutton. Description of a Plant of Semet-Solvay
Bye-product Coke Ovens at Wheeling, West Virginia, U.S.A. ' Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 337-344, 1900.

BpvAnson, F. W., and W. Ackeoyd. The Underground Waters of North-
West Yorkshire : Part I. The Sources of the Aire. Eeport of the
Chemical Sub-Committee. 'Proc. Yorks. Geol. Poly. Soc' xiv. 13-21,
1900.

BuREELL, B. A. The Composition of some Malham Waters, ' Proc.
Yorks. Geol. Poly. Soc' xiv. 45-48, 1900.

Denny, G. A. Observations on SampHng, Computation of Assay
Averages, and Relation of Assay-value to Eecovery-value as applied
to Banket Mining in the Transvaal. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix.
294-318, 1900.

De Range, C. E. On Sulphur and Pyrites in Relation to Sulphuric Acid
audits Application. 'Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvii. 75-81, 1901.

Dickson, J. Campbell. On the Electrical Deposition of Copper. ' Proc.
Glasgow Phil. Soc' xxxi. 52-66, 1900.

Goldschmidt, Dr. Hans. Practical AppUcations of the Process for the
Production of High Temperatures by the Combustion of Aluminium.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 411-427, 1900.

JuEiTz, Chaeles F. The Chemical Composition of the Soils of the
South-Western Districts of the Cape Colony. ' Trans. S. African
Phil. Soc' XI. 125-160, 1900.

Longeidge, Capt. C. C. (N. Eng. Inst.) Dry and Wet Treatment of

Copper Ores. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 224-258, 1901.
Meacham, F. G. (S. Staff. Inst. Min. Eng.) The Physical Condition of

the Mine upon the Re-opening of the Hamstead Colliery after the Fire
in November 1898. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xviii. 486-488, 1900.

Patterson, W. H. The Growth of the Ink Blot. ' Proc. Belfast N. H.
Phil. Soc' 1899-1900, 42-43, 1900.

Roberts-Austen, Prof. Sir W. On Molecular Unrest in Solids. ' Proc.
Glasgow Phil. Soc' xxxi. 152-166, 1900.

Stenhouse, Thomas. The latest Residual from Coal-Gas. ' Trans.
Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi. 83-87, 1900.

Section C.—Geology.

Ballantyne, John. A Bute Post-Glacial Shell-bed. Notes on Excava-
tions at the Rothesay Gas-works in 1896-1897. ' Trans. Glasgow
Geol. Soc' XI. 280-281, 1900.

Baeke, F. Report of the Geological Section. ' Trans. N. Staff. F. C
XXXV. 103-100, 1901.

Baenes, J. Is there an Unconformity at Castleton between the Limestone
and Shales ? ' Trans. N. Staff. F. C xxxv. 114-125, 1901.
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Baenes, J., and W. F. Holeoyd. On the IMottled Carboniferous Lime-
stone of Derbyshire. ' Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvi. 5C1-567, 1900.
On the Origin of the Pebbles occurring in a Conglomerate found in the

Carboniferous Limestone near Windy Knoll, Castleton. 'Trans.
Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvii. 82-94, 1901.

Bell, Thomas. On the Working of Coal Mines under the Sea ; also

under the Permian Feeder of Water, in the County of Durham
{continued from p. 399). 'Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvi. 554-559,
1900.

Bennie, James. Note on a Microscopic Slide of the Core of the Dalmeny
Lephidophloios. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xr. 263-264, 1900.

BiED, C. Water Supply in the Plundred of Hoo. ' Eochcster Naturalist,'

m. 12, 1901.

The North Downs. ' Rochester Naturalist,' iii. 33-38, 1901.
Blair, Matthew. Moraines and Deltas. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi.

289-291, 1900.

Bond, J. W. Records of Investigations in the Carboniferous Strata of
the Leeds District. ' Trans. Leeds Geol. Assoc' xii. 32-37, 1900.

Cadell, Henry M. The Geology of the Oil Shalefields of the Lothians
(Anniversary Address.) ' Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii. 110-162,
1901.

Caldwell, George. On White Sandstone Nodules found in No. 1 Pit,

Lord Derby's siding, Rainford. • Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvi.
591-592, 1900.

Callaway, Dr. C. Notes on the Origin of the Gneisses and Schists of the
Malvern Hills. ' Trans. Woolhope N. F. C 1898-1899, 67-68, 1900.

Chapman, Frederick. The Raised Beaches of Brighton and their
Microscopical Contents. ' South-Eastern Naturalist,' v. 56-59, 1900.

Clarke, W. J. The Permo-Carboniferous Boundary, and what we learn
about it from the Sealand and Thurgarton Boreholes. ' Proc. Chester
Soc Nat. Sci.' 1900-1901,27-30, 1901.

CoATES, Henry. Geological and other Notes (Opening Address).
' Proc. Perths. Soc. Nat. Sci.' in. xU.-l. 1900.

CowiE, Charles R. The Glacial Phenomena of Loch Ranza Glen,
Arran. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 282-284, 1900.

Craig, Robert. Notes Retrospective on the closing of the Quarries of
Greenhill, Kilmaurs, Ayrshire. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 192-
198, 1900.

Dalton, W. H. a Brief Sketch of the Crag Formation of East Anglia.
An outline of the Nature, Position, &c., of the Beds which have fur-
nished the Collection of Crag Fossils in the Essex Museum of Natural
History. 'Handbooks to Essex Field Club Museums,' No. 4, 8 pp.,
1900.

De Range, C. E. The Salford Earthquake. ' Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc'
XXVI. 495-496, 1900.

Dickinson, Joseph. Notes on Pendleton District, Irwell Valley. ' Trans.
Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvii. 103-105, 1901.

Dickson, E. Notes on Glacial and Post-Glacial Deposits near Southporfc.
' Proc. Liverpool Geol. Soc' viii. 454-462, 1900.

Deon, R. W. Gold Mining in the Sierra Nevada, California. ' Trans.
Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 265-266, 1900.

Fitzpateick, J. J. Recent Discovery of Pebbles of Argentiferous Copper
in Mexico. ' Proc Liverpool Geol. Soc' viii. 451-453, 1900.
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Fox, HowAED. Gunwalloe, [Geological Notes.] ' Trans. Cornw. E. Geol.

Soc' XII. 434-437, 1901.

GooDCHiLD, J. G. Hematite on Arthur Seat. ' Trans. Edinb. Geol.

Soc' VIII. 1, 1901.

Some Eecent Exposvires of Eock in Edinburgh. ' Trans. Edinb.
Geol. Soc' viii. 2-9, 1901.

Geological Time. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 267-268, 1900.

The Dolerite of Aberdour, with some Speculations on the Origin of

Eruptive Eocks in General. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 271-

272, 1900.

Corals and Coral Eeefs. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 277-78,
1900.

GouLDiNG, E. W. Lincolnshire Naturalists' Union at Mablethorpe.
' The Naturahst for 1901,' 151-154, 1901.

GuNN, William. On the Old Volcanic Eocks of the Island of Arran.
'Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 174-191, 1900.

Harris, George E. On the Makkum Coalfield, Assam. ' Trans. Manch.
Geol. Soc' XXVI. 572-590, 1900.

Harrison, Eev. S. N. Eeport of the Geological Section. ' Yn Lioar
Manninagh,' ii. 198-200, 1901.

HaWELL, Eev. John. A Peat Deposit at Stokesley. ' Proc Yorks. Geol.

Poly. Soc' XIV. 49-51, 1900.

Heddle, the late Prof. M. Forster. On the Structure of Agates. ' Trans.

Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 153-173, 1900.

Herdman, Prof. W. A. The Geological Succession of Morphological
Ideals. (Presidential Address.) 'Proc Liverpool Geol. Soc' viii. 429-
450, 1900.

Hill, J. B. On some Geological Structures in West Cornwall. ' Trans.
Cornw. E. Geol. Soc' xii. 404-430, 1901.

Hind, Dr. Wheelton. The Carboniferous Limestone of Lilleshall.
' Trans. N. Staff. F. C xxxv. 107-109, 1901.

HiNTON, Martin A. C, and A. S. Kennard. Contributions to the

Pleistocene Geology of the Thames Valley. I. The Grays Thurrock
Area, Part I. ' Essex Naturahst,' xi. 336-351, 353-370, 1901.

Hinxman, Lionel W. Note on Specimens of Spherultic Felsite from
Glen Feshie. ' Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii. 114-115, 1901.

HoRNE, John. The Silurian Volcanic Eocks of the Southern Uplands of

Scotland. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 285-286, 1900.

HoTBLACK, J. T. The Stones on Mundesley Beach. ' Trans. Norf.

Norw. Nat. Soc' vii. 7-12, 1900.

Precious Stones. ' Trans. Norf. Norw'. Nat. Soc' vii. 15-31,

1900.

Howard, F. T. Observations on the Lakes and Tarns of South Wales.
' Trans. Cardiff Nat. Soc' xxxii. 29-43, 1901.

and E. W, Small. Notes on Ice Action in South Wales. ' Trans.
Cardiff Nat. Soc' xxxii. 44-48, 1901.

Howarth, J. H. Some Yorkshire Erratics, and How to Eecognisethem.
' Trans. Leeds Geol. Assoc' xii. 14, 1900.

The Underground Waters of North-West Yorkshire : Part I., The
Sources of the Aire. Introduction. ' Proc. Yorks. Geol. Poly. Soc'
XIV. 1-11, 1900.

Jessen, a. On the Shell-bearing Clay in Kintyre. ' Trans. Edinb. Geol.

Soc' VIII. 76-86, 1901.
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Johnson, J. P. Additions to the Palfeolithic Fauna of the Uphall Brick-
yard, Ilford, Essex. ' Essex NaturaUst,' xi. 209-212, 1901.

• The Eocene Flora and Fauna of Walton-Naze, Essex. ' Essex
Naturalist,' xi. 284-287, 1901.

Kendall, Professor P. F. The Glacial Lakes and Eiver Channels of
Yorkshire. ' Trans. Leeds Geol. Assoc' xii. 27-28, 1900.

The Underground Waters of North-West Yorkshire : Part I., The
Sources of the Aire ; Appendix, Malham Tarn Flushes and Malham
Cove. 'Proc. Yorks. Geol. Poly. Soc' xiv. 38-44, 1900.

and J. H. Howarth. The Yorkshire Boulder Committee and
its Thirteenth Year's work, 1898-99. 'The Naturalist for 1900,'

356-360, 1900.

The Yorkshire Boulder Committee and its Fourteenth Year's Work,
1899-1900. ' The Naturalist for 1900,' 361-364. 1900.

-, and W. Lower Carter. The Underground Waters of North-West
Yorkshire : Part I., The Sources of the Aire ; Eeport of the Geological
Sub-Committee. ' Proc. Yorks. Geol. Poly. Soc' xiv. 22-38, 1900.

Kennard, a. S., and B. B. Woodward. The Post-Pliocene Non-
Marine MoUusca of Ilford, Essex. ' Essex Naturalist,' xi. 213-215,
1901.

The Non-Marine MoUusca of the Walton Crag. ' Essex Naturalist,'

XI. 216-218, 1901.

KiRBY, James W. Note on the Ostracoda from the Scotsman Office Sec-
tion [Edinburgh]. ' Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' vni. 15-17, 1901.
On Lower Carboniferous Strata and Fossils at Eanderstone, near

Crail, Fife. 'Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii. 61-75, 1901.
KiTTO, W. H. Note on the History of the Foxdale Mines [1892]. ' Yn

Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 32-33, 1901.
Feather Ore (Plumosite) [1892]. ' Yn Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 33, 1901.

Kynaston, Herbert. Notes on Contact Metamorphism round the
Cheviot Granite. ' Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii. 18-26, 1901.
On some Tuffs associated with the Andesitic Lavas of Lome.

' Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii. 87-90, 1901.

LoMAS, Joseph. Notes on a Geological Excursion to the Isle of Man
[1892]. ' Yn Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 22-29, 1901.

LoNES, Dr. T. E. The Gravels, Sands, Clays, and Loams of Western
Hertfordshire. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' x. 15B-164, 1900.

Lowe, Harford J. The Sequence of the Lizard Rocks. ' Trans. Cornw.
R. Geol. Soc' XII. 438-466, 1901.

Mackie, Dr. W. Seventy Chemical Analyses of Rocks (chiefly from the
Moray Area), with Deductions. 'Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii.

33-60, 1901.

Some Notes on the Distribution of Erratics over Eastern Moray.
' Trans. Edinb. Geol. Soc' viii. 91-97, 1901.
On Differences in Chemical Composition between the Central and

Marginal Zones of Granite Veins, with further Evidence of Exchanges
between such Veins and the Contact Rocks. ' Trans. Edinb. Geol.
Soc' VIII. 98-113, 1901.

Maclaren, J. Malcolm. The Geology of the Coromandel Goldfields,
New Zealand. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 365-376, 1900.

McMurtrie, James. The Geological Features of the Somerset and
Bristol Coalfield, with special reference to the Physical Geology of
the Somerset Basin. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 306, 1901.
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Macnair, Peter. On the Physical Geology and Paleontology of the

Giffnock Sandstones, and their Bearings on the Origin of Sandstone

Rock generally. ' Trans. Glasgow Geol. Soc' xi. 199-231, 1900.

The Problem of the Marginal Highlands. ' Trans. Glasgow Gool.

Soc' XI. 273-274, 1900.

On the Occurrence of Plutonic Complexes at Tomnadashan, Loch
Tay, and at Cairn Chois, with Notes on the Geological Structure of

the surrounding district. ' Trans. Perths. Soc. Nat. Sci.' in. 43-48,

1900.

MANSEii-PLEYDELL, J. C. The Influence of Climatic and Geological

Changes upon the British Flora, with Remarks upon Three New
Dorset Plants

—

Erica lusitanica, Spartina toionscndi, and Sstaria

verticillata. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxi. 1-17, 1900.

Meiklejohn, John. The Klondike Goldfields. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.'

XIX. 852-364, 1900.

MiDGLEY W. W. The Flora of the Carboniferous Rocks. ' Journal

Manch. Geog. SoC xvi. 202-206, 1901.

MiiiNE, Dr. John. The Geology of Rattray. ' Trans. Buchan F. C
V. 181-186, 1900.

Moore H. Cecil. Notes on the Geology of the Southern End of the

Malvern Range. ' Trans. Woolhope N. F. C 1898-99, 63-66, 1900.

MoRGiN, C. Lloyd, and S. H. Reynolds. Triassic Deposits at Em-
borough. 'Proc. Bristol Nat. Soc' ix. 109-117, 1901.

Mortimer, J. R. Notes on the History of the Driffield Museum of

Antiquities and Geological Specimens. ' Proc. Yorks. Geol. Poly.

Soc' XIV. 88-96, 1900.
^

Newstead Robert. Human Remains in the Boulder-Clay at Saltney.

'Proc Chester Soc. Nat. Sci. 1899-1900,' 26 29, 1900.

Newton, E. T. Fossil Fishes in the Grays Thurrock Area. 'Essex

Naturalist,' xi. 851-353, 1901.

Norman, Commander F. N. The Geology of the Berwickshire Coast-

line.
'

' History Berwicksh. Nat. Club,' xvii. 81-86, 1900.

Owen Fr\nk. The Gold Mines of Boulder County, Colorado, U.S.A.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 821-336, 1900.

Parsons James. Additional Observations on the Rhaetic Beds at Red-

land.' ' Proc Bristol Nat. Soc' ix. 104-108, 1901.

Paul John D. The Soar Valley in Glacial Time. ' Trans. Leicester

Lit. Phil. Soc' V. 565-570, 1901.

Pickstone Joseph. On Mining in South Africa. ' Trans. Manch.

GeoL Soc' xxvii. 124-181, 1901.

Preston Henry. Lincolnshire Naturalists at Little Bytham. ' The

Natm'ahst for 1901,' 57-62, 1901.

Lincolnshire Naturahsts at Scunthorpe. ' The Naturalist for 1901,'
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Rogers A W and E. H. L. Schwarz. The Orange River Ground

Moraine ' Trans. S. African Phil. Soc' xi. 113-120, 1900.

Reade, T. Mellard, and Philip Holland. The Phyllades of the

Ardennes compared -with the Slates of North Wales (Part II.). ' Proc.

Liverpool Geol. Soc' viii. 463-478, and Table, 1 p., 1900.

Rhodes Edward. Notes on Crystals found in Alkah Waste, Widnes.
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Africa Protectorate, and its Progress under British Administration.
' Journal Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 178-196, 1901.

Avery, John. Christopher Saxton, Draughtsman of the oldest known
Map of Essex. ' Essex Naturahst,' xi. 240-242, 1901.

Banks, Sir Joseph, with Notes by S. G. Perceval. The Portion re-

lating to Dorset of a Journal of an Excursion to Eastbury and
Bristol, &c., in May and June, 1767. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. Soc'
xxi. 143-149, 1900.

Bowes, Aid. Isaac. Barrage of the Nile. ' Journal Manqh, Geog. Soc'
xy. 193-200, 1900.
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BuBR, Malcolm. Montenegro. ' Trans. Leicester Lit. Phil. Soc' v.

449-458, 1900.

Chadwick, H. M. Some Phases of Life in Argentina. ' Trans. Eoch-

dale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi. 1-23, 1900.

Cole, W. Further Additions to Epning Forest. ' Essex Naturalist,'

XI. 268-270, 1901.

Cowan, Edward W. Across the Lapland Alps. ' Journal Manch. Geog.

Soc." XVI. 106-114, 1900.

Deasy, Capt. H. H. P. The Roof of the World : Journeys in Central

Asia. 'Journal Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 197-201, 1901.

Finucane, Morgan I. The Islands and People of Fiji. ' Trans. Liver-

pool Geog. Soc" IX. 53-71, 1901.

Galpin, Eev. Frederic. Some Eemarks upon the Crisis in China.
' Journal Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 207-211, 1901.

Gleave, J. J. The Yorkshire Dales, Wharfedale (Eievaulx Abbey) and
Eyedale. ' Journal Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 244-257, 1901.

HoPKiNSON, John. Eeport on the Conference of Delegates to the British

Association at Dover in 1899. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' x. Ivii.-lx.

1901.

HoYLE, F. Impressions of a Voyage to China and Japan. ' Journal

Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 212-217, 1901.

Jones, Joseph. A Thousand Miles up the Amazon. ' Journal Manch.
Geog. Soc' XV. 185-192, 1900.

KcETTLiTZ, Dr. Eeginald. a Journey through Somali Land and
Southern Abyssinia to the Berta or Shangalla Country and the Blue
Nile, and through the Soudan to Egypt. ' Journal Manch. Geog.

Soc' XVI. 1-30, 1900 ; also ' Journal Tyneside Geog. Soc' iv. 323-

848, 1901.

Mackay, W. a Glimpse of the East. ' Eochester Naturalist,' iii. 17-28,

1901.

Manning, Percy. Notes on the Place-names and Field-names of the

Parish of Watford, Herts. 'Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' x. 193-212,

1900.

Markham, Sir Clements E. The Antarctic Expedition. ' Trans.

Liverpool Geog. Soc' ix. 22-42, 1901.

Mavor, Samuel. A Pilgrimage to Solovetsk. ' Proc Glasgow Phil.

Soc' XXXI. 67-106, 1900.

Mellor, E. W. The Harz Mountains, with Brunswick and Hildersheim.
' Journal Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 69-105, 1900.

Mitchell, Egbert A. Personal Impressions of the Transvaal, Natal,

and Cape Colony. ' Proc. Belfast N. H. Phil. Soc' 1899-1900, 27-88,

1900.

Nevins, Dr. J. Birkbeck. The Voyages of the Early Celts to and from
the British Isles. ' Trans. Liverpool Geog. Soc' ix. 71-122, 1901.

Newby, John E. Iceland and the Icelanders. ' Journal Manch. Geog.
Soc' XVI. 115-148, 1900; 149-177, 229-243, 1901.

Pelham, Eev. A. Thursby. A Tour in Iceland. ' Trans. Car. and
Sev. Vail. F. C ii. 217-219, 1901.

Peters, Dr. Carl. Macombe's Country (South of the Zambesi), its

Ancient Goldfields and Industrial Eesoujrces. ' Journal Manch. Geog.
Soc' XVI. 48-56, 1900.

Sowerbutts, E. The Carlisle Institute at Meltham, ' Journal Manch,
Geog. Soc.' XV. 805-211, 1900,
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Unsworth, Mrs. A Lady's Impressions of Hong Kong. 'Journal
Manch. Geog. Soc' xvi. 218-224, 1901.

Wells, S. Hungary and the Carpathians. ' Journal Maneh. Geog.
Soc' XV. 201-204, 1900

Wilkinson, F, J. On the Means of Popularising Geography as a Study,
' Trans. Liverpool Geog. Soc' ix. 42-52, 1901.

WooDWAKD, Prof. W. H. Report on the Geographical Prize Competition.
(Examination Papers.) ' Report Liverpool Geog. Soc' ix. 8-11,

1901.

Section F.—Economic Science and Statistics.

Chapman, S. J. An Historical Sketch of Masters' Associations in the

Cotton Industry. 'Trans. Manch. Stat. Soc' 1900-1901, 67-84,
1901.

Cooke-Taylob, R. Whately. History and Philosophy of the Factory
System. ' Proc Glasgow Phil. Soc' xxxi. 107-125, 1900.

Dawson, Charles. The New Local Bodies and the New Department of

Agriculture and Technical Education, and the Development of the

Resources of Ireland. 'Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' x. 567-579,
1900.

Fletcher, A. Woodboofe. Municipal Trading. ' Trans. Manch. Stat.

Soc' 1900-1901, 107-141, 1901.

Flux, Prof. A. W. Some Thoughts on Industrial Combinations. ' Trans.
Manch. Stat. Soc' 1900-1901, 13-34, 1900.

Helm, Elijah. The Middleman in Commerce. ' Trans. Manch. Stat.

Soc' 1900-1901, 55-61, 1901.

Hoare, Rev. E. N. Some Conditions of Progress. ' Proc Liverpool
Phil. Soc' Liv. 1-20, 1900.

Meacham, F. G. (S. Staff. Inst. Min. Eng.) Presidential Address
[Coal and Iron Trades]. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 84-88, 1900.

Merttens, F. The Growth of Foreign Competition. ' Trans. Manch.
Stat. Soc' 1900-1901, 107-141, 1901.

Neild, Edward. The Habitual Inebriates Act, 1898. ' Trans. Manch.
Stat. Soc' 1900-1901, 35-54, 1900.

Nevins, J. Ernest. On Indian Famines. ' Proc. Liverpool Lit, Phil.

Soc' LIV. 145-159, 1900.
Oldham, C. H. Economic Development in Ireland. ' .Journal Stat. Soc.

Ireland,' x. 548-567, 1900,

Roche, Antony. The Sanitary Condition of our National Schools.
' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland," x. 539-547, 1900.

Russell, George W. The Application of Co-operation in the Con-
gested Districts. ' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' x. 517-527, 1900.

Samuels, Arthur W. Private Bill Procedure : The Scotch Act of 1899.
' Journal Stat. Soc. Ireland,' x. 509-517, 1900.

Smart, Prof. Wm. The Theory of Taxation. ' Proc Glasgow Phil. Soc'
xxxi, 16-37, 1900.

Steel, Richard. The Basis of Economics. ' Proc. Liverpool Lit. Phil.

Soc' LIV. 25-51, 1900.

Synnott, N. J. The Revaluation of Ireland. 'Journal Stat. Soc.

Irela;;d,' j?. 528-639, 1900,
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Section G.—Engineeeing.

AspiNALL, Thomas. On the Accumulation of Solid Matters in Steam

Boilers, and how to minimise the troubles caused thereby. ' Trans.

Manch. Geog. Soc' xxvii. 106-115, 1901.

Atkinson, W. N. (N. Staff. Inst. Eng.). (Presidential Address.) [The

Coal Question, &c.] ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 100-111, 1900.

Badger, F. E. G. Eailway Construction and Maintenance [1900].

' Trans. Liverpool E. Soc' xxi. 120-132, 1900.

Bain, H. Foster. An American Longwall Mining Machine. ' Trans.

Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 144-150, 1900.

Bainbridge, Emerson. An Electric Pump for Underground Use.

' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 346-350, 1900.

Brown, David. Defects in Iron Castings [1900]. 'Trans. Liverpool

E. Soc' XXI. 61-73, 1901.

Burns, Daniel (Mining Inst. Scot.). Weight of Winding Drums for

Deep Shafts. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 49-54, 1900.

Cadell, H. M. (Mining Inst. Scot.). An Indian Colliery and its Miners.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 60-68, 1900.

Collier, H. M. H. On the Supply of Water from the Eiver Thames to

the Regent's Canal by Pumps and Pipe Lines [1900]. ' Trans. Liver-

pool E. Soc' sxi. 78-84, 1901.

CoLLis, W. H. On the Equipment of Electric Tram Cars [1900]. ' Trans.

Liverpool E. Soc' xxi. 140-144, 1901.

Cornish, Edwin Sutton. Practical Notes on Sounding in Bays and

Estuaries [1900]. ' Trans. Liverpool E. Soc' xxi. 50-57, 1901.

Davey, Henry. Compound Cornish Pumping-engines. ' Trans. Inst.

Min. Eng.' xix. 153-159, 1900.

Davis, Henry (Chesterf. Mid. Count. Inst.). Coal-cutting Machinery.

Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 5-7, 1900.

Deakin, G. Welsby. Sea and River Walls [1900]. ' Trans. Liverpool

E. Soc' XXI. 154-162, 1901.

DixoN, James S. (Mining Inst. Scot.). (Presidential Address.) [Past

Work of the Institute.] ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxi. 48-52, 1901.

Ellison, Charles Chetwynd (Midland Inst. Eng.). The Simon-

Carves Bye-product Plant at Monckton Main Colliery. ' Trans. Inst.

Min. Eng.' xxi. 79-97, 1901.

Farmer, George (Midland Inst. Eng.). Mining Accidents and their

Prevention. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 72-79, 1900.

Fennell, C. W., and J. A. Bean. The Underground Waters of North-

West Yorkshire : Part I., The Sources of the Aire. Engineering

Report. ' Proc. Yorks. Geol. Poly. Soc' xiv. 11-13, 1900.

FitzGeeald, Prof. Maurice F. Some of the Work done by Committees

of the British Association. ' Proc. Belfast N. H. Phil. Soc 1899-

1900,' 51-64, 1900.

Foster, Dr. C. Le Neve (N. Eng. Inst.). Methods of Preventing Fall

of Roof adopted at the Courrieres Collieries. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.'

xx. 164-167, 1900.

Geerard, .Iohn (Midland Inst. Eng.). (Presidential Address.) [Acci-

dents in Mines. Output of Coal.] ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 123-

144, 1900.

Goodman, Prof. John (Midland Inst. Eng.). Economy in Steam-Engine
Practice. ' Trans, Inst. Min. Eng.' xviii. 470-477, 1900.
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GooLDEN, W. T. (N. Eng. Inst.). The Type-Printing Telegraph. ' Trans.
Inst. Min. Eng.' xxi. 35-41, 1901.

Gregory, John, and John T. Stobbs (N. Staff. Inst. Eng.). Notes on
the Kcepe System of Winding. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xviii. 450-
457, 1900.

Habershon, M. H. (Midland Inst. Eng.). A Joint Colliery Eescue
Station. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxi. 100-110, 1901.

Hali;, Henry. Developments in Coal-Mining : Electricity as a Motive
Power. ' Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvir. 99-101. 1901.

Hassall, Joseph. Mining in the Southern Klerksdorp Goldfieldg,

Western Transvaal. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 377-395, 1900.
Hardie, W. D. L. (Mining Inst. Scot.). Endless Eope Haulage at Leth-

bridge Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xviii. 335-339, 1900.
Hepplewhite, W. Hutton (Chesterf. Mid. Count. Inst.). The Hepple-

white Tapered Pit Props and Bars. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 8-
15, 1900.

Holmes, A. Bromley Inaugural Address [1899]. Applications of

Electricity. ' Trans. Liverpool E. Soc' xxr. 1-13, 1901.
Hoskold, H. D. Notes upon Ancient and Modern Surveying, and Sur-

veying Instruments, Books, Tables, &c. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.'
XIX. 171-240, 1900.

—— (N. Eng. Inst.). Remarks upon Prof. H. Stroud's Paper on ' Mag-
netic Declination and its Variations.' ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxi.

18-20, 1901.

HuMPHEis, H. (N. Eng. Inst.). A Rock-Drill for Saving Slate Rock.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 188, 1900.

Johnston, Arthur C. (Midland Inst. Eng.). Dock Equipment for the
Rapid Handling of Coal and Ore on the Great American Lakes.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 82-105, 1900.

Keen, James (Midland Inst. Eng.). Description of the Sinking of Two
Shafts through heavily watered Strata at Maypole Colliery, Abram,
near Wigan. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 462-475, 1900.

Larsen, Axel. Liquid Air and its Use as an Explosive. ' Trans. Inst.

Min. Eng.' xix. 164-170, 1900.

Lee, J. F. (Chesterf, Mid. Count. Inst.). Underground Haulage at

Glapwell Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 110-118, 1900.

McLaren, B. (Chesterf. Mid. Count. Inst.). Preventible Colliery

Fatalities. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 21-40, 1900.

Martin, Robert (Mining Inst. Scot.). An Ordinary Miner's Boring
Machine adapted for Boring against Wastes. ' Trans. Inst. Min.
Eng.' XIX. 69-70, 1900.

Meachem, Fred G. (S. Staff. Inst. Eng.). The Hamstead Colliery Fire.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xviii. 486-488, 1900.

Presidential Address. [Coal Trade.] ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx.
84-88, 1900.

Miller, Thomas L. Electrical Distribution in Cities [1900]. ' Trans.
Liverpool E. Soc' xxi. 89-113, 1901.

Moore, H. Cecil. The Birmingham W^ater Supply from the Elan
Valley in Wales. ' Trans. Woolhope N. F. C. 1898-99,' 150-157, 1900.

Musker, Arthur. Heavy Motor Waggons for Liverpool Traffic [1899].
' Trans. Liverpool E. Soc' xxi. 34-44, 1901.

Oswald, R. (N. Staff. Inst. Eng.). New Ventilating F^n, ' Trans. Inst

Min. Eng.' XVIII. 458, 1900.
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Patterson, J. G. (S. Staff. Inst. Eng.). The Howat Safety Lamp.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 42-46, 1900.

Peake, H. C. Presidential Address. (Coal Supply, &c.) ' Trans. Inst.

Min. Eng.' xix. 130-138, 1900.

Platt, S. S. Tramway Traction. ' Trans. Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi.

24-30, 1900.

Easmussen, T. (N. Eng. Inst.). Shothole Recesser. ' Trans. Inst. Min.
Eng.' XX. 18G-187, 1900.

Eeumaux, E. (N. Eng. Inst.). The Employment of Iron Bars at the
No. 6 Pit, Lens Colhery. 'Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 20G-208,
1900.

EippEK, W. (Midland Inst. Eng.). A Power Indicatorfor Steam-Engines.
' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xvni. 402-403, 1900.

Ross, Hugh (N. Eng. Inst.). A Method of Boring Deposits out of
Rising-main Pipes in Shafts. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 218-221,
1901.

Simpson, Thomas V. (N. Eng. Inst.). Safety-lamp Cabin at Heworth
Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xx. 17-19, 1900.

Smith, William (Mining Inst. Scot.). Hauling and Pumping Under-
ground by an Oil-Engine. 'Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xviii. 396-400,
1900.

Stones, G. B. (Midland Inst. Eng.). Hydraulic Cage-loading and Un-
loading Apparatus at Cadeby Colhery. ' Trans. Inst. Min En^ '

xviii. 478-481, 1900.

SuTCLiFFE, RicHAED. On a New Method of Sinking Pits by Machinery.
' Trans. Manch. Geol. Soc' xxvi. 502-517, 1900.

Tattley, William (N. Eng. Inst.). Sinking through Swamp, Clay, and
Sand. 'Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxi. 11-17, 1901.

Taylok, a. Lester. Fire Risks of Electrical Installations [18991.
' Trans. Liverpool E. Soc' xxl 21-^28, 1901.

Thomson, Arthur T. (Midland Inst. Eng.). Underground Electric
Haulage at Manvers Main Collieries. ' Trans. Inst. Min Eng

'

XX. 29-38, 1900.
'

• Gilbert. Sanitation by Compulsion. ' Proc. Glasgow Phil Soc
'

XXXI. 1-15, 1900.
Thornton, Norman M. (N. Eng. Inst.). Longwall Methods in the

Eastwood District, Nottinghamshire. ' Trans. Inst. Min Eng

'

XIX. 125-129, 1900.
Turner, Percy (N. Staff. Inst. Eng.). Coal Mining at Depths exceeding

8,000 feet. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xxi. 61-72, 1901.
Washington, W. (Mid. Inst. Eng.). Notes on Sinking to the Parkgate

Seam at Mitchell Main Colliery. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Ene ' xx
146-149, 1900.

^" "
Wright, J. C. Ventilation : Dust atid Fresh Air. ' Trans. Eastbourne

N. H. Soc' III. 253-257, 1901.

Section H.—Anthropology.

Allen, Rev. F. A. Polynesian Antiquities. ' Trans. Car. & Sev Vail
F.C II. 246-247, 1901.

Barker, Rev. .Ioseph. The Wergin Stone and Hoar Stones [near
Hereford]. ' Tran.s. Woolhope N. F. C 1898 99, 142-145, 1900.
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Barnes, Rev. W. Miles. Poxwell Circle. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F.C
xsi. 150-157, 1900.

Bladen, W. Wells. Notes on the Folklore of North Staffordshire,

chiefly collected at Stone. ' Trans. N. >„iaff. F.C xxxv. 133-185, 1901.

BouLGEE, Prof. G. S. Man's First Contact with Nature. ' Eeport

Brighton N. H. Phil. See. 1899-1900,' G-10,1900.

Beadbuey, Dr. J. Ehullick y Keeil Khallane, Lonan [1894], ' Yn Lioar

Manninagh,' ii. 115-llG, 1901.

Beidgman, Rev. A. A. The Place-name ' Lezayre ' [1893]. ' Yn Lioar

Manninagh,' ii. 92-93, 1901.

Cave, E. Lashfoed. The Burning of the Bush. ' Trans. Woolhope
N. F. C. 1898-99,' 5-8, 1900.

Ceellin, Miss A. M. Curious Discovery in Kirk Michael : Horse and
Human Remains, with Hatchet, Powder-flask, &c. ' Yn Lioar

Manninagh,' ii. 121, 1901.

Some Antiquarian Notes in the Parish of Kirk Michael. ' Yn
Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 122-126, 1901.

Report of Anthropological Section (Folklore) [1893]. 'Yn Lioar

Manninagh,' ii. 68, 1901.

Report of the Folklore and Place-name Section [1894]. *Yn
Lioar Manninagh," n. 194-197, 1901.

On Some Things Manx, now Obsolete [1895]. ' Yn Lioar

Manninagh,' ii. 265-270, 1901.

CuNNiNGTON, E. Dungeon or Dunset Camp. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C
XXL 203-204, 1900.

Dale, C. W. Round Chimneys. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxi.

218-224, 1900.

Feeee, Rev. S. C. The Stone Age on the Pacific Coast of America

Trans. Car. & Sev. Vail. F. C n. 219-220, 1901.

Geay, John. The Origin of the Picts and Scots (Presidential Address).
' Trans. Buchan F. C.' v. 163-178, 1900.

HoPKiNsoN, John. Report on the Conference of Delegates to the British

Association at Bristol in 1898. ' Trans. Herts N. H. Soc' xxxiv.-

XXXVL 1901.

HuMFEYS, W. J. Lammas Lands near Hereford. ' Trans. Woolhope
N. F. C. 1898-99,' 165-177, 1900.

Kelly, Heney. Ballaqueeny Cronk, the Clagh-ard or Crosh Balla-

queeny, and Cronk How Mooar [1892]. ' Yn Lioar Manninagh,'

II. 47-51, 1901.

Keemode, p. M. C. The ' Meayll (Mule) Circle,' near Port Erin [1894],

'Yn Lioar Manninagh,' II. 117-120, 1901.

Provisional List of the Antiquities of Michael, not including the

Crosses [1894]. ' Yn Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 127-128, 1901.

Report of the Archaeological Section. '

' Yn Lioar Manninagh,'

II. 149-152, 1901.

List of Manx Antiquities [1894]. ' Yn Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 153-
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McMuETEiE, J. Notes on Romano-British Remains found at Kil-

mersdon Lane Quarry, Eadstock. ' Proc. Bath N. H. A. F. C ix.

201-207, 1900.

Maech, Dr. H. Colley. On some Roman Pavements and some Intrecci

of this Country, chiefly with respect to their meaning. ' Proc. Dorset

N. H. A. F. C XXI. 162-187, 1900.
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March, Dr. H. Colley. Preston Eoman Pavement. ' Proc. Dorset N,

H. A. F. C XXI. 205-209, 1900.

A Visit to Pembrokeshire, and some Implements of Igneous Stone

fomid there. ' Trans. Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc. vi. 88-93,' 1900.

Meyrick, E. Anthropometrical Report. ' Rep. Marlb. Coll. N. H. Soc'

No. 49, 105-130, 1901.

MiLLiGAN, S. F. Ireland and the Scottish Isles, Ancient Connexions

and Intercom-se. ' Proc. Belfast N. H. Phil. Soc. 1899-1900,' 31-40,

1900.

MooKE, A. \v^. The Early Land System of the Isle of Man [1892].
' Yn Lioar Manninagh,' ii. 40-44, 1901.

Mortimer, J. E. Notes on the History of the Driffield Museum of

Antiquities and Geological Specimens. * Trans. Hull Sci. F. N. C
I. 135-141, 1900.

MouLE, H. J. Notes on Bronze. [Dorset-found Celtic and Roman
Bronze Objects.] ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxi. 40-104, 1900.

Chalbury Rings and Rimbury. 'Proc. Dorset N. H. A. F. C xxi.

188-192, 1900.

Piper, the late George H. The Camp and Ancient British Town on
the Midsummer and Holly-Bush Hills of the Malvern Range.
' Trans. Woolhope N. F. C 69-71, 1900.

Platt, S. S. Stone Axe Hammer, found at Low House. Farm, near

Milnrow. ' Trans. Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi. 95-97, 1900.

Pope, Alfred. An Ancient British Trackway. ' Proc. Dorset N. H. A.

F. C XXI. 105-110, 1900.

QuiNE, Rev. John. The Douglas Treasure Trove [1894]. ' Yn Lioar
Manninagh,' ii. 242-245, 1901.

Reader, F. W. Notes on a West African * Strike-a-Light.' ' Essex
Naturahst,' xi. 218-222, 1901.

A Handbook to the Collection of Prehistoric Objects in the Essex
Museum of Natural History. 'Handbooks to Essex Field Club
Museums,' No. 5, 32 pp. 1900.

RoRiE, Dr. On Some Scots Words, Proverbs, and Beliefs bearing on
Diseased Conditions. ' Proc. Glasgow Phil, Soc' xxxi. 38-45, 1900.

Roth, H. Ling. Notes from Bankheld Museum [Halifax]. I.—The
Fijian Collection. ' Halifax Naturahst,' v. 87-99, 1900 ; v. 109-114,

1901; VI. 9-16, 1901. II.—The Burmese Collection. 'Halifax

Naturahst,' vi. 17-21, 1901.

Sheppard, Thomas. Prehistoric Man in Holderness. ' Trans. Hull Sci.

F. N. C I. 71-89, 1900.

Local Archaeological Notes. ' Trans. Hull Sci. F. N. C 1. 120-126,
1900.

Spence, the late J. Folklore Days and Seasons. Part III. ' Trans.

Buchan F. C v. 215-234, 1900.

SuTCLiFFE, W. H. Querns. ' Trans. Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi. 81-34,
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Hades Hill Barrow. ' Trans. Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi. 56-63,

1900.

Walkey, R. H. The Survival of Palaeolithic Man. ' Yn Lioar Man-
ninagh,' II. 94-100, 1901.
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Section I.—Physiology.

AsHWOETH, J. R. The Temperature of the Blood in Relation to tke

Seasons. ' Trans. Rochdale Lit. Sci. Soc' vi. 78-82, 1900.

Moore, Dr. John Mubray. The Sub-conscious Mind: its Normal and
Supra-Normal Powers. ' Proc. Liverpool Lit. Phil. Soc' liv. 127-

143, 1900.

Solomon, P. 0. The Feeding of Horses, with special reference to

Colliery Studs. ' Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.' xix. 279-292, 1900.

Steel, Richard. Note upon the Law of Imitation in Psychology.
' Proc. Liverpool Lit. Phil. Soc' liv. 51-59, 1900.

Sykes, Mark L. Smallpox, Vaccination, and the Glycerination of

Vaccine Lymph. ' Trans. Manch. Mic Soc. 1900,' 46-58, 1901.

Section K.—Botany.

AuDLEY, J. A. Report of the Botanical Section. ' Trans. N. Staff. F. C
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BouLGER, Prof. G. S. History of Essex Botany: Part I. {continued).

' Essex Naturalist,' xi. 229-286, 1901.

Boyd, John. The Injurious Effect of Smoke on Trees. ' Annals Ander-

sonian Nat. Soc' ii. 81-88, 1900.

Caradoc and Severn Valley Field Club. Botanical Notes, 1900.

'Record of Bare Facts,' No. 10, 5-16 [1901].

CoATES, Henry. The Woodlands of Perthshire. (Annual Address.)
' Proc. Perths. Soc. Nat. Sci.' iii., Ivii.-lxiv. 1900.

Cole, W. Destruction of John Ray's House. ' Essex Naturalist,' xi.

331-333, 1901.

Crossland, Charles. Norland Clough : 4. its Fungi. ' Halifax

Naturahst,' v. 102-107, 1900.

Fungus Foray at Mulgrare Woods, Whitby. ' The Naturalist for

1900,' 337-346, 1900.

Crump, W. B. The Flora of the Parish of Halifax. 'Halifax

Naturahst,' v., vi. App. ix.-xlviii. 1900, 1901.

CuMMiNGS, Miss, Miss Payxe, and Miss A. Payne. List of Plants found
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TEANSACTIONS OF THE SECTIONS.

Section A.—MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIEKCE.
President of the Section.—Major P. A. MaoMahon, D.Sc, F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The President delivered the following Address :

During the seventy meetings of the Association a pure mathematician has been
president of Section A on ten or a dozen occasions. A theme taken by many has
been a defence of the study of pure mathematics. I take Oayley's view expressed
before thewhole Association at Southport in 1883 that no defence is necessary,
but were it otherwise I fe^l that nothing need be added to the eloquent words of
Sylvester m 1869 and of Forsyth in 1897. I intend therefore to make some re-
marks on several matters winch may be interesting to the Section even at the risk
of being considered undulv desultory.

Before commencing l" must remVk that during the twelve months that have
elapsed since the Bradford Meeting we have lost several great men whose lives
were devoted to the subjects of this Section. Hermite, the veteran mathema-
tician of France, has left behind him a splendid record of purely scientificwork His name will be always connected with tlie Herculean achievement
ot solving the general quintic equation by means of elliptic modular func-

S-; ^l^^ "^v^ y

less striking is equally of the highest order, and his
treatise ' Cours d Analyse is a model of style. Of FitzQerald of Dublin it
18 not easy to speak in this room without emotion. For many years he was
the hfe and soul of this Section. His enthusiasm in regard to all branches ofmolecular physics, the force and profundity of his speech, the vigour of his advo-
cacy of particular theories, the acute thinking which enabled him to formulate
desiderata, his warm interest in the work of others, and the unselfish aid he was
so willing to give,_are fresh m our remembrance. Rowland was in the forefront of
the ranks of physicists. His death at a comparativelv early age terminates theimportant series of discoveries which were proclaimed from his laboratory in theJohns Hopkins University at Baltimore. In Viriamu Jones we have lost an
assiduous worker at physics whose valuable contributions to knowledge indicated
his power to do much more lor science. In Tait, Scotland possessed "^a powerfuland original investigator. The extant and variety of his! papers are alike remark-

fame'
"' collected works there exists an imperishable monument to his

It is iulerestin- in this the first year of the new ceuturv, to take a ranidglance at the position that mathematicianslof this country held amongst mathe-maticians a hundred years ago During the greater part of the eighteenth centurvthe study of mathematics in England, Scotland and Ireland had beer at a vervlow ebb. Whereas in 1801 on the Continent there were the leader? f^lc^-angjLaplace and Legendre, and ot rising men, Fourier, Ampere, Poisson and Gauss, we
M M 2
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could only claim Thomas Young aud Ivory aa men wlio were doin<j notable work

in research. Amongst schoolboys of various ages we note Fresnel, Bessel, Cauchy,

Chasles, Lame, Mobius, v. Staudt and Steiner on the Continent, and Babbage,

Peacock, John Herschel, Henry ParrHamilton and George Green in this

country. It was not indeed till about 1845 or a little later that we could point

to the great names of William Rowan Hamilton, MacOullagh, Adams, Boole,

Salmon, Stokes, Sylvester, Cayley, AVilliiim Thomson, H. J. S. Smith and

Clerk Maxwell as adequate representatives of mathematical science. It is

worthy of note that this date, 1845, marks also the year of the dissolution of a

Tery interesting society, the Mathematical Society of Spitalfields ; and I would

like to pause a moment and, if I may say so, rescue it from the oblivion which

eeeais to threaten it. In 1801 it was already a venerable institution, having

been founded by Joseph Middleton, a writer of mathematical text-books, ia

1717.1 Tjjg members of the Society at the beginning were for the most part

silk-weavers of French extraction ; it was little more than a working man's

club at which questions of mathematics and natural philosophy were discussed

every Saturday evening. The number of members was limited to the ' square

of seven,' but later it was increased to the 'square of eight,' and later still to

the ' square of nine.' In 1725 the place of meeting was changed from the Mon-
mouth's Head to the AVhite Horse in Wheeler Street, and in 1735 to the Ben
Jonson's Head in Pelham Street. The subscription was six-and-sixpence a

quarter, or sixpence a week, and entrance was gained by production of a metal

ticket which had the proposition of Pythagoras engraved on one side and a sighted

quadrant with level on the other. The funds, largely augmented by an elaborate

system of fines, were chiefly used for the purchase of • books and physical

apparatus. A president, treasurer, inspector of instruments and secretary were

appointed annually, and there were, besides, four stewards, six auditors, and six

trustees. By the constitution of the Society it was the duty of every member, if

he were asked any mathematical or philosophical question by another member, to

instruct him to the best of his ability. It was the custom for each member in

rotation to lecture or perform experiments at each evening meeting. There was

a tine of half-a-crown for introducing controverted points of divinity or politics.

The members dined together twice annually, viz., on the second Friday in January

in London in commemoration of the birth of Sir Isaac Newton (this feast fre-

quently took place at the Black Swan, Brown's Lane, Spitallields), and on the

second Friday in July ' at a convenient distance in the country in commemoration

of the birth of the founder.' The second dinner fi-equently fell through because the

members could not agree as to the locality. It was found necessary to introduce

a rule lining members sixpence for letting oft' hreworks in tlie place of meeting.

Every member present was entitled to a pint of beer at the common expense,

and, further, every hve members were entitled to call for a quart for consump-

tion at the meeting. Such were some of the quaint regulations in force when,

about the year 1750, the Society moved to larger apartments in Crispin Street,

where it remained without interruption till 1843. It appears from the old luinute

books that about the year 1750 the Society absorbed a small matiiematical society

which used to meet at the Black Swan, ]}rowns Lane, above mentioned, and

that in 1783 an ancient historical society was also incorporated with it. By
the year 1800 the class of tlie members had become improved, and we hnd

some well-known names, such as DoUand, Simpson, Saundersou, Crossley,

Paroissen aud Gompertz. At this time lectures were given in all branches of

science by the members in the Society's rooms, which on these occasions were

open to the public on payment of one shilling. The arrangements for the

session 1822-23 included lectures in mechanics, hydrostatics and hydraulics,

pneumatics, optics, astronomy, chemistry, electricity, galvanism, magnetism

• Its first place of meeting was the Monmouth's Head, Monmouth Street, Spital-

fields. This street has long disappeared. From a map of London of 1746 it appears

to have run parallel to the present Brick Lane and to have corresponded to the present

Wilks Street.
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and botany, illustrated by experiments. On account of these lectures the

Society had to fight an action-at-law, and although the case was won, its slender

resources were crippled for many years. In 18:^7 Benjamin Gompertz, F.R.S.,

succeeded to the presidency on the death of the Rev. George Paroissen. From the

year 1830 onwards the membership gradually declined and the financial outlook

became serious. In 1843 there was a crisis ; the Society left Crispin Street for

cheaper rooms at 9 Devonshire Street, Bishopsgate Street, and finally, in 1845,

after a futile negotiation with the London Institution, it was taken over by the

Royal Astronomical Society, which had been founded in 1821. The library and
documents were accepted and the few surviving members were made life members
of the Astronomical Society without payment. So perished this curious old insti-

tution ; it had amassed a really valuable library, containing books on all branches

of science. The Astronomical Society has retained the greater part, but some have

found their way to the libraries of the Chemical and other societies. An inspec-

tion of the documents establishes that it was mainly a society devoted to physics,

chemistry and natural history. It had an extensive museum of curiosities and
specimens of natural history, presented by individual members, which seems to

have disappeared when the rooms in Crispin Street were vacated. It seems a pity

that more eflbrt was not made to keep the old institution alive. The fact is that

at that date the Royal Society had no sympathy with special societies and did all

in its power to discourage them. The Astronomical Society was only formed in

1821 in the teeth of the opposition of the Royal Society.

Reverting now to the date 1845, it may be said that from this period to

1866 much good work emanated from this country, but no Mathematical
Society existed in London. At the latter date the present Society was formed,

with De Morgan as its first President. Gompertz was an original member,
and the only person who belonged to both the old and new societies. The
thirty-three volumes of proceedings that have appeared give a fair indication

of the nature of the mathematical work that has issued from the pens of our
countrymen. All will admit that it is the duty of anyone engaged in a particular

line of research to keep himself abreast of discoveries, inventions, methods, and
ideas, which are being brought forward in that line in his own and other coun-
tries. In pure science this is easier of accomplishment by the individual worker
than in the case of applied science. In pure mathematics the stately edifice of the

Theory of Functions has, during the latter part of the century which has expired,

been slowly rising from its foundations on the continent of Europe. It had reached

a considerable height and presented an imposing appearance before it attracted

more than superficial notice in this country and in America. It is satisfactory to

note that during recent years much of the leeway has been made up. English-

speaking mathematicians have introduced the first notions into elementary text-

books ; they have written advanced treatises on the whole subject ; they have
encouraged the younger men to attend courses of lectures in foreign universities

;

so that to-day the best students in our universities can attend courses at home
given by competent persons, and have the opportunity of acquiring adequate know-
ledge, and of themselves contributing to the general advance. The Theory of

Functions, being concerned with the functions that satisfy differential equations,

has attracted particularly the attention of those whose bent seemed to be towards
applied mathematics and mathematical physics, and there is no doubt, in analogy
with the work of Poincare in celestial dynamics, those sciences will ultimately

derive great benefit from the new study. If, on the other hand, one were asked
to specify a department of pure mathematics which has been treated somewhat
coldly in this country during the last quarter of the last century, one could point

to geometry in general, and to pure geometry, descriptive geometry, and the
theory of surfaces in particular. This maj' doubtless be explained by the cir-

cumstance that, at the present time, the theory of differential equations and the
problems that present themselves in their discussion are of such commanding
importance from the point of view of the general advance of mathematical science

that those subjects naturally prove to be most attractive.

As regards organisation and co-operation ip jnathematics, Germany, I believe,
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etands first. The custom of offering prizes for the solutions of definite problems
which are necessary to the general advance obtains more in Germany and in

France than here, where, I believe, the Adams Prize stands alone. The idea

has an indirect value in pointing out some of the more pressing desiderata to

young and enthusiastic students, and a direct importance in frequently, as it

proves, producing remarkable dissertations on the proposed questions. The field

is so vast that any comprehensive scheme of co-operation is scarcely possible,

though much more might be done with advantage.

If we turn our eyes to the world of astronomy we find there a grand scheme of

co-operation which other departments may indeed envy. The gravitation formula has

been recognised from the time of Newton as ruling the dynamics of the heavens,

and the exact agreement of the facts derived from observation with the simple

theory has established astronomy as the most exact of all the departments of

applied science. Men who devote themselves to science are actuated either by a

pure love of truth or because they desire to apply natural knowledge to the bene-

fit of mankind. Astronomers, belong, as a rule, to the first category, which, it

must be admitted, is the more purely scientific. We not only find international

co-operation in systematically mapping the universe of stars and keeping all por-

tions of the universe under constant observation, but also when a particular object

in the heavens presents itself under circumstances of peculiar interest or importance,

the observatories of the world combine to ascertain the facta in a manner which is

truly remarkable. As an illustration, I will instance the tiny planet Eros dis-

covered a few years ago by De Witt. Recently the planet was in opposition and
more favourably situated for observation than it will be again for thirty years. It

was determined, at a conference held in Paris in Jul}' 1900, that combined work
should be undertaken by no fewer than fifty observatories in all parts of the world.

Beyond the fixing of the elements of the mean motion and of the perturbations of

orbit due to the major planets, tbe principal object in view is the more accurate

determination of solar parallax. To my mind this concert of the world, this cos-

mopolitan association of fine intellects, fine instruments, and the best known
methods, is a deeply impressive spectacle and a grand example of an ideal scientific

spirit. Other sciences are not so i'avourably circumstanced as is astronomy for

work of a similar kind undertaken in a similar spirit. If in comparison tbey

appear to be in a chaotic state, the reason in part must be sought for in conditions

inherent to their study, which make combined work more ditficult, and the results

of such combined work as there is, less striking to spectators. Still, the illustra-

tion I have given is a useful object-lesson to all men of science, and may encourage

those who have the ability and the opportunity to make strenuous eflbrts to

further progress by bringing the work of many to a single focus.

In pure science we look for a free interchange of ideas, but in applied physics the

case is ditt'erent, owing to the fact that the commercial spirit largely enters into them.

In a recent address, Professor Perry has stated that the standard of knowledge in

electrical engineering in this country is not as high as it is elsewhere, and all men
of science and many men in the street know him to be right. This is a serious

state of affairs, to which the members of this Section cannot be in any sense

indifferent. We cannot urge that it is a matter with which another Section of

the Association is concerned to a larger degree. It is our duty to take an active,

and not merely passive attitude towards this serious blot on the page of applied

science in England. For this many reasons might be given, but it is sufficient to

instance one, and to state that neglect of electrical engineering has a baneful

effect upon research in pure science in this country. It hinders investigations in

pure physics by veiling from observation new phenomena which arise naturally,

and by putting out of our reach means of experimenting with new combinations

on a large scale. Professor Perry has assigned several reasons for the present

impasse, viz., a want of knowledge of mathematics on the part of the rising

generation of engineers ; the bad teaching of mathematics ; the antiquated methods
of education generally ; and want of recognition of the fact that engineering is not

on stereotyped lines, but, in its electrical aspect, is advancing at a prodigious i-ate

;

municipal procrastination, and so on. He confesses, moreover, that be does not
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see his way out of tae difficulty, and is evidently in a condition of gloomy appre-

hension.

It is, I think, undoubted that science has been neglected in this country, and
that we are reaping as we have sowed. The importance of science teaching in

secondarjr schools has been overlooked. Those concerned in our industries have
not seen the advantage of treating their workshops and manufactories as labora-

tories of research. The Government has given too meagre an endowment to

scientific institutions, and has faQed to adequately encourage scientific men and to

attract a satisfactory quota of the best intellects of the country to the study of

science. Moreover, private benefactors have not been so numerous as in some
other countries in respect of those departments of scientific work which are either

non-utilitarian or not immediately and obviously so. AYe have been lacking alike

in science organisation and in eflPective co-operation in work.
It has been attempted to overcome defects in training for scientific pursuits by

the construction of royal roads to scientific knowledge. Engineering students

have been urged to forego the study of Euclid, and, as a substitute, to practise

drawing triangles and squares ; it has been pointed out to them that mathematical

study has but one object, viz., the practical carrying out of mathematical opera-

tions ; that a collection of mathematical rules of thumb is what they should aim
at ; that a knowledge of the meaning of processes may be left out of account so

long as a sufficient grasp of the application of the resulting rules is acquired. In

particular, it has been stated that the study of the fundamental principles of the

infinitesimal calculus may profitably be deferred indefinitely so long as the student

is able to diflerentiate and integrate a few of the simplest functions that are met
with in pure and applied physics. The advocates of these views are, to my mind,
urging a process of ' cramming ' for the work of life which compares unfavourably
with that adopted by the so-called 'crammers' for examinations; the latter I

believe to be, as a rule, much maligned individuals, who succeed by good organi-

sation, hard work, and personal influence, where the majority of public and private

schools fail ; the examinations for which their students compete encourage them
to teach their pupils to think, and not to rely principally upon remembering rules.

The best objects of education, I believe, are the habits of thought and observation,

the teaching of how to think, and the cultivation of the memory ; and examiners
of experience are able to a considerable extent to influeuce the teaching in these

respects ; they show the teachers the direction in which they should look for

success. The result has been that the ' crammer ' for examinations, if he ever

existed, has disappeared. But what can be said for the principle of cramming for

the work of one's life ? Here an examination would be no check, for examiners
imbued with the same notion would be a necessary part of the system ; the

awakening of the student would come, perhaps slowly, but none the less

inevitably ; he might exist for a while on his formulae and his methods, but with
the march of events, resulting in new ideas, new apparatus, new designs, new
inventions, new materials requiring the utmost development of the powers of the

mind, he will certainly find himself hopelessly at sea and in constant danger of

discovering that he is not alone in thinking himself an impostor. And an impostor

he will be if he does not by his own assiduity cancel the pernicious effects of the

system upon which he has been educated. I do not, I repeat, believe in royal

roads, though I appreciate the advantage of easy coaches in kindred sciences. In
the science to which a man expects to devote his life, the progress of which he
hopes to further, and in which he looks for his life's success, there is no royal road.

The neglect of science is not to be remedied by any method so repugnant to the

scientific spirit ; we must take the greater, knowing that it includes the less, not
the less, hoping that in some happy-go-lucky way the greater will follow.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century it was possible for most workers to

be well acquainted with nearly all important theoi-ies in any division of science ;

the number of workers was not great, and the results of their labours were for the
most part concentrated in treatises and in a few publications especially devoted to

science ; it was comparatively easy to follow what was being done. At the
present time the state of afiaiys is different. Thg ni^mber of workers is yery large

;
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the treatises and periodical scientific journals are very numerous ; the ramifications

of investigation are so complicated that it is scarcely possible to acquire a com-
petent knowledge of the progress that is being made in more than a few of the sub-

divisions of any branch of science. Hence the so-called specialist has come
into being.

Evident though it be that this is necessarily an age of specialists, it is curious

to note that the word ' specialist ' is often used as a term of opprobrium, or as

a symbol of narrowmindedness. It has been stated that most specialists run
after scientific truth in intellectual blinkers ; that they wilfully restrain them-
selves from observing the work of others who may be even in the immediate
neighbourhood ; that even when the line of pursuit intersects obviously other

lines, such intersection is passed by without remark ; that no attention is paid

to the existence or the construction of connecting lines ; that the necessity for

collaboration is overlooked; that the general advance of the body of scientific

truth is treated as of no concern ; that absolute independence of aim is the thing

most to be desired. I propose to inquire into the possibility of such an individual

existing as a scientific man.
I take as a provisional definition of a specialist in science one who devotes

a very large proportion of his energies to original research in a particular

subdivision of his subject. It will be sufficient to consider the subjects that

come under the purview of Section A, though it will be obvious that a similar

train of reasoning would have equal validity in connection with the subjects

included in any of the other sections. I take the word ' specialist ' to denote a

man who makes original discoveries in some branch of science, and I deny that

any other man has the right, in the modern meaning of the word, to be called

by others, or to call himself, a specialist. I would not wish to be understood to

imply a belief that a truly scientific man is necessarily a specialist ; I do believe

that a scientific man of high type is almost invariably an original discoverer in one
or more special branches of science ; but I can conceive that a man may study the

mutual relations of different sciences and of different branches of the same science

and may throw such an amount of light upon the underlying principles as to be
in the highest degree scientific. I will now advance the proposition that, with
this exception, all scientific workers are specialists ; it is merely a question of

degree. An extreme specialist is that man who makes discoveries in only one
branch, perhaps a very n.arrow branch, of his subject. I shall consider that in

defending him I am rt/bi-f/or? defending the man who is a specialist, but not of this

extreme character.

A subject of study may acquire the reputation of being narrow either

because it has for some reason or other not attracted workers, and is in reality

virgin soil only awaiting the arrival of a husbandman with the necessary skill

;

or because it is an extremely difficult subject which has resisted previous

attempts to elucidate it. In the latter case, it is not likely that a scientific

man will obstinately persist in trying to force an entrance through a bare blank
wall. Either from weariness in striving, or from the exercise of his judgment, he
will turn to some other subdivision which appears to give greater promise of

success. When the subject is narrow merely because it has been overlooked, the

specialist lias a grand opportunity for widening and freeing it from the reproach

of being narrow ; when it is narrow from its inherent difficulty he has the oppor-

tunity of exerting his full strength to pierce the barriers which close the way to

discoveries. In either case the specialist, before he can determine the particular

subject which is to engage his thoughts, must have a fairly wide knowledge of the

whole of his subject. If be does not possess this he will most likely make a
bad choice of particular subjects, or, having made a wise selection, will lack an
essential part of the mental equipment necessary for a successful investigation.

Again, though the subject may be a narrow one, it by no means follows that the

appropriate or possible methods of research are prescribed within narrow limits. I

will instance the Theory of Numbers which, in comparatively recent times, was a

Bubject of small extent and of restricted application to other branches of science.

The problems that presented themselves naturally, or were brought into promi-
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nence by the imaginations of great intellects, were fraught with difficulty. There
seemed to be an atjsence, partial or complete, of the law and order that investi-

gators had been accustomed to find in the wide realm of continuous quantity.

The country as explored was found to be full of pitfalls for the unwary. JIany
a lesson concerning the danger of hasty generalisation had to be learnt and
taken to heart. Many a false step had to be retraced. Many a road which a
first reconnaissance had shown to be straight for a short distance, was found on
further exploration, to suddenly change its direction and to break up into a
number of paths which wandered in a fitful manner in country of increasing

natural difficulty. There were few vanishing points in the perspective. Few,
also, and insignificant were the peaks from which a general view could be
gathered of any considerable portion of the country. The surveying instruments
were inadequate to cope with the physical characters of the land. The province
of the Theory of Numbers was forbidding. Many a man returned empty-handed
and baffled from the pursuit, or else was drawn into the vortex of a kind of

Maelstrom and had his heart crushed out of him. But early in the last century
the dawn of a brighter day was breaking. A combination of great intellects

—

Legendre, Gauss, Eisenstein, Stephen Smith, &c.—succeeded in adapting some
of the existing instruments of research in continuous quantity to effective use
in discontinuous quantity. These adaptations are of so difficult and ingenious

a nature that they are to-day, at the commencement of a new century, the
wonder and, I may add, the delight of beholders. True it is that the beholders
are few. To attain to the point of vantage is an arduous task demanding alike

devotion and courage. I am reminded, to take a geographical analogy, of the
Hamilton Falls, near Hamilton Inlet, in Labrador. I have been informed that
to obtain a view of this wonderful natural feature demands so much time and
intrepidity, and necessitates so many collateral arrangements, that a few years
ago only nine white men had feasted their eyes on falls which are liner than
those of Niagara. The labours of the mathematicians named have resulted
in the formation of a large body of doctrine in the Theory of Numbers. Much
that, to the superficial observer, appears to lie on the threshold of the subject
is found to be deeply set in it and to be only capable of attack after problems
at first sight much more complicated have been solved. The miras'e that
distorted the scenery and obscured the perspective has been to some" extent
dissipated ; certain vanishing points have been ascertained ; certain elevated
spots giving extensive views have been either found or constructed. The point
I wish to urge is, that these specialists in the Theory of Numbers were successful
for the reason that they were not specialists at all in any nan-ow meaning of the
word. Success was only possible because of the wide learning of the investigator

;

because of his accurate knowledge of the instruments that had been made elective in
other branches ; and because he had grasped the underlying principles which caused
those instruments to be effective in particular cases. I am confident that many a
worker who, from the supposed extremely special character of his researches
has been the mark of sneer and of sarcasm, would be found to have devoted the
larger portion of his time to the study of methods which had been available in

other branches, perhaps remote from the one which was particularly attracting
his attention. He would be found to have realised that analogy is often the
finger-post that points the way to useful .advance ; that his mind had been trained,

and his work assisted, by studying exhaustively the succe.sses and failures of his

fellow-workers. But it is not only existing methods that may be available in a
special research.

Furthermore, a special study frequently creates new methods which may be
subsequently found applicable to other branches. Of this the Theory of Numbers
furnishes several beautiful illustrations. Generall)', the method is more important
than the immediate result. Though the result is the offspring of the method, the
method is the offspring of the search after the result. The Law of Qaudratic
Reciprocity, a corner-stone of the edifice, stands out not only for the influence it hag
exerted in many branches, but also for the number of new methods to which it

has given birth, which are now a portion of the stock-in-trade of a mathematician.
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Euler, Legendre, Gauss, Eisenstein, Jacobi, Kronecker, Poincar6, and Klein are

great names that will be for ever associated with it. Who can forget the work of

H. J. S. Smith on homogeneous forms and on the five-square theorem, work which
gave rise to processes that have proved invaluable over a wide field, and which
supplied many connecting links between departments which were previously in

more or less complete isolation ?

In this connection I will further mention two branches with which I

have a moi-e special acquaintance—the theory of invariants, and the com-
binatorial analysis. The theory of invariants Avas evolved by the combined
efibrts of Boole, Cayley, Sylvester, and Salmon, and has progressed during

the last sixty j'ears with the co-operation, amongst others, of Aronhold,
Olebsch, Gordan, Brioschi, Lie, Klein, Poincare, Forsyth, Hilbert, Elliott, and
Young. It involves a principle which is of wide significance in all the subject-

matters of inorganic science, of organic science, and of mental, moral and
political philosophy. In any subject of inquiry there are certain entities, the

mutual relations of which under various conditions it is desirable to ascertain.

A certain combination of these entities may be found to have an unalterable value

when the entities are submitted to certain processes or are made the subjects of

certain operations. The theory of invariants in its widest scientific meaning
determines these combinations, elucidates their properties, and expresses results

when possible in terms of them. Many of the general principles of political

science and economics can be expressed by means of invariantive relations connect-

ing the factors which enter as entities into the special problems. The great

principle of chemical science which asserts that when elementary or compound
bodies combine with one another the total weight of the materials is unchanged,

is another case in point. Again, in physics, a given mass of gas under the

operation of varying pressure and temperature has the well-known invariant,

pressure multiplied by volume and divided by absolute temperature. Examples
might be multiplied. In mathematics the entities under examination may be

arithmetic, algebraic, or geometric ; the processes to which they are sub-

jected may be anj^ of those which are met with in mathematical work. It is

the jmnciph which is so valuable. It is the idea of invariance that pervades

to-day all branches of mathematics. It is found that in investigations the

invariantive fractions are those which persist in presenting themselves, even when
the processes involved are not such as to ensure the invariance of those functions.

Guided by analogy may we not anticipate similar phenomena in other fields of

work ?

The combinatorial analysis may be described as occupying an extensive region

between the algebi-as of discontinuous and continuous quantity. It is to a certain

extent a science of enumeration, of measurement by means of integers, as opposed
to measurement of quantities which vary by infinitesimal increments. It is also

concerned with arrangements in which diflerences of quality and relative position

in one, two, or three dimensions, are factors. Its chief problem is the formation of

connecting roads between the sciences of discontinuous and continuous quantity.

To enable, on the one hand, the treatment of quantities which vary per
saltuni, either in magnitude or position, by the methods of the science

of continuously varying quantity and position, and on the other hand
to reduce problems of continuity to the resources available for the manage-
ment of discontinuity. These two roads of research should be regarded as pene-
trating deeply into the domains which they connect.

In the early days of the revival of mathematical learning in Europe the subject

of ' combinations ' cannot be said to have rested upon a scientific basis. It was
brought forward in the shape of a number of isolated questions of arrangement,
which were solved by mere counting. Their solutions did not further the general

progress, but were merely valuable in connection with the special problems. Life

and form, however, were infused when it was recognised by De Moivre, Bernoulli,

and others that it was possible to create a science of probability on the basis of

enumeration and arrangement. Jacob Bernoulli, in his ' Ars Conjectandi,' 1713,

established the fundamental principles of the Calculus of Probabilities. A
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systematic advance in certain questions which depend upon the partitions of

numbers was only possible when Euler showed that the identity .r" .r'' = x^*''

reduced arithmetical addition to algebraical multiplication and vice verbid. Starting

with this notion, Euler developed a theory of generating functions on the expan-

sion of which depended the formal solutions of many problems. The subsequent

work of Cayley and Sylvester rested on the same idea, and gave rise to many im-

provements. The combinations under enumeration had all to do with what may
be termed arrangements on a line subject to certain laws. The results were im-

portant algebraically as throwing light on the theory of Algebraic series, but another

large class of problems remained untouched, and was considered as being both

outside the scope and beyond the power of the method. I propose to give some

account of these problems, and to add a short history of the way in which a

method of solution has been reached. It will be gathered from remarks made

above that I regard any department of scientific work, which seems to be narrow

or isolated, as a proper subject for research. I do not believe in any branch

of science, or subject of scientific work, being destitute of connection with other

branches. If it appears to be so, it is especially marked out for investigation by

the very unity of science. There is no necessarily pathless desert separating

different regions. Now a department of pure mathematics which appeared to be

somewhat in this forlorn condition a few years ago, was that which included prob-

lems of the nature of the magic square of the ancients. Conceive a rectangular

lattice or generalised chess board (cf.
' Gitter,' Klein), whose compartments are

situations for given numbers or quantities, so that there is a rectangular array of

certain entities. The general problem is the enumeration of the arrays when both

the rows and the columns of the lattice satisfy certain conditions. With the

simplest of such problems certain progress had undoubtedly been made. The

article on Magic Squares in the 'Encyclopaedia Britannica,' and others on the

same subject in various scientific publications, are examples of such progress, but

the position of isolation was not sensibly ameliorated. Again the well-known
' probleme des rencontres ' is an instance in point. Here the problem is to place

a number of different entities in an assigned order in a line and beneath them the

same entities in a different order subject to the condition that the entities in the

same vertical line are to be different. This easy question has been solved by

generating functions, finite differences, and in many other ways. In fact when the

number of rows is restricted to two, the difliculties inherent in the problem when
more than two rows are in question do not present themselves. The problem of

the Latin Square is concerned with a square of order n and « different quantities

which have to be placed one in each of the >r compartments in such wise that

each row and each column contains each of the quantities. The enumeration of

such arrangements was studied by mathematicians from Euler to Cayley without

any real progress being made. In reply to the remark ' Cui bono ? ' I should say

that such arrangements have presented themselves for investigation in other

branches of mathematics. Symbolical algebras, and in particular the theory of

discontinuous groups of operations, have their laws defined by what Cayley has

termed a multiplication table. Such multiplication tables are necessarily Latin

Squares, though it is not conversely true that every Latin Square corresponds to a

multiplication table. One of the most important questions awaiting solution in

connection with the theory of finite discontinuous groups is the enumeration of

the types of groups of given order, or of Latin Squares which satisfy additional

conditions. It thus comes about that the subject of Latin Squares is important in

mathematics, and some new method of dealing with them seems imperative.

A fundamental idea was that it might be possible to find some mathematical

operation of which a particular Latin Square might be the diagrammatic repre-

sentative. If, then, a one-to-one correspondence could be established between such

mathematical operations and the Latin Squares, the enumeration might conceivably

follow. Bearing this notion in mind, consider the differentiation of .r" with

regard to x. Noticing that the result is ??.i"-i (n an integer), let us inquire

whether we can break up the operation of differentiation into n elementary por-

tions, each of which will contribute a unit to the resulting coefficient ??. If we
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write down .r" as the product of ?« letters, viz., xi'.c.i' . . ., it is obvious that if we
substitute unity in place of a single .v in all possible ways, and add together the
results, we shall obtain n.i"'^. We have, therefore, 7i different elementary opera-

tions, each of which consists in substituting unity for .v. We may denote these

diagrammatically by

theand from this point of view — is a combinatorial symbol, and denotes by

coefficient n the number of ways of selecting one out of n different things.

Similarly, the higher differentiations give rise to diagrams of two or more
rows, the numbers of which are given by the coefficients which result from such
diflerentiations. Following up this clue much progress has been made. For a

particular problem success depends upon the design, on the one hand, of a func-

tion, on the other hand, of an operation such that diagrams make their appearance
which have a one-to-one correspondence with the entities whose enumeration is

sought. For a general iuA-estigatiou, however, it is more scientific to start by
designing functions and operations, and then to ascertain the problems of which
the solution is furnished. The difficulties connected with the Latin Square and
with other more general questions have in this way been completely overcome.

The second new method in analysis that I desire to bring before the Section

had its origin in the theory of partition. Diophantus was accustomed to consider

algebraical questions in which the symbols of quantity were subject to certain con-

ditions, such, for instance, that they must denote positive numbers or integer

numbers. A usual condition with him was that the quantities must denote posi-

tive integers. All such problems and particularly those last specified are qualified

by the adjective Diophantine. The partition of numbers is then on all fours with
the Diophantine equation

a + ^ + y+ ... +v = n,

a further condition being that one solution only is given by a group of numbers
a, P, y . . . satisfying the equation ; that in fact permutations amongst the quanti-

ties a, /3, y . . . are not to be taken into account. This further condition is bi-ought

in analytically by adding the Diophantine inequalities

a ^/3^7^. . .^v^O

V in number. The importation of this idea leads to valuable results in the theory

of the subject which suggested it. A generating function can be formed which
involves in its construction the Diophantine equation and inequalities, and leads

after treatment to a representative, as well as enumerative, solution of the problem.

It enables further the establishment of a group of fundamental parts of the parti-

tions from which all possible partitions of numbers can be formed by addition with
repetition. In the case of simple unrestricted partition it gives directly the com-
position by rows of units which is in fact carried out by the Ferrers-Sylvester

graphical representation, and led in the hands of the latter to important results

connection with algebraical series which present themselves in elliptic functions

and in other departments of mathematics. Other branches of analysis and geometry
supply instances of the value of extreme specialisation.

What we require is not the disparagement of the .specialist, but the stamping out
of narrow-mindedness and of ignorance of the nature of the scientific spirit and of

the life-work of those who devote their lives to scientific research. The specialist

who wishes to accomplish work of the highest excellence must be learned in the

resources of science and have constantly in mind its imity and its grandeur.
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The following Papers wore read :—

1. On Eladic Fatiyue, as shotvu by Metals and Woodn.

By Professor A. Gray, F.R.S., J. S. Dunlop, and A. Wood.

2. The Clearing of Turbid Solutions, and the Movement of Small Sus-

pended Particles hy the hijiuence of Light. By Professor G. Quincke,

of Heidelberg.—^e% Reports, p. 60.

3. On the Relation between TemperatiLve and Internal Viscosities of Solids.

By Professor A. Gray, F.R.S.

4. Note on Hydrostatic Pressure.

By W. Ramsay, F.R.S., and G. Senter, B.Sc.

The problem of hydrostatic pressure has usually been treated as if the

liquid, in which the floating solid is immersed, were a co7itimcum. According

to the molecular theory, however, all liquids must be regarded as consisting of

discrete particles, moving among each other freely. Accepting this view, hydro-

static pressure must be attributed to the bombardment of the immersed body by

molecules, or perhaps by congeries of molecules ; and the kinetic energy_ of the

molecules must be capable of transmission from those parts of the fluid which are

not in contact with the solid to those which are in contact, in such a manner that

the lower portions of the immersed solid are exposed to greater pressure than the

upper, due to the kinetic energy of all portions of fluid at a higher level than the

lower portions, and at a lower level than the upper portions.

Picton and Linder, working in the laboratory of University College, showed

that colloidal solutions can be prepared of various degrees of fineness of the sus-

pended particles; some solutions were prepared in which the particles were

distinctly visible with high microscopic magnification, while others contained

particles in such a minute state of subdivision that even under the highest power

of a microscope, the colloidal solution appeared homogeneous, and the particles

were too fine to polarise a beam of light by reflection. Between these two

extremes intermediate grades were successfully made ; while the particles of

solid in such 'solutions' as contained visible solid were in rapid pedetic

(Brownian) motion, a particular grade of 'solution' was prepared, in which,

although the particles were too small to be visible, they reveded their presence by

polarising'- light ; and under the microscope an appearance of confused motion

impressed itself on the eye ; it seemed as though the particles were in such rapid

motion that they did not stay in focus long enough to create a permanent visual

impression.

The questions arose : do such pa.rticles produce hydrostatic pressure ? is that

pressure equal to the theoretical pressure which would bo produced by a solution

of the same density ? at what stage of subdivision of the solid does such hydro-

static pressure become apparent ':!

An attempt has been made to answer the first two of these questions, and with

fair success. The investigation will be continued in the hope of tinduig an answer

to the third question.

The colloidal solution selected was one of arsenious sulphide in pure water.

Such a solution is easily prepared by passing a current of sulphuretted hydrogen

through an aqueous solution of arsenious acid to saturation, and then expelling

excess of hydrogen sulphide by a current of hydrogen for several hours. The

density of such a solution was determined in two ways: first by means of a

Sprengel's pyknometer ; and second by weighing in the solution a large cylinder of

glass (65 c.c), weighted with mercury, so as to make it sink. Corrections were

introduced for reduction to weighing ia vacuo, and for temperature.
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Before commenciug operations with the colloidal solution, experiments were
made with a solution of barium chloride, so as to obtain a check on the results

;

the agreement is satisfactory.

I.

II. S7>^,

T
19-4°

19-4°

20-67°

2Cr67°

Hydrostatic
method

1-02677

1-02928

T Pyknometer

20° 1-02681

1

20° 1-02685 f
™^^°' 1'02683

20^4^^ 1.029.3]

20-47° 1-02930

The difference in the first case is 6 in 102,000; and in the second, 2 or 3 in

,000.

With colloidal solution of arsenious sulphide, the data were :

—

100,000

1.

II.

III.

IV.

T

21-2°

21-2°

20-7°

20-7°

20-75°

20-75°

20-80°

20-80°

Hydrostatic
method

1-01187

102323

1-02272

1-01129

T

21-2°

21-2°

20-7°
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Department I.

—

Physics.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Electrical Standards.—See Reports, p. 31.

2. Note on a Comparison of the Deposits in Silver Voltameters with

different Solvents. By S. Skinneb, M.A.—See Reports, p. 32.

3. The Discharge of Electricity through Mercury Vaj)our.

By Arthur Schuster, F.R.S.

The experimental investigation of the passage of electricity through mercury

vapour is of interest on account of the metallic nature of the element, the

monatomic character of the vapour, and the purity with which it can be

obtained. Previous results of the author had led to the conclusion that the

discharge of electricity through mercury vapour differed fimdamentally from that

taking place through other gases, but these results have been called in question by
other experimenters.

The work now described has extended over two years, but did not lead to

results which may be said to be decisive on the account of the extreme difficulty

of excluding small traces of moisture. Though the mercury vapour experimented

upon no doubt was much purer than that obtained by any previous observers, it

was not absolutely free from some other gas, which, probably, was aqueous

vapour. The width of the well-known dark space round the kathode observed

was ten times larger than in air. This dark space, however, may possibly be due

to the small remnant of impurity which, as has been pointed out, could not be

excluded.

Sur les Effets magne'tique de la Convection e'lectrique.

Par Dr. V. Cbemieu.

5. Photoelectric Cells. By Professor G. M. Minchin, M.A., F.R.S.

During the past summer I have been engaged on the study of the photoelectric

cells with which I had measured the voltage produced by the light of the stars.

The object of this investigation was to discover whether the life of a cell could be

in any way prolonged or not, and also to find the best liquid that could be

employed.
In these cells the surface, which is sensitive to light, is a thin layer of selenium

spread on the end of an aluminium wire, the selenium layer being heated gradually

after it has been spread as a black viscous liquid on the end of the wire imtil it

assumes the brownish grey colour which characterises the state in which it is

sensitive to light. The aluminium wire is contained in a glass tube, which the

wire should so completely lit as to prevent the ascent of a liquid into the tube—
a condition which it is impossible to fulfil, as the aluminium wire cannot be

sealed into a glass tube. It is essential for complete success that only the

selenium layer on the end of the wire should come into contact with the liquid.

Let us imagine two such selenium-coated aluminium wires immersed in a small

glass tube containing a liquid, one of the wires being completely screened from
light, while the selenium on the end of the other can be exposed to light. In the

dark there should be no voltage exhibited by this cell when its two wires are

connected with an electrometer. If the wire to be exposed is left completely

naked

—

i.e., in free contact with the surrounding liquid—no voltage (or almost

none) will be developed when its selenium end is exposed to light. This result is

undoubtedly due to short-circuitnig in the cell itself when the light acts ; but if
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this wir(j is surrouudecl by a tightly fittiug glass tube a very great voltage is

produced by light.

The accompanying figure represents the two aluminium wireSj A and B, cou-

tained in a cork which fits tightly into a glass cell, C, containing a liquid ; the

wires are each contained in a tightly fitting glass tube and are connected with the

poles of a quadrant electrometer, E. The ends of the wires are exactly flush with
the ends of the glass tubes, which dip into the liquid, and these ends are coated

with the selenium layers. We shall suppose that the wire B is screened from the

incident light L. Each aluminium wire is abont | mm. or ^ mm. thick, nothing

depending on the diameter of the wire

—

i.e., on the area of the sensitive selenium

surface—provided that the w/iole of this surface is illuminated by the incident light.

Now the question will naturally occur, Why do we use aluminium and not

some other metal, e.f/., platinum, as the base for the selenium ? The]answer is that

many other metals have been tried, and none of them gives results approaching

those given by aluminium. Platinum develops only about half the voltage wliich,

under the same circumstances, will be given by aluminium. Metals with which
selenium combines readily are useless : copper, silver, and tin are very poor. Now
as regards the liquids which are most efl'ective, I have found the following to be

extremely good : ceuauthol, acetone, succinate of ethyl, malouic ether, methyl-

-W.'/;j/;,li:,i

WMMK.
v/;mwm g-

hexylketone, ethyl and methyl ben/.oate, methyl carbonate, lactic acid, lactate of

ethyl, and lactate of methyl.

Cyanide of ethyl is somewhat efiective ; but such liquids as anisol, mustard oil,

ethyl acetate, valerate of ethyl, and valerate of methyl are not sensitive at all.

Within the last few Aveeks, however, I discovered a fact which will certainly

modify some of my statements about the want of sensitiveness of liquids—the fact,

namely, that nearly all of the little glass tubes which surrounded the aluminium

wires,"and on which I had relied for insulating these wires from the liquid, were
very good conductors ! I found that if the electrometer was charged by a Daniell

cell, which was then withdrawn, so that the poles of the electrometer were
insulated, one of my glass tubes laid across from one pole to the other rapidly

discharged the electrometer ; and drying the glass tube did not much improve its

insulation. As a result of this, I have recently used a compound glass tube

—

one tube inside another with a layer of air between them, except at a common
extremity where they are sealed together, thus

:

The inner tube is P, sealed to the Outer, QQ,
Q at the end S, where the selenium surface of the

S

1

.^
~
:z. P wire contained in the inner tube comes into

Ci contact with the liquid.

Except in the neighboui'hood of S, this

interposes a layer of air between the tube P and the liquid, and the result is a

great improvement.
A more efl'ective way still is to coat the aluminium wire with an insulating

varnish ; but this varnish must be such as not to be dissolved by the liquid which

we employ.

I am now engaged on this part of the problem, and it is mainly this which has

compelled me to delay the star measurements which I was to have resumed at Sir
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Robert Ball's observatory at Cambridge in continuation of the results which the
late Professor FitzGerald, Mr. W. E. Wilson, and I obtained in Mr. Wilson's
observatory in Westmeath.

It is desirable that I should give a notion of the magnitudes of the voltages

developed in these cells by lights of various intensities.

(1) An ordinary paraffin candle, held at a distance of 2 feet from a cell in

which the liquid was malonic ether, was found to give slightly more than "25 of
a volt.

(2) For small intensities of the incident light the voltage will be proportional
to the square root of the intensity ; that is to say, the voltage varies inversely
as the distance of the luminous source from the cell.

(8) A paraffin candle, at a distance of 8 feet from the cell, gives a voltage
almost exactly equal to that given by the light of Vega when this is concentrated
by a reflecting telescope whose aperture is 2 feet.

(4) For strong lights the law that the square of the voltage developed in the
cell is proportional to the intensity of the incident light does not hold, as is shown
by the following observation recently made :

—

Room darkened and cell in the dark, except that the light of the paraffin lamp
of the electrometer was, to some extent, reflected from the walls of the room : this

very feeble light gave a deflection of 11 divisions on the scale. One candle held at

2 feet from the cell gave (not allowing for the above 11 divisions) 76 divisions.

Two candles held close together at 2 feet from cell gave (not allowing for the
11 divisions) 99 divisions. (One volt was represented by 275 divisions.)

Let i be the energy incident on the sensitive plate when nothing but the
reflected lamplight falls on it ; let I be the incident energy due to one candle at
2 feet, and 1' that due to two candles at 2 feet ; then we have

\ + i = hy. 76-

I' + ;. = 7^x99

-

These gi V9

I'^99'-1P .^,

i 76=- IP '

but I' should be 21, so that the law cannot hold. Indeed, diffused daylight itself

develops only about '5 volt in the cell.

These cells are sensitive to all parts of the spectrum, the voltage developed
by the yellow being slightly greater than that due to the other parts.

As to the nature of the action of light in a selenium cell, 1 may quote the
following interesting experiment which was made by Mr. Shelford Bidwell, and
communicated to me in a letter recently.

Mr. Bidwell took a piece of platinum foil and coated it by electrolysis with a
very thin layer of selenium by making it the cathode in a solution of selenious
oxide, or of Se dissolved in HNO.,. The platinum foil, thus covered with red Se,

was gradually heated on a brass plate and thus brought into the well-known con-
dition in wliich it is sensitive to light.

When this coated strip was immersed in a beaker of tap water in presence of a
clean platinum strip, there was little (if any) voltage in the dark; but when
difl'used daylight was allowed to fall on the coated strip a voltage of -lOl was
developed. (This was very much less than the voltage which would have been
developed in the cells which I have just described ; but the reasons for this are
obvious.)

In this cell, as in all other forms of selenium cells, the selenium plate was to
the inactive plate as copper to zinc, and from this Mi". Bidwell concludes that,
just as Zn tends to combine with oxygen in H^O, so Se in the light tends to
combine with hydrogen and form HoSe.

In order to test this, Mr. Bidwell took two small test tubes, and into each he
put some acetone and a strip of platinum coated with selenium ; each tube was
closed by a vaselined cork, and from each cork was suspended in the tube a clean

1901. N N
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strip of silver. One of these tubes was put into a box in a dark room, and the

other was exposed to light in a conservatory. Here they were left for five years

—

forgotten, I presume—and when examined at the end of that time it was found
that the silver strip in the tube exposed in the conservatory was very much
blackened, while that in the tube kept in the dark was scarcely discoloured at all.

G. On the Necessity Jor Postulating an Ether. B. HoPKiNSOX.

The difference between those who say that there must be a medium to transmit

gravitation and those who deny its necessity is a purely metaphysical one. All the
facts of gravitation can be described or expressed without any reference to a

medium. In like manner it would appear so far as terrestrial phenomena go that

the facts of light transmission can be so described, in which case the necessity of an
ether for conveying light is again purely metaphysical. We may say that a
luminous body A causes a disturbance at P in its neighbourhood ; the disturbance

is properly represented by a vector at right angles to the line joining A to P, and

its amount is -~~^—-, where t is the time, r the distance AP, and V a velo-

city. Aberration is expressed by saying that if A be in motion relative to P, in a
direction at right angles to AP, the disturbance experienced at P is the same as

that which would be produced by a similar luminous body at A' at rest relative to

P, where — -=- = J- - and AA' is in the direction of motion of A. ThereAP V
is here no mention at all of a medium, but a complete account is given of the
cardinal optical phenomena.

This mode of expressing the facts, however, fails to cover the phenomena of

spectroscopic double stars. The periodic doubling of lines in their spectra shows
these stars (apparently single as seen in a telescope) to consist of two components
moving one about the other with an orbital velocity which can be computed from
the displacement of the lines. When the two components are in the line joining

the star to the earth, there is no doubling of the lines, but one component is

moving to the right and the other to the left with this orbital velocity. Now
according to the above-stated expression for aberration, or any expression which
only involves the motion of source and receiver relative to each other, the two
components should, when in the line of sight, be apparently separated owing to

the difference of their motions relative to the earth. The angular amount of the

„ , , J , , twice orbital velocity
separation oi the two components would be equal to ,

—

:

an
. velocity of light

amount sufficient in some cases to be visible to the naked eye. The star would in

fact appear periodically to be double, the doubling occurring alternately with the
displacement of the lines in the spectroscope. Since no such doubling takes place

we infer either that aberration cannot be completely expressed in terms of
relative motion of source and receiver, or that the accepted theory of these stars

is wrong. The former alternative, which seems the more probable, forces one to

recognise a something other than matter to which the motion of matter can be
referred. In fact, it may almost be said that in this way the ether is made
manifest to our senses as having position. This reason for postulating an ether
differs in kind from the metaphysical reasons usually advanced; it may be
described as furnishing a logical necessity for an ether.

7. On the Change of Conductivity of Metallic Particles under Cyclic

Electro-motive Variation. By Professor Jagadis Chunder Bose,
M.A., D.Sc.

(1) Under the action of electric radiation the conductivity of metallic par-
ticles exhibits variation. In the positive class, like iron, there is an increase,
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and in the negative, like K, &c., a diminution of conductivity. Each class

again falls into two sub-classes

—

(a) sensitive substances which undergo self^

recovery, and (6) sensitive substances which do not. In the case of self-recovering

substances the conductivity distortion varies with the intensity of radiation.

Under the continued action of radiation the distortion attains a maximum,
balanced by force of restitution, and on the cessation of radiation there is an
elastic self-recovery.

(2) The three classes of substances, positive, negative, and neutral, may be

distinguished by their peculiar characteristic curves.

(3) The change produced in the sensitive substance by the action of radiation

is not, normally speaking, chemical.

(4) The conductivity change is produced, not only by very rapid, but also by
comparatively slow electric variation. Generally speaking, aU the conductivity

variation effects produced by electric radiation can be reproduced by compara-
tively slow cyclic electro-motive variation.

(5) Electric conduction in metallic particles sensitive to electric radiation does

not obey Ohm's law. The conductivity is not constant and independent of the

electro-motive force, but varies with it. In the positive class the characteristic

curve—in which the ordinates represent the currents, and the abscisste the

electro-motive force—is concave to the axis of the current. The conductivity

increases continuousli/ with increasing electro-motive force. The variation of

conductivity in the lower portion of the curve is small, but increases with great

rapidity in the upper portion.

(6) The curve obtained with strong is steeper than that with feeble initial

current.

(7) There is found, especially when the initial current is feeble, a critical

electro-motive force, at which the conductivity change becomes so rapid as to

produce an almost abrupt bend in the curve. Stronger initial current appears,

not only to lower the critical point, but also to mitigate the abruptness of this

change.

(8) The effect of electro-motive force in modifying the conductivity of the

conducting layer is well seen in self-recovering substances. There is a definite

conductivity corresponding to a definite electro-motive force. As the electro-

motive force is increased, the sensitive molecular layer is strained, and a definite

increase of conductivity produced. When the increased stress is removed the

corresponding strain also disappears, and there is an elastic recovery of its former
molecular and conductive state. Hence when it is carried through a complete
cycle of electro-motive variation, with moderate speed, the forward and return
curves coincide, and the substance remains, at the end of the cycle, in its original

molecular condition.

(9) This is the case where there is complete recovery on the removal of the
stress. With non-recovering substances we find an outstanding residual effect.

In a curve taken with cyclic electro-motive variation the forward and return

curves do not coincide, but enclose an area. There is a hysteresis. The larger

the range of the electro-motive variation, the greater is the area enclosed.

There is a residual conductivity variation at the end of the cycle which may be
dissipated by vibration.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 1.3.

Department II.

—

Astronomy.

Chaikman: Professor H. H. Tuenek, D.Sc, F.E.S.

The Chairman delivered the following Address :

—

It was hoped, as you are doubtless all aware, that this Chair would be taken
by the Astronomer Royal for Scotland, Dr. Copeland; but unfortunately illness
has prevented him com"ing to the Meeting. In doing what I can to fill his place

N n2
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at very short notice, I shall not attempt, nor would you expect, a formal address

such as we hoped to hear from him ; but I will venture to put before you one

or two reflections on a topic which has been much before my attention during the

last few years because directly connected with my own work, and which has a

special interest for us from the allusions made to it yesterday morning by the

President of our Section, viz., the question of scientific co-operation. It is a
matter of considerable importance to astronomers, who have to deal with
numerous observations and calculations ; indeed, the millions and billions which
express the distances, sizes, or ages of the heavenly bodies, and which are used

to such good purpose by some lecturers for startling the imaginations of their

audiences, scarcely surpass the numbers which must be used to express the work
to be done by an astronomer. The enterprise on which we are engaged at the

Oxford University Observatory at the present moment is the measurement of a

quarter of a million star-places, which will take us about seven years; and we
are only one of eighteen observatories co-operating in a scheme of work. The
product of eighteen by a quarter of a million does not bring us near the

billions; but if we are minded to produce big numbers we might remember
that in the determination of each individual star-place a good many figures

are required. At Oxford we try to keep the number to the irreducible minimum,
but it certainly exceeds thirty even there ; while at other observatories it

reaches 800 or 400. Thus we can with ease secure a creditable position in the

thousands of millions in respect of this one piece of work, and the lapse of a century

or two is all that is necessary to produce billions of figures in the ordinary course

of astronomical observation. It is clear that in such work co-operation is an all-

important factor, and the study of the best means for securing it and for using it

when secured may well claim a share of our attention.

I may pause for a moment to consider the possibility that our experience may
be of value to the devotees of other sciences. ' Other sciences,' said Major Mac-
Mahon yesterday, ' are not so favourably circumstanced as is Astronomy for work
of a similar kind undertaken in a similar spirit.' But what maybe true to-day

may not be true to-morrow. It was not astronomers, but mathematicians, who
first showed the value of a certain kind of co-operation. Major MacMahoa
reminded us that the Spitalfields weavers founded a mathematical society in 1717,
and thus anticipated by more than a century the formation of the Astronomical
Society in 1821, which ultimately absorbed itn prototype. Possibly in the future

mathematicians will find the need of co-operation of this other kind, which consists

in sharing a great piece of work among several workers for the sake of comfort and
rapidity, and so may profit by our example, as we formerly profited by that of

the Spitalfields weavers. And there are indications that in another science,

that of Zoology, the time may be close at hand when co-operation between
workers, of a type very similar to that in full swing in Astronomy, will be a
boon, if not a necessity. Professor Karl Pearson, Professor VVeldon, and others

are introducing into zoology numerical operations on a large scale, which
promise further and further increase; and they would no doubt be ready to

indicate even now enterprises of a valuable kind which they are only deterred

from undertaking by their magnitude, and which a suitable scheme of co-operation

might bring within the range of practical politics. Hence we should look to our
methods of work in Astronomy with the responsibility attaching to those who are

leading where others may follow ; and above all things take care to make clear

any mistakes we have made, so that others may perhaps profit by our expei-ience.

If it seems invidious thus to emphasise our mistakes, I would remind you that

astronomical co-operation has not always been successful ; indeed, it has very
often ended in failure. I do not mean simply failure to attain its object. The
band of astronomers who divided the sky between them at the end of the eighteenth

century to look for a minor planet met with this kind of failure, for the first dis-

covery fell by the irony of Fate to another, who was not engaged in any special

search of the kind. This unlucky accident must not, however, make us forget that

the co-operators worked diligently side by side for several years. Failure of a
more real kind has overtaken enterprises to chart the stars or to map the Moon,
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whicli have proceeded very little further than the preliminary organisation. Some
workers have dropped out early in the history of the scheme, some have not even
started, and the blanks have not been filled up ; sooner or later—generally sooner

—

the scheme has been abandoned. The curious may read of some of these schemes in

back numbers of the ' Monthly Notices,' thougfh some of them never got into print,

and are only to be traced in the Minutes of the Royal Astronomical Society. And
yet of many of them, if not all, it may safely be said that a little more energy on the
part of somebody would have produced an assured success ; somebody to see that
the gaps were tilled up, and dilatory workers hastened or superseded ; somebody to
be a sort of foreman of the works. It does not seem unlikely that this general
supervision is best performed by one not actually engaged in the work himself—

a

man of affairs. One of our great London schoolmasters declares that a nominally
idle man should be at the head of all enterprises ; that he never knew any good
come of any work where there was not ' a man with his hands in his pockets
looking after it.' We have scarcely found this to be a necessity in Astronomy

j

for the men who have looked after the eighteen observatories, taldng part in the
Astrographic Chart, have been Directors of the Paris Observatory—men with many-
things to claim their attention. To the individual energy of the late Admiral
Mouchez and his successors the work owes a great deal. It fell to their lot to

overcome the difficulties I have indicated ; to undertake the voluminous corre-

spondence necessary at the start ; and to fill up gaps in the ranks of workers.
Last July it was found that of the eighteen observatories which had promised to

take part, three had made no start ; and M. Lcewy forthwith superseded them and
found three others. Thus the risk of incompleteness has been removed ; and we may
hope that one danger which threatens such schemes has been successfully averted.

But the removal of this danger draws our attention immediately to another

—

that of taking far too long in finishing the work. The project for making the
Chart was originally discussed fourteen years ago, in 1887 ; and it was urged by
many of those then present that a reasonable time, say ten years, should be fixed

for the completion of the whole. In spite of the representations of this prudent
minority, the programme was made an ambitious instead of a modest one, and
some stretching has been done since, with the result that after fourteen years only
one or two observatories are within sight of the goal, the majority seeing from ten
to twenty years' work ahead of them ; and, as above remarked, there are three
which have not yet started. With this experience we may well ask whether the
limit proposed even by the prudent minority was not too high ; and whether it

would not be well to fix five years as a limit to any scheme of co-operation which
is as yet on paper only.

The danger of attempting too much is illustrated in a somewhat different way
by the Eros campaign. It will be clear from what has been already said that
the eighteen observatories responsible for the Chart have their hands quite full

;

and now comes a special occasion—an opportunity that will not occur again for

thirty years—to determine the Solar parallax. Last winter the newly-discovered
planet Eros was known to be coming close to us, and we had an occasion of more
value than the Transits of Venus. What were the eighteen observatories to do ?

They could not at any rate refuse to take photographs, and this has been done

;

even this meant a great deal of additional work for some people for a few months
;

but it is a mere tritie compared with the work that is still to come in measuring
and reducing the plates, which will be a sensible fraction of the work already
projected for the Chart. AVhich is to be done first ? Prudence suggests
finishing one entei-prise before beginning another, putting aside the Eros plates

until the Chart work is finished. On the other hand there are thirty other observa-
tories sharing the Eros work with the original eighteen, and they will be more or
less impatient for our results. In this dilemma some rather unsatisfactory

compromise will no doubt be adopted, but we may heave another sigh that the
advice of the prudent minority in 1887 was not taken, for in that case not one
or two but many of the eighteen observatories might have completed the Chart
work before Eros came.

I now pass to a different kind of danger to which co-operation renders us
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liable. To secure homogeneity in the work it is necessary to bind the associating
individuals by certain rules, and we run some risk of checking that originality
which is almost vital in scientific work. There is scarcely any scientific operation
so mechanical that it may be safely left in entire charge of those without originality
and the liberty to use it. Quite recently a scheme of co-operation has been
adopted in the preparation of the nautical almanacs of the difl'erent nations. It
is thought that certain calculations to be performed are so well settled that inde-
pendent calculation is a needless waste of labour, and thus certain sections of, say,
the American Nautical Almanac and our own will be henceforth identically the
same, printed from the same manuscript computations. I cannot but regard the
project with some alarm. The risks against which we are guarded by independent
computation may be small, but I cannot believe them to be evanescent, and 1
attach some value to the healthy stimulus of comparison (or we may perhaps .say

competition) even for nautical almanacs. Differences revealed by such com-
parisons in the past have often been traced to causes which were by no means
obvious or unworthy of attention.

But without laying too much stress on this case, which is obviously an
extreme one, we can, I think, well understand how the taking part in a co-operative
scheme may lower the tone of scientific work. There is a very real possibility of
replacing the alert spirit of investigation by a mere mechanical regularity ; nay,
even of making one who should be an astronomer into a mere drudge. This has
at times been the declared method of great astronomers with their subordinates

;

they have professed themselves quite able to do all the thinking required, and
looked for the help, not of intelligent assistants, but of mere drudges. This was
Pond's view, and more or less that of Airy in his early years at Greenwich : and I
need not stop to point out the errors into which it led them, and from which we
are still struggling to free ourselves. There are, I am happy to think, few who
would now deliberately advocate it, and we need not waste words in trying to
convince these. But if we acknowledge the crushing out of intelligent independ-
ence in subordinates to be a mistake, how much greater is the evil if it spreads
through the whole staff of an observatory', including the Director himself? And this
is at least a possible result of co-operation. We can only too easily imagine a
scheme of work in which the rules are laid down so completely and so stringently
by the central body that nothing is left to the initiative or originality
of the individual observatories; and the Director of such a one might find
himself with nothing to do but see that the rules were adhered to. If the
work were at the same time planned to extend over a period of ten or
twenty years,^ as is quite possible in Astronomy, we can well understand
that his efficiency as an intelligent scientific worker might become
seriously affected. We must not shut our eyes to this danger. Astronomical
work is terribly liable to settle down into routine as we all know ; and the exist-
ence of so many small observatories where nothing is done beyond routine
observations with the transit circle is not a credit to us. It is reassuring to find
that many of them are ready to use opportunities which present themselves.
For instance, when the Eros work was planned, fifty observatories responded to
the call for volunteers. But is there not even here another point of view?
What were all these observatories doing before, that they are able so readily to
take up a new project ? Some of them we know had enough on hand already,
and only added the Eros work with reluctance; but it is to be feared that others
hailed it as a welcome opportunity to do something of some use, not having been
able to think of anything for themselves. This thinking of what one's work is to
be is, of course, the hardest part of research—devising something to do that shall
be a real step in advance. Some fortunate men find it comparatively simple, but
to the majority it is a labour and toil, and only through much tribulation do they
enter their kingdom—their own domain in which they recognise their own true
work. It is much easier for such to turn aside and follow some king who has
come to his crown more easily ; to take a share in a great piece of work organised
by some master-mind. But is not this a serious loss to them and to science ?
May not schemes of co-operation kill the originality of the humbler workers by
removing the incentive to independent thought ?
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Here, however, I end, for the present at any rate, my list of the risks and
dangers which co-operation brings in its train. It is time to turn to the other and
brighter side of the matter ; for there is a brighter side, whicli presents itself,

as it should to experimental philosophers, when we come to practical working
as opposed to forecasting ; and it is because the great scheme of the Astrographic

Chart illustrates vividly both the dark side and the bright, both the possible evils

of such schemes and the actual benefits which may replace them under certain

circumstances, that 1 have ventured to select it so often for reference in these

remarks. We have seen how it has escaped the premature decease which has

befallen other such schemes, owing in great measvire to the energy of the central

authority. The mistake of attempting too much is unfortunately now irreme-

diable in this particular case ; but it may serve as a warning on future occasions.

It remains to show how the danger of crippling individuality has been averted in

an unexpected, almost a comical, manner.
At the outset this danger was distinctly threatening. At the earlier confer-

ences there was manifest anxiety, chiefly on the part of those who were not going
to do the work, to bind down the workers rather stringently by rules of procedure.

The anxiety seemed to be intensified rather than diminished by the circumstance

that it was not very clear what these rules ought to be. Where several courses

were open, each found its champion, and the discussion was perhaps most
animated in the cases where the teaching of actual experience was least

available. On several occasions a decision was only arrived at by an expedient

which seems to be familiar in Continental meetings, but is little known in

England
;
perhaps it deserves a wider recognition. When formal discussion

waxes warm, the" President declares the meeting dissolved, for ten minutes
of informal conversation. The meeting forthwith breaks up into animated
knots of eager talkers ; opponents who have been addressing one another
with the meeting between them rush across the room to each other and put their

points with renewed emphasis and unfettered gesture, and for ten minutes there

is apparent confusion and some noise. But when the President's bell again rings,

the effect of the outburst is manifested in a restoration of sobriety and the passing

of a resolution ; and so the number of resolutions mounts up, and by the end of the
Conference a respectable list of them is ready for the printer ; a list quite long
enough to quench any spark of originality in the individuals taking part in the
work. But now comes the unforeseen feature of the enterprise. The participating

workers go off to their obsenatories with a copy of these rules in their pockets,

and do not observe them. Such as they find convenient they adhere to closely
;

but when they find by experience that a rule will not work, they do not hesitate

to prefer their experience, as good and faithful experimental philosophers should.

And their individual experiences were by no means similar, so that the sheet of
rules was torn across in all sorts of directions ; the original copy would be now
barely recognisable by those who subscribed to it.

But then is anything left ? Is not this the practical failure of the scheme ?

On the contrary it was its salvation. The diversity of experience was not funda-
mental, but to a great extent apparent only. The rules which were broken were
those which experience proved non-essential, and which ought never to have been
made ; and when those who had actually carried out a considerable portion of the
work met last year, they found that they had arrived at practically the same con-
clusions by a diversity of routes. It was inevitable that they should, rules or no
rules, if they went to work honestly and perseveringly ; and if some went a longer
way and some a shorter to the same goal this was, after all, an unimportant
matter beside the fact that they all arrived at last. Had they not thrown off

the needless constraints they might never have arrived at all.

The reality of this happy consummation was illustrated by two minor inci-

dents, which I will mention. At this last Conference several points were brought
up for discussion which had not been previously considered. Guided by expe-
rience, no attempt was made in general to frame new rules of procedure : the
object was tacitly assumed to be that the different workers should compare notes
for their own guidance. But there were some present, especially among those not
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participatiug in the work, who had not profited by the lessons of the past ; and One of

them read out a rather elaborate resolution for deciding one of the points in question

on a uniform plan. It was just such a resolution as would have led to an excited

debate at the earlier Conferences and ultimately to a cut-and-dried rule. It was
now received in embarrassed silence. Then one who had gauged the opinion of

the meeting more adequately rose to point out how retrogressive it was. With
the utmost courtesy to his colleague and in the most genial manner he pointed out

that such a resolution was both dangerous and useless, and was better let alone,

which was accordingly done.

Again, one of the co-operating directors rose to ask for guidance on a doubtful

point. There were certain plates which might or might not be considered pro-

perly falling to his share, according to the definition of his boundary. In this case

individual opinion was deliberately subordinated to the decision of the meeting.

Would the meeting plea.^e decide the point ? Surely here the meeting might give

a decision without danger. But the meeting had been humbled, and was no longer

in the mood to give decisions. Proposals to direct the questioner to take the

doubtful plates, lo recommend him to do it, and to encourage him to do it, were
successively considered and rejected as being too dictatorial ; and it was finally

decided that the meeting would not forbid him to take the extra plates if he so

wished

!

But the comedy of this result has a very serious significance. W^e may heartily

congratulate ourselves that the time is not yet come when astronomers are pre-

pared to lose their individuality in a co-operative scheme of work ; and still more
that such schemes can be found where such loss of individuality is unnecessary.

May it not be said that something very similar has been realised in the case of the

other scheme of co-operation referred to by the President of the Association

yesterday, the scheme for a Catalogue of Scientific Literature ? The original

proposals were of a kind which left too little scope for the individuality of the

different sciences. Fortunately the mistake was rectified promptly, and the present

plan leaves much more to individual judgment. Some such compromise would
seem to be essential (if we are not generalising too hastily) to the success of

co-operative enterprises in science. W'e must, above all things, take care not to

crush individuality. I would even go so far as to say that so much of the element

of competition as can be preserved without endangering uniformity in essentials

should be diligently cultivated. Add that the original scheme should be as modest
88 possible, and that an energetic man should be put in a position to wake up the

dilatory and to ensure that the pace, which is necessarily that of the slowest, be

not funereal, and I venture to think that we may eliminate failure from co-operative

scientific enterprises.

The following Papers were read :

1. Oil the Possibility of Systematic Error in Photoymphs of a Moving
Object. By A. R. Hinks, M.A.

An a jinori objection to the method of obtaining the position of a planet from
photographs is the alleged possibility of systematic error due to the fact that the

images either of the stars or the planet must be short trails, and the ends of

these trails may not be symmetrical with respect to the mean epoch of

exposure. In photographing Eros at Cambridge last winter for the determination

of the solar parallax the exposures were made following alternately the stars and

the planet. A comparison of the two series will not show the existence of a

systematic error constant for stars of all magnitudes, but it would show an

error which was a function of the magnitude. Forty exposures each of eighteen

selected stars have been measured, and show no trace of such an error. The
author concludes, from the absence of a differential effect between stars of

different magnitudes, that the absolute systematic error due to trail is probably

insensible.
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2. Tlie Essentials of a Machine for the Accurate Measurement of Celestial

Photograj)hs. By A. R. Hinks, M.A.

It is now within the power of amateur astronomers to do work of the highest

value by measurinu: photographs made by the existing telescopes of the public

observatories in such numbers that they cannot all be measured and discussed at

the observatories themselves. When this is more fully realised there will be some
demand for a suitable measuring machine at a not extravagant price. The author
attempts to define the essentials of the simplest machine which will do work of

the highest accuracy.

The machine shall measure one coordinate at a time on plates impressed with
a standard 5 mm. r(5seau.

To ensure that the error in the measure due to the machine and the observer

shall not be a large part of the whole error, the machine must read to O'OOOl of a
reseau interval 11.

The object glass of the microscope should project the image of a Tt-square with
magnification unity on to a divided glass scale in the eyepiece, to divide it into

one hundred parts. This scale should have the spaces numbered, not the divisions.

R-lines and star discs are then referred to the centre of the scale space nearest

each by a micrometer screw, which may be applied (1) to the plate carriage, {2) to

the scale, (3) to the objective. The last has not been done, but it promises the

advantage over the others that it brings the micrometer head at a convenient

distance from the eye ; and since the range of motion required is small (Oo mm.
is ample) the objective could be carried in the centre of an arm pivoted at one end
and pressed against the screw at the other, which would be simple to make.

The objective must give a flat field over at least 5 mm. The tube carrying
the eyepiece and scale must have a focussing movement, preferably independent of
the objective, which should have a email independent range of adjustment to

make the R-square fit the scale and reduce errors of run. This does not disturb

the focus if the objective is midway between plate and scale.

The plate carriage must move on two rectangular slides, which need not be
really true. It may be moved by hand, but a quick rack and pinion motion is

much better. Clamps are not necessary if the carriage is counterpoised. Rough
setting scales with adjustable pointers are necessary. The plate should be
brought up by springs under three studs, and an orientating screw at one corner

is required.

Uniform illumination is given by a simple convex lens below the plate and a
concave mirror. It is most important that the observer should be shielded from
direct light by black curtains and screens, that he may be able to keep both eyes

open.

The essentials are: (1) objective giving a flat field, and (2) divided scale in

the eyepiece, good optical work
; (3) micromfiter screw motion to subdivide the

scale spaces, the only part which wants really good mechanical work
; (4) simple

focussing movement ; and (5) orientating screw for the plate.

Semi-essentials, which quickly pay for themselves in time saved and fatigue

avoided, are :—
(6) The adjustment of objective independent of microscope tube by a divided

head
; (7) rack and pinion motion for the plate carriage

; (8) lens and concave
mirror illumination

; (9) light screens.

For a discussion of most oi these points reference is made to a paper by the
author, ' Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,' 1901 May.

3. Note on the Singkep Commutator. By David P, Todd,

At last year's meeting of the Association I described the Tripoli commutator,
a mechanical device which I employed at that station on May 28, 1900, for

operating the eclipse instruments automatically. The fortunate accident of
locating the instruments on the roof or terrace of the British Consulate made it
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possible to drive the cords from the commutator barrel by gravity. The method
could not be conveniently used except under like circumstances of elevation.

To operate the instruments at Singkep, Netherlands Indies, was a very diiferent

problem, and led to the devising of two improvements in this type of mechanical
commutator which make it universally adaptable to the needs of both astronomers

and physicists :

—

(«) Instead of a single barrel or drum I used as many drums as there were
instruments to be operated. Each drum was provided with a collar and set-screw,

so that the process of adjusting one instrument and its automatic movements did

not disturb the adjustments of othei's already made.
(d) Instead of gravity as a power to turn the drums, they were turned by

hand, timed accurately to the motion of a pendulum ; and the commutator cords,

after unwinding from the several drums and doing their work in tripping the

escapements, were returned over pulleys, each to its individual drum, where they
wound up on one side just as fast as they unreeled from the other. This simple

arrangement easily gave accommodation for the 80 feet of cord required by the

6m. 20s. duration of totality.

4. The Drift in Longitude of Groups of Faculoi on the Sufi's Surface.

By the Rev. A. L. Cortie, S.J., F.R.A.S.

From a discussion of the Potsdam photographs for the year 1884, Wilsing con-

cluded that faculse did not show the drift in longitude with decrease in latitude

exhibited by sun-spots. An opposite conclusion was derived from plates covering

the period 1891-94 at Pulkowa, by Statonofl". On these plates no facula was
followed for more than three days, and the measures were made on selected points

in the faculous groups. From the study of selected groups of facula? in the year

1889, Father Sidgreaves showed that groups considered as a whole during long

periods of time drifted with the spots. The present paper is supplementary to

that of Father Sidgreaves, and while traversing the same ground, gives a more
detailed discussion of the observations. Moreover, it is illustrated by diagrams
which show the drift in a very convincing way. The periods of time during which
the faculae were followed ranged from 19 to 120 days. The year 1889 was
selected as being a minimum year of solar activity, and therefore presenting less

difficulty for the identification and following of the several groups of faculee than
in a maximum year. Moreover, to malve identification certain, of 121 groups
drawn and measured during that year, all but thirteen were excluded. These
latter groitps were all connected with sun-spots, and passed through the various

phases of growth which characterise such groups. In the study of the drift,

Carrington's method, set forth in his ' Observations of Solar Spots,' was exactly

followed. A centre of each group was chosen winch appeared to give the most
trustworthy result for diurnal motion. But every member of each group had pre-

viously been put down in its true heliographic position on a set of charts, one to

each solar rotation. The positions were determined from the original drawings by
means of a series of accurate heliographic projections. The Table gives the

results from the measurements.

'
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The Table sliows that, at least in the cases discussed, there is a real drift in
longitude with reduction of latitude. This is especially noticeable in the cases
bet-\veen — 26° and —8°. The diagrams in which the faculje are set down in position
at successive periods show the drift in a most strikiug and convincing manner.
An apparent lagging of faculje behind the leading spot of a group is accounted
for by the disappearance of the following members of the spot groups, and not by
a retrograde drift of the faculaj.

5. On an Exceptional Case in the determination of the Constants of a
Photograjyhic Platefrom hnoivn Stars. Bij Professor H. H. Turner,
F.R.S.

At the University Observatory, Oxford, the places of stars on about 800
photographic plates, each 2" x 2°, have already been measured ; the whole number
of plates to be measured as the share of this observatory in the International
Astrographic Survey being 1,180. Each plate contains on an average about 350
stars, but the number varies considerably (from 100 to 2,000). Of these a certain
number (from 10 to 30 per cent.) have already been observed on the meridian, so
that their places are known ; and from these known places the * plate constants

'

are determined (scale value, orientation, &c.), so that the places of the remaining
stars in the sky can be inferred from the measures of the plate. The constants
are found by two sets of linear equations, one set from measures of the ,r

coordinates, another from y : and the correctness of the solution is checked (a) by
the agreement of the results from the two sets, which are solved independently

;

(6) by the accordance of the residuals for the knovsm stars with those found from
other plates.

The equations are solved, not by the method of least squares, but by a
process in many ways equivalent to it. To avoid the heavy work of squaring and
multiplying numerous coefficients, the stars are grouped so that by mere addition
we can form three equations presenting the chief features of the normal equations
which arise in the work by least squares, viz., that the coefficient of each
unknown quantity should be relatively large in one equation. In almost all cases
hitherto this process, which is comparatively simple and expeditious has been
found quite satisfactory.

A plate with centre 13'' 0'", + 27°, taken on 1899 May 5, presents a curious
exception. There are only fifteen ' known ' stars on it, and these are so arranged
(all near the line x = j/) that the usual method of grouping failed to give a solution
at all. A deliberate regrouping was then made with special attention to the
characteristics of the plate, but the solution obtained was unsatisfactory when
judged by either of the criterions («) and (6) above mentioned.

The machinery of ' least squares ' was then set in motion, with the result that a
satisfactory solution was obtained. It seems worthy of note that this machinery
does practically give satisfactory results in cases where simpler methods fail.

This instance is of some importance as representing an extreme case out of 800
tried.

6. On the Position of a Planet beyond Neptune. By G. FoRBKs, F.R.S.

SATUBDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

The Section was divided into two Departments.

Department I.

—

Mathematics.

A joint Discussion u-ith Section L on the Teaching of Mathematics, opened
by Professor John Perry, F.R.S.
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Department II.

—

Physics.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Eadiation in a Magnetic Field.—See Reports, p. 39.

2. Note on a Metlwd of determining Specific Heats of Jletals at Low
Temijeratures. By T. G. Bedford, M.A., and C. F. Green, M.A.

The specific heats of solids at temperatures below 0° C. have hitherto generally
been determined by an obvious slight modification of the method of mixtures as
generally used for temperatures between 0° and 10U° C

It was suggested lo us by Mr. E. H. Griffiths that better results might be
obtained by adopting a method which can be regarded as analogous with one
which has already been used with success for the 0° C. to 100° C. range, viz., that
of Joly's steam calorimeter. The metal, whose specific heat is required, having
been previously weighed in water kept at 0° C, is cooled to a low temperature and
then again immersed in the ice-cold water. The metal, with the coating of ice

thus formed on it, is again weighed in the water. From the difierence in the two
weights the mass of ice formed is calculated, the density of ice being known, and
thence the specific heat of the metal is obtained in terms of the latent heat of
ice.

The experiments have been merely of a preliminary character, but they have
served to suggest the following as an appropriate form of apparatus.

The metal to be investigated should be enclosed in a cylindrical box, and
experiments performed first with the box empty and then when it contains the
metal. Then if the walls of the box be of sufficient thickness, this differential

method would eliminate to a great extent corrections for the suspension wire,
for the gain of heat by the metal and the deposition of hoar-frost upon it during its

transit through the air, &c. The essential feature of such a box is that its volume
should not be altered by opening and closing it.

The 'cooler' used by us consisted of three coaxial cylinders. The metal
experimented upon was suspended in the inner of the three chambers thus formed,
the middle chamber contained the cooling agent and the outer chamber formed an
air-jacket.

It appeared that the best method of determining the temperature of the box
would be to bring it into direct metallic connexion Avith the thick walls of the
inner part of the cooler and to insert a platinum resistance thermometer in the
walls.

In the method briefly sketched above, the accurate determination of the rise in

temperature of the water in a calorimeter in experiments by the method of
mixtures is replaced by two weighings. These weighings must, liowever, be
performed with great accuracy, since the difierence in the observed weights caused
by the formation of ice is only yi^th of the weight of ice formed.

The chief difficulties of the method are :

—

(1) Uncertainty as to the density of the ice owing to the presence of air in the
water.

(2) The fact that the water cannot be stirred during: the process of weighing,
and that therefore its temperature begins to rise above 0° C. and the ice gradually
melts.

3. A Neio Gauge for Siinall Pressures.

Bij Professor Edward W. Morley and Charles F. Brush.

The paper describes two forms of gauge for the measurement of small pressures

of a gas. It was especially devised in order to measure the pressure of aqueous
vapour. For this purpose McLeod's gauge cannot easily be employed, owing
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chiefly to the fact that the amount of absoi-ption by the walls of the gauge
changes slowly when the volume of the vapour is changed by the compressiou
utilised in that inatvument.

In both forms of our gauges, a mercurial siphon gauge, having tubes of five

centimetres diameter, is mounted on an instrument like a level-trier, and differ-

ences of level in tlie two sides are measured by determining the inclination of the
whole gauge which is required to bring the two surfaces to coincide with two
fiducial points in the axes of the two arms of the gauge. From the measured
inclination, together with the known linear distance of the two fiducial points, is

computed the diflference of level of the two surfaces of mercury.
This principle (due to M.) has been carried out in two ways. In the first, the

siphon gauge is carried on a kind of bridge, supported at one end by two points

which rest on a horizontal plate on a solid pier ; and, at the other, by the point of
a micrometer screw, which itself rests on the same horizontal plate. In the axes
of the two limbs of this gauge are two platinum points, at the same level. The
amount of mercury in the gauge can be changed by a fine adjustment.

When the pressures in the two arms of the gauge are the same, we determine
the zero reading. The amount of mercury in the gauge is altered till one fiducial

point barely touches the mercury, while the other creates a depression. Then the
inclination of the bi'idge is changed till the two depressions become equal. Mer-
cury is now removed from the gauge, when one depression will commonly disap-

pear before the other. The adjustment is repeated till both depressions disappear
together, or till both are apparently equal when made as small as can be seen. The
reading of the micrometer screw now is the zero reading, and marks when the two
points are in the same horizontal plane.

If now the pressures in the two parts of the gauge become unequal, their
difference can be measured by determining what new inclination must be given
to the bridge and gauge in order to bring the two fiducial points into coincidence
with the merciuy surfaces again. Knowing the linear distance between the
fiducial points, we can compute their difference of level in their new position, and
so measure the difference of pressure between the two sides of the gauge.

No optical appliances are needed in the use of this form of gauge. The ob-
server, moving his eye up and down, causes the image of a window bar to move
across the depression in the mercury made by the fiducial points. From the ap-
pearance of this image, he can, even without the aid of a magnifying glass, equalise
the depressions with a mean error less than the five-thousandth part of a milli-

metre ; after some practice, of course. But an observation requires two, three, or
four minutes.

We have therefore constructed two gauges of a second form, employing the
same general principle, but also utilising an optical appliance (due to B.) by which
a reading is made as speedily as is an ordinary micrometric reading, while the
accuracy attained is even increased. Between the two arms of the siphon gauge
with its wide tubes is placed a pair of mirrors, so adjusted that the two fiducial

points, as well as the two images of these in the mercury, are seen side by side in
the field of a microscope carried on the apparatus and moving with the tubes and
mirrors. The surface of the mercury is not seen ; the two pairs of images of the
points, one belonging to the right arm of the gauge, and one to the left, are par-
tially superposed, so that the extreme ends of the points are perhaps a tenth of a
millimetre apart. If now the two real points are equidistant from the surfaces of
the mercury, the two pairs of images will seem equidistant ; if not, the inclination
of the whole system of gauge, mirrors, and microscope is changed till the distance
between the left-hand pair seems equal to that between the right-hand pair. This
is as easy as the bisection of a point with the wire of a micrometer.

Mendel6ef found it necessary to grind and polish the external and internal sur-
faces of the glass tubes of his gauges, in order to eliminate errors due to irregular
refraction through irregular surfaces. In our apparatus the points of the tube
through which the fiducial points are viewed are always rigorously the same. We
therefore need only to secure an area in each tube through which we can get suffi-

ciently good definition ; it is easy to select such an area in the tube which is about
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to be worked at the lamp, and then to secure that the selected area shall occupy

the desired position in the completed apparatus.

To secure precision many precautions were taken. The construction and
mountino- of the instrument is much like that of an astronomical instrument. A
massive cast-iron standard, designed so as not to he distorted by changes of tem-

perature, rests on an isolated stone pier; on it, moving on trunnions in V-shaped

supports like those of a transit instrument, is carried the plate on which siphon

gauge, mirrors, and microscope are fixed. The free surface of the mercury in each

arm of the gauge is five centimetres in diameter. The tube connecting them is two
centimetres in diameter, and is but two centimetres below the free surface ; so that

the temperature of the two columns of mercury shall be equalised rapidly. Good
illumination is provided, with care to minimise the access of heat to the mercury.

The pair of mirrors is provided with every motion required to bring the two fidu-

cial points into focus at once, and to give the images of the points any desirable

position in the field of the microscope. The ends of the points are wrought into

small hemispheres. With all these precautions, as well as many others, we have

been able to make measurements in which the mean error of a single reading is not

very much greater than a ten-thousandth of a millimetre.

4. The Transmission of Heat through Water Vapour.

By Charles F. Brush and Professor Edward W. Morley.

In the discussion which was elicited by the paper of Mr. Brush on a new gas

whose power of transmitting heat is vastly greater than that of hydrogen, Sir

"William Crookes suggested that the observed phenomena might perhaps be due to

water vapour, and described experiments which seemed to ' show that, at high

vacua, water-gas is a better conductor of heat than either air or hydrogen at similar

pressures.'

Being able now to measure small pressures directly, we have determined the

rate of transmission of heat through water vapour at pressures from that of satura-

tion at 0° to less than a millionth of an atmosphere. The three gauges described

before have been used in three series of experiments with three different apparatus.

At low pressures, water vapour transmits heat more rapidly than air, but not

so rapidly as hydrogen. The superiority over air is a maximum at twenty or thirty

millionths of an atmosphere, and is not far from 30 per cent. At sixty or

eighty millionths, air and water vapour transmit heat at the same rate ; at higher

pressures, water vapour transmits heat less rapidly than air at the same pressures.

Statements more precise than these cannot now be made, because the form and

dimensions of the apparatus used modify slightly the curves which represent the

relations between pressure and rate of transmitting heat, and the place of intersec-

tion of the curves is therefore uncertain.

5, Comparison oj the Constant Volume and Constant Pressure Scales for
Hydrogen between 0° C. and — 190° C. By Morris W. Travers, D.Sc,
and George Senter, B.Sc.

The authors describe a modified form of constant volume gas thermometer in

which the average temperature of the stem—the part connecting the bulb with
the so-called ' dead space '—is determined from the readings of a secondary gas

thermometer the bulb of which lies side by side with the stem of the main
thermometer. The relation between the two scales was deduced from the expan-

sion of hydrogen at constant pressure between —190° C. and 0° C. The arrange-

ments used to determine this expansion were as follows:—The bulb of the

constant volume thermometer was immersed in liquid air side by side with
another bulb, which we may call the constant pressure bulb, filled with hydrogen
at a known pressure, the temperature being deduced from the readings of the

constant volume thermometer. The gas in the constant pressure bulb was then
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pumped off and measured in a constant volume burette at a known temperature

near that of the atmosphere, the relative volumes of bulb and burette being such

that the pressure on the gas in the constant volume burette -was as nearly as

possible that under which the gas was confined in the constant pressure bulb at

the lower temperature. By the above arrangement errors due to uncertainty in

the temperature of connections, &c., are eliminated.

The results are as follows :

—

Temperatures from constant
volume thermometer
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Liquid Electrolytes, and cousoquently they establish the analogy between con-

duction of electricity by salt solutions and that by salt vapours.

Salt in the
Solution

sprayed
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extent by iodides. Whether the sulphides also belong here is harder to say, but
is not unlikely.

Tt has long been admitted as one of the most vulnerable points in the theories

of dissociation and the capillary electric phenomena that the values computed for

such cells as Hg-
|
KCl

|
Na^S

|
Ilg by the use of these methods for the terminal

E.M.F.'s and Planck's equations for the liquid contact (KCl
|
Na,S) do not agree

with the values obtained by direct measurement of the cell as a whole. The
tendency seems to have been to regard the contact Na^S

|
Hg as the disturb-

ing element ; but the views here presented point to the discrepancy really lying

in the determination of the value lor Hg
|
KOI. This, of course, has a direct and

important bearing ou the value for the standard electrodes now in common use.

The same considerations serve to clear up some of the discrepancies between
theory and experiment in the phenomena of galvanic polarisation in general.

The present paper is merely intended to indicate the line of reasoning which
has led up to, and act as a preliminary notice for, a series of experiments aimed at
a clearer separation and measurement of the individual components of these
phenomena which the author has at present in hand, and expects soon to bring
forward as basis for a more thorough and conclusive treatment of the v/hole

subject.

9. Effect of Ron-Electrolytes on the Zippma7i7i Electrometer Curve,
By J. A. Craw.

10. Determination of the Surface Tension of Mercury by the

Method of Hippies. ByJ.A.Cnxw.

11. 2'he Potential Differences of Allotropic Silver.

By J. A. Craw.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

The Section was divided into two Departments.

Department I.

—

Mathematics.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Tables of certain Mathematical Functions.

See Reports, p. 54.

2. A Criterion for the Recognition of the Irregular Points of Analytic
Functions. By Professor Mittag-Leffler, Foreign Member R.S.

Let c,3 + e,(.r— «) + a,(.r — «)-+.. . be a lower series, and let us make the
analytical continuation of this series along the line L, which starts from a. The
paper dealt with the problem of finding a criterion which will determine the
first singular point x upon L, which is found on proceeding from a towards
infinity.

The condition found was as follows :

—

_ Denote by e and 6 two positive quantities less than unity, and by

(tt) (II) (in

1901.
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constants defined by the formula

x(x + 1) . . . (\ + « - 1) = X"" + <"' r-' + . . . C, ^

Then the necessary and sufficient condition that .v be the first singular point on

L as we go from a to infinity is that the inequality

O a " a

holds independently of a, however small e may be, for an infinite number of values

of n ; while the inequality

holds for all sufficiently large values of v where we take a first and then e

sufficiently small.

3. Poinoare's Pear-sliaped Flqnre of EquUihrinm of Potatinq Liquid.

By G. H. Darwin, F.R.S.

Ellipsoidal harmonic analysis has usually been presented in such a form as to

make numerical calculation almost impossible, but the author believes that he has

succeeded in removing this defect in a paper for the ' Philosophical Transactions,'

now in the press. By aid of the methods of that paper the limit of stability

of Jacobi's ellipsoid becomes calculable. According to the principles established

by M. Poincar^, stability ceases when we arrive at a stage where a coefficient of

stability vanishes, and where there is interchange of stabilities between two
coalescent series of figures. The figure which coalesces with the Jacobian at

this point is the pear-shaped figure sketched by Poincar^. No attempt is made
in this paper to indicate the methods pursued, but results will merely be given.'

If o) denotes the angular velocity of an ellipsoid of liquid, and p the density, it

is well known that bifurcation of the Maclaurin ellipsoid occurs when-^— = 'ISTl,
2t7P

and when a number jx to which the moment of momentum is proportional is

•30375.2

One of the equatorial axes then begins to elongate, and the other to shorten, as

the angular velocity diminishes and the moment of momentum increases. These
ellipsoidal figures with three unequal axes are the Jacobian ellipsoids.

The problem to be solved is to find when a coefficient of stability in the

Jacobian series first vanishes, and to determine the nature of the figure which
coalesces with the Jacobian.

If the phraseology of spherical harmonic analysis be adopted, it is found con-

venient to take as the principal axis of quasi-symmetry for the ellipsoidal

liarmonics the longest axis of the Jacobian ellipsoid. Then it appears that the

iirst to vanish of the coefficients of stability is that corresponding to the third

zonal harmonic.

The following short table gives the leading facts concerning the Jacobian

ellipsoids as far as just beyond their instability. The last line in the table gives

the corresponding facts as to the critical Jacobian, which is a figure of bifurcation.

The axes of the ellipsoids a, b, c are given in such a form that their product (the is

' A paper giving the details of the investigation was presented to the Royal
Society in October 1901.

' See Proo. U.S., vol. xli. p. 319.
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equal to unity. The function fi was referred to above, and exhibits the increase of
moment of momentum, whilst the angular velocity falls.

a
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7. On Idoneal Numhers.

By Lt.-Col. Allan Cunningham, R.E., and the Rev. J. Cullen, S.J.

About the year 1778 Euler discovered tlie existence of a class of positive

numbers {inn), such that if an odd number N be expressible in only one way in the

form (wii- + ny"^) [with mx prime to ny'\ or (,r- - mny-) [with .r prime to mny\
then N is either a prime or the square of a prime. These numbers he styled numeri

idonei from their special fitness to aid in the detection of higrh primes. He gave

rules for their discovery, and actually discovered sixty-five of them, the largest

being 1848, and stated that there are no more > 1,848 but < 10,000. The joint

authors have recently extended their search up to 101,220 by a sort of graphic

process of solving simultaneous linear congruences (invented by the Kev. J. Cullen),

with the result that no more such numbers exist > 1,848, but < 101,220. (The

whole of the work ending in this result has been done independently by each of

the joint authors.)

As to the forms {mx- 'v nj/-), {x- '^ mny-) mere automorphs of the same form,

i.e., products of the form by its unit-form t~ — mnv' = 1, are not to he considered

as distinct forms. With this proviso it is found that negative idoneale ( - mti)

are very numerous. Gauss's tables show that, excluding squares, all but thirty-

five of the numbers < 328 yield negative idoneals. Also the authors find that all

the known positive idoneals (except 37) are also negative idoneals.

Several new theorems on quadratic forms whose determinant is an idoneal

were announced.

As an application all the odd numbers of form (i'^ + 1848?/''), wherein x is

prime to 1 848 y, from 10,000,000 to 10,100,000. have been examined; the 189

numbers shown below were found to be expressible in only one way in that form,

and (squares having been excluded) are therefore all Primes.

[This work was done by two computers independently under Colonel Cunning-

ham's supervision.]

10,00
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8. Determination of Successive High Primes. [Second Paper.)

By Lt.-Col. Allan Cunningham, R.E., and H. J. Woodall, A.Ii.C.Sc.

A general method was previously explained of determining, in a compendious

manner, the tchole of the primes within a given range. Tables have now been

prepared showing the lowest factors ( ><'5) of all the numbers between (2-' t 1020),

I.e., between 33,553,412 and 33,555,452, thus bringing them all within the power

of the existing large factor- tables. Hereby are detected the w/iole of the High
Primes (128 in number) within that range, and also the ic/iole of the Secondary

High Primes (45 in number) contained as factors of the numbers within that

range. [The u-hole of the work required has been done by each of the joint

authors independently.]

There is a long sequence of 73 composite numbers between 33,554,393 and

33,554,467, and one of 51 composites between 11,184,889 and 11,184,941.
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considered as covered by Routh's ^ and Weierstrass's = investigations as to the
stability of a state of steady motion.

Amongst other results, Charlier finds a method for reducing the disturbing
function to a canonical form. As I have recently indicated '' a process for the
reduction in the more general case of any steady motion, it may be worth while to
show how my method is simplified in Charlier's case. Using the notation of my
own paper, Charlier's disturbing function is given by writing b,s = 0, c =a'„
so that

H2 = A2a,, ,r, X, + i2.2,,, f ^, {r, 5 = 1,2,. . ., w)

where

<'ra

and the equations of motion are

dt di,' dt dx^'

Then the determinant which I employ is

ail) «i2i •

«21) «M) •
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the results is not easily seen, and so we may use the equivalent form (given on
p. 21G of my paper)

which is Charller's form. It is perhaps worth while to remark that Jordan's
method ' can be applied in this case, and without the use of imaginary quau-
tities.

10. The Puiseux Diagram and Differential Equations.'^
By E. W. H. T. Hudson, B.A, Felloio of St. John's College, Cambridge.

The paper is concerned with the approximate solution of ordinary differential
equation.^ in the neighbourhood of singular points, and commences with a brief
description of the method of using a diagram of unit points (squared pa])er)
similar to that introduced by Puiseux for the case of algebraic functions. This
method, which was first applied to differential equations by Briot and Bouquet,
and extended by Fine, is shown to be capable of supplying information as to the
existence of infinitudes of non-regular integrals which are usually obtained by
purely analytical processes. The essential thing to notice is that a first approxi-
mation to a solution may be obtained, not only ixoma. side of the ' polygon,' but also
from a corner, provided that the corner arise as a marked point from two or more
terms in the differential equation, and two inequalities be satisfied, expressing a cer-
tain geometrical condition. The case of a differential equation of the first order
and a point on the discriminant locus at which the integral curves have not a cusp
is a good example, and shows the existence of a namd may be predicted from an
inspection of the diagram. The case of solutions in series which at some stage
introduce logarithms is shown also to depend on corner points arising from more
than one term.

11. The Fourier Problem of the Steady Tem^yerattires in a thin Rod.
By James W. Peck.

The solution d = V exp
|
- .r ^'^FA is considered from the point of view of the

isothermals and tubes of flow. The result so got appeai-s to contradict the initial

hypothesis of lateral radiation ; and it is pointed out that tbe difficulty cannot be
evaded by considering the radiation negligible, for this nullifies the initially chosen
equation of heat-flow. Explanation is found in the approximate nature of the
solution, and two necessary conditions of the approximation are worked out as
follows: defining the ratio e : /,; as the thermal length modulus (L)—also
specified physically—and taking a as the radius and I the length of the rod, we

must have (i.) the ratio ^ : L small
;

(ii.) the ratio / ^'^
: I small. For experi-

mental purposes the first ratio should not exceed j^^, but the second need only
be smaller than about \. Illustrations of the neglect of these conditions are
drawn from the experiments of Despretz and of Wiedemann and Franz. Numerical
values of L are given for a range of substances, and the limits between which the
Fourier result is applicable are pointed out. A solution having a higher degree
of approximation than the Fourier result is then derived from the Bessel function
solution, viz.

'^ Liouville's Journal dc Math. (2), t. xix. 1874, p. ?,a (§§ 5-8). References
to Kroneckcr's methods of reduction and to otliermetliods will be found in my paper
already quoted.

- The paper is published in the Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,
vol. xxxiv.
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.and it is shown that the isothermals may in certain defined casas be taken as the

axial paraboloids of revolution

>•- = • 2 V-^La [x + ^^y log, 4L!;/(4L + «)V

}

and the lines of flow as the logarithmic curves

Drawings of the curves and numerical examples are given in illustration of

these results.

12. ^o(e on the Potential of a Surface Distribution.

By T. J. I'A. Bromwich, St. John's College, Cambridge.

The problem is the determination of the discontinuities (at the surface) of the

second differential coefficients of the potential : the results are familiar, but the

method seems, easier than any other lam acquainted with. The same method
has beerx used by Weingarten ("Acta Mathematica,' Bd. x. 1887, p. 308; ' Archiv
d. Math. u. Phys.' (3), Bd. i. 1901, p. 27) to find the discontinuities in the second

differential coefficieuts of the potential of an attracting mass at the boundary of

the space which it occupies ; also for some kinematical conclusions in connection

with vortex motion.

Take the origin on the surface at an ordinary point of the surface and let the

axis of s be normal to the surface. If the surface is closed the positive direction

of s will be from the inside towards the outside of the surface ; if the surface is

not closed the direction of z can be taken arbitrarily. The side for which = is

positive will be denoted by the suffix 0, the other side by the suffix 1. The
equation to the surface then takes the form (near the origin)

s = ^(a,r- + 2hxy + bi/-) + . . .

Let (T be the surface density at (.? , i/, z), supposed to be finite, continuous, and
diff'erentiable, and let s be the value of o- at the origin, .'.r, %, ^: being the first

differential coefficients there. Then we may write

(r = s + .vSj: + ySy + zs- + er

where >•- = x~ +y' + z"

and t may be made as small as we please by sufficiently diminishing r.

The potentials on the two sides of the surface are denoted by V,j, Vi, and we
write

""' W ' dx '
" d^ "D.r^- '

•'" ~ my dWy'
*"'"

where the values of the diflTerential coefficients are to be taken at the origin.

Thus

3V, avo
-r.]- -y - = J<x + .rK,,-,i. + yu,y + zii,f, f ej; &c,

where the quantities e' may be made as small as we please by sufficiently dimi*
nishing ;•.

But at points on the given surface

s = h{ax' + 2/ixy + by-) + . . .

and so we may write

0- = 5 + xs^ + ys,j + e"r, -^ -^ = u^ + xii,rx + tjUry + e'"'') &c.
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Now, by tbe theory of the potential of a surface density, as given in the ordinary
books on potential,

ox d.v oy ay da oz

where I, m, n are the direction cosines of the normal to the surface (drawn from
the side s<0 towards the side s>0).

Here we may write

/ = - {(IX + hy) + fJ.;-, m = - {hx + bi/) + (j^r, n = ] + f - r,

and so we bare

fx + xu,„ + yt(,r,j + ("r = 47r(s + xs^ + ys„ + €"r)[ - {ax + hy) + fj^r]

w^ + xu,nj + yuy,j + €',yr = 47r(s + .r*,. + ys^ + e"r)[ - {hx + *_y) + ej,r]

M; + .VU:r: + yU^z + e'"r = 4cTt{s + .Ifo + yHy + f "?')[1 + f;rj

As these hold for all values of x, y, for which r is less than some assignable
quantity, we have the results

?^.„ = - iiras , ?/.,..- = iiTS,r

Uyy = — irrbS
,

Uy: = -iTTSy

u,.= +4iT{a + b)s , n„j= -4nhs

where the value of ii.^ is determined by tbe fact that

w.r,c + ><iiy + «.-; = (V'^'i — V '^'
) at the origin

=

Since « + 6 = — + - -

Pi Pi

where p^, p., are the principal radii of curvature of the surface, it follows that

VPi Pa /

Potentialtheorie/ Bd.i. p. 50), and Poincare ('Potentiel Newtonien,'p. 251), when
allowance is made for tbe simplification introduced by using tbe axes selected
above.

13. The Ajyplications of Fourier's Series to Mathematical Physics.
By H. S. Carslaw, D.Sc.

In tbe problem of conduction of beat when tbe solution is given by the
infinite series

V = 2«„ sin ??.ie'~'^'''',

where

2 C7
«« = - f {x') s'mni'fU',

77 Jo

the presence of the factor e-^"-' preserves the convergency of the series when
differentiated term by term.

In the problems of transverse vibrations of strings where the solution is
given by

t^ = 2a„ sin nx cos nat
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this convergency factor is not present. The paper called attention to two matters
connected with this solution :

—

(1) The series which are used—when the string starts from a position of rest

with sharp corners—is not capable of differentiation twice with regard to .r and i.

(2) The equation ^'- = «- •{, being obtained on the assumption that the

string forms a curve without sharp corners, cannot without discussion be applied
to these cases.

Department II.

—

Physics.

The following' lleports and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Underground TemjKrature.—See Reports, p. G-1.

2. Report on Seismological Investigation.—See Reports, p. 40.

3. On the Seasonal Variation of the Atmospheric Temperature of the

British Isles and its Relation to Wind-direction. By W. N. Shaw,
M.A., F.R.S., and R, Waley Cohen, B.A.^

If the tweoty-five-year means of temperature for each day of the year at the
four principal stations of the British Meteorological Office be plotted the curves
do not exhibit a smooth run, but show a number of irregularities—often of con-
siderable magnitude. It is thus difficult to assign any specific number as the
normal mean temperature for a particular day, and the immediate object of the
work described below was to obtain a smooth curve to which the actual observed
temperature of any day might be referred and to study its characteristics. The
curves of actual daily means were first compared with simple harmonic curves
having an annual period, a maximum about July 21, and the same area as the
irregular curves. The comparison at once disclosed a lag of spring and an
acceleration of autumn, and a con-esponding exaggeration of the summer
maximum and moderation of the winter minimum. These features, being
essentially characteristic of the combination of a first and second order sine

curve with a maximum at the same epoch, suggested the idea of combining
two such curves to obtain a normal curve of reference. These combined curves
give very satisfactory smoothed curves for the whole year for each station, and
show that the periodic variations of atmospheric temperature at Kew may be
very approximately represented by the summation of two eli'ects, one of which
corresponds to a sine curve with an annual period and an amplitude of 12°'04 F.
and the other to a sine curve with a semi-annual period and an amplitude of
1°'4 F. Similar statements with similar numerical magnitudes are true of the
other stations. This result has been confirmed analytically.

The curves of daily mean atmospheric temperature have been harmonically
analysed for each of the stations, and the values of the harmonic coefficients

have been determined in the Meteorological Office by means of Sir II. Strachey's
formula.'- In each case there is a second order curve whose amplitude is about
one-eighth of that of the first order, and the amplitudes of the curves of higlier

order are so small as to be negligible. The first order curve has a maximum at a
date which varies at the four stations from July 23 to August 1, and the second
order curve has maxima which vary from January 28 to February 3, and July 30

' See Proc. Royal Soc.

Proc. Royal Soc, vol. slii. pp. 61-79.
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to August 5 respectively, and minima about the end of April and October

respectively.

Assuming the first order curve to represent the primary solar effect, the

purpose of this investigation has been to ascertain the nature and cause of the

second order effect.

Analysis of the temperature at Vienna shows that it does not exist there either

to the same extent or at the same epoch. At Agra there is a second order effect

of considerable magnitude, but at an entirely different epoch, and hence in no way
analogous to the effect in the British Isles. The effect is thus shown to be

meteorological and not planetary.

The effect was first studied for Kew. Its cause was sought in the effects and
relative frequency of occurrence of cyclonic and anticyclonic weather. For this

purpose the mean temperatures of cyclonic days for each month throughout the

year during the five years 1876-1880, and of anticyclonic days during the same
period, were separately calculated, and curves were plotted whose ordinates are

proportional to the difference between these values and the mean of the ordinates

of the first order curve for each month. Both these curves show the main
characteristics of the second order curve, and the curve of difference of tempera-

ture between cyclonic and anticyclonic weather shows no sign of it. Moreover,

by multiplying the percentage of difference of frequency of cyclonic and
anticyclonic weather for each month by the difference in temperature, the total

effect of type of weather on temperature is obtained, and its curve shows that it

does not in any respect resemble the second order effect. It is concluded that

although the second order effect has a, meteorological origin the type of the weather
plays no part in causing it.

The effect of wind direction was next examined for the nine-year period

1 876-1884. The mean temperatures of the air during the prevalence of barometric

gradients towards each of eight points of the compass in each month were
separately calculated, and curves of divergence from the first harmonic component
were drawn for each wind (taken as being at right angles to the gradient) in the

same way as for the cyclonic and anticyclonic curves. Each of these curves shows
at least some characteristic of the second order curve ; but on summing them all

together a curve is obtained which differs somewhat from the total curve of

divergence from first order curve values.

The effect is largely accounted for as the combined effect of the seasonal

variations in temperature of the several winds, and when this part is eliminated
the remainder must be attributed to the relative frequency of winds of different

temperature. To show this more clearly the winds were grouped together. The
mean temperature divergence of east winds is — 3°"1 F. ; of north-east winds
— 4°*0F. ; and of north winds — 3°-o F. These winds were grouped as 'cold'
winds. Similarly the north-west and south-east winds, whose mean diver-

gences are only — 0°-6 F. and — 0°"7 F. respectively, were grouped as ' temperate
'

winds, and the west, south-west, and south winds, whose mean divergences are

+ 1°'7 F., + 2°'2 F., and -f 2°-5 F. respectively, were grouped as ' warm ' winds.
Temperature curves were drawn for each of these groups analogous to the curves
for the separate winds. Each curve again shows a general resemblance to the
second order curve, but it is noticeable that the October-November minimum is

especially prominent in the curve for the temperate winds. The mean frequencies

of occurrence of these groups in each month during the nine years were also

calculated and expressed as a percentage of the total number of days ; the results

were plotted on curves whose ordinates are proportional to these percentage
frequencies.

The frequency curve for ' cold ' winds shows a very remarkable maximum
frequency in May and a small maximum in November.

The frequency curve for warm winds shows minima at these times and
maxima in February and August, and the freqviency curve for temperate winds,
which become distinctly colder in October-November, shows a very high maximum
at the end of October. At that time the temperature of these winds is much below
the average relative value, and thus the small maximum of the curve of the cold
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wiuds at that time is reinforced by the seasonal coldness of the more prevalent

winds.

As an example of the results derived from the inquiry it may be mentioned
that the minimum of the second order eflectat the end of April may be attributed

to the relative frequency of ' cold ' winds and the relative coldness of all winds at

that period, while the corresponding minimum at the end of October must be

assigned to the relative frequency of 'temperate' wiuds and the comparative
coldness of those winds at that time of the year.

The second order eti'ect is apparent in a single year's observations, and has, with

few exceptions, a larger amplitude in the analysis of the temperature curve of a
single year than in that of a mean curve of a number of years. The amplitude for

a single year may be as much as 3°, or a quarter of the amplitude of the whole
annual variation.

A similar effect is found in the variation of magnitude of the barometric

gradient between London and Valencia, and London and Aberdeen. It is

probable that this periodic variation in pressure plays some part in causing the

similar variation in temperature.

A similar effect is also found in the temperature variation of the sea water at

stations surrounding these islands, and the atmospheric efi'ect is probably con-

nected with this.

4. On the Effect of Sea Temperature upon the Seasonal Variation of Air
Temperature of the British Isles. B]j W. N. Shaw, M.A.^ F.R.S}

The paper describes an attempt to utilise the mode of geometrical composition

and resolution of sine curves of the .same period to resolve the principal seasonal

variations of temperature at a station into constituents, which may be called the

primary solar constituent, and the constituent due to the surroundings of land

and sea respectively.

The analysis of atmospheric temperature shows that there is a considerable

lag in the occurrence of the seasonal variations of temperature at coast stations as

compared with inland stations, and a still greater lag in the variations of

temperature in the sea itself.

The variation in sea temperature is regarded as a periodic cause of variation

of atmospheric temperature at coast stations, the effect of which is periodic in the

same period, and may be compounded with the primary solar effect to give the

resultant seasonal variation.

The effects of these curves of equal period may be represented in magnitude by
the numerical value of the amplitudes of the first order curves of the respective

temperatiu'e variations, and they may be compounded geometrically by means of a
triangle whose sides are proportional to these amplitudes, and are inclined at angles

corresponding to the relative epochs of the curves. In such a triangle the following

elements are known :

—

1. A side proportional to the observed amplitude at the station.

2. The difference in epoch between the primary solar cause and the resultant,

i.e., the angle betvreeu the sides proportional to the amplitudes of the primary
solar and of the resultant effects.

3. The angle between the sides proportional to the marine and the primary
solar effect.

By assuming the primary solar effect to be the same for places in the same
latitude it would thus be possible to analyse seasonal variation of temperature

at any place into its elements, and an example is given of this analysis in the case

of Kew. A point of some interest arising out of this is the lag in the seasons at

sea-coast stations, showing that not only the autumn and winter ai-e late at the

sea-coast, but also the spring, so that an early spring is to be sought inland.

' See Proc. Royal Soc.
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Another point of interest is the effect of the sea, which is not, as is generally

supposed, actually to decrease the amplitude of annual temperature oscillation,

but to increase it, although to a less extent than a corresponding surrounding area
of land. Thus at Nertchinski-Zavod, in Siberia, the effect (calculated as above) of

the secondary cause, i.e., the surrounding land, on annual temperature variation

has an amplitude of 55° F. ; whilst at Kow, in the same latitude, the effect of the

surrounding land and sea has only an amplitude of 8°-3 F. The figures for sea
temperature are inadequate for effective numerical analysis, but they suggest a
possibility of arriving on these lines at a definite comparison of inland and marine
climates.

5. A Neio Point of View about Gravitation, and a proposed Experiment.
By Dr. V. Cb^mietj.

We know perfectly well the quantitative law of gravitation, but we have na
idea of the mechanism of the attraction.

Several attempts have been made to explain gravitation by the presence of a
medium, but, I believe, all without success. Some learned men, too, had the
idea of finding by experiment whether the propagation of attraction Avas in-

sttantaneous or not ; but, as far as I know, no physical experiment was ever tried.

Whenever a system is in equilibrium ever}' attempt to disturb that equi-
librium will introduce new forces into the system, which will act against this

disturbance of equilibrium.

There are many examples: heating of gases by compression, increase of
resistance of metals with temperature, and consequently, when they are sub-
mitted to an electromotive force ; and, moreover, the law of Lenz in induction.

T thought that gravitation must very likely follow that universal law.

If, for instance, we consider the two bodies A. and B in equilibrium, we can
imagine that there is a ' flux of attraction ' between them. Let us move A very
quickly : this motion will produce a sudden variation in that flux, and a reaction
will take place in the system at that moment which will work against the motion
communicated to A.

A few months ago I described in the ' Comptes Rendus ' a new very sensitive

kind of balance which gives us an easy and direct way of verifying that idea.

This balance is made in the following manner : a very light tube of aluminium
is horizontally suspended by a silk thread, the two bent parts of which form an
angle of about 120°.

At one end of this tube is fixed a small sphere of platinum weighing about
three grammes. At the other end is a permanent magnet suspended by a silk

thread ; the weight of this magnet is three or four milligrammes lighter than that
of the sphere.

A coil is fixed on the support of the apparatus, and the silk thread bearing
the permanent magnet coincides with the axis of that coil.

On sending a current through it in the proper direction a repulsion between
the fixed coil and the permanent magnet will be established. That is the repulsion
which will be used instead of weights.

I have constructed several of these balances for use as galvanometers or
electrometers. The measured accuracy of one was as follows

:

It gives, at a distance of two metres, a deviation of 12 millimetres for a
current of 10~' amperes, which corresponds on the movable magnet to a force
of 3 X 10"'' dynes. This is the maximum obtained as yet. But I can easilv
obtain the 10~* of a dyne ; and I hope, with the long arm constructed foV
my gravitation experiment, to each about the 10~" of a dyne.

Now, with a convenient current, let us produce equilibrium between the
magnet and the sphere. We will record it by the position of a spot of li^ht
reflected by a mirror. If, then, we bring near to the sphere a heavy sphere
of lead, there will be an attraction between them ; we can equilibrate it by
increasing conveniently the current in the soil.
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If now we drop the heavy sphere of lead we shall have the sudden variation

required for the experiment.

If my idea is right we shall observe at that same moment an impulsion of the

spot of light on the scale in the direction of the motion—that is to say, in a direc-

tion contrary to that which would he observed if the assumed eil'ect does not exist.

The apparatus for making the experiment is now ready, and I hope to obtain

results before long.

I will point out that astronomical observations caimot answer this ques-

tion because in the motions of the planets there are only very small changes

of the ' flux of gi'avitation '
; and, besides, the distances are enormous. Moreover,

as these changes would be always reversed in the course of a complete

revolution, their very small effects woidd neutralise one another.

6. A Discussion on the proposed New Unit of Pressure, opened hy a Paper
hy Dr. C. E. Guillaume.—For Dr. Guillaume's Paper see Reports,

P- 'J'l-

7. The MicMson-Morley Effect. By W. M. Hicks, F.R.S,

In the theory of this experiment, as usually presented, no account is taken of

the alteration in wave length produced by reflection from a moving surface, nor
of the alteration in the direction of incidence as the drift alters, when the source

of light is fixed to the apparatus. When this is done it follows that the pheno-
mena to be expected are not precisely the same as those usually supposed, and in

certain cases the displacement of the fringes is subject to a quite different law.
The two sets of interfering waves, when there is drift, have not the same wave
length in space, although their aiipavent frequencies at any point moving with the
apparatus are equal. Consequently interference fringes are produced on a screen

which is fixed to the apparatus, and these fringes are displaced a certain number of

bauds when the apparatus drifts. Usually, however, the fringe is observed by an
optical apparatus which produces an image on the retina. But the two inter-

fering pencils from any point of the actual fringe, when they arrive at the retina,

have a different phase-difference from that at the original point Consequently
the image of the central bright line will not itself be a bright line. The central bright

band on the retina will be the optical image of another point on the original, and
the fringe-image shows the original one displaced by a certain amount which
alters with the drift. The observed displacement is therefore the resultant of

two others, one of which may in certain circumstances quite mask the other.

Supposing the drift of the apparatus to be comparable with that of the earth's

orbital motion—say 10~^ times that of light—it was shown to be possible that

in Michelson's actual experiment the arrangements were such that the effect he
expected was quite masked by the other.

8. The Laio of Radiation. By Dr. J. Larmor, F.E.S.

9. Radiation of Heat and Light from a Heated Solid Body.
By Dr. J. T. Bottomley, F.R.S.

In this paper an account is given of recent experiments on radiation of
heat and light from a heated solid body commencing with the very lowest
temperature at which a heated body becomes visible and proceeding to tem-
peratures approaching white heat. The experiments were made on pairs of
platinum strips specially prepared for the author by Messrs. Johnson & Matthey.
The strips were 1^ mm. broad, and extremely thin. One of each pair was
highly polished, and the other was coated with lampblack. The pairs of strips
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were contained in similar glass tubes, which were connected together by end
tubes, one of which was connected to a Sprengel pump, and by means of the
Sprengel pump a very high vacuum was obtained, so that the energy lost was
entirely due to radiation; the amount of heat lost by convection being negligible.

The lowest temperature at which the strip becomes visible in a darkened chamber
to an observer who has remained in the dark for some time in order that his eyes
may attain perfect sensitiveness is about 400° C. At this temperature the
blackened strip loses nearly seven times as much energy as the polished strip.

As the temperature rises the ratio seems to fall, while the light given oft

passes to dull red, then to cherry red, and finally to bright red approaching white
lieat.

Experiments are also referred to, of an older date, in which pairs of wires
one polished and the other sooted, were compared at the same temperature
(inferred from the resistance of the wires).

It is concluded from all these experiments that the production of lio-ht is

vastly more economical when the surface of the light-giving body is bright and
highly polished than when it is dull or coated with lampblack.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The Section was divided into two Departments.

Department I.

—

Physics.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. On the Clustering of Graintational Matter in any part of the Universe
By Lord Kelvin, G.C.V.O., F.R.S.

Gravitational matter, according to our ideas of univei-sal gravitation, would be
all matter. Now, is there any matter which is not subject to the law of oravita-
tion ? I think I may say with absolute decision that there is. We are all
convinced, with our President, that ether is matter, but we are forced to say that
the properties of molar matter are not to be looked for in ether as o-enerally
known to us by action resulting from force between atoms and matter, ether and
ether, and atoms of matter and ether. Here I am illogical when I sav between
matter and ether, as if ether were not matter. It is to avoid an illogical phraseo-
logy that I use the title ' gravitational matter.' Many years ago I gave strono-
reason to feel certain that ether was outside the law of givavitation. '\\'e need
not absolutely exclude, as an idea, the possibility of there being a portion of space
occupied by ether beyond which there is absolute vacuum—no ether and no
matter. We admit that that is something that one could think of; but I do
not believe any living scientific man considers it in the slightest degree probable
that there is a boundary around our universe beyond which there is no ether
and no matter. Well, if ether extends through all space, then it is certain
that ether cannot be subject to the law of mutual gravitation between its
parts, because if it were subject to mutual attraction between its parts its equi-
librium would be unstable, unless it were infinitelj- incompressible. But here
again, I am reminded of the critical character of the ground on which we stand in
speaking of properties of matter beyond what we see or feel by experiment.
I am afraid I must here express a view different from that which Professor
Riicker announced in his Address, when he said that continuity of matter implied
absolute resistance to condensation. We have no right to bar condensation as
a property of ether. While admitting ether not to have any atomic struc-
ture, it is postulated as a material which performs functions of which we know
something, and which may have properties allowing it to perform other functions
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of whicli we are not yet cognisant. If we consider ether to be matter, we
postulate that it has rigidity enough for the vibrations of light, but we have no
right to say that it is absolutely incompressible. We must admit that sufficiently

great pressure all round could condense the ether in a given space, allowing the

ether in surrounding space to come in towards the ideal shrinking surface. When
I say that ether must be outside the law of gravitation, I assume that it is not
infinitely incompressible. I admit that if it were infinitely incompressible,

it might be subject to the law of mutual gravitation between its parts ; but to

my mind it seems infinitely improbable that ether is infinitely incompressible,

and it appears more consistent with the analogies of the known properties of molar
matter, which should be our guides, to suppose that ether has not the quality

of e.^erting an infinitely great force against compressing action of gravitation.

Hence, if we assume that it extends through all space, ether must be outside

the law of gravitation—that is to say, truly imponderable. I remember the

self-complacent compassion with which sixty years ago—I myself, I am afraid

—

and most of the teachers of that tiine looked upon the ideas of the elderly

people who went before us, who spoke of ' the imponderables.' I fear that in

this, as in a great many other things in science, we have to hark back to the

dark ages of fifty, sixty, or a hundred years ago, and that we must admit there

is something which we cannot refuse to call matter, but which is not subject

to the Newtonian law of gravitation. That the sun, stars, planets, and meteoric

stones are all of them ponderable matter is true, but the title of my paper implies

that there is something else. Ether is not any part of the subject of this paper
;

what we are concerned with is gravitational matter, ponderable matter. Ether
we relegate, not to a limbo of imponderables, but to distinct species of matter

which have inertia, rigidity, elasticity, compressibility, but not heaviness. In a

paper I have already published I gave strong reasons for limiting to a definite

amount the quantity of matter in space known to astronomers. I can scarcely avoid

using the word ' universe,' but I mean our universe, which may be a very small

affair after all, occupying a very small portion of all the space in which there is

ponderable matter.

Supposing a sphere of radius 3'09.10"' kilometres (being the distance at which
a star must be to have parallax 0"'001) to have within it, uniformly distributed

through it, a quantity of matter equal to one thousand million times the sun's

mass, the velocity acquired by a body placed originally at rest at the surface

would, in five million years, be about 20 kilometres per second, and in twenty-five

million years would be 108 kilometres per second (if the acceleration remained
sensibly constant for so long a time). Hence, if the thousand million suns had
been given at rest twenty-five million years ago, uniformly distributed throughout

the supposed sphere, many of them would now have A'elocities of 20 or 30 kilo-

metres per second, while some would have less and some probably greater velo-

cities than 108 kilometres per second ; or, if they had been given thousands of

million years ago at rest so distributed that now they were equally spaced

throughout the supposed sphere, their mean velocity would now be about 50 kilo-

metres per second.' This is not unlike the measured velocities of stars, and hence

it seems probable that there might be as much matter as one thousand million

suns within the distance 3-09.10"' kilometres. The same reasoning shows that ten

thousand million suns in the same sphere would produce velocities far greater than

the known star velocities, and hence there is probably much less than ten thousand

million times the sun's mass in the sphere considered. A general theorem dis-

covered by Green seventy-three years ago regarding force at a surface of any
shape, due to matter (gravitational, or ideal electric, or ideal magnetic) acting

according to the Newtonian law of the inverse square of the distance, shows that

a non-uniform distribution of the same total quantity of matter would give

greater velocities than wovild the uniform distribution. Hence we cannot, by any
non-uniform distribution of matter within the supposed sphere of 3"09.10"^ kilo-

metres radius, escape from the conclusion limiting the total amount of the matter

within it to something like one thousand million times the sun's mass.

' Phil. 3tag., August 1901, pp. 1G9, 170.
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If we compare the sunlight with the liglit from the thousand million

Stars, each being supposed to be of the same size and brightness as our sun, we
find that the ratio of the apparent brightness of the star-lit slvy to the bright-

ness of our sun's disc would be 3'87.10~'^. This ratio' varies directly with
the radius of the containing sphere, the number of equal globes per equal volume
being supposed constant ; and hence to make the sum of the apparent area of discs

3*87 per cent, of the whole sky, the radius must be 3*09.10-' kilometres. With
this radius light would take 3:|^.10'^ years to travel from the outlying stars to

the centre. Irrefragable dynamics proves that the life of our sun as a luminary
is probably between fifty and 100 million years ; but to be liberal, suppose each of
our stars to have a life of 100 million years as a luminary, and it is found that
the time taken by light to travel from the outlying stars to the centre of the
spliere is three and a quarter million times the life of a star. Hence it follows

that to make the whole sky aglow with the light of all the stars at the same time
the commencements of the stars must be timed earUer and earlier for the more and
more distant ones, so that the time of the arrival of the light of every one of
them at the earth may fall within the durations of the lights of all the others at

the earth. jNIy supposition as to uniform density is quite arbitrary ; but never-
theless I think it highly improbable that there can be enough of stars (bright or
dark) to make a total of star-disc area more than 10~''- or 10~'' of the whole sky.

To help to understand the density of the supposed distribucion of 1,000 million

suns in a sphere of 3'09.10"' kilometres radius, imagine them arranged exactly in

cubic order, and the volume per sun is found to be 123'5.10'" cubic kilometres,

and the distance from one star to any one of its six nearest neighbours would be
4-98.10'" kilometres. The sua seen at this distance would probably be seen as a
star of between the first and second magnitude ; but supposing our 1,000 millioa
suns to be all of such brightness as to be stars of the first magnitude at distance
corresponding to parallax l"-0, the brightness at distance 3-09.10"' kilometres
would be one one-millionth of this ; and the most distant of our stars would be
seen through powerful telescopes as stars of the sixteenth magnitude. Newcomb
estimated from thirty to fifty million as the number of stars visible in modern
telescopes. Young estimated at 100 million the number visible through the Lick
telescope. This larger estimate is only one tenth of our assumed 1,000 million
mas3es equal to the sun, of which, however, 900 million might be either non-
luminous, or, though luminous, too distant to be seen by us at their actual
distances from the earth. Remark, also, that it is only for facility of counting
that we have reckoned our universe as 1,000 million suns ; and that" the meaning
of our i-eckoning is that the total amount of matter within a sphere of 3-09.10'"

kilometres radius is 1,000 million times the sun's mass. The sun's mass is

1*99.10-" metric tons, or 1-99.10^" grammes. Hence our reckoning of our sup-
posed spherical universe is that the ponderable part of it amounts to 1-99.10*-

graiTimes, or that its average density is 1-61.10-'-" of the density of water.
Let us now return to the question of sum of apparent areas. The ratio of

this sum to 4ir, the total apparent area of the sky viewed in all directions, is given

by the formula ' : a = '^ -
( . ) '

provided its amount is so small a fraction of

unity that its diminution by eclipses, total or partial, may be neglected. In
this formula, N is a number of globes of radius a uniformly distributed within a
spherical surface of radius /-. For the same quantity of matter in N' globes of the
same density, uniformly distributed through the same sphere of radius r, we have

J'=/''*,y and therefore ?' = -. With N = 10", r- 3-09.10"^ kilometres; and
IS \a / a a
a (the sun's radius) =7.10' kilometi-es ; we had a = 3-87.10~'^. Hence
«' = 7 kilometres gives a' = 3-87.10"'; and a" -\ centimetre gives a" = 1/36-9.

Hence if the whole mass of our supposed universe were reduced to globules of
density l-i (being the sun's mean density), and of 2 centimetres diameter, dis-
tributed uniformly through a sphere of 3-09.10"' kilometres radius, an eye at the

' Pidl. Mag., August 1901, p. 175.
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centre of this spliere would lose only 1/36-9 of the light of a luminary outside It

!

The smallness of this loss is easily understood when we consider that there is only

one globule of 2 centimetres diameter per 360,000,000 cubic kilometres of space, in

our supposed universe reduced to globules of 2 centimetres diameter. Contrast with
the total eclipse of the sun by a natural cloud of water spherules, or by the cloud

of smoke from the funnel of a steamer.

Let now all the matter in our supposed universe be reduced to atoms (literally

brought back to its probable earliest condition). Through a sphere of radius r let

atoms be distributed uniformly in respect to gravitational quality. It is to be

understood that the condition ' uniformly ' is fulfilled if equivoluminal globular or

cubic portions, small in comparison with the whole sphere, but large enough to

contain large numbers of the atoms, contain equal total masses, reckoned gravita-

tionally, whether the atoms themselves are of equal or unequal masses, or of

similar or dissimilar chemical qualities. As long as this condition is fulfilled, each

atom experiences very approximately the same force as if the whole matter were
infinitely fine-grained, that is to say, utterly homogeneous.

Let us therefore begin with a uniform sphere of matter of density p, gravita-

tional reckoning, with no mutual forces except gravitation between its parts, given

with every part at rest at the initial instant ; and let it be required to find the

subsequent motion. Imagining the whole divided into infinitely thin concentric

spherical shells, we see that every one of them falls inwards, as if attracted by the

whole mass within it collected at the centre. Hence our problem is reduced to

the well-known students' exercise of finding the rectilinear motion of a particle

attracted according to the inverse square of the distance from a fixed point. Let

Xf, be the initial distance, _^ .17/ the attracting mass, v and x the velocity and
o

distance from the centre at time f. The solution of the problem for the time

during which the particle is falling towards the centre is

and

where B denotes the acute angle whose sine is a / ' . This shows that the time'' \/l;
of falling through any proportion of the initial distance is the same whatever be

the initial distance ; and that the time (which we shall denote by T) of falling to

the centre isi^rA /^ . Hence in our problem of homogeneous gravitational
V onp

matter given at rest within a spherical surface and left to fall inwards, the

augmenting density remains homogeneous, and the time of shrinkage to any
stated proportion of the initial radius is inversely as the square root of the

densitj'.

To" apply this result to the supposed spherical universe of radius 3'09.10"'

kilometres, and mass equal to a thousand million times the mass of our sun, we
find the gravitational attraction on a body at its surface ^ives acceleration of

1*37.IC^^^ kilometres per second per second. This therefore is the value of

—^ Xn, with one second as the unit of time and one kilometre as the unit of
3 °'

distance; and we find T = 62*8.10" seconds = 16"8 million years. Thus our

formulas become

i«^ = L37.10-"r„(-J^'-l)

givmg

. = 5-23.10-^y,.,(^._l)
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and

whence, when sin d is very small,

? = 52-8.10''(l-^/')

Let now, for example, .t;, = 3-09.10'" kilometrei^, and '^'' = 10'; and, therefore,

sin(9 = ^ = 3'16.10-* ; -whence, w = 291,000 kilometres per second, and

i = T - 7,080 seconds = T - 2 hours approximately.

By these results it is most interesting to know that our supposed sphere of

perfectly compressible fluid, beginning at rest with density 1-61.10--' of that of

water, and of any magnitude large or small, and left unclogged by ether to shrink

under the influence of mutual gravitation of its parts, would take nearly seventeen

million years to reach -0161 of the density of water, and about two hours longer

to shrink to infinite density at its centre. It is interesting also to know that if

the initial radius is 3-09.10"' kilometres, the inward velocity of the surface is

291,000 kilometres per second at the instant when its radius is 3-09,10'-' and its

density -0161 of that of water. If now, instead of an ideal conipressible fluid, we
"0 back to atoms of ordinary matter of all kinds as the immitive occupants of

our sphere of 3-09.10"' kilometres radius, all these conclusions, provided all the

velocities are less than the velocity of light, would still hold, notwitlistanding the

ether occupying the space through which the atoms move. This would, I believe,'

exercise no resistance whatever to uniform motion of an atom througli it; but it

would certainly add quasi-inertia to the intrinsic Newtonian inertia of the atom

itself moving through ideal space void of ether; which, according to the New-

tonian law, would be exactly in proportion to the amount of its gravitational

quality. The additional quasi-inertia must be exceedingly small in comparison

with the Newtonian inertia, as is demonstrated by the Newtonian proofs, includ-

ing that founded on Kepler's laws for the groups of atoms constituting the planets,

and movable bodies experimented on at the earth's surface.

In one thousand seconds of time after the density -OlOl of the density of water

is reached, the inward surface velocity -n-ould be 305,000 kilometres per second,

or greater than the velocity of light ; and the whole surface of our condensing

globe of gas or vapour or crowd of atoms would begin to glow, shedding light

inwards and outwards. All this is absolutely realistic, except the assumption of

uniform distribution through a sphere of the enormous radius of 3-09.10'" kilo-

metres, which we adopted temporarily for illustrational purpose. The enormously

o-reat velocity (291,000 kilometres per second) and rate of acceleration (13-7 kilo-

metres per second per second) of the boundary inwards, which we found at the

instant of density -0161 of that of water, are' due to greatness of the primitive

radius, and the uniformity of density in the primitive distribution.

To come to reality, according to the most probable judgment present know-

ledge allows us to form, suppose at many millions, or thousands of millions, or

millions of millions of years ago, all the matter in the universe to have been

atoms very nearly at rest" or quite at rest; more densely distributed in some

places than in others, of infinitely small average density through the wliole of

infinite space. In regions where the density was then greater than in neighbour-

ing regions, the density would become greater still ; in places of less density, the

' ' On the Motion produced in an Infinite Elastic Solid by the Motion through

the Space occupied by it of a Body acting on ij;^only by Attract^ion or Repulsion,'

Cong
- - _- ^ x^ , -- ^

Part _, ^w„^, „„.... _ -- ,

Kelvin's Collected Math, and Phjs. Pa2'crs, vol. ii. art. Isix.

P P
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density will tecome less ; and large regions will quickly become void or nearly

void of atoms. These large void regions would extend so as to completely sur-

round regions of greater density. In some part or parts of each cluster of atoms

thus isolated, condensation would go on by motions in all directions not generally

convergent to points, and with no perceptible mutual influence between the atoms

until the density becomes something like lO"'' of our ordinary atmospheric density,

when mutual influence by collisions would begin to become practically effective.

Each collision would give rise to a train of waves in ether. These waves would

carry away energy, spreading it out through the void ether of infinite space. The

loss of energy, thus taken away from the atoms, would reduce large condensing

clusters to the condition of gas in equilibrium ^ under the influence of its own
gravity only, or rotating like our sun or moving at moderate speeds as in spiral

nebulas, &c. Gravitational condensation would at first produce rise of tempera-

ture, followed later by cooling and ultimately freezing, giving solid bodies

;

collisions between which will produce meteoric stones such as we see them. We
cannot regard as probable that these lumps of broken-looking solid matter (some-

thing like the broken stones used on our macadamised roads) are primitive forms

in which matter was created. Hence we are forced, in this twentieth century, to

views regarding the atomic origin of all things closely resembling those presented

by Democritus, Epicurus, and their majestic Roman poetic expositor, Lucretius.

2. A Discussion on Glass used for Scientific Purposes.

0]}ened by a Paper by Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S.

3. The Brush Grating and the Law of its Oj)tical Action,

By John Kerr, LL.B., F,R.S.

Pure water is rendered slightly hazy by holding in suspension a small quantity

of chemically precipitated and invisibly fine particles of FejO, ; this liquid placed

in a uniform and moderately strong magnetic field gives the best known example
of the Brush grating. The water is luiderstood to bo traversed throughout its

mass by a set of invisibly fine filaments of solid particles, all straight and parallel.

"When this medium is examined in the polariscope the vibrations transmitted are

always perpendicular to the filaments.

The action of the Brush grating comes out ill experiment as twofold : (1) a

negative double refraction with filament for optic axis
; (2) a selective absorption

of the extraordinary ray. The phenomena are quite regular, and as pure as any
that are given by good crystals, but upon a comparatively small scale of intensity.

The simplest statement of the law of the action is that when light passes through
the Brush grating the Fresnel vibrations parallel to the filaments are the most
absorbed, and those perpendicular to the filaments the most retarded.

It is interesting, and may be iiseful, to compare the new medium with the

numerous media known in optics as the coloured birefringent crystals ; and also

with Hertz's grating of parallel wires, used as a transmitter and absorber of

electric waves.

4. Tlie Effect of Errors in Ruling on the Appearance of a Diffraction

Grating. By H. S. Allen, M.A., B.Sc.

If a spectroscope is adjusted to view a single spectral line, and the eye-piece of

the observing telescope is removed, the diftraction grating is seen illuminated by
monochromatic light ; but in general the image is crossed by a number of dark
bands parallel to the rulings on the grating. The bands may be better studied by
focussing the observing telescope on the surface of the grating instead of on the

' Homer Lane, American Journal of Science, 1870, p. 57; Sir W. Thomson,
Phil. Mag., March 1887, p. 287.
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slit of the collimator. The object of the paper is to explain the mode of formation

of these bands.

In an absolutely perfect grating all the light going to form the spectral line

of any particular order is brought to a single focus by the objective of the telescope,

and the emergent cone of light is bounded by the image of the grating formed by
the objective (the distance between tbe grating and the objective being greater

than the focal length). In the case of a grating containing two rulings differing

by a small amount the light from each portion will be brought to its own
appropriate focus, and the two emergent cones of light will be bounded by the

corresponding parts of the image of the grating. A screen placed in the position

of this image would be uniformly illuminated, but if it were moved nearer to the

lens the boundary between the two rulings would receive light from 6oM the cones

or from neither of them, according to the relative positions of the foci. If the

screen were moved further from the lens the effect would be exactly reversed, sq

that a light band iu one case becomes a dark band in the other.

The theoretical results, which have been verified by observation, may be

summarised as follows :

—

Orders on the right of the central image (the observer is supposed to be facing

the grating).—Case 1. In passing from a wide to a narrow ruling in going from
left to right. Focus in, light band. Focus out, dark band

,

Case 2. In passing from a narrow to a wide ruling in going from left to right,

Focus in, dark band. Focus out, light band.

Orders on the left of the central I'ma^e.—.-The results just given must be
reversed.

The bands disappear when the telescope is focussed exactly on the grating.

5. On a new Electromagnet and an Echelon Spectroscope for Magneto-optic

Observations. By Professor A. Gray, F.R.S., and Dr. W. Stewart.

6. On Resolving Power in the MicroscojJe and Telescope.

By Professor J. D. Everett, F.R.S.

The author maintains, in opposition to the view put forward in standard books

on the microscope, that resolving power, whether in the microscope or the tele-

scope, depends simply on keeping down the size of the disc which, owing to

difiraction, is the image formed by the objective of a luminous point of the object.

The illumination of the disc diminishes from the centre outwards according to a

well-known law, first worked out by Airy, becoming zero at a definite distance ;

but for a considerable distance within this limit the illumination is too faint to be

appreciable, and the visible size of the disc therefore increases with the brightness

of the luminous point which is imaged. The radius of the disc, reckoned up to

the theoretical limit of zero illumination, is directly as the wave-length of the

light employed, and inversely as the sine of the semivertical angle of the cone of

rays which emerges from the objective. The effect of large aperture in the tele-

scope, or of large N.A. in the microscope, is to increase the sine of this angle, and
in the same proportion to increase tbe fineness of representation.

Dawes' results for the closeness of double stars which can be just separated by
a given objective lead to the conclusion that the two discs, corresponding to the

two nearly equal components of the star, can be just recognised as two when the

illumination due to one at the centre of the other is about -^ of the central

illumination ; and Abbe's determinations of the resolving powers of microscopical

objectives, as dependent on N.A., lead to exactly the same conclusion for the

microscope, an agreement which seems to have hitherto escaped attention.

Abbe s own view, as stated in the concluding sentence of his Paper to the

Royal Microscopical Society (vol. i. 1881, p. 42.3), is:

—

' The very first step of every understanding of the microscope is to abandoi^
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the gratuitous assumption of our ancestors that microscopical vision is an imitation
of macroscopical, and to become familiar with the idea that it is a thin^ sui
generis.''

This view has since been somewhat toned down ; but he still maintains that,
in the case of such an object as a diatom, there is practically a superposition of
two images, one depicting the coarse outlines and the other the fine details.'

It is of courst' legitimate to mentally divide phenomena into two classes for

convenience of treatment ; but Huygens' principle applies equally to the fine and
the coarse parts of an object; and there is no way of obtaining true representation
of fine details; except by giving smallness to the discs which are the images of
points, seeing that the whole image, coarse and fine parts alike, is built up of these
discs.

An important point, which is merely presented as an empirical fact in books on
the microscope, is the enormous benefit derived, in fine work, from employing a
sub-stage condenser of high quality to throw upon the object the sharpest possible
achromatic image of a limited portion of the source of illumination, an iris dia-
phragm, close to the condenser, being employed to assist in the limitation. The
reason of the benefit is that the influence of large aperture in reducing the size of
the discs which build up the image depends on the capability of mutual inter-
ference between all points of a wave-surface sent by a point of the object to the
focus. Two distant portions of the surface cannot interfere, if they are derived
from distinctly diflerent parts of the source of illumination. For purposes of
resolution, aperture counts only so far as it receives illumination from one and
the same source. If the four quadrants of an aperture are illuminated by four
separate sources, they will give, instead of a single small round spot, four larger
spots partially overlapping.

A subsidiary benefit conferred by accurate focussing of the source on the
object is the prevention of the spurious patterns which are formed by the inter-
ference of light sent from a single point of the source to diflerent markings on an
object.

7. On tlie Interference of Light Jroin Independent Sources,
By G. Johnstone'Stoney, M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S.

In the course of an inquiry into the distribution of light by visible objects the
fact has emerged that lights from independent sources can be made to interfere,
whatever be their phases and states of polarisation.

The present abstract is in reference to this point. To make it sufficiently brief,
it is limited to explaining the method of proof and giving one application to a
case which is easily dealt with, and where the result can be verified experimentally.

The investigation starts from the admitted fact that in a transparent isotropic
medium the undulation spreading outwards from each punctum, or visible point^is
a train of waves of alternating electro-magnetic stresses ofwhich the wave-fronts are
surfaces that are nearly spheres, or portions of spheres, concentric with the
punctum, and enlarging with the speed of light in the medium.

Electro-magnetic stresses require an expenditure of energy to produce them or
to alter them, and in other respects there are analogies between the electrical
events with which we shall have to deal and dynamical events. Accordingly, as
we have a fuller nomenclature of dynamical than of electrical events it will be
convenient to speak of changes of electro-magnetic stress as motions in the medium,
of the cause of an alteration of the rate of change as a force, and so on, for this
purpose employing these and other dynamical terms in a sufficiently generalised
sense.

We shall also have to assume that it is legitimate to apply the principle of
reversal to electrical as to dynamical events.

Let us take a definite case, and suppose that P, a punctum or small source of
l)ght, is situated at a point/in the open {ether, from which it radiates light of wave

' Carj>enter on the Microscoj>e, 8th edition, p. 64.
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length X in some or in nil directions. P probably acts somewhat like a Hertzian
vibrator ; butwhatever be its modus operandi it is an agent which makes a disturbance
in the jether and sets up what we may call turmoil in its immediate neighbour-
hood. This turmoil is of a special kind, its action on the tether beyond adding
wave after wave to an undulation of regular waves, which advances outwards.

It is this undulation of regular waves beyond the region of turmoil that is the
light radiated from P.

The aether is competent to propagate these waves forward without external aid
and by reason of forces developed within itself when strained ; but the turmoil in

Ihe vicinity of P requires that forces supplied byP shall co-operate with the forces

developed in the medium to keep it going. If P ceased to maintain it, the
turmoil would quickly disappear after expending whatever energy had been stored

up in it in adding a few additional waves to the inner fringe of the great undula-
tion travelling outwards.

Let us draw round/a tiny sphere with radius p, which we may call sphere p,
just sufficiently large to include the region of turmoil. In the case of light, one or
two wave lengths is a sufficient radius for this sphere, since beyond that short

distance the events in the aether do not differ sensibly from regular wave-motion.
P, which emits the light, is a portion of the non-sether. It is a 'source'

through which energy is transferred from the non-aether to the aether. By reason
of its presence the aether is not a ' self-contained system ' of the kind which is

necessary to justify an application to it of the principle of reversal. But we can
bring about this requisite state of isolation by supposing that P, after having
emitted light for a definite time, say for one minute, not only ceases to emit light,

but ceases to exist. This total suppression of P cuts off the communication
between the aether and the non-aether, and thenceforward the aether is a self-

contained system in which we may investigate ihe further progress of events by
employing the principle of reversal. It will be convenient to divide time into

equal intervals—say into minutes—and the definite supposition we shall make is

that P emits light of wave length X from the epoch t = till the epoch ^ = one
minute, and that at the close of this period all the contents of the sphere p, including

P and the disturbed aether near it, are suddenly annihilated, and quiescent aether

put in their place.

By the end of the first minute, when these events are supposed to take place,

the undulation beyond sphere p has extended to a distance from/, which is about
forty-seven times the distance from the earth to the moon. After those events
take place, the undulation continues to advance outwards ; and we may now
employ upon it the principle of reversal, with the advantage of being at liberty

to confine the reversal to the reversal of motions in the aether. This provides us
with the means of investigating events after the first minute.

We may also include the events of the first minute by introducing two
reversals ; since by this contrivance we can succeed in reproducing under the new
conditions, i.e., within a. self-contained aether, precisely the same undulation as
existed during the first minute while P was emitting light. To this end let us
imagine the undulation to continue its outward journey for any convenient period
—say for two minutes after the annihilation of the contents of sphere p. This
brings us to the epoch i = three minutes. At this instant let reversal of all

motions in the aether take place. The outtiowing waves then retrace their steps,

so that after the reversal the undulation becomes light converging towards the
focus/. When the time f = eight minutes arrives the undulation has not only con-
verged upon /, but after passing that focus it has become an undulation of
divergent spherical waves, each part of the undulation when passing the focus
having crossed to the opposite side of /. At the instant t = eight minutes let a
second reversal of all motions in the aether take place. The light which, im-
mediately before this second reversal, was diverging from / again becomes
convergent, and within the period from ^ = ten minutes to ^ = eleven minutes
each spherical wave for the second time passes the focus and becomes divergent,
and each of these divergent waves now finds itself under such circumstances that
so soon as it gets beyond little sphere p it becomes for all future time an exact
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repetition of what the corresponding actual wave emitted by P in the first

minut« was, and what it would have continued to be if neither reversal had taken

place.

Hitherto we have only dealt with the undulation as an undulation of spherical

waves. Let us now go again over the same ground, and avail ourselves of its

being legitimate to resolve the light into wavelets by Huygens's theorem.

In addition to little sphere p, let us draw round / two other spheres with
radii r and R, r being some moderate length such as a metre, and R a much
greater length, such as two or three metro-tens.' We shall find it convenient to

imagine other spheres to be also described round /, viz., the series with radii

M, 2M, 3M, &c., where M is the length of the journey which light describes

each minute, which in the open sether is a distance of 1'8 metro-tens. Let us

now make it our special aim to consider in what way the process we are going to

apply will resolne the 2)art of the ioidulation of spherical waves %vhich lies within

sphere r.

As before, let P for the first minute emit light of wave length A. This light

consists of the spherical waves which travel outwards through the space beyond
sphere p. At the close of the first minute the foremost wave has reached

sphere M. Throughout almost the whole of this minute a portion of the

undulation has been within sphere r, which (if r is a metre) is large enough to

include from 13 to 25 hundred thousand (according to the colour) of the expanding
light waves.

At the end of the minute P and the rest of the contents of sphere p are to

be annihilated, and quiescent jether is to be substituted for them within that

little sphere.

Two minutes latter, i.e., when < = 3 minutes, the immense undulation of

spherical waves has got beyond the great sphere R, and has advanced into the

spherical shell between spheres 2M and 3M, leaving quiescent jether behind it.

At this instant

—

i.e., when f = 3 minutes—the first reversal is to take place,

whereupon the waves that have been hitherto outward bound become inflowing.

Let them pursue their new course after this first reversal until the time
t = S minutes. By that time the undulation has converged upon the focus, has

passed it, and has again become divergent light, each part of the undulation

having crossed to the opposite side of f. When the epoch ^ = 8 minutes
arrives the undulation of spherical waves is travelling outwards, and has reached

the space between spheres 2M and 3M, and sphere R lies in the quiescent space

within the undulation.

At this instant

—

i.e., when t = 9, minutes—let the second reversal take place.

The undulation for the second time travels inwards, and on their inward journey
the spherical waves come successively to coincide with sphere R, Accordingly
if we divide the surface of sphere R into its elements rfo-j, da.-,, &c., then by
Huygens's theorem we may subt:titute undulations of hemispherical wavelets
radiating inwards from the innumerable centres dcr^, da-.^, &c., to take the place of

the further progress of the inward-bound undulation of spherical waves. As
these innumerable undulations of wavelets advance, they sweep over the space

occupied by sphere r, which is two metres across, and ivithin the limits of that

space the wavelets differ but very little from wavelets that are accurately flat and
accurately uniform. In this way the converging spherical waves within sphere r

succeeded by the same waves diverging after they pass the centre of the sphere,

produce identically the same motion within sphere r as would develop itself if

the innumerable undulations of nearly plane wavelets described above were
made to sweep across it simultaneously. It can further be proved that the

equation of energy is fulfilled in this resolution, and that in every respect the
resolution is a true physical resolution.

The next step is an easy one. It is legitimate by an application of the method
of limits to make the wavelets where they cross sphere r accurately plane wavelets

' A metro-ten is the tenth of the metros or decimal multiples of the raet^^,

In other words, it is 10'" metres,
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and accurately uniform, and at the same time to increase the size of sphere r

to any desired extent. When this has been done we obtain the following im-

portant theorem :

—

Theorem I.

The undulation of spherical waves emitted by a luminous punctum P situated

at a point / of a transparent isotropic medium, together with that preceding

system of waves converging upon /, which would have been followed by this

same radiation from / if P had been absent

—

i.e., the complete undulation of

spherical waves which embraces an entire past history as well as the entire

future history of the undulation—can be completely resolved into undulations

of plane wavelets, each wavelet being of unlimited extent in its own plane, and
uniform throughout that extent. And this resolution is a true physical resolution

and not merely kinematical.

An adequate conception of these plane-wavelet components can perhaps be
best acquired by making temporary use of the hypothesis that the light emitted

by P consists of rays, of the kind with which we are familiar when the useful

hypothesis that light consists of rays is made the basis of the science of

geometrical optics. Here, however, we are to obliterate these hypothetical rays
and to substitute for each hypothetical ray a real undulation of plane wavelets,

each wavelet having its wave-front perpendicular to the ray, and being of
unlimited extent in the plane of the wavelet as well as uniform throughout that
extent. To complete the picture the intensity of each imdulation {i.e., the
square of the transversal of each of its wavelets) is to be proportional to the
intensity which we have to attribute to the corresponding hypothetical ray of
geometrical optics. As the number of rays is unlimited, so is the number of the
undulations of plane wavelets that take their place.

The investigation requires one other fundamental thereom, of which, as it is

a well-known theorem, we need only give the enunciation, premising that the
direction in which an undulation of plane wave.s travels is in an isotropic medium
perpendicular to the wave fronts.

Theokem II.

Any number of undulations of uniform plane waves, of wave length X,

advancing in the same direction in an isotropic medium, may be united into a
single resultant undulation of uniform plane waves travelling in that direction.

(If the undulations to be combined are variously polarised, the resultant imdu-
lation will in general be elliptically polarised.)

From these fundamental theorems several useful inferences may be drawn

;

such as

—

Theoeem III.

The whole of the light of wave length X emitted by any visible object,

•whether self-luminous or requiring incident light to render it visible, may be
resolved into undulations of uniform plane wavelets, of which there need be only
one such undulation provided for each direction towards which light is propa-
gated from the visible object.

This is an immediate corollary from Theorems I. and II.

Theoeem IV.

The light of wave length X traversing any portion of space may be resolved
into undulations of uniform plane wavelets sweeping over that space, of which
there needs only one such undulation in each direction.

This also is R corollary upon Theorems I. and TI,
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Theorem V.

The light of wave length X which reaches the image of an object formed by
an optical instrument may be resolved into undulations of uniform plane wave-
lets, of which only one undulation need be provided for each of the directions

along which light reaches the image.

This theorem is a particular case of Theorem IV.
Light may be resolved into wavelets in innumerable ways. Amongst these

the analysis into undulations of uniform plane wavelets possesses the unique
advantage that as each undulation advances through space neither it nor any of
its 2}arts undergoes change. Hence

Theoeem VI.

To estimate the effect produced within a closed space or by the light that has
reached a given image, it will suffice to draw cylinders enveloping this space or
image, in all the directions from which light comes to it, and to confine our
attention to the portion of each undulation of uniform plane wavelets which lies

within that one of the cylinders which is perpendicular to its wave fronts.

From this group of theorems others of much interest follow ; but to describe
the method by which they are derived would necessitate entering upon new ground,,

and would unduly prolong the present abstract. It must therefore suffice to say
that by some of these further propositions a beam or pencil of light is resolved into

its plane-wavelet components, each of indefinite extent laterally ; and that this;

resolution renders possible a study of the phenomena of diffraction gratings when
the portions of liglit that reacli the individual reflecting strips come from inde-
pendent sources.

Some of the Results Obtained.

These theorems have made it possible to investigate the distribution of the light

which is thrown ofl' by visible objects, and they explain the experimental effects

seen by Professor Abbe when light was incident upon microscopical objects under
various limitations as to direction. In the covirse of the inquiry the total light

incident on an object, or else the total light which emerges from it, has to be
resolved into its plane-wavelet components ; and it appears on applying tliis

method of analysis, either to the incident or to the emergent light, that the por-
tions of light thrown oft' by different parts of the object are capable of interfering,

whether those portions of light had reached the object from tlie same or from
independent sources.

Verification by Experiment.

After confirming these results by a repetition of Abbe's observations and by a

large range of other experiments (vith the microscope, it appeared to the writer to

be desirable to contrive a test experiment which could be carried out with more
precision than is possible when employing the microscope.

A ruling of parallel equidistant lines seems from the theoretical point of view
to be the simplest kind of visible object with detail upon it to be seen. Accord-
ingly the object chosen for experiment was a Rowland's diffraction grating with
a ruling a little more than 4^ centimetres long, and containing about 26,000
reflecting strips.

The theoretical investigation indicated that the light thrown off by the grating
should be in the same directions and have the same intensities, whether the
incident light which has reached the several reflecting strips have come from the
same or from difl'erent sources, provided that, if they come from different sources,

equal intensity of light has reached the several strips.

To test this Miss E. A. Stoney proposed to bring light from independent sources
to the various parts qf the grating by throwing an image of the sun upon it

;
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and the experimeut which resulted has most satisfactorily confirmed the prediction

of theory.

The light from the sun was reflected from a heliostat furnished with a 4-inch

optically flat mirror, worked by Sir Howard Grubb, F.R.S. The mirror is silvered

on the front, and may be relied on to furnish reflected light capable of forming a

good image. The reflected beam was received by a horizontal telescope furnished

with a 2-inch objective by Cook and an eyepiece by Watson. By this apparatus

an image of the sun was formed in a vertical plane at a distance of a little more
than a metre from the telescope, and of a size somewhat larger than the Rowland
grating. Whenever there happened to be minute spots on the sun at the time of

observation, the image was good enough to show them satisfactorily.

The surface of the grating was made to coincide with this image, so that the

light reaching different parts of the grating came from diflferent parts of the sun.

At the same time, in consequence of the arrangements described above, all light

reached the grating from nearly ^ the same direction, viz., from the direction in

which the eye-stop of the telescope was seen from the grating.

"WTieu the apparatus was set up in this way, the same full series of bright

impure spectra were produced as are seen when tlie portions of light reaching the

several reflecting strips come from identical sources.

Still further to test the predicted result, a spectroscope slit was placed near

the telescope, in the position of the eye-stop of the telescope. This reduced the

light forming the image of the sun and impaired its definition, but still left the

image good enough to ensure that the light reaching reflecting strips of the

grating which are somewhat distant from one another came from different

parts of the sun. The spectrum of the second order on one side was then
viewed through the telescope of the spectrometer, when the Fraunhofer lines

were well seen in large numbers. The E group in the green was carefully

examined, and the definition was so good that all but one- of the 30 lines in

Rowland's great map were seen. The closest doubles that were observed to be
resolved were at 5265"8 in the E group, and the corona line with the iron line

adjoining it at 5316'9. The spacing of these doubles is about
-J
of an Angstrom

unit, which in that part of the spectrum would, according to Lord Rayleigh's

formula (X/SX = 2w), require a grating of 16,000 lines to resolve them in the
second spectrum if the grating and the adjustments were perfect.

The performance as seen was regarded as good, considering the impossibility in

some respects, and the difficulty in others, of getting the adjustments more tliau

approximately made : 16,000 lines occupy 28 mm. on the grating, which is more
than an inch. It therefore extended over a considerable part of the image of the

sun which illuminated the grating. Moreover, having regard to the fact that
the brightness of the light reaching the different reflecting strips was not quite the

same, and to the other shortcomings mentioned above, it seems not unlikely that
the whole of the 26,000 reflecting strips of the grating were actually in operation
to produce such definition as was observed. If so, light was made use of from
parts of the image of the sun as far asunder as IJ inch.

\_Note added October 1901.—The experiment is very much improved by
introducing a collimating lens between the slit and thegi'ating. The lens employed
is a lens of 73 cm. focus, and was set up at a distance of about 12 cm. in front of
the grating. It does not sensibly impair the image of the sun formed on the
grating, and it enables the adjustments to be fidbj made which had to be left

imperfect before. When the adjustments were carefully made the spectrum of
the sun in the second spectrum did not appreciably fall short in either definition,

' The light reaches all parts of the grating from exactly, and not only nearly, the
same directions when the collimating lens described in Note above is added to the
apparatus.

- The line not seen is the faint chromium line of wave length .5275'34 and of
intensity 00 on Rowland's scale. It is between two stronger lines, the nearer of
which is of intensity 1 and at a distance of about a fifteenth of an Angstrom unit.
This is too close for resolution by a grating of 26,000 lines in its second spectrum.
The pair are, however, widely separated by the grating that was used in its fifth

spectrum.
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resolving power, or purity of the best spectrum that can be obtained when the
specti-ometer is employed in its usual way, i.e., with the image of the sun thrown
on the slit. No doubt, the light being now derived from a large extent of the
sun's disc, sharp lines must have been fringed with faint and narrow wings owing
to the rotation of the sun ; but the wings were too faint and too narrow to be
visible in the second spectrum.]

On the whole, the verification of the efi^ect predicted by the new analysis
appears to be satisfactory.

A modification of the experiment can be made in the absence of sunshine by
throwing the image of a flat sodium flame upon the grating, when the D lines will

be seen beautifully defined, and may be reversed if suitable arrangements are made in
the flame. But a sodium flame cannot be made truly flat or truly steady so as to
furnish an image the purity of which may be relied on like that of the sun. The
solar arrangement for making the experiment is therefore to be preferred when
sunshine and sufficiently good apparatus are available.

8. A Long Period Solar Variation} By William J. S. Lockyer,

This paper consists of a discussion of the observations of the measurement of
sunspot areas made since the year 1833, this year being the epoch when Schwabe
commenced his series of sunspot observations on a systematic basis. The actual
dates of the epochs of maxima and minima of sunspot area used in this investi-

gation were those given by Dr. Wolf and Dr. Wolfer. As a check on the work
the important results of Mr. William Ellis' discussion of the Greenwich
Observations of the Magnetic Elements were utilised, as he has shown that the
curves representing the magnetic elements are in almost exact accord with that
representing the solar spotted area.

, In dealing with the sunspot curve the first result of the investigation was
to indicate that the intervals between a minimum and a following maximum
varied regularly, the length of this period of variation amounting to a little more
than three eleven-year periods, or about thirty-five years. The magnetic curves
examined in the same way indicated precisely a similar variation.

An inquiry into the amount of spotted area included in each interval between
consecutive sunspot minima indicated also a regular variation, the period being
similar to that mentioned above—namely, about thirty-five years.

Further, it was found that the interval in time between consecutive minim a
was not constant but varied, as far as could be judged, regularly, the length of
the period increasing and decreasing in alternate eleven-year periods from a mean
value.

The paper then indicated that as the sun may be considered as a ' variable
'

star, it may be likened to the well-known variable r; Aquilte, the light of which
changes rather similarly— /,e., the interval between a minimum and a following
maximum has a short-period variability, and the period from minimum to minimum
alters.

In conclusion the author referred to the important work of Professor Ed.
Bruckner, who had indicated that the changes of climate were periodical, and
that the mean length of the period was about thirty-five years ; to Mr. Charles
Egeson's investigations on territorial meteorology for South Australia ; and to
Professor Ed. Richter's results on his researches on the movements of glaciers.

All the.«e investigations indicated clearly a periodical change in the meteorology
of the earth's atmosphere, which were the result of this thirty-five yearly solar
period, as shown by the correspondence of the respective epochs.

The paper then indicated that the next 'great ' maximum of sunspots, similar
to that of 1870 and 1835, should occur at the approaching maximum, and it

would be interesting to see whether all the solar, meteorological, and magnetic
phenomena of those two periods were repeated.

' See Proc. Royal Soe. vol. Ixviii. p. 285.
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The conclusions drawn from tlie whole investigation were as follows :

—

1. There is an alternate increase and decrease in the length of a sunspot period,

teckoning from minimum to minimum,
2. The epoch of maximum varies regularly with respect to the preceding

minimum.

The amplitude of this variation about the mean position is about

± 0'8 year.

The cycle of this variation is about thirty-five years.

3. The total spotted area included between any two consecutive minima
varies regularly.

The cycle of this variation is about thirty-five years.

4. There is no indication of the fifty-five-year period as suggested by Dr. Wolf.
5. The climate variations indicated by Professor Briickner are generally in

accordance with the thirty-five-year period.

6. The frequency of auroras and magnetic storms shows indications of a secular

period of thirty-five years.

Department II.

—

Meteorology.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on Meteorological Observations on Ben Nevis,

See Reports, p. 54.

2. The Seismograjjh as a Sensitive Barometer.

By F. Napier Denison, Meteorological Office, VictoHa, B.C.

Since the installation of a ' Milne ' Seismograph in connection with the Meteoro-
logical Office at Victoria, B.C., in September 1898, the author has taken up the
study of the various movements of the horizontal pendulum apart from those
caused by earthquakes.

In order to make a thorough investigation of this phenomenon, the author has
taken the photographic records from this instrument for the years 1899 and 1900,
amounting to over 3,000 feet of paper, and with a millimetre and time scale has
measured the amounts and times of occurrence of all changes, including the diurnal
and longer period deflections. These observations have been entered in a specially

designed register, and as these observations are often of sufficient amplitude to

necessitate the resetting of the boom by altering the levelling adjustment, it has
been necessary to correct the above readings in order that the true and continuous
movement be obtained during these years.

By studying these corrected observations in conjunction with the Victoria
Synoptic "Weather Charts, the author became convinced that most of these move-
ments were due to meteorological causes. In order therefore to be able to pursue
this study further, he has plotted these observations upon -1 inch squared paper

:

the time scale used was 2'4 inches per day, and •! inch to equal one millimetre.
Above this curve for each month was plotted the Victoria barometer from the tri-

daily observations, and surmounting this was entered the tri-daily record of the
direction and velocity of the winds and precipitation.

The results from the plottings for the year 1899 when studied in conjunction
with the corresponding weather charts proved so inter(isting that a brief paper
upon this subject was read before the last meeting of the Royal Meteorological
Society. Since then the author has completed the plottings for 1900, and, in order
to increase their value, has added the Victoria tidal curve also.
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The following- notes have been deduced from these observations:

—

(1) The crust of the earth is depressed under areas of high barometric pressure,
and elevated under areas of low pressure.

(2) When the barometer is high over the Pacific slope from British Columbia
to California and low over the adjacent ocean, the horizontal pendulum is deflected

towards the east.

(3) When the barometer is high ofif the coast and low over the Pacific slope,

the horizontal pendulum is deflected towards the west.

(4) The horizontal pendulum tends to move east during the winter months and
west throughout the summer.

(5) The total westerly movement (signifying a depression of the coast) ex-

ceeds the easterly swing for the year 1899 by 54"9 millimetres and by 20'7 for

1900.

(6) When an extensive ocean storm area is approaching the coast of Van-
couver Island, while the barometer is high over the Pacific slope, the pendulum will

steadily travel eastward befoi-e the coast barometers begin to fall, or its presence

is noticeable upon the synoptic weather chart.

(7) Should such a storm be followed by an extensive high pressure area, the
pendulum will turn and move steadily toward the westward, sometime before the
local barometer begins to rise and before the winds have shifted to the westward.

(8) Should an important storm area move down the coast from Alaska and
be followed by an extensive one of high pressure and a cold wave extending from
the Yukon south-eastward, the pendulum swings to the westward, usually before the
storm has reached this latitude. These are termed abnormal winter movements,
and cause the few cold days experienced in this vicinity.

(9) The greatest monthly range occurs during the stormy winter months, and
the smallest range takes place during the summer type of almost continuous fine

weather.

(10) The diurnal range is most pronounced during the summer months, when
the greatest amount of sunshine is recorded, and the least amount of rain.

(11) Fine weather is usually preceded by a westerly movement of the pendu-
lum, due to an approaching ocean high area which spreads inland over the province,

while further south the barometer is comparatively low.

(12) A careful perusal of the two years' plottings proves that during the

normal type of summer and winter barometric distribution the barometer and
pendulum curves tend to come together as areas of low pressure approach the coast,

and diverge when high areas follow the same course.

The above brief and incomplete summary of deductions derived from the^e two
3'ears' observations is respectfully submitted with a stroug desire that this investi-

gation be taken up by a special committee, and if this study of the pendulum's
warnings tends to aid the forecasting of ocean storms upon this distant seaboard of

the empire, may not a similar study at home lead to the adoption of simple
seismographs throughout the kingdom to be used as sensitive barometers, as an aid

in warning the advent of the great Atlantic storms before they reach the western
coast ?

On Meteorological Phe^iomena in Relatio'n to Changes in the Vertical,

By Professor J. Milnk, F.K.S.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1 , Report on the Determination of Magnetic Force on Board Ship.
See Reports, p. 29.

I
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2, On a Neiv Form of Instrument for Ohservinrj the Marjnetic Dip mid
Intensity on Board Ship at Sea. By Captain E. W. Ckeak, C.B.,

F.R.S. See Reports, p. 29.

3. Note on some Results obtained with the Self-recording Instruments
for the Antarctic Expedition. By Dr. R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S.

4. On a Determination by a Thermal Method of the Variation of the

Critical Velocity of Water -with Temperature. By H. T. Barnes,
M.A.Sc, D.Sc, Lecturer in Physics, and'E. G. Coker, M.A.^ D.Sc,
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, McGill Uniiiersity,

Montreal.

The critical velocity, or point at whicli tlie flow of water tbrough a pipe
changes from stream-line to eddy motion, has been the subject of a series of
experiments by Osborne Reynolds from the philosophical as well as the practical

aspect. Two methods, which are too well known to require descriptioti, were
adopted in his experiments—the method of colour bands and the determination of
the law of resistance governing' the flow at velocities above and below the critical

velocity. From the results of his work Reynolds was able to verify certain mathe-
matical deductions as to the efl'ect of viscosity and diameter, which led to exceed-
ingly simple expressions for determining the change in the flow. The efl'ect of
temperatm-e was, however, less completely verified. In so far as the critical

velocity is dependent on the viscosity, the temperature coefficient of the viscosity

was taken as representing this temperature change. General experimental results

indicated, at least approximately, that the law of Poiseuille for the flow through
capillary tubes held for the critical velocity between 4° and 22° C. It was deemed
desirable by the authors, on account of the large effect produced by temperature,
to determine this coefficient directly by a new method, and more especially as the
law of Poiseuille itself was deduced from experiments ranging only as high as

In the present paper a new thermal method of measurement is described, and
also experiments by this method with a brass pipe 0'414 inch in diameter at
different temperatures between 15° and 86° C, together with the general results

so far as it is yet possible to communicate them, showing the reformation under
perfectly steady and uniform conditions of the stream-liue flow at velocities very
much above the critical point measured by Reynolds.

Thermal Method of Measuring Critical Velocity.

If water be heated while flowing through tubes in stream-line motion, the distri-

Tjution of heat throughout the water column is not uniform. In the case where the
heat is applied at the outside of the tube, as in the experiments of L. Graetz, only
the few layers which are almost stationary in direct contact with the tube will be
heated, while the inflow water, which passes directly through the central portion
at a much greater velocity, will remain almost entirely unheated. In the case
where the heat is received from a central wire, the heat is carried off" by the
quickly moving water in a cloak as it were around the wire, leaving the sides of
the tube unheated. At and beyond the point where eddies make their appearance
in the flow, the entire column of water is mixed and stirred, and the temperature
distribution becomes uniform. The point of change, or the critical velocity, may
be then very clearly defined by observing the sudden increase in the temperature
of the floAving water. In some of the first experiments this change of tempera-
ture was observed by noting the increase in resistance of a platinum wire threaded
through the centre of the tube heated on the outside, and the preliminary results

showed that the presence of a wire of 6 mils' thickness in a tube of about \ inch
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in diameter Lad apparently no measurable influence in causing an earlier breaking
up of the stream-line flow. Although the electrothermal method of measuremen*
was quite satisfactory, it was found that the point of change was determined more
simply by placing the bulb of a sensitive mercury thermometer in the path of the
water as it emerged from the tube, and this had also the additional advantage of
showing the true temperature of the water. A glass prolongation, of slightly

greater diameter and connected carefully to the brass pipe by a specially con-
structed cone or adapter, enabled the reading of the thermometer to be observed.
It was a matter of considerable surprise to the authors to see the very sudden way in
which the reading of the thermometer indicated the point of change in the character
of the flow by an almost instantaneous change of reading. That the change in
the reading indicates the critical point was shown by introducing a colour band in

the ordinary way, in which case the band disappeared at the same moment the jump
in the thermometer thread took place.

Since in the experiments the tube was heated on the outside, it might at first

sight appear that the temperature difference between the layers of water in direct

contact and the central column might produce a disturbing action on the flow, but
as this temperature difference was always small, the total jump in the thermometer
being seldom over a few tenths of a degree, the disturbance, if any, was reduced
to a minimum. Moreover, special experiments were repeatedly made to determine
a possible disturbing effect by maintaining the temperature of the walls of the
tube at different points above and below the water in the tube, but none could be
detected.

It was necessary to have only a few degrees difference in temperature between
the walls of the tube and inflow water to obtain a measurable reading.

Description of the A])2)aratus.

We were fortunate in having at our disposal, through the kindness of Dean
Bovey, the facilities afibrded by the hydraulic laboratory, where the large experi-

mental tank, 20 feet high and 25 square feet in area, served admirably for a
reservoir. The tank stood on the bed rock, and was therefore free from vibration

or disturbance, and after the eddies had died out, occasioned by filling, the water
was in as completely quiet a state as possible. The water used for the experi-

ments was supplied from the Montreal mains, and was quite clear. It would not
have been possible to use distilled water owing to the large quantity required, but
every precaution was taken in the way of repeated cleaning to have the water
pure.

The rest of the apparatus was designed, and for the most part constructed, in

the laboratory, and served admirably for fulfilling the required conditions for

carrying out the experiments. Subsequently it was found that by a few simple

alterations tlie method of colour bands could be used as well for the experiments
witli the large pipes.

Each of the metal pipes studied was fitted with a metal trumpet flare to direct

the flow as it entered, the point of junction being very carefully smoothed so as to

produce no disturbing action. The walls of these pipes were maintained at a con-
stant temperature, above or below the temperature of the water flowing through,
by means of a jacket, through which water was circulated by a centrifugal pump.
A graduated valve regulated the flow, which was caught and measured in an
accurately calibrated copper measure.

E.vperiniental Results.

Two tables are given, the first showing the effect produced by increasing the

head of water in slightly increasing the critical velocity; and the second, the
effect of temperature between 15° and 86° C. These experiments were made with
the 0'414-iuch brass pipe.

Two other tables are given, one showing the agreement of the observations of

Eeynolds by the method of colour bands with thoise of the Authors, when reduced
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to a size of pipe equal to theirs, and the other showing that the observations of
Reynolds between 4° and 22^ C. give a closer agreement with the authors' temper-
ature formula than with the formula of Poiseuille.

The law showing the dependence of the critical velocity on the temperature
obtained by the authors may be stated thus :

—

p =/ (T) = (1 + -osooT + -oooroi-T)
-

'

between 15° and 86^ C. ; while the law of Poiseuille reads :

—

(1 + -033681 + -002211^)-'

between 0° and 45° 0.

Experiments on Stream-line Floiu at High Velocities.

It was found further that the unusually steady conditions obtained in the large
tank conduced to some interesting results in regard to stream-line flow at high
velocities. For certain sizes of pipes, over half an inch to as large as the authors
have yet used, i.e., 2^ inches, the flow re-formed again to stream-line above the
critical point of Reynolds, and persisted apparently as the stable flow to velocities

ranging from 12 to 20 feet per second. Beyond these velocities they were unable
to go, but in some instances no sign of breaking down occurred at these points.

Two experiments were tried, which illustrate clearly that water flowing with
a perfectly smooth, unruffled surface is in stream-line motion. A circular orifice

was inserted in the side of the tank, which gave a clear rod-like jet of water that
issued horizontally under a high head and curved in a parabolic arc under gravity.
After all initial disturbances had died out in the tank a colour band was intro-
duced by bringing the colour tube to within about 3 inches of the centre of
the orifice. A clearly defined and sharp line of colour threaded its way through
the jet of water, shifting slowly from centre to side and back to centre again,
affected probably by slight movements in the tank. This thread of colour was
distinctly visible down to the point where the jet of water impinged against th«
waste weir, a distance of 15 feet. By introducing an excess of colour a similar
phenomenon to the breaking down of the stream-line flow in a tube was noted,
and the jet became suff'used with colour, broken, and unsteady up to within a foot
or two of the orifice. On reducing the quantity of colour the stream-lines
re-formed and the water became smooth, clear, and steady, threaded by the sharp
line of colour as before. Two sharp-edged orifices were tried, '^ and 2^ inches
diameter respectively, with coefficients of discharge equal to O-yTO. With the
heads used the highest velocity reached by the outflowing water, calculated in
the usual way from the formula

V = 0-970v/2^

was 30 feet per second.

5. The Interference and Polarisation of Electric Waves.
By Professor G. Quincke.—See Reports, p. 39.

6. On the Effects of Mapietisation on the Electrical Condaciiviti/ of Iron.

and Nickel, By Guy Barlow, B.Sc.

_
The object of the experiments was to determine whether any simple relation

exists between the change of electrical resistance and the intensity of magnetisation
in iron and nickel wire when magnetised longitudinally. The effects of hysteresis
as shown by the magnetic change of resistance were also examined.

The Wheatstone Bridge method was employed, with a bridge wire of low
resistance. The experimental wire was wound longitudinally on a thin rod of

1901. Q Q
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wood, the ' comparison ' coll beiug of copper, and wound close to it on tlie same

bobbin. These coils were enclosed in a glass tube and placed within the

magnetising coil which was provided with a water-jacket.

Auxiliary coils of German silver were connected in the other two arms of the

bridge so as to increase the sensibility of the arrangement. The magnetisation

was determined by the ballistic method. Wires of iron, steel, and nickel were

examined. The curves of ' ascending reversals ' were obtained for the change of

resistance and for the magnetisation. A comparison of these curves shows the

manner in which the change of resistance depends on the magnetisation. The

results obtained by this method showed that the change of resistance is not

proportional to any single power of the magnetisation, but can be represented by a

function of the type al- + bV + cI".

Hysteresis loops were also obtained showing the effect of cyclic variations

of field on the change of resistance and on the magnetisation in the same

specimens. These curves show that the change of resistance vanishes in the cycle

when the magnetisation vanishes, but the change of resistance shows considerable

hysteresis with regard to the magnetisation.

7. The Injiuence of a Magnetic Field on the Viscosity of Magnetisahle

Liqtiids. By Professor A. Gray, F.R.S.

The Influence of a Magnetic Field on the Viscosity of Magnetisahle

Solids. By Professor A. Gray, F.R.S.

9. Magnetisation of Electrolytic Nickel.

By James W. Peck and Robert A. Houstoun.

An account is given of experiments in progress to determine the magnetic

quality of electrolytically deposited nickel. The method of deposition is described,

and the difficulty of getting adherent deposits of sufficient thickness is pointed

out. Magnetic measurements (by the ballistic atep-by-step method) made upon
the nickel are given, and for purposes of comparison similar measurements for

specially pure nickel wires are made. These wires contained only from 0'25 per

cent, to 042 per cent, of impurity (chiefly iron). Values for II, I, B, k, fi are

given ; and hysteresis cycles and permeability carves are drawn out. A moving
coil galvanometer (as recommended by Ewing) is used for many of the ballistic

measurements, and is found to be very convenient.

10. A Neio Form of Permeameter. By Professor F. G. Baily, M.A.

The apparatus depends on the measurement of the ratio of B to H in the

sample. A complete magnetic circuit is formed bv two lengths of the sample

ioined bv short iron blocks at the ends. Magnetising coils are placed round the

sample.
" In one of the l^locks is a narrow gap per])endicular to the direction of the

lines of force. Above this is pivoted a pair of astatic magnets. The lower

mao-net is intluenced by the difference of magnetic potential between the two sides

of the gap, the force being proportional to B. Round the upper magnet is placed

a small coil in series with the main magnetising coils, which acts on the magnet

with a force proportional to 11. Using the principle of the sine galvanometer, the

Coil is rotated until the two forces are balanced, the position of the magnet system

being along the line of the gap. Then /:i = ^ = f{6). The coil is shaped to give

an almost uniform scale through some 80° of arc, and the permeability is read

directly on the scaler
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The scale is calibrated for a standard size of specimen, and the value for any-

other size is obtained by multiplying by the ratio. A wide range is obtained by
using only a part of the magnetising coils when the permeability is high.

The magnetising force is read on a separate instrument, such as a suitable
amperemeter. Regulating resistances, a reversing switch for demagnetising, and
a switch for altering the range are added.

11. Note on the Coherer, By Professor James Blyth, M.A.^ LL.D.

The object of this note is to draw attention to some experimental results con^
nected with the ordinary filings-coherer, which I caa hardly think are new, but
which I have not seen specially noticed.

When a coherer is placed in circuit with a battery, and when no current
passes through it, it is obvious that its terminals must coiTespond to the charged
plates of a condenser, and that the P.D. between them
must be equal to the E.M.F. of the battery. Let AB
be the coherer and C the battery, then the P.D. between
A and B is equal to the E.M.F. of 0. If now A and B be
connected for an iustani by a circuit containing a coil E
having self-induction, the coherer AB will be found to

have assumed the conducting instead of the insulating
condition. This can be tested by switching a galvano-
meter into the battery circuit and observing the deflec-

tion. If, however, the coherer AB be short-circuited

for an instant by a coil having the same resistance as E,
but wound so as to have no self-induction, the coherer
does not become a conductor.

This would seem to show that the discharge of the
condenser-coherer must be of a distinctly oscillatory nature before the well-kuown
effect of coherence is produced.

The next result I have to refer to depends essentially on the same cause.
Let two coherers AB and CD be included in the same circuit with a

battery F and a galvanometer or bell G. Also let a Voss machine be placed
near AB so as to produce an
oscillatory spark near AB, but
let CD be placed so far away
as to be beyond the direct

action of the spark ; then in

general it will be found that

when AB becomes a conductor
suddenly the jerk given to CD
is sufficient to make it also a

conductor, and the galvanometer will deflect or tlie bell ring. If CD be now
tapped, the bell stops, although AB has been left untouched. This shows that
if one coherer in a circuit suddenly assumes the conducting condition all other
coherers in the same circuit tend to do the same.

Q q2
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Section B.—CHEMISTRY.

President of the SECTioif—Professor Percy F. Frankland, Ph.D., F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12,

The President delivered the following Address:

—

Tlie Position of British Chemistry at the Dawn of the Twentieth Century.

Tavo circumstances unite in rendering this jear especially appropriate for the

survey and valuation of all departments of British life and organisation—the

dawn of a new century, the close of the Victorian era. It is a moment when not

only the nation as a whole, but every group of persons drawn together by what-
ever bond, and indeed each individual for himself, must involuntarily ask the

question, Are we progressing or receding, or are we standing still ? Upon us,

then, who are bound together by the common interest which we have in that

science to which this Section is devoted there forces itself the question, AVhat is

the position of British Chemistry at the present moment, how does this present

bear comparison with the past, and what are the prospects for the future P

To bring before you some considerations with respect to the answer which
should be given to this question, or rather series of questions, will be my
endeavour in responding to the honour which has been conferred on me of

inaugurating the work of our Section at this Meeting of the Association.

It is with no light heart that I undertake this task, for there are present here

to-day those whose much longer experience and far more intimate connection with

the progress of our science render it presumption on my part to address them on

this subject at all.

It is v/ell known that the history of British Chemistry, as indeed that ot

British Science in general, is a very remarkable one : it is almost entirely made up

of achievements which are the result of private initiative ; and the persons who
have taken part in the making of this history have, with some notable exceptions,

not been servants of the State, and have thus differed from the makers of scientific

history in almost every other country in the world. Thus the opportunities for

the investigations which are recorded in the ' Transactions ' of our Chemical

Society have, for the most part, not been provided out of the public purse, but

by private individuals or by institutions which have been created by private

benefaction.

This unique condition of things is well illustrated by taking up a volume of

the ' Chemical Society's Journal ' and glancing at the table of contents.

Thus in the volume for 1881, taken at random, we find that, out of the seventy-

five original communications which it contains, only thirteen emanate from
Government laboratories, whilst what will surely not a little surprise the scientific

historian of some centuries hence is the circumstance that there are only foui*

communications from the so-called ' ancient seats of learning ' of the United
Kingdom, no fewer than three of which are by one and the same investigator.
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Again, most noteworthy is the fact that as many as five contributions are from
distinguished amateurs. AVe have been told, on what many persons regard as

high authority, that England is suflering from amateurism in all departments of
life ; and however true this may be as a generftl proposition, the amateurs of
British Science, like Gladstone, Schunck, and Perkin amongst living chemists, are
assuredly some of the most valued possessions of this countrj-.

On looking back a quarter of a century into the past it is at once apparent
how greatly during that short period of time—less than a generation of men

—

have the opportunities for higher chemical training been extended and multiplied
in our midst. I think I shall not be far wrong in saying that until twenty-five
years ago practically the only public laboratories in which the higher study of
chemistry could be pursued were those of the Royal College of Chemistry, the
Royal Institution, of University and lung's Colleges, London, the University
laboratories of England, Scotland, and Ireland, as well as those of the Queen's
Colleges and of the Royal College of Science in the sister island : to which must
be added the laboratories of two institutions of a somewhat different type, viz.,

Owens College, Manchester, and Anderson's College, in' this great city of the
north. It is the rapid midtiplication of institutions of the Owens College type
that constitutes probably the most important feature in the higher intellectual

development of the population of this country during the past quarter of a
century ; indeed, it may very possibly be found in the future that this constitutes

the most striking landmark in the history of British intellectual progress during
recent times. A glance at the following table will show the remarkably rapid
growth of these institutions during the last quarter of the nineteenth century :

—

Openinr/ of University Colleges,

University College, London . . 1828
King's College, London . . 18.31

Owens College, Manchester . . 1851
Durham College of Science, New-

castle 1871
University College, Aberystwith . 1872
Yorkshire College, Leeds . . 1875
University College, Bristol . . 1876

University College, Nottingham
Firth College, Sheffield

Mason College, Birmingham
University College, Liverpool
University College, Dundee .

University College, Cardiff .

University College, Bangor .

1877
1879
1880
1882
1882
1883
1884

Finsbury Technical College "i y-,., r^ ,,,

Centrallnstitution j
City Guilds / 188.3

•U885

Thus the opening of the greater number of these institutions falls within the
decade 1875-1884.

The benefits arising from the creation of these numerous institutions have
not, however, been by any means limited to those persons who have actually taken
advantage of their instruction, for their existence has stimulated the establish-

ment of many other institutions, some of which, like the two Colleges founded
and maintained out of the resources of the City and Guilds of London, although
more limited in their scope, afford equal or even greater opportunities for higher
scientific training in the particidar branches which are represented.

The foundation of these University Colleges and of other institutions for

higher education by private initiative, and without a particle of assistance from
the public exchequer, is quite in keeping with the history of a country in which
it is recognised that the Government does not lead, but only follows where it is

drawn or propelled.

It would certainly be anticipated that such a large addition to the machinery
for higher scientific training as is represented by the creation of these numerous
local colleges during the past twenty-five years would have had a marked
influence on the output of scientific discovery in this country. We will endeavour
to ascertain whether such a result is discernible in the case of chemical science.

Turning to the 'Transactions of the Chemical Society,' I have compiled the
following table in the hope of obtaining some information on this point

;
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Original Communications in the Transactions of the Chemical Society,

1849 .
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chairs, or at any rate took a back seat beside enthusiasm for evening classes and
faith in the efticacy of that mysterious panacea ' technical instruction.' It is

indeed lamentable to think of the Taluable years of productive work lost to the

country through so much of the energy of these early professors having been

sacrificed to these veritable fetishes of our would-be educational reformers.

Notwithstanding the unfavourable conditions under which most of these

university colleges had in the first instance to carry on work, it was not long

before they showed that they were to become, even during the tenure of office of

their first professors, important centres for the prosecution of research—at least

as far as chemical science was concerned. Owens College had indeed already

led the way in this matter before the period with which I am more especially

concerned to-day, for there the first professor of chemistry had pursued his

memorable investigations on the organo-metallic compounds, and had, within the

first five years after the foundation of the College, enunciated that generalisation

which was subsequently extended into the laio of valency ; whilst under his suc^

ceasors, Sir Henry Roscoe, Schorlemmer, Harold Dixon, and Perkin, jun., the Owens
College has become perhaps the largest and best equipped school of scientiflo

chemistry in the British Islands.

From the Yorkshire College, Leeds, opened in 1875, there proceeded imme-
diately in rapid succession that whole series of careful investigations relating

more especially to specific volume and other physical constants which we associate

with its first chemical professor, Thorpe, and his coadjutors.

In the west of England, where the University College of Bristol was opened

in 1876, the chair of chemistry was first occupied by the man who has so recently

once more proved to the world that there are discoveries made in these islands

which for striking originality and independence are unsurpassed and hardly

equalled elsewhere. It was during his tenure of the chair at Bristol that

Ramsay, assisted by his able fellow-worker and successor Sidney Young, carried

out those important and most laborious investigations on vapour pressure and
the thermal properties of liquids which not only displayed his extraordinary

fertility and resource as an experimenter, but also revealed that exceptional

freshness of mind which has enabled him to discern new methods of attacking

problems that have already engaged the attention of many able men before

him.
Turning from the west of England to the Midlands, where, in 1880, there was

founded, through the private munificence of the late Sir Josiah Mason, a college

bearing his name, which, before even attaining its majority, was transformed at

the psychological moment, as by the wand of the magician, into tbe University of

Birmingham. The first professor of chemistry at the Mason College, my dis-

tinguished predecessor, Tilden, soon made opportunity there to continue those

early researches on the terpenes with which his name will always be associated.

We find him also further elaborating the important uses as a reagent of nitrosyl

chloride, which he had a number of years previously shown how to prepare in a

state of purity, and which has played a somewhat similar part in the exploration

of the terpene hydrocarbons that phenylhydrazine has done in the elucidation of

the sugar-group. In addition to these investigations we find Tilden at Birming-

ham also turning his attention to some of the phenomena attending the solution of

salts. The younger men attached to the Mason College also found there the oppor-

tunity of enriching chemical science with the results of notable investigations; for

do we not all remember Thomas Turner's valuable contributions to our Iniow-

ledge of the influence of chemical composition on the physical and mechanical

properties of cast iron ? Whilst early amongst those detailed investigations on
the phenomena of solution, which in recent years have had such far-reaching

eifects on the development of our science, must be mentioned Dr. Nicol's experi-

paents on the volume changes attending the mixture of salt solutions, and on

the molecular volume, the boiling-point, and expansion of such solutions.

In the bleak north-east of our island, at Dundee, Avhere a college was founded

in 1882 with an extremely handsome endowment by members of the Baxter

family, the first profe.ssor of chemistry, Carnelley, fired by that restless and almogt
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perferTid energy wliieli doubtless hastened his untimely end, soon found oppor-
tunity to interrogate Nature in various directions, notwithstanding the arduous
teaching duties which his inaatiahle love of work had imposed upon himself. Thus,
already in 1884, we find him, in his quest for material which should throw light

on the periodic relationship of the elements, continuing his laljorious work on
melting-points and publishing those two ponderous quarto volumes in which every
known melting-point was recorded, and forming truly one of the most remui'kable

compilations ever attempted in our science. Of these volumes he might indeed

have said, ' Exegi monumentum fere perennius,' for they will assuredly prove a
record of the boundless energy which characterised the man, more imperishable

even than the memorial tablet erected by bis admiring students and friends in

the entrance hall of the Dundee laboratory, which he built and loved so well.

Yet another chemist, whose untimely death we have had to lament during the

past twenty years, laboured with marked zeal in one of these new colleges, for it

was at Aberystwith that Humpidge, regardless of his delicate health and in spite

of the altogether unreasonable burden of teaching duties imposed upon him by the

terms of his appointment, contributed to our knowledge of the atomic weight of

beryllium, and participated in establishing the position occupied by that metal in

the natural classification of the elements.

Time does not permit me to further dilate upon the great activity displayed by
many of the first occupants of the chairs of chemistry in these provincial University
Colleges. It is also unnecessary for me to do more than remind you of the work
accomplished by the two Colleges of the City and Guilds of London, the chemical
laboratories of which have from their very inception been under the stimulating

influences of Dr. Armstrong and Professor Meldola, foci of research from which
a number of young chemists of distinction have already emanated.

In recent years we have witnessed the genesis of another class of institution,

less ambitious in their aspirations than the University Colleges, but indirectly also

of much importance in their bearing upon the nurture of scientific chemistry in

this country. I refer to the so-called Polytechnics which have sprung up in several

parts of the Metropolis, and to some other institutions of similar scope in diflferent

parts of the country. If research in the University Colleges has been the product
of their professors rather than of the environment which they afford, assuredly

this is even far more so in the case of these Polytechnics, which are primarily

evening schools for the benefit of those who have other occupations during the

day. That the young lecturers on chemistry at these places should find time and
opportunity for original research, and that sometimes of a very high order, is

indeed a brilliant testimonial to their indomitable energy and resourcefulness.

Overburdened with large classes until late hours at night, often in those remote
and hideous parts of London which suggest to most of us only Slumland and the
philanthropic efforts of Toynbee Hall or of Dr. Barnardo, these young chemists

awake in the morning only to return as rapidly as possible to those laboratories

which exercise on them a fascination as subtle and magnetic as that which draws
the commonplace Englishman to the golf-links, the cricket-field, or tbe racecourse.

It was in the laboratory of such a technical school, the Ileriot Watt College, at

Edinburgh, that my distinguished predecessor in this chair, my friend Professor

Perkin, created his opportunities for devising and carrying out those now classical

methods of building up carbon rings which are the admiration of all organic

chemists throughout the world ; methods which he has recently brought to such
a pitch of perfection that he is not only able to forge these rings in great variety,

but to ' bridge ' them with links of carbon atoms. It was at the Heriot Watt
College also that his work on berberin was performed, and it was here that he
contracted that fertile alliance with Dr. Kipping, his able coadjutor in so many
valuable investigations.

At the London Polytechnics, again, more recently, we have had similar

examples of fertility, for are we not all familiar with the masterly work of Mr.
W.J. Pope, who by his investigations at the Goldsmiths' Institute has extended
our knowledge of asymmetric atoms, and has shown that optical activity, which
hitherto had only bpep associatjjd with cafbon, apd somewhat doubtfully with
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nitrogen, can certainly be produced, not only by asymmetric pentad nitrogen, but
also by tetravalent tin and sulphur ? Dr. Hewitt, again, wbom I am proud to

number among my former students, has shown that the laboratory of the People's

Palace, Whitechapel, may be made a centre in which abstruse investigations on
the aromatic compounds can be carried on.

There is, however, perhaps nothing which testi6es more strongly to the zeal

for original investigation amongst British chemists than the manner in which
some of the science masters at oar schools have participated in the advancement of

chemical knowledge. Some of these schools have, indeed, from time to time secured

the services of men whose names are indelibly engraved on the records of scientitie

chemistry, and it is from the laboratories of these schools that in some cases

perhaps their best work has emanated. Of the chemical investigator.s who have
laboured in school laboratories there occur to me, aiutnigst the living, Debus and
Clowes at Queenwood, Tilden and Shenstone at Clifton, Pnrdie at Newcastle-
under-Lyme, Brereton Baker at Dulwich, Charles Baker at Shrewsbury. To these

names might be added many more ; indeed an examination of the list of Fellows
of the Chemical Society shows at what a number of schools throughout the
country the chemical teaching is now imparted by men who have themselves
advanced the science which they profess.

From the conspicuous instances which I have brought before you—and they
might, did time allow, be greatly multiplied— it must be obvious that if a chemist
only possesses the necessary enthusiasm and qualifications he will, no matter how
inauspicious his surroundings, succeed in doing something to extend the
boundaries of his science, and I think I may go further and say without fear of
contradiction that in this devotion to research the chemist in this country usually
throws into the shade the representatives of other branches of science. How is

this pre-eminent zeal of the British chemist to be explained ? I believe that
there are two principal causes in operation which have brought about this result.

Firstly, the great majority of the higher chemical teachers in this country have
been trained in Germany, or have been trained by men who were themselves
trained there ; and secondly, they have only in exceptional cases been educated at
the ancient seats of learning. Their inspiration and enthusiasm are almost in-

variably directly or indirectly traceable to a German origin, and this fire is kept
alive by their remaining in constant touch with German chemical literature.

It is being continually impressed upon us in the newspapers and dinned into
our ears from every platform that it is imperative for this coimtry to approximate
more to German ideas and methods, and in general to cast away our insular pre-
judices, obstinacy, and self-satisfaction. We chemists have already done these
things; we have emancipated ourselves from the mischievous illusions which have
a tendency to thrive in a country enjoying an isolated geographical position. For,
during the last half century the academic simngs of Germany have been visited

by a stream of young English chemists, a stream which, for the perennial regidarity
of its flow, reminds one indeed of the pilgrimage made by our fashionable invalids
to the same country in the hope of correcting the effects of high living by the
waters of Homburg, Kissingeu, and Wiesbaden. There must indeed be few
chemists who return from the German temples of science without bringing back
at least a spark of the sacred fire to be kindled on an altar at home ; and although
at times it may be stifled by the island fog, or burn low through the scarcity of
fuel, it generally smoulders long before going out altogether.

The chemist, again, is generally, as I have said, unfettered by an English uni-
versity record : he stands or falls by the work of his life, and not, as so many others
do, by the reputation which they have made in three short years of adolescence at
one of the ancient seats of learning.

The spirit of research, which was formerly but a sporadic manifestation within
the walls of these venerable institutions, has, however, now become endemic there
also, and for a number of years past chemical literature has received a continuous
stream of original communications from Oxford and Cambridge, as well as from
the Universities of Scotland and Ireland. Instead of those occasional contribu-
tions which were customary in the past, we have now evidence that these centres
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in several cases yield to none in tlie energy and success with which chemical in-

vestigation is being pursued, and that the work of the chemical staff" is being
shared in by advanced pupils trained at these universities themselves. In this

connection it is quite unnecessary for me to remind you of the contributions to

British chemistry within recent years by Crum Brown and his pupils at Edinburgh,
by Japp at Aberdeen, by Purdie and James Walker at the duplex university

now working so harmoniously north and south of the Tay, by Emerson Reynolds
at Dublin, and by Harcourt and Harold Dixon, Liveing and Dewar, Kuhemann,
Heycock and Neville, Fenton, Sell, Marsh, and others, who have brought our

science into such living prominence on the banks of the Cam and the Isis.

It is, however, not at home only that British chemists have displayed their

devotion to research, for with the world-wide relations of the empire it has
naturally fallen to the lot of some of our number to carry the science to the utter-

most parts of the earth, but it is surelj' a matter of which we may be justly proud
that some of these missionaries, like Mallett, Liversidge, Pedler and Kennie, have
in these distant lands carried out a number of most important scientific investiga-

tions ; whilst to one of them, Dr. Divers, belongs the great distinction, not only

of having carried chemistry to the Far East, but of having reared a most active

school of chemical research in that fascinating island empire of the rising sun and
the chrysanthemum which has won the iinfeigned admiration of the West.

The annals of British Chemistry are, however, by no means an exclusive record

of the exploits of those engaged in the teaching of our science. I have already

referred to the importance of the contributions made by men of leisure, but an
equally noteworthy feature of British Chemistry is that its progress has been so

often furthered by men who have snatched the time for investigation out of a busy
professional or industrial life. Belonging to this category the names of a long line

of distinguished chemists of our own time suggest themselves : Warren de la Rue,
Hugo Jliiller, Sir John Lawes, Sir William Crookes, Sir William Abney, Peter

Griess, Newlands, O'Sullivan, Horace and Adrian Brown, Harris Morris,

Cross, and Bevan. To this group of chemists belongs also Dr. Ludwig Mond,
whose technical researches have been of such great value to industrial chemistry,

whilst his devotion to the pure science is attested by his interesting discovery and
investigation of the metallic carbonyl compounds, and by his conception and muni-
ficent endowment of the Davy-Faraday Laboratory, in which such unique oppor-

tunities for research have been provided by him.

This would appear to be the most fitting moment also to refer to certain other

institutions intended for purposes of research which have been established during

the past twenty-five years. Of these the first is the Rothamsted Laboratory, so

celebrated during the last half-century for the memorable investigations of Lawes,
Gilbert, Pugh, and Warington, but which has more recentl}', through the generosity

of the late Sir John Lawes, been rendered a permanent home for the elucidation of

agricultural problems both by laboratory experiments and by trials in the field.

Secondly, there is the Research Laboratory which the Pharmaceutical Society

has established with the view of raising to a higher level the chemical education

of its most promising future members. This laboratory has furnished the

opportunity for the valuable investigations of its first director. Professor Dun-
stan, and of his successor. Dr. Collie. Still more recently a chemical research

laboratory has been established in the Imperial Institute. That noble building

has within the last few years undergone a process of transverse subdivision, one-

half having assumed an independent existence as the nucleus of that still crystal-

lising bod}', the University of London ; whilst in the remaining half the work of the

Institute is now carried on in such silence that we have almost forgotten its exist-

ence. For where is the florid music with which on summer nights the air of

South Kensington was wont to reverberate ? Gone. Gone also are the tea-tables,

the gardens with their million fairy lights, and the promenading crowds in gay
attire. But if the Institute, founded by public subscription to watch over and
advance the prosperity of the British dominions, has been impoverished by the

discontinuance of these revels, it has become enriched and has gained in dignity by
the creation within its wallsof a Research Laboratory in which Professor Dunstan and
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his assistants are busily investigating the chemical nature of numerous interesting

products obtained from all parts of Greater Britain.

There can, in my opinion, be no doubt that this much extended cultivation of

scientific chemistry in this country, which is such a noticeable feature of the C(m-

cluding years of the nineteenth century, has been greatly assisted bj"^ a most fortu-

nate, and more or less accidental, circumstance, without which the energy and
enthusiasm of our chemical teachers would have been seriously restricted in their

influence. I refer to the very substantial surplus, producing an income of 0,000/.

to 7,000/. a year, of which the Commissioners of the 1851 Exhibition found them-
selves possessed, and its utilisation on the advice of the late Lord Playfair for

the purpose of the Research Scholarships which have for some ten years past been

so highly prized by all the educational institutions permitted to participate in

them. The good wrought by these scholarships has been very far-reaching, and it

would be difficult to praise too highly the wisdom displayed by the Commissioners

in drawing up the conditions on which they are awarded. Firstly, by not limiting

them to any one science, they have stimulated a wholesome rivalry between
departments to bring on their promising students to the level of scientific investi-

gation. Secondly, they have compelled the governing bodies of educational insti-

tutions to recognise and make provision for research as part of the regular pro-

gramme of these places. Thirdly, they have encouraged talented students to

devote an additional year, or even more, to their education in the hope of securing

one of these prizes ; and these students have thus provided their teachers with the

fermnnel necessary for carrying on scientific work. Fourthly, the scholars them-
selves have had the inestimable advantage of extending their horizon, and of

coming in contact with other teachers, other schools of thought, and other views
of life. Fifthly, these scholars on their return, and before they have obtained

definite employment, are v?elcomed as supernumeraries in English colleges, where
they have an opportunity of continuing their researches, and where they assist in

imbuing the students with the spirit which they have themselves imbibed. Lastly,

these and other scholarships of a similar character are providing the country with a

body of highly trained men whose value to the nation is annually becoming more
appreciated, and whose work will continue to bear fruit directly or indirectly for an
indefinite period of time. These Exhibition scholarships have now been awarded
since 1891, and already no fewer than sixty-five chemists, including three women,
have enjoyed the enormous privilege of extending their education for a period of

two, and in special cases even three, years under the most favouralile sur-

roundings.

Bearing in mind the rooted objection which pervades the people of this country
to expend any public money on higher education, it is marvellous that it shoidd

have been possible to employ this fund, which after all is of a quasi-public character,

for what may be described as educational use at a high potential, instead of its being
dissipated in the manner so dear to Englishmen, by benefiting to an infinitesimal

extent a much larger number of persons. Indeed, but for the vertebrate cha-
racter of the Commissioners in 1877, the fund would have been thus frittered away,
for in that year they were waited upon by a deputation of influential persons who
urged that the money should be distributed in grants to provincial museums.
Had that been done what would have been the result ? The masses would
have had a few more glass cases to gaze at on wet days and bank holidays

!

There can, I think, be little doubt that in this matter of the allocation of

funds intended for the public good we have reached a turning-point in the road
which we have been so long pursuing. Until recently it has been the feeling of a
very powerful majority in this country that public money should only be spent in

such a way as to directly benefit very large numbers ; and in the case of educa-
tional funds, therefore, it was only their utilisation for the benefit of the masses
that could be entertained. Now, whilst it is indubitable that the improvement of

oui" primary education was for many years a crying necessity, it has long been
obvious to a minority that this policy is systematically starving that higher edu-
cation in which we are lagging more and more behind those other countries in

TvUich greater elasticity prevails, and in which the immediate and obvious wants
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of the community receive prompt attention without regard to the traditions and
doctrinaire principles of a past generation. In the matter of higher scientific

education, at any rate, it is becoming more and more widely recognised that its

starvation through attention being exclusively directed to the low-level education

of the masses is defeating the very ends which this policy has in view. Indeed,

some practical men, and even a few statesmen, realise that the many are beginning

to suffer from the results which this policy has had on our manufactures and com-
merce, without which the multitude can have no existence at all.

The more than princely patronage of higher education by that Scotsman who has
not forgotten the land of his birth during fifty years spent in a country which has

afforded the necessary scope for his genius and energies illustrates the change in

the wind of opinion amongst practical men ; for Mr. Andrew Carnegie's handsome
contribution to the funds of the University of Birmingham, and his endowment of

the universities of Scotland on a scale which is altogether without precedent,

clearly show which, in his opinion, are the rungs in the educational ladder of this

country that require strengthening in the interest of those very masses which it is

his earnest desire to benefit. The still more recent response of the City Council

of Birmingham to Mr. Chamberlain's suggestion that a rate should be levied in

aid of the university of that city is further evidence that Mr. Carnegie's practically

expressed opinion is shared by the enlightened rulers of that great municipality to

which I have the privilege of belonging.

These, ladies and gentlemen, are, I believe, no mere sporadic manifestations, but
unquestionably signs of the times. The opening of the new century is in reality

a year of very serious awakening to those Englishmen who are not deaf to the

voices in the air around them. It is rapidly dawning upon many that ' the

greatest empire which the world has ever seen ' cannot be maintained unless we
cast off" insular prejudices and traditions, and make a careful study of those points

in which other nations are our superiors, with a view to the intelligent adaptation

and development, as distinguished from mere imitation, of their methods to our

own particular needs.

The survey of the British chemical world at the dawn of the twentieth century

affords, however, scope for satisfaction in many ways. Not only have the places

in which higher chemical work can be and actually is carried on been greatly

multiplied, but the number of workers has been largely increased ; and although
the enthusiasm of these workers cannot well be greater than that of those who
laboured so successfully twenty years and more ago, it has not become diminished,

and is certainly diffused more widely amongst the personnel of our colleges and
universities. In this connection I need only remind you of the large number of

active and independent investigators who are to be found amongst the members
of the junior staff" at almost every college in the country, and which is altogether

without parallel in the past.

There are hardly any of the great problems now exeicising the minds of

chemists throughout the world which are not being worked at by some of our
number; whilst that some chapters in the recent progress of chemical science are

more or less specifically British, I would only remind you of the isolated labours of

Dr. Perkin in the field of magnetic rotatory power ; of Sir AVilliam Crookes's explo-

ration of the phenomena occurring in high vacua ; of the researches of Abney,
Russell, and Hartley on the absorption spectra of organic compounds ; of the

investigations by Harold Dixon and Brereton Baker of the behaviour of substances

in the complete absence of moisture ; of the extension by Pope and Smiles of

our knowledge of asymmetric atoms ; of the near approach to the absolute zero

of temperature by Dewar; and of those marvellous discoveries of Raleigh and
Ramsay which have not only introduced us to five new aerial elements, but have
revealed the existence of a hitherto unknown type of matter, which is apparently
incapable of entering into chemical combination at all.

But whilst we may thus congratulate ourselves on this increased activity in

chemical investigation, and upon the maintenance of a high standard of quality by
the exceptional brilliancy of the researches of some of our number, we must now
carefully consider how we stand with regard to the absolute quantity of our output.

i
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I have called your attention to the evidence of activity in the British chemical
World vcbich is furnished by the number of original investigations communicated
to the Chemical Society of London. Let me now ask you to turn to the corre-

sponding picture, which is furnished by the statistics of the much younger
Chemical Society of Berlin.

Original Communications to the Chemical Society of Berlin.

1868 .
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and similar opportunities of exerting public influence as are enjoyed by the leaders

of other professional callings : they should be at least equal to those of the

Archbishop of Canterbury or of the Lord Chancellor. It is not by any means
necessary that such prizes should be numerous, as is abundantly demonstrated by
the volume of able ambition which is drawn into the Church and to the Bar by the

comparatively few opportunities for great success in those professions. The
enthusiasts already find their way into the academic world ; and, although they

maintain the quality of British scientific work, they are unable, by virtue of

their scarcity, to maintain the quantity which is essential for the luxuriant growth
of science in ovir midst, whilst the absence of such tangible rewards as are

bestowed in other spheres of intellectual activity prevent the importance of science

being recognised by a public which has no appreciation of the inward and spiritual

grace unless guided by the outward and visible sign.

Precisely the opposite policy, as far as remuneration is concerned, has, however,

been pursued in the academic world during recent years, the few very moderate

prizes which formerly existed having been deliberately commandeered to more
nearly equalise the value of the chairs in all departments.

The principle of equalising the remuneration of difl'erent chairs is as inequitable

as it is utterly unsoimd from a business point of view. The principle is unsound
because equal salaries will not secure men of similar standing in different subjects,

it is inequitable because the amount of work attaching to the chairs of different

subjects is necessarily very unequal, as is the order of intellect required for the

successful discharge of their duties.

Again, the system which is gaining ground in this country of allocating a

certain stipend to a chair is unbusinesslike and mischievous. It is as irrational to

fix the remuneration of a particular chair as it would be to fix the price to be paid

for one's portrait, irrespectively of whether it were taken by a photographer or

painted by a Iloyal Academician. If we really want the best man for any
particular professional service, whether it be to treat us for a disease, to plead our
cause in a court of law, or to perform on some musical instrument for our delecta-

tion, we Imow that we must make up our minds to pay the price which the best

man commands in bis particular profession, and it is absurd to suppose that the

same principle does not hold good in the matter of securmg the best man for an
academic appointment. This, again, is intimately connected with the desirability

of providing a sulficient number of steps in the academic ladder, so that it shall

not be possible for the ' young man of promise ' to be rushed into a first-class

appointment from which he has no ambition to move for the remainder of his

days.

Another matter, again, requires consideration : if we are really in earnest in

the attempt to bring our universities abreast of those in other countries, our chairs

must be systematically thrown open to the whole world, and the best men
obtainable secured, irrespectively of their nationality. Not only have small

nations adopted this plan, but even the nation which is pre-eminent for its

academic strength is by no means blind to the importance of drawing into its

service from the outside men of commanding brilliance and power. I need not

remind you that England has also exhibited a wise and liberal spirit in this

marter in the past, and that, as far as our science is concerned, this policy has been
most fully justified. For, consider only what the English Chemistry of the latter

half of the nineteenth century owes to the genius and magnetic influence of the

imported Hofmann. I can imagine the electors to British chairs suggesting that

there might be linguistic difficulties in the way of carrying out such a policy, in

answer to which I would appeal to the pupils of Hofmann to say whether his

stimulating discourse lost anything of its vigour and inspiration through the

strong Hessian accent with which every word of it was saturated. It is to be
hoped that no narrow and short-sighted policy, disguised under that too often mis-

used word ' patriotism,' will seek to close the doors of our universities to the genius

and ability of other nationalities.

I believe, however, that one of the most urgent and pressing of University

reforms is that greater facilities should be afforded for the migration of students
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from ohe university to another, without prejudice to their acquisition of a degree.

It is the present system, whicli practically chains an undergraduate with links

of steel to the university at which he matriculates, that is at the root of many of

the evils under which our higher education is labouring.

The university at which a youth matriculates is often determined by the

fatuous, although pathetic, wish of the father that his son should spend his time,

I will not say work, amidst the surroundings which awaken such pleasant

memories in himself; and the youth once within the magic portals has little or no
opportunity of rectifying the possible mistake of his fond parent, who has probably

for a quarter of a century been quite out of touch with university matters, or even

divorced from the intellectual world altogether.

This foolish sentiment of loyalty to a university or even college is sometimes

kept up for generations, and I have met persons who have told me that their

family had always been Balliol or Trinity men, with the same sort of pride that

they would doubtless have informed me, had they been able, that their ancestors

came over with the Conqueror or had charged with the Cavaliers at Naseby.

The prevalence of such a sentiment shows that our universities are principally

valued for their social attractions, as well as for their past history and ancient

traditions, in which connection it is always well to remember that a living dog is

better than a dead lion.

The possibility of students dissociating themselves from the university of their

matriculation and freely migrating from one school to another would, in my
opinion, not only be of immense advantage to the students themselves, enabling

them to obtain the best instruction in each particular subject and greatly

extending their horizon and knowledge of the world, but it would operate most
favourably on the universities themselves, minimising the tendency to stagnation,

and compelling those who hold the purse-strings to provide for the strengthening

of weak departments. Nor should the possibilities of migration be limited to the

Universities of the United Kingdom or even of the British Empire, but the prospect

should be kept in view of ultimately effecting an arrangement whereby students

could enjoy the advantage of visiting the universities of other countries.

Such migration is, of course, closely connected with the duration of the period

of university study, and in this matter reform is most urgently needed. The
traditional three years devoted to the acquisition of a degree is hopelessly

inadequate for the higher purposes of university training, especially when the very
immature age at which English students generally begin their university career

is taken into consideration. The period of academic study should be forthwith
extended to five years, as it is onlj- in this way that the university can be effec-

tively made a centre of research. Without a course of study of such duration,

and of which research forms a part, it is quite impossible that the highly trained

men who are now so urgently needed for practical avocations should be
produced.

In this connection, again, we all know that much mischief has been going on
in recent years. Instead of the terms on which degrees are at present obtainable

being regarded as too lenient and easy, proposals are actually being put forward
in some quarters to enable persons attending evening classes to thereby qualify for

university degrees. Now, whilst it is of the utmost importance to provide
abundant opportunities for the talented poor to obtain a university education by
reducing the fees and by instituting a sulficient number of bursaries, it is impera-
tive that those who are to be stamped with the distiuctive mark of a universitv
should have devoted their whole and undivided attention, over a certain period of
time, to the courses of study prescribed. Let us beware of introducing the half-

time system into the university, a system which we know to be a deplorable
makeshift even in the elementary school.

In this matter of the aspirations, scope, and functions of a university we have
not merely to contend with the ignorance and apathy of the average Philistine,

but we are wrestling against principalities, against powers, and against darkness in

high places. Thus only four months ago one of our most prominent statesmen,
whose oracular and sporadic utterances inspire amongst millions almost the
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awe and respect wbicli is felt for tlie supernatural, is reported in the columns
of the daily papers to have said at one of the most important educational

gatherings of this first year of the new century:—'You, Mr. Vice-Chancellor,

spoke of the stigma that would rest on the University if it did not annually

produce some work of original research. I, from another point of view, am
contented if you do nothing of the kind, I am satisfied to think that in a

large and increasing degree you will train men and women fit for the manifold

requirements of this Empire.' This statesman, who it is not surprising to find was
educated at Eton and O-icford, is thus of the opinion to-day, unless, indeed, his

views have changed in the interim, that it is possible to train men and women fit

for the manifold requirements of this Empire without bringing, at any rate, some
of them into contact with the living spirit of research—that spirit which, operating

through the ages, has enabled man to transform the wilderness in which he was
placed by his Creator into the garden of material and intellectual enjoyments in

which that statesman was himself born.

I woidd ask you to contrast with the views of the distinguished alumnus of

Eton and Oxford the utterance of another statesman who, unhampered by such

educational antecedents, has formvilated the following ideal for the guidance of

that university which he has himself created :

—

' The third feature to which I should call attention, and which, I am inclined

to say, is of all the most important, is that a university should be a place where
knowledge is increased, and where the limits of learning are extended. Original

research, the addition of something to the total sum of human knowledge, must
always be an e.ssential part of our proposals.'

Lastly, we have to consider whether this university work, in which we hope
for such great developments in the twentieth century, is still to be carried on by
what is virtually private enterprise and private endowment, or whether it is to be
provided for by taxation.

If the reforms and developments which are being preached from so many
platforms are to be really carried out, if even our higher scientific training alone is

to be brought into line with that which is provided in many other countries, it is

indubitable that expenditure will have to be enormously increased. Now,
profoundly as we all admire the enlightened public spirit of the men and women
who have in the past endeavoured out of their private resources to help forward

the great movement of higher education, it is, I believe, the firm conviction

of all who have any real knowledge of what this higher education means,
and a clear conception of what must be done in order to put it on a proper

footing in this country, that on private benefaction alone this work cannot be

accomplished. But even if private endowment could raise this great edifice

in our midst, it is obvious that we should have to wait indefinitely for its

realisation. Voluntary contributions cannot be made to come at the bidding of

those who stand in need, nor directed into the channels where they will produce

the most good ; they have to be patiently waited for, with the result that valuable

time is lost and opportunities pass by never to return. Private benefaction,

moreover, is almost always retrospective: a hospital is not founded by the chari-

table until the sick are dying unattended ; almshouses and orphanages are not

thought of until the widow and the fatherless are either starving in the streets

or begging on the doorstep. What we so forcibly recognise in this matter,

however, is that we have not only to make up for leeway in the past, but that we
must now exercise prevision to prevent similar disastrous lapses in the future.

The state of aflairs to which we have been reduced must not be allowed to occur

again ; the warnings of those possessing special knowledge in these matters must
not be disregarded in the future as they have been in the past, for it is no
exaggeration that the whole of the learned societies and academic bodies of this

country put together have at present a smaller corporate share of political

influence than a Temperance League or a Trades Union. To what has this state of

things reduced us ? The humiliating spectacle of ' the greatest empire the world

has ever seen ' at the beginning of the twentieth century without a teaching
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university in its Metropolis, and engaged upon the task of tardily patching one
together out of those heterogeneous elements of uncertain valency which are to
hand. Is the completion of this structure, on a scale challenging comparison with
the universities which are to be found in the other great capitals of Europe, to be
delayed until a millionaire, or rather series of millionaires, can be induced to

finance it ? To this work, and to other works like it, is it not fitting that every
inhabitant of this country should contribute ? For these are works which
assuredly benefit all classes, not only of this generation, but of those which are to

come—at least as much as the acquisition of territory at a distance of 8,000 miles
from home, and for which purpose the nation is apparently willing to pay at

the rate of one and a quarter million sterling per week for an indefinite period of
time.

It is sometimes urged that this higher education does not benefit the masses

;

but could any contention be more erroneous ? The poor have really a far greater
stake in the prosperity of our home industries and commerce than the rich ; for

whilst the decay of our producing power will remove the very means of subsist-

ence from the poor, it matters very little to many of the rich whether their

dividends are derived from home-enterprises or from those of a Billion Dollar
Combine or some similar transatlantic Trust or Corporation.

Higher education and true universities are also amongst the most potent factors

in breaking down the hereditary stratification of society and in minimising the
advantages depending upon the accident of birth, so that, with the greatly
enhanced facilities which must be provided for students without means, they
should afibrd in the future, even more than they have done in the past, an avenue
for the humblest boy of talent to that position which he is by natural endowment
and by his own exertion best fitted to fill in the iuterests of the State.

Is this great work of raising up a worthy system of national higher education,
and of creating a living interest and widely diffused enthusiasm for knowledge and
for the increase of knowledge in all its branches, going to be accomplished durin"
the century of which we have but crossed the threshold ? Even the most sanguine
among us dare not unhesitatingly say Yes ; but assuredly upon the answer, Avhich
is hidden by the veil of the inscrutable future, depends in the very highest degree,
not only the material and intellectual welfare of the rising generations, but also

the good name and reputation of the Empire in our own time and the gratitude
which, above all things, we should strive to earn from that immortal part of us
which we call Posterity.

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

1. Duly-free Alcohol for Chemical Research. By W. T. Lawrence.

' The present occasion seems opportnne to direct attention to the fact that one of
the mostfamiliar, most readily jfTocurahle, and most cheaply produced of all organic
material is placed heyond the reach of many students hy the heavy duty levied upon it.

May I, in the name of teachers of orcjanic chemistry, appeal to the Hoard of Inland
Mevemte, on behalf of scientific and technical education, to provide institutions for
higher education in science with a limited quantity of pure alcohol free of duty,
thereby placing schools of chemistry in this country in the same jtosition as those
on the Continent? '—Dr. Julius B. Cohen, ' Practical Organic Chemistry,' Introduc-
tion, p. vi.

The remarkable success attained by the Baden Soda and Aniline Factory
in the modification and commercial adaptation of laboratory syntheses, a
success which has lately resulted, after some nine years of experimental work, in
the manufacture of indigo, &c., has demonstrated that organic research work,
which possessed at the time a merely theoretical interest, may ultimately find
valuable application in the chemical industry. English manufacturers have
gradually awakened to an appreciation of the value of research, and the chemist
who has published a considerable amount of original work will command a high

1901. R»
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salary and, having demonstrated his ability to tackle intricate problems, will be
consulted when difficulties arise.

To give an example, a large firm of manufacturers in the north of England,
finding that certain of their comestibles products lost their colour on keeping,
instead of communicating with a firm of analysts, consulted an organic chemist,

who possessed little or no experience of commercial organic analysis, but whose
experiments and researches showed that he would consider the question with an
innate knowledge of the subject, unfettered by rule of thumb. The decision of the
manufacturers proved a wise one.

The majority of young men engaged in organic research possess restricted

incomes—£100-150 shows a fair average—consequently the expense of materials

falls heavily on them. Such research frequently demands the use of large

quantities of dutiable articles—absolute ethyl and methyl alcohols, methyl iodide,

&c. Now the duty on alcohol is a consumption tax the objective of which is

tersely put in the following sentence from the oflicial Customs tariff, ' including
naphtha or methylic alcohol purified so as to be potable ' ; but it was certainly

never the wish of any administration to tax experimental science and the
industries which result from these experiments.

A good instance of the absurd length to which the Customs authorities are

prepared to go appeared a few weeks since in the papers. A collection of

crustaceans preserved in spirit was sent from India to Mr. Beddard, the eminent
F.R.S. ; the Custom House wished to charge Mr. Beddard 2os. duty because the
spirit in which these crabs and crayfish Avere preserved had not been methylated,
and was consequently, vye can only suppose, considered potable. I am glad to say
the alcohol was poured away, and consequently the duty was not paid.

The following figures from the Owens College Chemical Laboratory show the
amount of duty paid in the course of one year on methyl and ethyl alcohol alone :

—

Duty paid in 1896-7

„ 1897-8

„ „ 1898-9

The duty represents about 2"]o times the original value of the alcohol.

Practically the whole of the alcohol purchased by the laboratory used by three

or four chemists engaged in organic research : thus the ledger debits from
October to April 1900-01 three chemists with IK. 8.«., Ql. 18s., 5^. respectively for

alcohol ; we may therefore consider that these three chemists pay roughly 50/. a

year for alcohol, of which sum about 16/. 10s. is the actual value of the alcohol,

and the rest is made up by the duty.

The distinct disadvantage at which the English chemist works, as compared to

his Continental colleagues, is shown by the following statement kindly supplied

by the Commercial Intelligence Department of the Board of Trade :

—

' So far as the information in the possession of this branch goes, there would
appear to be no free admission of alcohol from abroad for industrial purposes in

either of the countries ^ named. There are internal taxes in both countries from
which alcohol is, under certain circumstances, exempt; but it does not appear that
the exemptions affect the imported article, unless possibly in one instance, as will

appear later.

' In France the internal tax of 220 fr. per hectolitre of pure alcohol is a
consumption tax from which alcohol vsed for industrial purposes is exempt, being
subject only to a statistical tax of 25 centimes i^er hectolitre of pure alcohol.

' On imported articles, in which alcohol exists, the consumption tax is levied
(in addition to Customs duty) on the amount of pure alcohol which exists in a
state of simple mixture or chemical combination, and it is not absolutely clear
whether if such articles are to be used for industrial purposes they would be
exempt from this tax. The statistical tax on articles in which the alcohol has
been entirely transformed, eliminated, or. evaporated {e.g., ether), plus 80 centimes
per hectolitre, to compensate for the e.xpenses of surveillance, &c., incurred by

' France [and'Germany.

£43 16
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French manufacturers, is, however, levied on the amount of alcohol calculated to

have been used in their production. In Germany alcohol used for industrial or

medicinal purposes is exempt from the tax on the production of spirits

(Brantweinstenei').'

The above remarks apply equally to alcohol used in chemical research.

One of the objections which will possibly be raised by the Treasury in refusing

to move in this matter is that though a great proportion of the cost of organic

research in this country is due to the high cost of duty-paid alcohol and ether, yet

they (the Treasury) pay back to chemical science far more than they receive from
chemistry as duty. It has been suggested that the organic chemistry department

of the Owens College has been peculiarly favoured in the administration of the

Treasury grant. Here are the facts. In the year 1898 the chemical department of

the Owens College received 175/., and in the year 1899 125/. in Treasury grants

;

against these items we find that the College in the year 1899-1900, though
suffering severely from the financial depression, paid 427/. 155. lOd. for apparatus

and chemicals used in research, the result being that 20 per cent, of the transac-

tions of the Chemical Society for 1899 are occupied by contributions from the

College laboratories. It is well here to point out that the tax falls most heavily

on students who, having just taken their degrees, are engaged in their first

researches. Such students, as a rule, receive no pecuniary assistance.

Does not the Treasury grasp the elementary principle that the advance of

knowledge, leading, as it does, to the creation of new industries and to the perfec-

tion of the old, becomes a valuable, if indirect, source of increased income ?

The Board of Inland Revenue are understood to object that the administration

of a remission of the duty in alcohol would be both complicated and costly.

Is this difficulty really so insuperable P In France, as has been shown, the

cost of administration is met by a statistical tax. In this country a precedent has

been set in the permission of responsible persons to use and recover methylated
spirit.

' A person desirous of using methylated spirit must make written application

to the Commissioners, stating the situation of the premises, the particular purpose

or purposes to which the spirits are to be applied, the quantity likely to be
required in the course of a year, and if the quantity to be used in a year exceeds'

fifty gallons, or there is a still on the premises, or means are adopted for the

recovery of the spirits after use. He must furnish the name of one or more house-

holders or of a guarantee society to join him in a bond for the proper use of the

spirits.'

In America and Canada colleges and institutions are permitted to use alcohol

free of duty on a signed requisition from the head of the college or department.
Should this suggestion be adopted or not ?

A modification of the following scheme might be found workable. Institu-

tions and laboratories desirious of using pure alcohol for scientific purposes might
apply to the Board of Inland Revenue for a licence (for which, say, a charge of

6s. to 10s. could be made); the manufacturer or retailer supplying the alcohol in

this country would with the delivery note send a form which could be filled up
and signed by the director of the institution or laboratory, and the manufacturer
or retailer would ultimately obtain remission of duty from the Inland Revenue
Board on presentation of these forms as bonajides. In the case of alcohol coming
from foreign countries the usual Customs note would be so modified that the con-

signee would be able to apply direct for rebate. If the Board of Inland Revenue
consider supervision of such institution and laboratories necessary, it surely would
not entail much extra work on those officials who now control the use of methy-
lated spirit.

What steps can be taken to obtain this object ? It is first necessary to ascer-

tain whether to effect such a change would be within the statutory powers of the
Board of Inland Revenue, or whether it would be necessary to introduce a Bill

into Parliament.
In the first case it seems to me that an influential deputation might wait on

the First Lord of the Treasury or the Chancellor of the Exchequer and represent

R R 2
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to him the facts of the case. In the second case the question becomes more

complicated.

Mv view—a view shared by many eminent chemists present at this meeting

—

is that it would be hij^hly advantageous to appoint a small committee to consider

the question and to report on it.

The intention of this article has been to again call attention to a subject which,

though frequently the object of fruitless endeavours, yet by its very reasonable-

ness deserves success. Organic chemists will find that they will have to present a

very strong case, influentially backed, before they can persuade such officials of

the Treasury and Board of Inland Revenue as do not possess the scientific mind

to recognise the importance of the subject
;
yet the time is coming when

' the thoughts of men are widen'd with the process of the suns.'

2. The Coal Tar Industry.

By Dr. A. G. Green.—See Reports, p. 2.'52.

Report on a New Series of Wave-length Tables of the Spectra

of the Elements.—See Reports, p. 79.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Enzyme Action. By Adrian J. Brown.

The author has already shown ^ that in alcoholic fermentation a constant

weight of sugar is decomposed in imit time by a constant amount of yeast in solu-

tions containing different amounts of sugar, and has called attention to the fact

that in this respect the action of fermentation differs essentially from that of inver-

sion, which, according to C. O'Sullivan and Tompson, follows the law of mass

action."

So long as the phenomenon of fermentation was believed to be a life function

inseparable from the living yeast cell, it did not appear remarkable that the order

of progression of its action should differ from that of inversion ; but since Buchner

has shown that fermentation, like inversion, is an enzyme action, this point of

difference required further investigation.

The author has examined the action of invertase on cane sugar experimentally,

and demonstrates that the action as usually studied does not follow the law of

mass action, but resembles that of fermentation.

The curve of action of invertase found bj C. O'Sullivan and Tompson does not

instance mass action, but, as suggested by Duclaux,^ its form is due to the arresting

influence of inversion products. J. O'Sullivan's experiments ' on the power of

inversion of living yeast cells are referred to, and it is shown that the results of

his experiments also confirm the author's conclusion.

But although the action of inversion as studied by C. O'Sullivan and Tompson,
J. O'Sullivan, and the author does not follow the law of mass action, the author

does not regard the action, however produced, as independent of mass influence,

and considers that the influence of mass in inversion changes as it has hitherto

been .studied is restricted by some other influence. This influence he believes

exists in the time factor of molecular change.

» J. Chem. Soc, 61, 1802, ?,S0. - Ibid., 67, 1890, S65.

• Ann. Inst. Pasteur, 1?9S. J. Chem, Soc, 61, 1892, 926.
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In any simple chemical change the influence of mass regulates the number of

molecular contacts between acting and reacting molecules in unit time ; but if a
time factor enters into the molecular reaction, there must be a point beyond which
the number of molecular chan(/es cannot increase owing to the restriction of time
in the action, and this point will be determined by the relative frequency of

molecular contact and the length of the time interval of molecular change.

There is good reason to believe that during inversion of cane sugar the sugar
enters into molecular combination with invertase previous to change, which pre-

supposes a time factor of some magnitude. Under these conditions it therefore

appears the more probable that this factor limits the effect of mass action in

inversion changes as observed iu solutions of ordinary concentration. But if this

is so, there must be a point of dilution iu cane sugar solutions when invertase,

acting in the dilute solutions, exhibits an order of change in conformity with mass
action. The author shows by direct experiment that this point is reached in a
solution containing about Iper cent, of cane sugar, so far contirming his conclusion
that the time factor of molecular change limits the action of inversion in all but
very dilute solutions of cane sugar.

As the character of the action of fermentation has been shown to resemble
that of inversion, it appears very probable that in this enzyme change also the

time factor of molecular change limits its action ; and possibly the influence may
be evidenced in all enzyme change, and so play an important part in the complex
functions of living organisms which depend on enzyme action.

2. Radium. By Professor W. Maiickwald.

The Section was then divided into two Departments.

Department I.

The following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on the Relation hetioeen the Absorption Sj^ectra and Chemical
Constitution of Organic Substances.—See Reports, p. 208.

2. On the Chemical and Biological Changes occurring during the Treat-

ment of Seicage by the so-called Bacteria Beds. By Professor Letts,
D.Sc, Ph.D., and R. F. Blake, F.C.S., F.I.C.

It is generally assumed that the so-called ' bacteria beds ' act as oxidising
agencies, absorbing oxygen from the air during their periods of rest and subse-
quently transferring it to the constituents of the sewage when the beds are filled

with Ibis latter, the transfer being effected by micro-organisms which have esta*

blished themselves on the surface of the material with which the beds are filled.

It also appears to be generally taken for granted that the micro-organisms
mainly concerned in the purification process are the nitrifying organisms. Hence
if these views are correct, the effluent from the bacteria beds should contain
nitrates and nitrites equivalent in amount to the unoxidised nitrogen which disap-
pears during the treatment. But on examining the results obtained by chemists
in investigations on sewage purification it will be found that comparatively small
amounts of nitrate and nitrite are produced in relation to the unoxidised nitrogen
disappearing.

The following figures are taken (or have been calculated) partly from results

given in the Manchester Report of the Rivers Committee, January 22, 1900,
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Table 1, the Leeds Report on Sewage Disposal, Decemter 1898, Table 1, and

partly from the table (p. 68) given in Dibdin's book on the ' Purification of Sew-

age and Water.'

—
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animals carry with tbem some of the nitrogenous constitutents of the sewage which
they have devoured, but as yet the authors have formed no estimate of the quan-

tity so removed. There are also species of worms always present in the bacteria

beds in considerable numbers which no doubt also feed on the sewage.

3. Humus and the Irreducible Residue in the Bacterial Treatment

of Seiuage. By Dr. S. Rideal.

•i. Sulphuric Acid as a Typhoid Disinfectant. By Dr. S. Rideal.

5. On the Inverse Relation of Chlorine to Raiifall.

By William Ackroyd, F.I.C.

Rainfalls of various dates when compared among themselves appear so erratic

in their quantitative composition that observers have generally been satisfied with
monthly or half-yearly averages. When the periods of observation are shortened

to daily estimations, say of the chlorine, it clearly appears that minimum amounts
of rainfall are marked by maxima of chlorine contents, and vice versa. Thus in a

daily comparison where the results are plotted for tenths of an inch of rainfall and
parts per 100,000 of chlorine the respective curves interlock and each chlorine peak
has its corresponding rainfall hollow. This will be seen on following the plotted

observations in the diagram for Halifax, November 12, 1900, to March?, 1901.

It is also apparent in the diagrams for country rainfall which illustrate my paper
' On the Distribution of Chlorine in Yorkshire, Part II.,' and where the observa-

tions are weekly. Marked parallelism of chlorine curves, where several are com-
pared, is regarded as being due to common causes.

6. On the Distribution of Chlorine in Yorkshire, Fart II.

By William Ackroyd, F.I.C.

All figures refer to parts of chlorine per 100,000 of water.

As the result of many observations of minima, the chlorine is found to increase

from '7-1 in the west and north-west, where the rivers originate, to 1-7-2 in the
east and south-east, where, in the Chalk Wolds, the upturned edges of the chalk
drink in and store up a vast amount of rain water, which is utilised by many of

the East Riding communities. Beyond this there is a south-eastern area of high
chlorine figures formed by the triangular tract of drift ending with Spurn Head.

Normal chlorine is affected by manufacturing centres. From observations ex-

tending over three months, it is shown that in a manufacturing town like Halifax
the atmospheric contribution through the rain is -01 part of chlorine per 288
people per square mile, and that the total contribution for ground as well as air is

•01 part of chlorine per 5-3 of the population.

Attention is also drawn to a disturbing influence in the prevalence of high
winds from the sea, which send up the chlorine figures for the rainfall.

Department II.

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

1. Hydration of Tin, including the Action of Light.

By Dr. J. H. Gladstone, F.R.S., and George Gladstone.

The authors described a tin trade mark which had been standing in the minera-

lo^cal cabinet of Mr. George Gladstone for twenty-seven years, exposed on the front
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to diffused doyllght. The whole of the exposed surface was very dark in colour,
especially wliere the exposure was most complete. On examining it under the
microscope it was found to be covered with little granules varying in colour from
yellow to dark reddish-brown. Where the dark granules were thickest there were
found small yellow lumps that had all the appearance of colloidal matter. Some
of this was removed and treated with water, The microscope revealed a quantity
of light-coloured translucent films ; the edges of the drop of water on evaporation
showed imperfect colourless crystals resembling closely those obtained from other
specimens of tin colloid, together with gelatinous matter. It was evident that
there had been a slow chemical change, greatly due to the action of light, as

the back of the trade mark, which was practically in the dark, showed very little

discoloration. In order to see whether this could be repeated within a short time,
three experiments were made on freshly cut surfaces of tin. The tir.st was kept in
the dark for si.x weeks, and sometimes subjected to a temperature of 100° C.

:

under the microscope it showed no clear sign of any action. The second w^as
exposed for the same time to diffused daylight : it showed slight but unmistakable
signs of granular formation. The third was exposed to direct sunlight : it was
distinctly spotted over with dark-coloured granules.

2. Transitional Forms between Colloids and Crystalloids.

By Dr. J. H. Gladstonk, F.R.S., and Walter Hibbert, F.I.C.

The investigation of the crust formed on the tin trade mark referred to in the
previous paper induced the authors to carry the inquiry further. Among tlie

remains of the ancient British village near Glastonbury, which had been
submerged in the marsh for 2,000 years, were the rod and weights of tin described
in the British Association Report for 1899, p. o95; and an examination of the
crust formed on these objects showed the gradual formation of yellow, amber, and
reddish-brown hydrates, together with minute egg-like bodies, which, when
broken, were found to contain gelatinous matter soluble in water, and giving on
evaporation crystals having curved edges. The crystals are very definite in form,
but are generally colourless and hygroscopic. A specimen of native cassiterite

gave similar results ; and so did colloidal tin hydrate formed from stannic chloride
by dialysis. Colloidal hydrate of titanium gave intermediate bodies closely
resembling those of tin. The same was found to be the case with aluminium and
palladium colloids. No similar forms have yet been obtained from silica ; but it is

well known that quartz crystals, diamonds, and ice are apt to exhibit curved edges
and coDchoidal fracture.

The authors regard these semi-crystalline bodies as intermediate forms
betweeen the gelatinous colloids, whether pecti.sed or not, and the ordinary
crystallised metallic hydrates. They look upon them as consisting of the hydrate
combined with many molecules oi' water, and think that the various kinds of
crystals (crosses, fishes, rhombs, kc.) are due to different amounts of combined
water, as they show different degrees of solubility and of diffusibility. The
isomorphism between these hydrates of tin, titanium, and aluminium is worthy of
notice.

The secular changes that take place in these gelatinous hydrates, and the
formation of the insoluble films, are the subject of investigation at the present time.

3. Report on the Nature of Alloys.—See Reports, p. 75.

4. The Minute Structure of Metals. By G. T. Beilby.

Microscopic examination of metallic surfaces produced by breaking, tearing, or
filing, by rolling, drawing, hammering, or polishing, has shown that the metals as
they are ordinarily met with appear in two forms :

—

(n) As minute granules or scales.

(A) As a transparent, glass-like substance.
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These two forms of ' metal substance ' occur in all of the metals examined, anJ

taken together they do not appear to depend in any way on the particular thermal

or mechanical treatment to which the metal has been subjected, nor on the greater

or less mass of the particular piece of metal examined. Their existence is

therefore to a great extent independent of the conditions which determine the

particular crystalline structure of metals and alloys.

In form "(a) the granules or scales do not vary much in size in the different

metals examined, which include among their number representatives of most of

the great groups. The diameter of the scales is estimated to range from g^j^ to

j^^ of a millimetre. Their thickness has not yet been measured, but they can_ be

seen by reflected light when their thickness is certainly less than j^^xj^ o^ ^ milli-

metre.

Form (6) is seen as a transparent glass-like film on metal surfaces, which have

been exposed to certain forms of pressure. In the transparent form the metals

Lave their characteristic colours by transmitted light ; for instance, gold is green,

iron and platinum are blue, copper is i-ed, nickel is olive green.

The scale form (a) passes into the transparent form (h) when the metal is pressed

or hammered upon a hard polished surface. The same effect takes ])lace when a

miiTor-like polish is produced by ordinary methods. Files or cutting tools in

passing over the surface or through the substance of metals leave the cut or

scraped surface covered with a more or less continuous film of transparent metal.

By suitable treatment a coating of transparent metal can be formed of varying

degrees of thickness, so that by rejected light .«cales can be seen more or less deeply

imbedded in the transparent coating. The light from the deeper scales shows the

characteristic colour of the metal. In .some cases the colour of the coating

appears so dense—as seen by the microscope—that no reflected light reaches the

surface.

Attempts have been made to measure the thickness of the transparent film by
focussing for its upper and lower surfaces, or for the upper surface, and for scales

embedded in the film, and measuring the movement of the microscope between
the two points. As these measurements appear to give rather exaggerated results

their publication is held over for the meantime.
The transparent metal (b) passes back into the scale form (a) under certain

kinds of mechanical or chemical treatment.

The metals already examined include gold, silver, platinum, cobalt, nickel,

chromium, iron, copper, lead, bismuth, antimony, tin, cadmium, magnesium,
aluminium, zinc.

The highly crystalline metals, such as antimony, bismuth, and zinc, exhibit the

same features as the softer and more malleable metals. The crystalline faces and
cleavage planes are covered with a film of transparent metal, while scales are dis-

tinctly seen in fractures at right angles to the cleavage planes.

Galena shows similar appearances.

The zinc and tin alloys of copper show the same minute structure and appear-

ances.

The persistence of these minute scales under all kinds of mechanical and
thermal treatment, the remarkable uniformity of their size and appearance in

metals of all of the leading groups, their disappearance into the transparent form
and their reappearance agaii' apparently imchanged in size or otherwise—all this

seems to afford fair ground for the conjecture that they are in some way definite

units in the structure of metals.

5. On the Action of Ammonia on Metals at High Temperatures.

By G. G. Henderson, D.Sc, and G. T. Beilby.

Platinum, gold, silver, copper, iron, nickel, and cobalt have been exposed to

the' action of ammonia at temperatures ranging from 600° to 900°. In every case

the physical effect of the treatment was to disintegrate the metal completely, while
a large proportion of the ammonia was resolved into its elements.

The fracture of metals which have been exposed to this action has been
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described by earlier observers as ' crystalline.' This is not the case : it is spongy
or cellular, and appears under the microscope as if it had been suddenly cooled
while in a state of active effervescence.

The penetration of the ammonia molecule into the metal is remarkably quick.

Iron and copper rods a quarter of an inch in diameter were completely penetrated
to the centre in thirty minutes. But disintegration goes on almost indefinitely

thereafter. Copper exposed for seven days to this action at a temperature of
80C° became reduced to a fine spongy powder. The prolonged action on platinum
produces very fine deposits of platinum black on the siu-face of the more massive
metal.

The authors believe that the physical effects which result from this action are
explained by the alternate formation and dissociation of the nitrides of the metals
taking place between certain narrow limits of temperature, the reaction being
turned in either one direction or the other according as ammonia or hydrogen
molecules preponderate in the gases which are in contact with the molecules of
metal at and below the surface.

It is suggested that the formation of spongy deposits on the outside of
platinum crucibles heated by Bunsen burners, as well as the disintegration of the
platinum wires of pyrometers exposed to furnace gases, may be accounted for by
the presence of traces of ammonia in the combustion gases.

The absorption of small quantities of nitrogen by pure iron renders it hard
and brittle like steel. Malleable iron tubes exposed for seven days to the action

of ammonia at a temperature of 800° became so brittle that they could be broken
like porcelain by a blow from a hammer.

It is suggested that some of the effects on the structure and properties of iron

and steel which are at present attributed to other elements may be due to the
presence of traces of nitrogen.

6. Aluminium-Tin Alloys. By W. Cabrick Anderson, M.A., D.Sc,
and George Lean, B.Sc.

This investigation was undertaken to ascertain, with some definiteness, the general
properties of the alloys of aluminium and tin, and particularly the cause of the
peculiarity, first pointed out by Riche,^ that the alloy containing 26 per cent,

aluminium evolves hydrogen freely when placed in water. This property was
found to belong, not only to the particular alloy in question, but to the whole
series, whether cast or annealed.

From the determinations of the cooling curves it is shown that tin dissolves in

aluminium, but that in the case of allovs containing more than 10 per cent, tin a
second break in the cooling curve takes place at 232° C., indicating an excess of tin.^

Micro-photography was also employed to show the structure of the alloys in the cast

and annealed condition. The amounts of hydrogen evolved from the several alloys,

cast and annealed, were found to stand in no simple relation either to the weights
of the constituent metals present, or to the depression in the aluminium melting
point.

From microscopic examination of water-corroded plates the conclusion is

arrived at that contact action between the tin and the stanniferous aluminium is

mainly responsible for this spontaneous oxidation.

7. Aluminium-Antimony Alloys. By W. Campbell.

8. Aluminiuin- Copper Alloys. By W. Campbell.

' Riche, Jr. Pharm. Chem., 1895, I. v.

" H. Gautier, Comptee Rendus, 123 [1896], p. 109.
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1 . Ou the Three Stereomeric Cinnamic Acids.

By Professor A. Michael.

2. On the Genesis of Matter. By Professor A. Michael.

3. On the Process of Suhstitrition. By Professor A. Michael.

4. On the Synthetical Formation of Bridged-rings.
By Professor W. H. Peekix, F.K.S.

5. I'he Condensation of Benzil loith Dibenzyl Ketone.

By G. G. Henderson, D.Sc, and R. H. Coestorphine, B.Sc.

Benzil condenses readily with dihenzyl ketone in presence of aqueous caustic

potash, and tetraphenylcyclopentenolone is produced according to the equation

Ph. CO Ph. OH,,. Ph.C = C.Ph
I

+ "\CO = H„0+
I

\C0
Ph. CO Ph.CH,/ " Ph.C(OH).OHPh/

The new compound crystallises iu colourless lustrous needles, m.p. 208°. It is

readily soluble in benzene, but only sparingly in alcohol. It yields an o.iime which
crystallises in small colourless prisms, m.p. 167°, and when heated in alcoholic

solution with parabromphenylhydrazine it gives a crystalline hydrazone, m.p. 169°.

The acetyl dei'ivatire was obtained in prisms of a dark purple colour, from which
the colouring matter could not be removed by recrystallisation : it melts at 218°.

Tetraphenylcyclopentenolone readily decolorises permanganate, yet it does not
combine additively with bromine, as might be expected from its constitution, but
is slowly converted into an unstable bromine derivative, which was not obtained in

a state of purity. It also reacts with phosphorus pentachjoride and with alcoholic

hydrogen chloride, but the product, which contained chlorine, was too unstable to

admit of purification. When cautiously oxidised with chromic anhydride dis-

solved in glacial acetic acid it gives benzoic acid and a neutral compound of the
formula C.,„H,„0^, which occurs in colourless crystals, m.p. 164°. When boiled under
a reflux condenser with hydriodic acid and red phosphorus, tetraphenylcyclopente-

Ph.C=CPh V

nolone is partially reduced and tetraphenylcyclopentenol
\ / CIIOH

Ph.CH. CHPh-^
is obtained. This substance crystallises in shining colourless needles, m.p. 162°.

It is readily soluble in benzene, but very sparingly in alcohol, and it reduces
permanganate. It does not react either with hydroxylamine or with phenylhydra-
zine, but it yields an acetyl derivative, which crystallises in colourless tablets,

m.p. 182°. It does not form an addition product with bromine, but is converted
into a bromine derivative, Cj^Hj.^Br . OH, which crystallises in colourless needles,
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m.p. 215°, and ty the action of phosphorus pentachloride or of alcoholic hydrogen
chloride it yields a chlorotetraphenylajclopentcne, C^,jH.,.5Cl, in the form of colour-

less prisms, m.p. 181°. By heating at 180° in a sealed tube with hydriodic

acid and red phosphorus, tetrapheuylcyclopentenol is reduced, and yields a

mixture of two hydrocarbons, C.„,H,,, smd C,^„H,,,;, which can be separated by means
of ether, in which the former is readily and the latter sparingly soluble. C,,,Hoi

separates from ether as a crystalline powder, which melts with decomposition
Ph.C=CPh

over yOO°. It is no doubt tetrapliemjlcyclopentene
\

y OH.,. The
Ph.CH-CIIPh/

other hydrocarbon separates in the crystalline state from alcohol. It melts at

80'5-81°, and is apparently identical with the tetraphenylcyclopentene

PhOH-GHPh
I

\CHo, already prepared, in a different manner, by Wislicemis.

PhCH-OHPh/

6. Some Relations between Physical Constants and Constitution in

Jienzenoid Amines. Part III. By W. R. Hodgkinson and
L. LlMPACH.

In the * Proc. Chem. Soc.,' 1893, 9, 41, we drew attention to some relationships

between melting-points and constitution in some amines, and a further contribu-

tion by Gordan and one of us on the same subject appears in ' Trans. Chem, Soc.,'

1901,79,1080.
Since then a considerable number of amines, their formyl and acetyl, and other

derivatives have been prepared, it is believed, in as pure a state as possible, and
their melting-points redetermined.

The first point noticeable is that the difference between the melting-points of

the formyl and acetyl derivatives of bases of the same constitution is the same or

very nearly so.

If in any base a methyl group be replaced by ethyl or oxymethyl (OCH3) the

melting-points of the formyl and acetyl compounds change, but the differences

between them appear to be the same as between the formyl and acetyl derivatives

of the methyl compounds.
The following will serve as instances :

—

—
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The tetra-methyl bases exhibit some other peculiaritips. As far ns tlie

melting-points of their formyl and acetyl derivatives are indications, they would
appear to be composed of two xylidines less the melting-point of formo-anilide

(46°).

Thus

;

1.

Formyl
derivative

NPICIIO

CH^ -^ ^ CHj composed of

CH, CH,

M.r. [163°]

NHCHO

CHg CH,

CH.. CH.

NHCIIO

[104°-5]

104-5 +104-5 -46 = 163°.

NHCHO

4 2

[104°-5]

NHCHO NHCH

CH.,
Formyl

derivative

/ >CH„ composed oi GYi.,'^ \gVI^ < \

CH,,

M.P. [183°]

164 + 65-46 = 183.

NHCHO

Formyl
derivative

CH,

CHg composed of

V CH,

4 2

3

[164°]

HCHO

CH,

CH,4 2

\^
CH,
[e5°]

NHCHO

/\

CH, CH,

CH,

M.P. [144°] [113-5]

113-5 + 76-5-46 = 144.

[76-5]

CH,

The foregoing are merely a few examples. A much more extended list and
an attempt at a discussion of these relations we hope to give shortly.

7, The Existence of Certain Semiearhazides in more than one Modification.
By George Young, Ph.D.

In 1887 Michaelis and Schmidt made benzoylphenylsemicarbazide by the
addition of cyanic acid to as-benzoylphenylhydrazine

OcH5.N.NHj + HCNO = CuH..N.NH.CO.NH.,

I I

CO.C.H, CO.C.H,

and found the product to melt at 202-203°. Six years later (1893; "Widman
obtained benzoylphenylsemicarbazide by boiling phenylsemicarbazide, suspended
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in benzene, with benzoic chloride, but found the melting-point of the product to

be 210-211°.

C,H,.NH.NH.CO.NH, + C,H,.C0C1 = C,;H,.N(00C,H5).NH.CO.NH, + HCl.

Widman then repeated the preparation, making use of the Michaelis-Schmidt

method, and again obtained a product melting at 210-211°. From this it might

have been inferred that the lower melting-point obtained by Michaelis and

Schmidt was probably due to insufficient purification.

Towards the end of 1896 I had occasion to prepare benzoylphenyUemicarb-

azlde, and made use of Widman's method. The product obtained melted at

202-203°, and the melting-point was not altered by repeated recrystallisations. I

had thus obtained the Michaelis-Schmidt product by means of Widman's method

of preparation, and at the same time confirmed the Michaelis-Schmidt melting-

point. These results having been published in the ' Transactions of the Chemical

Society,' Dr. Widman kindly sent to me a sample of his benzoylphenylsemi-

carbazide, which I -found by my thermometer to melt at 210-212°, so that the

thermometers were not to blame for the discrepancy.

A comparison of the two substances showed that the one which melted at

202-203° was distinctly more soluble than the higher melting one in the

ordinary solvents, such as benzene, ether, alcohol, or water.

The first interesting observation was that on boiling a small quantity of

Widman's substance with water: it went into solution very slowly, and on

coolinf separated in crystals, which melted at about 200°, and, after recrystallisa-

tion trom dilute alcohoX at 202-203°.

The Widman form of benzoylphenylsemicarbazide had been transformed into

the Michaelis-Schmidt form.

The reverse transformation was not so easy, partly because it takes place, even

under the best conditions, very slowly
;
partly because it leads under varying

conditions, not only to Widman's benzoylphenylsemicarbazide, but also to a third

modification.

This third form of benzoylphenylsemicarbazide melts at 205-206°. It is

produced from the lowest melting form by boiling with benzene in a reflux

apparatus on the water-bath. The change took place with 2g. substance in

about fifteen hours, and further similar treatment was without effect.

This benzoylphenylsemicarbazide, which melts at 205-206°, can be re-

crystallised unaltered from benzene, ethylic acetate, acetone, or alcohol. Boiling

water and, more slowly, dilute alcohol convert it into the lowest melting form.

If the Micliaelis-Schmidt product be boiled with benzene in a reflux apparatus

on a sand-tray, instead of on a water-bath, the result is diflerent. The change,

here again, is slow. After some fifteen hours' boiling the product softens at

about 205°, and is completely melted at 210°. Further boiling is without eflect.

This product can be separated, by washing with cold ethyhc acetate, into

Widman's benzoylphenylsemicarbazide, which remains undissolved, and the

third modification which dissolves in the ester.

By this method of boiling with benzene on a sand-tray the form melting at

205-206° can be converted partially, but never completely, into Widman's
modification.

The process of lowering the melting-point from 211-212° to 205-206° is best

carried out by boiling with acetone.

The difierence in effect produced by exchanging the water-bath for a sand-tray

in boiling with benzene suggested what is probably the reason why, although

makino- use of apparently exactly the same method as Dr. Widman in preparing

the benzoylphenylsemicarbazide, I obtained, not his product, but that of Michaelis

and Schmidt.

In the preparation phenylsemicarbazide and benzoic chloride are boiled in

benzene in a reflux apparatus. I had carried out the boiling on a water-bath, and

obtained benzoylphenylsemicarbazide of melting-point 202-203°, mixed, as was
found later, with a small quantity of the form which melts at 205-206". On
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repeating the preparation in exactly the same manner, with the exception that
the water-bath was replaced by a sand-tray, I obtained Widman's results.

These three modifications of benzoylphenylsemicarbazide are not only different

iu regard to their melting-points and solubilities in various solvents, but they can
be distinguished from one another by their appearance under the microscope.

That one of them is not simply a mixture of the other two is shown by the
fact that when any two are ground together in a mortar the melting-point of the
mixture is no longer sharp, and the two modifications can be separated again by
the use of a suitable solvent. A mixture of equal parts of the modifications
melting at 205-L'06° and 211-212° began to soften at 204° and finished melting at
209°

; the whole of the lower melting modification could be removed by washing
with cold ethylic acetate.

A mixture of equal parts of the modifications melting at 202-203° and
211-212° began to shrink at about 200° and was not entirely melted until 208°.

The lower melting substance could be removed by washing with warm benzene.
The property of existing in three such modifications is not confined to benzoyl-

phenylsemicarbazide. I have obtained by similar means, that is, the action of
various solvents atdifi'erent temperatures, three modificationsof phenylsemicarbazide,
the ordinary form melting at 172°, which in its properties corresponds with the
Michaelis-Schmidt benzoyl derivative, and two lower melting forms melting at
164° and 151°, of which the one which melts at 151° corresponds in its insolubility

and its stability in benzene with Widman's benzoylphenylsemicarbazide.
o-Tolylsemicarbazide, p-tolylsemicarbazide, and benzoyl-p-tolylsemicarb-

azide have each been found capable of existence in three modifications, and
from indications obtained with other semicarbazides it seems probable this would
be the case with all those of the general form R.R'.NH.NH.CO.NHo where
R is a benzenoid radical and R' is hydrogen or benzoyl.

As to the relation of these modifications to each other, the semicarbazides in

question may be trimorphous, or we may have to deal with some form of stereo-

isomerism. Unfortunately, although we have tried a number of reactions, we
have not been able as yet to find one which showed a difi^erence in the chemical
behaviour of the three modifications, and we might tberefore accept the theory of
trimorphism were it not for two facts.

The first is that it is possible to recrystallise two and sometimes all three
modifications from the same solvent, and even in presence of one another, without
conversion of one into another. That seems to me to dispose of trimorphism.

The second fact is tbat with certain semicarbazides. diphenvlsemicarbazide
(C,H,),N.H.CO.NHj, hydrazodicarbamide :S^H,,.CO.NH.NH.CO.NH,, and benzal-
semicarbazone C^H^.CH.N.NH.CO.NHj, I have been unable to obtain even a
suggestion of a second form.

That seems to point to the property of existing in these different forms being
dependent on the nature of the groups in position 1.

NH„.NH.CO.NHa.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

At present, however, we have not sufficient evidence on which to base any
theoretical explanation.

8. Report on Isomeric Naphthalene Derivatives.—See Reports, p. 152.

9. Report on Isomorphous Derivatives of Benzene.—See Reports, p. 78.
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TUJSSDA Y, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. Some Points in Chemical Education. By Joji Sakurai, LL.D.,
Professor of Chemistry in the Imperial University of Tokyo, Japan.

The marvellous and wonderfully rapid progress which chemistry has made within
the last fifteen years is characterised by the fact that not only experimental means
of investigation have been extended, enriched, and made accurate, but also a number
of comprehensive and fertile ideis have been developed one after another, and
deductive methods of inquiry made possible and found to be exceptionally

fruitful ; chemistry has, in fact, thrown off much of its empirical character, and
established itself to be a truly rational science. The educational value, which it

has thus acquired, is enormous, a student of modern chemistry having ample oppor-
tunities of cultivating the power of observation and the faculty of reasoning at the
same time—a two-sided advantage which is possessed neither by an essentially

descriptive science nor by an essentially abstract science.

The teaching of chemistry from the point of view attained by the recent

development is not only important for those who would become pure chemists, but
also for those who would have to apply the knowledge of that science in special

directions, such as physiology and chemical technology, inasmuch as its con-
ceptions are exceedingly comprehensive and fertile, their applications in these

directions having already led to some important practical results. It is also no
less- important for the education of boys in secondary schools, as it puts the
fundamental facts of chemistry in a clear, intelligent, and rational form, supplying
requisite food for the healthy development of their brain.

Notwithstanding these evident and exceptional advantages which the teaching
of modern chemistry affords, it is still taught, to a great extent, in the same dry
and merely descriptive way as m old days, explanations which are in direct

opposition to'well-established facts being, moreover, not unfrequently given ; and
for the interest of our science and profession this state of things should be speedily

remedied.

One of the remedies would be to remove certain misconceptions which seem to

prevail pretty freely. Now the name ' physical chemistry,' which has come into

general use, has apparently given to many an idea that it is a special branch of
chemistry, whilst, in fact, it pervades the whole domain of our science and treats

of specially important and fundamental chemical questions. Exclusive use of the
name 'general chemistry,' in its stead, would have the effect of removing this

misconception and of accelerating a more free introduction of modern views into

the teaching of chemistry. Another misconception, which seems to have
crept into the minds of many, relates to the use of mathematics. It is often

stated that, as the treatment of general chemistry requires higher mathematics,
it is neither possible nor desirable to introduce it into elementary teaching, but in

this opinion there is a confusion of ideas. It is true that, for a detailed study and
cultivation of general chemistry, a fair knowledge of higher mathematics is both
desirable and necessary. This fact should, indeed, be clearly and generally

recognised, and students of chemistry should be encouraged to acquire this

knowledge. But the teachings of general chemistry can be introduced into

elementary text-books without any mathematics, and yet in a concise, useful, and
interesting form ; moreover, simple and appropriate lecture experiments, illus-

trating the laws of chemical dynamics, the theory of solutions, &c., can be easily

contrived.

A very effective remedy would be to diffuse the knowledge of, and to increase

the interest in, modern views among the teachers in secondary schools. For this

purpose courses of lectures, in which general chemistry is amalgamated with
descriptive matter, should be given to them, say during summer vacations ; also

writing of elementary text-books on the same plan should be encouraged.
The objection, which might be raised, that the attempt to give a fair training
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in general chemistry over and beyond what it has been customary to teach takes
too much time is met by the consideration of the fact that some portion of the
descriptive matter usually given in lectures may be cut olT, not with inconvenience,
but rather with advantage, inasmuch as in the class-room the attention of
students should be more directed to points of general interest and importance,
whilst the time usually devoted to analytical work in the laboratory may also be
conveniently shortened, what the student should learn from it being rather
principles and methods of atnalysis than mere practical skill.

2. On the Detection and Estimation oy Arsenic in Beer and Articles

of Food. By W. Thomson, F.R.S.E.

3. On the Nomenclature of the Ions.

By Professor James Walker, F.R.S.

4. On the Equilibrium Law as applied to Salt Separation and to the

Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits. By Dr. E. Frankland Arm-
strong.—See Reports, p, 262.

5. Report on the Bihlioyraphy of Spectroscopy.—See Reports, p. 155.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

The following Papers were read :
—

1. The Electrolytic Conductivity of Halogen Acid Solutions.

By Dr. J. Gibson.

2. On the Ilame Coloration and Spectrum of Nickel Compounds.
By P. J. Haetog.

It was shown that when nickel acetate is brought into a Bunsen flame together

with hydrochloric acid two kinds of coloration may be produced : (1) a temporary
purple coloration which flashes out and disappeais; (2) a more permanent deep-

red coloration. The temporary coloration is so evanescent that the spectrum of

bright lines to which it gives rise could not be mapped by the eye. It is hoped
to record it photographically. The deep-red coloration gives with a single prism
spectroscope two bands—a red band, extending from wave length 6292 to G126,

and a green band, extending from 5328 to 5290. It was shown by spraying a
10 per cent, solution of nickel acetate into a Smithells separator that the colora-

tion is produced in the inner cone. The solution must be eitlier mixed with
hydrochloric acid or chloroform vapour must be introduced into the flame in the

manner used by Smithells in his researches on flame coloration. Nickel chloride

introduced into the flame gives only a slight red coloration. Cobalt acetate was
found to yield no flame coloration.

The theory of flame coloration is still obscure, despite the researches of
Pringsheim and Smithells ; but these experiments lend support to the view that
chemical action is necessary for the production of colour in the flame. It was
pointed out that in the case of manganese the flame coloration (green) said to be
' sometimes ' produced can always be produced with the acetate.

1901. s s
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3. The Methods of Determining the Hydrohjtic Dissociation of Salts.

By Dr. R. C. Farmer.—See Reports, p. 240.

4. The Influence of Solvents on the Rotation of Optically Active
Com2wn,nds. By Dr. T. S. Patterson.
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Section C—GEOLOGY.
President or the Section—John PIorne, F.E.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBEB 11.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

Recent Advances in Scottish Geology.

A quarter of a century has elapsed since the British Association met in this

preat industrial centre, when Professor Young, in his presidential address to this

Section, pointed out some of the difficulties which, as a teacher, he experienced in

summarising the principles of geology for his students. At that meeting, also, the

late Duke of Argyll, whose interest in geological questions never faded, gave an
address ' On the Physical Structure of the Highlands in connection with their

Geological History,' The return of the Association to the second city of the

empire, which since 1876 has undergone remarkable development, due in no small

measure to the mineral wealth of the surrounding district, suggests the question.

Has Scottish geology made important advances during this interval of time ?

Have we now more definite knowledge of the geological systems represented in

Scotland, of their structural relations, of the principles of mountain-huildiug, of

the zonal distribution of organic remains, of the volcanic, plutonic, and meta-

morphic rocks so largely developed within its borders? It is true that many
problems still await solution, but anyone acquainted with the history of geological

research must answer these questions without liesitation in the affirmative. In

tlie three great divisions of geological investigation—in stratigraphical geology, in

paleontology, in petrology—the progress has indeed been remarkable. The details

of these researches are doubtless familiar to many who have taken an active share

in the work, but it may serve a useful purpose, and perhaps be helpful as a land-

mark to give now an outline of some of the permanent advances in the solid

geology of Scotland during the last quarter of a century.

The belt of Archtean gneisses and schists, which may be said to form the

foundation stones of Scotland, have been mapped in great detail by the Geological

Survey since 1883 along the western part of the mainland in the counties of

Sutherland and Ross. In that region they occupy a well-defined position, being

demonstrably older than the great sedimentary formation of Torridon Sandstone

and overlying Cambrian strata. The mapping of this belt by the survey stafi" and
the detailed study of the rocks both in the field and with the microscope by Mr.
Teall have revealed the complexity of the structural relations of these crystalline

masses, and have likewise thrown considerable light on their history. These
researches indicate that, in the North-west Highlands, the Lewisian (Archtean)

gneiss may be resolved into (1) a fundamental complex, composed mainly of

gneisses that have affinities with plutonic igneous products, and to a limited extent

of crystalline schists which may without doubt be regarded as of sedimentary

s s2
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origin
; (2) a great series of igneous rocks intrusive in the fundamental complex in

the form of dykes and sills.'

The rocks of the fundamental complex which have affinities with plutonic

igneous products occupy the greater part of the tract between Cape Wrath and

Skye, Mr. Teall has siiown that they are essentially composed of minerals that

enter into the composition of peridotites, gabbros, diorites, and granites ; as, for

example, olivine, hypersthene, augite (including diallage), hornblende, biotite,

plagioclase, orthoclase, microcline, and quartz. In 1894 he advanced a classifica-

tion of these rocks, based mainly on their mineralogical composition and partly

on their structure, which has the great merit of being clear, comprehensive, and

independent of theoretical views as to the history of the rock masses. Stated

broadly, the principle forming the basis of classification of three of the groups is

the nature of the dominant ferro-magnesian constituent, viz., pyroxene, horn-

blende, or biotite, while the members of the fourth group are composed of ferro-

magnesian minerals without felspar or quartz - The detailed mapping of the

region has shown that these rock-groups have a more or less definite geographical

distribution. Hence the belt of Lewisian gneiss has been divided into three dis-

tricts; the first extending from Cape "Wrath to Loch Laxford ; the second, from

near Scourie to beyond Lochinver, and the third from Gruinard Bay to the island

ofllaasay. In the central area (Scourie to Lochinver) pyroxene gneisses and

ultrabasic rocks (pyroxenites and hornblendites) are specially developed, while the

granular hornblende rocks (hornblende gnei?s proper) and the biotite gneisses are

characteristic of the northern and southern tracts. These are the facts, whatever

theory he adopted to explain them.

In those areas where the original structures of the Lewisian gneiss have not

been effaced by later mechanical stresses it is possible to trace knots, bands, and

lenticles of unfoliated, ultrabasic, and basic rocks to note the imperfect separation

of the ferro-magnesian from the quartzo-felspathic constituents, to observe the

gradual development of mineral banding and the net-like ramification of acid

veins in the massive gneisses. Many of these rocks cannot be appropriately

described as gneiss. Indeed, Mr. Teall has called attention to the close analogy

between these structures and those of plutonic masses of younger date.

In the Report on Survey Work in the North-west Highlands, published in

1888, the parallel banding, or first foliation, as it was then termed, of these original

gneisses was ascribed to mechanical movement.^ But the paper on ' Banded

Structure of Tertiary Gabbros in Skye,' by Sir A. Geikie and Mr. Teall,^ throws

fresh light on this question. In that region the gabbro displays the alternation of

acid and basic folia, the crumpling and folding of the bands like the massive

gneisses of the Lewisian complex. Obviously in the Skye gabbro the structures

cannot be due to subsequent earth movements and deformation. The authors

maintain that they are original structures of the molten magma, and, consequently,

that much of the mineral banding of the Lewisian gneisses, as distinguished from

foliation, may be due to the conditions under which the igneous magma was

erupted and consolidated. Whatever theory be adopted to explain the original

mineral banding of the Lewisian gneisses, it is certain that they possessed this

banding, and were thrown into gentle folds before the uprise of the later intrusive

dykes.

The crystalline schists that have affinities with rocks of sedimentary

origin occupy limited areas north of Loch Maree and near Gairloch. The pro-

minent members of this series are quartz schists, mica schists, graphitic schists,

' Report on the Recent Work of the Geological Survey in the North-west High-

lands of Scotland based on the Field-notes and Maps of Messrs. B. N. Peach,

J. Home, W. Gunn, C. T. Clough, L. W. Hinxman, and H. M. Cadell, Quart. Journ.

Gaol. Soc, vol. xliv. p. 387 ; and Annual Report of the Geological Survei/ for 1894,

p. 280, and 1895, p. 17.

' Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1894, p. 280.

» Quart. Journ. Oeol. Soc., vol. xliv. p. 400.

* Jbid., vol. 1. p. 645.
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limestones and dolomites -with tremolite, garnet and ep:dote.^ They are there

associated with a massive sill of epidiorite and hornblende schist. The relations

which these altered sediments bear to the gneisses that have alHuities with

plutonic igneous products have not been satisfactorily determined. B\u the

detailed mapping has proved that north of Loch Maree they rest ou a platform of

Lewisian gneiss, and are visibly overlain by gneiss with basic dykes (Meall

Riabhach), and that both the gneiss complex and altered sediments have been

aifected by a common system of folds. In the iield, bands of mylonised rock have

been traced near the base of the overlying cake of gneiss, and the microscopic

examination of tbe latter by Mr. Teall has revealed cataclas^tic structures due to

dynamic movement. It is obvious, therefore, that, whatever may have been the

original relations of the altered sediments to the gneiss complex, these have been

obscured by subsequent earth-stresses.

The great serie.** of later igneous rocks which pierce the fundamental complex

in the form of dykes and sills is one of the remarkable features in the history of

the Lewisian gneiss. In 1895 Mr. Teall advanced a chissitication of them,- but

his recent researches show that they are of a much more varied character. For

our present purpose we may omit the dykes of peculiar composition and refer to

the dominant types. These comprise: "(1) ultrabasic rocks (pendotite),_(2) basic

(dolerite and epidiorite), and (3) acid (granite and pegmatite). The evidence in

the field points to the conclusion that the ultrabasic rocks cut the basic, and that

the granite dykes were intruded into the gneisses after the eruption of the basic

dykes. The greater number of these dykes consists of basic materials. It is

important to note that the basic rocks best preserve their normal dyke-like

features in the central tract between Scourie and Lochinver, whtre they traverse

the pyroxene gneisses. But southwards and northwards of that tract, in districts

where they have been subjected to great dynamic movement, they appear as

bands of hornblende schist, "which are difficult to separate from tbe fundamental

complex. The acid intrusions are largely developed in the northern tract between

Laxford and Durness ; indeed, at certain localities in that region the massive and

foliated granite and pegmatite are as conspicuous as the biotite gneisses and horn-

blende gneisses with which they are associated.

After the eruption of the various intrusive dykes the whole area was

pubjected to enormous terrestrial stresses which profoundly ati'ected the funda-

mental complex and the dykes which traverse it. These lines of movement
traverse the Lewisian plateau in various directions, producing planes of disruption,

molecular rearrangement of the minerals and the development of foliation. It

seems to be a general law that the new planes of foliation both in the gneiss and

dykes are more or less parallel with the planes of movement or disruption. If

the latter be vertical or nearly horizontal the inclination of the foliation planes is

found to vary accordingly.

Close to" the well-defined disruption-planes, like those between Scourie and

Kyle.sku, the gneiss loses its low angle, is thrown into sharp folds, the axes of

which are parallel with the planes of movement. The folia are attenuated, there

is a molecular rearrangement of the minerals, and the resultant rock is a granulitic

gneiss. Indeed, the evidence in the held, which has been confirmed by the micro-

scopic examination of the rocks by Mr. Teall, seems to show that granulitic biotite

and hornblende gneisses are characteristic of the zones of secondary shear. A
further result of these earth-stresses is the plication of the original gneisses in

sharp folds, trending N.AV. and S.E. and E. and W. ; and the partial or complete

recrystallisation of the rocks along the old planes of mineral banding.

in like manner, when the basic dykes are obliquely traversed by lines of

disruption, they are deflected, attenuated, and within the shear zones appear

frequently as phacoidal masses amid the reconstructed gneiss. These phenomena
are accompanied by the recrystallisation of the rock and its metamorphosis into

hornblende schist. Similar results are observable when the lines of movement

' Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1895, p. 17.

» Hid., p. 18.
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are parallel with the course of the dykes. All the stages of change from the
raassive to the schistose rock can be traced—the replacement of pyroxene by
hornblende, the conversion of the felspar and the development of grariulitic

structure with foliation. Here we have an example of the phenomena developed
on a larger scale by the post-Oambrian movements, viz., the production of common
planes of schistosity in rocks separated by a vast interval of time, quite irrespec-
tive of their original relations. For both gneiss and dykes have common planes
of foliation, resulting from earth-stresses in pre-Torridonian time.

It is important to note also that linear foliation is developed in the basic dykes
where there has been difterential movement of the constituents in folded areas. In
the case of the anticline mapped by Mr. Clough, near Poolewe in Ross-shire, he
has shown that the linear foliation is parallel with the pitch of the folds. All
these phenomena tend to confirm the conclusions arrived at by Mr. Teall, and pub-
lished in his well-known paper ' On the Metamorphosis of Dolerite- into Hornblende
Schist.' 1

The ultrabasic and acid rocks likewise occur in the schistose form, for the
peridotites pass into talcose schists and the granite becomes gneissose.

In connection with the development of schistosity in these later intrusive rocks
it is interesting to observe that where the basic dykes merge completely into horn-
blende schist, and seem to become an integral part of the fundamental complex,
biotite gneisses and granular hornblende gneisses prevail. Whatever be the
explanation, the relationship is suggestive.

The unconformability between the Lewisian gneiss and the overlying Torridon
Sandstone, which was noted by Macculloch and confirmed by later observers, must
represent a vast lapse of time. When tracing this base-line southwards through the
counties of Sutherland and Eoss, striking evidence was obtained by the Geological
Survey of the denudation of that old land siirfiice. In the mountainous region
between Loch Maree and Loch Broom it has been carved into a series of deep
narrow valleys with mountains rising to a height of 2,000 feet. In that region it

is possible to trace the orientation of that buried mountain chain and the direction
of some of the old river courses. This remnant of Archaean topography must be
regarded as one of the remarkable features of that interesting region.

In 1893 the various divisions of the Torridon Sandstone, as developed between
Cape Wrath and Skye, were tabulated by the Geological Survey, which may here
be_ briefly summarised. They form three groups : a lower, composed of epidotic
grits and conglomerates, dark and grey shales with calcareous bands, red sand-
stones, and grits ; a middle, consisting of a great succession of false-bedded grits

and sandstones; an upper, comprising chocolate-coloured sandstones, micaceous
flags with dark shales and calcareous bands. The total thickness of this great pile

of sedimentary deposits must be upwards of 10,000 feet, and if Mr. Clough 's

estimate of the development of the lower group in Skye be correct, this amount
must be considerably increased. Of special interest is the evidence bearing on the
stratigraphical variation of the Torridon Sandstone when traced southwards across
the counties of Sutherland and Ross. The lower group is not represented in the
northern area, but southwards, in Ross-shire, it appears, and between Loch
Maree and Sleat varies from 500 to several thousand feet in thickness. These
divisions of the Torridon Sandstone are of importance in view of the correlation of
certain sediments in Islay with the middle and lower Torridonian groups which
there rest imconformably on a platform of Lewisian gneiss.

In continuation of the researches of Dr. Hicks, published in his paper ' On Pre-
Cambrian Rocks occurring as Fragments in the Cambrian Conglomerates in Britain,'

^

Mr. Teall has specially investigated the pebbles found in the Torridon Sandstone.
The local basement breccias of that formation have doubtless been derived from the
platform of Lewisian gneiss on which they rest, but the pebbles found in the coarse
arkose tell a different story .^ He has found that they comprise quartzites showing

' Quart. Journ. Oeol. Soc, vol. xli. p. 1.S3.
= Geol. 3Tag., 1890, p. 616.
' Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1895, p. 20.
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contact alteration, black and yellow cherts, jaspers with spherulitic structures

which indicate that they have been formed by the silification of liparites of the

' Lea-rock ' type and spherulitic felsites that bear a striking resemblance to those

of Uriconian age in Shropshire. These interesting relics have been derived from

formations which do not now occur anywhere in the western part of the counties

of Sutherland and Ross, and they furnish impressive testimony of the denudation

of the Archaean plateau in pre-Torridonian time.

These Torridonian sediments, like the sandstones of younger date, contain lines

of heavy minerals, such as magnetite, ilmenite, zircon, and rutile.' The dominant

felspar of the arkose group is microcline, that of the basal group oligoclase. In

the "calcareous sediments of the upper and lower groups fossils might naturally be

expected, but the search so far has not been very successful. Certain phosphatic

nodules have been found in dark micaceous shales of the upper group which have

been examined by Mr. Teall. From their chemical composition these nodules

might be regarded as of organic origin ; but he has found that they contain

spherical cells with brown-coloured fibres, which appear to be debris of organisms.-

Early in last century the Torridonian deposits were referred by Macculloch
^

and Hay Cunningham* to the 'Primary Red Sandstone,' and by Murchison,^

Sedgwick, and Hugh Miller to the Old Red Sandstone. The structural relations

of the Torridon Sandstone to the overlying series of quartzites and limestones

were first clearly shown by Professor Nicol," who traced the unconformability

that separates them for 100 miles across the counties of Sutherland and Ross.

When Salter pointed out the Silurian facies of the fossils found in the Durness

limestone by Mr. Charles Peach, the Torridonian formation was correlated with

the Cambrian rocks of Wales by Murchison.^ The discovery of the Olenellus

fauna, indicating the lowest division of the Cambrian system, in the quartzite-

limestoce series by the Geological Survey in 1891 "^ demonstrated the pre-Cambrian

age of the Torridon Sandstone. In view of that discovery, which proves the

great antiquity of the Torridonian sediments, it is impossible to climb those

picturesque mountains in Assynt or Applecross without being impressed with

the unaltered character of these deposits. Yet it can be shown that under the

influence of post-Cambrian movements they approach the type of crystalline

schists.

iiefore proceeding to the consideration of the Durness series of quartzites and

limestones and their relations to the Eastern Schists, brief reference must be

made to the controversy between Murchison and Nicol regarding the sequence of

the strata.

The detailed mapping of the belt between EriboU and Skye by the Geological

Survey has completely confirmed Nicol's conclusions (1) that the limestone is

the highest member of the Durness series; (2) that the so-called 'Upper Quartzite'

and ' Upper Limestone ' of Murchison's sections are merely the repetition of the

lower quartzite and limestone due to faults or folds
; (3) that there is no con-

formable sequence from the quartzites and limestones into the overlying schists

and gneiss
; (4) that the line of junction is a line of fault indicated by proofs of

fracture and contortion of the strata. It is true that in the course of his investi-

gations Nicol's views underwent a process of evolution, and that even in the form

in which he ultimately presented them he did not grasp the whole truth. We
now know that he was in error when he regarded portions of the Archsean gneiss,

' Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1803, p. 263.

= Ihid., 1899, p. 185.
' Trans. Gcol. Soc, ser. 1, vol. ii. p. 450 ; The Western Jslei of Scotland, vol. ii.

p. 89.
" Transactions of the Higliland and Agricultvral Society of Scotland, vol. xiii.

(1839).
* Trans. Qeol. Soc., ser. 2, vol. ill. p. 155.

" Quart. Jonrn. Geol. Soc., vol. xiii. p. 17.

' Ihid., vol. XV. p. 353.
" Ibid., vol. xlviii. p. 227.
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occurring in the displaced masses, as igneous rocks intruded during the earth-

movements, and that he failed to realise the evidence bearing on dynamic meta-
morphism resulting from these movements. But I do not doubt that the verdict

of the impartial historian will be that Nicol displayed the qualities of a great

atratigraphist in grappling with the tectonics of one of the most complicated

mountain chains in Europe.

The period now under review embraces the reopening of that controversy in

]878 by Dr. Hicks, and its close in 1884 after the publication of the 'Report on
the Geology of the North-west of Sutherland,' by the Geological Survey.' The
Survey work has confirmed Professor Bonney's identification of the Lewisian
gneiss and Torridoii Sandstone in Glen Logan, Kinlochewe,'- brought into that

position by a reversed fault; and Dr. Callaway's conclusions regarding overthrust

faulting at Loch Broom, in Assynt and in Glencoul.' Special reference must be
made to the remarkable series of papers by Professor Lapworth on 'The Secret

of the Highlands,' in which he demonstrated the accuracy of Nicol's main con-

clusions, .and pointed out that the stratigraphical phenomena are but the counter-

part of those in the Alps, as described by Ileim.'* His researches, moreover, led

him to a departure from Professor Nicol's views regarding the age, composition,

and mode of formation of the Eastern Schists, for in the paper which he com-
municated to the Geologi.sts' Association in 1884 he announced that their present

foliated and mineralogical characters had been developed by the crust-movements
which operated in that region since the time of the Durness quartzites and lime-

stones.'' Allusion must be made also to his great paper 'On the Discovery of

the Olenellns Fauna in the Lower Cambrian Kocks of Britain,' in which he not
only chronicled the finding of this fauna at the top of the basal quartzite in

Shropshire, but suggested tlie correlation of the Durness quartzites and limestones

with the Cambrian rocks elsewhere.'' That suggestion was strikingly confirmed
within three years afterwards by the discovery of the Olenellus fauna in Ross-
shire.

The detailed mapping of the belt of Cambrian strata has proved the striking

uniformity of the rock sequence. There is little variation in the lithological

ch.iracters or thicknesses of the various zones. Basal quartzites, pipe-rock, Fucoid-
beds, Serpulite {Salterclla) grit, limestone, and dolomite form the invariable

sequence, for a distance of a hundred miles, to the west of the line of earth-move-
ments. This feature is also characteristic of the fossiliferous zones, for the sub-
zones of the pipe-rock, the Olejiellus fauna in the Fucoid-beds, and the Salterella

limestone have been traced from Eriboll to Skye. Owing to the interruption of
the sequence by reversed faults or thrusts, the higher fossiliferous limestone zones
are never met with between Eriboll and Kishorn, but they occur in Skye, where
they were first detected by Sir A. Geikie."

Regarding the pala?ontological divisions of the system, my colleague, Mr.
Peach, concludes ' that the presence of three species of Okmellus in the Fucoid-
beds and Serpu lite-grit of the North-west Highlands, nearly allied to the American
form OUneUus Tkom.?o?ii—the type species of the genus— together with Hyolithes,

Salterella, and other organisms found with it, prove that these beds represent the
Georgian tei-rane of America, which, as shown by Walcott, underlies the Para-
do.vides zone.' Hence he infers that there can be no doubt of the Lower Cambrian
age of the beds yielding the Olenellus fauna in the North-west Highlands. Mr.
Peach further confirms Salter's opinion as to the American facies of the fossils

obtained from the higher fossiliferous zones of the Durness dolomite and limestone.
He states that ' the latter fauna is so similar to, if not identical with, that occurring
in Newfoundland, Mingan Islands, and Point Levis, beneath strata yielding the

' JVature, vol. xxxi. p. 29, Xovember 1884.
- Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. sxxvi. p. 03. " Hid., vol. xxxix. p. 416.
' Geol. Mafi., Dec. 2, vol. x. pp. 120, 193, 337.
' Proc. Geol. Assoc, vol. viii. p. 438 : Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, vol. ii. 1885, p. 97.
= Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, vol. v. pp. 484-487.
' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xliv. p. 62.
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Phyllograptus fauna of Arenig age, that the beds must be regarded as belonging
to the higher divisions of the Cambrian formation.'

The intrusive igneous rocljs of the Assynt region, of later date than Cambrian
time, and yet older than the post-Cambriau movements, have been specially studied

by Mr. Teall, who has obtained results of special importance from a petrological

point of view. This petrographical province embraces the plutonic complex of
Cnoc na Sroine and Loch Borolan, and the numerous sills and dykes that traverse

the Cambrian and Torridoniau sediments, and even the underlying platform of
Lewisian gneiss. He infers that the plutonic rocks have been formed by the con-
solidiition of alkaline magmas rich in soda. At the one end of the series is the

quartz-syenite of Cnoc na Sroine, and at the other the basic augite-syenite,

nepheline-syenite, aud borolanite. The basic varitties occur on ihe margin, and
the acid varieties in the centre. The sills and dykes comprise two well-marked
types, camptonites or vogesites, and felsites with alkali felspar and regirine, which
lie believes to represent the dyke form of the magmas that gave rise to the plutonic

mass.'

The striking feature in the geology of the North-west Highlands is the evidence
relating to those terrestrial movements that affected that region in post- Cambrian
times, which are without a parallel in Britain. The geological structures produced
by these displacements are extremely complicated, but the vast amount of evidence
obtained in the course of the survey of that belt clearly proves that, though the
sections vary indefinitely along the line of complication, they have certain features

in common which throw much light on the tectonics of that mountain chain.

Some of these features may thus be briefly summarised.
1. By means of lateral compression or earth-creep the strata are thrown into

a series of inverted folds which culminate in reversed faults or thrusts.

2. Without incipient folding, the strata are repeated by a series of minor
thrusts or reversed faults which lie at an oblique angle to the major thrust-
planes and dip in the direction from which the pressure came, that is, from the
east.

3. By means of major thrusts of varying magnitude the following structures
are produced : («) the piled up Cambrian strata are driven westwards along
planes formed by the underlying undisturbed materials

;
(b) masses of Lewisian

gneiss, Torridon Sandstone, and Cambrian rocks are made to override the under-
lying piled-up strata; (c) the Eastern Schists are driven westwards and, in some
cases, overlap all major and minor thrusts till they rest directly on the undisturbed
Cambrian strata.

When to these features are added the eftects of normal faulting and prolonged
denudation, it is possible to form some conception of the evolution of those extra-
ordinary structures which are met with in that region. Some of the features just
described occur in other mountain chains aflected by terrestrial movement, as in
the Alps and in Provence ; but there is one which appears to be peculiar to the
North-west Highlands. It is the remarkable overlap of the Moine Thrust-plane

—

the most easterly of the great lines of displacement. Along the southern confines
of the wild and complicated region of Assynt, that plane can be traced westwards
for a distance of six miles to tlie Knockan clifi', where the micaceous flagstones rest
on the Cambrian limestone. In Durness we find an outlier of the Eastern Schists
reposing on Cambrian limestone, there preserved by normal faults, at a distance of
about ten iniles from the mass of similar schists east of Loch EriboU, with which
it was originally continuous.

Though many of these structures appear incredible at first, it is worthy of note
that some have been reproduced experimentally by Wr. Cadall.'^ He took layers
of sand, loam, clay, and plaster of Paris, and after the materials had set into hard
brittle laminas, in imitation of sedimentary strata, he applied horizontal pressure
under varying conditions. The results, some of which may here be given, were
remarkable.

' Gcol. Mag., December 4, vol. vii. p. 385 (1900).
' Trans. Eoyal Soc. Edinhirgh, vol. xxxv. p. 337.
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1. The compressed mass tends to find relief alont^ a series of gently inclined
thrust-planes, which dip towards the side from which pressure is exerted.

2. After a certain amount of heaping up along a series of minor thrust-planes,
the heaped-up mass tends to rise and ride forward bodily along major thrust-
planes.

3. The front portion of a mass being pushed along a thrust-plane tends to bend
over and curve under the back portion.

4. A thrust-plane below may pass into an anticline above ; and a major thrust-
plane above may and probably always does originate in a fold below.

Now these important experiments confirm the conclusion reached by the
Geological Survey from a study of the phenomena in the field, viz., that under
the influence of horizontal compression or earth-creep the rocks in that region
behaved like brittle rigid bodies which snapped acrops, were piled up and driven
westwards in successive slices. But, further, these displacements were accompanied
by diflerential movement of the materials which resulted in the development of
new structures. These phenomena culminate along the belt of rocks in immediate
association with the Moine Thrust, where the outcrop of that thrust lies to the
east of a broad belt of displaced materials. There, Lewisian gneiss, Torridon
Sandstone, and Cambrian quartzite are sheared and rolled out, presenting new
divisional planes parallel with that of the Moine Thrust. The Lewisian gneiss
shades into flaser gneiss and schist, and ultimately passes iu<oa banded rock like a
platy schist. The pegmatites show fluxion structure with felspar ' eyes ' like
that of the rhyolites. At intervals in these zones of highly sheared rocks, pha-
coidal masses of Lewisian gneiss appear, in which the pre-Torridonian structures
are not wholly efl^aced. The sills of camptonite and felsite intrusive in the Cam-
brian rocks become schistose and together with the sediments in which they occur
appear in a lenticular form. All these mylonised rocks show a characteristic
striping on the divisional planes, due to orientation of the constituents in the
direction of movement.

Still more important evidence in relation to the question of regional metamor-
phism is furnished by the Torridon Sandstone. In the case of the basal con-
glomerate the pebbles have been flattened and elongated, and a fine wavy structure
has been developed in the matrix. In the district of Ben More, Assynt planes of
schistosity, more or less parallel with the planes of the Ben More Thrust, pass
downwards from the Torridon conglomerate into the underlying gneiss. Both
have a common foliation irrespective of the unconformability between them.
Again, along the great inversion .south of Stromeferry, foliation has been developed
in the Torridon conglomerate and overlying Lewisian gneiss, parallel to the plane
of the Moine Thrust. The Torridon grits and sandstones south of Kinlochewe
and between Kishorn and Loch Alsh are similarly afiected by the post-Cambrian
movements. Mr. Teall has shown that the quartz grains have been drawn out
into lenticles and into thin folia that wind round ' eyes ' of felspar. A secondary
crypto-ci-ystalline material has been produced, sericitic mica appears in the divi-
sional planes, and in some instances biotite is developed. In short, he concludes
that in these deformed Torridonian sediments there is an approximation to the
crystalline schists of the Moine type. The stratigraphical horizon of these rocks
can be clearly proved. The subdivisions of the Torridon Sandstone have been
recognised in those displaced masses which lie to the east of the Kishorn Thrust
and to the west of the Moine Thrust. It is worthy of note also that in the belt
of highly sheared gneiss south of Stromeferry that comes between the Torridonian
inversion in the west and the Moine Thrust on the east Mr. Peach has found
folded and faulted inliers of the basal division of the Torridon Sandstone that have
a striking resemblance to typical Moine schists.

Regarding the age of these post-Cambrian movements, it is obvious that they
must be later than the Cambrian limestone and older than the Old Red Sandstone,
for the basal conglomerates of the latter rest unconformably on the eastern schists
and contain pebbles of basal quartzite, pipe-rock, limestone, and dolomite derived
from the Cambrian rocks of the North-west Highlands.

East of the Moine Thrust or great line of displacement extending from Eriboll
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to Skye, we enter the wide domain of the metamorphic rocks of the Iligblands, a

region now under investigation, and which presents difficult problems for solution.

Two prominent types of crystalline schists (Caledonian series, Callaway, and Moine

schists of the Geological Survey) have been traced over wide areas in the counties

of Sutherland, Ross, and Inverness, and across the Great Glen to the northern

slopes of the Grampians. Consisting of grauulitic quartzose schists and muscovite-

biotite schist or gneiss, they appear to be of sedimentary origin, though crystalline.

They are associated with recognisable masses of Lewisian gneiss covering many
square miles of ground and presenting many of the structures so characteristic of

that complex in the undisturbed areas already described. Within the belt of

Lewisian gneiss at Glenelg Mr. Clough has mapped a series of rocks presumably of

sedimentary origin, including graphitic schists, mica schists, and limestones, but the

gneiss with which they are associated possesses grauulitic structure like that of the

adjoining Moine schists.' Further, in the east of Sutherland, and also in the

county of Ross, foliated and massive granites appear which are interleaved in the

adjoining Moine schists, forming injection gneisses and producing contact meta-

morphism.-
In the Eastern Highlands the Moine series disappears and is replaced by a

broad development of schists, admittedly of sedimentary origin, which have been

termed the Dalradian series by Sir A. Geilde. Within recent years it has been

divided into certain rock-groups which have been traced by the Geological

Survey from the counties of Banft" and Aberdeen to Kintyre. It has been found

that, though highly crystalline in certain areas, they pass along the strike into

comparatively unaltered sediments, as proved by Mr. Hill in the neighbourhood of

Loch Awe.^ " Before the planes of schistosity were developed in these Dalradian

schists they were pierced by sills of basic rock (gabbro and epidiorite) and acid

material (granite), both of which must have shared in the movements that affected

the schists, as they merge respectively into hornblende schists and foliated granite

or biotite gneiss. Both seem to have developed contact metamorphism ; indeed,

]\Ir. Barrow * contends that the regional metamorphism so prominent in the south-

east Highlands is mainly, if not wholly, due to the intrusion of an early granite

magma, now exposed at the suriace in the form of looal bosses of granite and

isolated veins of pegmatite.

The age of the Dalradian schists has not been determined. Though there

seems to be an apparent order of superposition, in this series it is still uncertain

whether that implies the original sequence of deposition. Since Sir A, Geikie

applied the term Dalradian to the Eastern Highland schists in 1891,
'
evidence has

been obtained " that suggests the correlation of certain rocks along the Highland

border with the Arenig and younger Silurian strata of the Southern Uplands.

Consisting of epidiorite, chlorite schist, radiolarian cherts, black shales, grits, and

limestone, they have been traced at intervals from Arran to Kincardineshire. In

the latter region Mr. Barrow contends that they are separated by a line of dis-

ruption from the Highland schists to the north ; but no such discordance has been

detected in the Callander district or in Arran. Though these rocks of the High-

land border have been much deformed, yet their occurrence in the same order of

succession in that region and in the Southern Uplands is presumptive evidence for

their correlation.

In view of this evidence it is not improbable that the Dalradian series may
contain rock-groups belonging to different geological systems. Indeed, the result

of recent Survey work in Islay tends to support this view. For in the south-west

' Summary of Progress of the Geological Survey for 1897, p. 37.

- ' On Foliated Granites and their Kelations to the Crystalline Schists in Eastern

Sutherland,' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., vol. lii. p. 633.
^ Aiinnal Peport of the Geological Survey for 1893, p. 265.
* 'Intrusion of Muscovite-biotite Gneiss in the South-east Highlands and its

accompanying Metamorphism,' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xlix, p. 330.
* Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xlvii. p. 72.

« Annual Report of the Geological Survey for 1893, p. 266 for 1895, p. 25 ; for

1896, p. 27.
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part of that island there is a mass of Lewisian jjneiss overlaid unconformably hy
sedimentary strata which have been correlated with the lower and middle divisions

of the Torridon Sandstone. Unfortunately the sequence ends here, as both the
gneiss and overlyiog sediments are separated by a line of disruption or thrust-

plane from the strata in the eastern part of the island. And yet, notwith-
standing this break, the evidence obtained ia the latter district is remarkable,
whatever theory be adopted to explain it. There the Islay limestone and black
slates appear to be covered unconformably by the Islay quartzite containing
Annelid tubes and followed in ascending sequence by Fucoidal shales and
dolomites, suggestive of the Cambrian succession in Sutherland and Ross. The
Islay quartzite passes into Jura, thence to the mainland, and it may eventually

prove to be the Pertbshire quartzite, while the Islay limestone and black slate are

supposed to be the prolongations of the limestone and slate of the Loch Awe
series in Argyllshire.'

From the foregoing data it will be seen that much uncertainty prevails

regarding the age and structural relations of the metamorphic rocks of the High-
lands, but the difficulties that here confront the observer are common to all areas
affected by regional metamorphism.

A prominent feature in the geology of the Eastern Highlands is the great

development of later plutonic rocks cbietly in the form of granite ranging along
the Grampian chain from Aberdeenshire to Argyllshire. In connection with one
of these masses a remarkable paper appeared in 1802 which in my opinion has
profoundly influenced petrological inquiry in Scotland from the light which it

threw on the relations of a connected series of petrographical types in a plutonic

comple.x. I refer to the paper on the ' Plutonic Rocks of Garabal Hill and Meall
Breac,' by Mr. Teall and Mr. Dakyns.-

The authors shovfed that this plutonic mass comprises granite, tonalite,augite-

diorite, picrites, serpentine, and other compounds. Mr. Teall regards the members of
this sequence as products of one original magma by a process of differentiation, the

peridotites being the oldest rocks, because the minerals of which they are composed
are the first to form in a plutonic magma. As the process of consolidation

advances, rocks of a varied composition arise, in the order of increasing acidity,

viz., diorites, tonalites, and granites. The most acid rock consists of quartz and
orthoclase, which may represent the mother liquor after the other constituents

had separated out. Mr. Teall concludes that progressive consolidation of one
reserpoir gives rise to the formation of magmas of increasing acidity, and hence
that basic rocks should precede the acid rocbs. This theory of magmatic differen-

tiation—so strenuously advocated by Brogger, Vogt, Rosenbuscb, Iddings, Teall,

and others—was first applied to the interpretation of varied types of plutonic

masses in Scotland by Mr. Teall in the paper referred to. Since then he has
extended its application to the granite masses in the Silurian tableland of the

south of Scotland, which include rocks, ranging from hyperites at the one end to

granitite with microcline, and aplite veins at the other.^ Many of the phenomena
presented by the newer granite masses of the Eastern Highlands seem to lend

support to this theory. These views, indeed, have permeated the petrological

descriptions of the granitic protrusions in the counties of Aberdeen and Argyll
which have been given by Messrs. Barrow, Hill, Kynaston, and Craig ^ in recent

years.

One of the remarkable advances in Scottish geology during the period under
review is the solution of the order of succession and tectonic relations of the

Silurian rocks of the south of Scotland by Professor Lapworth. The history of

research relating to that tableland, and of all his contributions to the problems

' Suvimari/ of Progress for 1809, p. 6G.
- Quart Jpurn. Gcol. Soc, vol. xlviii. p. 101.
' Atimial llcport of the Geolorjical Survey for 1896, p. 40; see also ' The Silurian

Rocks of Scotland,' Geological SurTey Memoir, 1899, p. 607.
* Annual B.eport of the Geological Survey for 1897, p. 87 ; for 1898, pp. 25-28 ; see

also paper on ' Kentallenite and its Relations to other Igneous Rocks in Argyllshire,'

Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. Ivi. p. 531.
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connected with it, has been given in detail in the recent volume of the Geological

Survey on that formation. At present it will be sufficient to refer to his three

classic papers, which, in my opinion, record one of the great achievements in

British pfeology. The first, on ' The Moftat Series,' ' demonstrated, by means of

the vertical distribution of the graptolites, the order of succession in those fine

deposits (black shales and mudstones), which were laid down near the verge of

sedimentation, and are now exposed in auticlinnl folds in the central belt. The
second, on 'The Girvan Succession,'- showed how certain graptolite zones of the

Moffat shales are interleaved, in the Girvan rejrion, with conglomerates, grits,

sandstones, flagstones, mudstones, shales, and limestones, charged with all the

varied forms of life found in shallow seas or near shore. In the third, on ' The
Ballantrae Rocks of the South of Scotland and their I'lace in the Upland
Sequence,' ^ he indicated tlie distribution and variation of the ^loffat terrane

(Upper Llandeilo to Upper Llandovery) and of the Gala terrane (Tarannon),

which form the greater part of the uplands. He further pointed out how the

rocks and the fossils vary across the uplands according to the condit'ons of

deposition. Finally he proved that the complicated tectonics of the Silurian

tableland, its endle.'^s overfolds, its endoclinal and exoclinal structures, can be
unravelled by means of the graptolite zones. These researches disposed of the

order of succession based on Barrande's doctrine of Colonies, and established the

zonal value of graptolites as an index of stratigraphical horizons. So complete
was the zonal method of mapping adopted by Professor Lapworth, and so accurate

were his generalisations, that few modifications have been made in his work.

In the course of the re- examination of the Silurian tableland by the Geological

Survey some important additions were made to our knowledge of the Silurian

system as there developed. Underlying all the sediments of the uplands there is

a series of volcanic and plutonic rocks of Arenig age, the largest development of

which occurs at Ballantrae in Ayrshire, where their igneous character was recog-

nised by Professor Bonney. But they appear in the cores of numerous anticlines

over an area of about 1,500 square miles, forming one of the most extensive

volcanic areas of Palaeozoic age in the British Isles. These volcanic rocks are

overlain by a band of cherts and mudstones, succeeded by black shales yielding

Glenkiln graptolites of Upper Llandeilo age. The cherts, which are abundantly
charged with Radiolaria, implying oceanic conditions of deposition, are about

70 feet thick, and have been traced over an area of about 2,000 square miles.

The deposition of the Radiolarian ooze must have occupied a long lapse of time.

Indeed the cherts and mudstones represent the strata which, in other regions, form
the Upper Arenig and Lower Llandeilo divisions of the Silurian system. They
furnish interesting evidence of the oceanic conditions which here prevailed in

early Silurian time, and form a natural sequel to Professor Lapworth's researches

bearing on the graptolitic deposits of the Upper Llandeilo period, which must have
been laid down on the sea-floor near the limit of the land-derived sediment.

Of special interest is the new fish fauna found by the Geological Survey in the

Ludlow and Downtonian rocks between Lesmahagow and Muirkirk, which the

researches of Dr. Traquair have shown to be of great biological and palaeonto-

logical value.'* This discovery has enabled him to give a new classification of the

Ostracodermi, to enlarge the order of the Heterostraci, which now includes four

families, instead of the Pteraspid<e alone. He has further shown that the

Coslolejpidcel-weTe not Cestraciont sharks to which the Onchus spines belonged, but
Heterostraci, though probably of Elasmobranch origin, judging from the shagreen-

like scales. The Coelolepida are common fishes in the Ludlow and Downtonian
rocks of Lanarkshire. The genus, Thelodns, first described by Agassiz from
detached scales in the Ludlow bone-bed, and subsequently figured and described

by Pander and Rohon from scales in the LTpper Silurian rocks of Oesel, is here

represented for the first time by nearly complete forms. But it is remarkable that

no Onchus spines, nor any Pteraspidee, nor Cephalaspid<e. have been found in the

' Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xxxiv. p. 240. " Ibid., vol. xxxviii. p. 537.
* Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, vol. vi. p. 20. • Trans. Roy, Soc. Edin., vol. xxxix. p. 827.
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Lanarkshire strata, the nearest related genus to Cephalaspis being Ateleaspis,

which, however, represents a distinct family.

The g-roup of sandstones, conglomerates, shales, and mudstones that form the

passage-beds between the Ludlow rocks and the Lower Old Red Sandstone in

Lanarkshire are now regarded as the equivalents of the Downtonian strata in

Shropshire, and are linked with the Silurian system. The mudstones of this

group, containing the new fish fauna, likewise yield ostracods, phyllocarid crus-

taceans, and eurypterids— forms which connect these beds with the underlying

Ludlow rocks. The band of greywacke-conglomerate, that extends from the

Pentland Hills into Ayrshire, composed largely of pebbles derived from the

Silurian tableland, is now taken as the base line of the Lower Old Red Sandstone

on the south side of the great midland valley of Scotland.

The period under review has been marked by important additions to our know-
ledge of the Old Red Sandstone formation. In 1878 appeared a valuable mono-
graph by Sir Archibald Geikie on ' The Old Red Sandstone of Western Europe,'

'

by far the most important treatise on this subject since the publication of Hugh
Miller's classic work published in 1S41. Following up the view maintained by
Fleming, Godwin-Austen, and Ramsay, that the deposits of this formation were
laid down in lakes or inland seas, he defined the geographical areas of the various

basins in the British area, giving to each a local name. He gave an outline of the

development of the rocks north of the Grampians, in Caithness, Orkney, and
Shetland. He advanced an ingenious argument in favour of correlating the

Caithness flagstone series (middle division, Murchison) with the Lower Old Red
Sandstone south of the Grampians. He contended that ' the admitted paltEonto-

logical distinctions between the two areas are probably not greater than the

striking lithological differences between the strata would account for, or than the

contrast between the ichthyic faunas of adjacent but disconnected water basins at

the present time.' Sir A. Geikie further gave a table showing the vertical range

of the known fossils of the Caithness series from data partly supplied by the late

Mr. C. Peach.

During the last quarter of a century Dr. Traquair has made a special study of

the ichthyology of the Old Red Sandstone and Carboniferous strata of Scotland,

which has enabled him to throw much light on the distribution of fossil fishes in

these rocks and on their value for the purpose of correlation. His researches

show that the fish fauna of the formation south of the Grampians resembles that

of the Lower Oid Red Sandstone of the West of England and adjoining part of

Wales in the abundance of specimens of Cephalasjns, the common species in

Forfarshire (C. Li/elli, Ag.) being also indistinguishable from that in the Hereford-

shire beds. Pteraspis occurs in both regions, though of different species. Of
Acanthodians Pare.rus recurviis, Ag.. occurs in both, together with Climatius

(C. ornatus, Ag.). The abundance of Cephalaspis (C. Campbelltonensis, Whit.,

C. Jexi, Traq.) and of Clinudius spines is characteristic of the Lower Devonian

rocks of Canada.
The Old Red Sandstone of Lome has recently yielded organic remains, akin to

those found in Forfarshire, south of the Grampians, viz., Cephalaspis Lornensis

(Traq.), two species of myriapods {Campecaris Fovfarensis and a .species of

Archidesmus')."

In the deposits of Lake Orcadie, north of the Grampians, quite a different fish

fauna from that of Forfarshire appears. Dr. Traquair has noted that there are no

species common to the two areas, and only two genera, viz., Mesacanthiis and
Cephalaspis. The latter genus is, however, represented in Caithness only by a

single specimen of a species (C. magmfica, Traq.) different from any found else-

where. It might here be observed that Cephalaspis is represented also in the

Upper Devonian rocks of Canada by a single specimen of a peculiar species

(C. laticeps, Traq.), and hence Dr. Traquair has shown that, though CephalasjJtsia

most abundant in the Lower Devonian, it extends also into the upper division of

' Trans. Roy. Snc, Edin., vol. sxviii. p. 345.
- Summary of Progress,] Geological Survey, 1897, p. 83.
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that system. It further appears that Osteolepidee (Osteolepis, Dt'plopterus),
RhizodontidcB {Tristichofferus, Gj/voptychius), Holopti/chiidce {Glytolepis),
Asterolepidee (Pten'chth/s, Microhvachius), Ctenodontidce (jDipterus) are abundant
in the Orcadian fauna, none of which has occurred in the Lower Old Red Sand-
stone of Forfarshire, the West of England, or in the Lower Devonian rocks of
Canada. Dr. Traquair recognised, however, the identity of the fishes from the
well-known fish band in the basin of the Moray Firth with those brought from the
west part of Orkney, though these forms did not quite agree with the fossils from
the Thurso district. He subsequently found that the fish fauna from the Orcadian
beds in the Moray Firth basin is represented in Caithness by that of Achanarras

;

and, further, that two other faunas occur in the Caithness area—that of Thurso
and that of John o' Groats as given below :

—

John o- Groats . . . | 2';'/««f'''i'^«'-w-'«?«^««, Egert.

r Cooco.ifeus minor, H. Miller.
Thurso - Thvrsius 2^fiolidotus, Traq.

I
Osteolejns microlepidotus, Pander.

r Pterichthys, 3 species.

Achanarras . . . . ' Cheirolepis Traill!, Ag.

[. Osteolepis macrolepidotus, Ag.

Li 1898 appeared an important paper by Dr. Flett on ' The Old Red Sandstone
of the Orkneys,' ' in which he described the results of his detailed examination of
the islands. He proved the existence there of three fish faunas, and their
correspondence with those identified in Caithness by Dr. Traquair. From the
evidence in the field he adopted the following order of succession and correlation
of the strata :

—

3. Eday Sandstones and John o' Groats beds.

2. Rousay and Thurso beds,

1 . Stromness, Achanarras, and Cromarty beds.

A further important result of Dr. Flett's researches in the Old Red Sandstone
of these northern isles was communicated to the Royal Society of Edinburo-h this
year. He has found in the Shetland beds, which had previously yielded no'fossils
save plants, fragments, identified by Dr. Traquair as Holonema, a fish new to
Bi-itain, but occurring in the Chemung group of North America, the subdivision
of the Upper Devonian that immediately underlies the Catskill red sandstones
with remains of Holojitychius. Dr. Traquair has also recognised in Dr. Flett's
collection fragments of Asterolepis, a genus characteristic of the Upper Old Red
Sandstone, and which, as proved by Dr. Flett, occurs in the ' Thurso beds ' of the
Orkneys. The interest attaching to this discovery is very great, for Dr. Flett
contends that it indicates a fourth life-zone in the Orcadian series, and, further
that it tends to span the break between the Orcadian division and Upper Old Red
Sandstone.

In the Upper Old Red Sandstone on the south side of tbe Moray Firth, Dr.
Traquair recognised two life-zones, and subsequently, with the assistance of
Mr. Taylor, Lhanbryde, a third

; in the following order. The lowest is that of the
Nairn sandstones with Asterolepis maxima (Ag.) ; the second, that of Alves and
Scaat Craig with Bothriolepis major (Ag.), Psammosteus Taylori (Traq.)

; and the
highest that of Rosebrae, the fauna of wbich, according to Dr. Traquair, has a
striking resemblance to the assemblage in the Dura Den Sandstones in Fife'.

Before 1876 all the Carboniferous areas in the great midland valley of Scotland
had been mapped by the Geological Survey. The extent and structural relations
of the various coal-fields were determined according to the information then
available, and shown in the published maps. But the rapid development of certain
fields in the east of Scotland necessitated a revision of them which has lately been
done. The Fife coal-field has been re-examined by Sir A. Geikie, IMr. Peach and

' Trans, Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xxxix. p. 383.
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Mr. Wilson, and the oil-shale fields in the Lothians have been mapped by

Mr. Cadell. An important memoir by Sir A. Geikie on ' The Geology of Central

and Western Fife and Kinross' has just been issued by the Geological Survey, in

which the structure of these coal-fields is described. Mr. Cadell lately gave an

account of the geological structure of the oil-shale fields in his presidential address

to the Edinburgh Geological Society.

Within the period under review detailed researches of great importance on the

fossil flora of British Carboniferous rocks have been carried out by Mr. Kidston,

to which reference ought to be made. The results are of the highest value for

correlating the strata in diiferent areas.' By means of the plants he arranges the

Carboniferous rocks of Scotland in two great divisions : a lower, comprising the

Calciferous Sandstone and Carboniferous Limestone series; and an upper, including

the Millstone Grit and the Coal-measures, there being a marked palaeontological

break at the base of the Millstone Grit. He shows that the upper and lower

divisions of the system, not only in Scotland but in Britain, are characterised by a

different series of plants, not one species passing from the lower division—save in

tlie case of Stigmaria —into the upper. From his researches it appears that, among

ferns, Neuropteris is all but unknown in the lower division, whereas in the upper

it is very abundant. The Sphenopterids are proportionately common in both

divisions ; but those of the lower are usually characterised by cuneate segments,

while those of the upper have generally rounded pinnules. Alethopteris, so

common throughout the whole of the upper series, is entirely absent from the

lower. The genus Calamites, which is extremely plentiful in the upper, is almost

entirely absent from the lower division, where its place is taken by Asterocalamites.

The Cordaitem are also rare below the Millstone Grit, though very plentiful above

that horizon. Siffillaria, so rare in the Lower Carboniferous rocks, is extremely

abundant in the upper division, and particularly in the middle Coal-measures. In

short, Mr. Kidston concludes that the floras of the two main divisions of the

Carboniferous system, though belonging to the same types, are absolutely distinct

in species, and in the relative importance of the genera.

By means of the fossil plants Mr. Kidston correlates the Coal-measures of

Scotland underlying the red sandstones with the lower division of the Coal-

measures of England, and the overlying red sandstones of Fife with the middle

division of the English Coal-measures.

It is remarkable that the evidence supplied by the fossil fishes has led

Dr. Traquair independently to a similar conclusion. He holds that fossil ichthyo-

lof^y proves the existence of only two great life-zones in the Carboniferous rocks

of'Central Scotland—an upper and a lower—the boundary line between the two

being drawn at the base of the Millstone Grit. The Scottish Carboniferous rocks,

Ijeino- mostly estuarine, give an opportunity of comparing the estuarine fishes of

both'divisions. He finds the Coal-measure fishes of Scotland to be the same as

those in the Englisii Coal-measures, while those occurring below the INIillstone

Grit in Scotland are mostly different in species, and often, too, in genera, from the

forms above that horizon.

Of special interest as bearing on the former extension of this system in Scot-

land is the discovery made by Professor Judd- in 1877 of a patch of Carboniferous

sandstones and shales, with well-preserved plant remains in Morven. Another

small outlier of this formation has recently been found in the Pass of Brander by

the Geological Survey.^
-ri ^ xt

The reptiles from the Elgin sandstones, recently described by Mr. E. T. Newton,*

add fresh interest to the study of these rocks. The structural relations of these

sandstones have been fully treated by Professor Judd in his great paper on the

Secondary Rocks on the east of Scotland,' and again in his presidential address

' ' On the Various Divisions of British Carboniferous Rocks as determined by their

Fossil Flora,' Proc. Roy. Fhys. Soo. Edin., vol. xii. p. 183 (1893).

- Q)iart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xxxiv. p. 685.

' Summary of Proqress, Gcoloyical Survey, 1898, p. 129.

* PMl. Trans., vol", clxxxiv. p." 431 (1893) ; ihid., vol. clxxxv. p. 573 (1894).

» Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc, vol. xxix. p. 98.
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to this Section At Aberdeen,' who coullrmed Huxley's well-known correlation of

these beds with the Trias. The Dicynodoot skull, identified by Professor Judd
and Dr. Traquair at the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association in 1885, and
other remains found in the reptilian sandstones in Cutties Hillock Quarry, where
they rest on Upper Old Eed (Sandstone with Holoptychius, have been described by
Mr. Newton. He confirmed their affinity with Dicynodonts, though they were
referred to the genera Gordonia and Geikia. But the most remarkable specimen
was the skull named by Mr. Newton Elc/inia mirabilis. This extraordinary

creature, with a pair of horns projecting like those of a short-horned ox, and with
smaller spines and bosses, numbering thirty-nine, is related to the great Pareia-

saurus from the Karoo beds of South ^S^frica. Two other reptiles are described by
Mr. Newton from this quarry, namely, a small crocodile-like animal, Erpetomchtis

Granti—apparently nearly allied to Staffo?iolepis—and Ornithosuchus Wood-
wardi, which is probably a small Dinosaurian.

Mr. Newton has raised an interesting point in connection with his researches.

He calls attention to the fact that the reptilian remains from the Cutties Hillock
Quarry differ from those found at other localities in the Elgin district. For
example, the Lossiemouth sandstones have yielded Stagonolejns, Hyperodapedon,
and Telerpeton ; and the Cutties Hillock sandstones, the Dicynodonts {^Gordonia

and Geikia), the horned reptile {E/f/iiiia), the small crocodile-like Erpetosuchus,

and the little Dinosaurian Ornithosuchus. Does this distribution indicate

different stratigraphical horizons ? is virtually the point raised by Mr. Newton.
In connection with this inquiry he cites the evidence obtained in other
countries. Thus, in the Gondwana beds of India, the series of reptiles similar to

those of Elgin occur at diSTerent localities and on different stratigraphical

horizons; Dicynodonts and Labyrinthodonts being found in the lower Panchet
rocks, while Hyperodapedon and Parasuchus (allied to Stagonolepis) are met with
in the higher Kota-Maleri beds. Again in the Karoo beds of South Africa the
Dicynodonts and the great Pareiasaurus—the latter being the nearest known ally

of the horned reptile {Elginia mirabilis) from Cutties Hillock, Elgin—occur low
down in that formation. Further light is thrown on the question by the interest-

ing discoveries of Amalitzky in Northern Russia, where a number of reptilian

remains have been found closely allied to Pareiasaurus, Elginia, and Dicynodon, in

beds, which are referred to the Permian formation and accompanied by plants and
mollusca which seemingly confirm this reference.

-

In view of these foreign discoveries Mr. Newton concludes that the Elgin
sandstones may probably represent more than one reptilian horizon, and that we
are confronted with the possibility of their being of Permian age.

The difficulty of drawing a boundary line between the Trias and the Upper
Old Red Sandstone of Elgin, which impressed the mind of the late Dr. Gordon, has
had to be faced elsewhere in Scotland. In Arran, my colleague Mr. Gunn has
ehown that the Trias there rests on the Upper Old Red Sandstone, both forma-
tions having a similar inclination. Even he, with his ripe experience, has had
great difficulty in drawing a boundary between them on the west side of the
island ; but when the base line of the Trias is traced eastwards to Brodick it passes
transgressively on to Carboniferous rocks.

Of special importance is the recent discovery in Arran of the fossils of the
Avicula contorta zoue^ by Mr. Macconochie, of the Geological Survey, to whose
skill as a fossil collector Scottish geology owes much. "With these, occur
Lower Liassic fossils, in sediments which are not now found ia place in the island.

Tbese fossiliferous patches are associated with fragmental volcanic materials
filling a great vent, the age of which will be referred to presently. This dis-

covery has fixed the Triassic age of the red sandstones and marls in the south of
Arran. The detailed mapping of the island by Mr. Gunn has demonstrated that

' Rep. Brit. Assoc, for 1885, p. 994.
' Y. Amalitzky, Sur les fouilles de 1899 de debris de vertebret dam leg depott

Permiens de la Rustic du nord. Varsovie, 1900.
• Summanj of Progress, Geological Survey, 1899, p. 133.
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the Triassic sandstones rest partly on the Old Red Sandstone, partly on the Cat'

honiferous Limestone Series and partly on the Goal-measures.

In 1878 appeared the third of Professor Judd's great papers on the Secondary

Eocks of Scotland, wherein he unraTelled the history of these strata as developed

in the east of Scotland and in the West Highlands. His admirable researches, in

continuation of the work done by Bryce, Tate, and others embraced the identifica^

tion ot the life-zones, their correlation with those of other regions, the history of

the physical conditions which prevailed in Scotland during Mesozoic time, and the

working out of the structural relations of the strata.' He showed that their

preservation on the east of Scotland was due to the existence of great faults, and

those in the West Highlands to the copious outpouring of the Tertiary lavas. He
wns the first to detect the occurrence of Cretaceous rocks in the West Highlands

and to show the marked unconform ability which separates them from the Jurassic

strata. Plis main life-zones and his main conclusions regarding the Secondary

Rocks of Scotland have so far been confirmed by the detailed mapping of the

Geological Survey. An interesting addition to our knowledge of these rocks AVas

made by my colleague, Mr. Woodward, in the course of his field work, who found

the oolitic iron ore in the Middle Lias of Raasay, the position of which corresponds

approximately with that of the Cleveland ironstone.-

The extensive plateau of Tertiary volcanic rocks in the Inner Hebrides has been

a favourite field of research ever since the time of Macculloch, the great pioneer

in West Highland geology. During the period under review much work has been

done in that domain. According to Professor Judd, that region contains the

relics of five great extinct volcanoes and several minor cones, indicating three

periods of igneous activity. The first was characterised by the discharge of acid

lavas and ashes, the molten material consolidating down below as granite ; the

second by the outburst of basic lavas, now forming the basaltic plateau, connected

with deep-seated masses that appear now as gabbi'O and dolerite ; the third by the

appearance of sporadic cones, from which issued minor streams of lava.

'

In 1888 Sir A. Geikie communicated his elaborate monograph on the history

of Tertiary volcanic action in Britain to the Royal Society of ]"',diuburgh,' which
has been incorporated, with fuller details, in his recent work on 'The Ancient

Volcanoes of Great Britain.' His main conclusions may thus be briefly stated

:

1. The great basaltic plateaux did not emanate from central volcanoes, but are

probably due to fissure eruptions ; 2, the basaltic lavas were subsequently

pierced by laccolitic masses of gabbi'o, which produced a certain amount of contact

alteration on the pre^•iously erupted lavas ; 3, the protrusion of masses of grano-

phyre and other acid materials by means of which the basic rocks were disrupted.

During the last six years Mr. Harker has been engaged in mapping the central

part of the isle of Skye, and in the petrographical study of the rocks, the results

of which have been summarised in the annual reports of the Geological Survey. As
regards the basaltic lavas, he finds that while they have been of vast e.xtent the

individual flows have been of feeble volume, and show no evident relation to

definite centres of eruption. There were two local episodes, however, which took

the form of central eruptions : one represented by a number of explosive outbursts

at certain points ; the other, in the basalt succession, gave rise to rhyolitic rocks.

Mr. Harker further finds that the succeeding plutonic phase of activity, confined

in Skye to what is now the central mountain tract, is represented by three groups

of plutonic intrusions, in the following order : peridotites, gabbros, and granites.

The metamorphism set up in the basaltic lavas near the large plutonic masses pre-

sents points of interest, especially the widespread formation of new lime-soda-

felspars from the zeolites in the lavas.

After the intrusion of the granite of the Red Hills, Mr. Harker finds that

igneous activity took the form of intrusions of smaller volume, but in some cases

' Quart. Journ. Gcol. Soe., vol. xxix. p. 97, vol. xxsiv. p. G60.
= Geol. Mag., Dec. 3, vol. x. p. 493 (1893).
' Quart. Journ. Gcol. Sac, vol. xsx. p. 220.
' Trans. Boy. Sac. Edin., vol. xxxv., part 2, p. 23.
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of wide distribution. The great group of dolerite sills belongs to this period. An
enormous number of acid and basic dykes followed, of several distinct epochs. A
set of minor basic intrusions of quite late date is found in the gabbro district of the
Cuillins, the most interesting of which takes the form of sheets of dolerite, parallel
at any given locality, but always dipping towards the centre of the gabbro area.
Mr. Harker considers that this remarkable system of injections presents a new
problem in the mechanics of igneous intrusion. The latest phase of vulcanicity in

the Cuillin district is a i-adial group of peridotite dykes. As regards the local
group of rock in Central Skye Mr. Harker finds that the order of increasing
acidity which ruled in the plutonic phase was reversed for the minor intrusions
which followed.

In connection with the great development of volcanic activity in the West of
Scotland in Tertiary time reference must be made to the remarkable volcanic vent
in Arran the recognition of which is due to the suggestion of my friend
Mr. Peach. This volcanic centre covers an area of about eight square miles, and
lies to the south of the granite area of the island.^ The vent is now filled with
volcanic agglomerate and large masses of sedimentary material, some of -which
have yielded the Ehsetic and Lower Lias fossils already referred to, the whole
being pierced by acid and basic igneous rocks. One of the interesting features
connected with it is the occurrence of fragments of limestone with the agglomerate,
which has yielded fossils of the age of the chalk, thus proving that the vent is

post-Cretaceous. There is thus strong evidence for referring the granite mass in

the north of the island and most of the intrusive, acid, and basic igneous rocks to
the Tertiary period. It furnishes remarkable proof of the suggestion of the
Tertiary age of the Arran granite made by Sir A. Geikie in 187.3.'* The story
unfolded by this discovery is like a geological romance. The former extension of
Rha3tic and Lower Lias strata and of the chalk in the basin of the Clyde, and the
•evidence of extensive denudation ni the south of Scotland, appeal vividly to the
imagination.

This outline of the researches in the solid geology of Scotland would be
incomplete without reference to the publication of Sir A. Geikie's great work on
' The Ancient Volcanoes of Great Britain ' (1897), in which the history is given of
volcanic action in Scotland from the earliest geological periods down to Tertiary
time. To investigators it has proved invaluable for reference. Nor .can I omit to
mention the new edition of his volume on ' The Scenery of Scotland,' wherein he
depicts the evolution of the topography of the country with increasing force and
fascination. In this domain it may be said of the author, ' Nihil tetigit, quod non
ornavit.'

From the brief and imperfect sketch which I have tried to give of recent
advances in the solid geology of Scotland it will be admitted that restless activity
and progress have been characteristic of the last quarter of a century. But we
may expect that the conclusions accepted now will be rigorously tested by our
successors, probably in the light of new discoveries and with more perfect methods
of research. It is well that it should be so, for thereby our branch of science
advances. Meanwhile, as we look back on the phalanx of geologists that Scotland
has produced—to Hutton and Hall, Murchison and Lyell, Hugh Miller and Fleming,
Nicol and Ramsay—and reflect on the services which they rendered to geology, we
may hope that this record of progress may prove a fitting sequel to the labours of
these illustrious men.

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

1. Recent Discoveries in Arran Geology.

By William Gunn, of H.M. Geological Survey of Scotland.

In the last ten years very important additions have been made to our know-
ledge of the geology of Arran both in the aqueous and in the igneous rocks of the
island.

' Quart. Jmirn. Geol. Soc, vol. Ivii, p. 226 (1901).
" Traihs. Geol. Soc. Edin., vol. ii. p. 305.
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Among the older rocks a series of dark schists and cherts has been discovered
in North Glen Sannox. They are probably of Arenig age, though no organic
remains have been found in them, are closely related to the rocks of Ballantrae in
Ayrshire, and similar beds occur in various places along the Highland border
where they have been described by Messrs. Barrow and Clough. In the isle of
Arran these rocks are intimately connected with the Highland schists.

The Old Red SancPstone of Arran has been found to comprise two subdivisions,
and in North Glen Sannox the upper division is unconformable on the lower.
This formation is not confined to the ground north of the String road as generally
supposed, but extends in places threa miles to the south of that road, being well
developed in the Clachan Glen, where it is much metamorphosed by intrusive
igneous rocks. No fossils have been found in the Old Red Sandstone of Arran
except rsilophyton jvincejjs, specimens of which have been obtained from the
lower division in Glen Shurig.

The Carboniferous formation, fine sections of which occur on the shore at
Corrie and at Laggan, is now known to occupy but a small portion of the area of
the island. Near Brodick Castle and in Glen Shurig its width of outcrop is not
much more than 200 yards, and it does not reach the western shore, being over-
lapped in the interior by unconformable beds of New Red Sandstone. Beds
probably of Coal Measure age with characteristic Upper Carboniferous fossils have
been recognised at Sliddery Water Head, Corrie, The Cock, and in various other
places, but these have no great thickness and contain no seams of coal. They
represent apparently the basement beds of the Coal Measures.

The stratified rocks of the southern part of the island, consisting of red sand-
stones, conglomerates, and marls, have been proved to repose unconformably on the
Carboniferous formation and in places they contain derived pebbles with Carboni-
ferous fossils. All the evidence points to t"heir being of Triassic age, and they may
easily be divided into two series, the lower of which probably represents the Bunter
sandstone, and the upper the Ke'uper marls. These Triassic rocks occupy the
whole of the coast from Corrie southwards, around the south end of the island, and
the west coast up to Machrie Bay, where they appear to lie conformably on the
Old Red Sandstone. They also form a small area in the north-eastern part of the
island near The Cock.

That still more recent formations once existed in the island, whence they have
been removed by denudation, is proved by the presence of fragments of Rhaetic,
Liassic, and Cretaceous rocks in a large volcanic vent which is probably of
Tertiary age.

_
These fragments occur on the western side of the island in the

district of Shisken, on the slopes of Ard Bheinn, and they have yielded a con-
siderable number of characteristic fossils which have been examined and deter-
mined by Mr. E. T. Newton.

Some of the most important of the discoveries are those connected with the
old volcanic rocks of the island.

A series of interbedded lavas and tuffs is found in North Glen Sannox associated
with the schists and cherts previously mentioned. Like them they are probably
of Arenig age and closely related to similar rocks at Ballantrae in Ayrshire.

Two distinct volcanic platforms have been found in the Old Red Sandstone
of the island. One set of basic lavas is intercalated in the lower division on the
west side of the island, and another occurs in the upper division of North Glen
Sannox.

In addition to the volcanic series previously known in the Lower Carboniferous
rocks two others have been discovered in the upper part of the formation.

That the island was the seat of volcanic activity in times still more recent is

proved by the recognition of a large volcanic vent in the Shiskin district, which
must be of post-Cretaceous age, as shown by some of the fragments it includes.

From these facts we conclude that the island has been the scene of volcanic
action at no less than seven different periods.

Mucli has also been learned with regard to the distribution and age of the
various intrusive igneous rocks. Two masses of a somewhat intermediate
character found in Glen Rosie and in Glen Sannox are probably of Old Red Sand-
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S

stone age, but nearly the whole of tlie varied igneous rocks of the island must
now be assigned to the Tertiary period, not excepting the well-known granite mass
of the northern part of the island. The finer granite which occupies tlie interior

of the nucleus has a tortuous boundary. It is clearly intrusive in the coarse

granite which surrounds it, but both belong practically to the same period, as they
have one and the same system of jointing.

The ring of granite, granophyre, and quartz diorite which surrounds the large

volcanic vent was previously little known, and the other numerous and varied

intrusive masses, both acid, and basic, which occur in the island were but poorly
represented on existing maps.

2. On Variation in the Strata in the Eastern Highlands.
By George Barrow, H.M. Geological Survey.

[Communicated by permission of the Director of the Geological Survey.]

In mapping the group of rocks associated with the well-known Quartzite and
Limestone in the Eastern Highlands, it has been found that there is an incessant

variation in the lithological characters of the group, which is sometimes abrupt.

Detailed examination has shown that throughout that belt the same type of

section or succession reappears after passing a number of variations.

The phenomena are supposed by the author to be due to the strata having
been deposited by numerous branches of a large river flowing through a delta.

Each branch, by a natural process of fanning, deposits sand near its mouth, and
finer mud further seawards. Where the fans of sand are far apart, the tine mud
deposited between them will assume a fairly constant composition, because all

the streams tap a common source of material before the river divides into branches
in the delta.

The recurrence of one particular type of section, which is easily recognised in
the field, may be explained by the supposition that the materials of which the
strata are composed were laid down as mud or other fine sediment, which may
be readily detected bj* means of the special minerals present, when the rocks are

metamorphosed. The abruptness of the changes seen in the sections may be due
to the intense folding of the Highland rocks ; for materials originally some little

distance apart are brought into close proximity, and the transition which once
existed is cut out at the surface by the folding.

3. On the Crystalline Schists of the Southern Highlands. Their Physical
Structure and its Probable Manner of Development. By Peter
Macnair.

The area under notice is defined as that lying immediately to the north-west
of the great boundary fault which crosses Scotland from the Firth of Clyde to

Stonehaven. An account is then given of the various opinions that have been
held concerning the structure of this region since the time of MaccuUoch up to

the present day. The author then proceeds to show that the schist zones traverse

this region in roughly parallel bands, and described a series of sections at right

angles to the strike of the principal foliation of the area. The following is a
summary of his conclusions regarding the stratigraphy, physical structure, and the
manner of its development in this part of the Scottish Highlands :

—

1. The sedimentary schists of the Highlands proceeding from the margin
inwards may be divided into the following zones:—Lower Argillaceous zone.
Lower Arenaceous zone, Loch Tay Limestone zone, Garnetiferous Schist zone,

Upper Argillaceous zone, Upper Arenaceous zone. Associated with these are

schists of igneous origin. It is probable that these zones are capable of still

further subdivision, but this is not attempted yet.

2. From an examination of the relationships of these different zones, the order
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as given above appears to be an ascending one, proceeding from the margin
inwards, the well'marked zone known as the Loch Tay Limestone forming a sort

of datum line, from which one can recognise the positions of the lower and upper
scliists.

3. It is supposed that the movements which plicated the rocks of the Highlands
were directed from the centre outwards, or from the N.W. towards the S.E. This
is shown by the fact that where the bedding can be traced the overfolding is

generally towards the S.E. Also the foliation, where it has been folded, faces in

the same direction.

4. In the eastern part of the region we suppose that the bedding has been
folded into a series of isoclines facing the south-east, and that a foliation has been
developed roughly parallel to the axes of the folds in the bedding, thus making
the foliation appear to be roughly coincident with the original planes of stratifica-

tion. At Comrie, in Perthshire, the axes of the isoclines in the bedding are nearly
vertical, but with a slight hade towards the N. W. The axes of the isoclines get
gradually lower and lower as we proceed towards Loch Tay. In the same way
the foliation planes are nearly vertical along the frontier, but get flatter and flatter

as we proceed northwards.
.'5. In tracing these rocks towards the south-west an increasing crumpling and

folding of the foliation planes, accompanied by more intense metamorphism, is seen
to take place : this is made evident in approaching the shores of Loch Katrine and
Loch Lomond, but it seems to have reached its maximum in Cowal.

?>. In Oowal, along the Firth of Clyde, the position of the foliation planes has
been reversed, now dipping towards the south-east. Between the Firth of Clyde
and Loch Fyne the foliation planes have been much crumpled, and still later

divisional planes have been developed in them, this being a region of the most
intense metamorphism.

4. The Granite of TuVoch Burn, Ayrshire.

^y Professor James Geikik, F.K.S., and John 8. Flett, 31.A., D.Sc.

The granite of Tulloch Burn, Ayrshire, is a small mass occupying an area of
three or four square miles on the headwaters of the Irvine and the Avon. Much
of the outcrop is covered with drift and peat, but good exposures of the granite and
the contact altered rocks can be obtained in the Tulloch Burn, a tributary of the
Irvine and on the Avon. The prevalent type is a flesh-coloured biotite-granite,

which often contains hornblende and sometimes decomposed augite. This passes
at its margins into rocks of intermediate or basic composition, which include
various types of diorite, hyperite, and gabbro. The evidence points to the origin

of these rocks by a process of differentiation, and both in this respect and in the
rock species which have been developed the resemblance to the granites of the
Southern Uplands is very close. The material microscopieallv examined
includes:—Graphic Granite and Granophyric Granite (in segregation veins);
Biotite Granite, Biotite Hornblende Granite, Biotite Augite Granite; Tonalite
(intermediate between Hornblende Biotite Granite and Diorite)

;
Quartz Horn-

blende Diorite, Quartz Augite Biotite Diorite, Quartz Hypersthene Diorite

;

Biotite Augite Diorite, Hornblende Diorite, Hypersthene Diorite ; Hyperite and
Gabbro.

This mass is intrusive into the Lower Old Red Sandstone, which at Lanfine, a
little west of this, has yielded Cephalaspis Lyelli. The Old Red Sandstone is

indurated and often hornfelsed to a varying distance from the margin. The new
minerals developed are Augite, Hornblende, Biotite, Magnetite, Tourmaline,
Spinel, and possibly Sillimanite : Calcite, Chlorite, and Epidote are often present,
but appear to be secondary after some of those mentioned.

Many dylies penetrate the sandstones, and most of these are undoubtedly
apophyses of the Granite. They are mostly Diorite Porphyrites or Quartz Diorite
lorpbyrites, wlilch may contain Biotite, Augite, Hornblende, or Hypersthene.
Syenite Porphyries also occur, and occasionally small veins of more acid character,
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which may be considered coarse-prained Granophyres. In addition to theae there

are several dykes of Olivine Dolerite and Andesitic Basalt, but these are not known
to bo genetically connected with the Granite.

On Crystals dredgedfrom the Clyde near Ilelensbtirgh, with Analyses

by Bv. W. Pollard. £y J. S. Flett, 3f.A., D.Sc.

6. Note on a Phosphatic Layer at the Base of the Inferior Oolite in Skye

By Horace B. Woodward, F.R.B., of the Geological Survey.

[Communioated by permission of the Director of the Geological Survey.]

At the southern end of the great cliffs of Ben Tianavaig, south of Portree, in

Skye, the basement beds of the Inferior Oolite, which contain large dogger-like

masses of calcareous sandstone, rest in a hollow of the Upper Lias Shales, owing
to local and to a certain extent contemporaneous erosion. Lining this hollow

there is an irregular and nodular band, two or three inches thick, of dark brown
oolitic and phosphatic rock ; a fact of interest, as instances of local erosion are often

attended by the accumulation of phosphatic matter in beds, nodules, and derived

fossils.

Mr. George Barrow, who made a rough analysis of the rock, estimated the

amount of phosphate of lime at about 50 percent. ; and Mr. Teall, who examined

a section under the microscope, noted, in addition to the oolite grains, fragments of

raoUuacan shells and echinoderms, and foraminifera, in a finely granular matrix

formed of calcite. He observed that the central portions of some of the oolite

grains were formed of a nearly isotropic brown substance in which the typical

concentric structure of the oolite grains was well preserved. This substance waa
no doubt phosphatic.

7. Further Note on the Westleton Beds.

By Horace B. Woodward, F.R.S.

In a paper read before the British Association in 1882 (printed in full in

' Geol. Mag.' for 1882, p. 452) evidence was brought forward for regarding the

Westleton Beds of Westleton as part of the Middle Glacial division of

S. V. Wood, jun. Sections examined during the present year at Pakefield,

Kirkley, and Oulton, near Lowestoft, support the author's contention. Thus
beneath the Grand Hotel at Kirkley the cliff shows a mass of shingle (identical

in character with the Westleton Beds) dovetailing into the undisputed Middle
Glacial sands, which a little further south are overlaid by the Chalky Boulder
Clay. Evidence of a like character is to be obtained near Halesworth, where
the shingle-beds seen south-east of the railway station would be grouped un-

questionably with the Westleton Beds, and also (in the author's opinion) with
the shingly beds in the Middle Glacial sands east of Oulton station and at

Kirkley.

Attention is drawn to sections where a newer gravel is so welded on to the

Middle Glacial gravel as to appear in places quite conformable. Similar pheno-

mena observed at the junction of Cretaceous and Eocene clays in Egypt have
been aptly referred to by Mr. H. J. L. Beadnell as ' unconformable passage-beds'

Report on the Collection and Preservation of Photographs of Geological

Interest.—See Reports, p. 339.
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Time Interiiah in the Volcanic History of the Inner Hehridea.

By Sir Archibald Geikie, D.C.L., F.B.S.

2. The Sequence of the Tertiary Igneous Eruptions in Skye}
By Alfred Harker, M.A., F.G.S.

As regards the sequence of the varied succession of Tertiary igneous eruptions,

the isle of Skye may probably be taken as a type of the whole British area.

Igneous activity passed successively through three phases: the volcanic, the
plutonic, and the phase of minor intrusions. It is important further to recognise

two parallel series of events, the regional and the local ; the former of very wide
extension, the latter connected with certain deiinite foci, one of which was situated

in Central Shye. The groups of rocks having a regional distribution are all of

basic composition, but the local groups exhibit much greater diversity. During
the plutonic phase, when regional activity was in abeyance, the successive groups
of intrusions at the Skye centre followed an order of increasing acidity (ultrabasic,

basic, acid) ; but for the local groups of the succeeding phase of minor intrusions

this order was reversed.

3. On the Relations of the Old Red Sandstone of North-west Ireland to

the adjacent Metamorjjhic Rocks, and its similarity to the Torridon
Rocks of Sutherland. By Alex. McHenry and Jas. R. Kilroe.

The Old Red Sandstone of North-west Ireland has been affected by earth
stresses in pre-Carboniferous times, resulting in a system of reverse faults and
thrust-planes. This system strikes north north-eastward, and if continued, as is

probable, should be represented in the region of Sutherland and Ross. We sug-
gest it is found in the great system of thrusts which affects the structure of the
North-west Highlands.

The long-recognised resemblance of the Torridon Rocks in Sutherland to the
Old Red Sandstone, especially, as we hold, to the Old Red of Donegal, Tyrone,
and Mayo—both as regards its general lithological characters, contained pebbles
and relations to the underlying metamorphic rocks, the disposition of the strata,

their striking horizontality in places, and strong resemblance of physical
features—is fairly suggestive of the contemporaneity of the two groups, a view
rendered quite possible by the above-mentioned system of N.N.E. thrust-planes.

Our post-Old Red thrust-planes are in places lined with broken-up debris, in

some cases strongly resembling conglomerates of deposition, and giving to the
older rocks apseudo base, apparently derived from the newer rocks, or newer and
older mingled. This, we suggest, may be the case with the base of the Durness
series, and the comparatively friable nature of the sandstone and conglomerates
would admit of easy movement en masse of the lower members of the Durness
series in overriding the Torridon when once a thrust-plane became initiated.

4. On the Relation of the Silurian and Ordovician Rocks of North-ivest

Ireland to the Great Metamorphic Series. By Jas. 11. Kilroe and
Alex. McHenry.

Upper Silurian rocks, as high as Wenlock, have been metamorphosed along
the Croagh Patrick range, which led to their inclusion in the great metamorphic

' Pi>blished in full in the Ofolo^ical Magazine, November 1901, pp. 506-509,
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group when the ground was originally mapped. The corresponding rocks of

"Wenlock age on the south margin of the Mayo and Galway Silurian basin, near

Killary Harbour, are not metamorphosed, and rest unconformably upon the meta-
morphic group.

This stratigraphical break has for many years been supposed to form an
insuperable objection to the acceptance of Murchison's conjecture that the meta-

morphic rocks of Galway, Mayo, &c., are altered representatives of the Lower
Silurian or Ordovician rocks. This, however, is not an obstacle, for a break,

accompanied by overfolding and possibly metamorphisra of Lower Silurian strata,

has been proved to have occurred in Llandovery times, which admitted of Wenlock
or possibly Tarannon beds being unconformable to unmetamorpliosed Lower
Silurian, as well as to the metamorpbic group. All this happened prior to a

second violent disturbance and overfolding which accompanied the metamorphism
of Wenlock strata already mentioned, and which occurred in Ludlow times.

A comparison of the Lower Silurian series in the west of Ireland with the

metamorphic group of the same region and Donegal shows so strong a resemblance

between them—as regards the lithological characters of individual members in

their original form, their order of succession, and certain peculiar coincidences of

associated sedimentary components, described in detail in the paper—that it

forms a creditable 7;?-»na/«e?> argument for their correlation.

One instance may here be mentioned. At Westport and AchiU Beg thick

bands of fine conglomerate, associated with black slate, occur as an integral part

of the metamorphic group, while on the south shore of Clew Bay thick bands of

fine conglomerate—very similar in character to those in AchiU Beg—occur in

association with black slate, which, though sufficiently crushed to justify their

inclusion by the original surveyors in the metamorphic ground, are now known
to be of Lower Silurian age, identical with rocks of this age in Clare Island.

The chief objection to ascribing the metamorphic rocks of Mayo and Galway
to the Lower Silurian age has been the present difference of condition between
them and the fossil- bearing Lower Silurians of the adjoining area. This differ-

ence seems to us explicable by conceiving that the great dislocation which occurred

in Llandovery times, and occasioned an inversion of strata by overfolding at

Salrock between the Killaries, carried unmetamorphosed Ijower Silurian rocks

about Leenane against and over rocks of, say, the same age, near Leenane, which
had undergone metamorphism in connection with granitic intrusions. These may
be seen in the vicinity of Kylemore. Unfortunately the great zone of break is

now concealed by newer strata, and further is obscured and complicated by post-

Ludlow faults.

5. Notes on the Irish Primary Bocks, ivith their associated Granitic and
Metamorjyhic Bocks. By G. H. Kinahan, M.B.I.A.

In this communication the writer points out that in previous writings he has
insisted that in Ireland there were no Laurentians, because no Irish rocks as a Terrane
were similar to the original Laurentians. Now, however, lie has learned that the late

Dr. G. M. Dawson and other American geologists class the questionable Grenville
series, although in part evidently clastic and volcanic, as Laurentian. Conse-
quently, if this is allowed, there are also Laurentians in Ireland and Scotland.

A short review of the American pre-Palfeozoic rocks and a table of the classi-

fications adopted in the United States and in the Dominion are given with Dawson's
reasons for his objection to the former, as in it the Animikie and Iluronian
are classed together under one title, Algonkian, although there is a profound break
between them. Dawson seems to believe the Animikie and the Keweenawan are

more allied to the Palaeozoic than to the Archaean : in the latter he would only
include the Huronian and the Laurentian.
A table of the Paltpo^oic rocks, similar to that in the ' Economic Geology of

Ireland,' is given and .short descriptions of the different strata. This is succeeded by
a general description of the different areas of the Irish pre-Palaeozoic rocks, more
especially those of Donegal and Galway. Tliesetwo aretis aro subsequently tabled
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as below, and the paper is concluded with a short discussion on the right to call

any of the American, Scottish, or Irish rocks the great complex.

In a paper, 'A New Eeading of the Donegal Rocks ' (see ' Proc. R.D.S.,' vol. TU.

(n.s.), part 9, p. 14 et seq.) and in the 'Manual of the Geology of Ireland,' hsts

of the Donegal and Galway and Mayo strata are given : the first we may copy; the

second lias to be modified "to come up to our present knowledge. These lists may
be tabulated for comparison.

Gahvay and Mayo.

(Laurentian ?)

Various gneisses, schist in places

;

zones of hornblendite. Large and long

intrudes of hornblende rocks, some ex-

cessively developed. These were in-

vaded by the Galway type granite and
its accompanying granitic gneiss.

Base not visible.

Over these a profound unconform-
ability.

(Huronians or a newer Terrane.)

The unconformable basement rock

is a conglomerate exceedingly altered,

various gneisses, schists, and quart-

zicic gneisses, with a few subordinate

limestones. In it are long intrudes of

hornblende rock, sometimes tremolite

rock, ophite, and elelagite. This Terrane

was invaded by the Omylite granite,

which usually is not accompanied by
granitic gneiss, but some of the outlying

long intrudes are, and in them is

immolated the basement conglomerate.

On the rocks of this Terrane are found
the basement great quartzites of

Terrane No. III.

Donegal.

Tereanb No. I. (Laurentian ?)

Granitic gneisses, micalitic quartzose

gneiss, and subordinate limestone.—This

Terrane was invadedby an albitic granite,

and it and other granites are solely ad-

juncts of the area not penetrating the

overlying basement great quartzite of

the Terrane No. III.

BMe not visible.

Tekbane No. II. (Huronians or a new
Terrane.)

1. Gneiss, schists, many hornblendes,

with limestone zones, quartzitic gneiss,

and garnetiferous limestones. This

Terrane was invaded by the typical

porphyritic oligoclase Donegal granite

with its adjunct the foliated granite or

granitic gneiss, latter by other granites,

all older than the overlying basement
quartzites of Terrane No. III.

Base not exjwsed.

2. Gregory Hill schist series, a series

of various schists with below them beds

of hornblende rocks and one or two
limestones. In one place a fine gneiss

that seems to be metamorphosed felstone.

Base not exposed.

Profound miconform ability.

Tereane No. III. (Keweenawan ?)

1. The basement strata are the great

quartzite with, under it in places, an
agglomerate but more often a greenish

rock, often quartzitic, in which are

scattered widely disseminated rounded
pieces of granite and gneiss from the

Terrane that may be under it (No. I. or

II.). Limestones or dolomites are also

found, but only in a few places. The
dolomites are associated with the

agglomerates, and may be methalosis

igneous rocks.

2. Cranford limestone, dolomite, and
sericitic series.

3. Lough Keel or Millford schist

series.

4. Killygarvan volcanic series.

5. Killygarvan quartzitic grit series.

6. Lubber volcanic and limestone

series.

7. Barn Hill grit series.

Profound nnconforviability.

1 . The basement stratum is a schistose

conglomerate under the great quartzite,

with which the conglomerate limestone

in places seems to be associated.

2. Limestone, ophiolite, dolomite,

with schist underneath.

3. Quartzite and micalite series.

4. Streamtown limestone and ophio-

lite series.

5. Micalite series.
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Donegal.

Profound wiconformahility.

Teeeane No. IV. (Ordovician.)

1. Basement stratum mullaghsaw-
nite, a firm conglomerate, in part arkose.

2. Raphoe limestones and shales.

3. Slates with irregular masses and
beds of sandstones, partly arkose. These
sandstones, sometimes pebbly, have re-

gular oblique systems of joining. Usually
these joints are so close together as to

give the rocks the appearance of piles

of huge books.

Galway and Mayo.

Prohahle unconformahility concealed
under the Killary and pantry Silurians.

1. Basement beds unknown.

2. Shales, slates, and grits with, in

places, Ordovician fossils.

3. Massive grits.

1, but4. Shales like those in No.
sub-metaniorphosed.

5. Shot conglomerate.
6. Sandstoneswith irregular thin beds

and pantry of a friable pebbly rock.

7. Dark slate.

The Lougli Keel series, No. 3, Terrane III., is the upper portion of the Millford
series, pushed into its present position by an overthriist : it is separated from the
Killygarvan volcanic series by a master fault. Between the series 4 and 5,
Terrane IV. (Gahvay and Mayo), there may be an unconformability, and the shot
conglomerate may be the equivalent of tlie mullaghsawnite of the co. Donegal ; a
break here, however, was not proved. The only series in the Terranes in both
columns, the age of which lias been proved by their fossils, are those numbered
2, 3, and 4 in the counties Galway and Mayo : these are the equivalents of the
Ordovician.

Dawson in his address to the Geological Section at Toronto states his disbelief
in the basement comple.v. A. C. Lawson, in his paper ' On Internal Eolation and
Taxonomy of the Archean of Central Canada' (1890), seems to be of a similar
opinioH ; while Van Hise in his writings only gives a lialf-hearted consent ; the
writer finds it hard to believe in it. The section of the Laurentians shown in the
cliffs of the Saguenay Fiord is said to be a typical one ; and here, between the
river St. Lawrence and the Labradorian of St. John, there are various changes—

•

foliated granite, granitic gneiss, felspathic varieties, and quartzitic varieties— that
would seem to suggest that the rocks were not one basement complex, but that
they had been supplied from zones of distinct magmas as long ago suggested by
Delesse. Then we come to the Labradorians of St. John. These in aspect are most
ancient, the foliation being extraordinary, so as not to be believed in except seen,
some of the measured leaves of quartz and felspar being from 9 to 12 ft. and
more long. Yet on examination this rock in its present position is younger than
the Laurentians, being intruded and sending apophyses into it ; but in its original
place it must be older. If the Laurentian is the basement complex, what is the
age of the Norian, and what is its genesis ? Similarly in Scotland and Ireland.
If the Lewisan or fundamental gneiss is Laurentian or basement complex, what is

tlie age of the granites and granitic gneiss with their apophyses ? Then there is

the 'Old Bay' of Scotland, called hornblende rocks in Ireland: what is its age and
genesis ? Some, at least, of the Scotsmen say that the Lewisan gneiss is the torn-
up ' Old Bay.' ^ If so, how did it exist to be torn iip into the hasemeyit complex ?
Then there are the quartzitic and highly felspathic varieties of the Lewisan that
are said to have their origin in masses of those classes of rocks. These are com-
plications that some people may understand, but others do not see their way
to believe that fundamental eocks uad theib oeigin in peefundamental
ANCESTOBS.

' There is a vein of humour in this Scotch sobriquet. The rock is the ' Old Bay,'
and yet it is to be torn up for the making of the oldest rocks on the face of creation.
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6. Some Irish Laccolithic Hills. By G. H. Kinahan, M.R.I.A.

The author begins by pointing out that laccoliths are not usually classed

among the elevators of hills. Of late years Professors Gilbert and Cross, of the
U.S.A. Survey—although not the pioneers—have brought this prominently
forward. A short list of writers on the subject is given. The south-east of

Ireland—Wicklow, Wexford, and Waterford—is mentioned as the portion of the

country in which they are conspicuous. Most of those in Wicklow and Wexford
were carefully mapped and described.

Gilbert's definition of a laccolith, copied from a letter, is given. It partially

diflfers from his original, as in this he points out that fragments torn from
the conduit-pipe are usually found in the laccolith. This statement was made in

a reply to a query of the writer, who in his description of the laccoliths

of South-east Ireland had specially mentioned them.

A few very characteristic laccoliths are particularly mentioned, such as the
range of the Wicklow and Wexford granite hills, this line of upheavals being
explained by diagrams illustrating that the granite had come up in pipes through
the undermost Oldhamians (Archsean) and lifted up tiie superior then horizontal

Ordovicians ; so that now, as a general rule, the Ordovicians, not the Oldhamians,
are in contact with the granite. A few remarkable laccolithic hills in other
parts of Ireland are also mentioned.

7, The Geological Distribution of Fishes in the Carboniferous Rocks of
Scotland. By Dr. R. H. Traquair, F.R.S.

The Geological Distribution of Fishes in the Old Red Sandstone of
Scotland. By Dr.R. H. Traquair, i^.i^.-S.

9. Perim Island and its Relations to the Area of the Red Sea.

By Catherine A. Raisin, D.Sc.

This paper describes briefly rock specimens from Perim Island collected and

placed at the disposal of the authoress by Mr. J. A. Eupert Jones (sub-

lieutenant R.N.R.), now stationed at Aden.
The island, as shown in the Admiralty chart, has somewhat of a horse-shoe

shape, enclosing a harbour opening to the south. Low plains, less than 12 feet

above sea-level, extend in from the coast, especially at the north, and consist of

raised beaches, but most of the southern and eastern parts are hilly, reaching

249 feet at the highest point.

The specimens received are all from volcanic roclvs. The surface, according to

Mr. Rupert Jones, is composed mostly, to a depth of about 7 feet, of loose

blocks (i feet or less in diameter), often imbedded in calcareous sand or mud. The
underlying rock is exposed in cliffs and in quarries, and occurs generally in roughly

horizontal layers. One mass i7i situ (near Balfe Point) is a not very basic basalt

(almost an andesite") crowded with felspar microliths with marked fluidal orienta-

tion, and is probably a lava flow. Another reddish rock with scattered rounded

vesicles (from a cliff north-east of the harbour) approaches a microcrystallinc

basalt in character, aud consists of much plagioclase, clear gum-like augite, some
red brown ferruginous olivine or pyroxene, and a little black speckled glassy base.

In another spot (near Balfe Point) a whitish tuff or fine agglomerate is quarried,

and consists largely of fragments of pumice with some broken felspar, augite, and
other crystals.

The surface blocks in one or two examples consist of fragmental rocks. One
is a red more basic tuff, containing thin black streaks, apparently of a spherulitic

glass. The blocks, however, are mostly scoriaceous and vesicular, petrologically
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generally basaltic, and similar to the underlying rocks described above, but with
some variation, as if they might represent a broken lava crust. They are crossed
by veins of calcite, and the ashy materials and other fragments are often cemented
by calcareous deposits.

The history of Perim Island belorgs mainly to the Tertiar}^ era. We may
infer that the Red Sea, from its general contours and the steep descent of the bed
towards a central depression, forms part of the Great Rift Valley, extending from
Lake Tanganyika to the Jordan, along which at so many places volcanic outbursts
on a large scale have occurred. Both in Arabia and in Abyssinia extensive tracts of
volcanic rocks are found of more than one period. The rocks of Perim belong
probably to the later or so-called Aden group. The raised beaches of the island
are au evidence of oscillations of level, which are proved by upraised and submerged
coral reefs to have ailected other parts of the Red Sea. Denudation and weathering
of the surface took place, and calcareous sediment was deposited, while at different
times coral reefs became established in the adjacent shallow seas.

10. Artesian Water in the State of Queensland, Australia.
By R. Logan Jack, LL.D., F.G.S.

The western interior of Queensland is endowed with rich grasses, but has an
insufficient rainfall. This defect, however, has been to some extent compensated
by the success in boring for artesian water, which was commenced in 1885. It is

estimated that artesian or sub-artesian water is to be found beneath an area of
over 264600 square miles.

The greater part of the western interior of Queensland is composed of soft

strata of Lower Cretaceous age, consisting of clay-shales, limestones, and sand-
stones. These strata are so disposed that the lower members of the series crop
out on the western flanks of the coast range, where not only is the elevation of the
surface greater than in the downs to the west, but the rainfall is also com-
paratively abundant.

Along the eastern margin of the Cretaceous area there is a porous sandstone of
great thickness, the * Blythesdale Braystone,' and owing to the low dip the outcrop
of this permeable stratum occupies a belt from five to twenty-five miles wide ; but
the Braystone finally disappears beneath the argillaceous and calcareous upper
members of the series which forms the surface of the downs to the west. Several
rivers disappear while crossing the outcrop of the Braystone, and the water must
be carried in it beneath the clay-shales of the pastoral downs.

It is believed that the subterranean water leaks into the Great Australian
Bight between the 124th and 134tb meridians of east longitude, and perhaps partly
into the Gulf of Carpentaria, as the pressures in the wells decrease with their
distance from the elevated outcrop of the Braystone. Mr. J. B. Henderson,
hydraulic engineer, has constructed a map showing lines of equal pressure, which
enable intending borers to judge whether or not, when they strike water, it will
rise to the surface.

The following statistics are from Mr. Henderson's report for the year ending:
June 30, 1900:—

Aggregate depth of bores
Number of bores

Number of flowing bores .

Deepest bore .

Highest temperature
Largest flow of a single bore

185 miles.

839.

515.

5040 feet.

196° F.

GOOOOOO gallons per day.
Total output of the 515 flowing bores . 1174Q3574585 gallons per annum.

The 515 wells would fill a canal 100 feet wide and 20 feet deep, 1779 milei
long, in twelve months ; or fill Loch Katrine in a year and a half.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

The following Papers and Keports were read:

—

1. The Cambrian Fossils of the North-west Highlands.

By B. N. Peach, F.R.S.

[Communicated by permission of the Director of the Geological Survey.]

The Cambrian roeks of the north-west of Scotland occur within a narrow
belt of countr_y, less than ten miles wide, stretching from Durness and Eireboll to

Skye, a distance of 120 miles.

The lowest member consists of quartzite 500 feet thick, the under half of

which is false bedded and devoid of organic remains, and the upper part of which
is finer grained and more evenly bedded and pierced by worm pipes, ' Scolithus

linearis,' by means of different forms of which it can be divided up into five

sub-zones. The succeeding ' fucold beds,' consisting of fifty to eighty feet of green

niudstone.?, dolomites, &c., have yielded three species of Olenellus, nearly allied to

Olenellus T/winsoni. The serpulite grit, from ten to thirty feet thick, usually

crowded with Salterellas, has also yielded a species of Olenellus. It is overlaid

by a vast column of dolomite, limestone, and subsidiary beds of chert, amounting
in all to 1,200 or 1,500 feet in thickness. The first tliirty feet of the limestone

has yielded two species of Saltcrella, and the beds up to that point are looked

upon as the equivalents of the Olenellus or Georgian Terrane of North America,

the whole facies of the fauna being exceedingly lilie that of America.

The overlying column of dolomite, &c.. Las been divided into seven sub-

zones, varying in thicltness from 100 to 400 feet, the three uppermost zones of which
have yielded a fauna almost identical with that described by Billings and others

from rocks wliich in Newfoundland and the St. Lawrence region of Canada
underlie black shales at Cow Head and Point Levis, yielding a long suite of

graptolites characteristic of the Phyllograptus or Arenig zone. The Durness
dolomite must therefore represent the Middle and Upper Cambrian horizons, and
perhaps the base of tlie Ai-enig of America and Europe.

As regards the conditions under which these deposits were laid down, the

author considers that the basal quartzites show proximity to a low shelving shore

line continuous across what is now the Atlantic to America, more or less

parallel to the shores of what is now Western Scotland, and a little to the north

of the present area ; that owing to more or less continuous depression of the area,

the ' pipe roclc ' was deported further from shore, the ' fucoid beds ' representing

the period when the ' mud line ' or limit of sedimentation was reached, while

the vast pile of the Durness dolomite represents tlie debris of the ' I'lankton

'

that fell en the bottom of a clear though not necessarily a deep ocean. Solution

of great part of the calcareous ooze while exposed to tlie action of sea water,

and perhaps substitution of magnesian salts for calcareous ones, changed the

calcareous oozes into dolomites, while the chert beds represent the reasserted

remains of the silicious organisms.

The author pointed out that in Arenig times the sea over what is now the

northern part of the southern uplands of Scotland was also a clear one, free from
terrigenous sediments, and in which a radiolarian deposit accumulated. If the

rocks along the Highland border described by Messrs. Darrow, Clough, and
Gunn be the northern continuation of these southern upland rocks, then it is

rendered highly probable that in late Cambrian and early Silurian times a clear

sea lay across what are now the Highlands of Scotland, which was probably the

barrier which divided the Cambrian faunas of America and North-west Scotland
on the one side from those of Wales, Bohemia, and the Baltic region of Europe
on the other.
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2. The Investigation of Fossil Remains by Serial Sections.

By Professor W. J. Sollas, Z^.aS'c, F.R.S.

It is now becoming increasingly recognised that the key to the evohition of
the animal kingdom is not the exclusive possession of ontogeny alone, but is shared
at least equally by the sister science palpeontology. The information afforded by
the latter study is far less than might be justly expected, owing to the insuf-

ficiency of its methods. The method of fossil sections has worked a revolution

in zoology since its tirst introduction some few decades ago. Could it be applied

to fossils no less far-reaching results would naturally follow in paheontology.
Serial thin sections for examination by transmitted light are, however, in

most eases out of the question, since they cannot be obtained in a sufficiently

close succession. The same objection, however, does not apply to polished

surfaces intended for observation under the microscope by reflected light.

These can be obtained to almost any desii'ed degree of proximity, and a
grinding machine designed for the author by the Rev. Gervase Smith, and
constructed with the aid of a grant from the Eoyal Society, furnishes a series

of parallel plane surfaces at regular intervals of from 01 to O'O.S mm. In the
case of fairly well preserved specimens these may be studied under powers of from
1 inch to ^ inch, and all the details of their anatomy ascertained.

Drawings under the camera lucida or photographs may be obtained from
them, and from a series of such drawings the fossil may be reconstructed on an
enlarged scale. Already several species of fossils have been treated in this way
with complete success. Supplemented by a few thin transparent sections it

aflfords a means for ascertaining the anatomy of fossils in fulness and with
precision.

The 80-called Ophiiira Egertojn, which the author has studied in conjunction
with 3Iiss F. Wright, displays under the method of grinding all those minute
characters on which zoologists depend for the determination of recent species,

including the tentacle scales, teeth, buccal papillse, and the granulations on the
buccal plates. The details of the anatomy of LapwortJiura Miltoni are also clearly

revealed, and in both cases the anatomy of the jaws is so exactly indicated that
from these fossil remains alone the homology of these organs can be ascertained.

Models were exhibited prepared from serial sections of Palceospondiilus Giinni,

Traquair, taken in longitudinal, transverse, and facial directions. These were
obtained and studied by Miss Igerna Sollas and the author. They appear to

reveal the existence of a dorsal shield, a maxillary arch, a palatine element, and
a suspensorium, as well as gill arches. A lower jaw is indicated. While pointing
in some directions to the Cyclostomes the more important characters of the
fossil suggest affinities with the Amphibia and Dipnoi.

Models in wax have also been prepared of Monoyrcqytus priodon, and were
exhibited before the Section.

3. Notes on some Fossil Plantsfrom Berwickshire. By E. Kidstojt.

4. Report on Life-zones in the British Carboniferous Rocks.
See Reports, p. 288.

5. Geology regarded in its Economic Application to Agricidture by Means
of Soil Maps. By J. R. Kilroe.

It is proposed to consider the means by which geological information can best
be applied to agriculture, the utility of the application being assumed to be univer-
sally admitted.

Amongst the objects to be aimed at should be the furnishing of reasons and
suggestions for the protitable localisation of certain branches of the industry, viz.,
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Stock-breediug, Dairying-, and Tillage, the last viewed in detail as regards the

most economical and profitable application of manures, and the selection of soils

most appropriate to different kinds of crops.

Viewed in a more general way, the utility of Geology may he considered, as

regards the valuation of land, the development of estates, and schemes of irrigation

and drainage.

We may omit the special case in which soils may be regarded as mere recep-

tacles of manures (in places within easy reach of ready markets, in which case

high profits are often realised) ; and proceed to note that in general farming, not

only have facilities for drainage and percolation to be considered, as well as the

conditions of retentiveness, capillarity, and absorptiveness, or the quality of re-

tentivenoss for fertilisers—all of which are determined by geological circumstances

—

but the nature and abundance or scarcity of crude fertilising substances naturally

present in soils, to be operated on and rendered available for plant use by acidulated

•waters in the ground, have a very important bearing upon the quality of land, and
are equally determined by geological considerations.

In virtue of differences in the amounts of the leading fertilising constituents in

soils, and differences in the degree of facility with which they are rendered avail-

able, a great range of intrinsic soil-values is observable in Ireland, where according

to Sir R. Griffith some land is to be met with capable of putting upwards of 3 cwt.

of flesh per Irish acre (or 2| cwt. per statute acre) upon grass-fed animals each

season.

Chemical analyses of soils, as means of discriminating as to their resources or

deficiencies, of determining the amounts of fertilisers immediately available accord-

ing to Dr. IDyer's method, or the amounts soluble in aqua regia according to that

adopted by M. de Gasparin, or the bulk amounts present in any sample, can never,

on account of the expense and number which would be requisite, come to be

regarded as a practicable feature of economic farming procedure, unless indeed

analyses be applied in connection with some ready and fairly reliable means of

comparing soil with soil in different localities. Such means would be afforded by
soil maps upon a geological basis.

Agricultural maps {cartes a<jronomiques) have been advocated by such autho-

rities as De Caumont and Delesse on the Continent. Risler, head of the first

Agricultural College of France, not only values the aid which geology supplies,

but considers that detailed geological maps would suffice for agricultural purposes,

such maps in that country fairly suggesting, not only the character of soils

resulting from the decay of immediately underlying strata, as regards their physical

qualities, whether as sand, loam, clay, and intermediate varieties, but the degree

and nature of their endowment also, with fertilising substances.

In the British Isles north of the Thames, Drifts supervene to a great extent,

masking or obliterating the characters proper to soils, which otherwise would cover

each formation or igneous mass. Hence ordinary geological maps do not here

suffice for agricultural purposes in these countries.

The Drift maps published by the Geological Survey, so highly serviceable

economically, in thicldy populated areas, for purposes of drainage, water supply

on a small scale, and in connection with the brick-making industry, seem to me to

come short of agricultural requirements in this, that they do not give prominence

to information bearing upon the natural endowments of soils as regards fertilisers

—not even as much so as ordinary maps showing the solid geology.

I should therefore propose a scheme of soil maps which, while keeping in

view the elements upon which the phj'sical qualities of soils depend, gives pro-

minence to information bearing upon the soil resources.

To do this I should use, somewhat as on our original Irish drifted maps,
close, wide, and medium stippling, to distinguish sands and gravels, boulder clay,

and intermediate varieties respectively—the boundaries of which in the field are

exceedingly ill-defined in many places. Over this I should apply a light wash of

colour appropriate to one of the following groups of rocks, to represent the soil,

whether drift-soil or soil directly formed over rock, according to the prevailing

character of debris present in the uppermost layer, the soil and subsoil, reserving
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the darker tints of colour for the places where the rock is actually to be seen.

Other details are described in the paper.

I should arrange strata and igneous masses in much fewer groups than these
represented on geological maps, and retain the system of colours on these maps
in so far as they prove ordinarily suggestive of the rocka referred to, viz.—

Limestone (Chalk, &c.)..,.,, Blue.

Sandstone and Shale Slate colour.

Grits and Slate ., ,.

Quartzite and Schist „ ,,

Coal Measures , Dark grey.

Basic Rocks Burnt carmine.
Acid Rocks Carmine.
Peat Bogs Sepia.
Gravelly and Coarse Pebbly Alluvial deposits . Burnt sienna.
Loamy and Peaty Alluvium Green.

Such a system would tend to meet the strong prejudice existing in farmers'
minds against geological technicalities, while keeping the essential points of
information concerning soils in the forefront.

The addition of contour lines, even if only approximately drawn from the
levels given on the Ordnance maps, would be a valuable addition to these indus-
trial maps in consideration of difference of climatic conditions attendant upon
differences of elevation.

G. Plants and Coleopterafrom a Deposit of Pleisiocene Age at Wolvercote,

Oxfordshire. Bxj A. M. Bell, M.A., F.G.S.

Plant remauis of Pleistocene time are of great rarity in England. The two
most important series which have been described are from Hoxne, in Suffolk, ob-
tained by Mr. Clement Reid, F.R.S., and Mr. H. N. Ptidley (' Geol. Mag.,' 1888,

p. 441), and from North London by Mr. Worthington G. Smith.
There is in these remains a singular difference. Of twenty-eight plants obtained

at Hoxne three are arctic (Salix polaris, S. myrsinites, Betula nana) ; seventeen
range to the Arctic Circle.

At Stoke Newington, on the contrary, Mr. W. J. Smith obtained the elm, the
chestnut, clematis, and perhaps the vine. Only three out of eleven plants reach
the Arctic Circle, The pine, the alder, birch, and yew, with the royal fern, were
more in harmony with the present and the past floras.

In the author's opinion the Stoke Newington flora represents a much later age of
Pleistocene time than the Hoxne flora. The conditions were continental, and the
flora of the south was gaining, while the arctic flora was disappearing.

The plants as yet identified, by the kindness of Mr. Clement Reid, from
Wolvercote resemble thos(; found at Stoke Newington more than those of Hoxne,
This is in harmony with the writer's view that the Wolvercote deposit is of late

Pleistocene age, nearer to the Stoke Newington than to the Hoxne deposit.

Eighteen plants obtained by the author are given. All of them are found
in Oxfordshire to-day. Eight only have an extension to the Arctic Circle. Four
mosses have been obtained, one of which is certainly recent. A considerable
number of the wing-cases of beetles have also been found. These are difficult

to identify, but the genus of one, remarkable by its rows of hairs, has been
named by Mr. "Waterhouse, of the Natural History Department of the British

Museum. Only one of the genus now is found in England, and that is diflerent

from the Wolvercote species. On the other hand the genus is common on the
Continent.

These facts, coupled with those from Stoke Newington, tend to the conclusion
that in late Pleistocene time the climate of the Thames Valley was more conti-

bental than it is at present.

1901, u u
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• 7. Rfjyort on the Terrestrial Surface Waves and Wave-like Surfaces.

See Reports, p. 398.

S, Report on the Exploration of Keish Caves, Co. SUgo.
^ee Repqrts, p. 282.

• ...
9. Evidences of Aaicient Glacier-dammed Lakes in the Cheviots.

By Percy F. Kendall, F.G.S., and Herbert B. Muff, B.A., F.G.S.

It is uncertain wlietlier tlie Cheviot .itself was overridden by extraneous ice,

but striae on Thirl Mooi* and Balier Cra<2; recoi-ded by the Geological Survey

probably indicate that this portion of the watershed was overridden by ice from

the Tweed Valley, and Prof. Geikie. mentions till and striated stones on the tops of

the Cheviot Hills at 1,500 ft. The transport of erratics shows movement along

both sides of the axis of the range from S.W. to N.E. at some stage of the

glaciation. Across the northern end and for at least ten miles down the eastern

side, however, a distribution of rocks from the Tweed Valley, together with other

indications to be mentioned, points to an ice-flow veering round through easterly

to a due north-to-south direction. The observations of the authors go to confirm

the above conclusions with respect to the area N. and E. of Cheviot.

The authors, during a few days spent in the district, observed certain features

which throw much light on the later stages of the Ice Age in this area. Mr.

Clough mentions ' ' dry, steep-sided little valleys crossing over watersheds, which

do not appear to lie along lines of weakness or the outcrops of soft beds. It is

suggested that they might have been formed by streams from glaciers.' Some of

the valleys observed by us run along the sides of hills or occur as loops detaching

portions of the walls of valleys, and the general characters of similar valleys have

been described by us separately.- Their mode of occurrence and the relations to

the relief of the country, as well as to the position occupied by the ancient ice-

sheets, show that they can be ascribed only to the overflow of water from lakelet.s

held up by an ice-barrier. In the tract of country between Yeavering Bell and
Ino-ram we found that each of the spurs separating the valleys which radiate from

Cheviot was cut across by one or more sharp gorge-like channels, divaining, with

one significant exception, to the south. The spur between Roddam Dean and the

Breamish River is cut near Calder Farm by a channel, bounded on the east by
the moraine, draining to the south ; but a higher portion of the same spur is

traversed by a channel draining in the opposite direction, i.e., to the north. The
highest member of a series across any given spur is usually just above the boun-

dary of the drift containing extraneous boulders. At the outlets of the valleys

there are, in several cases, deltas represented by masses of gravel.

Conclusions.—-The existence of the series of overflow channels points clearly to

the former presence of a chain of small lakes held in the radial system of valleys

of the Cheviots by a barrier of ice. The ice-stream by the boulders which it bore

may be inferred to have swept round the end of the Cheviots out of the Tweed
Valley. The margin of the sheet at its maximum extension rose to about

1,000 ft. along the arc from Yeavering Bell to Brand's Hill, beyond which it

may have declined. Along the south-eastern slopes of the Cheviots another

extraneous glacier swept in a north-east direction. Where their confluence took

place, or whether they were not in succession rather than simultaneous, is not

easy to decide, but the Roddam Burn channel points very clearly to the prepon-

derating influence of the southern stream, while the Calder Farm overflow lower

down the same ridge shows by its southerly slope that the northern ice later

acquired the mastery. If the two glaciers were confluent, then the overflowing

' Oeol. SuTv. Mem., 'The Geology of the Cheviot Hills.'

- B.A. Report, 1890, P. F. Kendall, ' On Extramorainic Drainage in East York-
shire

'
; \M(l., 1900, A. Jowett and H. B. Muff, 'Preliminary Note on the Glaciation

of the Bradford and Keighloy District.'
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waters of the lakes must have been discharged either heneath the ice, as at

present happens to the overflow from a chain of ice-dammed lakes on the

Malaspina Glacier, or over the top of the ice.

An important and unexpected result of our brief examination has been the

discovery that while ' foreign ' ice was rising along the flanks of the Cheviots to

an altitude of 1,000 ft , not only were the spurs free from any native ice-sheet,

such as Cheviot or Hedgehope might have been expected to support, but even the

lower ends of the intervening valleys were occupied, not by great native glaciers,

but )jy lakes.

The condition.? thus described may have some relation to the fact that while
the porphyrites of the Cheviots have furnished the most abundant types of

erratics in the drift of the Yorlcsliiro coast, the granite, if present—which is not

quite certain—is very rare.

10. Iirporf o)i tlip, Erratic Blocks of the rirltinh If<Ies.

See Reports, p. 283.

11. Intmm Re.-poH on tlie best Methoch for the Registration of all Type
Specimens of Fossils in the British Isles.

12. Report npo7i thf. Present State of our knowledge of the Structxire of
Crystals.—See Reports, p. 297.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

Tlie following Papers were read :

—

1. The Scottish Ores of Cop27er in their Geological Relations.

By J. G. GooDCHiLD, F.G.S.

The ores of copper occurring in Scotland appear, so far as their origin is con-
cerned, to be referable to two primary categories. The first of these includes
those minerals whose origin is evidently connected with the uprise of thermal
waters ; and the second includes those which are due almost entirely to deposition
of materials carried down in solution from some rocks at a higher level to others
below. The two methods of origin may be likened to the ebb and the flow of the
tides.

To the first category belongs most of the Cbalcopyrites occurring in Scotland,
and with that mineral is to be included also Chalcocite and Bornite. These
mostly occur iu conuection with mineral veins. A small percentage of other
compounds of Copper with Sulphur appears to have originated in connection with
certain eruptive rock of sub-basic composition. When these latter have been
affected by dynamic metamorphism the process seems to have favoured the local
concentration of the mineral which was formerlj' diffused. Hence several
Epidiorites contain Cbalcopyrites, apparently as an original constituent (if we
regard their schistosity as original to that type of rock).

To the second category, that of the ebb-products or minerals of secondary
origin, belong all the remainder.

Taking these in the order, and with the numbers, adopted by Dana, we have
first, (15) Native Copper. There cannot be much doubt that all the Scottish
specimens of this are of secondary origin. The earlier stage seems to have been
that of solution, along with those of the constituents of a sub-basic eruptive roCk
through which, probably, the copper ore was originally diffused in very minute
quantities. The decomposition of the rock by surface agencies has again converted

IT u 2
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this into solution—probably in the form of carbonate—from which solution

any one of various reagents, "in most cases probably decomposing organic matter,

has reduced the dissolved substance to the metallic state. In this form it has

been deposited as thin sheets along the divisional planes of the rocks situated at a

lower level than its point of origin. In the form of films of this kind it occurs at

Boyleston, in Renfrewshire, where it is found in lavas of Lower Carboniferous

ap-e; and at Ballocbmyle, in the joints traversing the marls of the New Red

Iloc'ks there. I may remark, in passing, that these rocks so closely resemble the

Bunter Sandstone that I should never have hesitated to refer them to that horizon

had not a different opinion regarding their age been expressed by the distinguished

author of ' The Scenery of Scotland.'

Native Copper also occurs in the form of minute particles—possibly crystals

—

in some of the Prehnites of Boyleston and Glen Farg. Doubtless these varieties

of Prehnite owe their colouring matter to the presence of this mineral, just as

the ordinary green variety of Prehnite owes its colour to diffused compounds of

copper of other kinds—possibly to Chrysocolla. The same metal also occurs at

Boylestone, disseminated throughout some of the beautiful crystals of Calcite

which line some of the drusy cavities of the lavas there. When Native Copper is

enclosed in these crystals the external form is much more complex than where the

metal is absent.

Some Chalcopyrites must undoubtedly be classed amongst ebb-products also,

seeing that a second generation of crystals often occurs upon minerals whose

secondary origin cannot be doubted. Atacamite has been claimed as a Scottish

mineral, but, it seems to me, on insufficient grounds.

(224) Cuprite, as might be expected, occurs in connection with the other

decomposition products of copper ores. Usually it occurs as one of the consti-

tuents in the compound known as Tile Ore ; but occasionally, as at Glen Farg, it

shows traces of crystalline exterior ; or as at Boyleston, where Mr. Craig-Christie

has got it in the capillary or velvet-like form. Some of the silicate of copper from

Lauchentyre appears to me to be coloured red by Cuprite, which may also occur

there in the free state.

(2.30) Tenorite has not yet been proved to occur as a separate Scottish

mineral ; hut the black Chrysocolla from Lauchentyre and other mines in the

neighbourhood may possibly owe its coloration to this mineral.

(288) Malachite calls for no special remark here beyond the statement that it

does not appsar to show crystalline termination at any locality in Scotland except

at Sandlodge, in Shetland, where it seems to have been taken for Brochantite.

(289) Azurite is singularly rare in Scotland, and has not yet been found with

visible crystalline faces. (290) Aurichalcite, (741) Linarite, and (739) Caledonite,

well known as secondary products of the decomposition of veins containing Copper,

do not call for any special remark in this abstract.

2. A Revised List of the Minerals known to occur in Scotland.

By J. G. GooDCHiLD.

The following list embraces the whole of the minerals whose claim to rank as

good species and whose occurrence in Scotland seem to the author to be beyond

doubt. The list will probably have to be extended :

—

Graphite
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Pentlanditc

Greenockite
Millerite

Niccolite

Pyrrhotite
Covellite

(?) Bornitc
Chalcopyrite

Pyrites

GersdorfEtb
Marcasite
Kermesite

(?) Bournonite
Tctrahedrite

Salt

Sal-ammoniac
Fluor
Quartz
Quartzine
Tridymite
Opal
Valentinite
Cervantite

Water
Cuprite
Corundum
Hsematite
Ilmenite

Spinel

Magnetite
Chromite
Eutile

Plattnerite

Brookite
Pyrolusite

Turgile
Goethite
Manganite
Limonite
Brucite
Pyroaurite

Psilomelane
Calcite

Caledonite

Linarite

Gypsum
Epsomite
Morenosite
Melanterite

Alum

Hydrocerussite
Orthoclase
Microcline

Anorthoclase
Albite

Oligoclase

Andesine
Labradorite
Anorthite
Enstatite

HyjDersthene
Augite
^girine
Spodumene
Wollastonite
Pectolite

(?) Babingtonite
Hornblende

(?) Glaucophane
Eiebeckite
Beryl
lolite

Nepheline
Sodalite

Garnet
Forsterite

Olivine

Wernerite
Idocrase
Zircon
Thorite
Topaz
Andalusite
Sillimanite

Kyanite
Datolite
Zoisite

Epidote
Allanite

Prehnite
Hemimorphite
Tourmaline
Staurolite

Pickeringite

Halotrichite

Wulfenite
Hatchettolite

Ozocerite

Fichtelite

Ketinite

Levyne
Analcime
Edingtonite
Natrolite

Scolecite

Mesolite
Thomsoiiite

Muscovite
Zinnwealdite
Biotite

Phlogopite
liepidomelane
Haughtonite
Chloritoid

Ottrelite

Clinochlore
Pennine
Proclilorite

Delessite

Serpentine

Talc
Saponite
Celadonite
Glauconite
Kaolinitc

(?) Halloysite

Chrysocolla

Pilolite

Spbene
Apatite
Pyromorphite
Vanadinite
Vivianite

Erythrite

Annabergite
Wavellite

(?) Glauberite
Barytas
Celestine

Anglesite

(?) Vauquelinite
Leadhillite

Lanarkite
Torbernite

Bathvillite

Middletonite
Petroleum
Asphaltum
Elaterite

Albertite, &c.

The following are remarkable by their absence :—Calamine, Witherite, Leucite,

Axinite, Anhydrite ; and Marcasite and Fluor by their rarity.

3. The Occurrence ofBarium Sulphate and Calcium Fluoride as Cementing
Substances in the Ekjin I'rias. By Wm. Mackie, M.A., M.D.

Barium sulphate as a cement of sandstone was first noted by Professor Clowes
in 1885 as occurring in Triassic rocks near Nottingham. Other localities in sand-
stones of the same age have since been noted, all of them in the north or centre of

England.

Barium sulphate in the Elgin Trias was first observed by the author in 1805.
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It occurs mainly in nodules -which range in size from a hazel to a walnut dis-

seminated through au extensive mass of sandstone along tlie coast of Elginshire,

near Covesea Lighthouse, where iu consequence of its iuiiueuce on the weathering

of the sandstones some unique results in rock sculpturing have been produced.

Analyses of some of these nodules show that they contain as much as 37 per cent,

of barium sulphate. In the nodules the barium sulphate is shown by the micro-

scope to directly envelope the i^rains of sand, except toward the peripliery where

rims of secondary quartz and ferric hydroxide come between the sulphate and the

original grains.

The presence of calcium fluoride iu rochs of the same age at Cummingston a

little further to the west than the barium sulphate area was also determined by
the author iu 1895. The fluoride occurs in small white, often square-shaped,

patches, showing lustre-mottling disseminated through the mass of the sandstone.

Sometimes it occurs in aggregates which on section show that they are made up

of cubes placed in juxtaposition. There are also occasional bands cemented

throughout by calcium fluoride, but oven in these lustre-mottling shows that it

occurs in masses of closely placed cubes. The presence of fluoride was determined

by obtaining a copious precipitate of gelatinous silica on heating the powdered

sandstone with strong sulphuric acid and passing the evolved gas into water. As
much as 25'S8 per cent, of calcium fluoride was obtained by analysing an average

specimen of the sandstone in detail. The microscope shows the presence of a

colourless isotropic substance directly enveloping the sand grains. Towards the

periphery, as in the case of the barium sulphate nodules, secondary quartz rims

and fei-ric hydroxide are occasionally seen to come between the fluoride and the

original grains.

The author disputes the explanation of Professor Clowes as regards the

raison d'etre, of the barium sulphate, the presence of which has been ascribed by him

to the double decomposition of barium chloride—which he finds present in some

of the local deep well waters—by the soluble sulphates of the infiltrating waters.

On the contrary, the presence of both barium sulphate and calcium fluoride is

ascribed to the concentration of the waters of an inland lake from which these

substances if present—and both of them are present in sea water—would naturally

be deposited in the order of their insolubility as concentration went on. The
presence of beds of common salt iu the English Trias presupposes the existence of

such a salt-impregnated lake over the southern area, and the same conditions may
be reasonably extended to the Elgin area during the same geological period.

4. The Pebble-band of the Elgin Trias and its Wind-u'orn Pebbles.

By Wm. Mackik, M.A., M.D.

The Cutties Hillock pebble-band, which has figured so largely in the discussion

of the succession of the Elgin sandstones, is not, as has generally been contended,

a pure localism. Two new openings into the Triassic rocks of the area show that

it is present at five widely separated points. Its characters are constant in all.

There is evidence that it is basal in position in the Triassic formation, and taking

it as a datum line one is enabled to fix the relation of the Triassic to the under-

lying U.O.R. rocks with some certainty. It shows that the former overlie the

truncated edges of the latter beds in a thin cake, which is proba1)ly nowhere more

than 100 feet in thickness on a surface slightly inclined upwards from the south-

east to the north-west, while the U.O.R. rocks steadily dip at almost constant

angles in the opposite direction. Other facts definitely ascertained are, that the

two series of rocks wherever they occur in proximity invariably show marked

discordance of dip and strike, and that the Cutties Hillock area is detached from

the other local areas of Triassic rocks, U.O.R. rocks having been traced all round

it, and quite a mile intervening between it and the Spynie and Findrassie area to

the noi-th-west, in which interval U.O.R. rocks with discordant dip and strike

also appear.

Another interest attaches to the pebble-band in that its pebbles, which are all
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but exclusively of quartz, quartzite, veiu quartz, and chert, show unmistakable

eviflence of sand-blast action.
' Pyramidal pebbles ' are common, with surfaces showing different degrees of

polishing. Some of them even present strongly concave surfaces and finer depres-

sions beautifully polished. A considerable number show ' flaking ' of their edges,

and the surfaces so formed have subsequently been subjected to different degrees of

polishing. The cherts are beautifully fretted, and exhibit in perfection the results

of difl'ereutial etching.

Inquiries as to definite orientation of the more polished surfaces of the pebbles

have hitherto failed to yield results. The author believes that no such definite

orientation obtains, and is of opinion that the pebbles had been subjected to con-

tinued sand-blast action in some other locality, and were suddenly and forcibly

transferred by the action of water to their present position, where many of them
were again subjected to further sand-blast action.

The result of the examination of the pebbles supports the author's contention,

based on this microscopical characters of their constituent sand-grains, that the

Cutties Hillock sandstones are really Triassic sand-dunes. Other reasons for

arriving at the same conclusion are : the peculiar undulating bedding of the sand-

stones, differences in the mode of occurrence as well as ontological differences of

the fossils from what obtain in the adjoining areas.

In the case of the other local Triassic areas deposition in water is assumed,

though the debris had evidently in some cases for a long time previously been sub-

jected to wind action on a land surface.

5. The Occiirrence of Covellite in Associaiioib tcith Malachite in the Sand'
stone of KbujBtejis, Nairn. ByW. Mackie, if.yl., if..Z).

In a vein or lissure of about IJ inch width in Kingsteps Quariy, Nairn, the

sandstone is found to be impregnated with copper ore. The vein shows an indigo

coloured centre of about
J-

inch in width bordered by green margins of about

the same dimension. Analyses of the different parts gave results which show
that the copper ore exists in the centre of the vein, chiefly in the form of the

monosulphide (CuS) ana mostly in the form of malachite at the margins. The
former, which is the mineral covellite, is apparently new to Scotland, as no mention

is made of it in Ileddle's ' Mineralogy of Scotland.' Nairnshire must also be

recorded as a new locality for malachite.

G. The Source of the AJlnvial Gold of the Kildonan Field, Sutherland.

By J. Malcolm Maclaren, B.Sc.

In this field gold is practically confined to the small area drained by the

Kildonan, Suisgill, and Kinbrace streams, all tributaries of the Ullie or Helms-

dale. The . rocks of this area are granites and quartz-, flaser mica-, and granulitic

biotite-schists. The lines of demarcation between the various schists are at all

times diflicult to trace, since the whole countryside is covered with a thick

deposit of the Glacial Drift. Fine flakes of gold have been found in many places

in the Glacial Drift, supporting the inference that alluvial gold is more or less

dispersed throughout. It is only in alluvium resulting from the action of the

present watercourses that concentration of the Drift has been carried to such an

extent as to attract commercial attention. The gold itself is found in nuggets

and scales, the largest of the former weighing 2 oz. 17 grains. The .scales pre-

sent little evidence of rounding due to attrition or rolling friction. Veins of

'clean' quartz have been found in the upper waters of the Kildonan. One of

these veins on analysis yielded gold. The writer concludes that the alluvial

gold has been derived from the white quartz veins of the local schists (which are

almost certainly metamorphosed sediments, possibly originally containing alluvial

gold). The ecnists were crossed by glaciers travelling in a general south-easterly
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direction, rudely disposing the comminuted auriferous quartz in ' leads ' in tlie

Drift. The present streams, cutting across the Drift, have more or less concen-
trated the gold. Profitable working of the deposit is precluded hy the ' hurden '

o( large stones, by the importance of the vested interests concerned, and hy the
inclemency of the winter season.

7. Field Azotes on the Influence of Organic Matter on the Deposition of
Gold in Veins. By J. Malcol3i Maclaren, B.Sc.

The reducing action of organic matter on the soluble salts of gold was fairly
established by the researches of Henry, Percy, Daintree, Sterry Hunt, and New-
bery, and organic matter was considered for many years to be responsible for the
great majority of the auriferous vein deposits of the world. With tbe publication
of Skey's researches, and his demonstration of the fact that sulphides alone are
competent to produce complete precipitation of gold from solution, the former
theory was almost completely abandoned. The following cases, however, which
have come under the writer's personal observation, admit at least of the possibility
of precipitation by carbonaceous matter.

The reefs of the Gympie Goldfield, Queensland, underlie almost at right angles
across the dip of the bedded greywackes, shales, sandstones, and limestones in
which they are situated ; but it is only where highly carbonaceous shales (the
' First,'

' Second,' ' Third,' and ' Phoenix' 'slates' of the miner) are intersected by
quartz reefs that the latter are auriferous. The carbonaceous shales are certainly
pyritous

; but so also are the overlying and underlying beds in which the veins
are barren.

The Croydon Goldfield, Korth Queensland, is in an area of metamorphic
granite, containing much graphite. The reefs are more or less enclosed within
walls of kaolinic matter highly charged with graphite. Where graphite is most
abundant have been the richest auriferous deposits. On the other hand, broadly
speaking, the presence of pyrites in a Croydon reef indicates poverty of content,
and is considered as an unfavourable indication bv miners.

The ' indicators
' of the Ballarat Goldfield, Victoria, are thin beds of dark-

coloured shales and slates, formed of a carbonaceous mud and containing a con-
siderable percentage of iron pyrites. The main ' indicator ' has been followed with
few breaks for a distance of eight miles. The most profitable quartz reefs cross
the ' indicators ' almost at right angles, and the great bullc of the gold is found
where the quartz reef has crossed and slightly faulted tlie ' indicator,' little gold
being found at a greater distance than a yard from the intersection.

8. The Source of Warp in the Ilumher.
By W. H. Wheeler, M.Inst.C.E.

It has frequently been stated that the mud or warp in suspension in the
Humber is derived from the erosion of the cliffs on the Yorkshire coast, and the
object of the paper is to show that it is physically impossible for the detritus
eroded from those clifis to be carried into the Humber, and that the material in
suspension in the water is derived from detritus washed off" the land drained by
the Humber and its tributaries or eroded from their banks.

The drainage basin of the Humber covers 10,.500 square miles, and embraces
Btrata of various kinds of rocks, including estuarine deposits, glacial drifts, chalk,
sandstone, and oolites.

The water in the zone extending around the junction of the Trent and the
Ouse with the Humber, extending over a length of thirty-five miles, is very
highly charged with solid matter in suspension, the maximum quantity being
attained in the summer, when the downward flow of the fresh water 'is at a
minimum, the quantity then in suspension amounting to as much as 2,240 grains,
or nearly the third in a cubic foot of water. Above and below this zone the
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quantity diminishes to '262 grains up tlie river Trent and 202 grains near the
Albert Dock at Hull, while off Spurn, at the entrance to the river, there is no mud
in suspension, hut only a few grains of clean sand. The floor of the North Sea at

the entrance is covered with clean sand and shells, the beach up to Grimsby also

being covered with sand.

The solid matter in suspension is derived from the detritus washed off' the land
and poured into the river when freshets occur, or from the erosion of the banks
of the river and its tributaries. The greater quantity that prevails in the more
turbid zone is due to the material being kept in a state of oscillation by the ebb
and flow of the tides when the quantity of fresh water flowing down is not suf-

ficient to carry it out to sea.

The average quantity of solid matter contained in thirteen other English rivers

when in flood is 200 grains in a cubic foot. The average rainfall within the
watershed of the Humber is 29-60 inches, of which 10 inches may be taken as the
quantity due to such rains as produce freshets. With these figures the normal
total quantity of solid matter placed in suspension in floods may be put at three
million tons in a year. A portion of this is carried out to sea in heavy freshets

and the rest remains in the river in a state of oscillation.

The tendency in all rivers, whether fresh or tidal, is for material to work down-
ward under the laws of gravity. The same quantity of tidal water that flows into
the river has to flow out again, but its capacity for transporting material down-
wards is reinforced by the discharge of the fresh water.

The flood current in the Humber runs at the rate of four miles an hour, and
its duration varies from six hours at Spurn to two and a half at Goole. It may
be taken, therefore, that a particle of solid matter entering the Humber at Spurn
Point would not be carried by the flood tide more than 20 miles up the river, or

25 miles below the point where the greatest amount of solid matter is held in

suspension. On the turn of the tide it would be carried back again.
Allowing for the greater time the ebb current is running above the junction of

the rivers, as compared with the flood, the material carried down on the ebb is

73 per cent, greater than that carried up on the flood.

Taking the length of the Holderness Cliflfs as 34 miles, the average height at
12 yards, and the mean annual loss at 2^ yards, the mean quantity falling on the
beach is about If million cubic yards a year, of which about 40 per cent, consists
of stones, gravel, and coarse sand, leaving less than a million cubic yards to be
washed away. The foot of the cliff's is only reached for about four hours at high
water of springs, that is, by 260 tides in a year, the average quantity of alluvial
matter for each tide being 3,728 cubic yards.

The drift of the tidal current towards the Humber lasts 3i hours, and runs at a
velocity of 2i miles an hour ; the greatest distance a particle of solid matter put iu
suspension at the point of mean distance, 20 miles from the Humber, could be
carried southward is 8f miles; when this distance is reached the tide would turn
and the particle would be carried northward for 16 miles, or 28 miles away from
the Humber.

It is, however.quite improbable that a particle of matter placed in suspension
at the foot of the clifls could ever reach the main current going to the Humber.
Owing to the Yorkshire coast being in an embayment the main tidal current does
not approach nearer the coast than the 6.fathom line, or a mile away from the
coast.

_
The current of the flowing tide sets into the embayment towards the coast.

Even if a particle from the clifls could overcome this shoreward set and traverse
the water contained in this mile of water in an opposite direction, so as to be
brought into the main southerly-going current, the quantity of solid matter
brought into suspension woidd only be sufiicient to supply one grain to 14,000 cubic
feet of water.

It is evident from the above facts that it is not possible for the detritus from
the Yorkshire coast to reach, much more to be carried up, the Humber.
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y. Oii tha Alieratioits of the Lias Shale hi/ the Whiii Dyke of Great

Aijton, in Yorkshire. By George Barrow.

[Communicated by permission of the Director of the Geological Survey.]

The examiuation of the least altered portion of the rocks of the Highland

series in the area between Blairgowrie (Bridge of Cally) and Stonehaven has

8ho^vn that the grits are composed of practically unaltered grains or small pebbles

of quartz and oligoclase i'elspar set in a matrix of an iinusiial character, and
difficult to understand, as all traces of clastic micas have been obliterated from

it. It occurred to the author that this was due to heat action, and to test tliis

point slices of baked Lias shale were prepared, the specimens being taken from
the edge of the well-known Cleveland Dyke at Great Ayton. At six inches

from the edge of the dyke the clastic micas are large and abundant, but at the

contact they are entirely digested, and material like the matrix of the Highland
grit is produced. The minute pebbles are not affected in any way, and retain

their original form, size, and optical properties. It is thus shown that in

entering the Highland area we begin with rocks which, though little altered, owe
that alteration entirely to heat action.

10. On Cairnyorins- By E. H. Cunningham Ceakj, B.A.

The search for these crystals was formerly a very profitable industry in the

districts contiguous to the great granite musses, but it has now been practically

abandoned. The cairngorms were obtained loy digging shallow pits and trenches

in the decomposed granite and debris which covers most of the Hat hill-tops, and also

appears in many of the corries. The presence of vein-quartz, muscovite, large crystals

of orthoclase and graphic intergrowths of quartz and felspar in the loose debris have

been recognised as indications of the existence of the cairngorm-bearing veins.

Examination of the cliff sections in the deep corries reveals the presence of vertical

or highly inclined veins of line granite intruded in the coarser surrounding rock.

These veins are more acid than the normal granite, and contain drusy central zones

in which the crystallisation is coarse. These central zones are characterised by
the presence of graphic intergrowths, muscovite plates, and, where the druses are

sufficiently large, idiomorphic crystals of orthoclase and more or less smoky quartz.

Beryl is also present in some cases.

These idiomorphic quartzes are the cairngorms, but are only valuable when
large and well coloured.

The veins probably represent the intrusion of more highly differentiated

material from the underlying magma into fissures due to contraction on cooling,

while the druses have probably a similar origin, and have been filled with highly

acid solutions from which the crystallisation took place.

11. Oti the Circulatioii of Salt and its Geoloyical Bearinya}

By William Ackroyd, F.I.C, Public Analystfor Halifax.

During storms salt is driven from the sea far on to the land, is dissolved by

rains and carried back to the sea ; in calm times the phenomenon is also in progress.

Various computations have been made of the amount of salt deposited on the land

in this manner from 24*r)0 lb. per acre per year at Rothamsted to B41 lb. at

Pennicuick. The writer estimates that during 1900-1901 there wasl7l'-o lb. per

acre per year deposited on the Pennine Hills, nearly midway between the Irish Sea

and the German Ocean, at an altitude of over 1,000 feet above sea-level."

It is shown that for the Millstone Grit and the limestone districts of Yorkshire,

' Published in full in the Geological Magazine, December \, vol. viii. p. 445,

October 1901.
- Ackroyd, 'Researches on Moorland Waters,' Pt. II., Journ. Cliem. S(.)c.,\o\. xxix.

p. 674.
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as well as lor a belt of American coast some 200 miles broad, this cyclic sea-salt

forms fully OU per cent, of what is carried to the seas by the rivers. Professor

.Toly, in his estimate of the age of the earth, only allows 10 per cent.

A. study of the phenomenon is also of importance in attempts to apportion the

causes of the saltness of inland lakes and salt hills, which may be due to : (1) salt

transported from a contemporary soa, or (2) salt derived from solvent denudation,

or (3) to varying degrees of these two influences, lleasons are given for regarding

the saltness of the Bead Sea as being largely due to the first cause, and of the

Caspian to the second.

12. Notes on the Occurrence of Phosphatic Nodules and Phosphate-bearinr/

Bock in the Upper Carboniferous Limestone
(
Yorcdale) Series of the

West Riding of Yorkshire and Westmorland Border. By 3oil's Rhodes,

of the Geological Survey.

By kind permission of the British Association Committee on Carboniferous

Zones I am enabled to announce tlie discovery of phosphatic nodules and of a rock

having a phosphatic matrix in the Yoredalc rocks of the following localities :

—

Phosphatic Nodules. Far Cote Gill, East Slope of Swarth Fell, Westmorland.

These nodules occur along with ironstone septaria in blue shales which rest on
the top silicious beds of the Underset Limestone.

The nodules are confined to the lower 5 feet of the shales, and are more
numerous in the lower half than in the upper half.

In same gill, and resting on the chert of the Little Limestone, there is a layer,

.'J inches in thickness, containing phosphatic nodules embedded in a tine clayey

matrix. It is sprinkled tliroughoat with glauconite grains and angular chips of

quartz, and is overlaid by ironstone shales.

At the same horizon as above, but 2j miles to the S.E., there occurs in a gill

that runs from Lambfold Crags to Lunds Church, 2 miles W. of N. of Ilawes

Junction, a layer of rock, 3 inches in thickness, with a phosphatic matrix
throughout. This layer, which has a crust of brown iron ore, is rich, in glauconite

and quartz grains, and also contains fragments of conodonts, &c.

Phosphatic Nodules- Goodham Gill, East Slope of Swarth Fell, 2 miles N. W.
of Ilawes Junction, Yorkshire.

The phosphatic nodules at this locality occur throughout a limestone which
varies in thickness from 3 to inches. This layer is underlaid and overlaid by
shale in more or less rotten condition.

The horizon is doubtful, but it appears to be about 170 feet over the Little

Limestone.

From the upper surface of the top bed of the Crow Limestone, Cartmere Gill,

EastBaugh Fell, Grisdale, 21 miles W.N.W. of Hawes Junction, I have obtained

a solitary example of a phospliatic nodule.

The phosphatic nodules and phosphatic matrix examined show sponge spicules,

but these are for the most part fragmentary : some are of crypto-crystalline silica,

some replaced by calcite, whilst the axial canals are often filled with the same
phosphatic material as the matrix.

The spicules are referred to hexactinellid and to monactinellid sponges.

I am very much indebted to Dr. G. J. Hinde for notes on the sponge remains,

and also to Dr. W. Pollard for testing the phosphates.
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13. Nole on the Discovery of a Sllicified Plant Seam beneath the Millstone

Grit of Sioarth Fell, West Biding of Yorkshire. By John Rhodes,

of the Geological Survey.

By kind permission of the Britisli Association Committee on Carboniferous

Zones I am enabled to record the discovery of a silicified plant seam beneath the

Millstone Grit at Swarth Fell, and two miles N.W. of Ilawes Junction.

The exact geological position of the overlying strata is doubtful, but appa-

rently they occupy the horizon of the grindstone or ganister of the district.

At this particular place, however, the grindstone or ganister is absent, and its

place is taken by flaggy silicious limestones with marine shells and by a bed of

highly silicious grit with plant remains, the latter resting more or less directly on
the silicified plant seam.

Chert occurs, probably as lenticles in the uneven surface of the seam, and con-

tains a mass of detached silicious sponge spicules, apparently rod-like bodies, which
may belong to the anchoring ropes of hexactinellid sponges. In the same chert

are included fragments of silicified plant remains beautifully preserved.

In the plant seam included pebbles of silicious grit occur, Avhich contain a few
spicules similar to those in the chert, and also plant remains. The plant seam
rests on a layer of silicified shale containing a few fragmentary sponge spicules,

mostly rod-like forms, one piece belonging to an hexactinellid sponge. The beds

below are more or less rotted clay shales with ironstones nodules.

I am indebted to Dr. G. J. Hinde for notes on the sponge remains directly

associated with the plant seam. The plants have not been determined, but have
been placed in the hands of R. Kidston, Esq., Stirling.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. On the Bone-beds of Piksrmi, Attica, and on Similar Deposits in

Northern Euboea. By A. Smith Woodward, LL.D., F.R.S.

At the suggestion of the British Minister at Athens, Sir Edwin II. Egerton,

K.C.B., the Trustees of the British Museum recently undertook a series of exca-

vations in the well-known bone-beds of Pikerml in Attica, and I was honoured by
being entrusted with the supervision of the work. The owner of the estate, Mr.

j\,lexander Skouses, former Minister of War, most cordially assented, and gave

every possible facility for the undertaking : while Sir Edwin Egerton's unflagging

interest and zeal combined to ensure the greatest succes.s. My wife and I went
into residence at the farm early in April, and we continued to occupy the simple

but comfortable room which Mr. Skouses had kindly placed at our disposal until

the cessation of digging in the middle of July.

During much of the time we were accompanied by Dr. Theodore Skouphos,

Conservator of the Geological Museum of the University of Athens, which claims

some share of the results of all such excavations made in Greece. We have to

thank him for much help in dealing with the workmen, who spoke only a language

with which I was at first unfamiliar.

The bones are occasionally exposed by the small stream in the ravine of

Pikernii, and they seem to have b-en first observed by the English archaeologist,

George Finlay, who presented some to the Athens Museum in 18-35. Three years

later a Bavarian soldier took a few specimens to Munich, where Pikerml and its

fossils were first brought to the notice of the scientific world by Professor Andreas
Wagner. Within the next decade more bones were sent to Munich by Llnder-

mayer and described by AVagner ; while during the winter of 1852-5.3 the young
Bavarian i^aturalist Roth made the great collection which was described by

himself and Wagner in 1854, and stUl constitutes one of the chief treasures of the

Munich Old Academy, About the same time Choeretis presented a few specimens
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to tlie Paris Museum ; while the late Professor Mitzopoulos—uncle of the present
distinguished Hector of the University of Athens—made a valuable and extensive
collection for the Athens Museum, which seems to have remained unnoticed until
1883, when the late Professor Dames, of Berlin, studied it and wrote a brief
account of some unique specimens contained in it. By far the most important exca-
vations hitherto made at Pikermi, however, are those which were undertaken by
Professor Albert Gaudry, under the auspices of the Paris Academy of Sciences,
between 1855 and 1860. These researches made known nearly all the essential
facts concerning the extinct mammalian fauna entombed in the Pikermi formation,
and led to several brilliant generalisations first published in Professor Gaudry's
well-known work on the geology and fossils of Attica in 1863. During the last
forty years only insignificant diggings have been attempted, among them being those
of the late Professors Neumayr, of Vienna, and Dames, of Berlin.

Owing to the permanent mark left by former excavations it was easy to choose
sites for the new explorations of the British Museum. Three pits dug in continua-
tion of former workings soon yielded bones, and eventually furnished a very
extensive collection. Two trial pits at other points and in slightly diflerent
horizons produced nothing except two decayed bone-fragments. Water still

occurs even in dry weather a little beneath the bed of the stream ; but the
difficulties from this source are now much less than formerly owing to Mr. Skouses'
system of irrigation, by which the flowing stream of the ravine is usually diverted
at a point high up in its course.

The Pikermi formation has already been well described by Professor Gaudry.
It consists chiefly of red marl, varied with lenticidar masses of rounded pebbles and
occasional yellowish sandy layers. Some of the pebble-beds are cemented into
hard conglomerate. The materials are such as might have been derived from the
mountain mass of Pentelicon, which forms the neighbouring high ground, the
marl itself being apparently the detritus of marble or other calcareous rock. The
formation is of great extent in Attica, and has only attracted special notice at
Pikermi because a stream happens to have cut a deep ravine through it and
exposed fine sections of the beds.

As already observed by Professor Gaudry, the bones at Pikermi occur in two
definite horizons, those in the lower bed being less fragile and better preserved
than those in the upper bed. In two of our new pits, where the upper horizon is

well exposed, it is subdivided into two distinct layers by a nearly barren deposit of
marl from 30 to 45 cm. in thickness. The rotten nature of the bones is partly due
to their having been close to or at the surface and eroded by the present stream
before being covered by the three or four metres of superficial gravel which now
preserves them. The bones are also broken by the penetrating rootlets of trees.
The lower horizon is at a depth varying from one to two metres below the upper
horizon, and thus secure from destruction by surface agencies. Like each of the
two upper bone beds, it is rarely more than 30 cm. in thickness ; while the marl
above and below it is almost destitute of bones, rarely yielding more than rotten
fragments, but quite prolific in scattered land and fresh-water shells. The deepest
excavations beneath the lower bone-bed descended for about three and a half
metres and furnished the bone-fragments and shells throughout.

So far as can be judged at present from the new excavations, the three bone-
beds of Pikermi are all of the same nature and contain the same mammalian
remains. The bones are massed together in inextricable confusion, and are often
mixed with a few pebbles. Large and small bones, whole specimens and splintered
fragments, all occur together ; but the small bones are usually most numerous at
the bottom of the layer. Several specimens of approximately the same shape
and size are often met with in groups, as if they had been sorted by water in
motion. On one occasion, for example, the scattered remains of many gazelles
were found together; in another spot there were several skulls of Tragoceras
in

_
one

_
mass ; in other cases nearly all the bones belonged to limbs of

Hipparion
; while one area was specially characterised by pieces of vertebral

column of ruminants and Hipparion, The elongated bones and elongated groups,
however, were never observed to trend in one definite direction, but were alwavs
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disposed quite irregularly, thus indicating that in the regiou where the bones

eventually accumulated the water by which they had been transported either

became still or moved only in gentle eddies.

Very few nearly complete skeletons occur, and even when chains of vertebrje

are preserved most of the ribs are lacking. The only approximately complete

skeletons observed during the recent excavations were those of 8ome Carni-\-ora

{Ictitherium, Aletarctas, and Maclicerodus). It is, however, obvious that many of

the bones were still held together by ligaments at the time when they were
buried, for numerous complete feet and nearly complete limbs are found with all

the bones in their natural position. It is also to be noted that in most cases these

limbs are sharply bent, so that the two or throe segments are almost parallel, as if

they had retained the contraction assumed at death. Some decomposition of the

.soft parts had already taken place even in these instances ; for a few of the

phalanges of the hipparions and ruminants are often wanting when the other bones

of the limb are still in their natural association, while the phalanges of the

rhinoceros-feet seem to be always lost, though the three associated metapodials are

quite common. Similarly, the loosely articulated mandible of the Ungulata is

nearly always removed from the skull; it is only commonly preserved in place in

the Garnivora and Quadrumana.
The majority of the bones are quite isolated, and most of the skulls of the

antelopes are so much broken that only the frontlets with horn-cores remain. A
large proportion of the limb-bones are also sharply fractured, some having
completely lost both extremities ; and small pointed splinters of bone—apparently

most of Rhinoceros—are often very numerous. Some of the breaking must have
taken place before the soft parts had entirely decayed, as is shown by certain feet

of Rhinoceros and many limbs of Hipparion and antelopes. In a few cases I

found the three associated metapodials of Rhinoceros with the distal ends as

•sharply removed as if they had been cut off with one blow of a hatchet. In
several instances I carefully extracted the nearly complete hind limbs of

Hipimrion from the soft marl, and in all except one I found that the tibia ended
iibruptly in a sharp, oblique fracture at its middle, with no trace of the proximal
end of this bone or of the femur. jMoreover, nearly all the isolated tibias

of Hipparion were similarly fractured ; while among about fifty examples of

humerus of the same animal only three complete specimens were found, all thi'

others being sharply broken at the weakest point of the shaft. It is therefore

evident that the limbs were often torn from the trunk by a sharp break at their

weakest point before the decomposition of the soft parts iiad proceeded far enough
to destroy the ligaments.

The new researches make scarcely any additions to the known fauna of the
Pikermi bone-beds, and confirm Professor Gaudry's statement that the smaller

rodents, insectivores, and bats are absent. The only striking discovery consists

in fragmentary evidence of a gigantic tortoise, at least as large as the largest

hitherto found in PZurope. Many specimens, however, afford important new
information concerning the species already described. Notable among these are a
few portions of skull and a mandible of Flioht/rax, a skull of Samotheriwn, a skull

of Hi/strix jirimigeuia, and the greater part of a skeleton of Metarcfos. Remains
of Hipparion are the most abundant fossils, and the new series of specimens
illustrates variations and growth-stages more satisfactorily than any collection

hitherto made. Isolated bones and skulls of Rhinoceros are also common ; and
antelope-remains occur everywhere in great profusion. Limb-bones of Girafhdfe
are found abundantly in the lower bone-bed. 3Iastodo7i is rarer ; but two small
skulls were obtained from the new excavations, and several very large limb-bones
were found. Among Carnivora Ictitherium is the commone.st form ; but remains
of Hycena ai-e not infrequent, and evidence of four individuals of Macha-rodus was
discovered during the present diggings. Coprolites of some bone-feeding
Carnivore, probably Hycena, also occur. Skulls and other portions of Mesojnthecus
are frequently met with. The shells of the small Testudo marmoritm are some-
times complete, but always lack the skull and other bones of the skeleton. The
Chelonian shells themselves are, indeed, more frequently broken and disintegrated

;
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and a large proportion of the bone fragments discovered between and below tlie

bone-beds are recognisable as pieces of them. It is noteworthy that a good

specimen of Testudo mannovum was found iu the marl between the upper and

lower bone-beds in one pit ; and a small undetermined snake was discovered in

a similar position in another pit.

While the excavation of these fossils was in progress at Pikermi, J\[i'. Frank Noel,

of Achmet Aga in Northern Eubcea, accompanied Sir J'^dwin Egerton on one of

his visits. He recognised that the Pikermi marls were similar to some containing

fossil bones on his own estate. He also perceived the identity of the remains of

Hipparion at Pikermi with the commonest fossil bones with which he was familiar

at Achmet Aga. Many years ago he had sent some of these bones to the Athens

Museum, but they seem to have been lost and had never received anj' attention

from the Greek naturalists. He therefore invited the British Museum to examine
the discovery on his estate and decide whether or not the extinct Pikermi fauna

was there represented.

A brief visit to the locality where the bones occur, near Achmet Aga, sulTlced

to confirm Mr. Noel's anticipations. Tlie interesting spot is in a deep ravine on the

steep slope just below the village of Drazi at an elevation of nearly 200 metres

above the sea level. The torrent has cut through a thick deposit of red indurated

marl much like that of Pikermi, and bones are noticeable in the section at many
points. Three days' digging at one place revealed two bone-beds separated by a

thin layer of marl. The bones .seem to be as abundant and varied as those at

Pikermi, and they exhibit exactly the same features. Hippanoii is again the

commonest fossil, and mingled witli the complete bones are splintered fragment.^

Land and fresh-water shells also occur in great abundance, especially a species ol

Planorbis.

Nearly all the bones discovered during this brief visit were too rotten for

preservation ; but the weathered face of the section alone was explored, and the

fossils would doubtless be found in good condition further inwards. Among them
could be recognised, besides the innumerable remains of Hijjparion, parts of a

.skull and tibia of Rhinoceros, a frontlet of Gazella brevicovnis, jaws of a small

ruminant, a large ruminant metapodial (probably Samotherhim), part of a skull

and mandible of Ictitherium, and some small carnivore vertebrae. There was also

part of the skull of a small species of Orijcteropius, which I was able to preserve

and bring for comparison with the skull of the same genus from Samos now in the

British Museum.
From these observations it is evident that the Pikermi bone-beds are not merely

a local accident, but are due to some widespread phenomena. The two localities

described are about sixty miles apart, and seem to be situated iu two distinct Tertiary

basins separated by a barrier of Cretaceous limestones and earlier rocks. What-
ever the catastrophe may have been by which the animals were suddenly
destroyed, it clearly happened in both places at least twice if not three times
withm a comparatively short period. Tlie powerful force which broke up and
transported the bodies before they had completely decomposed was probably the
same in each case ; while the final resting place of the bones both at Pikermi and
Drazi must have been beneath comparatively tranquil water where they could be
quickly buried in mud. The absence of all trace of vegetable matter is curious

;

but the most plausible explanation of the broken limbs and torn portions of trunks

seems to be that the bodies were hurried by torrential floods through thickets or

tree-obstructed watercourses before they reached the lakes in which they finally

rested. Accompanying stones in rapid motion may account for .some of the bone-
fragments.

2. The Fayum Depression : A Preliminary Notice of the Geology of a
District in Ec/ypt containing a New Pald'ogene. Vertebrate Fauna.
By Hugh J. L. Beadnkll, F.G.S., F.R.G.S., of the Geological Survey
of Egypt.

The Fayum is a large circular depression iu the Libyan De.sert, some fifty

miles .south-west of Cairo. The lower part—an area of some 1,.500 square
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kilometres—is occupied by a large lake, the Birket el Qurun, and an inliabited

cultivated district, irrigated by a canal, entering the depression from the Nile

Valley. This central part is surrounded by an arid desert, rising by a series of

escarpments to varying heights, those on the north side attaining an elevation of

400 metres above the lowest part of the depression. The depression is cut out in

rocks of Eocene and Oligocene age, but within the hollow still younger deposits,

of Pliocene and Post-Pliocene date, are found.

The lowest beds exposed in the depression are the clays, marls, and limestones

with Nummulites r/ixhensis of Middle Eocene age. These are succeeded by a

group of marly limestones and gypseous clays which largely underlie the

cultivated alluvium of the Fayum. The latter are followed by a series consisting

of clays, sandstones, and calcareous grits, some beds of which are characterised

by the 'abundance of Operculina and small nummulites. This last group is

followed by the uppermost Eocene marine beds, an alternating series of clays,

sandstones, and limestones, the ' Carolia beds" (equivalent to the upper

Mokattam' of Cairo), characterised by an abundant invertebrate and vertebrate

fauna.

Above the Carolia beds, and well marked off from thein both litliologically

and palffiontologically, is found a great thickness of variegated iluvio-marine

sands, sandstones, clays, and marls, divided near the summit by one or mora

intercalated lava sheets.

The beds above the basalt are certainly of Oligocene age, and probably a large

part of those below ; but the basal beds appear to represent the Upper Eocene,

there beino' evidently a perfectly gradual transition from Eo2ene to Oligocene in

this area.

Durino- a survey of the area in 189S the author found that certain strata or the

series were veritable ' bone beds,' being crowded in places with the remains of

crocodiles, ribs of cetaceans, fish bones, and coprolites.

In May 1901 he returned to the district with the special object of re-examining

and more carefully searching the most promising beds, and on this expedition

he was accompanied by Dr. C. W. Andrews, of the British Museutn (Natural

History). On their return journey to Cairo they were most fortunate in crossing

the Eocene escarpments at' a point where a considerable number of marine and

terrestrial vertebrate remains lay exposed on the surface of the bone beds, and a

fortnight's careful work resultedin an unique collection of entirely new mammals

and reptiles.

A preliminary description of the most interesting of these is now being

published by Dr. 'Andrews in the ' Geological Magazine,' and Capt. Lyons intends

to issue as soon as possible a complete survey memoir on the district by the

author, with a description of the vertebrate remains by Dr. Andrews.

3. Report on the Movements of Underground Waters of N.W. Yorkshire.

See Reports, p. .3-37.

4. On the Physical History of the Norwegian Fjords.

By Professor Edward Hull, M.A., LL.D.,^F.B.S'., F.O.S.

That the Norwegian fjords were originally river-valleys is a statement which

scarcely admits of controversy. In their form, outline, and topographical position

they are simply prolongations of the valleys which descend into the sea partly

submerged ; and if the land were still further submerged, as it once was to the extent

of 200 metres according to Andr. M. Hansen, the fjords would be prolonged

beyond their present inland limits without much variation of form.

The process of valley erosion by rain and river action is nowhere in Europe

more admirably exemplified than in Western Norway, and the process may be

supposed to have been in operation in the early formation of the fjord clianneb
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themselves before the epoch of suhmergence. But when we come to examine the
form of the channels, as shown by the soundings marked on the Admiralty-
charts, we find ourselves confronted by the remarkable fact that the beds of
the channels descend to very great depths, far exceeding those of the outlets

where the fjords open out upon the floor of the North Sea. Now as river vallevs

must necessarily increase in depth from their sources to their outlets, we are here
brought face to face with a physical problem which apparently is inconsistent

with our view of the original character of these channels as stated abov'e. To
the solution of this problem we must now shortly apply ourselves.

2. Generalform of the fjord-beds.—The numerous soundings laid down on the
Admiralty charts of 1865 and 1886 enable us to determine with accuracy the form
of the submerged portions of the fjords. Using these soundings, and by their aid
laying down the isobathic contours, we arrive at results sufficiently remarkable.
In the case of the Hardanger, the Feris, the Sogne, the Nord, the Vartdals, and
the Stor Fjords with their branches we find that shortly after passing the entrance
from the outer sea and the chain of islands which fringes the coast of the mainland
they rapidly descend to great depths, which are continuous for long distances
inland, and then gradually become shallower toward the upper limits, where thev
pass into river valleys characterised by terminal moraines of ancient glaciers, or
old sea terraces. In carrying out the mapping of the contours the author has
adopted the following soundings :

—

(1) Those of the 100-fathom contour (600 feet).

(2) „ ,. 200 „ „ (1,200 feet).

(3) „ „ 400 „ „ (2,400 feet).

W „ „ liOO „ „ (3,600 feet),

The floor of the Sogne Fjord descends to even greater depths than the
last of these, viz , 661 fathoms (3,966 feet), which is reached in the case
of the Sogne Fjord at a distance of about 25 miles from the entrance. At the
entrance the depth seldom exceeds 100 fathoms (600 feet), and is generally less

;

but once the deep water is reached there is little change of level for long distances.
As regards the cross-section of the principal fjords a glance at the charts shows
that they retain the form of narrow channels with little variation in breadth,
receiving tributaries on either hand and bounded by steep or precipitous walls of
rock, as in the case of the valleys, of which they are only prolongations under the
surface of the sea.

3. When endeavouring to account for the peculiar form of the fjords and the
depth of their floors over the central portions we must not forget that these old river
valleys were the channels of great glaciers during the Post-Pliocene or Glacial
period, and that glacial erosion has contributed to the deepening process. Some
Norwegian geologists, such as Hausen,i attribute to this deepening of the original
channels by glacier erosion on the one hand, and to the piHng up of enormous
masses of moraine matter at the entrance on the other, the great disparity of the
depth of the fjords at the inner and outer stages of their course. To the latter
cause the author fully assents ; but he is doubtful whether glacier erosion has
had the effect of adding many hundreds of feet to the depth of the original floor
of the valleys. But leaving this question, we have to consider a second problem :

by what means did the original rivers empty themselves into the ocean before the
Glacial period, when there was neither deepening of the floor bv glacial erosion
nor shallowing by moraine matter ? Previous to the Glacial epoch the rivers
must, in the author's view, have entered the outer ocean through channels which
cannot nov/ be clearly traced by soundings over the shallow floor of the North Sea.
Atthe same time it is certain that it was by such channels that they reached their
ultimate destination in the Arctic Ocean, because rivers as they flow seawards must
necessarily descend to lower levels. This being so, it follows that the channels
do actually exist, though they may not be traceable by the soundings over the flow

' Xunvny, edited by Dr. Sten Konow and Karl Fischer, May 1900. Translated
by J. C. Christie, Miss Muii', and others.

1901. X X
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of the comparatively sliallow Nortli Sea, aucl we have to consider why it is

that they are untraceable.

The cause appears to he closely connected with the suhsequent submergence in

later or Post-Glacial times, as indicated by the raised beaches and terraces.'

During- this epoch the glaciers had only partially disappeared or receded from the

lower valleys. Great quantities of mud, saud, gravel, aud boulders would be

carried down by the streams and distributed by floating ice over the sea-bed.

By such material the whole floor of the North Sea has been overspread to

unknown depths, and owing to the agency of tides and currents would have been

swept into the deep channels of the pre-existing rivers. The author is convinced

that were it possible to strip the floor of the North Sea of its sedimentary cover-

ing these channels would be found traversing the floor of the continental platform,

aud ultimately opening out by canon-like channels on the floor of the Arctic Ocean.

The phenomena here observed, or inferred, have their representatives along the

coasts of the British Isles and Western Europe. In both cases there is the

shallow continental platform, terminating in a deep aud rapid descent to the

floor of the abyssal ocean, and traversed by channels of ancieut rivers traceable

by the soundings in the case of Western Europe, or inferential in the case of

Western Scandinavia. In a few cases these channels are for short distances

clearly indicated on the charts, as, for example, in the case of the BredsundDybet,

which is a prolongation of the Stor Fjord out to sea, between the islands of Godo

and Harejdo in lat. 62'' 30', with a general depth of 100 fathoms below the

adjoining floor of the sea ; and there are a few other similar cases.

Outline of the physical history of the fjords.—As connected with the past

history of the Norwegian Ijords the following appear to be the most important

stages :

—

1st (Earliest) Period.—Continental conditions; Archfean rocks; river

erosion begins.

:2ud Period.—-Partial submergence in early Silurian times.

;3rd Period.—Elevation of land during Mesozoic aud Tertiary periods; farther

deepening of river channels.

4th Period.— Quateruary. Early Glacial ; great elevation of land and

ultimate extension of snowflelds and glaciers. Ice filling the valleys and moving

out to sea.

5th Period.

—

Quaternary. Post-Glacial ; subsidence and partial submergence

of land ; retreat of the glaciers. Icebergs and I'afts covering the adjoining sea.

Amelioration of climate.

6th Period.

—

Recent. He-elevation to apprcximately present position with

regard to the outer oceau. Formation of raised beaches (strand linien).

The paper concluded witli a comparison between the above physical features

as they occur in Norway with those of Scotland.

5. On the Origin of the Gravel-flats of Surrey and Berkshire.

-

By Horace W. MoncIcton, F.L.S., V.P.G.S.

On the south of the Thames flat expanses of gravel are largely developed.

They lie at various levels from 600 feet O.D. at Ctesar's Camp, Aldershot, down
to almost sea-level in the Thames valley uear London.

The oravel is of variable thickness
;
jierhaps 15 feet is about the average.

There are similar gravel-flats north of the Thames, but there drift questions

are complicated by the presence of glacial beds.

' According to Professor Eeusch the terraces with marine shells reach an eleva-

tion of about 200 metres (620 feet) in the Trondheim district; but the author

during a recent visit was unable to observe any higher than 250 feet south of this

position.
- Published in full in the Geological Magazine, December 4, vol. viii. November

1901.
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The author siigfrests

—

1. That tlie gravels are river gfavela formed since the country last rose above

the sea

;

2. That the process of elevation was not continuous, hut that short periotls of

rapid movement were separated by long periods of repose
;

3. That the gravel-flats are the work of the rivers during the periods of

repose

;

4. That the earth-movements did not afl'ect the whole area uniformly, and that

local depressions occurred.

In support of these conclusions the author refers to the step-terraces so common
in the fjords and to the old coast-plain and shore-lines which occur above and

below the present sea-level on the Norwegian coast.

As evidence of local depression, he refers to the deep channel of Drift in the

valley of the Cam, described by Mr. W. AVhitaker,' and to the great thickness of

the Corbicula Jtuminalis bed at Crayford.

G. On the Occurrence of Dionte associated with (rranite at Assotcail,

Upper Eyijpt. By Alexander Somervail.

Immediately below the front of the Cataract Hotel there ia exposed an
interesting section of the reddish granite of the neighbourhood. It is notable for

a mass of dark diorite, which seems to cut it as a vein or dyke, running in an
E.N.E. and W.S.W. direction.

The breadth of this dyke-like mass is variable, but on an average it is about
three feet Avide.

The walls of both are as a rule sharply defined, without any apparent passage
of the one into the other, although at some portions of the margin of the diorite

there are a few red crystals of the felspar of the bounding granite.

There are, however, about the central portion of the diorite, crossing it at

right angles, two small veins of the reddish granite of the parent mass. One of

these is only about quarter of an inch wide, and the other about two inches in

width.

These two veins are both in colour, and also in composition, exactl)- the same
as the mother rock ; and are not continued into the parent mass as distinct veins,

but are essentially a part of the granite itself.

The author did not enter upon any theory of explanation, but it is, he tliinks,

obvious that the granite and diorite are not separated from each other by any
great diti'erence of age.

7. Kote on some Ilornhlende Porphyrites of Victoria (Australia).

By James Stirling, Government Geologist of Victoria.

The existence of auriferous quartz veins associated with a class of eruptive'

rocks, which are intrusive to the Upper Silurian formation (shales, sandstones,

conglomerates, and limestones) of Victoria has long been known. The frequent
occurrence of hornblende in this class of rock has led to the use of the term
diorite for most of the dykes, although marked differences in mineral composi-
tion and structure were frequently observed. During a recent geological and
underground survey of the Walhalla Goldtield, where the dykes were classed as
diorites, 1 caused a number of samples of the dykes to be selected and sliced for

petrographic investigation, with the result that many of the intrusive rocks were'
found to belong to several diiierent classes, in which hornblende was either
wholly absent or but sparingly represented, being replaced by mica-forming mica-
feloites, ifcc. This iaquiry led to a closer examination of the well-knowu Wood's-

Quart. Journ, Geol. Soc, vol. xlvi. p. 333.

xx;
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Point diorites, in wlaicli hornblende is notably present, with tbe result stated

in the accompanying petrographic note. It is intended to continue the systematic

investigation of all the Victorian so-called diorites, particularly those with which
auriferous quartz veins are associated.

In this investigation I shall have the valuable co-operation of Mr. F. P,

Menuell, an Australian student at the Royal School of Mines, London.
The following brief description is intended as a preliminary note :

—

Wood's Point, "Victoria.

Slide 277.—This slice was cut from a dark coloured, even-grained rock of

granitic aspect. The specific gravity is high (2'9). Black hornblende is the most
conspicuous constituent; ilmenite and pyrites can also be recognised by their

characteristic colour and lustre. Under the microscope the rock does not show
that simplicity of structure which might be inferred from its appearance in hand
specimens. Hornblende is still the mineral which gives a distinctive character to

the rock ; but the whitish material with which it is associated, though much
decomposed, is at once seen to be of a complex nature.

Constituent Minerals: Hornblende.—This mineral occurs in large granules,

often showing crystal faces, though the outline is frequently too indefinite for the

form to be determined with precision. The prismatic cleavage is generally well

marked, though some crystals show irregular cracks. The colour is in mort cases

brown, though some of the crystals are of a greenish tinge, and a few are quite

colourless. The coloured varieties exhibit strong pleochroism (fairly deep brown
to almost colourless). Sections showing only one set of cleavage traces give a

maximum extinction angle of 20°.

Felspar.—The predominant felspar is evidently plagioclase, though owing to

its decomposed state and the absence of twin lamellation or cleavage traces it is

difficult to assign it with certainty to its proper position in the albite-anorthite

series. It seems, however, to be a basic oligoclase, and it is notable that in one

or two instances it presents crystal faces to the hornblende. Orthoclase is also

present, chiefly intergrown in crystallographic relation with quartz, forming

micropegmatitic patches, which give to portions of the rock very much the

appearance of a granophyre.

Quartz occurs almost entirely in micrographic intergrowth with the orthoclase

as sliarply defined skeleton crystals, often triangular in outline. It is thus of

prior consolidation to the felspar with which it is associated, and in thin section

is the more distinct from its being entirely unaflected by the agencies which have
rendered the felspar almost opaque.

Ilmenite is abundant in irregular grains and skeleton crystals, and is, no
doubt, the source of the black ' titaniferous ironsand ' which is so plentiful in the

locality. Its outline, lustre, and characteristic alteration atibrd a ready means of

identification.

Sphene, of the white variety known as leucoxene, has been abundantly pro-

duced by the decomposition of the ilmenite. It does not form definite crystals,

but it serves to bring out the internal structure of the ilmenite in a most striking

manner, owing to the way in which decomposition has proceeded along the lines

of least resistance, related to the crystalline form (hexagonal) of the original

mineral.

Other accessories are pyrites and apatite, neither of which is plentiful. The
former is easily recognised by its pale brassy colour, as seen by reflected light.

The apatite forms slender prisms, longitudinal sections showing the cross-fracture,

while transverse ones show the characteristic six-sided form. A colourless

mineral with the roughened appearance characteristic of a high refractive inde.Y

also occurs as a decomposition product of the hornblende. It is almost isotropic,

and may be referred to the chlorite group.
Structure.—The texture and structure vary considerably in different parts of

the slice. The rock is holocrystalline, but the order of crystallisation of the
different minerals is variable and the presence of micropegmatite is distinctive.

The other minerals act very much the part of a ground mass toward the horn-
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blende, though the appearance of the rock is not strilciuo'ly porphyritic, and the
general structure is very similar to that of the less basic syenite-porphyries of the
Charnwood district in Leicestershire. It points, in fact, to a hyp-abyssal as
opposed to a plutonic origin for the rock, which might therefore be classed as a
diorite-porphyry or hornblende-porphyrite.

8. A^ote on some AntJiropods fro^n the Upper Sihirian,

By Malcolm Laurie.

9. The Cop)per-bearing Rocks of South Australia. By F. P Mennell.

The copper ores of Yorke's Peninsula in South Australia were the first

metallic minerals worked on the Australian continent. They occur in rocks of
Arcbtean ago, which at Moonta and Wallaroo have been subjected to crushing
and shearing to such an extent that they present few traces of their original

structures, except in the case of a diorite at "Wallaroo, which is of a typically
plutonic character. Most of the rocks are mylonites, and in some instances have
been reduced to a compact flinty type, in which none of the minerals can be
recognised with certainty. Where the original constituents have survived they
are of a fragmentary character ; oligoclase seems to have best resisted the crushing,
and orthoclase occasionally remains inlenticles ; but the brittle quartz has invari-
ably been reduced to powder. The economic aspect of the examination is of
considerable importance, for the mines have several times been shut down when
the ore has thinned out owing to doubts as to its permanence. From the
character of the rocks it is, howeA"er, obvious that they occur in a true ' fissure

lode,' and no doubts need be felt as to the continuance of the ore to the limit of
workable depths.

10, Report on the Excavation of the Ossiferous Caves at Uphill, near
Weston-sup)er-Mare.—See Reports, p. 352,
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Section D—ZOOLOGY.

Pbi5sit)T)Nt ov the Sectiox,—Professor J. COSSAR EWAHT, ]\[.D,, F.K.S,

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2.

The President delivered the following Address

:

Tlie Experimental Study of Vcoriation.

The study of variation may be said to consist (1) in noting and classifying tlie

differences between parents and their offspring; and (2) in determining by obser-

vation and experiment the causes of these differences, especially wliy only some of

them are transmitted to future generations. The facts of variation having been

dealt with at considerable length in a recent work by Mr. Bateson, I shall discuss

chiefly the causes of variation.

Though for untold ages parents have doulitless observed differences in the form

and temperament of their children, and though breeders have long noted unlooked-

for traits in their flocks and herds, the systematic study of variation is of very

recent date. This is not surprising, for, while the belief in the immutability of

species prevailed, there was no special incentive either to collect the facts or

inquire into the causes of variation ; and since the appearance in 1859 of the
' Origiii of Species,' biologists have been mainly occupied in discussing the theory

of natural selection. Now that discussions as to the nature and origin of species no
longer occupy the chief attention of biologists, variability—the fountain and origin

of progi'essive development—is likely to receive an ever-increasing amount of notice.

Strange as it may appear, naturalists at the end of the eighteenth century con-

cerned themselves more with the causes of variation than their successors at the

end of the nineteenth. Buffon, who discus.sed at some length nearly all the

great problems that interest naturalists to-day, after considering variation arrived

at the conclusion that it was due to the direct action of the environment, and
even invented a theory (strangely like Darwin's theory of pangenesis), to explain

how somatic were converted into germinal variations. Erasmus Darwin and
Lamarck also had views as to the causes of variation. Erasmus Darwin believed

variability resulted from the efforts of the individual, new structures being

gradually evolved by organisms constantly endeavouring to adapt themselves

to their surroundings. Lamarck about the same time endeavoured to jjrove that

changes in the environment produced new needs, which in turn led to the forma-

tion of new organs and the modification of old ones, use being especially potent in

perfecting the new, disuse in suppressing the old. Both Erasmus Darwin and
Lamarck, without attempting, or apparently even seeing the need of, any sucli

explanation as pangenesis otlered, assumed that definite acquired modifications

were transmitted to the offspring, and they both further assumed that variations

occurred not in many but in a single definite direction ; hence they had no need

to postulate selection. The speculations of Erasmus Darwin and Lamarck having
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had little influence, it fell to Charles Danviii to ooustriict new and more lasting

foundations for the evolution theory.

Charles Darwin, clearly realising tliat variation occurs in many different

directions, arrived at the far-reaching conclusion that the- best adapted varieties

are selected by the environment, and thus have a chance of giving- rise to new
species. Tliough impressed with the paramount importance of selection, Charles

Darwin realised that ' its action absolutely depends on what we in our ignorance

call spontaneous or accidental variation." ' Darwin, however, concerned himself

to the last more with selection than with variation, doubtless because he believed

variability sinks to a quite subordinate position when compared with natural

selection. As variations stand in very much the same relation to selection as

bricks and other formed material stand to the builder, Darwin was perhaps
justified in rating so highly the importance of the principle with which his name
will ever be intimately associated. Though Darwin considered variability of

secondary importance, it may be noted that he did more than any other naturalist

to collect the facts of variation, and he, moreover, considered at some length the

causes of variation. He regarded with most favour the view ' that variations of

all kinds and degrees are directly or indirectly caused by the conditions of life

to which each being or more especial^ its ancestors have been exposed.' - Of all

the causes which induce variability, he believed excess of food was probably the

most powerful.^ In addition to variations which arise spontaneously in obedience

to fixed and immutable laws Darwin believed with Bufibn that variations were
produced by the direct action of the environment, and with Lamarck by the use

and disuse of parts ; and he accounted for the inheritance of such variations by bis

theory of pangenesis. Darwin seems always to have regarded the direct action of

the environment and use and disuse as, at the most, subsidiary causes of variation ;

but Mr. Herbert Spencer and his followers regard ' use-inheritance ' as an all-

important factor in evolution ; while Cope and his followers in America, by a

mixture of ' use-inheritance '(Kinetogeneis) and Lamarck's neck-stretching theory
(ArchDesthetism), apparently see their way to account for the evolution of animals
with but little help from natural selection.

Professor Weismann and others, however, have recently given strong reasons

for the belief that all variation is the result of changes in the germ-plasm ultimately

due to external stimuli, the environment acting directly on unicellular, indirectly

on multicellular organism. It is convenient to speak of biologists who believe

with Mr. Herbert Spencer in the law of use and disuse (use-inheritance) as Neo-
jjamarckians, and of those who with Weismann refuse to accept the doctrine of
the transmission of definite acquired characters, and in the case of multicellular

organisms the direct influence of the environment as a cause of variation, as Neo-
Darwinians. In discussing variability I sluill assume that all variations are

transmitted by the germ-cells ; that the primary cause of variation is always the
effect of external influences, such as food, temperature, moisture, &c. ; and that
'the origin of a variation is eqiially independent of selection and amphimixis,'

'

amphimixis being simply the means by which effect is given to differences

inherited, and to the differences acquired by the germ-cells during their growth
and maturation.

Theoretically the offspring should be an equal blend of the parents and
(because of the tendency to reversion) of their respective ancestors. In as far

as the offspring depart either in an old or in a new direction from this ideal

intermediate condition they may be said to have undergoue variation. The
more obvious variations consist of a difference in form, size, and colour, in the rate

of growth, in the period at which maturity is reached, in the fertility, in the power
withstand disease and changes in the surroundings, of differences in temperament

' Aniiiiali and Plants, vol. ii. p. 20G.
- Hid., vol. ii. p. 240. Elsewhere he says we are ' driven to the conclusion

that in most cases the conditions of lite play a subordinate part in causing any
particular modilication.'

' Ihid., vol. ii. p. 283.
* Wpismann, The Germ-PUntin. \). 4.31,
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and instincts, and in the aptitude to learn. In the members of a human family
there may be great dissimilarity, and the dissimilarity may be even greater in the
members of a single brood or litter of domestic animals, especially if the parents
belong to slightly different breeds.

Frequently some of the offspring closely resemble the immediate ancestors,

"while others suggest one or more of the remote ancestors, are nearly inter-

mediate between the parents, or present quite new characters. Similarly

seedlings from the same capsule often difler. Can we by way of accounting
for these differences only with Darwin say that variations are due to fixed and
immutable laws, or at the most subscribe to the assertion of Weismann, that

they are 'due to the constant recurrence of slight inequalities of nutrition

of the germ-plasm'?^ Weismann accounts for ordinary variation by saying
that the reduction of the germ-plasm during the maturation of the germ-cells

is qualitative as well as quantitative, i.e., that the germ-plasm retained in

the ovum to form the female pro-nucleus is different from the germ-plasm dis-

charged in the second polar body. He accounts for discontinuous variation and
' sports ' by ' the permanent action of uniform changes in nutrition.' ^ These
uniform changes in nutrition, by modifying in a constant direction susceptible

groups of germ-units (determinants), after a time giving rise to new, it may be
pronounced variation. Must we rest satisfied with these assumptions, or is it

possible to account for some of the variability met with by, say, differences in the
maturity of the parents or of the germ-cells, by the germ-cells having been
influenced by interbreeding or intercrossing, or by the soma in which they are

lodged having been invigorated by a change of food, or habitat, or deteriorated by
unfavourable surroundings or disease ? In other Avords are there valid reasons

for believing that the germ-cella are extremely sensitive to changes in their

immediate environment, i.e., to modifications of the body, or soma containing
them, and that the characters of the offspring depend to a considerable extent on
whether the germ-cells have recently undergone rejuvenescence ?

Obviously, if the offspring, other things being equal, vary with the age of the
parents, the ripeness of the germ-cells and with the bodily welfare, the qualitative

division of the nucleus on which Weismann so much relies as an explanation of
ordinary variation will prove inadequate.

Is Age a Cause of Variation?

During the course ofmy experiments on Variation I endeavoured to find an answer
to the question, ' la Age a Cause of Variation ? ' During development and while
nearly all the available nourishment is required for building up the organs and
tissues of the body, the germ-cells remain in a state of quiescence. Sooner or

later, however, they begin to mature, and eventually in most cases escape from the
germ-glands. I find the first germ-cells ripened often prove infertile. "When,
e.g., pigeons from the same nest are isolated and allowed to breed as soon as

mature, they seldom hatch out birds from the first pair of eggs, and though
quite vigorous in appearance they may only hatch a single bird from the second
pair of eggs. The same result generally follows mating very young but quite

tmrelated pigeons ; but when a young hen bird is mated with a vigorous, well-

matured male, or a young male is mated with a vigorous, well-matured female,

the eggs generally prove fertile from the first. The germ-cells are, as far as ca.n

be determined, structurally perfect from the outset ; and that they only fail in

vigour is practically proved by the fact that, though the conjugation of germ-cells
from two young birds leads to nothing, the conjugation of germ-cells from quite
young birds with germ-cells from mature birds generally at once results in
offspring.

The following experiments indicate how age may prove a cause of variation.

Last autumn I received from Islay two young male blue-rock pigeons which,
though bred in captivity, were believed to be as pure as the wild birds of the
Islay caves. In February last one of the young blue-rocks, while still immature,

' Germ-Plasm, . 431,
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was placed witli an inbred white fantai], the other with an extremely vigorous well-
matured black barb. In course of time a pure-white bird was reared by the white
fantail, and two dark birds by the black barb. Owing probably to the fantail being
inbi-ed and the blue-rock being still barely mature, the young white bird died soon
after leaving the nest. No birds were hatched from the second and third pairs of eggs

laid by the fantail, but from the fourth pair two birds were hatched which are now
nearly full-grown. These young birds are of a darker shade of blue, and look

larger and more vigorous than their blue-rock sire. As in the Indian variety of

the blue-rock pigeon the croup is blue, and, as in some of the Eastern blue-rocks,

the wings are slightly chequered. They, however, only essentially difter from their

sire in having four extra feathers in the tail. The first pair of birds hatched by
the black barb when they reached maturity early iu August might have passed
for young barbs with somewhat long beaks. Since the first pair were hatched in

March the blue-rock and black barb have reared six other birds. One of the second
brood closely resembles the first birds liatched ; the other is of a greyish

colour, witli slightly mottled wings, a long beak, and a tail bar. The
birds of the third nest are both of a greyish colom*, but have indis-

tinct wing bars as well as a tail bar. Of the fourth pair of young one
is greyish like the birds of the third nest, the other is of a darlc blue colour with
slightly chequered wings, and a head, beak, and bars as in its blue-rock sire. The
gradual change from black to dark blue in the blue-rock barb crosses is very
remarkable. I can only account for the almost mathematical regularity of the
change by supposing it has kept pace with a gradual increase in the vigour or

prepotency in the young blue-rock. Eventually the offspring of the blue-rock

mated to the black barb, like the offspring of its brother with the white fantail,

may be of a slaty blue colour, and otherwise resemble a wild blue-rock pigeon. Many
breeders would explain the oti'spring taking more and more after the sire by the
doctrine of Saturation—a doctrine that finds much favour amongst breeders—but
as identical results were obtained when young females were mated with well-

matured males the saturation explanation falls to the ground.
Like results were obtained by breeding young grey quarter-wild rabbits with

fin old white Angora buck : the first young were white, the subsequent young
were white, grey, and bluish grey. From these results it follows that, when old

and young but slightly different members of a variety or species are mated a
wonderfully perfect series of intermediate forms is likely to be produced. Amongst
wild animals the young males rarely have a chance of breeding with the young
females ; hence amongst wild animals, owing to age being a cause of variation, a
considerable amount of material is doubtless constantly provided for selection,

thus aff'ording a variety an additional chance of adapting itself to slight

fluctuations in the environment,
In the results obtained by crossing mature, vigorous, and, in some cases, inbred

males with barely mature females an explanation may be found why in some
families the same features have persisted almost unaltered for many generations

;

why in his features the squire of to-day sometimes exactly reproduces the lines of
his ancestors, as seen in portraits and monumental brasses. It should, however,
be borne in mind that highly prepotent forms are capable from the first of so

completely controlling the development that they transmit their peculiar traits to

all their off"spring.

Is Ripeness of the Germ-Cells a Cause of Variation ?

While difl^erence in age may sometimes account for the earlier broods and
litters resembling one of the parents, it fails to account for the very pronounced
variation often found in a single brood or litter, and for much of the dissimilarity

between members of the same human family. When a sinffle fertilised germ-cell,
as occasionally happens, gives rise to twins, they are always identical ; hence it

may be assumed differences in members of the same fiimily have their source
in difl'erences in the germ-cells from which they spring. If the offspring vary
with the maturity of the soma it may also vary with the maturity of the germ-
cells, or at leart with their condition at the moruent of conjugation.
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Some years ago Mr. H. M. Vernon, when hybridisin» ecbinoderms, discovered

that ' the chai'acterisics of the hybrid offspring depend directly on the relative

degrees of maturity of the sexual products.' ^ Mr. Vernon found subsequently

that over-ripe (stale) ova fertilised with fresh sperms gave very different results

from fresh ova fertilised with over-ripe (stale) sperms, from which he inferred

that over-ripeness (staleness) is a very potent cause of variation.
'-'

I find that if a well-matured rabbit doe is prematui-ely {i.e., some time before

ovulation is due) mat^d with a buck of a diftereut strain, the young take after the

sire; when the fertilisation takes place at the usual time, some of the young-

resemble the buck, some the doe, while some presimt new characters or reproduce

more or less accurately one or more of the ancestors. AVheu, however, the

mating is delaj^ed for about thirty hours beyond the normal time, all the young,
as a rule, resemble the doe. It may hence be inferred that in mammals, as

in echinoderms, the characters of the offspring are related to tlie condition of

the germ-cells at the moment of conjugation, the offspring resulting from the

union of equally ripe germ-cells differing from the offspring developed from the

conjugation of ripe and unripe germ-cells, and still more from the union of fresli

and over-ripe germ-cells. This conclusion may be said to be in harmony with
the view expressed by Darwin, that the causes which induce variability probably

act ' on the sex elements before impregnation has been effected.' ^ The results

already obtained, though far from answering the question why theie is often

great dissimilarity between members of the same family, may lead to further

experiment, and especially to more complete records being kept by breeders. It

is unnecessary to point out what a gain it would be were breeders able to

regulate, even to a small extent, the characters of the offspring.

Is the Condition of the Soma a Cmise of Variation 1

There is a considerable amount of evidence in support of the view that

changes in any part of the body or soma which affect the general welfare

influence the germ-cells. This is but what might be expected if the soma in

the metazoa is to the germ-cells what the immediate surroundings are to the

protozoa. The soma from the first forms a convenient nidus for the germ-cells,

and, wlien .sufficiently old and sufficiently nourished, it provides the stimuli by
which the ripening (maturing) of the germ-cells is effected. If in the case of

the protozoa variation is due to the direct action of the environment, it may
be inferred that in the metazoa variations of the germ-cells result from the
direct action of the soma, i.e., from the direct action on the germ-cells of their

immediate environment. This, however, is quite a different thing from saying
that definite .somatic variations are incorporated in the germ-cells (converted into

germinal variations) and transmitted to the offspring.

It may first be asked, Does disease, in as far as it reduces the general vigour or

interferes with the nutrition of the germ-cells, act as a cause of variation ? 1

recently received a number of blue-roclc pigeons from India infected with a blood
parasite (Halteridium) not unlike the organism now so generally associated with
malaria. In some pigeons the parasites were very few in number, in others they
were extremely numerous. The eggs of a pair of these Indian birds with
numerous parasites in the blood proved infertile. Eggs from a hen bird with
numerous parasites fertilised by a male with few parasites proved fertile, but the
young died before ready to leave the nest. An old male Indian bird, however,
with comparatively few parasites, mated with a mature half-bred English turbit

produced a single bird. The half-bred turbit has reddish wings and shoulders, but
is otherwise white. The young bird by the Indian blue-rock is of a reddish
colour nearly all over, but in make not unlike the cross-bred turbit lieu.

Some time before the second pair of eggs were laid, the parasites had com-
pletely disappeared from the Indian bird, and he looked as if he had quife

' Proceedings Royal Society, vol. Ixiii. May 189S.
' Ihid., vol. Ixv. November 1899.
' AnimaU and Plants, vol. ii. p. 259.
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recovered from bis loncj journey as well as from the fever. In due time a pair

of young were hatched from the second eggs, and as they approached maturity

it became more and more evident that they would eventually present all the

distinctive points of the wild-rock pigeon.^ The striking difference between the

first bird reared and the birds of the second nest might, however, be due not to

the malaria parasites but to the change of habitat.

Against this view, however, is the fact that another Indian bird infected to

about the same extent as the mate of the half-bred red turbit counted for litth>

when mated with a second half-bred turbit; while two Indian birds in which

extremely few parasites were found at once produced blue-rook-like birds when
bred—one with a fantail, the other with a tumbler.

Another possible explanation of the difference between the bird of the first

and the birds of the second nest, is that the germ-cells Avere for a time in-

fected by the minute protozoan Ilalteridium in very much the same way as

the germ-cells of ticks are infected by the parasite of Texas fever. But of

this there is no evidence, for even in the halt-grown birds hatched by the pure-

bred malarious Indian rocks the most careful examination failed to detect any

parasites iu the blood. lu all probability Ilalteridium can only be conveyed from

one pigeon to another by Culex or some other gnat.

These results with pigeons suffering from malaria seem to indicate that the

germ-cells are liable to be influenced by fevers and other forms of disease that for

the time being diminish the vitality of the parents. Further experiments may
show that the germ-cells are influenced in different ways by different diseases.

Sometimes the germ-cells suffer from the direct action of their immediate

environment, from disturbance in or around the germ-glands. If, for example,

inflammation by the ducts or other channels reaches the germ-glands, the vitality

of the germ-cells may be considerably diminished ; if serious or prolonged, the

germ-cells may be as effectively sterilised as are the bacteria of milk by boiling.

In 1900 two mares produced foals to a bay Arab which had previously suffered

from a somewhat serious illness involving the gei-m-glands. These foals in no

way suggest their sire. This year I have three foals by the same Arab after he

had quite recovered : one promises to be the image of his sire, and the other two
are decidedly Arab-like both in make and action.

While tiie germ-cells are liable to suffer when the soma is the subject of

disease, there is no evidence that they are capable of being so influenced that they

transmit definite or particular modifications (unless directly infected with bacteria

or other minute organisms) ; that, c.^., the germ-cells of gouty subjects necessarily'

give rise to gouty offspring. Doubtless if the germ-cells, because of their

unfavourable immediate snrroimdings, suffer in vigour or vitality, the oflTspring

derived from them are likely to be less vigorous, and hence more likely than

their immediate ancestors to suffer from gout and other diseases.

It would be an easy matter to give instances of the offspring varying with the

condition or fitness of the parents ; but it will suffice if, before discussing inter-

cros.sing, I refer to the influence of change of habitat.

7.S Chanye of Habitat a Cause of Variation ?

It has long been recognised that a change of surroundings may profoundly

influence the reproductive system, in some cases increasing the fertility, in others

leading to complete sterility. Exotic plants, sterile it may be at first, often

become extremely fertile, and when thoroughly established give rise to new
varieties. In the case of mares obtained from Iceland and the south of England
sometimes a year trapses before they breed. An Arab-Kathiawar pony which
arrived during April from India, proved during the first three months quite sterile,

owing, I believe, to loss of vigour on the part of the germ-cells, their vitality

being only about one-tenth that of a home-bred hackney pony. But the fertility is

apparently greatly impaired by even comparatively slight changes of environment.
Lions which breed freely in Dublin seem to be sterile in London, and I heard
recently that when bulls are changed from one district to another in the north of

' In these young birds the breast and some of the wing feathers are imperfect.

Fanciers regard this condition of the feathers as evidence of constitutional weakness.
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Ireland the immediate result may be complete sterility. The tendency ofsome exotic

plants to ' sport ' after tliey become acclimatised is doubtless due to tbe fact that

their new habitat is uniisually favourable, their general vigour—so essential for

new developments—is increased, and, probably because certain groups of germ
units are constantly stimulated by the new food available, they give rise abruptly

or gradually to new and it may be unexpected characters. No one doubts that

the bodily vigour is liable to be impaired by fevers and other diseases, by changes

in the habitat, unsuitable food, rapid and unseasonable changes of temperature,

and the like ; hence it will not be surprising if further investigations prove that

changes in the soma, beneficial as well as injurious, are reflected in the germ-cells,

and thus indirectly induce variation. Moreover there are excellent reasons for

believing that the germ-cells are influenced by seasonable changes, such as moult-

ing in birds and changing the coat in mammals. In the case of pigeons, e.g., the

young bred in early summer are, other things being equal, larger and more
vigorous, and mature more rapidly, than birds hatched in the late summer or

autumn. But however sensitive the germ-cells may be to the changes of their

immediate environment, i.e., the soma or body in which they are lodged, there is

no evidence whatever that (as Buffon asserted and Darwin thought possible)

definite changes of the soma, due to the direct action of the environment, can be

imprinted on the germ-cells. By the direct action of the environment— food,

temperature, moisture, &c.—the body in whole or in part may be dwarfed,

increased, or otherwise modified ; but such changes only influence the germ-cells in

so far as they lead to modifications in their vigour and nutrition. They may
expedite or delay maturity, alter the length of the reproductive period, interfere

with the nutrition of the germ-cells, or retard the development of the embryo, but

they seem incapable of giving rise to definite structural or functional variations iu

the offspring.

Intercrossing and Interbreeding as Causes of Variation.

The belief was once common amongst naturalists that variability was wholly
due to crossing, and at the present day naturalists and breeders alike agree that

intercrossing is a potent cause of variability, and are unanimous in regarding

interbreeding as an equally potent means of checking variability. The opinion is

also general that intercrossing has a swamping influence ; that having brought

forth new forms it forthwith proceeds to destroy them. Darwin, when discussing

reversion, points out that intercrossing often speedily leads to almost complete

reversion to a long-lost ancestor, i.e., to the loss of recently acquired and the

reappearance of long-lost characters.' When, however, he comes to deal with
variability, he states that ' crossing, like any other change in the conditions of

life, seems to be an element, probably a potent one, in causing variability,' - the

offspring of the first generation being generally uniform, but those subsequentl}'

produced displaying an almost infinite diversity of character. As to the influence

of inbreeding, he says ' close interbreeding, if not carried to an injurious extreme,

far from causing variability, teuds to fix the character of each breed.'

^

These statements may be quoted in support of the very common belief that

intercrossing is both a potent cause of variation and of reversion ; that it produces

new varieties one moment and swamps them the next. Whether intercrossing

may be regarded as the immediate cause of variation or of reversion (it can hardly

be both) depends on what is implied by variation. Obviously, variation may be

either progressive or retrogressive, i.e., the offspring may differ from their parents

in having quite new characters or iu presenting ancestral characters, or in being

cliaracteriscd by traits neither new nor old, due to new combinations of characters

already recognised as belonging to the variety or species. When intercrossing

results in the restoration of old characters, we have reversion or retrogressive

variation ; when to new combinations of already existing characters like new com-
binations in a kaleidoscope, we have new variations of a non-progressive kind,

' Animals and Plants, vol. i. p. 22.

- Ibid., vol. ii. p. 254. ^ Jhid., vol. ii. p. 251.
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almost always characterised by more or less reversion ; when, liowever, inter-

crossing results in the characters of one variety being engrafted on another, or to

the appearance of characters quite new to the species, we have progressive

variation. Judging from the results I have obtained, intercrossing of two distinct

varieties results, as a rule, in the loss of the more striking- characters of both

parents, i.e., in more or less marked reversion, the extent of the loss generally

depending on the difference between the forms crossed. For example, if an owl
pigeon is crossed with a pigeon known among fanciers as an archangel, nondescript

birds are obtained, which may at once, with a white fautail, give birds almost

identical with a blue-rock—the common ancestor of all our breeds of pigeons.

Intercrossing, on the other hand, rarely leads to the blending of the unaltered charac-

ters of two or more varieties, and it never, so far as I have seen, results in the

appearance of characters absolutely new to the species. In a word, the immediate
result of intercrossing distinct varieties is, as a rule, more or less marked reversion.

But though intercrossing usually results in retrogressive variation, it is indirectly

an extremely potent cause of progressive variation. This is due to the fact (better

realised by botanists than zoologists) that cross-bred offspring (first crosses) are

(unless the parents have been enfeebled by interbreeding) endowed with an unusual

amount of vigour, i.e., intercrossing is of supreme importance, not only because it

leads to the co-mingling of germ-plasms having different tendencies, but also and
perhaps chiefly because of its rejuvenating influence. The importance of this

rejuvenation is usually at once evident if intercrossing is immediately followed by
interbreeding. The persistent interbreeding of closely related forms generally

reduces the vigour, and, as Darwin points out, 'far from causing variability, tends to

fix the character of each breed
'

;
' but the intercrossing of first crosses (or of highly

vigorous individuals closely related in either the direct or the collateral line)

without appreciably weakening the constitution, often results in offspring display-

ing, to use Darwin's words, ' an almost infinite diversity of character.' - The
epidemics of Tariation, so often the outcome of interbreeding first or at least

vigorous recently produced crosses, are apparently partly due to the union of

individuals having a similar tendency checking reversion, and partly to the

vigour acquired by recent intercrossing. This much may be inferred from the

fact, that when interbreeding is persisted in the variability dwindles as the vigour
ebbs.

Breeders agree with Darwin that first crosses are generally uniform, and that

the subsequent offspring usually vary immensely
;

yet neither breeders nor
naturalists seem to have clearly realised that interbreeding at the right moment is

the direct cause of variation, while intercrossing is, except in very rare cases, at the

most an indirect cause of variation.

It may be here said that it is impossible to over-estimate the importance of

vigour in studying variation. Without vigour no race or breed can maintain its

position ; without renewed vigour it is hardly likely to develop new characters.

The new vigour, as already explained, may be obtained by intercrossing ; but it

may also be acquired, especially in plants, by a change of surroundings accompanied
by a plentiful supply of suitable food.

With rigid selection the gradual loss of vigour may escape notice, but when
selection is suspended, rapid deterioration (from the fancier's standpoint) is the
inevitable result. If, e.cj., a number of pigeons, good specimens of a distinct

breed, are isolated and left immolested for a few years, they rapidly degenerate,

i.e., they lose their show points (be they peaks, frills, rufls, or metallic tints) and
reassume the more fixed ancestral characters. If, however, the less characteristic

birds are eliminated, and high-class birds are from time to time introduced from
another loft, the vigour and the distinctive traits are indefinitely preserved.

If the age and condition of the soma and the state of ripeness of the germ-
cells are potent factors, and especially if vigour counts for much, the difficulties of
breeders become intelligible, and the unlikeliness of intercrossing being a direct

cause of variation all the more evident. The most that can be expected from

* Animals and Plants, vol. ii. p. 251. " Ihid., vol. ii. p. 254.
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intercrossing is tlic eugraff ing on ouo breed of the cbaracters of another. Kveu this

rarely happens, and is only possible when the two breeds are somewhat allied. It

is impossible, e.g., to nnite in one individual all the points of a fantail and a pouter,

or of a fantail and a jacobin ; but given healthy, vigorous birds, the points of an

owl may be engrafted on a barb. Or to take another example, the black ears,

feet, &e., of a Himalaya rabbit may be combined with the characteristic form,

long hair, and habits of an Angora. It may be impossible to predict what will

happen when intercrossing is resorted to, but if pure-bred members of a distinct

variety are experimented with—and it is useless working with either plants or

animals of iinkuown origin—characters not already present in one of the varieties

need not be looked for.

But while interbreeding at the right moment may be a cause of progressive

variation, at other times it leads to what is perhaps best described as degeneration.

When, e.ij., very young members of the same brood or litter, or unhealthy, closely

related individuals, or quite mature and apparently vigorous but for several

generations closely related animals are interbred, the ofl'spring frequently difler

from their parents. They are often delicate and highly sensitive, and unable to

survive unless provided with highly nutritious food ; and though they mature

numerous germ-cells they rear but few offspring, and, what is still more striking,

they are sometimes either white or all but devoid of pigment. Offspring thus

characterised, especially when white or nearly white in colour, e.y., nearly white

pheasants, partridges, and woodcock, white specimens of the brown hare, white

squirrels, &c., are sometimes regarded as distinct varieties, but when the departure

from the normal colour, &c., is the result of close inbreeding, it is better to regard

it as a form of degeneration.

In the spring of 1900 I cro&.^ed a quarter-wild grey doe rabbit with a closely

inbred black-and-white buck. The young obtained varied considerably in colour:

to one of her ollspring coloured like the sire, the grey doe produced a second litter,

all but one decidedly lighter in colour than the sire. Two of the darker members
of this litter produced almost white young, and to one of them the original grey

doe has recently produced a light-coloured litter consisting of two pure-Avhite

specimens, two with only a narrow dorsal band, two fawn-coloured, and one

black. Close interbreeding with goats and pigeons yields similar results. Birds

on small remote I'acilic islands are sometimes marked with irregularly disposed

white patches. These pie-bald birds, like light-coloured ])heasants, cream-coloured

]iartridgL's. and dun-coloured rooks, may also be the victims of close inbreeding.

Tha Hvcmninwj Effects of Intercrossiwj.

The question ' Are new varieties liable to be swamped by intercrossing P ' is

perhaps the most important now pressing for an answer from biologists. V/hat

would happen, for example, if specimens of all the ditlerent breeds of cattle were

set free and left unmolested on a large area ? AVould they some centuries hence

be represented by several breeds or by one ? Many would answer this question by

saying that unless some of them in course of time were isolated by mountains,

deserts, or other physical barriers, they would eventually through intercrossing

give rise to a single breed. To this question Darwin would, I think, have given a

somewhat diffeient answer, for, while admitting ' that isolation is of considerable

importance in the production of new species,' he was, on the whole, ' inclined to

believe that largeness of area is of more importance.' ' Unfortunately Darwin
nowhere indicates how he supposed new varieties escape being swamped by inter-

crossing. His silence on this important point is difficult to explain, for during his

lifetime the influence of intercrossing in checking progress, except in one direction,

was often enough insisted on. Huxley tells us that in his earliest criticisms of the
' Origin ' ' he ventured to point out that its logical foundation was insecure so long

as experiments in selective breeding had not produced vaiieties which were more

or less infertile.' - Later Moritz AVagner and others pointed out the important

' Origin of Species, p. 10-1. ^ Life of Professor Huxley, p, 170.
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part physical isolation had played in the origin of species ; and later still Romanes
endeavoured to show how the blighting intluence of free intercrossing might he
overcome by physiological selection, Komaues, like Huxley, believing several

varieties might bo evolved in the same area if more or less mutually infertile.

Evidence of the importance of physical isolation is plentiful enough ; but neither

has experimental nor selective breeding proved that physiological isolation has
been instrumental in arresting the swamping effects of intercrossing. Hence,
according to Huxley and others, the foundation of Darwin's doctrine of natural

selection must still be regarded as insecure. Is intersterility the only possible

means by which new varieties can be saved from premature extinction, from being
destroyed belore they have a chance of proving their fitness to survive ? In other

words, are barriers as essential among wild as among domestic animals ? It does
not seem to have occurred to the biologists who so fully realised the need of isola-

tion, that the old varieties instead of swamping might be swamped by the new, and
that several varieties might sometimes be sufficiently exclusive to flourish and
eventually give rise to a like number of species in the same area. If on an island

two new varieties of sheep appeared sufficiently vigorous, or, as we say, sufficiently

prepotent, to swamp all the other varieties—as the ill-favoured lean kine did eat

up the fat ones—and yet so exclusive that their cross-bred ofispring invariably
belonged to the one new variety or the other, for their preservation fences and
other barriers would be superfluous.

Is there any evidence that by prepotency the swamping of new varieties is

sometimes checked, and that by exclusive inheritance two or more varieties, though
mutually fertile, may persist in the same area, occasionally intercrossing with each
other, but neither giving up to nor taking from each other any of their distinctive

characters ? I have in my possession a skewbald Iceland pony that produces richly

striped hybrids to a zebra, but skewbald oti'spriug the image of herself in make,
colour, and tumperament to whole-coloured bay Arab and Shetland ponies. This
pony instead of being swamped invariably swamps older breeds. A number of
prepotent skewbald ponies, wherever placed, would (especially with the help of
preferential mating) in all probability soon give rise to a distinct race such as once
existed in the East. AVhat is true of the Equidie is equally true of other groups.
Black hornless Galloway bulls are often so prepotent that their offspring with
long-horned brightly coloured Highland heifers readily pass for pure-bred Gallo-
ways. The wolf is prepotent over the dog, as the wild rabbit, rat, and mouse
are prepotent over their tame relatives. As an instance of prepotency in rabbits,

I may give the results of an interbreeding e.xperiment with a grey- doe, the grand-
daughter of a wild rabbit, and an inbred buck richly spotted like a Dalmatian
hound. Of six young in the first litter three were like the sire. To one of her
sons the grey doe next produced eight young, all richly spotted, and subsequently
to one of her spotted grandsons she produced two spotted, two white, and two grey
ofispring. Similar results are obtained with plants; hybrid orchids, e.y,, some-
times reproduce all the characters of one of the parents.

It need hardly be insisted on that if new varieties, well adapted for their

environment, are not only surticiently prepotent to escape being swamped by other
varieties, but are also, like the spotted rabbit, able to hand on the prepotency
almost unimpaired to a majoritj^ of their descendants, progressive development
along a definite line will be possible. But of even more importance than pre-
potency is what for want of a better name may be known as exclusive inheritance.

Itecently a vigorous mature Indian blue-rock pigeon mated with an inbred and
equally mature fantail, hatched and reared two birds, one exactly like a blue-rock,
but with fourteen instead of twelve tail feathers; the other characterised by all the
points of a high-class fantail, the tail feathers being thirty in number—two fewer
than in the fantail parent, but eighteen more than in the blue-rock parent. In
this case the blue-rock was the exclusive bird, the fantail having previously pro-
duced birds with only sixteen feathers in the tail when mated with an ordinary
dovecot pigeon. A still more striking example of exclusive inheritance we have
in the crow family. The carrion crow and the hooded crow are so unlike in
colour that they were long regarded as two distinct species ; now they are said to
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be two varieties of the same species. The carrion crow is black all over, but ill

the hooded crow the breast aud back are grey. These two crows cross freely (but

for this they would probably still rank as distinct species) ; but in the crossbred

young there is never any blending—they are either black or grey, usually Ijotli

varieties occurring in the same nest. Similar exclusiveness occurs amongst

mammals. When distinct varieties of cats are crossed, some of the young usually

resemble one breed, some the other, and the distinctions may persist for several

generations. A white crossed with a tabby-coloured Persian cat produced a pair

of white and a pair of tabby-coloured young ; the two white cats when interbred

also produced two white and two tabby-coloured individuals. I find cats are far

more exclusive than rabbits
;
perhaps it is partly for this reason we have so many

species and varieties of wild cats, so few species and varieties of wild rabbits.

Another very striking instance of exclusiveness we have in the Ancon or ' Otter
'

sheep common in New England at the end of the eighteenth century. This breed,

-which was characterised by short crooked legs and a long back like a turnspit dog,

descended from a ram-lamb born in Massachusetts in 1791. The offspring of this

' sport ' were never intermediate iu their characters : they were either like the

original Ancon ram or like the breeds, some thirteen in number, with which he

was mated. Frequently in the case of twins one was otter-like, the other an ordinary

lamb. More remarkable stili, the Ancou-like crosses, generation after generation,

were as exclusive as their crooked-legged ancestor.

Another familiar example of exclusiveness we have iu the peppered moth, a

dark variety of which in a few years swamped the older light variety throughout

a considerable part of England, and is now extending its range on the Continent.

It thus appears that when a new variety is sufficiently prepotent, instead of being

swamped it may actually swamp the old-established variety; and that when two
or more varieties are sufficiently exclusive they may flourish side by side, and

eventually give rise to two or more distinct species.

Prepotency may hence be said to supplement and complete the work of the

environment. The environment seems to be mainly concerned in eliminating the

unfit; whether any of the survivors persist depends not so much on their surround-

ings as on whether they are sufhcientlj' prepotent and exclusive to escape being

swamped by intercrossing. This way of accounting for progress in one or more
directions may prove as inadequate as the one suggested by isolationists, but it has

the merit of being more easily tested by experiment. It not only gets rid of the

swamping bugbear, but makes it matter of indifference whether (to quote from the

President's address at the last Oxford meeting of the Association) ' the advan-

tageously varied bridegroom at tlie one end of the wood meets the bride, who, by
a happy contingency, had been advantageously varied in the same direction, and

at the same time, at the other end of the wood.' Further, as a highly prepotent

vigorous variety can very well afford to maintain a number of budding organs, it

helps us to understand how luminous, electric, and certain other structures were

nursed up to the point when they began to count iu the struggle for existence.

Doubtful Causes of Variation.

Having indicated how maturity of the soma and of the germ-cells, and how
bodily welfare and interbreeding may act as causes of variation, and also how
swamping of the new variations may be checked, I shall now refer to certain

supposed causes of variation.

Maternal Impressions.

I may begin with the widespread belief that the offspring are capable of beiug

influenced in form, colour, and temperament by maternal impressions—the belief

we associate with the skilful shepherd who peeled wands and stuck them up before

the fulsome ewes. MuUer,' more than half a century ago, conclusively argued

against the belief iu maternal impressions, but the belief still prevails. I know of

1 Elements of Physiology, vol. ii. p. 1405.
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two atle iiaturallsts who subscribe to the maternal impression doctrine, and it is

firmly held by many breeders and by not a few physicians. A writer in a recent

number of a quarterly,' which circulates widely amongst farmers and stock-keepers,

boldly asserts that the existence of impressions which affect progeny (more espe-

cially in colour) is a settled fact. This writer supports his case by referrinpf to a
highly successful breeder of polled Angus cattle, who considered it necessary to

surround his herd ' with a tight black fence in order to keep the females from
dropping red calves because they saw the red herds of his neighbours.' Reference

is also made by this writer to the belief, common in certain parts of England, that

whitewashed byres, regardless of the colour of the parents, produce light-coloured

calves ; that the colour of foals is often more influenced by the stable companion of

the dam than by her own colour or that of the sire ; and that even the colour of

birds varies with the immediate surroundings, fowls, e.g., however carefully

penned, hatching birds resembling in colour the hens they habitually see in a
neighbouring run. If maternal impressions thus influence the offspring they must
be one of the most effective causes of variation. During the last six years I have
bred many hundreds of animals, but the nearest approach to an instance of maternal
impressions was a dark pup with a white ring half round the neck, which suggested
the white metal collar sometimes worn by his sire. But similar rings round the

legs and tail rather discredited the view that the white neck-ring was in any way
related to the sire's nickel-plated collar. Telegony was sometimes said to be due to

maternal impressions. It was doubtless for this reason that I was urged some
years ago to carefully prevent the mares used in my experiments from seeing too
much of the zebras. But though numerous foals have been bred from mares
stabled with zebras or grazing with richly striped zebra hybrids, not a particle of

evidence have I found in support of the maternal impression doctrine. The foals

have neither stripes nor upright manes, and do not even attempt to mock the

weird barking call of the zebra. Sheep and cattle, goats, rabbits, and guinea-pigs,

fowls and pigeons, have simply confirmed the results obtained with horses. This
being the case, grooms may very well omit following the practice (considered so

essential in Spain during the Middle Ages, and still often religiously observed in

England and America) of setting ' before the mares . . . the most goodly beasts
'

by way of hinting to them the kind of foals they are expected to produce.

The Needs of the Organism as a Cause of Variation.

No recent biologists are perhaps prepared to believe like Lamarck that the
wings of birds were developed by their remote ancestors making efforts to fly ; that
by stretching its toes the otter acquired webbed feet ; nor are they prepared to

find in our new mammal, the Ocapi, evidence in support of Lamarck's contention
that to meet new needs the giraffe by much stretching gradually lengthened his

neck. Yet it is difficult sometimes to see any real difference between the beliefs

of the new Lamarckians and the old. It is maintained, for example, ' that when a
certain functional activity produces a certain change in one generation it will pro-
duce it more easily the next,? that, e.g., flounders and their allies by constant eilorts

generation after generation have dragged the left eye to the right side, while by
similar efforts in the turbot and certain other flat fishes the right eye has been
shifted to the left side. It is not alleged by Neo-Lamarckians that globe fishes

resulted from round fishes blowing themselves out, or that flounders resulted from
round fishes generation after generation making efforts to flatten themselves. If
by germinal variation and selection flounders were evolved out of round fishes,

is it not straining at a gnat and swallowing a camel to refuse to admit that by
the same factors the left eye of the flounder has been transferred from the left to

the right side of the head ? In the flat fishes it is not difficult to imagine how by
variation and selection the eyes originally acquired the power of responding to

certain external stimuli.

' ^ibby's Quarterly, Autumn Number, 1900, p. 163.
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The Direct Action of the Environment and Use-Inheritance as Causes

of Variation.

Of the doctrine of the transmission of acquired characters, still so often the

subject of discussion, I need say little more than that I have failed to discover

any evidence in its favour. Writing in 1S76, Darwin says, ' In my opinion the

"reatest error which I have committed has been not allowing sufficient weight to

the direct action of the environment, i.e., food, climate, &c., independently^ of

natural selection.' ^ Darwin not only in his later years reverted to the teaching

of Buffon, but, in as far as he continued to believe in the ' inherited effects of use

and disuse,' he adopted the views of Erasmus Darwin and Lamarck. While

admitting that the direct action of the environment on the soma and use-

inheritance are indirect—it may be potent—causes of variation, I do not believe

there is any trustworthy evidence in support of the view that definite somatic

variations are ever transmitted.

Telegony as a Cause of Variation,

The belief in telegony is less deserving of consideration than the doctrine of

the transmission of acquired characters. Nevertheless I perhaps ought to refer

to it at greater length, not so much because of its scientific importance, but

because it interests all sorts and conditions of men in many diiierent parts of the

world. Telegony (' infection of the germ ' of older writers) means that not only

the immediate parents but also the previous mates (if any) contribute to the

characters of the offspring ; that, e./y., a mare which had produced foals to, say,

' Ladas' and ' Persimmon' might thereafter give birth to a foal by ' Flying Fox,'

to which ' Ladas ' and ' Persimmon,' as well as the actual sire, contributed some

of their characteristics. Many even think a sire may transmit definite structural

characters from one mate to another. If there is such a thing as telegony, if it is

possible to blend, without the risks of intercrossing, the characteristics of several

individuals or varieties, progressive development would be greatly accelerated.

Though the doctrine of ' infection ' has probably long formed part of the breeder's

creed, it received but little attention from men of science until in 1820 Lord

Morton communicated a case of infection to tlie Pioyal Society, which in due time

was published in the ' Philosophical Transactions.' In this the most credible and best

authenticated of all the cases of telegony on record a chestnut mare, after rearing a

quagga hybrid, produced to a black Arabian horse three foals of a peculiar bay

colour, one of them (a filly) showing more stripes than the quagga hybrid, and,

accoi-ding to the stud groom in charge of ' the colts,' characterised by a mane

'which from the first "was short, stiff, and upright.'- Darwin, after fully

considering Lord IMorton's case, came to the conclusion that the chestnut mare

had been infected, and this case along with others led him to believe that the

first male influenced ' the progeny subsequently borne by the mother to other

males.' ^ If the upright zebra-like mane in one of the pure-bred colts and the

markings on all three were the result of the chestnut mare having been first

mated with a quagga, there is undoubtedly such a thing as telegony, and the

presumption is that other mares first mated with a quagga or zebra and then with

a black Arabian would give birth to striped ofispring with a stiff if not quite

upright mane. The evidence that from the first the mane of the filly was short,

stifl', and upright is most unsatisfactory. It consists of an allegation by a stud

groom. That the mane was upright, as in the quagga and zebra, is « ;5)wr('

improbable, (T) because the mane of the quagga hybrid instead of being short and

stifi' was long and lank enough to arch to one side of the neck ; (2) because the

mane of zebra hybrids throughout the greater part of the year is so long that

it falls to one or it may be both sides of the neck ; and (3) because in the Equidee

' Life and Leitei's : Letter to Moritz Wagner.
= Phil. Trans., 18207p. 21.

' Animals and Plants, v6l. ii. pp. 435, i36.
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an upriofht mane is always accompanied by a tail deficient of hairs at tlie root

—

in the tilly the tail is as perfect as that of her Arab sire. We have still stronger

evidence that the allegation of the groom was nnfouoded from drawings (of the

chestnut mare, her three 'colts,' the blade Arab, the qiiagga, and the quagga
hybrid) by Agasse, a very reliable animal painter of the early part of last

Century. In the drawing of the filly the mane is represented as lying to one side,

as in Arabs and other well-bred horses. The pictures (now in the Museum of the

Koyal College of Snrgeons, London) were made because the subsequent foals

were believed to prove the truth of the ' infection' doctrine. Had the mane of

the filly been erect it would hardly have escaped the keen eyes of the artist.

Bat had Agasse by any chance missed this all-important detail, Lord Morton or

some of those interested would doubtless have called his attention to the matter.

If the mane of an Arab is completely removed early in the spring it is stilt', and
upright in the autumn, but hanging to one side close to the neck in the following

summer. AVhen the whole circumstances are taken into consideration, there

seems to me no escape from the conclusion that the mane of the filly was upright

when seen by Lord Morton in August 1820, and lying to one side when painted

by Agasse the following summer, because it had been regularly cropped or at least

hogged some months before Lord Morton's visit. But whatever be the explanation

of the want of agreement between the mane as seen by Lord Morton and as

depicted by Agasse, it will, I think, be admitted that the evidence artbrded by the

mane of the filly is hardly sufficient to establish the truth of the doctrine of

telegouy. Of still less value is the evidence afibrded by the make, coat-colour,

and markings which were apparently too indistinct to deserve the name of stripes.

The colts were decidedly Arab-like, of a bay colour marked more or less ' in a

darker tint.' Judging from Agasse's drawings they closely resemble Arab-Indian
crosses ; they are, in fact, in make very like the Arab-Kathiawar horse already

referred to. I have seen a bay Highland cob with as many stripes as Lord
Morton's colts, and pure-bred Arabs of a dun colour with stripes on the neck and
far more distinct leg bars than those depicted by Agasse. I believe the colts

owed their stripes and colour, not to ' infection ' of their dam by her previous mate
the quagga, but to reversion. It is quite possible the black Arabian horse was ot

mixed origin ; that the chestnut mare was crossbred is admitted. As in the west
of Ireland the oflspring of black and chestnut ponies are sometimes of a

decidedly dun colour, it is not surprising that the black Arab and the half-bred

chestnut had bay oflspring. INeither are the stripes surprising. I recently ascer-

tained that the chestnut mare was presented to Lord Morton (while serving with
his regiment in India) by one of his officers—Mr. Boswell of Ueeside, Aberdeen-
shire—and that she was most likely a cross between an Arab and a countrv-bred
pony. In Katliiawar the ponies when pure-bred are of a rufous grey colour and
more or less richly striped. If in the chestnut mare there was any Kathiawar or

even any native pony blood its oflspring to a black sire might have been expected
to be of a dun colour and striped. In a word, there is no reason for assuming
that the foals would have been less striped if the chestnut mare had been mated
with the black Arab first and the quagga afterwards.

By way of testing the truth of the ' infection ' doctrine I started, in 1895, a
number of experiments, and especially arranged to repeat as accurately as possible,

what is commonly called Lord iNIorton's experiment. Since then twelve mares, after

producing sixteen zebra hybrids, a mule, and a hinny, have had an opportunity of
supporting the telegony hypothesis by giving birth to twenty-two pure-bred foals.

During the same period Baron de Parana of Brazil has bred at least six zebra
hybrids, and some of the dams of these hybrids subsequently produced ordinary
foals. Further, Baron de Parana has for a number of years been engaged in
crossing cattle and in watching the results obtained in several mule-breedin"-
establishments, where from 400 to 1,000 brood mares are kept. As in these
establishments the mares breed mules and horses alternately—two or three mules
and then a horse foal—there has been carried on for some years, under the observa-
tion of Baron de Parana, a telegony experiment on a gigantic scale.

The single hybrid bred by Lord Morton had extremely few stripes, and only

Y Y2
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in a remote way suggested a member of the zebra family. All my hybrids, like

those bred in Brazil, have more stripes than their zebra sire, and in some of them
the bands are nearly as conspicuous as in some of the zebras, thus proving that

both the mares (which varied in colour and breed) and the two zebra stallions

used were well adapted for the experiment. The results of my experiments, not
only with the Equidre but also with other domestic quadrupeds and birds, all point

to the conclusion that there is no such thing as telegony, and the same conclusion

has been independently arrived at by Baron de Parana in Brazil. Believers in

telegony—tliey are numeroua in America, India, and Australasia, as well as in

England—almost always say of the many experiments recently made with a view
to giving ' infection ' a chance of showing itself, that they have only yielded

negative results, and they generally add, it is impossible to prove a negative. After
carefully considering all the more striking so-called cases of 'infection,' I have no
hesitation in saying that there is no satisfactory evidence that there has ever been,

either in the human family or amongst domestic animals, a single instance of
' infection.'

I have in a hurried and imperfect manner indicated that we are not likely to

find either in maternal impressions, the direct action of the environment, use-

inheritance, or telegony a true cause of variation. I have endeavoured to point

out that, instead of simply stating that variation is due to the constant recurrence

of slight inequalities of nutrition of the germ-cells, we may with some confidence

assert that diliereuces in the age, vigour, and health of the parents and diSerencea

in the ripeness of the germ-cells are potent causes of variation.

I have also endeavoured to prove that intercrossing, though a direct cause of

retrogressive variation, is only an indirect cause of progressive variation, while
interbreeding (in-and-in-breeding) at the right moment is a cause of progressive

variation.

Further, I have discussed at some length the swamping effects oc inter-

crossing, chiefly with the object of showing (1) that progress in a single direction

is probably often due to new varieties swamping old, it may be long-established,

varieties ; and (2) tbat several varieties may be sutlicientlv exclusive to flourish

side by side in the same area, and eventually (partly owing to their aloofness, i.e.,

to differential mating) give rise to several new species.

I have only now to add that I was mainly led to select ' The Experimental
Study of Variation ' as the subject of my address that I might indirectly indicate

that the time had come when a well equipped institute should be provided for

biological and other experiments.

The following Papers and Reports were read :—

1. I'he Pelvic Cavity of the Porpoise (Phocoena communis) as a guide to the

determination of a, Sacral Region in Cetacea. By David Hepburn,
M.D., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Rpgioncd Anatomy, and David Water-
STON, M.A., M.D., F.R.S.B., Demonstrator of AncUomy, University of
Edinhiurgh.

Among Cetacea the absence of hind limbs renders it difficult to determine from
external examination where the trunk of the body ends and the tail begins, but

upon the skeleton the y)resence of chevrons enables us to differentiate the caudal

from the so-called lumbar vertebrre. No means of subdividing the lumbar verte-

brae into lumbar and sacral sets having hitherto been suggested, the authors are of

opinion that a key to such subdivision may be found in a study of the vertebral

relations of the pelvic cavity. They have determined the existence of a true pelvic

cavity in the common porpoise. This cavity corresponds to five prae-caudal verte-

brre, and its anterior end is opposite the 29th vertebra behind the skull. The
authors have examined the vertebral columns of a number of four-footed mammals
and find that the first segment of the fused sacrum varies in position from the

27th to the 31st vertebra behind the skull. Among Cetacea they find that
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wliile allowing five prre-caudal vertebrae for a sacral series, tliere is much
variability regarding the position of the first sacral segment. Thus, among cer-

tain Mystacoceti, it would occur from the 27th to the 31st vertebra behind
the skull, but in Balfenoptera sibbaldii at the 33rd or 34th. Among toothed
whales (Denticeti) the variability is much greater, especially among Deiphinidfe,
not only in different species, but even in different specimens of the same species
and in diff'ereut sexes, for the first sacral vertebra may be situated from the 27th
to the 43rd vertebra behind the skull.

Notwithstanding these differences, the position of the pelvic organs indicates
that they are due rather to variation iu the number of dorsal and true lumbar
vertebrae than to increase in the length of the sacral region. Therefore, from the
position of the pelvic organs and the presence of a peritoneal cavity (pelvic) iu
Cetacea, and also the common occurrence of five vertebrae in the sacrum of quadru-
pedal mammals, the authors believe that among Cetacea five prae-caudal vertebr:e
might fairly be classified as sacral, or, conversely, that the sacral series of vertebrre
might be reckoned from the inlet of the peritoneal pelvic cavity to the first of the
chevj'on-bearing- or caudal vertebra}.

2. The Eelationshi2os of the Premaxilla in Bears.
By Richard J. Anderson, M.D., Professor of Nahurcd History, Galtcay.

The premaxilla presents many features of interest because of its relations to
other bones in the same animal, and to the same bone in other animals, also because
of the peculiar po.sition which was assigned to it in the vertebrate theory of the
skull.

This bone in the bears articulates with the frontal, and differs in this respect
from the position of the bone in other carnivora. The following summary repre-
sents the facts in the species examined :—

JJrsus 2)yrenm(s.—The distance from the alveolar margin of the premaxilla
to the nasal in the middle line is 2f inches. The naso-premaxillary suture is

3 inches in length, The premaxilla 1 inch wide below by 3| inches in length.
The nasal is 3 inches and the maxilla 3f inches. The maxilla is thus shut"out
from the nasals.

Ursus labiatus.—The length of the skull here is 1 foot and the premaxilla
4 inches. The premaxilla is nearly ^i inch across at the lower end of the
nasals. The measurement from the incisor alveolar margin to the lower border
of the nasals is 2;^- inches. The naso-premaxillary articulation is 2 inches in
length.

Ursns arctos.—The length of the skull is 1 foot 2 inches; nasals, 3^ inches
by i inch broad

;
premaxilla, 4^ inches long by f inch broad. Tliis may

be compared with the last. The distance of the alveolar margin from the
lower border of the nasals is 2f inches. It is 1 j inch from the nasal edge to
the point of articulation with the frontal. The naso-premaxillary suture is

2^ inches. Brown bear has a naso-maxillary suture (Owen).
The premaxilla of the Himalayan bear reaches further up and back than in

Ursus arctos and U. labiatus. Alveolar margin to nasal is 2:i- inches; naso-
premaxillary suture. If inch

;
premaxillary maxillary suture, 3f inches.

_
Heliarctos has a skull 1 foot iu length. The nasal is 3 inches and premaxillary

4 inches long. The alveolar margin is 2^- inches distant from the nasals. The
naso-premaxillary suture li- inch.

Ursus maritimus has nasals 4 inches long and premaxillae 5 inches. The
nasals appear to reach higher than usual. The distance of the lower border of
nasals from the alveolus is 3^ inches; the naso-premaxillary margin is 1| inch.

The fen bear, an ancient variety of Ursus arctos, Avhich is sometimes found
in Irish bogs, has a premaxillary maxillary suture 'ih inches long, and naso-
j)remaxillary 1^^ inch (a little less than in "U. maritimus) ; the alveolar margin
to nasal, 2f inches. This and other specimens were kindlv placed at my dispolial
in the Kildare Street Museum, Dublin.
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It is tlius observable that, whilst in some specimens (e.g., the Himalayan and

white bear) the nasals appear to be proportionally longer (reach higher up), there

appears to be tolerable uniformity.

Comparinff Kindred Gewera.—Herpestes has an arrangement similar to the

bears. The .specimens examined belonged to the College of Surgeons' Museum.

The marten has premaxillte that nearly touch the frontals. In Genetta tigrina

these bones approach, and in the specimen examined the premaxilla of the left

side touches the frontal. The premaxillte in Procyon lotor reach almost to the

frontal. Mellivora capensis has a naso-maxillary suture three-eighths of an inch

long.

The Oanidfe approach the Ursidfe in only some of their species in the character

of the connections of the premaxilla. Canis aureus ha.s a naso-maxillary suture

one-eighth of an inch long, or less. The tips of the frontals and premaxillse

approach in the fox, whilst in a St. Bernard dog 3 inches may be interposed

between the maxillaries and frontals. Hence we see that in the Canidse there is

less uniformity than in the Ursidte.

The common otter (Lutra vulgaris:) and the sea otter do not show any articu-

lated frontals and premaxillre. The grey seal, common seal, and walrus show

no resemblance to the bears.

The whales, Mesoplodon, Orca, and the dolphins, on the other hand, have

greatly elongated premaxillaj with greatly reduced nasals, whilst in the Sirenia

enormous development of the former corresponds with abortion of the latter.

Tlie great development of the premaxilliB in rodents and elephants, as in the

dugong, seems to be associated with the large incisor teeth, but the hyrax is more

like the Macropus in this regard. The premaxilhie in lemurs, monkeys, and ant-

eaters are short and attached'by their upper ends to the nasals ; they are not much

concerned in the elongation of the .skull in the latter group. The skull of Myrme-

cophaga jubata, 14 inches long, has nasals 7 inches, but premaxillfe very short

and set perpendicularly to the nasals, the external inferior angle of which they

touch. The apparent separation of a portion of the frontal part of the premaxilla

appears to be the result of a wormian ossification such as is seen in the gorilla.

Tlie 'accessory premaxilla ' found in relation with Wv premaxilla in monotremes

seems to have no representative in mammals ("S'an IJammelen).^ It seems, there-

fore, that

—

(1) The Ursidre have the premaxilla usually articulating with the frontal.

The suture may occupy a higher level in some forms.

(3) That in the Procyon, marten, and Genetta the bones nearly touch.

(3) Some Canidte resemble the bears in having the niaxillffi almost .separated

from the nasals.

(4) That the otters and common seals differ from the bears in this regard, as

also does the walrus.

3. Report on the Migration of Birds in Great Britain and Ireland.

See Reports, p. 364.

4. Report on the Occupation of a Table at the Zoological Station, Ifaples.

8ee Reports, p. 354.

5. Rep)ort on the Occujmtion of a Table at the Marine Biological

Laboratory, Plymouth.—See Reports, p. 37C.

6. Report on the ' Index Animaliuit):'—See Reports, p. 362.

' Meckel, Owen, Turner, De Blainville, &c,
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7. Report on tJte PJanhton and Physical Conditions of the Unglish
Ch:innpL—Hee Reports, p. 353.

8, FJfrfinth pppnvt on fliP Zoology of iho Sandii'ich Islands,

Soo Rppoi'ts, p. 352.

9. Iieport on the Coral Reefs of the Indian Region,—-Hee Reports, p, 3G3,

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Coral Islands of the Maldives.^ By ,) . Stanley Gardiner, M.A,

The Maldive Archipelago to the south-Tvest of Ceylon is made up of a large

series of comparatively shallow banks separated from one another by channels of

about 170 fathoms in depth. They extend north and south as a chain, double in

the centre, for •'j50 miles. All are covered with coral reefs arising to the surface.

Some banks have on their circumferences the single ring-shaped reefs of perfect,

atolls, while others are studded with numbers of small isolated ivefs many of
which are of circular form with shallow lagoons. The two classes of bank merge
into each other, and the changes taking place at the present day are such that

the atolls may naturally be suppo.sed to have arisen by the fusion of the smaller
reefs.

All land in the Maldlve group owes its origin directly or indirectly to

elevation and in most atolls is very markedly washing away. Everything points

to a state of rest at the present day. The atoll reefs are perfecting themselves on
all sides, and their passages are closing up. The reefs, however, are not
broadening, but to a certain point narrow as they become more perfect. The
central basins of atollons are everywhere coming into tiree communication with
the lagoons of the atolls. There is no trace whatever of the fdling in of the
lagoons ; indeed, such evidence as was foimd pointed on the contrary to their

further widening and deepening, and to the gradual destruction of the shoals and
lands within their encirclii g repfs. The JMaldive group certainly marks the
existence of an ancient land area, but the changes going on are not consistent

with the view that the reefs were built up on the subsidence of the land. The
various reefs appear rather to have grown up separately on slight elevations of a
common plateau at a depth of about 160 fathoms, while the plateau itself seems
to have been formed by tlie washing away of the original land by wave and
current actions.

2. On a Methodfor Recording Local Faunas.
By Edward J. Bles, B.A., B.Sc.

It is evident that faunological work is the basis upon which zoological
investigations of all kinds are founded. The important questions connected
with the study of environment—since the biological no less than the phy.sical

environments of any particular organism must be taken into account—depend for

their solution on an accurate and complete knowledge of the associated fauna and
flora. There are unlimited opportunities for work on this fascinating subject at

' For a full account of these islands see The Fauna and Genfjraphy of ilte Mal-
dives and Lacciidkea, Camb. Univ. Truss, vol. i., part 1 (October 15, 1901) ami part
2 (in the press).
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our own doors, and for tliis reason alone, thougli there are many others equally

ATeighty, the compilation of our own local faunas is most desirable.

The scheme proposed ' consists in the formation by natural history societies

of card or slip catalogues of species on a similar plan to the library catalogues

first derised in the United States. To facilitate reference each card would be

filled in on a uniform plan with the name of genus and species say at the top

left-hand corner, and columns or spaces for locality, date of capture, recorder,

means used to identify the specimens, remarks, in foct any data considered desir-

able. The number of cards or slips assigned to each species need not be limited,

but would depend on the number of localities and other details thought necessary

to be recorded. The slips might vary in colour to indicate which entries are taken

from literature and which are due to personal observation, to denote extinct species

or those of economic importance, or to make any useful distinction. The slips would

he arranged on files on a definite system and with the use of the well-known

devices for dividing into groups.

An extremely desirable feature of the scheme would be that each slip should

be represented and the species authenticated by a specimen in the local natural

history museum. The slip could easily bear a reference to the particular specimen

in the collection, and as the catalogue became filled up it might be placed in

some local public institution where it could at any time be utilised by natu-

ralists.

In this manner all the information collected by the members of local societies

could be brought together, from whatever source obtained ; and there is no reason

why the fauna of a given district should not in course of time be completed in the

same sense as the British flora of flowering plants has been completed.

The district need not necessarily supply the specialists for all the groups of

animals. Specialists at a distance would in many cases be pleased to work out

collections carefully furnished with localities, &c., and thus supply the data for

filling up slips.

This scheme not only allows of the widest co-operation by bringing to a focus

both the results of systematic work and that of a more desultory nature, but also

favours the co-ordination of faunistic observation, since overlapping of work
would at once become apparent, and the gaps caused by neglect of certain groups

of animals would declare themselves, and thus attention and interest in filling up
the deficiencies would be invited.

Another advantage is the fact that the scheme can be started at any time by
filling up any number of slips, however small, and that then all additions whether

made singly or in quantity will at once find their proper places and by accumula-

tion eventually bring the list nearer and nearer to completion.

The present time is ripe for the commencement of this work. There seems to be

no reason Avhy it should be deferred, and a strong argument in favour of the asser-

tion is given by so highly competent a body of naturalists, the German zoologists,

having committed themselves, and no doubt wisely, to that great undertaking

'DasTierreich.'

It is, I think, desirable to consider whether some body of English naturalists

with the necessary authority, say the Committee of the Conference of Delegates to

the British Association, should not see to it that the local Natural History Societies

of the United Kingdom adopt some such plan of record upon one and the same
system, Such a body of naturalists could draw up the most generally convenient

and useful form of slip and impress upon the Societies the value of cataloguing by
its use in a uniform manner the fauna of the whole country. Having the method
provided would perhaps encourage some societies to take up the work.

Political divisions and areas surrounding large towns are not often of zoological

value. The results obtained by this larger scheme would eventually have to be
rearranged according to the natural features of the country. By making the slips

all uniform the final rearrangement would be enormously facilitated, if not

reduced to the minimum of labour.

' First suggested by myself to the Cambridge Entomological and Natural History

Society in a paper read on April 26, 1901.
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In concluding, I must ackno'svledge the assistance I have obtained by dis-

cussing the local scheme with tlie members of the executire committee of the

Cambridge Entomological and Natural History Society, Avhich intends commencing
a fauna of Cambridgeshire on the lines suggested.

Some Notes on the Behaviour of young Gulls artificially and naturally

hatched,—See Reports, p. 378.

4. Tlie Theory of ^ Germinal Selection' in Relation to the Facts

of Inheritance.^ By Professor J. Arthur Thomson, M.A.

The aim of this communication was to test Weismann's theory of germinal

selection by using it as an interpretation of some important facts of inheritance.

The author gave a brief abstract of the theory. It is an extension in the applica-

bility of the general idea of natural selection. To ' superorganic ' selection,

ordinary 'individual' or 'personal' selection, Koux's 'histonal' or intra-

organismal selection, Weismann has added the idea of a struggle among the

determinants within the germ—germinal selection.

The author indicated the importance of a form of struggle between Roux's
histonal selection and Weismann's germinal selection, namely, the struggle between
gametes or potential gametes, e.g., between young ova, between sperms, even
between ova and sperms. A vivid realisation of this visible struggle, and the

sometimes discriminate selection which it implies, may lead naturally to an
appreciation of germinal selection which deals with the wholly invisible.

The following extension of Weismann's idea of gerininal selection was pro-

posed as logical and necessary :—Just as there are three types of individual

struggle, (1) between hindred organisms, (2) between organisms not akin, and
(3) between organisms and the so-called inanimate environment ; so there may be

(1) struggle between determinants of the same character, (2) struggle between
different kinds of determinants (AVeismanu), and (3) struggle between all or any
of the determinants and the somatic or more external environment.

After stating the advantages of Weismann's theory and possible objections,

the author proceeded to test it in relation to various facts of inheritance :

—

(1) The frequently anomalous and unpredictable nature of the results of a pairing

even when the pedigrees are well known
; (2 ) the phenomena of preponderant

and exclusive inheritance
; (3) some of the results of the ' Penycuik experiments

'

on the importance of the relative ripeness of the gametes; (4) some well-

established cases of true reversion
; (5) the supposed greater stability and domi-

nance of the phylogenetically older characters; (6) inbreeding; (7) different

modes of variation, including De Vries' mutation ; and (8) the indirect eti'ect which
exogenous changes may have on the germ plasm.

The author's conclusion was that Weismann's theory of ' germinal selection

'

justifies itself provisionally as a formula unifying a large number of otherwise
unrelated facts of inheritance.

5, The Heterotypical Division in tlie Maturation Phases of the Sexual
Cells. By Thomas H. Bryce, M.A., M.D.

Of the features of Heterotypical Mitosis the one generally selected as distinc-

tive is the ring form of the chromosomes, each ring being considered to arise from
the incomplete separation of the two products of the longitudinal cleavage of a
primary chromatin rod. The manner in which these ring chromosomes are

resolved has been variously interpreted. For the purposes of this note it will

suffice that three interpretations be summarised, thus :

—

' The paper will be included in the author's work on Heredity (John Murrav,
1902).
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1st. The rings are drawn out on the spindle, and break into V-shaped daughter

chromosomes.
In the anaphase in .9ome rases each daughter V is found again divided into

two V's» and the scnondary cleavage is held tn be longitudinal. In other eases

the V's break at their apices into double rods by a cleavage held to be transverse.

No solution of this contradiction is found along this line.

ynd. The rings are doubled up on themselves and are resolved by being

reopened along the plane of the bend. There is a second longitudinal cleavage

seen, but it is only aj'pai'ent. Variation in the form of the chromosomes is

explained by variation in the degree of the cleavage, by variation in the insertion

of the traction fibres, and by different degrees of bending of the rings (Farmer and
Moore).

?>vA. There is a real second longitudinal cleavage which appears in the

metaphase, and is completed in the anaphase of the first Jlitosis. Thus daughter

and granddaughter chromosomes are formed in the course of the first Mitosis, the

second Mitosis merely distriljuting the granddaughter chromosomes (Gregoire,

8trasburger, 1900).

This view of the heterotype serves in Strasburger's latest work to explain all

the phenomena in plants—difterences arising only from the manner in which the

double rod prophase figures are placed on the spindle. In the animal series only

Carnoy and Le P.run and Janssens adopt the idea of the simultaneous double

longitudinal cleavage in Triton.

When true tetrads occur the first Mitosis is not strictly heterotypical in

character. In recent studies of the phases in Echinus I have found typical

tetradal bodies, never rings, yet the first Mitosis is heterotypical in character, and
my results show that part at least of the problem of reduction lies nut, as has been
held, in the determination of the on'i/in, but rather in the fate of the tetrads.

Thus in Echinus esculentus there are sixteen tetrads, each consisting of a pair of

slightly curved bilobed rods lying back to back. The tetrads come to lie radially

on the first polar spindle. Each is opened out like a hinge from within outwards,

while at the same time a second longitudinal cleavage is taking place from without

inwards. Lozenge-.shaped figures are produced : these elongate greatly and
ultimately break at the equator into two V's, which again in the anaphase break

at their apex to form two short bilobed rods lying back to back. This apical

splitting is the completion of the second longitudinal splitting. These bilobed

rods pass unchanged into the second Mitosis, arrange themselves radially on the

spindle, are opened out and separated Jrom one another as the granddaughter

chromosomes, formed in the anaphase of the 1st Mitosis by the second longitudinal

cleavage. In the second polar body each remains as a short bilobed rod, but in

the ovum each greatly elongates into a sharply bent V- This change in the size

of the chromosomes is important as indicating the relaxation from the very con-

densed condition of the chromatin rods characteristic of the divisions with the

reduced number of chromosomes.
Applying the hypothesis of ' Pseudo-reduction ' (Hiicker and Riickert) to the

facts observed each half of the tetrad might be considered to represent two
chromosomes united end to end by the omission of the last segmentation of the

chromatin thread. 1'hrough all the phases the fate of each lobe or sphere of the

tetradal body can be traced. The tacts can be expressed in the usual formula,

thus, for each of the sixteen tetrads :

—

l.^t Mitosis.

/ I A A A
b b

a
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2nd Mitosis.

'2nd polar

h ^ } \ n '^
^^^'>

a a ' a a

(1) II (2) ^ (3) a (4) h (5)

b b
a

\b b-

ovum

Tbiis reduction would be ouly apparent tbrougbout.

I have been unable to determine whether the tetrads arise by the omission of

the last stage of the segmentation of the chromatin thread or by conjugation, but

as each element is twice longitudinally divided in the heterotypical division, the

chromatin is equally distributed between the ovum and the polar bodies, and there

18 no question of a reducing division or of unequal distribution of ' qualities.'

Whether the idea of ' pseudo-reduction ' as represented above be accepted

or not, the essential feature is a reduction in bulk merely. The chromatin sub-

stance is, in Echinus escnlentus, packed in the maturation phases into sixteen

instead of thirty-two chromosomes. Inviewof tht; fact—whether the hypothesis

of the ' Individuality of the Chromosomes ' be accepted or not—that the same

number of chromosomes always emerge from a dividing nucleus as entered it,

this reduction in bulk of the chromatin may very well be a secondar)/ character

acquired to maintain the number of chromosomes constant after the union of the

nuclei in fertilisation.
%

6. The Fishfs of the Coats Arctic Expedition. 7?y W. S. Bruce, F.B.S.O.S.,

Ileriot Research FeUou^ of Edinburgh University.

The author gave an account of the fishes collected by the Coats Arctic Expe-

dition in 1898, with which he sailed as zoologist. Mr. Andrew Coats, of Paisley,

resolved to undertake a ^•oyage to the Arctic regions in 1898 in his yacht 'Blen-

catbra,' now 'Pandora.' The ' Blencathra ' had previously been used for Arctic

exploration by Sir Allen Young and Mr. I'ojjham. On jjoard there was the

essential apparatus of an expedition, fitted out for oceanographical research, viz.,

Lucas sounding machine, thermometers, water-bottles, trawls, traps, and tow-

nets. On the return of the expedition Mr. Coats contributed a considerable sum,

which enabled the author to sort and classify the collection preparatory to a

detailed examination, which he has since been making by the help of the

George Heriot Piesearcb Fellowship, Edinburgh University. So far the careful

examination of the fishes constitutes the greater part of the work. There are

fully 400 fishes in the collection, about sixty of which are adult specimens

belonging to eleven species. The author gave an account of these species, which

he has examined in great detail. The collection is the first of any importance

in the Barents Sea, and is useful in bridging over the gaps in the series obtained

by Payer in 1874, and the author in 1896-97 in Franz Josef Land, and those of

the more recent Ptussian expeditious in 1898, 1899, and 1900 of the Murraan coast

of Arctic Russia.

7. The Fauna of Franz Josef iMnd. JJy William S. Bruck F.E.S.O.S.

Ileriot Research Fellow of Edinburgh University.

The author gave a preliminary accoiuit of the collections of the .Tackson-Harms-

worth Polar Expedition to Franz .Josef Land in 1896-97, when he accompanied

that expedition as zoologist. The author was able to secure over 600 species of

animals, by far the largest ever obtained by any previous polar expetlition, and

added aljout AOO species to the previously known fauna of Franz Josef Land, lie
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made most of tlie collections in shallow water, near the shore, at Cape Flora ; but
also in deep water, as, for instance, in the farthest north station, in 81° N., where
he dredged in 250 fathoms. Marine inrertebrates form by far the greatest part of
the collections. Three new mammals were recorded, viz., the Fin-back Whale,
Narwhal, and Floe Rat (the smallest hnown seal). Also five new birds, viz.,

the Lapland Bunting, Shore Lark, Turnstone, Bonaparte's Sandpiper, Purple
Sandpiper. Among invertebrates the crustacean collection is the most remarkable,
173 species being obtained. This remarkable number is greater than all the
previously known species of animals of Franz Josef Land. Of these the author
pointed out that there were ten species new to science, and that the striking

feature was the recurrence in the high north latitude of species which inhabit
British shores. Other classes of animals were also richly represented iu the
collection.

8. On the Mechanism of the Frog'a Tongue,
By Pi'of. Marcu-s Hartog and Nevil Maskelyne,

SATURDAY, SEPT£3IBER li.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER IG.

The following Papers were read :

—

1, Dimorphism in Foraminifera. By J. J. Lister, F.R.S.

2, The Relation of Binary Fission and Conjugation to Variation.

By 3. y. Simpson, D.Sc.

It is a long-standing generalisation that binary fission is mere duplication ; that

the products of the process are exactly alike. The use of this generalisation in

theory is obvious. In binary fission we do not look for variation ; accordingly we
are left with an excellent rationale of conjugation, and so, finally, of sexual repro-

ductiou, viz., a means to produce variation in the interests of evolution.

A possible objection to the belief that binary fission is duplication may bo
raised on a priori grounds. Conjugation would still appear to be unconfirmed in

the case of the Amceboidea. It, then, there was no variation through binary

fission, there could not have been evolution.

The contention is not that there is always variation in binary fission, which is

probable, but perhaps impossible to prove. "Where it was not quantitative, it

might yet be qualitative. In many cases quantitative variation cannot be esta-

blislied under a less magnification than C2.j.

The species specially examined in this connection were Paramecium caudatum
and Stylonichia pustulata. The points to which hitherto examination has been
restricted are : («) the general outline

;
{b) the total length

;
(c) the extremest

breadth
;
{d) the distance between the two contractile vacuoles (Paramecium)

;

(e) the length of the middle caudal bristle (Stylonichia)

.

In all these five points I found variation ranging in (b) from 1 to 20/i, in (e)

from 1 to 20^, in {d) from 1 to 20/^, for Paramecium ; and for Stylonichia in {b)

from 1 to 60/i, in (c) from 1 to 20/x, and in (e) from 1 to 10/i. The variation in

(a) for either form is demonstrated by microphotographs. The general corre-
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spondence in tlie figiii'es is due to extreme cases. The following are the statistics

relating to the points b, c, din n for ten pair of Paramecium :

—
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(Jays, and the empty egg-shell is left adhering to the leaf to which it was originally

fastened.

It is noteworthy that Phasmidaj, notwithstanding then' wonderful protective

resemblance to sticks and leaves, are the staple form of diet of Trogons.

JS'eurontera.—A. remarkable Agrionid nymph, apparently allied to EiipJicea,

occurred with the aqnatic cockroaches. The last segment bears three pear-shaped

processes, and a pair of tracheal tufts protruded from and withdrew into the cloacal

opening in a rapid systole and diastole ; the tufts open to the exterior on each side of

tlie anus, and each a'rises from the seven or eight branches, into which the two dorsal

tracheal trunks break up on either side of the rectum : they are not connected in

anv way with the rectum. The pear-shaped processes are hollow, and their cavities

communicate by the narrow lumina of their stalks with the general body cavity :

they are lined with epithelium and contain blood, but are not supplied with

trachete. It is possible that these structures are highly modified caudal gills,

which now function as blood reservoirs, the flow of blood to and from which may

assist in the diastole and systole of the tracheal tufts.

Hymenoptera.—The habits of the bees of the genus Koptosthosoma were in-

vestio-ated. In the females of these bees there is a chamber at the base of the

abdomen containing numerous Acari ; experiments with and dissections of the

nymphs showed that the Acari do not enter this special abdominal chamber until

the final stage in the development of the bee is reached. The nests of these bees

and also those of the genus Xylocopa, which are hollowed out in softwood posts

and dead saplings, simply swarm with Acari.

Coleoptera.—The remarkable Munnohjce pt^iyllodes excavates in Polypori fungi

a large lenticular chamber, entered by a narrow slit between the fungus and the

bark of the tree to whicli the fungus is attached ; the chamber usually contains a

few larvffi in various stages of development. The larvfc present no features calling

for special remark, being typically t'arabid in appearance ; the nymph is provided

with the foliaceous expansions characteristic of the adult. A male and female

Mormolyce are invariably found in close propinquity to the nest, keeping a close

guard over it.

The metamorphoses of two Lycid beetles

—

Li/cosionuis inelanurus and

Ccdochromiis melanin-us—were investigated. The larviB of both species are foiind

beneath the bark of trees, and they Iced on the larvaj of other insects whicli

frequent the same situations. They are conspicuously coloured with black and

orano-e, and experiments liave shown that they are as distasteful to insectivorous

vertebrates as the adult forms. The full-grown larva of L. melanuriis measures

25 millimetres. The head is minute and can be completely withdrawn into the

lirst thoracic segment : it is incomplete behind, and does not enclose the brain
;

the antennfc are two-jointed and retractile into a sheath ; a simple ocellus is

situated at the base. The suctorial mandibles are sickle-shaped and enclosed in a

thin chitinous sheath ; the maxilL-e consist each of a single four-jointed palp ;
the

labium is a triangular plate with two three-jointed palps. The body is somewhat

flattened dorso-veutrally, each segment except the last bears a spiracle ;
the last

segment bears a ventral sucker formed by the everted lips of the rectum. A simple

hook represents the tarsus. The larva of Calochronms vielaniirm agrees in many

points with the above description ; the segments of the body bear short lateral

processes with a spiracle at the base of each : these processes are not jointed as in

the Malacodermatous larva from New Britain, figured and described by Dr. Sharp

(' Zool. Kesults Willey Exped. : Insects')-

Some other Malacoderm larvte of considerable size (50-80 mm.) were

frequently met with, bujt their life-histories were not traced ;
in fact these larvae

have long be'en a complete puzzle to entomologists, since no adults of correspond-

ing sizes^are known. The external features of one form have recently been

described by Bourgeois ('' Bull. Soc. Ent. France,' 1890, pp. 58-C3) ;
the head is

extremely like that of the Lycid larvae noted above, and in other points of its

anatomy it agrees with those forms ; the cuticle is remarkable, being composed of

columnar cells with small miclei : the inner and outer ends of these cells are

covered with a, thin sheathing of chitin. In another form, with a pair of phos-
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pliorescent organs iu the peuultiinate segment of the .'xbdomen, the ciilit-lc is

glandular.

Lepidopf.era.—An interesting example of protective resemblance was furnished
by a small Geometer larva which was found feeding on the budding inflorescence

of a spira;a-like plant. The larva was pale green in colour and provided witli

pairs of spine-like processes on the fourth to the eighth and on the eleventh
segment ; to each of these spines was attached by a delicate secretion of glutinous
sdk a string of buds of the inflorescence on Avhicli the larva? fed. As these bads
withered and turned brown they were cast off and renewed by fresh green ones.
The larva did not move about much, but even when it did it was well-nigh
indistinguishable from its food-plant. The pupa, which was enclosed in a silken

cocoon covered with green buds, was unfortunately destroyed by ants, and no
other specimen was obtained.

Diptera.—Some larvse closely resembling Vermileo were discovered on Mount
Penrissen, Sarawak, at a considerable altitude. Thelarvro formed pitfalls in sand,
after the manner of ant-lions. Their habits have been described elsewhere.
A larva, apparently allied to Microdoji, was found in some numbers under the

sheathing learves of a Caryota palm : it was remarkably slug-like in appearance,
showing no signs of segmentation. The upper surface of the body was highly
convex, and from the posterior end protruded a short median tube at the base of
which was situated a spiracle ; the ventral surface was flat and transversely wrinkled

;

there were no legs or pseudopods ; the chitinous head was completely retractile.

At the time of pupation the larval skin became strongly chitinised, forming a
puparium inside which the further transformation took place.

All the aquatic dipterous larvje obtained were closely allied to, if not
identical with, such well-known European forms as Coreihra, CMronnmus,
Tani/pus, En'!<t(iHs, Stratiomi/s, &e.'

5. Zebras and Zehra Hyhrich. By Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, M.D., F.E.S.

6. On Echiiionema grayi, a larye Nematode from the Perivisceral Cavity
of the Sea-urchin. By James F. Gemmill, M.A., M.D.

The author exhibited some specimens of a large nematode from the perivisceral
cavity of the sea-urchin and gave an account of their occurrence and anatomv.

Females.—Body elongated, 600-1,500 mm. in length ; 2—i mm. in breadth •

white or semitransparent, tapering at both ends, the posterior end being slightly
blimter and curved hi a half-circle. A delicate cuticular hook at both ends.
Moutli and anus entirely absent; tJie whole body covered by a delicate cuticle
and the body wall thrown into a series of shallow transverse folds alonn- either
side.

°

Hypodermis, a single layer of nucleated cells
; muscular system, a single layer

•of cells beneath hypodermis, arranged in somewhat irregular longitudinal rows
along the central third of the body wall, and arranged less markedlv in transverse
rows on the dorsal two-thirds of the body -wall. Excretory system of canals
absent. Nervous system, a thickening of the hypodermis at 'head end, not con-
tinued backwards into longitudinal cords. Alimentary canal apparently a mass
of spongy reticular tissue, with nuclei and protoplasmic masses at intervals,
with an irregular lumen ending blindly at either extremity. Ovary single'
gi-eatly elongated

;
development internal, with total unequal segmentation, followed

by a luodihed form of gastrulation.

Males.—^Iwch. smaller, 50-200 mm. in length, with tail coiled characteristically
in a spiral, with two equal spicules close to posterior extremity.

This nematode seems to have hitherto escaped notice, except for a mention
by A. E. Shipley,'- whose specimen did not allow him to investigate its structure.

' Some of the above noted insects will later form the subiect cf special memoiis
= (?.t7'.il/.6'., ICOO, p. 281. - ^ e •
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The author meaus to publish a fuller account of the worm elsewhere, and proposes

to name it Echinoncma 'jrcvji.

7. ExUihition of Abnormal Specimens of Neiihrops. By F. H. Marshall.

8. Exhibition of Microscopic Preparations of Mammalian Hairs.

ByV. H, Marshall.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. '£he Fauna of an Atoll. By C. ForsteR Cooper.

The island of Holule is a large wooded sand hank placed at the southeiTi end

of the eastern reef of Male atoll; it is in no place raised more than three feet

above high-tide marks. It shows signs of havhig once been much larger, and of

having formerly included the small island of Gadu, now some way to the south.

The reefs on the two sides of the island differ from one another in some respects.

Tlie eastern and seaward reef is much broader than the western or lagoon reef, and

is divided up into three zones, the reef flat, boulder zone, and boat channel, the

latter being again subdivided into three zones by the nature of its inhabitants.

On the western side the boat channel is narrower, and corresponds to the

middle zone of the boat channel on the east side ; the reef on this side is more rich

than the other. It was found generally that species were often confined to some

particular zone ; that where free sand was much washed about by the action of

water animals could not and did not flourish. The absence of all seaweeds was

also noticeable.

In the lagoon the bottom was found to consist either of sand or mud, the mud
naually being deposited in the centre of the lagoon, where the currents lost their

orce.

Keef-building corals were never found on the bottom of the lagoon, but only on

the slopes of reel's.

The reefs were certainly not extending inwards towards the lagoon, but may
perhaps be extending seawards to some small degree.

2. The Land Crustaceans of a Coral Island. ByTi. A. Borradaile, Jf.^.,

Lecturer in Natural Sciences at Sehcyn College, Cambridge.

The island in which the species and their habits were observed was the atoll

of Winikoi in the Indian Ocean.

The following species of Crustaceans are found on land in Minikoi:

—

Crabs

:

—1 . Oni/jjode ceratophthalma, greyish-green in colour, and frequenting

the lagoon shore, where it lives in spiral burrows below extreme high-water mark.
2. Ocypode covdimana, chocolate-brown in colour, and living in horizontal

burrows on land above extreme high-water mark.
'6. Geograpsus yrayi, black and white in colour, running about actively in open

tpaces.

4. Geograjisus crinipes, orange-yellow in colour, and living near freshwater

tanks and pools.

5. Geograpsus lonyitarsis var. rninikoiensis, and 6, Metasesarma rousseuuxi,

dull greenish in colour, living under timber, stones, &c.
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Hei-mit Crabs {Soldier Crabs).--7. Cccnohita rugosus, grey or lilac in colour,

of small size, and numerous along the shore.

8. Cmnobita perlatii.f:, scarlet and white in colour, of middle size, and also

found chiefly near the shore.

9. Ccunobita di/ptatiis, purple in colour, of large size, and"found in the jungle.

Slaters (Isopoch) :— 10. Cuharis muriuiis, and 11, P/tiloscia sp., woodlice.

12. Ligia exotica, lives on the shore.

Land crustaceans, which are the dominant group in a coral island, are of im-

portance in the economy of the island :

i. As scavengers.

ii. In the destruction and disintegration of fruits.

iii. In the distribution of seeds.

iv. In the same manner as earthworms by their burrowing.

V. As enemies of various animals.

vi. Occasionally as food for other animals.

vii. Possibly in the fertilisation of flowers.

viii. Probably in many other ways as yet unknown.

3. On the A natomy of the Larval Polypterus.

Sy J . S. BuDGETT, M.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

The material for this paper is furnished by a single example of a larval Poly-
pterus, obtained in the Gambia in 1900.

The larva measures 30 mm. in length, and is in the condition when the
cartilaginous skeleton has reached its highest development and ossification is

about to commence.
The structure of the pectoral fins at this stage affords a strong argument in

favour of the view that the Crossopterygian fin is derived from the uniserial type
of fin and not from the biserial archipterygium. The suspension of the jaws is

in a primitively hyostylic condition, while the hyomandibular cartilage carries a
segmented rod of cartilage forming the axis of the root of the external "-ill.

The vertebral cartilages resemble in their mode of formation those of
Lepidosteans and Teleosteans but, in addition to neural and hasmal cartilages to
each segment, there are distinct lateral cartilages. The haemal cartilages give
rise to the ventral ribs, which are thus shown to be homologous with the ribs of
other Ganoids and Teleosteans, while the lateral cartilages give i-ise to the trans-
verse processes and lateral ribs, which are homologous with those of Elasmo-
branchs, Amphibians, and Amniota.

The oviducts are formed by the folding oflT of a portion of the body cavity
into which open a number of nephrostomes, and are thus shown to be of a nature
quite diiferent from true Midlerian ducts ; there is some evidence that the corre-
sponding duct in the male is homologous with the longitudinal canal of the
testicular network in those forms which have vasa efi'erentia passing to the
kidneys, while the vasa efi'erentia themselves are modified nephrostomes. The
head kidney is a very large organ lying between the foremost dorso-lateral and
ventro-lateral muscles far from the middle line : it consists of the much coiled
anterior end of the archinephric duct, and ends opposite a rather small glomus lyino-
close to the aorta, in the pronephric chamber, which is apparently without a
funnel, passing to the general body cavity.

The structure of this larva confirms the belief that Polypterus is an extremely
generalised creature showing affinities with three great divisions of Ichthyopsida
Teleostei, Elasmobranchi, and Amphibia.

'

4. The Origin of the Paired Limbs of Vertebrates.

By J. Gbaham Kerr.

_
The author gave a short account of his hypothesis as to the phyloo-enetic

origin of the paired limbs of vertebrates. He passed in review the two current

1901. ^ ^
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hypotheses—that of Gegenhaur and that of Balfour, Thacher, and Mivart. Atten-
tion was drawn to the complete absence of intermediate stages between gill septum
and limb, and also to the a priori improhability of a gill septum such as we know
in the lower fishes, firmly fixed and ilush with the surface, developing into a
motor organ. It was pointed out, however, that the numerous advocates of the
Gegenhaur view had managed to accumulate a large mass of evidence bearing
upon one particular phase of the question, and which consisted of facts pointing
to an extensive backward migration of the paired limbs having taken place from
somewhere in the neighbourhood of the branchial region.

The lateral fold view had at first the advantage of resting upon a more
certain foundation of anatomical fact—upon the fact discovered by Balfour that
in the young torpedo the two limbs are for a time connected by a continuous
ridge of epiblast—that in this form the paired limbs develop in precisely the way
in which the theorv supposes them to have developed during phylogeny. Modern
research has, however, shown that this longitudinal ridge of epiblast does not
appear at all in the less specialised Selachians ; even in Torpedo the ridge
appears secondarily, and its appearance at all is probably a quite secondary
phenomenon associated with the secondary extension of the paired fins along the
sides of the body in the adult. Embryology as it is known to-day does not
furnish the same foundation ibr such a theory of limb formation as it appeared to

do at an earlier period.

The anatomical resemblances between paired and impaired fins were touched
upon, and it was suggested that such resemblances are probably due to homoplasj-.

Attention was now drawn to the fact that in the relations to one another of
muscles, skeleton, and viscera in the lower vertebrates there was expressed an
admirable mechanical arrangement ibr lateral flexure of the body. Properly
co-ordinated lateral flexures provided a powerful means of locomotion through
fluid, a method used by all the lower vertebrates. It was difiicult to believe that
either a gill septum or a lateral fold could aid to any appreciable extent this

primitive method of swimming ; the probability was that in its incipient stages a
limb derived in such a way must act rather as a hindrance.

The author was of the view that the paired limbs were not at first swimming
organs at all, but that they were developed in correlation with movement about
a solid stratum. AVitli a solid point (lappid even a very small movable projection

would be of use in propelling the creature forward. The question was, Did such
projecrions of the body wall exist in th(! lower vertebrates which might have by
evolution become developed into paired limbs H He considered that the most
primitive groups of Gnathostomata were the Selachians, the Crossopterygians, the
Dipnoans, and the Urodele amphibians. In three out of the four groups there

occurred during development true external gills, projections of mesohlast covered
with epiblast sticking out from the visceral arches (Mandibular—'Balancer'

of Ui'odeles ; Hyoid—Crossopterygians ; Branchial Arches I.-III.—Urodeles,

Lepidosiren, Protopterus ; Branchial Arch IV.

—

Lepiclosiren, Frotopterus). In
the Selachians their absence was correlated with the presence of the enormous
highly vascular yolk-sac, which made the persistence of any other dermal
respiratory organ of early life quite unnecessary. The true external gills were
supposed by some to be larval organs independently developed, but further

knowleage of their identical relations and development made it impossible to

accept any other view than that they were truly homologous structures inherited

from a remote ancestor.

The structures in question are provided with elaborate muscTdar arrange-
ments; in a live Dipnoan or Urodelan larva they are seen to he every now and
then sharply flicked back ; they are, in fact, though mainly respiratory, potentially

motor in function. In Urodeles the corresponding structure on the mandibular
arch has lost its respiratory and taken on a purely supporting function.

The author concluded that in these serially aiTanged potentially motor organs
of the lower vertebrates were to be recognised organs homodynamous with the
structures which had given rise to the paired limbs ; the limb-girdles he followed
Gegenhaur in regarding as modified visceral arches. The earliest stage of the
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purely motor appendage was probably a simple styliform structure resembling tln'

balancing- organ of the Uroclclo or tlio limb of Lepidosiren, and from this sti/lo-

ptevi/yium bad been derived along two divergent lines of evolution—the ari'lii-

pterygium and ichthyopterygium on the one hand and the cheiropterygium on tlio

other.

Finally the author remarked that this hypothesis had the advanta"-e of
explaining just as well as did the Gegenbaur hypothesis the traces of backward
migration of the limbs ; and in regard to the only serious objection to the view—

•

the absence of a cartilaginous skeleton in external gills—he pointed out that this
objection, already weakened by the presence of a cartilaginous axis in the barbels
of Xenopus had now been minimised by the description by Budgett of a rod of
cartilage projecting into the base of the external gill in the young Polypterus.

5. The Story of Malaria. By Konald Ross, F.R.C.S., F.E.S.

Interesting nature of the story. Incorrect versions propagated.
Endemic nature and paludal connection of malarial disease give rise to the

hypothesis of a telluric miasm. Absence of any scientific proof. Negative ex-
periments of Oalandruccio and others.

The first fact—discovery of the malarial pigment, called melanin, by Frerichs,
Virchow, and Meckel in 1849-51.

Invention of the Bacillus malarice by Crudeli, Marchiafava, and other Ilomau
writers. Circumstantial details. The whole thing a fabrication.

The second fact—recognition of the melanin-bearing parasite by Ijaveran
1880. He describes all forms of the parasite. Predatory Italian efforts.

The researches of Laveran and Golgi concerning the life-history of the
parasites within the body. Similar parasites found in birds by Danilewsky.
Certain forms of the parasites, now known as gametocytes, cannot' be explained.
Erroneous degeneration theory of Grassi and Bignami.

Efforts to find the parasite free in nature. Grassi discovers it in a fresh-water
amoeba—another fabrication. The mosquito hypothesis of King, Laveran, Koch,
Manson, Bignami, and others. All foi-med independently, and are partly rio-ht

and partly wrong.
I .show that the so-called flagella emanating from the gametocytes are livino-

bodies. Sacharoff proves them to contain clu'oraatin. MacCallum demonstrates
their true nature.

My attempts to cultivate the parasites of mosquitoes, 1895-97. Failure witt.
'grey 'and 'brindled' mosquitoes (Cule.v). Final discovery of the 'pigmented
cells ' in ' dappled-winged ' mosquitoes (Anop/ieles) in 1897 practically soh es the
problem.

AVhole life-history of the parasites in mosquitoes determined by my experi-
ments on the development of the parasites of birds in Cule.r faticjanii in 1898.
In association with Annett and Austen I find the similar development of the
human parasites in dappled-winged mosquitoes in Sierra Leone, and study the
habits of these insects, 1899.

Koch confirms MacOallum's observations, studies the early history of the
zygotes, confirms my vvork (1898), and finds the frequency of infection in native
children (1899). Similar studies of Daniels. Great value of their labours.
Excellent researches of Christophers, Stephens, Nuttall, Ziemann, Van der Scheer
RUge, Fernside, and many others. Crucial experiment of Manson in 1900.

After the publication of my work of 1898 Bignami, Bastianelli, and Grassi
detect the genus of my ' dappled-winged ' mosquitoes from my description, and
find, in similar insects in Italy, the development of the parasites described by me.
They pretend that their efforts were original. They add no new facts of funda-
mental importance. Unreliable and predatory nature of their work, especially of
that of B. Grassi. Letters from Charles, Laveran, and Koch.

Excellent histories of Mannaberg, Thayer, and Nuttall.

z z 2
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The prevention of malaria and other mosquito-borne diseases. Punliahs,

mosquito-nets, wire gauze, and quinine. Segregation. Koch's method.

Necessity for ridding towns of mosquitoes. Experiments now in progress in

Sierra Leone and Lagos.

6. Exhibition of Photographs of Fossils in the La Plata Museum,
By Dr. Francisco P. Moreno.

A New Sounding and Ground-collecting Appara'ua,

By Professor G. Gilson, of Louvain.

Side Yiew, showing method of suspension. Front view, showing mechanism.

c::::::'!::::^^

br

h, Imndle suspending block h ; h, cast-iron block ; hi; steel bar ; cp, cup ; c, cover ; 7?, ring

keeping apparatus in an oblique position when lying clown on the bottom. Tliis ring is attached

to tlie block b and moves with it ; m, mechanism intended to release the cover c when the appa-

ratus is hauled up, and not before that.

The cam seen at the lower part faUs as soon as the cup cp strikes the bottom, the block 6

sliding down then to the table I. This cam is fixed to a flat iron piece with a catch on its right

side to suspend the cover c. The upper part of this piece is engaged, on the left side, in a groove

cut in tlie vertical rod. When the block 5 is lifted up, the cam not being in place, the end of the

groove catches, and the cover c is released by the swinging of the flat piece.
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This apparatus has been used for some time in the course of certain researches

which have been carried on in the North Sea. The task of a complete biological

survey of the Belgian coast having been entrusted to the author by his Govern-
ment, he soon felt the want of a handy ground-collecting instrument. Several of

the existing models, among which a few were of the boring-tube type, were tried.

Some worked rather well, but, although very heavy, they would only supply a

small quantity of sediment. Others gave good results on soft muddy bottom, but

no result at all on the sometimes very hard sands of the coast. None of them
was found to answer adequately for the particular desiderata of the work, a bulky
sample of all kinds of sediments being required. The author then set to work and
constructed the very simple apparatus exhibited, which, although a mere embryo
rather roughly set up, has done such good service as to induce him to call to it the

attention of those engaged in oceanographic study.

It belongs to the cup type of sounding machine, the earliest idea of a ground-
collecting apparatus. The cup, however, has been provided with several additional

devices which give the whole quite a peculiar character. The most important of

these is an iron cover, exactly fitting the cup, and intended to prevent its contents

from being washed away. A very simple mechanism keeps this cover lilted up
as long as the cup is cutting into the soil. As soon as the cup touches the bottom
a little cam falls down, and is unlatched. Later on, when the apparatus is finally

hauled up, but not before it takes a vertical position again, the same mechanisoi
releases the cover and allows it to fall and close the cup.

The construction of the apparatus is given in the figure.

One of the most characteristic features of the instrument is that the rope is not
connected directly to the iron bar that bears the cup, but to a square block of
cast iron through which the bar freely plays up and down.

When a hard ground is reached, the men in charge take care to give the rope

a few short pulls in order to make the cup bite into it. If inider such circum-
stances the instrument was allowed to lie flat on the ground it might empty itself

after each pull. The ring attached to the iron block is intended to keep the
apparatus in an oblique position, thus causing the cup to cut into the soil by its

edge, and to gradually fill up, no matter in what direction it may happen to tumble
down.

When full the cup contains about six pounds of sand. The whole construc-

tion is very simple. There is no piece in it that any blacksmith or ship engineer

could not easily repair or even make anew in case of a breakdown ; a quality

which anyone engaged in exploration would certainly wish all his instruments to

posse.ss.

The author has tried this sounding machine in shallow waters only ; but there

is little doubt that it woidd work well on the soft ooze of the deep sea. If neces-
sary a system of lost-weight mechanism could easily be devised and connected to it.

8, Exhibition of a Neiv Orienting Ajyparatus for the Gambridgo
Microtome. By James Rankin.
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Section E.- GEOGRAPHY.

Peesident of the Section—^IIugh Roisekt Mill,
D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.ll.G.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.

The rresiJeiit iluliNcivd tlie roUowinj,' Aildivss:

—

On Keseakcu in Geogkapuical Science.

Introductory.

The annual reassemblinj^ of friends and fellow-workers in the old re-visited towns,

and tbo annual accession of new lovers of science, furnish a unique opportunity for

a survey of the advances made in each department, a iittin<^ occasion also for

remembering tliose who have finished their work and can aid our deliberations

only by the memory of their example.
Apart from our more intimate losses in the deatli of many distinguished

geographers and devoted workers, the period since our last meeting' has been for

all a year of mourning. The passing of the nineteenth century was almost lilve the

death of a friend, and it is still difficult to realise that the centuiy which we had
been so long in the habit of associating with everything new and great and
progressive has itself become part of the past. Few coincidences have been more
striking than the almost simultaneous close of that unparalleled reign which gave

a name to the Era including all that was best and most characteristic of the

century. The death of (^)ueen Victoria carried so keen a sense of personal loss

into every heart that few attempts have been made to show how vast a portion

of the stream of time—measured by progress—intervened between the terminal

dates of her life. Think for a moment of the splendid advances in the one small

department of geograpliical exploration during the late Queen's reign, the multi-

tude of landmarks which have been crowned by the great name of Victoria—of

the Earth's most southerly land and its most northerly sea, of the largest lake

and most majestic waterfall of Africa, the loftiest lake of Asia, the highest peak in

New Guinea, the widest desert and most populous colony in Australia, and of the

two thriving seaports on either side of the Nortli Pacific which couple together

the British Dominions of western America and eastern Asia.

What could be more appropriate in this first meeting after the close of such a

century and of such a reign than to pass in brief but appreciative review the

advances of geography during those hundred or those sixty-live years? One
thing in my opinion is more appropriate than to dwell on past triumphs or to

regret past greatness, and that is to survey our present position and look ahead.

In the first year of a new century and of a new reign we are reminded that we
have a future to face and that the world is before us, and I propose to seize this

opportunity in order to speak of the science of geography as it is now understood

and especially to urge the importance of the more systematic pursuit of

geographical research henceforward.
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Geography in the Universities.

The prospect of immediate expansion in many British universities seems at

last likely to afFoi'd more than one opportunitj^ of wiping out the old disgrace of

the neglect of geographical science in the accredited seats of learning. Already
Oxford has a •well-manned School of Geography, and Cambridge has a Reader in

Seography. The reconstituted University of London occupies the best position in

the world for creating a chair of geographical research, situated as it is in the very
centre of the comings and goings of all mankind, and in touch with the most com-
plete geographical library and map-collection in existence. The new University of
J3irmingham may, it is hoped, prove better than its promises, and may perhaps after

all provide some more adequate treatment of geograpby than its proposed par-
tition amongst the professors of half a dozen special subjects, all of them con-
cerned in geography, it is true, but none of them individuall}', nor all of them
collectively, capable of embodying that co-ordination of parts into a harmonious
unity which gives to geography its power as a mental discipline and its value for

practical application. But England in all that pertains to higher education is still

a poor country, and the will to do v/ell is hampered by the grinning demon of
]ioverty. Here, on the other side of the Border, we are in a different atmosphere.
The wave of the magician's wand in the hands of Andrew Carnegie has brought
wealth that last year would have been deemed fabulous to the ancient universities

in Scotland, and it will be a disgrace to our country if this sjilendid generosity
does not result in the establishment of one or more fully endowed and completely
equipped chairs of geography.

There may still be some people who view geography as the concern only of
soldiers and sailors, adventurous travellers, and perhaps of elementary teachers.

Exploration is undoubtedly the first duty of geographers, but it is a duty which
has been well done, the nineteenth century having left us only one problem of
the first magnitude. This is the exploration of the polar regions, and even here
the twentieth century clamours for new methods.

The Antarctic Ux2Jedition8.

This year has seen the long-hoped-for Antarctic expeditions set out on their

great quest, a quest not only of new lands in the southern ice-world but of
scientific information regarding all the conditions of that vast unknown region.

Two expeditions have been planned in Great Britain and Germany with a com-
plete interchange of information regarding equipment and methods of work.
Provision has been made for simultaneous magnetic and meteorological
observations, and in some instances for the use of instruments of identical
construction, and all possibility of any unseemly rivalry in striving for the
childish distinction of getting farthest south has been obviated by the friendly
understanding that the British ship shall explore the already fairly known Rosa
quadrant, where it is pretty sure that extensive and accessible land will favour
exploration by sledges, while the Germans have chosen the entirely unknown area
of the Enderby quadrant which no ice-protected steamer has yet attempted to

penetrate, and where they enter a region of potential discovery before they cross

the Antarctic Circle.

The British expedition is equipped on the good old plan that produced such
fine results in the days of Cook and Ross ; it is manned by sailors of the Royal
Navy and is under the command of a gallant naval officer, though, unlike the
earlier vessels, the ' Discovery ' is not herself a naval ship. As in the days of Cook
the naval officers are assisted in their non-professional work by several young and
promising scientific men, two of whom have already had experience of work in

the polar regions. These have the great advantage of the counsel and help of
Mr. George Murray of the British Museum, who goes as far as Melbourne in the
position of Director of the Scientific Staff.

No one who has seen the zeal and unflagging enthusiasm with which Sir
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Clements Markliam lias organised the expedition can hesitate to accord to him in

fullest measure the credit for its successful inauguration. And no one who has seen

the quiet and good-humoured determination of the commander, Commander E. F.

Scott, in overcoming many irritating preliminary difficulties, can doubt his fitness

to undertake the heavy responsibilities of the voyage. I am sure that he will be

a worthy successor to Cook, Ross, Franklin, Nares, and all the other officers

who have made their names and the name of the British Navy famous in Polar

service. The second in command, Lieutenant Armitage, R.N.R., has had several

years of Arctic experience, and amongst the crew there are some old whalers whose
knowledge of the ways of sea-ice should prove of value. The ship and her equip-

ment are unique ; it is no exaggeration to say that she is the best-found and most
comfortable vessel which has ever left our shores on a voyage of discovery.

The German expedition has been more boldly planned than ours. It ia new
and experimental all through, as befits a young nation in its first exuberant eflbrts

in a new field. If some people suppose that it maj' have made mistakes that

our expedition has avoided ; these, at least, are new mistakes from which new
lessons are to be learned. If risks must be run—and we of the twentieth centuiy

are, I trust, no more timid of incurring risks than our predecessors of the nine-

teenth, or the eighteenth, or even the seventeenth—it is good that they should be

new risks. To scientific men in Germany it appears natural and reasonable that

a man of science should be the head of a scientific expedition ; and that a geogra-

pher should lead a geographical expedition. IMany British men of science sympa-
thise in this view. Dr. Erich von Drygalski, one of the professors of Geography
in the University of Berlin, has been entrusted with the command to which he

was appointed before the ship was designed, and for five years he has given all his

time and thought to the expedition. He is supported by a band of highly trained

specialists, who have spared neither time nor travel in mastering the subjects with
which they may deal, and each has also received a general training in the subjects

of all his colleagues—an admirable precaution. The captain of the 'Gauss,' who
belongs to the Merchant Service, has taken a course of training from the Norwe-
gian whalers ofi" Spitsbergen. He will, of course, be absolute master of the ship

and crew in all that concerns order and safety, but he will be under the direction

of the leader in all that concerns the plan of the voyage and the execution of

scientific work. Tliis arrangement is one which has always seemed to me to be

desirable, that the captain of a ship on scientific service should occupy a position

in relation to the scientific chief similar to that of the captain of a yacht in relation

to the owner; but it is subject to the drawback that a naval officer could not well

be asked to accept such a divided command.
Whatever our views as to ideal organisation may be, we are all certain that

both expeditions will do the utmost that they can to justify the confidence that is

placed in them and to bring honour to their flags. AVe know that the officers and
staff' of the ' Discovery ' belong to a race which, whether trained in the University

or in the Navy, has acquired the habit of bringing back splendid results from any
quest that is undertaken.

A Definition of Geoc/raphy,

The bright prospects of Antarctic Exploration must not, however, blind us to

the fact that exploration is not geography, nor is the reading or even the writing
of text-books, nor is the making of maps, despite the recognition of leading carto-

graphers as ' Geographers to the King.' These are amongst the departments of

geography, but the whole is greater than its parts.

The view of the scope and content of Geography which I liave arrived at as

the result of much work and some little reading during twenty years is substan-

tially that held by most modern geographers. But it is right to point out that the

mode of expressing it may not be accepted without amendment by any of the

recognised leaders of the science, and for mj' own part I believe that discussion

rather than acceptance is the best fate that can befall any attempt at stating

scientific truth.
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Pat in tlie fewest words, my opinion is that

Geography is the science which deals ivith the forms of relief of the Eartlis crust,

and icith the influence ivhich these forms exercise on the distributioti of all other

phenomena.

This definition looks to the form and composition of the Earth's crust itself,

and to the successive coverings, partial and complete, in which the stony glohe is

wrapped. We sometimes hear of the New Geography, but I think it is more pro-

fitable to consider the present position of Geography as the outcome of the thought
and labours of an unbroken chain of workers, continuously modified by the growth
of knowledge, yet old in aim, old even in the expression of many of the ideas that

we are apt to consider the most modern.

Soine Historical Landmarks.

Claudius PtoleniEBus, about loO a.d., gathered into his great ' Geography ' the

whole outcome of the Greek study of the habitable world. He laid stress on the

threefold nature of descriptions of the Earth's surface, the general sketch of the

great features of the world alone receiving the name of Geography, the more
special description of an area he termed Chorography- and the detailed account of

a particular place Topography.
Aristotle, who first adduced real proofs of the sphericity of the Earth, had not

failed to note the relationships which exist between plants and animals, and the
places in which they are found, and he argued that the character of peoples was
influenced by the laud in which they lived ; but Ptolemy cared little for theories,

comparisons, or relationships, confining himself rather to the record of actual facts.

He made errors, the results of which were more important, as it happened, in ad-
vancing knowledge than were the truths which he recorded ; for after the troubled
mediaeval sleep, when even the spherical form of the Earth was blotted out of the

knowledge of Christendom, the scientific deductions made by Toscanelli from the
false premises of Ptolemy heartened Columbus for his westward voyage to tlie

Indies, on the very outset of which he stumbled all unknowing on the New World,
When Magellan succeeded in the enterprise which Columbus had commenced, the
fourteen centuries' reign of Ptolemy in geography- came to an end; his work was
done.

The rapid unveiling of tlie Earth in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries cast

a glamour over feats of exploration which has not yet been wholly dissipated, and
it may not be easy, even now, to obtain wide credence for the fact that the ex-

plorer is usually but the collector of raw material for the geographer.
It is of vital interest to trace the re-formation of the theory of geography after

its interruption in the Middle Ages. The fragments of the old Greek lore were
cemented together by new and plastic thoughts, crudely enough by Apian, Gemma
Frisius, and Sebastian Munster in the sixteenth century, but with increasing

strength and completeness by Cluverius, Carpenter, and Varenius in the seven-

teenth.

The First Oxford Geographer.

The names of Cluverius and Varenius are familiar to every historian of
geography, but that of Carpenter, I am afraid, is now brought to the notice of
many geographical students for the first time. He was not so great as Varenius,
but he was the first British geographer to write on theoretical geography as

distinguished from mathematical treatises on navigation or the repetition of nar-
ratives of travel, and I think that there is evidence to show that his work had an
influence on his great Dutch contemporary.

Nathanael Carpenter, Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford, published his book in

162o under the title

—

' Geographic delineated forth in two Bookes. Containing the Sphericall and
Topical] parts thereof,' and with the motto from Ecclesiastes on its title-page

—

' One generation commetb, and another goeth, but the Earth remayneth for

ever.'
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Tlie great merits of Carpenter's treatise are bis firm grasp of the relation of cue

part of geography to another, his slrilful blending of the solid part of the work of

Aristotle and Ptolemy with that of the explorers and investigators of bis own
generation, and the wholesome common-sense that dominates bis reasoning. His
definition is comprehensive and precise.

' Geographic is a science which teacheth the description of the whole Earth.

The Nature of Georivaphio is well expressed in the name : For Geofjraphie resolved

according to tlie Grcekr Etymologie signifietb as much as a description of the

Earth ; so that it differs from Cosmofjraphie, as a \>ivct from the whole. Foras-

much as Cosmographie according to the name is a description of the whole world,

comprehending under it as well Geographic as Astronomic Howbeit, I confesse,

that amongst the ancient Writers, Cosmor/rajihie has been taken for one and the

self-same science witli Geographie as may appeare by sundry treatises meerely

Geographicall, yet intituled by the name of Cos7nograp/iic.'

The differences held by I'tolemy to distinguish geography from chorography
Carpenter shows to be merely accidental, not essential, and as to geograpliy be says
' It is properlj' tearmed a Science, because it proposeth to it selfe no other end but

knowledge ; whereas those faculties are commonly tearmed Arts, which are not

contented with a bare knowledge or speculation, but are directed to some farther

work or action. But here a doubt seems to arise, whether this Science be to be

esteemed Phydcall or Mathematicall? Wee answer, that in a Science two things

are to bee considered : first, the matter or object whereabout it is conversant

;

secondly, the manner of handling and explication : For the former no doubt can

bee made but that the object in Geographie is for the most part Fhysicall con-

sisting of the parts whereof the Spheare is composed ; but for (he manner of

Explication it is not pure but vii.vt; as in the former part MathematicccU, in the

second rather Historicnll ; whence the whole Science may be alike tearmed both
Mathematicall k Historicall; not in respect of the sw/;/ec^ which we have said to

be F/igsicall but in the manner of Explication.^

Although somewhat diffuse in expression, the meaning of these statements is

clear and sound, and to the British public as new now as it was in the days of King
Charles. The book treats of mathematical geography and cartography, of

magnetism, climates, the nature of places, of hydrography, including the sea,

rivers, lakes and fountains, of mountains, valleys and woods, of islands and
continents, and at considerable length of people and the way in which they are

influenced by the land in which they live. Whether Dr. Carpenter lectured on
geography in Oxford I do not know, but his book must have acquired a certain

currency, for a second edition appeared in IGoo, and it seems probable that it was
known to Varenius.

Varenius and Ncioton.

Varenius, a young man who died at twenty-eight, produced in Latin a single

small volume published in ItioO, wJiich is a model of conciseness of expression and
logical arrangement well worthy even now of literal translation into English. So
highly was it thought of at the time that Sir Isaac Newton brought out an
annotated Latin edition at Cambridge in 1672.' The opening definition as

rendered in the English translation of 1733 (a work spoilt in most places by a

parasitic growth of notes and interpolations) runs :

—

' Geography is that part of mi.ied mathematics which explains the state of the

Earth and of its parts, depending on quantity, viz., its figure, place, magnitude

' Dugdale, in the introduction to the English translation published in 1733,

states explicitly that Newton produced his version for the benefit of the students

attending his lectures ' on the same subject' from the Lucasian chair; but we have
been unable to find any more satisfactory evidence that Newton actually lectured on

Geography at Cambridge.
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and motion witli the celestial appearances, &c. I3y some it is taken in too

limited a sense, lor a Ijare description of the several countries ; and by others too

extensively, who along' with such a description would have their political

constitution.'

Varenius produced a framework of Physical Geop:raphy capable of includiuj^

new facts of discovery as they arose, and it is no wonder that his work, although
but a part, ruled unchallenged as the standard text-book of pure geography for

more than a century, lie laid stress on the causes and eft'ects of plienomena as

well as the mere fact of their occurrence, and be clearly recognised the vast

importance upon diflerent distributions of the vertical relief of the land. He did

not treat of human relations in geography, but, under protest, gave a scheme for

discussing them as a concession to popular demands.

Kant.

As Isaac Newton, the mathematician, bad turned bis attention to geography at

Cambridge in the earlier part of the eighteenth century, ao Immanuel Kant, the
philosopher, lectured on the same subject at Ivonigsberg in the later part. The
fame of Kant as a metaphysician has defrauded him of much of the honour that
is his due as a man of science. As Professor Hastie puts it: 'His earlier

scientific work, like an inner planet merged in light, was thus almost entirely lost

sight of in the blaze of his later philosophical splendour.'

Kant, it will be remembered, considered that the communication of experience
from one person to another fell into two categories, the historical and the
geographical : that is to say, descriptions in order of time or in order of space.

The science of geography he considered to be fundamentally physical, but physical
geography formed the introduction and key to all other possible geographies, of
which he enumerated live : viathematical, concerned with the form, size, and
movements of the Earth and its place in the solar system ; moral, taking account
of the customs and characters of mankind according to their physical surroundings

;

political, concerning the divisions of the land into the territories of organised
governments

; tnercantile, or, as we now call it, commercial geography ; and
theological, which took account of the distribution of religions. It is not so much
the cleavage of geography into five branches, all springing from physical geography
like the lingers troni a hand, which is worthy of remark, but rather the recogni-
tion of the interaction of the conditions of ph}'sical geography with all other
geographical conditions. The scheme of geography thus acquired a unity and a
flexibility which it had not previously attained, but Kant's views have never
received wide recognition. If his geographical lectiires have been translated no
English or French edition has come under my notice, and such currency as they
obtained in Germany was checked bv the more concrete and brilliant work of
Humboldt, and the teleologicai system elaborated in overwhelming detail by
Eitter. /

The teleologicai views of Hitter were substantially those of Paley. The world,
he found, fitted its inhabitants so well that it was obviously made for them down
to the minutest detail. The theory was one jieculiarly acceptable in the early
decades of the nineteenth century, and it had the immensely important result of
leading men to view the Earth as a great nuit with all its parts co-ordinated to
one end. It gave a philosophical, we may even say a theological, character to the
study of geography.

Kant's views had pointed to such a v.nity, but from another side, that of evolu-
tioji. It was not until after Charles Darwin had fully restored the doctrine of
evolution to modern thought that it was forced upon thinking men that the fitness
of the Earth to its inhabitants might result not from its being made for them, but
from their having been shaped by it. It is certain that the influence of the
terrestrial environment upon the life of a people has been carried too far by some
writers—by Buckle, in his ' History of Civilisation,' for example—but it is no
less certain that this influence is a potent one.
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Tlie Nature of Geography.

Granted tliat sucli influence is exercised, some objectors mayUrge that geography
has nothing to do with the matter, and we are compelled to aclcnowledge that the

meaning and contents of geography are in this country as variously interpreted as

the colour of the chameleon in the traveller's tale. Yet my thesis is that it is

just this relation between the forms of the solid crust of the Earth and all the

other phenomena of the surl'ace that constitutes the very essence of geography.
It is a fact that many branches of the study of the Earth's surface which were

included in the cosmography of the sixteenth century, the phj'siography of Linnaeus,

the physical geography of Humboldt, and perhaps even the Erdkunde of Ritter,

have been elaborated by specialists into studies which, for their full comprehen-
sion, require the whole attention of the student. Geology, meteorology, oceano-
graphy, and anthropology, for example, have been successively specialised out of

geography ; but it does not follow that these specialisations fully occupy the place

of geography, for that place is to co-ordinate and correlate all the special facts

concerned so that they may throw light on the plan and the processes of the
Earth and its inhabitants. Geography is concerned with the results, not with
the processes of the special sciences, and the limits between geography and geology,

to take a siofile instance, are to be drawn, not between any one class of phenomena
and another, but between one way and another of marshalling and utilising the

same facts. This was clear to Carpenter in 162.5, though we have almost forgotten

both it and him.

The Principiles of Geography.

The principles of geography—the ' pleasant principles,' to use the phrase of old

"William Ouningham in 1550—on which its claims to status as a science rest are

generallj' agreed upon b}' modern geographers, though with such variations as

arise from differences of standpoint and of mental process. The evolutionary idea

is unifying geography as it has unified biology, and the whole complicated subject

may be presented as the result of continuous progressive change brought about and
guided by the influence of external conditions. These views have been often

expressed in recent years, but they do not seem to have been very seriously

considered, and no excuse need be offered for presenting them once more, though
in an epitome curt to baldness.

Tbe science of geography is of course based on the mathematical properties of

a rotating sphere ; but if we define geography as the exact and organised knowledge
of tbe distribution of phenomena on the surface of the Earth, we see the force of

Kant's classification, which subordinated mathematical to physical geography.
The vertical relief of the Earth's crust shows us tbe grand and fundamental contrast

between the oceanic hollow and the continental ridges ; and the hydrosphere is so

guided by gravitation as to fill the hollow and rise upon the slopes of the ridges

to a height depending on its volume, thus introducing the great superficial .separa-

tion into land and sea. The movements of the water of the ocean are guided in

every particular by the relief of the sea-bed and the configuration of the coast lines.

Even the distribution of the atmcsphere over the Earth's surface is aff'ected by the

relief of the crust, the direction and force of the winds being largely dominated by
the form of the land over which they blow. The different physical constitution

of land, water and air, especially the great difference between the specific heat and
conductivity or diathermancy of the three, causes changes in the distribution of the

sun's heat, and as a result the simple climatic zones and rhythmic seasons cf the

mathematical sphere are distorted out of all their primitive simplicity. The wholo
irregular distribution of rainfall and aridity, of permanent, seasonal and variable

winds, of sea-climate and laud climate, is the resultant of the guiding action of

land forms on the air and water currents, disturbed in this way from their primitive

theoretical circulation. So far we see the surface forms of the Earth, themselves

largely the result of the action of climatic forces, and constantly undergoing change
in a definite direction, controlling the two great systems of fluid circulation
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These in turn control the distribution of plants and animals, in conjunction with
the direct action of surface relief, the natural regions and climatic belts dictating

the distribution of living creatures. A more complicated state of things is found
when the combined physical and biological environment is studied in its incidence
on the distribution of the human race, the areas of human settlement, and the
lines of human communications. The complication arises partly from the fact that

each of the successive earlier environments acts botli independently and collec-

tively; but the difliculty is in greater degree due to the circumstance that man
alone amongst animals is capable of reacting on his environment and deliberately

modifying the conditions which control him.

It seems to me that the glory of geography as a science, the fascination of
geography as a study, and the value of geography in practical affairs are all due
to the recognition of this unifying influence of surface relief in controlling, though
in the higher developments rather by suggestion than dictation, the incidence of
every mobile distribution on the Earth's surface.

The Classification of Geography

,

Following out this idea, we are led to a classification of the field of geography
in a natural order, in which every department arises out of the preceding with no
absolute line of demarcation, and merges into the succeeding in the same way
This classification, it is necessary to note, is not like a series of pigeon-holes, which
may be placed in any arbitrary order, but like a chain, in which the succession
of the links is essential and unalterable.

Since form and dimension are the first and fundamental concepts in geography,
the first and basal division is the Mathematical. Mathematical geography leaves

the Earth as a spinning ball lighted and warmed according to a rigid succession of

diurnal and annual changes. This merges into the Aovaahioi Physical Geography,
which involves the results of contemporary change in the crust and the circulation

of the fluid envelopes, with the resulting modifications in the simple and pre-

dictable mathematical distributions. This division falls naturally into three parts

:

Geomorphology, dealing with the forms of the solid crust and the changes they
are undergoing at the present time ; Oceanography, dealing with the great masses
of water in the world ; and Climatology, dealing with the efi'ects of solar energy
in the air. But all three spheres—lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere—are

so closely inter-related that no one of them can be studied without some preliminary

knowledge of the others. This forms the largest and most important part of
geography, more varied and intricate than the mathematical, better known and
more definite than those involving life.

Bio-geography, the geographical distribution of life, arises directly from physical

geography, whicli dominates it, but it is full of complex questions which involve
the biological nature of the organism and the influence of physical environment,
in which geographical elements, although predominant, do not act alone. Difiicult

as some of the problems of the distribution of life are at the present day, the

remains of living creatures found fossil in the rocks, and the survivors of archaic

forms still lingering in remote islands, supply us with our only instrument of
research into the geography of past ages, often making it possible to lay down
the areas of land and water in earlier geological periods.

The relation of man to the surface of the Earth detaches itself from the rest of
Bio-geography by the number of exceptions to general laws of distribution and by
the human power of modifying environment. It has necessarily been formed into

a special department, Anthropo-geography . In primitive man the control exer-

cised by environment is nearly as complete and simple as in the case of the lower
animals ; but with every advance in culture fresh complications are introduced.

The relation of people to the land they inhabit, the choice of sites for dwellings
and towns, the planning and carrying into effect of lines of communication, are all

obviously much under the control of land form and climate. When people get
settled in a favourable position they usually become attached to it ; they acquire,

one may say, the colour of the land, in modes of thought as well as in manner of
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life. The poems of Ossian aud the Crofter Question require for their ohicidation

a knowledge of the geographical conditions of the AVestern Highlands, just as

the Border ballads and the Border raids were largely conditioned by the geo-

graphy of the Southern Uplands.

Attachment to the native valley or the native fields leads to the holding of

land by clans or tribes and the fusion of tribes into nations, while changes in

physical conditions stimulating migration from a deteriorating country may lead

to the invasion of settled territories by homeless hordes. Here Anthropo-
geography buds oft' the subdivision of Political Geography, which takes account

of the artificial boundaries separating or subdividing countries, and of the in-

numerable artificial restrictions and ameliorations which are superimposed on
the natural barriers and channels of intercommunication. Even in political

geography only a humble place is held by a statement of boundaries and capitals,

to lists of which the great name of Geography has actually been confined by people

who ought to have known better.

Anthropo-geography views the world from the standpoint of the race, political

geography from the standpoint of the nation ; but room has to he found for a yet

more restricted outlook, that of the individual, whose view of the w^orld as it

profits himself is known as commercial geography. This department deals with
natural commodities and their interchange, and perhaps because here rather than
in the other departments a successful comprehension of the inter-relation of cause

and eilect may be, in the language of the schoolroom,' reduced to pounds, shillings,

aud pence,' the name of Applied Geography has been proposed. It fitly terminates

our survey of the science, for the flickering disturbances of the equilibrium of

supply and demand known simultaneously over the whole world, and the slower

movements of transport to restore equilibrium, are still far from the power of

scientific prevision, and all we can do at present is to point out certain clear lines

of least resistance, or greatest advantage, due to the interactions of natural and
human causes and efiects.

To sum up in a sentence the field and the function of geography in the broad

majesty of its completeness, we may say that it is the description of the surface

of the solid Earth ss it is in itself, as it acts upon the ocean, the air, and the living

things which inhabit it, and as it is aifected in turn by their actions.

Geocfrafliy and the State.

Viewed thus 1 believe that geography will be found to afford an important clue

to the solution of every problem afl'ecting the mutual relations of land and people,

enlightening the course of history, anticipating the trend of political movements,

indicating the direction of sound industrial and commercial development.

It would be possible, unfortunately it would be easy, to enumerate misconcep-

tions of history, blunders in boundary settlements, errors in foreign policy, useless

and wasteful wars, mistakes in legislation, failures in commercial enterprise, lost

opportunities in every sphere, which are due to the neglect of such a theo-

retical geography. Surely it is to the laws defining the interaction of Nature

and Man that we should turn for guidance in such aiFairs, rather than to the dull

old British doctrine of ' muddling through.' That vaunted process after all means
that we are driven by stress of facts to do without intending it or knowing how,

and at imnien.se expense, the very things that intelligent study beforehand would
have shown to be necessary, feasible and cheap.

All this has been urged again and again, and it has fallen on the ears of

those in authority ' like a tale of little meaning though the words are strong.' I

admit that all advocates of a rational geography have not escaped the danger of

the special pleader—they have promised too much. If a Government official were

to say, ' Yes, I confess there was a mistake here, the aifair was managed badly,

much money and some prestige were lost ; it must all be done over again
;
please

tell me how,' I am afraid that the chances are that the answer would be vague,

general and unpractical. If the answer to this boldly hypothetical question is ever

to be clear and definite, geography must be studied as it has never yet been studied
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iu tliia countiy. It must pass beyond the stage of a recreation for retired ofFicers,

colonial officials, and persons of leisure, and become the object of intense whole-
hearted and original study by men of no less ability who are willing to devote,

not their leisure, but their whole time to the work. The object of geographical

research should be nothing less than the demonstration or refutation of what
we claim to be the central principle of geography—that the forms of terrestrial

relief control all mobile distributions.

A Projected Geographical Bescryjtion.

In order to focus the question it maybe convenient to consider the geography

—

or chorography, as Ptolemy would have termed it—of the British Islands. No
author has ever attempted to give such a description. Camden's 'Britannia'

was swamped by archaeology ; the county histories, which are certainly not deficient

in number, were wrecked outward bound on the harbour-bar of genealogy. Sir

John Sinclair's old 'New Statistical Account of Scotland' in the intelligent utilisa-

tion of very incomplete data was a great but solitary stride in the right direction.

Bartholomew's great 'Atlas of Scotland ' supplies the cartographical basis for a

modern description of the northern kingdom ; but the description itself has. not
been undertaken on an equal scale. The worlc of producing a complete geo-

graphical description of the British Islands would be gigantic, but not hope-
lessly difficult.

The material has been collected at an enormous expenditure of public money,
and is stacked more or less accessibly, much of it well-seasoned, some I fear spoilt

by keeping ; but there it lies in overwhelming abundance, heaps of building

materials, but requiring the labour of the builder before it can become a building.

There is lirst and chief the Ordnance Survey, one of the grandest pieces of work
in mathematical geography that has ever been accomplished. The result is a

series of maps almost as perfect as one can expect any human work to be, showing
in a variety of scales from } of an inch to 25 inches to a mile every feature of the

coafiguration of the land—except the lake-beds.

There is next the hydrographic survey by the Admiralty, giving every detail

of the subaqueous configuration in and around our islands—-except the lake-beds.

These two great surveys supply the basis for a complete description of the

British Islands, and the geological survey, which in a sense is more elaborate than
either of the others, completes the fundamental part. The geological map makes it

possible to explain manj' of the forms of the land by referring to the structure of

the rocks which compose them. Both the geological and hydrographic .surveys

are accompanied by memoirs describing the features and discussing the various

questions arising from tlie character of each sheet ; but there is nothing of the
kind for the maps of the ordnance survey.

The ordnance maps show at the date of their preparation the extent and also

the nature of the woodlands and moorlands, and this information is supplemented
by the Returns of the Board of Agriculture, which each year contain the statistics

of farm crops, waste land, and livestoclc for e^ery county. These returns are

excellently edited from the statistical point of view, but they are not discussed

geographically. It is easy to see in any year how much wheat is raised in each
county, but it is a slow and laborious process to discover from the Returns what
are the chief wheat-growing areas of the country. The county is too large a unit
for geographical study, as it usually includes many types of land form and of
geological formation. Before the distribution of crops can be understood or
compared with the features of the ground they must be broken up into parishes,

or even smaller units, and tlie results placed on maps and generalised. The vast
labour of collecting and printing the data is undertalien by Government, and
paid for by the people without a murmur, but the geographer is left in ignorance
for the want of a comparatively cheap and simple cartographic representation of
the facts.

The Inspectors of Mines and the Board of Trade publish statistics of the
industry and the commerce of the country, statistically excellent, no doubt, but iu
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most cases lacking the cartographic expression which makes it possible to take in

the genei'al state of the country from year to year. The same is true of the

Kegistrar-rGeneral's Eeturns of births, marriages, and deaths, in themselves an

admirable epitome of the health conditions of the country, and of the fluctuations

in population, but limited by a narrow specialism to the one purpose.

Finally and chiefly we have the Census Reports. Once in ten years the

people are numbered and described by sex, age and occupation. The inhabited

houses are numbered, and the smaller dwellings grouped according to size. The

fio-ures are most elaborately classified and discussed, so as to bring out the distri-

bution of population, and its change from the previous decade. But to the

geographer the Census Reports are like a cornfield to a seeker of bread. The

grams must be gathered, prepared, and elaborated before the desired result is

obtained. Nowhere is the cartographic method more useful than here. It is

a strikin"- contrast to turn to the splendid volumes of the United States Census

Reports, many of them statistically inferior to ours, but thickly illustrated with

maps, showing at a glance the distribution of every condition which is dealt

with ' and enabling one to follow decade by decade the progressive development

of tiie country, and to study for each census the relations between the

various conditions.

These are only a few of the statistical publications, produced by Government,

and embodying year after year a mass of conscientious labour, which, save for a

few specialists who extract and utilise what concerns themselves, is annually

'cast as rubbish to the void.'

One small department supported by public money, but under unofficial

direction, may be referred to as an example of the successful employment of

cartographic methods. This is the Meteorological Council, appointed by the

Royal Society, and charged with the collection of meteorological data and the

publication of weather reports, forecasts, and storm warnings. The maps

published twice daily to show the distribution of atmospheric pressure and tempe-

rature are only rough sketches and very much generalised, yet they serve the

purpose of presenting the facts in a graphic form, yielding at a glance information

which could only be extracted from tables by long and laborious efforts. The

pilot charts, published monthly by the same' department, showing the average

conditions of air and sea over the whole North Atlantic, and the occasional

atlases of oceanographical data are valuable geographical material.

The official work of Government is supplemented by the voluntary labours of

many societies, in whose Transactions much valuable material Is stored, and in

not a few cases is well discussed. But even with these supplements gaps remain

which must be filled by private enterprise before a complete geographical descrip-

tion can be compiled.

Considering 'the Ordnance Survey alone it is much to be regretted that cir-

cumstances have prevented the extension of the survey to the lake-beds, whatever

reason may be assigned for the omission
;
yet such is the fact. The directors of the

Survey have, however, shown themselves ready to encourage private workers by

placing the data presented by them upon the maps with due acknowledgment.

The Survey of the Lakes.

It is with profound satisfaction that I now make an announcement—by special

favour the first public announcement—of a scheme of geographical research on a

national scale by private enterprise. Sir John Murray and Mr. Laurence Pullar

have resolved to complete the bathymetrical survey of all the fresh-water lakes

of the British Islands. Mr. Laurence Pullar will take an active part In the pro-

posed survey, and has made over to trustees a sum of money sufficient to enable

the investigation to be commenced forthwith and to be carried through m a

comprehensive and thorough manner. It is intended to make the finished

work an appropriate and worthy memorial of Mr. Pullar's son, the late Mr.

Fred Pullar, who had entered enthusiastically upon the survey of the lochs of

Scotland, and whose heroic death while endeavouring to save life in Airthrey Loch
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last February must be present to the memory of many of you. Large- sums of

money devoted in good faith to scientific purposes do not always bring about the

wisbed-for result ; but in this case there is no room for anxiety on that score.

Sir John Murray, with whom Mr. Fred Pullar had worked for several years, has

generously promised to direct the whole scheme, and to be responsible for carrying

it out. All the lakes of the British Islands will be sounded and mapped as a

preliminary to the complete limnological investigation which is proposed. The
nature of the deposits, the chemical composition of the water and its dissolved

gases, the rainfall of the drainage areas, the volumes of the inflowing and out-

flowing streams, the fluctuations in the level of the surface, the seasonal changes

of temperature, and the nature and distribution of aquatic plants and animals will

all receive attention. The geological history of the lakes may also be enquired

into with reference to such points as the growth of deltas, the erosion of the

margins, and, perhaps, the conditions of the old dead lakes that are now level

meadows.
Five years at least will be required to make these observations and to in-

corporate them in memoirs, each of which will be a complete natural history

of the lakes of one river basin. The proposed work wants more than money,
direction and time. It requires the services of several young and enthusiastic

workers—preferably men who have completed their University course and are

anxious to devote some time to research. Sir John Murray and Mr. Pullar

wish to meet three or four capable young fellows, one preferably a chemist,

one a geologist, one a botanist, and one a zoologist. When found they will

be offered a salary sufficient to enable them to give their whole time to the

work, but not large enoujjh to induce anyone who has not the love of science at

heart to take it up. From my experience when working in somewhat similar con-

ditions at the Scottish Marine Station seventeen years a?o, I can promise thosa

who will have the good fortune to be selected plenty of hard work for which
they will get the fullest credit—and this they will appreciate more keenly when
they come to know the world better—and I can promise them also in their

association with Sir John Murray a course of scientific and intellectual training

such as even the universities do not afibrd.

Other Desirable Surveys.

The Geological Map requires to be supplemented by additional work on the

nature of the superficial soil as it affects agriculture, such as is expressed in

X}\ti Cartes agrojiomiquen oi¥v&v\ce, going more fully into the chemical nature of

the soil than is possible on the Drift Maps of the Survey which so usefully supple-

ment the maps of solid geology. Such experiments as have been made at the

College at Reading in collecting analyses of the soils in the neighbourhood might
very well be carried out at the agricultural colleges and other centres all over the

country.

Of equal value, though, perhaps, more obviously so to the scientific than to

the ' practical' man, is the study of the natural vegetation of the country. In a
highly cultivated land like ours there are comparatively few places where the
native flora remains in possession, but the mapping of the main crops which have
supplanted it is nearly as useful. To become satisfactory from this point of view,
the statistics of the Board of Agriculture ought to be supplemented by surveys
made by trained botanists on the ground. A valuable beginning has been made
under the ever-fertile stimulus of Professor Patrick Geddes iu the two sheets of a
map of the plant-associations of Scotland compiled by the late Robert Smith,
whose premature death last year was a loss to science. It would be a splendid

thing if this map could be finished as a memorial to the brilliant young botanist in

the same way as the survey of the lakes is proposed as a memorial worthy of
Fred Pullar, and I am glad to learn that there is some probability of it being
carried on.

Of all the other distributions which might be worked out cartographically

time fails ua to speak ; but reference must be made, however briefly, to a few.

190L 3 A
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Geograjihy of the. Air.

With regard to Meteorology, the distribution of temperature and pressure

over the British Islands for the year and for the separate months have been

worked out by the experienced hand of Dr. Buchan and published both in

separate memoirs and in the ' Meteorological Atlas,' edited by Dr. Buchan

and Dr. Herbertson. But such observations as the degree of cloud or of

sunshine can as yet be treated only in a superficial and generalised way for

want of data. Perhaps the most important and certainly the most difficult of

all the atmospheric conditions to discuss fully is precipitation. It depends on so

many varying conditions, such as the form and exposure of the land, the altitude

above sea-level, the direction and force of the wind, the relative frequency of

thunderstorms, the distance from the sea, the direction of the average paths of

cyclonic storms, &c., that far more numerous and more long-continued observa-

tions are required to establish the normal condition of the country than in the

case of either temperature or pressure. When we reflect that the whole water-

supply of the country depends directly on rainfall, and when we remember that

the value of water-power made available by differences of level promises to be

oreater in the future than it has been in the past, we can see that a study of

rainfall in conjunction with configuration may prove as valuable for the localisa-

tion of the manufacturing centres of the future as the geological survey was for

those of the present.

Thanks to the remarkable foresight and the untiring exertions of the late

Mr. Symons, the volunteer rainfall observers of this country have been encouraged

to organise their efforts, and by working on a common plan have accumulated

within the last forty years a mass of observations unrivalled for number and com-

pleteness in any other land. But as yet the difficulties in the way of constructing

a map of normal rainfall on an adequate scale have not been overcome, and much
experimental work will probably be necessary before it can be accomplished. To

this task it is my ambition to devote myself I may be permitted to state that

Scotland is far "behind England or Wales in the number of rainfall stations per

square mile. Thus there is, roughly, one rain-observing station for every 20

square miles of England, one for every .'>0 square miles of Wales, but only one

for every fi7 square miles of Scotland, and one for every 170 square miles of

Ireland.

Rainfall observations only tell the amount of available water ; the con-

figuration of the stream-beds must be considered in determining water-power.

The only country I know where the horse-power of the rivers has been measured

and mapped is Finland, but of course individual rivers, such as the Mississippi,

Ehine, Seine, and Thames, have been thoroughly studied. Before many decades

have passed it will be a necessary element in the surveys of all countries, though

at present the available data are few and scattered.

Population Maps.

In considering human geography we come to the most interesting and least

occupied field of research. Until Mr. Bosse constructed his beautiful maps of the

density of population of Scotland and England we had absolutely no carto-

graphical representation of the true distribution of people over the laud. To map
population by counties gives a very poor idea of the truth, for in such counties as

Yorkshire or Perthshire there are large areas entirely without inhabitants, and

small areas where the population is very dense. Mr. Bosse's maps were made on

the principle of leaving blank all the land on which there were no dwelling-houses,

and so obtaining a close approximation to the true density of population of the

inhabited area. For Scotland his map shows at once that it is a function of

configuration. It shows the densely peopled lowland plain, the less densely

peopled coast-strip surrounding the country, and the least densely peopled valleys

running inland into the great uninhabited areas. The population map of England,

on the other hand, shows an absolutely startling relation to the geological structure,
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which in turn is closely related to the configuration. We are not astonished to

see the centres of densest population coinciding with the Coal Measures, but it

is both surprising and instructive to see how the density of population runs
parallel to the strike of the Secondary and Tertiary rocks of south-eastern

England, a band of the lightest population following each outcrop of chalk and
limestone, a baud of dense population following each belt of sandstone or clay.

Anthropo-geography teems with fascinating subjects of research. The admi-
rable investigations in the West of Ireland on the physical anthropology of the

people might well be extended to the whole country outside the great towns,
where all evidence of place of origin and original character is speedily lost. Good
work has been done in this way by the Ethnographic Survey promoted by a

committee of this As.sociation, and a committee of the Royal Scottish Geo-
graphical Society has rendered great aid to the Ordnance Survey in the cognate
study of the place-names of Scotland.

The distribution of religion, even in the three typical forms of Anglican,
Presbyterian, r^nd Roman Catholic—forms so typical as to be, broadly speaking,

jiational—is most imperfectly known. The objection to a religious census is one
which is somewhat dithcult of comprehension in Scotland, and too polemic for

sober discussion in England. But a few of the problems are worth being worked
out by individuals. The curious islands of Roman Catholic continuity in Lanca-
shire, the Hebrides and the Highlands can probably be related simply enough to
the configuration of the country and the means of communication as influencing

free movement of people at critical period'* of history. There are many inter-

esting points as to the geographical distribution of surnames, the relation of
characteristic literature or poetry to specific areas ; things small in themselves, but
capable of exercising very far-reaching influence if systematically worked out.

Geogra2)hical Synthesis.

Granted that the subsidiary surveys have been made and the results put in a
strictly comparable form, the central problem remains—the synthesis of the complete
geography of the country. This can perhaps be solved best by comparing the maps
of the various distributions in the proper order, and seeing how far they are
related to one another. For the general discussion the Ordnance Map on the
scale of 1 inch to a mile should be used, and each natural region ought properly to
be treated by itself, but as a matter of practical convenience it would probably be
found best to select either the artificial boundaries of counties or the still more
arbitrary lines bounding sheets of the map. Whatever small area is taken as
the unit of description, it should be treated in such a way as to seek for and prove
or disprove the existence of any control exercised by the form of the land and its

geological character on the outcrops of the rocks, the nature of the soil, the course
of the rivers, the temperature and movements of the air, the rainfall, the vegetation
and agriculture, the distribution of population, the sites of towns, villages, and
isolated dwellings, the roads, railways and harbours, the birth-rate and death-rate,
and ou the progrestdve changes in all these conditions which are shown in the
discussion of the statistics collected annually or decennially. When such unit
areas are worked out individually the results can easily be combined and condensed
into a geographical description that will be complete, well balanced, and sym-
metrical. The work is practicable ; it requires onl)' time, money, direction and
workers to carry it out; but although a specimen memoir, prepared by the
authority of the Royal Geographical Society, met with a certain measure of
approval, all attempts failed to obtain funds for making the work complete, and
the scheme must await a more educated generation i)efore it can be profitably
revived in its entirety. Meanwhile this field for geographical study and
research lies at the doors of every university where the subject is or may be
recognised, and the labours of professors and students might be profitably
directed to the completion of such memoirs for the surrounding district, graduallv
working further and further afield. The idea is no more new than every other
' thing under the sun,' Such exercises, not so elaborately planned, but the same

.3 A 2
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ill essentials, were ordinary subjects for theses in the universities of Sweden and
Finland during the eighteenth century. To come nearer home, the local handbooks

prepared for successive meetings of the British Association are frequently very fair

examples of the geographical description of a district. The essential qualities are

rarer in guide-books, but we must not forget one brilliant exception, the poet

Wordsworth's ' Guide to the English Lakes.'

It is pleasant to hear that through the encouragement of Sir John Murray the

Scottish Natural History Society is taking up the systematic study of the basin of

the Forth, and they will, 1 feel sure, give a good account of their labours. One
poait which must be very strongly emphasised is that a geographical treatise is

distinguished from a jumble of facts mainly by the order and proportion in whicli

the phenomena are dealt with, and by the relation of cause and elFect that is

established between them.

As to the utility of complete geographical descriptions, we must of course

recognise their greater practical importance in new and developing countries than

in old lands like our own. Yet even with us the study of the distribution of

natural resources may suggest important changes, involving great redistributions

of population.

A Geographical Warning.

Hitherto, except as regards exploration and cartography, the position of

geography in this country has never been satisfactory. Times are changing, and even

in exploration we are now only one amongst many rivals, often better equipped by

education, usually in no way deficient in daring. Although the best work of

several of our cartographers in Edinburgh and London need fear no comparison,

we cannot conceal the fact that Germany leads the world in map-making. As
regards the recognition or even the comprehension of geography by the State, by

the universities and by the public, we are equally far behind our neighbours across

the North Sea.

It has sometimes been hinted that the study of geography has been deliberately

discouraged by politicians or by merchants because too much knowledge on the

part of the public might embarrass foreign policy or lead to mercantile competi-

tion ; but we surely cannot entertain such unworthy suspicions. I am inclined to

attribute the neglect of the subject merely to ignorance of its nature due to

imperfect education.

Two cases in which the application of geography to political and practical

affairs suggests a definite course of action may be mentioned as examples. There

is still one important colonial boundary entii'ely undelimited in a region somewhat

difficult of access and still little known, where goldfields will probably be found

or reported before long, and where a very serious international question may
suddenly arise in a part of the world absolutely unsuspected by most people, even

amongst those who interest themselves in general politics and in colonial affairs.

It would cost a comparative trifle to survey the region in question, and to lay

down that boundary line before the goldfields are touched, so that no international

trouble could ever arise. What it may cost to postpone the matter until claims

have been pegged out on debatable land, the British Guiana and Venezuela

arbitration, the Alaska difficulty, and South Africa are there to tell us. It would

be interesting to calculate, now that the cost of a week of figliting is known, the

saving in pennies on the income tax that would have accrued from a survey of

South Africa if that had been carried out as an imperial duty when Cape Colony

was settled. I do not for a moment suggest that a survey would have prevented

the war ; but it is not unreasonable to believe that it would have shortened it by

some months. In this connection it is satisfactory to know that a valuable report

has been drawn up by a Committee of the British Association, presided over by

Sir Thomas Holdich, embodying a scheme for the systematic survey of British

protectorates.

The second example comes nearer home. The utilisation of wind- and water-

power must increase in importance as mineral fuel diminishes in amount or

increases in price; Wind^ and water-power will never fail as long as the sun shines
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and the land remains higher than the sea ; but what may fail unless timely pre-

cautions are taken is the power of utilising them for the benefit of the community

at large. Are the existing laws as to water-rights, and the absence of laws as to

the utilisation of wind desirable and satisfactory ? The usual answer to such

questions is, ' Why trouble about that just now ? These matters are not urgent,

other things are.' That argument is answerable for many disasters. The inevit-

able is in many if not in most cases simply another name for the unforeseen. It

is inevitable that the country will be impoverished if the utilisation of wind- and

water-power and the transport of that power by electricity are uot wisely safe-

guarded and provided for ; but when a survey of our resources, the circulation of

the air over our islands, and the ell'ects produced by the interposition of the moun-

tains, plateaus, and valleys upon it, plainly points to the possibility of such a

trouble, it only becomes inevitable as a result of culpable negligence.
_

These two examples, which will not strike anyone whose mind is wholly oc-

cupied in paying the penalties of old neglect, illustrate my contention that a com-

plete geographical description based on full investigation is of the highest and

most urgent importance, not for this country only, but for the Empire, and for

every country in the world.

Nor is it the land alone which claims attention. It is of the utmost importance

to investigate and evaluate the resources of the surrounding seas.
_
The recent

International Conference for the exploration of the sea held at Christiania formu-

lated a scheme of research which has been taken up enthusiastically by Belgium,

Holland, Germany, Denmark, Russia, Sweden and Norway. Its object is to

place the fisheries of Northern Europe on a scientific basis, and to make for that

purpose a comprehensive survey of the sea, which will prove of high value to

meteorology, and through it to agriculture as well. The recent work by

Mr. 11. N. Dickson on the circulation of the surface waters of the North Atlantic

in conjunction with similar work by Professor Pettersson in Sweden shows how
hopeful such researches are from the purely scientific standpoint, and their practical

importance is no less. It remains with our Government to show that this

country is not indifferent to an opportunity, such as has never presented itself

before, of placing one of our great national industries on a basis of scientific

knowledge. This is in my belief one of the cases in which the expenditure of

thousands now will mean the saving of millions a few years hence.

It is magnificent to send out polar expeditions ; they speak volumes for the

greatness of the human mind that can give itself to the advancement of knowledge

for the sake of linowledge, knowing that it will bring no material gain ; and I

trust that such a spirit will continue to manifest itself until no spot on Earth, no

land however coldor hot, no depth of sea, no farthest limit of the atmosphere

remains unsearched and its lesson unlearnt. But I insist that the full study of

our own country is on a totally different footing. Magnificent it may be, too, but

sternly practical, since it is absolutely essential for our future well-being, and even

for the continuance of the nation as a Power amongst the states of the world.

Still, there is every probability that such work will be neglected until the events

which it should avert are upon us, and then it will be too late to make provisions

which now could be done cheaply, easily, and effectively.

A Proposed Remedy.

The few attempts which have been made in this country to promote the study

of geography or to diminish the discouragements to geographical research have

had but slight success. Much has been done to improve geographical teaching

by the Royal Geographical Society, the Royal Scottish Geographical Society, the

Geographical Association, this Section of the British Association, and other

bodies ; but that is not my theme. I refer to the little that has been done

towards the elaboration of a geographical theory and the elucidation of

geographical proces.ses. Amongst the not inconsiderable number of teachers of

geography in the Universities and colleges of Great Britain there is not one

man who receives a salary on which he can live in decent comfort so as to
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devote all his time, or a substantial part of it, to geographical research ; and the
sa.ue is true of every official of all the geographical societies. Not one is paid a
salary sufficient to enable him to devote the time not occupied by mechanical
routine to any other purpose than supplementing his income by outside work

—

writing text-books, correcting examination papers, perhaps even practising

journalism. If by an effort and the sacridee of some of the comforts considered
necessary by most people of the professional classes he devotes a few odd hours
now and then to some original research, he finds very few to consider it seriously;

some friendly expressions of opinion possibly, but scarcely a reader ; and it counts
for nothing, save, perhaps, in enhancing the reputation of his country in other
lands where scientific work, no matter in what department, is valued in a due
degree. All this must be changed before much progi'ess can he made. No doubt
a giant of genius would ignore all obstacles and pui-sue his work regardless of
recognition ; but such giants are not to be looked for many times in a century.
It should be made possible for a man of fair abilities to receive as much oppor-
tunity, encouragement, recognition and i-eward for good work in geography as
for good work, let us say, in chemistry or electricity. That is all that can reason-

ably be asked, and tliat is what is freelj^ accorded in other countries where the
status of the man of science is higher than it is with us. It is here that help
may be hoped for from the Scottish Universities in the strength of their new
endowments. If a Chair of Geography were in.stituted with the purpose of
promoting research first and teaching afterwards, properly equipped with books,
maps, and apparatus, and held on the understanding that no outside work was to

be undertaken, something might yet be done to restore our country to the
position it held a century and a half ago, when a text- book of geography was
published without a thought of sarcasm, containing a frontispiece representing
* Britannia instructing Europe, Asia, Africa, and America in the Science oi

Geography.'

The following Papers and Report were read :

—

»

1. Martin Behaim of Nilrnherg, 1459-1507. By E. 6. Ravenstein.

Martin Behaim of Niirnberg fills a place of some prominence in the history of

geography on three grounds : firstly, the famous historian Joao de Barros,
writing in 15.39, tells us that he was a pupil of Ilegiomontaniis,and was appointed
jointly with Master Rodrigues and Master .losepo, a member of a committee who
devised a method of ' navigating by the sun,' which hud become necessary since

the Portuguese had crossed the equator, and left behind them the pole star to

determine their latitude ; secondly, Behaim claims to have commanded a vessel

in Cao's memorable second expedition ; and thirdly, during a visit to Niirnberg,
in 1490-1493, he superintended the manufacture of a terrestrial globe, which sur-

vives to this day, and is the most ancient geographical monument of that kind in

existence. As to the first point we may well doubt whether Behaim was a pupil
of the great Franconian astronomer, for Regiomontanus left Niirnberg in July
1575, and Behaim was intended for a commercial and not for a scientific career.

We know, on the other hand, that Jose Visinho, the Josepo of de Barros and a
pupil of the astronomer Zacuto of Guimaraes, actually did translate the ' Aimanach
Perpetuum' of his master (it was printed at Leiria in 1496), and in 1484 under-
took a voyage to the Guinea coast for the especial purpose of determining the
latitudes with the aid of the astrolabe and the tables of the declination of the sun,
furnislied by Zacuto. Beliaim may have accompained Jose on this voyage. It

has bfen suggested that he introduced into the Portuguese navy an ' improved

'

astrolabe, the cross-stati' or the ' Ephenierides ' of Regiomontanus ; but these are
mere idle conjectures.

Nor can we admit that Behaim was a member of Cao's second expedition,
which left Lisbon towards the close of 1485 and was back before August 1480.
Behaim's own account we gather from the legends on his globe and information
evidently communicated by him to Hartmann Schedel, the compiler of the well-
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known ' Liber Cbrouicoruin.' He claims to have left Portugal in 1484 in com-
mand of one vessel, the other beiuof commanded by Cao ; to have set up a Padrao
on Monte Negro on January 18, 1485; and to have turned homeward after a

voyage of 2,300 leagues. As measured on hia globe these 2,300 leagues would
have carried him, far beyond the Cape of Good Hope, to a ' Prom. S. Bartholomeo
viego,' whilst Cao turned back on a Cabo Negro (now known as Cape Cross) in

15° 14' S. If Behaira was knighted on Friday, February 18, 1485 (day of

the week, date, and year are in agreement), he cannot have set up a pillar on
January 18, 1485. But even supposing all these inconsistent dates of his to be due
to lapses of memory, we should still hesitate to admit his having been a companioii

of that famous explorer, still less would a man who wrote in 1493 that 'the

polar star not being visible to the south of the equator and the magnet refusing

to act the navigators are constrained to make their course with the aid of the

astrolabe ' have been placed in command of a Portuguese vessel. Behaim has

nothing to say about the powerful Manlcongo ' discovered ' by Cao, but seems to

know everything about King Furfur's Land (Benin), where the ' Portugal pepper
'

was discovered in 1485 ; about the mysterious ' Ogane,' supposed to be Prester John
;

and about the great mortality in the Gulf of Guinea owing to the heat. But
these are experiences of the expedition of Joao Atlbnso d'Aveiro, who left

Portugal in 1485 and returned in 1486 in time for Behaim to enter into a scheme
for the discovery of the ' island of the seven cities,' as supposed by Ernesto do Canto.
We therefore think it quite possible that Behaim took part in d'Aveiro's expedi-

tion, but reject unhesitatingly his claim to have commanded a vessel in that of

Cao.

As !:o the globe still to be seen at Niirnberg there is no doubt that it was pro-

duced under his direction, and I propose shortly to publish a full description of it,

together with a trustworthy facsimile.

Report on the Climatology of Tropical Africa.—See Repoi'ts, p. 383.

3. Morphological Map of Europe. By Dr. A. J. Herbertson.

4. Geographical Conditions affecting British Trade.

By Geo. G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc.^

Fluctuations in British trade are often discussed as if they depended solely on
such matters as tariffs and bounties, the ignorance and negligence or knowledge
and enterprise of merchants, the behaviour of masters and men among the indus-
trial classes, railway rates, and so forth. It may therefore be worth while to call

attention to some obvious facts showing that geographical conditions are im-
portant factors to be taken into account in considering such changes.

The history of Glasgow furnishes a very interesting illustration of this truth.

Throughout the separate history of Scotland, Glasgow was a town of quite minor
importance. Not till trans-Atlantic trade developed did it rise to the position of
an important commercial and industrial city. In considering this rise it is im-
portant to note that, in relation to such trade, the physical configuration of Scot-
land gives to Glasgow, as its hinderland, not merely the small valley of the Clyde,
but all the originally richer eastern lowlands of Scotland from the Grampians to

the Tweed.
In discussing the subject of the Paper with reference to the United Kingdom

as a whole, it will be convenient to distinguish between commercial and industrial

advantages or disadvantages, even although these act and react on one another.
Commercially, this country has a situation presenting unparalleled advantages

in relation to those parts of the world most conveniently reached from the

' Published in full in the Geograjjhical Journal, October 1001.
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seaboard, but no others. The importance of these advantages is well illustrated

by the great magnitude and the remarkable constancy in the relative value of

the British entrepot trade, and also by the rapid development and continued

pre-eminence of our chief textile industry, that of cotton.

Such being the essential nature of British commercial advantages, all improve-
ments in connection with shipping, the change from wood to iron and steel as

ship-building materials, the change from sails to steam as a means of propulsion,

the improvement of marine engines, the enlargement of ships, the improvement
and enlargement of harbours, the improvement of the means of communication
between the seaboard and the interior in all parts of the world, have tended in

the aggregate more to the advantage of this country than any other.

On the other hand, all improvements in the means of communication between
inland centres of production and inland markets have tended to diminish the

relative value of the commercial position of this country. This consideration is

illustrated by reference to some facts in the history of the trade of Germany with
surrounding countries, and that of the United States with Mexico and Canada.

The industrial advantages of the United Kingdom depend on the great

abundance of coal and iron ore in convenient situations. It is obvious, however,
that the development of similar resources elsewhere must reduce the relative value

of these advantages. With reference to this point the position of two rival

countries is of peculiar interest for difl'erent reasons. Germany is so favoured,

both in its coal and iron fields, that one is led to ask why that country was so

long in becoming a rival in industry of the United Kingdom. The United States

is even more favoured, and in the case of that country the interesting point to

note is how the advance of time is tending to increase its industrial advantages
relatively to those of our own country.

Another circumstance tending to lower the industrial advantages of this

country relatively to those of others is the development of water-power. Formerly
the use of this power was restricted by natural obstacles, but now these obstacles

are, to a large extent, removed by the employment of electricity as a means of

transmitting that power. All this must obviously tend more to the advantage of

such countries as Switzerland, Norway, and Italy in Europe, and Canada and the

United States in America, than to that of this country. Under this head the case

of Italy is of peculiar interest. Water-power is there getting very largely applied

through electricity. Now, it is to be borne in mind that Italy has an extremely
advantageous commercial situation. That was shown by the whole history of

commerce in the middle ages. The opening of the Suez Canal has restored, to

some extent, this advantage, which, however, has not yet been fully or even
largely turned to account. But in commerce the great law is that to him that

hath shall be given. If, then, Italy, through her water-power or in other ways,

is able to develop very greatly a trade based on her own resources, all the more
likely will she be to add to that trade a great transit and entrepot trade such as

she once possessed.

5. Tlie Influence of GeograjMcal Environment on Political Evolution.

By Alleyne Ireland.

The influence of geographical environment on political evolution in the tropics

and sub-tropics is a subject which must assume for us an increasing practical

interest as time passes. In order to emphasise this point it is only necessary to

observe that, taking the tropics and sub-tropics to mean the heat-belt lying

between 30° N and 30° S., the sea-borne trade of these regions is increasing at a

much greater rate than is the sea-borne trade of the temperate lands.

We know that commerce to-day demands for its best development certain

conditions of government which must in the main conform to the usages of what
we call Western Civilisation. Thus the construction of the Suez (!!anal involved

the Europeanising of the Egyptian Government, as the Panama or Nicaragua
Canal of the future will involve the establishment, under one authority or another,
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of a type of government in Central America very different from that wbicli now
exists.

It -would be easy to multiply indefinitely examples intended to prove the

interdependence of commerce and political administration. The history of British

rule in India might well he founded on that central idea ; and from the earliest

. times European relations with China have been moulded by the failure of the

Chinese political system to meet the necessities of European commerce.

A brief survey of the history of tropical and sub-tropical countries during the

past four centuries confronts us with the fact that in three countries only

—

Mexico, Peru, and India—did the first European travellers find native Govern-

ments possessing any serious elements of stabilit}', and that in each case the

government was in the form of a military despotism. Broadly speaking, we may
say that whatever degree of organised government exists to-day in Central and

South America, in the West Indies, in the whole of Africa, in Further India, and

in the Malay Archipelago is due to the intrusion of one or another of the

European Powers. These countries may be divided into two classes—one com-

prising those in which the administration is of direct European origin, the other

including those in which popular representation effectively throws the control of

affairs into the hands of the local inhabitants. If we accept India as representing

the former class, and the Central American Republics as representing the latter,

we cannot fail to be impressed by the fact that, although European influence in

Central America antedates British influence in India by a full century, the

argument on the facts is strongly against the applicability of representative

institutions to tropical countries.

Briefly the question resolves itself into one of climatic discipline. In Europe

the extreme range of temperature demands variety of clothing, and to this

necessity we may attribute the growth of industry in early times. A winter

season, during which food cannot be obtained directly from the soil, involved an

excess of labour above the daily need during the season of crops, and from this we
adduce the development of thrift and foresight. To these two factors, and to

their innumerable and far-reaching corollaries, must be attributed the general

character of European civilisation. In the development of the tropical man
neither of these great agencies has been at work, nor, except in a few special

instances, can it be foreseen that they will come into operation.

It is not asserted that the natives of the tropics are necessarily deficient in the

intellectual faculties. To propound such a theory, in view of the constant and

deserved success of East Indians and Negroes in our Universities and at the Bar,

would merely betray colour prejudice. But when we observe the tropical man as

a legislator or as a responsible administrator we find him, with very few excep-

tions, to be utterly unsuited to his task. I think that the available facts justify

the theory that the climatic conditions of the tropics have set an insuperable

barrier to the advancement of tropical peoples in the direction of popular govern-

ment. It seems to me that a great deal of futile experimenting would be saved if

we accepted the principle that in the heat-belt of the world administrative affairs

must rest in the hands of specially trained Europeans, guided by the advice of a

nominated council consisting of representatives of each class of the community.
It is not because we would oppress the native, but because we would save him

from oppression and from the evil effects of rash and ill-considered legislation, that

we would take the administration of his country out of bis hands.

6. Itineraries in Portuguese Congo. By Rev. Thomas Lewis,

The ancient kingdom of Kongo discovered in the fifteenth century is so little

known at the beginning of the twentieth. In past generations the Portuguese

were more interested in their island plantations, and used their territories on the

mainland to supply them with slaves. The Government of to-day shows signs of

activity in opening up the country, and have established three military and fiscal

stations inland, the latest on the Kwangu Kiver,
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The traveller finds the river banks from the coast to Moqui sparsely populated.

Moqui itself is very unhealthy, hut is indispensable as the principal port and depot

for goods into the interior, From here he starts on his inland journey, and travels

for six days through dreary and monotonous country to S. .Salvador, the ancient

capital of Kongo.
Here there are ruins of ancient churches, and the main arch of the cathedral

is in a good state of preservation, the only monument of a great and glorious

past. There is a Portuguese Resident, two trading firms, and two missions.

Three years ago the writer of this paper was requested to make a prospecting

journey into Zombo, and after traversing the country in several directions esta-

blished a mission station at Kibokolo, in the heart of Zombo.
Travelling east from S. Salvador he ascended the plateau at Bangu, where the

Mbrizi River' falls into the valley, the Arthington Falls. The journey proceeded

eastward, and the source of the Mbrizi was noted. The Kwilu River also rises

on this plateau. Two days' journey takes him to the Lufunde Valley, the high,

precipitous rocks and waterfalls on both, sides of which are very picturesque. The

river Lufunde flows into the Mbrizi to tbe south-west.

Climbing the hill on the eastern side the traveller is again on the plateau, and

Kibokolo is a populous district on the highland, .30,250 feet above the sea.

The climate is much better on the plateau than in the swampy lowlands, and

the temperature is much lower, with a good annual fall of rain.

The soil is sandy and the country naturally well drained, the most noticeable

feature being the abundance of water in sparkling and crystal streams and the

absence of swamps. Hence these highlands of Zombo are much healthier for

Europeans, and malarial fevei is not prevalent.

The flora of the country atfords a splendid field for botanists. Many parts of

Portuguese Congo are sparsely populated, but Zombo is an exception, being very

thickly populated.

When .slaTery and native wars and superstitions are done away with the

natives of Africa will rapidly increase in number, and the question of the native

races will be the most ditticult of African problems.

The development of the country must be by the uplifting of the natives. New
needs and new tastes must be cultivated, so that the natives may be impelled tc

work for their living.

Here Christian missions do great good in teaching the people and providing

them with vernacular literature, so that they are no longer satisfied with savage

life. Young men are trained as carpenters, stonemasons, and blacksmiths, and they

employ themselves in useful work. Thus the natives take their position as

responsible beings in the progress and development of their country.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBEll 13.

The following' Papers were read :—

1. The Effects of Vegetation in the Valley and Plains of the Clyde.

By G. F. Scott-Elliot, M.A., B.Sc, F.L.S., F.R.G.S.

General characters of the valley in (1) the subalpine, (2) heather and peat,

(3) sheep pasture, and (4) arable^ districts
; (5) the Falls of Clyde or canyon,

(6) the valley below the falls, and (7) the flat alluvial plains about Renfrew.

Erosion.—The e^ect of erosion on peat, bare arable land, and permanent pasture

is contrasted with a view to showing that the water retained in peaty soil, the

transpiration amounts of living plants, as well as the vegetable matter produced,

must so alter the character and amount of the erosion that no trustworthy estimate

can be formed if these factors are disregarded.

Slopes or sides of the valley.—The successive stages in the formation of the

slope are traced in several instances, taken from the Falls of Clyde and the
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tributaries Nethan and Harpersgill, &c. It is shown that a perfect series of transi-

tions can be found from the vertical cliff or scaur left by the river to the continuous

steep slope, which is characteristic of the valley-sides throughout this neighbour-

hood.

The vegetation is shown to control this slope formation throughout. The
vegetation covering the space at the base of the cliff forms very rapidly.

The annual formation of wood and other tissues is shown to be very great in this

sheltered and moist situation (as compared by measurements with the growth of

the same plants in more exposed positions). Any falls Irom above, such as stones

or rock, earth and vegetable matter washed or blown down, accumulate at the

base of the precipice o.- scaur, and are at once covered over by the vegetation. Thus
a steep sloping surface is formed which gradually extends up the side of the cliff

until eventually the characteristic V-shape of the ravines is produced.

Measurements showing the average slopes in at least four separate ravines

were given.

The undermining of the rock below the fringe of vegetation is shown in some
cases to result in a slope which eventually unites with the accumulation from below
to form the characteristic angle of inclination.

The character of the vegetation of course alters greatly the tenacity of the

covering formed by it. Thus trees form an exceedingly strong network of roots,

as is shown by the example at Eenmuir, where landslips affecting the whole face

of the slope have appeared through the original trees having been destroyed.

An attempt was made to give measurements of the average tenacity of the

vegetation crust in a few cases, provided the practical difficulties can be overcome

in time.

Ilolmlands orjlats or valleyfloors.—Character, value, and constitution of the

holms at different points of the Clyde contrasted, and their differences shown to

depend on the mixtures of soils and proportions of organic material. The formation

of these flat lands is shown to depend chiefly on the work of certain marsh plants,

of which Scirpus lacustrif, Fhragmites, Vmtcheria, Poufluitati-s, and various sedges

are the mo.st important. The difficulty of tracing their action arises from the

extent to which draining has been carried on, but observations are given illustratin;:?

the species mentioned, and showing that the amount produced in a single year is

by no means an inconsiderable quantity.

Shingle beds.—The shingle beds and the manner in which they are covered by
vegetation is also discussed shortly.

Au attempt is made to show on the map the approximate boundary of what
was at one time river and estuarine marshes. The difficulty of deciding upon the

exact boundary line is shown to depend upon the amount of boulder clay and drift

which closely resembles the ordinary alluvium. If time is left, au attempt will be

made to compare the alluvial formations of other countries with those of the

Clyde.

2. The Scottish Natural History Society's Scheme for the Investigation of the

Forth Valley. By Marion Newbigin, D.Sc.

The paper gives au account of a scheme which has been undertaken by the

Scottish Natural History Society at the suggestion of Sir John Murraj-. It is

proposed, first, to arrange, in a readily availaljle form, references to papers already

published on the natural history of the Forth Valley, includuig its botany, zoo-

logy, and geologj' ; secondly, the Society proposes to utilise its various sections and
the labours of its individual members in the acquisition of a mass of detail in regard

to the existing organic conditions in the valley of the Forth, with the primary object

of providing a basis of fact upon which conclusionsmaybe later established, although
the opportunities of the work as a means of training observers will not be lost

sight of. It is hoped that the work may be carried out in such a way that the

conditions of existence of the most important organisms within the area may be
readily ascertained by reference to the Society's records.
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3. Methods and Objects of a Botanical Survey of Scotland.

By W. G. Smith, B.Sc, Ph.D., Leeds.

The botanical survey now under consideration was initiated by Robert Smith,
of Dundee, and was drawn up in co-operation witli a survey of France on similar

lines, the project of Professor Ch. Hahault, of Montpellier. According to this

method the vegetation of any area is regarded as consisting of a collection of plant-

associations the distribution and extent of which are indicated on standard maps
by distinctive colours. Each association of plants is adapted to certain conditions

of food-supply, heat, light, moisture, &c., and one of the objects of the survey is to

obtain fuller information on these life-conditions of plants.

Each plant-association consists of a variable number of species, •which may be
arranged thus

:

(fl) One or more dominant social fgregarious) species : these are used to name
the association, e.g., oak, beech, pine, heather, &c.

Qj) Secondary social species struggling for dominance.

(e) Dependent species protected by the dominant forms or more oi less de-

pendent on them for food, &:c.

A feature of the survey is the collection of field-notes and lists of species in

order to amplify our knowledge of plant-associations and species included in each.

In Scotland the following have been found to be the most suitable associations

for recording, and they are equally applicable to a botanical survey in progress in

various parts of England :

—

I. Maritime and littoral group of associations.

II. Agrarian group.

(rt) Cultivation : (1) with rotations including wheat— upper limits, 600
to COO feet

; (2) without wheat—up to limits of cultivation, 1,000 to

1,250 feet.

{b) Woods of deciduous trees: (1) mixed deciduous woods with beech,

oak, &;c.—upper limits, 700 to 1,000 feet
; (2) oak woods without

beech—upper limits, 1,000 feet.

III. Sub-alpine group (1,000 to 2,000 feet).

(rt) Woods: (1) Scots pine or mixed conifers—upper limits, 1,260 to

1,800 feet; (2) larch woods—upper limits, 1,-300 to 1,800 feet;

(3) birch woods— upper limits, 1,500 to 2,G00 feet.

(6) Hill pasture and moorland: (1) grass hill pasture associations;

(2) heather associations
; (3) cotton-grass and heather associations on

peat-bog.

IV. Alpine group (2,000 to 4,000 feet).

(1) Heather associations, up to 3,100 feet.

(2) Bilberry {Vaccmium myrtillus) association, up to 3,600 feet,

(3) Alpine pasture associations.

(4) Alpine plateau with mosses, lichens, &c.

(•5) Alpine crags.

4. Notes on Argentine Anthropo-geography.

By F. P. Moreno, Director of the La Flata Museum.

The paper gives an account of the distribution of the extinct and existing

human races in the Argentine Eepublic.

There are in Argentina the remains of men who lived before the continent

had acquired its present relief and contour. Ai'terwards these men, developing,

commenced their migrations, while another race appeared in the regions of the

West at the end of the Glacial epoch, and the ancient people were pushed to the
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South, wliere to-day we meet tbeir descendants ; and amongst them we note an

extraordinary variety of types observed in no other country in the world. Man
lived in caves with extinct mammals as man lived in European caves of the

Pleistocene period, and other people migrated from the northern extremity of the

American continent. We find Polynesian anthropological elements mixed with

the Patagonian, Polynesian culture among Calchaqui and old Peruvian culture.

Advancing in time, we find a complicated civilisation which it is impossible to

ally with any known type, yet presenting an astonishing similarity in some

respects with that of people who lived in the same latitude in the northern hemi-

sphere and in lands of similar physical conditions. There is a remarkable analogy

between the petrographs extending from Arizona to Patagonia, on both sides

of the Andes, and between their industrial arts and myths. In intermediate

countries there are identical analogies with races of the South and of the East.

In Bolivia the ruins of Tiahuanaco and other similar ruins have no antecedents

;

the people to which they are referred, the one that used the macrocephalic defoi^

mation, has its representatives from Vancouver to Patagonia ; in the old Peruvian

pottery the human types are not all those of the natives of to-day, but those of

Patagonia, Tierra del Fuego, and Chile ; in this pottery Mexican types appear

represented as prisoners; several small artistic terra-cottas, so common in the old

Mexican towns, have been discovered in the pampas of Buenos Aires ; whUe other

Mexican objects are the same as some of Calchaqui. Calchaqui remains extended

from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from Patagonia to Peru an inter- Andean
ti-ade has existed in remote epochs showing the enterprise of the peoples which

maintained such relations across so great a barrier. "When we remember all these

facts, we cannot but believe that man in South America has had a very long

existence, and that intercontinental, and even interoceanic, communications have

been maintained from the prehistoric times until the day when the Spanish

conquistadors continued the work of the wild tribes in destroying the older

civilisation.

But who are the Onas, the Tehuelches, the Gennakens, the Araucanians, the

Misiones, and Chaco tribes, the Calchaquis ? It is impossible to answer these

questions at present. The importance of these investigations has been indicated in

the hope that it may conduce to the solution of these problems, but the author

thinks that we are already in presence of the elements which formed the old and

lost civilisation, the ruins of which are spread over the whole continent of South

America. The anthropologist treating of North America only, and ignoring what
can be seen in South America, supposes that the latter continent was peopled by

the races of the former, and that the ancestors of the Pueblos were also the

founders of the old civilisations of Peru and Bolivia
; but probably the South

American origins are the older, and there is ample evidence in support of this

contention. Palteontology has demonstrated that the Pampean mammals migrated

from the South to Mexico and the United States, and it is not impossible that

men may have taken the northward route. It is true that the Mastodon is both

a European and North American mammal, but it is not to be forgotten that its

remains are also abundant in South America, in beds of the same age as, or older

than, those of North America and Europe.

5. Some Explorations of Andean Lakes. jBy Hesketh Prichard.

Itinerary of expedition—The Pampas—Difficulties of transport—Arrival at

Colohuapi—The Tehuelche Indians—Their appearance and method of life—Lago
Buenos Aires—Santa Cruz—Following Darwin's route—Arrival at Lago Argen-

tino—First down-stream navigation of the Rio Leona—Exploration of Lago
Argentino—The Forests—Discovery of a new lake—Homeward.

6i i¥. Elisee Meclus' Map on Natural Curvature. By M. Reclus*Guyon
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SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER IG.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1. The Belgian Scientific Expedition of Ka-Tanga.^
By Captain Lemaire.

The duty of a scientific exploring expedition is to study in all its aspects the

object which has been assigned to it, and not to concern itself with affairs.

The scientific apparatus and equipment of the expedition were enumerated.

The European staff' of the expedition; loss of two of their number who were
drowned in Tanganyika ; their replacement by others.

Work of the Expedition.

Cartoyrapliy.—6,600 kilometres of itinerary mapped on a large scale ; map of

1 : 1,000,000 in four colours, containing 195 stations determined by astronomical

observation.

Terrestrial Magnetism.—117 stations determined by the three magnetic com-
ponents.

Altimetrg.—Remarks upon the establishment of a single table for the deter-

mination of altitudes in equatorial Africa by a single reading of the barometer and
the thermometer, without the knowledge of these data for the same moment at a

point of comparison. Altitude of Tanganyika ; the greatest altitudes noted.

Meteorology.—Four stations for observation were at work from August 1808

to August 1900, furnishing data relating to temperature, atmospheric pressure,

moisture, evaporation, duration of insolation, radiation from the earth, atmospheric

precipitations, the nature and direction of clouds and winds, the transparency of

the air, &c. Certain remarkable phenomena.

Geology.—The geologist and the prospector of our expedition have drawn up
detailed reports, accompanied by maps and geological sections. Forty cases of

mineralogical specimens were collected.

Fauna and Flora.—An herbarium was collected : 100 coloured plates have
been prepared ; ten cases of specimens were brought back. A rapid glance over

the economic fauna and flora of the country traversed.

Ethnography.—Anthropometric determinations ; ten cases of collections.

•Photography and Painting.—.350 photographs; 290 canvasses, water colours,

and sketches.

Occupation of the Country by Europeans.—Description of the plateaux of high

altitude, 1,790 to 1,900 metres; food-products: European potatoes, wheat, Euro-
pean vegetables, fruits, rice, &c. ; domestic animals, both large and small, uninjured

by the tse-fse; the White Fathers of Tanganyika and their admirable work; the

steamers on Tanganyika and Moero ; our meeting with Major Gibbons; Anglo-
Belgian relations.

2. Rej)ort on Terrestrial Surface Waves.—See Reports, p. 398.

3. The Mean Temperature of the Atmosphere and the Causes of
Glacial Periods. By H. N. Dickson, B.Sc.

If we suppose that secular variations of climate in the past have been due to

changes in the mean temperature of the atmosphere, it is most probable that such

' Published in the Scottish Geographical Magazine, October 1901.
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changes have been accompanied by large relative alterations in the gradient of
temperature between the equator and the poles. But this diiVereuce of temperature
is the primary cause of the whole ]5lanetary circulation of the atmosphere, the
form and intensity of which must have varied with it, both absolutely and rela-

tively to the modifications produced at the earth's surface by the distribution of
land and sea. The general conditions lead to the conclusion that a lowering of
mean temperature would bo accompanied by an increase of the equator-poleward
gradient, and a rise by a diminution of it. Ferrel's theory of atmnspheric circu-
lation would then suggest that in the former case the planetary circulation would
become more active, the tropical high pressure belts would be displaced to lower
latitudes, aad the modifying influence of great continental areas would be rela-

tively diminished ; while in the latter case the circulation would be less energetic,
the tropical belts would be farther from the equator, and the contrast between
oceanic and continental climates would be more sharply defined.

The probable effects of such changes on the distribution of precipitation, and
especially on the position and direction of the great cyclone tracks, are examined,
and it is suggested that the greater proportion of rainfall received with easterly
winds on the polar sides of cyclones, in lower latitudes than at present, may ex-
plain some peculiar features of glacial phenomena. In any case, the aspects of the
problem to which attention is drawn deserve fuller recognition than they have
received ; they indicate that the variations of temperature required to account for
climatic changes are of smaller range than has been supposed, and they may, bv the
exclusion of some surviving theories, assist in determining the true cause.

4. Report on a Survey of British Protectorates.—See Reports, p. 396.

5. Northern Ontario : Its Geography and Resources. By Robert Bell
M.D., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., Director of the Geological Survy of
Canada.

Northern Ontario, now also called New Ontario, comprises more than half of
the whole province, or all that portion lying north-west of the line of Lake Nipis-
sing and the French River. It has a length of fully 800 miles from Mattawa, on
the Ottawa, to the eastern line of Manitoba, near the junction of the Winnipeo-
and English Rivers, and a breadth of 400 miles from the outlet of Lake Superio'r
to its most northern part, which is at the mouth of the Albany River on James
Bay. The eastern boundary, which follows the Ottawa River and the meridian
line from Lake Temiscaming, on that stream to James Bay, is also nearly 400 miles
in length ; but the western half of the region has an average breadth of only 200
miles. Taking the eastern boundary as a base, Northern Ontario is roughly tri-
angular in form, the apex beinar at the western extremity. The southern boundary
is formed by Lakes Huron and Superior and the northern line of the State of
Minnesota, while the northern boundary is defined by the English and Albany
Rivers and part of the shore of James Bay. The last-named circumstance "ives
Ontario a claim to be considered a maritime province, with a seaport at Moose
Factory and possibly others at Fort Albany and Hannah Bay. The total area of
Northern Ontario is estimated at 72,000,000 acres, or about one and one-third times
that of Southern Ontario. Its position lies between lat. 46° N. and lat. 52° N.,and
the climate is about normal for those degrees of latitude. The paper o-ives a
general geographical description ofthe relief, geology, and hydrograpiiy of Northern
Ontario, and deals especially with its resources in the way of minerals aoricultural
land, fisheries, and forests.

The principal rivers and lakes of what is now Northern Ontario were surveyed
topographically and geologically by myself in the thirty-one years from 1869 to 1900
inclusive, and they have been described in various summary arid detailed reports of the
Geological Survey. Maps have been published showing Lake Nipigon, the country
around Thunder JBay, the whole of the basin of Moose River, the s'lidbury district
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and the region around French River. The map? resulting from many of my sur-

veys have not yet been published, although on file in the office of the Geological

Survey, and accessible to anyone retjuiring them. In 1900 the Government of

Ontario sent out ten surveyors, in charge of an equal number of parties, to inspect

Northern Ontario, The reports of these surveyors and explorers, recently pub-

lished in one volume, amply confirm all that I have said during the last thirty

years, in the Geological Survey reports and elsewhere, in regard to the ' New
Ontario.' A small-scale map, compiled from the most recent surveys and explora-

tions, accompanies the paper.

6. On the Systematic Exploration of the Atmosphere at Sea hy meaits of
Kites. By A. Lawrence Rotch, Director of Blue Hill Meteorological

Observatory (Massachusetts, U.'^'.A.) and American Member of the

International Aeronautical Committee.

It is appropriate that this paper should be presented at Glasgow, since it was

here that Dr. Alexander Wilson first used kites for meteorological observations in

1749.1

Kite-flying with continuously recording instruments was originated at Blue

Hill in 1894, and the progress of the work is set forth in five annual reports nre-

sented to Section A of this Association. Although the meteorological condition.^

up to a height of three miles above this region have been ascertained by several

hundred kite-flights, yet since wind of at least twelve miles an hour is required,

certain types of weather—notably the anticyclonic—can rarely be studied.

The method proposed not only permits kites to be flown in calm weather, but

enables data to be obtained a mile or two above the oceans, where no observations

have been possible hitherto. The method consists in installing the kites and ap-

paratus on board a steamship, which, when travelling through calm air at a speed

of ten or twelve knots per hour, enables the kites and instruments to be raised to

the height that can be reached in the most favourable wind. Should the wind bo

too strong, its force may be moderated by steaming with it. In this way the kites

can be flown at all times and in the equatorial regions, where a knowledge of the

conditions of the upper atmosphere is needed to complete our theories of the

atmospheric circulation.

The use of kites to the best advantage requires a vessel that can be manoeuvred

at will, and therefore experiments were made in Massachusetts Bay on a tug

havino- a maximum speed of ten miles an hour. Although the wind blew only

six to ten miles an hour, and at no time was strong enough to lift the kites, yet by
steaminf towards it within 45° of its mean direction, the meteorograph was raised

to a heio'ht of half a mile. The ease with which the kites were launched and the

steadiness with which they flew in the uniform artificial wind were noticeable. A
trial of the kites was next made upon a passenger steamer crossing the North

Atlantic in order to ascertain whether it was possible to obtain in this way meteoi-o-

lou-ical data frequently during the voyage. JFlights were made on five days, when
although the winds accompanying an anticyclone were too light to lift the

kites the artificial wind, caused by the eastward motion of the vessel at a speed of

15 knots, sufficed to carry the kites and meteorograph to a maximum height of

one-third of a mile. Had it been possible to alter tlie course of the vessel the kite.s

could have been flown every day. The kite records obtained in this anticyclone,

in connection with similar ones on deck, show abnormal changes of temperature

with altitude above the ocean, great fluctuations in relative humidity, and slight

variations in wind velocity. A series of such flights on successive voyages would

disclose any dilference in the vertical distribution of the meteorological elements

above the ocean as compared with that over the land, and in weather condi-

tions like the above would furnish data for the upper air that cannot be obtained

with kites at a fixed station.

' Trans, Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, vol. x. part ii. pp. 284-286.
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7. Report on Changes of the Land-level of the Pldegrcmn Fields.

See Reports, p. 382.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Weather Ifaps. Btj W. N. Shaw, F.B.S.

The author exhibited a set of specimens of the daily weather reports issued by
dilferent European and extra-European countries in 1901. The maps of the
following countries were shown :

—

ElTKOPEAK. EXTEA-EuEOPEiX.
Austria. Algeria.

Bavaria. Australasia.

Belgium. Canada.
British Isles. India.

Denmark. „ Bay of Bengal.
France. Japan.

Germany. Mexico.
Holland. United States.

Italy.

Portugal.

Roumania.
Russia.

Saxony.
,

Spain.

Switzerland.

2. The National Antarctic Expedition. By Dx'. J. Scott Keltie.

3. With the ' DiscoverTj' to Madeira. By Dr. H. R. Mill, F.B.S.E.

4. The Methods and Plans of the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition.
By W. S. Bruce.

5. The Experimental Demonstration of the Curvature of the Earth's Surface.
By H. Yule Oldham, M.A.

In 1870 Dr. A. R. Wallace performed his well-known Bedford Level
experiment. In the summers of 1900 and 1901 a series of similar experiments was
made with the special object of obtaining photographic records of the same. The
Bedford Level is a portion of the Fens north of Ely, through which in the
seventeenth century two great canals were made, shortening the course of the
Ouse. Of these, one, the New Bedford river, is tidal ; the other, the old Bedford
river, has locks at each end, and presents long, straight stretches of water without
current or tide. The six-mile stretch of the old Bedford river between Welney

1901. 3 B
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and Denver was selected, as it is perfectly straig-ht, has a bridge at each end, but

none in between. The height of the parapet of Welney bridge above the water

level was measured, a mark was set up on Denver bridge at the same height above

the water-level, and midway—three miles from each end—a mark was set up on a

pole at the same height above the water-level. A telescope was then directed

from the parapet of Welney bridge to the mark on Denver bridge, and the middle

mark was seen to stand up about six feet above the line of sight, agreeing with the

efl'ect calculated to be produced by the curvature of the earth's surface.

6. Travels in China. By R. Logan Jack, LL.D., F.R.G.S.

The party, consisting, besides the writer, of hia son R. Lockhart Jack and Mr,

J. F. Morris, employed by an English capitalist who had obtained mining conces-

sions in Szechuan, left Shanghai on January 4, 1900.

Having reached Ichang (1,000 miles) by steamers up the Yangtse, a houseboat

was chartered by which the party made the voyage to Chung King, a further dis-

tance of 3t)2 miles.

An overland journey of 209 miles was then made to Chengtu, the capital of

Szechuan, via the coal mines of Lung Chang and the brine wells of Isei-Kiang-

Hsien.

The party bad occasion to cross five times the Chengtu Plain, whose fertility,

enhanced by a perfect system of irrigatitm, enables it to support four million in-

habitants. They visited and mapped the valley of Tung-ling-tse, where copper

mines are worked by the Chinese, and made a ' loop-cast ' of C07 miles to the

'Northern Alps,' at first through a large tract of undescribed country and after-

vards over Gill's route of 1877, via Lung-an and Sungpan.

Leaving Chengtu on June 19, this time accompanied by Mr. Herbert Way,
who represented an English company, the party travelled by road (3.50 miles) to

the Maha Gold Mines, which overlook the left bank of the Ya-lung River. Here
their stay was cut short by long-delayed commuuicatious from Chung King
relating the capture of the Taku forts, the tragedies of Tientsin, and the supposed

massacre of alL foreigners at Pekin. The ]?ritish Consul at Chung King ' most

strongly advised' the party to make for Burma.

An attempt was made to reach Kampti, un the Upper Lrawadi, by the route

followed by Prince Henri of Orleans, and the party got as far as Hsiao Wei-si, on

the Mekong, where a French missionary related some of Prince Henri's experi-

ences and demonstrated the uselessness of the attempt so late in the season.

It was judged imprudent to run such risks. Nine days after leaving Maha the

party were the guests of a Lolo chieftain, the Toussa of Kwa-pit. Between the

Yangtse and the Mekong extra precautions had to be taken in crossing a pass

infested by robbers armed with crossbows and poisoned arrows.

Very unwillingly, the party, whose leading idea was to keep as much as

possible among the Lolo aborigines and half-Tibetan Sifan tribes, retraced their

steps, and leaving the Yangtse ot Shi-Kii made for Sin Kai or Bhamo, a route

which brought them again into contact with the Chinese. They crossed the

Mekong and Salwen Rivers, and finally reached Bhamo, in Upper Burma, on

October 21, after overcoming many obstacles. At Yung-chang further progress

seemed to be barred by the refusal of the Carriers' Union to transport the baggage

of foreigners, and the tales which the coolies had been told of the terrors of the
' fever valley ' (Salwen) bad so demoralised them that they were with difficulty

prevented from deserting in a body.

Interesting observations were made on the Lolos and Sifan.«, as well as on the

Shan tribes of the Tai-piug Valley and the Katchins of the mountain regions on

the border of Burma. The distance from Maha to Myothet- '>n the Irrawadi, was
estimated at 874 miles.

The journey afforded opportunities of mapping, to some extent, the margin of

the Chengtu Plain and the rivers which fall into it from the north. Portions of

the courses of the Ya-lung and Yangtse, near Kwa-pit and Li-Kiang respectively,
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were also laid down with more definiteness tlian had previously been attained.

These rivei's both nialve remarlvable bends which are not given in any European
map.
A number of views, by Mr. R. Lockhart Jack and others, illustrative of the

journey were exhibited bj- the aid of the lantern.

7. The Crux of the U'j)per Yangtse. By Archibald Little.

Tlie ReiyresentatioH of the Heavens in the StiLchj of Cosmograjyhy.

By A. Galekon.

3 B 2
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Section F.—ECONOMIC SCIENCE AND STATISTICS.

Pbesident of the Section—Sir Robekt Giefen, K.O.B., F.R.S.

THUBSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The President delivered tlie following Address :

—

The ImjMrtance of General Statistical Ideas.

I trust you will excuse me, on an occasion like the present, for returning to a

topic which I have discussed more than once—the utility of common statistics.

"While we are indebted for much of our statistical knowledge to elaborate special

inquiries such as were made by Mr. Jevons on prices and the currency, or have
lately been made by Mr. Booth into the condition of the Loudon poor, we are

indebted for other knowledge to continuous official and unofficial records, which
keep us posted up to date as to certain facts of current life and business, without

which public men and men of business, in the daily concerns of life, would be very

much at a loss. What seems to me always most desirable to understand is the

importance of some of the ideas to be derived from the most common statistics of

the latter kind—the regular records of statistical facts which modern societies

have instituted, especially the records of the census, which have now existed for a

century in most European countries and among peoples of European origin.

Political ideas and speculation are necessarily coloured by ideas originating in

such records, and political action, internationally and otherwise, would be all the

wiser if the records were more carefully observed than they are, and the lessons to

he derived widely appreciated and understood.

I propose now to refer brietly to one or two of these ideas which were taken

up and discussed on former occasions,' and to illustrate the matter farther by a

reference to one or two additional topics suggested in the same manner, and more
particularly by tlie results of the last census investigations, which complete in this

rfispect the record of what may be called the statistical century ^wr e.rce^/ence

—

the century which has just closed.

Increase of Euro])ean Population during last Century.

The first broad fact then of this kind, which I have discussed on former occa-

sions, is the enormous increase of the population of European countries and of

peoples of European origin during the century just passed, especially the increase

of the English people and of the United States, along with the comparative
stationariness of the population of one or two of the countrie.s, particularly France,

at the same time. The growth all round is from about 170 millions at the begin-

ning of the century to about .510 millions (excluding South American countries and
Mexico) ; while the growth of the United States alone is from a little over 5 to

nearly 80 millions, and of the English population of the British Empire from
about lo to 55 millions. Germany and Russia also show remarkable growth

—

' Cf. Essays in Finance, 2nd series, pp. 275-364, and Proceedings of Manchester
Statistical Society, October 17 1900.
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from 20 to 55 millions in tlie one case, and from 40 to 135 millions in the other—

•

partly due to annexation ; bat the g-rowth of France is no more than from 25 to

40 millions. "Without discussini^ it, we may understand that the economic
growth is equally if not more remarkable. The effect neces.sarily is to assure the

preponderance of European peoples among the races of the world—to put aside

completely, for instance, the nightmares of yellow or black perils arising from the

supposed overwhelming mass of yellow or black races, these races by comparison

being stationary or nearly so. The increase of population being continuous, unless

some startling change occurs before long, each year only makes European pre-

ponderance more secure. Equally it follows that the relative j)Osition of the

English Empire, the United States, Tlussia, and Germany has become such as to

make them exclusively the great world powers, although France, for economic
reasons, notwithstanding the stationariness of its population, may still be classed

amongst them. When one thinks what international politics were only a hundred
years ago—how supreme France then . appeared ; how important were Austria,

Italy, Spain, and even countries like Holland, Denmark, and Sweden—we may
surely recognise that with a comparatively new United States on the stage, and
with powers like Russia and German_y come to the front, the world is all changed
politically as well as economically, and that new passions and new rivalries have
to be considered.

The figures also suggest that for some time at least the movements going on
must accentuate the change that has occurred. According to the latest figures,

there is no sign that either in France or any other European country which has

been comparatively stationary has any growth of population commenced which
will reverse the change, while a large increase of population goes on in the lead-

ing countries named. This increase, it is alleged, is going on at a diminishing

rate—a point to be discussed afterwards—but in the next generation or two there

is practically no doubt that the United States will be a larger international factor

than it is, both absolutely and relatively, and that Russia, Germany, and the

English people of the British Empire will also grow, though not in such a way.
apparently, as to prevent the greater relative growth of the United Sta.tes, and
notwithstanding perhaps some relative changes of a minor character amongst
themselves.

The foreign nations then with which the British Empire is likely to be con-

cerned iu the near future are Russia, Germany, and the United States ; and other

Powers, even France, must more and more occupy a second place, although
France, for the moment, partly in consequence of its relations with Russia,

occupies a special place.

Special Position of British Emjnre.

Another Idea which follows from a consideration of the same facts is the
necessity laid upon the British Empire to consolidate and organise itself in view
of the large additions of subject races made to it in the last century, and especially

in the last twenty years of the century. In a paper which I read before the Royal
Colonial Institute two years ago, an attempt was made to show that the burden
imposed on the white races of the Empire by these recent acquisitions was not
excessive as far as the prospect of internal tumults was concerned. Relatively to

some other Powers, especially France, we have also been gaining internationally in

strength and resources. But whether we had gained internationally on the whole,
looking at the growth of Powers like Russia, the United States, and Germany,
and their greater activity in world-politics, was a different question. The problem
thus stated remains. It would be foreign to the scope of an address like this,

which must avoid actual politics, to examine how far light has been thrown on it

by the South African war. No one can question at least that the organisation of
the Empire must be governed by considerations which the international statistics

suggest, and that no step can be taken safely and properly unless our public men
fully appreciate the ideas of international strength and resources as well as other

considerations which are germane to the subject.
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Europe and Foreign Food Stipplies.

Another idea to wbicli attention may be drawn appears to be tbe increasing
dependence of European nations upon supplies of food and raw material obtained
I'rom abroad. We are familiar with a conception of this kind as regards the
United Kingdom. For years past we have drawn increasing supplies from
abroad, not merely in proportion to the growth of population, but in larger pro-
portion. The position here obviously is that, with the industries of agriculture

and the extraction of raw material (except as regards the one article, coal) prac-
tically incapable of expansion, and with a population which not only increases in

numbers, but which becomes year by year increasingly richer per head, the con-
suming jjower of the population increases with enormous rapidity, and must be
satisfied, if at all, by foreign imports of food and raw materials ; there is no other
means of satisfaction. But what is true of the United Kingdom is true in a greater
or less degree of certain European countries—France, the Low ('ountries, the
Scajidinavian countries, Austria-Hungary, Italy, and Germany. Especially is it

true in a remarkable degree of Germany, which is becoming increasingly industrial

and manufacturing, and where tbe room for expansion in agriculture is noAV very
limited. Those interested in the subject may be referred to an excellent paper by
Mr. Crawford, read at the Royal Statistical Society of London about two years
ago. What I am now desirous to point out is the governing nature of the
idea, which necessarily follows from the conception of a European population
living on a limited area, with the agricultural and extractive possibilities long
since nearly exhausted, and the population all the time increasing in numbers and
wealth. Such a population must import more and more year by year, and must
be increasingly dependent on foreign supplies.

I shall not attempt to do over again what is done in Mr. Crawford's paper, but
a few figures may serve to illustrate what is meant. In the ' Statistical Abstract

'

for the principal and other foreign countries I find tables for certain European
countries classifying the imports for a series of years into articles of food, raw and
semi-manufactured articles, &c. From these I extract the following particulars
for all the countries wJiich have tables in this form :

—

Imports of Articles of Food and Ram Materials and Semi-mamifactuTed
Articles into the undermentioned Countries in 1888 and 1898 compared.
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Tlie drawback to this table is that it is one of values. Oonsequeutly tlie in-

crease of values in the later years may in part bo one of values only without corre-

sponding increase of quantities. But the general course of prices in the period in

question was not such as to cause a great change of values apart from a changeiu

quantities. The inference seems undeniable, then, that the Continental countries

named, especially Germany, have largely increased their imports of food and raw

materials of recent years—that is, have become increasingly dependent on foreign

and oversea supplies. The position of Germany, with its enormous increase of

food imports—from 907 to 1,819 mdlion marks, or from 45 to over 90 million

sterling, and its corresponding increase of raw material imports—from 1,507 to

2,247 million marks, or from 75 to 112 milliorf sterling—is especially remarkable.

An examination in detail of the quantities imported of particular articles would

fully confirm the impression given by the summary figures. But it may be enough

to refer to the ' Statistical Abstract ' from which I have been quoting, as well as

to Mr. Crawford's paper. The figures are not out of the way in any respect, and

it is the idea we have now to get hold of.

The inference is that the ditt'erence between the United Kingdom and Continental

countries, especially Germany, as regards dependence on foreign supplies of food

and raw materials, is only one of degree, and that, as regards Germany at_ least,

the conditions are already remarkably like those of the United Kingdom, while the

more rapidly Germany increases its manufacturing and industrial population, the

more like it will become to this country. In other words, in the future there will

be two great countries, and not one only, dependent largely for their food and raw

materials on supplies from abroad. What their position is to be economically and

otherwise relatively to the United States, which is at once the main source of

supply, and a competitor with European countries in manufactures, is obviously a

matter of no little interest. As a believer in free trade, I am sure that nothing

but good will come to all the countries concerned if trade is interfered with as little

as possible by tariffs and Government regulations. I believe, moreover, that the

practice of free trade, whatever their theories may be, will unavoidably be accepted

by all three countries before long. Obviously, however, as the new tariff in

Germany indicates, there is to be a great struggle in that country before the

situation is accepted ; and if some people in this country bad their way, not-

withstanding our long experience of free trade and its blessings, we should even

have a struggle here.

There is another point of view from which the facts should be studied.
_
\Ve

are accustomed, and rightly so, I think, to consider naval preponderance indis-

pensable to the safety of the Empire, and especially indispensable to the safety of

the country from blockade, and from the interruption of its commerce, which

would be our ruin. But our position in this respect is apparently not quite

exceptional. Less or more our Continental neij^hbours, and especially Germany,

are in the same boat. In the event of war, if they could not make up the loss by

traffic over their land frontiers, they would be just as liable to suffer from blockade

and interrupted commerce as we are. It is conceivable, moreover, that in certain

wars some of the countries might not be able to make up by traffic over their land

frontiers for blockade or interruption of commerce by sea. We may apprehend,

for instance, that Germany, if it were victorious by sea in a war with France,

would insist upon Belgium and Holland on one side, and Italy and Spain on the

other side, not supplying by laud to France what had been cut off' by sea. One or

more of these countries might be allies with Germany from the first. Contrari-

wise France and Russia, if at war with Germany and the Triple Alliance, might

practically seal up Germany if they were successful at sea, insisting that the

Scandinavian countries and Holland should not make up to Germany by land what

had been cut off" by sea. Germany in this view, apart from any possibility of

rupture with this country, has a case for a powerful fleet. It is not quite so much
liable to a blockade as we are, but there is a liability of the same kind. The
question of naval preponderance among rival powers may thus become rather a

serious one. If preponderance is to be nearly as essential to Germany as it is to

this country, who is to preponderate ? AVhat our practical action ought to be in
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the premises is a question that might easily lead us too far on an occasion like this,
but the facts should be ever present to the minds of our public men. We may be
quite_ certain that they are quite well known and understood in the councils of' the
liussian, German, French, and other Continental Governments.

Netv Population and New Markets.

Another idea suggested by the facts appears to he an answer to the question as
to how new markets are to be found for the products of an increasing population

—

a question which vexes the mind of many who see in nothing but foreign trade an
outlet for new energies. The point was mentioned in my address at Manchester
a year ago, but it deserves, perhaps, a more elaborate treatment than it was possible
then to give it.

^
What we see then is that not only in this country, but in Germany

and other Continental countries, millions of new people are, in "fact, provided for
in every ten years, although the resources of the country in food and raw materials
are generally used to the full extent, and not capable of farther expansion, so that
increasing supplies of food and raw material have to be imported from abroad.
How is the thing done? Obviously the main provision for the wants of the new
people is effected by themselves. They exchange services with each other, and .so

procure the major part of the comforts and luxuries of life which they require.
The butcher, the baker, the tailor, the dressmaker, the milliner, the shoemaker, the
builder, the teacher, the doctor, the lawyer, and so on, are all working for each
other the most part of their lives, and the proportion of exchanges with foreign
countries necessary to procure some things required in the general economy may be
very small. These exchanges may also very largely take the form of a remittance
of goods by foreign countries in payment of interest on debts which they owe, so
that the conimunities in question obtain much of what they want from abroad by
levying a kind of rent or annuity which the foreigner has to pay. If more is

required, it may he obtained by special means, as, for instance, by the working of
coal for export, which gives employment in this country to about 200,000 miners,
by the employment of shipping in the carrying trade, by the mauufticture of special

lines of goods, and so on. But the main exchanges of any country are, and must
be, as a rule, at home, and the foreign trade, however" important, will always
remain within limits, and bearing some proportion to the total exchanges of the
country. Plence, when additions to the population, and how they are to live, are
eon.sidered, the answer is that the additions will till up proportionately the frame-
work of the various industries already in existence, or the ever-changing new
industries for home consumption which are always starting into being. The.sc
are the primary outlets for new population even in old countries like the United
Kingdom and Germany. Of course, active traders and manufacturers, each in his

own way, are not to take things for granted. They must strive to spread their

activities over foreign as well as over home markets. But looking at the matter
from the outside, and scientifically, it is the home and not the foreign market
which is always the most important.

• -«The same may be said of a country in a somewhat different economic condition
from England and Germany, viz., the United States. I can only refer to it,

however, in passing, as the facts here are not so clearly on the surface. Contrary
to J^ngland and Germany, which have no food resources and resources of raw
material capable of indefinite expansion, the United States is still to a large
extent a virgin country. Its increasing population is therefore provided for in a

diflierent way for the most part from the increase in England and Germany. But
even in the United States it has been noticeable at each of the last census returns
that the increasing population finds an outlet more and more largely, not in agri-

culture and the extraction of raw materials, but in the miscellaneous pursuits of
industry and manufacture. The town population increases disproportionately. In
the last census especially it was found that the overflow of population over the
far Western States seemed to have heen checked, the increase of population being
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mainly in tlie older States and the towns and cities of the older States. The
phenomena in England and Germany and in other Continental countries are

accordingly not singular. The older countries, and the older parts even of a new-

country like the United States are becoming; more and more the centres where
populations live and grow, because they are the most convenient places for the

general exchange of services with each other among the component parts of a large

population, which constitutes production and consumption. A small expenditure

of effort in proportion enables such communities to obtain from a distance the food

and raw materials which they require. Migration is no longer the necessity that

it was.

Decline in Rate of Groivth of Population.

I come now to another idea appearing on the surface of the census returns

when they are compared for a long time past, and the connected returns of births,

marriages, and deaths, which have now been kept in most civilised communities
for generations. Great as the increase of population is with which we have been
dealing, there are indications that the rate of growth in the most recent census
periods is less in many quarters than it formerly was, while there has been a
corresponding decline in the birth-rates ; and to some extent, though noi to the
same extent, in the rate of the excess of births over deaths, which is the critical

rate of course in a question of the increase of population. These facts have sug-
gested to some a question as to how far the increase of population which has been
so marked in tha past century is likely to continue, and speculations have been
indulged in as to whether there is a real decline in the fecundity of population
among the peoples in question resembling the decline in France, both in its nature
and consequences. I do not propose to discuss all these various questions, but
rather to indicate the way in which the problem is suggested b}' the statistics, and
the importance of the questions thus raised for discussion, as a proof of the value
of the continuous statistical records themselves.

The United States naturally claims first attention in a matter like this, both
on account of the magnitude of the increase of population there, and the evidence
that recent growth has not been quite the same as it was earlier in the century.
Continuing a table which was printed in my address as President of the Statistical

Society, in 1882, above referred to, we find that the growth of population in the
United States since 1800 has been as follows in each census period:

—

Population in the United States, and Increase in each Census Period of the

Nineteenth Century.
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Thus it is quite plain tliat something has happened in the United States to

diminish the rate of increase of population after 1860. Up to that lime the

growth in each census period from 1800 downwards had ranged between 33 and
36 per cent. Since then the highest rates have been 30 per cent, between 1870 and

1880, and 25 per cent, between 1880 and 1890. There is a suspicion, moreover,

that, owing to errors in the census of 1870, which were corrected in 1880, the

increase between 1870 and 1880 was not quite so high as stated. There is ac-

cordingly a somewhat steep decline from a growth in each ten years prior to 1860,

ranging between 33 and 36 per cent., to a growth first of about 25 per cent., and

finally of 21 per cent. only. The Civil "War of the early sixties naturally occurs

to one as the explanation of the break immediately after 1860, but the effects

could hardly have continued to the present time, and a more general explanation

is suggested.

Other special explanations have occurred to me as partly accounting for the

change. One is that, prior to 1860, the United States at different times in-

creased its territory and population partly by purchase and partly by annexation.

But I cannot make out that either the purcha.se of Louisiana early in the century,

or the subsequent annexations following the Mexican war, would make a material

difference. There is a considerable increase certainly after the JNIexican war, but

it would be difficult indeed to estimate how much of the population of Texas and

New Mexico, which was then added to the Union, had previously swarmed over

from the Union, and had thus been from the first economicall}', if not politically,

part of the United States. Another obvious suggestion is that possibly immigra-

tion into the United States has fallen off' as compared with what it formerly was.

But this explanation also fails, as far as the official figures carry us. The pro-

portion of immigration to the total increase of population in each census period

since 1820, previous to which I have not been able to obtain figures, has been as

follows:

—

Proiwrt'ion of Immigration to Total Increase of Popiilatioii in the undermentioned
Periods in the United States.
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Population of Australasia at different Dates, with the Annual Increase

per Cent, in each Period.
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Thus the increase between recent census periods has been sensibly less than it

was before 1850; and the slight Tecovevy between 1860 and 1880 has not been
maintained. We are thus in presence of much tlie same kind of change as has
been shown in the United States and in Australasia.

It should be noted, however, in order that we may not strain any fact, that,

when the United Kingdom is viewed as a whole, Scotland and Ireland, as well as

the senior partner, being taken into account, it cannot be said that there is any
i'alling off in the rate of growth of the population since ] 850. For several decades

after that, in fact, the rate of growth of the United Kingdom as a whole was
diminished enormously by the emigration from Ireland, and the growth since I860
has been at a greater rate than in the thirty years before. There may be new
causes at work which will again diminish the rate of growth, but in a broad view
they do not make themselves visible owing to the disturbance caused by the Irish

emigration. Still the facts as to the United Kingdom as a whole ought not to

prevent us from considering the facts respecting England only along with the
similar facts respecting the United States and Australasia.

These diminutions in the rate of growth of large populations, as I have indicated,

are corroborated by a study of the birth-rates, and of the rate of the excess of

births over deaths.

The United States unfortunately is without birth- or death-rates, owing to the

want of a general system of registration over the whole country. This is a most
serious defect in the statistical arrangements of that great country, which it may
be hoped will be remedied in time. In the absence of the necessary records I

have made some calculations so as to obtain a figure which may be provisionally

substituted for a proper rate of the excess of births over deatha, which I submit
for what it may be worth as an approximation, and an approximation only. In
these calculations one-tenth of the increase of population between two census

periods, apart from immigration, is compared with the mean of the population at

the two census dates themselves, with the following results :

—

Airproximate Rate of Exce-M of Sirths over Beaths in the United States, calculated

from a Comfarison of One-tentli the Innrease of Pojmlation between the Cenmis
Periods, deductinfj Immigrants, with the Mean of the INitmbers of the Population
at the two Census Dates. .
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and death-rates themselves, although these rates are of course indirectly affected
by the amount and propm'tion of immigration. It would he most important to
know what the decline in the birth-rate is by itself, and how far its eflects on the
growth of population have been mitigated or intensified by changes in the death-
rate ; but United States records general!}- give no help on tins head.

Dealing with Australasia in the same way, we have the advautage of a direct
comparison of both birtli- and death-rates and the rate of the- excess of births over
deaths. This is done in the following tahle :

—

Birth-rate and Death-rate and Rate of Excess of BiHhs over Beatha in

for undermentioned Fears.

[From Mr. Coghlan's statistics.]

Australasia

—
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result of the use of continuous statistical records that the questions involved can

be so definitely raised.

As I have stated, it would be foreign to the object of this paper to discuss fully

the various questions thus brought up for discussion, but one or two observations

may be made having regard to some inferences which are somewhat hastily drawn.

1. The rate of growth of population of the communities may still be very con-

siderable, even if it is no higher than it has been in the last few years. A growth
of 16, 15, or even 12 percent, in ten years, owing to the excess of births over

deaths, is a very considerable growth, though it is much less than the larger figures

which existed in some parts forty or fifty years ago. What has happened in the

United Kingdom is well worth observing in this connection. Since 1840 the

population of the United Kingdom as a whole has increased nearly 60 per cent.,

although the increase in most of the decades hardly ever exceeded 8 per cent.,

and in 1840-50 was no more than 2i per cent. The increase, it must be remem-
bered, goes on at a compound ratio, and in a few decades an enormous change is

apparent. The increase from about 170 to 510 millions in the course of the last

century among European people generally, though it includes the enormous growth
of the United States in those decades, when the rate of growth was at the highest,

also includes the slower growth of other periods, and the slower growths of other

countries. An addition of even 10 per cent, only as the average every ten years

would far more than double the 500 millions in a century, and an increase to at

least 1,500 millions during the centurj- now beginning, unless some great change
should occur, would accorduigly appear not improbable.

2. Some of the rates of growth of population from which there has been a

falling oft' of late years were obviously quite abnormal, I refer especially to the

growth in Australasia between 18.50 and 1880, and the growth in the United
States prior to 1860. They were largely due to the indirect effect of immigration

which has been already referred to.

The population to which immigrants are largely added in a few years, owing
to the composition of the population, has its birth-rates momentarily increased and
its death-rates diminished—the birth-rates because there are more people relatively

at the child-producing ages, and the death-rates because the whole population is

younger, than m older countries. It appears quite unnecessary to elaborate this

point. The rates of the excess of births over deaths in a country which is receiving

a large immigration must be quite abnormal compared with a country in a more
normal condition, while a country from which there is a large emigration, such as

Ireland, must tend to show a lower excess than is consistent with a normal con-

dition. This explanation, it may be said, does not apply to England, since it is a

country which has not been receivina' a large immigration or sending out, except

occasionally, a large emigration. England, however, must have been affected both

ways by movements of this character. It received undoubtedly a large Irish

immigration in the early part of last century, and in more recent periods the

emigration in some decades, particidarly between 1880 and 1800, appears to have
been large enough to have a sensible effect on both the bij-th-i-ate and the I'ate of

tlie excess of births over deaths. This effect would be continued down into the

foUov/ing decade, and tlie consideration is iherefore one to be taken note of as

accounting in part for the recent decline in birtli-rates in England.
In addition, however, it is not improbable that therp was an abnormal increase

of population in the early part of last century, due to the sudden multiplication of

resources for the benefit of a poor population which had previously tended to grow
at a very rapid rate, and would have grown at that rate but for the cheeks of war,

pestilence, and famine, on which Malthus enlarges. The sudden withdrawal of

the checks in this view would thus be the immediate cause of the singularly

rapid growth of population in the early part of last century. It is qiute in

accordance with this fact that a generation or two of prosperity, raising the scale

of living, would diminish the rate of growth as compared with this abnormal
development, without afi'ecting in any degree the permanent reproductive energy

of the people.

3. It is also obvious that one explanation of the decline in birth-rate, and of
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the rate of the excess of births over deaths, may also be the greater vitality of the

populations concerned, so that the composition of tlie population is altered by an
increase of the relative numbers of people not in the prime of life, so altering the
proportion of the people at the child-producing ages to the total. This would be
too complex a subject for me to treat in the course of a discursive address. Nor
would ic explain tlie whole facts, which include, for instance, an almost stationary

annual number of births in the United Kingdom for more than ten years past, not-

withstanding the largely increased population. But the case may be one where a

great many partial explanations contribute to elucidate the phenomena, so that this

particular explanation cannot be overlooked.

4. There remains, however, the question which many people have rushed in to

discuss—viz., whether the reproductive power of the populations in question is

quite as great as it was fifty or sixty years ago. We have already heard in some
quarters, not merely that the reproductive energy has diminished, but suggestions

that the populations in question are following the example of the Frencli, where
the rate of increase of the population has almost come to an end. Apart, however,
from the suggestions above made as to the abnormality of the increase fifty or

sixty years ago, so that some decline now is rather to be expected than not, I

would point out that the subject is about as full of pitfalls as any statistical

problem can be, for the simple reason that it can only be approached indirectly, as

there have been no statistical records over a long series of years showing the pro-

portion of births to married women at the child-producing ages, distinguishing

the ages, and showing at the same time the proportion of the married women to

the total at those ages. Unless there are some such statistics, direct comparisons
are impossible, and a good many of the indirect methods of approaching the sub-
ject which I have studied a little appear, to say the least, to leave much to be
desired. We find, for instance, that a comparison has been made in Australasia
between the number of marriages in a given year or years and the number of
births in the five or six years following, which show, it is said, a remarkable
decline in the proportion of births to marriages in recent years as compared with
twenty or thirty years ago. It is forgotten, however, that at the earlier dates in

Australasia, when a large immigration was taking place, a good many of the
children born were the children of parents v/ho had been man-ied before they
entered the country, while there are hardly any children of such parents at a time
when immigration has almost ceased. The answer to such questions is in truth
not to he rushed, and the question with statisticians should rather be how the
statistics are to be improved in future, so that, although the past cannot be fully

explained, the regular statistics themselves will in future give a ready answer.
5. One more remark may, perhaps, be allowed to me on account of the delicacy

and interest of the subject. To a certain extent the causes of a decline in repro-

ductive energy maj' be part and parcel of the improved condition of the popula-
tion, which leads in turn to an increase of the age at marriage, and an increase of
celihacy generally through the indisposition of individual members of the com-
munity to run any risk of sinking in the scale of living which they may run by .

premature marriage. These causes, however, may operate to a great extent upoii

the birth-rate itself without diminishing the growth, of population, because the
children, though born in smaller proportion, are better cared for, and the rate of
excess of births over deaths consequently remains considerable, although the
birth-rate itself is low. The serious fact would be a decline of the rate of the
excess of births over deaths through the death-rate remaining comparativelv high
while the birth-rate falls. It is in this conjunction that the gravity of the
stationariness of population in France appears to lie. While the birth-rate in

France is undoubtedly a low one, 21-9 per 1,000 in 1899, according to the latest

figures before me, still this would have been quite sufficient to ensure a consider-
able excess rate of births over deaths, and a considerable increase of population
every ten years if the death-rate had been as low as in the United Kingdom—viz.,

18-3 per 1,000. A difference of 3'G per 1,000 upon a population of about
40 millions comes to about 150,000 per annum, or 1,500,000 and rather more
every ten years. In France, however, the death-rate was 2ri per 1,000, instead
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of 18'3, as in the United Kingdom, and it is tliis comparatively high death-rate

which really makes the population stationary. The speculations indulged in in

some quarters, therefore, though they may be justified in future, are hardly yet

justified by the general statistical facts. The subject is one of profound interest,

and must be carefully studied ; but the conclusions I have referred to must be

regarded as premature until the study has been made.

Conclusion.

Such are a few illustrations of the importance of the ideas which are suggested

by the most common statistics—those of the regular records which civilised

societies have instituted. It is, indeed, self-evident how important it is to know
such facts as the growing weight of countries of European civilisation in com-

parison with others ; the relative growth of the British Empire, Russia, Germany,

and the United States, in comparison with other nations of Europe or of Euro-

pean origin ; the dependence of other European countries as well as the United

Kingdom upon imports of food and raw materials ; the ability of old countries

and of old centres in new countries to maintain large and increasing populations :

and the evidence whicli is now accumulating of changes in the rate of growth of

European nations, with suggestions as to the causes of the changes. It would be

easy, indeed, to write whole chapters on some of the topics instead of making a

remark or two only to bring out their value a little. It would also be very easy

to add to the list. There was a strong temptation to include in it a reference to

the relative growth of England, Scotland, and Ireland, which has now become the

text of so much discussion regarding the practical question of diminishing the

relative representation of Ireland in Parliament, and increasing that of England

and Scotland. It is expedient, however, in an address like this, to avoid anything

which verges on party politics, and I shall only notice that while the topic has

lately become of keen interest to politicians, it is not new to statisticians, who
were able long ago to foresee what is now so much remarked on. This very topic

was discussed at length in the addresses of 1882-83, to which reference has been

made, and even before that in 1876 it received attention.^ Another topic which

might have been added is that of the economic growth of the different countries

which was discussed in the address in 1883 ; and such topics as the increase of

population in a country like India under the peace imposed by its European

conquerors, by which the stationariness of the country in numbers and wealth

under purely native conditions has been changed, and something like European

progress has been begun. Enough has been said, however, it may be hoped, to

justify this mode of looking at statistics, and the ideas suggested by them.

May I once more, then, express the hope, as I have done on former occasions,

that as time goes on more and more attention will be given to these common
statistics and the ideas derived from them ? The domination of the ideas suggested

by these common figures of population statistics, in international politics and in

social and economic relations, is obvious ; and although the decline in the rate of

growth of population in recent years, the last of the topics now touched on,

suggests a great many points which tlie statistics themselves are as yet unfit to

golvp—what can be done with a great country like the United States, absolutely

devoid of bare records of births, marriages, and deaths.^—still the facts of the

decline as far as recorded throw a great deal of light on the social and economic

history of the past century, prepare the way for discussing the further topics

which require a more elaborate treatment, and enforce the necessity for more and

better records. We may emphasise the appeal; then, for the better statistical

and economic education of our public men, and for the more careful study by all

concerned of such familiar publications as the ' Statistical Abstracts,' the
' Statesman's Year-book,' and the like. The material transformations which are

going on throughout the world can be substantially followed without any
difficulty in such publications by those who have eyes to see ; and to follow such

transformations, so as to be ready for the practical questions constantly raised, is

at least one of the main uses of statistical knowledge.

' See Essays in Finance, 2nd series, p. 290 et seq. ; p. 330 et seq. ; and 1st series,

p. 280 et seq.
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The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Postulates of the Standard. By WiLLiAJi Warrand Carlile, M.A.

Professor Walkers exposition of the manner in which the standard substance
comes to measure values in his ' Money Trade and Industry ' shows the i'allacy of
the current view that any commodity can measure the ^alue of any or of all

others. We find, on the contrary, that the ])ostulate of the whole process is this,

that there must be a general desire for the substance which becomes the standard.

Should this general desire cease to operate, the value-measuring process would
cease also. This general desire must therefore be an insatiable desire. How it

Ijecanie so is a question that it is not proposed to enter on at present, but rather to

look at the fact in some of its bearings. In connection with the Tabular Standard
it seems clear that the natural gold standard must be, all the time, the basis of the
prices whose average forms it. Being a mere secondary product, it could never be
substituted for the primary. The conception of reality or objectivity depends
upon human intercourse. Such sensations only give the impression of reality as

are capable of exact comparison as between man and man. This applies also to

the conception of value. For such exact comparison, however, a common meeting-
ground for human desires is needed. This is furnished by the existence of one
substance which is the general goal of industrial eil'ort. The Austrian theory of
decreasing degrees of utility ignores this. It has some application to expenditure
on immediate consumption, but only a forced and unnatural one to business sales

and purchases.

Though one must begin with the central fact of an insatiable desire for the
standard substance, the next fact with which we are struck is its imlimited re-

placeability, for the purposes of money, by other substances. If a man has a
document conveying to him the immediate right to gold on demand, the chances
are a hundred to one that he will never ask for the gold itself at all. The
document will serve all his purposes quite as well. Thus an immense mass of

substitutes for gold comes into existence. But in all theories of demand and
supply fluctuations in the supply of substitutes are held to affect the ^alue of the
original commodity just as much as fluctuations in its own supply; and so with
tlie standard. The more completely inviolable, therefore, the gold standard
is maintained by legislation, the more eftective do these documents become as sub-
stitutes for gold, and the more, consequently, is the volume of money increased.

This may be considered in connection with Jevons' metaphors of the two
cisterns connected by a pipe, and of the two intersecting lines representing gold
and silver respectively. Tlie modern system connects all commodities by pipes

into one great cistern called money, and neutralises all fluctuations. It really

fulfils the ideal of the framers of systems of multiple tender. As a product of

evolution, showing an interesting system of adaptation of means to ends, it is

comparable to the human ear or the human eye.

2. Some Notes on the Output of Coalfrom the Scottish Coalfields.

By Robert W. Dron, A.M.Inst.C.E.

During the last few years there has been a growing feeling of uneasiness

regarding the duration of our coal supply, and there is at present a movement in

favour of a further inquiry as to the extent of the coal resources of Great
Britain.

The following considerations regarding the Scottish coalfield are in most
cases applicable to the whole of Great Britain.

The output of coal in Great Britain in the year 1660 was about 2,000,000 tons
per annum, and of that quantity Scotland probably produced about 250,000 tons.

Since then there has been a steady progression, until now the Scottish output
amounts to 31,142,612 tons per annum. The total quantity of coal which has
been worked in Scotland up to the present date may be estimated at 1,600 million
tons, and the quantity still to work at about 10,000 million tons.

1901.

"
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During the last 400 yeais there have been many alarms regarding the

approaching exhaustion of the coalfields, with the result that at various periods

laws have been passed either totally prohibiting the exportation of coal or placing

a heavy tax on any coal exported.

In recent years the proportion of the output which is exported has increased

enormously. In 1861 the proportion of the output exported was only 6-4 per

cent., whereas last year it amounted to over 20 per cent. In 1861 the home con-

sumption per head of the population was about three tons per annum, whereas it

is now over five tons per head of the population. Most of the Scottish coal

exports go to the continent of Europe, and about 25 per cent, of the whole export

goes to Germany.
If the export and home consumption are to continue increasing at the present

rate, then by the end of this century the Scottish output will be 60 million tons

per annum, and the 10,000 million tons we have available will be exhausted in

about 180 years. If all the coalfields were producing coal in the same proportion

to their area as in Lanarkshire, the output of Scotland would be 60,000,000 tons

per annum. Such an output will never be required, because methods will he

found to use the coal much more economically than at present, so that one ton of

coal will do the work for which two tons are now required, and in that way the

duration of the coalfields will be prolonged indefinitely. A great deal of coal is

being wasted in the working, and in shafts and bores many thin seams are being

passed through of which no national record is kept. There should be a Govern-

ment department for the inspection of systems of working and for the preservation

of exact records of all shafts and bores.

More than one-half of the Scottish output comes from the Lanarkshire coal-

field, and at the present rate all the coals in that county will be exhausted in

forty years ; but within twelve or fifteen years all the thick and easily wrought

seams of the Clyde basin will be worked out. This is not such a serious matter

for the population of Glasgow and the west of Scotland as at first sight it might

appear. The royalties payable on these coals are from 9d. to Is. 6d. per ton

higher than are payable'on similar coals in the outlying districts. As the Lanark-

shire coals becomeexhausted less money will be paid to the landlords and more

to the railway companies, but the net result will not be any very serious increase

in the cost of fuel.

The royalties at present being paid in Scotland vary from 2^d. to 2s. per ton,

or on a sliding scale from -^^ to ^ of the selling price. From the report of the

Royal Commission on Mining Royalties it appears that the average royalty pay-

able in Scotland in 1891 was 6'54rZ. per ton.

The average profit earned by the coalmasters under normal conditions is 8d.

per ton.

Coal-cutting machines have been in use in Scotland for over thirty years, and

last year 529,791 tons were produced by that method. It is not ignorance or

prejudice which prevents the more extensive use of these labour-saving appliances,

but the physical conditions under which most of the seams are now being worked.

In practically every case where coal-cutting machinery can be used to advantage

it has been adopted ; but in the future it may come to be more largely used when
thinner seams are opened up.

The annual output per man employed is 360 tons. In U.S. America it

amounts to 400 tons, but in Germany it is only 270 tons per man.

The greatest depth from which coal is being worked in Scotland is 2,760 feet

below the surface.

3. The Growth and Geographical Distribution of LuntxCy in Scotland.

By J. F. Sutherland, M.D.

The lunacy forming the subject-matter of this communication is what is known

&s ' pauper lunacy,' an unfortunate and misleading term in so far as it refers to

the lunacy arising in 80 per cent, of the population, whereas indigency, pauperism,
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destitution, and delinquency account for about 10 per cent, of the population,

and afHuence for the remaining 10 per cent.

The maintenance of a pauper lunatic in an institution calls for an annual

expenditure of 30^., a sum heyond the reach of 80 per cent, of the population.

The lunacy statistics of the last two decades contrasted and the geographical

distribution ot'lunacy (1901) set out {vide shaded map).

Between the lunacy ratios of the four main areas of Scotland with economic,

ethnic, and geographical dilierences there are percentage differences respectively of

94, 72, and 62.'

Controversion of views put forward to the effect that lunacy is going up by

leaps and bounds, views suggestive of a state of matters not without risk to the

national well-being.

Acceptance of proposition that in large areas of country the lunacy ratio will

not vary except within certain narrow limits.

Explanations of the enormous ratio differences as well as of the growth of

lunacv are to be found in a consideration of the following five factors in the order

of their respective importance.

First and most significant is the economic one suggestive of a widely different

relative capacity on the part of householders in different counties to maintain the

insane without the aid of the public purse in whole or in part.

Second.—The migration and emigration of the strong from rural and insular

districts to centres of population results in the feeble products, mental and
physical, of the birth-rate being left behind in, as a rule, stationary or dwindling

populations.

Third.—The death-rate under 5, nearly three times greater in centres than in

rural districts, has the effect of removing hundreds of lunatics who, had they sur-

vived the neglect, injudicious dieting, exauthematous diseases, &c., incidental to

child lite in industrial centres, would have augmented the statistics of lunacy in

such centres {vide shaded map).

Fourth.—The conditions of modern life, with its unparalleled competition in

every walk, abuse of alcohol and tea, errors of diet, &c., setting up a deranged

metabolism and disturbing mental equilibrium never stable.

Fifth.—The views of the medical profession as to what constitutes certifiable

lunacy suggestive of a widened and widening portal to official registers (senihty,

slight imbecility, eccentricity, &c.).

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. ShiiJinng Suhsidies.^ By Benedict William Ginsburg, M.A., LL.D,

The importance from a national point of view to a manufacturing and foreign-

food-consuming power like Great Britain of the maintenance of her maritime power
is self-evident. In that term ' maritime power ' must be included the supply of a

sufficiency of ships to carry on the nation's commerce. In considering the subject it

is necessary first to consider the adequacy or otherwise of the supply of ships whose
individual characteristics render them useful as auxiliaries to the navy in time of

war, and secondly to regard the conditions under which exist the great bulk of the

vessels of the mercantile marine—vessels whose individual characteristics do not

matter to the nation, but which nevertheless fulfil the important function of shifting

the great bulk of its traffic. On the first point, whilst France, Germany, and Russia

^ The extreme ratios for the counties is repre.«ented by Argyll with 59 per 10,000

of population, and Dumbarton with 19, the percentage difierence being 210.
2 The paper is published in extenso in the Journal ofthe Royal Statistical Society,

September 1901.
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are largely increasing their supply of high-speed ocean steamers, this country shows
little progress in this direction ; whilst the more recent vessels built for British

mail companies are not equal in speed either to those of Germany or even to
those formerly built for our own lines. On this account it might well be desirable

for military reasons for our Government to consider the advisability of increasing
its inducements for building high-speed ships.

The British shipowner works vmder certain natural and economic conditions of
a favourable nature. But he is placed under many statutory disabilities. Yet
some of the restrictions under which he labours are not wholly to his disadvan-
tage, since his percentage of loss is lower than tliat of unregulated marines, and
this fact should assist him in placing his insurances at a low premium. The natural
tendency of improvements in ship building and marine engineering is towards the
gradual extinction of the sailing ship. In our own counrry this natural movement
goes on. In Italy and France an attempt has been made to revive this trade by
means of construction and navigation bounties. France has achieved some success

in this direction. But it is doubtful how far the shipowner really will benefit

from the construction bounty, and no one would be likely to suggest its adoption
here.

The notable increase in size and cost of modern steamships seems to tend
towards a large concentration of the trade in the hands of big companies and lines.

Competition between the steamship lines of different countries has of recent
years developed, whilst the cost of national support to the competitors has very
largely increased. Some of the results achieved have been, at least as yet, quite
inadequate to the eti'orts made, whilst a good deal of foreign mone}- is certainly
being thrown away in the attempt to foster national trade. Some success is un-
doubtedly being achieved by the German policy of making the State assist in the
unremuueracive work of pushing trade in new channels.

This, perhaps, the British Government, could not be expected to do. But com-
bined action on a large .scale amongst British shipowners might enable them to do
that for themselves which foreign shipowners have done for them by their Govern-
ments.

2. Thirty Yearn' Export Trade, British and Irish Produce, 1870-99.
By Barnard Ellinger.

Comparisons of one period of our export trade with another, based on sterling

returns of isolated years, are unsatisfactory because the alteration of prices is not

taken into consideration, and frequently the years compared are years of different

degrees of prosperity

Comparisons of the annual averages of decades have therefore been used in this

paper as being more satisfactory than shorter periods, embracing as they do the
whole cycle of trade expansion and depression.

If thrt alteration of price is taken into consideration, the comparison is of course
more satisfactory ; but the most satisfactory comparison is on a basis of quantity,

always making reservations for possible alterations of quality.

It is obviously impossible to satisfactorily compare quantities of such commodi-
ties as machinery, chemical products, millineiy, &c. ; but on comparing the export
of eighteen of our chief exported commodities in 1890-99 with 1870-79 (each of
which commodities was in some year of the period exported to the value at least

:i,OuO,O0OZ.) we find the average o! the quantity exported annually during the later

decade was '2b per cent, larger than in the earlier.

The sterling value of the eighteen commodities is about 51 percent, of our total

trade, and the remaining 49 per cent, (of which comparisons of quantity cannot be
made) show an increase of 37 per cent, in sterling value exported.

The average annual value of our exports of 1890-99 was 19,000,000/. greater
than in 1870-79.

The average annual value exported per head of the population in 1890-99 was
b-Q per cent, leis than in 1670-79; bat if it is assumed that the 25 percent, gain in
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quantity ou thp eighteen commodities (being 51 per cent, of our total export)
holds good for the rest of our export, we haye an annual average increase of quan-
tity exported per head of population of nearly 9 per cent.

Prices of imports having fallen more in the period under review than prices of
exports, the comparatively small total increase in value exported is not of substan-
tial importance if the increase of quantity is satisfactory, as it is this latter factor
which denotes the amount of employment found for our people by this branch of
trade.

Another objection to relying on comparisons of value is that the returns under
this head are probably inexact to a considerable extent both for imports and
exports, and although the error may partially correct itself over large quantities,
comparisons of the details of the trade are at all events on this ground unsatis-
factory.

The error both in imports and exports is probably a growing one, owino- to
increasiug laxity, and also owing to the growth of the export business now done on
a C.I.F. basis, which exports would appear to be largely entered for Customs pur-
poses on a C.I.F. valuation instead of an F.O.B. valuation.

The probable extent of the error is a subject which might be investigated by
the Chambers of Commerce of this country.

The error on graded qualities of such imports as wheat and cotton is probably
.small. Customs authorities being alile to fairly well control these valuations.

Of the eighteen commodities selected eleven have increased in quantity over
1890-99 as compared with 1870-79 : these are woollen and worsted yarns, spirits,
copper ingots cakes and bars, cotton goods (bleached and unbleached), cotton goods
made of dyed yarns, ' dyed and printed,' cotton yarn, and coal.

In one or two cases, however, notably in yarn, the comparison between 1890-99
and 1880-89 is not so satisfactory.

One commodity, namely, pig and puddled iron, has remained stationary, com-
paring 1870-79 with 1890-99 ; and over the same period woollen and worsted
tissues, rails, bar angle bolt and rod iron, linen yarn, linen piece goods, beer, and
ale show decreases in the average annual quantity exported.

3. The Theory of Progressive Taxation. By G. Cassel.

Expenses which are made in the general interest of the State, and which are
not to the particular advantage of any special group of citizens, must be paid for
by taxes according to the ' Priuciple of Ability,' of which the income-tax mio-ht
be regarded as the type. But in the parliauientary state, where the interested
classes are voting the taxes themselves, this cannot be enforced unless the income-
tax is so constructed as to cause every class of taxpayers an equal sacrifice.

Equal sacrifice means deduction of such part of the income which is necessary,
not only for the physical, but also for the economic, the professional existence of
the taxpayer, i.e., deduction of the ' necessaries of efficiency ' (Marshall), and taxing
the remainder of the income at a constant rate.

Every progressive scale of taxation can be obtained by the method of grantino-
tax-free deductions to the different incomes, and taxing the remainders at a constanl;
rate. Thus there is no difference in priuciple between a progressive and a ' degres-
sive' scale. And we need, in the theory of progresfive taxation, not discuss any
other question than what different deductions shall be allowed to the different
incomes.

The subject of the discussion thus fixed, we proceed to apply the Principle of
Equal Sacrifice, interpreted as above. For everyone who accepts this principle
the whole problem of progressive taxation reduces itself to the question : What are
the ' iiecessaries of efficiency ' for each class of the society ? But in the limits
thus given to the discussion there is room enough for very divergent views, from
the conservatiye one which thinks the real necessities of the labourer to be very
small, and which leads to a nearly proportional taxation, to the modern democratic
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view, wlilch thinks tlie latoiirev's necessities of efficiency to be comparatively very

high, and which leads to a strong progression.

As type for the usual scales of progressive taxation the following scheme may
serve :

—

Incomes from Os. till 500.?. pay per cent.

500s. „ 2,500.?. „ 1

„ 2,.500s. „ S,500s. „ 2 „

„ 8,500.?. „ 20,500s. „ 3

,, above 20,500«. 4 „

The scale is, from a technical point of view, very crude, involving discon-

tinuities in taxation at every rung of the ladder. We can avoid these if we state

that—

The 500 first .?. of every income pay per cent.

„ 2.000 next s. „ „ 1 „

„ 6,000 „ „ ., 2

„ 12,000 „ „ „ 3

All following s. „ „ 4 „

But this scale can just as well he obtained by the method of deductions; we
have only to state that

—

The first 500*. shall have the right to deduce 100 per cent.

„ next 2,000s. „ „ „ 75 „

„ „ 6,000«. „ „ „ 50

„ „ 12,000s. „ „ „ 25
All following s. ,, „ ,, ,,

and that of the remainders a constant rate of 4 per cent, shall be paid. Generally,

if in the different groups the tax is to be paid at a rate of p^, p.^, p^ . . .p^
per cent., the same result can be obtained by levying the tax at a constant rate P,
not less than any of the ^j, but granting deductions within the difl'erent groups of

>p—^ percent., —ff-^~- per cent., and so on.

However, even this method is primitive, and involves too much arbitrariness

in fixing the deductions for the different incomes. It is better to let the deduction

y increase with the income .v as a function of the form

_ux +

This contains three independent elements, to which comes the constant tax-

percentage P, so that the arbitrariness of the progressive scale now is reduced to the

choice of four elements. We denote by ethe tax-free mhiimutn of subsistence, by
e7n the upper limit of the deductions, i.e., of the necessaries of efhciency, and call

it the 7naximum of subsistence; the arithmetical medium between these two is the

' medium of subsistence,' and is equal to e ~^ . We denote further by u and

V the income and the deduction counted in e as a unity, so that .r = eu and y = ev.

We can then put

n-
v = m- (in — 1) p=

,

where n signifies that value of the income ?<, for which the deduction is equal to

the medium of subsistence. Thus we have arrived at a set of formulas where
each of the four constants n, on, e, and P has a clear and definite sense.

We can reduce the arbitrariness involved in the construction of a progressive

scale still more if we decjde once for all that n = m + 1, i.e., that the medium of
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subsistence sliall be deduced from an income twice Qs large. We have tUen the

following formulas to calculate the tax •?:

m (m — 1)

u + m—l
x = eu,y = ev

;

The complete fixation of a progressive scale of taxation involves, then, only the

choice of three elements, viz.

—

The minimum of subsistence e
;

the maximum of subsistence em ;
and

the constant tax-percentage P.

The first and third of these elements must always be decided upon by any

iucome-tax ; thus the progressive scab increases the number of arbitrary elements

only by one, and this one has a quite definite sense, viz., the upper limit of the

necessaries of efficiency of any group of society. In spite of this extreme reduction

of the arbitrariness, there remains still room enough for every sensible view of

progressive taxation.

4, British Agriculture. By Professor Robert Wallace.

The nineteenth century may be divided into six very distinct periods, in which

prosperity and adversity to agriculture succeeded each other alternately.

(1) During the first fourteen years great agricultural activity prevailed, owing

to the abnormally high prices of corn. All classes associated with land benefited,

but the landlords most.

(2) The next twenty years was a time of agricultural depression, although the

price of wheat—56.s. 2d. per quarter—in 1836 was more than double—26s. llrf.

—

the price in 1900. Bones roughly broken were first used as manure.

(3) The abolition of the Corn Laws in 1846, during the succeeding period of

twelve years of prosperity, did not ruin agriculture, as was expected. Peruvian

guano, dissolved bone.-s, and dissolved mineral phosphates were first employed as

manure, and in 1843 Rothamsted, the greatest experimental station in the world,

was opened, to be ultimately endowed by Sir John Lawes.

(4) The fourth short period of temporary but severe depression—1849 to 1852

—opened with a sudden drop in the price of wheat. Sir James Caird advocated

high farming, which was applauded as usual by people generally, but not

followed by the tenants.

(5) Twenty-two years—1853 to 1874—of great agricultural prosperity

followed, hut economy was not sufficiently studied by either tenants or proprietors.

Reliable agricultural returns, dating from 1870, when compared with the corre-

sponding figures of 1900, show a decrease of arable land in the United Kingdom
of 2,600,000 acres, but a concurrent increase of 4,600,000 acres of permanent

pasture. The rage for steam ploughing and steam digging began, but not till

1898, when Darby introduced a steam digger having a horizontal rotary motion in

its digging parts, could mechanical motive-power field cultivation be pronounc_ed

financially successful. The success of the string-binding reaper dates from 1870.

But it was 1900 before the McCormic Company produced at the Paris Exhibition the

Auto-Mower. By the end of the century the oil engine had become the cheapest

stationary source of power on the farm. A cycle of good seasons greatly contri-

buted to the measure of prosperity during this period. The average yield of

wheat in Britain during the sixties was thirty bushels per acre, and the record

yield of 1863 was thirty-nine bushels.

(6) The last long depression which closed the century began about 1875, and,

jn confmon with t^e dislocatioi) of the general trade of the country, was largely
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due to cuiTPiiny iufluence:-, bur. £il?o to had seasous aud to foreign competition.

Althoiiorh tbe active currency influence has passed, by it agriculture has been left

in an inferior position as compared with other industries, which were more readily

able to adjust themselves to altered currency conditions. Agricultural capital

was immensely reduced during the period ; but along with the material shrinkage

there were many important developments made. Miss Ormerod, between 1877

and 1901, laid the foundation of the subject of economic agricultural entomology.

John Garton, of Newton -le-Willows, began in 1880 the system of multiple cross-

breedino- of plants which has resulted in the production of an infinite number of

improved breeds of crop plants ; agricultural shows have become more numerous
and successful ; the cream separator (the Alfa Laval, &c. ) has revolutionised the

butter ti'ade ; the advantages of the system of ensilage have been demonstrated

;

Thomas's phosphate powdm- has been employed to encourage clover and improve

permanent pastures ; the spraying of potatoes with Bordeaux mixture to prevent

disease, and of grain crops with .3 per cent, solutions of sulphate of copper to

de.stroy charlock, have both been successful ; Hellriegel and Wilforth demonstrated

the power of leguminous crops, acting in symbiotic relations with minute oi'ganisms

living in the wart-like processes of their roots, to fix the free nitrogen of the air

;

the systems of rotation of crops have also been revolutionised.

Some of the difficulties with which farmers have to contend are the increase of

'anbury' in turnips, the development of a bacterial disease on the swede crop, and
the ever-increasing difficulty of the rural exodus, and the scarcity, inefficiency, and
dearness of labour, aggravated by an imperfect system of education for children

in rural districts.

5, Food and Land Tenure. By E. Atkinson.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER. 14.

The Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER IG.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . A Business Man on Supply and Demand. By T. S. Cree.

Mr. Goschen, some time ago, expressed regret that there was so little sympathy
between business men and economists. This want of sympathy is traceable to a

departure by some of our economists from certain views formerly held both by
economists and business men, and still generally held by the latter.

A chief principle of all sound economics is the law of supply and demand ; the

law that supply and demand are always tending to an equalitv at a certain exact

point in price. That law has come to be questioned : John Stuart Mill accepted

a correction of it, namely, that the equality was established, not at an exact point

in price, but that several different prices might satisfy the law, which, indeed, only

brought the price to a kind of tableland where it ceased to be operative, leaving &

considerable range of price to be determined by other forces than the operation of

the law of supply and demand. JMill held with Thornton tliat in the labour

market, in fighting for a share of that indetermined range of price, the employers

possessed so great an advantage by having the initiative in naming the price that

nothing but a strong combination of workmen could give the workers even a chance

of successfully holding their own against the employers.
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It i.^ lifkl in tbi,^papPT tliat tberp is not an iiioli of groaad wlipr.> tlm la-w of
supply aud demand ceases to operate : it is a law of tendency only, but always to
an exact ^jomf, not to a plane of prices. Mill's correction is not only unnecessary
but untrue in fact. The initiative is not an advantage, but a disadvantage in
bargaining. Though the law of supply and demand does not fix the terms of
every individual bargain exactly, Mr. Mill's remedy, combination, greatly increases
the area of indeterminateness.

Mr. Alfred Marshall in his ' Economies of Industry ' says that an employer is a
much larger unit than bis men individually ; that the workmen are poor audknown
to have no reserve price ; and that therefore union among the men is necessary.
These propositions cannot be accepted. Wages are not low because workers are
poor and uncombined, but because there are many competing for the iob.

Mill and Marshall are wrong in approving of trades unions, and, as Mill puts
no limits to the area in which he holds the law to be inoperative, we might suppose
that area to be indefinitely large ; it might indeed cover almost the whole field,

and the law of supply and demand be banished from all discussion of labour
questions.

And it is the case that in the economic journals, in the wi-itings of the
younger economists and in the constitutions of societies to help the working
classes, the idea of there being a law working automatically to a just and satis-

factory division is almost, if not quite, absent. Satisfactory division is to be
secured through investigations into facts and statistics, and a Government depart-
ment is suggested to collect these, which one economist speaks of as ' a necessary
preliminary to all social progress.'

This view is held to be erroneous. Investigations are not required to give us
the proper price of iron or cotton, and there is no good reason why they should be
necessary in regard to the wages of labour. Adam Smith had hardly any figures
and no facts but such as were patent to everybody.

The want of belief in this equalising law of supply and demand is shown in the
ready acceptance of complaints of grievances in particular trades. It is forgotten
that all trades have peculiar conditions, but that all tend to an equality of advan-
tage ; that the so-called grievance is certainly counterbalanced by some advantage.

^
No human power could make such investigations as would enable it to make

a just distribution of the products of industry. Omniscience and omnipotence
would be needed for the task, and the law of supply and demand alone has these
qualities. A belief in the beneficent and effective operation of that law in the
labour market and the practical repudiation of it by economists and philanthro-
pists is the chief difference between these classes of which Mr. Goschen spoke.

2. The Decline of Natality in Great Britain.
By Edwin Cannan, M.A., LL.D.

Between 1876 and 1900 the birth-rate of England aud Wales fell from 36 to
29'3 per thousand, but as this rate is calculated on the whole population, it cannot
be trusted to show changes iu natality. These may be measured roughly by
comparing the births of each year witti the number of persons born, say, twenty-six
years before. The ratio of the births of 1877 to those of 1851 was 144 to" 100.
Since then the ratio has fallen steadily, till that of 1900 to 1874 was only 108-3
to 100. The ratio between the births and the survivors of the persons born
twenty-six years before and stiU remaining in this country probably fell still

more.
The decline of natality does not seem to have been due to a decline of nuptiality,

but to the fact that the average number of children resulting from each marriao-e
has diminished. To compare the marriages of each year with the births in that
year is misleading, but it is possible to get a useful result by substituting for the
marriages of each year a figure in which due weight is given to the marriages of
previous years. The following table gives the ratio between the legitimate birth.s

of each year and a weighted marriage figure equal to the sum of 2-5 per cent, of
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the marriages of that year, 20 per cent, of those of the previous year, 17"5 per cent,

of those of the year "before that, and so on, with percentages of 15, 12'5, 10, 7-5,

5, 3"75, 2'5, 1-75, 1-25, and 0*75. It will be seen that the ratio or number of

children per marriage has fallen from 4'36 in 1881-1884 to 374 in 1899, and
about 3-63 in 1900 :—

Year
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standard deviations. But this correlation will clearly only give an indication of
the correspondence of the general moTements of two ciirve? : vrhereas the minor
movements may be intimately connected, although the general movements may be
quite different. It appears possible to slightly modify the usual method of correla-

tion so as to eliminate the general movement in the special case—of very frequent

occurrence—where the phenomena exhibit a regular periodic fluctuation, and to

correlate the oscillations. All that is necessary for this purpose is to replace the

deviations from the average of the whole series in the above formula by the devia-

tions from the trend, or curve of instantaneous averages. To determine this trend,

note the number of observations (p) in a complete phase ; the instantaneous

average at any particular point is represented by the average of the ^j observations

of which that point is the middle one.

As an illustration the method may be used to determine which of the sets of

figures, quoted by the Registrar-General in his annual reports for comparison with
the movements of the marriage-rate, is most intimately connected with it, viz.,

imports, exports, total trade, wheat prices, or amount cleared at the Bankers'
Clearing House. The marriage-rate is now lower than formerly, whereas the
trade per head has increased : there is thus no correspondence between the general

movements, and correlation by the usual method about the average merely confirms

this. But the marriage-rate (and four of the other phenomena to be examined)
shows fairly regular oscillations with a period of about nine years. Replacing the
average of the whole period in these various series by the trend, the * average ' for

any one year being the average of the nine years of which it is the middle, we can
thus ascertain what correspondence there is between the oscillations of these

curves. By correlating the marriage-rate with the trade, &c., of the previous and
following years, of half a year earlier, &c., other correlation coefficients are

obtained : if these are plotted on a diagram it will easily be seen that there is a
point of maximum correlation. This gives a measure of the lag of the marriage-
rate behind the trade-curve, the point of maximum correlation indicating the
period with which the marriage-rate is most closely connected.

It is thus found that the total trade per head and the amount of clearing are

most intimately connected with the marriage-rate, the exports per head is

almost as closely, and the imports per head less so, although the correspondence

with all four is very close. There is on the other hand no connection between the
price of wheat and marriage-rate nowadays. As regards lag, the marriage-rate
is now just half a year behind the total trade, three quarters of a year behind the
exports, and about one and a quarter year behind the clearing.

It is noticeable that in 18G1-75 the marriage-rate was only a quarter of a year
behind the total trade and export curves, indicating that it now responds a little

more slowly to the general prosperity. It is interesting to observe that this defer-

ment of a quarter of a year (as compared with total trade) corresponds very fairly

with the deferment indicated in the marriages by a consideration of the ages at

marriage.

5. Joint Discussion with Section L on Economics and Commercial
Education, opened hy L. L. Price.

In the middle of the nineteenth century the economist exerted a dominant
influence over British public opinion, but by the close of the century that influence

had become less considerable. The stir now arising on commercial education
offers a fresh opportvmity for asserting the claim of Economics to a distinct place
in the education of the citizen ; and two circumstances favour the advance of the
claim. On the one hand, the inner history of economic study affords reason for

believing that the old controversies, which created such noise, are dying or dead
;

that the criticism, which has been busy, has been accompanied by a considerable
amount of constructive work ; and that the popular antithesis between the ' old

'

and the ' new ' schools has lost its meaning, if it is supposed to represent irrecon-

cilable feuds. On the other hand, economic guidance is more urgently required in

practical affairs ; for many questions coming to the front of popular discussion are
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eronomic in rharacter. Tlie pressure of commercial rivalry, for example, is likely

to re-awaken the controversy between free traders and protectionists ; and Economics
lias something of importance to say on this question. The superficial appearance
of things may easily mislead, and economists can render unique assistance in
disclosing the 'unseen' below the 'seen.' Similarly, with regard to questions
classed as ' socialistic,' which are attracting increasing notice, although Economics
is not entirely individualistic, and its conclusions may be modified by political

considerations, its aid is nevertheless important. Both classes of questions are of
special interest for the merchant and the manufacturer. The individualistic

spirit prevalent among Americans, who promise to be the most formidable of our
commercial competitors, lends emphasis to the danger attaching to a trade union
policy which, of unconscious or deliberate intent, may possibl}'- offer real hindrance
to the rapid use of new machinery or the speedy introduction of novel business
methods. Restrictive legislation, for the same reason, must be scrutinised,

although in the early days of the factory system economists erred from shortness
of sight, and ' factory reformers ' displayed more regard for the permanent welfare
of the nation. Economic study is specially calculated to induce the habit of mind
needed to discover and expose lurking fallacy.

On this ground a place may be claimed for the abstract reasoning of the text-

books in commercial education. Business men deal with the concrete in their
ordinary lives, and without some preliminary mental discipline they may fall a
prey to unsuspected fallacy. Some training in logic is held by most men to be
beneficial, and an acquaintance with economic argument, as expounded in the
theoreticalreasoningsof the text-books, may impart this training in close connection
with the phenomena of business-life. Although the business man may act by
instinct rather than reason, instinct is often the slow product of large experience ;

and an ability to see and trace the connection between cause and effect cannot fail

to be useful. Without some such mental training the possibility of a ' plurality of
causes' and an 'intermixture of effects' may escape recognition; and, as an
intellectual discipline, the abstract reasoning of the economists aflbrds a more
rigorous and bracing exercise than economic history. Regarded from this stand-
point even ' mathematical methods ' of study, which induce precision, may find a
place in commercial education ; but the place cannot be large, as they foster the
harmful idea that economic reasoning is too hard for averages men. The use of
theory as a mental training might be illustrated by many examples ; but the
theory of money and of banking, which has undergone less change than other
theories, and is closely related to the daily life of bankers and financiers, may be
taken as a typical instance.

Economic history must fill a very large place in commercial education. It has
recently made marked progress. Escaping from arid controversies about method,
although the conclusions of one historian may be questioned or rejected by his
successors, and much may remain unexplored or uncertain, it is now able to present
the broad characteristics and leading events of English commercial and industrial
history in orderly sequence for the instruction of the citizen. From the point of
view of commercial education too much time may hitherto have been spent on
questions of origin—such as the manor—which attract by the opportunity they ofler

for ingenious hypothesis, but are from their nature difficult to solve, and, by
comparison, too little attention may have been bestowed on later but less misty
periods. But it is impossible to gain a real knowledge of the causes and conditions
of the commercial and indu-trial success of England without a special study of
economic history, as general histories have dealt but scantily with economic
matters. The maintenance of that success is, to some extent, dependent on the
knowledge and on the investigation of the rise and fall of other nations which have
been conspicuous in trade.

Lastly, Statistics, which has also progressed of late, supplies Economics with
the means of systematic observation, in default of the more effective mode of
experiment open to a physical science like Chemistry. An elementary knowledge
of statistical technique and methods is a requirement of the times and a special

need of commercial education.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

Tlie following Papers were read :

—

1. A Discussion on Housing was opened by Professor W. Smart,

2. IVie Economic Effect of the Tramways Act, 1870.

By E. F. Vesey Knox, M.A.

The Act has now been thirty-one years in operation, and has never been
amended. It has been a disastrous legislative experiment. This view is not the
result of opposition to municipal trading, nor based on any idea that municipal
ownership of tramways is an economic mistake.

I. History and Effect of the Act.

The decision in Reg. v. Train (1862) rendered it necessary to obtain Parliamen-
tary authority to lay down a tramway. The object of the Act was to facilitate

tramways by substituting Provisional Order for Bill. It was, however, hedged
round with restrictions.

II. The Vice of the Departmental Method of Legislation.

The essence of the departmental method is that the inspector who holds the
local inquiry (if any) has no authority to decide. The Board of Trade have failed

to obtain any respect for decisions in really contested cases. In such cases the
practice of promoters is now to go to Parliament direct.

III. The Want of Compulsory Powers for the Taking of Land.

English roads are seldom suited for tramways without alteration, yet the
Tramway Order may not authorise the taking of land for road Avidening.

IV. The Frontagers' Veto.

Frontagers in narrow places can prevent tramways by a mere mechanical veto.
This has led to single lines and other bad tramways.

v. The Veto of the Local Authorities.

This veto has sometimes been abused, and has tended to discourage the best
schemes and the soundest promoters. It is not, however, likely that an objection
by a local authority based on reasonable grounds would ever be overruled.

VI. The Purcliase Clause.

There were some good reasons for inserting a purchase clause, though nothing
of the sort had been applied to railways, and gas and water undertakings have only
been purchased under special Acts at a very full price. It is now hopeless to con-
tend tbat there should be no power of purchase ; the really debatable matters are
the period and the method of valuation. Mr. Shaw Lefevre anticipated that pro-
moters would not mind the purchase clause because there was no limitation of
profits. What they did was to try to take their profit through inflating the
capital, and clear out. Hence abortive schemes and disappointed investors. °The
comparison between the price at which railway and tramway capital can be raised
is not less instructive than that between private and municipal credit for tramway
purposes. The best class of investors have been discouraged by the Tramways
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Act, and the cost of capital for tramway enterprise has consequently heeii

increased.

The great discovery of the application of electricity to tramways came just

when the purchase periods in England were running out. There was consequently

a long delay in adopting the new invention, and though England ought, but for

Parliament, to have" led the world, as it did in railway construction, it has been

kept behind other countries, and has suffered social, economic, and industrial loss.

There is no other country which had so great a need for electric tramways aa

England.
The corporations have been slow to try experiments owing to their careful

trusteeship of the ratepayers' money.

The method of valuation is more important than the period of purchase. If

goodwill is not to be paid fm- there is no adequate motive for developing a busi-

ness. The corporations have actually lost on balance, for Avhile Tramway Act

price is less than enough for a good tramway it is too much for a bad tramway. It

pays the company better, when the piirchase period is approaching, to retain an

obsolete equipment, which ought to be scrapped, so as to make the corporation

buy it.

Practically no tramways are now made by companies on Tramways Act terms

without modification ; but the retention of the Act on the statute book still does

a great deal of injury to tramway enterprise.

3. Notes on Glasgow Wages in the Nineteenth Century.

By A. L. BowLEY, M.A.

The statistics available for an estimate of the changes in the rates of average

wages are verv numerous, but it is only in a few cases that a reliable calculation

extending over half a century can be made.

The following table shows in rough form average money wages (assuming no

change iu regularity of employment and averaging over ten or tw-enty years) in

various industries, expressed in each case as percentages of their level in the

decade 1890-1900 :—

—
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4. The Pool' Laio and the Economic Order. By T. Mackay.

Early legislation concerning the poor was for their regulation, not for their

relief. It was based on an assumed adscription of the population to the soil. The
obligation of the community to relieve was of later origin. On this territorial

basis was founded our system of poor relief as established by Elizabeth.

The legislature regarded the population as stationary, but it was not till some
fifty years afterwards that the mobility characteristic of an industrial popidation

came into conflict with this assumption.

For remedy the 14 Charles II., c. 12 (1662), attempted to define settlement

and facilitated the forcible removal of migrant labourers to their place of settle-

ment. The tyranny of this has often been condemned, and from the first many
methods of evasion were adopted. The complete immobility of the population,

however, was due, not to this enactment, but to the guarantee of maintenance held

out to everyone who clung resolutely to his parish and to his decaying industry.

It was this system of imprisonment in some 16,000 parishes that gave rise to the

appearance of over-population. Labour was rendered immobile, not only in place,

but in character and habit.

The business of the new poor law in 1834 was to relax these bonds and allow

the absorption of the population into the economic order. It was in large

measure successful, and subsequent experiments in the way of restriction have
sought to carry the reform further. The justification of a restrictive policy is

that pauperism is a retention of a part of our population in a condition of primitive
poverty much longer than the economic necessity of the situation warrants.
This archaic survival is to be contrasted with the economic order, which offers the
true policy of emancipation.

The hand-to-mouth life is now more amply endowed than it has ever been ; a
consideration which answers tlie argument that, in view of the improved
conditions of working-class life, a relaxation of poor-law tests is desirable.

Improved opportunities for independence too often merely go to make the pro-
letariate life, for the time being, more profuse and irresponsible. The difficulty is

to induce a certain type to submit, in even the slightest degree, to the discipline of
the economic order and to renounce its much more natural, primitive, hand-to-
mouth instincts.

Maine's generalisation that progress is from status to contract is based on
historical fact ; but as regards the future it may not be the last word. It is sub-
mitted, however, that, even if we welcome a tendency to revert in certain directions
to civic and municipal status, the status of parochial pauperism is a condition from
which we should endeavour to emancipate our poorer population.

5. British Colonial Policy in^ its Econoinic As2)ect.

By Archibald B. Clark, M.A.

The timely and substantial assistance rendered to Great Britain by the
Colonies in the South African War has awakened a fresh interest in the question
whether a more formal recognition and exact definition should not be given to
the rights and responsibilities of the Colonies in connection with the government
and defence of the Empire. The problem, like nearly every practical problem, is

not exhausted by consideration of its purely economic aspects. But the policy of
* tightening the ties ' is, at present, advocated mainly on economic grounds ; and it

is sought to attain the end in view by the manipulation of economic factors.

As regards defence, under modern conditions a huge and growing expenditure
on the Army and Navy is inevitable ; and it is argued that the Colonies, who
equally with Great Britain gain from the resulting security, may fairly be asked
to contribute towards the expense. But («) by way of compensation our weight
in the councils of the nations is vastly greater by reason of the possession of our
Colonial Empire. (6) Recent experience suggests that the interests of Imperial
Defence may be better served by the spontaneous action of the Colonies than by a
formal and binding contract.
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It is tliouglit that we miglit find matei'ial compensation, and at the same time

meet the hostile tariff's of foreign countries and increase the strength of the

Empire, by entering- into a Customs Union with our Colonies on the basis of free

trade within the Union and protection against the foreigner. Or, failing that, we
might adopt a system of bounties on trade with the Colonies. Bat («) we rely on
the foreigner for food and raw materials ; and of the total external trade (import

and export) of the United Kingdom, roughly 75 per cent, is, and has been for

half-a-century, a trade with foreign countries, (b) The diversity of interests, too,

among the Colonies themselves renders it hopeless to expect that any scheme
could be formulated which would fail to create discord, (c) Any such scheme

—

whether of differential duties or bounties—would involve a serious departure from
our free-trade policy the great drtue of which is its practical simpliiiity.

Like that free-trade policy, the existing connection between Great Britain and
her Colonies may be imperfect in theory, but, like it, it lias proved workable in

practice. Under the one we have enjoyed half-a-ceutury of iinrivalled prosperity
;

and, as the outcome of the working of the other for a similar period, we have
amongst the Colonies a sense of unity and an intensity of loyalty to the mother
country unparalleled in history. This, too, has been most unqualified where the

hand of ' Downing Street ' has been least conspicuous. The policy of ' tightening

the ties ' is really retrograde and unhistorical. It represents the extreme of

reaction from the view which prevailed generally from about 1840 to 1880—that

the independence of the Colonies would be the natural outcome of the concession

of self-government. It involves a return to that system of monopoly and inter-

ference by the central government which in the eighteenth century lost us the

American Colonies. In our colonial policy the most pressing need at present is

concentration and economy, based on recognition of the truth that trade follows

the flag in no other sense than that it follows the establishment of peace, security,

and good government.

6. The Present Fositioii of Woman as a Worker. By Miss M. H. Irwin.

Owing to the rapidly increasing number of women who are year by year

entering both the professional and the industrial labour market, the nature and
conditions of women's employment form a subject of first importance to the

economic student, not only in relation to the women themselves, but also in

respect to their men fellow-workers, and the general development of our national

industries. Many industrial complications have arisen, and threaten still to arise,

from the presence and the extended application of women's labour.

There is a want of adequate and authoritative information regarding women's
work. The subject has suffered in the past from being regarded as a matter for

philanthropic sentiment rather than economic research. A change of attitude is

being brought about through various causes.

The need for systematic inquiry and exact knowledge as providing a basis for

both philanthropic effort and legislative reform. Legislative action is specially

desirable for the regulation of the conditions of women's work, owing to the

difficulty of forming any organisation among them sufficiently strong to protect

them from possible evils in the way of excessive hours and other unhealthy

conditions of work.

Results of investigations undertaken by the Scottish Council for Women's
Trades and other bodies into various employments followed by women in which
there was either no legislative restrictions, or these were defective. Laundries,

shops. Investigations into home work. The economic results of home work.

The sanitary side of the question. Proposed regulations. The dressmaking trade.

The tailoring trade. A complex and highly graded industry of special value as a

subject for economic investigations.

Among the suggestive ]3oints ofiered for study by the tailoring trade are the

competition between the men and women workers. The results of the introduction

of the cheap and unprotected labour of women, systems of wages rating, displace-

ment of the skilled hand labour of men by the machine-tended and comparatively
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iinslfilled labour of women. The rise of the clothing; factory and spread of the

division of labour system, tho operation of factory legislation, and the Public

Health Acts. The diiference between the rates paid to the two sexes for work
of the same nature and efhciency. The absence of a standard and uniform rate for

women's work.
Causes which may account for the lower wages-rates of women. Attitude of

the men's Union towards the women workers. The nature and significance of

women's competition. The e.xtension of mechanical aids favouring the increased

application of women's labour. The typographical trade. The new printing

machines and the scarcity of boy labour furthering the employment of women.
The textile trades of Scotland. These have become practically women's industries

since the introduction of the power-loom. Bookbinding. The non-employment

of women in many departments of this trade is due to artificial restrictions, such

as custom, and the Hues of demarcation laid down by the men's Union. So far

as an investigation into the printing, bookbindiiig and kindred trades which is

now in progress has gone, it would appear that while machinery has displaced

hand labour in certain departments, owing to the largely increased output, there

has been an increase in the total number of workers employed all over the factories

coming under observation.

In view of possible future industrial changes, in which women's labour is

likely to be a very important factor, there is urgent need for systematic investigations

of the nature and conditions of women's labour.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBEU IS.

Tlie following Papers and Report were read :

—

1. The Real Incidence of Local Rates. Bij Cameron Corbett, M.P.

The incidence of local rates is fundamentally influenced by the question as to

whether the area affected by them is fully built up or is afl'ected by a practical

chance of additional acccommodation being provided within it. If it be fully built

up, then the rate falls on the owner except in so far as the cause of the rates is cal-

culated to aft'ect the rents beneficially ; that is to say, the burden of wasteful

administration would fall upon him. In the cases where a higher rate affects an
area where building can be influenced by it, the burden falls on the tenant in the

same way as the burden falls on the consumer of a manufactured article, production

being checked thereby.

The proposal, after taxing building and land together, to put a special second

burden on land values would raise the price of houses to buyers, and consequently

the rent to tenants. The reduction of four years' purchase in the selling price of

ground rents which has taken place during recent years has amounted in many
instances to more than the whole cost of the land, and has therefore affected the

production of houses as unfavourably for the occupiers in these cases as if the cost

of the land bad been doubled. It is quite evident that land values being exposed

to a special rate would aft'ect the buyers and tenants of houses very severely, for

the builders would require to get as much additional inducement from the buyer
of the house as would counterbalance the lessened amount they would receive from
ground-rent buyers.

2. Recent Results ofFarm Labour Colonies. By Harold E. Mooee, F.S.I.

At the Liverpool Meeting in 1895 a paper was read on * Farm Labour Colonies

and Poor Law Guardians.' It was then pointed out that farm labour colonies

might be considered to be of two distinct classes. One of these would
be colonies for the reception of well-conducted men of the working classes

temporarily out of employment ; and the other class would be colonies for the

1901. 3 D
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reception of men who would otherwise he in the casual wards, inmates of work-
houses, or dependent partially on private charity. It was suo;^ested that the esta-

blishment of colonies of the first class was difficult ; but the further extension of the

second named was recommended as being both desirable and practicable.

During- the last six years there has been extension in the work of the last

named, and so far with satisfactory results. Colonies under the control of volun-

tary committees, but subsidised by grants from Boards of Guardians, are at work :

(a) At Hadleigh in Essex, under the control of the Salvation Army
; (b) at Dorking

in Surrey, under the control of the Church Army, in succession to a smaller one
carried on by that organisation near Ilford in Essex ; and (c) at Lingfield in

Surrey, and another near Kendal in Westmoreland, under the control of the
Christian Union for Social Service. The financial and other results of each of

these efforts from their economic aspect is separately considered.

There are also colonies in operation not subsidised by Poor Law funds, the

most important being the one under the control of the Scotch Colony Association,

near Dumfries. There is also a colonj^ for women only, founded by the efibrts of

Lady Henry Somerset, near Reigate in Surrey, as well as some smaller private

attempts at providing work on the land as a means of relief ; while Guardians at

Sheffield and elsewhere are working land.

The results show that colonies for the second class (a) have reduced the cost

of maintenance of those there received as compared with the expense of their

maintenance in other ways ; and (b) have been beneficial as a reformatory influence

when the work has been under the control of Christian voluntary committees,

restoring some to independent life who would otherwise have remained in a perma-
nent dependent position.

3. Feebleness of Mind, Pauperism, and Crime. By Miss Mary Dendy.

The special point to be proved is this : we are to-day suffering from an evil

which will, if unchecked, bring ruin upon our nation, and that before very long.

A chain is no stronger than its weakest link, and the weakest link in the chain of

our social life is the mass of mentally feeble persons who live amongst us,

unguarded and unguided, suffering and helpless, a danger to themselves and to

Society, and perpetually propagating their species. The time has come when this

evil must be dealt with, very tenderly, very kindly, so far as individuals are

concerned, but very plainly, very scientifically, so far as Society at large is con-

cerned. As years ago our nation realised that we had no right to populate a new
country with criminals and ceased to send its convicts abroad, so now we should

realise that we have no right to provide for our own future a feeble, helpless,

half-witted population. That this is what we are doing at present there is no
doubt ; the main cause of feebleness of mind is heredity.

The time is come when we should ask for scientific morality, should question

what is morality worth which is not scientific, and should demand that the

transmission to the future of a terrible evil shall be stopped—an evil which brings

all other evils in its train. It is not only that our weaker brethren themselves

become criminals ; they afford the opportunity for crime in those who are not

weak but only bad. It is prohable that two-thirds of the crimes of our nation

might be prevented in the course of two generations by a scientific method of

dealing with the feeble-minded. And we must remember that it is futile to talk

of weak-minded criminals as sinners. Sin there must be, where so much crime

and misery are ; but the sin lies where the responsibility lies, and that is with the

sane and not with the insane.

The one defect most generally common to weak-minded persons is great

weakness of will-power.

There is a whole class whose feebleness consists in a total lack of the moral
sense. It was of these that Huxley wrote :

' As there are men born physically

cripples and intellectually idiots, so there are some who are morally cripples and
idiots, and can be kept straight not even by punishment. For these people there

is nothing but shutting up or extirpation.'
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Many persons who are, when left to their unassisted efforts, quite helpless can

earn a living, or partly earn a living, when under constant supervision. The
lacking will-power can be imposed from without. The late Sir Douglas Galton

said that the feeble-minded man could never be worth three-fourths of a man.

That three-fourths, at least, could generally be arrived at in proper conditions.

His weakness of will makes him obedient to any suggestion ; he can be trained to

make use of all the faculties he possesses, and those faculties, though they cannot

be made normal, can be greatly strengthened. Thus in good hands he may become
nearly self-supporting, while in bad hands he is self-destroying.

However, the Commissioners in Lunacy have given us a good working

definition of the feeble-minded. They speak of ' persons who are known as the

feeble-minded. They are not the subjects of such a degree of mental unsoundness

as in the opinion of the medical officers renders them certificable in the eye of the

law, and they are, therefore, unable to be detained against their will, although

they are not sufficiently of sound mind to be able to take care of themselves.'

Briefly what happens to a feeble-minded boy (and there are three boys of this

type to every two girls) is this : He leaves school quite unable to take care of

himself ; very often the one wholesome influence of his life ceases with his school-

days, his parents being very little stronger in mind than himself. Their one idea

is to make him earn money for them. He knows no skilled work and cannot keep

a situation if he gets one. He comes upon the streets, sells matches, shoe-laces,

papers, and generally ends by turning up in gaol. By this time he has become
used to a vagrant life, and as he can only move along the path of the least

resistance, and as it is made so much easier for him to go wrong than to go right,

he goes wrong persistently, and becomes a confirmed criminal. So he grows up

through a pitiful and degraded youth to a pitiful and degraded manhood and dies,

leaving behind him ofispriug to carry on the horrible tradition. With the girls

the evil, though not more real, is more obvious, and for this reason more attempts

have been made to help them than their brothers. Of course, in accidental cases,

where the parents are respectable, they do their best for their weakly children,

and try to keep them at home or with kindly employers. But if they are of the

wage-earning class they ultimately, in nearly every case— their natural protectors

dying—come upon the rates. The main cause of this terrible evil is, undoubtedly,

heredity. The child of a feeble-minded parent is likely to be one degree at least

worse than that parent. Dr, Caldicott, of Earlswood, says :
' In our statistics the

one cause which stands prominently forward is Heredity, and the more accurately

we are able to penetrate the family history of our cases the more we are forced

to the conclusion that a very definite " neurotic " taint is i'ound in the direct and
immediate progenitors. For my own part I believe this to be as high as 70 to

75 per cent.' Dr. Miiller, of Augsburg, also states that 70 per cent, of weak-minded
persons are accounted for by heredity.

The English law has at length recognised the existence of these people as a

class, apart both from the sane and the certificated insane.

It now permits educational authorities to make provision for them, but only

up to the age of sixteen. As if those who are mentally unsound at sixteen

would be mentally sound at seventeen

!

In 1898 there were 100,322 children on the books of the public elementary

.schools of Manchester. Of these 44,46-3 were in the Board school. I now
proceeded to make an inspection of all these Board School children, and I saw at

their work, all who were in actual attendance, 39,600. When I saw a child who
seemed to me abnormal, I made a special examination of it, speaking also to

normal children so as to avoid singling out any one for remark. With the aid of

an attendance officer, I took down all particulars concerning the child. In this

way I made notes on 525 children. This report would, of course, not in itself

have been reliable evidence. But when it was complete we were so fortunate as

to secure the help of Dr. Ashby, our great children's doctor, the head physician of

our children's hospital, a man whose opinion is acknowledged to be the best

possible. He most kindly consented to see all my cases. He examined every

child carefully and gave a written opinion on each. He summarised the

3 02
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result thus : ' Out of ")00 examined, 214 were dull and backward (it being under-

stood that the backwardness arose from the child's condition, not from home
conditions), '27(i were mentally feeble, 4 were deaf-mutes, and did not appear

to be sufficiently behindliand to come under either of these terms.'

Adding the proportion lor the voluntary schools in Manchester, we have
about 1,000 children who are nientall)' luisound in the day-schools at one time.

Since then I have worked in a similar manner through all the voluntary schools

in a large non-School Board area with similar results. Wherever an attempt

has been made to obtain correct statistics, these hgures are confirmed. To con-

clude. Prudence, economy, and humanity demand that we shall deal with this

question rationally. It is possible at an early age to detect the unsound brain
;

scientific morality demands that we shall take care that our weak-minded children

are always protected, so as to render them harmless to themselves and Society.

I shall ask you to dwell on these facts :

—

Our workhouses and lunatic asylums cannot provide for our derelict population.

Lunacy and imbecility and pauperism are largely on the increase.

Two per cent, at least of our school-going population are in some degree

weak-minded—some more, some less. Feebleness of mind is hereditary, with an
increasing intensity.

Almost all feeble-minded persons are at large during the most critical period

of their lives, and most become parents.

It would be easy to detain such persons if the detention were commenced in

early youth, and they could be kept happy, harmless, and partially self-supporting

for their whole lives. They would then be no danger to Society, and they would
be far smaller expense than they are.

JRe2)ort on the Economic Effect of Legislation regulating Women's
Labour.—See Reports, p. 399.
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Section G.—ENGINEERING.

President op the Section—Colonel I!. E. CROMriON, M.Inst.C.E.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

Tlie President delivered the following Address:

—

At this the first meeting of the British Association of the new centurj' I wish to lay

before you some of the interesting problems presented by recent developments in

means of locomotion on land which demand the best thoughts, not only of our
engineers, but of everyone interested in the improvement iu means of travelling

and in the more rapid transit of goods.

During the seventy years which have passed since the introduction of railways

in almost every country passenger and goods traffic has developed itself to such an
extent that almost everyone is interested in these questions ; and of late years our
attention has not been confined to railways only, but, owing to the invention of the

cycle and motor-car, has also been directed to travel on our road-ways, which during
the first fifty years of the railway era had somewhat fallen into disuse. I am not

able, being limited to the length of this address, to deal with many of the interest-

ing questions affecting our long-distance railways other than by referring to the

probable early introduction of railways of a new type intended to attain a speed of

120 miles per hour and worked by electrical power. The railway race to Scotland

of a few years back attracted the attention of the managers of American and
Continental railways to railway speed questions, and we have seen during the last

few years so great improvement in the speed of the trains and the comfort of the

passengers in these countries that it appears that England has already been beaten

in the matter of extreme railway speed, although it is probable that our railways

still provide a larger number of rapid trains than either the American, German, or

French do. But whether it be in England or in the countries I have mentioned,

it appears that after all the speed limit of railways of the present system of

construction is reached at about sixty-five or seventy miles per hour. Higher
speed on level runs has undoubtedly been recorded, but it is not probable that

anything greatly in excess of seventy miles per hour will be reached until our
railway managers initiate an entirely new system of construction. The high-speed

service that is now in contemplation, not only in England but in America and
Germany, intends to attain speeds of over one hundred miles per hour by providing

electrical means of haulage sufficient to propel light trains consisting of one, or, at

the most, a few cars ; and in order to I'ender this service successful to run these

light trains at short intervals of time, so in effecting this high speed the railways

will give a service which more nearly resembles the tramway service than our
present system of heavy express trains at infrequent intervals. This high-speed

service of light trains at frequent intervals is well suited to electrical haulage,

as it works generating machinery situated at fixed points to the best advantage
and enables the best return to be obtained from the necessarily heavy capital coet
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of copper in the conductors which transmit the energy along the length df the

line, as it is evident that if the speed he sufficient to ensure that each section

of the line only carries one running train, the costs of the conductors will be in

proportion to the weight of that train.

Great advantages have already been made in adapting electrical traction to

lono- lengths of railways. The work already done by Brown Boveri, of Baden, in

Switzerland, at first on the mountain railways and afterwards on the Burghdorf-

Thun full-gauge line, the experimental work of Ganz & Co., of Buda-Pesth, and

of Siemens & Ilalske at Charlottenburg, have already shown that the power

problems are nearly all of them solved, so that we may feel confideut that

electrical engineers will very shortly surmount any power difficulties that still

remain. But this high-speed railways problem at present presents certain unknown
factors which can only be satisfactorily determined by the actual testing and

working the lines when carrying passengers. I refer to those which deal with

the increased oscillation, vibration, and noise to be expected from the extreme

speeds. These matters must he met so as to give sufficient comfort and protection

to the passengers, for if passengers are rendered uncomfortable by the extreme

speed the service can never become popular, and on this last question depends the

most important question of all, viz., the extent to which the travelling public are

likely to make use of a high-speed railway service. In attempting to forecast this

matter, although we meet many business men who think it would be an undoubted

advantage if the journeys between important business centres occupied half the

time they do at present, In the United Kingdom there are only a few journeys

of sufficient length to make saving of time of great importance, but the case is far

difterent in America and on the Continent, where the business centres are much
further apart than they are here. I, as an English engineer, foresee that this

topographical question will cause our English engineers to be at a disadvantage

as compared with American and Continental ones, for it appears likely that the

number and mileage of high-speed railways is likely to be far greater In America

and on the Continent than in the United Kingdom. Before I entirely leave the

subjectof very high-speed railways, a rather curious speculation presents itself to us:

this is whether the need for rapid communication between town and town may not

eventually be supplied by high-speed motor-cars on roads specially prepared for them.

Mr.Wells in his interesting forecast in the ' Fortnightly Review ' seems to think that

the time is not far distant when all passenger traffic will be carried on special roads on

motor-cars. That the advantages ofcarrying your family and loading up your belong-

ings at your own door. In your own or a hired car, and transporting them without

any change or handling of your baggage right up to the point where your journey

ends, will be so great that even for comparative long journeys travellers will

prefer it to the railway, and that our railways will eventually be relegated to carrying

minerals and heavy goods. But, without going so far as Mr. "Wells, it does seem

probable that It' only a few passengers require to travel between two business

centres such as Manchester and Liverpool, and to occupy only half the time from

door to door at present taken by the railway and the two terminal cab rides, it

might be better to provide one of Mr. Wells' improved roads on which private

owners could run their own cars, paying toll for the road, and on which a public

service of cars would provide for those who did not own cars themselves.

I now propose to deal at somewhat greater length with what I think is a most

important problem in locomotion, viz., that caused by the congestion of street

traffic in our towns and by the undoubted difficulties which exist In carrying our

workers to and from their homes in the country to their places of employment in

our towns. A large proportion of the workers who during the latter half of the

last century lived and worked in the country are now working in towns, although

some of them still live outside in order to obtain the advantages of lower rents

and of a healthier life for their families, and this last class is likely to largely

increase. Those who have been responsible for the enlarging and improvements

of our towns have done so much to make town life preferable to country life that

the country is gradually being depopulated. The results we see in the increasing

difficulties which the town authorities find in dealing with the water and sewerage
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questions, and in the increasing mass of vehicular street traffic, which makes some

of our cities veritable pandemoniums. Luckily it seems that we are likely

through the skill and energy of our engineers to meet these difficulties in more

than one way. The cycle, which commenced as an amusement and went on as a

fashionable craze, has now settled down into being the poor man s horse, ihe

number of our working population that use the cycle for going; to and from the r

work is already very large and is steadily increasmg and their use of tbe foads

must be considered. Then came the motor-car, developed m i ranee to such an

amazing extent, and which seems now likely to be developed to an equal extent in

this country. After many years of objecting to the use o the overhead trolley

svstem, our town authorities seem now to have determined that the only way ot

relieving street traffic is by an enormous development ot e ectrical tramways and

on all sides we find the large towns rivalling one another in the extent ot the

tramway systems which they have either acquired or are laying down tor them-

selves. It seems opportune now to point out that a great deal of mischief may

accrue by this indiscriminate use of tramways, and for those who are considering

these matters I bring forward a few facts which are worthy ot notice. Ut course,

in new countries, or in new towns in old countries, where the roads are rough and

bad, anything in the nature of a tramway using rails is an improvement on a road-

way ; but when we are dealing with cities which already possess well laid out and

well paved streets on which all kinds of wheel traffic can be carried on with a

minimum of rolling resistance, it seems wrong from an engineering point ot view

to break up the surface of these streets for the purpose of laying tramways, and tor

the following important reasons : Traffic carried on a roadway by vehicles, whether

horse-drawn or by cycle or motor-car, differs from traffic carried on rails chiefly m
that the former vehicles possess an important power, viz., that of overtaking, wmcn

is not possessed by the latter, that is to say that vehicles on the plain road surface

can overtake a stopping or a slower vehicle going in the same direction without

interferin- with other vehicles, whereas on rails the vehicles going one way must

always remain in the same relation to one another, so that the speed of vehicles

on rails must always be regulated by that of other vehicles going in the same

direction. Street tramways, for instance, must stop to set down and take up

passengers : this limits the speed average and the number ot vehicles per mile ot

track, for if there be not sufficient intervals between the vehicles they would have

to stop and start nearly simultaneously. Thus the carrymg capacity of the best

modern electrical tramway is limited by this want of overtakmg power. 1 have

made careful inquiry from those who have great experience in tramways not on y

in this country but in America and on the Continent, and I find that it is generally

admitted that the maximum carrying capacity of an electrical tramway in one

direction is 4,000 passengers per hour carried past any given point, i tncl

that a full-gauge suburban or metropolitan railway crowded to its fullest extent

cannot carry more than 12,000 passengers per hour.
_
Now most of us have often

seen large crowds taken away from a point of attraction by omnibuses and horse-

drawn vehicles, and have noticed that the crowded omnibuses almost touch one

another and yet can go at a fair rate of speed. In this case at eight miles per

hour speed 14,000 passengers can be carried from a given point per hour.

Up to the present a public motor-car service has not yet been instaUed ot any

magnitude to enable us to compare the carrying capacity of motor-cars with that

of horse-drawn omnibuses, but owing to the reduced length of motor-cars com-

pared with that of omnibuses, and on account of their greater speed and greater

control, motor-cars can now be built to deal with great crowds at an even higher

rate per hour than that noted above. It appears certain, therefore, that although

the provision of electrical tramways is undoubtedly an economical means ot carry-

ing passeno-ers, yet that these tramwavs cannot be laid in existing thoroughfares

without considerably reducing the total road carrying capacity at times of heavy

pressure of traffic, and as it appears likely that either for the daily transport of the

workers to and from their homes to places of employment, or for taking great

crowds out into the country for pleasure purposes, a motor-car service carried out
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on well-iuadu roads will compete favourably wiiL, and in many ^^•aJS may be prefer-

able to, tramway service.

It must be remembered tbat the layinii: of tram rails not only blocks ordinary

traffic, but in our motit crowded streets it introduces dangers to all wheeled vehicles

not on rails, raotor-cars, and cyclists by the skidding of the wheels when they cross

the line of rails, and these dangers are daily causing, and are still likely to cause,

very serious accidents.

The increased road and street traffic and the development of new means of

road locomotion have made imperative some modification < f our existing system of

roadway administration. Cycles, motor-cars, electrical tramcars, have been in-

vented and put on roads which are maintained and worked exactly as they were
seventy years ago at the commencement of the railway era, when the population

of the United Kingdom was half its present figure, and that of the large towns
one-tenth of the present figure. During the 1.50 years previous to the railway era

the ancient tracks were gradually improved into tolerably efficient roads for coach

and wagon traffic, but after the introduction of railways there was a complete

cessation of improvement, as for filty years after the railways started tht; old

roads were equal to the farmers' and local traffic which the railways left for them ;

but for the last twenty years the roads near to the great towns have been inadequate,

and now that the cyclist and motor-carist travel over the whole of the roads of the

country the neglect of our ancient roadwaj' system is very apparent.

Although the urban populations have so greatly increased, the old coaching

roads are still the only ones that exist ; no main roads parallel to the old ones or

alternative to them have ever been made. Towns which are now joined by rail-

ways grew out of small rows of houses built facing the main road ; in fact in

many cases the road made the town. During the early part of the railway era,

when the roads were so little used from coaching falling into disuse, encroach-

ments on the roadway took place in and near the towns, such roads being now
actually narrower and less suitable for traffic than in the coaching days: so that

these towns which owe their existence to these roadways now put every impediment
and hindrance to their use by the travelling public. What is needed is that towns
situated on our main through roads should provide alternative routes, so that

through travellers could, if they desired, avoid the crowded streets of the town.
One method of providing such relief roads would be by by-laws providing that all

building estates should set aside land for main roads. The buildmg estates which
are developed around our great towns never provide a road which can be used as a

main line of thoroughfare, although by their very act of building additional houses

they cause additional congestion to the main roads. They lay out their roads to

obtain quiet for those who live on the estate, and take every possible means to

prevent their estate roads from taking a share of the main thoroughfare traffic.

Parliament must take in hand an improved administration of our high-

ways by a comprehensive scheme. Far too many ancient main lines of thorough-

fare, already too narrow for the traffic which is on them, are being blocked

by having tramways laid on them ; these cause the development of building

estates, which throw additional traffic on to these thoroughfares. Apart from the

roads themselves, the complicated conditions of street and road traiHc demand
careful regulation. Street traffic should be carried as far as possible by lines of

vehicles driven as nearly parallel to one another as possible. The rule of the

road, as it is called, and which is embodied in an Act of Parliament, 5 and 6 of

"William IV., which is commonly called the Highways Act, says that every

vehicle is to keep as close as possible to the left, or near side of the road, except

when overtaking another vehicle going in the same direction, and then it is to

keep to the ofl" side of the overtaken vehicle as closely as possible. As a matter

of fact, everybody knows that this rule is habitually neglected by drivers who,
whenever they get a chance, drive down the centre of the road, so that others

who overtake them dare not do so on the wrong or near side, but must pass out

far to the ofi' side of the road, and consequently interfere with the traffic coming
in the opposite direction. This neglect of the rule of the road causes a great

waste of space immediately behind every vehicle, and is one of the chief causes
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of the limited carrying capacity of the streets in cities where the police do not

attend to this important matter. It can be renietlied by the existing police

regulations being adhered to and insisted on by fixed-point constables, or by
constables moving about on motor-cars or bicycles. Slow moving and frequently

.stopping vehicles are another cause of congested traffic. A great deal might be

done by arranging that during certain hours much of the slower moving traffic is

shunted into alternative routes, so as to be kept by itself. An increase in the speed
of tiie street traffic is desirable ; for the faster the vehicles travel the less the

street is occupied by them. Motor-cars can safely travel at sixteen miles an hour,

and, therefore, need only take half the time and occupy only half the street

surface that an omnibus does when travelling at eight miles per hour. Such high

speeds as these, which are desirable and perfectly safe for motor-cars, cannot,

however, be obtained unless some regulations are made as to the use of the

roadways by foot passengers. There is no rule of the road for foot passengers

—

they pass one another on the footpath, or vehicles in the roadway, just as they
please. jS'o driver of a vehicle in the road who sees a foot passenger stepping into

the roadwaj' can ever tell with certainty what his movements will be. It will be
no hardship to foot passengers to insist on their movements being regulated.

Much has been recently said and written on the subject of motor-cars and
motor-wagons. It is generally admitted that there will be considerable scope for

engineering skill and capital in their improvement and construction. It is by no
means an easy problem to put into the hands of the public such a complicated
piece of mechanism as a self-propelled carriage which has in most cases to be
managed and driven by men who have had no special mechanical training. Motor-
cars to be universally successful must be made so as to reduce to a minimum the

liability to break down ; repairs must be limited to the replacement of worn or

damaged parts by other parts, which must be supplied by the manufacturers so

that they can be readily put in by the uiiskilled users. That this can be done is

shown by the success and universal use of typewriters, sewing machines, and
bicycles: all of these are really complicated pieces of mechanism, but which are

now in such general use and in everj^one's hands. In these cases, however, the

organised manufacture of machines with thoroughly interchangeable parts, or com-
ponents as it is the fashion to call them, has only been developed after the type of
machine had settled down, and this up to the present cannot be said of tbe motor-
car or motor-wagon. Up to the present the development of these cars has gone
on on several lines. The development in France, which so far has led the world,
has been principally in the direction of the use of light motors driven by petrol

spirit. Again to France we owe the flash boiler of Serpollet, which assists the use
of steam engines for this purpose.

At first sight steam, with the complications of boiler, engine, and condenser,
does not appear likely to compete favourably with the simpler spirit motor, but for

heavier vehicles, Vv'here steady heavy pulling power is of importance, up to the

present no internal combustion motor has competed with it. The Americans,
with their usual skill and power of rapidly organising a new manufacture, have
already turned out a very large number of steam-driven motor-cars, which are .so

largely in use in unskilled hands that it shows that they have already solved the
problem to some extent.

The directions in which the two classes of motors require further development
are, for the internal combustion motors, the satisfactory and inodorous use of the
heavier oils, and in this perhaps Herr Diesel may help us with his wonderfully
economical motor improvements in the clutch mechanism, for with all in-

ternal combustion engines up to the present it has been found impossible to start

the motor when coupled to the driving-wheels of the car ; and in the case of the
steam motor the simplification of the boiler, the boiler feed mechanism, tlie inodorous
and noiseless burning of heavj' oils as fuel, improved condensers, methods of
lubricating the pistons and valves so as to avoid oil passing back to the boiler
with the condensed water, and the rendering of all processes of boiler feed and fuel

feed mechanism completely automatic so as not to require tbe attention of the
driver. On points common to both classes, although much has been done, further
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improvement is required iti the methods of transmitting the power from the motor

to the driving-wheels. In the case of the steam cars, where this has heen done

by single reduction, using chain, pinion, and sprockets, very efficient and noiseless

transmission has already been obtained, but up to the present in most of the internal

combustion engines where more than two cylinders have to be employed, it has

been found necessary to arrange the crank shaft of the motor at right angles to the

axle of the driving-wheels, so that part of the transmission having to be through

bevel gear, this part has up to the present always been noisy. In the providing

of noiseless and efficient chain driving, the manufacturer of cars has gained

greatly by the high degree of perfection to which these chams had already attained

for bicycle work.

The recent great road races which have taken place in France and elsewhere

have shown that the motor-car can be driven safely at a very high speed, already

reaching in some cases seventy miles an hour ; but to render this capacity for high

speed useful, not only must special roads be provided on which these high-speed

cars can travel without danger to others and with least slip and wear and tear of

tyres, but a great deal requires to be done in the improvement of the pneumatic

tyres, which at present get excessively hot, and therefore damaged by these high-

speed runs. At these high speeds the mechanical work done on the material of

which the outer covers of pneumatic tyres are composed is excessively high. It

can probably be reduced by increasing the diameter of the wheels, but, of course,

at the cost of increased weight and, to some extent, of stability, for the side strains

on the wheels ofthese cars when swinging round curves ofsharp radius are very great.

Another direction in which mechanical invention is required for the wheels

of motor cars and wagons is a shoeing or protection of hard material of easily

renewable character which can be firmly and safely attached to the outside of the

tyre covers to take the wear and cutting action caused by the driving strain and

by the action of the breaks on sudden stops.

The late R. W. Thomson, of Edinburgh, made good progress some thirty years

ago in providing steel shoeing for the solid rubber tyres he then used, and the

problems of providing the same for pneumatic tyres ought to be no harder than

those he then successfully encountered.

One of the topics which has been most strongly discussed during the last year

has been the position which this country holds relatively to other countries as

regards its commercial supremacy in engineering matters. A few years back we
>vere undoubtedly ahead of the world in most branches of mechanical engineering,

but owing to the huge development of mechanical engineering in America and

Germany, we are certainly being rim very hard by these countries, and everyone

is looking for means to help us to regain our old position. In endeavouriug

to learn from America we see that, although the workmen in that country

receive higher wages than they do here, and although the cost of some of the

materials is higher than it is here, their manufacturers manage to deliver engines,

tools, and machinery of all classes of excellent quality at a price which appears to

our manufacturers to be marvellously low. When we look into the matter we find

that the chief difference between the manufacturer of America and the manu-

facturer at home is that, whether it be steam-engines, tools, agricultural machinery,

or electrical machinery, the American invariably manufactures goods in large

quantities to standard patterns, whereas we rarely do so here, at any rate to the

same extent. Where we turn out articles by the dozen the American turns them
out by the hundred. This difference in the extent to which an article is reduplicated

is caused by the Americans having realised to a far greater extent than we have

the advantage of standardisation of types of machinery. They have felt this so

strongly that we find in America that work is far more specialised than it is here,

so that a manufacturer as a rule provides himself with a complete outfit of machi-

nery to turn out large numbers of one article. He lavishes his expenditure on

special machinery to produce every part sufficiently accurate to dimension to secure

thorough interchangeability ; consequently the cost of erecting or assembling the

parts is far less than it is here. One reason why the American manufacturer has

been able to impose on his purchasing public his own standard types, whereas we
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have not been able to do so, is that very rarely in America does a consulting

engineer come between the manufacturer and the user, whereas here it is the

fashion for the majority of purchasers of machinery to engage a consulting

engineer to specify and inspect any machinery of importance. By this I do not

impute any blame to our consulting engineer ; he considers the requirements of

his client, and insists that they are to be adhered to as closely as possible ; to him
the facility of the production of articles in large quantities is of no moment. In
America it seems to be understood by the purchaser that it is a distinct advantage

to everyone concerned, both manufacturer and purchaser, that the purchaser

should to some extent give way and modify his requirements so as to conform
with the standard patterns turned out by the manufacturer. Although manu-
facturers all hope for this simplification of patterns, yet, for the reasons I have
given, it will be some time before their hope is realised. But on other matters it

is quite possible for manufacturers to combine, so as to obtain some standardisa-

tion of parts which they manufacture which wiU reduce costs and be of advantage

to everyone concerned. Many years ago Sir Joseph Whitworth impressed on the

world the importance in mechanical engineering of extreme accuracy, and of secur-

ing the accurate tit and interchangeability of parts by standard gauges. But in spite

of his idea being so widely known and taught, how seldom it has been acted upon
to the extent that it should be. We pride ourselves on having all our screws made
of Whitworth standard, and yet how many of the standard bolts and nuts

made by different makers fit one another ? I myself have sat on a committee
of this Association which was called together twenty years ago, with Sir Joseph
Whitworth as a member of it, to fix on a screw gauge which would be a satisfactory

continuation of the Whitworth screw gauge down to the smallest size of screw
used by watchmakers.* It has taken all these years to carry out the logical outcome
of Sir Joseph Whitworth's original idea, viz., the providing of standards to be
deposited in care of a public authority to act as standard gauges of references.

The complete interchangeability of parts which I have above referred to, and
which is so desirable in modern machinery, can, of course, be obtained within the
limits of one works by that works providing and maintaining its own standards to

a sufficient degree of accuracy. But if the articles be such as watches or bicycles,

motor-cars, &c., it is very desirable that all parts liable to require replace-

ment should be made by all manufacturers to one standard of size, and in

order that the gauges required for this purpose should all be exact copies

of one another it is necessary that they should be referable to gauges
deposited either with the Board of Trade or -with some body specially fitted to

verify them and maintain their accuracy.

Up to the present the Board of Trade has dealt with the simple standards
of weight, capacity, and length, but in other countries National Standardising

Laboratories have been provided, viz., by the Germans at their Reichsanstalt

at Charlottenburg, and with the happiest results; here at last, through the
exertion of the Council of the Royal Society, our Government has been moved to

give a grant in aid and to co-operate with the Royal Society to establish a National
Physical Laboratory for this country. About ten years ago Dr. Oliver Lodge gave
the outlines of a scheme of work for such an institution. Later Sir Douglas
Galton, in his Presidential Address to this Association, called attention to the
good work done by the Germans and the crying need that existed for such an
institution in this country. The matter has since progressed. A laboratory is

already in existence, and will soon be at work, at Bushy House, Teddington : it

is a large i-esidence, which was once occupied by the late Duke of Clarence and
afterwards by the Due de Nemours. It will make an admirable laboratorv, as it

has large and lofty rooms and a vaulted basement in which work can be carried on
where it is important to secure the observer against changes of temperature.

The aims of a National Physical Laboratory have been well put forward by
Dr. Glazebrook in a recent lecture at the Royal Institution, in which he points out
how little science has up to the present come to be regarded as a commercial factor

' A report of this Committee will come before you during this meeting.
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ill our commercial world. The position of manufacturers of all classes must be
helped aud improved by a well-considered series of investigations on the properties
of materials, measurements of forces, and by the careful standardisation of and
j^ranting certificates to measuring apparatus of all classes. Until the question is
fairly faced and studied, few manufacturers realise how helpless individual effort
or individual investigations must be when compared with comprehensive and con-
tinuous investigations which can be carried on by a National Laboratory so as to
deal with the whole of each subject completely and exhaustively, instead of each
investigation being limited by the temporary need of each manufacturer or user.

As an example Dr. Glazebrook showed how much has been done at Jena and
afterwards at the Eeichsanstalt in the development of the manufacture of glass used
in all classes of scientific apparatus. The German glass trade has benefited
enormously from these investigations. The microscopic examination of metals,
which was begun by Sorby in 1864, has been much worked at by individual investi-
gators in this country, but its further development, which is probably of enormous
importance to arts and manufactures, is clearly the duty of a National Laboratory.
We owe much to the investigations of the Alloys Research Committee of the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers ; but, again, this is work for the National
Laboratory. As regards the measurement of physical forces how little is accu-
rately known of the laws governing air resistance and wind-pressures, and the
means of measuring them. Who can formulate with any certainty a law for the
air resistances likely to be met with at speeds in excess of eighty miles an hour,
the importance of which 1 have already noticed ?

I have already alluded to the verification, care, and maintenance of ordinary
standard gauges of accuracy. In this electrical age the accuracy of electric standards
is of supreme importance.

"

These are only a few of the directions in which we can foresee that the establish-
ment of a National Physical Laboratory will be of tlie greatest use and assistance
to our country in enabling it to hold its own in scientific and engineering
matters with its energetic rivals. The work has been commenced on a small scale,
but it is to be hoped that its usefulness will become at once so evident and appre-
ciated that it will soon be developed so as to be worthy of our country.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Mcdianical Exhibits in the Glasyow Exhibition.
By D. H. Morton.

2. Long continiious burning Fetroleimi Lamps for Biboys and Beacons.

By John K Wigham.

3. New Scintillating Ligldhouse Light. By JoiiH E.. Wigham.

4. A Recording Manometerfor High-pressure Ex2dosions.

By J. E. Petavbl.

In this instrument the spring of the ordinary indicator is replaced by a metal
cylinder. The travel of the piston is therefore limited to the amount allowed by
the elastic compression of the metal (about one thousandth of an inch in the case
of the present records).

The diagrams exhibited are typical of the results obtained : they both refer

to a mixture of air and gas in the ratio of 6'4 to 1 fired at an initial pressure of
about 1,190 lb. per sq. inch. In the second figure the speed of the chronograph
has been greatly reduced so as to obtali a clear record of the rate of cooling.
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FBII)AY, SEPTEMBER \?>.

Tbt> following Report and Papers were read :

—

1. Report on the Resistance of Road Vehicles to Traction.

See Reports, p. 402.

2. Railivay Rolling Stock, Present and Future.
By Norman D. Macdonald, Advocate.

In this paper the discussion is confined to rolling stock as used, and as likely
to be used, in Great Britain, only touching upon the progress in other countries
so far as it can be used to illustrate or provide hints for our future. Nor does
it dwell on the present state of the art except so far as to show the future
tendency. An attempt is made to raise points for thought and discussion rather
than to give a lecture on the subject or to lay down laws and principles.

First, locomotives are treated on, and these under the various heads of
shunting, mineral, goods, suburban, and express. Suggestions are made as to the
best types for each in future, and the class of demands they will have to answer to.

The question of compound versus simple is looked at, and also the matters of steam
pressures, types of boilers, compensating levers (with special reference to the
method in use on the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad for throwing
extra weight on the drivers), water tubes, arrangements of fire-boxes, and all the
details necessary to produce an efficient and powerful machine on our confined
gauge. The various points observed at the Paris Exhibition for gettino- more
power are touched upon. Also the modifications of designs necessary to obtainino-

ii clear view ahead when a huge boiler is used. Reference is made to the use of
auxiliary electric locomotives on grades. The various types, ' four-coupled,' ' ten-
wheeled,' and ' Atlantic ' for express locomotives are discussed. But in the whole
paper no attempt is made to be technical or to descend to mere details. Loco-
motive tenders are brietly touched on with reference to track-tanks and their uses.

Next, passenger coaches are dealt with, including all questions of couplers,
brakes, heating, and ventilation. The various types of trains and coaches—suburban,
ordinary local, and express ;

sleeping cars (first and third), dining cars, buffet cars,
kitchen cars, and a new type for suburban trains, with references to United States
Russian, and Continental practice and progress—are fully discussed. The comino-
competition of electric trams and motor-cars for suburban traffic compels the con-
sideration of new types of rolling stock for competitive purposes. Ilio-h-speed
brakes for special stock are touched on.

Lastly, goods and mineral waggons claim attention, and in regard to these
economical transport in larger units, couplers, continuous brakes, and all the
various questions of quick handling and quick transport are looked at. A cross
between United States and British practice is advocated, and the examples of such
from the colonies are adduced in illustration.

3. The Panama Canal. By P. BuNAu Varilla.

4. On a Leaf-arrestor, or Apparatus for removing Leaves^ dc.,from a
Water Supply. By The Earl of Rosse.

Having recently erected a turbine of 16 h.p., with 8-foot fall, for working an
electric light installation at Birr Castle, I found, as I had anticipated, considerable
trouble through leaves, &c., choking the screen in the water supply, so much so
that during the fall of the leaf last autumn the output was generally reduced to
one half in the course of half or three-quarters of an hour's working unattended,
notwithstanding that the area of the screen was nearly a hundred square feet.
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Accordingly an apparatus was devised for remedying the evil. It vsras so

successful that the turbine would go for a whole day without attention and

without diminution of output from the above cause.

The apparatus consists of a cylinder of wire gauze, of 4 feet diameter and

4i feet height, set in an opening in a vertical diaphragm extending across the

supply drain and revolving twice in a minute or so round a vertical axis. The
current flows through the gauze cylinder in a horizontal direction. The leaves,

carried down with the current, attach themselves under pressure of the stream,

are carried round till they reach the diaphragm, which on that side is double,

with an intervening space of some ten inches, which is connected with the tail-

race ; and at this point, the current through the gauze being reversed, the leaves

are detached and are carried by a portion of the water towards the tail-race.

Four or five per cent, of the supply is ample for conveying the leaves
;
probably

much less would suffice. A very few leaves get past and on to the screen, but so

few til at they give no trouble.

The apparatus has also been constructed of the disc form, and also as a

cylinder on a vertical axis, the water entering all round, except along one vertical

section connected with the tail-race as before, and bearing vertically downwards
round the axis ; but only as working models, and on this scale they are even more
effectual in their action. But there seemed no sufficient reason for modifying the

full-sized apparatus, which has now been in action for nearly a year, and has given

complete satisfaction.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

Tlie Section did not meet.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,

The following Papers were read :—

1. The Protection of Buildings from Lightning.

By KiLLINGWORTH HEDGES, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E.

The last time this subject was brought before this Association was at the Bath

meetino- in 1888, when a joint discussion of Sections A and G was held ; but there

has been no official report as to the effect of lightning stroke upon buildings

protected by conductors since the Lightning Rod Conference of 1882. Interest in

the subject has been again revived, first, by the Electro-Technische Verein of

Berlin, who have this year published a set of rules ; and secondly, by the

establishment in this country of the Lightning Research Committee, organised

jointly by the Royal Institute of British Architects and the Surveyors' Institute.

The author compares Continental and American practice, and gives an account

of his rearrangement of the system used at St. Paul's Cathedral, where the

conductors, erected as recently as 1872, were found to be totally inefficient, both as

regards the conductivity of the joints and the resistance of the earth connections.

In the plan recommended, both for this installation and for the more recent one at

"Westminster Abbey, the number of ordinary conductors from air to earth has

been greatly increased, and, besides these, horizontal cables are run on the ridges

of the roofs and in other prominent positions so as to encircle the building, being

interconnected to the vertical conductors wherever they cross one another. The

horizontal cables are furnished at intervals with aigrettes, or spikes, which are

invisible from the ground level, and are designed to give many points of

discharge. At the same time they, in conjunction with the cables, would receive
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any side flash which might occur shoukl any portion of the building receive a

direct stroke of lightning.

The unreliability of soldered joints for conductors, whether of cable or tape,

has led the author to design a special joint box, which can be applied for uniting

any portion of the system together in such a manner as to give great mechanical

strength as well as good electrical contact ; at the same time any box can have

points inserted so as to form an aigrette in any desired position.

Owing to the difficulty of sinking an earth plate of sufficient area, on account

of old foundations, a special form of tubular earth has been designed which takes

up little space and lias the advantage that if a suitable moist ground is not

obtainable the desired low electrical resistance is attained by leading a tube in

connection with the rain-water pipes, so that a portion of the rainfall is diverted

to the tubular earth.

The author alludes to the immense amount of damage to property annually

occurring which might be prevented if efficient conductors were installed. He
mentions that instead of every church having its lightning conductor not ten

per cent, are so pi'ovided ; and in the case of other public buildings the percentage

is not much larger, the reason in the case of the former class of buildings being

that a vicar wishing to safeguard his church has usually to pay the cost out of

his own pocket.

Architects, as a rule, treat the question of lightning conductors in a very brief

manner, and in their specifications seldom say anything as to the way in which
they are to be run, or the necessity for good joints and good earth connections.

2. The Commercial Imimrtance of Aluminium.
By Professor Ernest Wilson, M.I.E.E.

During the last ten years enormous progress has been made in the production

of aluminium. In 1900 no less than 5,000 tons were produced by plants having
25,000 horse-power, representing a capital of 2,O0O,O00L All aluminium may be

said to be produced by the electrolytic method, which was patented by Hall in

America and Herault in England and France in 1886-1887. After giving a short

renivie of the progress in manufacture, and a description of the electrolytic cell,

the author discussed the properties of the metal. From experiments made at

King's College, London, it appears that aluminium containing -31 per cent. Fe
and '14 per cent. Si has a specific resistance of 2-76 x 10~ " ohms at 15° C, which
shows that its conductivity is about 61 '5 per cent, that of copper, taking

Matthiessen's standard. In the form of wire "126 in. diameter the breaking load

is 12-6 tons per square inch, the limit of elasticity 8"65 tons per square inch, and
percentage extension within the limit of elasticity '\Q, with an applied force of

7'2 tons per square inch. Some copper and nickel copper alloys give 20 tons per

square inch, 16 tons limit of elasticity, "19 per cent, extension within the limits of

elasticity under an applied force of 7'2 tons per square inch, with a conductivity

52 per cent, of that of copper. The Standard Electric Company of California in

their 43 miles transmission line are stated to use aluminium having 101 tons per

square inch breaking load, and a conductivity 59'9 per cent, of copper.

The weight of a given volume of a metal may govern its financial value.

Since copper is 3"37 times as heavy as aluminium it follows that, volume for

voliune, aluminium at I30Z. per ton is cheaper than copper at 70^. per ton.

For equal conductivity the relative weights would be I of copper to |- of

aluminium, and the diameter of the aluminium wire would be 1 "27 time that of

the copper.

Dealing with wind pressure the author stated that the total tensile strength

of an aluminium wire of the same conductivity as copper may be greater than
that of the copper, and this may compensate for increase in the surface exposed
to wind, snow, &c.

A short description of some long-distance transmission lines was given, show-
ing that aluminium is being installed with success. It was stated that joints
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which are mechanical in the above cases can be made with success. It was
pointed out that aluminium can be welded and soldered. The melting and
casting, rolling and forging, luirdening and annealing, of aluminium were next

dealt with.

Probably the widest field is still in the purification of iron and steel. At liigh

temperatures the metal decomposes nearlj' all metallic oxides, and prevents blow-
lioles by combining with the gases which form the Iioles.

The author referred to tlie use of aluminium when alloyed with copper for the

production of aluminium bronzes. The breaking load varies from 44 to 39 tons

per square inch in tlie case of alloys containing 8 to 12 per cent, aluminium. It

has a golden appearance, and is suitable for hydraulic work on account of its non-

corrodible properties.

3. Recent Observations on Bridges in Western China.

By R. LocKHART Jack, B.E.

During 1900, while travelling in the West of China, in Szechuan and Yunnan,
I was struck by the variety of Ciiinese bridges, ranging as they do from pontoons

and even large baskets of shingle supporting a temporary decking, to stone and
iron bridges of large span.

On the headwaters of the Min, Fou, and Mekong rivers the single rope bridge

is used, on whicli tlie traveller, by the aid of a runner to which he is fastened,

crosses from one bank to the other. The rope is of plaited bamboo, from two to

three inches in diameter, while the runner employed is a half cylinder of liard

wood ten inches long.

The bamboo is also much employed for suspension bridges, a very good example
of which is to be found at Shih Chuen. It is composed of sixteen hawsers, each

from 7 to 8 inches in diameter, tightened by capstans, and is 240 feet long by ten

wide. The decking, of wicker work, is laid upon fourteen of these hawsers, the

other two acting as guard rails. The bridges are entirely renewed at intervals of

one to three years.

In other districts suspension bridges are built of wrought iron, chains or bars,

the decking following the curvature of the chains, which, however, is very slight,

that of the Yangtse near Likiang being less than 20 feet on a span of 320. This

bridge, the largest single span we saw, is built up of eighteen chains, the links of

which were 11 inches long of 1^^ inch bar iron. The chains are anchored to

castings bedded in the masonry abutments, and are tightened by driving wedges
between the links. This type of bridge is said to have been in existence at about

the beginning of the Christian era, and possibly much earlier.

Cantilevers and trestle bridges are used where timber is plentiful, the latter

being generally covered with a tiled roof and lined at the sides with stalls. The
timber is mostly soft wood, but they last very well owing to the protection

afforded by the roof.

The greatest triumphs of the Chinese, however, are their masonry bridges^

which are exceedingly numerous in the wealthier districts of Szechuan. Broadly,

they are of two kinds : those in which slabs of stone are used as girders, and those

which embody the principle of the arch. A good example of the former was being

erected at Chiung Chow, 50 miles S.W. of Chengtu, and consisted of a bridge

nearly 700 feet long by 15 wide, formed of stone slabs laid on edge, and carried

on thirty-three tiers, each 40 feet by 4. The whole of the stone used was a red

sandstone cut into blocks.

Of the arch bridges the largest is at Ning Shih, also of sandstone, where a

bridge about 600 feet long (including masonry approaches) is carried across a

tributary of the Yangtse Kiang on three spans of over 100 feet each.

One-arch bridges with the roadway rising to the centre by steps are very

common over small streams, and bridges of twelve to eighteen arches are occa-

sionally met with.

There is reason to believe that the Chinese used such bridges as have been
described at a very early period, and it would be of interest to make a study of
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their -works, and so see if tliey are built in accordance -witli some definite rule or
formula, or if they have learned by long experience what is safe for each type
and each material.

1. On Recording Sotmdings by Photography. By J. Dillon.

5. On the Size of Waves as observed at Sea.

By Vaughan Cornish, D.Sc.

The Height of Waves.—The height of the ocean -waves in deep -water from
land has been determined with faii-ly concordant results by independent observers.
The values recorded are the average of the heights of a number of successive
waves :

—
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Eeport and Papers were read :

—

1. Report an the Small Screw Gauge.—See Reports, p. 407.

2, A Portable folding Banc/e-Finder, for Use ivlth Infantry.

By G. Forbes, ^.^aS'.

3. Machineryfor Engraving. By Mark Barr.

4. Recent Detieloiynients of Chain Driving. By C. E.. Garrard.

5i Measure77ient of the Hardness of Materials by Indentcttion by a
Steel Sphere. By T. A. Heabson. .

6. On the Critical Point in Rolled Steel Joists. By E. J. Edwards.

In selecting rolled steel joists for floors there are two elements which determine

the section to be used with a given load per square foot of floor area.

First, the stress per square inch produced by the load.

Second, the deflection produced by the .same load.

At first, particularly with small spans, it is the stress per square inch which is

the governing element : this stress must not exceed safe working limits. As the

lioor span is increased the deflection becomes the ruling element, the stress per

square inch falling into the background.

The deflection must not be sufficient to crack the ceiling where there is one,

nor sufficient to be unsightly where there is none.
In the diagrams exhibited two curves ave shown, one in black and the other in

red. The former is the curve of a given maximum stress, and shows the loads a

steel joist will carry for various spans. The red curve gives the loads which pro-

duces a deflection which is a constant given fraction of the span, viz., 5 J^.
The curves cross each other, and the point of crossing the author calls the

critical point. At this point the distributed load produces the given stress and
given deflection. Before the critical point is reached the load produces the specified

stress, but is insufficient to produce the limiting deflection ; after the critical point

is passed the distributed load produces the specified deflection, but is insufficient

to produce the specified stress ; in other words, the limit of deflection is reached

before the limit of stress. Examples are given of various sizes of steel joists with
the limiting stresses and deflections.

Generalising, up to the critical point the stress curve is the more important

;

beyond this the deflection curve is more important. The two important parts of

the curves taken together are called the curve of loads, which is a curve with a

kink in it.

The first part of curve is drawn from the formula W = — and the second
9LtZ

QQT
part from tjie formula W=i,i_. Explanations showing how the equations are

arrived at are given in thfe paper.
- -

With a factor of safety of 3 and a breaking stress of 32 tons per square inch,

and a deflection oi -iixs spaii, the cri'tfcar point is' ftrtf span of twenty-seven times
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the deptli. For this particular deflection it is shown that the factor of safety

multiplied by 9 p;ives the critical point.

If the deflection in percentages of the span are calculated a series of curves of

deflection can be plotted. At 1 ton per squai-e inch and 1 per cent, of deflection

the critical point is 576, the depth at 2 per cent, of deflection, the critical point is

2S8 times the depth, or 9 x 32. As at 1 ton per s(iuare inch, 32 is the factor

of safety.

The values are tabulated and shown graphically by diagrams.

Returning to the special object of the paper, the selecting of rolled steel joists

for tireproof doors, the principal step is to determine the pitch or spacing apart

of the joists.

These pitches are tabulated for various sections of joists for the loads of

1 cwt. and Ij cwt. per square foot of floor. A formula is deduced for a loading

of 1 cwt. per square foot: p^"—— , and for any other loading /j^.-C., where .f

is the cwts. of load per square foot, p = pitch in feet, L = span in feet, and W ^ dis-

tributed load in tons, the rolled steel joist will carry safely.

A final result is that the pitch varies inversely as the square of the span when
the stress per square inch is considered, i.e., up to the critical point, and varies
inversely as the cube of the span when the deflection is considered or beyond the
critical point.

7. On Alternating Air Currents in Churches and Public Buildings,
Bij J. W. Thomas, F.I.C, F.C.S.

When the temperature of the air outside is 35° F. or less, the exit space for

foul air in a great number of churches and public buildings is too large to keep
back the extra pressure outside, and cold air enters the top of the building at the
points of least friction and resistance—the large openings generally. In hio-h

buildings the cold air currents, or down-draughts, are followed by hot and
oppressive waves of air, after which the air becomes motionless and stagnant for

some seconds.

Some years ago the author experimented in a large pubhc hall, and found that
these hot and cold experiences were due to alternating air currents in the buildino-.

Taking the point of the least internal pressure as the first observation, it took
about half a minute to reach the point of highest internal pressure, and rather less

than half a minute afterwards to reach the point of least pressure arfaiu. The
first five seconds alter the least internal pressure was reached there was a gradual
rise, followed by double such an interval of more rapid increase

; then there were
a few seconds of lesser increase, followed by a lengthened period, durinn- which
the pressure-recording instrument remained almost steady. When the reduction
of internal pressure began much cold air still descended, and there were ten or
more seconds during which the reduction was gradual ; then, for about half that
period, a very rapid decrease occurred, followed by several seconds when the
instrument was steady and almost stationary at the point of least pressure.

The strangest fact in the results obtained was that, owing to the elasticity of
the ail', its density (32° F. outside), and the velocity obtained by falling about
60 feet, the pressure increased internally until it actualhj exceeded the pressure
outside for a few seconds, then decreased and increased alternately.

Since then experiments in high churches and buildings have given similar
results. An anemometer held in a narrow opening in a doonvay leadino- to a
church turned rapidly inwards, indicating an up-current ; then it stopped and
subsequently reversed, showing that the pressure in the building was actin"'

outwards.

Air inlets to hot-water pipes under the floor of a building are influenced bv
alternating air currents at their highest pressure, and when the period of greatest
upward movement occurs, such a deluge of cold air passes inwards that the inlets
Uuvc to be shut.

Altercating air cui'rent&j therefore, greatly iiiajjak tbe veutilatiou of buildings.

3 E 2
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Section H.—ANTHHOPOLOGY.

Peesident of the Seciiox—Professor D. J. Cunningham, M.D., D.Sc,
LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The President delivered the following Address :^

Twenty-five years have passed since the British Association met in Glasgow.

This is a long time to looli back upon, and yet the period appears short when
measured by the great advance which has taken place in almost all branches of

knowledge. Anthropology has shared in the general progress. The discoveries

made within its confines may not have been so startling, nor yet have had such a

direct influence upon the material welfare of the people, as in the case of other

fields of scientific study, but its development has been steady and continuous, and
it has grown much in public estimation.

At the Glasgow fleeting of the Association in 1876 Anthropology held a

subsidiary position. It only ranked as a Department, although it gained a special

prominence through having Alfred Russel "Wallace as its Chairman. It was not

until several years later that it became one of the recognised Sections of the

Association, and attained the high dignity of having a letter of the alphabet allotted

to it. But quite independently of its official status it has always been a branch

of study which has been accorded a large amount of popular favour. The anthropo-

logical meetings have, as a rule, been well attended, and the discussions, although

perhaps on certain occasions somewhat discursive,have never lacked vigour or anima-

tion. Professor Huxley, wlio presided over the Anthropological Department at the

Dublin meeting in 1878, ascribed the popularity of tlie subject to the many open-

inq-s which it afl'ords for wide differences of opinion between the exponents of its

numerous branches and to the innate bellicose tendency of man. As the repre-

sentative of a country in which, according to the .same high authority, tbis tendency

is less strongly marked than elsewhere, and of a race which has so frequently and
pointedly exhibited its abhorrence of vigorous language, I trust that my presence

here as President may not react unfavourably on the interest shown in the work of

the Section.

The present occasion might appear to be peculiarly appropriate for my taking

slock of our anthropological possessions and summing up the numerous additions to

our knowledge of ' man and his doings ' which have been made during the century

which has just passed. Such a task, however, is surrounded with so much diffi-

culty that I shrink from undertaking it. The scope of the subject is enormous,

and the studies involved so diverse and so varied that I feel that it is beyond my
power to give any comprehensive survey of its development in all its parts. T prefer

therefore to confine my remarks to that province of Anthropology within which

my own work has been chiefly carried on, and from this to select a subject which

has for some years held a prominent place in my thoughts. I refer to the human
brain and the part which, it has flayed in the evolution of man.
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One of the most striking peculiarities of man when regarded from the structural

point of view is the relatively great size of his brain. Although with one or two
exceptions the several parts of the brain are all more or less involved in this

special development, it is the cerebral hemispheres Avhich exhibit the pre-

ponderance in the highest degree. This characteristic of the human brain is

rendered all the more significant when we consider that the cerebral hemispheres

cannot be loolced upon as being primitive parts of the brain. In its earliest con-

dition the brain is composed of three simple primary vesicles, and the cerebral

hemispheres appear in a secondary manner in the shape of a pair of lateral offshoots

or buds which grow out from the foremost of these primitive brain-vesicles.

The offshoots which form the cerebral hemispheres are found in all vertebrates.

Insignificant in size and insignificant in functional value in the more lowly forms,

a steady increase in their proportions is manifest as we ascend the scale, until the

imposing dimensions, the complex structure, and the marvellous functional

potentialities of the human cerebral hemispheres are attained. In their develop-

ment the cerebr.al hemispheres of man rapidly outstrip all the other parts of the

brain until they ultimately usurp to themselves by far the greater part of the

cranial cavity. To the predominant growth of the cerebral hemispheres is due the
lofty cranial vault of the human skull ; to the diflerent degrees of development
and to the dilferent forms which they assume are largely due the variations in

cranial outline in different individuals and different races—variations in the deter-

mination of which the C'ranlologist has laboured so assiduously aud patiently.

I think that it must be manifest to everj'one that the work of the Uraniologist,

if it is to attain its full degree of usefulness, must be founded upon a proper recog-

nition of the relation which exists between the cranium and the brain, or, in other
words, between the envelope and its contents.

The cranium expands according to the demands made upon it by the growing
brain. The initiative lies with the brain, and in normal conditions it is questionable

if the envelope exercises more than a very subsidiary and limited influence upon
the form assumed by the contents. The directions of growth are clearlj' defined

by the sutural lines by which the cranial bones are knit together ; but these are so

arranged that they admit of the expansion of the cranial box in length, in breadth,

and in height, aud the freedom of growth in each of these diflerent directions has
in all probability been originally determined by the requirements of the several

parts of the brain.

The base or floor of the cranium, supporting as it does the brain-stem or the
parts which possess the greatest phylngenetic antiquity, and which have not under-
gone so large a degree of modification in human evolution, presents a greater
uniformity of type and a greater constancy of form in different individuals and
different races than the cranial vault which covers the more highly specialised and
more variable cerebral hemispheres.

To what extent and in what directions modifications in the form of the cranium
may be the outcome of restrictions placed on the growth of the brain it is difficult

to say. But, broadly speaking, I think we may conclude that the influence which
the cranium, under normal circumstances, independently exerts in determining the
various head-forms is trifling.

When we speak therefore of brachycephalic or short heads, and dolichocephalic
or long heads, we are merely using terms to indicate conditions which result from
individual or racial peculiarities of cerebral growth.

The brachycephalic brain is not moulded into form by the brachycephalic
skull ; the shape of both is the result of the same hereditary influence, and iu their
growth they exhibit the most perfect harmony with each other.

Craniology has been called the ' spoiled child of Anthropology.' It is supposed
that it has absorbed more attention than it deserves, and has been cultivated with
more than its share of care, while other fields ofAnthropology capableofyielding rich
harvests have been allowed to remain fallow. This criticism conveys a" very partial
truth. The cranium, as we have seen, is the outward expression of the contained
brain, and the brain is the most characteristic organ of man ; cranial peculiarities

therefore must always and should always claim a leading place jn the mind of thp
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Anthropologist ; and this is all the more imperative seeing that brains of different

races are seldom available for investigation, whilst skulls in the different museums
may literally be counted by thousands.

Meantime, however, the Craniologist lies buried beneath a mighty mountain
of figures, many of which have little morphological value and possess no true

importance in distinguishing the finer differences of racial forms. Let us take as

an example the figures upon which the cephaHc or length-breadth index of the skull

is based. The measurement of the long diameter of the cranium does not give the

true length of the cranial cavity. It includes, in addition, the diameter of an
air-chamber of very variable dimensions which is placed in front. The measurement
combines in itself therefore two factors of very different import, and the result is

thereby vitiated to a greater or less extent in different skulls. A recent memoir
by Schwalbe ' affords instructive reading on this matter. One case in point

may be given. Measured in the usual way, the Neanderthal skull is placed in the

dolichocephalic class ; whereas Schwalbe has shown that if the brain-case alone be

considered it is found to be on the verge of brachycephaly. Huxley, many years

ago, remarked that ' until it shall become an opprobrium to an ethnological collec-

tion to possess a single skull which is not bisected longitudinally ' in order that

the true proportions of its different parfs may be properly determined we shall

have no ' safe basis for that ethnological craniology which aspires to give the

anatomical characters of the crania of the different races of mankind.' It appears

to me that the truth of this observation can hardly be disputed, and yet this

method of investigation has been adopted by very few Craniologists.

It has become too much the habit to measure and compare crania as if they

were separate and distinct entities and without a due consideration of the evolu-

tionary changes througli which both the brain and its bony envelope have passed.

Up to the present little or no effort has been made to contrast those parts of the

cranial wall or cavity which have been specially modified by the cerebral growth-

changes which are peculiar to man. It may be assumed that these changes have

not taken place to an equal extent, or indeed followed identically the same lines

in all races.

Unfortunately our present knowledge of cerebral growth and the value to be

attached to its various manifestations is not so complete as to enable us to follow

out to the full extent investigations planned on these lines. But the areas of cere-

bral cortex to which man owes his intellectual superiority are now roughly mapped
out, and the time has come when the effect produced upon the cranial form by the

marked extension of these areas in the human brain should be noted and the skulls

of diflerent races contrasted from this point of view.

To some this may seem a return to the old doctrine of Phrenology, and to a

certain extent it is ; but it would be a Phrenology based upon an entirely new
foundation and elaborated out of entirely new material.

It is to certain of the growth changes in the cerebrum which I believe to be

specially characteristic of man, and which unquestionably have had some influence

in determining head-forms, that I wish particularly to refer in this Address.

The surface of the human cerebrum is thrown into a series of tortuous folds or

convolutions separated by slits or fissure.-, and both combine to give it an appear-

ance of great complexity. These convolutions were long considered to present

no definite arrangement, but to be thrown together in the .same meaningless

disorder as is exhibited in a dish of macaroni. During the latter half, or rather

more, of the century which has just ended it has, however, been shown by the

many eminent men who have given their attention to this subject that the pattern

which is assumed by the convolutions, while showing many subsidiary difierences,

not only in difierent races and diflerent individuals, but also in the two hemispheres

of the same person, is yet arranged on a consistent and uniform plan in every

human brain, and that any decided deviation from this plan results in an imperfect

carrying out of the cerebral function. In unravelling the intricacies of the human

' SUiclien nier Pitliccanthmpus erectiis (Dubois). Zeitaohrift f. Morj)h. vnd
Anthro^., Band i. Heft 1, 1899.
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convoliitionary pattern it was very early found that the simple cerebral suvfuce of

the ape's brain in many cases afforded the key to tlie solution of the problem.

More recently the close 'study of the manner in which the convohitions assume

shape during" their frrowth and development has yielded evidence of a still mori'

valuable Idnd. We now know that the primate cerebrum is_ not only disl iuguished

from that of all lower mammals by the possession of a distinct occipital lobe, but

also by havinq- Imprinted on its surface a convolutionary design, which in all but

a few "fimdamental details is diilerent from that of any other order of mammals.

There are few matters of more interest to those antln-opologists wiio make a

study of the htuuan skull than the relationship which exists between the cranium

and the brain during the period of ac^ive growth of both. Up to the time imme-

diately prior to the pushing out of the occipital lobe, or, in other words, the period

in cerebral development which is marked by the transition from the quadrupedal

type to the primate type of cerebrum, the cranial wall fits lilre a tight glove on the

surface of the enclosed cerebrum. At this stage there would appear to be a, growth

antagonism between the brain and the cranial envelope which surrounds it. The

cranium, it would seem, refuses to expand with a speed sufficient to meet the

demands made upon it for the accommodation of the growing brain. In making

[his statement it is riii'ht to add that Ilochstetter, in a carefully reasoned memoir,

has recently cast doubt upon the reality of the appearances which have led to this

conclusion,' and at the recent meeting of the Anatomische Gesellschaft, in Bonn,

Professor Gustaf Retzius,' one of the numerous observers responsible for the

description of the early cerebrum upon which the conclusion is based, showed

some inclination to waver in his allegiance to the old doctrine. This is not the

time nor the place to enter upon a discussion of so technical a kind, but I may

be allowed to say that whilst I fully recognise the necessity for further and more

extensive investigation into this matter I do not think that Ilochstetter has satis-

factorily accounted for all the circumstances of the case.

When the occipital lobe assumes shape the relationship of the cranial wall to

the enclosed cerebrum undergoes a complete change. The cranium expands so

rapidly that very soon a wide interval is left between the surface of the cerebrum

and the deep aspect of the cranial envelope within which it lies. This space is

occupied by a soft, sodden, spongy meshwork, termed the subarachnoid tissue, and

it is into the yielding and pliable bed thus prepared that the convolutions grow.

At first the surface of the cerebral hemisphere is smooth, but soon particular areas

of the cortex begin to bulge out and foreshadow the future convolutions. These

suffer no growth restriction, and they assume the form of round or elongated

elevations or eminences which rise above the general surface level of the cerebral

hemisphere and break up its uniform contour lines in the same manner that moun-

tain chains protrude from the surface of the globe.

As growth goes on, and as the brain gradually assumes a bulk more nearly in

accord with the cavity of the cranium, the space for surface protrusions of this

kind becomes more limited. Tlie gyral elevations are now pressed together : they

become flattened along their summits, and in course of time they acquire the

ordinary convolutionary shapes. While this is going on the valleys or intervals

between the primitive surface elevations become narrowed, and ultimately assume

the linear slit-like form characteristic of the fissures. These changes occur shortly

before birth, but are not fully completed until after the first few months of infancy.

The final result of this process is that the convolutions come into intimate relation

with the deep aspect of the cranial wall and stamp their imprint upon it.

It is obvious that certain of the later changes which I have endeavoured to

portray might be ascribed to a growth antagonism between the brain and the

enclosing cranium at this period. In reality, however, it is merely a process by

which the one is brought intp closer adaptation to the other—a using up, as it were,

of superfluous space and a closer packing together of the convolutions—after the

period of active cortical growth is past. Nevertheless the convolutionary pattern

is profoundly aflected by it, and it seems likely that in this process we find the

' Anatomische Gesellschaft, Bonn, May 28, 1891. Gustaf Retzius, TransUorische-

Furchcn des (rrnxshirns.
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explanation of the different directions taken by the cerebral furrows in bracbr-

cephalic and dolichocephalic heads.

The cortical elevations which rise on the surface of the early cerebrum are due
to exuberant growth in localised areas. There cannot be a doubt that the process

is intimately connected with the development of function in the districts concerned,

AVe know that functions of different kinds are localised in different parts of the

cortex, and when we see an area on the surface of the early cerebrum rise up in

the form of an eminence we may reasonably conclude that the growth in the area

concerned is the structural foundation of what will become later on a centre of

functional activity of an acute kind.

A consideration of this matter gives the clue to the simple convolutions of the

ape and the complex convolutions of man, and, further, it explains how the inter-

rupted form of fissural development is one of the essential characteristics of the

human brain as compared with the simian brain. Areas which rise up in the

form of one long elevation on the surface of the ape's brain appear in the form of

several eminences on the surface of the human brain, and fissures which appear
in the form of loug continuous slits in the simian cerebrum appear in the human
cerebrum in several detached bits, which may or may not in the course of time
run into each other and become confluent. All this is due to the greater definition,

refinement, and perfection of the functions carried on in the cerebral cortex of

man. It is an index of a more complete 'physiological division of labour' in the

human brain.

It is not necessary, for the purpose I have in view, to enter into any detail

regarding the many points of difference which become evident when the cerebral

surface of the ape is compared with that of man. It is more my purpose to indi-

cate certain of the districts of cerebral cortex which have undergone a marked
increase in the human brain—an increase which may be reasonably supposed to

be associated with the high mental attributes of man. To us, at the present time,

it is difficult to conceive how it was ever possible to doubt that the occipital lobe
is a distinctive character of the simian brain as well as of the human brain, and
yet at successive meetings of this Association (1860, 1861, and 1862) a discussion,

which was probably one of the most heated in the whole course of its history, took
place on this very point. One of our greatest authorities on animal structure

maintained that the occipital lobe and the hippocampus minor—an elevation in its

interior—were both peculiar to man and to him alone. Everyone has read in the
' Water Babies ' Charles Kings'ey's delightful account of this discussion. Speaking
of the Professor he says :

' He held very strange theories about a good many
things. He had even got up at the British Association .ind declared that apes
had hippopotamus majors in their brains just as men have. AVhat a shocking
thing to say ; for if it were so, what would become of the faith, hope, and charity

of immortal millions? You may think that there are other more important
differences between you and an ape, such as being able to speak, and make
macliines, and know right from wrong, and say your prayers, and other little

matters of that kind ; but that is a child's fancy,' In the light of our present

knowledge we can fully understand Professor Huxley closing the discussion by
stating that the question had * become one of personal veracity.' Indeed, the
occipital lobe, so far from being absent, is developed in the ape to a relatively

greater extent than in man, and this constitutes one of the leading positive dis-

tinctive characters of the simian cerebrum. Measured along the mesial border,

the percentage length of the occipital lobe to the total length of the cerebrum in

the baboon, orang, and man is as follows :
—

Baboon 29-7

Orang 23-2

Man 21-2

But these figures do not convey the full extent of the predominance of
the occipital lobe in the ape. The anterior border of the lobe grows forwards
beyond its proper limits, and pushes its way over the parietal lobe which lies in

front, so as to cover over a portion of it by an overlapping lip termed the occipital
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operculum. There is not a trace of such an arrangement in the human brain, and

even in the anthropoid ape the opei'cuhim has become greatly reduced. Indeed,

in man there is e.xactly the reverse condition. The great size of the parietal lobe

is a leading human character, and it has partly gained its predominance by pushing

backwards so as to encroach, to some extent, upon the territory which formerly

belonged to the occipital lobe.' A great authority " on the cerebral surface

refers to this as a struggle between the two lobes for surface extension of

their respective domains. ' In the lower apes,' he says, ' the occipital lobe proves

the victor : it bulges over the parietal lobe as far as the first annectant gyrus.

Alread}-, in the orang, the occipital operculum has suffered a great reduction ; and

in man the victory is on the side of the parietal lobe which presses on the occipital

lobe and begins, on its part, to overLip it.' Now that so much information is

available in regard to the locahsation of function in the cerebral cortex, and
Flechsig has stimulated our curiosity in regard' to his great ' association areas ' in

which the higher intellectual powers of man are believed to reside, it is interesting

to speculate upon the causes which have led to the pushing back of the scientific

frontier between the occipital and parietal cerebral districts.

The parietal lobe is divided into an upper and a lower part by a fissure, which
takes an oblique course across it. Rudinger,^ who studied the position and inclina-

tion of this fissure, came to the conclusion that it presents easily determined

differences in accordance with sex, race, and the intellectual capacity of the indi-

vidual. He had the opportunity of studying the brains of quite a number of

distinguished men, amongst whom were Bischoft" of Bonn, Dulliuger of Munich,
Tiedemann of Heidelberg, and Liebig of Munich, and he asserts that the higher

the mental endowment of an individual the greater is the relative extent of the

upper part of the parietal lobe.

There is absolutely no foundation for this sweeping assertion. "When the

evolutionary development of the parietal part of the cerebral cortex is studied

exactly the reverse condition becomes manifest. It is the lower part of the

parietal lobe which in man, both in its early development and in its after growth,

exhibits the greatest relative increase. Additional interest is attached to this

observation by the fact that recently several independent observers have fixed upon
this region as one in which they believe that a marked exuberance of cortical

growth may be noted in people of undoubted genius. Thus Retzius has stated

that such was the case in the brains of the astronomer Hugo Gylden,^ and the

mathematician Sophie Kovalevsky
;

'' Hansemann '^ has described a similar condi-

tion in the brain of Ilelmholtz ; and Guszraan '^ in the brain of Rudolph Lenz, the

musician. Some force is likewise added to this view by Flechsig, who, in a recent

paper,*^ has called attention to the fact that within this district there are located

two of his so-called ' Terminalgebiete,' or cortical areas, which attain their func-

tional powers at a later period than those which lie around them, and which may
therefore be supposed to have specially high worii to perform.

Without in any way desiring to throvi' doubt upon the observations of these

authorities, I think that at the present moment it would be rash to accept, without

' It is necessary to emphasise this point, because in Wiedersheim's fitrucinre of
3/cin we are told that in man there is a preponderance of the occipital lobe, and that

the parietal lobe is equally developed in man and anthropoids.
- Eberstaller, }Vie7ier Medizinisclw Blatter, 1884, No. 19, p. 581.

^ Beitrdgc inr Anatomie und Emhryoloijie, als Festgabe Jacob Henle, 1882.
* Ketzius, Biolo/jische Untermchiingen, neue Folge, viii. 1898, 'Das Gehirn des

Astronomen Hugo Gyldens.'
^ Retzius, Biologisclie Untersucliwigen, neue Folge, ix. 1900, 'Das Gehirn der

Mathematikerin Sonja Kovalevsky.'
" Hansemann, Zeitschrift fiir Psychologie und Physiologie der Slnnesorganc,

Band xx. Heft 1, 1899, ' Ueber das Gehirn von Hermann v. Helmholtz.'
' Josef Guszman, Anatomischer Anzeiger, Band xix. Nos. 9 and 10, April 1901,

' Beitrilge zur Morphologic der Gehirnoberflache.'
*• Flechsig, ' Neue Untersuchungen iiber die Markbildung in den menschlichen

Grosshirnlappen,' Neurologisclies Centralblatt, No. 21, 189S.
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further e\idence, conclusions wbich have been drawn from the examination of

the few brains of eminent men that have been described. There cannot be a doubt

that the region in question is one which has extended greatly in the hnman brain,

but the association of high intellect with a special development of the region is a

matter on which I must confess I am at present somewhat sceptical.

But it is not only in a backward direction that the parietal lobe in man has

extended its territory. It has likewise increased in a downward direction. There

are few points more striking than this in the evolution of the cerel^ral cortex of

man. In order that I may be able to make clear the manner in which this increase

has been brought about, it will be necessary for me to enter into some detail in

connection witli the development of a region of cerebral surface termed the insular

district. The back part of the frontal lobe is also involved in this downward
extension of surface area, and, sncK being the case, it may be as well to state that

the boundary which has been fixed upon as giving the line of separation between

the parietal "and frontal districts is purely artificial and arbitrary. It is a demar-

cation which has no morphological significance, whilst from a physiological point

of view it is distinctly misleading.

The insular district in the foetal brain is a depressed area of an elongated

triangular form. The general surface of the cerebrum occupies, all round about it,

a more elevated plane, and thus the insula comes to be bounded by distinct walls,

like the sides of a shallow pit dug out in the ground. The upper wall is formed

by the lower margins of the frontal and parietal lobes, the lower wall by the

upper margin of the temporal lobe, and the front wail by the frontal lobe.

From each of these bounding walls a separate portion of cerebral cortex

grows, and these gradually creep over the surface of the insula so as to overlap

it, and eventually completely cover it over and exclude it from the surface,

in the same way that the lips overlap the teeth and gums. That which grows

from above is called the fronto-parietal operciihnn, while that which grows from

below is termed the temporal ojiercxlum. These appear very early, and are

responsible for closing over more than the hinder three-fourths of the insula. The
lower or temporal operculum is in the first instance more rapid in its growth than

the upper or fronto-parietal operculum, and thus it comes about that when their

margins meet more of the insula is covered by the former than by the latter. So

far the development is apparently precisely similar to what occurs in the ape.

The slit or fissure formed by the approximation of the margins of these two

opercula is called the Sylvian fissure, and it constitutes a natural lower boundary

for the parietal and frontal lobes which lie above it. At first, from the more

energetic growth of the lower temporal operculum, this fissure slants very

obliquely upwards and backwards, and is very similar in direction to the corre-

sponding fissure in the brain of the ape. But in the human brain this condition

is only temporary. Now begins that downward movement of the parietal lobe

and back part of the frontal lobe to which reference has been made. The upper or

fronto-parietal operculum, in the later stages of foetal life and the earlier months of

infancy, enters into a growth antagonism with the lower or temporal operculum,

and in this it proves the victor. The margins of the two opercula are tightly

pressed together, and, slowly but surely, the fronto-parietal operculum gains

ground, pressing down the temporal operculum, and thus extending the territory

of the frontal and parietal districts. This is a striking process in the brain

development of man, and it results in a depression of the Sylvian fissure or the

lower frontier line of the frontal and parietal lobes. Further, to judge from the

oblique direction of the Sylvian fissure in the brain of the ape, the process is

peculiar to man ; in the simian brain there is no corresponding increase in the area

of cerebral cortex uniier consideration.

I do not think that it is difficult to account for this important expansion of the

cerebral surfixce. In the fore part of the region involved are placed the groups of

motor centres which control the muscular movements of the more important ])arts

of the body. These occupy a broad strip of the suiface which stretches across the

whole depth of the district concerned. Within this are the centres for the arm
and hand, for the face, the mouth and the throat, and likewise, to some extent,
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the centre for speecb. In man certain of these have undoubtedly undergone

marked expansion. The skilled movements of the hands, as shown in the use of

tools, in writing, and so on, have not been acquired without an increase in the

brain mechanism by which these are guided. So important, indeed, is the part

played by the human hand as an agent of the mind, and so perfectly is it adjusted

with reference to this office, that there are many who think that the first great

start which man obtained on the path which has led to his higher development

was given by the setting of the upper limb free i'rom the duty of acting as an
organ of support and locomotion. It is an old saying ' that man is the wisest of

animals because of his hands.' Without endorsing to its full extent this view, I

think that it cannot be a matter for surjirise that the district of the cerebral

cortex in man in which the arm-centres reside shows a manifest increase in its extent.

In the same region of cerebral cortex, but at a lower level, there are also situated

the centres AS'hich are responsible for facial expression. In the ape there is a con-

siderable degree of facial play ; but this is chiefly confined to the region of the

lips ; and the muscles of the face, although present in greater mass, show com-
paratively little of the differentiation which is characteristic of the lighter and
more feeble muscles in the face of man. And then as to the effect produced : These
human muscles are capable of reflecting every fleeting emotion, every change of

mind, and by the lines and furrows their constant use indelibly fix on the counte-

nance the character and disposition of an individual can to some extent be read.

As the power of C()mmunicatiou between primitive men became gradually esta-

blished, facial movements Were no doubt largely used, not only for the purpose of

giving expression to simple emotions, such as anger or jo}', hut also for giving point

and force to the liiltering speech of our early progenitors by reflecting other con-

ditions of mind. The acquisition of this power as well as the higher and more
varied powers of vocalisation must necessarily have been accompanied by an
increase of cerebral cortex in the region under consideration. And in this connec-

tion it is a point WfU worthy of note that the area of cortex mapped out m the

human brain' as controlling the muscles of the face, mouth, and throat is as large,

if not larger than that allotted to the arm and hand,- and yet it is questionable if

all the muscles under the sway of the former woidd weigh as much as one of the

larger muscles (say the triceps) of the arm. This is sutficient to show that it is

not muscle power which determines the extent of the motor areas in the cerebral

cortex. It is the degree of refinement in the movements required, as well as the

degree of variety in muscle combinations, which apparently determines the amount
of ground covered by a motor centre.

Still, the increase in the amount of cerebral cortex in man due to the greater

refinement of movement acquired by diflerent groups of muscles is relatively

small ill comparison with the increase which has occurred in other regions from
which no motor fibres are sent out, and which therefore have no direct connec-

tion with muscles.

The remarkable conclusions arrived at by Flechsig, although not confirmed

and accepted in all their details, have tended greatly to clear up much that was
obscure in the relations of the diflerent districts of cerebral cortex. More particu-

larly has he been able to apportion out more accurately the diflerent values to be
attached to the several areas of the cerebral surface. He has shown that fully two
thirds of the cortex in the human brain constitute what he terms ' association

centres.' Within these the higher intellectual manifestations of the brain have
their origin, and judgment and memory have their seat. They are therefore to

be regarded as the psychic centres of the cerebral cortex.

' See diagram in Schiifer's article on the ' Cerebral Cortex ' in his recent work on
physiolog3'.

- The comparison only refers to surface area, and this is not an absolutely true
criterion of the relative amount of cortex in each region. The arm-centre has a large

amount of cortex stowed away within the fissure of Rolando in the shape of inter-

locking gyri which is not taken into account in a measurement confined to the sujjer-

ficial surface area. Still, this does not to any great degree detract from the argu
meet ^'hich follows, seeing that the discrepancy is still sufficiently marked.
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Now, it requires a very slight acquaintance with the cerebral surface to perceive
that the great and leading peculiarity of the human brain ii5 the wide extent of
these higher association centres of Flechsig. Except in connection with new
faculties, such as speech, there has been relatively no striljing increase in the extent
of the motor areas in man as compared with the cortex of the ape or the idiot, but
the expansion of the association areas is enormous and the increase in the frontal

region and the back part of the parietal region is particularly well marked. It is

this parietal extension of surface which is chiefly responsible for the pushing down
of the lower frontier of the parietal lobe and the consequent enlargement of its

territory.

I have already referred to the views which have been recently urged by several

independent observers, that in the men who have been distinguished during life

by the possession of exceptional intellectual power, this region has shown a A'ery

special development.

It is a curious circumstance, and one which is worthy of consideration, that in

the left cerebral hemisphere the Sylvian fissure or the lower boundary of the
parietal lobe is more depressed than in the right hemisphere, and, as a result of
this, the surface area occupied by the parietal lobe is greater on the left side of the
brain than on the right side. To the physiologist it is a matter of every-day
knowledge that the left cerebral hemisphere shows in certain directions a marked
functional pre-eminence. Through it the movements of the right arm and right
side of the body are controlled and regulated. Within it is situated also the active

speech centre. This does not imply that there is no speech centre on the right
side, but simply that the left cerebral hemisphere has usurped the chief, if not the
entire, control of this all-important function, and that from it are sent out the chief
part, if not the whole, of the motor incitations which give rise to speecli. The
significance attached to the dominant power of the left hemisphere receives force

from the now well established fact that iu left-handed individuals the speech func-
tion is also transferred over to the right side of the brain. To account for this

functional pre-eminence of the left cerebral hemisphere numerous theories have
been elaborated. The interest attached to the subject is veiy considerable, but it

is impossible on the present occasion to do more than indicate in the briefest

manner the three views which have apparently had the widest influence in shaping
opinion on this question. They are: (1) that the superiority of the left cerebral

hemisphere is due to its greater weight and bulk
; (2) that it may be accounted for

by the greater complexity of the convolutions on the left brain and the fact that
these make their appearance earlier on the left side than on the right side

; (3) that
the explanation lies in the fact that the left side of the brain enjoys greater
advantages in regard to its blood supply than the right side.

Not one of these theories when closely looked into is foimd to possess the
smallest degree of value. Braune ^ has shown in the most conclusive manner that
if there is any difli"erence in weight between the two hemispheres it is a difiference

in favour of the right and not of the left hemisphere ; and I may add from my own
observations that this is evident at all periods of growth and development.
Equally untrustworthy are the views that have been put forward as to the superiority
of the left hemisphere from the point of view of convolutionary development. I

am aware that it is stated that in two or three cases where the brains of left-

handed people have been examined this superiority was evident on the right
hemisphere. This may have been so ; I can only speak for the large percentage
of those who are right-handed ; and I have never been able to satisfy myself that
either in the growing or fully developed brain is there any constant or marked
superiority in this respect of the one side over the other ; and 1 can corroborate
Ecker ~ in his statement that there is no proof that the convolutions appear earlier

on the one side than the other. The theory that an explanation is to be found iu

a more generous blood supply to the left hemisphere is more difficult to combat,

' ' Das Gewichtsverhiiltniss der rechten zur linken Hiruhtllfte beim Menschen,'
Archiv fiir An at.

Arcliivfar Anthrojyologie, 1868, Bd. cxi.
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because the amouut of blood received by each side of the brain depends upon two
factors, viz., the physical conditions under which the blood-stream is delivered to
the two hemispheres and the calibre of tlie arteries or tubes of supply. Both of
these conditions have been stated to be favourable to tlie left hemisphere. It is

a matter of common anatomical Iniowledgo that the supply pipes to tbe two sides
of the brain are laid down somewhat ditfereutlj', and that tlio angles of junction,
(fcc, with the main pipe are not quite the same. Further, it is true that the blood-
drains which lead away the blood from the brain are somewhat different on the
two sides. Whether tliis would entail any marked difference in the blood-pressure
on the two sides I am not prepared to say. This could only be proved experi-
mentally ; but, taking all the conditions into consideration, I am not inclined to
attach much importance to the argument. It is easy to deal with the loose state-
ments which have been made in regard to the size of leading supply pipe (viz., the
internal carotid artery). It passes through a bony canal in the floor of the cranium
on its way into the interior of the cranial box. Its size can therefore be accurately
gauged by measuring the sectional area of this bony tunnel on each side. This I
have done in twenty-three skulls chosen at random, and the result shows that
considerable differences in this respect are to be found in diflerent skulls. These
discrepancies, however, are sometimes in favour of the one side and at other times in
favour of the other side ; and when the combined sectional area for all the skuUs
examined was calculated it was, curiously enough, found to be 583i- sq. mm,
for the left side and 583 sq. mm. lor the right side.

Leaving out of count the asymmetry in tbe arrangement of the convolutions
in the two hemispheres, which cannot by any amouut of ingenuity be twisted into
such a form as to give a structural superiority to one side more than the other, the
only marked diflerence which appears to possess any degree of constancy is the
increase in the territory of the left parietal lobe produced by the more "marked
depression of its lower frontier line (Sylvian fissure). That this is in any way
associated with right-handedness or with the localisation of the active speech
centre in the left hemisphere I am not prepared to urge, because the same con-
dition is present in the ape. It is true tliat some authorities ' hold that the ape is

right-handed as well as man, but in the gardens of the Eoyal Zoological Society
of Ireland I have had a long and intimate experience of both anthropoid and lower
apes, and I have never been able to satisfy myself that they show any decided
preference for the use of one arm nrore than the other.

That difierences do exist in the more intimate structural details of the two
hemispheres, which give to the left its functional superiority, there cannot be a
doubt ; but these have still to be discovered. Bastian has stated that the grey
cortex on the left side lias a higher specific gravity, but this statement has not as
yet received corroboration at the hands of other observers.

I have already mentioned that man's special endowment, the faculty of speech,
is associated with striking changes in that part of the cerebral surlace in which the
motor centre for articulate speech is located. It is questionable whether the acquisi-
tion of any other system of associated muscular movements has been accompanied
by a more evident cortical change. The centre in question is placed in the lower
and back part of the frontal lobe. We have seen that the insular district is covered
over in the hinder three fourths of its extent by the fronto-parletal and temporal
opercula, and thus submerged below the surface and bidden from view. The
brain of tbe ape and also of the microcephalic idiot with defective speech goes no
further in its development. The front part of the insular district remains uncovered
and exposed to view on the surface of the cerebrum. In man, however, two addi-
tional opercula grow out and ultimately' cover over the fore part of the insula.
These opercula belong to the lower and back part of the frontal lobe, and are to be
looked upon as being moi-e or less directly called into evidence in connection with
the acquisition of articulate speech.

The active speech centre is placed in the left cerebral hemisphere. We speak

' Ogle, ' On Dextral Pre-eminence,' Trans. Med. CMrufg. Soc, 1871 ; Aim6 Pere,
Zes Courlures lafcrales normales au racMs humuin. ToiUouse, lyoo.
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from the left side of tlie brain, and yet when the corresponding region ^ on tlie right
side is examined it is found to go through the same developmental steps.

The stimulus which mu.^t hare been given to general cerebral growth in the
association areas by the gradual acquisition of sjieech can hardly he exaggerated.

During the whole course of his evolution there is no possession which man
has contrived to acquire which has exercised a stronger influence on his higher
development than the power of articulate speech. This priceless gift, ' the most
human manifestation of humanity '—(Huxley)—was not obtained through the exer-
tions of any one individual or group of individuals. It is the result of a slow
process of natural growth, and there is no race, no matter how low, savage, or
uncultured, which does not possess the power of communicating its ideas by means
of speech. ' If in the present state of the world,' says Charma, ' some philosopher
•were to wonder how man ever began to build those houses, palaces, and vessels
which we see around us, we should answer that these were not the things that
man began with. The savage who first tied the branches of shrubs to make him-
self a shelter was not an architect, and he who first floated on the trunk of a tree
was not the creator of navigation.' And so it is with speech. Rude and imperfect
in its beginnings, it has gradually been elaborated by the successive generations
that have practised it.

The manner in which the faculty of speech originally assumed shape in the
early progenitors of man has been much discussed by Philologists and Psychologists,
and there is little agreement on the subject. It is obvious that all the more
intelligent animals share with man the power of giving expression to certain of
the simpler conditions of mind both by vocal sounds and by bodily gestures.
These vocal sounds are of the iuterjectioual order, and are expressive of emotions
or sensations. Thus the dog is said, as a result of its domestication, to have
acquired the power of emitting four or five dilierent tones, each indicative of a
special mental condition and each fully understood by its companions. The
common barn-door fowl has also been ci-edited with from nine to twelve distinct
vocal sounds, each of which is capable of a special interpretation by its fellows
or its chickens. The gestures employed by the lower animals may in certain
cases be facial, as expressed by the grimaces of a monkey, or clianges in bodily
attitude, as we see continually in the dog.

I think that it may not be unreasonably inferred that in the distant past the
remote progenitors of niau relied upon equally lowly means of communicating
with their fellows, and that it was from such humble beginnings that speech has
been slowly evolved.

There cannot be a doubt that this method of communicating by vocal sounds,
facial expression, and bodily gestures is capable of mucli elaboration ; and, further,
it is possible, as some hold, that it may have attained a considerable degree of per-
fection before articulate speech began to take form and gradually replace it.

Much of it indeed remains with us to the present day. A shrug of the shoulders
may be more eloquent than the most carefully prepared phrase ; an appropriate
expression of face, accompanied by a suitable ejaculation, may be more withering
than a flood of invective. Captain Burton tells us of a tribe "of North American
Indians whose vocabulary is so scanty that they can hardly carry on a conversa-
tion in the dark. This and other facts have led Mr. Tylor, to whom we owe so
much in connection with the early history of man, to remark: 'The array of
evidence in favour of the existence of tribes whose language is incomplete without
the help of gesture-signs, even for things of ordinary import, is very remarkable'

:

and, further, ' that this constitutes a telling argument in fiivour of the theory that
gesture-language is the original utterance of mankind out of which speech has
disveloped itself more or less fully among diflerent tribes.' It is a significant fact

also, as the same author points out, that gesture-language is, to a large extent, the
same all the world over.

' Eudinger and others have tried on very unsubstantial grounds to prove that
there is a dilferencein this region on the two sides of the brain. There is, of course,
as. a rule, marked asymmetry -, but I do not. thjnk that it can be said with truth that
the cortical development of the region is greater on the left side than on the right. _
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Many of tlie words employed in eavly speech were undoubtedly formed, in the
first instance, through the tendency of man to imitato the natural sounds he heard
around bim. To these sounds, with various modifications, was assigned a special
conventional value, and they were then added to the growing vocabulary. By
this means a very decided forward step was taken, and now primitive man became
capable of giving utterance to his perceptions by imitative sounds.

Max Miiller, although bitterly opposed to the line of thought adopted by the
' Imitative School ' of philologists, has expressed their views so well that 1 am
tempted to use the words he employed in explaining what he satirically branded
as the ' Bow-wow Theory.' He says: 'It is supposed that man, being yet mute,
heard the voices of the birds, dogs, and cows, the roaring of the sea, the rustling of
the forest, the murmur of the brook, and the whisper of the breeze. He tried to
imitate these sounds, and finding his mimicking cries useful as signs of the object
from which they proceeded, he followed up the idea and elaborated language,'

Hood 1 humorously and imconsciously illustrates this doctrine by a verse
descriptive of an Englishman, ignorant of French, endeavouring to obtain a meal
in France :

—

' " Moo !
" I cried for milk

;

If I wanted bread
My jaws I set agoing

;

And asked for new-laid eggs
By clapping hands and crowing.'

But, although much of early articulate speech may have arisen by the development
of iuterjectional sounds and the reproduction, by the human vocal organs?, of
natural sounds, it is very unlikely that these aftbrded the only sources from which
w^ords were originally derived. Eomanes insists upon this, and, in support of his
argument, refers to cases where children invent a languag-e in which apparently
imitative sounds take no part. He likewise alludes to the well-known fact that
deaf mutes occasionally devise definite sounds which stand for the names of
friends. In the light of such exidence, he very properly asks, ' Why should it be
held impossible for primitive man to have done the same? '

The value of spoken language, as an instrument of thought, is universally
admitted, and it is a matter incapable of contradiction that the higher intellectual
efforts of man would be absolutely impossible were it not for the support which is

afibrded by articulate speech. Darwin expresses this well when he says :
' A

complex train of thought can no more be carried on without the aid of words,
whether spoken or silent, than a long calculation without the use of figures or
symbols.' Such being the case, I think we may conclude that the acquisition of
speech has been a dominant factor in determining the high development of the
human brain. Speech and mental activity go hand in hand. The one has reacted
on the other. The mental effort required for the coining of a new word has been
immediately followed by an increased possibility of further intellectual achieve-
ment through the additional range given to the mental powers by the enlarged
vocabulary. The two processes, mutually supporting each other and leading to
progress in the two directions, have unquestionably yielded the chief stimuUrs to
brain development.

More than one Philologist has insisted that ' language begins where inter-
jection ends.' For my part I would say that the first word uttered expressive of
an external object marked a new era in the history of our early progenitors. At
this point the simian or brute-like stage in their developmental' career came to au
end and the human dynasty endowed with all its intellectual possibilities began.
This is no new thought. Romanes clearly states that in the absence of articulation
he considers it improbable that man would have made much psychological
advance upon the anthropoid ape, and in another place he remarks that ' a man-
like creature became human by the power of speech.'

The period in the evolution of man at which this important step was taken is

' Quoted from r/ie 67/'!i7!M (i/Xa?!yi<tfv).(?, by Hensleigh Wedgwood, 1866.
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a vexed question and one in the solution of wliieli we have little solid ground to
go upon beyond the material changes produced in the brain and the consideration
of the time that these might reasonably be supposed to take in their development.

Darwin was inclined to believe that articulate speech came at an early period
in the history of the stem-form of man. Ilomanes gives a realistic picture of an
individual decidedly superior to the anthropoid ape, but distinctly below the exist-
ing savages. This hypothetical form, hali'-simiau, half-human, was, according to
his sponsor, probably erect ; ho had arrived at the power of shaping flints as tools,

and was a great adept at communicating with his fellows by gesture, vocal tones,
and facial grimaces.

With this accomplished ancestor in his mental eye it is not surprising that
Ptomanes was inclined to consider that articulate speech may have come at a later
period than is generally supposed.

At the time that Romanes gave expression to these views he was not acquainted
with the very marked .structural peculiarities which distinguish the human brain
in the region of the speech centre. I do not refer to the development of the brain
in other districts, because possibly Romanes might have held that the numerous
accomplishments of his speechless ancestor might be sufficient to account for this

;

I merely allude to changes which may reasonably be held to have taken place in
direct connection with the gradual acquisition of speech.

These structural characters constitute one of the leading peculiarities of the
human cerebral cortex, and are totally absent in the brain of the anthropoid ape
and of the speechless mici'oeephalic idiot.

Further, it is significant that in certain anthropoid brains a slight advance in
the_ same direction may occasionally be faintly traced, whilst in certain human
brains a distinct backward step is sometimes noticeable. The path which has led
to this special development is thus in some measure delineated.

It is certain that these structural additions to the human brain are no recent
acquisition by the stem-form of man, but are the result of a slow evolutionary
growth—a growth which has been stimulated by the laborious eflbrts of countless
generations to arrive at the perfect co-ordination of all the muscular factors which
are called into play in the production of articulate speech.

Assuming that the acquisition of speech has afforded tbe chief stimulus to the
general development of the brain, and thereby giving it a rank high above any
other factor which has operated in the evolution of man, it would be wrong to lose
sight of the fact that the first step in this upward movement must have been taken
by the brain itself. Some cerebral variation—probably trifling and insignificant
at the start, and yet pregnant with the most far-reaching possibilities—has in the
stem-form of man contributed that condition which has rendered speech possible.
This variation, strengthened and fostered by natural selection, has in the end led
to the great double result of a large brain with wide and extensive association
areas_ and articulate speech, the two results being brought about by the mutual
reaction of the one process upon the other.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1 . The Cartilage of tlie External Ear in the Monotremata in relation to

the Himnan Ear. By Professor J. ClelanDj F.R.S.

2. On the Origin of the Cartilage of the Stapes and on its Continuity with
the Hyoid Arch. By J. F. Gesdiill, JI.D.

The series of sections exhibited showed that in the human subject the whoh»
of the cartilage of the stapes is developed independently of the periotic capsule,
and that it belongs to the hyoid bar. The sections also illustrate the condition at
different stages of that part of the hyoid bar which lies between the stapes and
the styloid process. An examination of all the sections in the different series
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supports the view that the incus represents the primitive suspensorial element,

i.e., the hyo-mandibular.

3. The President's Address was delivered.—See p. 776.

4. Some Notes on the Morphology of Transverse Vertebral Processes.

By Professor A. Macalister, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.

The application of this term in the description of the several regions of the

human spine is unsatisfactory, and the author has endeavoured to determine, by
embryological evidence, the morphological relations of the several parts of the

neural arch. The factors which cause the differentiation are the juxtaposition of

the rib and the variable relations of the arch to the surrounding muscles.

.5. A Note on the Third Occipital Condyle.

By Professor A. Macalister, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S.

There are two structures confused under this name—one a mesial ossification

in the sheath of the notochord, and the second a lateral, usually paired, form of

process, caused by the deficiency of the mesial part of the hypochordal element of

the hindmost occipital vertebra, with thickening of the lateral portion of the arch.

6. Notes on a Human SkullJbund iib Peat in Bed of the River Orwell,

Ipswich. By Miss Nina F. Layard.

This skull was obtained in January last from the captain of a dredger employed
on the river Orwell at Ipswich. It was found when deepening the channel iii

May of last year. After working out the overlying mud a bed of peat was
reached. This was in such a dry condition that it choked the machinery. As
nearly as could be estimated, the skull was found embedded in the peat at a depth

of about 4 feet. After being dredged up it was rescued by the captain, and for

nine mouths remained hoisted on a pole in the dredger, exposed to the wind and
weather. The skull was very black when first found, but in course of time

became bleached. Some oil dropping upon it from the machinery above gave it

its present brown appearance. One side of the skull is much worn away by
exposure to the air and moisture, while the other side is almost perfect.

In February last the writer presented the skull, which was exhibited, to the

Royal College of Surjreons, and Professor Stewart has made the following

measurements :—C., 530; L,, 188 ; B, 140; Bi., 74-5 ; H., 1.33 ; Hi., 707; B.N.,

101 ; Ow., 37 ; Oh., 29 ; Oi., 784 ; Ca., 1,570.

7. Interim Report of the Committee on Anthropological Teaching.

8. Interim Report of the Committee on the Preservation and Registration

of Photographs of Anthropological Interest.

1901. 3 P
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FlUDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers and Eeports were read :

—

1. Notes on the Excavation of an ancient Kitchen Midden recently

discovered on the St. Ford Links, near Mie, Fife. By Robert
MuNRO, M.D.^

After narrating tlie circumstances which led to the discovery of the midden,
and describing the details of its subsequent excavation by the proprietor,

W. Baird, Esq., the author proceeds to give a description of the relics, pointing

out their analogy to other Scottish remains, and concludes by briefly stating some
of the conclusions suggested by the archfeological facts recorded. The points of
interest may be thus summarised :

—

(1) The midden was composed of a bed of dark earthy matter, about two feet

thick, containing ashes, charcoal, decayed bones and horns of various domestic and
wild animals, a few sea-shells, and some relics of human occupancy. It lay over
a bed of fine sand, within the twenty-five feet raised beach, and at a depth offrom
two to five feet beneath a grassy mound (formerly a sand-dune). Its shape was
oblong, some sixteen paces in length (north to south) by eleven in breadth, and
its margins were precisely, sometimes abruptly, defined from the surrounding
blown sand.

(2) The chief relics are two ornamental toilet combs (fragmentary), a bone
spindle-whorl turned on the lathe, a few bone pens and implements of deer-horn, a
curious vessel made from the leg bone of an ox, an eel-spear-head, and a chisel of

iron, a small portion of thin bronze, and two fragments of a flat dish of ' false

Samian ' ware,

(3) From a comparison of these relics with some of those found on the Scottish

Crannogs the author dates the midden and its makers, approximately, to the

eighth century, and gives reasons for supposing that it was the site of a wooden
house.

(4) The presence of an unusually large number of water-worn pebbles which
had been subjected to fire, together with the absence of culinary pottery, querns,

and hammer-stones, suggest that the occupants were not agriculturists, but
pastorals and hunters, who cooked their meat in wooden dishes, boiling water by
means of stones previously made red-hot in an open fire.

(5) The osseous remains were very abundant, but greatly decayed. Among the

animals represented by them the following were identified by Dr. R. Traquair,

r.R.S., viz.—ox (two varieties, one being the longifrons), sheep, pig, horse, fox,

dog, red- and roe-deer, three portions of bones of some species of whale, one of

which showed the marks of a sharp axe.

Report on the Excavations of the Roman City at Silchester.

See Reports, p. 425.

3. Excavations at Ardoch. By J. H. Cunningham, Sec.S.A.Scot.

This paper, after a brief description of the earthworks at the Roman station of

Ardoch, in Perthshire, gives an account of the excavations which were carried on
there in 1896-97 by the Scottish Society of Antiquaries. The following were the

chief results obtained in the course of the operations : (1) The structure of the

main rampart resembled that of the Antonine ' Wall.' (2) Fragments of charcoal

' This paper will be published in the Proceedhigs of the Society of Antiquaries

for Scotland (1900-1901).
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and pottery were generally found in a layer about thirty inches below the surface,

and about the same height above causeway and gravelled surfaces, thus indicaticg

two occupations. (3) From traces of wooden piles systematically placed in rows
it was inferred that the structures within the main rampart had been made of

wood, and had been laid out on a ground plan similar to that found in other

camps. (4) About seventy doubly conical pellets of burnt clay, supposed to have
been made red-hot and thrown into the lamp to set fire to the buildings, were
collected throughout the site, (5) The relics were on the whole similar to those

found on other Roman sites, but the fragments of sculptured or inscribed atones

were few and unimportant, and the bulk of the pottery consisted of pieces of large

vessels used for kitchen service, fragments of the liner vessels being decidedly

scarce. (6) The small mounds, generally known as the ' praitorium,' were shown
to belong to a mediaeval chapel, probably built not earlier than 1400 a.b. The
excavations are fully described in the ' Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries

for Scotland; vol. x.xxii. 1897-98.

4. Excavations at the Roman Camp at InchtuthiU, in Perfhsliire.

By Thomas Ross, M.D., F.S. A.Scot.

InchtuthiU Pioman Camp, Perthshire, is situated on the north bank of the Tay,

about six miles down tho river from Dunkeld, in the parish of Caputh, the

nearest radway station being Murthly.
InchtuthiU is a plateau elevated about 60 feet above the surrounding low-

lying fields, which at no distant date were probably covered with water. The Inch

is of a triangular shape, about one mile from east to west by about three-quarters

of a mile from north to south. About three-fourths of its area is cut oti' from the

camp by a rampart and ditch. The camp, situated in front of Delvine House, is

square and occupies an area of fully fifty acres.

It is defended by a single rampart and ditch, and on the south the rampart is

double. On the north the defence is the steep bank of 60 feet. Four circular

ovens were found in the east ditch.

The via jyrincipalis leads through the centre of the camp and down to the

river on one side, and to the edge of the bank at the otlier. There is a south

gate.

At a distance of about 130 yards eastwards there is a smaller camp over-

looking the river, defended on three sides by a rampart and ditch. It extends to

about five acres. No gateway or entrance was found.

A destroyed work defending the via principalis was found near the river.

In the south-east side of the Inch very complete remains of baths were i'ound,

with two brick-built hypocausts and a stokery ; one cold-water bath, 1:^ ieet by
7 feet, with steps and lead pipe in sitif ; hot air flue ; cement floors, one showing

indications of having been tiled ; various chambers, with four circular apses.

At the extreme south-west horn of the Inch there is a very strong fort,

extending to about three acres, of which space more than one-half is taken up by
the defences. These are against the camp, and consist of five parallel rows of

ditches and ramparts of uncommon depth and height. This is probably a native

work.
The ' finds ' consisted of the usual Roman pottery bricks, tiles, lumps of lead,

a leaden ring 4^ inches by 3| inches, one Roman coin, and in the fort a rough

sooty stone hearth, &c.
The work connected with the exploration of the camp has been carried out

under the direction and care of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, and the

expense of the undertaking has been generously borne by the Hon. John Aber-

cromby.
InchtuthiU is part of the estate of Delvine, the property of Sir Alexander Muir

Mackenzie, Bart., to whom we are greatly indebted for so kindly granting per-

mission to make the excavations, and also for the great personal interest he has

taken in the worlc.

3 r
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5. External Circumstances hem'ing on the Age of Ogham Writing in
Ireland} By R. A. S, Macalister.

Tlie question whether Ogham writing is of Christian or Pagan origin is not yet
settled. There are, however, some monuments whose situations or special

characteristics seem to have a bearing on the problem. Such are the stone at

Glenfahan, Co. Kerry, which though itself Cbristian bears what seems to be a
non-Christian occult formula of some sort; certain aionuments found associated

with tumuli, stone circles, and alignments ; and a recently discovered stone at

Dromlusk, Co. Kerry, which displays apparently non-Christian sj-mbolism.

6. Report on Explorations in Crete.—See Reports, p. 440.

7. The Neolithic Settlement at Knossos and its Place in the History of
Early jEgean Culture. By Arthur J. Evans, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.'

The hill of Kephala at Knossos, which contained the reuiains of the Palace of
Minos and early houses going back to the pre-Mycensean or Kamares period of Crete,
proves to have been the scene of a much earlier and very extensive Neohthic settlement.
The exploration of this by the author, in addition to the work on the later remains
of the ' Minoan ' Palace, has been greatly aided by the grant from the Association
in 1900. The remains were contained in a stratum of light clay underlying the
later prehistoric buildings, and which seems to have been formed by the disinte-
gration of successive generations of wattle and daub huts and their clay platforms.
This clay stratum, which had been a good deal re-used for later foundations, showed
a mean thickness on the top of the hill of about live metres. In some places it was
over seven metres thick, and went down to a depth of about ten metres below the
surface. It contained an abundance of primitive dark hand-made pottery, often
punctuated and incised, and with white chalky inlaying, more rarely chrome-
coloured. The ornamentation was angular and of textile derivation. Stone imple-
ments abounded of greenstone, serpentine, diorite, hematite, jadeite, and other
materials. Among these were over 300 celts or axes, besides chisels, adzes,
hammers, and other implements. The most characteristic implements, however,
were the stone maces, the occurrence of which was especially important as bringing
the Cretan Stone age into near relation with that of Anatolia—and indeed of
Western Asia in general—where, as in the early deposits of Babylonia, stone
maces formed a marked feature. This characteristic was shared by pre-dynastic
and proto-dynastic Egypt. Another interesting feature among the remains were
the small human images of clay and marble which supplied the ancestors and
prototypes of the stone images found in the early Metal-age deposits of Crete and
the Cyclades.'- Their Anatolian analogies were pointed out, and reasons were
adduced for their ultimate derivation, through intermediate types, from clay figures
of a Babylonian Mother-Goddess, such as those lately found in the very ancient
deposits at Kippur.

The Neolithic settlement of Knossos was the first settlement of that period yet
explored in the Greek world, and in many ways threw an entirely new light on
the beginning of civilisation in that area. The contents showed a marked contrast
to the earliest Metal-age remains, such as those from the deposit ofHagios Onuphrios
in Crete,the date ofwhichwas approximately fixed by their association with Egyptian
relics and the indigenous copies of them from 2800 to 2200 b.c. There were
here no later vase-forms of the high-necked and spouted class, no traces of painted
pottery or metal, and no single example of the spiraliform decoration which in the
early Metal-age deposits is found fully developed. This negative phenomenon
strongly weighed in favour of the view that the -Egean spiral system was introduced

' To be published more fully in Man, 1902,
^ Figured in 3Ian, 1901, p. 146.
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during this later period with other decorative types from the Egypt of the Middle
Kingdom, where it had iilready attained a high development.

The Neolithic stratum of Knossos itself actually underlay later buildings
belonging to three distinct prehistoric classes :

—

1. The ' Kamares,' or Early Metal age Period of Crete, illustrated by the '•on-

tents of some of the earlier bouses. The painted pottery iu these was iu some
cases a mere translation into colour of the incised and punctuated Neolithic designs.

This period is approximately dated from the relics found in the Ilagios Onuphrios
deposit and the Cretan vase fragments found in Jtgypt in a Xllth Dynasty associa-

tion from c. 2800 to 2200 B.C.

2. The Transitional Period, between the ' Kamares ' age and the Mycenaean. It

is probable that the earliest elements of the Palace itself belong to this period,

including an Egyptian monument ascribed to the close of the Xllth or Early
Xlllth Dyuasty/c. 2000 B.C.

0. The Mycensean Period proper, the flourishing epoch of which is approxi-
mately fixed by the correspondence of some of the wall paintings with those
representing the Keftiu on Egyptian tombs, c. 1550 B.C.

Considering the distinct gap in development which still separates the latest

elements of the culture represented by the Neolithic stratum of Knossos from the
fully developed Kamares style, it would be rash to bring down the lowest limits of
the settlement later than about 3000 B.C. On the other hand, the great depth of
the deposit must carry its higher limit back to a very much more remote date.
The continued exploration of the Neolithic remains of Knossos is necessary for the
full elucidation of many of the problems suggested by these discoveries.

8. Explorations at Zakro in Eastern Crflte. By D. G. Hogarth, M.A.

The excavation at Zakro in East Crete has been concluded so recently that I

must confine myself to a plain statement of the raw material rendered available

for study thereby. In estimating the final result it will be necessary to take
account of positive and negative evidence, not yet to hand from two other East
Cretan sites, lately excavated, Praesos and Gorynia. Zakro lies iu the south-
eastern angle of the island, and was chosen for research because it falls in tl\e

Eteocretan country, anciently reputed to be inhabited by aborigines, and because
its safe bay must always have been a main port of call for craft sailing between the
^Egean coasts and Africa. The small plain of Zakro, entirely hemmed in by rugged
hills, is full of early remains, beginning in the later pre-Mycensean period and
ending with the close of the age of bronze. No implements of iron were found in

it at all, and no Hellenic pottery. The town, therefore, owed its existence to a com-
merce which ceased or passed elsewhere from the Geometric age onward. The
earliest settlement was on a rugged spur ; and although almost all trace of its

structures have disappeared, it has left abundant evidence of itself in the contents
of a pit about eighteen feet deep. This was found half-full of broken vases in

stone and claj^ largely of the singular ' Kamares ' class, not previously found in

Eastern Crete. These, however, are mainly of a highly developed technique, and
their commonest schemes of ornament reappear unchanged on vases of distinctively
' Mycenaean ' fabric. In fact, Kamares shapes and decoration are more closely

related to Mycenaean at Zakro than had been suspected. But the absence of both
neolithic antecedents and the earlier kinds of painted ware from this site suggests

that its civilisation did not develop ou the spot, but was brought by colonists,

perhaps partly Cretan, partly foreign. The fine quality of ware in this pit and the

fact that, though of various periods, it was apparently all thi'own in at one
moment leads me to suspect that the pit contained the clearings of an early

shrine.

At a later period the settlement extended over a lower spur nearer the sea,

and there very massive and large houses were ei'ected and inhabited till the verge
of the Geometric period. Their outer walls are Cyclopean, but their inner parti-

tions are of bricks of unusual size. Complete plans were obtained of two of the
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largest houses ; and parts of several others were explored, iucludiDg tlie lower por-

tion of what was probably the residence of the local chief or governor. These

yielded a great deal of pottery, ranging from the acme of the Mycenrean period

to its close, and the types furnish a better criterion of date than we have possessed

hitherto in Crete. Numerous bronze implements were found, but these_ yield in

interest to those from Gorynia. Two tablets in the hnear ' Cretan ' script show

that this system was known, though probably Httle used, and not indigenous, in East

Crete, None were found couched in the pictographic system so often represented

on East Cretan gems. Finally a hoard of 500 clay impressions of lost signet

gems was brought to light. These display IfiO different types and afford a price-

less record of Mycenrean glyptic art and religious symbolism. Monstrous combina-

tions of human and bestiarforms occur in great variety, half a dozen, which are

bull-headed, suggesting varieties of the Mirotaur type. The comparison of all this

mass of new material with the symbols of Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and other cults,

•which cannot fail to be fruitful, has yet to be made. Cist burials were discovered

in caves farther inland, whose grave furniture seems to support certain negative

evidence obtained in the Upper Zakro district and at Praesos, in showing that the

aboriginal civilisation of East Crete was independent of both the 'Kamares' and

Mycentean civihsations. Tf these last were foreign to the Eteocretan country, it

seems improbable that the Eteocretan language, as represented by the Praesos

inscriptions, will prove to be that expressed by the linear script on the Knossiau

tablets ; and the hope that these will be deciphered becomes fainter.

9. Some Results of Recent Excavations in Palestine.

By R. A. S, Macalister,

Excavations have been carried out by the Palestine Exploration Fund at Tell

Zakariya, Tell es-Safi, Tell ej-Judeideh, and Tell Sandahannah, in the west of

Judaja, during the last two years. Remains extending over a space of time of

some fifteen centuries have been unearthed, divisible into two well-defined

pre-Israelite periods, and also the Jewish, Seleucidan, and Roman periods The
general result has been to throw considerable light on various questions respecting

the civilisation and religion of the inhabitants at difierent times.

The great caves of Bet Jibrin and its neighbourhood have also been system-

atically explored, and some light shed on the problem of their origin and purpose.

SATURDAY, SEVTEMBER 14.

The Section did not meet.

MONDA r, SEPTEMBER 10.

The following Report and Papers were re.ad :

—

1. Report on the Age of Stone Circles.—See Reports, p, 427.

2. On the Chronulo(ju of the Stone Age of Man, with especial Reference to

his Co-existence with an Ice Age.^ By W. Allen Sturge, M.D.

' To be published in 2I(m, 1902
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3. Naturally Chipped Flintsfor Comparisoii tuiih certain Fvrms

of alleged Artificial Chipping. By G. Coffky.

The autlior t'xliibited a series of flints from the Larue raised beach and other

beaches on the north coast of Ireland showing the manner in which chipping' is

eflected in the action of the waves. Some of the chipping- was quite fresh,

probably done by a recent gale, and admirably illustrated the chipping ou older

riints. He compared the chipping with that on fragments of flint from river-

drift gravels at Bedford and with the chipping of the ' Plateaux flints,' and

contended that the evidence pointed to the same or a similar cause in both cases.

L Prehistoric Man in the Island of Arran} By Eben. Duncan, M.D.,

a?i(^ Thomas H. Bryce, M.A., M.D.

The island of Arran has many sepulchral memorials of its prehistoric in-

habitants, but save the stone circles on Manchvie Moor, explored by James Bryce,

LL.D., in 1861, none seems to have been examined except by the casual antiquary

or reclaiming agriculturist.

In 189G Dr. Duncan explored a cairn at Torlin, and found a skull, dolicho-

cephalic in its proportions, and a number of bones, but no implements or pottery

to fix the age of the interment. Oil his invitation Dr. Bryce joined him in a more

exhaustive examination last summer, after he had obtained the sanction of the

factor, J. Auldjo Jameson, Esq., W.S. During the spring and summer of this

year by aid of a grant from the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Dr. Bryce

made a considerable series of further explorations. The comparative results of the

whole series of investigations may be summed up in the tabular statement annexed.

The table shows that the mere presence of stone implements afl'ords no

test of the archfeological horizon, but that the pottery found in what have been

called ' Megalithic cists serially arranged ' clearly distinguishes these structures as

of earlier age than the short cists either in cairns or circles, and one may with fair

certainty afiirm that the interments discovered in them belong to a race still in

the stage of Neolithic culture.

Only atClachaig and Torlin were human bones discovered in such preservation

as to permit of examination. At Sliddery and Shiskin all traces of the interment

had disappeared, but in spite of a large amount of wood charcoal found, the absence

of any trace of burnt bone makes it probable that the interments in these cists also

were by inhumation.

Each large cist contained the huddled remains of six to ten individuals of both

sexes and all ages, from the infant to the aged person. The bones lay in chaos in

the corners at difl^erent levels, suggesting either that the bodies were dismembered
before burial, or that they were placed in a sitting attitude in the corners so that

when the soft parts fell away the bones collapsed in confused heaps.

The long bones recovered were much broken. No male femur is entire, but

making allowance for the absent lower end one bone gives a proportionate stature

of o ft. 4 in. The bones taken to be female are remarkable for their .shortness and
slenderness. Two entire femora made the stature 4 ft. 10 in. All the male

femora are platymeric, and have a prominent luna aspera ; all the tibiro more or

less platycnemic.

The skulls—three male, one female—and three calvaria, of doubtful sex, are of

the same general type. They are of large capacity, of gently curved contour,

with slightly marked glabella and supraciliary ridges. The form is elongated
;

the sides are flattened, with slightly marked parietal eminences ; the occiput is

round and prominent to a marked degree ; the outline in the norma occipitalis is

pentagonal, with elevated sagittal suture and roof fairly sharply sloping to join

the vertical sides. In the norma verticalis the zygomatic arches just show, and
the shape is either ellipsoidal or ovoid.

' To be published in full : the archxological evidence in Proc. Soc. Ant. Scot.

the anthropometry in Jou7-n. Anthrop. Inst., xxxii.
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The cephalic indices of the whole specimens are 66'6, 70, 7u, and 75'o, so that

two belong to the dolichocephalic group, two to the lowest term of the mesati-

cephalic group ; the three calvaria unquestionably belong to the same series.

The face is orthognathous and leptoprosopic in the male, charaaeoprosopic in

the female skull. The nose is leptorhine in two, mesorhine in two, the orbits micro-
seme in all. The mandible has a well-marked chin and moderately marked
angle. The teeth are moderate and much worn on the crowns.

These skulls are in distinct contrast to the specimen discovered by Dr. James
Bryce in the stone circle on Manchrie Moor. It is not sufficiently entire for

measurement, but to the eye in the norma verticalis the breadth bears a consider-

ably larger proportion to the length tliau in the skulls discovered by us.

Thus in the * Megalithic cists serially ai-rauged ' in Arran individuals of a race

were interred witli anatomical characters closely resembling those of the long

barrows in England, and two of the specimeus exactly realise AVilson's description

of a kumbecephalic skull.

5. The Bones ofHen Nehht} By Charles S. Myers, M.A.

Hen Nekht is the earliest king of whom the remains have been found. He
reigned over Egypt during the third dynasty, about 4000 Tt.c. Mr. John Garstang,
who discovered the tomb last season, asked me to undertake the measurement
and description of the bones. I am indebted to him for permission to give the
British Association my results to-day, before they are more fully incorporated in

the official report of his excavations, which is to be published by the Egyptian
Research Account. The bones recovered are the skull, the tibiae, a left humerus,
left femur, left clavicle, broken fibulfe, pelvis, and scapulae. The vertebrae and
fragments of other bones were not brought away.

The skull is extraordinarily massive and capacious. The cranial length-
breadth index is 79-3, the nasal index 51"9, the orbital index 82-2. The face seems
orthognathous. The long bones reflect the character of the skull. They are
remarkably long and strongly ridged.

The bones are those of an unusually tall man. The coefficients, however, for

determining stature from the length of the long bones difter considerably in indivi-

duals as well as in races. The height of Hen Nekht may probably be estimated at

1,870 millimetres. Such a stature would very likeW have been considered gigantic
by the king's historians.

Manetho records as the last two kings of the second dynasty Sesochris and
Cheneres, whose reigns amounted to seventy-eight years. Eratosthenes, another
historian, after apparently omitting the second dynasty, places Momcheiri,
reigning seventy-nine years, as head of the Memphite (third) dynasty. Possibly
Sesochris and Chenei'es were one and the same king, to whom Eratosthenes gave
the name of Momcheiri. Manetho describes Sesochris as a giant Jive cubits in
height and three palms \_in breadth—omitted in one of the texts]. Eratosthenes
describes Momcheiri as TrepiaaoneXrji and as a Memphite. A marked discrepancy
occurs in all lists between the close of the second Thinite and the opening of the
third or Memphite dynasty. Possibly with the introduction of stone buildings
and pyramids, and with the change of the seat of government from This to
Memphis, a new ruling race arose at Memphis with the third dynasty, of whose
kin^s, one, tall among his own people, was reckoned a giant by his Egyptian
subjects.

Whether or not Hen Nekht, Momcheiri, and Sesochris are identical may be
disputed, but there can be little doubt that the stature of the last has "been
exaggerated by Manetho.

The features of Hen Nekht's skull agree far closer with those of the dynastic
than with those of the prehistoric times, according to Mr. Eandall-Maclver's
measurements.

The proportions borne by the long bones of Hen Nekht to one another and

' Published more fully in Man, 1901. No. 127.
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to Ilia probable stature correspond more nearly with those observed in Negro than
in European skeletons. Similar measurements made on a number of skeletons of
the prehistoric and early empire period show in most cases the same correspond-
ence. I5iit further research is here necessary.

6. Falteolithic Implement lollh alleged TIcong-marks,

By Miss Nina F. Layakd.

This line Palaeolithic hatchet was found in Levington Road, Ipswich, at a

depth of about five feet. In the natural depressions of the flint the original

surface of the nodule escaped being worked away when the hatchet was shaped,
leaving a rough surface. This surface consists of more than one layer, the outer-

most of which appears to have been removed by friction.

7. On a Piece of Yewfrom the Forest Bed on the East Coast of JEngland,
apparently czit by Man. By F. D. LoNGE.

This object was found by the author with other pieces of yew in a section of
cllfi" exposed after a high tide iu the Kes.siugland Freshwater Bed, belonging to

the Cromer Forest Bed Series. Some days afterwards, in cleaning the piece of yew,
ho discovered two oblique cuts upon it, made by some implement much sharper
and thinner than the large manufactured instruments (Palaeolithic or Neolithic)

with which we are familiar. He believes that the circumstances exclude the idea
that these cuts are of recent oriain.'o

8. Exhibition of Mannjactured Objectsfrom Irish Caves.

By G. Coffey.

9. 071 the Temporary Fissures of the Human Cerebral Hemisjiheres, with
Observations on the Development of the Ili2}pocampal Fissure and
Ilippocampal Formation. By Professor J. Symington, M.D., Queen's
College, Belfast.

_
This pai)er discussed the views recently published by Ilochstetter, who main-

tains that the so-called temporary or transitory fissures of the human cerebral
hemispheres, which have been described by "so many anatomists as existing
towards the end of the third and during the fourth montbs of fretal life, are not
present in the fresh brain, but are the products of commencing maceration and
putrefication. Professsor Symington admitted that the frequency of the occur-
rence and the depth of these fissures had been exaggerated, but he showed a
number of photographs of specimens, botli macroscopic and microscopic, in support
of tlie view that they did occur in Avell-preserved material. He admitted,
liowever, that the arcuate fissure, even if luit an artificial product, had no
morphological significance, and that its posterior part had nothing to do with the
Ilippocampal fissure. He also exhibited a series of sections of the brain of a
human fostus in which the hippocampal fissure and the hippocampal formation
could be traced from near the temporal pole of the hemisphere upwards and
forwards towards the frontal end of the brain dorsal to the developing transverse
commissures.

Attention was directed to the interest of these facts in connection with the
position of the hippocampal fissure and formation in the marsupialia and mono-
tremata where they occupy a similar position throughout life. These observations
also support the opinion, hitherto based mainly on comparative anatomy, that the
rudimentary grey and white matter existing on the dorsal aspect of the adult
human corpus callosum is the remains of a hippocampal formation.
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10. On Supirt-sternal Bones in the Human t^ubject.

By Principal Mackay, M.D., LL.D.

1 1 . TIte Frequency and Pigmentation Value ofSurnames ofSchool Children

in East Aberdeenshire. By J. F. Tocheb, F.I.C, and J. Gray, B.Sc.

In the course of a pigmentation survey carried out by us in East Aberdeen-

shire in 1896 and 1897 we obtained the statistics of the surnames and pigmentation

of 14,561 (practically the ^vhole) school children there. An analysis of the

physical characteristics apart from the surnames has already been published.^

The present paper deals with the distribution of the frequencies of surnames and

their correlation with pigmentation. We have found that among the 14,561

children there are 751 dirt'erent surnames. The frequency of these surnames

varies between 1 and 267, Milne being the most i'requent, the next in order being

Smith, Taylor, Stephen, and Bruce. If the surnames are arranged in order of

frequency a curve representing the frequency takes the form roughly of a

rectangular hyperbola. The distribution of surnames is very unequal: for

example, one-half of the population has to be content with 12^ per cent, of the

surnames, while one-half of the surnames is monopolised by 950 persons.

Hereditary surnames were not in common use in Scotland until the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries. There is a presumption, therefore, that the present pos-

sessors of surnames inherit some of the physical characteristics of ancestors of that

date. It becomes necessary to investigate the origin of surnames. We have divided

thsm broadly into two classes: (1) Lowland, including names of Anglo-Saxon,

Norman, and Scandinavian origin
; (2) Highland, including names derived from

the names of Highland clans. Of the 751 surnames, sixty-three were Highland,

representing 13-14 per cent, of the population. It is interesting to note that in

a previous investigation- we came to the conclusion, from an analysis of the

measurements of the adult population, that the Highland element was present to

the extent of 14 per cent, in East Aberdeenshire. We have calculated the

pigmentation value of the hair and eyes for the tifty-nine most frequent surnames,

and arranged them in series according to pigmentation. AVe find that there is a wide
variability in the pigmentation of different surnames, pointing to the conclusion

that septs or clans, as represented by surnames, tend to retain distinct physical

characteristics. Amongst the darkest in the series we find surnames common in

fishing communities. This supports the tradition that the fishing population on
the east coast of Scotland is oi" Belgian origin, since the Belgians are the darkest

people of Northern Europe. We find that the pigmentation of Highland
surnames corresponds closely with the pigmentation in their districts of origin.

An example of this is seen in the blond Erasers, having their origin in the blond

Inverness district, and dark Robertsons and Gordons in dark Perthshire and West
Aberdeenshire. The surnames of "\\'allace, Pirie, Grant, Park, and Birnie, we
find, have strong blond tendencies, while the surnames of Cordiner, Cruickshank,

Stephen, Stracban, Buchan, Paterson, and Whyte are darkest in our list. The
surnames having the largest percentage of red hair are Renuie, Scott, Grant, and
Thomson, and those having the least percentage are Johnston, Walker, Burnett,

Forbes, and Watson.
The validity of these conclusions depends on whetlier they are confirmed by

a complete survey of the whole of Scotland, which, we hope, may be carried out

at an early date.

' Journ. Anihroj). Inst., vol. xxx. pp. 104-125.
- See Brit. Assoc. Ilcjwrt, Bradford, 1900.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers and Reports were read :

—

1." On the Functions of the Maternal Uncle in Torres Straits.

By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D.

In the western tribes of Torres Straits descent is at the present time strictly

paternal, and yet customs exist amonp: these people which show that in some respects

the relationship between maternal uncle and nephew is regarded as nearer than that

between father and son. The system of kinship is of the kind known as 'classiti-

catory,' and the customs to be described apply not only to the brothers of the
mother, in the strict sense, but to all those males of the clan of the same genera-
tion as the mother whom the latter would call brother.

A man will cease fighting at once when told to do so by his maternal uncle.

The power of the uncle is so great that a fight between the natives of two hostile

islands (Mabuiag and Moa) might be stopped if a man on one side saw his sister's

son among his enemies.

This power of stopping a fight is not possessed to the same extent by the father

or mother, and a man may continue to fight even after the father or mother has
given certain indications of the nearness of the bond between them .and the son.

The maternal uncle, on the other hand, stops a fight by a mere word.
The brother-in-law (imi) has also the power of stopping a tight, but in this

case it is the dutj' of the man who has been stopped to make a present to the

brother-in-law. No such present is made to the uncle.

Another indication of the closeness of the relationship between maternal uncle

and nephew is that the latter may take, lose, spoil, or destroy anything belonging
to his uncle (even a new canoe, probably the most valuable possession a man can
have) without a word of reproach from the latter. I was told that, even if the
nephew was quite a small boy, he could do what he liked in his uncle's house

—

could break or .spoil any of his uncle's property and the uncle would say nothing.

As a boy grew up he went about more with his uncle than with his father,

and I was told that he cared more for his uncle. At the ceremonies connected
with the initiation of the boy into manhood, it was the maternal uncles who had
es])ecial care and complete control of the boy, and imparted to him the traditions

and institutions of the tribe. When the boy married, the father provided the

necessary presents ; but the actual payment was made by the maternal uncle, to

whom the presents were given by the boy's father.

One point of interest in these customs is that they are found in a tribe in

which descent is now paternal, and must probabh' be regarded as vestiges of a

previous condition in which descent was maternal, and the brothers of the mother
were regarded as nearer kin than the father.

Another point of more special interest is to be found in the similarity between
one of these customs and the ' vasu ' institution of Fiji. This institution, which
has been spoken of as the ' keynote of Fijian despotism,' may be regarded as au
extreme development of the custom which in Torres Straits permits a nephew to

take anything belonging to his maternal uncle. In Fiji this custom has grown to

such an extent that the nephew of a king may be ' vasu ' to all his uncle's subjects,

and may, with impunity, despoil his uncle's subjects of all their moat valued
possessions.

2. On the Functions of the Son-in-Law and Brother-in-Laio in

Torres Straits. By W. H. R. Rivers, M.D.

In both the eastern and western tribes of Torres Straits, as in so many parts

of the world, a man is not allowed to utter the names of bis wife's relatives. He
does not speak to his father-in-law, and carries out any necessary communication
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through his wife. If, for any reason, it should become necessary to speak to his

father-in-law, he talks in a low voice and mild manner.
In the western tribe this disability is associated with certain duties and privi-

leges. The brother-in-law has the power of stopping a fight, but apparently not to
80 marked an extent as in the case of the maternal uncle.

When a man dies the duty of looking after the body and the mourners falls

largely on the brother-in-law (imi). If the man has died away from home it is the
duty of the ' imi 'to announce the death to the widow and brothers of the deceased, and
the ' imi ' gives the signal for the crying ' keening ' to commence. lie prepares the
body and carries it to the grave. He stops the crying, gives food to the mourners,
and fills the pipe of the brother of the dead man. If no brother-in-law is present
these duties devolve on the father- in-law (ira), or, if no ' ira' is present, on the
sister-in-law (^ngaubat). Owing, however, to the large number of brothers-in-law
provided by the classiticatory system of kinship, this rarely happens.

The brother-in-law has also definite duties in connection with fishing, and has
a definite place in the fore part of the canoe. It is his duty to hoist the sail, to

heave the anchor, to bale out water, to light the fire and prepare food, and to
spear the dugong or turtle. lie has, in fact, to do all the hard work, while the
owner or captain of the boat has little to do beyond giving orders. In special
kinds of fishing, as in that in which the sucking fish is used—of which Dr. Iladdon
has given an account—certain of the operations are carried out by the brother-
in-law.

At a dance a man does not wear his own mask (hrci) but that of his brother-
in-law.

It seems probable that these customs may be regarded as vestiges of a condi-
fion which does not now exist in Torres Straits, but is found in many parts of the
•world, viz., a condition in which a man lives with and serves the family of his
wife.

These customs, and those connected with the maternal uncle, agree in pointing
to the existence, at some time, in Torres Straits of a stage in the development of
the family in which the husband was a relatively unimportant appendage, and the
head of the family was the brother of the wife ; a stage of development which is

.still to be found in some parts of the world, as among the Seri Indians, recently
investigated by McGee.

[The full account of this and the preceding Paper will be published in the
)ort of the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to Torres Straits.^Hepoi

3. kiome Emotions in the Murray Islander. By Charles S. Myers.

A belief is widely spread that in the degree of their control over the impulses
of their emotions lies the essential difference between the civilised and uncivilised
mind, and that the emotions of a savage are accordingly a series of powerful
stimuli, directly and automatically releasing their appropriate actions without the
effective intrusion of thought, reason, or self-consciousness.

The writer's experiences, as member of Dr. Haddon's Cambridge Anthropo-
logical Expedition to the Torres Straits and Borneo, have led him to doubt
whether such a view is particularly or even broadly true. He found that the
general conduct of the Murray Islanders, an undoubtedly vivacious and excitable
people, was comparable to that of other similarly emotional country folk, e.r/. the
rural population of South Europe. He believes that such differences as exist are
due not so much to distinctive mental constitution as to the varyino- sanctions
and customs of society.

The intense excitement prevailing at the games of the Murray Islanders
perhaps atoned for their remarkable disregard for orderly competition ; a feature
which is perhaps to be connected with the feeble fighting powers and the social
equahty of these people in the past.

' See also M<m, 1901, pp. 136, 137.
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Lack of concentration has been generally considered a characteristic of uncivil-

ised races. Probably no conditions are more absorbinj^ than the deeply rooted

emotions of love, hatred, anger, and fear. Fear of his neighbour was very

common among the Murray Islanders. No human life, no crop of food, was
ever lost save through the sorcery practised by some enemy thereon. Extra-

ordinary mental depression, even death, is reported to have followed an islander's

belief that some one had used magic against him.

The feeling of shame was awai^ened umler conditions which are astonishing to

us. The birth of twins was a matter of great reproach both to the father and to

the mother. Shame was liicewise excited if a man meationed the name of any of

his wife's relatives.

Just as social custom in Murray Island encouraged the play of shame, so it

appears to have lessened the force of parental affection. Infanticide used formerly

to prevail. To this day the practice is retained of frequently giving away infants

for adoption a few days after birth, so that they grow up ignorant of their true

father and mother.

So far as was noticed, the expression of the emotions in no way differed from

what has been observed among Europeans,

Certain psychological experiments demonstrated great differences in tempera,

ment among the various islanders.

4. Notes on Some Customs of the Fellahin of West Palestine.

By E,. A. S. Macalister.

The paper consists of brief notes on tatu, native feasts, marriage ceremonies,

and other details in the daily life and customs of the Fellahin.

5. Report on the Ethnological Survey of Canada.—See Eeports, p. 409.

C. Dekanawideh, the Laio-givei- of the Caniengahakas.^

By John Ojijatekha Brant Sero.

The author, himself a Canadian Mohawk, discusses the significance of the name

Iroquois, which he derives from I-i7i : ronywe :
' self (i.e., ' genuine,' ' real ')

' man,'

in allusion to the boasted superiority of the Iroquois over their neighbours. He
recounts the traditional origm of the ancient system of government still in use

among the Six Nations of Canada, and the symbolic form in which it was handed

down by its originator, Dekanawideh. The purpose of the gens system and of

the matriarchal element in the constitution is explained, and their practical

workings are described. The paper concludes with an account of the symbolic

forms of debate which are observed in the great tribal and grand Council, and

with an estimate of the influence of these institutions upon the Alohawk ideals and

character.

7. The Tehuelche Indians of Patagonia. 7>2/ Hesketh Prichabd.

The author describes the anthropological results of the ' Express ' Expedition

to Patagonia among the Tehuelche Indians, a nomad people living in toldos.

Their physical characteristics, past history, and curious customs are de-

scribed, with details of their marriage customs and of the position of women
among them. The outlines of their religion are given, and their fear of the

Cordillera is discussed. A description of the Galichu follows. The native methods

of hunting, guanaco, and of training horses are detailed. The author examines

the Tehuelches' ideas of distance, and their attitude towards the white man, and

' Published in full in Man, 1901, p. 134.
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concludes by an account of their relations with the traders. A note is added on
the native mode of burial.

8, The Lengna Indians of the (Iran Chaco. By Seymour Hawtrey.
The author describes the country and the distribution of tlie Lengua Indians

their physical tj^e, language, social organisation, mode of life, industries and
religion—and notes the effects of contact with Paraguayan and European civilisa^
tion. The paper will be published in full in the ' Journal of the Anthropological
Institute,' vol. xxxi.

9. Eeport on the Skeat Expedition to the Malay Peninsula.
See Reports, p. 411.

10. The Wild Tribes of the Malay Peninsula.^ By W. W. Skeat, M.A.

_
1. The Malay Peninsula, its position in S.E. Asia. Distribution of British and

Siamese possessions therein.

2. The wild tribes. Martin's classification :

—

(rt) Dark, frizzly-haired Negrito tribes, called Semang, residing in the northern
districts.

(b) Lighter wavy-haired tribes called Sakai, in southern districts.
(c) Mixed tribes in contact with Malay settlements (also in southern districts),

3. Description of Semangs (type a) as follows :

—

Height of men, about 4 ft. 9 in. ; women, about 3^ inches shorter.
Colour of skin, very dark brown, passing into black.
Head, between long and round (mesaticephalic) ; forehead, low and rounded,

projecting over the root of the nose, which is short and very flat or spreading

;

eyes round, open, bright, and straight (not oblique) ; iris, rich deep brown ; lips
moderate and mouth rather large ; chin but little developed, and slight prognathism.

Hair very dark brownish-black (never blue-black, as among Malays and
Chinese), curling closely to the scalp.

4. Description of Sakais (type b) as follows :—

Height does not materially differ from that of the Semangs.
Colour of skin, much lighter than that of the Semangs, with reddish tinge

about breast and extremities.

Head, long (dolichocephalic)
; among the purest Sakai markedly so ; eyes rest-

less, not bright, semi-closed. Face inclined to be long, but broad at the cheek-
bones, with pointed chin ; elliptical ; forehead flat, but brow often beetling, the
notch above the nose being very deep ; nose small, often slightly tilted and broad,
with deep-set nostrils

; beard consisting of a few long frizzly chin-hairs, remark-
ably like that of the Veddas of Ceylon, to whom, at first sight, the Sakai present
considerable resemblance.

Hair, lank and wavy, often worn in a great ' shock.'

5. Specimens of the types referred to above.
6. Food of the wild tribes mainly vegetable (wild roots and fruits), eked out

by any sort of animal food procurable.
7. Hunting and trapping. The blowgun and the bow. The former is a lono-

slender tube or blowpipe composed, when possible, of a single joint or internode of
bamboo, over six feet long, which, for protection, is inserted in a similar (slightly
larger) tube or case. Method of using it. Darts, poisoned with the sap of the
upas tree (Antiaris), or the upas creeper (Strychnos), and made to break off in the
wound. Range and effect of these darts.

' To be published in full in Jovrn. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xxxii.
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8. Clothing of the "Wild Tribes.—Cloth manufactured from beaten tree-bark.

Methods of wearing this cloth. Girdle manufactured from the rhizomorph of a

fungus. Necklaces and magic combs worn in their hair by women as a protection

against fever and snake-bite, &c.

9. Huts and shelters of the wild tribes.—The tree-hut, lean-to, beehive-

shelter, and palm-leaf hut.

10. Musical instruments, festivals, and songs. The nose-flute. Head-dresses,

leaf-festoons and leaf-bouquets, said to be worn to entrap demons.

11. Chiefs and medicine-men. The exorcism of demons. The tiger-man, or

bHian.

12. Marriages: the so-called ant-heap ceremony.

1.3, Burials : the soul-hut erected beside the grave of the deceased.

14. Ideas of a future life : the moon as the Island of Fruits, as Wild Man's

Paradise,

11. Anthropological Notes on Sai Kau, a Siamo-Malayan Village in the

Slate of Naivnchih (Tojan). By Nelson Annandale, B.A., and
Herbert C. Robinson.

12.^ Provisional Classification of the Swords of the Sarawak Tribes. '

By R. Shelford, M.A.

The short swords or parangs of the Sarawak tribes are divisible into ten

principal varieties : The parang ilnng or malat of the Kayans, Kenyahs, Kalabits,

Punans, and allied tribes ; the niabor, kmgyai tinggang, p'mjml, and bagu of the

Sea-Dyaks; the ;;aA;a//Mn of the Muruts ; the para)ig pedang oi the Malays and

Milanos; the latok of the Malays and Milanos ;
the buko and the pandat of the

Land-Dyaks.
The blade of the para7ig Hang or malat differs from all others in being concave

on the inner side, convex on the outer side ; the blade also curves slightly out-

wards. A zoomorphic pattern is usually present on the outer side of the blade,

rarely on the inner side. The back of the blade is shorter than the edge, so that

the blade appears as if it had been obliquely truncated : this truncate edge may be

termed the ' slope.' The character of the slope varies very considerably, and on

these variations the natives base a complicated classification of this type of weapon.

The handle is usually of stag's horn : it is very elaborately carved and decorated

with tufts of dyed hair. The sheath is composed of two grooved slats of wood
(as is also the case in all the other varieties of parangs), tightly bound together

with lashings of rattan and decorated with hair ; a small bark pocket is lashed to

the inner side of the sheath, and contains a small knife.

The niabor is the characteristic weapon of the Sea-Dyaks. The blade is

strongly curved, and the back and edge pass insensibly to a point, so that there is

no slope ; there is a prominent finger-guard. The handle is much flattened

laterally, and i*" invariably carved with a phyllomorphic pattern.

The langgai tinggang is practically a niabor with the handle of a parang ilang;

the term langgai tinggang, meaning the longest tail-feather of a hornbill, is applied

to this weapon by reason of a broad groove which runs along the blade on each

side, fancifully supposed to be feather-like in appearance.

Thejimpul is of recent origin, and may be considered as a hybrid between

the langgai tinggang and parang ilang. The blade has flat sides, thus resembling

the two preceding types of parangs ; but the back and edge do not pass insensibly

to a point, but there is a short and abrupt slope. An incised phyllomorphic

design typically decorates both sides of the blade near its insertion into the

handle, but of late years the Sea-Dyaks have taken to copying Kayan and Kenyah
zoomorphic designs in the ornamentation of their weapons. The handle is of the

parang ilang type.

' To be published in full in Journ. Anthrop. Inst., vol. xxxi.
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The bayu is a double-edged sword ; the centre of the blade on each side is

grooved and ornamented with an incised pattern.

ThepaKayun is a long, narrow curved blade, which is never ornamented with a
design. The handle is invariably made of wood, and is quite characteristic in

shape ; the grip of the handle is supplied by a cylinder of brass expanding at the

insertion of the blade into a circular lip, which serves as a finger-guard.

The parang pedany is largely used in agriculture. The blade is long, very
strongly curved, and very broad at the end, tapering rapidly to the point of

insertion into the handle. The handle is of wood, and of a distinctive shape.

The latok is characterised by the open angle which the shoulder of the blade

and the handle form with the rest of the blade. The cutting part of the blade is

not curved, the back is slightly shorter than the edge, and there is a short curved
slope. The back is very thick, so that the blade is wedge-shaped in section ; the

shoulder is square or polygonal in section. The weapon is held in both hands by
the handle and shoulder, and forms a very efficient chopping implement.

The hulco is similar in shape to the latok, but is a much slighter weapon, and
the handle is carved in deep relief with a phyllomorphic pattern, whereas the

handle of the latok is not ornamented with carving.

The pandect is the war-parang of the Land-Dyaks : it is remarkable in having
no handle, the elongated and angled shoulder serving the purpose. A hole passes

through the middle of the shoulder, and in this is inserted a short cross-piece of

iron. The termination of the blade is cut with a V-shaped notch, forming a

re-entering angle ; occasionally the limbs of this angle are produced into hooks and
projections. The sheath is decorated with tinfoil, on which is hammered
geometrical and phyllomorphic designs.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

The following Papers were read :

—

I . Personal Identification : A Descriiytion ofDr. Alphonse Bertillon's System

of Identifying Fugitive Offenders, called hy him ^ Le Portrait ParleJ
By William M. Douglas, Sujoerintendent of Police, Glasgow.

Identification is the basis of all police work, and it is necessary to have a
system or systems which will meet the twofold purpose of individualising persons

at large as well as persons in custody. Dr. Alphonse Bertillon, chief of the Judicial

Identification Service in Paris, has elaborated a system which is divided into

three parts, viz., anthropometric signalment, descriptive signabnent, and signal-

ment by peculiar marks. The descriptive signalment is the one by which a
criminal may be recognised among the multitude of human beings ; the anthropo-
metric intervenes to establish his identity and reconstitute his previous criminal

history if he is a recidivist ; and the peculiar marks serve to place beyond doubt
the results obtained by the other two. The groundwork of Bertillon's descriptive

system is the selection for description of characteristics which have the most
fi.tity in the individual and the most variability in different people, and the
application to the descriptive terms of the method of limits of approximation. The
descriptive information is divided into three sections : I. Chromatic characters

;

II. Morphological characters, having special headings on card ; III. Morphological
characters without special headings. The first embraces the colour of the eyes,

shades of beard and hair and complexion ; the second, the forehead, nose, ear, and
build ; and the third, the lips, chin, contour of head, nature, abundance, and
implantation of hair and beard, eyebrows, eyelids, wrinkles, neck, attitude,

general demeanour, voice, language, clothing, and social status. For the purpose
of describing peculiar marks the body is divided into six sections, on each of
which there are datum points to locate the marks, the nature, form, dimension,
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and direction of wliich are noted in addition to localisation. The practicability

of the system for police purposes has been tested by the writer, and it has been

demonstrated that men of ordinary intelligence can master its apparent intricacies

and apply it successfully.

2. Notes on the Proposed Uthnographic Survey of India. By W. Crooke.

3. Horn and Bone Implementsfound in Ipswieli.

By Miss Nina F. Layabd.

These implements of horn and bone found in Ipswich came from several parts

of the town, and from various depths.

Among the cut antlers is one from the bed of the river Orwell, which resembles

the horn picks exhibited in the Guildhall Museum.
The rest of the examples shown, though certainly suggestive of a picli, are

perhaps too awkward for this use, though in one case the tip has been sharpened.

Ten of these horns (eight of them cut) were found lying together at a depth of

5 to 6 feet in one of the main streets of Ipswich. Among them is a very rude

knife-handle.

All the horns already mentioned appear to be of much more recent date than

four others which were found in gravel at a depth of 2-3 feet, of which, however,

12 feet were of made-up earth.

In other parts of the same excavations numerous Romano-British relics were

discovered, but at a much higher level, and always in dark earth.

Other implements from the same gravel were exhibited, and also a large antler

found with a skeleton beside which lay a portion of a Saxon comb. These were

found quite separate from the rest, 4 feet below the surface of the ground.

A pair of bone skates, found in College Street, Ipswich, was also shown below

the foundations of some very old houses that were being pulled down, at a depth

of 10 feet, in the old river bed.

4. Hints of Evolution in Tradition. By David MacRitchie.

The author quotes the recent discoveries of pithecoid men in Central Africa,

and infers from this instance that similar undeveloped types of mankind may have

survived in other parts of the world until comparatively recent times. In support

of this view he quotes the Welsh tale of KiUnoch and Ohven, with its descriptions

of arboreal progression and of hairy men. The ' half men ' of the same tale he

compares with the Scandinavian ' half-trolls ' and with the Halvermannekens of

Flemish tradition. Shakespeare's conception of Caliban he regards as founded

upon similar reminiscences , while the mediajval descriptions of ' Ogres ' are

largely based upon traditions of the ' Ugrian ' Huns, with projecting canines and
cannibal propensities.

Other instances of simian traits preserved in popular tradition are :—(1) The
excessively long arms attributed to the Scandinavian dwarfs and to the Picts of

the Scottish Border. (2) The excessive hairiness of the ' satyrs ' of classical and

Biblical tradition, and of the Northern 'brownies ' {e.y., in Isaiah xxxiv. 14 the

Heb. mynir = LXX. crdrvpos = Vulg.,^j?7o.s2«s = A.V. satyi- (in Isa. xiii. 21 the Bishops'

Bible and Rogers have ape) ^fenodyree, ' brownie,' in the Manx-Gaelic version of

1819 = fiadh-dhuine, ' wild man,' in other Gaelic versions). Compare the simian

place-names Affenbery, Affenthal, &c. (3) The small stature of many apes and of

the African pygmies is paralleled by the Welsh 7iar ( = either ' pygmy ' or ' ape
')

and the Gaelic abhac, and by the descriptions of the ' brownies ' and other ' little

people.' (4) The infrahuman stupidity of very low races ; by that of the Scottish

'brownie'; by words like Gael, amadan, for a 'changeling'; by the English

Qoj- ( = elf, Fr. aulfe'), and the Old German iilp ( = elf), defined by Grimm as ' an
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awkward, silly fellow, one whom the elves have beeu at
'

; and by the Gothic tumbo,
' giant ' = Lat. stupidits.

5. Magic, Religion, and Science. By J, S. Stuart Glennie.

On Wednesday, September 11, the Committee resolved that the following
letter of congratulation be addressed to Professor Rudolf Virchow on the occasion
of his eightieth birthday :— ^

BKITISH ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE.

The Section of Anthropology to Professor Rtjdolp Viechow.

It seldom falls to the lot of one man to establish a position as you have done as
a leader in two great branches of Science. Throughout the world you are generally
recognised as the founder of Modern Pathology, whilst in the domain of Anthro-
pology your services have been hardly less remarkable. Wherever anthropologists
meet together your name is mentioned with the respect and reverence that are due
to a great master.

At the present moment the British Association for the Advancement of Science
is holding its annual meeting in Glasgow, and the members of the Anthropological
Section, aware that you celebrate your eightieth birthday on October 14, desire to
convey to you their affectionate greetings, and to express the hope that you may be
spared to add yet further to the indebtedness which they owe to you as a worker in
the same field.

Signed on behalf of the Committee of the Anthropological Section.

D. J. Cunningham, President.
J. L. Myees, Recorder.

Glasgow, September 11, 1901.

' The Address was presented by Lord Lister to Professor Virchow at the Celebra-
tion which was held in Berlin on October 14.
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Section I.—PHYSIOLOGY (including ExPEraMENTAL Pathology and
Experimental Psychology),

Pbesibent of the Section— Professor John G, McKendeick, M.D., LL.D.,
F.II.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

When the British Association met in Glasgow twenty-five years ago I had

the honour of presiding over Physiology, which was then only a sub-section of

Section D. The progress of tbe science during the quarter of a century has been

such as to entitle it to the dignity of a Section of its own, and I feel it to be a

great honour to be again put in charge of the subject. While twenty-five years

form a considerable portion of the life of a man, from some points of view they

constitute only a short period in the life of a science. But just as the growth

of an organism does not always proceed at tbe same rate, so is it with the growth

of a science. There are times when the application of new methods or the pro-

mulgation of a new theory causes rapid development, and there are other times

when progress seems to be slow. But even in these quiet periods there may bo

steady progress in the accumulation of facts, and in the critical survey of old

questions from newer points of view. So far as physiology is concerned, the last

quarter of a century has been singularly fruitful, not merely in the gathering in

of accurate data by scientific methods of research, but in the way of getting a

deeper insight into many of the problems of life. Thus our knowledge of the

phenomena of muscular contraction, of the changes in the secreting cell, of the

interdependence of organs illustrated by what we now speak of as internal secre-

tion of the events that occur in the fecundated ovum and in the actively growing

cell, of the remarkable processes connected with the activity of an electrical

oro-an and of the physiological anatomy of the central nervous organs, is very

different from what it was twenty-five years ago. Our knowledge is now more

accurate, it goes deeper into the subject, and it has more of the character of

scientific truth. For a long period the generalisations of physiology were so

vao-ue, and apparently so much of the nature of more or less happy guesses, that

our brethren the physicists and chemists scarcely admitted the subject into the

circle of the sciences. Even now we are sometimes reproached with our inability

to give a complete solution of a physiological problem, such as, for example, what

happens in a muscle when it contracts ; and not long ago physiologists were

taunted by the remark that the average duration of a physiological theory was

about three years. But this view of the matter can only be entertained by those

who know very little about the science. They do not form a just conception of

the difficulties that surround all physiological investigation, difficulties far tran-

scending those relating to research in dead matter ; nor do they recollect that

many of the more common phenomena of dead matter are still inadequately
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explained. Wiiat, for example, is the real nature of elasticity ; what occurs in

dissolving a little sugar or common salt in water ; wliat is electrical conductivity ?

In no domain of science, except in mathematics, is our knowledge absolute ; and
physiology shares with the other sciences the possession of problems tliat, if I

may use a paradox, seem to be more insoluble the nearer we approach their

solution.

The body of one of the higher animals—say that of man— is a highly complex
mechanism, consisting of systems of organs, of individual organs, and of tissues.

Physiologists have been able to give an explanation of the more obvious pheno-

mena. Thus locomotion, the circulation of the blood, respiration, digestion, the

mechanism of the senses, and the general phenomena of tha nervous system have
all been investigated, and in a general way they are understood. The same state-

ment maybe made as to the majority of individual organs. It is when we come
to the phenomena in the living tissues that we find ourselves in difficulties. The
changes happening in any living cell, let it be a connective tissue corpuscle, or a

secreting cell, or a nerve-ceU, are still imperfectly understood ; and yet it is upon
these changes that the phenomena of life depend. This has led the more thoughtful

physiologists in recent years back again to the study of the cell and of the simple

tissues tliat are formed from cells. Further, it is now recognised that if we are to

give an adequate explanation of the phenomena of life, we should study these,

not in the body of one of the lower organisms, as was at one time the fashion,

where there is little if any difl'erentiatiou of function—the whole body of an
amojboid organism showing capacities for locomotion, respiration, digestion. &c.

—

but in the specialised tissue of one of the higher animals. Thus the muscle-cell

is specialised for contraction, and varieties of epithelium have highly specialised

functions.

But when cells are examined with the highest microscopic powers, and with the

aid of the highly elaborated methods of modern histology, we do not seem to have
advanced very far towards an explanation of the ultimate phenomena. There
is the same feeling in the mind of the physiologist when he attacks the cell from
the chemical side. By using lai'ge numbers of cellular elements, or by the more
modern and fruitful methods of micro-chemistry, he resolves the cell-substance

into proteids, carbohydrates, fats, saline matter, and water, with possiblj' other

substances derived from the chemical changes happening in the cell while it was
alive; but he obtains little information as to how these proximate constituents, as

they are called, are built up into the living substance of the cell. But if we con-

eider the matter it will be evident that the phenomena of life depend on changes
occurring in the interactions of particles of matter far too small even to be seen by
the microscope. The physicist and the chemist have not been content with the

investigation of large masses of dead matter, but to explain many phenomena they
have had recourse to the conceptions of roolecules and atoms and of the dynamical
laws that regulate their movements. Thus the conception of a gas as consisting of

molecules having a to-and-fro motion, first advanced by Kronig in 1856 and by
Clausius in 1857, has enabled physicists to explain in a satisfactory manner the

general phenomena of gases, such as pressure, viscosity, diffusion, &c. In physio-

logy few attempts have been made in this direction, probably because it was felt

that data had not been collected in sutHcient numbers and with sufficient accuracy

to warrant any hypothesis of the molecular structure of living matter, and
physiologists have been content with the microscopic and chemical examination of

cells, of protoplasm, and of the simpler tissues formed from cells. An exception to

this general remark is the well-known hypothesis of Da Bois-Reymond as to the

existence in muscle of molecules having certain electrical properties, by which he
endeavoured to explain the more obvious electrical phenomena of muscle and
nerve. The conception of gemmules by Darwin and of biophors by Weismann
are examples also of a hypothetical method of discussing certain vital phenomena.

Of all the properties of living matter assimilation must no doubt be regarded
as the most fundamental. On it depend all vital phenomena. Many physiologists

have endeavoured to give an explanation of assimilation by comparing it with
crystallisation. But the two processes are very different. The crystal grows by
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the addition of new molecules to its surface, but the molecules have ah-eady been
formed in the solution in which the crystal grows. The molecules are not formed
by the crystal ; they are simply added to it by a physical force. But assimilation

is a different phenomenon. Like a crystal, living matter grows in a nutritive

medium, but the molecules which cause the growth do not already exist in the

medium. The living matter does not increase by the addition of molecules

already made, but by the creation and absorption of new molecules. Other
physiologists have attempted to explain assimilation by osmotic action. But
osmosis is a purely physical phenomenon. When a substance traverses an organic

membrane, it does not become a new substance. There is no change in its con-

stitution. While osmotic action must undoubtedly perform an important role in

the phenomena of assimilation, as we see it in all growth, it cannot fully explain

it. But if assimilation is an action of a chemical nature, we can suppose that the

molecules of the living matter in certain conditions split up and then act on the

molecules of the nutritive medium, detaching atomic groups from these molecules

and combining with them to form new molecules similar to those of the original

living matter, but possibly not absolutely alike.

Physiologists, however, have often endeavoured to find the cause of assim ilation

in morphological structure, the structure of the living substance and of the cell.

But when we inquire into its nature we find it to be essentially, one might almost

say exclusively, a chemical phenomenon, and a chemical phenomenon cannot be
explained by morphological structure. A chemical phenomenon depends on the

molecular structure and affinities of the atoms of matter in which the phenomenon
occurs. Assimilation is not determined by the physical or structural character of

protoplasm, or of the cell, or any part of it, but on the chemical constitution of

living matter, that is to say upon the structure of its molecules. This view of

the subject has led some thinkers, and notably Ermano Giglio-Tos of Turin, in a

remarkable book entitled ' Les Problemes de la Vie,' to form the conception of a

biomolecule, or living molecule, that is to say the smallest quantity of living

matter that can exhibit some of the chemical phenomena of life, such as respiratory

exchange, the function of chlorophyll, the starch-forming function, and functions

of disassimilation and secretion.

Living matter, when examined by the highest powers, presents some of the

characters of an emulsion
; that is to say, it is composed of minute particles with

fluid matter between them. These minute particles, built up of biomolecules,

have been termed by Tos biomones. Biomones, in their turn, form biomonads or

bioplasm, or molecular or granular protoplasm, and this again forms the cell. It

may be said that these terms are only new names for things that have been long
recognised, but it subserves clear thinking to decide upon common terms which all

may use. The cell theory undoubtedly has served its day, but it is remarkable
that as cytology progresses the physiological importance of ditferent parts of the

cell seems to diminish, and it is necessary to give to the constitution of living

matter a much wider and more general explanation. The conception of abiomone,
that is a minute particle, showing the chemical phenomena of life, enables one to

understand how vital phenomena may be manifested without, for example, the

existence of a nucleus. The granules in protoplasm, or, as Tos terms them,
biomonads, are built up of biomones—and one can conceive that the little colony is

symbiotic ; that is to say that each part is necessary, and each part co-operates with
the rest. But when we come to the ultimate analysis, the distinctive character

of different kinds of protoplasm, or cytoplasm, or archoplasm, or corpuscles—call

the material by any name the most convenient and expressive, depends on the

chemical nature of the substance.

These remarks are all in the direction of showing that as research progresses,

and as we get a deeper insight, we find that the phenomena of life are never found
in structureless matter. It may appear to be morphologically structureless, even
to the highest powers, but in a molecular sense it is structural. The progress of
histology also points in the same direction. How often, in former years, were
we in the habit of describing appearances in tissues as structureless or ' finely

molecular,' which we now know, by better methods shows numerous details of
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structure ! TbirJt of all tlie phenomena of karyokinesis, of tiie ckanges in the

chromatin that have been observed in cells, of the fibrous structure of the so-called

grey matter of the nerve centres, of the complicated appearances seen in nerve

cells, and indeed in almost all cells. Then progress has been made in the investiga-

tion of the chemical constitution of cells. The new school of what one may call the

micro-chemists—and I need only mention the name of Dr. Maccallum, of Toronto,

as an example of a worker in this difficult department of science—seems to me to

be worthy of the attention of all the younger physiologists. I have a strong

belief that a careful investigation of the chemical constitution of cells and of liymg

matter, conducted by micro-chemical methods, would be of great value, and might

throw some light, not only on the nature of living matter, but on the pathological

changes in cells on which disease depends. Morphological examination seems to

have been carried nearly as far as it can go ; and here I would mention

the morphological examination of malignant tumours, and what is now needed is

the detection of those subtle chemical changes that lie far beyond the province of

the microscope.

The conception, however, of the existence in living matter of molecules has not

escaped some astute physicists. The subject is discussed with his usual suggestive-

ness by Clerk Maxwell in the article Atom in the ' Encyclopfedia Britannica '
in the

volume published in 1875, and he places before the physiologist a curious dilemma-

After referring to estimates of the diameter of a molecule made by Loschmidt in

1865, by Stoney in 1868, and by Lord Kelvin (then Sir W. Thomson) in 1870,

Clerk Maxwell writes :

—

' The diameter and the mass of a molecule, as estimated by these methods, are,

of course, very small, but by no means infinitely so. About two millions of

molecules of hydrogen in a row would occupy a millimetre, and about two

hundred million million million of them would weigh a milligramme. These

numbers must be considered as exceedingly rough guesses ; they must be corrected

by more extensive and accurate experiments as science advances ; but the main

result, which appears to be well established, is that the determination of the mass

of a molecule is a legitimate object of scientific research, and that this mass is by

no means immeasurably small.
' Loschmidt illustrates these molecular measurements by a comparison with the

smallest magnitudes visible bv means of a microscope. Nobert, he tells us, can

draw 4,000 lines in the breadth of a millimetre. The intervals between these lines

can be observed with a good microscope. A cube, whose side is the 4,000th of a

millimetre, may be taken as the minimum visible for observers of the present day.

Such a cube would contain from 60 to 100 million molecides of oxygen or of nitro-

gen ; but since the molecules of organised substances contain on an average about

fifty of the more elementary atoms, we may assume that the smallest organised

particle visible under the microscope contains about two million molecules of

organic matter. At least half of every living organism consists of water, so that

the smallest living being visible under the microscope does not contain more than

about a million organic molecules. Some exceedingly simple organism may be

supposed built up of not more than a million similar molecules. It is impossible,

however, to conceive so small a number sufficient to form a being furnished with a

whole system of specialised organs.
' Thus molecular science sets us face to face with physiological theories. It

forbids the physiologist from imagining that structural details of infinitely small

dimensions can furnish an explanation of the infinite variety which exists in the

properties and functions of the most minute organisms.
' A microscopic germ is, we know, capable of development into a highly organised

animal. Another germ, equally microscopic, becomes when developed an animal of

a totally diff"erent kind. Do all the difl!"erences, infinite in number, which distin-

guish the one animal from the other arise each from some difference in the structure

of the respective germs ? Even if we admit this as possible, we shall be called upon

by the advocates of pangenesis to admit still greater marvels. For the micro-

scopic germ, according to this theory, is no mere individual but a representative

body, containing members collected from every rank of the long-drawn ramification
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of the ancestral tree, the number of these members being amply sufficient not

only to furnish the hereditary characteristics of every organ of the body and every

habit of the animal from birth to death, but also to afford a stock of latent

gemmules to be passed on in an inactive state from germ to germ, till at last the

ancestral peculiarity which it represents is revived in some remote descendant.
' Some of the exponents of this theory of heredity have attempted to elude the

difficulty of placing a whole world of wonders within a body so small and so

devoid of visible structure as a germ by using the phrase structureless germs.

Now one material systenx can differ from another only in the configuration and
motion which it has at a given instant. To explain differences of function and
development of a germ without assuming differences of structure is, therefore, to

admit that the properties of a germ are not those of a purely material system.'

The dilemma thus put by Clerk Maxwell is (first) that the germ cannot be

structureless, otherwise it could not develop into a future being, with its

thousands of characteristics; or (second) if it is structural it is too small to

contain a sufficient number of molecules to account for all the characteristics that

are transmitted. A third alternative might be suggested, namely, that the germ
is not a purely material system, an alternative that is tantamount to abandoning
all attempts to solve the problem by the methods of science.

It is interesting to inquire how far the argument of Clerk Maxwell holds good
in the light of the knowledge we now possess. First, as regards the muiimum
visible. The smallest particle of matter that can now be seen with the

powerfid objectives and compensating eyepieces of the present day is between
the jijij'trnu ^id the ^nirVnir of an inch, or 2,3^00 of a millimetre in diameter,

that is to say, five times smaller than the estimate of Helmholtz of j^Vrr "f a

millimetre. The diffraction of light in the microscope forbids the possibility of

seeing still smaller objects, and when we are informed by the physicists that the

thickness of an atom or molecule of the substances investigated is not much less

than a millionth of a millimetre, we see how far short the limits of visibility

fall of the ultimate structure of matter.

Suppose, then, we can see with the highest powers of the microscope a

minute particle having a diameter of i^s-hxiu o^ ^ millimetre, it is possible

to conceive that some of the phenomena of vitality may be exhibited by a

body even of such small dimensions. Some of the objects now studied by the

bacteriologist are probably of this minute size, and it is possible that some may
be so small that they can never be seen. It has been observed that certain

fluids derived from the culture of micro-organisms may be filtered through special

filters, so that no particles are seen with the highest powers, and yet those fluids

have properties that cannot be explained by supposing that they contain toxic

substances in solution, but rather by the assumption that they contain a greater

or less number of organic particles so small as to be microscopically invisible.^

' The evidence upon this point is derived from pathological sources. I am
indebted to my friend Dr. James Ritchie, of the Pathological Institute of Oxford,
for the following notes :

Notes on Organisii>s too small to he seen hy tlw Mioroscojje.

The filters used in the work performed in the investigation of such organisms are

of several kinds and patterns. They arc tubes or solid cylinders made of either

(a) kieselguhr as in the Berkefeld filter, or (b) of unglazed porcelain as in the

Chamberland and Kitasato tiltcrs. They are of varying degrees of porosity accord-

ing to the fineness of the material used. The most porous, i.e., those which will

let through the largest particles, are the Berkefeld ; nest comes the Chamberland
' F ' pattern ; next the Chamberland ' B ' pattern and the Kitasato tubes. All such
filters are used either by forcing the liquid through by pressure or by inserting

them into a filter flask which can be exhausted. Tlie finer kinds will keep back all

known bacteria. Further, as showing their mode of action, the finer kinds will not

allow all the constituents of such a fluid as blood serum to pass througli : a certain

amount of albumen is kept back. The three diseases which have been investigated
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The evidence is brielly as follows: micro-organisms produce chemical sub-

stances or toxiues which have certain physiological effects ; these toxines cannot

increase without the presence of micro-organisms ; if, then, the micro-organisms

in which there appears to be evidence of the presence of organisms too small to be

seen by the microscope are foot-and-mouth disease, the contagious pleuro-pneumonia

of cattle, and South African horse-sickness.

(1) Foot-and-mouth Disease.—LoefBer and Frosch ' have shown that the lymph

from the vesicles in the mouth of an infected animal if filtered through a Berkefcld

filter still in a dose of ^l c.c. killed a calf in the same time as the unfiltered lymph.

This experiment was controlled as to the impermeability of the filter by infecting

the lymph before filtration by a culture of a very minute bacterium which did not

pass through the filter. The highest microscopic power failed to detect anything in

the filtrate. They found, however, that if the lymph were mixed with a fluid more
rich in albumen than the lymph itself, then the filtrate lost its infectiveness.

(2) Plcuro-2»icumoma.—Nocard ^ found that the pleural effusion mixed with water

if filtered through a Berkefeld or a Chamberland ' F ' was still infective, but in such

watery fluids it was arrested by the Chamberland ' B ' and by the Kitasato. He
further found that there were in the infective filtrate refractile particles, which,

however, could not be resolved by a magnification of 2,000 diameters, but which he

considered might be the infective agents.

(3) Horsc-!tlokness.— l!li.c¥a,Ajea.n^ found that the diluted blood of an infected

horse could pass through a Berkefeld and through a Chamberland ' F ' and still re-

main infective ; and, further, that if the blood of a horse which had died from this

infection were filtered through a Chamberland ' B ' it was still infective and killed a
horse in the same time as the original filtrate. Again microscopically nothing could

be seen, and again the efficacy of the filters was controlled by mixing the blood to

be tested with putrefactive organisms which the filter kept back as usual. Nocard '

in one case says that blood can be freed of this infection by filtration, but

SIcFadyean's experiments are very numerous and so carefully done that this one

negative instance may be explained by want of susceptibility in the animal used.

Of course the great difficulty is to be sure that the filters were efficient and had
no cracks, which such filters are very apt to have, but the work has been so carefully

controlled that this source of error may be excluded. The remaining source of ob-

jection is that the pathogenic agent might not be a bacterium but its toxine. The
most important experiments here are those of McFadyean, who filtered the blood of

horses infected with filtered blood and found it still infective ; and also those of

Loeffler, who goes carefully into this question and finds that such an explanation is

not feasible. The formation of fresh toxine within an animal's body, apart from the

actual presence of the bacteria which ordinarily form it, is unknown, and McFadyean's
work—where with the second horse's blood the period of fatal illness was practically

the same as with similar quantities of the filtrate from the first horse—I think,

clinches the matter.

Excerptfrom a Letterfrom Br. Eitchic.

The only objection to the validity of the experiments I think is that it might be

a toxine that passes through. I briefly stated [in above notes] an answer to this

objection, namely, McFadyean's work, when he inoculated a second horse from the

filtered blood of a horse that had itself been infected with filtered blood. Now it

might be urged even against this experiment that such a large quantity of poison

had been injected into the first horse that even when it had been diluted by all the

body fluids of that horse, and had been diminished by excretion for the eight or ten

days of the first horse's life, there still remained a large quantity, and it was part of

this that killed the second horse. Now if this were the case, there evidently must
have been much less given to the second horse than to the first ; and if this were so, the

duration of the fatal illness in the second horse would have been much longer. Now
this latter did not occur. They both died in about the same time. In fact so different

were the doses given in McFadyean's different experiments that if it were a toxine

' Centralblatt f. Baliter., xxiii. 371.
- Bulletin dfi la Socictv Centralc de Med. Veterinairc (N.S.), xvii. 441.
' Jnuo-n. Comparative Path., xiii. 1 ; xiv. 103.
* Becueil de Mid. Veterinairc, ser. viii., tome viii. 37.
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are removed by filtration, and if the toxine solution is very much diluted, the

solution when injected into a living animal should produce a weaker efl'ect than

when the unfiltered fluid is introduced. This, however, is not the case. The
filtered fluid, in which no micro-organisms can be seen with the highest powers,

after some time, acts as virulently and rapidly as an unfiltered fluid, and the infer-

ence is justifiable that invisible micro-organisms are still present, as without these

it is difficult to account for the persistence of virulence. I am of opinion, there-

fore, that it is quite justifiable to assume that vitality may be associated with

such small particles, and that we have by no means reached what may be called

the vital unit when we examine either the most minute cell or even the smallest

particle of protoplasm that can be seen. This supposition may ultimately be

of service in the framing of a theory of vital action.

Weismann in his ingenious speculations has imagined such a vital unit to

which he gives the name of a biophor, and he has even attempted numerical esti-

mates. Before giving his figures let us look at the matter in another way. Take
the average diameter cf a molecule as the millionth of a millimetre, and the

smallest particle visible as the otroTrxr o^ ^ miUimetre. Imagine this small

particle to be in the form of a cube. Then there would be in the side of the cube,

in a row, fifty such molecules, or in the cube 50 x 50 x 50 = 125,000 molecules.

But a molecule of organised matter contains about fifty elementary atoms. So
that the 125,000 molecules in groups of about fifty would number ^^g-g^- - 2,500

organic particles. Suppose, as was done by Clerk Maxwell, one half to be water

;

there would remain 1,250 organic particles. The smallest particle that can be

seen by the microscope may thus contain as many as 1,250 molecules of such a

substance as a proteid.

Weismann's estimates as to the dimensions of the vital unit to which he gives

the name of biophor may be shortly stated. He takes the diameter of a molecule

at ^uijJu (J
of a millimetre (instead of the one millionth) and he assumes that the

biophor contains 1,000 molecules. Suppose the biophor to be cubical, it would
contain ten in a row, or 10 x 10 x 10 = 1,000. Then the diameter of the biophor

would be the sum of ten molecules, or j^TyJrTTTju >« 10 = =jTr(5W(TTT ov ^u^'tiUTT oi a

millimetre. Two hundred biophors would therefore measure ^innnrT^ o^ ttjVit mm.
or 1 fx (micron = x^utt mm.). Thus a cube one side of which was 1

fj,
would

contain 200 x 200 x 200 = 8,000,000 biophors. A human red blood corpuscle

measures about 7"7
fj.

; suppose it to be cubed, it would contain as many as

3,652,264,000 biophors. If the biophor had a diameter of xuuuVtjoo ^^- ^^^

number would be much smaller.

Now if the smallest particle that can be seen C^xjiTytr mm.) may contain 1,250

molecules, let us consider how many exist in a biophor, which we may imagine as

a little cube, each side of which is i^vvnuT) ™™- There would then be five in a

row of such molecules, or in the cube 5x5x5 = 1 25 molecules ; and if the half

consisted of water about sixty molecules.

Let us apply these figures to the minute particles of matter connected with the

hereditary transmission of qualities. The diameter of the germinal vesicle of the

ovum is ^ oi a, millimetre. Imagine this a little cube. Taking the diameter of

an atom at juty^u^tr of ^ mDlimetre, and assuming that about fifty exist in each

organic molecule (proteid, &c.), the cube would contain at least 25,000,000,000,000

organic molecules. Again, the head of the spermatozoid, which is all that is

needed for tlie fecundation of an ovum, has a diameter of about ^J^ mm. Imagine

it to be cubed; it would then contain 25,000,000,000 organic molecules. When
the two are fused together, as in fecundation, the ovum starts on its life with over

25,000,000,000,000 organic molecules. If we assume that one half consists ofwater,

then we may say that the fecundated ovum may contain as many as about

that he was using the periods of fatal illness ought to have varied, which they did
not do very much. Taking everything into account, while infection by a toxine

cannot be absolutely excluded, still in the cases of foot-and-mouth disease and horse-

sickness the experiments I think strongly indicate that it is actually some form of

life which passes through the filter.
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12,000,000,000,000 organic molecules. TLe organic molecules we are considering

are suck as build up living matter, namely, proteids, fats, carbohydrates, saline

substances, and water. There is, however, no satisfactory evidence that they exist

as such in living matter, and it may be that they are formed when living matter

dies. Thus the molecule of living matter may be a much more complicated

molecule than even that of such a complex proteid as haemoglobin, so that it may
contain 10,000 atoms. But even if this were the case the fecundated ovum might
yet contain 1,200,000,000 of such complex molecules. Clerk Maxwell's argument
that there were too few organic molecules in an ovum to account for the transmission

of hereditary peculiarities does not apparently hold good. Instead of the number
of organic molecules in the germinal vesicle of an ovum numbering something like

a million, the fecundated ovum probably contains millions of millions. Thus the

imagination can conceive of complicated arrangements of these molecides suitable for

the development of all the parts of a highly complicated organism, and a sufficient

number, in my opinion, to satisfy all the demands of a theory of heredity. Such a

thing as a structureless germ cannot exist. Each germ must contain peculiarities

of structure sufficient to account for the evolution of the new being, and the germ
must therefore be considered as a material system.

Further, the conception of the physicist is that molecules are more or less in a

state of movement, and the most advanced thinkers are striving towards a kinetic

theory of molecules and of atoms of solid matter which will be as fruitful as the

kinetic theory of gases. The ultimate elements of bodies are not freely movable
each by itself ; the elements are bound together by mutual forces, so that atoms

are combined to form molecules. Thus there may be two kinds of motion, atomic

and molecular. By molecular motion is meant ' the translatory motion of the

centroid of the atoms that form the molecule, while as atomic motion we count all

the motions which the atoms can individually execute without breaking up the

molecule. Atomic motion includes, therefore, not only the oscillations that take

place within the molecule, but also the rotation of the atoms about the centroid of

the molecule.'

'

Thus it is conceivable that certain vital activities may be determined by the

motion that takes place in the molecules of what we speak of as living matter.

It may be different from some of the motions known to physicists, and it is con-

ceivable that in the state we call living there may be the transmission to dead

matter, the molecules of which have already a kind of motion, of a form of

motion sici r/e/ieris. The imagination fails to follow the possible movements of

molecules in a particle of living protoplasm. We cannot grasp the wondrous
spectacle of the starry heavens with its myriads of orbs all in motion, each motion

being rigorously determined. But if we could see into the structure of living

matter, we would find another universe of molecules in movement, and here again

we would also find the rigor of law. On the character and complexity of these

movements will depend the physical and chemical phenomena manifested by this

living matter. The cliemical irritability of living matter which is perhaps one

of its most remarkable characteristics, the rapid series of chemical exchanges

going on between its own parts and between itseif and the matter surrounding

it, the changes in surface tension, in elasticity, and the changes in electrical

condition, are all in some way associated with the movements of the molecules of

which it is constructed. It will only be when we have grasped the significance of

these molecular movements that we will be able to give a rational explanation of

the ultimate phenomena of the living state. Just as the physicists of to-day are

striving towards a dynamical conception of the phenomena of dead matter, so I

believe the physiologists of to-morrow (a far off to-morrow) will be striving

towards a dynamical conception of life founded on a molecular physiology.

I offer these remarks with much diffidence, and I am well aware that much
that I have said may be regarded as purely speculative. They may, however,
stimulate thought, and if they do so they will have served a good purpose. Meyer
writes as follows in the introduction to his great work on ' The Kinetic Theory of

' Meyer, Kinetio Theory of Gases, Translated by Baynes, London, 1899, p. 6.
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Gases,' p. 4:^' It would, however, be a considerable restriction of investigatiou

to follow out only those laws of nature which have a general application and are

free from hypothesis ; for mathematical physics has won most of its successes in

the opposite way, namely, by starting from an unproved and unprovable, but
probable, hypothesis, analytically following out its consequences in every direction,

and determining its value by comparison of these conclusions with the result of

experiment.'

The following Papers were read :

—

1. On the Use of the IWejjhone/or investigating the Rhythmic Phenomena
in Muscle. By Sir John Burdon Sanderson, Bart., F.R.S.

1. An Experiment on the ^ Motor ^ Cortex of the Monkey.
By Professor C. S. Sherrington, F.K.S.

3. Arsenical Pigmentation. By Professor J. A. Wanklyn, M.R.CS.

The publication nf Buusen's splendid researches on 'A New Series of Organic
Compounds containing Nitrogen as a Constituent ' was prefaced by a very
remarkable pronouncement in 'Poggendorff's Aunalen ' in the year 1837. The
curious liquid known as Cadet's fuming liquor, and discovered in 1760, had for
many years been mentioned in the then current chemical literature, and in
iiccordance with the views then prevalent among chemists was looked upon as a
compound of acetic acid with arsenic. Bunsen's researches had completely set

aside that view of the constitution of the liquid, and in bringing his results before
the chemical world Bunsen announced that the compounds of arsenic resembled
the compounds of nitrogen rather than the compounds of the common metals.
Carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen had been called the organic elements.
Bunsen hinted that arsenic belonged to the organic elements, and maintained
that oxide of kakodyl (which exists in Cadet's fuming liquor) and kakodylic
acid (which is obtained by oxidising Cadet's fuming liquor) are organic com-
pounds in which arsenic has been substituted for nitrogen.

The utmost diversity prevails among organic compounds containing nitrogen :

some are virulently poisonous and others are harmless ; some are colourless and
others are dye-stuifs ; and a like diversity is found in the compounds of arsenic.

On the present occasion I wish to call attention to an organic arsenical com-
pound, which is a red pigment discovered by Bunsen about sixty years ago, and
named ' Erytrarsin.' According to Bunsen's analysis, its composition is expressed
in the formula CjHioA8,;0.5.

It is described by Bunsen as being very difficult to obtain, being one of the
oxidation products of kakodyl ; but the conditions under which it is produced are
so little understood that from 100 gi-ammes of oxide of kakodyl the yield of
erytrarsin was only half a gramme. Apparently, however, it would seem that
traces of it are frequently, and perhaps always, formed during the preparation of
kakodyl.

In a recent preparation of kakodyl in an unusual manner in my laboratory I
have obtained it, and if I am not deceived the yield is not quite so small as wlieu
kakodyl is produced in the usual way. The solid hydride of arsenic is said to be
a pink solid. Arsenical films, as is well known, vary greatly in tints : they may
be black or various shades of brown, and even yellow. Under certain circum-
stances it would seem that arsenic enters into combination with carbon and forms
a black substance. There is also the well-known yellow sulphuret. In fine,

arsenic and its compounds afford abundant scope for great variety of coloration
in cases of arsenical pigmentation.

Kakodyl (which is a compound of carbon, hydrogen, and arsenic) is a liquid
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which possesses the property of being spontaneously inflammable. At the time

of its discovery in 1837 takodyl afforded the only knowii example of a liquid

which at once burst into flame on exposure to the air. The gas phosphoretted

hydrogen (which takes fire spontaneously) was known to chemists, and the solid

phosphorus -VN^as also known. Since the discovery of kakodyl a crowd of spon-

taneously inflammable substances liave come to light. Twelve years later on—
1848-1849—the singular substances zinc methyl and zinc ethyl were discovered

in Bunsen's laboratory by the late Sir Edward Frankland ;
and after another ten

years (also in Bunsen's laboratory) Wanklyn added to the list potassium ethyl,

sodium ethyl, lithium ethyl, calcium ethyl, and strontium ethyl.

Spontaneous inflammability implies that the substance exerts chemical action

energetically and u-ith facility.

Kakodyl of the year 1837 fired spontaneously, and also combined at once with

sulphur, chlorine, bromine, and iodine. But kakodyl did not decompose water.

Zinc ethyl (1847-48) not only combined with all the elements just mentioned, but

it was powerful enough to decompose water instantaneously.

Sodium ethyl (1857-58) displayed energy enough to decompose carbonic acid

itself instantaneously, and at ordinary temperatures.

4, The Physical Properties of Caseinogen Salts in Solution

.

By W. A. Osborne, D.Sc.

Vision. PyF. W. Edridge-Geeen, 3f.D., F.R.C.S.

The hypothesis which I have brought forward for discussion at this meeting

is that light falling upon the retina liberates the visual purple from the rods and

a photograph is formed. The decomposition of the visual purple by light chemi-

cally stimulates the ends of the cones and a visual impulse is set up, which is con-

veyed through the optic nerve fibres to the brain. 1 assume that the visual impulses

caused by the diffbrent rays of light differ in character just as the rays of light

differ in wave length. Then in the impulse itself we have the physiological basis

of light, and in the quality of the impulse the physiological basis of colour. I

have assumed that the quality of the impulse is perceived by a special perceptive

centre within the power of perceiving diff'erences possessed by that centre or

portions of that centre.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1, A Demonstration of Apparatus employed in Researches on the Subject of
Phonetics. By Professor J. G-. McKendrick, F.B.S.

2. Restoration of Voluntary Movement after Alteration of the Nerve-

s%ipply by Nerve-crossing, or Anastomosis. By R. Kennedy, M,D.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

The Section did not meet.
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . Note on the Action of Oxalates upon the Relationsliip of Calcium Salts

to Muscle. By W. Brodie Brodie, M,B.

2. Can Solutions of Native Proteids exert Osmotic Pressure ?

By Professor E. "Waymouth Reid, F.R.S.

3. An Ionic Effect in the Small Intestine.

By Professor E. Waymouth Reid, F.R.S.

4. Has the Spleen a Ha;mopoietic Function 1 By D. Noel Paton,
LOVELL GULLAND, L. J. S. FoWLER.

5. The Measurement of Visual Illusion.

By Dr. W. H. R. Rivers.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Observations with Gallon's Whistle. By C. S. Myers.

2. Demonstration of a Model showing the Alecltanism of the Frog's

Tongue. By Professor Marcus Hartog.

The following Reports "were received by the Committee :

—

1. Report on the Micro-chemistry of Cells.—See Reports, p. 445.

2. Interim Rej^ort on the Physiological Effects of Peptone.

3. The Chemistry of Bone Marroio.—See Reports, p. 441
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Section K.—BOTANY.

President of the Section.—Professor I. Batiet Balfottb, D.Sc, F.R.S.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

I SHOULD be wanting in my duty, alike to yon and to our science, were I at the

outset of our proceedings to pass over without notice the circumstances of environ-

ment in which we assemble to-day. In this, the first year of the century, our

Section meets for the first time in Scotland, and finds itself housed in this magni-
ficent Botanical Institute, which, through the energy and devotion of Professor

Bower, has been added this year to the equipment of Botany in thLs country. A
few months ago the Institute was opened in the happiest auspices and with all the

distinction that the presence of our veteran botanist, Sir Joseph Hooker, supported

by two other ex-Presidents of the Royal Society—Lord Lister and Lord Kelvin

—

could give to the ceremony. I am sure we will cordially echo the words of good-
will that were spoken on that occasion. It must be to all of us a matter of con-

gratulation that Botany has now provided for it in Glasgow this Institute both

for its teaching and for the investigation of its inner secrets, and we may with
confidence hope that the output of valuable additions to our knowledge of plant-

life which has marked Glasgow during the tenure of office of its present dis-

tinguished Professor of Botany, and in which he himself has borne so large a share,

will not only continue but will increa.se in a ratio not incommensurate with the

facilities that are now provided.

The subject of my address is the group of Angiosperms. I will speak gene-

rally of some points in their construction from the point of view of their position as

the dominant vegetation of the earth's surface at the present time, and more par-

ticularly of their relationship to water, as it is one which has much to do with
their holding the position they now have. I wish, however, in the first place to

refer to

The Communal Organisation of Angiosperms.

No fact of the construction of the plant-body that has been established within
recent years is of greater importance than that of the continuity of protoplasm in

pluricellular plants. As has been the case with so many epoch-making discoveries,

we owe our first knowledge of this to the work of a British botanist. The de-

monstration by Gardiner of the existence of intei-cellular protoplasmic connections

is the foundation of our modern notion of the constitution of the pluricellular

plant-body and of the far-reaching conception of the communal organisation of
Angiosperms and of all other Metaphyta.^ It has settled, once and for all,

' Metaphyta and its antonym Protophyta are well-established names for groups of
polyergic and monergic plants respectively. The recent appropriation of Metaphyta
as a group name for Vasculares, i.e., plants derived from the second antithetic

generation, and of Protophyta for Cellulares, i.e., plants derived from the first anti-

thetic generation, is unfortunate.
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phytomeric hypotheses. We now realise that in an Angiospermthe living plurinu-

cleated protoplasm is spread over a skeletal support furnished by the cell-chambers

of shoot and root. The energid of each living cell is connected with the adjacent

energids by the protoplasmic threads piercing the separating cell-membrane. The
protoplasm thus forms a continuous whole in the plant. According to their

position in the organism the energids become devoted to the formation of special

tissues for the building up of the various organ.=i. Each one of them, however,

whilst its actual destiny is ultimately determined by its relationships to the others,

is, so long as its fate as a permanent element is not fixed, a potential protophyte,

that is to say, it has within it all the capacities of the plant-organism to which it

belongs.

Their construction out of this assemblage of protophytes—this colonial, or

perhaps better communal, organisation—gives to Angiosperms their power of dis-

carding eflete and old parts of the plant-body without mutilation, of allowing these

to pass out of the region of active life yet to remain without damage to the

organism as part of the body, of renewing and replacing members as required.

The response of the plant to the various horticultural operations of pruning, pro-

pagation by cuttings, and so forth is an outcome of this constitution. It is this

which gives them the power of developing reproductive organs at any part of the

plant-body, to cast them off when their work is done, and to renew them again and
again. This dispersion of the reproductive capacity in the Angiosperm is one of

the most striking of the properties it possesses, and is perhaps in no way better

shown than in the development of stool-shoots. There the energids of the cam-
bium, which normally produce the permanent tissue of wood and bark, and thereby

add periodically to the girth of a tree, give origin when the relationships

are changed by the cutting over of its bole to a callus from which stool-shoots

arise as new growths, which may ultimately produce flower and reproductive

organs.

Another outcome of this organisation of the Angiosperm is its power of

extension and its longevity. It is potentially immortal. How far this expecta-

tion of life of a plant is realised in nature we have no evidence to show. Possibly

we may presage the longest life in the case of perennial herbs. Trees and shrubs

by their exposure in the air are liable to injury which must militate against long

life, and yet cases of trees of great age are well known to you all.

It is this feature of the life of Angiosperms which marks them out sharply in

contrast with the higher members of the animal kingdom. There we have indi-

viduality, and consequently comparatively short life. Let me emphasise this.

Of the VegrAahh Kingdom and the Animal Kingdom.

The root-difference between plants and animals is one of nutrition. Plants are

autotrophic, animals heterotrophic.

Whatever has been the origin of the two kingdoms, we must trace the differ-

entiation of plants to their acquisition of chlorophyll as a medium for the absorp-

tion of the energy of the sun. The imprint of its operation is borne in the

construction of all higher plants and distinguishes them from animals. The
vegetative mechanism of the plant has been elaborated upon lines enabling it to

obtain the materials of its food from gases and liquids which it absorbs from its

environment. For the plant the primary requisite has been a sufficient surface of

exposure in the medium whence it could obtain energy along with the gases and
liquids of its food. To this end the fixed habit is an obvious advantage, for the

question of bulk within the limits of nutrition becomes thereby not a matter of

moment; and an upward and a downward extension gives opportunity for the

creation of a larger expanse of absorptive surface. Thus it has come about that

the plant-organism has developed that polarity which finds expression in the pro-

fuse root-system and shoot-system with their localised growing points of the

highest forms of to-day. That the communal organisation is well fitted to this

mode of life requires no exposition.

The nutritive mechanism of animals, on the other hand, has Ijecome one for
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the ingestion of solids -which it obtains by preying upon the bodies of plants and
other animals. The exigencies of its teeding have compelled the adoption by the
animal of the habit of locomotion, the development of an apparatus for the capture
of its prey, and of an alimentary canal for its introduction to the body, for its

digestion, and for the final ejection of the unused matter along with the waste
of the body. This has involved the concentration and the specialisation of the
individual.

All this is, however, to you botanists but the commonplace of your laboratories
and lecture halls. But I have thought that it should be said, because this

fundamental difference of organisation between the two kingdoms is apt to bo
forgotten in discussions of problems of evolution, more particularly those of trans-
mission of characters and the effect of environment. This is es))ecially so when
they are approached from the zoological side. Were the point always recognised avu

should not have zoologists finding similarity between bud-variation in a tlowering
plant and the change in colour of the hair of a mammal.

Of Origin and Dominance of the Angiospermous Type.

It is now usually admitted that all plants, like all animals, have been derived
from aquatic ancestors, and that the trend of evolution has been in the direction
of the establishment of a vegetation adapted to a life on land. Of this evolution
the Angiosperms as we see them to-day are the highest expression. Can we say
anything about the origin of the angiospermous type ? As the problem presents
itself to me we can only mark time at present.

From the geological record we obtain no help. The earliest traces of
Angiosperms in rocks of the middle jMesozoic period enable us to say little resrard-
ing them except that the fragments give evidence of an organisation as complete
as that possessed by the Angiosperms of the present day. The gap between the
angiospermous and other types of vegetation is a wide one, and no links are known.
Until further research provides specimens in a better state of preservation and
showing structure we can hope for little assistance from the geological record

;

and when we consider the circumstances in which the angiospermous plants as a
whole grow the prospect of such finds does not appear to be very bright.

The appeal to ontogeny likewise gives us little information. Comparative
study does not establish connection with, only diflerentiates more and more, the
types of the Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms. The strong likeness of the
pro-embryo after the primary segmentation ofmany Angiosperms to the pro-embryo
of many Bryophytes has appeared a suihcient reason to some botanists for ascribing
a bryophytous parentage to the Angiosperms. Indeed it has been said that ' the
monocotylous embryo is the direct homologue of the sporogonium of the moss, the
cotyledon being homologous with tbe spore-producing portion of this out of which
it originated.' This anaphytic conception of the monocotylous embryo .*eems to
me to have as little real foundation as the hypothesis of its origin. The pro-
embryonic resemblance is interesting, but it may as well be homoplastic as
genetic.

But if the information available to us does not permit of our building up a
pedigree for the Angiosperms, we are on surer ground when we endeavour to lix
upoii characters which have enabled the group to become established as the
dominant vegetation of our epoch. Before the era at which we have first know-
ledge of Angiosperms the earth's surface was, we know, clad with a dense vegeta-
tion composed of members ofthe various classes of Pteridophytes and Gymnosperms.
These appear to have existed in all the growth-forms which we know now amongst
the Angiosperms—Herb, Shrub, Tree, Liane. Yet they are now represented
amongst living plants by only a few remanent forms. Hordes of distinct forms and
whole classes have disappeared, giving place to plants of the angiospermous type.
There must then be some feature or features of advantage in this type over those
of the groups that previously occupied the ground, and through which it became
dominant.

In considering this point we must bear in mind the well-known climatic
diferences—particularly in the distribution of •water—that distiuguisiieB our epoch

1901. 3 H
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from those in which these extinct plants throve. The factors which determine the

success or otherwise of an organism or group of organisms at any period must

always be complex, and no exception can be claimed for plants in their struggle

for mastery. But looking at the succession of ])lant-l ile in the world in relation

to the known diminution of water-surface and increase of land-area, and the

consequent differentiation of climates, we cannot but be convinced that of these

factors water is one which has had supreme inlluence upon the evolution of the

faeies of the plant-life that we see to-day. I think the statement is warranted

that the Angiosperms have become dominant in great measure because in their

construction the problem of the plant's relationship to water on a land-area has

been solved more satisfactorily than in the case of the groups that preceded

them.
The seed-character—and the flower which it involves—distinguishes the

Angiosperms. AVhat, then, are the relationships to water which the formation of

seed implies and through which the Angiosperm has advantage ?

Two prominent risks in its relation to water attach to the process of sexual

reproduction in a plant of the type of heterosporous Pteridophytes. Firstly, that

of failure of moisture on the soil sulEcient to promote germination of the spores

;

secondly, that of failure of moisture on the soil sufficient for the passage of the

spermatozoid to the ovum. In addition there is the risk of failure of the fall of

microspores and megaspores together upon the soil. In the Angiosperms such

risks are practically abolished in the formation of flower. The stigmatic surface

of the style itself provides a secretion—the more copious in a diy and sunny

atmosphere—to moisten the pollen-grain and stimulate germination, and for the

spontaneous movement of the spermatozoid is substituted the passive carriage of

the male gamete to the ovum by the agency of the pollen-tube. Possible failure

of pollination is, too, provided against hj the complex mechanism of the flower in

the highest forms in relation to insect-visits. The sexual act, then, might, wc
conceive, gradually become more and more difficult of consummation to the

Pteridophyte as the area of dry land increased. To the seed-plant it was more

secure by its independence of the presence of free water. The failure of perform-

ance of the function of sexual reproduction may have hastened the disappearance

of Pteridophytes before the advance of the Angiosperms.

But if this flower-mechanism relieves the Angiosperm from rislis in the per-

formance of the sexual act, it imposes a new duty upon the plant, that of nursing

the embryo within the sporangium. This involves a water-supply of a kind not

demanded in the Pteridophytes, and we may gain some idea of the importance of

this by a comparison of the trivial vascular system required to supply through the

stamen the pollen-grain, with the copious system thnt traverses the gynaeceum for

the ovules. It is, however, to the ovule—the immediate nursery of the embryo

—

that we must look for special indications of this water-relationship of which I

speak.

Perhaps no organ has given rise to more discussion than this characteristic one

of flowering plants. To most of us I believe the controversy over its axial or foliar

nature will be, in a measure, historical only. All recent investigations of sporangia

—

and to no one does Botany owe more in this respect than to Bower—tend to confirm

the view that it is, and always has been, an organ sui generis. To that category

the nucellus of the ovule is now pretty generally admitted. It is the body of a

sporangium. But the nature of the tegumentary system and of the funicle which

give the ovule so distinctive a character is still the subject of disagreement.*

I do not share a view which sees in the integuments or other parts of the ovule

anything of an axial or of a foliar nature. To me the funicle is a sporangiophore

—

' Scott's discovery of a bracteal investment to the megasporangium in Lepido-

carpon is an interesting one in relation to the question of the enclosm-e of sporangia.

It shows how in the Lepidodendrese a coveruig of the sporangium could be developed,

much in the same way as a carpellary envelope in Angiosperms. Whether the

ovular integument or the ovarian covering in Angiosperms was the earlier develop-

raent is open to discussion. I am disposed to give precedence to the ovular coat.
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a sporangial stalk—and the tej^umentary system is au outgrowtli of tlae sporangial
primordium of somewhat variable origin and development, whoso first function it

is to carry and store water for the embryo, and then also to serve as a food-
reservoir. The whole construction is adapted to the function claimed for it. The
well-develo])ed vascular system from the placenta traverses the funicle, but the
subsequent fate of the uucellus forbids its passing through this, and the needs in

respect of water (and what it carries) of the embryo and of the other further

developments that proceed in the embryo-sac are provided for by the production
of the tegumentary outgrowths into which the vascular system may, if necessary,

be continued and spread out.

That the tegumentary covering has this function we have direct proof in its

penetration by haustoria, derived either from the embryo itself or from the embryo-
sac, which absorb from it water and Ibod for the developing embryo. These
haustoria appear to be much more elaborate and more widespread than has been
supposed, and a definite correlation has been established in many cases between
them and the integuments. The thicker the integument the hetter developed is

the haustorium. In some ovules where no vascular system appears in the
integument, the chalazal haustorium is prominent, and it can therefore at once tap
the main water-supply of the ovide. We know also of cellular ingrowths pro-
ceeding from the vicinity of the vascular system of the raphe to the interior of the
embryo-sac, and these, too, may have a conducting function. All these point to a
water and nutritive function in the integuments. The protective function of the
tegumentary system to which attention has heen chiefly directed must be primarily
only slight. It only becomes prominent as the seed is formed, and then changes
consonant therewith, and with its changed function, proceed within it. Nor can
we now, with our increased knowledge of the ways in which the pollen-tube may
reach the embryo-sac, consider the function of the integuments in forming the
micropylar canal as one of so much importance to the reproductive act as was
formerly supposed. We obtain, I thmk, a better conception of the ovule in the
view that the primary function of the tegumentary system is that of a water-jacket
and food-store, and that it has been developed in response to the special demands
for water involved in the seed-habit.^

To the question why there are two integuments in some cases and only one in

others we can only reply that our knowledge of ovular structure and changes is

yet too slight to permit of a definite opinion being expressed. We find that there

is a remarkable concurrence of the unitegminous ovule with a gamopetalous corolla

in the flower, for the character apparently holds for the whole of the gamopetalous
Dicotyledones excepting Primulales. On the other hand, not all Polypetalfe have
hitegminous ovules, whilst bitegmeny is usual in Monocotyledones. Recently the
character has been used by Van Tieghem as one of prominence in his new classifica-

tion of the families of Dicotyledones. But it is not so constant an one as his

groups of Unitegmineffi and Bitegminete woidd lead one to suppose. The
degree in which it is inconstant we cannot yet fix, because we know details of so

few genera. We do know, however, that all genera in one family are not always
alike in respect of it. In Ranunculaceje, for instance, the most of the genera with
radial flowers are unitegminous, whilst those with dorsiventral flowers are

bitegminous. Again, in Rosacese, the Potentillre are unitegminous, as is Rosa,
whilst PomesD and Pruneae are bitegminous ; and of the Spiraaere, Neillia is

unitegminous, but the closely allied Spirasa is bitegminous.- In other cases the

' To discuss the morphological interpretations of the funicle and integument that
have been advanced would carry me beyond the scope of this address. I do not
know that an axial hypothesis for any part of the oviile is now maintained. The foliar

interpretation of the funicle and integuments as against their sporangial nature is

supported by two distinct schools of botanists. One approaches the subject from the
standpoint of the anaphytose of the earlier years of last century, and appeals largely
to teratology ; the other from that of vascular anatomy. I do not accept the
starting-point of either the one or the other.

- Spiraea is, however, esalbuminous, whilst Neillia is albuminous.

3h2
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cliaracter confirms distiuctious ; as, for instauce, in separating tlie unitegminous
Betulese and (Joryleae from the bitegminous Querciue^. The explanation of all

these constructions may, I suggest, be sought for with better prospect of success

in the water-relationship and food-relationship of the integuments to the embryo
than in protective function and relations to pollination. It is, perhaps, not without
significance from this point of view that in, for instance, the Gamopetahc such
protective function as attaches to the tegumentary system in the seed is reduced

or extinguished through the development of indehiscent fruits, accompanied in many
Aggregatee and higher Ileteromerse by the sinking of the gynreceum in the torus,

and in many Bicarpelletse by its enclosure in a persistent accrescent calyx.

All the information at our disposal seems to indicate that the tegumentary
system of the ovule is extremely adaptive, and that its characters are not of them-
selves of much phyletic import. An extended examination of its characters as an
organ of the nature I have depicted in relation to embryogeny is greatly needed.

It is made all the more interesting by the questions of development of endosperm
opened by the discovery of ' double fertilisation.' There is no more promising field

of investigation than this, for it must yield results infinitely more interesting

than the technicalities of formal morphology which have been for too long the
stimulus to ovular research. I am tempted to go further and to say that it might
supply an explanation of that most puzzling of subjects, the forms and curvature
of the ovule. The common assumption that these have relation to polUnation and
make the advent of the pollen-tube at the niicropyle easier is not altogether satis-

factory. For the curvature not infrequently seems to place the micropyle in a
position the opposite of favourable, and there is an absence of curvature in cases

where it would appear to be desirable.

I will not dwell upon the subject of the seed itself as an advantage to the
Angiosperm. Its construction follows upon the successful water-relation pre-
viously secured. We all know how its manifold adaptations to dissemination
bring about its fortuitous deposition upon various soils, and the embryo is placed
well guarded within the seed-coat ready to take advantage of the moment when
moisture is sufficient for its germination.

Whilst the seed-habit is the character which has primarily given to Angio-
sperms their advantage as a land-type,' their vegetative organs also show an
advance in their relationship to water upon those of the forms they have sup-
planted. I have already remarked that the growth-forms of the vegetation of the
present day are the same as those of old. That means that the early as well as
the later groups of vegetation have solved in much the same way, so far as general
form is concerned, the problem of the exposure in the atmosphere of a large
assimilating area with a sufficient mechanical support and adequate water-supply.
That wherever a water-carrying system is found in these growth-forms it dominates
the anatomy is witness to the importance of the water-relationships I wish to
emphasise.

There are two features in the water-carrying system of Angiosperms in which
they are superior to the older types—namely, their general monostely and their
vasa.

No one will contest that polystely is a less perfect mechanism for water-carriage
in a massive plant than is monostely. The limitation imposed by it to an incre-
ment in the area of carriage contrasts unfavourably with the openness in this

respect possessed by monostely. In the moister climatic conditions of the age of
domination of Pteridophytes polystely may have well sufficed for the water-needs
of the plants, especially of the dwarfer forms ; but even then, as we know, mono-
stely was the habit in many of the larger tree-foi-ms, and the development of a

' Gymnosperms, sharing with Angiosperms the seed-habit, have in that had
advantage over Pteridophytes. Bat their flower-mechanism is much less perfect.
The reasons for their being bested as a class by Angiosperms must be complex.
Gymnosperms, as a whole as we know them, are less adaptive than Angiosperms.
The decadence of the cycadean line of descent may have been helped by their con-
servatism in the methods of water-carriage in the vegetative organs. The coniferous
type has held its own in the Northern Hemisphere.
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cambium enabled tliem to provide for continued additions to their carrying system.

Where such monostely and secondary growth occurred in these older types their

adaptation in these respects to water-carriage was on lines similar to those of our
dominant Dicotyledones and was effective in giving them dominance in their

epoch. There is no more interesting page in the history of evolution than that

—

and we owe it in large measure to the labours of Scott and Seward—upon which
is depicted the struggle of some polystelic forms amongst these old plants to

achieve the structural facilities more easily attained through monostelic construc-

tion. The existence of polystely in a few Angiosperms only confirms the advantage
which the whole group has derived from its monostely. Such polystelic forms
amongst them as we know have many of them special water-adaptations, and in

no case can they be said to be progressive types.

I do not need to remind you that vasa are not the exclusive possession of the
angiospermous type, but they are the conspicuous feature of their carrying system,

whilst the tracheid is the leading one in the older type of vegetation. All ana-

tomical evidence indicates tbat vasa give greater facility to rapid transport

of water than do other elements, and we may, therefore, conclude that they have
been adjuvants in enabling the Angiosperm to meet effectively the demand made
upon it by the drier atmospheric conditions.

I now pass on to consider from the same standpoint the classes which make up
tlie group of Angiosperms.

Of the Classes of Angiosiierms.

There has been for long a general recognition of two classes amongst the

Angiosperms—Dicotyledones and Monocotyledones—separated one from the other

by definitive characters which I need not specially depict here. Recently, how-
ever, we have seen an attempt made by Van Tieghem to establish another clasps

—

that of Liorbizal Dicotyledones—for which is claimed a rank equal to that of the

Dicotyledones and Monocotyledones. Were this valid it would be a matter of

supreme importance, for whatever be the relationship between Dicotyledones and
Monocotyledones there can be no doubt of their having developed as distinct

groups within the whole period of which we have knowledge of them, and the

existence of a third class intermediate or outside of them might lead to interesting

conclusions. It is worth while, therefore, to consider the evidence on which this

class is founded. It includes two of our recognised families—the Nymphreacese
and the Graminese.

What is the exact position and the affinities df the Nymphseacese amongst
Angiosperms is no new theme of discussion. That they have characters resem-
bling those of Monocotyledones ^ has been often insisted on. Van Tieghem
lays stress on what he considers the monocotylous differentiation of the root-apex

and the derivation of the piliferous layer from the same meristem-initials as the

cortex, whilst in the embryo he finds the two cotyledons of Dicotyledones. But
the most recent observations of the embryogeny of the family go to show that the

embryo is that of the monocotylous plants, the apparent dicotylous character

being the result of the splitting of one cotyledon. If this be so the position of

Nymphfeacese will be amongst the Monocotyledones, a position the root-characters

in Van Tieghems view will support. But whether this be confirmed by further

research or no—and a complete reinvestigation of their embryogeny and develop-

ment is much wanted—what we may say at present is that it is not in features

such as this one of the root-apex—which is, after all, not so simple and uniform
as ^'an Tieghem would have it—that we are likely to find phyletic diagnostic

characters of groups.

The reason for the inclusion of the Graminere in this new group is the

assumed presence of a second cotyledon. The construction o f the embryo of grasses

is peculiar, as is well known, and has for a long time been a main support of the

' The anatomical characters upon which this resemblance was chiefly based are

now known to be of another nature.
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hypothesis that the Monocotyledones are derived from the Dicotyledones ; for

here alone, since the dicotylous character of forma like the Dioscorese was shown
to be untenable, was there a structure which could be interpreted as evidence of
a reduced second cotyledon. The idea that the epiblast is such a structure was
enunciated by Poiteau at the beginninfj of the last century, and along with
hypotheses of the nature of the other parts of the grass-embryo has been a subject
of vigorous discussion since that time. The controversy is not yet closed. Whilst
we have Van Tieghem now adopting the view of the cotylar nature of the epi-

blast and using it as a character of fundamental taxonomic importance, we liave

others who as strongly uphold the interpretation of it, first formulated by
Gaertner, as a winged appendage of the scutellum, which is considered to be the
cotylar lamella. And, again, there are those who take the view that it is a mere
outgrowth of the hypococylar body of the embryo and without any cotylar
homology. Our interpretation of the part must depend primarily upon the stand-
point from which we view the embryo of Angiosperms. This I shall discuss
presently. All I need say here, Apropos of the class of Liorhizal Dicotyledones, is

that whatever the epiblast be—and for my part I am disposed to regard this
simple cellular structure as merely an outgrowth with a water-function from the
embryonal corm—a dispassionate consideration must lead us to hold that it is a
bold step to use a character the morphological value of which can be so variously
interpreted as one of primary importance for separation of a group of Angiosperms.
Moreover, we must remember that the feature of the epiblast is not one of uni-
versal occurrence in the Graminese. If we take a well-defined tribe like the
Hordeas, as framed by Bentham and Hooker, we find that of eight of its twelve
genera which have been examined for this feature five have the epiblast and three
want it. And surely the fact of its presence in Triticum and absence in Secale,
its presence in Elymus and absence in Hordeum, is strong evidence that the
epiblast is not a character of such importance as it would have were it a reduced
cotyledon as is asserted.

It appears to me, therefore, that this third class of Angiosperms has no sound
foundation, no more, perhaps less, than Dictyogens and Rhizogens which appeared
as parallel groups with Endogens and Exogens in Lindley's old classification.

Our present knowledge allows the recognition of only two classes of the angio-
spermous type—the Dicotyledones and the Monocotyledones.

Of Dicotyledo')ies and Monocotyledones.

The relationship of these two groups is involved in the origin of the angio-
spermous type. They may have had a common origin or they may have arisen
separately ; and if the former the Dicotyledones may have been a subsequent
offshoot froni the Monocotyledones, or the reverse may' have been the case. Each
of these possibilities has its supporters. Were I to maintain an opinion it would
be that the two classes have arisen on separate lines of descent. The embryo-
characters, as well as those of the epicotyl, can, I think, be shown to be funda-
mentally different and to alford no basis for an assumed phyletic connection. The
difference between Hepaticre and Musci, to take a parallel case in a lower grade,
are not more conspicuous. The parallel sequence in development in the two
classes are no more than one would expect, and may be regarded as homoplastic.
To the question which group is the older I would answer that the Dicotyledones
are by far the most adaptive and progressive if—as is not necessarily the case

—

this can be taken as evidence of their more recent origin. This, however, is not
the matter I intend to discuss here. I wish rather to inquire if there are any
features broadly characterising the groups to which, as in the case of Angiosperms
as a whole, we may look for help to an explanation of the predominance
at this time of the type of Dicotyledones. I think there are, but they are
not to be found in the reproductive system. That is constructed on suffi-
ciently similar lines in each class. The features I refer to are to be found in
the construction of the vegetative system both in the embryo and in the adult.
That of the former gives the dicotylous plant an advantage in its start on life

;
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that of the latter, both in shoot-system and root-system, is better adapted in

Dicotyledones in relation to water-supply.

I specially differentiate the embryo-condition from the adult because in our
consideration of these higher plants we are apt to overlook the two distinct stages

into which their life is divided, and which call for altogether different adaptations.

There is, firstly, the life in the seed and in germination ; and secondly, there is

the life after germination. The conditions and the manner of life are not alike

in the two stages. In the tirst the plant is heterotrophic, in the second it is

autotrophic. The functions of the portion of the plant which lives the life

within the seed, and which bears the incipient epicotyl and primary root as small,

at times hardly developed, parts, are to absorb food, either before germination, as

in exalbuminous seeds, or during germination in albuminous seeds, to rupture the

seed-coat, and to place the plumular bud and the primary root in a satisfactory

position for their growth and subsequent elongation. The functions of the adult

may be summarised as the development and maintenance of a large assimilating

.ind absorbing area preparatory to reproduction.

We ought, I think, to look upon the embryo as a protocorm ' of embryonic
tissue adapted to a seed-life. Under the influence of its heterotrophic nutrition

and seed-environment it may develop organs not represented in the adult plant as

we see in, for instance, the embryonal intraovular and extraovular haustoria it

often possesses. There is no reason to assume that there must be homologies
between the protocorm and the adult outside an axial part with its polarity.

There may be homologous organs. But neither in ontogeny nor in phylogeny
is there suflicient evidence to show that the parts of the embryo are a reduction of
those of the adult.

-

The protocorm has, I believe, developed along different lines in the Dicotyledones
and Monocotyledones. This has been to the advantage of the former in the
provision that has been made for rapid as opposed to sluggish further develop-

ment. Confining ourselves to the general case, the axial portion of the proto-

corm of the Dicotyledon, the liypocotyl, bears a pair of lateral outgrowths,
the cotyledons, and terminates in the plumular bud and in the primary
root respectively. The cotyledons are its suctorial organs, and the hypocotyl
does the work of rupturing the seed and placing the plumular bud and root by
a rapid elongation^ which commonly brings the plumular bud above ground,
protected, it may be, by the cotyledons. These latter may then become the
first assimilating organs unlike or like to the epicotylar leaves. In the IMono-
cotyledones the axial portion of the protocorm has usually no suctorial outgrowths.
Its apex and usually its base also are of limited growth. The plumular bud is a
lateral development, and the primary root often an internal one. The suctorial

function is performed by the apex of the protocorm, termed here also the

' The term has already been used for the embryo of Orchidea;, where the axis is

tuberous as is the structure to which the term has been given in Lycopodineas. But
tuberousness is not an essential for the designation corm.

- I cannot pursue the subject here, nor discuss the view of the cotyledons as
either ancestral leaf-forms or arrested epicotylar leaves. The analogies with existing
Pteridophytes that are cited are not pertinent, for there is no evidence that Angio-
sperms have that ancestry, or indeed that their phylogeny was through forms with
free embryos. Nor is the fact of resemblance between cotjledons and epicotylar
leaves and the existence of transitions between them convincing. That the
cotyledons, primarily suctorial organs, should change their function and become
leaf-like under the new conditions after germination is no more peculiar than that
the hypocotyl should take the form of an epicotylar internode, from which it is

intrinsically different as the frequent development upon it of hypocotylar buds
throughout its extent shows.

^ In relation to this function it is noteworthy that the hypocotyl relatively
seldom in the exalbuminous seed of Dicotyledones becomes the reservoir of food-
material, whereas in Monocotyledones the axis of the embryo is the usual seat of
deposition.
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cotyledon.'' Tlie rupture of the seed and the placing of the plumule along wilh
the primaiy root—for the axis of the corin does not elongate between them—are

the work of the base of the suctorial portion of the corm.

The whole arrangement in Mouocotyledones is in marked contrast with that of

the Dicotyledones. Instead of the free axial elongation begun in the protocorm
and continued upwards aud downwai'ds in the epicotyl and primary root, there is

limited axial growth of the protocorm with lateral outgrowth of the plumular bud
aud arrest of the primary root. These differences in the protocorm are, I think,

primary, and they point to independent origins of the two groups. The advan-
tage lies, as I have said, with the Dicotyledones, and we find that the features of

development of the protocorm are continued in the adult. There is a marked con-

trast between the free internodal growth of the shoots of Dicotyledones with their

copious root-system and the contracted stem-growth and the arrested root-system

in Monocotyledoues. It.is interesting to note further how the monocotylous type

has developed so largely upon restricted lines in the v.'ay of short rhizomatous,

often tuberous, growth, whilst the dicotylous gives us the characteristic growth-
form tree.

When we compare the tree-type of the Dicotyledones with that of the Mouo-
cotyledones we see at once the feature I refer to in the adult, which has given the

advantage to the dicotylous type in respect of its water-supply. In Dicotyledones

we have a much-branched stem ending with numerous shoots with long in'ternodes

and small apices, and bearing many small leaves which are mainly deciduous. In
the monocotylous tree, of which we may take the palm as a type, there is a

straight stem with short internodes, a large apex bearing few large leaves not

often renewed ; if there bo branching it takes more or less the form of a fork.

The whole of this external configuration bears relationship to the internal structure.

In the Dicotyledon the open bmidles of the central vascular system provide

through their cambium for a continued increase of the water-carrying system and
medullary rays, wliich, although it is to many a heresy, I hold to have profound
influence upon the movement of water in trees. Tlie buttressing of the branches

is also secured, and thus is rendered possible a large assimilating area made up of

a vast number of small individual surfaces, each one of which can be readily

thi-own off. In the Mouocotyledones, on the other hand, the distribution of a

large number of closed vascular bundles in a matrix without a cambium involves

the provision of a broad terminal cone, gives no support, outside interstitial

growth, to lateral branches, which are consequently when developed placed

so as to give an equipose, and the assimilating surface has to be concentrated in a

few large leaves. The possession of cambium has enabled the Dicotyledones to

meet in a mtich better way the requirements of water-supply and strength in

correlation with feeding.

The general uniformity and effectiveness of the scheme of cambial growth is a

remarkable feature in the dicotylous type ; but there is still a wide field of investi-

' I use the term purely as an objective designation, and in the original meaning
of the suctorial organ in the embryo. This terminal cotyledon in the Jlonocotyle-

dones is not a leaf nor the homologue of the lateral cotjledones in the Dicotyledones.
The ' traceable and direct developmental history in the formation ' of the two organs
is clear, aud they are not alike. To those who hold the contrary view a terminal leaf

is no obstacle. I think, however, the question of lateral or terminal is of importance
in organography. The ' sympodial leaf-from-leaf evolution,' described in tlie first

epicotylar stages of Juncus, Pistia, and other plants, demands examination with the
aid of modern methods. All cases of vegetative organs in which the distinctions

between organs are said to brealc down arc worthy of being looked at in the light

of their relation to their nutritive environment. Rovyr nutrition afEects plant-form
we do not yet understand. Its effects are familiar, both in vegetative and repro-

ductive organs. The grosser cases, in parasites, show in the extremes an abolition

of most of the landmarks of morphology— ' the whole scheme of formation of organs
is jumbled.' Heterotrophic ' jumbles ' do not, however, deny the ordinary morpho-
logical categories. Pseudo-terminal reproductive organs are to be expected under the
cessation of growth with which their development is concurrent.
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gation in tlie relationships of size and distribution of vasa both to tho othei-

structural elements of the stem and to the form of the plant in relation to its

environment. 80 far as I know the monocotylous tree-forms, there has been an
attempt in two different directions to provide an increased water-carrying- system
in them. There is the familiar one of the secondary cortical cambium in Dracrena
and other genera. In them the cambium merely repeats in its products the con-
•struction of the primary stem, and does not provide so copious an increase of carrying
area as does tbe system in dicotylous plants. And then in such plants as Barba-
cenia, many BromeliacCc'e, perhaps Kingia, we have an arrangement reminiscent of
the superficial root-system which is found in many polystelic arborescent Pterido-
phytes of the present day. There is a copious growth of adventitious roots from
the central vascular cylinder, and these pass down within the cortex, and from
its cells are no doubt able to draw water for the upper parts of the stem.^ Ulti-
mately many of these roots reach the soil. At best , hov/ever, neither of these
systems has been satisfactory. All that can be said for them is that they have
enabled the monocotylous trees in which they are found to hold their own in

xerophilous conditions.

Of Phyla ivithin Dicofyledones and Monocotyledonefi.

A brief reference only to the groups within the Dicotyledones and Monocotyle-
dones must conclude these remarks. AVhilst there is a wonderful concurrence in

the opinion of botanists as to the natural groups—real phyla, whether termed
cohorts, alliances, or series—into which many of the families of both Dicotyledones
and Monocotyledones fall, there is irreconcilable divergence of \\%vf as to their
genetic sequence or sequences. And this is not surprising when we remember that
we know nothing of the starting point or points of tlie classes themselves ; and
have, moreover, no critical mark by which to diagnose a primitive from a reduced
feature in many of the flower constructions to which, as characteristic of Angiosperms,
importance is attached. The desire to establish a monophyletic sequence of these
phyla is natural, and finds expression in pedigrees of Dicotyledones issuing from,
it may be, Ranales or Piperales, of Monocotyledones from, say, Apocarpse or Arales.
But all such attempts appear to me, in the present state of our knowledge, to be in
vain, "\Ve see in the phyla, as we know them, culminating series in our epoch in
lines of descent ; some, for instance Myrtales or Lamiales, progressive ; others,
like Primulales or Pandales, apparently not so. We also recognise that these
series group themselves in many cases as branches of broader lines of descent ; for
example, in the Bicarpellatoe of Gamopetalte, in the ITelobiete of Monocotyledones.
To a greater or less degree such relationships are traceable now, and as we obtain
more knowledge of the angiospermous plant-life of the world they will be widened.
But this is a different thing from the carrying back the pedigree of every phylum
of dicotylous and monocotylous plants to one or other of the existing ones, which
may possess what are taken to be elementary characters. We have, so far as I
Imow, no evidence to sanction the belief, or even the expectation, that there is

extant any family of Dicotyledones or Monocotyledones which represents, even
approximately, a primitive type in either class. The stem in each has gone. We
have the twigs upon a few broken branches.

Amongst the phyla we cannot discern any one type that can be described as tho
dominant one. The multifarious adaptability of the angiospermous type has
given us diverse forms, suited, as far as we discern, no less well to the varied
environments of our epoch. Yet we are .able to difierentiate certain of them
which take precedence alike in point of number of species and in area of distribu-
tion. If we seek for some general character that marks these advanced groups
we find it in the tendency to greater investiture of the ovule, both in Dicotyledones
and Monocotyledones. This is brought about in different ways ; for instance, by
the sinking of the gynseceum in the torus as in Compositfe, by inclusion within a

' I leave it to Palieophytologists to say whether this construction may sometimes
account for the profusion of roots alongside of stem-structure in fossil-sections.
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persistent calyx as in Latiatse, or within bracts as in Graminese. This feature, it

will be observed, emphasises that which I have put in the forefront, as leading to

the establishment of the angiospermous type. That it must give greater seciu-ity

to the embryo in relation to its water-supply is obvious, although it has evidently

also direct connection with seed-dispersal. Another general character observed in

these higher groups is the greater security for economical pollination afibrded by
the adaptations in relation to insect-visits. At the same time the case of the
Gramineffi shows us that other adaptations in this respect are not incompatible
with prominence.

I will not dwell upon the influence of water upon the vegetative organs in

Dicotyledones and Monocotyledones. Of all the factors of environment its effects

are best known because most easily seen. The examination of plants from the
standpoint of their relation to water—bearing in mind that this is physiological,

and not merely physical—has already thrown a flood of hght upon their forms and
upon their distribution, and offers a fertile field of investigation for the future.

Water has been, then, a dominating influence at all periods in the evolution of
our vegetation. The picture of its claim in this respect which I have presented to
you is drawn in the broadest outline, and with the intention more of recalling

points of view from which familiar facts in the life of plants may be looked at.

It is just occasions like this which give the opportunity of telling to a competent
audience of the impressions received by one's most recent glimpse in the
kaleidoscope of plant-life. It is in this spirit I ofter my imperfect sketch.

The following Papers and Eeports were read :

—

1. Tltp International Association of Botanists. By Dr. J. P. Lotsy.

2. Cytology oj the Cyanophycece. By Harold Wager.

The researches of Scott, Zacharias, and others have definitely revealed the fact

that the contents of the cells of the CyanophycefB are differentiated into two dis-

tinct portions, an outer peripheral layer in which the colouring matters are placed
and a central colourless portion which is usually spoken of as the ' central body.'

The central body is regarded by many observers, and notably by Biitschli, as a
true nucleus. So far as my own observations go, it appears to me to resemble the
nuclei of higher organisms in that it is composed of a chromatic network, but
differs from them in the absence of a nuclear membrane and nucleolus. Staining
and other reactions show that chromatin is present, but in most cases only in

small quantities. The presence of phosphorus in the central body can also be
demonstrated, as Macallum has shown, by means of the molybdate, phenjd-
lij'drazin reaction.

In the process of division the cell begins to divide and new cell walls formed
independently of the division of the nucleus.

In the process of nuclear division the chromatin threads become drawn out
longitudinally and parallel to one another, and are then divided transversely.

Some of the division stages, especially in elongate cells, resemble stages in true

karyokinetic division.

Various staining methods can be employed to render the structure of the
central body visible, but it is more clearly demonstrated in some species than
others.

The colouring matter is not distributed evenly through the peripheral layer.

It occurs in the form of granules or fibrils. The structure of the peripheral layer

recalls that of the chromatophores found in other organisms. It consists of a
colourless and a coloured portion, and the coloured portion appears, as before men-
tioned, fibrillar or granular.

The investigation of the cell structure of the Cyanophycece is not interfered

with to any considerable extent by plasmolysis phenomena.
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The action of artificial digestive fluid is not very reliable as affording a clue to

the nattire of the central hody, although it often helps to render its structure more
clearly visible vrhen the cells are subsequently stained.

Some Botanical Photographsfrom the Malay Peninsula.

By R. H. Yapp.

4. The Diameter Increment of Trees. By A. W. Boethwick, B.Sc.

There are two methods by which the rate of growth in thickness or diameter

increment of trees can be ascertained. One of these methods is to measure
annually or at certain intervals the diameter or circumference by means of tree

callipers or a tape. The only other method of investigating the diameter incre-

ment on standing trees is by means of a very useful instrument known as Pressler's

increment-borer. By means of this instrument cylinders of wood, about a quarter

of an inch in diameter and from two to six inches long—according to species—can
be extracted, and upon those the breadth of the year-rings measured. In order to

allow for any irregularity of growth it is safer to take the mean of four cylinders,

one from each end of two diameters at right angles to each other. The great

diflerence between the two methods is that the latter requires only a few minutes,
while tbe former requires years to give reliable results. It is therefore of some
interest and importance to know how the results got by both methods agree. But
unfortunately, in very few cases have careful measiu'ements extending over a long
period of time been carried out. In fact, in the whole history of British arbori-

culture there is no other place where more extensive and careful records have been
kept than in the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. So far back as the year
1875 the late Sir Robert Christison began a series of systematic girth measure-
ments on marked trees in the garden, and since his death in the year 1882 these
observations have been carried on by Dr. David Christison, who has recently

published some of his interesting results in the * Notes from the Royal Botanic
Garden.'

Through the kindness of Professor Bayley Balfour I have had the rare oppor-
tunity of testing whether the increment-borer would yield the same, or approxi-
mately the same, results as the tape. On comparing the results obtained by both
methods it was extremely interesting to find how closely they coincided. The
actual figures are not the same, because the borings were not taken at the same
level as the tape measurements. They were purposely taken slightly higher or
lower, as seemed expedient, in order not to interfere with the marked circum-
ference measured by Dr. Christison. Although the actual figures for each year
do not coincide, the mean or average for a period of five or ten years does
correspond very closely.

5. On the Absorption of Ammonia from Polluted Sea-water hy the Ulva
latissima. By Professor Letts, D.Sc, Ph.D., and JoriN Haw-
THORXE, B.A.

In a previous research^ it was shown that the occurrence of this sea-weed in
quantity in a given locality is associated with the pollution of the sea-water by
sewage, the evidence being of three kinds : (1) The high proportion of nitrogen
contained in the tissues of the ulva

; (2) an examination of certain localities in
which the sea-weed occurs in abundance, and of others from which it is virtually
absent ; and (3) experiments on the assimilation of nitrogenous compounds by tlie

growing ulva from sea-water artificially polluted.

Commencing these latter experiments somewhat cautiously, it was first

• B.A. lieport,l2Q0, and Proe. Rmj. Soc. Edin., 1901, p. 268.
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proved that all the ammonia was removed from a sample of sea-water considered

to be somewhat highly polluted (0-046 part ammonia per 100,000) by a few
days' contact with the sea-weed. Next it was found that the absorption occurred

in less than twenty-four hours, while later experiments have shown that the

remarkable power of aasimilating ammonia which the sea-Aveed possesses had been
altogether underestimated, as well as the rapidity with which the absorption

occurs. The method of experiment was that previously employed. A sample of

the polluted sea-water was first analysed and placed in a glass dish. Next a frond

of the uloa was immersed in it, and finally portions of the sea-water withdrawn
and again analysed after suitable intervals. Two diflerent series of experiments

were made, the first with a solution of ammonium chloride in pure sea-water, and
the second with a mixture of sea-water and the effluent resulting from the

treatment of sewage by the so-called 'Bacteria Beds.' All the experiments in the

first series were made with the same piece of sea-weed, which had an area of

about 200 square inches ; and a similar remark applies to the second series, in

which, however, several pieces of sea-weed were used having a total area of about
600 square inches. Individual experiments in both series were made to test the
absorptive power of the ulva in relation to concentration (of the ammonia), as well

as the effects of light and darkness. The following table gives the chief results

obtained :

—
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before discharging it into the sea itself, the ammonia or nitrate will be absorbed, and
that the mixture of effluent and sea-water will then no longer provide nourishment

for the viva in the sea itself, and that consequently the sea-weed will be so much
reduced in quantity in the district as to cease to give rise to a nuisance.

The stimulating effects of the ammonia or eflluent were evident from the rapid

evolution of oxygen from the surface of the sea-weed, which always occurred about

fifteen minutes after the addition of the polluting substance, and forms a pretty

experiment.

In two cases the dissolved gases were extracted from the sea-water in which
the ulva was immersed (by boiling out with dilute sulphuric acid in vacuo) imme-
diately after adding the polluting material, and again some hours later, and
analyses made. The following results were obtained :

—

Ex^ieriment ok {BcujU'jhf).

Immediately after adding
Ammonium Chloride

(0'180 part per 100,000) Four Hours Later,
(c.c. per Litre at N.T.P.)

T = 1-1-4 T = 1.5-9

CO 21-69 15-90

O'... 11-41 14-84

N-,... 9-79 9-88

Loss of CO; - 5-79 c.c. Gain of 0, = 3-43 c.c.

(About 2 c.c. of evolved oxygen gas were also collected.)

Experiment 8b {Darkness).

Immediately after adding
Effluent Four Hours Later.

(20 per cent.)

Tzzl4-6 T = 14-8

CO 63-59 . 66-44

0„... 6-31 3-85

n;... 11-90 11-74

Gain of CO, = 2-85 c.c. Los3 of 0„ = 2-46 c.c.

In oA the ulva had been in contact with the sea-water for a considerable time,
whereas in 8e fresh sea-water was used.

The above analyses are interesting in several ways. First, in Experiment 5a,

the amount of oxygen found is greatly in excess of the value given by Dittmar
in the ' Challenger ' Reports for the volume of oxygen which one litre of sea-

water can take up when saturated with constantly renewed air at the existing

temperature, Dittmar's figure for 15° C. being 5-83 c.c. The action of the ^llva

is therefore, in a sense, to supersaturate the sea-water with oxygen under the
existing conditions.

Secondly, the amount of carbonic anhydride found (in the same experiment) is

much less than that present in normal sea-water, Dittmar's average for the total

volume in sea-water being about 48 c.c. per litre, of which in all probability some
40 c.c. are in the form of soluble bicarbonate of calcium or magnesium. It is

evident therefore that the ulva gains its carbon from the carbonic anhydride of

these salts.

Thirdly, the results of the experiment in darkness demonstrate in an interest-

ing manner the true respiration of the ulva, carbonic anhydride being evolved in

practically the same amount as the oxygen disappearing.

6. Notes on Stellaria holostea and Allied Species. By John Paterson.

Biology.—The shoots appear in early spring before the development of the
grasses. The leaves are arranged parallel to the stem axis in bud condition. They
open out and grasp the leaves of the grasses and other herbage as these develop,
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beinc thus delicately balanced. The leaves are elastic and tend to return to their

oritpnal position when displaced.

The young shoots are rigid, but the older parts become elastic and iiexible, so

that the stem is kept erect by the leaves clinging to other plants, and falls down
when detached. When the plant withers in autumn the stems fall to the ground

and continiie their growth by buds which arise alternately in the axils of some of

tlie leaves ; the branches are thus able to extend over a large area in a manner

which would be impossible if they remained erect.

Anatomy.—The epidermis has cuticularised walls. The cortex is turgid, con-

sisting of large cells with strengthening tissue at the comers, which act like pillars,

keeping the central cylinder stretched out.

The endodermis is very distinct. The pericycle and tissue formed from it are

several cells thick.

There are six vascular bundles separated by primary medullary rays.

There are pith cells, but the stem is hollow in the centre. lu an older stem the

cortex withers and becomes detached from the central cylinder, though the

ruptured endodermis cells still persist, and the central cylinder then contracts and

the vascular bundles become consolidated, whilst the primary medullary rays

become more or less obliterated. A continuous cork sheath, several layers thick,

is then formed from the pericycle. Adventitious roots arise at the nodes of the

older stems.

The arrangements in Stellavia graminea, S. uliginosa, S. media, S. nemonmi,

S. glauca, and other Caryophyllacete are shortly compared.

7. The Morphology of the 'Flowers ' o/" Cephalotaxus.

BlJ W. C. WORSDELL.

Male ' Flowers.^

Comparison of structure with that of the allied genera Ginkgo, I'a.vus, Torreya,

Phyllocladus. History of views on subject : Eichler and Celakoi'slcy.

Female ' Floivei's.'

Account of comparative structure of normal ' flower.' History of views on sub-

ject: Eichler, Strasburger, Van Tieghem, Celakocsky. Author considers the view

on the morphology held by last-mentioned writer as the only tenable one.

Orip-inal observations on proliferated inflorescences and ' flowers.' Proliferation

of both primary and secondary (' floral ') axes occurs. Latter consists in elongation

of an axillary axis on which the two ovules are situated laterally, and which may
])roduce rudimentary foliar organs both above and below insertion of ovules.

Ovules may also appear as rudimentary foliar organs borne on the axillary axis.

This fact appears to author to refute the axial theory of ovule of ]^;ichler and

Strasburger, and to support the foliolar theory of same put forward by Celakovsky.

Value of metamorphogeuesis as an aid to determining morphology of any recondite

structure is illustrated i?i case of Cephalota.vus.

8. The Morphology of the Ovule. An Historical Sketch.

iiy W. C. WOKSDELL.

Three principal views as to morphology of ovule have been held :

—

1. Axial Theory,

On thlstlieory the ovule is an organ of axial structure, the nucellus represent-

ing a bud, and the integuments the first-formed foliar organs thereof. Chief pro-

pounders of this view, von Mokl (1851), Schacht CISSO), EndlicJier and linger

(184-3), Alex, Braun (1860),
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2. Foliolar Theori/.

On this theory the ovule is homologous with a leaflet of a carpel, viz., the

integuments with the terminal and two lateral segments of the leaflet, and the

nucellus with an emergence borne on the upper or ventral surface of the former
;

the nucellus is thus directly homologous with an eusporangium, such as that of

Angiopteris. Primitive position of nucellus or sporangium is terminal to leaflet,

as is case in normal ovule, where the homologue of leaflet of carpel takes the

form of one or two urceolate envelopes. Case of Ferns where sporangium is

usually borne on lower sui-face of leaflet is an instance of progressive metamor-
phosis from the primitive condition ; here the green leaflet, or its receptacular

representative, is the homologue of the outer integument of the ovule, and the hi-

dusium of the inner integument of the latter. The leptosporangium of most
ferns is the result merely of the ultimate subdivision of the eusporangium, and is

homologous with a trichome. The abnormalities resulting from the metamorpho-
genesis of the parts of the ovule are the decisive and only reliable sources for

determining the true morphology of the ovule. Chief propounders of this theory

are Bronnniart (the founder, 1834) ; Cramer (18(34), Celakovslcy (1874-1900),

Eichler (1875), Warming (1878). Of these, Celakovsky is responsible for the

formulation of the theory as above summarised.

3. Sui generis Theory.

This theory holds that the sporangium, with its homologue the nucellus, is an
organ sui generis, and cannot be included under any of the morphological categories

of stem, root, leaf, or trichome. The integuments are new structures arising on the

sporangium or nucellus. The abnormalities are of no permanent value for deter-

mining the morphological relationships of the parts concerned. The chief up-

holders of this view are Sachs (1874), Goebel (1887), Schmitz (1872), Strasburger

(1879), Bower (1894).

9. The Histology of the Sieve Tubes q/'Pinus. By A. W. Hill,

The sieve tubes of Gyninosperms have been previously investigated by De
Eary, Janczewski, Russow, Keinitz-Gerlofl", and Strasburger especially with refer-

ence to the structure of the sieve plate and the mode of communication between
adjoining sieve tubes.

The present researches have proved that the results obtained by Russow are, in

the main, correct ; for it has been found, as he describes, that the mature sieve

plate is traversed by groups of caUus rods, which are interrupted at the middle
lamella by median nodules, and that each callus rod contains from three to seven
striae— or spots if examined in surface view—which are strings of slime.

With questions of development Russow was not very successful, and it is with
them that the chief interest of the research lies.

The youngest sieve plates or pit-closing membranes, which could be examined,
showed ' connecting threads ' like those in ordinary tissue ; but in the so-called
' boundary cells'

—

i.e., the youngest thick-walled sieve tubes— a change takes place,

namely, the appearance of the callus. Callus first appears on one surface of the
sieve plate, at the places where the groups of ' connecting threads ' occur, and it

gradually spreads as a rod along a group of the threads to the middle lamella; a
similar change then takes place on the otJier side of the lamella. The lamella
itself, however, is not converted into callus, but a refractive median nodule appears
separating the two portions of the callus rod.

Accompanying this change the protoplasmic threads become converted into
slime strings. A similar state of things obtains in part with the sieves between
the sieve tubes and the albuminous cells.

The changes just described ai-e without doubt due to the action of fer-

ments, which travelling along the threads convert them into slime strings and
at the same time alter the cellulose portion of the pit-closing membrane in their
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iieiglibourliood iuto callus, forming the callus rods. The subsequeut increase of
the callus to form the callus cushions is due to the activity of the protoplasm.

10. lieport on Fertilisation in Phicophycecn.—See Reports, p. iiiS.

11. lieport on the Morphology, Ecology, and Taxonomy
of the Podostemacece,—See Reports, p. 447.

FRIDAY, SEPIEMBElt 13.

The following Papers were read:

—

1. On Correlation in the Growth of Boots and Shoots.

By Professor L. Kny.

The objections made to the author'.s former paper on the same subject ' by
Heering - are here criticised. If in his first paper he only gave the final result of

his experiments and not the detailed steps by which the first result was brought
about, he did so because the removal of the root or of the shoot from the seed-
lings must at first cause a shock to the organism and disturb its development,
quite independent of any correlation. This anticipation was shown to be true by
the careful studies of Townsend.''

Of the experiments which he made after the publication of his first paper he
quotes one with respect to cuttings of A)npelopsis qidnquefolia. From this

experiment it follows that, just as in the cuttings of Salix acuminata and
S. jmrpurea, the continual removal of the young shoots was soon followed by a
less vigorous development of roots, and vice versa. There is, however, this difi'ei'-

ence to be noted, that, whereas in 6'alix the retarding influence is to be detected
first in the roots, in Ampelopsis there are the shoots, which in this case proved
themselves to be more sensitive than the roots.

The paper will be published in full in the ' Annals of Botany.

2. The Bromes and their Brown Rust. By Prof. Marshall Ward, F.R.S.

The author has been for some time occupied with the grasses of the genus
Bromus and the behaviour of the uredo of the brown rust {Puccinia digpersa)
upon them. The worii has entailed careful examination of the seeds and seedlings

of a large number of European and foreign Bromes and critical analyses of the
anatomical and morphological characters used in the systematic botany of the
group,

The plan of the investigation includes the nature of infection and conditions
of attack, and all discoverable relations between host and parasite.

The germination of the grass seeds has led to interesting points. They can be
treated autiseptically in various ways and grown as pure cultures in nutritive
solutions in glass tubes of various shapes, designed either to allow of the continuous
aeration of the plantlet by a current of filtered air drawn through by aspirators, or
not.

Such pure cultures of the grass were then infected with uredo-spores. and in ten
to twelve days gave v\&&topure cultures of tlie uredo, vfhich.gei:va.iriaX&A&nA infected
other similarly pure cultures of the grass inoculated with them. Control cultures

' Ann. Bot., viii, 1894, p. 265. = Jahrb. f. m. Bot., ssix. 1896, p 132.
" Ann. £ot.,:si. 1897, p. 609 ff.
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ID tubes, but uot infected, gave rise to no uredo, even if raised from the seeds of
diseased plants. The pustules of uredo only originate at that spot on the leaves
where the uredo-spores were sown.

These results lend do support, therefore, to any hypothesis of internal or
seminal infection.

Long series of sowings were made to test the conditions of germination of
the uredo-spores, for, strange as it may seem, little attention has been paid to this

matter. The minima aud maxima temperatures of germination are about 10° C. and
'27°-5C. respectively, the optimum being about 18° C Many failures in infections

are due to the non-germination of the spores in hot weather.
The ertects of light, of other organisms {e.r/., Algte), of various extracts, and of

the age of spores, &c., were also examined.
The uredo-spores may be frozen for ten minutes, but will not recover after two

hours' freezing.

Infection experiments on pot plants were made—several hundreds in all

—

on twenty-one species or varieties of Bromus.
The general results are, put very shortly, as follows : Although the uredo

examined is in all morphological respects absolutely identical on all the species of
Bromus on which it occurs, nevertheless if spores gathered from B. sterills are
sown on B. mollis the infection fails, whereas spores of the same batch sown on
B. sterilis infect normally and rapidly. And similarly in other cases. Spores from
B. mollis readily infect B. mollis, and (less certainly) its allies B. secalinus and
B. velutinus, B. arvensis and others of the Serrafalcus group; but they fail on B.
maximus, B. tectorum, B. sterilis, B. 7>iadritensis,&c.—tha Stenohromus group—aud
so with other cases.

[Tablks I. and II.]

In the annexed tables (I. and II.; are tabulated the results obtained in seven
of the experimental series. The tables explain them.selves, but it may be well to
note that the species of Bromus employed as host-plants have here been arranged
in similar order throughout in order to facilitate comparison. Thus B. erectus to
Ji. ciliatus are representatives of the first group {Festucoides) ; B. fectorum to
B. maximus, inclusive, of the second group {Stenohromus) ; B. secalinus to B.
macrostachjis, inclusive, of the third group (Serrafalcus) \ and B. unioloides, with
which B. Schraderi is synonymous, of the fifth group (Ceiatochloa), The author
has uot yet had time to examine B. arduennensis (fourth group), and in a few
CAsesthe series of experiments are too few for any statements of value as to details.

But it seems clear that the general statement is sutiiciently proved as regards
groups 2 and 3 at least.

The series selected for tabulation in the foregoing tables are only a few taken
from the numerous sets of similar experiments. This is hardly the place for
reproduction of many other details, but in order to give some idea of the enormous
amount of labour involved in such an investigation, another table (III.) is appended
giving a summary of all the series of this season's pot-plants under normal condi-
tions only, exclusive of experiments with tubes and with extraordinary conditions
such as diminished mineral supplies, and so forth.

Here, again, it will be seen that the general accuracy of the conclusions put
forth is fully evident, though a detailed examination of 'the series—conditions of
infection, incubation, &c.—is necessary for the explanation of one or two apparent
discrepancies

—

e.r;., to explain why the percentage of failures was so high with B.
w/M^iViK;: infected with spores from B. secalinus. These matters must be left for
future treatment, and in some cases for further experiments next season.

[Table III.]

Thus, in the annexed Table III. we see that eighty-five plants of B. mollis were
inoculated with uredo-spores derived from B. ^zoHis, of which sixty (over 70 per
Cent.) gave positive results, i.e., actually developed pustules at the spots inoculnted ;

but it should be noted that in many cases bare" recorded as failures—because I put

1901.
'

3 I
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as negative all cases where no pustules appear—distinct Hecks were formed ou the

leaves ; eightj-four plants of the same species {B. mollis) were inoculated with spores

derived from B. sterilis but none succeeded, and eight were tried with spores from

B. secalimis, of which three (.37"5 per cent.) succeeded and five failed.

Attain, looking at B. sterilit', we find that eighty-six out of ninety attempts to

infect this species with spores from B. mollis failed, whereas sixty-eight out of

eighty-four (81 per cent.) attempts to inoculate the same species succeeded when
the spores nsed were derived also from B. sterilis. All the eighteen plants inocu-

lated with spores from B. secaliims proved immune.
Having regard to the morphological groups of these Bromes, it is found that

any given species or variety is most easily infected by spores which have been

grown on the same species or variety, less certainly by spores from allied species,

and not at all successfully by spores from a species in another group. Some in-

teresting details regarding the relations between host and parasite in infection are

also to hand.

Three stages of development on the part of the uredo must be distinguished :

(1) The germination of the spore and development of the germ-tube
; (2) the en-

trance of the latter as an infection-tube through the stoma of the grass ; and (3)

the growth of the latter into a branched mycelium in the intercellular spaces of

the host, into the cells of which it sends haustoria, and liually—about the tenth

day after sowing—again puts forth spores as it breaks out through the stomata in

the form of the well-known rust-pustules. This last period may be termed the

incubation period.

The author finds that various exigencies, especially of the weather, affect the

fungus during each of these three periods.

Infection may fail because the temperature is too high or too low during the

germination period, or the germ-tubes may dry up, or be killed in other ways.
On reaching a stoma the successful entrance of the germ-tube, as an infecting

tube, depends on various factors, of which the specific nature of the Brome attacked

is an important one. Taking spores derived from B. mollis, for example, their

germ-tubes appear to so corrode and destroy the tissues of B. sterilis that the spot

where the sowing is made turns black and dies, and no successful infection occurred

;

on B. ma.rimus, B. inennis, and others, on the other baud, no successful attack is,

as a rule, established at all.

Even when the infecting tube has established an entrance, several events maj'

intervene to prevent successful infection; i.e., the formation of a normal inter-

cellular mycelium which dominates the tissues and ultimately breaks forth from
the stomata again as pustules with fresh crops of uredo-spores.

If the host is starved of carbohydrates by partial etiolation, or of minerals by
lack of supplies in the soil, or by interference with the transpiration, &c., the

mycelium—even in a species normally quite suitable to the parasite—only drags
on a miserable existence and has not strength to form spores. In such cases

nothing further results than the development of pale, feeble fiecks on the leaf.

The same thing occurs in some partially immune species, even though flourishing,

evidently owing to the refusal of the cells to allow the mycelium to dominate
their life.

These antagonistic reactions of the host-plant are not due to any structural

peculiarities discoverable by the microscope ; nor is it a simple matter of the
excretion of any poisonous soluble constituent of the sap, judging from the experi-

ments in which uredo-spores derived, for example, from B. mollis germinated
satisfactorily in both boiled and unboiled aqueous extracts of the leaves of B. sterilis,

which had been previously filtered through stone filters under pressure. In addi-

tion to the case of successful and normal infection, therefore, three distinct cases

of failure to infect can be distinguished : (1) in which the preliminary establish-

ment of an infecting mycelium is assured, but this remains dormant, i.e., fails to

dominate the living cells of the leaf, and only a pale yellowish fleck results
; (2) in

which the attack of the germ-tube is so vigorous that it kills the guard-cells and
tissues, and produces a black corrosion spot in which the parasite can make no
progress ; (.3) complete immunity ; the parasite fails to get any hold on the leaf
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at all, and tlio latter is as green and liealtliy-looliiDg' at tlio und oi' the normal
incubation period as before iuocnlation.

These observations lend no support to either tlie Mycoplasm theory of Eriksson,
or to any theory which attempts to explain outbreaks of rust to intra-semiual
infection handed down froiVi parent to offspring, and the author beUeves that the
difficulties hitherto met with in iniderstanding the sudden epidemics of these
rust-diseases will disappear as we gain exact information of tlie conditions ot

germination, infection, and incubation of the disease-producing parasite ; as also

of its habits of lurking in the older leaves of the grass in spots where the produc-
tion of a A-ery few spores—quite invisible on a casual overhauling of the grass—
prepares the way for more extensive infection as the weather changes.

On the other hand, they throw considerable light on the question of adaptive
parasitism, and show that the previous nutrition of the uredo-spores affects their

parasitic power, with regard to another host-species, in much the same way that
the previous nutrition affects any other disease germ

—

e.<j., certain bacteria—or
even saprophytes

—

cjj., certain yeasts and fungi. If only one in a million of the
spores once manages to gain a hold on a species or variety hitherto immune, its spore
progeny can now successfully attack that species or variety ; and in proportion as it

becomes more and more specially adapted to life in the tissues of this new host
will it find diihculties in going back to its old host or forwards to another, and
so on.

3. The Pav.t Hintori/ of the Yew in Great Brilaiu and Ireland.^
By Professor H. Conwentz, Dauzir/.

Many years ago the author studied the distribution of this species, and he has
inquired as to the causes of its disappearance in nearly all the countries of the
middle and north of Europe; also in the British Isles. It is his opinion that
there are three points which prove a previous wider distribution, viz., sub-fossil

remains, prehistoric and historic antiquities, and place-names. By microscopical
examination he has found a great number of sub-fossil yew trees from submerged
forests and other localities in England and Ireland. Then he has examined the
prehistoric wooden boxes, buckets, &c., in the British IMuseum, London, in the
Science and Art Museum, Dublin, &c., and he has identified more than thirty
with Taxtts. Attention is drawn to the names of uninhabited places, which iii

former times were very often called after indigenous trees. He has made out a
number of some liundreds of English, Scottish, and especially of Irish place-
names from the yew which are not unworthy of being considered by botanists.

Guided by thi; names of such localities in Germany, he has dug into the ground,
and has found sub-fossil remains of the yew. Therefore he has suggested
researches of this kind also in the British Isles, and he would be glad to get small
pieces of bog wood for examination.

The genus is not of a considerable geological age, as nearly all Tertiary
remains described inider the name of Ta.ius are not yew.

4. On the Distribution of Certain Forest Trees iti Scotland, as shown by the

Imestigation of Post- Glacial Deimsits. By W. N. Niven.

The information has been chiefly obtained from occasional references in many
topographical books of Scotland to the discovery of various trees in particular
districts.

The following arc some of the volumes (about seventy in number) from which
information has been derived :

—

'New Statistical Account.' 15 volumes. 1845.
' Old Statistical Account.' 21 volumes. 1791-99.

' The paper will be published by the Boyal Irish Academy.

3i2
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' A Practical Treatise on Peat Moss.' Anderson. 1794.
' Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.' Volumes iii., vii.

' Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh.' Volume ix.

' Transactions of the Inverness Scientific Society.' "S'olume iii.

' Vertebrate Fauna of Moray.'
' Cairngorm Club Journal.'
' Pennant's Tour in Scotland.' 1769.
' Woods, Forests, and Estates of Perthshire.' Thos. Hunter.
' Transactious of the Buchan Field Club.' Volume iv.

' Transactions of the Dumfries and Galloway Natural History and Antiquarian

Society.'
' Annals of Scottish Natural History.' Nos. 23-25.
' Tour through Orlmey and Shetland.' George Low. 1774.
' My Schools and Schoolmasters.' Hugh Miller.

' Edinburgh and its Neighbourhood.' Hugh Miller.

' Origin of the British I'lora.' Clement Keid.
' Great Ice Age.' Prof. James Geikie.

' Prehistoric Europe.' Prof. James Geikie.

And others.

The following trees have been discovered:—Hawthorn, elder, common ash,

birch, alder, hazel, oak, willow, yew, and fir, all of which, with the exception of

the ash, are considered natives of Scotland. The cones of the silver fir have been

dug out of the peat in Orkney, but this tree is not now indigenous to Scotland.

Several shrubs, including the juniper and raspberry, as well as many flowering

plants, have also been discovered.

On a map prepared by the author the localities are marked where the various

trees have been found. The records are probably not complete, but are sullicient

to show the distribution.

It will be seen that there are few parts of Scotland, however treeless at the

present day, that were not in remote, and even iu comparatively recent times

covered with woodlands. This is also shown ^}J the place-names. As regards

the special trees :

—

The oak is very widely distributed. Its most northern occurrence is Caithness-

shire, and it is recorded in every other county. It has even been found iu the

peat bogs in the now treeless islands of Lewis and Tiree.

It is interesting to note that many of the oaks have been found at high altitudes,

c.ff., 800 feet above sea-level (parish of Croy, Inverness-shire), and of considerable

size, e.</., 70 feet in length (Drumcrief).

The Scots fir, probably the rinns sijlvesfris, is another widely distributed tree.

It is common in the Northern Counties, in the Orkneys and Lewis, in all the

Midland Counties, with the exception of Forfar and Fife, but in the Southern

Counties it is only recorded in Renfrew, Edinburgh, Roxburgh, Dumfries, and

Wigtown.
The hazel has been found in the submerged forests, and in many other parts of

the mainland, as well as in the Orkney and Shetland Islands and in many of the

Western Isles. No record has been found of its occurrence in Sutherland, but

throu<^hout the Midlands it is fairly plentiful, and in the Lowlands it has been

noted in all the counties, with the exception of Haddington, Linlithgow, Selkirk,

Dumfries, and Wigtown.
The birch is recorded in the Orkney and Shetland Islands, and in the majority

of the counties from Caithness to Wigtown.

Reo-ardinc the other trees few records have been discovered. The alder is

recorded from Lewis, Banff, Aberdeen, Kincardine, Perth, Fife, Argyll, Lanark,

and Edinburgh. Willows (species unknown) are noted in both Caithness and

Sutherland. They have also been obtained from the peat bogs in Renfrew, Lanark,

and Roxburgh. The ash is generally regarded as a probable native in the soutli

of Scotland.
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Hugh Miller, in ' Edinburgh and its Neighbourhood,' makes reference to finding

' what appears to be ash ' in the brickclays of Portobello. It is also recorded from

the mosses in Ballantrae, Ayrshire,' and Bowden Parish, Roxburghshire.' Then,

again, many of the implements found in Southern Orannogs are reported to be

made of ash -wood, but it must also be regarded as indigenous in Northern Scotland

if we accept its occurrence in the Bay of Keiss, Caithness- shire, mentioned by the

writer on Caithness in the 'New Statistical Account' (vol. xv. p. 129).

The only records of the occurrence of the hawthorn, yew, and elder have been

obtained from Edinburghshire.

In conclusion, the evidence, which is obtained by the examination of the various

post-Glacial deposits, indicates in a very clear manner that the trees recorded should

be considered truly indigenous to Scotland.

5, Professor J. Reynolds Green, 3LA., F.B.S., delivered a Lecture on
Flesh-eating Plants,

6. Contrihutions to our Knowledge of the Gameto]jhyte in the Ophioglossales

and Lycopodiales. By William IJ. Lanc;, M.B., D.Sc.

1. The prothalU of Ophioglossum pendulum and HehninthodaGhis zeylcmica.

The wholly saprophytic prothallus of O. jjendulum was found in humus collected

by epiphytic ferns in Ceylon. It is at first button-shaped, but by branching the

older prothalli come to consist of a number of short cylindrical branches radiating

into the humus. The apices are smooth and convex ; the surface of the older

parts is covered with short unicellular hairs. Rhizoids are absent. The young
prothallus and the brancnes are radially symmetrical. In the older parts all the

cells except the superficial layers contain an endophytic fungus ; nearer the apex
the central strand of tissue becomes free from fungus. The prothallus is moncecious.

The antheridia are sunken, with a slightly convex outer wall one layer of cella

thick ; in .surface view this shows a triangular opercular cell. The neck of the

archegonium, which projects very slightly, consists of about sixteen cells in four

rows. The central series in all archegonia yet observed consists of ovum and a

single canal cell. A basal cell is present.

The prothalli of Jlehnint/iostachi/s were found a few inches below the surface

of the soil in a frequently flooded jungle in Ceylon. The sporophyte is also

abundant in drier situations, but young plants found there were of vegetative

origin. The prothalli, which have not been observed to bi'anch, are radially

.symmetrical. The smallest were stout cylindrical structures the lower part or

which was darker in tint and bore rhizoids ; the upper bore the sexual organs,

which arise acropetally behind the conical apical region. In the vegetative region

the internal cells contain a mycorhizal fungus ; in older prothalli this may extend

into the lower part of the sexual region. In prothalli which bear archegonia the

vegetative region is relatively more developed, and in both these and the male
prothalli it becomes more or less lobed. An imperfect distinction of male and
female prothalli appears to be the rule, but both archegonia and antheridia may
occur on the same prothallus. The antheridii are large and sunken ; the slightly

convex outer wall is two-layered except at the places where dehiscence may occur,

which consist of single large cells. The archegonia have a neck, consistiiig of four

rows of cells, which projects considerably. The details of their structure have
not as yet been made out.

2. On the mode of occurrence of tlie prothallus of Lycopodium selayo at Clova.

The sporophyte of this plant is very common on moors, screes, and crags in the

Clova valley, and in these situations seems to be reproduced almost entirely by

' Nerv Statistical Accoimt, vol. v. p. 417. - Tin;?., vol. iii. p. ?<6,
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means of bulbils. On the sometimes submerged margin of Loch Brandy, however,

numerous sexually produced plants and prothalli can be found growing in the soil

between the stones. The difference in the conditions under which the sporophyte

can exist and those necessary for the successful germination of the spores is

analogous to what has been found to be the case for Helminthostachys.

.'3. On some large prothalli of Lycopodium cernuum.

The prothalli of this plant, described by Treub, were of small size, one of the

largest measuring 2 mm. in height by 1 mm. across. On the banks of roads close

to Kuala Lumpur much larger prothalli were found. They were calce-like

structures, of a deep velvety green colour, about 2 mm. in vertical thickness, but

measuring sometimes 6 mm. across : they were attached to the soil by numerous
rhizoids springing from the flat base. Such specimens have lost all trace of the

definite form which sometimes characterises the smaller prothalli, and are of

interest for comparison with the large prothallus next described.

4. On the prothallus of Psilotum.

The prothallus of this plant was searched for without success in Ceylon. The
sporophyte occurred on tree-fern trunks on Maxwell's Hill in J^erak, and a single

prothallus was found there embedded among the roots of the tree-fern close to a

Fsilotum plant. No other plants grew on this tree-fern, and, although a few
species of Lycopodium occur sparingly in the locality, there seems a strong

probability in favour of this specimen being the prothallus of Pdlotum. The
specimen measured one quarter of an inch in height by ^'^ inch across at the

widest part. It consists of a cylindrical lower region covered with rhizoids
;

near the lower end of this is a well-marked conical projection (primary tubercle).

The upper part widens out suddenly, and its thick overhanging margin bears

numerous antheridia. The summit of the prothallus is depressed and smooth. In
general form the prothallus resembles some small specimens of Lycopodium
cernuum, but the upper region, from which assimilating lobes are absent, finds its

closest analogue in prothalli of L. clavatum.

7. Note on an Ophioglossuin collected hy Mr. Ridley.

By Professor F. O. Bower, F.R.S.

Professor Bower exhibited a specimen of Oj^hioglosmim simpler, n. .sp., collected

by Mr. Eidley in Sumatra and handed to the author by Professor P. Groom. It

appears to be entirely without the sterile leaf-lobe, though the fertile spike is

characteristically that of an Opliioglossum. If it is actually demonstrated that

the sterile lobe is really absent, this peculiar plant may give rise to considerable

morphological discussion.

8. Ahnormal Secondary Thickening in Kendrickia Walkeri, Hook. f.
By Miss A. M. Clark.

1. Kendrickia Walkeri, Hook, f., one of the Melastomaceae, is a tropical

epiphytic climbing shrub.

2. The anatomy of the young stem is typical of the family Melastomacere.

3. At a fairly early stage numerous .imall patches and several large wedge-
shaped areas of thin-walled unlignified wood-parenchyma are cut off from the

iimer .side of the completely circular cambium ring.

4. Tylosis is of frequent occurrence, and the tylosed cells may develop into

sclerotic cells inside the vessels and tracheids.

5. Later the imligniiied wood-parenchyma cells at the central margin of the

wedge area take upon themselves new growth accompanied by cell division.

The product of this new growth proceeds to split the axial woody ring into a

yarying number of portions, partly by forcing a way between rows of adjoining
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tvacheids and partly by tyloses into traclieids and A-ei^sels, utilisinf* the spaco

contained in the lumen, with subseqnent destruction of the identity of these wood
elements.

6. Later the quiescent cambium lying- between the original internal phloem and
the axial woody ring takes upon itself new growth, and proceeds to lay down
xylem on the one side and phloem on the other.

,SATURDAY, SEPTEMBEB 14.

The Section did not meet.

3T0NBAr, SFPTEJIBER in.

A joint Discussion with Section L on ' Tlie Teaching of Botany ' was opened
by the reading of the following Papers :

—

i. The Tcacliing of Botany in ,^chools. By Harold Wager.

Di.scussiou is invited on the following topics :—Place of botany in the school
curriculum as compared with chemistry and physics. Its importance as an
educational subject ; as a training in scientific method. Amount of time avail-

able for it.

Choice of botanical topics suitable for schools. Right selection important. It

is not possible or desirable to explore the whole field of botany. ' Intelligent

knowledge of a few truths' required rather than an imperfect acquaintance with
a vast number of facts. Among the various topics which will be found useful in

the school course, experimental plant physiology, especially in connection with
nutrition, respiration, and transpiration, is probably one of the most valuable. It

ailbrds an excellent training in observation, experimental manipulation, drawing
conclusions from facts observed, weighing evidence for and against them, and in

neatness and accuracy.

Equipment. Simple laboratory and fittings. Clas.s-room accommodation.
Apparatus.

Methods of teaching. The pupil should be led through his own experiments
and observations to come to conclusions for himself. The work done in the
laboratory should precede any discussion of it in the class-room. Experimental
work should not be merely illustrative of the lecture or text-book. As Spencer
says, pupils 'should be told as little as possible and induced to discover as much
as po!5sible.' Records of experiments. Importance of drawing. Time required
by the teacher for the preparation of experimental lessons. Field work. Collect-

ing and collections. Models.

ii. The TeMching of Botany in Universities.

Notes hy Professor F. O. Bower.

Prelioninariea.—As matters stand at present, no previous study of botany by
the student on entry to the university can be presupposed ; a knowledge of plants

by field collection is, however, most desirable, as well as by such teaching as

suggested by Mr. Wager in schools ; but microscopic work in schools is not to be
encouraged : the time would be better employed in acquiring even the rudiments
of French and German. Thus under present conditions any junior class in

botany in a university will necessarily be mixed, as regards previous knowledge and
scientific method, as much as in intellectual power of the individuals. In
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lecturing; aim not at tlie highest nor the lowest intellects, but 80 as to keep those
about 20 per cent, down, with their minds at full stretch.

Protest against so-called ' elementary biologj' ' as an introduction to the study
of botan}'. It was merely a weak concession to circimistances.

Elementctry course should be attended by all, even by those who already
profess some knowledge of the subject acquired at school, for this course should
be a general and methodical foundation for the study on the advanced stage,

morphological, anatomical, physiological, and systematic. The length of the
course should be not less than fifty lectures and a hundred hours of laboratory

work closely connected with the subject-matter of the lectures. Observation with
the simple lens and drawing the results should bulk more largely than it does at

present in laboratory teaching. Microscopic observation has been overdone.
Adoanced courses should treat of special branches of the science, and not try to

be generally encyclopaedic. Each course should lead the student of that special

branch up to the limit of present knowledge, with ample reference to, and present-

ment of, current memoirs ; thus the pupil will be introduced to the special litera-

ture of the science, and learn how to extend it. Laboratory and herbarium and
museum work, ranging over as wide an area of illustration as possible, should
accompany each special course.

Advanced students should be left largely to themselves, and thus learn to think
and act independently : the object of the student attending advanced courses

should be not so much to acquire information, as to learn scientific method, and
how to investigate. Microtomes should be accessories, not the divinities, of the

laboratory.

liesearcJi.—All are not, and cannot be, investigators. Professors should be
discreet in encouraging research. At present the results of investigation are given
too prominent a place in selection for preferment. Hence the rush to ' investi-

gate ' whether fit for it or not. The result is many barren publications, and some
disappointed lives.

liesearch should not be begun too early, nor be pursued to the exclusion of
continued general improvement in the science. Professors should have no com-
punction in stopping the unfit.

The presentment of the results of research in good literary form is a first duty
of the investigator ; there is too much A'oiding of mere laboratory notes, and too
much prolix writing; an abstract should always be given. Advocate the study
of classical papers as models.

In tlie above notes no mention has been made of the general administrative
duties of a professor apart from the teaching of botany.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. Notes on Preserving and Prepao'ing Plantsfor Museum Purposes.

By H. F. Tagg.

With the object of rendering the preparations educationally more useful, it has
been the practice in preparing specimens for the Museum of the Royal Botanic
Garden, Edinburgh, to name the different organs by means of labels and pointers

attached to the specimen.

A preparation of the kind was exhibited in 189G, but the many inquiries made
since regarding the preparation of the specimens prompted a general description
of the methods employed along with a statement of the results of some experiments
which led to the adoption of these methods.

I. Methods of Preserving.—Noticing first the characters of plant specimen we
may wish preserved, the separation of these into characters of colour and characters
of form coincides with the separation of the methods of preserving into two groups
—preserving by drying and preserving by means of liquid media. Drying the
plant has proved the only method satisfactory for the preservation of the colours
of plants, but fails commonly when applied to the preservation of the natural form,
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Liquid preservatives are invaluable for the preservation of the form, but their use
involves a sacrifice of the natural colours.

Characters of colour, however, have not as a rule the same morphological im-
portance as have characters of form, so tliat preFerving by drying is rarely
resorted to.

Turning to liquid preservatives, all do uot preserve the form of plants equally
well, and it is important to distinguish those preserving only the form and shape
of the separate parts from those preserving, not only the form of the separate
organs, but the relationships of the parts to one another also. Expressed con-
cretely, the separate leaves on a twig, their shape, substance, and form, may be
well preserved in a given medium ; but unless there is also preserved the correct
angle at which the leaves stand out from the stem, and their relationships to one
another in leaf symmetrj--, then the preservation of the form of the specimen is of
a limited kind. Again, the value from this point of view of any preservative
differs somewhat according to the character of the specimens to be preserved.
These may be grouped as follows :

—

1. Herbaceous plants and organs which in the natural state owe their shape
and firmness to the turgescence of the cells more than to special strengthening
tissues. Such specimens flag and become soft when that turgescence is lost. For
these sti'ong alcohol has given by far the best results. It penetrates auicldy
and fixes by dehydration the shape and position of the parts before changes due to
loss of turgescence occur. Formaline may preserve well the form of the separate
parts, but the specimen remains soft and the organs flaccid and drooping.

2. Woody structures, twigs, roots, &c. For these alcohol or an aqueoi's
raediimi answers equally well. The choice of one or auotlier is determined by a
consideration of the ultimate method of exhibition.

3. Succulent plants, succulent fruits, and all bulky specimens containing rela-
tively large quantities of water. Alcohol if employed for these often causes
contraction. Formaline or some other aqueous medium is to be preferred, as such
penetrate less readily and exert a less energetic attraction for the contained water.

II. Bleaching.—Specimens which darken in the alcohol or formaline in which
they are preserved are bleached by one or other of the following methods:

—

{a) By immersion in hot or boiling water
; {!/) by means of acid alcohol; (c) by

the use of bleaching solution (hypochlorite of lime). To prevent as far as possible
the darkening in alcohol the specimens are immersed in the preservative as soon as
gathered, and when possible exposed at once to direct sunlight.

III. Mounting.—The specimens are attached to thin clear glass by means of
photoxylin or gelatine, the glass being cut to fit the rectangular vessel in which
the specimens are to be exhibited. The back of the vessel is painted a suitable
colour, or coloured glass is placed behind the clear glass. Never is the specimen
mounted direct upon blue or opal glass, as this renders impossible a change
of background should the continued bleaching or darkening of the specimen
demand it.

The naming of the parts of the specimen is accomplished as follows :

—

1. The parts named are pointed out upon the specimen itself by means of
pointers made of ihin glass tubes containing colouring matter to render them
conspicuous ; or

2. _A photograph or drawing of the specimen is made, and the names of the
parts indicated upon this.

2. The Anatomy q/ Ceratopteris thalictroides (Brongniart).
By Sydille O. Ford, Neionham College, Cambridge.

Ceratopteris thalictroides is the single memlier of the Parkeriacete. It is an
annual aquatic fern which occurs in the tropics, either rooted in the mud or
floating freely.

The stem" i8 much reduced ; sterile as well as fertile leaves are found, botiv
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Idnds bearing numerous vegetative buds. The sporangia are scattered on the under
side of tbe fertile leaves, and have no true indusium, Tbs roots in the mature
plant arise from the bases of tbe petioles.

The vascular bundles in the petiole are arranged in two concentric rings, the

outer ring being tbe larger ; each individual bundle has a bi-collateral structure.

The stem is polystelic, an outer ring of large steles and an inner group of

smaller ones being found. The structure of each bundle is bi-collateral. In
young stems the steles are all the same size, the bundles of the first leaves and
roots of tbe young plant being in close connection with those in the stem. The
apex of the stem is in the form of a cone with a three-sided apical cell.

The roots have a single stele and several air-passages. Tbe latter arise as

splits between cells at a short distance below the three-sided apical cell.

The vegetative buds arise from a single cell. The apical cone is at first very
broad, with a three-sided apical cell. In older buds the apex gradually narrows.

Ceratopteris has more strongly marked affinities with the Polypodiaeese than

with any other of the Leptosporaugiate ferns. It has slighter affinities with the

Marsiliacefe, and may possibly be intermediate in position between these two
orders.

3. An Apparatus for Studying the Rate of Floiv of Solutions in Plant

Stems. By Richard J. Anderson, Af.A., M.D., Professor of Natural
History, Queen's College, Galtvay.

The agents producing tbe circulation of fluids in plants have been regarded as

mainly physical. Osmosis, capillarity, tbe removal of the fluid by transpiration,

chemical changes in the tissues and fluids, and, if some biological factors be

added that work out the details of distribution, the agents are well-nigh cata-

logued. Vital force, if one may use the term, and the change from liquid to

gas, and the reversing of this process, have failed to explain the rise of fluid

in stems to a height of 200 to 300 feet above the earth. It is therefore of

interest to study the conditions imder which solutions traverse stems. Two
methods of studying tbe laws of transmission naturally suggest themselves. A
water-head may be secured by placing a box at a level sufficiently high to secure

tbe desired pressure and a portion of tbe stem to be examined connected by a

suitable tube to the reservoir; or, imitating the force of transpiration, a suction

force set up by means of an aspirating reservoir may be employed. I have used

the following method : A rod four feet long is fixed at its centre to a rotating

axis. The axis is caused to revolve by a motor (electric preferably). Two stems,

as nearly alike as possible, five-eiarhths of an inch in diameier at tbe thickest end
and eight inches long, are taken and connected each to two small bottles or tubes

by caoutchouc. Each bottle has a tube, or second neck, leading to tbe outer air

to maintain the pressure uniform in the bottles. The tube at the stem pole of one

of the specimens to be examined and that at the root pole of the other are to be

three-quarters filled with weak solution of vellow prussiate of potassium in each

case, or a solution of eosin. A solution of perchloride of iron can be used to test

the stems in the former case. The two stem specimens are now to be fixed to

each side of tbe rod with the bottles containing the fluids nearest the centre and
at the same distance. An axial reservoir may be substituted for the two inner

bottles. This has been completed, but I have not yet used it. Stems of ^sculus,

Syringa, and Philadelphus have been employed. Solutions pass freely througb
stems of Syringa, if the bark be retained, when the rod moves at tbe rate of ninety

revolutions per minute. In some experiments the flow from the radical to the

apical pole seemed freer. The fluid passed much less freely after removal of the

bark. These statements are only provisional. Tbe following interesting ques-

tions arise : («) The rate of flow in diflerent stems ; {b) the comparison of the

flow from tbe radical pole of one stem with the flow from the apical pole of

another
;

(c) tbe comparison of the conducting power of the barked stem with

the stem in which tbe bark is intact
;

{d) tbe conducting powers of tbe different
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tissues : (e) tlae influenco of latPral pressure ; (/) tho difference for different

fluids.

4. On tlie Anatomy of Todea, toith an Account of the Geolor/ical History
of the Osmundacea'. By A. C. Srward, F.R.S., and Miss Sybille
6. Ford.

The anatomical structure of the genus Osmunda has been dealt with by several

writers, and more particularly by Zanetti in an able paper published in the
'Botanische Zeitung' for 1895, but the other genus of the Osmundaceje has not
received equal attention at the hands of anatomists. Our work, which was under-
taken with a view to discover in what respects Todea differs from Osmunda,
includes the examination of Todea harbara and T. sujierba, as well as the investi-

gation of series of microtome sections of young plants. The family Osmundace.ie
is usually regarded as to some extent intermediate between the Eusporaugiate
and Leptosporangiate ferns, and in many respects the two genera Osmunda and
Todea are of interest in regard to the phylogeny of the various divisions of the
Filicinas.

The stem of Todea Barbara is traversed by a single stele composed of xylem
groups surrounduig a central pith and separated from one another by medullary
rays : these groups vary considerably in shape and number at different levels. There
may be as few as two or as many as eight xylem strands in one transverse section
of tlie stem, while in Osviimda reualis the number is considerably gi'eater. The
xylem strands are surrounded by parenchyma, and the sieve-tube zone occupies
the same position as in Osmunda. This zone, which is continuous in 0. regalis, is

occasionally discontinuous in Todea opposite some of the xylem strands. The
comparatively large sieve-tubes occur in triangular patches at the outer end of
each medullary ray. A characteristic band of tangentially elongated elements
succeeds the sieve-tube zone, and this is followed externally by a parenchymatous
band, the outermost layer of which constitutes the endodermis. The paper deals

with the phyllotaxis of Todea harbara, the origin of the leaf- traces, and the gradual
alteration in structure which the collateral leaf-trace undergoes as it passes out from
the stele of the stem as a horse-shoe shaped strand with one protoxylem group
and gradually assumes the form of the broadly U-shaped concentric stele of the
petiole with its numerous protoxylem groups. The anatomy of 'seedling' plants
of Todea is found to agree with that of Osmunda reyalis plantlets as described by
Leclerc du Sablon. As bearing on the questions of relative antiquity and phylogeny
of tlie members of the Filices, we have endeavoured to give an account of the
geological histor}' of the Osmundaceae.

5. The Glossopteris Flora of Australia.

By E. A. N. Arber, B.A., Trinity College, Cambridge.

The Glossopteris flora is one of the most remarkable and widely distributed of
fossil floras. Typical members, such as the fern-like plants Glossopteris and
Gangatnopteris, with the Equisetalean genus Fhijllothe.ca, occur in rocks of
Permo-Oarboniferous age in India, Australia, South Africa, and South America,
pointing to the former existence of a southern continent whose flora was for the
most part distinct from that of the same age in Europe and North America.

In the Newcastle beds of New South "^^'ales all the typical members of the
flora occur without any admixture of nortlicrn types (e.g., Lepidodendron and
Sif/illaria), as has been recorded from similar beds in South Africa and South
America. The flora of the Newcastle rocks is interesting botanically both on
account of the wide distribution of the chief members, which show points of
identity and unity in type with those of the Lower Gondwana of India and the
Permian of Russia, and also from the morphological characters presented by many
of the plants themselves. Tho collection, which forms the subject of these
remarks, is in the Geological Museum, Cambridge, and is noteworthy as being one
of the earliest (1839-44) formed of fossil plants from the continent of Australia.
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TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . Heteragenesis in Conifers. By Dr. T. P. Lotsy.

I am going to give a demonstration of a very interesting fact which is called

heterogenesis by Korschinsky in a lengthy paper which, originally published in

Russian, is now published in German in the last luimber of ' Flora.'

Heterogenesis, mutation, and spontaneous variation are all words for the same
meaning, but the interesting fact about them is tiiat they seem to form at least

one way in which new species can arise. I am first going to show you one
of the original specimens of Capsella Heegeri, kindly given to me by Professor

Count Solms-Laubacli. You will all have read his paper on this subject in the
' Botauische Zeitung,' and so I have only to remind you that this species was
discovered in Lindau by Professor Heeger, in the midst of a large community of

Capsella bursa pasturis, and there can be very little doubt that this species has

suddenly arisen from Capsella bursa pastoris. I need not remind you of the fact

that Capsella Heegeri is true to seed : it reproduces Capsella Heegeri, and does

not revert to Capsella bursa pastoris.

Much more elaborate work, though on the question of the origin of species by
means of spontaneous variation, has, as you all know, been done by Hugo de Vries,

wlio is just publishing his important ' Mutationstheori(\'

I need not remind you of his results, especially witli Oenothera Laynarchiana

,

which species he cultivated for more than fifteen years, and of which he obtainetl

a number of new species, all suddenly arisen. In his book he calls attention to

the fact that a species apparently can exist for very long periods without ever

forming new species by means of sudden variations, and that then a period may
come during which that .species does form new species. If this is true, it goes

without saying tliat species wliich are in the period in which they form .spontaneous

variations should be observed very carefully, and it is therefore that I want to

call your attention to two genera of Conifers which are in a period of spontaneous
variation, a period in which they do form mutanta, to use the terminology of

de Vries, which mutants majj be true to seed. I do not say that they are, as the
plants have not yet produced any.

The first species is Cuprcssus Laivsoniana. Among a large number of seedlings

at least one plant arose which was very different indeed, as you see here—the

Cupressus Lawsoniana Jf7«sf-?«— and among another lot one which was more
ditierent yet, the Cupressus Lawsoniana hicopodioides. The first one arose in the

horticultural establishment of v. d. AVessel in Esse, aud the other in that of

V. d. Elst in Dedemsraart, both in Holland. I do not hesitate to say that these

plants, if their common origin were not known, would be described as true

species.

The other plant I want to show you is Thuja occidentalis SpaetJii, which arose

in the same sudden way in the horticultural establishment of Spaeth in Rixdorf,

near Berlin.

While I do not want to state that the plants here sliown ai-e new species, I

yet dare say that a careful observation of these two genera at as many difi'ereut

portions of the world as possible may well be advised, and this is the sole object

of my communication.
I should think that especially Cupressus Laiosoniana is worthy of a good deal

of regard in this respect, more so than Thvja occidentalis in fact, Inasmuch as I

feel confident that the new forms of these two species have nothing to do with
' .Tugendformen,' while perhaps some retinospora question might step in in the case

of Thuja occidentalis Spaethi.
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2. On II Primitive Type of Structure in Calamites.

By D. H. Scott, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.

I'iilaiontological research lias afforded evidence that the Horsetails and Faco-
pods—groups now so distinct—had a common origin. The class Sphenopliyllales,

restricted, so far as we know, to the Pal;eozoic epoch, combines in an uumiEtakable
manner the characters of Equisetales and Lycopodiales, while at the same time
presenting peculiar features of its own. Broadly speaking, it is in the external
morphology find in the reproductive structures that the Equisetales are
approached, while the anatomy has an evidently Lycopodiaceous character.

The synthetic nature of the Sphenophyllales, indicated clearly enough in the
type-genus Sphenophyllmn itself, comes out still more obviously in the new genus
Cheirodrobu^. Ilere the general morphology of the strobilus, the form and
structure of the sporangiophores and of the sporangia themselves are all of
a Calamarian type, while the anatomy of the axis is as clearly Lycopodiaceous in

character.

So far nothing has been found to bridge the gulf which separates the anatomy
of the Oalamariete (Palaeozoic Equisetales) from that of the Spheuophyllalea or
the Lycopods. The most ancient known genus of Calamarieas

—

Arclueocalamite^
—approaches the Sphenophyllales in the superposition of the foliar whorls and
in the dichotomous subdivision of the leaves, points on which Professor Potonie,
especially, has laid stress. Anatomically, however, according to the researches of
Dr. Renault and Count Solms-Laubach, it was an ordinary Calamite, diflering ia
no essential respect from those of the Coal-measures. The stem oiArcha'ocalcanites,
like that of its later allies, had a large pith, surrounded by a ring of collateral

vascular bundles, the wood of which, primary as well as secondary, was wholly
centrifugal in development, the first-formed tracheides lying on the border of the
pith, at the points marked by the carinal canals. In Sp]te7iijphylliun, on the
other hand, the whole of the primary wood was centripetally developed, and there
was no pith. In Cheirostrobu^ the same holds good, except that an insignificant
portion of tlie primary wood may possibly have been added in a centrifugal
direction. In Lycopods there may or may not be a pith, but the whole
{Lycopodium, Psilotum, Lepidodendron) or the greater part {Tmesiptcris) of the
primary wood is centripetal.

The Calamite which forms the subject of the present communication occurs in
the well-known Burntisland beds of the Calciferous Sandstone Series, at the base
of the Carboniferous Formation. The material is calcified, and the structure
excellently preserved, though the specimens so tar discovered are small and
fragmentary. Their interest depends on the fact that each vascular bundle
possesses a distinct arc of centripetal wood on the side towards the pith. The
carinal canals are present, as hi an ordinary Calamite, and contain, as usual, the
remains of the disorganised protoxylem. They do not, however, as in other
Equisetales, form the inner limit of the wood, but xylem of a considerable
thickness, and consisting of typical tracheides, extends into the pith on the inner
side of the canal, which is thus completely enclosed by the wood. Hence, starting
from the spiral tracheides of the protoxylem, there was here a considerable
development of xylem in a centripetal as well as in a centrifugal direction. That
the organ was a stem, and not a root, is proved, not only by the presence of the
carinal canals, but by the occurrence of nodes, at which the outgoing leaf-traces
are clearly seen.

This appears to be the first case of centripetal wood observed in a Calamarian
stem, and thus serves to furnish a new link between the Palreozoic Equisetales and
the Sphenophyllales, and through them with the Lj'copods.

The specimens have not as yet supplied any evidence as to the superposition or
alternation of the verticils, so we are not at present in a position to determine the
genus to which they belonged. Provisionally, until further investigation has
cleared up this question, the new stem may bear the name of Calamites petty-
curen&is, from the locality where it occurs.
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3. Remarks 7ipon the Wature of the Stele of Equmetum,
By D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan.

The vascular buDdles of Equisetum are usually compared with those of a

monostelic phanerogam both in structural detail and with regard to their course

out into the leaf. The following observations made upon the stems of J3, Telma-

teja, kc, show that this comparison cannot be satisfactorily maintained.

It was found that of the three strands of xylem present in each bundle of the

iuternode, the carinal strand aloue passes out at the node as a leaf-trace. The two
lateral strands join on to the xylem of the nodal ring, and in certain species {E.

Jdemale, and better still in E. 'ji<jantcum) they may be traced as e.\.ternally pro-

jecting ridges over the nodal xylem into the iuternode above. In passing through

the node they diverge from one another so that in the internode they are found on

the adjacent sides of two different bundles. At the node above they approach

each other, and in the next internode they both occur in the same bundle once

again. The leaf-trace protoxylem, having entered the bundle, runs downwards foi'

one internode between the two lateral strands : at the node below it divides into

two branches which curve to the right and the left ia order to fuss with the

neighlDouring leaf-traces that enter at this node.

So the xylem of the so-called vascular bundle of Equiscluiti consists of three

strands, two of which are lateral and cauliue, while the median, or carinal, strand

is common to both stem and leaf. The fact that only a small portion passes out as

a leaf-trace, and not the bundle as a whole, constitutes an essential point of differ-

ence between it and the bundle of a phanerogam.

The tracheides in each strand are very few, and consequently it is dithcult to

determine the direction of their development. However, as regardo the leaf-trace

and the carinal strand, it appears clear that they are not exarch but eudarch, or

perhaps slightly me.sarch on the adaxial side. The lateral strands, as a whole, are

differentiated later than the carinal strand (as might be expected from the close

relation of the latter to the leaves), but they do not seem to be a continuation of

its centrifugal development. On the contrary, in E. tjvjanieum, where as many as

ten to fifteen elements are present in each lateral strand, the smallest of them are

invariably at the outer extremity, and they gradually increase in size inwards.

Longitudinal sections show that the largest tracheides are coarsely reticulate

with large pits and very broad bands of thickening between them ;
in the

smaller elements the reticulation becomes finer and more regular, and in the

smallest it closely resembles true spiral thickening. To state definitely whether

the lateral strands are exarch or not was not possible, because no incompletely

differentiated portions of the stem were available ; so the question must remain at

present imdecided, although the mature structure certainly gives a strong impres-

sion of centripetal development. Potonie ^ has established a comparison between the

secondary vascular tissues of the Calamavuv. and the Uphenophyllacem by mentally

doing away with the central mass of primary xylem that exists in the latter.
^
By

inverting this procedure, and considering it possible that the ancestors of the

Equisetums may have possessed a xylem that extended to the centre of the _stem,_

one is led to derive their structure, as it exists at present, from the modification of

a stele with a solid central mass of centripetal xylem such as that of Hi)henophyllmn,

or of certain Lepidodendrese. To illustrate the nature of the modifications that

such a stele would have to undergo, a series of parallel developments may be

pointed out within the latter group {Leindodendron Ehodumneiise, Selaginoides,

Ilarcourtii, Siijillaria spinosa, and Menardi), in which parenchyma appears in the

xylem, and gradually increases in quantity until only an attenuated peripheral ring

of xylem remains, which then becomes more or less broken up into separate

strands.

It is suggested that the lateral xylem strands in the vascular bundles of the

existing Equisetums may perhaps be taken to represent the last remnants of a

primitive central mass, and that this would be entirely in agreement with theii'

apparently centripetal development, and in particular with their cauline course.

' P/{anzenpalaeontologiie,Tp. 205.
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•1. Die SUuV' u)id Calm-Flora de^ Ilarzes. Von Professor H. Potonie.

5. On iivo Malayan ' Myrmecophilous ' Ferns. By Pt. H. Yapp.

Polypodiuin (Lecanopteris) camosiim (Blume) and Polypodium sinuoauoi
(Wall) are two epiphytic Ferns which occur almost exclusively in the Malay
Peninsula and Archipelago.

Their creeping rhizomes are thick and fleshy, the ventral surface closely
adhering to the substratum, the dorsal hearing the leaves, which are articulated,
upon large conical leaf-cushions. Branching is lateral, and is so frequent in the
case of Polypodium carnosum that thick compact masses of interlacing stems are
formed, which completely encircle the branches of the tree on which it grows.

The fleshy stems of both Ferns are traversed by an extensive system of hollow
spaces, which, like the galleries of Myrmecodia and Hydrophytum, are invariably
inhabited by colonies of ants. These 'ant-galleries' are arranged on a perfectly
definite plan the details of which differ to some extent in the two Ferns. In both
cases, however, there is a single main ventral gallery, which runs in a longitudinal
direction through the stem, giving off a lateral gallery to each branch and a dorsal
one to each leaf-cushion. The galleries are formed by the breaking down of a
larg-e-celled, thin-walled tissue, which in the youngest parts of the stem appears
to function as a water-reservoir.

Though undoubtedly closely allied species, these Ferns have been placed by
many authorities in different genera. This has been largely on account of the
curious position of the sori in Polypodium carnosum. In this Fern, and in one or
two of its immediate allies, the sori are borne on marginal lobes, which are
completely reSexed upon the upper surface of the frond. This arrangement is

possibly connected with spore distribution.

6. The Vegetation of Mount Ophir. By A. G. Tansley.

7. On Certain Points in the Structure oj the Seeds of iEthiotesta, Brongn.,
and Stephanospermum, Brongn. By Professor F. W. Olivek.

The author gave some account of the anatomy of the fossil gymnosperm seed
named by Brougniart Sfephaiiospennwn akenioides, and of another seed uearlv
allied to the foregoing, which he provisionally recognised as JLthiote»ta sub'ylohom,
Brongn. Attention was drawn to the mantle of tracheal tissue which invests the
uucellus in both cases. The possible physiological significance of this tissue was
considered, and some suggestions were ofiered as to the conditions whicli led to
tlie evolution of the seed in this group. The author expressed the opinion that
theri' was considerable probability that the seed habit was at its origin a scerophilous
adaptation.

8. Natural Surgery in Leaves.
By Dr. F. F. Blackman and Miss Matthaei.

9. On the Relation between CO^ Production and Vitality.

By Dr. F. F. Blackmak and Miss Maxthaei.
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9. On the Strenr/th and Resistance to Pressure of Certain Seeds and Ifruits.

By G. F. Scott Elliot, M.A., B.Sc, F.C.S., F.E.G.S.

Everyone is familiar with the extraordinary hardness and toughness of many
common seeds and fruits, but the writer has failed to discover any definite and

detailed account of the amount of weight which such seeds can endure without

breaking. The experiments, of which an abstract is given, were generally

conducted with a spring balance -weighing up to 50 lb., and carefully tested

beforehand. Those seeds and fruits which withstood a pressure of 50 lb. were

tested with a Wicksteed's single-lever vertical testing machine, which, through

the great kindness of Professor J. G. Longbottom, JM.E., M.I.M E., was placed at

the author's disposal. In all cases the weight mentioned is that at which the

first sign of decided injury could be perceived. Many other seeds and fruits were

tried, but a very large number were found unsuitable, through the difiiculty of

distinguishing the exact moment at which bursting occurred.
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Brazil nut (nut) ....
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . Cuticular Structure of Euphorbia Abdelkuri.

By Professor I. Bayley Balfour, F.Ji.S.

Euj)/iorbia Abdelkuri is an interesting- succulent plant which has been brought

home from a small island in the vicinity of Sokotra by the Ogilvie-Forbes

Expedition. The outer surface of the plant in the fresh condition appears to be

covered with a crust which readily cracks oif. and on examination this is found to

consist of a number of prisms. At first sight these may be taken for some form of

mineral incrustation, but they are not of this nature, but are formed by the cuticle

of the epidermal cells. This does not form an uninterrupted layer over the

epidermis, but the cuticle of each cell is separable from that of the adjacent ones,

and the prisms are merely blocks of cuticle, each one belonging to a single cell.

This is a construction difierent from that which is ordinarily met with in plants

with thick cuticular layer.

2. Some Observations itpon the Vascular Anatomy oj the Cyatheacece.

By J). T. Gwynne-Vaughan.

In a number of Diclssonias with creeping or prostrate stems it is shown that

the vascular system is solenostelic, tlie leaf-traces departing as a single strand

curved into the form of a horseshoe, with its concavity facing towards the median

line of the rhizome

—

Dicksonia adiantoides, cicutaria, davallioides, apiifolia, and

jmnctiloba.

In I), apiifolia it is found that along the free margin of the leaf-gap there is a

considerable increase in the amount of xylem in the solenostele, causing it to

project somewhat towards the centre of the stem.

A similar marginal enlargement also occurs in D. adiantoides ; and here it is

continued past the leaf-gap, foi'ming a ridge on the internal surface of the soleno-

stele runnino- from one leaf-gap margin to another. In the internode this pro-

jectino- portion of the xylem becomes separated off from the rest and surrounded

"by a phloem of its own ; however, it remains always included within the same

endodermis.

In Dicksonia rtd)iginosa the typical vascular ring is interrupted by gaps other

than those due to the leaf-traces, and it may therefore be termed polystelic. In

addition there are two or three small accessory steles lying within the vascular

ring. Throughout the internode the course of these internal steles is quite free

from the vascular ring, but at each node one of them approaches the free margin

of the leaf-gap, and completely fuses with it, separating off again after the leaf-

gap has become filled up.

Pteris elata var. Karsteniana has a typically solenostelic vascular ring, and

also possesses internal accessory steles, which behave in a manuer quite similar to

those of Dicksonia rithiyinosa \ but they are relatively larger, and frequently they

all fuse up together so as to form a second, inner, completely closed vascular

ring.

It is suggested that the several internal steles and vascular rings that occur m
the Saccolomas and in Matonia pectinata are also of the same origin and nature

as those described above.

The relation of the internal accessory steles in certain Cyatheas to those of

the above-mentioned ferns is also discussed.
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3. On the Anatomy of Danrea and other Marattiacem.

By Georgf, Brkbner.

"\'arious species of the Marattiacepe were studied for the comparative anatomy

of tlie adult structure, and Danceci shnpUcifolia, Eudge, for the development of

the vascular system.

1. Development of the vascidar system of Bancea simplicifolia, Eudge.

The primary vascular axis is a simple concentric stele. The xylem consists of

a central mass of small scalariform tracheids, without any conjunctive parenchyma.

The phloem consists of a layer of small sieve-tubes separated from the xylem by a

layer of parenchyma. The pericycle may be absent or only imperfectly repre-

sented. There is a definite endodermis, but the constituent cells are not clearly

always the innermost ones of the extrastelar parenchyma.

When the cotyledon-trace is about to be given oft' the xylem of this vascidar

axis, or ' protostele,' is separated into more or less unequal portions by a layer of

parenchyma. The parenchyma increa.ses in amount, and ultimately the cotyledon-

trace is "separated from the central stele. The cotyledon-trace is collateral. The

next few leaf-traces are given otf in the same manner, and are likewise collateral.

The stele resumes its simple 'protostelic' appearance. Cauline roots occur, but not

regularly.

vVs further leaf-traces depart from, and root-traces join, the vascular axis, the

primitive structure is gradually modified, and it may become more or less

crescentic, forming an incomplete, or even complete, gamostelic ring. The spaces

left by the departure of the leaf-traces now constitute leaf-gaps. The vascular

tissue of this stage may be described as a ' siphonostele with leaf-gaps.'

The time of appearance of the first mucilage canal varies. The earliest occur,

rence noted was after the third leaf-trace had been differentiated.

In one seedling a curious ligament of phloem was observed, which pursued an

oblique course upwards and connected the two horns of a crescentic vascular mass.

This strand of phloem interrupted the course of the central mucilage canal.

At first the leaf-traces are simple and collateral ; later they are simple and

concentric ; still later each trace divides into a pair of strands as it recedes from

the axis. At a higher level the leaf-trace consists of a pai'- of strands each of

which takes its departure separately.

A remarkable deviation in the early stages of development was shown by one

seedling. A mass of parenchyma early made its appearance in the centre of the

xylem, simulating a pith. Careful examination showed that this was due to

abortion of the cotyledon and its trace, and exceptionally early preparation for thfi

departure of the three succeeding leaf-trace^.

2. Stele of the Marattiacere.

The structure of the ' stele,' as seen in transverse section, is singularly uniform

in essential histological details throughout the group. It may be said to be of the

fern type, but there is no endodermis {i.e., in the case of well-grown plants), and

tlie pericycle is not characteristically present.

Tha protoxylem is usually endarch—at any rate in the frond—but it may be

mesarch.
Tlie protophloem is internal. This was first demonstrated in the steles of the

stem by Miss Shove.' It has since been found to be internal in the steles of the

frond of two species of Bancea and of Marattia alata. There can be little doubt

that the internal position of the protophloem is general for the steles of both stem

and frond in this group of ferns.

3. Apical growth.

All the fresh evidence obtained while studying the seedlings of Bancea

simplicifoliu is in favour of an initial group, consisting of a few cells, both in stem

and root,

' Annals Bot., vol. xiv. 1900, p. 497.

^ K 2
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4. Roots.

Nothing- new lias been observed in the roots of the ^Marattiacere. Tn ihe

roots of Dana-a simjiUcifulia there is what might be called a fibrous pith, which

is early differentiated, even before the main mass of the xylem has begun to be

lignified.

4. A Chaiyter of Plant-fivohition : Jurassic Floras.

By A. C. Seward, F.R.S.

From the cliffs on the Dorsetshire coast to the moorlands and headlands of

East Yorkshire England is traversed diagonally by a band of Jurassic strata, and

outlying patches of Jurassic rocks occur ia West Somerset, Gloucestershire,

Worcestershire, Cumberland, and elsewhere. Sediments of the same age occur

also in Siitherlandshire, in the islands of Skye and Mull, and in other parts of Scot-

land. After the filling up of the inland lakes of the Triassic period, the land

gradually subsided and was invaded by a shallow sea in which a thin band of

Rhffitic sediments was deposited in the Uritish area. The vegetation of this

period is represented by the rich floras of Scania, Franconia, and other districts,

but in Britain by a few meagre and imperfect records. The rocks formed on the

floor of the deeper Liassic sea have afforded several Cycadean fronds and fragments

of coniferous trees drifted from neighbouring land. From the estuarine beds

intercalated in the series of marine strata of the Oolitic period, an abundant flora

has been obtained from Yorkshire and elsewhere. The roofing slates of Stones-

field, described by Plot in his ' Natural History of Oxfordshire ' in 1677, have

yielded numerous fragments of plants, which may be the relics of the vegetation

of an island in the Jurassic sea. From the Oxford clay, Corallian beds, and the

Kimeridge clay a comparatively small number of plants have been obtained, while

from the overlying Portlandian and Purbeck series the well-known Cycadean

stems and the abundance of silicified coniferous wood demonstrate the prominent

role played by gytunospermous plants in the vegetation of the land, which had
gradually encroached on the Jurassic ocean. Finally, a rich flora, preserved in

the freshwater Wealden sediments, affords a striking proof of the slow change

in the character of the vegetation since the Inferior Oolite period.

The chief features in the floras ranging from the Rhretic to the Wealden are

briefly described ; an attempt is made to determine the dominant types during this

long succession of stages in the earth's history, and to estimate the progress of

plant-evolution from the close of the Triassic period to the appearance of

Angiosperms in rocks of Lower Cretaceous age.

5. On the Structure and Origin of Jet. By A. C. Seward, F.R.S,

The hard jet of Whitby appears to have been used in Britain in pre-Roman
days; it is alluded to by Oaedmon and mentioned in 1350 in the Records of

St. Hilda's Abbey. It was formerly extensively mined in the cliffs of the York-

.shire coast, near AVhitby and elsewhere ; in Eskdale, Danby Dale, and in several

of the dales that intersect the East Yorkshire moorlands. The hard jet occurs in

the Ammonites serpentinus zone of the Upper Lias, frequently in the form of

flattened masses or layers, which in rare cases have been found to reach a length

of 6 feet. Parkinson in his ' Organic Remains of a Former World ' (1811) speaks

of jet, in some cases, as pure bituminised vegetable matter, and the majority of

writers regard it as having been found as a product of alteration of plant tissues.

On the other hand it has been described as ' the result of the segregation of the

bitumen' in the intervals of the jet shales, which has sometimes formed pseudo-

morphs after blocks of wood.\^ The author has recently examined several sections

of Yorkshire jet in the British Museum, which he believes demonstrate the origin

of this substance from the alteration of coniferous wood and, in part -it least, of

wood of the Araucarian type.

' Tate'and Blake, The Yorlisldre Lias, 187C.
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Tlio occurrence of specimens of silicitied wood bavins' a covorlog layer of jet

is spoken of by Young in bis 'History of Wbitby ' (1817). Sections cut from
specimens wbicb consist in part of petrified wood and in part of jet enable us to

trace a gradual passage from well-preserved Araucarian wood to pure jet, wbicb
affords little or no evidence of its ligneous origin. Tbe conclusiou arrived at is

tliat tbe Wbitby jet owes its origin to tbo alteration of coniferous wood. Tbt3

fact tbat jet frequently occurs in tbe form of flattened blocks of wood in all

probability admits of tbe natural explanation tbat the jet has been derived from

the wood, tbe form of wbicb it has assumed, and not tbat tbe jet Avas formed
elsewhere and permeated tbe tissues of tbe wood as a fluid bitumen.

6. On Government Planting in the Isle of Man. •

By G. P. Hughes, F.R.G.S.

In August last tbe author, by permission from Mr. Drinkwater, Crown Lauds
liecelver in tbe Isle of Man, inspected, with the bead forester, the three plantings

of about 1,000 acres commenced by Sir Henry Lock in tbe year 1882, and added
to on a larger scale by bis successor, the late Mr. George Galley, when Senior

Commissioner in the Department of Crown Lands.
Tbe author was informed in an interview with Mr. Watt, of Carlisle, tbe

contractor who supplied tbe trees and planters, tbat tbe number of trees per

acre was 5,000, consisting of oak, Douglas l)ircb, beecb, silver, Scotch, and Russian
pine, and larch. He employed eighty of his nurserymen from Carlisle, erecting

bouses and supplying their food on tbe .spot, the cost being OA pur acre, inde-

pendent of a five-foot stone wall, which must have added one third to the cost.

Tbe land bad no surface value, being overgrown by whins, heath, and fern upon
shale and impervious rock.

Pruning and weeding from the young trees up to now have been imperative,

but over one half of tlie planted area may be dispensed with, the trees baling
mastered tbe situation. On the more exposed parts tbe trees bad suffered from
the winds and were dwarfed, but by mutual shelter these trees, ranging to an
elevation of mountain 1,000 feet high, have a healthy apjiearance, showing tbat they
have established roots and promise to become trees. On a level with tbe lower
elevation planted, the Araucaria imbricata and many sub-tropical trees are

thriving in the open at Guba Castle, having tree shelter. The writer made the

observation that, though shelter, tbe prospective possession by tbe Government of

forested binds for national emergencies, and tbe employment of labour for tbo
islanders were leading influences with the Department of Crown Lands, the

inhabitants and visitors to the island were much indebted for the climatic and
pictorial effects, which add to tbe amenities of the place as a summer and
winter health resort. The thinning of these plantations should sbortlj^ com-
mence, and should become a profit to the Government, and a great convenience to

the adjoining mines and industries of the island. In tbe House of Commons the
work of the Department of Crown Lands was censured by a few cheese-paring

economists, but in the Isle of Man, so far as could be judged, their work was
a lesson of sound judgment and exact administration with tenacity of purpose
resulting in the assurance of success in the near future and an enduring monu-
ment to the patriotic forethought of the eminent Commissioners by whom they
were originally planned.

7. On SjJore-formation in Yeasts. By T. Barker.

8. Oil a Diplodia jMrasilic oit. Cacao and on the Suyar Cane.
By A. Howard.

9. On Abnormal Catkins of the Har.cl, By Professor F. E. Weiss, B.Sc,
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Section L.—EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.

President of the Section—The Riglit Hon. Sir John E
GoBST, K.C., M.P., F.1J.S.

TIIUB.8DAY, HEPTEMBEIi. 12.

The President delivered the following Address :

—

The iuTitatiou of the British Association to preside over the Section of

Education, established this year for the first time, has been given to me as a
representative of that Government Department which controls the larger, but
perhaps not the most efficient, part of the Education of the United Kingdom. The
most suitable subject for my opening Address would therefore seem to be the
proper function of National Authority, whether central or local, in the education
of the people ; what is the limit of its obligations ; what is the part of Education
in which it can lead the way ; what is the region in which more powerful influ-

ences are at work, and in which it must take care not to hinder their operation
;

and what are the dangers to real education inseparable from a general national

system. I shall avoid questions of the division of functions between Central and
Local Authorities, beset with so many bitter controversies, which are political rather

than educational.

Li the first place, so far as the mass of the youth of a country is concerned, the

Public Instructor can only play a secondary part in the most important part of the

education of the young—the development of character. The character of a people

is by far its most important attribute. It has a great deal more moment in the
affairs of the world, and is a much more vital factor in the promotion of national

power and influence, and in the spread of Empire, than either physical or mental
endowments. The character of each generation depends in the main upon the
character of the generation which precedes it ; of other causes in operation the
effect is comparatively small. A generation may be a little better or a little worse
than its forefathers, but it cannot materially differ from them. Improvement and
degeneracy are alike slow. The chief causes which produce formation of character

are met with in the homes of the people. They are of great variety and mostly
too subtle to be controlled. Religious belief, ideas, ineradicable often in maturer
life, imbibed from the early instruction of parents, the principles of morality current
amongst brothers and sisters and playmates, popular superstitions, national and
local prejudices, have a far deeper and more permanent effect upon character
than the instruction given iu schools or colleges. The teacher, it is true, exercises

his influence among the rest. Men and women of all sorts, from university pro-
fessors to village dames, have stamped some part of their own character upon a
large proportion of their disciples. But this is a power that must grow feebler as

the number of scholars is increased. In the enormous schools and classes in which
the public instruction of the greater part of the children of the people is given
the influence on character of the individual teacher is reduced to a minimum. The
old village dame might teach her half-dozen children to be kind and brave
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and to speak the truth, even if she failed to teach them to read and write. The
head master of a school of 2,000, or the teacher of a class of eighty, may be an
incomparably hotter intellectual instructor, but it is impossible for him to exercise

much individual influence over the great mass of his scholars.

There are, however, certain children for the formation of whose characters the

nation is directly responsible—deserted children, destitute orphans, and chiklrea

whose parents are criminals or paupers. It is the duty and interest of the nation

to provide for the moral education of such children and to supply artificially the

influences of individual care and love. The neglect of this obligation is as injurious

to the public as to the children. Homes and schools are cheaper than prisons and
workhouses. Such a practice as that of permitting dissolute pauper parents to

remove their children from public control to spend the summer in vice and beggary
at races and fairs, to be returned in the autumn, corrupt in body and mind, to

spread disease and vice amongst other children of the State, would not be tolerated

in a community intelligently alive to its own interest.

A profound, though indirect and untraceable, influence upon the moral educa-

tion of a people is exercised by all national administration and legislation. Every-
thing which tends to make the existing generation wiser, happier, or better has an
indirect influence on the children. Better dwellings, unadulterated food, recreation

grounds, temperance, sanitation, will all affect the character of the rising genera-

tion. Ilegidations for public instruction also influence character. A military

spirit may be evoked by the kind of physical instruction given. Brutality may be

developed by the sort of punishments enjoined or permitted. But all such causes

have a comparatively slight effect upon national character, which is in the main
the product for good or evil of more powerful causes which operate, not in the

school, but in the home.
For the physical and mental develo]imeut of children it is now admitted to be

the interest and duty of a nation in its collective capacity to see that proper

schools are provided in which a certain minimum of primary instruction should be

free and compulsory for all, and, further, secondary instruction should be available

for those fitted to profit by it. But there are differences of opinion as to the age
at which primary instruction should begin and end ; as to the subjects it should
embrace ; as to the qualifications which should entitle to further secondary

instruction ; and as to how far this should be free or how far paid for by the

scholar or his parents.

The age at which school attendance should begin and end is in most countries

determined by economic, rather than educational, considerations. Somebody
must take charge of infants in order that mothers may be at leisure to work

;

the demand for child labour empties schools for older children. In the United
Kingdom minding babies of three years old and upwards has become a national

function. But the infant ' school,' as it is called, should be conducted as a

nursery, not as a place of learning. The chief employment of the children should

be play. No strain should be put on either muscle or brain. They should be
treated with patient kindness, not beaten with canes. It is in the school for

older children, to which admission should not be until seven years of age,

that the work of serious instruction should begin, and that at first for not more
than two or three hours a day. There is no worse mistake than to attempt by
too early pressure to cure the evil of too early emancipation from school. Beyond
the mechanical accomplishments of reading, writing, and ciphering, essential to

any intellectual progress in after life, and dry facts of history and grammar, by
which alone they are loo often supplemented, it is for the interest of the com-
munity that other subjects should be taught. Some effort should be made to

develop such faculties of mind and body as are latent in the scholars. The
same system is not ajiplicable to all ; the school teaching should fit in with the
life and surroundings of the child. Variety, not uniformity, should be the rule.

Unfortunately the various methods by which children's minds and bodies can be
encouraged to grow and expand are still imperfectly understood by many of

those who direct or impart public instruction. Examinations are still too

often regarded as the best instrument for promoting mental progress ; and a large
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proportion of the children in schools, both elementary and secondary, are Hot really
educated at all—they are only prepared for examinations. The delicately ex-
panding intellect is crammed with ill-understood and ill-digested facts, because it

is the best way of preparing the scholar to undergo an Examination-test. Learning
to be used for gaining marks is stored in the mind by a mechanical effort of
memory, and is forgotten as soon as the Class-list is published. Intellectual

fuculties of much greater importance than knowledge, however extensive—as
useful to the child whose schooling will cease at fourteen as to the child for whom
elementary instruction is but the first step in the ladder of learning—are almost
wholly neglected.

The power of research—the art of acquiring information for oneself—on whicli
the most advanced science depends, may by a proper system be cultivated in the
youngest scholar of the most elementary school. Curiosity and the desire to find

out the reason of things is a natural, and to the ignorant an inconvenient, pro-
pensity of almost every child; and there lies before tbe instructor the whole realm
of Nature knowledge in which this propensity can be cultivated. If children in

village schools spent less of their early youth in learning mechanically to read,
write, and cipher, and more in searching hedgerows and ditch-bottoms for flowers,

insects, or other natural objects, their intelligence would be developed by active

research, and they would better learn to read, write, and cipher in the end. The
i'aculty of finding out things for oneself is one of the most valuable with which a
child can be endowed. There is hardly a calling or business in life in which it is

not better to know how to search out information than to possess it already
stored. Everything, moreover, which is discovered sticks in the memory and
becomes a more secure possession for life than facts lazily imbibed from books and
lectures. The faculty of turning to practical uses knowledge possessed might be more
cultivated in Primary Schools. It can to a limited extent, but to a limited extent
only, be tested by examination. Essays, compositions, problems in mathematics
and science, call forth the power of using acquired knowledge. Mere acquisition

of knowledge does not necessarily confer the power to make use of it. In actual
life a very scanty store of knowledge, coupled with the capacity to apply it

adroitly, is of more value than boundless information which the possessor cannot
turn to practical use. Some measures should be taken to cultivate taste in

Primary Schools. Children are keen admirers. They can be early taught to

look for and appreciate what is beautiful in drawing and painting, in poetry and
music, in nature, and in life and character. The effect of such learning on manners
has been observed from remote antiquity.

Physical exercises are a proper subject for Primary Schools, especially in the
artificial life led by children in gieat cities : both those which develop chests and
limbs, atrophied by impure air and the want of healthy games, and those which
discipline the hand and the eye—the latter to perceive and appreciate more of
wliat is seen, the former to obey more readily and exactly the impulses of the
will. Advantage should be taken of the fact that the children come daily under
the observation of a quasi-public oHicer—the scliool teacher—to secure them
protection, to which they are already entitled by law, against hunger, nakedness,
dirt, over-work, and other kinds of cruelty and neglect. Children's ailments and
diseases should by periodic inspection be detected : the milder ones, such as sores

and chilblains, treated on the spot, the more serious removed to the care of
parents or hospitals. Diseases of the eye and all maladies that would impair
the capacity of a child to earn its living should in the interest of the community
receive prompt attention and the most skilful treatment available. Special
schools for children Avho are crippled, blind, deaf, feeble-minded, or otherwise
atUicted should be provided at the public cost, from motives, not of mere philan-
thropy, but of enlightened self-interest. So far as they improve the capacity of
such children they lighten the burden on the community.

I make no apology for having dwelt thus long upon the necessity of a sound
system of Primary Instruction : tliat is the only foundation upon which a
national system of advanced education can be built. Without it our efforts and
our money will be thrown away. But while primary instruction should be
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provided for, and even enforced upon, all, advanced instruction is for the few.

It is the interest of the commonwealth at large that every boy and girl showing
capacities above the average should be caught and given the best opportunities

for developing those capacities. It is not its interest to scatter broadcast a huge
system of higher instruction for anyone who chooses to take advantage of it,

however unfit to receive it. Such a course is a waste of public resources. The
broadcast education is necessarily of an inferior character, as the expenditure
which public opinion will at present sanction is only sufficient to provide

education of a really high calibre for those whose ultimate attainments will

repay the nation for its outlay on their instruction. It is essential that these few
should not belong to one class or caste, but should be selected from the mass of

the people, and be really the intellectual elite of the rising generation. It must,
however, be confessed that the arrangements for selecting these choice scholars to

whom it is remunerative for the community to give advanced instruction are most
imperfect. No ' capacity-catchinsr machine ' has been invented which does not

perform its function most imperfectly : it lets go some it ought to keep, and it

keeps some it ought to let go. Competitive examination, besides spoiling more or

less the education of all the competitors, fails to pick out those capable of the

greatest development. It is the smartest, who are also sometimes the shallowest,

who succeed. ' Whoever thinks in an examination,' an eminent Cambridge tutor

tised to say, ' is lost.' Nor is position in class obtained by early progress in learning

an inl'allible guide. The dunce of the school sometimes becomes the profound
thinker of later life. Some of the most brilliant g^eniuses in art and science have
only developed in manhood. They would never in their boyhood have gained a

county scholarship in a competitive examination.
In Primary Schools, while minor varieties are admissible, those, for instance,

between town and country, the public instruction provided is mainly of one type

;

but any useful scheme of higher education must embrace a great variety of

methods and courses of instruction. There are roughly at the outset two main
divisions of higher education—the one directed to the pursuit of knowledge for

its own sake, of which the practical result cannot yet be foreseen, wjiereby the
' scholar ' and the votary of pure science is evolved ; the other directed to the

acquisition and application of special knowledge by which the crnftsman, the

designer, and the teacher are produced. The former of these is called Secondary,
the latter Technical, Education. Eoth have numerous subdivisions which trend
in special directions.

The varieties of secondary education in the former of these main divisions

would have to be determined generally by considerations of age. There must be
different courses of study for those whose education is to terminate at sixteen,

at eighteen, and at twenty-two or twenty-three. AVithiu each of these divisions,

also, there would be at least two types of instruction, mainly according as the

student devcted himself chiefly to literature and language, or to mathematics and
science. But a general characteristic of all Secondary Scliools is that their express

aim is much more individual than that of the Primary School : it is to develop

the potential capacity of each individual scholar to the highest point, ratlier

than to give, as does the Elementary School, much the same modicum to all. For
these reasons it is essential to have small classes, a highly educated staff, and
methods of instruction very different from those of the Primary School. In the

formation of character the old Secondary Schools of Great Liritain have held their

own with any in the world. In the rapid development of new Secondary Schools
in our cities it is most desirable that this great tradition of British Public School
life should be introduced and maintained. It is not unscientific to conclude that

the special gift of colonising and administering dependencies, so characteristic of
the people of the United Kingdom, is the result of that system of self-government
to which every boy in our higher Public Schools is early initiated. But while
we boast of the excellence of our higher schools on the character-forming side of

their work, we must frankly admit that there is room for improvement on their

intellectual side. Classics and mathematics have engrossed too large a share of

attention ; science, as part of a general liberal education, has been but recently
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admitted, and is still imperfectly estimated. Too little time is devoted to it as a
school subject: its investigations and its results are misunderstood and under-
valued. Tradition in most schools, nearly always literary, alters slowly, and tlie

revolutionary methods of science find all the prejudices of antiquity arrayed
against them. Even in scientific studies, laclc of time and the obligation to

prepare scholars to pass examinations cause too much attention to be paid to

theorjr, and too little to practice, though it is by the latter that the power of

original research and of original application of acquired knowledge is best brought
out. The acquisition of modern languages was in bygone generations almost
entirely neglected. In many schools the time given to this subject is still inade-

quate, the method of teaching antiquated, the results unsatisfactory. But the

absolute necessity of such knowledge in literature, in science, and in commerce is

already producing a most salutary reform.

The variety of types of secondary instruction demanded by the various needs
and prospects of scholars requires a corresponding variety in the provision of
schools. This cannot be settled by a rule-of-three method, as is done in the case

of primary instruction. We cannot say that such and such an area being of such
a size and of such a population requires so many Secondary Schools of such a
capacity. Account must be taken in every place of the respective demands for

respective types and grades of secondary education ; and existing provision must
he considered.

It must not, however, be forgotten that a national system of education has its

drawbacks as well as its advantages. The most fatal danger is the tendency of
public instruction to suppress or absorb all other agencies, however long esta-

blished, however excellent their work, and to substitute one uniform mechanical
system, destructive alike to present life and future progress. In our country,
where there are public schools of the highest repute carried on for the most part
under ancient endowments, private schools of individuals and associations, and
Universities entirely independent of the Government, tliei'e is reasonable hope that

with proper care this peril may be escaped. But its existence should never bo
forgotten. Universal efficiency in all establishments that profess to educate any
section of the people may properly be required ; but the variety, the individuality,

and the independence of schools of every sort, primary and secondary, higher and
lower, should be jealously guarded. Such attributes once lost can never be
restored.

There still remains for our consideration the second division of Higher Educa-
tion, viz., the applied or technological side. It is in this branch of Education that

Great Britain is most behind the rest of the world ; and the nation in its efibrts to

make up the lost ground fails to recognise the fact that real technical instruction

(of whatever type) cannot possibly be assimilated by a student unless a proper
foundation has been laid previously by a thorough grounding of elementary and
secondary instruction. Our efibrts at reform are abrupt and disconnected. A panic
from time to time sets in as to our backwardness in some particular branch of
commerce or industry. There is a sudden rush to supply the need. Classes and
schools spring up like mushrooms, which profess to give instruction in the lacking
branch of applied science to scholars who have no elementary knowledge of the
particular science, and Avhose general capacities have never been sufiiciently

developed. Students are invited to climb the higher rungs of the ladder of
learning who have never trod the lower. But science cannot he taught to those
who cannot read, nor commerce to those who cannot write. A few elementary
lessons in shorthand and book-keeping will not fit the British people to compete
with the commercial enterprise of Germany. Such sudden and random attempts
to reform our system of technical education are time and monej' wasted. There
are grades and types in technological instruction, and progress can only be slow.
It is useless to accept in the higher branches a student who does not come with
a solid foundation on which to build. In such institutions as the Polytechnics at

Zurich and Charlottenburg we find the students exclusively drawn from those
who have already completed the highest branches of general education ; in this

country there is hardly a single institution where this could be said of more than
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a more fraction of iis students. The middle grades of teclinological instruction

tiuirer from a similar defect. ]>oys are entered at tecliuical institutions whose
only previous instruetion has been at elemeutarj^ schools and evening classes

;

whose intellectual faculties have not been developed to the requisite point ; and
who have to be retaught the elements to fit them for the higher instruction. In
fact there is no scientific conception of what this kind of instruction is to accom-
plish, and of its proper and necessary basis of general education.

Yet this is just the division of Higher Education in which Public Anthority
linds a field for its operations practically unoccupied. There are no
ancient institutions which there is risk of supplanting. The variety of the

subject itself is such that there is little danger of sinking into a uniform and
mechanical system. What is required is first a scientific, well-thought-out
plan and then its prompt and effective execution. A proper provision of the

various grades and types of technological instruction should be organised in every
place. The aim of each institution should be clear ; and the intellectual equip-

ment essential for admission to each should be laid down and enforced. The
principles of true economy, from the national point of view, must not be lost sight

of. Provision can only be made (since it must be of the highest type to be of the

slightest use) for those really qualified to profit by it to the point of benefiting

the community. Evening classes with no standard for admission and no
test of efficiency may be valuable from a social point of view as providing
innocent occupation and amusement, but they are doing little to raise the tech-

nical capacity of the nation. So far from ' developing a popular demand for

higher instruction ' they may be preventing its proper growth by perpetuating the
popular misconception of what real technical instruction is, and of the sacrifices we
must make if our people are to compete on equal terms with other nations in the
commerce of the world. The progress made under such a system would at first

be slow ; the number of students would be lew until improvements in our systems
of primary and secondary instruction afforded more abundant material on which
to work

; but our foundation would be on a rock, and every addition we were able
to make would be permanent, and contribute to the final completion of the
edifice.

It is the special function of the British Association to inculcate ' a scientific

view of things ' in every department of life. There is nothing in which scientific

conception is at the present moment more urgently required than in National
Education ; and there is this peculiar difficulty in the problem, that any attempt to

construct a national system inevitably arouses burning controversies, economical,
religious, and political. It is only a society like this, with an established philo-

sophical character, that can afford to reduce popular cries about education (which
ignore what education really is, and perpetuate the absurdity that it consists in

attending classes, passing examinatiou.s, and obtaining certificates) to their true

proportions. If this Associatiou could succeed in establishing in the minds of the
people a scientific conception of a National Education System, such as has already
been evolved by most of the nations of Europe, the States of America, and our
own Colonies, it would have rendered a service of inestimable value to the

British nation.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Orfjanisation of Secondary Education.
By Sir Henry E. Roscoe, F.Ii.S.

2. The Mechanismfor Education in Scotland. By John Adams.

In Scotland the .School Board system is universal. The whole country is

divided up into School Board areas. It is true that there are a number of Volun-
tary schools throughout the country, mainly connected with the Episcopalian
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smd Roman Catholic Churches, hut these make up less than twelve per cent, of

the whole.

Between the years of five and fourteen education is compulsory, hut exemption

may be obtained in whole or in part on passing certain examinations.

In Scotland the line of division between primary and secondary schools is not

nearly so clear as in England. 'Public School' means in Scotland any school,

whether primary or secondary, that is under the management of a School Board.

By the Education (Scotland) Act, 1872, eleven schools were scheduled ae Higher
Class Public Schools. There are now thirty such schools, all of them placed entirely

under the control of School Boards ' with a view to promote the higher education

of the country.' The fundamental difference between these and all the other

public schools of Scotland is that the Higher Glass Schools are debarred from
earning the annual parliamentary grant. All the other public schools are usually

referred to as ' grant-earning.' Voluntary schools are also grant-earning, since

they receive all the grants of the ordinary public schools, with the addition of an
annual grant of three shillings per pupil in average attendance.

The Higher Class Public Schools are supported by contributions from the

municipal authorities of the district, according to ancient custom, by certain

endowments varying with each case, by fees, and by the rates. If need be, the

School Board may charge all the expenses of a Higher Class School on the rates,

except the salaries of teachers. The Board has great freedom in dealing with the

Higher Class Schools. It determines the qualihcations to be demanded from the

teachers, and has the power of causing candidates for the post of teacher to be

examined. This power is rarely, if ever, exercised. The qualification demanded is

usually the possession of a University degree. These schools are examined
annually.

The grant-earning schools are subject to many more restrictions. Only duly

certificated teachers can be employed, and certain rigid rules aljout registl-ation,

accommodation, time-tables, religious instruction, have to be attended to. The
annual grant depends upon the report made by an inspector representing the

Scotch Education Department. As to the subjects studied, however, there is ud

rigid line mailcing ofl'the grant-earning schools from the others. The tradition of

the Scotti.sli Parish School is that each school is fit to prepare a lad to go direct

from school to university, and in the north-east of Scotland—thanks to the Dick
and Milne Bequests—the tradition is justified to this day. Speaking broadly,

however, the grant-earning school contents itself with efficient elementary work.

The Merit Certificate represents the attainments aimed at in the elementary public

schools. To gain this certificate the pupil must give evidence of a thorough
grounding in reading, writing, and arithmetic, and must have a good working
knowledge of elementary English, nature knowledge, and the more practical

aspects of geographj', with some general acquaintance with British history. But
wherever there is the least desire for higher education, arrangements are made
to carry the pupil beyond the Merit Certificate stage. This may be done in either

of two ways : (1) An Advanced Department may be formed, in which pupils who
have gained the Merit Certificate may be taught, in classes of not more than forty,

the subjects of English, geograpby, history, arithmetic, and as a rule drawing;
and in addition such of the following subjects as are found suitable under the cir-

cumstances: languages, mathematics, science. (2) A Higher Grade Department
may be established, or a whole school in a district may be set apart as a Higher
Grade School. In these schools or departments there must he a duly qualified

teacher for every thirty or fewer pupils on the roll, and there must be a well-

defined course of instruction approved by the Department, and extending over not

less than three years. The education in such schools may be predominantly
scientific or predominant! }' commercial, or they may give a course specially adapted
for girls, or for any special class of pupils. Considerable latitude is permitted in

proposing courses of study, even classical suhjects being permitted as a subordmate
part of a course that otherwise satisfies the department. But stringent conditions

are laid down to prevent scrappiiiess.

As matters stand, Advanced Departments and Higher Grade Schools are meant
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to he ends in tlieniselves. The pupil when finishod witli thorn i^? regarded as
having completed his education. The Higher Class Schools seek to prepare their
pupils for the University, though naturally a large proportion of their pupils do
not carry on their studies beyond the school. The Leaving Certificate Exami-
nation holds the same relation to the Higher Class School that the Merit CertiKcate
holds to tlie Elementary Grant-earning School. In the meantime the subjects of
the Leaving Certificate Examination may be taken singly, but certificates are now
being issued also in groups, this grouping implying school attendance as well as
mere passing of examinations. Subject for subject these Leaving Certificates are
accepted by the Universities as exempting from the corresponding subjects in the
University Preliminary Examination. Probably in a few years the Leaving
Certificate will practically take the place of the Univei'sity Preliminary Exami-
nation.

Besides the Higher Class Public Schools there are the usual endowed schools
and company schools, which exceed in number and rival in eliiciency the School
Board schools. By the Technical Schools (Scotland) A.ct, 1887, and subsequent
amendments, School Boards have the power of founding and maintaining at the
expense of the ratepayers technical schools in subjects needed in their districts.

There are thirty-nine Secondary Education Committees, eash representing a
county, a burgh, or a parish—mostly counties—whose function is to distribute
certain moneys that are set apart by the Government each year for the purpose of
assisting secondary education. The Scotch Education Department is represented
on each of these Committees by one of His Majesty's Inspectors of Schools. Those
Committees wield a very important influence by the methods in which they allocate
the funds. The County Councils, too, have the power of aiding secondary or
technical education out of certain grants made to them for various local purposes.
There is a general desire for some unification of all the different authorities that
thus influence, sometimes in opposite ways, the course of Secondary Education in
Scotland. Some recommend the handing over of Education to the County
Councils, to be dealt with along with the other matters of local government

;

others desire an extension of the School Board area, leaving the control of all
educational matters, whether primary or secondary, in the hands of School Board.s
representing counties or other large areas.

3. Organisation of Edihcation in Glasgov). By Dr. W. Jacks.

4. The Training of the Practical Man.
By Dr. Joim G. Kekr, Head Master of Allan Glen's School, Glasgoio.

The author quoted Carlyle to the effect that ' the grand result of schooling
was a mind with just vision to discern, with free force to do,' and considered
whether the system of education at present provided was in the direction of
encouraging that independent thought and action which marked the practical
man in tlie best sense. The kindergarten and the primary school, in Dr. Kerr's
opinion, were now ottering a liberal discipline, and the conditions under which
the merit certificate was obtained secured breadth of general and practical
training. That there were in the Glasgow area last year over :iO,000 enrolments
for special courses of instruction in evening continuation schools was fair proof of
the efficiency of the primary school system. Considering tliose pupils who
passed into secondary schools and the average duration of secondary scliool life.

Dr. Kerr pointed out that the superiority of Germany M-as to some extent due to
its military system and to the operation of ' the certificate for one year's military
service,' for that certificate not only reduced military service, but qualified for
businesses, opened the way to higher studies, and stamped tlie educated classes.

If our secondary school work was to grow there must be inducements to keep
promising pupils at school. The agencies which were at present concerned witli
the preliminary training of those who were to be engaged in industries and
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manufactures were higher grade schools and scliools of science. The metliods

followed were explained, and Dr. Kerr declared that most valuable results might
he anticipated from the highly practical training they provided. He argued in

favour of the institution of maintenance scholarships, which would merely be
jjayments during the period of preparation for capable citizenship, and he con-
tended that the able youth who had to face such a trade as engineering should
not be required to work through five years' apprenticeship in the shops if the

school training whicli he had received justified a reduction. With increased

school training the genuinely capable youth would make the very most of his

workshop experiences, would more easily find his way to higher positions, and be
likely to do better national service than could be expected from the less educated
youth who had been hurried into hard manual work before a basis of knowledge
iiad been laid or good intellectiuil habits acquired.

Dr. Kerr anticipated no serious objections to diminished apprenticeship from
the trades unions, and the capitalist employer would not be altogether influenced

in his attitude by the profitableness of apprenticeship labour. It was the case

that many apprentices of ability were discouraged, and it was true that many
other promising youths of scientific and mechanical turn kept clear of apprentice-

ship. But Britain could not aftbrd to let capacity go to waste, and accordingly

every effort should be made to discover and train for industries youths of first-

class brain-power. France, in applying prudent and skilful methods of eliminating

the unfit from point to point in the higher practical schools, had set an example
which might be followed with profit.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBEIi 13.

The following Papers were read :

—

1 . Thr. Future Work of the Section.

By Professor H. E. Armstrong, F.E.S.

The Experimental Method of Teaching.

By Professor L. C. Miall, F.R.S.

Si

3. On the Scojie of the Science of Edncation.

By Professor H. L. Withers.

At the outset of the work of the new Section of Educational Science it is of

exti'eme importance that we should come to some working agreement about its

cope. There is grave risk of our being overwhelmed by a multitude of interesting

problems, some of whicli cannot properlj^ be attacked before we liave settled our
procedure and arranged our topics in some sort of order of priority and propor-

tional importance. In that case our discussions are likely to be no more convincing

than the debates of the many ecores of clubs and societies which are already pour-

ing out an endless .stream of papers and treatises on educational subjects. We
must begin with the matters which are most fundamental and central, and leave

for a while those which are subordinate and marginal.

We start with the claim that there is such a study as the science of education.

A study does not become a science until it is systematic, orderly, and continuous

;

until the field of its investigations is marked out ; and until the terms which it uses

are defined with some precision. Until this point is reached everything remains a

matter of opinion and prejudice, and no genuine advance in thought is possible.

We must admit that this point has not yet been reached in the British study of
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education, n,ud it is tlio dillicult and responsible duty of this Section to attempt to

place our st udy upon an objective and truly scieutitic basis.

The necessity for a scientific study of education has been brought home to the
British Association by the force of events. Discussions have arisen from time to

time in the various Sections as to the true methods of teaching difl'erent subjects of
science. In the Section of Chemistry much valuable work has been done, under
the lead of Professor Armstrong, by means of a committee working in co-opera-
tion with practical teachers. Much also has been accomplished by the Geo-
graphical Section for the reform of methods of instruction in geography.

There can be no doubt that this plan of treating education in separate de-
partments makes an admirable introduction to further investigation, but it is

clearly inadequate in scope and faulty in method unless it be carried into a much
wider field. To begin with, the diflerent Sections of the Association only touch
a small part of the whole sphere of education. They leave out almost all that is

implied in the training of the character and the feelings, the cultivation of the
poAver of expression through language, and the enlargement of sympathy that
comes through the study of literature. Secondly, such a method of dealing with
single subjects by themselves is imsound both in logic and in practice. The
practical schoolmaster is attacked by specialists in an endless number of subjects,

each one of whom demands that his own speciality shall be taught, and taught
thoroughly. The schoolmaster cannot possibly teach them all ; he must make
some selection among them. On what rational grounds is he to do this ? His
school time-table shows his practical answer ; he divides the twenty-five hours a
week which he has to distribute among the different parts of the curriculum in
certain propoi-tions, giving, let us say, five hours to mathematics, two to history,

five to the study of the mother tongue and its literature, and so forth. If he has
any weU-considered and intelligible account to give of his time-table, that account
must be rendered in the terms of some theory of the comparative importance of
the various subjects to his pupils. This implies some conception of an ordered
system of knowledge as a whole, quite apart from the individual claims of special-

ists. This theory of the curriculum is an important part of the science of educa-
tion. Again, if we turn to the question of methods of instruction we cannot
solve the problems which they raise by referring to the difierent subjects in isola-

tion. For instance, are we to teach geometry demonstratively in the method of
Euclid, or concretely and through physical applications ? We can get no sure
answer by appealing to the mathematical specialists. They will tell us that it

depends what our object is in teaching geometry ; what mental powers we wish to
train ; what later applications we intend to make of the geometrical faculty when
acquired. That is, we find ourselves referred partly to a consideration of the total
aim and purpose of our education and partly to its technical bearings. And these
are not mathematical considerations at all. Similarly, if we are asked how we
are to teach a language, let us say French, we cannot give a satisfactory answer in
terms ofFrench linguistic science alone. We must reply that it depends upon our
purpose in teaching French, whether, that is, we desire to make it a key to knowledge
of one of the foremost literatures in Europe, or whether we desire to give a power to
conduct commercial correspondence in French, or whether we aim at both of these
ends and many others that might be named. There is no such thing as a method
in the abstract. A method is a means to an end, and varies indefinitely in relation
to that end.

It is clear, therefoi-e, that the science of teaching is not the same thing as the
teaching of science. The study which belongs to Section L must be, in a sense,
independent of the subjects studied in the other Sections, although, in another
sense, it is closely bound up with them. The great work which the Section can
do is to introduce some kind of order into the confusion which rages at present in
educational controversy. It can achieve tbis only by simplifying and concen-
trating its field of work, by defining its scope, and by aiming at an orderly and
systematic treatment of its main topics.

We may best arrive at an idea of the scope of educational science by consider-
ing the following questions : What is it that the educator should study and practise
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apart altogether from the two or three departments of knowledge in which he may-

happen to be a specialist ? What are the chief topics in regard to which he ought
to seek after clear ideas and sound action ?

We must begin, must we not r with a rough working definition of education

itself. Education is a living process in virtue of which the partly developed

young of the human species are adjusted by nourishment and exercise to the

environment in which, when fully grown, they will have to continue to live.

That environment is partly physical and partly human.
Healthy activity in relation to nature and man may serve as a working defini-

tion of our end, and in order to obtain this for children we must aim nt clear ideas

about the following points :

—

{a) Physical health in the home and in school.

{li) A sound correspondence, implying health of brain and nerves, between the

mind of the child and the natural phenomei\a which surround it, and which
form the background of human life.

(c) A cultivation in the child of human sympathy with the community of

which he is to form a part ; a power to express that sympathy in clear language ; an
understanding of Iniman nature and of the art and literature in which that human
nature has most characteristically embodied itself; some knowlege of human history

an<d of the gradual process by which mankind has attained to the position in which
we find it. All this must be accompanied by constant habituation to healthy

acti\ity with other human beings in the social relations of home and school.

These appear to be the indispensable conditions of adjustment of the growing
child to his environment. To aid that adjustment it is evident that the educator

must clear up his ideas on many points. Of these the most important and most
central might be specified as follows :—

-

(i.) The hygiene of human growth, with special reference to the healthy func-

tions of growing brains and nerves.

(ii.) The theory of the curriculum, which must include a consideration of the

comparative value for growing children of difterent subjects of study, and of the

order and mutual relation in which these subjects should be presented to the

adolescent mind.
(iii.) The theory of method, which must embrace a study of the conditions

under which the maximum of mental and moral activity can be attained without
overstrain. It will therefore comprise an investigation into the s3'mptoms and
causes of brain ftitigue. It will consider the circumstances imder which the

interest and self-activity of children are best roused and maintained. It will

require a series of practical experiments conducted ))y trained observers under the
ordinary conditions of school life.

(iv.) The study of the conditions under which desirable qualities of character

are produced, such, for instance, as courage, kindness, initiative, firmness of will,

and the like. Under this head would come the scientific study of play, of imita-

tion, of the influence of suggestion, and so forth, as well as of the influence of the

school community and school institutions.

In these four topics, which may be summed up as phj-sical and mental
hygiene, the theory of the curriculum, the theory of method, and the theory of

character, might be found a rough working scheme of the scope of educational

science. When we have arrived at some sort of agreement upon them we shall

have to consider the forms of administration and organisation most likely to foster

desirable conditions. For this we shall need a comparative study of educational

institutions, including those of foreign nations and those which have existed in

the past. After this we may proceed to the corollaries and riders of our main
topics, such, for instance, as the problem of how best to prepare children for par-

ticular trades and professions, such as engineering or law, and in especial how to

train those who are going to be educators, for the effective practice of the scientific

principles of their profession.
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4. So^ne Considerations hearing on the Practical Study of Fducational
Science. By P. A, Barnett, M.A.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

A Joint Discussion tvith Section A on the Teaching of Mathema'ics,
opened by Professor John Perry, F.R.S.^

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,

1. Joint Discussion with Section K on the Teaching of Botany.
See p. 843.

2. Joint Discussion tvith Section F on Commercial Education,
opened by Mr. L. L. Price.—See p. 751.

3. Report on the Teaching of Science in Elementary Schools.

See Reports, p. 458.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.

The following Papers were read :

—

1. The Influence of Universities and Examining Bodies upon the Work
of Elementary Schools. By the Right Reverend John Percival, D.D.,
Lord Bishop of Hereford.—See Reports, p. 448.

2. Liberal Educationfor Boys leaving School at Sixteen or Seventeen
By H. W. Eve, M.A.

It is generally admitted that a complete classical education under the best
conditions, properly supplemented by other subjects, is thoroughly good of its

kind.' For those who have not adequate time the problem of devising a good
curriculum is difficult. It is necessary to guard, on the one hand, against a
curriculum too exclusively practical, and on the other against the waste of time
on a half-finished classical education, generally including no Greek. Too often
the result is that time and energy are spent on gaining a very imperfect laiow-
ledge of Latin, which might have been more profitably devoted to other subjects.
The Latin learnt at school is never kept up : it contributes but little to the forma-
tion of intellectual tastes, so necessary as an antidote to trivial and vulgar pur-
suits. What is really wanted is a secondary education at once practical and
liberal, and that in a world much changed within the lifetime of men not yet
old. Science must fill an important place in such an education : not only must

• Published vyith an account of the Discussion vphich followed the rcadino- of
the Paper, Macmillan k, Co., London, 1901.
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some familiarity with scientific method be acquired, but also a good deal of that

scientific knowledge which is essential for intelligent general reading. Add to

the time required for mathematics and science what is needed for English, history,

and geography, and two modern languages, and but little time is left for Latin.

German, too much neglected in Enghsh schools, is essential both on practical and
on general grounds, and should take the place of Latin. Nor would there be any

appreciable loss in point of discipline and training. Modern languages, though

easier than the classical languages, present q\iite enough difficulties for the

average boy, and he has at the end of his course something to show for his

efforts. Much depends on effective scholarly teaching and on the selection of

reading-books requiring sustained thought.
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production and vitality, 851.

Blake (R. F.) and Prof. Letts on the
chemical and biological changes oc-
curring during the treatment of sewage
by the so-called bacteria beds, 601.

Blanford (Dr. W. T.) on the zoology af
the Sandwich Islands, 352.

Bles (Edward J.) on a method for re-

cording local faunas, 683.

Blyth (Prof. James) on the coherer,
583.

Bolton (H.) on the excavation ofcaves at
Uphill, 352.

Bone-beds of Pikermi, Attica, and in
N. Euboea, A. Smith Woodward on,
656.

Bone marrow. Interim report on, 447.
BONNEY (Prof. T. G.) on seismologieai

investigation, 40.

on the erratic blocks of the British
Isles, 283.

on the collection of photographs of
geological interest in the United £ing-
dom, 339.

on the work of the Correspondiny
Societies Committee, 465.

Booth (C.) on the effect of legislation

regulating ivoinen's labour, 399.
Bornean insects, R. Shelford on some,

689.

BoREADAiLE (L. A.) On the land crus-
taceans of a coral island, 692.

BoRTHWiCK (A. W.) on the diameter
increment of trees, 831.

BoSE (Prof. J. C.) on the change of
conductivit y of metallic particles under
cyclic electromotive variation, 534.

Botanical survey of Scotland, methods
and objects of a, W. G. Smith on, 720.

*Botanists, the International Association
of, Dr. J. P. Lotsy on, 830.

Botany, Address by Prof. I. B. Balfour to
the Section of, 819.

the teaching of, in schools, H. Wager
on, 843.

, in Universities, Prof. F. O.
Bower on, 843.

BoTTOMLEY (Dr. J. T.) onjjroctical eUc-
trical standards, 31.

•—— on radiation of heat and light from
a heated solid body, 562.

BouRiNOT (Sir J. G.) on an ethnological
su/rvey of Canada, 409.

Bourne (G. C.) on investigations made at
the Marine Biological Association
laboratory at Plymouth, 376.

on the micro-chemistry of cells, 446^
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Bower (Prof. P. O.) on the morphology,

4'c., of the Podosteinacece, 447.

on fertilisation in PhcrophycecB,

448.

on an Ophioglossiivi collected by
Mr. Ridley in Sumatra, 842.

on the teaching of botany in Uni-
versities, 843.

BowLEy (A. L.) on the effect of legis-

lation regulating women's labour, 399.

on Glasgow wages in the nineteenth
century, 754.

Boyle (David) on an ethnological survey

of Canada, 409.

Boys (C. Vernon) on determining magnetic
force at sea, 29.

on seismological investigation, 40.

on the B.A. screw gauge, 407.
* and Prof. A. G. Geeenhill on

spherical trigonometry, 551.

Beabeook (B. W.) on the effect of legis-

lation regulating women's labour, 399.

on an ethnological survey of Canada,
409.

on the Silehester excavation, 425.

Beamwell (Sir F. J.) on the B.A. screw
gauge, 407.

Beant Seeo (J. 0.) on Dekanawideh,
the law-giver of the Caniengahakas,
802.

Bray (G.) on the movements of under-
ground waters of N. W. Yorkshire, 337.

Bbebneb (George) on the anatomy of

Bancea and other Marattiaceaj, 855.

*Bridg6d-rings, the synthetical formation
of, Prof. W. H. Perkin on, 607.

Bridges in China, R. Lockhart Jack on,

772.

British Protectorates, Report on a scheme
for tlie survey of, 396.

*Beodie (W. Brodie) on the action of
oxalates upon the relationship of cal-

cium salts to muscle, 818.
Bromes and their brown rusts. Prof.

Marshall Ward on, 836.

Beomwich (T. J. FA.) on the equation
of secular inequalities, 553.

on the potential of a surface distri-

bution, 556.

Brown (Adrian J.) on enzyme action,

600.

(Prof. A. Crum) on meteorological
observations on Ben Nevis, 54.

(Horace T.) on the work of the Cor-
responding Societies Committee, 465.

(J.) onthe resistance ofroad vehicles

to traction, 402.
Bruce (W. S.) on the fishes of the

Coats Arctic Expedition, 687.
on the fauna of Franz Josef Land,

687.
* on the methods and plans of the

Scottish National Antarctic Expedi-
tion, 725.

Betjsh (C. F.) and Prof. E. W. Morley
on a new gauge for small pressures,

644.

on the transmission of heat
through water vapour, 546.

Brush grating, the law of the optical

action of a, Dr. J. Kerr on, 568.

Beyce (Dr. T. H.) on the heterotypical
division in the maturation phases of

the sexual cells, 685.

and Dr. Eben. Duncan on prehis-

toric man in the island of Arran, 795.

BuCHAN (Dr. A.) on meteorological obser-

vations on Ben Nevis, 54.

BuDGETT (J. S.) on the anatomy of

the larval Polypterus, 693.

BuLLEE (Dr. A. H. Reginald) on the fer-
tilisation process in JEchinoidea, 356.

BuETON (F. M.) on the erratic blocks of
tlie British Isles, 283.

Cairngorms, E. H. Cunningham Craig
on, 654.

Calamites, a primitive type of structure
in. Dr. D. H. Scott on, 849.

.

Callendae (Prof. H. L.) on practical
electrical standards, 31.

on the variation of the specific heat

of water, 34.

on underground temperature, 64.

Cambrian fossils of the N.W. Highlands,
B. N. Peach on the, 642.

*Campbbll (\V.) on aluminium-anti-
mony and aluminium-copper alloys,

606.

Canada, ethnological survey of, ¥ifth
report on an, 409.

Cannan (Edwin) on the decline of
natality in Great Britain, 749.

* Carbonic dioxide production and vitality

of plants, the relation between. Dr.

F. F. Blackman and Miss Matthaei on,

851.

Carboniferous rocks. Report on life-zones

in the British, 288.

Caelile (W. Warrand) on the postulates

of the standard of value, 741.

Caeslaw (H. S.) on the applications

of Fourier's series to mathematical
physics, 557.

Carter (Rev. W. Lower) on the move-
me7its of underground waters of N. IF.

Yorkshire, 337.

Cartilage of the stapes, the origin of the,

and on its continuity with the hyoid
arch. Dr. J. F. Gemmill on, 788.

*Caseinogen salts in solution, the physi-
cal properties of, W. A. Osborne on,

817.

Cassel (G.) on the theory of progressive

taxation, 745.

*Catkins, abnormal, of the hazel, Prof.

F. E. Weiss on, 857.
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Caves in Ireland, Interim, report on the
oxploration of, 282.

at Uphill, Weston-sxqyer-Marc,
Report on the excavation of, 352.

* Irish, manufactured objects from,
G. Coffey on, 798.

Cells, Report on the micro-chemistry o/,ii5.
Cells, photoelectric, Prof. G. M. Minchin

on, 531.

Cephalopoda, the statocysts of, Br. R.
Mamhlyn Harris on, 355.

Ceplialotaxus, the morphology of the
flowers of, W. C. Wordsdell on, 834.

Ceratopteris thalictroides, the anatomy
of, Sybille O. Ford on, 845.

Cerebral fissures, temporarj'. Prof. J.

Symington on the, 798.

Cetacea, a sacral region in, D. Hepburn
and D. Waterston on, 680.

*Chaia driving, recent developments of,

C. R. Garrard on, 774.
Chapman (Prof. S. J.) on tlw effect nf

legislation regulating moments labour,
399.

Chemical constitution and absorption
spectra of organic bodies, Report on the
relatio7i between, 208.

education, some points in. Prof. J.
Sakurai on, 612.

research, duty-free alcohol for,

W. T. Lawrence on, 597.
Chemistry, Address by Prof. Percy F.

Frankland to the Section of, 584.
China, bridges in, R. Lockhart Jack on,

772.

, travels in, R. Logan Jack on, 726.
Chisholm (Geo. G.) on geographical

conditions affecting British trade, 715.
Chlorine, the inverse relation of, to rain-

fall, W. Ackroyd on, 603.

, the distribution in Yorkshire of,

W. Ackroyd on, 603.
Chukch (Col. G. 'K.) ona scheme for the

survey of British Protectorates, 396.
*Cinnamic acids, the three stereomeric,

Prof. A. Michael on, 607.
Clark (Archibald B.) on British colonial

policy in its economic aspect, 755.
(Miss A. M.) on abnormal second-

ary thickening in Kendricliia Walkeri,
842.

Clarke (W. Eagle) on the migration of
birds : Shylarh (Alauda arvensis), 365

;

Swallow (Hirundo rustica), 372.
*Cleland (Prof. J.) on the cartilage of

the external ear in the Monotremata
in relation to the human ear, 788.

Clements (0. P.) on the JB.A. screw
gauge, 407.

Climatology of Africa, Final report on
the, 383.

Clyde valley and plains, the effects of
vegetation in the, G. F. Scott Elliot
on, 718.

Coal output from the Scottish coalfields,

R. W. Dron on the, 741.

Coal-tar industry, the relative progress
of the, in England and Qermany dur-
ing the pastffteen years, A. O. Green
on, 252.

COATES (H.) on the collection of photo-
graphs of geological interest, 339.

CoFPEY (G.) on the exploration of caves
in Ireland, 282.

on naturally chipped flints for com-
parison with certain forms of alleged
artificial chipping, 795.

* onmanufactured objects from Irish
caves, 798.

CoHEX (R. Waley) and W. N. Shaw on
the seasonal variation of the atmo-
spheric temperature of the British
Isles, and its relation to wind-direction,
558.

Coherer, A note on the, by Prof. J,
Blyth, 583.

CoKEB (E. G.) and H. T. Baenes on a
determination by a thermal method of
the variation of the critical velocity of
water with temperature, 579,

Cole (Prof. Grenville) on tlie explora-
tion of caves in Ireland, 282,

Collet (Miss C. E.) on the effect of legis-

lation regvlating ivo7nen's labour, 399.
Colloids and crystalloids, transitional
forms between, Dr. Gladstone and \V.
Hibbert on, 604.

Colonial policy, British, in its economic
aspect, A. B. Clark on, 755.

Colour vision. Dr. F. W. Edridge-Green
on, 817.

Conductivity of metallic particles, the
change of, under cyclic electro-motive
variation. Prof. J. C. Bose on, 534.

Congo, Portuguese, itineraries in. Rev. T.
Lewis on, 717.

Conifers, heterogenesis in. Dr. T. P. Lotsy
on, 848.

Conwentz (Prof. H.) on thepast history
of the yew in Great Fritain and Ire-
land, 839.

Cooper (C. Forster) on the fauna of an
atoll, 692,

COPELAND (Prof. R.) on meteorological
observations on Ben Kevis, 54.

Copper-bearing rocks of S. Australia,
F. P. Mennell on, 605.

Copper ores of Scotland in their geolo-
gical relation, J. G. Goodchild on,
647.

Coral island, the land crustaceans of a,
L. A. Borradaile on, 692.

islands of the Maldives, J S.

Gardiner on, 683.

reefs of the Indian regions. Second
report on, 363.

COEBETT (Cameron) on the real inci-
dence of local rates, 757.
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COHNISH (Dr. Vaughan) on terrestrial

surface waves, 398.

on the size of waves as observed at
sea, 773.

Correspoiiding Societies Committee :

Report, 465.

Conference at Glasgow, 466.

List of Corresponding Societies, 487.

Papers published by Local Societies,

490.

COESTORPHINE (R. H.) and Dr. G. G.
Henderson on the condensation of
benzil with dibenzyl ketone, 607.

COBTIE (Rev. A. L.) on the drift in
longitude of groups of facul» on the
sun's surface, 542.

Cosmography, the representation of the
heavens in the study of, A. Galeron
on, 727.

COTTBELL (F. G.) on the theory of the
Lippmann electrometer and related
phenomena, 548.

Covellite, the occurrence of, in associa-
tion with malachite in the sandstone
of Kingsteps, W. Mackie on, 65]

.

Craig (E. H. Cunningham) on cairn-

gorms, 654.

*Cbaw (J. a.) on the effect of non-
electrolytes on the Lippmann electro-

meter curve, 549.
* on the determination of the surface

tension of mercury by the method of
ripples, 549.

* on the potential differences of
allotropic silver, 549.

Creak (Capt. E. W.) on determining
magnetic force at sea, 29.

Cree (T. S.), a business man on supply
and demand by, 748.

*Cremieu (Dr. V.) sur les eflets de la

convection electrique, 531.

on a new point of view about gravi-
tation and a proposed experiment, 561.

Crete, Report on explorations in, 440.
the Neolithic settlement at Knossos

in, A. J. Evans on, 792.

explorations at Zakro in, D. G.
Hogarth on, 793.

Chick (G. C.) oji life-zones in theRritish
Carboniferous roclu, 288.

Crompton (Col. R. E.) on the resistance

of road vehicles to traction, 402.
•^— on the B.A. screw gavge, 407.

Address to the Section of Engi-
neering by, 761.

Crook (C. V.) on the collection of photo-
graphs of geological interest, 339.

Crooke (\V.) mi the Natural History
and Ethnography of the Malay Penin-
sula, 411.

* on the proposed ethnographic sur-
vey of India, 806.

Crustaceans, land, of a coral island, L. A.
Borradaile on the, 692.

Crystal structure. Report on the develop-
ment of the geometrical theories of, 297.

Crystals, the applicatimi of the equili-

brium law to the separatimi of, from
complex solutions, Dr. E. F. Armstrong
on, 262,

.* dredged from the Clyde near
Helensburgh, J. S. Flett on, 635.

Cullen (Rev. J.) and Lt.-Col. Cunning-
ham on idoneal numbers, 552.

Cunningham (Lt.-Col. Allan) on tablet

of certain mathematical functions, 54,
and Rev. J. Cullen on idoneal

numbers, 552.

and H. J. WooDALL on the deter-
mination of successive high primes, 553.

(Prof. D. J.) on the exploration of
caves in Ireland, 282.

, Address to the Section of Anthro-
pology by, 776.

(J. H.) on excavations at Ardoch,
790.

Cyanophycese, the cytology of the, H.
Wager on, 830.

Cyathaceffi, the vascular anatomy of the,
D. T.Gwynne-Vaughan on, 854.

Danjea and other Maratliaceae, the ana-
tomy of, G. Brebner on, 855.

Darwin (Prof. G. H.) on seismological
investigation, 40.

on Poincare's pear-shaped figure of
equilibrium of rotating fluid, 650.

(Horace) on seismological investi-

gation, 40.

OH earth movements at the Ridgenay
fault, 52.

(Maj. L.) on seismological investiga-

tion, 40.

Dawkins (Prof. Boyd) on the excavation,

of caves at Uphill, 352.

on the age of stone circles, 427.

Dawson (the late Dr. G. M.) on an
ethnological survey of Canada, 409.

Deacon (G. F.) on underground tem-
perature, 64.

Dekanawideh, the law-giver of the
Caniengahakas, J. O. Brant Sero on,
802.

Dendy (Miss Mary) on feebleness of '

mind, pauperism, and crime, 758.

Denison (F. Napier) on the seismograph
as a sensitive barometer, 577.

De Rancb (C. E.) on the erratic blocJts

of the Rritish Isles, 283.

Devas (Charles S.) on the significance
of the decline in the English birth-rate,

750.

Dewar (Prof. J.) 071 wave-length tables

of the spectra of the elements and
compounds, 79.

Dickinson (Joseph) on underground
temperature, 64.
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Dickson (H. N.) on the plankton and
phyncal conditions of the English
Channel during 1899-1900, 353.

—— on changes of the land level of the

Phlegraan Fields, 382.
-—

• on the climatology ofAfrica, 383.

on a schemefor the surrey of British
Protectorates, 396.

on the mean temperature of the
atmosphere and the causes of glacial

periods, 722.

Differential equations and the Puiseux
diagram, R. W. H. T. Hudson on, 555.

Diffraction grating, the effect of errors in

ruling on the appearance of a, 11, S.

Allen on, 568.

*DiLLON (J.) on recording soundings by
photography, 773.

Diorite associated with granite at As-
souan, A. Somervail on, 663.

*Diplodia parasitic on cacao and on the
sugar cane, A. Howard on, 857.

fDiscussion : On the teaching of mathe-
matics, 869.

* on the proposed new unit of

pressure (see p. 71), 562.
* on glass used for scientific purposes,

568.

on economics and commercial edu-
cation, 751.

* on housing, 753.

on the teaching of botany, 843.

DOBBIE (Prof. J. J.) on absorption spec-

tra and chemical composition of or-

ganic bodies, 208.

Douglas (Wm. M.) on personal identi-

fication, Dr. A. Bertillon's system, 805.

Dkon (Robert W.) on the output of coal

from the Scottish coalfields, 741.

Duncan (Dr. Eben.) and Dr. T. H.
Bryce on prehistoric man in the
island of Arran, 795.

*DuNLOP (J. S.), Prof. A. Gray, and A.
Wood on elastic fatigue, as shown by
metals and woods, 529.

DUNSTAN (Prof. W. R.) on the teach-

ing of science in elementary schools,

458.

Duty-free alcohol for chemical research,

W. T. Lawrence on, 597.

DwEKRYHOUSE (A. R.) on the erratic

blochs of the British Isles, 283.

on the movements of underground
maters of N. W. Yorkshire, 337.

, *Ear, the cartilage of the external, in

the Monotremata in relation to the
human ear, Prof. J. Cleland on, 788.

Earthquakes : see Seismological Investi-

gation.

Earth's curvature, the experimental
demonstration of the, H. Yule Oldham
en, 725.

Echinoidea, the fertilisation process in,

Br. A. H. R. Buller on, 356.

Economic Science and Statistics, Ad-
dress by Sir R. Giffen to the Section of,

728.

Edgewohth (Prof. F. Y.) on the effect

of legislation regulating ivomen's labour,

399.

Edeidge-Green (Dr. F. W.) on colour

vision, 817.

Education, chemical, some points in.

Prof. J. Sakurai on, 612.

, commercial, and economics, L. L.

Price on, 751.

in Glasgow, organisation of, Dr.

W. Jacks on, 865.

-, liberal, for boys leaving school at

sixteen or seventeen, H. W. Eve on, 869.— in Scotland, the mechanism for,

John Adams on, 863.—, the scope of the science of, Prof.

H. L. Withers on, 866.

secondary, the organisation of,

Sir H. E. Roscoe on, 863.

Educational Science, Address by Sir J. £.

Gorst to the Section of, 858.
*

, Section of, the future work of

the, Dr. H. E. Armstrong on, 866.
*

, the practical studj' of, P. A.

Barnett on, 869.

Edwards (E. J.) on the critical point in

rolled steel joists, 774.

Egyptian king. Hen Nekht, the bones of

the, C. S. Myers on, 797.

•Elastic fatigue as shown by metals and
woods. Prof. A. Gray, J. S. Dunlop,
and A. Wood on, 529.

Electric convection, the magnetic effects

of, Dr. v. Cremieu on, 531.

waves, interference and polarisation

of. Prof. Br. G. Quincke on, 39.

Electrical measurements, experimentsfor
improving the construction ofpracticed

standards for, Report on, 31.

Appendix : a comparison of the

silver deposited in voltameters

containing different solvents, by
S. Skinner, 32.

Electricity, the discharge of, through
mercury vapour, Prof. A. Schuster on,

531.

Electrolysis of alkali salt vapour, tbe
laws of, H. A. Wilson on, 547.

*Electrolytic conductivity of halogen acid
solutions, Dr. J. Gibson on, 613.

'Electrometercurve, the Lippmann, effect

of non-electrolytes on, J. A. Craw on,

549.

, the Lippmann, the theory of, F. G.
Cottrell on, 548.

Ellinger (Barnard) on thirty years'

export trade, British and Irish produce,
1870-1899, 744.
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Elphinstone (G. K. B.) on the B.A.
screw gauge, 407.

Engineering, Address by Col. R. E.
Crompton to the Section of, 761.

Mnglish Channel, planhton and j)hysical

conditions in 1899-1900 of the, Interim
report on the, 353.

Engraving, machinery for, Mark Barr
on, 774.

Enzyme action, Adrian J. Brown on, 600.

Equisetum, the nature of the stele of,

D. T. Gwynne-Vaughan on, 850.

Erratic blocks of the British Isles, Report
on the, 283.

Ether, the necessity of postulating an,

B. Hopkinson on, 534.

Ethnographic survey of India, the pro-
posed, W. Crooke on, 806.

Ethnography and Natural History of tJw
Malay Peninsula, Report on the, 411.

Ethnological Survey of Canada, Fifth
report on an, 409.

Euphorbia Abdelhuri, the cuticular struc-
ture of. Prof. I. B. Balfour on, 854.

Evans (A. H.) on making a digest of the
observations on the migration of birds,

364.

(A. J.) on the Silchester excavation,
425.

on the age of stone circles, 427.

on explorations in Crete, 440.

on the Neolithic settlement at
Knossos, and its place in the history of
early JSgean culture, 792.— (Sir J.) on the age of stone circles,

427.

on explorations in Crete, 440.

071 the rcork of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 465.

Eve (H. W.) on liberal education for
boys leaving school at sixteen or seven-
teen, 869.

Everett (Prof. J. D.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

on underground temperature, 64.

on resolving power in the micro-
scope and telescope, 569.

Evolution of man, hints of, in tradition,

D. MacRitchie on, 806.

EwAKT (Prof .J. Cossar), Address to the
Section of Zoology by, 666.

* on zebras and zebra hybrids, 691.
EwiNG (Prof. J. A.) on seismological

investigation, 40.

Experimental method of teaching, Prof.
L. C. Miall on the, 866.

Export trade, thirty years' (1870-99),
British and Irish produce, Barnard
Ellinger on, 744.

Faculse on the sun's surface, the drift in
longitude of groups of, Rev. A. L.
Cortie on, 542.

Faikley (T.) on the movements of under-
ground maters of N. W. Yorkshire, 337.

Farm labour colonies, recent results of,
Harold E. Moore on, 757.

Faemee (Prof. J. B.) on the morphology,
S)'C., of the PodostemacecB, 447.

on fertilisation in Plueonhiicca,
448.

(R. C.) on the methods for the deter-
mination of hydrolytic dissociation of
salt-solutions, 240.

Fault, relative movement of strata at the
Ridgeway, H. Darwin on the, 52.

Fauna of Franz Josef Land, W. S. Bruce
on, 687.

Faunas, local, a method of recording,
E. J. Bles on, 683.

Fayum depression, and its new palasogene
fauna, H. J. L. Beadnell on, 669

Feebleness of mind, pauperism, and
crime. Miss Mary Dendy on, 758.

Fellahin of W. Palestine, some customs
of the, R. A. S. Macalister on, 802.

Ferns, two Malayan ' myrmecophilous,'
R. H. Yapp on, 851.

*Fishes, the distribution of, in the Car-
boniferous rocks and Old Red Sand-
stone in Scotland, Dr. R. H. Traquair
on, 640.

-—- of the Coats Arctic Expedition,
W. S. Bruce on, 687.

FitzGeeald {the late Prof. G. F.) on
radiation from a source of light in a
magnetic field, 39.

FiTZPATBiCK (Rev. T. C.) on practical
electrical standards, 31.

Fjords of Norway, the physical history
of the. Prof. E. Hull on, 660.

Flame coloration and spectrum of nickel
compounds, P. J. Hartog on the, 613.

Fleming (Dr. J. A.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

*Flesh-eating plants, Prof. J. Reynolds
Green on, 841.

Fletchee (L.) on the structure of crys-
tals, 297.

*Flett (John S.) on crystals dredged
from the Clyde near Helensburgh,
with analyses by Dr. W. Pollard, 635.

and Prof. J. Geikie on the granite
of TuUoch Burn, Ayrshire, 634.

Flints, naturally chipped, for comparison
with certain forms of alleged artificial

chipping, G. Coflfey on, 795.

Floyee (E. a.) on terrestrial surface
waves, 398.

Flux (Prof. A. W.) on the effect of legis-

lation regulating women's labour, 399.
*Food and land tenure, E. Atkinson on,

748.

FOOED (A. H.) on life-zones in the British
Carboniferous rocks, 288.

*Foraminifera, dimorphism in, J. J.
Lister on, 688.
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*FOEBES (G.) on the position of a planet

beyond Neptune, 543.
* on a portable folding range-finder,

for use with infantry, 774.

FOED (SybiUe O.) on the anatomy of

Ceratopteris thaUctroides, 845.

and A. C. Seward on the anatomy
of Tudea, with an account of the

geological history of the Osmundaceae,

847.

Forest Trees in Scotland, the distribution

of certain, as shown by the investiga-

tion of Post-Glacial deposits, W. N.

Niven on, 839.

Forth Valley, the Scottish Natural His-

tory Society's scheme for the investi-

gation of the, Marion Newbigin on,

719.

Fossil plants from Berwickshire, K.

Kidston on, 643.

and Coleoptera from a deposit

of Pleistocene age at Wolvercote, A. M.
Bell on, 645.

remains, the investigation of, by
serial sections. Prof. W. J. Sollas on,

643.

Fossils in the La Plata Museum,
graphs of, exhibited by Dr

Photo-
F. P.

Moreno, 696.

Foster (A. Le Neve) on the B.A. screw

gauge, 407.

(Dr. 0. Le Neve) on underground
temperature, 64.

• (Prof. G. C.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

Fourier problem of the steady tempera-

tures in a thin rod, J. W. Peck on the,

555.

Fourier's series, the applications of, to

mathematical physics, H. S. Carslaw

on, 557.

*FowLBR (L. J. S.), D. Noel PATOX.and
L. GULLAND on the question whether

the spleen has a haemopoietic function,

818.

Fox (H.) on life-zones in the British

Carhoniferows rocks, 288.

Frankland (Prof. Percy F.), Address to

the Section of Chemistry by, 584.

*Frog's tongue, the mechanism of the.

Prof. M. Hartog and N. Maskelyne on,

688.
*

, a model showing the mechan-
ism of the, Prof. M. Hartog on, 818.

*Galeeon (A.) on the representation of

the heavens in the study of cosmo-

graphy, 727.

Galloway (W.) on underground tempera-
ture, 64.

Galton (Francis) on the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 465.

*Galton's whistle, observations with, C. 8.

Myers on, 818.

Gametophyte in the Ophioglossales and
Lycopodiales, W. H. Lang on, 841.

Ganong (Dr. W. F.) on an ethnological

survey of Canada, 409.

Gardinee (J. Stanley) on the coral

islands of the Maldives, 683
*Gaeraed(C. R.) on recent developments

of chain driving, 774.

Garson (Dr. J. G.) on the age of stone

circles, 427, 438.

on the work of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, 465.

Garstanq (W.) on the platikton and
2)hysical conditions of the English

Channel during 1899-1900, 353.

on investigations made at the Marine
Biological Laboratory at Plymouth,

376.

Garwood (E. J.) on life-zones in the

British Carboniferous rocks, 288.

on the collection of photographs of

geological interest in the United King-

dom, 339.

Gauge for small screws, the British

Association, Report on, 407.

for small pressures, a new, Prof.

B. W. Morley and C. F. Brush on, 544.

Geikie (Sir Arch.) on underground teni-

perature, 64.
* on time intervals in the volcanic

history of the Inner Hebrides, 636.

(Prof. J.) on the collectum, of

photographs of geological interest in

the United Kingdom, 39.

and J. S. Flett on the granite of

Tulloch Burn, Ayrshire, 634.

Gemmill (Dr. J. F.) on Echinonema
grayi, a large nematode from the

perivisceral cavity of the sea-urchin,

691.

on the origin of the cartilage of the

stapes and on its continuity with the

hyoid arch, 788.

Geographical conditions aflectiag British

trade, 715.

environment, the influence of, on
political evolution, AUeyne Ireland on,

716.

Geography, Address by Dr. H. R. Mill to

the Section of, 698.

Geological photographs of interest in the

United Kingdom, Report on, 339.

Geology, Address by John Home to the

Section of, 615.

Germinal selection, the theory of, in

relation to the facts of inheritance,

Prof. J. A. Thomson on, 685.

GiBBS (Prof. Wolcott) on wave-length

tables of the spectra of the elements and
compounds, 79.

Gibson (Prof. Harvey) onfertilisation in

Phwophycea;, 448.
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Gibson (Dr. J.) on the electrolytic con-

ductivity of halogen acid solutions, 613.

GlFFEN (Sir Robert), Address to the

Section of Economic Science and Sta-

tistics by, 728.

GiLSON (Prof. G.) on a new sounding and
ground-collecting apparatus, 696.

GiNSBUEG (Benedict W.) on shipping

subsidies, 743.

Glacial periods, the mean temperature of

the atmosphere and the causes of,

H. N. Dickson on, 722.

Glacier-dammed lakes in the Cheviots,

P. F. Kendall and H. B. MufE on, 646.

Gladstone (G.) on the teacMng of

science in elementary schools, 458.

and Dr. J. H. Gladstone on hydra-

tion of tin, including the action of

light, 603.

(Dr. J. H.) on the teaching of science

in elementary schools, 458.

and G. Gladstone on hydration of

tin, including the action of light, 603.

and W. HiBBEKT on transitional

forms between colloidsand crystalloids,

604.

Glaishek (J.) on underground tempera-

ture, 64.

—^ (Dr. J. W. L.) on tables of certain

mathematicalfunctions, 54.

Glasgow wages in the nineteenth century

A. L. Bowley on, 754.

Glass used for scientific purposes. Dr.

E. T. Glazebrook on, 668.

Glazebkook (Dr. K. T.) on practical

clectHcal standards, 31.

on the B.A. screw gauge, 407.
* on the buildings of the National

Physical Laboratory, 530.
* on glass used for scientific pur-

poses, 568.
* on some results obtained with the

self-recording instruments for the

Antarctic expedition, 579.

*Glennie (J. S. Stuart) on magic, reli-

gion and science, 807.

Olossopteris flora of Australia, E. A. N.

Arber on, 847.

Godman (F. Du Cane) on the zoology of
the Sandwich Islands, 352.

Gold, alluvial, in the Kildonan Field, the

source of the, J. M. Maclaren on, 651.

in veins, the influence of organic

matter on the deposition of, J. M.
Maclaren on, 652.

GooDCHiLD (J. G.), on the collection

ofphotographs of geological interest in

the United Kingdom, 339.

on the Scottish ores of copper in

their geological relations, 647.

on a revised list of minerals known
to occur in Scotland, 648.

GOKHAM (J. Marshall) rni the B.A. screw

gauge, 407.

GORST (Sir J. E.), Address to the Sec-

tion of Educational Science by, 858.

GoTCH (Prof. F.) on hone marrow, 447.

Government planting in the Isle of Man,
G. P. Hughes on, 857.

Geaham Kere (J.) on the coral reefs of
the Indian region, 363.

on the origin of the paired limbs
of the Vertebrata, 693.

Granite of Tulloch Burn, Ayrshire, Prof.

J. Geikie and J. S. Flett on, 634.

Gravel-flats of Surrey and Berkshire, the
origin of the, H. W. Monckton on, 662.

Gravitation, an experiment proposed for

producing a sudden variation in. Dr.

V. Cremieu on, 561.

Gravitational matter, the clustering of,

in any part of the universe. Lord
Kelvin on, 563.

*Gbay (Prof. A.) on the relation between
temperature and internal viscosities

of solids, 529.
* on the influence of a magnetic field

on the viscosit}' of magnetisable
liquids, 582.

* on the influence of a magnetic field

on the viscosity of magnetisable
solids, 582.

*
, J. S. DuNLOP, and A. WOOD on

elastic fatigue as shown by metals
and woods, 529.

* and Dr. W. Stewart on a new
electromagnet and an ecbelon spectro-

scope for magneto-optic observations,

569.

(H. St. George) on the excavations

of the stone circle at Arbor Low, 427.

(J.) and J. F. Tocher on the fre-

quency and pigmentation value of

surnames of school children in East
Aberdeenshire, 799.

(W.) on the collection ofphotographs

of geological interest in the United
Kingdom, 339.

Green (Arthur G.) on tlie relative pro-
gress of the coal-tar industry in Eng-
land and Germany during the past

fifteen years, 252.

(C. F.) and T. G. Bedford on a
method of determining specific heats

of metals at low temperatures, 544.
* (Prof. J. Reynolds) on flesh-eating

plants, 841.

Geeenhill (Prof. A. G.) on tables of
certain mathematicalfunctions, 54.

* on the simple pendulum without
approximation, 551.

* and C. V. Boys on spherical trigo-

nometry, 551.

Griffiths (E. H.) on practical electri-

cal standards, 31.

on tlie nature of alloys, 75.

* on the freezing points of certain

dilute solutions, 530.
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Ground-collecting and sounding appara-
tus, Prof. G. Gilson on a, 696.

GuiLLAUMB (Dr. C. E.) sur Vunite de
presnon, 71.

*GULLAND (Lovell), D. Noel Paton,
and L. J. S. Fowlee on the question
whether the spleen has a hasmopoietic
function, 818.

Gulls arti/iciall]/ hatched, the behariovr
o/yomig, Prof. J. A. Thomson on, 378.

GuNN (Wm.) on recent discoveries in

Arran geology, 63 1

.

GiJNTHER (R. T.) on changes of the land
level of the Phlegrcean Fields, 382.

Gwynne-Vaughan (D. T.) on the nature
of the stele of Equisetum, 850.

on the vascular anatomy of the
Cyathacea;, 854.

Gymnosperm seeds, fossil, Prof. F. W.
Oliver on, 851.

Haddon (Prof. A. C.) on an ethnological

survey of Canada, 409.

*Hair, mammalian, microscopic prepara-
tions, F. H. Marshall on, 692.

Hallibueton (Prof. W. D.) on the

viicro-chemistry of cells, 445.

Hamblyn-Haeeis (Dr. R.) on the stato-

cysts of Cephalopoda, 355.

*Hardness of materials, measurement of
the, by indentation by a steel sphere,

T. A. Hearson on, 774.

Haeker (Alfred) on the sequence of

Tertiary igneous eruptions in Skye,
636.

Haemee (S. F.) on the coral reefs of
the Indian region, 363.

Harrison (Rev. S. N.) on the erratic

blocks of the British Isles, 283.

Haetland (E. S.) on an ethnological

survey of Canada, 409.

Haetlet (Prof. W. N.) on absorption
spectra and chemical constitution of
organic bodies, 208.

on wave-length tables of the spectra

of the elements and compounds, 79.

*Haetog (Prof. Marcus) on a model
showing the mechanism of the frog's

tongue, 818.
* and N. Maskeltne on the me-
chanism of the frag's tongue, 688.

(P. J.) on the flame coloration

and spectrum of nickel compounds,
613.

Haevie-Brown (J. A.) on makmg a
digest of the observations on the migra-
tion of birds, 364.

Hawthorne (J.) and Prof. Letts on
the absorption of ammonia from pol-

luted sea-water bj' Ulva latissima, 831.

Hawtrey (Seymour) on the Lengua
Indians of the Gran Chaco, 803.

*Hearson (T. a.) on measurement of
the hardness of materials by indenta*
tion by a steel sphere, 774.

Heat, the transmission of, through water
vapour. Prof. E. W. Morley and C. F.
Brush on, 546.

*Hebrides, the Inner, time intervals in
the volcanic history of, Sir A. Geikie
on, 636.

Hedges (Killingworth) on the protec-
tion of buildings from lightning, 770.

Hele-Shaw (Prof. H. S.) on the resist-

ance of road vehicles to traction,

402.

Hendebson (Dr. G. G. and G. T. Beilby)
on the action of ammonia on metals
at high temperatures, 605.

and R. H. Corstorphinb on the
condensation of benzil with dibenzyl
ketone, 607.

Hepburn (David) and David Watee-
STON on the pelvic cavity of the por-
poise as a guide to the determination
of a sacral region in Cetacea, 680.

*Herbertson ( Dr. A. J.) on a morpho-
logical map of Europe, 715.

Heedman (Prof. W. A.) on the planUon
and physical conditions of the English
Channel during 1899-1900, 353.

on the occupation of a table at
the Zoological Station at Naples, 354.

Herschel (Prof. A. S.) on underground
temjyeratnre, 64.

Heterogenesis in conifers, Dr. T. P.

Lotsy on, 848.

Hewitt (C. J.) on the B.A. screw gauge,
407.

Heycock (C. T.) on the nature of alloys,

75.

Hibbert (Walter) and Dr. Gladstone
on transitional forms between colloids

and crystalloids, 604.

Hicks (Prof. W. M.) on tables of certain
mathematicalfunctions, 54.

on the Michelson-Morley effect,

562.

HiCKSON (Prof. S. J.) on the zoology of
tlve Sandnich Islands, 352.

on the occupation of a table at the
Zoological Station at Naples, 354.

Highlands, eastern, variation in the
strata in the, G. Barrow on, 633.

•

, N.W., the Cambrian fossils of the,

B. N. Peach on, 642.- , southern, the crystalline schists of
the, P. Macnair on, 633.

Hill (A. W.) on the histology of the
sieve tubes of Pinus, 835

(Dr. Leonard) on bone marrorv,
447.

HiLL-ToUT {C.)onan ethnological survey
of Canada, 409.

Hind (Dr. Wheelton) on life-zones in the
British Carboniferous rooks, 2S8.
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HiNDE (Dr. G. J.) on life-tones in the

British Carhoyiiferous rocks, 288.

HiNKS (A. K.) on the possibility of

systematic error in photographs of a

moving object, 540.

on the essentials of a machine for

the accurate measurement of celestial

photographs, 5il.

Hippocampal fissure and formation, Prof.

J. Symington on the, 798.

HoDGKiNSON (W. E.) and L. Ltmpach
on some relations between physical
constants and constitution in ben-
zenoid amines, Part III., 608.

Hogarth (D. G.) on explorations in

Crete, 440.

. on explorations at Zakro, in Eastern
Crete, 793.

HOLDICH (Sir T. H.) on a scheme for
the survey of British Protectorates,

396.

Holmes (T. V.) on the work of the

Correspondinff Societies Committee, 46.5,

HooKEB (R. H.) on the correlation of

the marriage rate and trade, 750.

HOPKINSON (B.) on the necessity of

postulating an ether, 534.

(J.) on the rcorli of the Correspond-

ing Societies Committee, 465.

HORNE (J.) on the erratic blocks of the

British Isles, 283.

, Address to the Section of Geology
by, 615.

Hornblende porphyrites of Victoria
(Australia), J. Stirling on, 663.

•Housing, Prof. W. Smart on, 753.

HousTOUN (R. A.) and J. 'W. Peck on
magnetisation of electrolytic nickel,

582.

Howard (A.) on a Biplodia parasitic

on cacao and on the sugar-cane, 857.

Howes (Prof. G. B ) 07i the occujyation

of a talle at the Zoological Station at

Naples, 354.

HOYLE (W. E.) on the comjnlation of
an iiulex generuvi et sjieciernm

animalium, 362.
* on a new form of luminous organ,

689.

Hudson (R. W. H. T.) on the Puiseux
diagram and differential equations,

555.

Hughes (G P.) on Government planting
in the Isle of Man, 857.

Hull (Prof. E.) on underground tempe-
rature, 64.

on the physical history of the
Norwegian Fjords, 660.

Humber, the source of warp in the,

W. H. Wheeler on, 652.

Hunt (A. Roope) on terrestrial surfate-
ivaves, 398.

Hunter (A. F.) on an ethnological survey
of Canada, 468.

Hutchison (Dr. R.) on hone-marrow,
447.

Hydrostatic pressure, Prof. W. Ramsay
and G. Senter on, 529.

Hydrolytic dissociation of salt-solutions,

the methods for the deterviituition of,

Br. R. C. Farmer on, 240.

Identification, personal, Dr. A. Bertillon's

system, W. M. Douglas on, 805.

Idoneal numbers, Lt.-Col. A. Cunning-
ham and Rev. J. Cullen on, 552.

Igneous eruption in Skye, Tertiary, the
sequence of, A. Harker on, 636.

Implements found in Ipswich, horn and
bone. Miss N. F. Layard on, 806.

Index generum et specierum animalium.
Report on the compilation hy C. Bavies
Sherljorn of an, 362.

*India, the proposed ethnographic sur-

vey of, W. Crooke on, 806.

Inheritance, the theory of germinal selec-

tion in relation to the facts of. Prof.

J. A. Thomson on, 685.

Insects, some Bornean, R. Shelford on,

689.

Interference and polarisation of electric

rvaves. Prof. Br. G. Quincke on, 39.

o£ light from independent sources,

Dr. G. J. Stoney on the, 570.

*Ionic effect in the small intestine, Prof.

E. Waymouth Reid on an, 818.

*Ions, the nomenclature of the. Prof.

James Walker on the, 613.

Ireland (Alleyne) on the influence of

geographical environment on political

evolution, 716.

Iron and nickel, the effects of magne-
tisation on the electrical conductivity
of, Guy Barlow on, 581.

Irwin (Miss M. H.) on the present
position of woman as a worker, 756.

Isomeric naphthalene derivatives. Four-
teenth report on the investigation of,

152.

Jack (R. Lockhart) on recent observa-
tions on bridges in Western China,

772.

(R. Logan) on artesian water in

Queensland, 641.

on travels in China, 726.

*Jacks (Dr. W.) on the organisation of

education in Glasgow, 865.

Japp (Prof. F. R.) on absorptio7i sjyectra

and chemical constitution of organic
bodies, 208.

Jet, the structure and origin of, A. C.

Seward on, 856.

Joists, rolled steel, the critical point in,

E. J, Edwards on, 774.

t|u^i\>::^^J|yA^ - V) . mM
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Jones (Rev. E.) 07i the movements of
underground maters o/JV. W. Yorkshire,

337.

JUDD (Prof. J. W.) 071 seisviological in-

vestigation, 40.

on the coral reefs of the Indian
region, 363.

Jurassic floras, a chapter in plant-evolu-

tion, A. C. Seward on, 856.

Keltie (Dr. J. Scott) on changes of the
j

land level of the Plilegrcean Fields, 382.

on terrestrial surface-reaves, 398.
* on the National Antarctic Expe-

dition, 725.

Kelvin (Lord) on determivn/ng magnetic

force at sea, 29.

on practical electrical standards,

31.

on seismological itivestigation , 40.

on tables of certain mathematical

functions, 54.

on imdergro%md temperature, 64.

on the B.A. screw gavge, 407.

on the clustering- of gravitational

matter in any part of the universe,

563.

Kendall (Prof. P. F.) on the erratic

Mocks of the British Isles, 283.

on life-zones in the Bntish Carho-

niferous rocks, 288.

on the moremenis oi underground
maters of ^'.W. Iflrkiihire, S37.

and H. B. Muff on evidences of

ancient gl.acier-dammed lakes in the

Cheviots, ()4G.

liendrickia Walkeri, abnormal secondary
thickening in, Miss A. M. Clark on,

842.

*Kennedy (Dr. R.) on restoration of

voluntary movement after alteration

of the nerve-supply by nerve-crossing,

or anastomosis, 817.

Kbrk (Dr. J.) on the Brush grating and
the law of its optical action, 568.

(Dr. John G.) on the training of the

practical man, 865.

Kidston (R.) on life-zones in the British

Carhoniferovs rocks, 288.

on the collection of photographs of

geological interest in the United King-

dom, 339.

on some fossil plants from Berwick-

KiLEOE (Jas. R.) and A. McHenry on
the relation of the Silurian and Ordo-
vician rocks of N.W. Ireland to the
great metamorphic series, 636.

KiNAHAN (G. H.) on the Irish Primary
Rocks, and their associated granitic
and metamorphic beds, 637.

on some Irish laccolithic hills, 640.
KiEKBY (J. W.) 071 life-zones in the

British Carloniferous rocks, 288.

Kitchen Midden near Elie, Fife, the
excavation of an ancient, R. Munro on,

790.

Knossos, the Neolithic settlement at, and
its place in the history of early .ffigean

culture, 792.

Knott (Prof C. G.) on seismological

investigation, 40.

Knox (E. F. Vesey) on the economic
efEect of the Tramways Act, 1870, 753.

Knublby (Rev. E. P.) on making a digest

of the observations on the migration of
birds, 364.

Kny (Prof. L.) on correlation in the
growth of roots and shoots, 836.

Laccolithic hills, some Irish, G. H. Kina-
han on, 640.

Lamplugh (G. W.) on life-zones in the
British Carlomfero2(S rocks, 288.

Lang (W. H.) on the gametophyte in
the Ophioglossales and Lycopodiales,
841.

Lankestek (Prof. E. Ray) on the plank-
ton and jjhysical conditions of the
English Channel during 1899-1900, 353.

on the occupation of a table at
the Zoological Station at Naples, 354.

—— on investigations made at the Marine
Biological Zaboratorg at Plymouth,
376.

071 the 77iicro-c\emistry of cells, 445.

shire, 643.

KiLBOE (Jas. R ) on geology regarded
in its economic application to agri-

culture by means of soil maps, 643.

and A. McHenry on the relations

of the Old Red Sandstone of N.W. Ire-

land to adjacent metamorphic rocks,

and its similarity to the Torridon

Rocks of Sutherlandshire, 636.

*Larmor (Dr. J.) on the law of radiation,

562.

Lauder (Alex.) on absorption spectra
and chemical coinpositio7i of organic
bodies, 208.

*Laueie (Malcolm) on some Arthropods
from the Upper Silurian, 665.

Lawrence (W. T.) on duty-free alcohol
for chemical research, 597.

Layard (Miss Nina) on a human skull
found in peat in the bed of the river
Orwell, 789.

on a Paleolithic implement with
alleged thong-marks, 798.

on horn and bone implements found
in Ipswich, 806.

Leaf-arrestor for a water supply. Earl of
Rosse on, 7G9.

Lean (George) andW. Caekick Ander-
son on alumiuium-tin alloys, 606.
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*Leaves, natural surgery in, Dr. F. F.

Blackman and Miss Matthaei on, 851.

Leboub (Prof. G. A.) on -underground

temperature, 64.

on life-zones in tJie British Car-

boniferous rocks, 288.

Lees (Dr. C. H.) o» determining magnetic

force at sea, 29.

Lengua Indians of the Gran Chaco, S.

Hawtrey on, 803.

Lemaibe (Capt.) on the Belgian scien-

tific expedition of Ka-Tanga, 722.

Letts (Prof. E. H ) and R. F. Blake
on chemical and biological changes

occurring during the treatment of

sewage by the so-called bacteria beds,

«01.
and J. Hawthorne on the absorp-

tion of ammonia from polluted sea-

water by Ulva latissima, 831.

Lewis (A. L.) on the age of stone circles,

427.

(Rev. T.) on itineraries in Portu-

guese Congo, 717.

Lias shale, the alterations of the, by the

Whyn dyke of Great Ayton, in York-

shire, 654.

Life-zones in the British Carhoniferoxis

Tocks, Report on, 288.

Light, the action of, on the hydration of

tin, Dr. Gladstone and G. Gladstone

on, 603.

the influence of on, the clearing of

turbid solutions and the movement of

small suspended particles. Prof. Dr. G.

Quincke on, 60.

from independent sources, the in-

terference of, Dr. G. J. Stoney on, 570.

Lighthouse light, a new scintillating,

J. R. Wigham on, 768.

Lightning, the protection of buildings

from, K. Hedges on, 770.

Limbs of vertebrates, the origin of the

paired, J. Graham Kerr on. 693.

Limpach (L.) and W. R. Hodgkinson
on some relations between physical

constants and constitution in benze-

noid amines, 608.

LiSTEB (J. J.) on the coral reefs ofthe

Indian region, 363.

* on diimorphism in foraminifera,
688. ^ ,

*LiTTLE (Archibald) on the crux of the

• Upper YauRtse, 727.

LiVEiNG (Prof. G. D.) on mave-le7igth

tables of the spectra of the elements and

compounds, 79.

Lloyd-Moegan (Prof. C.) on the excava-

tion of caves at Uphill, 352.

LoCKYEE(Sir J. 'Hi.) on ivave-leiigth tables

of the spectra of tlie elements and com-

pounds, 79.

(W. J. S.) on a long period solar

variation, 576.

Lodge (Prof. A.) on tables of certain

mathematical functions, 54.

(Dr. O. J ) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on radiation from a source of light

in a magnetic field, 39.

Lomas (J.) on, the erratic blocks of the

British Isles, 283.

Longe (F. D.) on a piece of yew from
the forest bed on the east coast of

England, apparently cut by man, 798.

*Lotsy (Dr. T. P.) on the International

Association of Botanists, 830.

on heterogenesis in conifers, 848.

Luminous organ, a new form of, W. E
Hoyle on, 689.

Lunacy in Scotland, the growth and
geographical distribution of. Dr. J. F,

Sutherland on, 742.

Macalistee (Prof. A.) on tlie Natural
History and Ethnography of the Malay
Peninsula, 411.

on exploration* in Crete, 440.

on the morphology of transverte

vertebral processes, 789.

on the third occipital condyle, 789.

(B. A. S.) on external circumstances
bearing on the age of Ogham writing

in Ireland, 792.

on some results of recent excava-

tions in Palestine, 794.

on some customs of the Fellahin of

W. Palestine, 802.

Macallum (Prof. A B.) on the micro-

chemistry of cells, 445.

MacDonald (Mrs. J. R.) on the effect of

legislation regulating women's labour,

399.

(Norman D.) on railway rolling

stock, present and future, 769.

McHeney (A.) on the exploration of

caves in Ireland, 282.

and J. R. Kilbob on the relations

of the Old Red Sandstone of N.W.
Ireland to adjacent metamorphic rocks,

and its similarity to the Torridon Rocks
of Sutherlandshire, 636.

on the relation of Silurian and
Ordovician rocks of N.W. Ireland to

the great metamorphic series, 636.

MclNTOSH (Prof. W. C.) on the occupa-

tion of a table at the Zoological Station

at Naples, 354.

*Mackay (Principal) on supra-sternal

bones in the human subject, 799.

(T.) on the Poor Law and economic
order, 755.

McKendbick (Prof. J. G.), Address to

the Section of Physiology by, 808.

I on apparatus employed in researches

on phonetics, 817.
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Mackenzie (Prof. J. J.) on the micro- •

chemiitry of cells, 445.

Mackib (Wm.) on the occurrence of

barium sulphate and calcium fluoride

as cementing substances in the Elgin

Trias, 648.

on the pebble-band of the Elgin

Trias and its wind-worn pebbles, 649.

on the occurrence of covellite in

association with malachite in the sand-
stone of Kingsteps, Nairn, 651.

McLachlan (R.) on the compilation of

an index generum et gpecierum auima-
Hum, 362.

McLaren (Lord) on meteorological ob-

servations on Ben Nevis, 54.

Maclaren (J. Malcolm) on the source

of the alluvial gold of the Kildonan
field, Sutherland, G51.

on the influence of organic matter
on the deposition of gold in veins, 652.

• McLeod (Prof. H.) on the hlhliography of
spectroscopy , 155.

MacMahon (Maj. P. A.) on tables of
certain mathematicalfunctions, 54.

Address to the Section of Mathe-
matical and Physical Science by, 51'.».

* on the partition of series, each
term of which is a quantic, 551.

MacNair (Peter) on the crystalline

schists of the southern Highlands, 633.

Mac Ritchie (David) on hints of evolu-

tion of man in tradition, 806.

Madan (H. G.) on the hihUography of
spectroscopy, 155.

*Magic, religion, and science, J. S. Stuart
Glennie on, 807.

Magnetic field, radiationfrom a source of
light in a. Report on, 39.

*
, the influence of a, on the

viscosity of magnetisable liquids and
solids, Prof. A. Gray on, 582.

force at sea. Final report on deter-

mining, 29.

. Magnetisation, the efl'ects of, on the
electrical conductivity of iron and
nickel, Guy Barlow on, 581.

of electrolytic nickel, J. W. Peck
and R. A. Houstoun on, 582.

Magnus (Sir P.) on the teaching of science

in elementary schools, 458.

Malaria, the story of. Major Ronald Ross
on, 695.

Malay Peninsula, Second report on the
Natural History and Ethnography of
the, 411.

, the wild tribes of the, W. W. Skeat
on, 803.

*
, some botanical photographs from

the, R. H. Yapp on, 831.

Malayan ' myrmecophilous ' ferns, R. H.
Yapp on, 851.

Maldive Coral Islands, J. S. Gardiner on.
683.

1901.

Mallock (A.) on the resistance of road
vehicles to traction, 402.

Man, the Isle of. Government planting
in, G. P. Hughes on, 857.

Man, prehistoric, in the island of Arran,
Dr. E. Duncan and Dr. T. H. Bryce on,
795.

Manometer, recording, for high-pressure
explosions, J. E. Petavel on a, 768.

Map on natural curvature by Elis6e
Reclus, M. Reclus-Guyon on a, 721.

* of Europe, morphological, Dr. A J.

Herbertson on a, 7i5.

Marattiaceas, the anatomy of, G. Brrbner
on, 855.

*Marckwald (Prof.W.) on radium, 60L
Marr (J. E.) on the irratio blochs of the

British Isles, 283.

on life-cones in the British Carboni-
ferous rocks, 286.

0)1 the viovements of underground
waters of N. W. Yorhshire, 337.

Marriage-rate and trade, the correlation
of the, R. H. Hooker on, 750.

Marshall (F. H.) exhibited abnormal
specimens of Nephrops, 693.

* exhibited microscopic preparations
of mammalian hairs, 692.

Maskelyne (Prof. N. Story) on the
structure of crystals, 297.

* (Nevil) and Prof. M. Hartog on
the mechanism of the frog's tongue, 688.

Mathematicalfunctions, Report on tables

of certain. 54.

. and Physical Science, Address by
Major P. A. MacMahon to the Section
of, 519.

f Mathematics, Discussion on the teaching
of, 869.

Matter, the genesis of. Prof. A. Michael
on, 607.

, gravitational, the clustering of. in
any part of the universe. Lord Kelvin
on, 563.

Matthaei (Miss) and Dr. F. F. BlACK-
MAN on natural surgery in leaves, 851.

* on the relation between CO.,
production and vitality, 851.

Matthey {(i.) onpractical electrical stan-
dards, 31.

Mayor (Prof. J.) on an ethnological
survey of Canada, 409.

Mechanical exhibits in the Glasgow-
Exhibition, D. H. Morton on the, 768.

Meldola (Prof. R.) on seismological

investigation, 40.

on the age of stone circles, 427.
on the work of the Correiponding

Societies Committee, 465.
Mennell (F. p.) on the copper-bearing

rocks of S. Australia, 665.
Mercury vapour, the discharge of elec-

tricity through, Prof. A. Schuster on,

531.

3 M
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Metals afc high temperatures, the action

of ammonia on, Dr. G. G. Henderson
and G. T. Beilby on, 605.

, the minute structure of, G. T.

Beilby on, G04.

Meteorological observatio/is on Ben Nevis,

Report on, 54.
* phenomena in relation to changes

in the vertical, J. Milne on, 578.

*MiALL (Prof. L. C.) on the experimental
method of teaching, 866.

*MiCHAEL (Prof. A.) on the three stereo-

meric ciunamic acids, 607.
* on the genesis of matter, 607.
* on the process of substitution, 607.

Michelson-Morley effect, W. M. Hicks on
the, 562.

Micro-chemistry of cells. Report on the,

445.

Microscope and telescope, resolvingpower
in the, Prof. J. D. Everett on, 569.

*Microtome, a new orienting apparatus
for the Cambridge, J. Rankin on, 697.

MiEES (Prof. H. A.) on iso?norphous de-

rivatives of benzene, 78.

on the strvcture of crystals, 297.

Migration of birds. Fourth interim report

of the Committeefor maldng a digest of
the observations on the, 364.

Mill (Dr. H. R.) on changes of the land
level of the Phlegraan Fields, 382.

071 the climatology of Africa, 383.

, Address to the Section of Geography
by, 698.

with the 'Discovery' to Madeira,

725.

Milne (Prof. J.) on seismologicalinvesti-

gation, 40.
* on meteorological phenomena in

relation to changes in the vertical, 578.

MiNCHiN (Prof. G. M.) on photo-electric

cells, 531.

Minerals known to occur in Scotland, a
revised list of, J. G. Goodchild on, 648.

Mittag-Leffler (Prof. G.) on a crite-

rion for the recognition of the irre-

gular points of analytic functions, 549.

MoLLOY (Dr. Gerald) on radiation from
a source of light in a magneticfeld, 39.

MoNCKTON (Horace W.) on the origin of

the gravel-flats of Surrey and Berk-
shire, 662.

Mooee (Harold E.") on recent results of

farm labour colonies, 757.

*Mokeno (Dr. F. P.) exhibited photo-

graphs of fossils in the La Plata Mu-
seum, 696.

on Argentine anthropo-geography,
720.

MoRLEY (Prof. E. W.) and C. F. Brush
on a new gauge for small pressures,

544.

on the transmission of heat
through waier vapour, 546.

Morrison (Walter) on the movements o
underground waters of N. W. Yorkshire
337.

*MoETON (D. H.) on the mechanical
exhibits in the Glasgow Exhibition, 768.

*Motor cortex of the monkey, an experi-
ment on the, Prof. C. S. Sherrington on,
816.

*Mount Ophir, the vegetation of, A. G.
Tansley on, 851.

Muff (H. B.) and P. F. Kendall on
evidences of ancient glacier-dammed
lakes in the Cheviots, 646.

Muirhead (Dr. A.) onpractical electrical

standards, 31.

Munro (Dr. R.) on the age of stone circles,

427.

on the excavation of an ancient
Kitchen Midden near Elie, Fife, 790.

Murray (Sir John) on meteorological ob-

servations on Ben Nevis, 54.

Murray Islander, some emotions in the,

C. S. Myers on, 801.

*Muscle, the rhythmic phenomena of, the
use of the telephone for investigating,

Sir J. Burdon Sanderson on, 816.

Museums, preserving and preparing
plants for, H. F. Tagg on, 844.

Myers (Charles S.) on the bones of Hen
Nekht, 797.

on some emotions in the Murray
Islander, 801.

* on observations with Galton's
whistle, 818.

Myres (J. L.) on the Silchester excava-
tio7i, 425.

on excavations in Crete, 440.

Nagel (D. H.) on the bibliograjthy of
spectroscopy, 155.

Najjhthalenederi vatives,Fourteenth report
on the investigation of isomeric, 152.

Naples Zoological Station, Report on the
occupation of a table at the, 354.

Natality, the decline of, in Great Britain,

Edwin Cannan on, 749.

the significance of the, Charles
S. Devas on, 750.

*National Physical Laboratory, the
buildings of the, Dr. R. T. Glazebrook
on, 530.

Natural Ilistory and Ethno'jraphy of the

Malay Peninsula, Report on the, 411.

Nematode {EohiTwnema grayi) from the
perivisceral cavity of the s«a-urchin,

J. F. Gemmill on, 691.

*Nephrops, abnormal specimens of, F. H.
Marshall on, 692.

Neville (F. H.) 021 the nature of alloys,

75.

Newbigin (Marion) on the Scottish

Natural History Society's scheme for

the investigation of the Forth Valley,

719.
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Newton (Prof. A.) on tlw. present state of
our knotvledge of the zoology of the

Sandwich, Islands, 352.

on making a digest of the observa-

tions on the migration of birds, 364.

_— (E. T.) on the excavation of caves at

Uphill, 352.

Nickel compounds, the flame coloration

and spectrum of, P. J. Hartog on, 613.

, electrolytic, magnetisation of, J. W.
Peck and R. A. Houstoun on, 582.

NiVEN (W. N.) on the distribution of

certain forest trees in Scotland, as

shown by the investigation of Post-

Glacial deposits, 839.

Norwegian Fjords, the physical history

of the. Prof. E. Hull on, 660.

Numbers, idoneal,Lt.-Col. A. Cunningham
and Eev. J. Cullen on, 552.

Occipital condyle, the third, Prof. A.
Macalister on, 789.

Oceanic salt deposits, the formation of,

the application of the equilibrium law
to, Br. E. F. Armstrong on, 262.

Ogham writing in Ireland, the age of,

R. A. S. Macalister on, 792.

Old Red Sandstone of N. W. Ireland, the
relations of the, to the adjacent raeta-

morphic rocks, J. R. Kilroe and A.

McHenry on, 636.

Oldham (H. Yule) on the experimental
demonstration of the curvature of the
earthV surface, 725.

(R. D.) on seismological investigation,

40.

Oliver (Prof. E. W.) on certain points

in the structure of the seeds of

^thiotesta and Stephanospcrnum, 851.

Ontario, northern, the geography and
resources of, Robert Bell on, 723.

Oolite, Inferior, phosphatic layer in Skye
at the base of the, H. B. Woodward on
a, 635.

Ophicglossum collected by Mr. Ridley in

Sumatra, Prof. F. 0. Bower on, 842.

Optical action of a Brush grating, Dr.

J. Kerr on, 568.

Ordovician and Silurian rocks of N.W.
Ireland, the relations of the, to the
great metamorphic series, A. Mc-
Henry and J. R. Kilroe on, 636.

*0SB0ENE (Dr. W. A.) on the physical

properties of caseinogen salts in solu-

tion, 817.

Osmundacese, the geological history of

the, A. C. Seward and Sybille O. Ford
on, 847.

Ovule, the morphology of the, W. C.

Worsdell on, 834.

*Oxalates,the action of,upon the relation-

ship of calcium salts to muscle, W.
Brodie Brodie on, 818.

Palaeolithic implement with alleged

thong-marks, Miss N. Layard on, 798.

Palestine, some results of recent excava-
tions in, R. A. S. Macalister on, 794.

Panama Canal, P. B. Varilla on the, 769.

Parasitic Diplodia on cacao and on the

sugar cane, A. Howard on, 857.

Partition of series, each term of which
is a quantic, Major P. A. MacMahon on
the, 551.

Patagonian Indians, the Tehuelche,

Hesketh Prichard on, 802.

Pateeson (John) on Stellaria holostea

and allied species, 833

*Paton (D. Noel), L. Gulland, and
L. J. S. FOWLEE on the question

whether the spleen has a hasmopoietic

function, 818.

Patterson (Dr. T. S.) on the influence

of solvents on the rotation of optically

active compounds, 614.

Pauperism, crime, and feebleness of

mind. Miss Mary Dendy on, 758.

Peach (B. N.) on life-zonss in the British

Car 'lonifemus rocks, 288.

on the Cambrian fossils of the N.W.
Highlands, 642.

Pebble-band of the Elgin Trias, W.
Mackie on the, 650.

Peck (J. W.) on the Fourier problem of

the steady temperatures in a thin rod,

555.

and R. A. Houstoun on magnetisa-
tion of electrolytic nickel, 582.

Peek (the late Sir Cuthbert E.) on the

work of the Corresponding Societies

Committee, 465.

Pelvis of the porpoise as a guide to the
determination of a sacral region in

Cetacea, D. Hepburn and D. Waterston
on the, 680.

Pendulum, the simple, without ap-
proximation, Prof. Greenhill on, 551.

Penhallow (Prof. D. P.) on an ethno-

logical svrvcy of i^anada, 409.

*Peptone, Interim report on the ejf'ect of,

when introduced into the circulation,

818.

Pebcival (Rt. Rev. John) on the influence

of the Universities in school education,

448.

Perim Island and its geological relation

to the area of the Red Sea, Catherine

A. Raisin on, 640.

Feekin (Prof. W. H.) on the synthetical

formation of bridged-rings, 607.

Peeey (Prof. J.) on practical electrical

standards, 3 1

.

on seismological investigation, 40.

f on the teaching of mathematics,
860.

Petavel (J. E.) on a recording mano-
meter for high - pressure explosions,

768.
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*JPetrolenm lamps for buoys and beacons,
J. R. Wigham on. 768.

Phceophycea;, fertilisation in, liejjort

on, 448.

Phillips (Prof. R. W.) on fertilisation

in Phmophycea-, 448.

Phlegrfean Fields, Report on clianges of
the land level of the, 382.

[Phonetics, apparatus employed in re-

searches on, Prof. J. G. McKendrick
on, 817.

Phosphatic layer at the base of the
Inferior Oolite in Skye, H. B. Wood-
ward on a, 635.

nodules in the Upper Carboniferous
Limestone of W. Yorkshire and West-
moreland, John Rhodes on, 65.5.

Photoelectric cells, Prof. G. M. Minchin
on, 531.

Photographs of geological interest in the

United Kingdom,Twe1fth report on, 339.
* of anthropological interest. Interim

report on, 789.

, celestial, the essentials of a machine
for the accurate measurement of, A. R.
Hinks on, 541.

of a moving object, the possibility

of systematic error in, A. R. Hinks on,

540.

Physical and Mathematical Science, Ad-
dress by Major P. A. MacMahon to the
Section of, .519.

Physiology, Address by Prof. J. G.
McKendrick lo the Section of, 808.

Pikermi, Attica, the bone-beds of, and in

N. Euboea, W. iSmith Woodward ou,

656.

Pinus, the histology of the sieve tubes
of, A. W. Hill on, 835.

Planet beyond Neptune, G. Forbes on a,

643.

Plant-evolution, a chapter of, Jurassic
floras, A. C. Seward on, 856.

Plants for museums, preserving and pre-

paring, H. F. Tagg on, 844.

Pleistocene plants and Coleoptera at
Wolvercote, A. M. Bell on, 645.

Plummer (W.E.)on seismological investi-

gation, 40.

Plymouth, Report on tlie occupation of a
table at the Marine Biological Labora-
tory, 376.

Podostemaceir, Report on the morphology,
ecology, and taxonomy of the, 447.

Poincar6"s psar-shaped figure of equili-

brium of rotating fluid, G. H. Darwin
on, 550.

Polarisation and interference of electric

waves. Prof. Dr. G. Qwinclie on, 39.

Political evolution, the influence of
geographical environment on, Alleyne
Ireland on, 716.

Polypterus, the anatomy of the larval,

J. S. Budgett on, 093.

Poor Law and the economic order, T.
Mackay on, 755.

Potential of a surface distribution,
T. J. I'A. Bromwich on, 556.

* differences of allotropic silver,

J. A. Craw on the, 649.

Potentiometer, a new form of. Prof. F. G.
Baily on, 582.

*PoTONi^ (Prof. H.) Die Silur- und
Culm-Flora des Harzes von, 851.

POYNTiNG (Prof. J. H.) on seisinological

investigation, 401.

Praegee (R. Lloyd) im the exploration

of caves in Ireland, 282.

Pkeece (SirW. H.) onpractical electrical

standards, 31.

on the B.A. screw gauge, 407.

Premaxilla in bears, the relationships of
the. Prof. R. J. Anderson on, 681.

Presidential Address at Glasgow by
Principal A. W. Riicher, 3.

Pressure, the unit of, Dr. C. E. Ouillaume
on, 71.

Peicb (L. L.) on the effect of legislation

regulating women s Labour, 399.

on economics and commercial edu-
cation, 751.

. (W. A.) on the B.A. seven gauge,
407.

Peichaed (Hesketh) on explorations of
Andean lakes, 721.

. on the Tehuelche Indians of Pata-
gonia, 802.

Primary rocks, Irish, and their associated
granitic and metamorphic rocks, G. H.
Kinahan on, 037.

Primes, the determination of successive
high, Lieut. -Col. A. Cunningham and
H. J. Woodall on, 553.

* Proteids, whether solutions of native,

can exert osmotic pressure. Prof. E.
Waymouth Reid on the question, 818.

Puccinia dispersa on Bromes, Prof.

Marshall Ward on, 830.

Puiseux diagram and differential equa-
tions, R. W. H. T. Hudson on the,

555.

Queensland, artesian water in, J. Logan
Jack on, 041.

Quincke (Prof. Dr. G.) on the interfer-

ence andpolarisation of electric wares,

39.

on the clearing of turbid solutions,

and the movement of small sur-pended

particles by the influence of light, 60.

Radiation from a source of light in a

magnetiojield. Report on, 39.

of heat and light from a heated
solid body. Dr. J. T. Bottomley on,

562.
* the law of. Dr. J. Larmor on, 562.
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* Radium, Prof. W. Marckwald on, 601.

Railway rolling stock, present and
future, Norman D. Macdonald on, 7C9.

Rainfall, the inverse relation of chlorine
to, W. Ackroyd on, 603.

Raisin (Catherine A.) on Perim Island
and its relation to the area of the Red
Sea, 640.

Ramsay (Prof. W.) and G. Sbnteb 02
hydrostatic pressure, 529.

Randles (W. B.) on the anatomy and
histology of Trochu.*:, 377.

* Range-finder, a portable folding, G.
Forbes on, 774

* Rankin (James) on a new orienting
apparatus for the Cambridge micro-
tome, 697.

Rates, local, the real incidence of,

Cameron Corbett on, 757.

Ravenstein (E. G.) on the climatology

of Africa, 383.
—.— on a scheme for the surrey of British

Protectorates, 396.

on Martin Behaim of Niirnberg,
1459-1507, 714.

Rayleigh (Lord) onjiractical electrical

standards, 31.

Read (C. H.) on the Natural History
and Ethnography of the Malay Penin-
sula, 411.

on the age of stone circles, 427.
on the worlt of the Corresponding

Societies Committee, 403.
* Reclus-Guyon (M.) on M. Elisee

Reclus' map on natural curvature, 721.
Reid (A. S.) 0)1 the collection of photo-
graphs of geological interest in the
United Kingdom, 339. .

(Clement) 071 seismological investiga-
tion, 40.

* (Prof. E. Waymouth) on the
question whether solutions of native
proteids can exert osmotic pressure, 81 8.

* on an ionic effect in the small
intestine, 818.

Rennie (J.) on practical electrical

itandards, 31.

Resolving power in the microscope and
telescope, Prof. J. D. Everett on, 569.

Reynolds (8. H.) on the excavation of
caves at Uphill, 352.

Rhodes (John) on the occurrence of
phosphatic nodules and phosphate-
bearing rock in the Upper Carboni-
ferous Limestone, \V. Yorkshire and
Westmoreland, 655.

.—— on the discovery of a silicified

plant stem beneath the Millstone Grit
of Swarth ITell, 656.

Richardson (Nelson) on seismological
investigation, 40.

Ridgeway (Prof. W.) on the Natural
Sistory and Ethnography of the Malay
Peninsula, 411.

Ridgeway (Prof. W.) on explorations in
Crete, 440.

* Rideal (Dr. G.) on humus and the
irreducible residue in the bacterial
treatment of sewage, 603.

* on sulphuric acid as a typhoid
disinfectant, 603.

RiGG (E.) on the B.A. screw gauge, 407.
RiVKRS (Dr. W. H. R.) on the function.s

of the maternal uncle in Torres Straitg,

800.

on the functions of the son-in-law
and brother-in-law in Torres Straits,

800.
* on the measurement of visual

illusion, 818.

Road vehicles. Report on the resistance

of, to traction, 402.

Roberts-Austen (SirW. C.) on practical
electrical standards, 31.

on the hibliography of spectroscopy,
155.

* Robinson (H. C.) and N. Annandale,
Anthropological notes on Sal Kau, a
Siamo- Malayan village, 804.

Roman remains at Ardoch, Perthshire,
J. H. Cunningham on, 790.

camp at Inchtuthill, Perthshire, Dr.
T. Ross on, 791.

Roots and shoots, correlation in the
growth of. Prof. L. Kny on, 836.

ROSCOE (Sir H. E.) on wave-length tables

of the spectra of the elements and com-
pounds, 79.

on the teaching of science in ele-

mentary schools, 458.
* on the organisation of secondary

education, 863.

Ross (Major Ronald) on the story of
malaria, 695.

(Dr. T.) on excavations at the
Roman camp at Inchtuthill, Perth-
shire, 791.

RosSE (Earl of) on a leaf-arrestor, or
apparatus for removing leaves, &c.,
from a water supply, 769.

Rotating fluid, Poincare's pear-shaped
figure of equilibrium of, G. 11. Darwin
on, 550.

RoTCH (A. Lawrence) on the systematic
exploration of the atmosphere at sea
by means of kites, 724.

RiJCKER (Principal), Presidential Ad-
dress at Glasgow by, 3.

on determining magyietic force at
sea, 29.

on practical electrical standards, 31.
RUDLER (F. W.) on the n-ork of the

Corres2'onding Societies Committee,
465.

*Sai Kau, a Siamo-Malayan village. An-
thropological notes on, by N. Annan-
dale and H. C. Robinson, 804.
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Sakueai (Prof. Joji) on some points in

chemical education, 612.

Salomons (Sir D.) on the resistance of
road vehicles to traction, 402.

Salt, the circulation of, and its geological

bearings, W. Ackroyd on, 654.

Salt solutions, the methods for the deter-

mination of hydrolytic dissociation of,

Dr. R. C. Farmer on, 240.

Sanderson (Sir J. Burden) on the use

of the telephone for investigating the

rhythmic phenomena in muscle, 816.

Sandwich Islands, the zoology of the.

Eleventh report on, 352.

Sarawak swords, a provisional classifica-

tion of, R. Shelford on, 804.

SCHAFEB (Prof. E. A.) on the micro-

chemistry of cells, 445.

on hone marrow, 447.

SCHAEFi' (Dr. R. F.) on the exploration

of caves in Ireland, 282.

Schists, crystalline, of the southern
Highlands, P. Macnair on, 633.

School education, the influence of the

Universities on, Rt. Rev. J. Percival

on, 448.

Schuster (Prof. A.) on determining mag'
netic force at sea, 29.

onpractical electrical standards, 31.

on radiation from a source of light

in a magnetic field, 39.

on wave-length tables of the spectra

of the elements and compounds, 79.

on the discharge of electricity

through mercury vapour, 531.

Science, the teaching of, in elementary
schools. Report on, 458.

ScLATEK (Dr. P. L.) on the present state

of our knowledge of the zoology of the

Sandwich Islands, 352.

on the compilation, of an index
generum et specierum animalium, bfi2.

Scott (Dr. D. H.) on a primitive type- of

structure in Calamites, 849.

Scott Elliot (G. F.) on the effects of

vegetation in the valley and plains of

the Clyde, 718.

on the strength and resistanci- to

pressure of certain seeds and fruits,

852.

Screw gauge, the Rritish Association,

Tleport on, 407.

Secular inequalities, the equation of,

T. J. I'A. Bromwich on, 553.

Sedgwick (A.) on the occupation of a
table at the Zoological Station at
Naples, 354.— on the coral reefs of the Indian
region, 363.

on investigations made at the Marine
Biological Laboratoryat Plymouth, 376.

Seeds of Mthiotesta and Stephanosper-
mum, points in the structure of, Prof.

F. W. OUver on, 851.

Seeds and fruits, the strength and resist-

ance to pressure of certain, G. F.
Scott Elliot on, 852.

Seismograph as a sensitive barometer,
F. Napier Denison on the, 577.

Seismological investigation. Sixth report
on, 40.

Semicarbazides, the existence of certain,

in more than one modification, Dr. G.
Young on, 609.

Sknnett (A. R.) on the resistance of
road vehicles to traction, 402.

Senter (G.) and Prof. W. Ramsay on
hydrostatic pressure, 529.

and M. W. Travers on a compari-
son of the constant volume and con-
stant pressure scales for hydrogen
between 0° and - 190° C, 546.

Sewage, changes occurring in, treated in

bacteria beds. Prof. Letts and R. F,
Blake on, 601.

*
, humus and irreducible residue in

the bacterial treatment of. Dr. S.

Eideal on, 603.

Sewaed (A. C.) on a chapter of plant-

evolution : Jurassic floras, 856.
-—- on the structure and origin of jet,

856.

and Sybille O. Foed on the ana-
tomy of Todea, with an account of the
geological history of the Osmundacese,
847.

Sexual cells, the heterotypical division

in the maturation phases of the. Dr.

T. H. Bryce on, 685.

reproduction in relation to varia-

tion, J. Y. Simpson on, 688.

Sharp (D.) 07i the zoology of the Sand-
wich Islands, 352.

Shaw (W. N.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

on the effect of sea temperature
upon the seasonal variation of air

temperature of the British Isles, 560.

on weather maps, 725.

and E. Waley Cohen on the
seasonal variation of the atmospheric
temperature of the British Isles and
its relation to wind-direction, 558.

Shelford (R.) on some Bornean insects,

689.

on a provisional classification of

the swords of the Sarawak tribes,

804.

^Sherrington (Prof. C. S.) on an ex-

periment on the motor cortex of the
monkey, 816.

Shipping subsidies, Benedict W. Gins-

burg on, 743.

Sieve tubes of Pinus, the histology of

the, A. W. Hill on, 835.

Silchester excavation. Report on the, 425.

*Siltirian and Carboniferous flora of the
Hartz, Prof. H. Potonie on, 851.
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Silurian and Ordovician rocks of N.W.
Ireland, the relations of the, to the

great metamorphic series, J. R. Kilroe

and A. McHenry on, 636.

Simpson (J. Y.) on the relation of

binary fission and conjugation to

variation, 688.

Singkep commutator, David P. Todd on

the, 541.

Singular points of analytic functions, a

criterion for the recognition of. Prof.

Mittag-Leffler on, 549.

Skbat (W. W.) 0)1 the Natural Histoiij

and Ethnography of the Malay Penin-
sula, 411.

on the wild tribes of the Malay
Peninsula, 803.

Skeleton, human,found in the stone circle

of Arbor Low, Br. J. E. Garson on,

438.

of Hen Nekht, C. S. Myers on the,

797.

Skinnek (S.) on a comparison of silver

deposited in voltameters contai^iing

different solvents, 32.

Skull, human, found in peat in the bed
of the river Orwell, Miss N. Layard on,

789.

Skye, Tertiary igneous eruptions in, the

sequence of, A. Harker on, 636.

Smart (Prof. W.) on the effect of legisla-

tion regulating women's labour, 399.
* on housing, 753.

Smith (E. A.) on the present state of our

knowledge ofthe zoology of the Sandwich
Islaiids, 352.

(E. Shrapnell) on the resistance of

road vehicles to traction, 402.

(G. F. Herbert) on the structure of
crystals, 297.

(Prof. Michie) on underground tem-

perature, 64.

(W. G.) on methods and objects of

a botanical survey of Scotland, 720.

Smithells (Prof. A.) on the movements

of underground waters of N. W. York-

shire, 337.

on the teaching of Science in Ele-

mentary Schools, 458.

Solid, hot, radiation of heat and light

from a. Dr. J. T. Bottomley on,

562.

SoLLAS (Prof. "W. J.) on the erratic blocks

of the British Isles, 283.

on the structure of crystals, 297.

on the investigation of fossil

remains by serial sections, 643.

Solutions, the flow of, in plant stems.

Prof. R. J. Anderson on, 846.
*

, the freezing points of certain

dilute, E. H. Griffiths on, 530.

Solvents, the influence of, on the rota-

tion of optically active compounds. Dr.

T. S. Patterson on, 614.

SOMEBVAIL (Alex.) on the occurrence

of diorite associated with granite at

Assouan, Upper Egypt, 663.

Son- and brother-in-law, the functions of

the, in Torres Straits, Dr. Rivers on,

800.

Sounding and ground-collecting appara-

tus, Prof. G. Gilson on a, 696.

Soundings, recording, by photography,

J. Dillon on, 773.

Specific heat of water, the variation of

the. Prof. H. L. Callendar on, 34.

heats of metals at low temperatures,

a method of determining, T. G. Bed-

ford and C. F. Green on, 544.

Spectra of the elements and compowids,

wave-length tables of the. Report on, 79.

—— absorjrtion, and chemical constitu-

tion of organic bodies, Beport on the

relation between, 208.

Spectroscope, echelon, for magneto-
optic observation. Prof. A. Gray and
Dr. W. Stewart on an, 569.

Spectroscopy, the bibliography of. Final
report on, 155.

Spiierical trigonometry. Prof. A. G.

Greenhill and C. V Boys on, 551.

Spleen, Has the, a hasmopoietic func-

tion ? By D. Noel Paton, L. Gulland,

and L. J. S. Fowler, 818.

Standard of value, the postulates of the,

W. Warrand Carlile on, 741.

Star photographs, the determination of

constants of. Prof. H. H. Turner on,

543.

Stathek (J. W.) on the erratic blocks

of the British Isles, 283.

Stebbing (Rev. T. R. R.) on the compila-

Hon of an index generum et specierum
animalium, 362.

on the work of the Corresponding

Societies Committee^ 465.

Stellaria holostea and allied species,

J. Paterson on, 833.

Stewaet (Dr. W.) and Prof. A. Grat
on a new electro-magnet and an
echelon spectroscope for magneto-
optic observations, 569.

Stirling (James) on some hornblende
porphyrites of Victoria (Australia),

663.

fStone age of man, the chronology of

the, with special reference to his co-

existence with an Ice age. Dr. W.
Allen Sturge on, 794.

Stone Circles, Beport on investigations of

the age of, 427.

imj)lenunts excavated at Arbor Lorn,

H. Balfour on, 437.

Stoney (Dr. G. J.) on the interference

of light from independent sources,

570.

Strahan (A.) on undergromid tempera-

ture, 64.
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Steahan (A.) on life-zones in the BritisJt
Carbaniferovs rocks, 288.

TROH (A.) on the B.A. screw gai/ge, 407.
TKOUD (I'rof.W.) OT» determining mag-
neticforce at sea, 29.

tSTUEGF. (Dr. W. Allen) on the chro-
nology of the Stone age of man, with
especial reference to his co- existence
with an Ice age, 794.

Substitution, the process of, Prof. A.
Michael on, 607.

SULTE (B.) on an ethnolugical surrey of
Canada, 409.

Sun, an eclipse of the, automatic appa-
ratus for observing, D. P. Todd on,
541.

Sun-spots, &c., a long period variation,
W. J. S. Lockyer on, 576.

Sun's surface, the drift in longitude of
groups of faculffi on the, Rev. A. L.
Cortie on, 542.

Supply and demand, a business man on,
by T. S. Cree, 748.

Suprasternal bones in man, Principal
Mackay on, 799.

Surface tension of mercury, determina-
tion of the, by the method of ripples,
J. A. Craw on the, 549.

Surnames of school children in E. Aber-
deenshire, the frequency and pigmen-
tation value of, J. F. Tocher and J. Gray
on, 799.

Survey of British Protectorates, Report
on a scheme for the, 396.

Sutherland (Dr. J. F.) on the growth
and geographical distribution of lunacv
in Scotland, 742.

Swords of the Sarawak tribes, a pro-
visional classification of the, R. Shel-
ford on, 804.

Symington (Prof. J.) on the temporary
fissures of the human cerebral hemi-
spheres, and on the development of the
hippocampal fissure and hippocampal
formation, 798.

Tables, Report on mathematical {A new
Canon Arithmeticus), 54.

|Tagg (H. F.) on preserving and pre- I

paring plants for museums, 844.
*Tansley (A. G.) on the vegetation of
Mount Ophir, 851.

Taylor (VV.) on the B.A. screw qaiuie,
407. '

-

Taxation, progressive, the theory of,
G. Cassel on, 745.

Teall (J. J. H.) on the collection, of
photographs of geological interest in
ths United Kingdom,''d'i9.

Telephone, the use of the, for investi-
gating the rhythmic phenomena in
muscle. Sir J. Burden Sanderson on,
816.

Temperature, underground. Twenty-second
report on, 64.

of the atmosphere of the British
Isles, the effect of sea temperature on
the seasonal variation of the, W. N.
Shaw on, 560.

of the atmosphere of the British
Isles, the seasonal variation of the,
and its relation to wind-direction,
W. N. Shaw and R. W. Cohen on the,
558.

and internal viscosities of solids,
the relation between, Prof. A. Gray on,
529.

Temperatures in a thin rod, the Fourier
problem of the steady, J. W. Peck on,
555.

Tennant (Mrs. H. J.) on the effect of
legislation regulating moine?i's labour,
399.

Terrestrial surface wares, Reiwrt on, 398.
Tertiary igneous eruptions in Skye, the
sequence of, A. Harker on, 636.

Thermometer, hydrogen, a comparison
of the constant volume and constant
pressure, between 0° and - 190^ C,
M. W. Travers and G. Senter on, 546.

Thomas (J. W.) on alternating air-

currents in public buildings, 775.
Thompson (Prof. S. P.) on practical elec-

trical standards, 31.

on radiation from a source of light

in a magneticfeld, 39.

-on the teaching of science in elemen-
tary schools, 458.

Thomson (Prof. J. Arthur) on the be-

haviour of young gulls artijicially

hatched, 398.

on the theory of germinal selection
in relation to the facts of inheritance,
685.

(Prof. J. J.) on practical electrical

standards, 31.

(W.) on the detection and estima-
tion of arsenic in beer and articles of
food, 613.

Thoenycroft (J. I.) mi the resistance of
road vehicles to traction, 402.

Thrift (Prof. W. E.) on radiation from
a source of light in a magnetic field, 39.

Tiddeman (R. H.) on the erratic blocks

of the British Isles, 283.
Tilden (Prof. W. A.) on the investiga-

tion of isomeric najjhthulene deriva-
tives, 152.

Tin, hydration of, including the action
of light. Dr. J. H. Gladstone and
G. Gladstone on, 603.

Tocher (J. F.) and J. Gray on the
frequency and pigmentation value of
surnames of school children in E. Aber-
deenshire, 799.

Todd (David P.) on the Singkep commu-
tator, 541.
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Todea, the anatomy of, A. C. Seward and
S. O. Ford on, 847.

Torres Straits, the functions of the
maternal uncle, the son-in-law, and
the brother-in-law in, Dr. W. H. R.
Rivers on, 800.

Traction, Report on the resistance of road
vehicles to, 402.

Trade, British, geographical conditions
affecting, G. G. Chisholm on, 715.

and the marriage-rate, the cor-
relation of, R. H. Hooker on, 750.

Training of the practical man, Dr. John
G. Kerr on the, 865.

Tramways Act, 1870, the economic effect
of the, E. F. Vesey Knox on, 753.

Traquaie (Dr. R. H.) on the distribu-
tion of fishes in the Carboniferous
rocks of Scotland, 640.

* on the distribution of fishes in the
Old Red Sandstone of Scotland, 640.

Teavees (Morris W.) and G. Senter on
a comparison of the constant volume
and constant pressure scales for
hydrogen between 0° and -190^ C
546.

Trees, the diameter increment of, A. W.
Borthwick on, 831.

Trias of Elgin, the occurrence of barium
^ sulphate and calcium fluoride as
cementing substances in the, W.
Mackie on, 649.

the Pebble-band of the, and its

wind-worn pebbles, W. Mackie on, 650.
Tucker (R. D.) oh the erratic blocks of

the British Isles, 283.
Turhid solutions, the clearing of, by the

infltience of linht, Prof. Br. G. Quincke
an, 60.

TUENEB (Prof. H. H.) on seismological
investigation, 40.

, Address to the Department of
Astronomy by, 535.

on an exceptional case in the deter-
mination of the constants of a photo-
graphic plate from known stars, 543.

Tylob (Prof. E. B.) on an ethnological
sivrvey of Canada, 409.

*Type specimens of fossils. Report on the
registration of, 647.

Typhoid disinfectant, sulphuric acid as
a, Dr. S. Rideal on, 603.

Viva latissima, the absorption of am-
monia from polluted sea-water by,
Prof. Letts and J. Hawthorne on, 831.

Uncle, maternal, the functions of the, in
Torres Straits, Dr. Rivers on, 800.

Underground temperature, Tn-enty-second
report on, 64.

water movements, N. W. Yorkshire,
Report on, 337.

Unit cfpressure, Dr. C. E. Guillaume on,
71.

Universities, the influence of the, on school
education, Rt. Rev. J. Percival on, 448.

Uphill, Weston-super-Mare, Report on
the excavation of caves at, 352.

UsSHER (R. J.) on the exploration of
caves in, Ireland, 282.

Vapour, the laws of electrolysis of alkali
salt, H. A. Wilson on, 547.

Variation, the relation of binary fission

j

and conjugation to, J. T. Simpson on,
' 688.

i in the strata in the eastern High-

[

lands, G. Barrow on, 633.

I

*Vaeilla (P. Bunau) on tlie Panama
! Canal, 769.

Vegetation, the effects of, in the valley
and plains of the Clyde, G. F. Scott

i
Elhot on, 718.

I

Velocity of water, variation of the

i

critical, with temperature, H. T.

Barnes and E. G. Coker on the, 579.

;
Ventilation of public buildings, J. W.
Thomas on, 775.

I

Vertebral processes, transverse, the mor-
i phology of, Prof. A. Macalister on,

I

789.

Vertebrata, the origin of the paired limbs
of, J. Graham Kerr on, 693.

Vines (Prof. S. H.) on investigations
made at the Marine Biological Asso-
ciation Laboratory at Pliimouth, 376.

Virchow, Prof. Rudolf, Address from the
Section of Anthropology to, 807.

*Viscosities of solids, the relation be-
tween temperature and, Prof. A. Gray
on, 529.

*Viscosity of magnetisable liquids, the
influence of a magnetic field on the.
Prof. A. Gray on, 582.

* solids, the influence of a
magnetic field on the, Prof. A. Gray on,
582.

*Visual illusion, the measurement of,

Dr. W. H. R. Rivers on. 818.
*Volcanic history of the Inner Hebrides,
time intervals in the. Sir A. Geikie on,
636.

Voltameters containing different solvents,

j

a comparison of silver deposited in, S.

j
Skinner on, 32.

j

*Voluntary movement, the restoration of,

after the operation for nerve-crossing,
Dr. R. Kennedy on, 817.

Wager (Harold) on the cytology of the
Cyanophyce:e, 830.

on the teaching of botany in schools,
843.

Wages at Glasgow in the nineteenth cen-
tury, A. L. Bowley on, 754.
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*Walkee (Prof. James) on the nomen-
clature of the ions, 613.

Wallace (Prof. Robert) on British agri-

culture, 747.

Wanklyn (Prof. J. A.) on arsenical

pigmentation, 816.

Wabd (Prof. Marshall) on the morplio-

logy, ^e., of the Hodostemacece, 447.

on the Bromes and their brown
rusts, 836.

Water, specific heat of, the variation of

the. Prof. H. L. Callendar on, 34.

, variation of the critical velocity of,

with temperature, H. T. Barnes and
E. G. Coker on, 579.

Watebston (David) and D. Hepburn
on the pelvis of the porpoise as a guide

to the determination of a sacral region

in Cetacea, 680.

Watkin (Col.) on the B.A. screw gavge,

407.

Watson (W.) on determining magnetic
force at sea, 29.

Watts (Dr. Marshall) 07i wave-length

tables of the spectra of the elements and
compounds, 79.

(Prof. W. W.) on the movements of
underground maters of N. W. York-
shire, 337.

on the collection of photographs of
geological interest in the United King-
dom, 339.

on the work of the Corresponding
Societies Committee, 465.

Wave-length tables of the spectra of the

elements and compounds, Report on, 79.

Waves, terrestrial surface. Report on,

398.

, the size of, as observed at sea,

Vaughan Cornish on, 773.

Weather maps, W. N. Shaw on, 725.

Webbeb (Maj.-Gen.) on the £.A. screw

gauge, 407.

*Wbiss (Prof. F. E.) on abnormal cat-

kins of the hazel, 857.

Welch (R.) on the collection of photo-

graphs of geological interest in the

United Kingdom, 339.

Weldon (Prof. W. F. R.) on the occu-

pation of a table at the Zoological

Station at Naples, 354.

on investigations made at the Marine
Siological Association Laboratory at

Plymouth, 376.

Westleton Beds, Further note by H. B.

Woodward on the, 635.

Wethbbbd (E.) on undergroiindtempern-
ture, 64.

Wheelee (W. H.) on terrestrial surface
waves, 398.

on the source of warp in the
Humber, 652.

Whitaker (W.) on the work of the

Corresponding Societies Committee, 465.

Wigham (John R.) on long continuous
burning petroleum lamps for buoys and
beacons, 768.

* on a new scintillating lighthouse
light, 768.

Wild tribes of the Malay Peninsula, W.
W. Skeat on the, 803.

Wilson (Prof. Ernest) on the commer-
cial importance of aluminium, 771.

(Harold A.) on the laws of electro-

lysis of alkali salt vapour, 547.

Withers (Prof. H. L.) on the scope of
the science of education, 866.

Woman as a worker, the present position

of. Miss M. H. Irwin on, 756.

Women's labour, Report on the economic

effect of legislation regulating, 399.

*W00D (A.), Prof. A. Gray, and J. S.

DuNLOP on elastic fatigue as shown
by metals and woods, 529.

(Sir H. T.) on the B.A. screw
gauge, 407.

WooDALL (H. J.) and Lieut.-Col.

Cunningham on the determination of
successive high primes, 553.

Woodward (A. Smith) on the bone-beds
of Pikermi, Attica, and in N. Euboea,
656.

(Dr. H.) on life-zones in the British

Carboniferous rocks, 288.— on the compilation of an index
generwn et specierum animalium, 362.

(H. B.) 071 the collection of photo-
graphs of geological interest in the

United Kingdom, 339.

on a phosphatic layer at the base of

the Inferior Oolite in Skye, 635.

on the Westleton Beds, 635.

WooLNOUGH (F.) 071 the collection of
photographs of geological interest in the

U7iited Kingdom, 339.

WoBSDELL (W. C.) on the morphology
of the flowers of Cephalotaxus, 834.

on the morphology of the ovule,

834.

Wynne (A. B.) on undergro7ind tempera-
ture, 64.

(Dr. W. P.) 071 the isomorijhous

derivatives of benzene, 78.

*Yangtse, the Upper, the crux of the,

Arctiibald Little on, 727.

*Yapp (R. H.) on some botanical photo-
graphs from the Malay Peninsula, 831.

on two Malayan ' myrmecophilous

'

ferns, 851.

*Yeasts, spore-formation in, T. Barker
on, 857.

Yew, apparently cut by man, from the
Forest bed on the E. coast of England,
F. D. Longe on, 798.

, the past history of the, in Great
Britain and Ireland, Prof. H, Conwentz
on, 839.
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Torkihire, N.W., Report on the move-
ments of underground waters of, 337.

Young (Dr. George) on the existence of
certain semicarbazides in more than
one modification, 609.

*Zebras and zebra hybrids, Prof. J. Cossar
Ewart on, 691.

iiones, life-, in the British Carboniferous
rocks, Report on, 288.

Zoological Statio7i at Naples, Report on
the ocmpation of a table at the,

364.

Appendix

:

I. Reports on the occupation of the
table, 355.

II. List of naturalists mho have worked
at the Station from July 1, 1900, to

June 30, 1901, 358.

III. List of papers published in 190C
Jy naturalists who have occupied
tables at the Station, 360.

IV. Zist of Publicatioiis of the Station

for the year ending June 30, 1901, 361.
Zoology, Address by Prof. J. Cossar
Ewart to the Section of, 666.

of the Sandwich Islands, Eleventh
report on the, 352.
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Publications on sale at the Office of the Association.

Lithographed Signatures of the Members who met at Cambridge in 1833, with the
Proceedings of the Public Meetings, 4to, is.

Index to the Reports, 1831-1860, 12«. (carriage included).

Index to the Reports, 1861-1890, 15s. (carriage, i^d.).

Lalande's Catalogue of Stars, £1 Is.

Rules of Zoological Nomenclature, Is.

On the Regulation of Wages by means of Lists in the Cotton Industry :—Spin-
ning, 2.'!. ; Weaving, Is.

Report on the best means for promoting Scientific Education in Schools, 1867, Gd.

Second Report on the present Methods of teaching Chemistry, 1889, 6d.

Report of the Committee for constructing and issuing Practical Standards for use
in Electrical Measurements, 1892, 6d. ; Report, 1894, Is.

Second Report on the Development of Graphic Methods in Mechanical Science,

1892, Is.

Report of the Ethnographical Survey Committee, 1893, 6d.

The Action of Magnetism on Light, by J. Larmor, F.R.S., 1893, Is.

Table of Electro-chemical Properties of Aqueous Solutions, compiled by Rev. T. C.

Fitzpatrick, 1893, Is. 6d.

Report on the Present State of our Knowledge of Thermodynamics, Part II., by
G. H. Bryan, with an Appendix by Prof. L. Boltzmann, 1894, Is.

Report on Planimeters, by Prof. O. Henrici, F.R.S., 1894, Is.

Discussion on Agriculture and Science, Ipswich, 1895, Sd.

Reports on the North-Western Tribes of Canada, Is. or Is. 6d. each.

Fourth Report on the Erosion of the Sea Coast, 1895, Qd.

Second Report on a Gauge for Small Screws, 1884, reprinted 1895, 6d.

First Report on giving practical effect to the Introduction of the British Association
Screw Gauge, 1896, 6d.

Report on Proposed Modification of the Thread of the B.A. Screw, 1900, Gd. Report
1901, 6^.

Digest of Observations on the Migration of Birds made at Lighthouses, by W. Eagle
Clarke, 1896, 6d.

Report on the Migratorv Habits of the Song-thrush and the White Wagtail, by W.
Eagle Clarke, 1900,"6rf.

Report on the Migratory Habits of the Skylark, and the Swallow, by W. Eagle
Clarke, 1901, 6d.

Report on Tables of the Bessel Functions, 1896, Is.

Report on the Comparison of Magnetic Instruments, 1896, id.

Report on the Position of Geography in the Educational System of the Country,
1897, 6d.

Report on Seismology, 1898, Is. 6d. ; 1899, Is. ; 1900, Is. 6d. ; 1901, Is.

Report on the Bibliography of Spectroscopy in continuation of 1894 Report, 1898,
Is. 6d. ; 1901, Is. 6d.

Report on Wave-lengths, 1899, Is. ; with Index to Tables from 1884 to 1900, Is.

;

1901, Is.

Tables of F (r, v) and H (r, v) Functions, 1899, Is.

The Problem of the Three Bodies, by E. T. Whittaker, 1899, Is.

Report on the Ethnological Survey of Canada, 1899, Is. Gd. ; 1900, Is. Gd.

The Chemical Compounds contained in Alloys, Report by F. H. Neville, F R S.,

1900, Is.

The Constitution of Camphor, by A. Lapworth, D.Sc, 1900, Is.

Future Dealings in Raw Produce, Report, 1900, Is.
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Note sur rUnitS de Pression, par le Dr. C. E. Guillaume, 1901, 2d.

Note on the Variation of the Specific Heat of Water, by Prof. H. L. Callendar, Ad.

Eeport on Absorption Spectra and Chemical Constitution of Organic Substances,
1901, \s.

Eeport on the Structure of Crystals, 1901, 1.?.

The Kelative Progress of the Coal-Tar Industry in England and Germany during the
past Fifteen Years, by Arthur G. Green, 1901, &d.

The Methods for the Determination of Hydrolytic Dissociation of Salt Solutions, by
R. C. Farmer, 1901, M.

The Application of the Equilibrium Law to the Separation of Crystals from Complex
Solutions and to the Formation of Oceanic Salt Deposits, by Dr. E. Frankland
Armstrong, 1901, Is.

Report on the Resistance of Road Vehicles to Traction, 1901, Zd.

The Influence of the Universities on School Education, by the Right Rev. John
Percival, D.D., Lord Bishop of Hereford, 1901, dd.

The President's Address, and Sectional Addresses, for 1889, 1892, 1893, 1895, 1896,
1897, 1899, 1900, 1901, each 1*.
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1890. §Antrobiis, J. Coutts. Eaton Hall, Congletou.
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1889. tAshley, Howard M. Airedale, Ferrybridge, Yorkshire.
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"Ashworth, Edmund. Egerton Hall, Bolton-le-Moors.

Ashworth, Henry. Turton, near Bolton.

1888. *Ashworth, J. Jackson. Haslen House, Handforth, Cheshire.

1890. tAshworth, J. Reginald, B.Sc. 105 Freehold-street, Rochdale.
1887. JAshworth, John Wallwork, F.G.S. Thorne Bank, Heaton Moor,

Stockport.
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1875. "Aopland, W. Gaskell. Tuplins, Newton Abbot.
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1884. ^Atkinson, Edward, Ph.D., LL.D. Brookline, Massachusetts,

U.S.A
1898. "Atkinson, E. Cuthbert. St. John's College, Oxford.
1894. tAtkinson, George M. 2S St. Oswald's-road, S.W.
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1853. •AvEBURT, The Rialit Hon. Lord, D.C.L., F.R.S. (President,

1881; Trustee, 1872- ; Pres. D, 1872; Council 1865-71).
High Elms, Farnborougb, Kent.

1901. §Aveling, T. C. 32 Bristol Street, Birmingham.
1877. "Ayrton, W. E., F.RS. (Pres. A, 1898 ; Council 1889-96),

Professor of Electrical Engineering in the City and Guilds of
London Institute, Central Institution, Exhibition-road, S.W.
41 Kensington Park-gardens, W.
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1884. JBaby, The Hon. G. Montreal, Canada.

1900. §Bacchtjs, Eajisden (Local Sec. I'JOO). 15 Welbury Drive,

Bradford.

1883. *Bacli, Madame Henri. 12 Rue FtSni^lon, Lyons.

Backhouse, Edmund. Darlington.

1863. ^Backhouse, T. W. West Hendon House, Sunderland.

1883. *Backhouse, W. A. St. John's, Wolsingham, R.S.O., Durham.
1987. *Bacon, Thomas Walter. Ramsden Hall, Billericuy, Essex.

1887. {Baddeley, John. 1 Oharlotte-street, Manchester.

1883. :I:Baildon, Dr. 65 Manchester-road, Southport.

1892. JBaildon, H. Bellyse. Dunclitt'e, Murraytield, Edinburgh.

1883. *Bailey, Charles, F.L.S. Atherstone House, North Drive, St.

Annas on the Sea, I-ancashire.

1893. §Bailet, Colonel F., Sec. R.Scot.G.S.,F.R.G.S. 7 Drummoud-place,
Edinburgh,

1870. JBailey, Dr. Francis J, 51 Grove-street, Liverpool.

1887. *Bailey, G. 11., D.Sc, Ph.D. Marple Cottage, Marple, Cheshire.

1865. fBailey, Samuel. Ashley House, Calthorpe-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1899. JBailey, T. Lewis. 35 Hav^arden-avenue, Liverpool.

1855. jBailey, W. Horseley Fields Chemical Works, Wolverhampton.
1894. *Baily, Francis Gibson, M.A. 11 Ramsay-garden, Edinburgh.

1878. JBaily, Walter. 4 Roslyn-hill, Hampstead, N.W.
1885. J Bain, Alexander, M.A., LL.D. Ferryhill Lodge, Aberdeen.

1897. §Bain, James, jim. Toronto.

1885. JBain, William N. CoUingwood, PoUokshields, Glasgow.
1882. 'Baker, Sir Benjamin, K.C.M.G., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

(Pres. G, 1885; Council, 1889-96). 2 Queen Square-place,

Westminster, S.W.
1886. §Baker, Harry, F.I.C. Epworth House, Moughland Lane, Ruiicoru.

1898. JBaker, Herbert M. Wallcroft, Durdham Park, Clifton, Bristol.

1898. IBaker, Hiatt C. Mary-k- Port-street, Bristol.

1891. JBaker, J. W. 50 Stacey-road, Cardiff.

1881. JBaker, Robert, M.D. The Retreat, York.
1875. JBaker, W. Peoctor. Bristol.

1881. ^Baldwin, Rev. G. W. de Courcy, M.A. Warshill Vicarage, York.
1884. JBalete, Professor E. Polytechnic School, Montreal, Canada.
1871. JBalfour, The Right Hon. G. W., M.P. 24 Addison-road, Ken-

sington, W.
1894. §Balfour, Henry, M.A. 11 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1875. JBalfour, Isaac Batley,M.A.,D.Sc.,M.D., F.R.S.,F.R.S.E.,F.L.S.,
(Pres. D, 1894 ; K, 1901), Professor of Botany in the Univer-
sity of Edinburgh. Inverleith House, Edinburgh.

1883. J Balfour, Mrs. 1. Bayley. Inverleith House, Edinburgh.
1878. 'Ball, Charles Bent, M.D., Regius Professor of Surgery in the

University of Dublin. 24 Merrion-square, Dublin.

1866. 'Ball, Sir Robert Stawell, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Pres. A,
1887; Council 1H84-90, 1892-94; Local Sec. 1878), Lown-
dean Professor of Astronomy and Geometry in the University
of Cambridge. The Observatory, Cambridge.

1883. *BaU, W. W. Rouse, M.A, Trinity College, Cambridge.
1886. JBallantyne, J. W., M.B. 24 Melville-street, Edinburgh.
1869. JBamber, Henry K., F.C.S. 5 Westminster-chambers, Victoria-

street, Westminster, S.W.
1890. JBamford, Professor Harry, B.Sc. 3 Albany Street, Glasgow.
1899. §Bampton, Mrs. 42 Marine-parade„Dover.

'

1882. JBance, Colonel Edward, J.P. Oak Mount, Highfield, Southampton.
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1898. JBaniierman, W. Bruce, F.R.G.S., F.G.S. The Liudens, Sydenham-
road, Croydon.

1884. JBarbeau, E. .1. Montreal, Canada.

1866. JBarher, John. Loug-row, Nottingham.

1884. JBarber, Eev. S. F. West Raynham Rectory, Swaffhani, Norfolk.

1890. *Barber-Starkey, W. J. S. Aldenham Park, Bridgnorth, Salop.

1861. *Barbour, George. Bolesworth Castle, Tattenhall, Chester.

1894. JBarclay, Arthur. 29 Gloucester-road, South Kensington, S.W.
187] . JBarclay, George. 17 Coates-crescent, Edinburgh.

1860. *Barclay, Robert. High Leigh, Hoddesden, Herts.

1887. *Barcla3^, Robert. Sedgley New Hall, Prestwich, Manchester.

1886. JBarclay, Thomas. 17 Bull-street, Birmingham.
1881. JBarfoot, William, .LP. Whelford-place, Leicester.

1882. JBarford, J. D. Above Bar, Southampton.
1886. JBarham, F. F. Bank of England, Birmingham.
1890. JBarker, Alfred, M.A., B.Sc. Aske's Hatcham School, New

Cross, S.E.

1899. §Barker, John H. 68 Jesmoud Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

1882. *Barkev, Miss J. M. Hexham House, Hexham.
1879. *Barker, Rev. Philip C, M.A., LL.B. Priddy Vicarage, Wells,

Somerset.

1898. §Barker, W. R. 105 Redland-road, Bristol.

1886. JBarling, Gilbert. 85 Edmund-street, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1873. IBarlow, Crawford, B.A., M.Inst.C.E. Deene, Tooting Bee-road,

Streatham, S.W.
1880. §Barlow, IL W. L., M.A., M.B., F.C.S. Holly Bank, Croftsbank-

road, Urmston, near Manchester.

1883. JBarlow, J. J. 37 Park-street, Southport.

1878. JBarlow, John, M.D., Professor of Physiology in St. Mungo's Col-

lege, Glasgow.
1883. {Barlow, John R. Greenthorne, near Bolton.

1885. *Baklow, William, F.G.S. The Red House, Great Stanmore.

1873. JBarlow, William Henry, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1873;
Council 1S86-89). High Combe, Old Charlton, Kent.

1861

.

*Barnard, Major R. Cary, F.L.S. Bartlow, Leckhampton, Cheltenham.
1881. JBarnard, William, LL.B. 3 New-court, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
1889. JBarnes, J. W. Bank, Durham.
1868. §Barnes, Richard H. Heatherlands, Pavkstone, Dorset.

1899. JBarnes, Robert. 9 Kildare Gardens, Bayswater, W,
1884. JBarnett, J. D. Port Hope, Ontario, Canada.
1901. §Bainett, P. A. T.nurd of Educati(m, Whitehall, S.W.
1899. JBarnett, W. 1). 41 Threadneedle-street, E.G.

1881. JBarr, Archibald, D.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. The University, Glasgow.
1890. JBarr, Frederick H. 4 South-parade, Leeds.

1859. JBarr, Lieut.-General. Apsleytoun, East Grinstead, Sussex.

1891. JBarrell, Frank R., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in University

College, Bristol.

1883. JBarrett, John Chalk. Errismore, Birkdale, Southport.

1883. JBarrett, Mrs. J. C. Errismore, Birkdale, Southport.

1872. 'Barrett, W. F., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.R.I.A., Professor of Physics

in the Royal College of Science, Dublin.

1883. JBarrett, William Scott. Abbotsgate, Huytou, near LiA'erpool.

1899. JBareett-Hajiilton, Capt. G. E. H. Kilmarnock, Arthurstown,
Waterford, Ireland.

1887. JBarrington, Miss Amy. Fassaroe, Br.ay, Co. Wicklow.
1874. *Barrington, R. M.,' M.A., LL.B., F.L.S. Fassaroe, Bray, Co.

Wicklow.
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1874. •Barrinoton-Ward, Mark J., M.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., II.M. Inspector

of Scliools. Thorneloe Lodge, Worcester.

1885. *Barron, Frederick Cadogan, M.Inst.CE. Nervion, Beckeiibam-
gi'ove, Shortlands, Kent.

186G. JBarron, William. Elvaston Nurseries. Borrowasb, Derby.
1893. 'Bakkow, GEOEGr;, F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, 28 Jermyn-

street, S.W.
1886. tBarrow, George AVilliam. Baldraud, Lancaster.

1880. JBarrow, Kicbard Bradbury. Lawn House, 13 Ampton-road, Edg-
baston, Birmingbara.

1896. §Barrowman, James. Staneacre, Hamilton, N.B.
1886. JBarrows, Joseph. The Poplars, Yardley, near Binningh.am.
1886. JBarrows, Joseph, jun. Ferndale, Harborne-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1858. JBakrt, Right Rev. Alfeed, D.D., D.C.L. The Cloisters, Windsor.
1883. JBarry, Charles E. 1 A'ictoria-street, S.W.
1881. JBarry, J. W. Dancombe-place, York.
1884. 'Barstow, Miss Frances A. Garrow Hill, near York.
1890. 'Barstow, J. J. Jackson. The Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.
1890. *Barstow, Mrs. The Lodge, Weston-super-Mare.
1892. ^Bartholomew, John George, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. 12 Blacket-place,

Edinburgli.

1858. *Bartbolomew, William Ilamond, M.Inst.O.E. Ridgeway House,
Cumberland-road, Hyde Park, Leeds.

1884. JBartlett, James Herbert. 148 Mansfield-street, Montreal, Canada.
1873. tBartley, G. C. T., M.P. St. Margaret's House, Yictoria-street, S.W.
1892. JBarton, Miss. 4 Glenorchy-ten-ace, Mayfield, Edinburgh.
1893. IBarton, Edwin IL, B.Sc. 'University College, Nottingham.
1884. JBarton, H. M. Foster-place, Dublin.
1852. jBarton, James. Farndreg, Dundalk.
1899. 'Barton, Miss Ethel S. 7 Brechin Place, South Kensington, S.W.
1892. JBarton, William. 4 Glenorchy-terrace, Mayfield, Edinburgh.
1887. JBartrum, John S. 13 Gay-street, Bath.

•Bashforth, Rev. Francis, B.D. Minting Vicarage, near Horncastle.
1898. JBason, Vernon Millward. 7 Princess-buildings, Clifton, Bristol.

] 876. JBassano, Alexander. 1 2 Montagu-place, W.
1888. 'Basset, A. B., M.A., F.R.S. Fledborough Hall, Ilolyport, Berkshire.
1891. JBassett, A. B. Cheverell, Llandaft'.

1866. 'Bassett, Henrt. 26 Belitba-villas, Barnsbury, N.
1889. IBastable, Professor C. F., M.A., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1SD4). G Tre-

velyan-terrace, Rathgar, Co. Dublin.
1869. JRistard, S. S. Summerland-place, Exeter.
1871. JBastian, H. Charlton, M.A., M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Emeritus Pro-

fessor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine in University
College, London. 8a Manchester-square, AV.

1889. JBatalha-Reis, J. Portuguese Consulate, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1883. IBateman, Sir A. E., K.C.M.G., Controller General, Statistical

Department. Board of Trade, 7 AVhitehall Gardens, S.W.
1868. JBateman, Sir F., M.D., LL.D. Upper St. Giles's-street, Noi-wich.
1889. JBates, C. J. Heddon, Wylam, Northumberland.
1884. JBateson, William, M.A., F.R.S. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1881. 'Bather, Francis Arthur. M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. British Museum

(Natural Historv), S.AV.

1863. §BATrERMAN, H., F.G.S. 14 Cavendish-road, Balham, S.W.
1867. JBaxter, Edward. Hazel Hall, Dundee.
1892. JBayly, F. W. 8 Royal Mint, E.
1875. 'Bayly, Robert. Torr Grove, near Plymouth.
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1876. *Batnes, Egbert E., M.A. Christ Church, Oxford.

1887. *Bayiies, Mrs. R. E. 2 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1883. *Bazley, Gardner S. Hatherop Castle, Fairford, Gloucestershire.

Bazley, Sir Thomas Sebastian, Bart., M.A. Winterdyne, Chine
Orescent-road, Bournemouth.

1886. JBeale, C. Calle Progress No. 83, Eosario de Santa F6, Argentine
Eepublic.

1886. JBeale, Charles G. Maple Bank, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1860. *Beale, Lionel S., M.B., F.E.S. 61 Grosvenor-street, W.
1882. §Beamisb, Lieut.-Colonel A. W., E.E. 27 Philbeach-gardens, S.W.
1884. IBeamish, G. H. M. Prison, Liverpool.

1872. IBeanes, Edward, F.O.S. Moatlands, Paddock Wood, Brenchley, Kent.
1883. JBeard, Mrs. Oxford.

1889. §Beaiie, Prof. T. Hudson, B.Sc, F.E.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. The Uni-
versity, Edinburgh.

1842. *Beatson, William. 2 Ash Mount, Eotherham.
1889. JBeattie, John. 5 SummerhiU-grove, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1855. 'Beaufort, W. Morris, F.E.A.S., F.E.G.S., F.E.M.S., F.S.S. 18 Picca-

dilly, W.
1886. JBeaugraudjM. IL Montreal.

1900. JBeaumont, Prof. Eoberts, M.I.Mech.E. Yorkshire College, Leeds.

1861. *Beaumontj Eev. Thomas George. Oakley Lodge, Leamington.
1887. *Beaumout, W. J. The Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth.
1885. *Beatjmont, W. W., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Outer Temple, 222 Strand,

W.C.
1896. JBeazer, C. Hindley, near Wigan.
1887. *Beckett, John Hampden. Corbar Hall, Buxton, Derbyshire.

1885. JBeddard, Feank E., M.A., F.E.S., F.Z.S., Prosector to the Zoo-
logical Societv of London, Eegent's Park, N.W,

1870. §Beddoe, John, M.D., F.E.S. (Council, 1870-76), The Chantry,
Bradford-on-Avon.

1858. §Bedford, James. Woodhouse Cliff, near Leeds.

1890. ^Bedford, James E., F.G.S. Shireoak-road, Leeds.
1891. §Bedlington, Eichard. Gadlys House, Aberdare.
1878. IBedson, p. Phillips, D.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1889), Professor of

Chemistry in the College of Physical Science, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.

1884. JBeers, W. G., M.D. 34 Beaver Hall-terrace, Montreal, Canada.
1873. JBehrens, Jacob. Springfield House, North-parade, Bradford, York-

shire.

1901. *Beilby, George T. St. Kitts, Slateford, Midlothian.

1874. JBelcher, Eichard Boswell. Blockley, Worcestershire.

1891. *Belinfante, L. L., M.Sc, Assist.-Sec. G.S. Burlington House, W.
1892. JBell, A. Beatson. 17 Lansdowne Crescent, Edinburgh.
1871. JBell, Charles B. 6 Spring-bank, Hull.

1884 JBell, Charles Napier. Winnipeg, Canada.
1894. JBell, F. Jefpket, M.A., F.Z.S. 35 Cambridge-street, Hj^de

Park, W.
Bell, Frederick .Tohii. A^'oodlands, near Maldon, Essex.

1860. IBell, Eev. George Charles, M.A. Marlborough College, Wilts.
1900. *Bell, H. Wilkinson. Hohuehuist, Eawdon, near Leeds.

1862. *Bell, Sir Isaac Lowthiax, Bart., LL.D., F.E.S., F.C.S., M.Inst.C.E,
(Pres. B, 1889). Eouuton Grange, Northallerton.

1875. JBell, James, C.B., D.Sc, Ph.D., F.E.S. 52 Cromwell-road,
Hove, Brighton.

1896. JBell, James. Care of the Liverpool Steam Tug Co., Limited,
Chapel-chambers, 28 Chapel-street, Liverpool.
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1891. XBell, Jamex. Banqor Villa, Clive-road, Cardiff.

1871. *Bell, J. Caktek, F.C.S. Bankfield, The Cliff, Higher Broiighton,

Manchester.

1883. *BeIl, John Henry. 100 Leyland-road, Southport.

1864. JBell, R. Queen's College, Kingston, Canada.

1888. *Bell, Walter George, M.A. Trinity Hall, Cambridge.

1893. JBelper, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.M. Kingston, Nottinghamshire.

1884. jBemrose, Joseph. 15 Plateau-street, Montreal, Canada.

1886. §Benger, Frederick Baden, F.I.C., F.C.S. The Grange, Knutsford.

1885. JBenham, AViLLiAM Blaxland, D.Sc, Professor of Biology in the

University of Otago, New Zealand.

1891. tBennett, Alfred Rosling. 44 Manor Park-road, Harlesden, N.W.
1896. JBennett, George W. West Ridge, Oxton, Cheshire.

1881. JBennett, John Ryan. 3 Upper Belgi-ave-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1883. *Bennett, Laurence Henry. The Elms, Paignton, South Devon.

1901. § Bennett, Peter. 6 Kelvinhaugh Street, Kelvinside, Glasgow.

1896. JBennett, Richard. 19 Brunswick-street, Liverpool.

1881. JBennett, Rev. S. H., M.A. St. Mary's Vicarage, Bishopshill Junior,

York.

1889. JBenson, John G. 12 Grey-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1901. -'Benson, Miss Margaret, D.Sc. Royal Holloway College, Egham.

1887. *Benson, Mrs. W. J. Care of Standard Bank of South Africa, Stel-

lenbosch. South Africa.

1863. fBenson, William. Fourstones Court, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1898. *Bent. Mrs. Theodore. 13 Great Cumberland-place, W.
1884. JBentham, William. 724 Sherbrooke-street, Montreal, Canada.

1897. JBently, R. R. 97 Dowling-avenue, Toronto, Canada.

1896. *Bergin, William, M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in Queen's

College, Cork.

1901. §Bergins, Walter L. 8 Marlborough Terrace, Glasgow.

1894. §Berkeley, The Right Hon. the Earl of. Foxcombe, Boarshill, near

Abingdon.

1863. JBerldey, C. Marley Hill, Gateshead, Durham.

1886. JBernard, W. Leigh. Calgary, Canada.

1898. §Berridge, Miss C. E. Wellscot, Hayward's Lane, Cheltenham.

1894. §Berridge, Douglas, M.A., F.C.S. The College, Malvern.

1862. Ibbsant, William Hekry, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. St. John's College,

Cambridge.

1882. *Bes8emer, Henry. Moorlands, Bitterne, Southampton.

1890. JBest, William Woodham. 31 Lyddon-terrace, Leeds.

1880. *Bevan, Rev. James Oliver, M.A., F.S.A., F.G.S. 55 Gunterstone-

road, W.
1885. JBeveridge, R. Beath Villa> Ferryhill, Aberdeen.

1884. *Beverley, Michael, M.D. 54 Prince of Wales-road, Norwich.

1870. JBickerton, A.W. Newland Terrace, Queen's Road, Battersea, S.W.
1888. *Bidder, George Parker. Savile Club, Piccadilly, W.
1885. *BiDWELL, Shelford, Sc.D., LL.B., F.R.S. Riverstone Lodge,

Southiields, Wandsworth, Surrey, S.W.

1882. §Biggs, C. H. W., F.C.S. Glebe Lodge, Champion Hill, S.E.

1898. §Billington, Charles. Studleigh, Longport, Staffordshire.

1901. *Bil8land, William, J.P. 28 Park Circus, Glasgow.

1886. JBindloss, G. F. Carnforth, Brondesbury Park, N.W^
1887. *Bindloss, James B. Elm Bank, Eccles, Manchester.

1884. *Bingham, Lieut.-Colonel John E., J.P. West Lea, Ranmoor,
Sheffield.

1881. JBiNNiE, Sir Alexander R., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Pres. G, 1900).

77 Ladbroke Grove, W.
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1873. JBinns, J. Artliuv. 31 Manor Ro\r, Manningliam, Bradford, York-
shire.

1900. tBird, F. J. Norton Plouse, Midsomer Norton, Batli.

1880. |Bird, Henry, F.G.S. South Down House, Millbrook, near

Devonport.
1888. *Birloy, Miss Caroline. 14 Brunswick-gardens, Kensington, W.
1887. *Birley, H. K. Hospital, Chorley, Lancashire.

1871. *BiscH0F, GusTAV. 19 Ladbroke-gardens, W.
1894. JBisset, James. 5 East India-avenue, E.G.

1885. jBissett, J. P. Wyndem, Banchory, N.B.

188G. *Bixby, Major W. H. Engineer's Office, Jones Building, Detroit,

Michigan, U.S.A.
1901. §Black, John Albert. Lagarie Row, Helensburgh, N.B.
1889. JBlack, W. 1 Lovaine-place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1881. +Black, Surgeon-Major William Gait, F.R.C.S.E. Caledonian United
Service Club, Edinburgh.

1901. §Black, W. P. M. 15 Montgoraerie Street, Kelvinside, Glasgow. ,

1876. JBlackburn, Hugh, M.A. Roshven, Fort William, N.B.

1884. JBlackburn, Robert. New Edinburgh, Ontario, Canada.
1900. §Blackburn, W. Owen. 3 Mount Royd, Bradford.

1877. JBlackie, J. Alexander. 17 Stanhope-street, Glasgow.
1855. *Blackie, W. G., Ph.D., F.R.G.S. (Local Sec. 1876), 1 Belhaven-

terrace, Kelvinside, Glasgow.

1896. §Blackie, Walter W., B.Sc. 17 Stanhope-street, Glasgow.
1884. JBlacklock, Frederick W. 25 St. Famille-street, Montreal, Canada.

1896. {Blackwood, J. M. 16 Oil-street, Liverpool.

1886. tBlaikie, John, F.L.S. The Bridge House, Newcastle, Stafford-

shire.

1895. JBlaikie, A^^ B. 6 Belgrave-crescent, Edinburgh.

1883. JBlair, Mrs. Oakshaw, Paisley.

1892. JBlair, Alexander. 35 Moray-place, Edinburgh.
1892. tBlair, John. 9 Ettrick-road, Edinburgh.

1883. 'Blake, Rev. J. F., M.A., F.G.S. 69 Comeragh-road, W.
1891. IBlakesley, Thomas H., M.A., M.Inst.C.E. Royal Naval College,

Greenwich, S.E.

1894. JBlakiston, Rev. C. D. Exwick Vicarage, Exeter.

1900. *Blamire8, Joseph. Bradley Lodge, Huddersfield.

1881. jBlamires, Thomas H. Close Hill, Lockwood, near Huddersfield.

1895. JBlamires, William. Oak House, Taylor Hill, Huddersfield.

1884. *Blandy, William Charles, M.A. 1 Friar-street, Reading.
1869. IBlanfoed, W. T., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S, (Pres. C,

1884; Council 1885-91). 72 Bedford-gardens, Campden
Hill, W.

1887. *Bles, A. J. S. Palm House, Park-lane, Higher Broughton, Man-
chester.

1887. *Ble8, Edward J., B.Sc. Newnham Lea, Grange-road, Cambridge.
1887, JBles, Marcus S. The Beeches, Broughton Park, Manchester.
1884. 'Blish, William G. Niles, Michigan, U.S.A.
1888. §Bloxsom, Martin, B.A., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Hazelwood, Crumpsall

iTrppTi jVTfl.TioiiPsi'Pv

1870. JBlundell, Thomas Weld." Ince Blundell Hall, Great Crosby.
Blyth, B. Hall. 135 George-street, Edinburgh.

1885. {Bltth, James, M.A., F.R.S.E., Professor of Natural Philosophy in

Anderson's College, Glasgow.
1867. 'Blyth-Martin, W. Y. Blyth House, Newport, Fife.

1887. JBlythe, William S, 65 Mosley-street, Manchester.
1901, §BLTrHSwooD, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.D. Blythswood, Renfrew.
1870. JBoardmau, Edward. Oak House, Eaton, Norwich,
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1887. *Bodding'tcn, Henry. Pownall Hall, Wilmslow, Manchester.

1900. JBODINGTON, Principal N., M.A. Yorkshire College, Leeds.

1889. tBodmer, G. E., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 30 Walbrook, E.G.

1884. tBody, Rev. 0. W. E., M.A. Trinity College, Toronto, Canada,.

1900. §Boileau, Major A. C. F., R.A. Royal Artillery Institution, Wool-
wich.

1887. *Boissevain, Gideon Maria. 4 Tesselschade-straat, Amsterdam.
1898. §BoLTON, H. The Museum, Queen's-road, Bristol.

1894. §Bolton, John. 15 Clifton-road, Crouch End, N.

1898. jBolton, J. W. Baldwin-street, Bristol.

1898. §BoNAE, J., M.A., LL.D. (Pres. F, 1898; Council 1899- ).

1 Redington-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1883. JBonney, Frederic, F.R.G.S. Colton House, Rugeley, Staffordshire.

1871. *BoNNET, Rev. Thomas Geoege, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.,
F.G.S. (Seceetary, 1881-85 ; Pre?. C, 1886). 23 Denning-
road, Hampstead, N.W.

1888. JBoon, William. Coventry.

1893. JBoot, Jesse. Carlvle House, 18 Burns-street, Nottingham.

1890. *BooTH, Charles,' D.Sc, F.R.S., F.S.S. 24 Great Cumberland
Place, W.

1883. JBooth, James. Hazelhurst, Turton.

1883. JBooth, Richard. 4 Stone-buildings, Lincoln's Inn, W.C.
1876. JBooth, Rev. AVilliam II. Mount Nod-road, Streatham, S.W.
1883. JBoothroyd, Benjamin. Solihull, Birmingham.
1901. 'Boothroyd, Herbert E. Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge,
1900. §Borchg-revink, C. E. Douglas Lodge, Bromley, Kent.
1876. 'Borland, William. 260 West George-street, Glasgow.

1882. §Borns, Henry, Ph.D., F.C.S. 19 Alexandra-road, Wimbledon,
Surrey.

1901. §Borradaile, L. A. Selwyn College, Cambridge.
1876. 'BosANQTJET, R. H. M., M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Castillo Zamora,

Realejo-Alto, Tenerife.

1896. {Bose, Dr. J. C. Calcutta, India.

•Bossey, Francis, M.D. Mayfield, Oxford-road, Redhill, SuiTey.

1881. §BoTHAMLEY, Chaeles H., F.I.C, F.C.S., Director of Technical
Instruction, Somerset County Education Committee. Hurst
Knoll, Weston-super-Mare.

1887. JBott, Dr. Owens College, Manchester.

1872. IBottle, Alexander. 4 Godwyne-road, Dover.
1868. JBottle, J. T. 28 Nelson-road, Great Yarmouth.
1887. JBottoraley, James, D.Sc, B.A. 220 Lower Broughton-road, Man-

chester.

1871. *Bottomlet, James Thomson, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S.
1 3 University-gardens, Glasgow.

1884. *Bottomley, Mrs. 13 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1892. JBottomley, W. B., B.A., Professor of Botany, King's College, W.C.
1876. JBottomley, William, jun. 15 University-gardens, Glasgow.
1890. tBoulnois, Henry Percy, M.Inst.C.E. 44 Campden House Court,

Kensington, W.
1883. JBourdas, Isaiah. Dunoon House, Clapham Common, S.W.
1883. tBouRNE, A. G., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of Biology in the

Presidency College, Madras.

1893. *BouRNF., G. C, M.A., F.L.S. (Local Sec. 1894;. Savile House,
Mansfibld-road, Oxford.

1866. tBoTTENE, Stephen. 5 Lansdown-road, Lee, S.E.
1890. tBousfield, C. E. 55 Clarendon-road, Leeds.

1898. JBovey, Edward P., jun. Clifton Grove, Torquay.
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1884. tBovET, Henry T., M.A., M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Civil Engineer-

ing and Applied Mechanics in McGill University, Montreal.

Ontario-avenue, Montreal, Canada.

1888. JBowden, Rev. G. New Kingswood School, Lansdown, Bath.

1881. *BowEE, F. 0., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (Pres. K, 1898;
Council 1900- ), Regius Professor of Botany in the Univer-

sity of Glasgow.

1898. *Bowkerj Arthur Frank, F.R.G.S., F.G.S. Royal Societies Cluh,

St. James's-street, S.W.
1856. *Bowlby, Miss F. E. 23 Lansdowne-parade, Cheltenham.

>898. §BowLEY, A. L., M.A. Waldeck House, Southern Hill, Reading.

1880. JBowly, Christopher. Cirencester.

1887. JBowly, Mrs. Christopher. Cirencester.

1865. JBowman, F. H., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. Mayfield, Knutsford, Cheshire.

1899. *Bowman, Herbert Lister, M.A. 13 Sheffield-gardens, Kensington, W.
1899. *Bowman, John Herbert. 13 Sheffield Gardens, Kensington, W.
1887. §Box, Alfred Marshall. Care of Cooper, Box & Co., 69 Alderman-

bury, E.C.

1895. *BoTCE, RtJBEKT, M.B., Professor of Pathology, University College,

Liverpool.

1901. §Boyd, David T. Rhinsdale, Ballieston, Lanark.

1871. tBoyd, Thomas J. 41 Moray-place, Edinburgh.

1884. *Boyle, R. Vicars, O.S.I. Care of Messrs. Grindlay & Co., 55
Parliament-street, S.W.

1892. §BoT8, Charles Vernon, F.R.S. (Council, 1893-99). 27 The Grove,

Boltons, S.W.
1872 *Brabrooe, E. W., C.B., F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1898). 178 Bedford-

hill, Balham, S.W.
1869. *Braby, Frederick, F.G.S. , F.C.S. Bushey Lodge, Teddington,

Middlesex.

1894. *Braby, Ivon, Bushey Lodge, Teddington, Middlesex.

1893. §Bradley, F. L. Bel Air, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

1899. *Bradley, J. W., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Town Hall, Wolverhampton.

1892. §Bradshaw, W. Carisbrooke House, The Park, Nottingham.

1863. JBrady, George S., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Natural

History in the Durham College of Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

2 Mowbray-villas, Sunderland.

1880. *Brady, Rev. Nicholas, M.A. Rainham Hall, Rainham, S.O., Essex.

1864. XBraham, Fhilip. 3 Cobden-mansions, Stockwell-road, S.E.

1888. §Braikenridge, W. J., J.P. 16 Royal-crescent, Bath.

1898. fBramble, James R. Seafield, AVeston-super-Mare.

1865. §Bramwell, Sir Frederick J., Bart., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.

,

M.Inst.C.E. (President, 1888; Pres. G, 1872, 1884; Council

1873-79, 1883-87). 6 Great George-street, S.W.

1867. JBraud, William. Milneheld, Dundee.

1861. *Brandreth, Rev. Henry. 72 Hills Road, Cambridge.

1885. *Bratby, William, J.P. Alton Lodge, Hale, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1890. *Bray, George. Belmont, Headingley, Leeds.

1868. JBremridge, Elias. 17 Bloomsbury-square, W.C.
1877. XBrent, Fraticis. 19 Clarendon-p/ace, Plymouth.

1898. §Brereton, Cuthbert A., M.Inst.C.E. 21 Delahay-street, S.W.
1882. *Bretherton, C. E. 26 Old Broad Street, E.C.

1866. J Brettell, Thomas. Dudley.

1891, jBrice, Arthur Montefiore, F.G.S., F.R.G.S. 28 Addison Mansions,

Kensington, W.
1886. JBrid&e, T. W., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Zoology in the Univer-

sity, Birmingham.
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1870. *Biidson, Joseph R. Ilolybourne, Alton, Plants,

1887. JBrierley, Johu, J.P. The Clough, Whitefield, Manchester.

1870. JBrieiiey, Joseph. New Market-street, Blackburn.

1886. JBrierley, Leonard. Somerset-road, Edgbastou, Birmingham.
1879. JBrierley, Morgan. Denshaw House, Saddlewortli.

1870. *Brigg,"John,"M.P. Kildwick Hall, Keighley, Yorkshire.

1890. JBrigg-, W. A. Kildwick Hall, Keighley, Yorkshire.

1893. JBright, Joseph. Western-terrace, The Park, Nottinirham.

1868. JBrine, Admiral Lindesay, F.R.G.S. United Service Club, Pall
Mall, S.W.

1893. JBriscoe, Albert E.,B.Sc., A.R.C.Sc. Municipal Technical Institute,

Eomford-road, West Ham, E.
1884. JBrisette, M. H. 424 St. Paul-street, xMontreal, Canada.
1898. JBkistol, the Right Rev. G. F. Browne, Lord Bishop of, D.D. 17

The Avenue, Clifton, Bristol.

1879. *Brittain, W. H., J.P., F.R.G.S. Storth Oaks, Sheffield.

1878. IBritten, James, F.L.S. Department of Botan3\ British Museum,
S.W.

1884. *Bnttle, John R., M.Iust.C.E., F.R.S.E. 9 ^''anhrugh-hiU, Black
heath, S.E.

1899. JBroadwood, Miss Bertha M. Pley.'Stowe, Capel, Surrey.

1899. JBroadwood, James H. E. Pleystowe, Capel, Surrey.

1897. JBrock, W. R. Toronto.

1896. *Brocklehurst, S. Olinda, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1883. *Brodie, David, M.D. 68 Hamilton Road, Highbury, N.
1901. §Brodie, T. G. Examination Hall, Victoria Embankment, W.C.
1884. JBrodie, William, M.D. 64 Lafayette-avenue, Detroit, MichiaaE,

U.S.A.

1901. §Brodie, W. Brodie. 28 Hamilton Park Terrace, Hillhead, Glasgow.
1883. "Brodie-Hall, Mias W. L. 5 Devonshire-place, Eastbourne.
1881. JBrook, Robert G. AVolverhampton House, St. Helens, Lanca-

shire.

1864, *Brooke, Yen. Archdeacon J. Ingham. The Vicarage, Halifax.
1887. §Brooks, James Howard. Elm Hirst, Wilmslow, near Man-

chester.

1863. tBrooks, Johu Crosse. 14 Lovaine-place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1887. J Brooks, S. IT. Slade House, Levenshulmc, Manchester.
1883. *Brotherton, E. A. Arthingtou Hall, Wharfedale, via Leeds.
1901. §Brough, Bennett IL, F.I.C., F.G.S. 28 Victoria Street, S.AV., and

Crauleigh House, near Addlestone, Surrey.

1883. *Brough, Mrs. Charles S. Rosendale Hall, West Dulwich, S.E.
1886. JBrough, Professor Joseph, LL.M., Professor of Logic and Philosophy

in University College, Aberystwith.

1885. *Browett, Alfred. 29 Wheeley's-road, Birmingham.
1863. *Brown, Alexander Cetim, M.D. , LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., V.P.O.S.

(Pres. B, 1874 ; Local Sec. 187 1), Professor of Chemistry in the
University of Edinburgh. 8 Belgrave-cre.scent, Edinburgh.

1892. JBrown, Andrew, M.Inst.C.E. Messrs. Wm. Simons & Co., Rrafrew
near Glasgow.

1896. JBrown, A. T. The Nunuery, St. Michael's Hamlet, Liverpool.

1867. JBrown, Sir Charles Gage, M.D., K.C.M.G. 88 Sloane-street, S.W.
1855. JBrown, Colin. 192 Hope-street, Glasgow.
1871. JBrown, David. AVillowbrae House, Midlothian.

1863. *Brown, Rev. Dixon. Unthank Hall, Haltwhistle, Carlisle.

1883. JBrown, Mrs. Ellen F. Campbell. 27 Abercromby-square, Liverpool,
1881. JBrown, Frederick D. 26 St. Giles's-street, Oxford.

1883. JBrown, George Dransfield. Heuley Villa, Ealing, Middlesex, W
1901. B
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1883. *Brown, Mrs. H. Bienz. Fochabers, Moray.sliire.

188.3. JBrowu, Mrs. Helen. Canaan-g-rove, Newtjattle-terrace, Edinburgli.

1870. §Brown, Horace T., LL.D., F.E.S., F.G.S. (Pres. B, 1899).

52 Nerern-square, S.W.
Brown, Hugh, liroadstone, Ayrshire.

1883. JBrown, Miss Isabella Spring. Canaan-grove, Newbattle-terrace,

Edinburgh.

1895. JBEOW^'^, J. Allen, J.P., F.R.G.S., F.G.S. 7 Kent-gardens,

Ealing-, AV.

1870. *Brown, Professor J. Campbeli, D.Sc, F.G.S. University College,

Liverpool.

1876. §Beown, Joiix (Local Seceetary, 1902). Longhurst, Duumurry,
Belfast.

1881. *Brown, John,-M.U. Stockbridge House, Padisham, Lancashire.

1882. *Brown, John. 7 Second-avenue, Nottingham.

1895. *Browu, John Charles. 2 Baker-street, Nottingham.

1894. tBrown, J. H. 6 Cambridge-road, Brighton.

1882. *Brown, Mrs. Marv. Stockbridge House, Padisham, Lancashire.

1898. §Brown, Nicol, F.G.S. 4 The Grove, Highgate, N.

1897. JBrown, Price, M.B. 37 Carlton-street, Toronto, Canada.

1886. §Brown, R., R.N. Laurel Bank. Barnhill, Perth.

1863. JBrown, Ralph. Lambton's Bank, Newcastle-upon-TjTie.

1897. JBrown, Richard. .Tarvis-street, Toronto, Canada.

1901. §Browu, R. N. E., B.Sc. University College, Dundee.

1896. JBrown, Stewart H. Quarrv Bank, .\llerton, Liverpool.

1891. §Beown, T. Foestee, M.Iust.C.E., F.G.S. (Pres. G, 1S91). Guild
Hall Chambers, Cardiff.

1885. JBrown, W. A. The Court House, Aberdeen.

1884. JBrown, William George. Ivy, Albemarle Co,, Virginia, U.S.A.

1863. JBrowne, Sir Benjamin Chapman, Jt.Inst.C.E. Westacres, New-
castle-upon-Tyne.

1900. §Browne, Frank Balfour. Goldielea, Dumfries, Scotland.

1892. XBrowne, Harold Crichton. Cnndon, Dumfries.

1895. *Browne, H. T. Doughty. 10 Hvde Park-terrace. W.
1879. JBeowne, Sir J. Oeichton, M.D.,LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. 61 Carlisie-

place-mansions, Victoria-street, S W.
1891. JBrowne, Montagu, F.G.S. Town Museum, Leicester.

1862. *Browne, Robert Clayton, M.A. Browne's Hill, Carlow, Ireland.

1872. JBrowne, R. ISlacklev, F.G.S. Redcot, Brndbourne, Sevenoaks, Kent.

1865. JBrowning, John, F.R.A.S. 63 Strand, W.C.
1883. JBrowning, Oscar, M.A, King's College, Cambridge.

1892. JBruce, James. 10 Hill-street, Edinburgh.

1901. §Bruce, John. Inverallan, Helensburgh.

1893. JBruce, William S. 11 Mount Pleasant, Joppa, Edinburgh.

1900. *Brumm, Charles. Lismara, Grosvenor Road, Birkdale, Southport.

1863. *Brunel, H. M., M.Inst.C.E. 21 Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W.
1863. JBrunel, I. 15 Devonshire-terrace, "\.V.

1876. JBrunlees, John, M.Inst.C.E. 12 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
1896. *Brunner, Sir J. T., Bart., M.P. Druid's Cross, Wavertree, Liverpool.

1868. JBrunton, Sir T. Lattber, J\I.D., D.Sc., F.R.S. 10 Stratford-place,

Oxford-street, W.
1897. *Bruph, Charles F. Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

1878. JBruttou, Joseph. Yeovil.

1886. *Brtan, G. H., D.Sc, F.R.S. , Professor of Mathematics in

University College, Bangor.

1894. JBryan, Mrs. R.' P. Plas Gwvn, Bangor.

1884. JBrtce, Rev. Professor George. Winnipeg, Canada.
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1897. JBEYCE,RiglitHon.JAMEs,D.C.L.,M.P.,F.R.S. 54Portland-place, W.

1901. §Bryce, Thomas H. 2 Granby-ten-ace, Ilillhead, Glasgo^\-.

1894. IBrydone, R. M. Petworth, Sussex.

1890. §Bubb, Henry. Ullenwood, near Chelteiiliam.

1871. §Bx7CHAN, Alex.\ndek, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Sec. Scottish

Meteorological Society. 43 Heriot-row, Edinburgh.

1867. JBuchan, Thomas. Strawberry Bank, Dundee.

1901. §Buchanan, James, M.D. 12 Hamilton Drive, Maxwell Park, Glasgow.

1881. 'Buchanan, John H., M.D. Sowerby, Thirsk.

1871. JBucHANAN, John Young, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S., F.C.S.

Christ's College, Cambridge.

1.884. JBuchanan, W. Frederick. Winnipeg, Canada.

] 883. JBuckland, Miss A. W. 5 Beaumont-crescent, West Kensington, W.
1886. *Buckle, Edmund W. 23 Bedford-row, W.C.
1886. JBucklev, Samuel. Merlewood, Beaver Park, Didsbury.

1884. *Buckmaster, Charles Alexander, M.A., F.C.S. 16 Heathfield-road,

Mill Hill Park, W.
1851. *BrrcKT0N, George Bowbleb, F.R.S.. F.L.S., F.G.S. Weycombe,

Haslemere, Surrey.

1887. JBudenberg, C. F., B.Sc. Buckau Villa, Demesne-road, Whalley

Range, Manchester.

1901. §Budgett, J. S. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1875. JBudgett, Samuel. Peniyn, Beckenham, Kent.

1883. JBuick, Rev. George R., M.A. CuUybackey, Co. Antrim, Ireland,

1893. §BuLLEiD, Aethue, F.S.A. Glastonbury.

1871. jBulloch, Matthew. 48 Prince's-gate, S.W.
1883. jBulpit, Rev. F. W. Crossens Rectory, Southport.

1895. fBimte, Dr. Hans. Karlsruhe, Baden.

1886. §BxTEBUEY, S. H., M.A., F.R.S. 1 New-square, Lincoln's Inn, W.C,
1842. *Bui-d, John. Glen Lodge, Kuocknerea, Sligo.

1869. tBurdett-Coutts, Baroness. 1 Stratton-street, Piccadilly, W.
1881. JBurdett-Coutts, William Lehmann, M.P. 1 Stratton-street, Picca-

dilly, W.
1891. tBurge, Very Rev. T. A. Ampleforth Cottage, near York.

1894. JBuRKB, John B. B. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1884. *Bm-land, Lieut.-Col. Jeffrey H. 824 Sherbrook-street, Montreal,

Canada.
1899. §Burls, Herbert T. Care of H. S. King & Co., CornhiU, E.G.

1888. tBurne, H. Holland. 28 Marlborough-buildings, Bath.

1883. *Burne, Major-General Sir Owen Tudor, G.C.I.E.,K.C.S.L,F.R.G.S,
132 Sutherland-gardens, Maida Vale, W.

1876. JBurnet, John. 14 Victoria-crescent, Dowanhill, Glasgow.

1885. 'Burnett, AV. Kendall, M.A. Migvie House, Aberdeen,

1877. tBurns, David. Alston, Carlisle.

1884. J Burns, Professor James Austin. Southern Medical College, Atlanta
j

Georgia, U.S.A.
1899. JBurr, Malcolm. Dorman's Park, East Grinstead.

1887. JBurroughs, Eggleston, M.D. Snow Hill-buildings, E.G.

1860, JBiirrows, Montague, M.A. Oxford.

1894. jBurstall, H. F. W^ 76 King's-road, Camden-road, N.W.
1891. IBurt, J. J. 103 Roath-road, Cardiff.

1888. JBurt, John Mowlem. 3 St. John's-gardens, Kensington, W.
1888. JBurt, Mrs. 3 St. John's-gardens, Kensington, W.
1894. JBurton, Charles V. 24 Wimpole-street, W.
1866, 'Burton, Frederick M., F.L.S., F.G.S. Highfield, Gainsborough,.

Lincolnshire.

1889, JBurton, Rev. R. Lingen. Little Aston, Sutton Coldfield.

b2
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1897. JBurton, S. H., M.B. 50 St. Giles's-street, Norwich.

1892. |Burton-Bi-owri, Colonel Alexander, R.A., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. 11

Uuiou Orescent, Margate.

1897. JBurwash, Rev. N., LLlD., Principal of Victoria University,

Toronto, Oanada.

1887. *Bury, Henry. Mayiield House, Farnham, Surrey.

1899. §Busli, Anthony. 43 Portland-road, Nottingham.

1895. §Bushe, Oolonel 0. K., F.G.S. 19 Cromwell-road, S.W.
1878. IButchek, J. G., M.A. 22 Oollingham-place, S.W.
1884. 'Butcher, William Deane, M.R.O.S.Eng. Holyrood, 5 Cleveland-

road, Ealing, W.
1884. jButler, Matthew I. Napanee, Ontario, Canada.

1884. *Butterworth, W. Park Avenue, Temperley, near Manchester,

1872. JBuxton, Charles Louis. Cromer, Norfolk.

1887. *Buxton, J. H. Clumber Cottage, Montague-road, Felixstowe.

1881. JBuxton, Sydney. 15 Eaton-place, S.W.
1868. tBuxtou, S. Gurney. Oatton Hall, Norwich.

1872. JBuxton, Sir Thomas Fowell, Bart., G.C.M.G., F.R.G.S. Warlies,

Waltham Abbey, Essex.

1854. IBteblet, Isaac, F.L.S. 22 Dingle-lane, Toxteth Park, Liverpool.

1899. §Byles, Arthur R. 'Bradford Observer,' Bradford, Yorkshire.

1885. JByres, David. 63 North Bradford, Aberdeen.

1852. JByrne, Very Rev. James. Ergeiiagh Rectory, Omagh.
1883. JByrom, John R. Mere Bank, Fairfield, near Manchester.

1889. JCackett, James Thoburn. 60 Larkspur-terrace, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.

1892. tCadell, Henry M., B.Sc, F.R.S.E. Grange, Bo'ness, N.B.

1894. JCaillard, Miss E. M. Wiugfield House, near Trowbridge, Wilts.

1863. jCaird, Edward. Finnart, Dumbartonshire.

1861. *Caird, James Key. 8 Roseangle, Dundee.
1901 . §Caldwell, Hugh. Blackwood, Newport, Mon. •

1886. * Caldwell, William Hay. Cambridi/e.

1868. tCaley, A. J. Norwich.

1887. JCallaway, Chaeles, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. 35 Huskisson-street,

Liverpool.

1897. §Callendak, Prof. Hugh L., M.A., F.R.S. (Council, 1900- ).

2 Chester Place, Regent's Park, N.W.
1892. tCalvert, A. F., F.R.G.S. Roy^ton, Eton-avenue, N.W.
1901. §Calvert, H. T. Roscoe Terrace, Armley, Leeds.

1884. tCameron, yEneas. Yarmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada.
1857. JOameron, Sir Chakles A., C.B., M.D. 15 Pembroke-road,

Dublin.

1896. §Cameron, Irving H. 307 Sherbourne- street, Toronto, Canada.
1884. JCameron, James C, M.D. 41 Belmont-park, Montreal, Canada.
1870. jCameron, John, M.D. 17 Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1901. §Campbell, Archibald. Springfield Quay, Glasgow.
1884. JCampbell, Archibald H. Toronto, Canada.

1876. ICampbeU, Right Hon. James A., LL.D., M.P. Stracathro House,.

Brechin.

CampbeU, John Archibald, M.D., F.R.S.E. Albyn-place,
Edinburgh.

1897. JCampbell, Major J. C. L. New Club, Edinburgh.
1901. §Campbell, M. Pearce. 9 Lyuedoch Crescent, Glasgow,
1898. XCampbell, Mrs. Napier. 81 Ashley Gardens, S.W.
1897. JCampion, B. W. Queen's College, Cambridge.
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1882. tf^aiidy, F. 11. 71 High-street, Southampton.
1890. JOankan, Edwin, M.A., F.S.S. 1 Wellington Square, O.xford.

1897. §Cannon, Herbert. Woodbank, Erith, Kent.

1898. JCanteebury, Right Hon. and Most Rev. F. Temple, Lord Archhishop
of. Lambeth Palace, S.E.

1888. J:Cappel, Sir Albert J. L., K.G.I.E. 27 Kensington Court-gardens,
London, W.

1894. §Capper, D. S., M.A., Professor of Mechanical Engineering in King's
College, AY.C.

1883. jCapper, Mrs. R. 9 Bridge-street, Westminster, S.W.
1887. JCapstick, .Iohn Walton. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1873. *Cakbutt, Sir Edward Hamer, Bart., M.tnet.C.E. 19 Hyde Park-
gardens, W.

1896. *Carden, H. V. Balinvenei/, Bookham, Surrey.

1901. §CargilI, David Sime. 9 Park Terrace, Glasgow.
1877. jCarkeet, John. 3 St. Andrew's-place, Plymouth.
1898. JCarlile, George M. 7 Upper Belgrave-road, Bristol.

1901. §Carlile, W. Warrand. Harlie, Largs, Ayrshire.

1867. JOarmichael, David (Engineer). Dundee.
1876. iCarmichael, Mel, M.D. 177 Netherdale Road, Pollokshields,

Glasgow.
1897. JCarmichael, Norman R. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada.
1884. tCarnegie, John. Peterhorough, Ontario, Canada.
1884. jCarpenter, Louis G. Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colorado,

U.S.A.
1897. "fCarpenter, R. C. Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.
1889. JCarr, Cuthbert Ellison. Hedgeley, Alnwick.
1893. JCarr, J. Wesley, M.A., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of Biology in

University College, Nottingham.
1889. JCarr-Ellison, John Ralph. Hedgeley, Alnwick.
1867. JCarruthers, William, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D, 1886).

14 Vermont-road, Norwood, S.E.

1886. JCarslake, J. Bakham (Local Sec. 1886). 30 Westfield-road,
Birmingham.

1899. §Carslaw, H. S., D.Sc. The University, Glasgow.
1883. jOarson, John. 51 Roval-avenue, Belfast.

1868. *Carteighe, Michael, F.t'.S., F.I.C. 180 New Bond-street, W.
1897. JCarter, E. Tremlett. 'The Electrician,' Salisbury Court, Fleet

Street, E.C.

1866. J:Carter, H. H. The Park, Nottingham.
1870. jCarter, Dr. William. 78 Rodney Street, Liverpool.

1883. jCarter, W. C. Manchester and Salford Bank, Southport.
1900. 'Carter, Rev. W. Lower, F.G.S. Hopton, Mirlield.

1883. JCarter, IMrs. Manchester and Salford Bank, Southport.

1896. §Cartwright, Miss Edith G. 21 York Street Chambers, Bryanston
Square, W.

1878. *Cartwright, Ernest H., M.A., M.D. 1 Bower Terrace, Maidstone.

1870. §Cartwi-ight, Joshua, M.Inst.C.E., F.S.I., Borough and Water
Engineer. Peel Chamber's, Market Place, Bury, Lancashire.

1862. jCarulla, F. J. R. 84 Argyll-terrace, Derby.
1894. tCarus, Paul. La Salle, Illinois, U.S.A.
1884. *Carver, Rev. Canon Alfred J., D.D., F.R.G.S. Lynnhurst, Streatham

Common, S.W.
1884. ifCarver, Mrs. Lynnhurst, Streatham Common, S.W.
1901. §Carver, Thomas A. B., B.Sc, Assoc. M.Inst.C.E. 118 Napiershall

Street, Glasgow.
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1887. JCasartelli, Rev. L. C, M.A., Ph.D. St. Bede's College, Manchester.

1897. *Case, Willard E. Auburn, New York, U.S.A.
1899. 'Case, J. Monckton. Hampden Club, Phoenix-street, N.W.
1896. •Casey, James. 10 Philpot-lane, E.G.

1871. JCash, Joseph. Bird-grove, Coventay.

1873. *Cash, William, F.G.S. 35 Commercial-street, Halifax.

1900. *Cassie, W., M.A. Professor of Physics in the Royal HoUoway
(Jollege, Brantwood, Englefield Green.

1897. JCaston, Harry Edmonds Featherston. 340 Brunswick-avenue,
Toronto, Canada.

1874. JCaton, Richard, M.D. Lea Hall, Gateacre, Liverpool.

1859. iCatto, Robert. 44 King-street, Aberdeen.

1886, *Cave-Moyles, Mrs. Isabella. 4 Crescent Terrace, Cheltenham.

Cayley, Digby. Brompton, near Scarborough.

Cayley, Edward Stillingfleet. Wydale, Malton, Yorkshire.

1883, JChadwick, James Percy. 51 Alexandra-road, Southport.

1859, jChalmers, John Inglis. Aldbar, Aberdeen.

Ie83. {Chamberlain, George, J.P. Helenshohne, Birkdale Park,

Southport.

1884. jChamberlain, Montague. St. John, New Brunswick, Canada,
1883. iChambers, Mrs. Bombav.
1901. §Chamen, W. A. 66 Partickhill Road, Glasgow.
1881. 'Champney, John E. 27 Hans Place, S.W.
1865. {Chance, A. M. Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1865. {Chance, Robert Lucas. Chad Hill, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1888. {Chandler, S. Whitty, B.A. Sherborne,' Dorset.

1861. *Chapman, Edward, M.A., M.P., F.L.S., F.C.S. Hill End, Mottram,
Manchester.

1897. {Chapman, Edward Henry. 17 St. Hilda's-terrace, Whitby,
1889. {Chapman, L. H. 147 Park-road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1884. {Chapman, Professor. University College, Toronto, Canada.
1899, §Chapman, Prof. Sydney John. The Owens College, Manchester.

1877. {Chapman, T. Algernon, M.D. 17 Wesley-avenue, Liscard, Cheshire.

1874. {Charles, J. J., M.D., Professor of Anatomy and Physiology in

Queen's College, Cork. Newmarket, Co. Cork,

1874, {Charley, William. Seymour Hill, Duumurry, Ireland,

1886. {Chate, Robert W. Southfield, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1884. *Chatterton, George, M.A., M.Inst.C.E. The Sanctuary,

Westminster, S.W.
1886. *Chattock, A. P., M.A., Professor of Experimental Physics in

University College, Bristol.

1867. *Chatwood, Samuel, F.R.G.S. High Lawn, Broad Oak Park,
Worsley, Manchester.

1884. {Chatjveatj, The Hon. Dr. Montreal, Canada.
1883. {Chawner, W., M.A. Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
1864. {Cheadle, W. B., M.A., M.D., F.R.G.S. 19 Portman-street,

Portman-square, W.
1900. §Cheesman, W. Norwood. The Crescent, Selby,

1887. {Cheetham, F. W. Limefield House, Hyde.
1887. {Cheetham, John. Limefield House, Hyde.
1896, {Chenie, John. Charlotte-street, Edinburgh.
1874. *Chermside, Major-Geueral Sir H. C, R.E., G.C.M.G.,C.B. Care ot

Messrs. Cox & Co., Craig's-court, Charing Cross, S.W.
1884, {Cherriman, Professor J. B. Ottawa, Canada.
1896. {Cherrv, R. B. 02 Stephen's Green, Dublin.
1879, *Chesterman, W. Belmayne, Sheffield,

1883. {Chinery, Edward F. Monmouth House, Lymington.
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1884. jChipman, W. 'W. L. 957 Dorchester-street, Montreal, Canada.

1889. JChirney, J. W. ]Morpeth.

1894. tCHisHOLM, G. G., M.A., B.Sc, F.B.G.S. 59 Drakefield Road,

Upper Tooting, S.W.
1900. JChisholm, Samuel, Lord Provost of Glasgow.

1899. §Cliitty, Edward. Sonnenberg, (Jastle Avenue, Dover.

1899. fchitt'y, Mrs. Edward. Sonnenberg, Castle Avenue, Dover.

1899. §Cliitty, G. W. Mildura, Park-avenue, Dover.

1882. JCboriey, George. Midhurst, Sussex.

1887. tChorlton, J. Clayton. New Holme, Withington, Manchester.

1893. *Chkee, Charles, D.Sc., F.R.S. Kew Observatory, Richmond,Surrey.

1900. *Christie, R. J. Duke Street, Toronto, Canada.

1884. *Christie, William. 29 Queen's Park, Toronto, Canada.

1875. *Chrisl-opher, George, F.C.S. May Villa, Lucien-road, Tooting

Common, S.W.
1876. *Chrtstal, George, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E. (Pres. A, 1885),

Professor of Mathematics in the University of Edinburgh.

5 Belgrave-crescent, Edinburgh.

1870. §Chtirch, a. H., M.A., F.R.S., F.S'.A., Professor of Chemistry in the

Royal Academy of Arts. Shelsley, Enuerdale-road, Kew.
1898. §Church, Colonel G. Earl, F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1898). 216 Crom-

well-road, S.W.
1860. JOHtTRCH, Sir William Selbt, Bart., M.D. St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, E.C.
1896. JClague, Daniel, F.G.S. 6 Sandstone-road, Stonevcroft, Liverpool.

1901. §Clark, Archibald B., M.A. 2 Woodburn Place, "Edinburgh.

1890. JClark, E. K. 13 Wellclose-place, Leeds.

1877. *Clark, F. J., J.P., F.L.S. Netherleigh, Street, Somerset.

Clark, George T. 44 Berkeley-square, W.
1876. tClark, David R., M.A. 8 Park Drive West, Glasgow.

1892. XClarh, James, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Agriculture in the York-
shire College, Leeds.

1892. JClark, James. Chapel House, Paisley.

1901. §Clark, James M , M.A., B.Sc. 8 Park Drive West, Glasgow.
1876. jClark, Dr. John. 138 Bath-street, Glasgow.
1881. JClark, J. Edmund, B.A., B.Sc. 112 Wool Exchange, E.C.

1901. §Clark, Robert M., B.Sc, F.L.S. 27 Albyn Place, Aberdeen.

1855. JClark, Rev. William, M.A. Barrhead, near Glassrow.

1887. §Clarke, C. Goddard, J.P. Fairlawn, 167 Peckham-rye, S.E.

1875, JClarke, Charles S. 4 Worcester-terrace, Clifton, Bristol.

1886. {Clarke, David. Langley-road, Small Heath, Birmingham.
1886. jCIarke, Rev. H. J. Great Barr Vicarage, Birmingham.
1875. +CLARKE, John Henry (Local Sec. 1875). 4 Worcester-terrace,

Clifton, Bristol.

1897. §Clarke, Colonel S. C, R.E. Parklands, Caversham, near Reading.
1883. JCIarke, W. P., J.P. 15 Ilesketh-street, Southport.

1896. tClarke, W. W. Albert Dock Office, Liverpool.

1884. jClaxton, T. James. 461 St. Urbain-street, Montreal, Canada.

1889. §Clatden, a. W., M.A., F.G.S. St. John's, Polsloe-road, Exeter.

1866. tClayden, P. W. 13 Tavistock-square, W.C.
1890. *Clayton, William AVikely. Gipton Lodge, Leeds.

1859. JCleghorn, John. Wick.
1861. §Cleland, John, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Anatomy in the

Universitv of Glastrow. 2 The University, Glasgow.
1861. OiiFXON, R. Bellamy, M.A.,F.R.S., F.R.A.S.', Professor of Experi-

mental Philosophy in the University of Oxford. 3 Bardwell-
road, Banhury-road, Oxford,
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1898. jClissold, H. 30 College-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1893. Jciofford, William. 36 Mai:stield-road, Nottingham.
Olonbrock, Lord RoLert. Clontrock, Galwav.

1878. §Close, Rev. Maxwell H., F.G.S. 38 Lower Baggot-street, DuUin.
1873. JClough, John. Bracken Bank, Keighley, Yorkshire.

1892. JClonston, T. S., M.D. Tipperlinn House, Edinburgh.
1883. *Clowes, Frank, D.Sc, F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1893). London County

Council, Spring-gardens, S.W., and 17 Bedford Court-man-
sions, W.C.

1881. *01uttQn, William James. The Mount, York.
1885. JClyne, James. Ruhislaw Den South, Aberdeen.
1891. *Coates, Henry. Pitcullen House, Perth.

1897. iCoates, J., M.Iust.CE. 99 Queen-street, Melbourne, Australia,

1901. §Coats, Allan. Hayfield, Paisley.

1884. §Cobb, John. Westfield, Ilkley, Yorkshire.

1895. *C0BB0LD, Felix T., M.A. The Lodge, Felixstowe, Suffolk.

1889. JOochrane, Cecil A. Oakfield House, Gfosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1864. "Cochrane, James Henry. Burston House, Pittville, Cheltenham.
1889. {Cochrane, William. Oakfield House, Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1892. JCockbnrn, John. Glencorse House, Milton Bridge, Edinburgh.
1901. §Cockburn, Sir John, K.C.M.G., M.D. 10 Gatestone Road, Upper

Norwood, S.E.

1883. JCockshott, J. J. 24 Queen's-road, Soulhport.

1861. *Coe, Rev. Charles C, F.R.G.S. Whinsbridge, Gro.svenor-road,

Bournemouth.
1898. JCoffey, Geoi'ge. 5 Harcourt-terrace, Dublin.

1881. *CoFFiN, Walter Harris, F.C.S. 94 Cornwall-gardens, South
Kensington, S.W.

1S96. *Coghill, Percy de G. 4 Sunnyside, Princes Park, Liverpool.

1884. *Cohen, B. L., M.P. 30 Hvde" Park-gardens, W.
1887. JCohen, Julius B. Yorksliire College, Leeds.
1901. ^Coheu, N. L. 11 Hyde Park Terrace, W.
1901. "Cohen, R. AValey. 11 Hyde Park Terrace, W.
1894. *Colby, Miss E. L., B.A. "Carregwen, Aberystwyth.
1895. *Colby, James George Ernest, M.A., F.R.C.S. Maltou, Yorkshire.
1895. *Colby William Henry. Carregwen, Aberystwyth.
1893. tCole, Prof. Grouville A. J., F.G.S. Royal College of Science, Dublin.
1879, JCole, Skelton. 387 Glossop-road, Sheffield.

1864. JColefa.v, H. Arthur, Ph.D., F.C.S. 14 Chester-terrace, Chester-
square, S.W.

1897. §CoLEMAN, Dr. A. P. 476 Huron-street, Toronto, Canada.
1893. JColeman, J. B., F.C.S., A.R.C.S. University College, Nottingham.
1899. §Colemau, William. The Shrubbery, Buckland, Dover.
1878. JColes, John. 1 Savile-row, W.
1854. *Colfox, William, B.A. Westmead, Bridport, Dorsetshire.

1899. §Collard, George. The Gables, Canterbury.
1892. tCoUet, Miss Clara E. 7 Coleridge-road, N.
1892. {Collie, Alexander. Harlaw House, Inverurie.

1887. JCOLLIE, J. NoEMAN, Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry to the
Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain. 16 Campden-groye,W^.

1869. JCollier, W. F. '^^'oodtown, Horrabridge, South Devon.
1893. {Collinge, Walter E. The University, Birmingham.
1854. tCoLLiNGWooD, CuTHBERT, M.A., M.B., F.L.S. 69 Great Russell-

street, W.C.
1861. *Oollingwood, J. Frederick, F.G.S. 5 Irene-road, Parson's Green,

S.W.
1876. tCoLLiNS, J. H., F.G.S. 1 62 Barry-road, S.E,
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1865. *Collins, James Tertius. Churclifield, Edgbaston, Birmiugham.
1882. JOolmer, Joseph G., C.M.G. Office of the High Oommissioner for

Canada, 17 Victoria-street, S.W.
1884. jOolomh, Sir J. C. R., M.P., F.R.G.S. Dromquinna, Kenmare, Kerry,

Ireland; and Junior United Service Ohib, S.W.
1897. tColquhouu, A. H. V., B.A. 39 Borden-street, Toronto, Canada.
1896. *Comber, Thomas, F.L.S. Leightou, Parkgate, Chester.

1888. fCommans, R. D. Macaulay-buildings, Bath.
1884. JCoMMON, A. A.,LL.D.,F.R.S.,F.R.A.S. 63 Eaton-rise, Ealing, W.
1891. JCommon, J. F. F. 21 Park-place, Cardiff.

1900. JCommon, T. A., B.A. 63 Eaton Rise, Ealing, W.
1892. JCoiuyns, Frank, M.A., F.C.S. The Grammar School, Durham.
1884. JConklin, Dr. William A. Central Park, New York, U.S.A.
1896. jConnacher, W. S. Birkenhead Institute, Birkenhead.
1890. jCounon, J. W. Park-row, Leeds.

1871. *Connor, Charles C. 4 Queen's Elms, Belfast.

1893. JCoNWAT, Professor Sir W. M., M.A., F.R.G.S. The Red House,
Hornton-streot, \V.

1899. ICooBE, J. Charles, M.Inst.C'.E. Westminster-chambers, Vic-
toria-street, S.W.

1898. §Cook, Ernest H. 27 Berkeley-square, Clifton, Bristol.

1900. jCook, Walter. 98 St. Mary's Street, Cardiff.

1882. JCooke, Major-GeneralA. C, R.E., C.B., F.R.G.S. Palace-chambers,

1876. *Cooke,"'Conkad W. 28 Victoria-street, S.W.
1881. |:Cooke,F. Bishopshill, York.
1868. jCooke, Rev. George H. Waustead Vicarage, near Norwich.
1895. XCoof-^f'f Miss Janef.te E. Hohnwood, Thorpe, Norwich.
1868. iCooKE, M. C, M.A. 53 Castle Road, Kentish Town. N.AV.
1884. tCooke, R. P. Brockville, Ontario, Canada.
1878. XCoohe, Samuel, M.A,, F.G.S. Poona, Bombay.
1881. JCooke, Thomas. Bishopshill, York.
1865. jCooksey, Joseph. West Bromwich, Birmingham.
1896. JCookson, E. H. Kiln Hey, West Derby.
1899. *Coomara Swamy, A. K., F.G.S. Walden, Worplesdon, Guildford,
1895. JCooper, Charles Friend, M.I.E.E. 68 Victoria-street, Westminster,

S.W.
1901. 'Cooper, C. Forster, B.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1893. JCooper, F. W. 14 Hamilton-road, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham.
1883. XCooper, George B. 67 Great Riissell-street, W.C.
1868. JCooper, W. J. New Maiden, Surrey.
1889. jCoote, Arthur. The Minories, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1878. ICope, Rev. S. W. Bramley, Leeds.
1871. ]CoPELAND, Ralph, Ph.D., F.R.A.S., Astronomer Royal for Scotland

and Professor of Astronomy in the University of Edinburgh.
1881. JCopperthwaite, H. Holgate Villa, Ilolgate-laue, York.
1901. §Corbett, A. Cameron, M.P. Thornliebank House, Glasgow.
1891. jCorbetL, E. W. M. Y Fron, Pwllvpant, Cardiff".

1887. *Corcoran, Bryan. Fairlight, 22 Oliver Grove, South Norwood, S.E.
1894. §Corcoran, Miss Jessie R. The Chestnuts, Mulgrave -road, Sutton,

Surrey.

1883. *Core, Professor Thomas H., M.A. Fallowfield, Manchester.
1870. *CoKrrELB, W. H., M.A., M.D., F.C.S., F.G.S., Professor of Hygiene

and Public Health in University College, London. ]9 Savile-
row, W.

1901, *Cormack, Professor J. D., B.Sc. University College, Gower-street,
W.C.
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1893. *Oorner, Samuel, B.A., B.Sc. 95 Forest-road West, Nottingham.

1889. JCoKNisH, Vaughan, M.Sc, F.R.G.S. 72 Prince's Square, W.
1884. *Comwallis, F. S. W., M.P., F.L.S. Linton Park, Maidstone.

1885. JCorry, John. Eosenlieim, Park Hill-road, Croydon.

1888. JCorser, Rev. Richard K. 57 Park Hill-road, Croydon.

1900. §Cortie, Rev. A. L., F.R.A.S. Stonyhiirst College, Blackburn.

1891. JOory, John, J.P. Vaindre Hall, near Cardiif.

1891. JCorv, Alderman Richard, J.P. Oscar House, Newport-road, Car-

diff.

1891. *Cotsworth, Haldane Gwilt. The Cedars, Cobham Road, Norbiton,

S.W.
1874. *CoTTERiLL, J. H., M.A., F.R.S. 15 St. Alban's-manslons, Kensing-

ton Court-gardens, W.
1869. X Cotton, William. Pennsylvania, Exeter.

1876. JCouper, James. City Glass AYorks, Glasgow.

1876. JOouper, James, jun. City Glass Works, Glasgow.

1889. XCourtneif, F. 8. 77 Reddiffe-square, South Kensington, S.W.
1896. jCoiTETNET, Right Hon. Leonaed (Pres. F, 1896). 15CheyneWalk,

Chelsea, S.W.
1890. JCousins, John James. AUerton Park, Chapel AUerton, Leeds.

1896. jCoventry, J. 19 Sweeting-street, Liverpool.

Cowan, John. Valleyfield, Peunycuick, Edinburgh.

1863. JOowan, John A. Blaydon Burn, Durham.
1863. jCowan, Joseph, jun. Blavdon. Durham.
1872. "Cowan, Thomas William,' F.L.S., F.G.S. 17 King William-street,

Strand, W.C.
1900. §Cowburn, Ilenrj. Dingle Head, Westleigh, Leigh, Lancashire.

1895. *CowELL, Philip H., M.A. Royal Observatory, Greenwich, and 74
Vanbrugh Park, Blackheath, S.E.

1899. §Cowper-Coles, Sherard. 82 Victoria-street, S.AV.

1867. *Cox, Edward. Cardean, Meigle, N.B.
1892. JCox, Robert. 34 Drumsheugh-gardeus, Edinburgh.

1882. JCox, Thomas A., District Engineer of the S., P., and D. Railway,

Lahore, Punjab. Care of Messrs. Grindlay & Co., Parliament-

street, S.W.
1888. JOox, Thomas W. B. The Chestnuts, Lansdowne, Bath.

1867. JCox, William. Foggley, Lochee, by Dundee.
1883. JCrabtree, William. 126 Manchester-road, Southport.

1890. jCradock, George. Wakefield.

1892. *Craig, George A. Post-office, Mooroopna, Victoria, Australia.

1884. §Craigie, Major P. G., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1900). 6 Lyndhurst-road,

Hampstead, N.W.
1876. JCramb, John. Larch Villa, Helensburgh, N.B.
1884. jCrathern, James. Sherbrooke-street, Montreal, Canada.

1887. jOraven, John. Smedley Lodge, Cheetham, Manchester.

1887. *Craven, Thomas, J.P. Woodheyes Park, Ashton-upon-Mersey.

1871. *Crawfokd and Balcaeres, The Right Hon. the Earl of, K.T.,

LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. 2 Cavendish Square, W., and Haigh
Hall, Wigan.

1871. *Crawford, William Caldwell, M.A. 1 Lockharton-gardens, Colin-

tou Road, Edinburgh.
1846. *Crawshaw, The Right Hon. Lord. Whatton, Loughborough.
1890. §Crawshaw, Charles B. Rufford Lodge, Dewsbury.
1883. 'Crawshaw, Edward, F.R.G.S. 25 Tollington-park, N.

1870. *Crawshay, Mrs. Robert. Caversham Park, Reading.

1885. §Creak, "Captain E. W., R.N., C.B., F.R.S. (Council 1896- ).

9 Hervey-road, Blackheath, S.E.
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1901. §Cree, T. S. 15 Montgoiuprie Quadrant, Cllasgow.

1896. jOregeen, A. C. 21 Piince's-avenue, Liverpool.

1879. jCreswick, Nathaniel. Chantry Grange, near Sheffield.

1876. *Crewdsou, Rev. Canon George. St. Mary'.s Vicarage, Windermere.

1887. *Crewdson, Theodore. Norcliffe Hall, Handforth, Manchester.

1896. §Crichton, Hugh. 6 Rocktield-road, Anfield, Liverpool.

1880. 'Crisp, Frank, B.A., LL.B., F.L.S., F.G.S. 5 Lansdowne-road,

Notting Hill, AY.

1890. *Croft, W. B., M.A. Winchester College, Hampshire.
1878. JCroke, John O'Byrne, M.A. Clouneagh, Ballingarry-Lacy, co,

Limerick.

1857. JOrolly, Rev. George. Maynooth College, Ireland.

1885. JCkombie, J. W., M.A., M.P. (Local Sec. 1885). Balgownie Lodge,

Aberdeen.
1885. JCrombie, Theodore. 18 Albyn-place, Aberdeen.

1901.sS^Cbo3IPTOX, Col, R.E., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1901). Kensington

Court, W.
1887. §Ckook, Henry T., M.Inst.C.E. 9 Albert-square, Manchester.

1898. §Crooke, William. Langton House, Cliarlton Kings, Cheltenham.

1865. §Ckookes, Sir William, F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Pkbsident, 1898;
Pres. B, 1886; Council 1885-91), 7 Kensington Park-
gardens, W.

1879. JOrookes, Lady. 7 Kensington Park-gardens, W.
1897. *Ckookshane,' E. M., M.B. Ashdow^n Forest.

1870. JCrosfield, C. J. GledhiU, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1894. *CrosfLeld, Miss Margaret C. Undercroft, Reigate.

1870. *Cr08Field, William. ;> Fulwood Pai*k, Liverpool.

1890. JCross, E. Richard, LL.B. Harwood House, New Parks-crescent,

Scarborough,
1861. XCross, Rev. John Edirard, M.A., F.G.S. HaJecote, Grange-over-

Sands.

1853. JCrosskill, William. Beverley, Yorkshire.

1887. *Crossley, William J. Glenfield, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1894. *Crosweller, William Thomas, F.Z.S., F.I.Inst. Kent Lodge, Sidcup,

Kent.
1897. *Crosvreller, Mrs. W. T. Kent Lodge, Sidcup, Keut.
1894. X Crow, C. F. Home Lea, Woodstock Road, Oxford.
1883. jCrowder, Robert. Stanwix, Carlisle.

1882. §Crowley, Frederick. Ashdell, Alton, Hampshire.
1890. *Crowley, Ralph Henvy, M.D. 116 Manningham Lane, Bradford.
1863. ICruddas, George. Elswick Engine AYorks, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
1885. jCruickshank, Alexander, LL-D, 20 Rose-street, Aberdeen.
1888. jCrummack, William J. London and Brazilian Bank, Rio de Janeiro,

Brazil.

1898. JCrttndall, Sir William H. Dover.
1888. JCuUey, Robert. Bank of Ireland, Dublin.
1883. "CuLVERWELL, Edward P., M.A. 40 Trinity College, Dublm.
1878. JCidverwell, Joseph Pope. St. Lawrence Lodge, Sutton, Dublin.
1883. JCulverwell, T. J. H. Litfield House, Clifton, Bristol.

1897. jCumberland, Barlow. Toronto, Canada.
1898. §Cundall, J. Tudor. 1 Dean Park-crescent, Edinburgh,
1861. *Cunliffe, Edward Thomas. The Parsonage, Handforth, Man-

chester.

1861. *CunliSe, Peter Gibson. Dunedin, Handforth, Manchester.
1882. 'Cunningham, Lieut.-Colonel Allan, R.E., A.I.C.E. 20 Essex-

viUas, Kensington, W.
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1877. *CTrNNrNGHAM, D. J., M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Pres. H,
1901), Professor of Anatomy in Trinity College. 43 Fitz-

\villiam Place, Dublin.

1891. JCunningliam, J. H. 2 Rarelston Place, Edinburgh,
1852. jOunningham, John. Macedon, near Belfast.

1885. JCunningham, J. T., B.A. Biological Laboratory, Plymouth.
1869. tCuNNiNGHAM, RoBEET 0., M.D., F.L.S., F.G.S., Professor of

Natural History in Queen's College, Belfast.

1883, *CuNNiNGHAW, Rev. W. (Pres. F, 1891), D.D., D.Sc, Trinity

College, Cambridge.
1892. §Cunningham-Craig, E. H., B.A., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office,

Sheriff Court-buildings, Edinburgh.
1900. *Cunnington, AV. Alfred. 13 The Chase, Clapham Common, S.W.
1892. *Currie, James, jun., M.A., F.R.S.E, Larkfield, Golden Acre,

Edinburgh.
1884. JCurrier, John McNab. Newport, Vermont, U.S.A.
1898, jOurtis, John. 1 Christchurch-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1878. jCurtis, William. Cai'amore, Sutton, Co. Dublin.

1884. jCushing, Frank Hamilton. Washington, U.S.A.
1883. JGushing, Mrs. M. Croydon, Surrey.
1881. §Cushing, Thomas, F.R.A.S. India Store Depot, Belvedere-road,

Lambeth, S.W.

1889. JDagger, John IL, F.I.C. Victoria Villa, Lome-street, Fairfield,

Liverpool.

1854. JDaglish, Robert. Orrell Cottage, near Wigan,
1883. JDahne, F. W., Consul of the German Empire. 18 Somerset-place,

Swansea.
1898. §Da]by, Prof. W. E., B.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. 6 Coleridge-road, Crouch

End, N.
1889. *Dale, Miss Elizabeth. 2 Trumpiugton Street, Cambridge.
1863. JDale, J. B. South Shields.

1867. JDalgleish, W. Dundee.
1870. JDallinger, Rev. AV. H., D.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. Ingleside,

Newstead-road, Lee, S.E.

Dalton, Edward, LL.D. Dunkirk House, Nailsworth.
1862. JDanby, T. AV., M.A., F.G.S. The Crouch, Seaford, Sussex.
1901. §Daniell, G. F., B.Sc. 44 Cavendish Road, Brondesburv, N.W.
1876. *Dansken, John, F.R.A.S. 2 Hillside Gardens, Partickhill, Glasgow.
1896. §Danson, F. C. Liverpool and London Chambers, Dale-street,

Liverpool.

1849. *Dansou, Joseph, F.C.S. Montreal, Canada.
1894. JDarbishire, B. V., M.A., F.R.G.S. 1 Savile-row, AA'.

1897. tDarhishire, C. AV. Elm Lodge, Elm-row, Hampstead, N.W.
1897. §Darbishire, F. V., B.A., Ph.D. Ilulme Plall, Plymouth Grove,

and Owens College, Manchester.
1861. *Darbishike, Robekt Dukinfield, B.A. (Local Sec. 1861).

A'ictoria Park, Manchester.
1896. JDarbishire, AV. A. Penybryn, Carnarvon, North AVales.
1899. *Darwiu, Erasmus. The Orchard, Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.
1882. IDakwin, Francis, M.A., M.B., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1891 ;

Council 1882-84, 1897-1901). AVychfield, Huntingdon-road,
Cambridge.

1881. *Darwin, George Howard, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Pres. A,
1886 ; Council 1886-92), Phimian Professor of Astronomy
and Experimental Philosophy in the University of Cambridge,
Newnham Grange, Cambridge,
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1878. *Daewin, Horace. Tlie Orchard, HuDtingdon-road, Cambridge.
1894. *Daewin, Major Leonakd, Hon. Sec. K.G.S. (Pres. E, 1896 ; Council

1899- ). 12 Eprertoii-place, South Kensingtou, S.W.
1882. {Darwin, W. E., M.A., F.G.S. Bassett, Southampton.
1888. JDaubeny, William M. 11 St. James's-square, Bath.
1880. *Datet, PIenrt, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 3 Prince's-street, West-

minster, S.W.
1898. §Davey, William John. 6 Water-street, Liverpool.

1884. tDavid, A. J., B.A., LL.B. 4 Harcourt-buildings, Temple, E.G.
1870. JDavidson, Alexander, M.D. 2 Gambier-terrace, Liverpool.
1885. JDavidson, Charles B. Roundhay, Fonthill-road, Aberdeen.
1891. IDavies, Andrew, M.D. Cefu Pare, Newport, Monmouthshire.
1870. JDavies, Edward, F.G.S. Royal Institution, Liverpool.

1887. 'Davies, H. Rees. Treborth, Bangor, North Wales.
1896. *Davies, Thomas Wilberforce, F.G.S. 41 Park-place, Cardifi".

1893. *Davies, Rev. T. Wittou, B.A., Ph.D. Bryn Haul, and Baptist
College, Bangor.

1898. JDavies, Win. Howell, J.P. Down House, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

1873. Davis, Alfred. 37 Ladbroke Grove, W.
1870. *Davis, A. S. St. George's School, Roundhay, near Leeds.
1864. {Davis, CaARLEa E., F.S.A. (Local Sec. 1864). 55 Pulteney-street,

Bath.
^

1882. JDavis, Henry C. Berry Pomeroy, Spriugfield-road, Brighton.
1896. *Davis, John Henry Grant. Valindra, Wood Green, Wednesbury,

StaSbrdshire.

1885. *Davis, Rev. Rudolf. Hopefield, Evesham.
1886. {Davis, W. H. Hazeldean, Pershore-road, Birmingham.
1886. {Davison, Charles, D.Sc. 16 Manor-road, Birmingham.
1864. *Davison, Richard. Beverley-road, Great Driffield, Yorkshire.
1857. {Davy, E. W., M.D. Kimmage Lodge, Roundtown, Dublin.
1869. {Daw, John. Mount Radford, Exeter.
1869. {Daw, R. R. M. Bedford-circns, Exeter.
1860. *Dawe8, John T. The Lilacs, Prestatyn, North Wales.
1864. {Dawkins, W. Botd, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1888

;

Council 1882-88), Professor of Geology and Palseoutology in
the Victoria University, Owens College, Manchester. Wood-
hurst, Fallowfield, Manchester.

1886. {Dawson, Bernard. The Laui'els, Malvern Link.
1891. {Dawson, Edward. 2 Windsor-place, Cardiff.

1885. *Dawson, Lieut.-Colonel H. P., R.A. Hartlington, Burnsall, Skiptou.
1901. §Dawson, P. 11 Cnmpside Crescent, Langside, Glasgow.
1884. {Dawson, Samuel (Local Sec. 1884). 258 University Street, Montreal,

Canada.
1859. *Dawson, Captain William G. The Links, Plumstead Common Kent
1892. {Day, T. C, F.C.S. 36 Hillside-crescent, Edinburgh.

'

1870. *Deacon, G. F., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1897). 19 Warwick-
square, S.W.

1900. §Deacon, M. Whittington House, near Chesterfield.

1887. {Deakin, H. T. Egremont House, Belmont, near Bolton.
1861. {Dean, Henry. Colne, Lancashire.

1901. *Deasy, Capt. H. H. P. Cavalry Club, Piccadilly, W.
1884. *Debenham, Frank, F.S.S. 1 Fitzjohn's-avenue, N.W.
1866. {Debus, Heineich, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1869 ; Council

1870-75). 4 Schlangenweg, Cassel, Hessen.
1884. {Deck, Arthur, F.C.S. 9 King's-parade, Cambridge.
1893. {Deeley, R. M. 38 Charnwood-street, Derby.
1878. {Delany, Rev. William. St. Stanislaus College, Tullaniore.
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1896. §Dempstei', John. Tynron, Noctorum, Birkenhead.

1889. JDendy, Frederick Walter. 3 Mardale-parade, Gateshead.

1897. §Denison, F. Napier. Meteorological Office, Victoria, B.C., Canada.

1896. iDenison, Miss Louisa E. 16 Chesham-place, S.W.
1889. §Dennt, Alfeed, F.L.S., Professor of Biology in University College,

Sheffield.

Dent, William Yerbury. 5 Caithness-road, Brook Green, W.
1874. JDe Range, Charles E., F.G.S. 33 Carshalton Road, Blackpool.

1896. |Derbt, The Right Hon. the Earl of, G.C.B. Knowsley, Prescot,

Lancashire.

1874. *Derham, Walter, M.A., LL.M., F.G.S. 76 Lancaster-gate, W.
1894. *Deverell, F. H. 7 Grote's-place, Blackheath, S.E.

1899. JDevot^shire, The Duke of, K.G., D.C.L., F.R.S. 78 Piccadilly, W.
1899. jDewar. A. Redcote. Redcote, Leven, Fife.

1868. *Dewar, James, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., V.P.C.S., Fullerian

Professor of Chemistry in the Royal Institution, London, and
Jacksonian Professor of Natui'al and Experimental Philosophy

in the University of Cambridge (President Elect ; Pres. B,
1879 ; Council 1S83-88). 1 Scroope-terrace, Cambridge.

1881. JDewar, Mrs. 1 Scroope-terrace, Cambridge.

1883. JDewar, James, M.D., F.R.C.S.E. Drylaw House, Davidson's Mains,

Midlothian, N.B.

1884. *De-war, William, I\I.A. Horton House, Rugby.

1872. JDewick, Rev. E. S., M.A., F.G.S. 26 Oxford-square, W.
1887 IDE WiNTON, Maior-General Sir F., G.C.M.G., C.B., D.C.L., LL.D.,

F.R.G.S. (iPres. E, 1899). United Service Club, Pall Mall,

S.W.
1884. tDe Wolf, 0. C, M.D. Chicago, U.S.A.

1873. *Devf-Smith, A. G., M.A. Chesterton IlaU, Cambridge.

1896. JD'Hemry, P. 136 Prince's-road, Liverpool.

1897. JDick, D. B. Toronto, Canada.

1901. §Dlck, George H. 31 Hamilton Drive, Hillbead, Glasgow.

1901. §Dick, Thomas. Lockhead House, Pollokshields, Glasgow.

1889. JDickinson, A. H. The Wood, Maybury, Surrey.

1863. JDickinson, G. T. Lily-avenue, Jesmoud, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1887. JDickinson, Joseph, F.G.S. South Bank, Pendleton.

1884. JDicksou, Charles R., M.D. Wolfe Island, Ontario, Canada.

1881. tDickson, Edmund, M.A., F.G.S. 2 Starkie-street, Preston.

1887. §DiCES0N, H. N., B.Sc, F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. 2 St. Margaret's-road,

Oxford.

1885. JDickson, Patrick. Laurencekirk, Aberdeen.

1883. tDickso7i, T. A. West Cliff, Prestou.

1862 *DiLKE, The Right Hon. Sir Charles Wentwokth, Bart., M.P.,

F.R.G.S. 76 Sloane-street, S.W.

1877. JDillou, James, M.Inst.C.E. 36 Dawson-street, Dublin,

1901. §Dines, W. H, Crinau, N.B.

1869. JDingle, Edward. 19 King-street, Tavistock.

1900. §DiVEES, Dr. Edward, F.R.S. 9 Rugby Mansions, Kensington, W.
1898. *Dix, John William S. Hampton Lodge, Durdham Park, OliftoD,

Bristol.

1899 *DixoN, A. C, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics in Queen's College,

Galway.

1874. *DlX0N, A. E., M.D., Professor of Chemistryin Queen's College, Cork.

Meutone Villa, Sunday's Well, Cork.

1900 §Dixon, A. Francis, D.Sc, Professor of Anatomy in University

College, Cardiff.

1883. JDixou, Miss E. 2 Cliff-terrace, Kendal.
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1888. §Dixon, Edward T. Racketts, Hythe, Hampshire.
1900. *Dixoii, George, M.A. St. Bees, Cumberland.
1879. *DixoN, Harold B., M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1894), Professor

of Chemistry in the Owens College, Manchester.
1885. JDixon, John Henry. Inveran, Poolewe, Ross-shire, N.B.
1896. §Dixon-Nuttal], F. R. Ingleholme, Ecclestone Park, Prescot.

1887. JDixou, Thomas. Buttershaw, near Bradford, Yorkshire.

1885. JDoak, Rev. A. 15 Q,ueen's-road, Aberdeen.

1890. JDobbie, James J., D.Sc. Professor of Chemistry, University Col-
lege, Bangor, North Wales.

1885. §Dobbin, Leonard, Ph.D. The University, Edinburgh.
1860. *Dobbs, Archibald Edward, M,A. Hartley Manor, Long-field,

Kent.

1897. JDoberck, William. The Observatory, Hong Kong.
1892. JDobie, W. Eraser. 47 Grange-road, Edinburgh.
1891. JDobson, G. Alkali and Ammonia Works, Cardiff.

1893. itDobson, W. E., J.P. Lenton-road, The Park, Nottingham.
1875. *Docwra, George. 19 Clarence Street, Gloucester.

1870. *Dodd, John. Nunthorpe-avenue, York.

1876. tDodds, J. M. St. Peter's College, Cambridge.
1897. JDodge, Richard E. Teachers' College, Columbia Universitf, New

York, U.S.A.
1889. JDodson, George, B.A. Downing College, Cambridge.
1898. j Dole, James. Redland House, Bristol.

1893. JDonald, Charles W. Kinsgarth, Braid-road, Edinburgh.
1885. tDoualdson, James, M.A., liL.D., F.R.S.E., Senior Principal of

the University of St. Andrews, N.B.
1869. JDonisthorpe, G. T." St. David's Hill, Exeter.

1877. *DoNKiN, Bryan, M.Inst.C.E. The Mount, Wray Park, Rei<rate.

1889. JDonkin, R. S., M.P. CampviUe, North Shields.
°

1896. JDonnan, F. E. Ardeamore-terrace, Holywood, Ireland.

1901. §Dounau, F. G. University College, Gower Street, W.C.
1861. JDonnelly, Major-Geueral Sir J. F. D., R.E., K.C.B. 59 Onslow

gardens, S.W.
1881. JDorrington, .John Edward. Lypiatt Park, Stroud.

1867. JDougall, Andrew Maitland, R.N. Scotscraig, Tayport, Fifeshire.

1863. *Doughty, Charles Montagu. Illawara House, Tunbridge Wells.
1884. t Douglass, William Alexander. Freehold Loan and Savings Com-

pany, Church-street, Toronto, Canada.
1890. JDovaston, John. West Felton, Oswestry.
1883. JDove, Arthur. Crown Cottage, York.
1884. JDove, Miss Frances. St. Leonard's, St. Andrews, N.B.
1876. JDowie, Mrs. Muir. Golland, by Kinross, N.B.
1884. *Dowling, D. J. Bromley, Kent.

1865. *Dow-son, E. Theodore, F^R.M.S. Geldeston, near Beccles, Suffolk.
1881. *Dowson, J. Emerson, M.Inst.C.E. 91 Cheyne-walk, S.W.
1887. JDoxey, R. A. Slade House, Levenshulme. Manchester.
1894. JDoyne, R. W., F.R.O.S. 28 Beaumont-street, Oxford.

1883. JDraper, William. De Grey House, St. Leonard's, York.
1892. *Dreghorn, David, J.P. 188 Nethersdale Drive, PoUokshields,

Glasgow.

1868. JDresser, Henry E., F.Z.S. 110 Cannon-street, E.C.
1890. JDrew, John. 12 Harringay-park, Crouch End, Middlesex, N
1892. JDreyer, John L. E., M.A., Ph.D., F.R.A.S. The Observatory,

Armagh.
1893. §DEtrcE, G. Claridge, M.A., F.L.S. (Local Sec. 1894). 118 Hio-h-

street, Oxford.
°
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T889. JUniQimond, Dr. 6 Saville-place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1897. JDrynan, Miss. NortLwold, Queen's Park, Toronto, Canada.

1901. §Drysdale, Jolin W. W. Bon-Accord Engine Works, Loudon- road,

Glasgow.

1892. JDu Bois, Dr. H. Mittelstrasse, 39, Berlin.

1856. *DtrciE, The Right. Hon. Henry John Reynolds Moreton, Earl
of, F.R.S., F.G.S. 16 Portman-square, AV. ; and Tortworth
Court, Faliield, Gloucestershire.

1870. JDuckworth, Henry, F.L.S., F.G.S. Christchurch Vicarage, Chester.

1900, *Duckworth, W. L. H. Jesus College, Cambridge.

1895. *Duddell, William. 47 Hans-place, S.W.
1867. *DuEP, The Right Hon. Sir Motjntsttjaet Elphinstone Grant-,

G.C.S.I., F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Pres. F, 1867,1881 ; Council 1868,
1892-93), 11 Chelsea-embankment, S.W.

1877. JDuffey, George F., M.D. 30 Fitzwilliam-place, Dublin.

1875, JDuifin, W. E. L'Estrange. Waterford.

1890. JDufton, S. F. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1884. JDugdale, James H. 9 Hyde Park-gardens, W.
1883. JDuke, Frederic. Conservative Club, Hastings.

1892. JDulier, Colonel E., C.B. 27 Sloane-gardens, S.W.
1866. *Duncau, James. 9 Mincing-lane, E.C.

1891. *Dancan, John, J.P. ' South Wales Daily News' OtHce, Cardiff.

1896. JDuncansou, Thomas. 16 Deane-road, Liverpool.

1881. JDuncombe, The Hon. Cecil, F.G.S. Nawton Grange, York.

1893. *Dunell, George Robert. 33 Spencer-road, Grove Park, Chiswick,
Middlesex.

1892. JDunham, Miss Helen Bliss. Messrs. Morton, Rose, & Co., Bartholo-

mew House, E.C.

1896. *DuNKERLEY, S., M.Sc, Professor of Applied Mechanics in the Royal
Naval College, Greenwich. S.E.

1865. JDunn, David. Annet House, Skelmorlie, by Greenock, N.B.

1882. jDunn, J. T., M.Sc, F.C.S. Northern Polytechnic Institute,

Holloway-road, N.
1883. JDunn,Mrs. J.T. Northern Polytechnic Institute, Holloway-road, N.
1876. JDunnachie, James. 2 West Regent-street, Glasgow.

1884. §Duunington, Prof. F. P. University of Virginia, Charlottesville,

Virginia, U.S.A.

1859. JDuns, Rev. John, D.D., F.R.S.E. New College, Edinburgh.

1893. *Dunstan, M. J. R. Sutton Bonington, Loughborough.
1891. JDunstan, Mrs. Sutton Bonington, Loughborough.
1885. *DuNSTAN, Wtndham R., M.A., F.R.S., Sec.C.S., Director of the

Scientific Department of the Imperial Institute. S.W,
1869. JD'Urban, ^V. S. M., F.L.S. Newport House, near Exeter.

1898. JDurrant, R. G. Marlborough College, Wilts,

1895. *Dwerryhouse, Arthur R. 5 Oaktield-terrace, Headingley, Leeds,

1887. XDi/asoni John Sanford. Cuthbert Street, W.
1884. JDyck, Professor Walter. The University, Munich.
1885. *Dyer, Henry, M.A., D.Sc. 8 Highburgh-terrace, Dowanhill,

Glasgow.
1869. *Dymond, Edward E. Oaklands, Aspley Guise, Bletchley.

1895. §Dymond. Thomas S., F.C.S. County Technical Laboratory, Chelms-
ford, Essex.

1868. tEade, Sir Peter, M.D. Upper St. Giles's- street, Norwich.
1895. JEarle, Hardman A. 29 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster, S.W.
1877. lEarle, Ven. Archdeacon, M.A. West Alvington, Devon.
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ISTi. JEason, Charles. 30 Kenilwortli-square, Ratligar, Dublin.
1899. §East, W. 11. Mvinieipai School of Ari., Science, and Technology,

Dover.

1871. *Easton, Edward (Pres. G, 1878; Council 1879-81). 11 Delahay-
street, Westminster, S.W.

1863. JEaston, James. Nest House, near Gateshead, Durham.
187G. JEaston, John. Durie House, Abercromby-street, Helensburgh, N.B.
1883. JEastwood, Miss. Littleover Grange, Derby.
1893. *Ebbs, Alfred B. Northumberland-alley, Fenchurch-street, E.C.
1884. JEckersley, W. T. Standish Hall, Wigan, Lancashire.
1801. JEcroyd, William Farrer. Spring Cottage, near Burnley.
1870. *Eddisou, John Edwin, M.D., M.R.G.S. "The Lodge, Adel, Leeds.
1899. JEddowes, Alfred, M.D. 28 W'impole-street, W.

*Eddy, James Ray, F.G.S. The Grange, Carleton, SMpton.
1887. tEde, Francis J., F.G.S. Silchar, Cachar, India.

1884. 'Edgell, Rev. R. Arnold, M,A., F.G.S. The College House,
Leamington.

1887. §Edgeworth, F. Y., M.A., D.C.L., F.S.3. (Pres. F, 1889; Council
1879-86, 1891-98), Professor of Political Economy in the
University of Oxford. All Souls College, Oxford.

1870. *Edmouds, F. B. 6 Clement's Inn, W.C.
1883. §Edmonds, William. Wiscombe Park, Colyton, Devon,
1888. 'Edmunds, Henry. Antron, 71 Upper Tulse-hill, S.W.
1884. *Edmunds, James, M.D. 4 Chichester Terrace, Kemp Town,

Brighton.

1883. JEdmunds, Lewis, D.Sc.,LL.B,, F.G.S. 1 Garden-court, Temple, E.C.
1899. § Edwards, E. J. 2 Dafforne Road, Upper Tooting, S.W.
1884. JEdwards, W. F. Niles, Michigan, U.S.A.
1887. *Egerton of Tatton, The Right Hon. Lord. Tatton Park, Knutsford
1901. §Eggar, W. D. Eton College.

1896. JEkkert, Miss Dorothea. 95 Upper Parliament-street, Liverpool.
1876. JElder, Mrs. 6 Claremont-terrace, Glasgow.
1890. §Elford, Percy. St. John's CoUege, Oxford.
1885. 'Elgae, Francis, LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 113 Cannon-

street, E.C.
1901. *Elles, Miss Gertrude L. Newnham College, Cambridge.
1883. lEllington, Edward Bayzand, M.Inst.C.E. Palace-chambers, Bridge-

street, Westminster, S.W.
1891. JEUiott, A. C.,D.Sc., Professor of Engineering in University College,

Cardiff". 2 Plasturton-avenue, Cardiff.

1883. *Elliott, Edwin Bailey, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Waynflete
Professor of Pure Mathematics in the University of Oxford.
4 Bardwell-road, Oxford.

Elliott, John Fogg. Elvet Hill, Durham.
1886. JElliot, Thomas Henry, C.B., F.S.S. Board of Agriculture

4 Whitehall-place, S.W.
1875. *Ellis, H. D. 12 Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park, W.
1880. *Ellis, John Henry (Local Sec. 1883). Woodhaye, Ivy Bridge,

Devon.
1891. §Ellis, Miss M. A. 11 Canterbury-road, Oxford.
1884. JEUis, Professor W. Hodgson, M.A., M.B. 74 St. Alban's-street,

Toronto, Canada.
EUman, Rev. E. B. Berwick Rectory, near Lewes, Sussex.

1887. :{Elmy, Ben. Congleton, Cheshire.

1862. lElphinstone, Sir H. W., Bart., M.A., F.L.S. 2 Stone-buildings,
Lincoln's Inn, AV.C.

1899. *Elvery, Miss Amelia. The Cedars, Sraison Dieu-road, Dover.
1901. c
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1897. §Elvery, Mrs. Elizabeth. The Cedars, Maison Dieu-road, Dover.

1883. jElwes, Captain George Robert. Bossington, Bournemouth.

1887. SELAVOKTHr, Eeedekick T. Foxdown, Wellington, Somerset.

187o! *Ely, The Right llev. Lord Alwyne CoMnojr, D.D., Lord Bishop

of. The Palace, Ely, Cambridgeshire.

1897. JEly, Robert E. 23 West 44th Street, New York, U.S.A.

189L JEmertori, "Wolseley, U.C.L. Banwell Castle, Somerset.

1884. jEmery, Albert II. Stamford, Connecticut, U.S.A.

1863, JEmery, The Ven. Archdeacon, B.D. Ely, Cambridgeshire.

1894. jEmtage, W. T. A. Director of Public Instruction, Mauritius.

1866. JEnfield, Richard. Low Pavement, Nottingham.

1884. JEngland, Luther M. Knowltou, Quebec, Canada.

1853. ^English, E. Willdns. Yorkshire Banking Company, Lowgate, Hull,

1883. jEntwistle, James P. Beachheld, 2 Westcly tie-road, Soutbport.

1869. *Enys, John Davis. Enys, Peuryn, Cornwall.

1894. §Erskine-Murray, James. University College, Nottingham.

1862. '-EssoN, AViLLiAM, M.A.,F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Savilian Professor of

Geometry in the University of Oxford. 1.3 Bradmore-road,Oxford.

1887. *Estcourt, Charles. Hayesleigh, Montague-ro.ad, Old Traflbrd, Man-
chester.

1887. *Estcourt, P. A., F.C.S., F.I.C. Seymour House, Seymour Street,

Manchester.

1869. JEtheridge, R., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1882).

14 Carlyle-square, S.W.

1888. JEtheridge, Mrs. 14 Carlyle-square, S. W.
1901. §Ettersbank, John. Care of Messrs. Dalgety & Co., 52 Lombard

Street, E.C.

1883. JEunson, Henry J., F.G.S., Assbc.M.Inst.C.E. Vizianagram, Madras.

1881, jEvans, Alfred, M.A., M.B. Pontypridd.

1889. *EvANS, A. H., M..\. 9 Harvey-road, Cambridge.

1887. *Evan8, Mrs. Alfred W. A. Lyndhurst, Upper Ohorlton-road,

AVhalley Range, Manchester.

1870. *EvANS, Arthur John, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1896).

Y''oulbury, Abingdon.

1865. *EvANS, Rev. Charles, M.A. Parkstone, Dorset.

1896. §Evaus, Edward, jun. Spital Old Hall, Bromborough, Cheshire.

1891. jEvans, Frauklen. Llwynarthen, Castleton, Cardiif.

1889. JEvans, Heury Jones, Greenhill, Whitchurch, Cardiff".

1883. *Evan8, James C. 38 Crescent Road, Birkdale, Soutbport,

1883 *Evan8, Mrs. James C. 38 Crescent Road, Birkdale, Soutbport.

1861. *Eyans, Sir John, K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.S.A.

,

F.L.S., F.G.S. (President, 1897 ; Pres. C, 1878 ; Pres. H,
1890; Council 1868-74, 1875-82, 1889-96). Nash Mills,

Hemel Hempstead.

1897. *Evans, Lady. Nash Mills, Hemel Hempstead.

1898. JEvaus, Jonathan L. 4 Litfield-place, Clifton, Bristol.

1881. jEvans, Lewis. Llanfyrnach, R.S.O., Pembrokeshire.

1885. *Evans, Percy Bagnall. The Spring, Kenilworth.

1865. JEvans, Sebastian, M.A., LL.D. 15 Waterloo-crescent, Dover.

1899. JEvans, Mrs. 15 AVaterloo-crescent, Dover.

1875. J^i'rtws, SparL-e. 3 Apsley-roud, Clifton, Bristol.

1865. *Evans, William. The Spring, Kenilworth.

1891. JEvan-Thomas, C, J.P. The GnoU, Neath, Glamorganshire,

1886. JEve, A. S. Marlborough College, Wilts.

1871. JEve, H. Weston, M.A. 37 Gordon Square, W.C.
1868. *EvEEETT, J. D., M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. 11 Leopold Road,

Ealing, W.
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1895. JEverett, \V. II., E.A. University College, Nottiugham.

1863. *Everitt, George Allen, F.R.G.S. Knowle Hall, Warwicksliire.

1886. JEveritt, William E. Finstall Park, Bromsgrove.

1883. jEves, Miss Florence. Uxbridure.

1881. JEwaet, J. CossAE, M.D., F.U.S. (Pres, D, 1901), Professor of
Natural History in the University of Edinburgh.

1874. JEwAET, Sir W. Qitaetus, Tiart. (Local Sec. 1874 ; Yice-Peesi-
DENT 1902). Gleumachan, Belfast.

1876. *EwiNG, James Axfeed, M..1., B.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.

O.E., Prolessor ot Mechanism and Applied Mechanics in the
University of Cambridge. Langdale Lodge, Cambridge.

1883. JEwing, James L. 52 North Bridge, Edinburgh.
1884. *Eyerman, John, F.Z.S. Oakhurst, Easton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
1882, JF.yre, G. E. Briscoe. Warrens, near Lyndhiu'st, Hants.

Eyton, Charles. Hendred House, Abingdon.

1890. JFabee, Edmund Beckett. Straylea, Harrogate.

1896. JFairbrother, Thomas. 46 Lethbridge-road, Southport.

1901. §Kairgrieve, M. McCallum. New College, Eastbourne.
1865. *Faiblet, Thomas, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. 8 Newton-grove. Leeds.
1896. tFalk, Herman John, M.A. Thorshill, West Kirby, Liverpool.

1883. f Fallon, liev. IF". S. 9 St. James s-sgunye, Cheltenham.

1898. §Faraday, Miss Ethel E., M.A. Eamsay Lodge, Levenshulme, near
Manchester.

1877. §FAEADAy, F. J., F.L.S., F.S.S. (Local Sec. 1887). College-
chambers, 17 Brazennose-street, Manchester.

1891. XFards, G. Penarth.

1892. *I'AEMEE, J. Beetland, M.A., F.E.S., F.L.S., Professor of Botany,
Royal College of Science, Exhibition-road, S.W'.

1886. JFarncombe, Joseph, J.P. Saltwood, Spencer-n ad, Eastbourne.
1897. •Farnworth, Eruest. Broadlands, Goldthorn Hill, Wolverhampton.
1897. *Farnworth, Mrs. Ernest. Broadlands, Goldthorn Hill, Wolver-

hampton.
1883. JFarnworth, Walter. 86 Preston New-road, Blackburn.
1883. JFarnworth, William. 86 Preston New-road, Blackburn.
1885. JFarquhar, Admiral. Carlogie, Aberdeen.
1886. JFaequharson, Colonel Sir J., K.C.B., E.E. Corrachee, Tarland,

Aberdeen.
1859. |:Farquharson, Eobert F. 0. Netherton jMeigle, N.B.
1885. *Farquharson, Mrs. E. F. O. Netherton Meigle, N.B.
1866. *Fabeae, The Very Eev. Feederic William, D.D., F.E.S. The

Deanery, Canterbury.

1883. JFarrell, John Arthur. Movnalty, Kells, North Ireland.

1897. JFarthing, Eev. J. C, M.A. The Eectory, Woodstock, Ontario,
Canada. ,

1869. *Faulding, Joseph. Boxley House, Tenterden, Kent.
1883. tFaulding, Mrs. Boxley llonse, Tenterden, Kent.
1887. ^Faulkner, John. l'> Great Ducie-street, Strangeways, Manchester
1890. *Fawcett, F. B. University College, Bristol.

1900. §Fawcett, J. E., J.P. (Local Sec. 1900). Low Eoyd, Apperiey
Bridge, Bradford.

1901. *Fearnsides, W. G. Addingford Hill, Horbury, Yorkshire.
1886. tFelkin, Robert W., M.D., F.R.G.S. 6 Crouch Hall-road, N.

Fell, John B. Spark's Bridge, Ulverstone, Lancashire.
1900. Fennell, W. John. Kilcoroon, Stockman's Lane, Belfast.
1883. JFenwick, E. H. 29 Harley-street, W. '

C 2
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1890. JFen-wick, T. Chapel Allerton, Leeds.

1901. §Fergus, Freeland, M.D. 22 Blythswood Square, Glasgow.

1876. JFer<?uson, Alexander A. 11 Grosvenor-terrace, Glasgow.

1883. |Fercruson, Mrs. A. A. 11 Grosvenor-terrace, Glasgow.

1002". §FEEGrsox, Godfrey W. (Local Seceetaey, 1902). Cluaw,
Douegall Park, Belfast.

1871. 'Fekgtison, John, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.S.A., F.G.S., Professor

of Chemistry in the University of Glasgow.

1896. *Ferguson, John. Colombo, Ceylon.

1867. JFergusou, Robert M., LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S.E. 5 Learmouth-terrace,

Edinburgh.

1901. §Ferguson, R. W. 125 Church Street, Edgware Road, N.W.
188-3. JFernald, H. P. Clarence House, Promenade, Cheltenham.

1883. *Fernie, John. Box No. 2, Hutchinson, Kansas, U.S.A.

1862. JFerrers, Rev. Normaij Macleod, D.D., F.R.S. (Local Sec. 1862).

Gains College Lodge, Cambridge.

1873. JFeerier, David, jM.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Neuro-

pathology in King's College, Loudon. 34 Cavendish-square, W.
1892. JFerrier, Robert M., B.Sc. Professor of Engineering, University

College, Bristol.

1897. jFerrier, W. F. Geological Survey, Ottawa, Canada.

1897. JFessenden, Reginald A., Professor of Electrical Engineering,

University, Alleghany, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

1882. §Fewings, James, B.A., B.Sc. King Edward YI. Grammar School,

Southampton.

1887. JFiddes, Thomas, M.D. Peuwood, Urmston, near Manchester.

1875. JFiddes, AValt'^r. Clapton Villa, Tyndall's Park, Clifton, Bristol.

1868. JField, Edward. Norwich.

1897. jField, George Wilton, Ph.D. Experimental Station, Kingston,

Rhode Island, U.S.A.

1886. IField, II. C. 4 Carpenter-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1882. tFilliter, Freeland. St. Martin's House, Wareham, Dorset.

I883! *Finch, Gerard B., M.A. I St. Peter's-terrace, Cambridge.

1878. *Findlater, Sir William. 22 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.

1884. JFinlay, Samuel. Montreal, Canada.

1887. jFinnemore, Rev. J.,M.A.,Ph.D., F.G.S. 85 Upper Kanover-street,

Sheffield.

1881. jFirth, Colonel Sir Charles. Ileckmondwike.

1895. §Fish, Frederick J. Spursholt, Park-road, Ipswich.

1891. tFisher, Major H. O. The Highlands, Llandough, near Cardiff.

1884. *Fisher, L. C. Galveston, Texas, U.S.A.

1869. JFisHER, Rev. Osmond, M.A., F.G.S. Harlton Rectory, near

Cambridge.

1875. *Fisher, W. W., M.A., F.C.S. 5 St. Margaret's-road, Oxford.

1858. JFishwick, Henry. Carr-bill, Rochdale.

1887. *Fisou, Alfred H., D.Sc. 25 Blenheim-gardens, Willesden Green, N.AV.

1885. tFison, E. Herbert. Stoke House, Ipswich.

1871. *FisoN, Frederick W., M.A., M.P., F.C.S. Greenholme, Burley-ic-

Wharfedale, near Leeds.

1871 tFiTCH, Sir J. G., M.A., LL.D. (Council, 1871-75). Athenreuni

Club, S.W.
1883. JFitch, Rev. J. J. Ivyholme, Southport.

1878. JFitzgerald, C. E., M.D. 27 Upper Merrion-street, Dublin.

1885. *FitzGerald, Professor Mattrice, B.A. (Local Seceetaey,

1902). 32 Eglantine-avenue, Belfast.

1894. JFitzmaurice, IM., M.Inst.C.E. London County Council, Spring

Gardens, S.W.
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1888. *FiTZPATEiCK, Rev. Thomas C. Christ's College, Cambridge.

J 897. JFlavelle, J. W. 565 Jarvis-street, Toronto, Canada.

1881. JFleming, Ilev. Canon J., B.D. St. Michaers Vicarage, Ebury-
sqiiare, S.W.

1876. JFlemiug, James Brown. Beaconsfield, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1876. JFlemiug, Sir Sandford, K.C.M.G., F.G.S. Ottawa, Canada.
1867. JFletcher, Alfeed E., F.C.S. IJelmore, Caterham, Surrey.

1870. JFletcher, B. Edgiugton. Norwich.
1890. JFletcher, B. Morley. 7 Victoria-street, S.W.
1892. JFletcher, George, F.G.S. 60 Connaught-avenue, Plymouth.
1888. *Fletchek, Lazaeus, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.C.S. (Pres. C,

1894), Keeper ot Minerals, British Museum (Natural Ilistorv'l,

Cromwell-road, S.W. 36 Woodville-road, Ealing, W.
1901. §Flett, J. S. Edinburgh.
1889. jFlower, Lady. 2(j Stanhope-gardens, S.W.
1877. *Floyer, Ernest A. Green Hill, Worcester.

1890. *Flux, a. W., M.A., Professor of Political Economy in the Univer-
sity, Montreal.

1891. JFoldvarv, William. Museum Ring, 10, Buda Pesth.

1880. JFoote, R. Bruce, F.G.S. Care of Messrs. H. S. King & Co., 65
Cornhill, E.C.

1873. *FoEBES, Geoege, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 31 Great
George-street, S. W.

1.883. JFoebes, Henry O., LL.D., F.Z.S., Director of Museums for the Cor-
poration of Liverpool. The Museum, Liverpool.

1897. JForbes, J., K.C. Hazeldeau, Putney-hill, S.W.
1885. JForbes, The Right Hon. Lord. CastleForbes, Aberdeenshire.
1890. JFoed, J. RAWLixsoif (Local Sec. 1890). Quarry Dene, Weetwood-

lane, Leeds.

1875. *FoEDHAM, H. Geoege. Odsey, Ashwell, Baldock, Herts.

1894. JForrest, Frederick. Beechwood, Castle Hill, Hastings.
1887. JFoEEEST, The Right Hon. Sir John, G.C.M.G., F.R.G.S., F.G.S.

Perth, Western Australia.

1883. JFoESYTit, A. R., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1897), Sadlerian
Professor of Pure filathematics iu the University of Cambridge.
Trinity College, Cambridge.

1900. JForsyth, D. Central Higher Grade School, Leeds.
1884. JFort, George H. Lakefield, Ontario, Canada.
1877. JFoETEscuE, The Right Hon. the Earl. Castle Hill, North Devon.
18.06. JFoEWOOD, Sir Williaji B., J.P. Ramleh, Blundellsauds, Liverpool.

1875. JFoster, A. Le Neve. 51 Cadogan-square, S.W.
1865. JFoster, Sir B. Walter, M.D., M.P. 16 Temple-row% Birmingham.
1865, *FosTEE, Clement Le Neve, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S., Professor of

Mining in the Royal College of Science. London.
1883. JFoster, Mrs. C. Le Neve.

1857. 'FosTEE, Geoege Carey, B.A., F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Ge>^eral
Teeasueer, 1898- ; Pres, A, 1877; Council 1871-76, 1877-
82). L.adywalk, Rickmansworth.

1896. JFoster, Miss Harriet. Cambridge Training College, Wollastou-road,
Cambridge.

1877. §Foster, Joseph B. 4 Cambridge-street, Plymouth.
1859. 'Foster, Sir Michael, K.C.B., M.P., M..i., M.D., LL.D., D.C.L.,

Sec.R.S., F.L.S. (Peesident, 1899; Gen. Sec. 1872-76;
Pres. 1, 1897 ; (council, 1871-72), Professor of Physiology in the
University of Cambridge. Great Shelford, Cambridge.

1901. §Foster, T. Gregorj-, Ph.D. University College, W.C, and Clifton,

Northwood, Middlesex,
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1896. IFowkes, F. Hawksliead, Ambleside.
1866. {Fowler, Geoi'ge, M.Iust.C.E., F.G.S. Basford Hall, uear Nottiugliam.
1868. j Fowler, G. G. Gunton Hall, Lowestoft, Suflblk.

1892. JFowler, Miss Jessie A. 4 & 5 Imperial-bmldiiigs, Ludgate-circus,
E.G.

1901. §Fowlis, William. 45 Jolin Street, Glasgow.
1883. *Fox, Charles. The Chestnuts, Warlingham on the Hill, Surrey.
1883. §Fox, Sir Charles Douglas, M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1896).

28 Victoria-street, AVestmiiister, S.W.
1896. JFox, Henry J. Bank's Dale, Bromborough, uear Liverpool.
1883. tFox, Howard, F.G.S. Eosehill, Falmouth.
1847. *Fox, Joseph Hoyland. The Clive, Wellington, Somerset.
1900. *Fox, Thomas. Pyles Thome House, Wellington. Somerset.
1881. *FoxwELL, Heebert S.,M.A.,F.S.S. (Council 1894-97), Professor of

Political Economy in University College, London. St. John's
College, Cambridge.

1889. JFraiii, Joseph, M.D. Grosvenor-place, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.

Feai^cis, William, Ph.D., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.A.S. Red Lion-court,
Fleet-street, E.G. ; and Manor Plouse, Richmond, Surrey.

1887. *Fbankland, Percy F., Ph.D., B.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1901 ). Pro-
fessor of Chemistrj' in the University, Birmingham.

1894. § Franklin, Mrs. E. L. 50 Porehester-terrace, W.
'

1895. §Fraser, Alexander. 63 Church-street, Inverness.
1882. *Fraser, Alexander, M.B., Professor of Anatomy in the Royal

College of Surgeons, Dublin.
1885. JFrasee, ^Vngus, M.A., M.D., F.G.S. (Local Sec. 1885). 232

Union-street, Aberdeen.
1865. Eraser, John, M.A., M.D., F.G.S. Chapel Ash, Wolverhampton.
1871. IFrasee, Thomas R., M.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of Materia

Medica and Clinical Medicine in the University of Edinburgh.
13 Drumsheugh-gardens, Edinburgh.

1871. JFrazer, Evan L. R. Brunswick-terrace, Spring Bank, Hull.
1884. *Frazer, Persifor, M.A., D.Sc. (Univ. de France). Room 1042,

Drexel' Building, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
1884. *Fream, W., LL.D., B.Sc, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.S.S. The Vinery,

Downton, Salisbury.

1877. §Freeman, Francis Ford. Abbotsfield, Tavistock, South Devon,
1884. •Fkemanxle, The Hon. Sir C. W., K.C.B. (Pres. F, 1892 ; Council

1897- ). 4 Lower Sloane-street, S.W.
1869. JFrere, Rev. William Edward. The Rectory, Bitton, near Bristol.

1886. JFresheield, Douglas W., F.R.G.S. 1 Airlie-gardens, Campden
Hill, W.

1901. §Frew, William, Ph.D. .11 Hillhead Street, Glasgow.
1887. {Fries, Harold H., Ph.D. 92 Reade-street, New York, U.S.A.
188^. ^Froehlich, The Cavnliere. Orosvenor Terrace, TVithington, Man-

chester.

1892. *Frost, Edmund, M.B. Chestei-field, Meads, Eastbourne.
1882. §Frost, Edward P. , J.P. West Wrattin? Hall, Cambridgeshire.
1887. *Frost, Robert, B.Sc. 53 Victoria-road, W.
1899. |Fry, Edward W. Cannon-street, Dover.
1898. JFrt, The Right Hon. Sir Edward, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., F.S.A.

Failand House, Failaud, near Bristol.

1898. JFry, Francis J. Leigh Woods, Clifton, Bristol.

1875. *Fry, Joseph Storrs. 17 Upper Belgrave-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1898. JFryer, Alfred C, Ph.D. 13 Eaton-crescent, Clifton, Bristol.

1884. JFryer, Joseph, J.P. Smelt House, Howden-le-Wear, Co. Durham.
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1895. JFtTLLAETON, Dr. J. H. Fishery Board for Scotland, George-street,

Edinbui'gli.

1872. 'Fuller, llev. A. 7 Sydenham-hill, SydeDham, S.E.

1859. JFuLLER, Frederick, M.A. (Local Sec". 1859). 9 Palace-road, Surbitou.
1869. iFuLLER, G., M.Inst.C.E. (Local Sec. 1874). 71 Lexham-gardens,

Kensinartoii, "VV.

1884. JFuller, ^^'illiam, M.B. Oswestry.
1891. JFulton, Andrew. 23 Park-place, Cardiff.

1887. JGaddum, G. H. Adria House, Tov-lane, Witbington, Manchester.
186;J. 'Gaiusford, W. D. Skeudlebv Hall, Spilsby.

1896. tGair, H. W. 21 Water-street, Liverpool.

1850. JGairdsteb, Sir W. T., K.O.B., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. 32 George
Square, Edinburgh.

1876. JGale, James M. 23 Miller-street, Glasgow.
1885. *Gallaway, Alexander. Dirgarve, Aberfeldy, N.B.
1861. JGalloway, Charles John. Knott Mill Iron Works, Manchester.
1889. JGalloway, Walter. Eighton Banks, Gateshead.
1875. JGallowat, W. Cardiff.

1887. *GaUoway, AV. J., M.P. The Cottage, Seymour-grove, Old Trafford,

Manchester.
1899. §Giilton, Ladv Douglas. Himbieton Manor, Droitwich.
1860. 'Galton, Francis, M.A., D.C.L., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S.

(Gen. Sec. 1863-68; Pres. E, 1862, 1872; Pres. H. 1885;
Council lSGO-63). 42 Rutland-gate, Knightsbridge, S.W.

1869. JGaiton, John C, M.A., F.L.S. New University Club, St.

James's-street, S.W.
1870. §Gamble, Lieut.-Colonel Sir D., Bart., C.B. St. Helens, Lancashire.
1889. JGamble, David. Ratonagh, Colwyn Bay.
1870. JGamble, J. C. St. Helens, Lancashire.

1888. 'Gamble, J. Stkes, CLE., F.R.S., M.A., F.L.S. Highfield, East
Liss, Hants.

1877. JGamble, William. St. Helens. Lancashire.
1868. JGamgee, Arthur, M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. D, 1882 : Council 1888-90).

5 Avenue du Kursaal, Montreux, Switzerland.
1899. *Garcke, E. Sunnyside, Bedford Park, Chiswick, W.
1898. ^Garde, Rev. C. L. Skenfrith Vicarage, near Monmouth.
1900. §Gardiner, J. Stanley, M.A. Dunstall, Newton Road, Cambridge.
1887. JGardinee, Walter, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. 45 Hills-road, Cam-

bridge.

1882. "Gardner, H. Dent, F.R.G.S. Fairmead, 46 The Goffs, Eastbourne.
1896. JGardner, James. The Groves, Grassendale, Liverpool.

1894. JGardner, J. Addyman. 5 Bath-place, Oxford.
1882. JGaedner, John Staekie. 29 Albert Embankment, S.E.
1884. IGarman, Samuel. Cambridge, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1887. *Garnett, Jeremiah. The Grange, Bromley Cross, near Bolton,

Lancashire.

1882. JGarnett, William, D.O.L. London County Council. Spring-
gardens, S.W.

1873. jGaruham, John. Hazelwood, Crescent-road, St. John's, Biockley,
Kent, S.E.

1883. JGaeson, J. G., M.D. 14 Stratford Place, W.
1894. *Gaestang, Walter, M.A., F.Z.S. Marine Biological Laboratory,

Plymouth.
1874. *Garstin, John Ribton, M.A., LL.B., M.R.LA., F.S.A. Bragans-

town, Castlebellingham, Ireland.
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1882. tGarton, AVilliam. Woolston, Southampton.
1892. JGarvie, James. Bolton's Park, Potter's Bar.

1889. IGarwood, Professor E. J., B.A., F.G.S. University College,

Gower Street, W.C.
1870. JGaskell, Holbrook. AVoolton Wood, Liverpool.

1870. *Gaskell, Holbrook, juu. Bridge House, Selton Park, Liverpool.

1896. *Gaskell, Walter Holbrooe, M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.P^.S. (Pres. I,

1896 ; Council 1898-1901). The Uplands, Great Shelford, near
Cambridge.

1896. §Gatehouse, Charles. Westwood, Noctorum, Birkenhead.

1862. *Gatty, Charles Henry, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.L.S., F.G.S. Fel-

bridge Place, East Grinstead, Sussex.

1890. jGaunt, Sir Edwin. Carlton Lodge, Leeds.

1875. JGavey, J. Hollydale, Hampton Wick, Middlesex.

1892. JGeddes, George H. 8 Douglas-crescent, Edinburgh.

1871. JGeddes, John. 9 Melville-crescent, Edinburgh.
1883. JGeddes, John. 33 Portland-street, Southport.

1885. JGeddes, Professor Patrick, ilamsay-garden, Edinburgh.
1887. JGee, W. W. Haldane. Owens College, Manchester.

1867. JGeikie, Sir Archibald, LL.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.
(President, 1892 : Pres. C, 1867, 1871, 1899 ; Coimcil 1888-91).
10 Chester-terrace, Regent's-park, N.W.

1871. JGeikie, James, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C,

1889 ; E, 1892), Murchison Professor of Geology and Mineralogy
in the University of Edinburgh. Kilmorie, Colinton-road, Edin-
biu-gh.

1898. §Gemmill, James F., M.A., M.B. 16 Dargavel-avenue, Dumbreck,
Glasgow.

1882. *Genese, R. AV., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in University Col-

lege, x\berystwyth.

1875. 'George, Rev. Hereford Brooke, M.A., F.R.G.S. Holywell Lodge,
Oxford.

1885. JGerard, Robert. Blair-Devenick, Cults, Aberdeen.
1884. *Gerrans, Henry T., M.A. 20 St. John-street, Oxford.

1884. JGibb, Charles. Abbotsford, Quebec, Canada.
1865. JGibbins, William. Battery Works, Digbeth, Birmingham.
1874. JGibson, The RightHon. Edward,K.C. 23 Fitzwilliam-square, Dublin.
1892. JGibson, Francis Maitland. Care of Professor Gibson, 20 George-

square, Edinburgh.
1901. §Gibson, Professor George A., M.A. 103 Renfrew Street, Glasgow.
1876. "Gibson, George Alexander, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 3 Drumsheugh

Gardens, Edinburgh.
1896. JGiBsox, Harvey, M.A., Professor of Botany, University College,

Liverpool.

1892. JGibson, James. 20 George Square, Edinburgh.
1884. JGibson, Rev. James J. 183 Spadiua-avenue, Toronto, Canada.
1889. 'Gibson, T. G. Lesbury House, Lesbury, R.S.O., Northumberland.
1893. JGibson, Walcot, F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1887. *Giefen, Sir Robert, K.C.B., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.S.S. (Pres. F,

1887, 1901). Athenc-eum Club, S.W., and 40 Brunswick Road,
Hove, Brighton,

1898. GiSbrd, J. William, Chard.
1884. JGilbert E. E. 245 St. Antoiue-street, Alontreal, Canada.
1883. §Gilbert, Lady. Harpenden, near St. Albans.
1857. JGilbert, J. T., M.R.I.A. Villa Nova, Blackrock, Dublin.
1884. 'Gilbert, Pliilip H. 63 Tupper-street, Montreal, Canada.
1895. JGilchrist, J. D. F. Carvenoa Anstruther, Scotland.
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1896. •Gilchrist, Pekct C.,F.R.S.,M:,Inst.O.E. Frognal Bank, Fincbley-
road, Ilainpstead, N.W.

1878. JGiles, Oliver. Brynteg-, The Crescent, Bromsorrove.

]S71. *GiLL, Sir David, K.O.B., LL.D., F.R.S., F.E.A.S. Eoyal Ob-
servatory, Cape Town.

1884. JGillman, Henry. 130 Lafayette-avenue, Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.
1896. IGilmour, H. B. Underlea, Aigburth, Liverpool.

1892, •Gilmour, Matthew A. B., F.Z.S. Satfronhall House, Windmill-road,
Hamilton, N.B.

1867. JGilroy, Robert. Oraigie, by Dundee.
1893. *Gimingham, Edward. Oranbourne Mansions, Cranbourne Street,W.G.
1900. §Giusburg, Benedict W., M.A., LL.D. Royal Statistical Society,

9 Adelphi Terrace, W.G.
1867. jGiNSBUEG, Rev. 0. D., D.O.L., LL.D. Holmlea, Virginia Water

Station, Ghertsey.

1884. JGirdwood, JDr. G. P. 28 Beaver Ilall-terrace, Montreal, Canada.
1886. *Gisborne, Hartley, M.Gan.S.G.E. Caragana Lodge, Ladysmith,

Vancouver Island, Canada.
1850, *GladstODe, George, F.R.G.S. 34 Denmark-villas, Hove, Brighton.

1849. 'Gladstone, John Hall, Ph.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Pres. B,

1872, 1883 ; Council 1860-65). 17 Pembridge-square, W.
1883. 'Gladstone, Miss. 17 Pembridge-square, W.
1861. *Glaisher, James, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. The Shola, Heathheld-road,

South Croydon.

1871. *Glaishee, J. W.L., M.A.,D.Sc., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. (Pres. A, 1890 ;

Council 1878-86). Trinity College, Cambridge.
1901. §Glaister, Professor John, M.D., F.R.S.E. 18 "Woodside Place,

Glasgow.
1897. JGlashan, J. C, LL.D. Ottawa, Canada.
1883. JGlasson, L. T. 2 Roper-street, Penrith.

1881. *Glazebkook, R. T., M.A., F.R.S., Director of the National Physical
Laboratory (Pres. A, 1893; Council 1890-94). Bushy
House, Teddiugton, Middlesex.

1881. *Gleadow, Frederic. 38 Ladbroke-grove, AV.

1859. JGleuuie, J. S. Stuart, M.A. Verandah Cottage, Ilaslemere, Surrey,

1874. IGlover, George T. Corby, Hoylake.
Glover, Thomas. 124 Manchester-road, Southport.

1870. JGlyun, Thomas R., M.D. 62 Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1872. JGoDDARD, Richard. 16 Booth-street, Bradford, Yorkshire,

1899. §Godfrey, Ingram F. Brook House, Ash, Dover.
1886, JGodlee, Arthur. The Lea, Harborne, Birmingham,
1887. JGodlee, Francis. 8 Minshall-street, Manchester.

1878. *Godlee, J. Lister. 3 Clarence-terrace. Regent's Park, N.W.
1880. JGoDMAN, F. Dtj Cane, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. 10 Chandos-

street, Cavendish-square, W.
1883. jGodson, Dr. Alfred. Cheadle, Cheshire.

1862. JGodwiu, John. Wood House, Rostrevor, Belfast.

1879. tGoDWiN-Austen, Lieut.-Colonel H. H., F.R.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S.
F.Z.S. (Pre?. E, 1883). Shalford House, Guildford.

1876. JGoff, Bruce, M.D. Bothwell, Lanarkshire.

1898. JGoldney, F. B. Goodnestone Park, Dover.
1881. jGoLDSCHiiiDT, Edavard, J.P. Nottingham.
1886. JGoldsmid, Major-General Sir F. J., K.C.S.I., C.B., F.R.G.S.

(Pres. E, 1886). Godfrey House, Hollingbourne.
1899. tGoMME, G. L., F.S.A. 24 Dorset-square. N.W.
1890. "Gonner, E. C. K., M.A. (Pres. F, 1897), Professor of Pohtical

Economy in University College, Liverpool.
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1884. |Good, Charles E. 102 St. Fraugois Xavier-street, Montreal,
Canada.

1852. JGoodbody, Jouatbau. Clare, King's County, Ii-eland.

1878. jGoodbody, Jonathan, jiin. 50 Dame-street, I) ublm.
1884.. tGoodbody, Robert. Fairy Hill, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.

1885. JGooDMAN, J. D., J.P. Peaehtield, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1884. *Goodridge, Richard E. W. Lupton, Michigan, U.S.A.
1884. JGoodwin, Professor W. L. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario,

Canada.

1885. JGordou, Rev. Cosmo, D.D., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. Chetwynd Rectory,
Newport, Salop.

1871. *Gordon, Joseph Gordon, F.C.S. Queen Anne's Mansions, West-
minster, S.W.

1893. ^Gordon, Mrs. M. M., D.Sc. 1 Rubislaw-terrace, Aberdeen.
1884. *Gordon, Robert, M.Inst.C.E., F.R.G.S. Fairview, Dartmouth,

Devon.
1899. §Gordou, T. Kirkman. 15 Hampden Street, Nottingham.
1885. jGordon, Rev. William. Braemar, N.B.
1865. JGoRE, Geokge, LL.D., F.R.S. 20 Easv-row, Birmingham.
1901. §GoEST, Right Hon. Sir John E., M.A.,'K.C., M.P., F.R.S. (Pres. L,

lilOl). Queen Anne's Mansions, S.AV.

1875. *GoTCH, Francis, M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S. (Council, 1901- ). Pro-
fessor of Physioloary in the University of Oxford. The Lawn,
Banbury-road, Oxford.

1873. JGott, Charles, M.Inst.C.E. Parkfield-road, Manningham, Bradford,
Yorkshire.

1849. tGough, The Hon. Frederick. Perry Hall, Birmingham.
1881. JGough, Rev. Thomas, B.Sc. King Edward's School, Retford.

1894. JGould, G. M., M.D. 119 South 17th-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
1888. JGouraud, Colonel. Gwydyr ^lansions. Hove, Sussex.

1901. §GouFvLAY, Robert. Glasgow.

1867. JGourley, Henry (Engineer). Dundee.
1901. §Gow, Leonard. Haystou, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1876. JGow, Robert. Cairndowan, Dowanhill Gardens, Glasgow.
1883. §Gow, Mrs. Cairndowan, Dowauliill Gardens, Glasgow.
1873. §Goycler, Dr; D. JMarley House, 88 Great Horton-road, Bradford,

Yorkshire.

1886. tGrabham, Michael C, M.D. Madeira.
1901. §Graham, Robert. 155 Nithsdale Road, PoUokshields, Glasgow.
1875. JGrahame, .James (Local Sec. 1876). 12 St. Vincent-street, Glasgow.
1892. JGrange, C. Ernest. 57 Berners-street, Ipswich.

1893. JGrauger, Professor F. S., M.A., D.Litt. 2 Cranmer-street,
Nottingham.

1896. JGrant, Sir .Lames, K.C.M.G. Ottawa, Canada.
1892. tGrant, W. B. 10 Ann-street, Edinburgh.
1864. JGrantham, Richard F., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Northumberland-cham-

bers, Northumberland-avenue, W.C.
1881. JQray, Alan, LL.B. Minster-yard, York.
1899. {Gray, Albert Alexander. 16 Berkeley-terrace, Glasgow.
1890. JGrat, Andrew, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., Professor of

Natural Philosophy in the University of Glasgow.
1899. JGray, Charles. 11 Portland-place, W.
1864. *Gray, I^ev. Canon Charles. West Retford Rectory, Retford.
1876. JGray, Dr. Newton-terrace, Glasgow.
1881. {Gray, Ildwin, LL.B. Miustcr-yard, York.
1893. JGray, J. C, General Secretary of the Co-operative Union, Limited,

Long Millgate, Manchester.
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1892. *GraY, James Himter, M.A., B.Sc. 141 Hopton Road, Streatham,

S.W.
1870. JGray, J. Macfarlane. 4 Ladbroke-crescent, W.
1892. §Gray, John, B.Sc. 351 Coldharbour-lane, Brixton, S.W.
1887. |Grav, Joseph W., F.G.S. St. Elmo, Leckliampton-road, Cheltenham.

1887. tGray, M. H., F.G.S. Lessness Park, Abbey Wood, Kent.

18SG. *Gray, Robert Kaye. Lessness Park, Abbey Wood, Kent.

1901. §Gray, R. W. 7 Orme Court, BnysTvater, W.
1881. tGray, Thomas, Professor of Engineering in the Eaue Technical

Institute, Terre Haute, Indiana, U.S.A.

1873. JGray, AVilliam, M.R.I.A. Glenbiirn Park, Belfast.

*Grat, Colonel William. Farlej' Hall, near Reading.

1883. JGray, William Lewis. Westmoor Hall, Brimsdowu, Middlesex.

1883. JGray, Mrs. W. L. ^V' estmoor Hall, Brimsdown, Middlesex.

188G. JGreauey, Rev. William. Bishop's House, Bath-street, Birmingham.
1866. §Greaves, Charles Augustus, M.B., LL.B. 84 Friar-gate, Derby.
1893. *Greaves, Mrs. Elizabeth. Station-street, Nottingham.
1869. |Greaves, William. Station-street, Nottingham.

1872. JGreaves, William. 33 Marlborough-place,N.W.
1872. *Grece, Clair J., LL.D. 146 Station Road, Redhill, Surrey.

1901. §Grefn, Dr. Edridge. Ilendon, N.W.
1888. §Gkeen, J. Reynolds, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S., Professor of

Botany to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

61a St. AndreAv.s Street, Cambridge.

1887. XGreoie, Friese. 162 Slonne -street , S.W.
1882. IGreenhill, A. G., M.A., F.R.S., Professor of Mathematics in the

Royal Artillery College, Woolwich. 10 New Inn, W.O.
1881 . JGreenhough, Edward. Matlock Bath, Derbyshire.

1884. JGreenish, Thomas, F.G.S. 20 New-street, Dorset-square, N.W.
1898. *Geeenly, EmvAED. Achnashean, near Bangor, North Wales.
1884. JGreenshields, E. B. Montreal, Canada.
1884. JGreenshields, Samuel. Montreal, Canada.
1887. IGreenwell, G. C, juu. Beechfield, Povuton, Cheshire.

1863. JGreenwell, G. E. Poynton, Cheshire.
"

1890. JGreeuwood, Arthur. Cavendish-road, Leeds.

1875. JGreenwood, F., M.B. Brampton, Chesterfield.

1877. XGreenn-oo'l , llolmos. 78 Kinr; Street, Accrinr/to».

1887. JGreeuwood, W. 11., M.Inst'.C.E. Adderley Park Rolling Mills,

Birmingham.
1887. *Greg, Arthur. Eagley, near Bolton, Lancashire.

1861. *Greg, Robert Philips, F.G.S., F.R.A.S. Coles Park, Bunting-
ford, Herts.

1894. *Geegory, Professor J. Walter, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.G.S. Melbourne,
Australia.

1896. *Gregory. R. A. 19 Westover Road, Wandsworth Common, S.W
1883. JGregson, G. E. Ribble View, Pre.ston.

1881. JGregson, William, F.G.S. Baldersby, S.O., Yorkshire.

1859. JGeierson, Thomas Boyle, M.D. Thornhill, Dumfriesshire.

1878. JGriffin, Robert, M.A., LL.D. Trinity Colleue, Dubhn.
1836. Griffin, S. F. Albion Tin Works, York-road, N.
1894. 'Griffith, C. L. T., Assoc. M.Inst.C.E. Portland Cement Co.,

Demopolis, Alabama, l^.S.A.

1859. 'Griffith, G. (As.sistant General Secretary, 1862-78, 1890- ;

Sec. 1881 ; Local Sec. 1860). College-road, Harrow^ Middlesex.
1884. ^Griffiths, E. H., M..\., F.R.S. University College, Cardiff.

1884. tGriffiths, Mrs. University College, Cardiff.

1891, jGriffiths, P. Rhys, B.Sc, M.B. 71 Newport-road, Cardiff.
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1847. tCrriffitlis, Thomas. The Elms, Harborne-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1870. JGiimsdale, T. F., M.D. Hoylake, Liverpool.

1888. *Grimshaw, James Walter, M.Inst.C.E. Australian Club, Sydney,
New South A^'ales.

1884. |Grinnell, Frederick. Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.
1894. JGeoom, Professor P., M.A., F.L.S. Hollywood, Egham, Surrey.

1894. § Groom, T. T., D.Sc. The Poplars, Hereford.

1896. JGrossmann, Dr. Karl. 70 Roduej^-street, Liverpool.

1892. JGrove, Mrs. Lilly, F.R.G.S. Mason Oollege, Birmingham.
1891. JGrover, Henry IJewellin. Clydach Court, Pontypridd.
1863. *Groves, Thomas B. Broadley, Westerhall-road, Weymouth.
1869. JGrubb, Sir Howard, F.R.S., F.R.A.S. 51 Kenilworth-square,

Rathgar, Dublin.

1897. JGriiubaum, A. S., M.A., M.D. 45 Ladbroke Grove, AV.

1897. JGrunbaum, 0. F. F., B.A., D.Sc. 45 Ladbroke Grove, W.
1886. JGrundy. John. 17 Private-road, Mapperley, Nottingham.
1891. JGrylls, W. London and Provincial Bank, Cardiff.

1887. JGuTLLEMAED, F. H. H. Eltham, Kent.

Guinness, Henry. 17 College-green, Dublin.

1842. Guinness, Richard Seymour. 17 College-green, Dublin.

1891. jGunn, Sir John. Llandaff House, Llandalf.

1877. JGium, William, F.G.S. Office of the Geological Survey of Scot-
land, Sheritl's Court House, Edinburgh.

1866. JGtJNTHER, Albert C. L. G., M.A., M.D., Ph.D., F.R.S., Pres.L.S.,

F.Z.S. (Pres. D, 1880). 22 Lichfield-road, Kew, Surrey.

1894. JGiinther, R. T. Magdalen College, Oxford.

1880. §Guppy, John J. Ivy-place, High-street, Swansea.
1883. JGuthrie, Malcolm. Prince's-road, Liverpool.

1896, JGuthrie, Tom, B.Sc. Yorkshire College, Leeds.

1876. JGwTTHER, R. F., M.A. Owens College and 33 Heaton Road,
Withington, Manchester,

1884, JHaanel, E., Ph.D. Cobourg, Ontario, Canada.
1884. jHadden, Captain C. F., R.L Woolwich.
1881, "Haddo-,-, Alfred Cort, M.A., F.R.S., F.Z.S. Inisfail, Hnis-road,

Cambridge.
1842. Hadtield, George. Victoria Park, Manchester.
1888. *Hadfield, R. A., MJnst.C.E. The Grove, Endcliffe Vale-road,

Sheffield.

1892. Jllaigh, E., M.A. Longton, Staffordshire.

1870. IHaigh, George. 27 Hightield South, Rockferry, Cheshire.

1879. tHAKE, H. Wilson, Ph.D., F.C.S. Queonwood Oollege, Hants.
1899. §Hall, A. D. South-Eastern Agricultural College, Wye, Kent.
1879. *HaU, Ebenezer. Abbeydale Park, near Sheffield.

1881. JHall, Frederick Thomas, F.R.A.S. 15 Gray's Inn-square, W.C,
1854. *Hall, Hugh Fergie, F.G.S. Cowley House, Headington Hill,

Oxford.

1898. §Hall, J. P. The ' Tribune,' New York, U.S.A.
1899. §Hall, John, M.D. National Bank of Scotland, 37 Nicholas-lane, E.C.
1885. ^Hall, Samuel, F.I.C., F.C.S. 19 Aberdeen-park, Highbury, N.
1900. ifHall, T. Farmer, F.R G.S. 39 Gloucester Square, Hyde Park, W.
1896. I Hall, Thomas B. Larch Wood, Rockferry, Cheshire.

1884. JHall, Thomas Proctor. School of Practical Science, Toronto,
Canada.

1896. JHall-Dare, Mrs. Caroline, 13 Great Cumberland-place, W,
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1891. *IIaUett, George. Cranford, Victoria-road, Peuartb, Glamorgansliire.
1891. §Hallett, J. H., M.Inst.G.E. Maindy Lodge, Cardiff.

1873. *Hallext, T. G. P., M.A. Claverton Lodge, Bath.
1888. §HALLiBrETON, W. D., M.D., F.R.S. (CoLincil 1897- ), Professor

of Physiology in King's College, London. Church Cottage, 17
Marylebone-road, W.

Ilalsall, Edward. 4 Somerset-street, Kingsdown, Bristol.

18.58. *riambly, Charles IlamhlyBurbridge.F.G.S. Fairley, Weston, Bath.
1883. *Hamel, Egbert D. de. Middleton Hall, Tamworth."
1885. JHamilton, David James. 41 Queen's-road, Aberdeen.
1902. §§nAMiLT0?r, Rev. T., D.D. ( Vicb-Presidext, 1902). Belfast.

1881. *Hammond, Robert. 64 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
1899. *Haubury, Daniel. La Mortola, Ventimiglia, Italy.

1892. JHanbury, Thomas, F.L.S. La Mortola, Ventimiglia, Italy.

1878. JHance, Edward M., LL.B. Municipal Ollices, Liverpool.
1875. IHancock, C. F., M.A. 125 Queen's-gate, S.W.
1897. t Hancock, Harris. University of Chicago, U.S.A.
1861. tHancock, Walter. 10 Upper Ohadwell-street, Pentonville, E.G.
1890. JHankin, Ernest llanbury. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1884. JHanuaford, E. P., M.Inst.G.E. 2573 St. Catherine-street, Montreal.
1894. §Hannah, Robert, F.G.S. 82 Addison-road, W.
188G. §Hansford, Charles, J. P. Englefield House, Dorchester.
1859. *Harcotjrt, A. G. Vernon, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

(Gen. Sec. 1883-97; Pres. B, 1875; Council 1881-83).
Cowley Grange. Oxford.

1890. *HAEC0TrRT, L. F. Vernon, M.A., M.Inst.G.E. ("Pres. G, 1895;
Council 1895-1901). 6 Queen Anne's-gate, S.AV.

1900. §Harcourt, Hon. R., K.C., Minister of Education for the Province of
Ontario, Toronto, Canada.

1886. *Hardcastle. Basil W^, F.S.S. 12 Gainsborough-gardens, Hampstead,
N.W.

'

1892. *Harden, Arthur, Ph.D., M.Sc. Jenner Institute of Preventive
Medicine, Chelsea Gardens, Grosvenor Road, S.W.

1877. JHarding, Stephen. Bower Ashton, Clifton, Bristol.

18G9. JHarding, William D. Islington Lodge, King's Lynn, Norfolk.
1894. JHardman, S. C. 225 Lord-street, Southport.
1894. tHare, A. T., M.A. Neston Lodge, East Twickenham, Middlesex.
1894. JHare, Mrs. Neston Lodge, East Twickenham, Middlesex.
1898. JHarford, W. H. Oldown House, Almondsbury.
1858. JHargrave, James. Burley, near Leeds.
1883. JHargreaves, Miss II. M. 69 Alexandra-road, Southport.
1883. tETargreaves, Thomas. 69 Alexandra-road, Southport.
1890. JHargrove, Rev. Charles. 10 De Grey-terrace, Leeds.
1881. JHargrove, William Wallace. St. Mary's, Bootham, York.
1890. *Harker, Alfred, M.A., F.G.S. St. John's College, Cambridge.
1896. JHarker, Dr. John Allen. Springfield House, Stockport.
1887. Jllarker, T. H. Brook House, Fallowfield, Manchester.
1878. *Harlmess,_ H. AV., M.I). California Academy of Sciences, San

Francisco, California, U.S.A.
1871. JHarkness, William, F.C.S. 1 St. Mary's-road, Canonbury, N.
1875. *Harland, Rev. Albert Augustus, M.A.,' F.G.S., F.L.S., F.S.A. The

Vicarage, Harefield, Middlesex.

1877. *Harland, Henry Seaton. 8 Arundel-terrace, Brighton.
1883. *Harley, Miss Clara. Rosslyn, Westbourne-road, Forest Hill, S.E.
1883. *Harley, Harold. 14 Chapel-street, Bedford-row, W.C.
1862. *Harley, Rev. Robert, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Rosslyn, West-

bourne-road, Forest Hill, S.E.
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1899. jHarman, Dr. N. Bishop. St. John's College, Camhridge.

1868. *Harmer, F. W., F.G.S. Oakland House, Cringleford, Norwich.
1881. *Hakmee, Sidney F., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. King's College, Cam-

bridge.

1872. JHarpley, Rev. William, M.A. Olavhanger Rectory, Tiverton.

1884. JHarriugton, B. J., B.A., Ph.D., F.G.S., Professor of Chemistry and
Mineralogy in McGill University, Montreal. University-street,

Montreal, Canada.

1888. JHarris, C. T. 4 Kilhurn Priorv, N.W.
1842. * Harris, G. W., M.Inst.C.E. MiUicent, South Australia.

1889. § Harris, H. Graham, M.Inst.C.E. 5 Great George-street, West-
minster, S.W.

1898. JHarrison, A. J,, M.D. Failand Lodge, Guthrie-road, Clifton,

Bristol.

1888. JHarrison, Charles. 20 Lennox-gardens, S.W.
I860. JHarrison, Rev. Francis, M.A. North Wraxall, Chippenham.
1889. JHarrison, J. C. Oxford House, Castle-road, Scarborough.

1858. *Harrison, J. Park, M.A. 22 Oonnaught-street, Hyde Park, W^
1892. IHarrison, John (Local Sec. 1892). Rockville," Napier-road,

Edinburgh.

1870. JHarrison, Reginald, F.R.C.S. (Local Sec. 1870). G Lower
Berkeley-street, Portman-square, ^^'.

1853. JHarrison, Robert. 36 George-street, Hull.

1892. JHarrison, Rev. S. N. Ramsey, Isle of Man.
189.5. JHarrison, Thomas. 48 High-street, Ipswich.

1901. *Harrison, W. E. 43 Mostyn Road, Plandsworth, Staffordshire.

1886. JHarrison, W. Jerome, F.G.S. Board School, Icknield-street, Bir-

mingham.
1885. JHart, Col. C. J. Highfield Gate, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1876. *Hart, Thomas. Brooklands, Blackburn.

1875. JHart, W. E. Kilderry, near Londonderry.

1893. *Hartland, E. Sidney, F.S.A. Highgnrth, Gloucester,

1897. JHartley, E. G. S. Wheaton Astley Hall, Stafford.

1871. 'Hartley, AValter Noel, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.C.S., Professor of
Chemistry in the Royal College of Science, Dublin. 36 Water-
loo-road, Dublin.

1896. JHartley. W. P., J.P. Aintree, Liverpool.

1886. *Hartog, Professor M. M., D.Sc. Queen's College, Cork.

1887. JHartog, p. J., B.Sc. Owens College, Manchester.

1897. J Harvey, Arthur. Rosedale, Toronto, Canada.

1898. JHarvey, Eddie. 10 The Paragon, Clifton, Bristol.

1885. §Harvie-Brown, J. A. Dunipace, Larbert, N.B.

1862. *ITarwood, John. Woodside Mills, Bolton-Ie-Moors.

1884. JHaslam, Rev. George, M.A. Trinity College, Toronto, Canada.
1893. §Haslam, Lewis. 44 Evelyn-gardens, S.W.
1875. *Hastings, G. W. Elm Lodge, Dartford Heath, Bexley, Kent.
1889. JHatch, F. H., Ph.D., F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.
1893. JHatton, John L. S. People's Palace, Mile Eud-road, E.

1887. *Hawkins, William. Earlston House, Broughton Park, Manchester.

1872. *Hawkshaw, Henrv Paul. 58 Jermvn-street, St. James's, S.W.
1864. *Hawkshaw, John Clarke, M.A", M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. (Council

1881-87). 22 Down-street, W., and 33 Great George-
street, S.W^

1897. §Hawksley, Charles. 60 Porchester-terr.ace, W.
1884. *Haworth, Abraham. Hilston House, Altrincham.

1889. JHaworth, George C. Ordsal, Salford.

1887. *Haworth, Jesse. Woodside, Bowdon, Cheshire.
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1887. JHaworth, S. E. Warsley-road, Swinton, Manchester.
188G. XHaworth, Rev. T. J. Albert Cottage, !Snltlpj/, BirmiiKjham,
1890. JHawtin, J. N. Sturdie House, Roundhay-road, Leeds.
1861. *Hay, Admiral tlie Rig:bt Hon. Sir John C. D. Bart, KOB

U.C.L., F.R.S. 108 St. Geor^e's-sqiiare, 8.W.
1885. *Haycr.vft, .Tohn Berry, M.D., B.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Physi-

ologv, Uuiversitv College, Cardifl'.

1891. JHayde, Rev. J. St.' Peter's, Cardiff.

1900. §Haydeu, 11. li. Geological Survey, Calcutta, India.
1894. Jllayes, Edward Harold. 5 Rawlinson-road, Oxford.
1896. JHayes, Rev. F. C. The Rectory, Raheny, Dublin.
1896. tl^ayes, William. Fernyhurst, Rathgar, Dublin.
1873. *Haye8, Rev. William A., M.A. Dromore, Co. Down, Ireland.
1898. tHayman, C. A. Kingston Villa, Richmond Hill, Clifton, Bristol.
1858. *Hay\vard, R. B., M.A., F.R.S. Ashcombe, Shanklin, Isle of Wight.
1806. *Haywood, A. G. Rcarsby, Merrilocks-road, Blundellsands.
1879. *Hazelhurst, George S. The Grange, Rockterry.
1883. JHeadley, Frederick Halcombe. ]\lanor House, Petersham, S.W.
1883. JHeadley, Mrs. Marian. Manor House, Petersham, S.W.
1883. JHeadley, Rev. Tauh'eld George. Manor House, Petersham, S.W.
1883. JHeape, Charles. Tovrak, Oxton, Cheshire.
1883. JHeape, Joseph R. Glebe House, Rochdale,
1882. *Heape, Walter, M.A. Heyroun, Chaucer-road, Cambridge.
1877. JHearder, Henry Pollington. Westwell-street, Plymouth.
1877. JHearder, William Keep. 195 Union-street, Plymouth,
1883. JHeath, Dr. 46 Hoghton-street, Southport.
1898. *Heath, Arthur J. 10 Grove Road, Redlaud, Bristol.
1898. JHeath, R. S., M.A., D.Sc. The University, Birmingham.
1884. JHeath, Thomas, B.A. Royal Observatory, Edinburgh.
1883. JHeaton, Charles. Marlborough House, Hesketh Park, Southport.
1892. *Heaton, William H., M.A. (Local Sec. 1893), Professor "of

Physics in University College, Nottingham.
1889. *Heaviside, Arthur West. 7 Grafton-road, Whitley, Newcastle-unon-

Tvne.
^

1884. §Heaviside, Rev. George, B.A., F.R.G.S., F.R.Hist.S. 7 Grosvenor-
street, Coventry.

1888. *Heawood, Edward, M.A. 3 Underhill-road, Lordship-lane, S.E.
1888. *Heawood, Percy J., Lecturer in Mathematics at Durham University

41 Old Elvet, Durham.
^

'

1855. ptEcroR, Sir James, K.C.M.G., M.D., r.R.S., F.G.S., Director o: the
Geological Survey of New Zealand. Wellington, New Zealand.

1887. 'Hedges, Killingwohth, M.Iust.C.E. Wootton Lod^e, 39 Streat-
ham-hill, S.W.

1881. Hele-Shaw, H. S., LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Engi-
neeriug in University College, Liverpool. 27 Ullet-road,
Liverpool.

1901. §Heller, W. M., B.Sc. 18 Belgrave Square, Monkstown, Co. Dublin
1887. §Hembry, Frederick William, F.R.M.S. Langford, Sidcup Kent '

1897. ^Hemming, G. W., K.C. 2 EarFs Court-square, S.W.
1899. §Hemsalech, G. A. 42 Museum Street, W.C.
1867. JFIeuderson, Alexander. Dundee.
1873. 'Henderson, A. L. Westmoor Hall, Brimsdown, Middlesex.
1883. JHenderson, Mrs. A. L. Westmoor Hall, Brim.sdown, Middlesex.
1901. §Henderson, Rev. Andrew. LL.D. Castle Head, Paisley.
1891. 'Henderson, G. G., D.Sc, :^r. A.,F.C.S., F.I.C, Professor"of Chemistry

in the Glasgow and ^^'est of Scotland Technical Oolle"-e. 204
George-street, Glasgow.
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1892. {Heuderson, Johu. 3 St. Catherine-place, Grange, Edinburgh.

1885. JHenderson, Sir William. Devanha House, Aberdeen.

1880. 'Henderson, Rear-Admiral ^V. H., E.N. United Service Club, Pall

Mall, S.W.
1896. JHenderson, W. Saville, B.Sc. Beech Hill, Fairfield, Liverpool.

1856. JHennesst, Henry G., F.R.S., M.R.I.A. Palazzo Ferruzzi,

Zattere, Venice.

1873. *Hi:nkici, Olaus M. F. E., Ph.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1883; Council,

1883-89), Professor of Mechanics and jMathematics in the City

and Guilds of London Institute, Central Institution, Exhibition-

road. S.W. 34 Clarendon-road, Nottinfj Ilill, W.
Henr}% Franklin. Portland- street, Manchester.

Henry, Mitchell. Stratheden House, Hj^de Park, \V.

1892. JHepbukn, David, M.D., F.R.S.E. The University, Edinburgh.

1855. '-Hepburn, J. Gotch, LL.B., F.C.S. Oakfield Cottage, Dartford

Heath, Kent.

1855. JHepburn, Robert. 9 Portland-place, W.
1890. JHepper, J. 43 Cardigan-road, Ileadingley, Leeds.

1890. JHep'ivorth, Joseph. 25 Wellington-street, Leeds.

1892. *Heebeetson, Andeew J., Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. 25 Norham
Road, Oxford.

1887. *Herdman, William A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (Pres. D,
1895; Council, 1894-1900; Local Sec. 1896), Professor of

Natural History in University College, Liverpool. Croxteth
Lodge, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1893. *Herdman, Mrs. Croxteth Lodge, Sefton Park, Liverpool.

1891. jHern, S. South Cliff, Marine Parade, Penarth.

1871. *Heeschel, Alexander S., M.A., D.C.L., F.R.S.,F.R.A.S., Honorary
Professor of Physics and Experimental Philosophy in the Uni-
versity of Durham. Observatory House, Slough, Bucks.

1874. §Heeschel, Colonel John, R.E., JF.R.S., F.R.A.S. Observatory
House, Slough, Bucks.

1900. *H6rschel, J. C. W. Littlemore, Oxford.

1900. JHerschel, Sir W. J., Bart. Littlemore, Oxford.

1895. §He3keth, James. Scarisbrick Avenue-buildings, 107 Lord-street,

Southport.

1894. JHewetson, G. II. (Local Sec. 1896). 39 Henley-road, Ipswich.

1894. JHewins, W. A. S., M.A., F.S.S. Professor of Political Economy in

King's College, Strand, W.C.
1896. §Hewitt, David Basil. Oakleigh, Northwich, Cheshire.

1893. JHewitt, Thomas P. Eccleston Park, Prescot, Lancashire.

1883. JHewson, Thomas. Junior Constitutional Club, Piccadillv, W.
1882. JHeycock, Charles T., M.A., F.R.S. Iving's College, Cambridge.

1883. §Heves, Rev. John Frederick, M.A., F.R.G.S, 90 A;rkwrigbt Street,
' Bolton.

1866. *Heymann, Albert. West Bridgford, Nottinghamshire.

1897. JHeys, Thomas. 130 King-street West, Toronto, Canada.

1901. *Heys, Z. John. Stonehouse, Barrhead, N.B.

1879. JHeywood, Sir A. Percival, B.-'.rt. Duffield Bank, Derby.

1886. JHetwood, Hexex, J.P., F.C.S. Witla Court, near Cardiff.

1887. JHevwood, Robert. Mayfield, Victoria Park, Manchester.

1888. JHichens, James Harvey, M.A., F.G.S. The School House, Wolver-
hampton.

1898. §Hicks, Henry B. 44 Pembroke-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1877. §HiCKs, Professor W. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., (Pres. A, 1895),
Principal of University College, Dunheved, Endcliffe Crescent,
Sheffield.
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1886. JHicks, Mrs. W. M. Dunlieved, Endcliffe-crescent, Sheffield.

18"^4. JHiclcson, Joseph. 272 Mountain-street, Montreal. Canada.
1887. 'HiCKSON, Stdxet J., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Zoology in

Owens CoUejire, Manchester.

1864. 'HrERN, W. P., M.A. The Castle, Barnstaple.

1891. JHiGGs, Henry, LL.B., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1899). II.M. Treasury,
Whitehall, S.W.

1894. JHill, Rev. A. Du Boulay. East Bridgford Rectory, Nottingham,
1885. *HiLL, ALEXA:}fDER, M.A., M.D. Downing College, Cambridge.
1898. JHill, Charles. Clevedon.

*Hill, Rev. Canon Edward, M.A., F.G.S. Sheering Rectory,
Harlow.

1881. 'Hill, Rev. Edwin, M.A. The Rectory, Cockfield, Bury St.

Edmunds.
1887. tHiU, G. H., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Albert-chambers, Albert-square,

Manchester.

1884. JHill, Rev. James Edgar, M.A., B.D. 2488 St. Catherine-street,

Montreal, Canada.
1886. JHiLL, M. J. M., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Pure Mathematics

in University College, W.C.
1885. *Hill, Sidney. Langford House, Langford, Bristol.

1898. *Hill, Thomas Sidney. Langford House, Langford, Bristol.

1888. |Hill, William. Hitchin, Herts.

1876. JHill, William H. Barlanark, Shettleston, N.B.
1885. *Hii,LH0USE, William, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Mason

Science College. 16 Duchess-road, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1886. §Hillier, Rev. E. J. Cardington Vicarage, near Bedford.
186.3. jmUs, F. C. Chemical Works, Deptford, Kent, S.E.
1887. JHilton, Edwin. Oak Bank, Fallowfield, Manchester.
1870. iHiNDE, G. J., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. Ivythorn, Avondale-road,

South Croydon, Surrey.

188.3. *Hindle, James Henry. 8 Cobham-street, Accrington.
1888. *Hindmarsh, William Thomas, F.L.S. Alnbank, Alnwick.
1898, §Hinds, Henry. 57 Queen-street, Ramsgate.
1886. JHingley, Sir Benjamin, Bart. Hatherton Lodge, Cradley, Wor-

f*f*St"iPl*flrlll*P

1881. JHiugston, J. T. Clifton, York.
1884. JHiNGSTON, Sir William Hales, M.D., D.O.L. .37 Union-avenue.

Montreal, Canada.
1900. §Hinks, Arthur R., M.A. 10 Huntingdon Road, Cambridge.
1884. jHirschfilder, C. A. Toronto, Canada.
1899. §Hobdav, Henry. Hazelwood, Grabble Hill, Dover.
1879. JHobkirk, Charles P., F.L.S. The HeacUands, Scotland-lane, Hors-

forth, near Leeds.

1887. *Hobson, Bernard, B.Sc, F.G.S. Thornton, Parkfield Road, Didsbury.
1883. JHobson, Mrs. Carev. 5 Beaumont-crescent, West Kensington, W
1883. JHobson, Rev. E.AV. 55 Albert-road, Southport.
1883. XHocking, Ber. Silas K. 21 Scarisbrick Nexv-road, Southport.
1877. J:Hodge,"Rev. John Mackev, M.A. .38 Tavistock-place, Plymouth.
1876. JHodges, Frederick W. Queen's College, Belfast.

1863. *Hodgkin,Thomas, B.A.,D.C.L. Benwell Dene, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1887. 'Hodgkinson, Alexander, M.B., B.Sc, Lecturer on Laryngoloor at

Owens College, Manchester. 18 St. John-street, Manchester.
1896. JHodgkinson, Arnold. 16 Albert-road, Southport.
1880. §Hodgkin8on, AV. R. Eaton, Ph.D., F.R.S.E., F.G.S., Professor of

Chemistry and Physics in the Royal Artillery College, Woolwich.
18 Glencoe-road, Blackheath, S.E.

1901. D
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1884. JHodgson, Jonathan. Montreal, Canada.

1863. JHodgson, R. W. 7 Sandhill. Nowcastle-upou-Tyne.

1898. jHodgsoii, T. Y. Municipal Museum and Art Gallery. Plymouth.
1896. JHod^-son, Dr. Wm., J.P. Helensville, Crewe.

1894. tHoprg, A. F., M.A. 13 Victoria-road, Darlincrton.

1894. JHolali, Ernest. 5 Crown-court, Oheapside, E.G.

1883. \H.olden, Edward. Laurel Mount, Shipley, Yorkshire.

1883. JHolden, James. 12 Park-avenue, Southport.

1883. JHolden, John J. 23 Duke-street, Southport.

1884. j liolden, Mrs. Marv E. Dunham Ladies' College, Quebec, Canada.
1887. *irolder, Henry William, M.A. Sheet, near Petorstield.

1896. JHolder, Thomas. 3 Titheharp-street, Liverpool.

1900, SHoLBiCH, Col. Sir Thomas H., R.E., K.O.I.E. Army and Navy Club,

36 Pall Mall, S.W.
1887. *Holdsworth, C. J. Sunnyside, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

1891. JHolgate, Benj., F.G.S. The Briars, JSTorth Park Avenue, Rouudhay,
Leeds.

1879. {Holland, Calvert Bernard. Hazel Villaf, Thicket-road, Anerley, S.E,

1896. § Holland, Mrs. Lowtields House, Hooton.

1898. ^Holland, Thomas IL, F.G.S. Geological Survey Office. Calcutta,

1889. ^Hollander, Bernard, M.D. Kings College, Strand, W.C.
1886. jHolliday, J. R. 101 Harborne-road, Birmingham.
1883. j HoUingsworth, Dr. T. S. Elford Lodge, Spring Grove, Isleworth

1883. *Holmes, Mrs. Basil. 5 Freeland-road, Ealing, Middlesex, W.
1866. 'Holmes, Charles. 24 Aberdare-gardens, West Hampstead, N.W.
1892, JHolnies, Matthew. Netherby. Lenzie, Scotland,

1882. *HoLJiEs, Thomas Vincent, F.G.S. 28 Croom's-hill, Greenwich, S.E.

1896. JHolt, William Henry. 11 Ashville-road, Birkenhead.

1897. JHolterman, R. F. Brantford, Ontario, Canada.

1891. *Hood, Archibald, M.Inst.C.E. Sherwood, Cardiff.

1875. *Hood, John. Chesterton, Cirencester.

1847. JHooKEK, Sir Joseph Dalton, G.C.SJ., C.B., M.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. (President, 1868; Pres. E,

1881 ; Council 1866-67). The Camp, Sunningdale, Berkshire.

1892. tHooKER, Reginald H., M.A. 3 Gray's Inn-place, W.C.
1865. *Hooper, John P. Deepdene, Rutford-road, Streatham, S.W.
1877. *Hooper, Rev. Samuel F., M.A. Lydlinch Rectory, Sturminster

Newton, Dorset.

1856. JHooton, Jonathan. 116 Great Ducie-street, Manchester.

1901. ^Hopkinson, Bertram, M.A. Holmwood, Wimbledon.
1884. *HoPKiNSON, Charles (Local Sec. 1887). The Limes, Didsbury,

near Manchester.

1882. *Hopkinson, Edward, M.A., D.Sc. Oakleigh, Timperley, Cheshire.

1871. *HoPKiNSON, John, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.Met.Soc. 84 New Bond
Street, W. ; and Westwood, St. Albans.

1858. tHopldnson, Joseph, jun. Britannia Works, Hudder.sfield.

1891. tHorder, T. Garrett. 10 Windsor-place, Cardiff.

18ii8. *Hornby, R., M.A. King William's College, Isle of Man.
1885. JHoBNE, John, F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1901). Geological

Survey C/JBce, Sheriff Court-buildings, Edinburgh.

1875. *Horniman, F. J., jM.P., F.R.G.S., F.L.S. Falmouth House, 20
Hyde Park-terrace, W.

1884. *Horsfall, Richard. Stoodley House, Halifax.

1887. JHorsfall, T. C. Swanscoe Park, near Macclesfield.

1893. *HoRSLET, Professor Victor A. H., B.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.G.S.
(Council 1893-98.) 25 Cavendish-square, W.

1884. *Hotblack, G. S. Bruudall, Norwich.
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189i). JHotblack, J. T. 45 Newnnarket-road, Norwich.

1859. jHoug-h, Joseph, M.A., F.E.A.S. Codsall Wood, Wolverhampton.
1896. *Hoiigh, S. S. Royal Observatory, Cape Town.
1886. JHouohton, F. T. S., M.A., F.G.S. 188 Hagley-road, Edgbaston,

Birmmgham.
1887. JHouldsworth, Sir W. H., Bart., M.P. Norbury Booths, Knutsford.

1896. JHoult, J. South Castle-street, Liverpool.

1884. tHouston, William. Legislative Library, Toronto, Canada.

1888. *Hoveiiden, Frederick, F.L.S., F.G.S. "Glenlea, Thurlow Park-road,

West Dulwich, Surrey, S.E.

1893. JHoward, F. T., M.A., F.G.S. University College, Cardiff.

1883. jHoward, James Fielden, M.D., M.R.C.S. Sandycroft, Shaw.
1887. *Howard, S. S. 68 Albemarle-road, Beckenham, Kent.

1899. §Howard-Hayward, H. Harbledown, 120 Queen's-road, Richmond,
Surrey.

1901. §Howarth, E. Public Museum, Weston Park, Sheffield.

1886. JHowatt, David. 3 Birmingham-road, Dudley.

1876. JHowatt, James. 146 Buchanan-sti'eet, Glasgow.
1899. JHowden, Ian D. C. 6 Cambridge-terrace, Dover.

1889. JHowden, Robert, M.B., Professor of Anatomy in the University of

Durham College of Medicine, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1857. JHowoll, Henry H., F.G.S. 13 Cobden Crescent, Edinburgh.

1898. JHowell, J. H. 104 Pembroke-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1891. JHowell, Rev. AVilliam Charles, M.A. Holy Trinity Parsonage, High
Cross, Tottenham, Middlesex.

1886. §HowES, G. B., LL.D., F.R.S., F.L.S. Professor of Zoology in the

Royal College of Science, South Kensington, S.W.
1901. §Howie," Robert Y. 41 Mill Road, Paisley.

1884. JHowland, Edward P., M.D. 211 41^-street, Washington, U.S.A.
1884. JHowland, Oliver Aiken. Toronto, Canada.
1865. *HowLETT, Rev. Frederick, F.R.A.S. 7 Prince's Buildings, Clifton,

Bristol.

1863. JHowoRTH, Sir H. H., K.C.LE., M.P., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.S.A.
30 Collingham-place, Cromwell-road, S.W.

1883. JHoworth, John, J.P. Springbank, Burnley, Lancashire.

1883. JHoyle, James. Blackburn.

1887. §HoTLE, William E., M.A. Owens College, Manchester.

1888. JHudd, Alfred E., F.S.A. 94 Pembroke-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1898. §Htjdleston, W. H., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1898).

8 Stanhope-gardens, S.W.
1888. JHubson, C. T., M.A., LL.D., F.R.S. Hillside, Clarence Road,

Shanklin, Isle of Wight.
1867. *Httdson, William H. H., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in King's

College, London. 15 Altenberg-gardens, Olapham Common,
S.W.

1858. *Huggins, Sir William, K.C.B., D.C.L. Oxon., LL.D. Camb.,
Pres.R.S., F.R.A.S. (President, 1891; Council, 1868-74,
1876-84). 90 Upper Tulse-hill, S.W.

1887. JHughes, E. G. 4 Roman-place, Higher Broughton, Manchester.

1883. JHughes, Miss E. P. Cambridge Teachers' College, Cambridge.
1871. *Hughes, George Pringle, J.P. Middleton Hall, Wooler, Northum-

berland.

1887. JHughes, John Taylor. Thorleymoor, Ashley-road, Altrincham.
1896. JHughes, John W. New Heys, Allerton, Liverpool.

1891. JHughes, Thomas, F.O.S. 31 Loudoun-square, Cardiff.

1868. §Htjgiies, T. M'K., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., Woodwardian Professor of
GeoiogyintheUniversitj'ofOambridge. 18 Hills-road,Cambridge.

D2
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1891. jHughes, Rev. W. Hawker. Jesus College, Oxford.

1867, §HuLL, EmvARD, M.A., LL.D.,^F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1874).

20 Anmdel-gardens, Netting Hill, AV.

1897. jHume, J. G., M.A., Ph.D. 650 Churcli-street, Toronto, Canada.

1901. plume, John. 63 Bridgegate, Irvini'.

1887. 'HtrMMEL, Professor J. J. 152 Woodsley-road, Leeds.

1890 ^Humphrey, Frank W. 63 Prince's-gate, S."\A".

1878. JHumpbreys, H. Castle-square, Carnarvon.

1880. fHumphreys, Noel A., F.S.S. Raveuliurst, Hook, Kingston-on-
Thames.

1877. *HuNT, Aethur Roope, M.A., F.G.S. Southwood, Torquay.

1891. *Hunt, Cecil Arthur. Southwood, Torquay.

1886. J Hunt, Charles. The Gas Works, Windsor-street, Birmingham.

1891. iHunt, D. de Vere, M.D. Westbourne-crescent, Sophia-gardens,
Cardiff.

1875. *Hunt, William. North Cote, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol.

1881. tHunter, F. W. Newbottle, Fence Houses, Co. Durham.
1889. tlliinter, Mrs. F. W. Newbottle, Fence Houses, Co. Durham.
1901. §Hunter, G. M., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Honda, Colombia, S. America.

1881. JHunter, Rev. John. University-gardens, Glasgow.
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1870. JLawreuce, Edward. Aigburth, Liverpool.
1881. JLawrence, Rev. F., B.A. The Vicarage, Westow, York.
1900. §Lawrence, AV. Trevor, Ph.D. 57 Prince's Gate, S.W.
1889. §Laws, W. G., M.Inst.C.E. 65 Osborne-road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1885. JLawson, James. 8 Chiu'ch-street, Huntly, N.B.
1888. JLayard, Miss Nina F. 2 Parlv-place, Fonnereau-road, Ipswich.
1856. JLea, Henry. 38 Bennett's-hill, Birmingham.
1883. *Leach, Charles Catterall. Seghill, Northumberland.
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1875. JLeach, Colonel Sir G., K.C.B., E.E. 6 Wetherby-gardens, S.W.
1894. *LEAHr, A. H., M.A., Professor of Mathematics in University

College. 92 Ashdell-road, SbefKeld.

1884. *Leahy, John White, J.P. South Hill, Killarney, Ireland.

1901. *Lean, George, B.Sc. 15 Park Terrace, Glasgow.
1884. JLearmont, Joseph B. 120 Mackay-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. *Leavitt, Erasmus Darwin. 2 Central-square, Cambridgeport, Mas-

sachusetts, U.S.A.
1872. JLeboue, G. A., M.A., F.G.S., Professor of Geology in the Col-

lege of Physical Science, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1884. JLeckie, R. G. Springhill, Cumberland County, Nova Scotia, Canada.
1895. *L8d2er, Rev. Edmund. Proted, Woods-road, Reigate.

1898. §Lee, Arthur, J.P. (Local Sec. 1898). 10 Berkeley-square, Clifton,

Bristol.

1896. §Lee, Rev. H. J. Barton. .35 Cross Park Terrace, Heavitree, Exeter.
1891. jLee, Mark. The Cedars, Llandafl'-road, Cardiff.

1894. *Lee, Mrs. W. Ashdown House, Forest Row, Sussex.
1884. *Leech, Sir Bosdin T. Oak Mount, Timperley, Cheshire,

1896. *Leech, Lady. Oak Mount, Timperley, Cheshire.
1892. *Lees, Charles H., D.Sc. Osborne, Belgrave-road, Oldham.
1886. *Lees, Lawrence W. Old Ivy House, Tettenhall, Wolverhampton
1859. JLees, William, M.A. 12 Morningside-place, Edinburgh.
1896. |Lees, William. 10 Norfolk-street, Manchester.

*Leese, Joseph. .3 Lord-street West, Southport.
1889. *Leeson, John Rudd, M.D., CM., F.L.S., F.G.S. Clifden House,

Twickenham, Middlesex.

1881. JLe Feuvre, J. E. Southampton.
1872. ILefevee, The Right Hon. G. Shaw, F.R.S. (Pres. F, 1879;

Council 1878-80). 18 Bryanston-squai's, W.
1869. JLe Grice, A. J. Trereife, Penzance.
1892. {Lehfeldt, Robert A. 28 South Molton-street, W.
1868. JLeicester, The Right Hon. the Earl of, E.G. Holkham, Norfolk.
1856. JLeigh, The Right Hon. Lord. Stoneleigh Abbev, Kenilworth.
1891. tLeigh, W. W. Treharris, R.S.O., Glamorganslnre.
1859. JLeith, Alexander. Glenlcindie, Inverkiudie, N.B.
1882. §Lemon, James, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Lansdowne House, Southampton.
1867. JLeng, Sir John, M.P. 'Advertiser' Office, Dundee.
1878. i'Lennon, Rev. Francis. The College, Maynooth, Ireland.

1887. *Leon, John T. Elmwood, Grove Road, Southsea.
1871. JLeonard, Hvgh, M.R.I.A. 24 Mount Merrion-avenue, Blackrock,

Co. Dublin.

1901. ^Leonard. J. II. Paradise House, Stoke Newington, N.
1884. :]:Lesage, Louis. City Hall, Montreal, Canada.
1890. 'Lester, Joseph Henry. Royal Exchange, Manchester.
188.3. tLester, Thomas. Fir Bank^ Penrith.
1880. JLetcher, R. .7. Lansdowne-terrace, Walters-road, Swansea.
1900. §Letts, Professor E. A. Queen's College, Belfast.

1894. fLeudesdorf, Charles. Pembroke College, Oxford.
1896. JLever, W. H. Port Suniiglit, Cheshire.

1887. 'Levinstein, Ivan. Ilawkesiuoor, Fallowfield, Manchester.
1890. JLevy, J.II. 11 Abbeville-road, Clapham Park, S.W.
1893. *Lewes, Vivian B., F.C.S., Professor of Chemistry in the Royal

Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.
1879. ILewin, Colonel, F.R.G.S. Garden Corner House, Chelsea Embank-

ment, S.W.
1870. JLewis, Alfred Lionel. 54 Highbury-hill, N.
1891. JLewis, D., J.P. 44 Park-place, CardilF.
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1891. §Lewis, Professor D. Morgan, M.A. University College, Aterystwytli.
1899. JLewis, Professor E. P. University of California, Berkeley, U.S.A.
1897. §Lewis, Rev. J. Pitt, M.A. Rossin House, Toronto, Canada.
1899. JLewis, Thomas. 9 Hubert-terrace, Dover.
1891. JLewis, W. 22 Duke-street, Cardiff.

1891. JLewis, AV. Henry. Bryn Rhos, Llaui&hen, Cardiff.

1884. 'Lewis, Sir W. T., Bart. The Mardy, Aberdare.
1878. JLincolne, William. Elv, Cambridgeshire.
1901. § Lindsay, Charles C.,M.Inst.C.E. 217 West George Street, Glasgow,
1871. JLindsay, Rev. T. M., M.A., D.D. Free Church College, Glasgow.
1898. §Lippincott. R. C. Caun. Over Court, Almondsbury, near Bristol.

1883. JLisle, H. Claud. Nantwich.
1895. *LiSTER, The Right Hon. Lord, F.R.C.S., D.C.L., F.R.S. (Peesi-

BENT, 189(5). 12 Park-crescent, Portland-place, W.
1888. tLisTER, J. J., M.A., F.R.S. Leytoustone, Essex, N.E.
1861. 'LiVEiNG, G. D., M.A., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1882; Council 1888-95

:

Local Sec. 1862), Professor of Chemistry in the University of
Cambridge. Newnham, Cambridge.

1876. *LivERsipGE, Archibald, M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S.,
Professor of Chemistry in the University of Sydney, N.S.W.

1880. JLlewelyn, Sir John T. D., Bart., M.P. Penllegare, Swansea.
1865. JLloyd, G. B., J.P. Edgbaston-grove, Birmingham.
1886. jLloyd, J. Henry. Ferndale, Carpenter-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

miuufham.
1891. *Llotd, R. J., M.A., D.Litt., F.R.S.E 49a Grove-street, Liverpool.
1886. |Lloyd, Samuel. Farm, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.
1865. *Lloyd, Wilson, F.R.G.S. Park Lane House, AVoodgreen, AVed-

nesbury.

1897. §Lloyd-Verney, J. H. 14 Hinde-street, Manchester-square, AV.
1864. *LoBLET, J. Logan, F.G.S. City of London College, Moorfields, E.C.
1892. §LocH, C. S., B.A. 15a Buckingham-street, AV.C.
1867. "Locke, John. 144 St. Olaf's-road, Fulham, S.AV.
1892. tLockhart, Robert Arthur. 10 Polwarth-terrace, Edinburgh.
1863. JLocKTER, Sir J. Norman, K.C.B., F.R.S. (Council 1871-76,

1901- ). 16 Penywern Road, S.AV.
1900. §Lockyer, AV. J. S. 16 Penywern Road, South Kensington, S.AV.
1886. *LoDGE, Alfred, M.A., Professor of Pure Mathematics in the Royal

Indian Civil Engineermg College, Cooper's Hill, Staines.

1875. *LoDGE, Oliver J., D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1891; Council
1891-97, 1899- ), Principal of the University of Birmingham.

1894. *Lodge, Oliver AV. F. 225 Ilagley Road, Birmingham,
1889. JLogan, AVilliam. Langley Park,'Durliam.
1896. §Lomas, J., F.G.S. 13 Moss Grove, Birkenhead.
1899. §Loncq, Emile. 6 Rue de la Plaine, Laon, Aisne, France.
1902.§§ Londonderry, the INlarquess of, K.G., H.Al. Lieutenant of the Cily

of Belfast (A"ice-Preside\t, 1902).
1876. JLong, H. A. Brisbane, Queensland.
1883. *Long, AViUiam. Thelwall Heys, near AA'arrington.
1883. JLong, Mrs. ThelwaU Heys, near AVarrington."
1883. JLong, Miss. Thelwall Heys, near AA^arrington.
1866. JLongdon, Frederick. Osmaston-road, Derby.
1901. §LoDge, Francis D. The Alders, Marina, Lowestoft,
1898. *Longfield, Miss Gertrude. High Halston Rectory, Rochester.
1901. •Longstaff, Frederick V., F.R.G,S, Clare College, Cambridge.
1875. *Longstaff, George Blundell, M.A., M.D., F.C.S., F.S.S. Highlands,

Putney Heath, S.AV.
1872. 'Longstaff, Llewellyn AVood, F.R.G.S. Ridgekmds, AVimbledon.
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1881. *Longstaff, Mrs. LI. W. Ridgelands, Wimbledon, Surrey.

1899. *LoDgstaft; Tom Q., B.A., F.R.Met.Soc. Ridgelands, Wimbledon,
Surrey,

1883. *Long-toD, E. J., M.D. Brown House, Blawith, via Ulverston.
1894. JLord, Edwin C. E., Pli.I). 247 Washington-street, Brooklyn, U.S.A.
1889. JLord, Riley. 75 Pilgrim-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1897. iLouDON, James, LL.D., President of the University of Toronto,

Canada.
1883. *Louis, D. A., F.C.S. 77 Sbirland-gardens, W.
189G. § Louis, Henry, Professor of Mining, Durham College of Science,

Newcastle-on-Tvne.

1887. *LoTE, Professor A. "E. H., M.A., F.R.S. 34 St. Margaret's Road,
Oxford.

1886. *Love, E. F. J., M.A. The University, Melbourne, Australia.

1876. *Love, James, F.R.A.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S. 33 Clanricarde-gardens, W.
1883. JLove, James Allen. 8 Eastbourne-road West, Southport.
1892. §LoviboDd, J. W. Salisbury, Wiltshire.

1889. X^ow, C/iarles JF. 84 Westbourne Terrace, IF.

1867. *Low, James F. Seaview, Monifieth, by Dundee.
1885. §Lowdell, Sydney Poole. Baldwin's Hill, East Grinstead, Sussex.
1891. JLowdon, John. St. Hilda's, Ban-y, Glamorgan.
1885. 'Lowe, Artliur 0. W. Gosfield Hall, Halstead, Essex.
1892. JLowe, D. T. Heriot's Hospital, Edinburgh.
1886. *Lowe, JohnLandor, B.Sc.,M.Inst.C.E. Sirathavon,Kedleston Road,

Derby.
1894. JLowenthal, Miss Nellie. 60 New North-road, Huddersfield.
1881. JLubbock, Arthur Rolfe. High Elms, Farnborough, R.S.O., Kent.
1881. JLubbock, John B. 14 Berkeley-street, W.
1870. JLubbock, Montague, M.D. 19 Grosvenor-street, W,
1901. *Lucas, Keith. Greenhall, Forest Row, Sussex.

1889. JLucas, John. 1 Carlton-terrace, Low Fell, Gateshead.
1878. JLucas, Joseph. Tooting Graveney, S.W.
1889. ILuckley, George. The Grove, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne
1891. 'Lucovich, Count A. The Rise, Llandaff.

1881. JLuden, C. M. 4 Bootham-terrace, York.
1897. tLumsden, George E., F.R.A.S. 57 Elm-avenue, Toronto, Canada
1866. "Lmid, Charles. Ilkley, Yorkshire.

1873. JLund, Joseph. Ilkley, Yorkshire.

1850. *Lundie, Cornelius. 32 Newport-road, Cardiff.

1892. |Lunn, Robert. Geological Survey Office, Sheriff Court House
Edinburgh.

'

1853. |Lunn, William Joseph, M.D. 23 Charlotte-street, Hull.
1883. *Lupton, Arnold, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S., Professor of Coal Mining in

Yorkshire College, Leeds. 6 De Grey-road, Leeds.
1874. *LuPT0N, Sydney, M.A. (Local Sec. 1890). 102 Park Street,

Grosvenor Square, W.
1900. JLttpton, William C. Bradford.

1864. *Lutley, John. Brockhampton Park, Worcester.
1898. §Luxmoore, Dr. C. M. Reading College, Reading.
1871. JLyell, Sir Leonard, Bart., F.G.S. 48 Eaton-place, S.W.
1899. JLyle, Professor Thomas R. The University, Melbourne.
1884. J Lyman, A. Clarence. 84 Victoria-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. JLyman, H. H. 74 McTavish-street, Montreal, Canada.
1874. JLynam, James. BalUnasloe, Ireland.

1885. JLyoD, Alexander, jun. 52 Garden-place, Aberdeen.
1896, JLyster, A. G. Dockyard Coburg Dock, Liverpool.
1862. 'Ltte, F. Maxwell, M.A., F.C.S.^ 60 Finborough-road, S.W.
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1876. *Macadam, William Iyison, F.R.S.E., F.I.O., F.C.S. Surgeons'

Hall, Edinburgh.

1868. JMacalistee, Alexander, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Pres. H, 1892;
Council, 1901- ), Professor of Anatomy in the University of

Cambridge. Torrisdale, Cambridge.

1878. JMacAlisxer, Donald, M.A.,M.D., B.Sc. St. John's College, Cam-
bridge.

1896. iMacalister, R. A. S. 2 Gordon -street, W.C.

1897. jMcAllister, Samuel. 99 Wilcox-street, Toronto, Canada.
1896." §Macallijm, Professor A. B., Ph.D. (Local Sec. 1897). 59 St.

George-street, Toronto, Canada.

1879. §MacAndrew, James J., F.L.S. Lukesland, Ivybridge, South Devon.

188.3. JlNIacAndrew, Mrs. J. J. Lukesland, Ivybridge, South Devon.

1883. §MacAndrew, William. Westwood House, near Colchester.

1866. *M'Arthur, Alexander. 79 Holland-park, W.
1896. JMcArthur, Charles. A'illa Marina, New Brighton, Cheshire.

1884. tMacarthur, D. Winnipeg, Canada.

1896. 'Macaulay, F. S., M.A. 19 Dewhurst-road, W.
1834. Macaulay, James, A.M., M.D. 4 Wynnstay-gardens, W.
1896. JMacBeide, Professor E. W., M.A. McQill University, Montreal,

Canada.

1884. JMcCabe, T., Chief Examiner of Patents. Patent OfEce, Ottawa,
Canada.

1886. JMacCarthy, Rev. E. F. M., M.A. 93 Hagley-road, Bhmingham.
1887. 'McCarthy, James. Bangkok, Siam.

1884. 'McCarthy, J. J., M.D. 83 Wellington-road, Dublin.

1884. JMcCausland, Orr. Belfast.

1891. *McClean, Frank, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. Rusthall

House, Tunbridge Wells.

1876. *M'Clelland, A. S. 4 Crown-gardens, Dowanhill, Glasgow.

1868. IM'Clintock, Admiral Sir Francis L., R.N., K.C.B., F.R.S.,

F.R.G.S. United Service Club, Pall Mall, S.W.
1878. *M'Oomas, Henry. Pembroke House, Pembroke Road, Dublin.

1901. *MacConkey, Alfred. University College, Liverpool.

1901. §MacCormac, J.M., M.D. 31 Victoria Place, Belfast.

1892. *McCowan, John, M.A., D.Sc. Henderson Street, Bridge of Allan,

N.B.
1892. JMcCrae, George. 3 Dick-place, Edinburgh.

1901. §McCrae. John, Ph.D. 7 Kirklee Gardens, Glasgow.

1899. JMcDiarmid, Jabez. The Elms, Stanmore, Middlesex.

1900. §Macdouald, J. R. 3 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.
1890. *MacDonald, Mrs. J. R. 3 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.
1886. JMcDonald, John Allen. Hillsboro' House, Derby.

1884. JMacDonald, Kenneth. Town Hall, Inverness.

1884. 'McDonald, Sir W. C. 891 Sherbrooke-street, Montreal, Canada.

1884. JMacDonnell, Mrs. F. H. 1433 St. Catherine-street, Montreal, Canada.

MacDonnell, Hercules H. G. 2 Kildare-place, Dublin.

1884. JMcDougall, .John. 3.5 St. Francois Xavier-street, Montreal, Canada.

1897. jMcEwen, William C 9 South Charlotte-street, Edinburgh.

1881. JMacfarlane, Alexander, D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Physics in the

University of Texas. Austin, Texas, U.S.A.

1885. JMacfarlane, J. M., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Biology in the

University of Pennsylvania, Lansdowne, Delaware Co., Penn-
sylvania, U.S.A.

1897. JMcFarlane, INIurray, M.D. 32 Carlton-street, Toronto, Canada.

1879. JMacfarlane, Walter, jun. 12 Lynedoch-crescent, Glasgow.

1901. §Macfee, John. Marguerite, Blackball, Paisley.
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1867. *M'Gavin, Robert. Ballumbie, Dundee.
1897. JMcGaw, Thomas. Queen's Hotel, Toronto, Canada.
1888 JMacGeorge, James. 67 Marloes-road, Kensing'ton, W.
1884. JMacGillivray, James. 42 Oatlieart-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. JMacGoun, Archibald, jun., B.A., B.C.L. Duuavon, Westmount,

Montreal, Canada.
1884. *MacGregor, Jambs Gordon, M.A., D.Sc, F.R..S., F.R.S.E., Professor

of Natural fhilosophy, The Uiiiver.sity, Edinburgh,
1885. JM'Gregor-Robertsou, J., M. A., M.B. 26 Buchanan-street, Hillhead,

Glasgow.
1867. *McIntosh, W. C, M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. (Pres. D,

18S5), Professor of Natural Plistory in the University of
St. Andrews. 2 Abbotsford-crescent, St. Andrews, N.B.

1884. JMcIntyre, John, M.D. Odiham, Hants.

1883. JMack, Isaac A. Trinity-road, Bootle.

1884. §MacKay, A. H., B.Sc, LL.D., Superintendent of Education.
Education Office, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada.

1885. §Mackat, John Yule, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in University
College, Dundee.

1897. JMcKay, T. W G., M.D. Oshawa, Ontario, Canada.
1S96. *McKechnie, Duncan. Eccleston Grange, Preston.

1873. JMcKendrick, John G., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Pres. I,

1901), Professor of Physiology in the University of Glasgow.
2 Buckingham Terrace, Glasgow.

1883. JMcKendrick, Mrs. 2 Florentine-gardens, Glasgow.
1897. JMcKenzie, John J. 61 Madison-aveoue, Toronto, Canada.
1884. IMacKenzie, Stephen, M.D. 18 Cavendish Square, W.
1884. iMcKenzie, Thomas, B.A. School of Science, Toronto, Canada.
1901. §Mackenzie, Thomas Brown. 342 Duke Street, Glasgow.
1883. JMackeson, Henrv. Hvthe, Kent.
1872. *Mackey, J. A. "175 Grange-road, S.E.
1867. t^lACKiE, Samuel Joseph. 17 Howley-place, W,
1901, §Mackie, William, M.D. 13 North Street, Elgin.

1884. JMcKilligan, John B, 387 Main-street, Winnipeg, Canada,
1887. tMACKiNDEE, H. J., M.A., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1895). Christ

Church, O.^ford.

1891. tMackiutosh, A. C. 88 Plymouth Road, Penarth.
1850. JMacknight, Alexander. 20 Albany-street, Edinburgh.
1872. *McLachlan, Robert, F.R.S., F.L.S. West View, Clarendon-road,

Lewisham, S.E,

1896. JMaclagan, jSIiss Christian. Ravenscroft, Stirling.

1892. JMaclagan, Philip R. D. St. Catherine's, Liberton, Midlothian.
1892. JMaclagan, R. Craig, M.D., F.R.S.E. 5 Coates-crescent, Edinburgh,
1885. *M'Laren, The Hon. Lord, F.R.S.E., F.R.A.S. 46 Moray-place,

Edinburgh.
1860, JMaclaren, Archibald, Summertown, Oxfordshire,

1901. §Maclaren, J. Malcolm. 62 Sydney Street, South Kensington, S.W.
1897. IMacLaren, J. F. 880 Victoria-street, Toronto, Canada.
1873. +MacLaren, Walter S. B. Newington House, Edinburgh,
1897. JMacLaren, Rev. Wm., D.D. 57 St. George-street, Toronto,

Canada.
1901, §Maclay, James. 3 Woodlands Terrace, Glasgow.
1901, §Maclay, William. Thornwood, Langside, Glasgow,
1901. §McLean, Angus, B.Sc. Ascog, Meikleriggs, Paisley.

1892. *Maclean, Magnus, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S.E, (Local Sec. 1901),
Professor of Electrical Engineering, Technical College, Glaso-ow.

1884, JMcLennan, Frank. 317 Drummond-street, Montreal, Canada.
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1884. JMcLennan, Hugh. 317 Drummond-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. JMcLennan, Jolin. Lancaster, Ontario, Canada.
1868. §McLeod, Herbert, F.E.S. (Pres. B, 1892 ; Council, 1885-90).

9 Coverdale Road, Riclimond, Sune}'.

1892. JMacleod, W. Bowman. 16 George-square, Edinburgh.
1883. "McMahon, Lieut.-General 0. A., F.R.S., F.G.S. 20 Nevern-square,

South Kensington, S.AV.

1883. JMacMahon, Major Percy A., R.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1901
;

Council, 1898- ). Queen Anne's Mansions, Westminster, S.W.
1878. *M'Master, George, M.A., J.P. Rathmines, Ireland.

1884. JMcMurrick, J. Playfair. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan, U.S.A.

1867. JM'Neill, John. Balhousie House, Perth.

1878. JMacnie, George. 59 Bolton-street, Dublin.

1887. JMacouochie, A. W. Care of Messrs. Maconochie Bros., Lowestoft.
1883. JMacpherson, J. 44 Frederick-street, Edinburgh.
1901. §MacRitchie, David. 4 Archibald Place, Edinburgh.

*Macrort, Edmund, M.A., K.C. 19 Pembridge-square, W.
1887. JMacy, Jesse. Grinnell, Iowa, U.S.A.
1883. JMadden, W. H. Marlborough College, Wilts.

1883. jMaggs, Thomas Charles, F.G.S. 56 Clarendon-villas, West Brighton.

1868. JMagnay, F. A. Drayton, near Norwich.
1875. *Magnus, Sir Philip, B.Sc. 16 Gloucester-terrace, Hyde Park, W.
1896. JMaguire, Thomas Philip. Eastfield, Lodge-lane, Liverpool.

1878. piahony, W. A. 34 College-green, Dublin.

1887. JMainprice, W. S. Longcroft, Altrincham, Cheshire.

1883. JMaitland, P. C. 136 Great Portland-street, W.
1899. JMakarius, Saleem. 'Al Mokattam,' Cairo.

1881. tMalcolm, Lieut.-Colonel, R.E. 72 Nunthovpe-road, York.
1874. iMalcolmson, A. B. Friends' Institute. Belfiist.

1857. JMailet, John William, Ph.D., M.D., F.R.S., F.C.S., Professor of
Chemistry in the University of Virginia, Albemarle Co.,
U.S.A.

1896. *Manbr6, Alexandre. 15 Alexandra-drive, Liverpool.

1897. JMance, Sir H. C. 32 Earl's Court-square, S.W.
1887. JManchester, The Right Rev. the Lord Bishop of, D.D. Bishop's

Court, Manchester.

1870, tManifold, W. H., M.D. 45 Rodney-street, Liverpool.

1901. §Mann, John, jun., M.A., 137 West George Street, Glasgow.
1888. fMann, W. J. Rodney House, Trowbridge.
1894. JManning, Percy, M.A., F.S.A. Watford, Herts.

1864. JMansel-Pleydeil, J. C, F.G.S. Whatcombe, Blandford, Dorset.

1888. JMansergh, James, M.Tnst.C.E., F.R.S., F.G.S. 5 Victoria-street,

Westminster, S.W.
1891. JManuel, James. 175 Newport-road, Cardiff.

1887. *March, Henry Colley,M.D., F.S.A. Portesham, Dorchester, Dorset-
shire.

1870. JMarcoartu, His Excellency Don Arturo de. ]\[adrid.

1898. *Mardon, Heber. 2 LitBeld-place, Clifton, Bristol.

1900. §Margerison, Samuel. Calverley Lodge, near Leeds.

1887. JMargetson, J. Charles. The Rocks, Limpley, Stoke.

1883. JMarginson, James Fleetwood. The iMount, Fleetwood, Lancashire.

1887. JMarkham, Christopher A., F.R.Met.Soc. Spratton, Northampton.
1864. JMarkham, Sir Clements R., K.C.B., F.R.S., Pres.R.G.S., F.S.A.

(Pres. E, 1879 ; Council 1893-96). 21 Eccleston-square, S.W.
1894. XMarkoff, Dr. Anatolius. 4,4: Museum-street, W.C.
1863. jMarley, John. Mining Office, Darlington.
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]888. tMarling, W. J. Stanley Park, Stroud, Gloucestershire.
1888. JMarling-, Lady. Stanley Park, Stroud, GJoucestersliire.
188L *iALiRR, J. E.,M.A., F.E.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1896; Council 1896- ).

St. John's College, Cambridge.
1887. JMarsden, Benjamin. Westleigh, Heaton Mersey, Manchester.
1884. 'Marsden, Samuel. 1015 North Leffingwell-avenue, St. Louis

Missouri, U.S.A. '

1892. *Marsden-Smedley, J. B. Lea Green, Cromford, Derbyshire
1883. *Marsh, Henry. 72 Wellington Street, Leeds.
1887. JMarsh, J. E., M.A. The Museum, Oxford.
1864. IMarsh, Thomas Edward Miller. 37 Grosvenor-place, Bath
1889. *Makshall, Alfred, M.A., LL.D. (Pres. F, 1890), Professor of

Political Economy in the University of Cambrido-e. Balliol
Croft, Madinglev-road, Cambridge. "

°

1892. §Marshall, Hugh, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 131 Warrender Park-road,
Edinburgh. • '

1890. JMarshall, .John. Derwent Island, Keswick.
1901. §Marshall, Eobert. 97 Wellington Street, Glasgow.
1886. 'Marshall, William Batlet, M.Inst.O.E. Richmond Hill Edgbas-

ton, Birmingham.
'

1849. 'Marshall, William P., M.Inst.C.E. Richmond Hill, Ed-^baston
Birmingham. ° '

1865. §Marten, EnwARD Bindon. Peduiore, near Stourhrido-e
1899. §Martin, Miss A. M. Park Vie^y, 32 Bayham-road, Sevenoaks
1891. *Martin, Edward P., J.P. Dnwlais, Glamorgan
1887. *Martin, Rev. H. A. Grosvenor Club, London, S.W.
1884. §Martin, N. H., J.P., F.L.S. Ravenswood, Low Fell, Gateshead-ou-

Tyne.
1889. *Martin, Thomas Henry, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Northdene New

Barnet, Herts.
'

1890. JMartindale, AVilliam, F.L.S. 19 Devonshire-street, Portland-
place, W.

1865. JMartineau, R. F. 18 Highfield-road, Edgbaston, Birmin^liam
1883. §Map.avick, Sir J. D., LL.D., F.R.S.E. (Local Sec. 1871, 1«76 1901)

Glasgow.
' ^'

1891. JJIarychurch, J. G. 46 Park-street, Cardiff.
1873. *Masham, Lord. Swiutoii Park, Swiuton.
1847. }Maskelyn-e, Nevil Story, M.A.,F.R.S., F.G.S. (Council 1874-80),

Basset Down House, Swindon.
1886. JMason, Hon. J. E. Fiji.

1879. tMason, James, M.D. Mo>ifr/<meri/ House, Sheffield
1896. JMason, Philip B., F.L.S., F.Z.S. Burton-on-Ti-ent."
1893. *Mason, Thomas. Endersleigh, Ale.^andra Park, Nottino-ham
1891. *Massey, William IT., M.Inst.O.E. Twyford, R.S.O., Berkshire
1885. JMassou, Orme, D.Sc. University of Melbourne, Victoria. Australia
1898. tiMasterman, A. T. University of St. Andrews N B
1901. *Mather, G. R. Boxlea, Wellingborough.
1883. IMather, Robert V. Birkdale Lodge, Birkdale, Southport
1887. *Mather, William, M.P, M.Inst.C.E. Salford Iron Works, Manchester
1890. JMathers, J. S. 1 Hanover-square, Leeds.

^.^uanciiester.

1865. JMathews, C. E. Waterloo-street, Birmingham.
1898 JMatbews, E. R. Norris. Cotham-road, Cothnm, Bristol
1894. IMaxhews, G. B., M.A., F.R.S. 10 :\ienai View. Ban-or

io^o
*^,^thews, G. S. 32 Augustus-road, Edgba^toB, Biroiingham. '

1880. JiMathews, John Hitchcock. 1 Qvieen's-gardens, iiydft Park W
1881. tMathwio, Hepryy J^.,^. Bickertoa Etoase, Southport

'

1883. tMathwin, ilre. 40 -Tork-road, BirMaie, Srjuthport.

"

Ib'Ol. E
^
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1858. JMatthews, F. C. Mandre Works, Driffield, Yorkshire.

1885. {Matthews, James. Springhill, Aberdeen.

1885. JMatthews, J. Dimcan. Springhill, Aberdeen.

1899. JMatthews, William, C.M.G., M.lnst.C.E. 9 Victoria-street, S.W.
1893. JMavor, Professor James, M.A., LL.D. University of Toronto, Canada.

1865. *Maw, George, F.L.S., F.G.S., F.S.A. Beuthall, Kenley, Surrey.

1894. §Maxim, Sir Hiram S. 18 Queen's Gate-place, Kensington, S.W.
*Maxwell, Robert Perceval. Finuebrogue, Downpatrick.

1883. §May, William, F.G.S. Northfield, St. Mary Cray, Kent.

1901. §May, W. Page, 3I.D., B.Sc. 9 Manchester Square, W.
1883. IMayall, George. Clairville, Birkdale, Southport.

1884. *Mayburv, A. C, D.Sc. 19 Bloomsbury-square, W.C.
1878. *Mayne, Thomas. 33 Castle-street, Dublin.

1871. JMeilde, James, F.S.S. 6 St. Andrews-square, Edinburgh.
1879. §Meiklejohn, John W. S., M.D. 105 HoUand-road, VV.

1887. ifMeisclike-Smith, W. Rivala Lumpore, Salengore, Straits Settle-

ments.

1881. *Meldola, Raphael, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.C.S., F.IC. (Pres. B,
1895 ; Council 1802-99), Professor of Chemistry in the Finsbury
Technical College, City and Guilds ofLondon Institute. 6 Bruns-
wick-square, W.C.

1883. JMellis, Rev. James. 23 Park-street, Southport.

1879. *Mellish, Henry. Hodsock Priory, Worksop.
1866. JMello, Rev. J. M., M.A., F.G.S. Cliff HiU, Warwick.
1883. jMello, Mrs. J. M. Clitl' Hill, Warwick.
1896. §Mellor, G. H. Weston, Blundellsands, Liverpool.

1881. §Me]rose, James. Clifton Croft, York.
1887. JMelvill, J. Cosmo, M.A. Kersal Cottage, Prestwich, Manchester.
1863. JMelvin, Alexander. 42 Buccleuch-place, Edinburgh.
1896. JMenneer, R. R. Care of Messrs. Grindlav & Co., Parliament-street,

S.W.
1901. §Mennell, F. P. 8 Addison Road, W.
1862. JMennele, Heney T. St. Dunstan's-buildiugs, Great Tower-street,

E.G.

1879. JMerivale, John Hermai^, M.A. (Local Sec. 1889). Togston Hall,
Acklington.

1899. *Merrett, William 11, Iletherley, Grosvenor Roud, Wallingtor,
Surrey.

1880. JMerry, Alfred S. Brjii Heulog, Skettv, near Swansea.
1899. §Merryweather, J. C. 4 Wliitehall-court, S.AV.

1889. *Merz, John Theodore. The Quarries, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1863. JMessent, P. T. 4 Northumberland-terrace, Tynemouth.
1896. §Metzler, W. H., Professor of Mathematics in Syracuse University,

Syracuse, New York, U.S.A.
1869. pIiALL, Louis C, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D, 1897; Local

Sec. 1890), Professor of Biology in the Yorkshire College,

Leeds.

1886. JMiddlemore, Thomas. Holloway Head, Birmingham.
1865. JMiddlemore, William. Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1881. 'Middlesbrough, The Right Rev. Richard Lacy, D.D., Bishop of.

Middlesbrough

.

1893. §Middleton, A. 25 Lister-gate, Nottingham.
1881. JMiddleton, R. Morton, F.L.S., F.Z.S. 46 Windsor-road, Ealing, W.
1894. *Miees, H. a., M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S., Professor of Mineralogy in the

University of Oxford. IMagdalen College, Oxford-
1889. JMilburn, Johi D. Queen-street, Newcaetle-upon-Tyne. . .

I8t:6. jMiles, Charles Albert. Buenos Ayres. • ....
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1881. JMiLES, Morris (Local Sec. 1882). Warbourne, Hill-lane, South-

ampton .

1885. §M]XL, Hugh IIobekt, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.E., F.R.G.S. (Pies. E,

1901). 2'2 Gloucester-place, Porlman-square, W.
1889. *Millar, Robert Cockburn. 30 York-place, Edinburgh.

Millar, Thomas, M.A., LL.D., F.RS.E. Perth.

1875. XMiller, George. Brentvij, near Bri.ffol.

1895. JMiller, llem-y, M.lnst.O.E. Bosmere House, Norwich-road, Ipswich.

1888. JMiller, J. Bruce. Rubislaw Den North, Aberdeen.

1885. JMiller, John. 9 Rubislaw-terrace, Aberdeen.

1886. JMiller, Rev. John, B.D. The Colleg-e, Weymouth.
1861. *Miller, Robert. Totteridge House, Hertfordshire, N.
1895. §Miller, Thomas, M.Inst.CiE. 9 Thoroughfare, Ipswich.

1884. JMiller, T. F., B.Ap.Sc. Napanee, Ontario, Canada.

1876. JMiUer, Thomas Paterson. Cairns, Cambuslang, N.B.

1897. JMiller, Willet G., Professor of Geology in Queen's Univer.sity,

Kingston, Ontario, Canada.

1868. *MiLLS Edmund J., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.C.S. 11 Greenhill Road,
Harrow.

1880. iMills, Mansleldt H., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Sherwood Hall, Mans-
field.

1885. l:Milue, Alexander D. 40 Albyn-place, Aberdeen.

1882. 'MiL^Nii, John, F.R.S., F.G.S. ShideHill House, Shide, Isle of Wight,,

1885. JMilne, William. 40 Albyn-place, Aberdeen.

1898. *Milner, S. Roslington, B.Sc. University College, Sheffield.

1882. jMilues, Alfred, M.A., F.S.S. 22a Goldhurst-terrace, South Hamp-
stead, N.W.

1880. JMiNCHiN, G. M., M.A., F.R.S,, Professor of Mathematics in the

Royal Indian Engineering College, Cooper's HiU, Surrey.

1855. JMirrlees, James Buchanan. 45 Scotland-street, Glasgow.

18-59. JMitchell, Alexander, M.D. Old Rain, Aberdeen.

1901 . *Mitchell, Audrew Acworth. 7 Huntly Gardens, Glasgow.

188-3. {Mitchell, Charles T., M.A. 41 Addison- gardens North, Kensington,
W.

1883. {Mitchell, Mrs. Charles T. 41 Addison-gardens North, Kensington,
W.

1901. 'Mitchell, G. A. 5 West Regent Street, Glasgow.
1885. Plitchell, P. Chalmers. Christ Church, Oxford.

1895. *Moat, William, M.A. Johnson, Eccleshall, iStaifordshire.

1885. JMoiiat, William. 7 Queen 's-gardens, Aberdeen.

1885. JMoir, James. 25 Carden-place, Aberdeen.

1883. plolhson, W. L., M.A. Clare College, Cambridge.

1877. *Molloy, Right Rev. Gerald, D.D. 86 Stephen's-green, Dublin.

1884. JMonaghan, Patrick. Halifax (Box 317), Nova fcicotia, Canada.
1900. §MoNCKTON, H. W., V.P.G.S. 3 Harcourt Buildings, Temple, E.G.

1887. *MoND, LuDwiG, Ph D., F.R.S., F.C.S. (Pres. B, 1896). 20
Avenue-road, Regent's Park, N.W.

1891. *Mond, Robert Ludwig, M.A., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. 20 Avenue-road,
Regent's Park, N.W.

1882. 'Montagu, Sir Samuel, Bart., M.P. 12 Kensington Palace-gardens, W.
1892. {Montgomery, Very Rev. J. F. 17 Athole-crescent, Edinburgh.

1872. JMontgomerv, R. Mortimer. 3 Porchester-place, Edgware-road, W.
1872. {Moon, W., LL.D. 104 Queen's-road, Brighton.

1896. {Moore, A. W., M.A. Woodbourne House, Douglas, Isle of Man.
1894. §Moore, Harold E. 41 Bedford-row, W.C.
1890. {Moore, Major, R.E. School of Military Engineering, Chatham.
1901. *Moore, Robert J. 156 Vincent Street, Glasgow.-

e2
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1896. *Mordey, W. M. Prinee's-mansions, Victoria-street, S.W.
1891. JMorel, P. Lavernock House, near Cardiif.

1901, §Moreno, FranLjisco P. Argentine Legation, W.
1881. IMoegan, Alfked. 50 West Bay-street, Jacksonville, Floridaj,

U.S.A.

1S95. jMoRGAif, C. Lloyd, F.R.S., F.G.S., Principal of University College,

Bristol. IG Canynge-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1873. ^Morgan, Edward Delmar, F.E.G.S. 15 Boland-gardens, South
I'Lensington, S.W.

1891. JMorgan, F. Forest Lodge, Ruspidge, Gloucestershire.

1806. §Morgan, George. 21 Upper Parliament Street, Liverpool.

1887. jMorgan, John Gray. 38 Lloyd-street, Manchester.

1882. JMorgan, Thomas, J.P. Cross House, Southampton.

1901. *Morison, James. Perth.

1892. tMorison, John, M.D., F.G.S. Victoria-street, St. Albans.

1889. §Morisou, J. Rutherford, M.D. 14 Saville-row, Nawcastle-upon-

Tyne.

1893. piorland, John, J.P. Glastonbury.

1891. JMorley, H. The Gas Works, Cardifi".

1883. *MoEi.ET, Henet Fobstee, M.A.,D.Sc.,F.C.S. 47 Broadhurst-gar-

dens. South Hampstead, N.AV.

1889. JMoelet, The Right Hon. John, M.A., LL.D., M.P., F.R.S.

95 Elm Park-gardens, S.AV.

1896. tMorrell, R. S. Caius College, Cambridge.

1881. JMorrell, W. AV. York City and County Bank, York.

1883. :|:Morris, C. S. Millbrook Iron Works, Landoro, South Wales.

1892. fMoEEis, Daxiel, C.M.G., M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S. Barbados, West
Indies.

1899. §Morris, G. Harris, B.Sc, Ph.D., F.I.C. Helenslea, South Hill

Park, Bromley, Kent.

1883. IMorris, George Lockwood. Millbrook Iron Works, Swansea.

1880. §Morris, James. 6 Windsor-street, Uplands, Swansea.

1896. *Morris, J. T. 13 Somers-place, W.
1888. JMorris, J. AV., F.L.S. 27 Green Park, Bath.

Morris, Samuel, M.R.D.S. Fortview, Clontarf, near Dublin.

1874. JMorrison, G. J., M.Inst.C.E. Shanghai, China.

1871. *Morrison, J. D. Fordel Castle, Glenfarg, Perthshire.

1899. §Morrow, Captain John, M.Sc. 7 Rockleaze-avenue, Sneyd Park,

Bristol.

1865. JMortimer, J. E. St. John's-villas, Driffield.

1869. tMortimer, William. Bedford-circus, Exeter.

1858. *MoETON, Heney JosEPn. 2 AVestbourne-villas, Scarborough,

1887. tMorton, Percy, M.A. lUtyd House, Brecon, South Wales.

1886. *Morton, P. F. 15 Ashlry Place, Westminster, S.W.

189G. *MoETON, William B., M.A., Professor of Natural Philosophy in

Queen's College, Belfast.

1883. JMoselev, Mrs. Firwood, Clevedon, Somerset.

1878. *Moss, John Feancis, F.R.G.S. (Local Sec. 1S79). Beechwood,
Brincliffe, Sheffield.

1876. §Moss, RicHAED Jackson, F.I.C, M.R.I.A. Royal Dublin Society,

and St. Aubyn's, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.

1864. *Mosse, J. R. 5 Chiswick-place, Eastbourne.

1892. JMossman, R. C, F.R.S.E. 10 Blacket-place, Edinburgh.

1873. jMossman, William. St. Hilda's, Friziughall, Bradford.

1892. *Mo8tyn, S. G., M.A. Fairycroft Terrace, Saffron Walden,
Essex.

1866. ptloiT, Fkepeeics T., F.R.G.S, Cresceat House, Leicester.
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1856. tMoiild, Eev. J. G., B.D. Eoseland, Meadfoot, Torquay.

]878. 'MouLTON, J. Fletchee, JI.A., K.C, M.P., F.RS." 57 Onslow-
square, S.W.

1863. JMounsey, Edward. Sunderland.

1861. *Mountcastle, "William Robert. The Wigwam, Ellenbrook, ne.ir

Manchester.

1877. JMottnx-Edgctjmbe, The Right Hon. the Earl of, D.C.L. Mount-
Edgcumbe, Devonport.

1899. §Mowll, Martyn. Chaldercot, Leyburne-road, Dover.
1887. JMoxou, Thoniias B. County Bank, Manchester.

1888. JMoyle, R. E., M.A., F.C.S. Heightley, Chudleigh, Devon.
1884. |Moyse, C. E., B.A., Professor of English Language and Literature

in McGill College, Montreal. 802 Sherbrooke-street, Montreal,
Canada.

1884. JMoyse, Charles E. 802 Sherbrooke-street, Montreal, Canada.
1899. *Muti", Herbert B. Aston Mount, Heaton, Bradford, Yorkshire.

1894. JMuglistou, Rev. J., M.A. iS'ewick House, Cheltenham.
1876. *Muir, Sir John, Bart. Demster House, Perthshire.

1874. JMttir, M. M. Pattison, M.A. Gonville and Caius College,

Cambridge.
1872. *MtriimEA.D, Alexandee, D.Sc, F.C.S. 2 Prince's-street, Storey's-

gate, Westminster, S.W.
1876. *Muirhead, Robert Franklin, M.A., B.Sc. 24 Kersland-street,

Hillhead, Glasgow.
188.3. JMulhall, Mrs. Marion. Fancourt, Balbriggan, Co. Dublin.

1884. *Mullee, Hugo, Ph.D., F.R.S., F.C.S. 13 Park-square East,
Regent's Park, N.W.

1880. JMuUer, Hugo M. 1 Grlinanger-gasse, Vienna.

1897. JMullins, W. E. Preshute House, Marlborough, Wilts.

1898. JMumford, C. E. Bury St. Edmunds.
Munby, Arthur Joseph. 6 Fig-tree-court, Temple, E.C.

1901. *Munby, Alan E. Felstead, Essex.

1876. tMunro, Donald, M.D., F.C.S. The University, Glasgow.
1901. §Munro, Donald, M.D., J. P. Wbeatholm, Po'llokshaws, Glasgow.
1898. JMunro, John, Professor of Mechanical Engineering in the Merchant

Venturers' Technical College, Bristol.

1883. *MxraE0, Robeet, M.A., M.D. (Pres. II, 1893). 48 Manor-place,

Edinburgh.
1855. JMurdoch, James Barclay. Capelrig, Mearns, Renfrewshire.
1890. j Murphy, A. J. Preston House, Leeds.

1889. JINIurphy, James, j\I.A., M.J). Holly House, Sunderland.

1884. § Murphy, Patrick. Marcus-square, Newi-y, Ireland.

1887. JMurray, A. Hazeldean, Kersal, Manchester.

1891. JMiJEEAT, G. R. M., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.L.S. British Museum
(Natural History), South Kensington, S.W^.

1859. JMurray, John, M.D. Forres, Scotland.

1884. JMiTEEAT, Sir John, K.C.B., LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E. (Pres. E,

1899). Challenger Lodge, Wardie, Edinburgh.

1884. JMurray, J. Clark, LL.D., Professor of Logic and ^[ental and Moral
Philosophy in McGill University, Montreal. Ill McKay-street,
Montreal, Canada.

1872. pim-rav, J. Jardine, F.R.C.S.E. 99 Montpellier-road, Brichton.
1892. JMurray, T. S. 1 Nelson-street, Dundee.
1863. JMurray, William, M.D. 9 Ellison-place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
1874. §Musgrave, Sir James, Bart., D.L. Drumglass House, Belfast.

1897. JMusgi-ave, James, M.D. 511 Bloor-street West, Toronto, Canada,
^.870. *Muspratt, Edward Kuowles. Seaforth Hall, near Liverpcol.
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1891. JMuybridg-e, Eadweard. University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

U.S.A.
1890, *Mtkes, John L., M.A., F.S.A. Christ Church, Oxford.

1886. JNagel, D. H., M.A. (Local Sec. 1894). Trinity College, Oxford.

1892. *Nairn, Michael B. Kirkcaldy, N.B.
1890. §Nalder, Francis Henry. 34 Queen-street, E.C.

1876. {Napier, James S. 9 Woodside-place, Glasgow.

1872. INaees, Admiral Sir Q. S., K.C.B., E-.N., F.R.S., F.R.G.S.

11 Claremont-road, Surhiton.

1887. tNason, Professor Henry B., Ph.D. Troy, New York, U.S.A.

1896. JNeal, James E., U.S. Consul. 26 Chapel-street, Liverpool,

1887. §Neild, Charles. 19 Chapel Walks, Manchester.

1883. *Neild, Theodore, B.A. The Vista, Leominster.

1887. {Neill, Robert, jun. Beech Mount, Higher Broughton, Manchester,

1855. JNeilson, Walter. 172 West George-.street, Glasgow.

1897. jNesbitt, Beattie S. A., M.D. 71 Grosvenor-street, Toronto, Canada.

1868. JNevill, Rev. H. R. The Close, Norwich.

1898. §Nevill, Rev. J. H. N., M.A. The Vicarage, Stoke Gabriel, South
Devon.

1866. *Nevill, The Right Rev. Samuel Tarratt, D.D., F.L.S., Bishop of

Dunedin, New Zealand.

1889. tNEViLtE, F. H., M.A., F.R.S. Sidney College, Cambridge.

1869. tNevins, John Birkbeck, IM.D. 3 Abercromby-square, Liverpool.

1889. *NewaIl, H. Frank. Madingley Rise, Cambridge.
1901. §Newbigin, ]Miss Marion J. Greenhill House, Alnwick.
1886. JNewbolt, F. G. Oakley Lodge, Weybridge, Surrey.

1901. §Newman, F. II. Tullie House, Carlisle.

1889. §Newstead, A. H. L., B.A. 38 Green Street, Bethnal Green, N.E.
1860. *Newton, Alfred, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1887 ; Council

1875-82). Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in

the University of Cambridge. Magdalene College, Cambridge.
1892. JNewton, E. T., F.R.S., F.G.S. Geological Museum, Jermyn-street,

S.W.
1867. JNicholl, Thomas. Dundee.
1866. JNiCHOLsoN, Sir Charles, Bart., M.D., D.C.L., LL.D., F.G.S.,

F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1866). The Grange, Totteridge, Herts.

1887. *Nicholson, John Carr. Moorfield House, Headingley, Leeds.
1884. {Nicholson, Joseph S., M.A., D.Sc. (Pres. F, 1893), Professor of

Political Economy in the University of Edinburgh, Eden Lodge,
Newbattle-terrace, Edinburgh,

1883, {Nicholson, Richard, J.P. Whiufield, Hesketh Park, Southport,
1887, {Nicholson, Robert H. Bourchier. 21 Albion-street, Hull,

1893, {Nickolls, John B., F.C.S. The Laboratory, Guernsey,
1887. {Nickson, William. Shelton, Sibson-road, Sale, Manchester.
1901. §Nicol, James, City Chamberlain. Glasgow.
1885. {Nicol, W. W. J., D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 15 Blacket-place, Edinburgh,
1896. {Nisbet, J. Tawse. 176 Lodge-lane, Liverpool.

1878, {NiVEN, Charles, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Professor of Natural
Philosophy iu the Univer&ity of Aberdeen. 6 Chanonry, Old
Aberdeen.

1877, {Niven, Professor James, M.A. King's College, Aberdeen,
1874, {Nison, Randal C. J., M.A. Royal Academical Institution, Belfast.

1863. *NoBLE, Sir Andrew, K.C.B., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.C.S. (Pres. G,
1890; Local Sec. 1863). Elswick Works, and Jesmond
Dene House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
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1870. JNoble, T. S. Lendal, York.

1887. JiSTodal, .Tobn H. The Grange, Ileaton Moor, near Stockport.

1870. jNolan, Joseph, M.R.I.A. 14 Hume-street. Dublin.

1863. §NoRMAN, Rev. Canon Alfred Merle, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.K..^.,

F.L.S. The Red House, Berkhamsted.

1888. JNorman, George. 12 Brock-street, Bath.

1865. jNoREis, Richard, M.D. 2 Walsall-road, BirchBeld, Bn-mingham.

1872. jNorris, Thomas George. Gorphw;y'sfa, Llanrwst, North Wales.

1883. *Norris, William G. Dale House, 'Coalbrookdale, R.S.O., Shropshire.

Norton, The Right Hon. Lord, K.C.M.G. 35 Eaton-place, S.W.

;

and Hamshall, Birmingham.

1886. tNorton, Lady. 35 Eaton-place, S.W. ; and Hamshall, Birmmgham.

1894. §NoTCUTT. S. A., LL.M., B.A., B.Sc. (Local See. 189.")). 98 Anglesea

Road, and Constitution Hill, Ipswich.

Nowell, John. Farnley Wood, near Huddersfield.

1896. JNugent, the Right Rev. Monsignor. IS Adelaide -terrace, Waterloo,

Liverpool.

1887. •A'i^w;/, Ferry Fairfa.v. 2 Trafahjar-hmhlimjs, Northmnherlaml-

arenue, London, H'.C.

1898. *0'Brien, Neville Forth. Queen Anne's-mansion3, S.W.

1878. fO'Conor Don, The. Clonalis, Castlerea, Ireland.

1883. tOdgers, William Blake, M.A., LL.D. 4 Elm-court, Temple, E.G.

1858. *Odling, William, M.B., F.R.S., Y.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 1864; Coun-

cil 1865-70), Waynflete Professor of Chemistry in the Univer-

sity of Oxford. 15 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1884. JOdlum, Edward, M.A. Pembroke, Ontario, Canada.

1857. jO'Donnavan, William John. 54 Kenilworth-square, Rathgar,

Dublin.

1894. §Ogden, James. Ivilner Deyne, Rochdale.

1896. fOgden. Thomas. 4 PrinceVavenue, Liverpool.

1885. JOgilvie, Alexander, LL.D. Gordon's College, Aberdeen.

1876. tOgilvie, Campbell P. Sizewell House, Leiston, Suffolk.

1885. JOgilvie, F. Grant, M.A., B.Sc, F.R.S.E. (Local Sec. 1892).

Heriot Watt College, Edinburgh.

1859. JOgilvy, Rev. C. W. Norman. Baldan House, Dundee.

•Ogle, Wimam,M.D., M.A. The Elms, Derby.

1884. JO'Halloran, J. S., C.M.G. Royal Colonial Institute, Northumber-

land-avenue, W.O.
1881. JOldfield, Joseph. Lendal, York.

1887. XOliJIham, Charles. Romilefi, Cheshire.

1896. jOldham, G. S. Town Hall, Birkenhead.

1892. JOldham, H. Yule, M.A., F.R.G.S., Lecturer in Geography in the

University of Cambridge. King's College, Cambridge.

1853. JOLDnAM, James, M.Inst.C.E. Cottingham, near Hull.

1885. JOldham, John. River Plate Telegraph Company, Monte Yideo.

1893. *Oldham, R. D., F.G.S., Geological Survey of India. Care of Messrs.

H. S. King & Co., CornhiU, E.C.

1892. XOUphaiif, James. 50 Palmerston-place, Edinbunjh.

1863. |Oliver,Daniel,LL.D.,F.R.S.,F.L.S., Emeritus Professor ofBotany

in University College, London. 10 Kew Gardens-road, Kew,

Surrey.

1887. IOliver, F. W., D.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in University

College, London. 2 The Yale, Chelsea, S.W.

1883. §01iver, Samuel A. Bellingham House, Wigan, Lancashire.

1889. §01iver, Professor T., M.D. 7 Ellison-place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
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1882. §01sen, 0. T., F.L.S., F.E.G.S. 116 St. Andrew's-terrace, Grimsty.
1800. *Ommannet, Admiral Sir Erasmus, G.B., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,

F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1877; Council 1873-80, 1884-90).

29 Connaught-square, Hyde Park, W.
1880. *Ommanney, Rev. E, A. St. Michael's and All Angels, Portsea,

Hants.

1872. tOnslow, D. Robert. New University Club, St. James's, S.W.
188.3. jOppert, Gustav, Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Berlin.

1899. jOrling, Axel. Moorgate Station-chambers, E.G.

1858. jOrmerod, T. T. Brighouse, near Halifax.

188.3. XOrpen, Miss. 58 Stq)he)i\s-f/reen. Dublin.

1884. *Orpen, Lieut.-Colonel R. T., R.E. Monksgraiige, Enniscortby, Go.

AYexford.

1884. *Orpen, Rev. T. H., M.A. Binnbrooke, Cambridge.
1838. Orr, Alexander Smith. 57 Upper Sackville-street, Dublin,

1901. §Orr, Alexander Stewart. Care of Maitlaud, Price & Co.,

Mazagon, Bombay, India.

1899. JOsborn, Ur. F. A. The Chalet, Dover.
1897. JOsborne, James K. 40 St. Joseph-street, Toronto, Canada.
1901. §Osborne, AV. A., D.Sc. University College, AV.C.

1887. §0'Shea, L. T., B.Sc. University College, ShelHeld.

'OsLiE, A. FoLLETT, F.R.S. South Bank, Ed^baston, Birmingham.
1897. tOsler, E. B., M.P. Rosedale, Toronto, Canada.
1865. *Osler, Henry F. Coppy Hill, Linthurst, near Bromsgrove,

Birmingham.
1884. JOsLEE, Professor AVilliam, M.D., F.R.S. Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, U.S.A.
1884. JO'Sullivan, James, F.C.S. 71 Spring Terrace-road, Burton-on-

Trent.

1882. *Oswald, T. R. Castle Hall, Milford Haven.
1881. 'Ottewell. Alfred D. 14 Alill Hill-road, Derby.
1896. JOulton, A\^ Hillside, Gateacre, Liverpool.

1882. J0v?en, Rev. C. M., M.A. St. George's, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1889. *Owen, Alderman H. G. Compton, AVolverhampton.
1896. §Owen, Peter. The Elms, Capenhurst, Chester, and 2 Dale Street,

Liverpool.

1889. |Page, Dr. F. i Saville-place, Xewcastle- upon-Tyne.
1883. JPage, George W. Fakenham, Norfolk.

1883. jPage, Jo.seph Edward. 12 Saunders-street, Soutbport.
1894. jPaget, Octavius. 158 Fenchurch-street, E.G.
1898. JPaget, The Right Hon. Sir R. H., Bart. Cranmore Hall, Shepton

Mallet.

1884. JPaine, Cyrus F. Rochester, New York, U.S.A.
1875. jPaine, AViUiam Henrv, M.D. Stroud, Gloucestershire.

1870. *Palgrave, Rotbbet Haeet Inglis, F.R.S., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1883).
Belton, Great Yarmouth.

1896. JPallis, Ale.tander. Tatoi, Aigburth-drive, Liverpool.
1889. JPalmer, Sir Ghaeles Maek, Bart., M.P. Grinkle Park, York-

shire.

1878. *Palmer, Joseph Edward. Rose Lawn, Ballybrack, Co. Dublin.
1866. §Palmer, AVilliam. AA^averley House, AA'averley-street, Nottingham.
1872. 'Palmer, AV. R. 49 Tierney-road, Streatham Hill, S.AA^
1883. XPcmt, F. J. Van der. Clifton Lodf/e, Kinyston-on-Tlunnes.
1886. tPanton, George A., F.R.S.E. '73 AVestfield-road, Edgbaston,

Birmingham.
1883, JPark, Hepry. AVigau,
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1883. JParlr, Mrs. Wigan.
1880. 'Parke, Georpre Henry, F.L.S., F.G.S. Pt. JoLn'.-^, AValcefield,

Yorkshire.

1898. JP.arker, G., M.D. 14 Pembrolco-road, Clil'tou, Bristol.

18(33. jParker, Henry. Low Elswick, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1886. jParker, Lawley. Chad Lodge, Edgbaston, Birmingham.
1899. JParker, Mark.' 30 Upper Faut-road, Maidstone.
1891. IPareer, William Nkwton, Ph.D., F.Z.S., Professor of Biology in

University College, Cnrdifl'.

1899. *Parkin, John. Blaithwaite, Carlisle.

1879. 'Parkin, William. The Mount, Sheffield.

1887. JParkinson, James. Greystones, Langho. Blackburn.
1859. jParkinsou, Robert, Ph.D. Yewbarrow House, Grange-over-Sands.
1883. JParson, T. Cooke, M.R.C.S. Atherston House, Clifton, Bristol.

1878. JPaesons, Hon. C. A., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. Holeyn Hall, Wylam-
on-Tyne.

1898. 'Partridge, Miss Josephine M. Girton College, Cambridge.
1898. {Pass, Alfred C. Clifton Down, Bristol.

1881. iPatchitt, Edward Cheshire. 128 Derby-road, Nottingham.
1887. iPATEES0N,A. M., M.D., Professor of Anatomy in University College,

Liverpool.

1897. JPaterson, John A. 23 Walmer-road, Toronto, Canada.
1896. jPaton, A. A. Greeubank-drive, Wavertree, Liverpool.

1897. JPatox, D. Noiil, M.D. 33 George-square, Edinburgh.
1883. *Paton, Rev. Henry, M.A. 120 Polwarth Terrac>^, Edinburgh.
1884. *Paton, Hugh. Box 2400, Montreal, Canada.
1871. *Patterson, A. Henri/. IQ Ashburn-placc, S.W.
1876. JPatterson, T. L. Mavbank, Greenock.
1874. JPatterson, W. H., M.R.I.A. 26 High-street, Belfast.

1863. JPattinson, John, F.C.S. 75 The Side, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1879. *Patzer, F. R. Clayton Lodge, Newcastle, StaHbrdshire.
1863. XPaul, Benjamin H., Ph.D. 1 Victoria-street, Westminster, S.W.
1883. jPaul, George. 10 St. Mary's Avenue, Harrogate.
1892. jPaul, J. Balfour. .30 Heriot-row, Edinburgh.
1863. JPavy, Feedekick William, M.D., F.R.S. 35 Grosvenor-street, AV.
1887. *Paxman, James. Stisted Hall, near Braintree, Essex.

1887. *Payne, Miss Edith Annie. Hatchlands, Cuckfield, Hayward's Heath.
1881. JPayne, J. Buxton. 15 Mosley-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1877. *Payne, J. C. Charles. 1 Botanic-avenue, The Plains, Belfast.

1881. JPayne, Mrs. 1 Botanic-avenue, The Plains, Belfast.

1866. JPayne, Joseph F., M.D. 78 Wimpole-street, W.
1888. *Paynter, J. B. Hendford Manor House, Yeovil.

1886. IPayton, Henry. Wellington-road, Birmingham.
1870. JPeace, G. H. ^lonton Grange, Eccles, near Manchester.
1879. jPeace, William K. Moor Lodge, Sheffield.

1885. JPeach, B. N., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office,

Edinburgh.
1875. tPeacock,Thomas Francis. 12 South-square, Gray's Inn.W.C.
1886. *Pearce, Mrs. Horace. Orsett House, Birmingham Road, Kidder-

minster.

1884. JPearce, William. Winnipeg, Canada.
1886. JPearsall, Howard D. 19 Willow-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1883. IPearson, Arthur A. Colonial Office, S.AV.
1891. JPearson, B. Dowlais Hotel, Cardiff.

1893. 'Pearson, Charles E. Hillcrest, Lowdham, Nottinghamshire.
1898. §Pearson, George. Bank Chambers, Baldwin-street, Bristol.

1883. JPearson, Miss Helen E. Oakhurst, Birkdale, Southport.
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1881. jPearson, Jolin. Glentworth House, The Mount, York.

1883. JPearson, Mrs. Glentworth House, The Mount, York,

1872. *Pearson, Joseph. Grove Farm, Merlin, Raleigh, Ontario, Canada.

1892. JPearson, J. M. John Dickie-street, Kilmarnock.

1881. JPearson, Richard. 57 Bootham, York.

1889. JPease, Howard. Enfield Lod^e, Benwell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1863. JPease, Sir Joseph W., Bart., M.P. Hutton Hall, near Guisborough.

Peckitt, Henry. Carlton Husthwaite, Thirsk, Yorkshire.

1855. *Peckover, Alexander, LL.D., F.S.A., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Bank
House, Wisbech, Cambridgeshire.

1888. JPeckover, Miss Alexandrina. Bank House, Wisbech, Cambridge-

shire.

1885. JPeddie, William, D.Sc, F.R.S.E. 2 Cameron-park, Edinburgh.

1884. :t:Peebles, W. E. 9 North Frederick-street, Dublin.

1878. *Peek, William. The Manor House, Kemp Town, Brighton.

1901. *Peel, Hon. William, M.P. 13 King's Bench Walk, Temple, E.G.

1881. JPeggs. J. Wallace. 21 Queen Anne's-gate, S.W.
1878. JPembertou, Charles Seaton. 44 Lincoln's Inn-fields, W.C.
1887. §Pendlebtxky, William H., M.A., F.C.S. (Local Sec. 1899).

6 Gladstone-terrace, Priory Hill, Dover.

1894. §Pengelly, Miss. Lamorna, Torquay.

1894. §Pengelly, Miss Hester. Lamorna, Torquay.

1897. JPenhalloav, Professor D. P., M.A. McGill University, Montreal,

Canada.
1896. JPennant, P. P. Nantlys, St. Asaph.
1898. JPeutecost, Harold, B.A. Clifton College, Bristol.

1875. JPerceval, Rev. Canon John, M.A., LL.D. Rugby.
1889. JPercival, Archibald Stanley, M.A., M.B. 16 Ellison-place, New-

castle-upon-Tyne.

1898. JPercival, Francis W., M.A., F.R.G.S. 2 Southwick-place, W.
1895. jPercival, John, M.A., Professor of Botany in the South-Eastern

Agricultural College, Wye, Kent.

*Perigal, Frederick. Lower Kingswood, Reigate.

1894. JPeekin, a. G., F.R.S.E., F.C.S., F.I.C. 8 Montpelier-terrace,

Hyde Park, Leeds.

1868. *Peekin, William Henry, Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., V.P.C.S.

(Pres. B, 1876 ; Council 1880-86). The Chestnuts, Sudbury,

Harrow, Middlesex.

1884. JPerkin, William Heney, jun., LL.D., Ph.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.

(Pres. B, 1900; Council 1901- ). Professor of Organic Chemistry

in the Owens College, Manchester, Fairview, Wilbraham-road,
Fallowfield, Manchester.

1864, *Perkins, V. R. Wotton-under-Edge, Gloucestershire,

1898. *Perman, E. P, University College, Cardift'.

1885. JPerrin, Miss Emily. 31 St John's Wood Park, N.W.
1886. fPerrin, Henry S. 31 St. John's Wood Park, N.W.
1886. JPerrin, Mrs. 31 St. John's Wood Park, N.W.
1874, *Peeey, John, M.E., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Council 1901- ). Professor

of Mechanics and Mathematics in the Royal College of

Science, S.W.
1883. JPerry, Ottley L., F.R.G.S. Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire.

1883, JPerry, Russell R. 34 Duke-street, Brighton.

1900. §Petavel, J. E. The Owens College, Manchester.

1897. JPeters, Dr. George A. 171 College-street, Toronto, Canada.

1898. JPethick, William. Woodside, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

1901. §Pethybridge, G. H. Museum of Science and Art, Dublin.

1883. JPetrie, Miss Isabella. Stone Hill, Rochdale.
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1895. fPETEiE, W. M. Flindees, D.C.L. (rios. II, 1805), Professor of

Egyptology in Uuiversity College, W.C.
1871. *Pevton, John E. H., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. 1;J Fourth-avenue, Hove,

Brighton.

1886. JPhelps, Major-General A. 23 Augustus-road, Edgbaston, Bir-

mingham.
1863. *Phen£, John Samuel, LL.D.,F.S.A., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. 5 Carlton-

terrace, Oakley-street, S.W.
1896. JPhilip, George, jun. Weldon, Bidston, Cheshire.

1892. JPhilip, E. AV., M.D. 4 Melville-crescent, Edinburgh.

1870. JPhilip, T. D. 61 South Castle-street, Liverpool.

1853. 'Philips, Rev. Edward. HoUington, Uttoxeter, Staffordshire.

1853. *Philips, Herbert. The Oak House, Macclesfield.

1877. §Philips, T. Wishart. Elizabeth Lodge, George-lane, Woodford,

Essex.

1863. iPhilipson, Sir G. H. 7 Eldon-square, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1883. JPhillips, Arthur G. 20 Canning-street, Liverpool.

1899. ^Phillips, Charles E. S. Castle House, Shooter's Hill, Kent.

1894. §Phillips, Statf-Commander E. C. D., R.N., F.R.G.S. 14 Hargreaves-

buildings, Chapel-street, Liverpool.

1887. JPhillips, H, Ilarcourt, F.C.S. 183 Moss-lane East, Manchester.

1890, §Phillips, R. W., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Biology in University

College, Bangor.

1883. JPhillips, S. Rees. Wonford House, Exeter.

1881. tPhillips, William. 9 Bootham-terrace, York,

1898. JPhilps, Captain Lambe. 7 Royal-terrace, Weston-stxper-Mare.

1884. *Pickard, Rev. H. Adair, M.A. Airedale, Oxford.

1883. *Pickard, Joseph William. Oatlands, Lancaster.

1901. §Pickard, Robert H., D.Sc. Isca, Merlin Road, Blackburn.

1894. IPickard-Cambbidge, Rev. 0., M.A., F.R.S. Bloxworth Rectory,

Wareham.
1885. *PrcKERiNG, Spencer P. U., M.A., F.R.S. Harpenden, Herts.

1884. *Pickett, Thomas E., M.D. Maysville, Mason Co., Kentucky, U.S.A.

1888. *Pidgeon, W. R. 42 Porchester-square, W.
1871. JPigot, Thomas F., M.R.I.A. Royal College of Science, Dublin.

1884. JPike, L. G., M.A,, F.Z.S. 12 King's Bench-walk, Temple, E.C.

1865. JPiKE, L. Owen. 4a Marlborough-gate, Hyde Park, W.
1873. JPike, W. H., M.A., Ph.D. Toronto, Canada.

1896. *Pilkington, A. C. The Hazels, Prescot, Lancashire.

1896. *Pilling, William. Rosario, Heene-road, AVest Worthing,

1877. JPim, Joseph T. Greenbank, Monkstowu, Co. Dublin.

1868. JPinder, T. R. St. Andrew's, Norwich.

1876. JPiRiE, Rev. G., M.A. (Local Sec. 1885), Professor of Mathematics

in the University of Aberdeen. 33 College Bounds, Old Aberdeen,

1887. tPitkin, James. 50 Red Lion-street, Clerkenwell, E.C.

1875. tPitman, John. Redcliff Hill, Bristol.

1883. JPitt, George Newton, M.A., M.D. 24 St. Thomas-streot, Borough,

S.E.

1864. tPift, E. 5 TFidcomb-fenrtcr, Bath.

1883. JPitt, Sydney. 16 St. Andvew's-street, Holborn-clrcus, E.C.

1893. *PiTT, Walter, M.Inst.C.E. South Stoke House, near Bath.

1900. *Platts, Walter. Fairmouut, Bingley.

1884, tPlayfair, AV. S., M.D., LL.D., Professor of Midwifery in King's

College, London. 38 Grosvenor-street, AV,

1898. JPlayne, H. C. 28 College-road, Clifton, Bristol.

1893. JPlowright, Henry J. Brampton Foundries, Chesterfield.

1897. :J:Plummer, J. li. Bank of Commerce, Toronto, Canada,
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1808. §Plummer, W. E., M.A., F.R.A.S. The Observatory, Bidston,.

Birkenhead.

1899. JPlumptre, Fitzwalter. Goodnestone, Dover.
1857. jPlunkett, Thomas. Ballybrophy House, Borris-iu-Ossory, Queen's

Co., Ireland.

1900. *Pocklington, H. Cahourn. 41 Virginia Road, Leeds.

1881. §Pocklington, Henry. 20 Park-row, Leeds.

1888. jPocock, Rev. Francis. 4 Brunswick-place, Bath.
1896. JPollard, James. High Down, Hitchin, Herts.

1898. JPoLLEjr, Rev. G. 0. H., F.G.S. Ancienne Abbaye, Tronchiennes,
Ghent, Belgium.

1896. *Pollex, Albert. Tenby House, Egerton Park, Rock Ferry.

1862. *Polwhele, Thomas Roxburgh, M.A., F.G.S. Polwhele, Truro,
Cornwall.

1891. JPomerov, Captain Ralph. 201 Newport-road, Cardiff.

1900. ^PoPE, W. J. 48 Cawdor Road, Fallowtiekl, Manchester.
1892. jPopplewell, W. C, M.Sc, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. The Yew, Marple,

near Stockport.

1868. JPoRTAL, Sir Wtndham S., Bart. Malshnnger, Basingstoke.

1901. §Porter, Alfred W. 81 Parliament Hill Mansions, Lissenden
Gardens, N.W.

1883. *Porter, Rev. C. T., LL.D., D.D. All Saints' Vicarage, Southport.
1883. tPostgate, Professor J. P., M.A. L^niversity College, Gower Street,

W.O.
1887. JPotter, Edmund P. Hollinhurst, Bolton.
1883. JPotter, M. C, M.A., F.L.S., Professor of Botany in the College of

Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 14 Highbury, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne.

1886. *PouLTON, Edward B., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S. (Pres. D,
1896; Council 189.J-1901), Professor of Zoology in the Univer-
sity of Oxford. Wykehara House, Banbury-road, Oxford.

1898. *Poulton, Edward Palmer. AVykeham House, Banbury-road, Oxford.
1873. *Powell, Sir Francis S., Bart., M.P., F.R.G.S. Horton Old Hall,

Yorlcshire ; and 1 Cambridge-square, W.
1887. *Powell, Horatio Gibbs. Wood Villa, Tettenhall Wood, Wolver-

hampton.
1883. JPowell, John. Brynmill-crescent, Swansea.
1894. Powell, Sir Richard Douglas, Bart., M.D. 62 Wimpole Street,

Cavendish Square, W.
1875. JPowell, William Augustus Frederick. Norland House, Clifton,

Bristol.

1887. §Pownall, George H. Manchester and Salford Bank, St. Ann-street,
Manchester.

1867. JPowrie, James. Reswallie, Forfar.

1883. JPOYNTING, J. H., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1899). Professor of

Physics in the University, Birmingham.
1884. *Prankerd, A. A., D.C.L. 66 Banbury-road, Oxford.
1869. Peeece, Sir William Henry, K.C.B., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G,

1888 ; Coimcil 1888-95, 1896- • ). Gothic Lodge, Wimbledon
Common, Surrey; and 13 Queen Anne's Gate, S.W.

1888. *Preece, W. Llewellyn. Bryn Helen, Woodborough Road, Putney,
S.W.

1892. §Prentice, Thomas. Willow Park, Greenock.
1889. §Preston, Alfred Eley, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 14 The Exchange, Brad-

ford, Yorkshire.

1894. tPreston, Arthur E. Piccadilly, Abingdon, Berkshire.

1893. *Preston, Martin Inett. 48 Ropewalk, Nottingham,
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1884. *Prevost, Major L. de T., 2nd Battalion Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders.

Price, J. T. Neath Abbey, Glamorganshire.

1888. JPkice, L. L. F. R., M.A., F.S.S. (Pres. F, 1895; Council, 18<J3- ).

Oriel College, Oxford.

1875. *Price, Rees. 163 Bath-street, Glasgow'.

1891. JPrice, William. 40 Park-place, Cardifl".

1897. *Price, W. A., M.A. The Mill House, Broomfield, Chelmsford.

1897. JPrimrose, Dr, Alexander. 196 Simcoe-street, Toronto, Canada.
1892. jPrince, Professor Edward E., B.A. Ottawa, Canada.
1864. 'Prior, R. C. A., M.D. 48 York-terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.
1889. *Pritchard, Eric Law, M.D., M.R.C.S. 70 Fairhazel Gardens, South

Hampstead, N.W.
1876. /Pritchard, Urban, M.D., F.R.C.S. 26 Wimpole-street, W.
1888. tPi'obyn, Leslie C. Onslow-square, S.W.
1881. §Procter, Jolm William. Ashcroft, York.
1863. jProctor, R. S. Grey-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

Proctor, William. Elmhurst, Higher Erith-road, Torquay.
1884. *Proudfoot, Alexander, M.D. 100 State Street. Chicago, LJ.S.A,

1879. *Prouse, Oswald Milton, F.G.S. Alvington, Ilfracombe.

1872. *Pryor, M. Robert. Weston Park, Stevenage, Herts.

1871. *Puckle, Rev. T. J. Chestnut House, Huntingdon-road, Cambridge.
1873. JPuUan, LawTence. Bridge of Allan, N.B.
1867. *Pul]ar, Sir Robert, F.R.S.E. Tayside, Perth.

1883. *Pullar, Rufus D., F.C.S. Brahaii, Perth.

1891. JPullen, W. W. F. University College, Cardiff.

1842. *Pumphrey, (''h.arles. Castlewood. Park-road, Moseley, Birmingliam.

1887. §PujiPHRET, William (Local Sec. 1888). 2 Oakland-road, Red-
land, Bristol.

1885. JPttrbie, Teomas, B.Sc, Ph D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in the
I mversitv of Sr. Andrews. 14 Soiith-stieet, St. Andrews, N.B.

1852. JPurdou, Tliojuas Henry, M.l>. LJellast.

1881. JPurey-Cust, Very Rev. Arthur Percival, M.A., Dean of York. The
Deanery, York.

1874. JPuRSER, Frederick, M.A. Rathmiues, Dublin.

1866. JPuRSEU, Professor John, M.A., M.R.I.A. Queen's College, Belfast.

1878. JPurser, John Mallet. 3 Wiltou-terrace, Dublin.

1884. *Purves, W. Laidlaw. 20 Stratford-place, Oxford-street, W.
1880. *Pusey, S. E. B. Bouverie. Pusev House, Faringdon.
1898. *Pye, Miss E. St. Mary's Hall, Rochester.

1883. §Pye-Smith, Arnold. WiUesley, Park Hill Rise, Crovdon.
1883. §Pye-Smith, Mrs. WiUesley, Park Hill Rise, Croydo'n.

1868. JPye-Smith, P. H., M.D., F.R.S. 48 Brook-street, W. ; and Guy's
Hospital, S.E.

1879. tPye-Sniith, R. J. 3-30 Glossop-road, Sheliield.

1893. JQuick, James. University College, Bristol.

1894. JQuick, Professor W. J. University of Missouri, Columbia, U.S.A.

1870. JRabbits, W. T. 6 Cadogan-gardens, S.^V.

1870. JRadclifle, D. R. Phoenix Safe Works, Windsor, Liverpool.

1896. §Radcliffe, Herbert. Balderstone HaU, Rochdale.

1855. 'Radstock, The Right Hon. Lord. Maytield, Woolston, Southampton.
1887. *Ragdale, John Rowland. The Beeches, Strand, near Maachester.

1864. tKaioev, James T. 3 Keut-gardent, Ealing, W.
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1898. *Eaisiu, Miss Gatlierine A., D.Sc. Bedford College, York-place,
Baker-street, W.

1896. *Ramage, Hugh. St. John's College, Camtridge.
1894. *Rambaut, Arthur A., M.A., D.Sc, F.H.S., F.R.A.S,, M.R.I.A.

lladcliffe Observatory, Oxford.
1863. JRamsay, Alexander. 2 Oowper-road, Acton, Middlesex, W,
1884. JRamsay, George G., LL.D., Professor of Humanity in the University

of Glasgow. 6 The College, Glasgow.
1884. JRamsay, Mrs. G. G. 6 The College, Glasgow.
1861. iRamsay, John. Kildalton, Argyllshire. "

1885. jRamsay, Major. Straloch, N.B.
1889. JRamsay, Major R. G. VV. Bonnyrigg, Edinburgh.
1876. *Ramsay, AVilliam, Ph.D., F.R.S. (Pres. B, 1897; Council

1891-98), Professor of Chemistry in University College,
Loudon. 12 Arundel-gardens, W.

1883. JRamsay, Mrs. 12 Aruudel-gai'dens, W.
1869. *Rance, II. W. Henniker, LL.D. 10 Castletawn-road, West Ken-

sington, W.
1901. §Rankin, James, M.A., B.Sc. The University, Glasgow.
1868. 'Ransom, Edwin, F.R.G.S. 24 Ashburnham-road, Bedford.
1893. JRansom, W. B., M.D. The Pavement, Nottingham.
1863. JRansom, AVilliam Henry, M.D., F.R.S. The Pavemeut,Nottingham.
1861. IRansome, Arthur, M.A., M.D., F.R.S. (Local Sec. 1861).

Sunnyhurst, Deane Park, Bournemouth.
Ransome, Thomas. Hest Bank, near Lancaster.

1889. §Rapkin, J. B. Sidcup, Kent.
Rashleigh, Jonathan. 3 Cumberland-terrace, Regent's Park, N.W.

1864. JRate, Rev. John, M.A. Fairfield, East Twickenham.
1892. *Rathbone, Miss May. Backwood, Neston, Cheshire.
1895. JRathbone, W., LL.D. Green Bank, Liverpool.
1874. JRavenstein, E. G., F.R.G.S., F.S.S. (Pres. E, 1891). 2 York-

mansions, Biittersea Park, S.W.
1889. JRawliugs, Edward. Richmond House, Wimbledon Common, Surrey.
1870. JRawlins, G. W. The Hollies, Rainhill, Liverpool.
1866. *Raavlinson, Rev. Canon George, M.A. The Oaks, Precincts,

Canterbmy.
1887. JRawsou, Harry. Earlswood, Ellesmere Park, Eccles, Manchester.
1886. JRawson, W. "Stepnev, M.A. 68 Cornwall-gardens, Queen's-gate,

S.W.
1868. *RATLEiGn, The Eight Hon. Lord, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.,

F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S. (President, 1884 ; Trustee, 1883- ; Pres.
A, 1882

;
Council, 1878-83), Professor of Natural Philosophy

in the Royal Institution. Terling Place, Witham, Essex.
1895. IRayubird, Hugh, jun. Garrison Gateway Cottage, Old JBasing,

Basingstoke.

1883. *Rayne, Charles A., M.D., M.R.C.S. St. Mary's Gate, Lancaster.
1897. *Ravner, Edwin Hartree. Te^iot Dale, Stockport.
1896. *Read, Charles H.,F.S.A. (Pres. H, 1899). British Museum, W.C.
1870, JReade, Thomas jNIellard, F.G.S. Blundellsands, Liverpool.
1884. §Eeadman, J. B., D.Sc, F.R.S. E. 4 Lindsay-place, Edinburgh.
1899. tReaster, James William. 68 Linden-grove, Nunhead, S.E.
1852. *Redfern, Professor Peter, M.D. (Pres. D, 1874; Yicb-Presi-

dent, 1902). 4 Lower-crescent, Belfast.

189i, JRedgrave, Gilbert E., Assoc.Inst.C.E. The Elms, Westgate-road,
Beckenham, Kent.

1889. JRedmayne, J M. Harewood, Gateshead.
1889. JRedmayne, Norman. 26 Grey-street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne,
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1890. *Redwood, Boverton, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. tilen AVathen, t'lmrch

End, Fincliley, N.
1861. JReeb, Sir Edward James, K.O.B., F.R.S. Broadway-cliam'bers,

Westminster, S.W.
1889. JReed, Rev. George. Belliugham Vicarage, Bardon Mill, Carlisle.

1891. *Reed, Thomas A. Bute Docks, Cardiff'.

1894. *Rees, Edmund S. G. Dunscar, Oalien, near Wolverliampton.
1891. *Rees, I. Treliarne, M.Inst.C.E. Iliglifield, Penarth.
1888. JRees, W. L. 11 North-crescent, Bedford-square, W.O.
1 875. IRees-Mogg, W. Wooldridge. Choiwell House, near Bristol.

1S97. JReeve, Richard A, 22 Shuter-street, Toronto, Canada.
1901. *Reid, Andrew T. 10 Woodside Terrace, Glasgow.
1881. §Reid, Arthur S., M.A., E.G.S. Trinity College, Glenalmoiid, N.B.
1883. *Reid, Clement, F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.AV.

1892. fReid, E.^ Watmotjth, B.A., F.R.S., Professor of Physiology in

University College, Dundee.
1889. JReid, G., Belgian Consul. Leazes House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1901. *Reid, Hugh. Belmont, Springhurn, Glasgow.
1876. |Reid, James. 10 Woodside-terrace, Glasgow.
1901. §Reid, John. 7 Park Terrace, Glasgow.
1897. §Reid, T. Whitehead, M.D. St. George's House, Canterbury.
1892. JReid, Thomas. University College, Dundee.
1887. *Reid, Walter Francis. Fieldside, Addlestone, Surrey.
1893. JReinach, Baron Albert von. Frankfort s. M., Prussia.

1875. §Reinold, a. W., M.A., F.R.S. (Council 1890-95), Professor of
Physics in the Royal Naval College, Greenwich, S.E.

1863. JRenals, E. ' Nottingham Express ' Othce, Nottingham.
1894. JR.ENDALL, Rev. G. H., M.A. Charterhouse, Godalmiug.
1891. *Rendell, Rev. James Robson, B.A. Whinside, Whalley-road,

Accrington.

1885. JRenuett, Dr. 12 Golden-square, Aberdeen.
1889. *Rennie, George B. 20 Lowndes-street, S.W.
1867. {Renny, W. W. 8 Douglas-terrace, Droughty Ferry, Dundee.
1883. *Reynolds, A. H. Bank House. 135 Lord-street, Southport.
1871. JReynolds, James Emerson, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Pres.C.S., M.R.LA.

(Pres. B, 1893; Council 1893-99), Professor of Chemistry in the
University of Dublin. The Laboratory, Trinity CoUege, Dublin.

1900. *Reynolds, Miss K. M. 4 Colinette Road, Putney, S.W.
1870. 'Reynolds, Osboene, M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G,

1887), Professor of Engineering in the Owens College, Man-
chester. 19 Lady Barn-road, Fallowfield, Slanchester.

1896. tReynolds, Richard S. 73 Smithdown-lane, Liverpool.

1896. §Rhodes, Albert. Fieldhurst, Liversidge, Yorkshire.

1877. 'Rhodes, John. 360 Blackburn-road, Accrington, Lancashire.
1888. XRhodes, John George. Warwick House, 46 St. George's-road.

S.W.
1890. {Rhodes, J. M., JI.D. Ivy Lodge, Didsbury.
1884. JRbodes, Lieut.-Colonel William. Quebec, Canada.
1899. 'RHi-s, Professor John, M.A. (Pres. H, 1900). Jesus College, O.xford.

1877. *Riccardi, Dr. Paul, Secretary of the Society of Naturalists. Riva
Muro, 14, Modeua, Italy.

1891. JRichards, D. 1 St. Andrew's-crescent, Cardiff.

1891. JRichards, H. M. 1 St. Andrew's-crescent, Cardiff.

1889. JRichards, Professor T. W., Ph.D. Cambridge, Massachusetts.
U.S.A.

1888. •RicuAEDsoy, AEiHrE, M.D.
1869. 'Richardson, Charles. 6 The Avenue, Bedford Park, Chiswick,
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1882. JRichardson, Eev. George, M.A. Walcote, Wiucliester.

1884. *Rlcliardsou, George Straker. Isthmian Club, Piccadilly, W.
1889. JRichardsou, Hugh, M.A. Bootham School, York.

1884. "Richardson, J. Clarke. Derwen Fawr, Swansea.

1896. *Richardsou, Nelson Moore, B.A., F.E.S. Montevideo, Chickerell,

near Weymouth.
1901. *Richardson, Owen Willan. Victoria Crescent, Dewsbury.
1870. JRichardson, Ralph, F.R.S.E. 10 Magdala-place, Edinburgh.

1889. JRichardson, Thomas, J.P. 7 "Windsor-terrace, Newcastle-upou-Tjne.

1876. §Richardson, William Haden. City Glass AVorks, Glasgow.
1891. JRiches, Carlton H. 21 Dumfries-place, Cardiff.

1891. §Riches, T. Harry. 8 Park-grove, Cardiff.

1886. §lliclimond, Robert. Heathwood, Leighton Buzzard.

1868. JRiCKETTS, Chaeles, M.D.,F.G.S. 19 Hamilton-square, Birkenhead.

*RiDDBLL, Major-General Charles J. Buchajstait, Q.B., R.A., F.R.S.
Oaklands, Chudleigh, Devon.

1883. *RiDEAi, Samuel, D.Sc, F.C.S. 28 Victoria-street. S.W.
1894. §RiDLEY, E. P. (Local Sec. 1895). Burwood, Westerheld Road,

Ipswich.

1861. JRidley, John. 19 Belsize-park, Hampstead, N.W.
1884. JRidout, Thomas. Ottawa, Canada.

1881. *Rigg, Arthur. 15 Westbourne Park Villas, W.
1883. *RiGG, Edwaed, M.A. Royal Mint, E.

1802. JRintoul, D., M.A. Clifton College, Bristol.

1S7-"1 jlRip'**}'' '^"' Edward, Bart. Acacia, Apperley, near Leeds.

*RiP0N, Tlie Most Hon. the Marquess of. E.G., G.C.S.I., CLE.,
D.C.L., F.R.8., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. 9 Chelsea Embankment, S.W.

1892. JRitchie, R. Peel, M.D., F.R.S.E. 1 Melville-crescent, Edinburgh.

1867. X Ritchie, William. Emdea, Dundee.

1889. JRitsou, U. A. 1 Jesmond-gardens, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.

1900. §Rixon, F. W., B.Sc, 79 Green Lane, Heywood, Laucashire,

1898. §Robb, Alfred A. Lisuabreeny House, Belfast.

1869. *RoBBrNs, John, F.C.S. 57 Warringtou-crescent, Maida Vale,

London, AY.

1887. *Roberts, Evau. 30 St. George's-square, Regent's Park,N.AV.

1859. ^Roberts, George Christopher. Hull.

1870. *RoBERTS, Isaac, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.G.S. Starfield, Crow-
borough, Sussex.

1894. *Roberts, Miss Janora. 14 Alexandra Road, Southport.

1881. JRoberts, R. D., M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S. 4 Regent Street, Cambridge.

1879. ^Roberts, Samuel. The Towers, Sheffield.

1879. JRoberts, Samuel, jun. The Towers, Sheffield.

1896. §Roberts, Thomas J. oo Serpentine-road, Egremont, Chesnire.

1868. *RoBEETS-AusTEN, SirAV. Chandler, K C.B.,D.C.L.,F.R.S.,A\P.C.S,,

Chemist to the Royal Mint, aud Professor of Metallurgy in the

Royal College of Science, London (General Secretaet,
1897- ; Pres. B, 1891 ; Council 1886-93). Royal Mint, £.

1883. JRobertsou, Alexander. Montreal, Canada.

1884. JRobertson, E. Stanley, M.A. 43 AVaterloo-road, Dublin.

1883. JRobertson, George H. Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

1883. JRobertson, Itli-s. George H. Plas Newydd, Llangollen.

1897. §RoBERTSON, Sir Geoege S., K.C.S.l. (Pres. E, 1900). I Piunp

Court, Temple, E.O.

1897. §Robertson, Professor J. AV. Department of Agriculture, Ottawa,

Canada.

1901. *Robertson, Robert, B.Sc, M.Inst.C.E. 154 AVest Ge'orge'Street;

Glasgow. ' •' •
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1892. tRobertson, W. W. 3 Parliament-square, Edinburo-li.
1886. *R,obinson, C. R. 27 Elvetham-road, Birmino-ham."
1898. §Robiuson, Charles E., M.Inst.C.E. Selborae, Ashburton, South

Devon.
1861. JRobinson, Enoch. Dukinfield, Ashtou-under-Lyne.
1897. :Robinson, Haynes. St. Giles's Plain, Norwich.
1887. §Robinson, Henry, M.Inst.C.E. 13 Victoria-street, SW
I'^Ol. §Robinson, John, M.Inst.C.E. 8 Vicarage-terrace, Kendal.
1863. JRobinson, J. H. 6 Montallo-terrace, Barnard Castle.
1878. JRobinson, John L. 198 Great Brunswick-street, Dublin
1895. 'Robinson, Joseph Johnson. 8 Trafalgar-road, Birkdale. South-

port.
'

1876. JRobinson, M. E. 6 Park-circus, Glasgow.

}n3 *5°!'^."^°°' ^^^'^' M.Inst.C.E. Overslade, Bilton, near Ru<^bv
1887. JRobinson, Richard. Bellfield Mill, Rochdale.

°

1881. JRobinson, Richard Atkinson. 195 Brompton-road, S W
1875. Robinson, Robert, M.Inst.C.E. Beechwood, Darliu'o'ton

'

1884. JRobinson, Stillman. Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.
°

1901. §Robinson, T. Eaton. 33 Cecil Street AVest, Glasgow
186.3. JRobinson, T. W. U. Houghton-le-Spring, Durham.
1891. JRobinson, William, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E., Professor of Engineerin'r in

University College, Nottingham.
°

??7n
tKobottom Arthun 3 St. Alban's-villas, High^ate-road, N.W.

1870. Roos^on^E. R. Palace Chambers, 9 Bridge-street, Westminster,

lonM t^^so"^' William, o GiUsland-road, Merchiston, Edinburgh.
1890. JKochester, The Right Rev. E. S. Talbot, D.D., Lord Bishop of,

Kennington Park, S.E.
1896. JRock, W. H. 73 Park-road East, Birkenhead,

]fot' Jo
°^"®''' ^i«-^^°<ier M. The Museum, Tav Street, Perth,

1885. Rodger, Edward. 1 Olairmont-gardens, Glasgow
1885. *Rodnguez Epifauio. New Adelphi Chambers, 6 Robert Street,

Adelphi, AV.C. '

1866, jRoe, Sir Thomas. Grove-villas, Litchurch
1898. JRoGEEs, Bertram, M.D. (Local Sec. 1898.) 1 1 York-place, Clifton,

Bristol. ^ '
'

1867, JRogers, James S. Rosemill, by Dundee,
1890, *Rogers, L. J. MA., Professor of Mathematics in Yorkshire College,

Leeds. 13 Beech Grove-terrace, Leeds.
1888, JRogers, Major R. Alma House, Cheltenham.

Itfi 'Sr!' Arif^''"°w^f^^''"' ^^o^- T
Tresleigh, St. Austell, CornwaU.

J 884, Kogers, \V alter. Hill House, St. Leonards.
1889. JRogerson, John. Croxdale Hall, Durham.
1897. JRogerson, John. Barrie, Ontario, Canada.
1876, JRoLLTT, Sir A. K., M.P., B.A., LL.D., D.C.L. FR A,S Hon
icm +-n- -^r^'^"^,^;^'-^-

^hwaite House, Cottingham, East Yorkshire *

1891. JRonnfeldt, W. 43 Park-place, Cardiff.
i- xorivsmre.

1894. 'rvooper T. Godolphin. 12 Cumberland-place, Southampton.
1881, 'Roper, W. 0. Bank-buildings, Lancaster.

^

1855. 'RoscoE, Sir Henry Enfield, B.A., Ph.D., LL.D D C L P R «?

(President, 1887; Pres. B, 1870, 1884: Council' 1874 SI
Local Sec. 1861). 10 Bramham-gal-dens, S W '

1883. 'Rose, J Holland M.A. 1 1 Endlesham-road, Balham, S.W.
1894, 'Rose, T. Iv., D.Sc. 9 Royal Mint, E. >

^- »»

•

1900, §Rosenhaiii, Walter, B.A. 185 Monument Road, Edgbaston Bir*mingham. ° '

1885. JRoss, Alexander. Riverfield, Invernese,
1901. p
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1887. JEoss, Edward. Marple, Cheshire.

1901. §Ross, Major Ronald, F.R.S. 36 Bentley Road, Liverpool.
1859. *Ross, Rev. James Couknaii. "Wadworth Hall, Doncaster.

1869. *RossE, The Right Hon. the Earl of, K.P., B.A., D.O.L., LL.D.,
F.R.S., F.R.A.S., M.R.LA. (Vice-President, 1902). Birr
Castle, Paraonstown, Ireland.

1891. *Roth, H. Ling. 32 Prescot-street, Halifax, Yorkshire.
1893. JRothera, 6. B. Sherwood Rise, Nottingham.
1865. *Rothera, George Bell. Hazlewood, Forest Grove, Nottingham.
1901. *Rottenhurg, Paul, LL.D. Care of Leister, Bock & Co., Glasgow.
1899. *Round, J. C, M.R.C.S. 19 Crescent-road, Sydenham Hill, S.E.
1884. *Rouse, M. L. Hollvbank, Hayne Road, Beckenham.
1901. §Rouse, W. H. D. Cambridge.
1861. tRouTH, Edward J., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., F.G.S, St.

Peter's College, Cambridge.
1883. JRowan, Frederick John. 134 St. "N'^iucent-street, Glasgow.
1865. XRoice, Rer. John. 13 Hampton Road, Forest Gate, JEasex.

1877. JRowE, J. Brooking, F.L.S., F.S.A. 16 Lockyer-street, Ply
mouth.

1890. IRowley, Walter, F.S.A. Alderhill, Meanwood, Leeds.
1881. *RowNTREE, John S. Mount "Villas, York.
1881. *Rowntree, Joseph. 38 St. Mary's, York.
1876. JRoxburgh, John. 7 Royal Bank-terrace, Glasgow.
1885. JRoy, John. 33 Belvidere-street, Aberdeen.
1899. JRubie, G. S. Belgrave House, Folkestone-road, Dover.
1875. *RucKER, A. W.,M.A., D.Sc, Sec.R.S., Principal of the University

of London (President, 1901; Trustee, 1898- ; Treasurer,
1891-98 ; Pres. A, 1894 ; Council 1888-91). 19 Gledhow-
gardens, South Kensington, S.W.

1892. §Rucker, Mrs. Levetleigh, Dane-road, St. Leonards-on-Sea.

1869. §Rudler, F. W., F.G.S. The Museum, Jermyn-street, S.W.
1901. *Rudorf, L. C. G. 26 Weston Park, Crouch End, N.
1882. JRumball, Thomas, M.Inst.C.E. 1 Victoria ViUas, Brondesbury,

N.W.
1896. *Rundell, T. W., F.R.Met.Soc. 25 Castle-street, Liverpool.

1887. jRuscoe, John. Ferndale, Gee Cross, near Manchester.
1889. JRussell, The Right Hon. Earl. Amberley Cottage, Maidenhead,
1875. *Russell, The Hon. F. A. R. Dunrozel, Ilaslemere.

1884. JRussell, George. 13 Church-road, Upper Norwood, S.E.

Russell, John. 39 ^Mouutjoy-square, Dublin.

1890. tRussell, Sir J. A., LL.D. Woodville, Canaan-lane, Edinburgh.
1883. *Russell, J. W. 16 Bardwell-road, Oxford.

1852. *Russell, Norman Scott. Arts Club, Hanover-square, W.
1876. JRussell, Robert, F.G.S. 1 Sea View, St. Bees, Carnforth.

1886. j Russell, Thomas H. 3 Newhall-street, Birmingham.
1852. *Russell, AVilliam J., Ph.D., F.R.S., V.P.C.S. (Pres. B, 1873;

Council 1873-80). 34 Upper Hamilton-terrace, St. John's
Wood, N.W.

1886. JRust, Arthur. Eversleigh, Leicester.

1897. JRutherford, A. Toronto, Canada.

1891. JRutherford, George. Dulwich House, Peucisely-road, Cardifl".

1887. JRutherford, William. 7 Vine-grove, Chapman-street, Hulme, Man-
chester.

1889. |Ryder, W. J. H. 52 Jesmond-road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1897. jRyerson, G. S., M.D. Toronto, Canada.

1898. §Rylaud, C. J. Southenidou House, Clifton, Bristol.

1865. tRylaud, Thomas. The Redlands, Erdingtou, Birmingham.
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1883. JSadler, Robert. 7 Lulworth-road, Birkdale, Southport.

1871, tSadler, Samuel Cliainpernowne. 186 Aldersgate-street, E.G.
1886. t'Sf. Clair, George. F.G.S. 225 Crisflr L'ond, Cnrdif.
1893. JSalisburt, The Most Hon. the Marquis of, K.G.", D.C.L., F.R.S,

(Prksident, 1894). 20 Arlington-street, S.AV.

1881. tSalkeld, William. 4 Paradise-terrace, Darlinjj-ton.

1857. JSalmon, Rev. G^eorge, D.D., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pros. A,
1878). Provost of Trinity Colle<re, Dublin.

1873. *Salomons, Sir David, Bart., FiG.S. Broombill, Tunbridge Wella.
1887. ^Samson, C. L. (yarmoua, Kersal, Manchester.

1861. *Samson, Ileurv. 6 St. Peter's-square, Manchester.
1894. JSamuelson, The Rigbt Hon. Sir Berxhard, Bart., F.R.S.,

M.Inst.O.E. 56 Prince's-<jate, S.W.
1878. JSanders, Alfred, F.L.S. 2 Clarence-place, G-ravesend, Kent.
1883. jSanderson, Deputy Surgeon-General Alfred. East India United

Service Club, St. James's-square, S.W.
1893. JSanderson, F. W., M.A. The School, Oundle.
1872. §Sanderson, Sir J. S. Burdon, Bart., M.D., D.Sc, LL.D., D.C.L.,

F.R^S., F.R.S.E. (President, 1893 ; Pres. D, 1889 ; Council
1877-84), Regius Professor of Medicine in the University of
Oxford. 64 Banbury-road, Oxford.

1883. JSanderson, Lady Burdon. 64 Banbury-road, Oxford.
Sandes, Thomas, A.B. Sallow Glin, Tarbert, Co. Kerry.

1896. ^Saner, .lohu Arthur, Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Highlield, Northwich,
1896. jSaner, Mrs. Highfield, Northwich.
1892. § Sang, William D. Tvlehurst, Kirkcaldy, Fife.

1886. fSankey, Percy E. 44 Russell Square, W.C.
1896. "Sargant, Miss Ethel. Quarry Hill, Reigate.
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1884. iStephen, George. 140 Drummond-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. tStephen, Mrs. George. 140 Drummond-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. 'Stephens, W. Hudson. Low-Yille, Lewis Countv, New York, U.S.A.
1879. *STEPirENSON. Sir Henry, J.P. The Glen, Sheffield.

1901. §Steven, William. 420 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.
1901. §Steven, Mrs. W. 420 Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow.
1880. 'Stevens, J. Edward, LL.B. Le Mayals, Blackpyl, R.S.O.
1900. JStevens, Frederick (Local Sec. 1900). Town Clerk's Office,

Bradford.

1892. jStevens^on, D. A., B.Sc, F.R.S.E., M.Inst.C.E. 84 George-street,
Edinburgh.

1863. *Steven80n, James C. Westoe, South Shields.

1890. 'Steward, Rev. Charles J., F.R.M.S. The Cedars, Anglesea-road,
Ipswich.

1885. 'Stewart, Rev. Alexander, M.D., LL.D. Murtle, Aberdeen.
1864. JStewart, Charles, M.A.. F.R.S., F.L.S., Hunferian Professor of

Anatomy and Conservator of the Museum, Royal College of
Surgeons, Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.

1892. JStewart, C. Hunter. 3 Carlton-terrace, Edinburgh,
1885. jStewart, David. Banchory House, Aberdeen.
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1886. *Stewart, Duncan. 14 Windsor-terrace, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1875. *Stewart, James, B.A., F.E.C.P.Ed. Dunmurry, Sneyd Park, near

Clifton, Gloucestershire.

1901. ^Stewart, John Joseph, M.A., B.Sc. 53 Ocesar Road, Newport,
Mon.

1892. JStewart, Samuel. Knocknairn, Bagston, Greenock.
1901. §Stewart, Thomas. St. George's Chambers, Cape Town.
1901. §Stewart, Walter, M.A., D.Sc. Gartsherrie, Coatbridge.

1901. §Stewart, William. Violet Grove House, St. George's Road, Glasgow.
1867. IStirling, Dr. D. Perth.

1876. tSTiRLiNG, William, M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S.E., Professor of Physiology
in the Owens College, Manchester.

1867. *Stirrup, Mark, F.G.S. Stamford-road, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1901. *Stobo, Thomas. Somerset House, Garelochhead, Scotland.

1865. *Stock, Joseph S. St. Mildred's, Walmer.
1890. iStockdale, R. The Grammar School, Leeds.

1883. *Stocker, W. N., M.A. Braseuose College, Oxford.

1898. JStoddart, F, Wallis, F.l.C. Grafton Lodge, Sneyd Park, Bristol.

1845. *Stokes, Sir George Gabriel, Bart., M.A., D.O.L., LL.D., D.Sc,
F.R.S. (President, 1869 ; Pres. A, 1854, 1862 ; Council 1852-
58, 1864-67), Lucasian Professor of Mathematics in the Univer-
sity of Cambridge. Lensfield Cottage, Cambridge.

1898. *Stokes, Professor George J., M.A. Riversdale, Sunday's WeU,
Cork.

1887. tStone, E. D., F.C.S. Rose Lea, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

1899. *Stone, F. J. Radley College, Abingdon.
1888. JStone, John. 15 Royal-crescent, Bath.
1886. jStone, Sir J. Benjamin, M.P. The Grange, Erdington, Birmingham,
1886. jStone, J. H. Grosvenor-road, Handswortii, Birmingham.
1874. jStone, J. Harris, M.A., F.L.S., F.C.S. 3 Dr. Johnson's-buildings,

Temple, E.G.

1876. JStone, Octavius C, F.R.G.S. Rothbury House, Westclift-gardens,

Bournemouth.
1857. IStoney, Bindon B., LL.D.,F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.,M.R.I.A., Engmeer

of the Port of Dublin. 14 Elgin-road, Dublin.
1895, *Stoney, Miss Edith A. 30 Ledbury Road, Bayswater. W.
1878. *Stoney, G. Gerald. Oakley, Heaton Road, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne,
1861, *Sxoney, George Johnstone, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., M.R.I.A. (Pres. A,

1879). 30 Ledbury Road, Bayswater, W.
1876. §Stopes, Henry. 25 Denning-road, Hampstead, N.AV.
1883. JStopes, Mrs. 25 Denning-road, Hampstead, N.W.
1887. *Storey, H. L. Bailrigg, Lancaster.

1884. §Storr8, George H. Gorse Hall, Stalybridge.

1888. *Stothert, Percy K. The Grange, Bradford on Avon, Wilts.
1874. jStott, William. Scar Bottom, Greetland, near Halifax, Yorkshire.
1871. *Strachey, Lieut.-General Sir Richard, R.E., G.C.S.I., LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.R.G.S., F.L.S., F.G.S. (Pres. E, 1875; Council,

1871-75). 69 Lancaster-gate, Hyde Park, W.
1881. IStrahan, Aitbrey, M.A., F.G.S, Geological Museum, Jermyn-

street, S.W.
1876, XStrain, John. 143 West Regent Street, Glasgow.
1863. iStraker, John. Wellington House, Durham.
1882. JStrange, Rev. Cresswell, M.A. Edgbaston Vicarage, Birmingham.
1898. jStrangeways, C. Fox. Leicester.

1881. JStrangways, C. Fox, F.G.S, Geological Museum, Jermyn-street,
S.W.
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1889. JStreatfeild, H. S., F.G.S. Eyliope, near Sunderland.
1879. jStrickland, Sir Charles W., Bart., K.C.B. Ilildenley-road, Malton.
1884. JStringham, Irving. The University, Berkeley, California, U.S.A.
1883. §Strong, Henry J., M.D. Colonnade House, The Steyne, Worthino-.
1898. 'Strong, W. M. 3 Champion Park, Denmark Hill, S.E.
1887. *Stroud, H., M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Physics in the College of

Science, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1887. *Steoud, William, D.Sc, Professor of Physics in the Yorkshire Col-

lege, Leeds.
1878. tStrype, W. G. Wicklow.
1876. *Stuart, Charles Maddock. St. Dunstau's CoUege, Catford, S.E.
1872. *Stuart, Rev. Edward A., M. A. 5 Prince's-square, W.
1892. JStuart, Hon. Morton Gray, M.A., F.G.S. 2 Belford Park, Edinburgh.
1884. jStuart, Dr. W. Theophilus. 183 Spadma-avenue, Toronto, Canada.
1893. jStubbs, Arthur G. Sherwood Rise, Nottingham.
1896. jStubbs, Miss. Torrisholme, Aigburth-drive, Sefton Park, Liverpool.
1885. jStump, Edward C. 16 Herbert-street, Moss Side, Manchester.
1897. jStupart, R. F. The Observatory. Toronto, Canada.
1879. *Styring, Robert. 64 Crescent-road, Sheffield.

1891. *Sudborough, Professor J. J., Ph.D., B.Sc. University College of
Wales, Aberystwyth.

1898. §Sully, T. N. Avalon House, Priory-road, Tyndall's Park, Clifton,
Bristol.

1884. JSumner, George. 107 Stanley-street, Montreal, Canada.
1887. JSumpner, W. E. 37 Pennyfields, Poplar, E.
1888. jSunderland, John E. Bark House, Hatherlow, Stockport.
1883. tSutcliffe, J. S., J.P. Beech House, Bacup.
1873. jSutcliffe, Robert. Idle, near Leeds.
1863. ^Sutherland, Benjamin John. Thurso House, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
1886. JSutherland, Hugh. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
1892. iSutherland, James B. 10 Windsor-street, Edinburgh.
1884 ISutherland, J. 0. Richmond, Quebec, Canada.
1863. JStJTTON, Francis, F.C.S. Bank Plain, Norwich.
1889. jSutton, William. Esbank, Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1898. §Sutton, William, M.D. 6 Camden-crescent, Dover.
1891. jSwainsou, George, F.L.S. North Drive, St. Anne's-on-Sea, Lan-

1881. tSwales, William. Ashville, Holgate Hill, York.
1881

.

§SwAN, Joseph Wilson, M.A., F.R.S. 58 Holland-park, W.
1897. §Swanston, AVilliam, F.G.S. Mount Collyer Factory, Belfast.

1879. iSwanwick, Frederick. Whittingtou, Chesteriield.

1887. §SwiNBUENE, James, M.Inst.C.E. 82 Victoria-street, S.W.
1870. *Swinburne, Sir John, Bart. Capheaton Hall, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne.
1887. *Swindells, Rupert, F.R.G.S. 22 O.xford Road, Birkdale, Southport.
1890. JSwiNHOE, Colonel C, F.L.S. Avenue House, Oxford.
1891. iSwinnerton, R. AV., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. Bolarum, Dekkan, India.
1873. tSykes, Benjamin Clifford, M.D. St. John's House, Cleckheaton.
1895. JSykes, E. R. 3 Gray's Inn-place, W.C.
1887. *Sykes, George H., M.A., M.Inst.C.E., F.S.A. Glencoe, 64 Elmbourne-

road, Tooting Common, S.W.
1896. *Sykes, Mark L., F.R.M.S. Chatleigh House, Limpley Stoke, Bath.
1887. 'Sykes, T. H. Cringle House, Cheadle, Cheshire.
1893. JSymes, Rev. J. E., M.A. 70 Redclifio-crescent, Nottingham.
1870. JSymes, Richard Glascott, M.A., F.G.S., Geological Survey of

Scotland. SIierifF Court-buildings, l<]djnburgh.
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1885. JSsMiNGiox, Johnson, M.D. Queen's College, Belfast.

1886. tSymons, AV. II., M.B. (Brux.), M.R.C.P., F.I.C. Guildhall,
Bath.

1896. §Tahor, J. M. Ilolmwood, Ilaringev Park, Crouch End, N.
1898. JTa<?art, Francis, 199 Queen 's-jrate!; S.W,
1865. JTailyour, Colonel Kenny, R.E. Newmanswalls, Montrose, Forfar-

shire.

1894. JTakakusu, Jyun, B.A. 17 Worcester-terrace, Oxford.
1890. JTanner, H. W. Lloyd, D Sc, F.R.S, (Local Sec. 1891), Professor

of Mathematics and Astronomy in University College, Cardiff.

1897. JTanner, Professor J. H. Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.
1892. *Tansley, Arthur G. University Colletre, W.C.
1883. *Tapscott, R. Lethbridg-e, F.R.A.S. 62 Croxteth-road, Liverpool.
1878. JTarpey, Httgh. Dublin.
1861. *Tarratt, Henry W. Broadha^es, Dean Park, Bournemouth.
1857. *Tate, Alexander. Rantalard,' Whitehouse, Belfast.

1893. JTate, George, Ph.D. College of Chemistrv, Duke-street, Liverpool.
1858. *Tatham, George, J.P. Springfield Mount,"Leeds.
1901. §Tayior, Benson. 22 Ilaybuvn Crescent, Partick, Glasgow,
1884. 'Taylor, Rev. Charles, D.D. St. John's Lodge, Cambridge,
1887. §Taylor, G. II. Holly House, 2,35 Eccles New-road, Salford,
1898. JTavlor, Lieut.-Colonel G. L. Le M. 6 College-lawn, Cheltenham.
1874. XTw/lor, G. P. Students' Chambers, Belfast.
1887. tTaylor, George Spratt. 13 Queen's-terrace, St. John's Wood, N.W.
1881. *Taylor, H. A. 69 Addison-road, Kensington, W.
1884, *Tayloe, II. M., M.A., F.R.S. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1882. *Taylor, Herbert Owen, M.D. Oxford-street, Nottingham.
1860. *Taylor, John, M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. 6 Queen Street Place, E.G.
1881 , 'Taylor, John Francis. Holly Bank House, York,
1865. JTaylor, Joseph. 99 Constitution-hill, Birmingham.
1876. JTaylor, Robert. 70 Bath-street, Glasgow.
1899. JTaylor, Robert IL, INI.Inst.C.E. 5 Maison Dieu-road, Dover.
1884. *Taylor, Miss S, Oak House, Shaw, near Oldham.
1881. XTai/lvr, Iter. S. B., M.A. W/iidei/ Hall, York.
1883. JTaylor, S. Leigh. Birklands, Westclifie-road, Birkdale, Southport.
1900. §Taylor, T. II. Yorkshire College, Leeds.
1870. fTaylor, Thomas. Aston Rowan t, Tetsworth, Oxon.
1887. tTaylor, Tom. Grove Iloiise. Sale, Manchester.
1883. JTaylor, AVilliam, M.D. 21 Crockherbtown, Cardiff.
1901. §Tavlor, William. 67 Sparkenhoe Street, Glasgow.
1895. JTaylor, W. A., M.A., F.R.S.E. Royal Scottish Geographical

Society, Edinburgh.
1893. JTaylor, W. F. Bhootau, Whitehorse-road, Crovdon, Surrey.
1894. *Taylor, W. W. 30 Banburv-road, Oxford.
1884. JTaylor-Whitehead, Samuel, J.P. Burton Closes, Bakewell.
] 901. *Teaclier, John H., M.B. 32 Huntley Gardens, Glasgow.
1858. JTeale, Thomas Pridoin, M.A., F.R.S. 38 Cookridge-street,

Leeds.
1885. JTiall, J. J. IL, M.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1893; Council

1894-1900), Director-General of the Geological Survey of the
United Kingdom. 2 Sussex Gai'dens, West Dulwich, S.E.

1898. §Tebb, Robert Palmer. Enderfield, Chislehurst, Kent.
1879. JTemple, Lieutenant G. T., R.N., F.R.G.S. The Nash, near Worcester.
1880. JTemple, The Right Hon. Sir Richard, Bart., G.C.S.I., CLE.,

D.C.L.. LL.D.. F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1882; F, 1884;
Council 1884-87). AthenECum Club, S.W.
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1863. JTennant, Henry. Saltwfll, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
1889. JTennant, James. Saltwell, Gateshead.

1804. XTerras, J. A., J>.Sc. AQ Findhovn-ijlace, Edinburr/h.

1882. JTerrill, William. 42 St. George's-tevrace, Swansea.
1896. 'Terry, Rev. T. II., M.A., F.R.A.S. The Rectory, East Ilsley, New-

bury, Berkshire.

1892. *Tesla, Nikola. 45 \Yest 27th-street, New York, U.S.A.
1883. JTetley, C. F. The Brewery, Leeds.

1883. JTetley, Mrs. 0. F. The Brewery, Leeds.

1882. *Thane, George Dancer, Professor of Anatomy in University
College, Qower-street, W.O. ITemmet, St. John's Road,Harrow.

1889. JThetford, The Right Rev. A. T. Lloyd, Bishop of, D.D. North
Creake Rectory, Fakenham, Norfolk.

1885. JThin, Dr. George. 22 Queen Anne-street, W.
1871. XThin, James. 7 Rillbank-terrace, Edinbin-qh.

1871. JThiselton-Dter, Sir W. T., K.C.M.G., d.I.E.,M.A., B.Sc.,Ph.D.,
LL.D., F.R.S.,F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1888; Pres. K, 1895; Council
188r,-89, ] 89.5-1 900) . Royal Gardens, Kew.

1870. JThom, Robert Wilson. Lark-hill, Chorley, Lancashire.

1891. tThomas, Al.'red, M.P. Pen-y-lan, Cardiff.

1891. jThomas, A. Garrod, M.D., J.P. Clytha Park, Newport, Mon-
mouthshire.

1891. *Thomas, Miss Clara. Penurrig, Builth.

1891. JThomas, Edward. 282 Bute-street, Cardiff.

1891. JThomas, E. Franklin. Dan-y-Bryn, Radyr, near Cardiff.

1869. JThomas, H. D. Fore-street, Exeter.

1875. JThomas, Herbert. Ivor House, Redland, Bristol

1881. JThomas, J. Blotjnt. Southampton.
1869. JThomas, J. Henwood, F.R.G.S. 86 Breakspear's-road, BrocMey,

1880. *Thomas, Joseph William, F.C.S. 2 Hampstead Hill-mansions,
N.W.

1899. *Thomas, Mrs. J. W. 2 Hampstead Hill-mansions, N.W.
1883. JThomas, Thomas H. 45 The Walk, Cardiff'.

1898. JThomas, Rev. U. Bristol School Board, Guildhall, Bristol.

1883. JThomas, William. Lan, Swansea.
1886, JThomas, William. 109 Tettenball-road, Wolverhampton.
1886. JThomason, Yeoville. 9 Observatory-gardens, Kensington, W.
1875. jThompson, Arthur. 12 St. Nicholas-street, Hereford.
1891. 'Thompson, Beeby, F.C.S. , F.G.S. 67 Victoria-road, Northampton.
1883. JThompson, Miss "C. ]"]. Heald Bank, Bowdon, Manchester.
1891. JThompson, Charles F. Penhill Close, near Cardiff.

1882. JThompson, ( 'harles 0. Terre Haute, Indiana, U.S.A.
1888. 'Thompson, Claude M., JI.A., Professor of Chemistry in University

College, Cardiff.

1885. JTiiompsoXjDAkcy W., B,A., C.B., Professor of Zoology in Univer-
sity College, Dundee.

1896. 'Thompson, Edward P. Paulsmos.-, Whitchurch, Salop.

1883. 'Thompson, Francis. Lynton, Haling Park-road, Croydon.
1891. JThompson, G. Carslake. Park-road, Penarth.

1893, 'Thompson, Harry J., M.Inst.C.E., Madras. Care of Messrs. Grindlaj
& Co., Parliament-street, S.AV.

1870. JThompson, Sir Henry, Bart. 35 Winipole-street, W.
1883. 'Thompson, Heniy G., INI.D. 86 Lower Addiscombe-road, Cioy

don.

1891, JThompson, Herbert M. Whitley Batch, LlandaflV

1891. JThompson, IT. Wolcott. 9 Park-place, Cardiff.
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1883. 'Thompson, Isaac Cooke, F.L.S., F.R.M.S. (Local Sec. 1896).

53 Croxteth-road, Liverpool.

1897. ^Thompson, J. Barclay. 37 St. Giles's, Oxford.

1891. JThompson, J. Tatham, M.B. 23 Charles-street, Cardiff".

1861. *THOMrsox, .Toseph. Riversdale, Wilmslow, Cheshire.

1876. 'Thompson, Richard. Driug-cote, The Blount, York.

1883. ^Thompson, Richard. Brainley Mead, Whalley, Lancashire.

1876. JThompson, Silvantjs Phillips, B.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.
(Council 1897-99), Principal and Professor of Physics in the

City and Guilds of London Technical College, Finsbury, E.G.

1883. 'Thompson, T. H. Redlynch House, Green Walk, Bowdon, Cheshire.

1896. 'Thompson, W. H., M.D., Professor of Physiology in Queen's

College, Belfast.

1896. jThompson, W. P. 6 Lord-street, Liverpool.

1867. JThoms, William. Magdalen-yard-road, Dundee.

1894. ^Thomson, Aexhitr, M.A., M.D., Professor of Human Anatomy in

the University of Oxford. Exeter College, Oxford.

1889. 'Thomson, James, M.A. 22 Wentworth-place, Nawcastle-upou-Tyne.

1891. tThomson, John. 70a Grosvenor-street, W.
1896. JThomsou, John. 3 Dervrent-square, Stonycroft, Liverpool.

1890. §TH0MS0isr, Professor J. Akthur, M.A.,F.R.S.E. Castleton House,

Old Aberdeen.

1883. :tTH0MS0N, J. J., M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S. (Pres. A, 1896 ; Council

1893-95), Professor of Experimental Physics in the University

of Cambridge. 6 Scrope-terrace, Cambridge.

1871. 'Thomson, John Millae, LL.D., F.R.S. (Council 1895-1901),

Professor of Chemistry in King's College, London. 85 Addison-

road, W.
1901. §Thomson, Dr. J. I. Kilpatrick. 148 Norfolk Street, Glasgow.

1874. §Thomson, William, F.R.S.E., F.C.S. Royal Institution, Man-
chester.

1880. §Thomson, William J. Ghyllbank, St. Helens.

1897. jThorbum, James, M.D. Toronto, Canada.

1871. JThornbiirn, Rev. David, M.A. 1 John's-place, Leith.

1887. jThornton, John. 3 Park-street, Bolton.

1867. jThornton, Sir Thomas. Dundee.

1898. §Thornton, W. M. The Durham College of Science, Newcastle-ou-

Tyne.

1883. JThorowgood, Samuel. Castle-square, Brighton.

1881. jThorp, Fielden. Blossom-street, York.

1881. 'Thorp, Josiah. Uadercliffe, Holmfirth.

1898. §Thorp, Thomas. Moss Bank, AVhitefield, Manchester.

1898 tThorpe, Jocelyn Field, Ph.D. Ov*-ens College, Jlanchester.

1871. JThorpe, T. E., C.B., Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.R.S.E., V.P.O.S.

(Pres. B,1890 ; Council 1886-92), Principal of the Government
Laboratories, Clement's Inn-passage, W.C.

1883. §Threlfall, Heniy Singleton, J.P. 1 London-street, Southport.

1899. §Theelfall, Richard, M.A., F.R.S. 2o9 Hagley-road, Birmingham.

1896. §Thrift, Professor William Edward. 80 Grosvenor-square, Rath-

mines, Dublin.

1868. JThuillier, General Sir H. E. L., R.A., O.S.I., F.R.S., F.R.G.S.

Tudor House, Richmond Green, Surrey.

1889. tThys, Captain Albert. 9 Rue Bridernde, Brussels.

1870. iTichborne, Charles R. C, LL.D., F.C.S., M.R.LA. Apothecaries'

Hall of Ireland, Dublin.

1873. 'Tiddeman, R. H., M.A., F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, 28
Jermyn-street, S.W.
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1874. JTiLBEN, William A., D.Sc, F.R.S., Treas.C.S. (Pres. B, 1888,
Council 1898- ), Professor of Chemistry in the Royal College

of Science, South Kensington, London. The Oaks, Northwood,
Middlesex.

1883. JTiUyard, A. I., M.A. Fordfield, Camhridge.
1883. jTillyard, Mrs. Fordfield, Cambridge.
1865. JTimmins, Samuel, J.P., F.S.A. Spring Hill, Arley, Coventry.

1896. §Timmis, Thomas Sutton. Cleveley, Allerton, Yorkshire.

1899. JTims, H. W. Marett, M.D., F.L.S. 19 Lyndewode Road, Cam-
bridge.

1900. §Tocher, J. F., F.I.C. 5 Chapel Street, Peterhead, N.B.
1876. JTodd, Rev. Dr. Tudor Hall, Forest Hill, S.E.

1891. JTodd, Richard Rees. Portuguese Consulate, Cardiff.

1897. JTodhuuter, James. 85 Wellesley-street, Toronto, Canada.
1889. §Toll, John M. 49 Newsham-drive, Liverpool.

1857. tTombe, Rev. Canon. Glenealy, Co. Wicklow.
1888. JTomkins, Rev. Henry George. Park Lodge, Weston-supei"-Mare,

1896. JToms, Frederick. 1 Ambleside-avenue, Streatham, S.W.
1887. JTonge, James, F.G.S. Woodbine House, West Houghton, Bolton.

1865. iTonks, Edmund, B.C.L. Packwood Grange, Knowle, Warwick-
shii'e.

1873. *Tookey, Charles, F.C.S. Royal School of jSIines, Jermyn-street, S.W.
1875. JTorr, Charles Ilawley. St. Albau's Tower, Mansfield-road, Sher-

wood, Nottingham.
1884. *Torrance, Rev. Robert, D.D. Guelph, Ontario, Canada,
1873. tTownend, W. H. Heaton Hall, Bradford, Yorkshire.

1875. JTownsend, Charles. St. Mary's, Stoke Bishop, Bristol.

1901. JTownsend, Professor John S. New College, Oxford,

1861. JTownsend, William. Attleborough HaU, near Nuneaton.
1877. fTozer, Henry. Ashburton.

1876. *Teail, J. W. H., M.A., M.D., F.R.S., F.L.S., Regius Professor of

Botany in the University of Aberdeen.
1883. JTraill, a., M.D., LL.D. Ballylough, Bushmills, Ireland.

1870. JTraill, William A. Giant's Causeway Electric Tramway,
Portrush, Ireland.

1868. JTRAauAiK, Ramsay II., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. D,
1900), Keeper of the Natural History Collections, Museum
of Science and Art, Edinburgh.

1891. JTrayes, Valentine. Maindell Hall, Ne-n^jort, Monmouthshire.
1884. JTrechmann, Charles 0., Ph.D., F.G.S. Hartlepool.

1868. JTrehane, John, Exe View Lawn, Exeter.

1891. JTreharne, J. LI. 92 Ne^v]iort-road, Cardiff.

Trench, F. A. Newlands House. Clondalkin, Ireland.

1887. *Trench-Ga8eoigne, Mrs. F. R. Parlington, Aberford, Leeds.

1883. JTrendell, Edwin James, J.P. Abbey House, Abingdon, Berkf^.

1884. JTreuham, Norman W. 18 St. Alexis-street, Montreal, Canada.
1884. flribe, Paul C. M. 44 West Oneida-street, Oswego, New York,

U.S.A.
1879. JTrickett, F. W. 12 Old Havmarket, Sheffield.

1871. flKiMEN, Roland, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.Z.S. 11 Dorset
Square, N.W.

1860. §Tristkam, Rev. Henry Baker, D.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Canon of
Durham. The College, Dm-ham.

1884. *Trotter Alexander Pelham. 8 Richmond Terrace, Whitehall, S.AV.

1885. §Trotter,Coutts,F.G.S.,F.R.G.S. 10 Randolph-crescent, Edinburgh
1891. jTrouuce, W. J. 67 Newport-road, CJardilf.

1887. •Trouton,Frederick T., M.A.,D.Sc.,F.R.S. UniversityCollege,W.C.
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1898. §Tro-w, Albert Howard. Glanliafren, 50 Clive Road, Penarth.

] 896. JTriiell, Henry Pomeroy, M.B., F.R.C.S.I. Clonmannon, Ashford,
Co. Wicklow.

1885. *Tubby, A. H., F.R.C.S. 25 Weymouth-street, Portland-place, W.
1847. *Tuckett, Francis Fox. Frencliay, Bristol.

1888. JTuckett, William Fotbergill, M.D. 18 Daniel-street, Bath.
1871. JTuke, Sir J. Batty, M.D., M.P. Cupar, Fifeshire.

1883. :tTuppER, The Hon. Sir Charles, Bart., G.C.M.G., C.B. Ottawa,
Canada.

1892. JTurnbull, Alexander R. Ormiston House, Hawick.
1855. JTurnbulI, John. 37 AVest George-street, Glasgow.
1901. §Tumbull, Robert. Joppa, Edinburgh.
1901. §Turner, A. Crosbie. 65 Bath Street, Glasgow.
1893. §TuRNEE, Daavsox, M.B. 37 George-square, Edinburgh.
1882. JTurner, G. S. Pitcombe, AVinchester-road, Southampton.
1883. JTurner, Mrs. G. S. Pitcombe, "Winchester-road, Southampton.
1804. *Ttjrner, H. II., M. a., B.Sc, F.R.S., F.R.A.S., Professor of Astro-

nomy in the University of Oxford. The Observatory, Oxford.
1886. *Tuener, Thomas, A.R.S.M., F.C.S., F.I.C. Ravenhurst, Rowley

Park, Stafford.

1863. *TuRNER, Sir William, K.C.B., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., F.R.S.E.
(President, 1000 ; Pres. H, 1889, 1897), Professor of Anatomy
in the University of Edinburgh. 6 Eton-terrace, Edinburgh.

1893. t-TuRNET, Sir John, J.P. Alexandra Park, Nottingham.
1890 *Turpin, G. S., M.A., D.Sc. High School, Nottingliam.

1886. *Twigg, G. II. 56 Claremont-road, Handsworth, Birmingham.
1898. tTwiggt^, H. W, 65 Victoria-street, Bristol.

1899. §Twisden, John R., M.A. 14 Gray's Inn-square, W.C.
1888. JTyack, Llewelyn Newton. University College, Bristol.

1865. §TrL0R, Edward Burnett, D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S. (Pres. H, 1884 ;

Council 1896- ), Professor of Anthropology, and Keeper of
the University Museum, Oxford.

1883. JTyrer, Thomas, F.C.S. Stirling Chemical Works, Abbey-lane,
Stratford, E.

1897. tTyrrell, J. B., M.A., B.Sc. Ottawa, Canada.
1861. *Tysoe, John. Heald-road, Boivdon, near Manchester.

1884. 'Underbill, G. E., M.A. Magdalen College, Oxford.
1888. t Underbill, H. M. 7 High-street, Oxford.

1886. JUnderhill, Thomas, M.D. West Bromwich.
1885. §Unwin, Howard. 1 Newton-grove, Bedford Park, Chiswick, W.
1883. §Uuwin, John. Eastcliffe Lodge, Southport.

1876. *Unwin, W. C, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1892; Cmmcil,
1892-99), Professor of Engineering at the Central Institution

of the City and Guilds of London Institute. 7 Palace-gate
Mansions, Kensington, W.

1887. :tUptou, Francis R. Orange, New Jersey, U.S.A.
1872. ^Upward, Alfred. 160 Holland-road, W.
1876. jUre, John F. 6 Claremont-terrace, Glasgow.
1866. jUrquhart, William W. Rosebay, Broughty Feriy, by Dundee.
1898. jUsher, Thomas. 3 Elmgrove-road, Cothani, Bristol.

1880. JUasHER, W. A. E., F.G.S. 28 Jermyn-street, S.W.

1885. JVachell, Charles Tanfield, M.D. 38 Charles-street, Cardiff.
1896. jVacher, Francis. 7 Shrewsbury-road, Birkenhead.
1887. *Valentine, Miss Anne. The Elms, Hale, near Altriucham.
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1888. {Valleiitiu, Rupert. 18 Kiiuberley-road, Falmouth.
1884. JVan Home, Sir W. C, K.C.M.G. Dorchester-street West, Montreal,

Canada.
1883. *Vansittart, The Hon. Mrs. A. A. Haywood House, Oaldands-road,

Bromley, Kent.

1868. tVarley, Frederick H., F.R.A.S. Mildmay Park Works, Mildmay-
avenue, Stoke Newin^ton, N.

1865. *VA.RLEr, S. Alfred. Arrow Works, .Jackson Road, Hollowaj', N.
1870. JVarley, Mrs. S. A. 5 Gayton-road, Hampstead, N. W.
1869. JVarwell, P. 2 Pennsylvania Park, Exeter.

1884. jVasey, Charles. 112 Cambridge-gardens, W.
1895. §Vaughan, D. T. Gwyune. Hovsrry Hall. Llandrindod, Radnorshire.
1887. 'Vattghan, His Eminence Cardinal. Carlisle-place, Westminster,

S.AV.

1875. fVaughan, Miss. Burltou Hall, Shrewsbury.
1883. "fVaughan, William. 42 Sussex-road, Southport.
1881. §VEi:.Er, V. H., M.A., F.R.S., F.O.S. 20 Bradmore-road, Oxford.

1873. *VERNEr, Sir Edmund H., Bart., F.R.G.S. Claydon House, Winslow,
Bucks.

1883. *Verney, Lady. Claydon House, Winslow, Bucks.
1883. IVernon, H. H., M.D. (Local Sec. 18:^.3) York-road, Birkdale,

Southport.

1896. *Vernon, Thomas T. Wyborne Gate, Birkdale, Southport.
1896. * Vernon, William. Tean Hurst, Tean, Stoke-upon-Trent.
1864. *ViCARY, William, F.G.S. The Priory, Oolleton-crescent, Exeter.
1890. *Villamil, Lieut.-Colonel R. de, R.E. Care of Messrs. Cox & Co.,

16 Charing Cross, S.W.
1899. *ViNCENT, Swale, M.B. Physiological Laboratory, University

College, Cardiff.

1883. *VtNES, Sydney Howard, M.A., D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. K,
1900; Council, 1894-97), Professor of Botany in the University
of Oxford. Headington Hill, Oxford.

1891. JVivian, Stephen. Llantrisant.

1886. *Wackrill, Samuel Thomas, J.P. 38 Portland Street, Leamington.
1860. J Waddingham, John. Guiting Grange, Winchcombe, Gloucestershire.
1900. jWaddington, Dr. C. E. 2 Marlborough Road, Manningham, Brad-

ford.

1890. JWadsworth, G. H. 3 Southfield-sc[uare, Bradford, Yorkshire.
1888. jWadworth, H. A. Breinton Court, near Hereford.
1890. §Wager, Harold W. T. Arnold House, Bass Street, Derby.
1900. JWagstaff, C. J. L., B.A. 8 Highfield Place, Manningham, Brad-

ford.

1896. X Wailes, Miss Ellen. Woodmend, Groombridye, Smse.r.

1891. JVVailes, T. W. 23 Richmond-road, Cardiff.

1884. jVVait, Charles ]']., Professor of Chemistry in the University of Ten-
nessee. Kuoxvillc. Tennessee, U.S.A.

18S0. t Waite, .1. W. The Cedars, Bestcot, Walsall.

1870. \ Wake, CnARLBS Staniland. AVelton, near Brougii, East Yorkshire.

1892. \W((lcot, John. 50 yorfhinubcrlnnd-sfrc/'t, Edinhunjh.

1884. jWaldstein, Professor C, M.A., Ph.D. King's College, Cambridge.
1891. t Wales, H. T. Pontypridd.

1891. JWalford, Edward, M.D. Thanet House, Cathedral-road, Carditf.

1.894. JVVALiOBD. Edwin A., F.G.S. West Bar, Banbury.

1882. •Walkden, Samuel, F.R.Met.S. Downside, Whitchurch, Tavistock.

1885. J Walker, Mr. Baillie. 52 Victoria-street, Aberdeen.

1893. § Walker, Alfrsd 0., F.L.S. Ulcombe Place, Maidstone, Kent.
lUUl. G
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1890. §Walker, A. Tannett. The Elms, Weetwood, Leeds.

1901. *Walker, Archibald, M.A., F.I.C. 8 Crown Terrace, Glasgow.

1897. *Walkee, B. E., F.G.S. (Local Sec. 1897). Canadian Bank of

Commerce, Toronto.

1883. JWalker, Mrs. Emma. 13 Lendal, York.

1883. tWalker, E. R. Pagefield Ironworks, Wigan.

1891. §Walker, Frederick W. Tannett. Carr Manor, Meanwood, Leeds.

1897*. JWalker, George Blake. Tankersley Grange, near Barnsley.

1894 *Walkeb, G. T., M.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1866. JWalker, H. Westwood, Newport, by Dundee.

1896. JWalker, Horace. Belvidere-road, Prince's Park, Liverpool.

1890. JWalker, Dr. James. 19 Springfield, Dundee.

1894. •Walker, James, M.A. 30 Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1866. *Waikek, J. Francis, M.A., F.G.S., F.L.S. 45 Bootham, York.

1886. *Walker, Major Philip Bilhngsley. 16 Llandaff Street, Waverley,

Sydney, New South Wales.

1866. JWalker, S. D. 38 Hampden-street, Nottingham.

1884. JWalker, Samuel. Woodbury, Sydenham Hill, S.E.

1888. JWalker, Sydney F. Bloomtield Crescent, Bath.

1887. JWalker, T. A. 15 Great George-street, S.W.

1883. JWalker, Thomas A. 66 Leyland-road, Southport.

Walker, William. 47 Northumberland-street, Edinburgh.

1895. §Wale.er, William G., A.M.Inst.C.E. 47 Victoria-street, S.W,

1896. §Walker, Colonel William Hall, M.P. Gateacre, Liverpool.

1896. JWalker, AV. J. D. Lawrencetown, Co. Down, Ireland.

1883. jWall, Henry. 14 Park-road, Southport.

1863 JWallace, Alfred Russel, D.C.L., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S,

(Pres. D, 1876; Council 1870-72). Corfe View, Parkstone,

Dorset.

1897. JWallace, Chancellor. Victoria University, Toronto, Canada.

1892. JWallace, Robert W. 14 Frederick-street, Edinburgh.

1901. § Wallace, James Sim, M.D., D.Sc. 15Penrhyn Road, Kingston-on-

Thames.

1901. § Wallace, Wm., M.A., M.B. 25 Newton Place, Glasgow,

1887 *W^ALLER, Augustus D., M.D., F.R.S. Weston Lodge, 16 Grove
End-road, N.W,

1889. *Wallis, Arnold J., M.A. 5 Belvoir-terrace, Cambridge.

1895. JWallis, E. AVhite, F.S.S. Sanitary Institute, Parkt's Museum,
Margaret-street, W.

1883. JWallis, Rev. Frederick. Caius College, Cambridge.

1884. jWaUis, Herbert. Redpath-street, Montreal, Canada.

1886. JWallis, Whitworth, F.S.A. Chevening, Montague-road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham.

1894. *Walmisley, A. T., M.Inst.C.E. Engineer's Office, Dover Harbour,

1887. jWalmsley, J. ISIonton Lodge, Eccles, Manchester.

1891. §Walmsley, R. M., D.Sc. Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell,E.C.

1895. §Walsingham, The Right Hon. Lord, LL.D., F.R.S. Merton Hall,

Thetford.

1881. JWalton, Thomas, M.A. Oliver's Mount School, Scarborough.

1884. JWanless, John, M.D. 88 Union-avenue, Montreal, Canada.

1887. JAV.4.RD, A. W., M.A., Litt.D. Master of Peterhouse, Cambridge.

1881. §AVard, Georcre, F.C.S. Buckingham-terrace, Headingley, Leeds.

1879. JWard, II. Marshall, D.Sc, F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres, K, 1897

;

Council 1890-97), Professor of Botany, University of Cam-
bridge. New Museums, Cambridge.

1890. JW^ard, Alderman John, Moor ^Ulerton House, Leeds.

1874. §Ward, John, J.P., F.S.A. Lenosvale, Belfast.
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1887. JAVaed, John, F.G.S. 23 Stafford-street, Lougrtou, Staffordshire.

1857. jWard, John S. Prospect Hill, Lisburn, Ireland.

1880. *Ward, J. Wesney. 4 Chepstow Mansions, Chepstow Place, Bays-
water, W.

1884. 'Ward, John William. Newstead, Halifax.

1887. JWard, Thomas. Brookfield House, Northwich.
1882. jWard, William. Cleveland Cottage, Hill-lane, Southampton.
1901. §Wardlaw, Alexander. 21 Hamilton Drive, Glasgow.
1867. JWarden, Alexander J. 23 Panmure-street, Dimdee.
1858. jWardle,' Sir Thomas, F.G.S. St. Edward-street, Leek, Staffordshire.

1884. jWardwell, George J. 31 Grove-street, Rutland, Vermont, U.S.A.
1887. *Waring, Richard S. Standard Underground Cable Co., 16th-street,

Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
1878. JW^AKiNGTON, Robert, F.R.S., F.C.S. High Bank, Harpenden, St.

Albans, Herts.

1882. X Warner, F. I., F.L.S. 20 Hyde Street, Winchester.

1884. *Warner, James D. 199 Baltic-street, Brooklyn, U.S.A

.

1896. tWarrand, Major-General, R.E. Westhorpe, Southwell, Middlesex.
1876. X Warren, Algerno7i. Dotonfjate, Portishead.

1887. IWakren, Lieut. -General Sir Charles, R.E., K.C.B., G.C.M.G.,
F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1887). Athenaum Club, S.W.

1898. JWarrington, Arthur W. University College, Aberystwith.
1893. jWarwick, W. D. Balderton House, Newark-on-Trent.
1876. *Waterhouse, Major-General J. Oak Lodge, Court-road, Eltham,

Kent.

1870. JWaters, A. T. H., M.D. 60 Bedford-street, Livei-pool.

1900. §Waterston, David. 16 Merchison Terrace, Edinburgh.
1892. jWaterston, James H. 37 Lutton-place, Edinbiu'gh.

1875. jWatherston, Rev. Alexander Law, M.A., F.R.A.S. The Grammar
School, Hinckley, Leicestershire.

1884. JWatson, A. G., D.C.L. Uplands, Wadhurst, Sussex.

1901. §Watson, Arnold Thomas, F.L.S. Southwold, Tapton Crescent
Road, Sheffield.

1886. *Watson, C. J. ^\lton Cottage, Botteville Road, Acock's Greeu,
Birmingham.

1883. JWatson, C. Knight, M.A. 49 Bedford-square, W.C.
1892, §Watson, G., Assoc.M.Inst.C.E. 21 Springfield-mount, Leeds.

1885. JWatson, Deputy Surgeon-General G. A. Hendre, Overton Park,
Cheltenham.

1882. JWatson, Rev. Henry W., D.Sc, F.R.S. The Rectory, Berkeswell,
Coventry.

1884. JWatson, John. Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
1889. JWatson, John, F.I.C. P.O. Box 317, Johannesburg, South

Africa.

1863. JWatson, Joseph. Bensham-grove, Gateshead.

1863. JWatson, R. Spence, LL.D., F.R.G.S. Bensham-grovu, Gateshead.

1867. JWatson, Thomas Donald. 10 St. Marv's-road, Bayswater, W.
1894 *Wat80N, W., B.Sc, F.R.S. 7 Upper Cheyne-row, S.W.
1892. §Watson, William, M.D. Waverley House, Slateford, Midlothian.

1879. •Watson, William Henry, F.C.S., F.G.S. Steelfield Hall, Gosforth,
Cumberland.

1884. JWatt, D. A. P. 284 Upper Stanley-street, Montreal, Canada.

1901. §W^att, Henry Anderson. Ardent-late House, Kern, Argyllshire.

1869. JWatt, Robert B. E. Ashley-avenue, Belfisist.

1888. J Watts, B. H. (Local Sec. 1888). 10 Rivers-street, Bath.

1875. 'Waits, John, B.A., D.Sc. Mertou College, Oxford.

1884. "Wattt, Rev. Cauou Robert R. Stourpaiue Vicarage, Blaudford.
(i2
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1870. §Watts, AVilliaiH, F.G.S. Little Don AVaterworks, Langsett, wear

Penistone.

1890. JAVatIs, W. II. Elm Hall, Wavertree, Liverpool.

1873. 'AVaits, AV. Marshall, D.Sc. Giggleswick Grammar Scliool, aud

Carrholme, Stacldiouse, ue^J Settle.

1883, *AVatts, AV. AV., M.A., Sec. G.S., Assistant Professor of Geology in

the University, Birmingham. Holm AVood, Bracebridge Road
Sutton Coalfield.

1891. JWaugh, James. Higher Grade School, 110 Newport-road, Cardiff.

1869. JAA^ay, Samuel James. Adelaide, South Australia.

1883. I Webb, George. 5 Tenterden-street, Bury, Lancashire.

1871. tWebb, Eichard M. 72 Grand-parade, Brighton.

1890. t ^Vehh, Sidnci/. 4 Park-vilUirje East, N. If.

1886.
:l
Webber, Major-General C. E., O.B., M.Inat.C.E. 17 Egerton-

gardens, S.AA'.

1891. ^AV^ebber, Thomas. The Laurels, 83 Newport Road, Penarth, Cardiff.

1859. JAVebster, John. Edgehill, Aberdeen.

1884. *Wedekiud, Dr. Ludwig, Professor of Mathematics at Karlsruhe.

Jahnstrasse 5, Karlsruhe.

1889. JAVeeks, John G. Bedlington.

1800. 'Weiss, F. Ernest, B.Sc, F.L.S., Professor of Botany in Owens
College, Manchester.

1886. JAVeiss, Henry. AVestbourne-road, Birmingham.

1865. lAVelch, Christopher, M.A. United University Club, Pall Mall

East, S.AV.

1894. tWeld, Miss. Conal More, Norham-gardens, Oxford.

1876. *AVelbon, Professor AV. F. R., M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S. (Pres. D, 1898).

The Museum, Oxford.

1880. *Weldon, Mrs. Merton Lea, Oxford.

1897. JAVelford, A. B., M.B. AVoodstock, Ontario, Canada,

1881. §AA^ellcome, Henry S. Snow Hill Buildings, E.C,

1879. § Wells, Charles A., A,I.E.E. 219 High-street, Lewes,

1881, §AVells, Rev. Edward, M.A. AVest Dean Rectory, Salisbury.

1894. tWells, J. G. Selwood House, Shobnall-street, Burton-on-Trent.

1883. JWelsh, Miss. Girton College, Cambridge.

1881. *AVenlock, The Right Hon. Lord. Escrick Park, Yorkshire.

A\''entworth, Frederick A\''. T. Vernon, A^'entworth Castle, near

Barnsley, Yorkshire.

1864, *AVere, Anthony Berwick, Roslyn, AA'alland's Park, Lewes.

1886. *AVertheimer, Julius, B.A., B.Sc, F.C.S., Principal of and Professor

of Chemistry in the Merchant A'enturers' Technical College,

Bristol.

1865, |Wesley, AVilliam Henry. Royal Astronomical Society, Burlington

House, AV.

1853. JAVest, Alfred. Holderness-road, Hull.

1898. JAVest, Charles 1). Imperial University, Tokyo, Japan.

1853, tWest, Leonard. Summergangs Cottage, Hull.

1900. §AVest, AViUiam, F.L.S. 26 AVoodviUe Terrace, Horton Lane,
Bradford.

1897, JAVestern, Alfred E. 36 Lancaster-gate, AV.

1882, *Westlake, Ernest, F.G.S. Vale Lodge, Vale of Health, Hamp-
stead, N.AV.

.1882. JAVestlake, Richard. Portswood, Southampton.

1882. "[AVethered, Edward B., F.G.S. 4 St. Margaret's-terrace, Chelten*

ham.
1900. §Wcthey, E. R., M.A., F.R.G.S. 5 Cunliffe A'illas, Mauqingbam,

Bradford.
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1885. *Whaeton, Admiral Sir W. J. L., K.C.B., R.N., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.,
F.R.G.S. (Pres. E, 1894 ; Council 1890-91), Hydrographer
to the Admiralty. Florys, Prince's-road, AVimbledon Park,
Surrey.

1853. JWheatley, E. B. Cote Wall, Mirfield, Yorkshire.

1884. fWheeler, Claude L., M.D. 251 West 52nd-street, New York City,

U.S.A.
1878. *Wheeler, W. H., M.Inst.C.E. AVyncote, Boston, Lincolnshire.

1888. §Whelen, John Leman. 18 Frognal, Hampstead, N.VV.
1883. J Whelpton, Miss K. Newnliam Qdlec/e, Cambri(l(/c.

1893. *Whetham, W. C. D., M.A., F.R.S.
'

Trinity College, Cambridge.
1888. *Whidborne, Miss Alice Maria. Charante, Toi-quay.

1888. •Whidborne, Miss Constance Mary. Charante, Torquay.
1879. *Whidborne, Rev. George Fekris, M.A., F.G.S. The Priory,

Westl)ury-on-Trym, near Bristol.

1898. 'Whipple, Robert S. Scientific Instrument Company, Cambridge.
1874. JWhitaker, Henry, M.D. Fortwilliam Terrace, Belfast.

1883. *Whitaker, T. Walton House, Burlev-in-VVharfedale.

1859. *WaiTAKER, William, B.A., F.R.S., F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1895;
Council 1890-96.) Freda, Campden-road, Croydon.

1884. JWhitcher, Arthur Henry. Dominion Lands Office, AVinnipeg,

Canada.
1880. \ Whitcombe, E. B. Borough Asylum, Winson Green, Birmingham.
1897. JWhitcombe, George. The Wotton Elms, AVotton, Gloucester.

1886. jWhite, Alderman, J.P. Sir Harry's-road, Edgbayton, Birmingham,
1876. JAVhite, Angus. Easdale, Argyllshire.

1886. JAVhite, A. Silva. 47 Clanricai-de-gardens, W.
1898. jWbite, George. Clare-street House, Bristol,

1882. J\Vhite, Rev. George Cecil, M.A. Nutshalling Rectory, South-
ampton.

1885. *White, J. Martin. Balruddery, Dundee.
1873, lAVhite, John. Aledina Docks,"Cowe3, Isle of Wight.
1883. JAVhite, John Reed. Rossall School, near Fleetwood.
1865. JAVhite, Joseph. 6 Southwell-gardens, S.AA".

1895, JAVhite, Philip J., M.B., Professor of Zoology in University College,

Bangor, North AVales.

1884. JAVhite, R. 'Gazette' Office, Montreal, Canada.
1898. JAVhite, Samuel. Clare-street House, Bristol.

1859. JAVhite, Thomas Henry. Tandragee, Ireland.

1877, *Whito, AVilliam. 20 Hillersdon Avenue, Church Road, Barnes,
SAV.

1886. *AVhite, William. The Ruskin Museum, Sheffield.

1897, *AVhite, Sir AY. II., K.C.B., F.R.S. (Pres. G, 1899; Council 1897-

1900). 30 Roland Gardens, S.AA',

1883. JAVhitehead, P. J. 6 Cross-street, Southport.

1893. §AVhiteley, R. Lloyd, F.C.S., F.I.C. 80 Beeches-road, AVest
Bromwich.

1881. tAVhitfield, John,F.C.S. 113 Westborough, Scarborough.
1852. XWkitla, Valentine. Beneden, Belfast.

1900. §AVhitley, E. N. Heath Royde, Halifax.

1891. §Whitmell, Charles T., M.A., B.Sc. Inverraay, Ileadingley, Leeds.
1890. §AVhitnev, Colonel C. A. The Grange, Fulwood Park, Liverpool.

1897. JWhitxaker, E. T., AI.A. Trinity College, Cambridge.
1901. §Whitton, James. Citv Chambers, Glasgow.
1857. •AVHTTTr, Rev. John Irwine, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D. Alpha Villa,

Soutlnvood, Ramsgnte.
1887 lAVhitwell, AVilliam. Overdene, SaHburn-by-the-Sea.
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1874. *Whitwill, Mark. 1 Berkeley-square, Clifton, Bristol.

1883. JWhitworth, James. 88 Portland-street, Soutliport.

1870. tWhitworth, Rev. AV. Allen, M.A. 7 Margaret-street, W.
1892. §Whyte, Peter, M.Iust.C.E. 4 Magdala Crescent, Edinburgh
1897. jWickett, M., Ph.D. 339 Berkeley-street, Toronto, Canada.

1888. jWickham, Rev. F. D. 0. Horsiugton Rectory, Bath.

1865. jWiggin, Sir H., Bart. Metchley Grange, Ilarborne, Birmingham.
1886. tWiggin, Henry A. The Lea, Harborne, Birmingham.
1896. |Wigglesworth, J. County Asylum, Rainhill, Liverpool.

1878. JWigham, John R. Albany House, Monkstown, Dublin.

1889. *WiLBERP0ECE, Professor L. R., M.A. University College, Liverpool.

1887. JWild, George. Bardsley Colliery, Ashton-under-Lyne.
1887. *WiLDE, Henry, D.Sc, F.R.S. The Hurst, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.

1896. fWildermann, Meyer. 22 Park-crescent, Oxford.

1887. X Wilkinson, C. H. Slaithwaite, near Huddersfield.

1900. §Wilkin8on, J. B. Dudley Hill, Bradford.

1892. J Wilkinson, Rev. J. Frome., M.A. Barley Rectory, Royston,
Herts.

1886. *Wiikinson, J. H. Elmhurst Hall, Lichfield,

1879. JWilkinson, Joseph. York.
1887. 'Wilkinson, Thomas Read. Yale Bank, Knutsford, Cheshire.

1872. JWilkinson, William. 168 North-street, Brighton.

1890. JWillans, J. W. Kirkstall, Leeds.

1872. JWiLLEXX, Henry (Local Sec. 1872). Arnold House, Brighton.
1894. jWilley, Arthur. New Museums, Cambridge.
1891. jWilliams, Arthur J., M.P. Coedymwstwr, near Bridgend.

1861. *Williams, Charles Theodore, M.A., M.B. 2 Upper Brook-street,

Grosvenor-square, W.
1887. JWilliams, Sir E. Leader, M.Inst.C.E. The Oaks, Altrincham.
1883. *Williams, Edward Starbuck. Ty-ar-y-graig, Swansea.
1861. *Williams, Harry Samuel, M.A., F.R.A.S, 6 Heathfield, Swansea.
1875. *Williams, Rev. Herbert Addams. Llangibby Rectory, near New-

port, Monmouthshire.
1883. JWilliams, Rev. H. Alban, M.A. Christ Church, Oxford.
1888. JWilliams, James. Bladud Yilla, Entry Hill, Bath.
1891. §Williams, J. A. B., M.Iust.C.E. Lingfield Grange, Branksome

Park, Bournemouth.
1883. *Williams, Mrs. J. Davies. 3 l^ord Street West, Southport.
1887. JWilliams, J. Francis, Ph.D. Salem, New York, U.S.A.
1888. 'Williams, Miss Katharine T. LlandaiF House, Pembroke Vale,

Clifton, Bristol.

1875. 'Williams, M. B. Killay House, Killay, R.S.O.
1901, 'Williams, Miss M. F. S. 6 Sloane Gardens, S.W.
1891. JWilliams, Morgan. 5 Park-place, Cardiff.

1886, JWilliams, Richard, J.P. Brunswick House, Wednesbury.
1883. JWilliams, R. Price. 28 Compayne-gardens, West Hampstead,

1883. JWilliams, T. H. 21 Strand-street, Liverpool.

1877. 'Williams, W. Carleton, F.C.S. University College, Sheffield.

1850. 'Williamson, Alexander W., Ph.D., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R,S,
(President, 1873 ; Treasurer, 1874-91 ; Pres. B, 1863, 1881

;

Council 1861-72). High Pitfold, Haslemere.
1857. JWiLLiAMsoN, Benjamin, M.A., D.CL., F.R.S. Trinity College,

Dublin.

1876. JWilliamson, Rev. F. J. BaUantrae, Girvan, N.B,
1863. jWiUiamson, John. South Shields.

1895. JWiLLTNK, W. (Local Sec. 1896). 14 Castle-street, Liverpool,
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1895. jWillis, John C, .M.A., Director of the Royal Botanical Gardens,

Ceylon.

1896. jWiLLisosr, J. S. (Local Sec. 1897). Toronto, Canada.

1882. tWillmore, Charles. Queenwood College, near Stockbridge, Hants.

1859. •Wills, The Hon. Sir Alfred. Chelsea Lodge, Tite-street, S.W.

188G. jWills, A. W. Wylde Green, Erdington, Birmingham.

1898. f Wills, H. H. Barley Wood, Wrington, R.S.O., Somerset.

1899. § Willson, George. The Rosary, Wendover, Tring.

1899. IWillson, Mrs. George. The Rosary, Wendover, Tring.

1886. fWilson, Alexander B. Holywood, Belfast.

1901. §Wilson, A. Belvoir Park, Newtownhreda, Co. Down.

1878. J Wilson, Professor Alexander S., M.A., B.Sc. Free Church Manse,

North Queensferry.

1876. tWilson, Dr. Andrew. 118 Gilmore-place, Edinburgh.

1894. *AVilson, Charles J., F.I.C., F.C.S. 14 Old Queen-street, Westmin-

ster SW
1874. t Wilson, Major-General Sir C. W., R.E., K.O.B.,K.C.M.G.,D.C.L.,

F.R.S., F.R.G.S. (Pres E, 1874, 1888). The Athenreum Club,

S.W.
1876. jWilson, David. 124 Bothwell-street, Glasgow.

1900. 'Wilson, Duncan R. Menethorpe, Malton.

1890. jWilson, Edmund. Denison Hall, Leeds.

1863. t Wilson, Frederic R. Ahiwick, Northumberland.

1847. *Wilson, Frederick. 99 Albany-street, N.W.
1875. JWILSON, George Febgusson, F.R.S., F.C.S., F.L.S. Heatherbank,

Weybridge Heath, Surrey.

1874. *Wilson, George Orr. 20 Berkeley Street, AV,

1863. JWilson, George W, Heron Hill, Hawick, N.B.

1895. JWilson, Dr. Gregg. The University, Edinburgh.

1901. ^Wilson, Harold A. Trinity College, Cambridge.

1883. *AVilson, Henry, M.A. Farnborough Lodge, Famborough, R.S.O.,

Kent.

1879. tWilson, Henry J. 255 Pitsmoor-road, Sheffield.

1885. JWilson, J. Dove, LL.D. 17 Rubislaw-terrace, Aberdeen.

1890. jWilson, J. Mitchell, M.D. 51 Hall Gate, Doncaster.

1865. JWiLsoN, Ven. Archdeacon James M., M.A., F.G.S. The Vicarage,

Rochdale.

1884. jWilson, James S. Grant. Geological Survey Office, Sherifif Court-

buildings, Edinburgh.

1896. t Wilson, John H., D.Sc, F.E.S.E., Professoj- of Botany, Yorkshire

College, Leeds.

1879. IWilson, John Wycliffe. Eastbourne, East Bank-road, Sheffield.

1901. * Wilson, Joseph. Columba Villa, Oban, N.B.

1901. §Wilson, Mrs. Mary R., M.D. Ithaca, New York, U.S.A.

1876. IWilson, R. AV. R. St. Stephen's Club, Westminster, S.W.

1847. *Wil8on, Rev. Sumner. Preston Candover A^icarage, Basingstoke.

1883. jWilson, T. Rivers Lodge, Harpenden, Hertfordshire.

1861. X Wilson, Thox. Bright. 4 Hope View, Falloirjield, Manchester.

1892. §Wil8on, T. Stacey, M.D. Wyddrington, Edgbaston, Birmingham.

1887. § Wilson, AV., jun. Hillocks of Terpersio, by Alford, Aberdeenshire.

1871. *WiLSON, AA'^iLLiAM E., D.Sc, F.R.S. Daramona House, Streete,

Rathowen, Ireland.

1861. *AViLT8HiRE, Rev. Thomas, M.A., D.Sc, F.G.S., F.L.S., F.R.A.S.

25 Granville-park, Lewisham, S.E.

1877. jWindeatt, T. AV. Dart View, Totnes.

1886. jWiNDLE, Bertram C. A., M.A., M.D., D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of

Anatomy, The University, Birmingham.
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1863. •WiKWOOD, Rev. H. II., M.A., F.G.S. (Local Sec 1864),
11 Cavendish-crescent. Bath.

1888. JWoDEHOUSE, Right Hon. E. R., M.P. 56 Chester-square, S.W.
1875. JWolfe-Baery, Sir John, K.C.B., F.R.S., M.Iust.C.E. (Pres. G,

1898 ; Council, 1899- ). 21_Delahay-street, Westminster, S.W.
1883. :tWolfenden, Samuel. Cowley Hill, St. Helens, Lancashire.

1898. fWollaston, G. H Clifton College, Bristol.

1884. jWomack, Frederick, M.A., B.Sc, Lecturer on Physics and Applied
Mathematics at St. Bartholomew's Hospital. Bedford College,

Baker-street, W.
1883. JWood, Mrs. A. J. 5 Cambridge-gardens, Richmond, Surrey.

1863. *W'ood, Collingwood L. Freeland, Forgaudenny, N.B.
1883. tWood, Miss Emily F. Egerton Lodge, near Bolton, Lancashire.
1901. "Wood, Miss Ethel M. 3 Shorncliffe Road, Folkestone.

1875. *Wood, George William Rayner. Singleton, Iklanchester.

1878. tAVooD, Sir H. Trueman,' M.A. Society of Arts, John Street,

Adelphi, W.C, and 16 Leinster Square, Baysv(\ater, W.
1883. *Wood, J. H. 21 Westbourne Road, Birkdale.

1893. JWood, Joseph T. 29 Muster's-road, West Bridgeford, Nottingham-
shire.

1883. JWood, Mrs. Mary. Care of E. P. Sherwood, Esq. Holmes Villa,

Rotherham.
1864. JWood, Richard, M.D. Driffield, Yorkshire.
1871. JWood, Provost T. Baileyfield, Portobello, Edinburgh.
1899. *Wood, W. Hoffman. Ben Rhydding, Yorkshire,
1901. *Wood, William James. 38 Cochrane Street, Glasgow.
1872. tWood, William Robert. Carlisle House, Brighton.
1845. *Wood, Rev. William Spicer, M.A., D.D. Waldingtou, Combe Park,

Bath.
1863. *WooDALL, John Woodall, M.A., F.G.S. 5 Queen's-mansions,

Victoria-street, S.W.
1S84. JWoodbury, C. J. H. 31 Milk-street, Boston, U.S.A.
1883. JWoodcock, Herbert S. The Ehns, W^igan.
1884. JWoodd, Arthur B. Woodlands, Hamp.stead, N.W.
1896. §WooDHEAD, Professor G. Sims, M.D. Pathological Laboratory,

Cambridge.
1888. *Woodiwi8s, Mrs. Alfred. Weston Manor, Birkdale, Lancashire.
1872. *WooDS, Ebward, M.Inst.C.E. (Pres. G, 1877). 8 Victoria-street,

Westminster, S.W.
Woods, SAirtrEL. 1 Drapers'-gardens. Throgmorton-street, E.G.

1887. *Woodwaed,Aetht7B Smith, LL.D.,F.R.S.,F.L.S., F.G.S., Keeper
of the Department of Geology, British Museum (Natural
History), Cromwell-road, S.AV.

1869. *WooDAVARD, C. J., B.Sc, F.G.S. Municipal Technical School,
Suffolk Street, Birmingham.

1886. JWoodward, Harry Page, F.G.S. 129 Beaufort-street, S.W.
1866. JWooDWARD, Henry, LL.D., F.R.S.. F.G.S. (Pres. C, 1887:

Council, 1887-94). 129 Beaufort Street, Chelsea, S.W.
1870. JWooDAVARD, Horace B., F.R.S., F.G.S. Geological Museum,

Jermyn-street, S.AV.
1894. *Woodward, Johu Harold. 13 Queen Anne's-gate, Westminster,

S.W.
1884. * Woolcock, Henry. Rickerby House, St. Bees.
1890, *Woollcombe, Robert Lloyd, M.A., LL.D., F.I.Inst., F.S.S., M.R.I.A.,

F.R.S.A. (Ireland). 14 Waterloo-road, Dublin.
1877. tWooUcombe, Surgeon-Major Robert AV. 14 Acre-place, Stoke,

Devonport.
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1883. *Woollej', George Stephen. "Victoria Bridge, Manchester.
1856. JWoolley, Thomas Smith. South Colliiijrham, Newark.
1874. tUor/.-Duni, C7iar/es. Qant, Windsor, JSelfust.

1878. jWormell, Richard, M.A., D.Sc. Roydon, near Ware, Hertford-
shire.

186.3. *Worsley, Philip J. Rodney Lodge, Clifton, Bristol.
1901. § Worth, .1. T. Oakenrod, Rochdale.
1355. *Worthington, Rev. Alfred William, B.A. Old Swiuford, Stourhridge.
1856. XWortJn/, George S. 2 Arlimjton Terrace, Mominffton Cref^cent,

Hampstead Hoad, N. 71".

1884. tWragge, Edmund. 109 Wellesley-street, Toronto, Canada.
1896. JWrench, Edward M., F.R.C.S. Pa^'k Lodge, Bastow.
1879. jWrentmore, Francis. 34 Holland '^^illas-road, Kensington, S.W.
1883. "Wright, Rev. Arthur, M.A. Queen's Colleire, Cambridge.
1883. *Wright, Rev. Benjamin, M.A. Sardou Rcct.^rv, Chelmsford.
1890. IWright, Dr. C. J. Virgiuia-road, Leeds.
1857. JWkight, E. Perceval, M.A., M.D., F.L.S., M.R.I.A., Professor

of Botany and Director of the Museum, Dublin University.
5 Trinity College, Dublin.

1886. tWright, Frederick William. 4 Full-street, Derby.
1884. JWright, Harrison. Wilkes' Barre, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
1876. t W'right, James, 114 John-street, Glasgow.
1865. jWright, J. S. 168 Brearley-street West, Birmingham,
1884. IWeight, Professor R. Ramsay, M.A., B.Sc. University College,

Toronto, Canada.
1876, JWright, William. 31 Queen Mary-avenue, Glasgow.
1871. JWeightson, Sir Thomas, Bart.,M.P., M.Inst.C.E., F.G.S. Neasham

Hall, Darlington.

1898. JWrong, Professor George M. The University, Toronto, Canada.
1897. jWyld, Frederick. 127 St. George-street, Toronto, Canada.
1901. §Wylie, Alexander. Birkfield, Johnstone, N.B.
1883. tWyllie, Andrew. Sandown, Southport.
1885. JWyness, James D., M.D. 349 Union-street, Aberdeen.
1871. jWynn, Mrs. Williams. Plas-yn-Cefn, St. Asaph.
1862. JWynne, Aethtje Beevoe, F.G.S. Geological Survey Office, 14

Hume-street, Dublin.
1899. JWynne, W. p., D.Sc, F.R.S. 10 Selwood Terrace, South Ken-

sington, S.W.

1875. JYabbicom, Thomas Henry, 23 Oakfield-road, Clifton, Bristol.

190] . §Yapp, R. H. Caius College, Cambridge.
*Yarborough, George Cook. Camp's Mount, Doncaster,

1894. *Yarrow. A. F. Poplar, E.
1833. JYates, James. Public Library, Leeds.
1896. tYates, Rev. S. A. Thompson. 43 Phillimoie-gardens, S.W.
1887. JYeats, Dr. Chepstow.
1884. JYee, Fung. Care of R. E. C. Fittock, Esq., Shanghai, China.
1877. JYonge, Rev. Duke. Puslinch, Yealmpton, Devon.
1891. tYorath, Alderman T. Y. Cardiff.

1884. JYork, Frederick. 87 Lancaster-road, Notting Hill, W.
1891. §Young, Alfred C. F.C.S. 64 Tyrwhitt-road, St. John's, S.E.
1886. *YouNG, A. II., M.B., F.R.C.S. (Local Sec. 1887), Professor of

Anatomy in Owens College, Manchester.
1884. tYoung, Sir Frederick, K.C.M.G. 5 Queensberry-place, S.W.
1894. *YouDg, George, Ph.D. University College, Sheffield.

1884. tYoung, Professor George Paxton. "^121 Bloor-street, Toronto, Canada.
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1876, §YoTTN&, John, M.D. (Pres. C, 1876 ; Local Sec. 1901). 38 Cecil-

street, Hillhead, Glasgow.
1876. *Young, John. 2 Montague Terrace, Kelvinside, Glasgow.
1896. JYoung, J. Denholm. 88 Canning-street, Liverpool.

1885. JYoung, R. Bruce. 8 Crown-gardens, Dowanliill, Glasgow.
1886. §Young, R. Fisher. New Barnet, Herts.

1901. §Young, Robert M. Rathvurna, Belfast.

1883. *YotrNG, Stdnet, D.Sc, F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry in University
College, Bristol. 10 Windsor-terrace, Clifton, Bristol.

1887. tYoung, Sydney. 29 Mark-lane, E.C.
1890. tYoung, T. Graham, F.R.S.E. Westfield, West Calder, Scotland,
1901. §Young, William Andrew. Milburn House, Renfrew.
1868. JYoungs, John. Richmond Hill, Norwich.

1886. JZair, George. Arden Grange, Solihull, Birmingham.
1886. jZair, John. Merle Lodge, Moseley, Birmingham.
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1887. Professor Cleveland Abbe. Weather Bureau, Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
1892. Professor Svante Arrhenius. The University, Stockholm. (Bergs-

gatan 18).

1881. Professor G. F. Barker. 3909, Locust-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

1897. Professor Carl Barus. Brown University, Providence, R.I., U.S.A.

1894. Professor F. Beilstein. 8th Line, No. 17, St. Petersburg.

1894. Professor E. van Beneden. 50 quai des Pecheurs, Liege, Belgium.

1887. Professor A. Bernthsen, Ph.D. Mannheim, L 11, 4, Germany.
1892. Professor M. Bertrand. 75 rue de Vaugirard, Paris.

1894. Deputy Surgeon-General J. S. Billings. 40 Lafayette Place, Neve

York, U.S.A.
1893. Professor Christian Bohr. Bredgade 62, Copenhagen, Denmark.
1880. Professor Ludwig Boltzmann. IX/I. Turkenstrasse 3, Vienna.

1887. Professor Lewis Boss. Dudley Observatory, Albany, New York,

U.S.A.
1884. Professor H. P. Bowditch, M.D. Harvard Medical School, Boston,

Massachusetts, U.S.A.
1890. Professor Dr. L. Brentano. Friedrichstrasse 11, Miinchen.

1893. Professor Dr. W. 0. BriJgger. Uuiversitets ISIineralogske Institute,

Kristiania, Norwaj-.

1887. Professor J. W, Briihl. Heidelberg.

1884. Professor George J. Brush. Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,

U.S.A.
1894. Professor D. II. Campbell. Stanford University, Palo Alto, Cali-

fornia, U.S.A.
1897. M. C. de CandoUe. 3 Cour de St. Pierre, Geneva, Switzerland.

1887. Professor G. Capellini. 65 Via Zamboni, Bologna, Italy.

1887. Hofrath Dr. H. Caro. C. 8, No. 9, Mannheim.
1894. Emile Cartailhac. 5 Rue de la Ohaine, Toulouse, France.

1861. Professor Dr. J. Victor Cams. Uuiversitiitstrasse 15, Leipzig.

1901. Professor T. C. Chamberlin. Chicago, U.S.A.
1894. Dr. A. Chauveau. Rue Cuvier 7, Paris.

1887. F. VV. Clarke. United States Geological Survey, Washington,
U.S.A.

1873. Professor Guido Cora. Via Goito 2, Rome.
1880. Professor Cornu. Rue de Crenelle 9, Paris, VI' arr.

1870. J. M. Crafts, M.D. LEcole des Mines, Paris.

1876. Professor Luigi Ci-emona. 5 Piazza S. Pietro in Vincoli, Rome.
1889. W. H. Dall. United States Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A.

1901. Dr. Yves Delage. Paris.
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1872. Professor G. Dewalqiie. 17 rue de la Paix, Liege, Belgium.
1870. Dr. Anton Dolarn, D.C.L. Naples,

1890. Professor V. Dwelsliauvers-Dery. 4 Quai Marcellis, Liege, Belgium.
1876. Professor Alberto Eccher. Florence.

1894. Professor Dr. W. Einthoven. Leiden, Netherlands.

1892. Professor F. Elfving. Helsingfors, Finland.

1901. Professor H. Elster, Wolfenbiittel, Germany.
1894. Professor T. W. W. Engelmann, D.O.L. Neiie Wilhelmstrasse 15,

Berlin, N.W.
1892. Professor L^o Errera. 38 Rue de la Loi, Brussels.

1901. Professor AV. G. Farlow. Harvard, U.S.A.
1874. Dr. W. Feddersen. Oarolinenstrasse 9, Leipzig.

1886. Dr. Otto Finsch. Leiden, Netherlands.

1887. Professor Dr. R. Fittig. Strassburg.

1 894. Professor Wilhelm Foerster, D.C.L. Encke Platz .3a, Berlin, S.W. 48.
1872. W. de Fonvielle. 50 Rue des Abbesses, Paris.

1901. Professor A. P. N. Franchimont. Leiden,

1894, Professor Leon Fredericq. Rue de Pitteurs 20, Liege, Belgium,
1887. Professor Dr. Anton Fritsch. 66 Wenzelsplatz, Prague, Bohemia.
1892. Professor Dr. Gustav Fritsch. Dorotheen Strasse 35, Berlin.

1881. Professor C. M. Gariel. 6 rue Edouard Detaille, Paris.

1806. Dr. Gaudry. 7 bis rue des Saints Peres, Paris.

1901. Professor Dr. Geitel, Wolfenbiittel, Germany.
1884. Professor J. Willard Gibba, Yale University, New Haven, Conn.,

U.S.A.
1884. Professor Wolcott Gibbs. Newport, Rhode Island, U.S.A.
1889. G. K. Gilbert. United States Geological Survey, Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A.
1892. Daniel C. Oilman. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.A.
1870. William Gilpin. Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.
1889. Professor Giistave Gilson. I'Universitd, Louvain, Belgium.
1889. A. Gobert. 222 Chauss^e de Charleroi, Brussels.

1884. General A. W. Greely, LL.D. War Department, Washington, U.S.A.
1892. Dr. C. E. GiuUaume. Bureau Ijiternational des Poids et Mesurea,

Pavilion de Breteuil, Sevres.

1876. Professor Ernst Haeckel. Jena.

1881. Dr. Edwin H. Hall. 37 Gorham-street, Cambridge, Mass., U.S.A.
1895. Professor Dr. Emil Chr. Hansen. Carlsberg Laboratorium, Copen-

hagen, Denmark.
1887. Fr. von Hefner-Alteneck. Berlin.

1893. Professor Paul Heger. Rue de Drapiers 23, Brussels.

1894. Professor Ludimar Hermann. Universitiit, Konig.sberg, Prussia.

1893. Professor Richard Hertwig. Zoologisches Institut, Alte Akademie,
Munich.

1893. Professor Hildebrand. Stockholm.
1897. Dr. G. W. Hill. West Nyack, N.Y., U.S.A.
1887. Professor W. His. Konigstrasse 22, Leipzig.

1881. Professor A. A. W. Hubrecht, LL.D., C.M.Z.S. The University,
Utrecht, Netherlands.

1887. Dr. Oliver W. Huntington. Cloyne House, Newport, R. I., U.S.A.
1884. Professor C. Loring Jackson. 6 Boylston Hall, Cambridge, Mas-

sachusetts, U.S.A.
1867. Dr. J. Janssen, LL.D. L'Observatoire, Meudon, Seine-et-Oise.

1876. Dr. W. J. Jaussen. Villa Frisia, Aroza, Graubiinden, Switzer-
land.

1881. W. Woolsey Johnson, Professor of Mathematics in the United States

Naval Academy. 32 East Preston Street, Baltimore, U.S.A.
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1887. Proft'ssor C. Julin. 153 rue de Fiiig-nt'e, Liege.

187G. Dr. Giuseppe Jung. 9 Via Borgonuovo, Milan.

1884. Professor Dairoku Kikuclii, M.A. Imperial University, Tokyo, Japan.

1873. Professor Dr. Felix lOein. Wilhelm-We'berstrasse 3, Gijttingen.

1894. Professor Dr. Ij. Kny. Ivaiser-Allee 9i>, Wilmersdorf, bei Berlin.

i89G. Dr. Koblrauscli. Marcbstrasse '2ov„ and Physikalisch-tecbuisclie

lieichsanstalt, Charlottenturg, Berlin.

185G. Professor A. vou Kolliker. AViirzbuvg, Bavaria.

1894. Professor J. Kollmann. St. Joliann titi, Basel, Switzerland.

1887. Professor Dr. Arthur Kouig. Physiological Institute, The Uni-
versity, Berlin, N.W.

1894. Maxime Kovalevsky. Beauiieu-snr-Mer, Alpes-Maritimes.

1887. Professor AV, Krause. Knesebeckstrasse, 17/1, Charlottenburg, bei

Berlin.

1877. Dr. Hugo Kronecker, Professor of Physiology. Universitiit, Bern,

Switzerland.

1887. Professor A. Ladenburg. Kaiser Wilhelm Str. 108, Breslau.

1887. Professor J. W. Langley. 77 Cornell Street, Cleveland, Ohio,

U.S.A.
1882. Dr. S. P. Langley, D.C.L., Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution.

Washmgton, U.S.A.
1887. Dr. Leeds, Professor of Chemistry at the Stevens Institute, Hoboken,

New Jersey, U.S.A.
1872. M. Georges Lemoine. 76 Eue Notre Dame des Changes, Paris.

1901. Professor Philipp. Lenard, Kiel.

1887. Professor A. Lieben. IX. Wasagasse 9, Vienna.
_

1883. Dr. F. Lindemann. Franz-Josefstrasse 12/1, Munich.

1877. Dr. M. Lindemann. Seunorrstrasse 62, II, Dresden.

1887. Professor Dr. Georg Lunge. Universitat, Zurich.

1871. Professor Jacob Liiroth. Mozartstrasse 10, and Universitat, Freiburg-

in-Brei?gau, Germany.
1894. Dr. Otto Maas. "NVurzerstrasse lb, JMunich.

1887. Dr. Henry C. McCook. 3,700 Chestnut-street, Philadelphia, U.S.A.

1867. Professor Mannheim. 1 Boulevard Beausejour, Paris.

1887. Dr. 0. A. Martins. Voss Strasse 8, Berlin', W.
1890. Professor E. Mascart, Membre de I'lnstitut. 176 rue de TUniversit^,

Paris.

1887. Professor D. I. Mendeloeff, D.C.L. I'niversite, St. Petersburg.

1887. Professor N. Menschutkin. St. Petersburg.

1884. Professor Albert A. Michelson. The University, Chicago, U.S.A.

1887. Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot. Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.

1894. Professor G. Mittag-Leffler. Djuvsholm, Stockholm.

1893. Professor H. Moissan. The Sorbonue, Paris (7 L'ue Vauquelin).

1877. Professor V. L. Moissenet. 4 Boulevard Gambetta, Chaumont, Hte.

Marne, France.

1894. Dr. Edmund von Mojsiaovics. Stroligasse 26, Vienna, III/3.

1897. I'rofessor Oskar Montelius. St. Paulsgatau 11, Stockholm, Sweden,

1864. Dr. Arnold Moritz. The University, Dorpat, llussia.

1897. Professor E. W. Morley, LL.D. Ad.-lbert College, Cleveland, Ohio,

U.S.A.

1887. E. S. Morse. Peabody Academy of Science, Salem, Maas., U.S.A.

1889. Dr. F. Nansen. Lysaker, Norway.

1894. Professor E. Nasiui. Istituto Ohimico dell' Universita, Padova,

rtaly.

1864. Dr. G. Neumayer. Deutsche Seewarte, Hamburg.

1884. Professor Simon Newcomb. 1020 P.-street, Washington, D.C.

U.S.A.
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1887. Professor Emilio Noelting. Miihlhausen, Elsass, Germany.

1894. Professor H. F. Osborn. Columbia College, New York, U.S.A.

1894. Baron Osten-Sacken. Heidelberg.

1890. Professor W. Ostwald. Linnestrasse 2, Leipzig.

1889. Professor A. S. Packard. Brown University, Providence, Rhode
Island, U.S.A.

1890. Maffeo Pantaleoni. 20 Route de Malagnou, Geneva.

1895. Professor F. Pasclien. Universitiit, Tiibingen.

1887. Dr. Pauli. Feldbergstrasse 49, Frankfurt a. M., Germany.
1901. Professor A. Penck. Vienna.

1890. Professor Otto Pettersson. Stockhoms Hogskola, Stockholm.

1894. Professor W. Pfeffer, D.C.L. Linnestrasse 11, Leipzig.

1870. Professor Felix Plateau. 152 Chauss^e de Courtrai, Gand, Belgium.

1884. Major J. W. Powell, Director of the Geological Survey of the

United States. Ja33 F. Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.,

U.S.A.

1886. Professor F. W. Putnam. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, U.S.A.

1887. Professor Georg Quincke. Hauptstrasse 47, Friederichsbau, Heidel-

berg.

1868. L. Radlkofer, Professor of Botany in the University of Munich.
Sonnenstrasse 7.

1895. Professor Ira Remsen. Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, U.S.A.
1886. Rev. A. Renard. 6 Rue du Roger, Gand, Belgium.

1897. Professor Dr. C. Richet. 15 Rue de I'Universite, Paris, France,

1873. Professor Baron von Richthofen. Kurfiirstenstrasse 117, Berlin, W.
1896. Dr. van Rijckevorsel. Parklaan 7, Rotterdam, Netherlands.

1892. Professor Rosenthal, M.D. Erlangen, Bavaria.

1890. A. Lawrence Rotch. Blue Hill Observatory, Readville, Massachusetts,

U.S.A.
1895. Professsr Karl Runge. Kaiser Wilhelmstrasse 5, Kirchrode, bei

Hannover.
1901. Gen.-Major Rykatchew. St. Petersburg.

1894. Professor P. H. Schoute. The University, Groningen, Netherlands.

1883. Dr. Ernst Schroder. Gottesauerstrasse 9, Karlsruhe in Baden.
1874. Dr. G. Schweiufurth. Potsdamerstrasse 75a, Berlin.

1897. Professor W. B. Scott. Princeton, N.J., U.S.A.

1873. Dr. A. Shafarik. Vinohrady 422, Prague.

1892. Dr. Maurits Snellen, Chief Director of the Royal Meteorological

Institute of the Netherlands, de Bilt, near Utrecht.

1887. Professor H. Graf Solms. Bot. Garten, Strassburg.

1887. Ernest Solvay. 25 Rue du Prince Albert, Brussels.

1888. Dr. Alfred Springer. 312 East 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A.
1889. Professor G. Stefanescu. Sti-ada Verde 8, Bucharest, Roumania.
1881. Dr. Cyparissos Stephanos. The University, Athens.
1894. Professor E. Strasburger. The University, Bonn.
1881. Professor Dr. Rudolf Sturm. Frunkelplatz 9, Breslau.

1884. Professor Robert H. Thurston. Cornell University, Ithaca, New-
York, U.S.A.

1887. Dr. T. M. Treub. Buitenzorg, Java.

1887. Professor John Trowbridge. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts, U.S.A.

Arminius Vamb^ry, Professor of Oriental Languages in the University
of Pesth, Hungary.

1890. Professor Dr. J. H. van't Hoff Uhlandstrasse 2, Charlottenburg,
Berlin.

1889. Wladkuir Veruad&ky. Mineralogical Museum, Moscow.
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1886. Professor Jules Vuylsteke. 21 rue Belliard, Brussels, Belgium.
1887. Professor H. F. Weber. Zurich.
1887. Professor Dr. Leonhard Weber. Moltke Strasse 60, Kiel.

1887. Professor August Weismaun. Freiburg-in-Breisgau, Baden.
1887. Dr. H. C, White. Athens, Georgia, U.S.A.
1881. Professor H. M. Whitney. Branford, Conn., U.S.A.
1887. Professor E. Wiedemann. Erlangen. [O/o T. A. Barth, Johannis-

gasse, Leipzig.]

1887. Professor Dr. R. Wiedersheim. Hansastrasse 3, Freiburg-im-Breisgau,
Baden.

1887. Professor Dr. J. Wislicenus. Liebigstrasse 18, Leipzig.
1887. Dr. Otto N. Witt. 21 Siegmundshof, Berlin, N.W. 23.

1876. Professor Adolph Wiillner. Aureliusstrasse 9, Aachen.
1887. Professor 0. A. Young. Princeton College, New Jersey, U.S.A.
1896. Professor E. Zacharias. Botanischer Garten, Hamburg.
1887, Professor F. Zirkel. Thalstrasse 33, Leipzig.
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GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.
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Birmingham, Midland Institute.

Bradford, Philosopliical Society.

Brighton Puhlic Library.

Bristol Naturalists' Society.

, The Museum.
Cambrido-e Philosophical Society.

Cardiff, University College.

Cornwall, Royal Geological Society of.

Dublin, Geological Survey of Ireland.

, Royal College of Surgeons in

Ireland.— , Roval Geological Society of

Ireland.

, Roj-al Irish Academy. •

, Royal Society of.
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, Royal Medical Society of.

, Scottish Society of Arts.

Exeter, Albert Memorial Museum.
Glasgow Philosophical Society.

, Institution of Engineers and

Shipbuilders in Scotland.

Leeds, Institute of Science.

, Philosophical and Literary

Society of.

Liverpool, Free Public Library.

, Royal Institution.

London, Admiralty, Library of the.

, Anthropological Institute.

, Arts, Society of.

, Chemical Society.

, Civil Engineers, Institution of.

, East India Library.

, Geological Society.

. Geology, Museum of Practical,

28'Jermyn Street.

, Greenwich. Royal Observatory.

, Guildhall, Library,

, Kew Observatory.

, King's College.

London, Linnean Society.

, London Institution.

, Mechanical Engineers, Institu-

tion of.

, Physical Society.

, INIeteorological Office.

, Royal Asiatic Society.

, Royal Astronomical Society,

, Royal College of Physicians.

, Royal College of Surgeons.

, Royal Engineers' Institute,
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, Royal Geographical Society.

, Roj'al Institution.

-, Royal Meteorological Society,

, Royal Society.

-, Royal Statistical Society.

, Sanitary Institute.

, United Service Institution.

, University College.

, War Office, Library.

, Zoological Society.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical

Society.

, Mechanics' Institute.

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Literary and
Philosophical Society.

, Public Library.

Norwich, The Free Library.

Nottingham, The Free Library.
Oxford, Ashmoleau Society.

, Radcliffe Observatory.
Plymouth Institution.

, Marine Biological Association,

Salford, Royal Museum and Library,

Sheffield, University College,

Southampton, Hartley Institution.

Stonyhurst College Observatory,
Swansea, Royal Institution of South

Wales.
Yorkshire Philosophical Society.

The Corresponding Societies.
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EUROPE.

Berlin Die Kaiserlicbe Aka-
demie der "Wissen-

schaften.

Bonn University Library.
Brussels Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Cliarkow University Library.

Coimbra jNleteorological Ob-
servatory.

Copenhagen ...Royal Society of

Sciences.

Dorpat, Russia...University Library.
Dresden Royal Museum.
Frankfort Natural History So-

ciety.

Geneva Natiu-al History So-
ciety.

Gottingen University Library

.

Griitz Naturwissenschaft-

licher Verein.

HaUe Leopoldiniscb-Caro-
liuische Akademie.

Harlem Soci^t^ Hollandaiss

des Sciences.

Heidelberg University Library.

Helsingfors University Library.
Jena University Library.

Kazan, Russia ...University Library.
Kiel Royal Observatory.
Kiev Universitv' Library.
Lausanne The University.

Leyden University Library.
Liege University Library.
Lisbon Academia Real des

Sciences.

Milan The Institute.

Modena Royal Academy.
Moscow Society of Naturalists.

University Library.

Munich University Library.

Naples Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Nicolaieff University Library.

Paris Association Fran^aise

Sour I'Avancement
es Sciences.

Geographical Society.

Geological Society.

Royal Academy of
Sciences.

School of Mines.
Pultova Imperial Observatory.
Rome Accademia dei Lincei.

Collegio Romano.
Italian Geographical

Society.

Italian Society of

Sciences.

St. Petersbm-g . University Library.

Imperial Observatory.
Stockholm Royal Academy.
Turin Royal Academy of

Sciences.

Utrecht University Library.

Vienna The Imperial Library.
Central Anstalt fiir

Meteorologie und
Erdmagnetismus.

Zurich General Swiss Society.

ASIA.

Agra The College.

Bombay Elphinstone Institu-

tion.

Grant Medical Col-
lege.

Calcutta Asiatic Society.

, Ilooghly College.

Calcutta Medical College.

Presidency College.

Ceylon The Museum,Colombo.
Madras The Observatory'.

University Library.
Tokyo Imperial University.

AFRICA.

1901.
Cape of Good Hope . . . The Royal Observatory.
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AMERICA.

Albany .

.

Amherst .

Baltimore

Boston

California

Cambridge

CIiicao:o . .

.

Kingston
,

Manitoba

Mexico

Missouri

Montreal

..The Institute.

..The Observatory.

.Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity.

.AmericanAcademy of

Arts and Sciences.

.The University.

.Lick Observatory.

, .Harvard University
Library.

.American Medical
Association.

.Field Columbian Mu-
seum.

.Queen's University.

..Historical and Scien-

tific Society.

..Sociedad Cientifica
' Antonio Alzate.'

..Botanical Garden.

..Council of Arts and
Manufactures.

..McGill University.

New York American Society of

Civil Engineers.

Lyceum of Natural
History.

Ottawa Geological Survey of

Canada.
Philadelphia.. .American Philosophical

Society.

Franklin Institute.

Toronto The Observatory.

The Canadian Insti-

tute.

.The University.

Washington ...Bureau of Ethnology.

Smithsonian Institu-

tion.

The Naval Observatory.

United States Geolo-
gical Survey of the

Ten-itories.

Library of Congress.

Board of Agriculture.

AUSTRALIA.

Adelaide

Brisbane

Sydney

Tasmania
Victoria

. The Colonial Government.

. Tiie Royal Geographical Society.
." Queensland Museum.
. Public Works Department.
. Australian Museum.
. Royal Society.

. The Colonial Government.

NEW ZEALAND.

Canterbury Museum.
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